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NEW VAUDE CIRCUIT: BALL PARKS
Literary Agents Ask Pie-in-Sky
And Story Editors Cry ‘Crazy’
High prices being asked by
agents for potential bestsellers in
the novel field may drive Holly¬
wood back to originals. Story edi¬
tors in New York report them¬
selves sore about the kind of
deals they’re being offered on a
pre-publication basis. They argue
that these kind of prices aren’t
realistic any longer.
Example cited is Sloan Wilson’s
“A Summer Place” for which the
asking price is $500,000 plus a per¬
centage. Wilson’s ‘‘Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit” was sold to and
made by 20th-Fox.
Some feel that, despite the im¬
portance of the pre-sold property
in today’s market, a return to orig¬
inals might be a good thing for the
screen. They were once the main¬
stay of Coast production, but in
postwar years their importance
has dimmed, partly because many
writers found greener pastures in
tv.
Several studios at the moment
kre engaged in a concerted effort
to encourage young writers to turn
out screen originals. For a while,
some of the writing talent got onto
the screen via tv scripts. However,
Hollywood—after some painfHl ex¬
periences—has turned away from
the video scripts.
The one stage property current¬
ly of interest to the film companies
is “Look Homeward Angel.” There
is a complication since Paramount
owns the book, so that anyone buy¬
ing the dramatic rights also would
have to make a deal with Par.

Better Show in 42d St.
Theatre lobby Than In
Oft-made remark that “there’s
a better show in the lobby than on
the screen” Is pointed up anew in
the current run of a coupla “sexers” at the Times Theatre, a grind
house^ori New York’s West 42d St
Its bill comprises “10 Days in a
Nudist Camp,” advertised as a
“first-run” film, while the com¬
panion feature is “International
Burlesque.’’
Draped on the theatres drab
front is a display of’ blownup
newspaper. clips on nudism and a
number of unclothed male and fe¬
male figures. Among the press:
clips is a piece by Arthur “Bugs1”
Baer headined “Nudism Has Its
Advantages0 as, well as a .yarn by
H. Allen Smith. Latter’s story is
headed ‘.‘Reporter Goes Nudist a
Day and Likes It.”
Small knots of men of varying;
ages, ogle the blowups. However,
obviously in the interests of mod¬
esty,. some member of the theatre’s
staf^ took the precaution of plac¬
ing .small bits of adhesive tape
over strategic areas of the mixed
nudes. Occasionally, one or more
of the ogiers mumble such remarks
“man,: I gotta, see this” and
(Continued on page 79)

Off-B’way Revue Going:
Out of the Country
A road edition of an off-Broadway type of cafe musical has been
formed. “In Your Hat.” intimate
revue current at the Showplace in
Greenwich Village, has a second
company which is slated to open at
the Avenue Theatre, Toronto,
Dec. 24.
Chanin Hale heads the touring
version of the show with music
and lyrics by Rick Besoyan. Village
edition has Karen Anders, Bar¬
bara Sharma, William Nix, and
William Graham in the cast, with
boniface Jim Paul Eilers as pro¬
ducer.

No-Work Rap Vs.
Junkie Tooters
Scored at Probe
The N. Y. State Joint Legisla¬
tive Committee on Narcotic Study,
at hearings in New York yester¬
day (Tues.), was told that rehabili¬
tation of addict-musicians was be¬
ing hampered by city and state
regulations barring their employ¬
ment in cafes and hotels. John
Hammond, jazz authority and one
of the directors of American Jazz
Festival, stated that countless per¬
formers had been denied working
cards by N. Y. City police and the
State Liquor Authority because of
narcotic arrests and convictions.
. Tracing trends in jazz addiction
over the years, Hammond stated
that the “maladjusted and frus¬
trated” . musicians of the 1920s
were alcoholics -in the main; in
the 1930s, marijuana was intro¬
duced and, finally, after World
War n, heroin. “Just as some of
the most famous; jazz soloists of
the 1930s flaunted their use of
marijuana, even to the extent of
recording such items as ‘Muggles,’
‘Reefer Man,’ arid dozen of dit¬
ties with reference to ‘tea,’ sev¬
eral of the most creative jazz art¬
ists of, the ’50s were known to
(Continued on page 77)

BOTH BUSH & BIG
By JOE COHEN
Show business is set to play an
important role in reviving sports.
With the gate of virtually every
kind of pro athletic endeavor deci¬ I
mated to a great degree by video, I
and with minor ballclubs scratch¬
ing the . bottom of the exchequer
because of a decline that started
with the rise of television plus
other considerations, the baseball
industry is looking to show busi¬
ness for names and showmanship
to put faltering finances into the
ebony-hued columns.
Latest development in this di¬
rection is the founding of a base¬
ball department at GAC-Hamid, a
subsidiary of General Artists CorpfFunction of this sector will be t(»
stage shows at ballparks, and pos¬
sibly continue the same shows in
supermarkets, arenas, fairs, etc.
The department will be headed by
Coy Poe, who will work under the
direction of Joe Higgins, GAC-Ha¬
mid veepee and general manager.
Function of the new department
will be to hypo juvenile attendance
at ballgames. Theory is If the kids
are interested, they’ll drag their
parents along with them. For the
past few years, Poe has been stag¬
ing shows for teams of the Ameri¬
can Assn., Texas League, Interna¬
tional League, apex being reached
last year with the staging of a
$how on the homegrounds of the
Cincinnati Reds.
The ballparks for some years
have been cognizant of the fact
that if they’re not to fall a com'(Continued on page 68)

Newark, Dec. 3.
A performance of “The Ten
Commandments” especially for
deaf persons will be given at the
Adams Theatre here on Dec: 15.
The mutes will be grouped in a
special section where a ideal pastor
will interpret the dialog for them
via sign language and lip reading.
Rev. C. Roland Gerhpld, pastor pf
St. Matthews Lutheran Church for
the Deaf iti Newark, will wear
white phosphorescent gloves at
which a black beam of light will
be focused, in addition, 'he -will
wear luminous lipstick and make¬
up so that the mutes sitting clos¬
est to him will be able to read
Louis Armstrong, who wound up
(Continued on page 77)
a series of 67 concerts in five
South American capitals yesterday
;---•--1-- ' ’V •
(Tues.), knocked the sputnik off
TV Taleiitj/Gost Chart
the front pages in Latin America
Variety’s affapal talent cost
on his month’s tour south of the
chart on television network
border.
From Buenos Aires to
programming appears in the
Caracas, Satchiho was Page 1
Radio-TV Section of thisr issue.
news in all the important dailies
: As in past, years, reprints will
each time he visited a South
be available upon request
(Continued on page 64)

SATCHMO SWAMPS
SPUTNIK IN SOUTH AM.

B’way Is Assaying Stars B.O. Draw;
Coward Doing Biz Despite Critics
-♦ The perennial question of which
[ stars have strong boxoffice draw,
I as distinct from' those with presOn TT ^ Miccilp T.no- lige value in terms of perfortnU
ance quality, is apparently due for
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
practical test on Broadway this
Government policy which per- season.
mitted Russia to take the lead in
The currently outstanding case
the missile field will be criticized of marquee-pull seems likely to be
in “War on the Satellites,” in a Noel Coward, who has started off
rare instance of an editorial stand to capacity trade in his own play,
in a film production. Producer- “Nude With Violin,” at the Belasco
director Roger Corman is revising Theatre. Despite generally scath¬
the script to include the current ing critical reaction to the play.
situation.
Coward’s personal attraction is
Corman said he hopes the script obviously potent enough to do sell¬
Two things are
anglr might stimulate public in¬ out business.
terest in accelerating the “vital'' worth noting: That the show is a.
program, adding that “there is no comedy and that it’s scheduled
question of lack of patriotism in for a limited engagement (prob¬
knocking policy for its failures. I ably 12 weeks).
Despite mixed notices and the
believe, in fact, that it is a pa¬
triotic service to point up the sombre nature of the drama, “The
inertia which permits this country, Rope Dancers” has had. good at¬
with its tremendous capacity, to tendance at the Cort Theatre. Pre¬
sumably the attraction in that
fall behind other countries.”
case is primarily Art’ Carney, who
is. figured to have a large follow¬
ing from his appearances for sevseasons in a featured role on the
high-rating Jackie Gleason tv se¬
ries. A lesser b.o. factor is be¬
lieved to be Siobhan McKenna, at
least partly from her numerous
tele guest appearances. Although
a long-established name via Hol¬
lywood pictures, Joan Blondeil is
apparently not a major element in
the “Rope” situation, perhaps
partly because she plays only a
supporting role.
Los Angeles, Dec. 3.
Lena Home is credited with a
Annual rush to get product on¬ sizable
share of trie obviously
to local screens before the Dec. 31 strong b.o. pull of the new musi¬
deadline for Academy Award qual¬ cal, “Jamaica,” at the Imperial,
ification will give Los Angeles although she’s never before had a
filmgoers their choice of some $20,- leading role in logit, and has had
000,000 worth of blockbusters this
(Continued on page 18)
month,

Pic to ‘Editorialize’

L.A. at Year End
For Oscars Sake

Topping the list is David O:
Selznick’s, “A Farewell to Arms,”
for 20th release, which cost $4,200,000. Next in line. Is William Goetz’
“Sayonara,” filmed at a cost of
$3,200,000 for Warner release:
Others include Jerry Wald's “Pey¬
ton Place”. (20th-Fox), $3,000,000;
Sam Spiegel’s “Bridge on the Riv-j
er Kwai,” Columbia, $2,400,000;
Hal Wallis’ (Paramount) “Wild is
the Wind” arid “Sad Sack,” total¬
ing $4,000,000 together; “Paths of
Glory” (UA), $1,000,000; “Witness
for the Prosecution” (UA), $1,700,000; “Legend of the' Lost” (UA),
$1,500,000.

‘FAREWELL’NOW SEEN
OFFENSIVE TO ITALIANS
Rome, Nov, 26.
Possibility that “A Farewell To
Arms” may offend Italian suscep¬
tibilities oyer first World War de¬
feat is still a worry to some Ital¬
ian circles. The latest public in¬
terrogation on the question was in
the Italian House, where a con¬
gressman asked what steps had
been taken to insure that Italian
(Continued on page 24)

TV No Boon to Boone’s
B.O., No-TV a Big Plus
For Presley: Exhib Org
United Theatres Corp., film
booking outfit in the southwest ter¬
ritory, figures that millions of dol¬
lars in film rentals alone is being
lost by a star’s exposure on ,tvv
Outfit cites the take of recent pix
starring Elvis Presley and Pat
Boone as a case in point.
. According to Jack D. Braunagel,
UTC spokesman, Pat Boone’s first
pic (“Bernardine") did nearly as
well as Presley’s (“Love Me Ten¬
der”). Since Boone lias been ap¬
pearing on tv, UTC has been get¬
ting reports that the people are
getting tired of Boone and figure
that his current release, “April
Love,” won’t do over 50% of the
gross of “Bernardine.”
In “Mainly About Movies,” col¬
umn In the North little Rock
(Ark.) Times which a spokesman
for UTC writes, the point is further
expanded;
“All show business has tried to
dope the answer for his (Presley)
(Continued on page 32)

U'Sstlt^TY

5 New Polish-Hade Pix Premiered;
Anglo Co-Prod. On Joseph Conrad
By WANDA WERTENSTEIN

+

Warsaw, Nov. 26.
With h<?me production averaging
less than 15 features a year, ,a pre¬
miere of a new Polish picture is
always, an event.
This fall wit¬
nessed a. novelty—five releases iii
six weeks, every Monday a new
film.
The series was opened Oct: 6 /by
the rejected at Venice Festival
•‘True End of the Great War’? of
Jerzy Kawaletowicz—heavy matri¬
monial melodrama, dense in ‘at¬
mosphere, slow in action, well pho¬
tographed and not without imagi¬
nation in presentation. The sec¬
ond. Jerzy Zarzycki’s “Lost Feel¬
ings,’* disappeared off screens after
two days’ run. The story, set
against the-background of the new.
steel town, Nowa Muta, near Cra¬
cow, and . evolving the hardships
of a. woman worker deserted by
her husband and having four kids
to provide for, shows the demorali¬
zation of her teenage oldest son
overcharged with the care of the
younger kids.. In spite of :.an inter¬
esting theme the treatment was in¬
adequate and the direction suf¬
fered of amateurism resulting in
completely unconvincing actors’
erformances.
Crime comedy by Jan Rybkowski
—the only Polish feature film di¬
rector .who manages to shoot a film
every year—“Mr. Anatole’s Hat”
is the big success. The story of a
quiet bank cashier who by buying
himself a new and rather unusual
.(Continued on page 79)

Smog—In Vancouver
. Vancouver, Dec. 3.
Color footage already shot for
projected documentary on Van¬
couver's smog problem has been
filed away
pending
additional
funds. ,
Les Phillifant, Air Pollution So¬
ciety’s new prexy, reports the film
will be in abeyance at least 12
months, that period, to be devoted
to raising more cash.

USSR Teeners Catching
Up on Tunes of 1920s
London, Nov. 26.
According to a report from Mos¬
cow, Russian teenagers are about
25 years behind the times in their
musical, tastes. Bob Reid, a wJc.
broadcaster and freelance journals
1st who returned recently from,-a
tour of the main Russian cities, to
find out. how. folk spent their lei¬
sure hours,. will be talking about
his discoveries during a 30-minute
BBC radio program on Dec. 7.,
One of . his inquiries was into
Whit kind of music the youngsters
preferred, and what pop. tunes the
disk companies were producing. He
learned that they compared to the
Western, world hits of the ’20s and
were played in the style of- dance
bands of that period.

PARTNER HUDDLE FOR
MANKIEW1CZ-N6C & CO.
Board of. directors . of Figaro
Inc., indie producing , company
owned jointly by. Joseph L. Mankiewicz and NBC, meets today
(Wed.) at the company's N. Y. of¬
fice.
On the board’s agenda will be
a discussion of release plans for“The Quiet American,” which;'
United Artists will distribute, and
production plans for Figaro’s new¬
est pic, “The Barbara Graham
Story.”
Latter, starring Susan
Hayward, goes before the cameras
on Feb. 17. In addition to fea¬
ture: pix, company’s tv production
program, will be discussed.
Figaro’s board includes Marikiewicz, prexv; Emanuel Sa.chs,
executive v.p.; Robert Lantz, v.pJ;
Bert. Allenberg, Alaii Livingston,
Abraham i. Bienstock,. Earl Rettig
and James E. Denning.
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Bad Press-No Groceries
Philadelphia, Dec. 3.
Being a critic-has its hazards at least as far as luncheonfdates
with femme stars are concerned. This is best explained by!Jerry
Gaghan, Philly Daily News columnist-reviewer and Variety^ cor¬
respondent, in his Friday (29) pillar:!
V
“This reporter has a sideline of reviewing shows that threatens
i
to throw .him off his feed. We didn’t get too excited in print about
' two productions that opened this week—“The Dark at the Top of
the Stairs,’ at the. Walnut, and ‘Miss Isobel,’ the hew entry at the
. Forrest.
“Apparently, poor notices had a depressing, effect on the appe¬
tites of the femme stage stars, Teresa Wright canceled an appoint¬
ment for lunch with us at the Warwick immediately after the re¬
view on ‘Stairs’ appeared. The next day when our glum appraisal
of ‘Miss Isobel- hit the streets, Shirley Booth called off a luncheon,
date at the Barclay.
“Such is the price of integrity—back to the plant cafeteria.”
—;-— —i—;—, ■.—’ .
——.—^

face of such competition:
the
U S. duo. of Sammy Snead and
Jimmy Demaret. and with Prime
Minister/NubusUke Rishi making
a la Ike for the divot sport, the
popularity of. golf in this country
has already cut into the geisha boxoffice and threatens to make an
even greater bid for the entertain¬
ment yen.;
Expense accounts being- as pop¬
ular in Japan as on Madison Ave¬
nue,. companies here are discover¬
ing that it is cheaper to firm up •
deals on the links than at geisha;,
parties and top restaurants.
j
A day at the course can cost!
as little as 5,000 yen ($13.88) in-!
eluding prizes While geisha fests [
nip/the tab for at least 10,000 yen
IS27.77) per head. It also has the |
advantage Of being a. drawn-out
affair whereas "parties” start to
conk out when the: participants
have had enough sakA
Ail estimate places golfers In
Japan at ! 350,000 compared ‘with
200,000 last year. Membership fees
at the better clubs average. 300,000
yen. ($830.33) but in the long run
the cost is deemed less and is
keeping company , officials practic¬
ing, at indoor ranges until they are
summoned to cement a deal on the
greens.

Handfuls to Pick

Short Grass Verdant as Longhairs
Tour NBC Op to 57 One-Nite Stands
;•___By GLENDON ALLVINE___
While bringing opera in English i
by bus . and truck*1 to one-night
stands in the Middle West and Deep
South, NBC seems to have won over
to culture not only the natives but
CBS and ABC- Ih 57 cities a new
generation, of opera-goers, condi¬
tioned by radio, records and video,
is finding good music, sung by trim
young singers, not only tolerable
but even a pleasure.
Blot out a foreign language* slim
down the sopranos from the 300pounder who created Violetta,
throttle down their strutting gesti¬
culations, brighten up ;costumes
and scenery, and you don’t have to
use a block and tackle to get pop
and the teenagers out to the audi¬
torium in Peoria or Sagi w. You
may even have to cultivate the
principal to :get a seat in the soldout high school when ‘Traviata”
plays Florence, Ala. or Albany, Ga.,
for these: incipient eggheads in high

Hollywood, Dec: 3.
Study of Academy’s new Oscar j
Voting regulations indicates indus- j
try’s top awards now- being deter- ]
mined, by select handful of indus-1
“My Father-My Son,” Edward Gtryltes. In past, these have been
determined by crossrsection of Robinson Jn and William Dufty
(Fell; $3.95), is the “autobiogra¬
more than. 14,000 members. of in¬
phy” bf the screen star’s son, done
dustry. Beginning: this ySar,. only
in the manner of a “confessional”
Academy member's can nominate.
yarn, since, actually, no 24-yearMost, drastic change is in . four
‘acting, categories where approxi¬ old with few achievements to. his
credit is in a position to .pen an
mately 250 Academy .members will
“autobiography.”
Book,
there¬
nominate 20 performers for con¬
fore. stresses sensational side of
sideration. Last year, nomination
young
Robinson’s:
“unhappy”
blanks went to 12.639 members of
school life, the misunderstandings
Screen Actors Guild. In writing
between him and his parents, his
field,. about 190 scribes will be
headlined tangles with the law, his
asked to nominate their colleagues
.bouts with alcoholism, attempts at
as -against 592 ballots sent last suicide, early marriage and divorce.
year to SWG. membership.
Author cops the plea that he
..Similarly,
125 directors will grew up in the shadow of ‘‘Little
nominate five top colleagues in Caesar,” never was accepted at
contrast to poll last time of 552 face value, but always as the son
members
of
Screen
Directors of a famous father. Considering
Guild.
the chances the youngster had, his
Additional i,068 nomination bal¬ parents' position and background,
lots. sent to “various technical and with a thought for many noncrafts” how shrink to 433. as fol¬ problematic sprouts of equally
lows:. 149 to art directors, 139 in well-placed, show: biz personalities,
music branch, 80 to cameramen, it is not always easy to; sympathize
71 film editors.
In technical with this “boy who ..should not

EDW.G. ROBINSON JR’S
‘CONFESSIONAL’ OUT

classifications, nominations! in such
fields as camera, editing now rest
on memories of handful of men,
emphasizing, Jong-held belief that
films released early in year have
less chance of 'winning nomination
since' not ;
easily, recalled by
those working on nomination bal¬
lots in January:
. In reporting rules .change. Acad¬
emy argued it now has enough
members to supply .“representative,
opinion” in all branches of indus¬
try. Last published figures are for
January, $t which time Acad¬
emy rolls/total was 1,780—includ¬
ing about 150 meinbers-at-large,
100 in public relations, at least 150
others in categories which would
de-bar them from nominating ac¬
tivity.

(Continued on page 69;

TV Eatery

New Gotham restaurant* The
Forum, opening in. about two
weeks in Rockefeller Center, is
anticipating a large proportion
of television and advertising
ekecs among its clientele.
*
So the restaurant is planning
to install jacks at each table,
not only for telephones,, but
for the small personalized porr table tv sets plus earphones
that will enable thie diners to
monitor show or segments of
shows while they eat.

school and college orchestras kno\
and love their oboes' and violas.
After a week of dress rehearsals
during the last week of September
at the ultra-modern G’Laughlin
Auditorium: of St. Mary’s College at
South Bend, Ind., the NBC Opera
Company of 100 musicians and
technicians moved on to the U; of
Michigan, and played to other col¬
lege audiences at the Universities
of Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, Kan¬
sas, Texas and Massachusetts, Mar-.
shall College, Duke, Iowa State
College, Kansas State Teachers
College, Louisiana Technical Insti¬
tute and North Carolina Women’s
College: Most appreciative of all
campus groups was the all-Negro
audience at the Jackson State Col¬
lege in Mississippi.
Intensive selling by Community
Concerts, last spring resulted ‘
houses cleaned out months ahead in.
Evansville, Ind.; Topeka, Kan.;
Port Arthur. Texas, Alexandria.
La.; Newport News, Va,; Charleston,
Wpst Va.; Kingston, N.Y, and Little
Rock, Ark. (not at the high school^.
Of the three operas, “Figaro”
was the least booked by Judson,
O’Neill and Judd, and this Mozart
comedy* aft the book of which the
author’s father actually died laugh¬
ing, was enjoyed in Ann Arbor and
Saginaw, Mich.;- Springfield and
Peoria, Ill.; Utica and Elmira, N.Y,;
San Aiigelo, Tex., and Hartford,
Conn. Ten cities played “Madame
Butterfly” and “Traviata” was the
favorite with 43 performances.
Ends This Sat. (7)
Riding herd on this
10,381
mile trek, General Manager Chand¬
ler Cowles flew from town to town,
or drove in a de-luxe Oldsmobile,
(Continued on page 16) *

Geo. Barns as Piper
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
George Burns has been inked by
Mode Records, to make his debut
as a disk performer with an album
entitled “Songs I Like To Hear Me:.
Sing.”
/
Package will consist of oldies
Burns warbled during his days in
■ vaude.
•
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Stop Worrying—It’s Here: Scentovision
^ The word “smell” has sorpetimes been employed as a figurative
adjective to describe a motfon picture. Now there's a chance that
it will be used literally if a new invention registered with the pat¬
ent office in Washington turns out successfully.
Known as Scentovision, the new mechanism blends motion pic¬
tures with appropriate odors. It picks up signals from the film and
releases a smell that fits the situation. The inventor is a. Swiss.
Hans Laube, described as an expert in osmology, the science of
odors. The process is owned by. the Scentovision Corp. of N.Y., of
which Len Ruskin is president. Stanley Wafner Corp. is reported
to have provided the financing for the development of the inven¬
tion.
'

LOSS FEAR

SomeExhibsDmiNewsprmtcSpodighlsjHUIITS FILMS As Television Steps Up Display Ads

* More film theatres are dimming
the spotlight of printed media
Some months ago YAaiErv .gave
Showmen’s Dream
buildup for openings. While the
an account of the “rumpr-tism”
film industry has been complaining
then afflicting* the industry, .this
Chicago,. Dec. 3.
of the limited attention given pic¬
concerned the widely-spread re¬
A run ,at the . boxoffice is
tures in the news columns of the
ports of company mergers in full
preventing some school kids
daily papers, it’s also noted by .ob¬
or in part. The rumors abound
here from getting their home:again, but now are anent person¬
servers in the trade itself that
work done.
nel. .; Regardless of the validity
many showcase theatres in . key
A number of Catholic paro¬
of the downbeat talk, the fact is
cities are now outdistanced by (1)
chial schools instructed their
that it is being heard (despite
students to see Paramount’s. television and (2) art houses in
some fine financial statements
terms of advertising insertions.
“10 Commandments” as " a
from film and theatre companies
Unlike radio in the Old days, tele¬
weekend assignment. Many
of late) and it’s causing unrest.
vision programs have been heavy
failed to meet the assignment
; A substantial segment of film in¬
spenders right along. But now the
when they found the five the¬
dustry employees is in the thrpes
layouts are getting bigger and
atres at which it Js currently
Charles Reagan Victim of Economy Sweep-*—Frank of Uneasiness. To;, put it bluntly,
more frequent as competition for
playing sold out.
there’s a growing fear of one of
audience and ratings among the
Walker Turns Cpnsultant—Other Vogel Cuts
the most drastic cutbacks: since the
three networks waxes hotter. Fur¬
retrenchment
and realignment
ther there’s the greater number of
that were effected circa 1949.
irregularly scheduled programs,
Universal Lops 125
Upheaval, in Loew’s Inc. topSlowdown in production at Uni¬
either the “specials” or once-ar
echelon executive lineup continued
Hollywood, Dec: 3.
versal,
ad-pub
firings
at
Para¬
month airers—which the webs feel
last week with the resignation of
Total of 125 employees have
mount and Warners and. new talk
must be brought to the attention
sales v.p. Charles M. Reagan and
been pink-slipped by Universal
of shifting backroom and other ex¬
of the pubblic more so than the
the appointment of John P. Byrne,
in a drive to reduce personnel
change work to National 'Screen
continuing series.
assistant general sales manager, to
in the face of limited produc¬
Service by at least a couple of com¬
Except to ballyhoo openings, as
the top distribution post. Also as
tion . activity^ during the com¬
panies—these have had a demoral¬
in the instance of the past week-¬
part of.the shifts at Lbew’s, which
ing months. Meanwhile, it
izing effect.
end’s
display on “Sayonara,”
prexy Joseph R. Vogel has under¬
was reported without confirma¬
But cause , of concern is not so
amusement pages in New York in a
taken to revitalize the . company,
tion, that the studio next year
%much What, has already happened
recent period appeared dominated
saw Frank Walker, head of MGM
London, Dec. 3.
plans a revision, of its produce ■ as it. is what may transpire within,
by ads placed for imported prod¬
Records, step down from division
The lohg drawn out industry has¬ uct at the off-Broadway situations.
tion setup-and may lean more
the next several months: ,..
topper, to a consultant post in
toward indie deals and. a new
It’s believed that several com¬ sle over the projected sale by Eal¬ Brigitte Bardot, first in “And God
Lbew’s Inc., of which he is a v.p.
concentration on tv. produc¬
panies, in addition to U are now. ing Films of' its. pre-1945 backlog Created Woman” and next in
(See separate story in music sec¬
tion.
angling to reduce backlogs so as to commercial television is likely “Light Across the Street,” and
tion.)
to
be in a more flexible position— to. be . resolved Within the next, Maria Schell, in “Gerviase,” freAmong those exiting , the stu¬
Reagan’s resignation, not un¬
that is, to fashion each new pro¬ week Or so. A final decision may*,
dio
are
William
Gordon,
pro¬
CContinued on page 25)
expected, cam'e late Friday (29)
duction
in tune,with market con¬ in fact,: be taken when the general
duction code administrator for
with a terse announcement issued
ditions on a more up-to-date basis. council of the Cinematograph Ex¬
the last 10 years; Phil Benja¬
personally by Reagan. The com¬
This does not obtain with the hibitors’ Assn, holds its monthly
min,
a
20-year veteran, and
pany’s publicity department; which
film colony in its entirety. For meeting on Wednesday, Dec. ll.
William Batliner, assistant cast¬
usually issues such news, was una¬
example, , Loew’s is making an
Although a vocal and influenr
ing directors; and Don Tay¬
ware of Reagan’s action until
(Continued on page 25)
tial group of indie theatre owners
lor, veteran employee of the
newspapers called asking ..for more
is
still clamoring for a boycott on
film
library
department.
details. Shortly thereafter, a hur¬
the studio company’s output if the
ried release was prepared an¬
deal
goes through, general indus¬
AI
Morgan
nouncing Byrne’s appointment.
try opinion is hot favoring such
Reagan’s exit follows close on
Cautions Wot Betide the Author drastic action. The majority view¬
the heels of the resignation of Arr
Who looks to Writing Repose
point is now leaning towards a
thur M. Loew as president of
in an amusing piece titled
quiet and dignified settlement in
Loew’s International. ♦ The exodus
the h°P<? that the threat of action
of many veteran and high-salaried
has
been more than enough to.
Rube. Shor, midwest circuit oper¬
Don't
Touch
That
Loew’s executives has been antici¬
scare off other producers with a ator and prominent figure in Allied
pated for some time. The recent
Typewriter!
yen
to
trade
with.television.
States
Assn., has- notified the dis¬
proxy fight, which the company
Association1 stands is primarily tributors he intends to sharply re¬
successfully Weathered, and. the
based on a resolution dating back duce his advertising expenditures
clamor from stockholders for sal¬
another Editorial Feature
to 1952 which was approved well for his first-run theatres because
ary reductions and economy, has
in the upcoming'
before commercial video was “present methods and budgets” are
piaye.d a major role in bringing
Although negotiations
“real.” At that time there was out of line with business condi¬
about the lopping off from the top.
52d Anniversary Number
growing concern at the use of fea¬ tions.
With Vogel currently on the tinuing, a serious impasse has de¬
It’s apparent that Shot is but one
veloped
in
Contract
talks
between
ture. oldies by BBC-TV, but the
Coast, it’s thought that • changes
industry had not envisaged a de¬ of many chain owners whq feel
will Occur pronto. in the studio’s the film companies and the Homeshowcase.
campaigns are too costly
velopment
in
which
leading
moexecutive lineup^ ^Executives. will office Employees Union, Local
Variety
in light of diminishing boxoffice
(Gontinued on pagO'24)
be dropped, shifted, or asked tp
H-63,
International
Alliance
of
returns.
This
has become notice¬
take substantial salary cuts. More
able particularly in the New York
homepffice officials will be treated ^Theatrical Stage Employees. Fail¬
area
where
some
openings have al¬
ure to. reach an agreement bn ..the
(Continued on page; 25)
most gone unheralded.
four main issues of. money, hours,
Effective Dec. 23, according, to
vacation and severance has caused
Holiday Booms Biz; ‘Joey’ Still No. 1, ‘Days’ 2d,. Robert Morrell, general manager
Russell Moss, executive : v.p. and
of the Shor company,, ads for pic¬
biz agent of the Union, to summon
tures are to he cut 50% in the first
‘April’ 3d, ‘Girls’ 4th; ‘Star,’ ‘B-S2’ Next
the -white coilarites to a special
week and, in the case of holdovers,
membership meeting tonight
The Thanksgiving week crowds est Cinerama subject.;-' Pefri 33Vfi% in the second week,
i Wed.). • ■ '
Morrell advised the distribs that
4*,bows,are
if. they wanted, to step up their own
At this meeting it’s understood u»Sd scaleS
that Moss will present to the mem¬ booming. .;grosses.;:;-at first-runs over ^ CaptUring llth-place coin, with ads to compensate for his reduc¬
bership a complete blow-by-blow the country this session. Even “10 Commandments” (Par) roundr tions he’d cooperate but this woujd
description of what has taken place along the Atlantic seaboard, where ing out the Golden Dozen. "Baby be limited to placing of the in¬
sertions.
in the negotiations to date. He is
flSUSSSS'
expected to call attention to the heavy rains both Thursday aftd Sat,
rday probahly would have hurt or- up pix;
“rigid”
attitude
of
the
film
Com¬
Arbitration proceedings relating
“Sad Sack” (Par) shapesns most
to Warner Bros:’ decision to elimi¬ panies and to ask the general mem¬ dinarily, the wicket intake is soarnate its 32-man homeoffice art de¬ bership for instructions on what ing. Many houses had the advan- promising newcome?, just being
partment and the company’s firing course to take in meeting the im¬ tage of new, strong fare brought launched. The Jerry Lewis comedy
of eight publicists were temporar¬ passe. A possibility exists that in to take advantage of the holi- is great in N. Y. and ChL only .two
spots opened. “Motorcycle Gang”
Resignation of Charles M. Rea- n
ily halted last week as company Moss may ask for a Strike vote. days.
representatives and the Screen However, even if the membership " “Pal Joey” (Col), which was first (Indie), alsp new, is hotsy in De¬ Ran as Metro’s sales topper and the '
appointment of John P. Byrne as
Publicists Guild, went into a pri¬ should demand a strike, the union last stanza, again is holding top troit and Frisco,
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G.) looms his successor marks the third
vate huddle in an effort to “setV cannot call but its members unless spot. Playing in some 20 keys
permission is granted by Richard covered , by Variety, the Sinatra- nice in Providence. ‘My Man God- change in industry sales posts in
tie” the dispute,; ;
Sooo recent, weeks.
Conclave was called by the film F. 'Walsh, president of the TA. In Nova k-Hayworth musical is register- frey” (U), okay in Cmcy,
company which, seemingly seeks previous stalemates between the ing mostly big to wow v trade, in Washington and L. A. “Slaugh- ^ Henry H. “Hi” Martin assumed
a compromise solution and would film companies and Local H-63, “Around World In 80 Days” (UA), ter on 10th Ave.” from Universal the^top sales job at Universal on
the death of Charles J. Feldman
be willing to retain several of the Walsh has intervened and brought in first position for many months, also, looks fine Yn N. Y.
publicists pinkslipped. Except for about a settlement.. The IA topper is finishing a strong second.
‘Graf
shapes several weeks ago. Charles Boas«<A„riiTn,m" /onthv pif ftnnnp’« socko in Chi. “Black Scorpion, berg, former RKO sales chief and
staffers who exited the company has long prided himself in the fact
more recently a Paramount sales
voluntarily, the “fired” publicists that he has never. issUed a strike latest wS S Pproniise a
executive, takes over the. top dis¬
have continued on the WB payroll call against the film industry.
tribution spot at Warner Bros, on
pending the outcome of the arbi¬
hhriUeif^wlth’nearlv^SMOOOs'ln
(aa1)'
which
has
been
high
on
Other actions short of a strike position,
with
nearly
$30M0a
in
weekl
iists,
is
rated
smash
in
Chi
Jan.
1. He succeeds Roy Haines,
tration proceedings.
call that may be undertaken by. the
and Denver. ”Stdpover Tokyo” who voluntarily returned to his
In the initial arbitration hearing; Union are a slowdown or “absences
Rost of western sales; chief with
WB argued that its . plan to close because of sickness.” Union has S-!nH,*n J uhGfnnrt?d last^?nd'- * <20th); is okay in Toronto,
. “Mad, Ball” (Col) shapes great Coast headquarters. Haines had
down its art department was not bCen turned. down. on its request, winding up fourth.
“Tin Star” (Par), a new entrant, fa. second session at N. Y. Victoria, succeeded Ben Kalmenson Who
an arbitrable manner. However, for a wage hike, for a reduction in
the arbitrator appointed by the hours from 37*4 to 35, and for is finishing fifth. “Bombers B-52” “Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) is had moved up to executive v.p.
American Arbitration Assn., Mil- three-week vacations for employees (WB), not big in.all spots, is tak- pushing to a sock total in third when Serge Semenenko took over
ton Rubin, heard arguments on with 10 years Of service. It’s said ing sixth money, -“Kiss Them For round *1 N, Y. Music Hall, biggest Control of Warners.,
Also a comparatively newcomer
the matter from the company and that the film companies have of- - Me”- (20th.) will be seventh,; while week of engagement.
“Search .for Paradise” (Cinerama 1 ; ‘‘pall Stranger”' (AA) is tidy in in the top. sales post is 20th Fox’s
from the Guild.
fered an overall 5 % increase,
L . X . “Esther Costello’” (Col) ' Alex Harrison, who succeeded Al
‘. WB and union officials con¬ which the union regards as inade¬ is winding up in: eighth place.
J Lichtman last year.* Lichtman
ferred on Monday (2) and yester¬ quate. Union’s demand’s, it’s saidT v/ “Seven Wonders of World” (Cin- looks fine in N. Y.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on went into independent produc¬
day (Tues.). The content of these wouid involve a hike of about 20% 'erama) will be ninth, first time it
has dropped below “Paradise,” lat- Pages 8-9.)
'
J tion.
for entire; package.
(Continued on page 20)

Sale to Video
Seen Very Near

Rube Shor Not
To Spend Hig
On lsi-Run Ads

White Collar Union
Hits Stone Wall
Members Rally

National Boxoffice Survey

Warners, Guild
In Compromise’
Pub Confabs
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Loew’s is headed for a )^but with 4the Dept. of Justice when and if
Frisco Defense Opens
the film corporation ' pursues its
newly-drawn plan to seek to escape
San Francisco, Dec. 3.
the theatre-divorcement phase of
Defense case in Sam Goldits antitrust decree.
D. of J.
wyn’s $1^2 million. antitrust
sources, * as well as lawyers at
suit against 20th-Fox, National
other companies,; said this week
Theatres and Fox West Coast
there’s no precedent in which a de¬
opened. yesterday (2) in Fed¬
fendant could avoid compliance
eral Judge Edward P. Murr
with a court order such as the trust
phy’s court.
decree because trade conditions
Two early witnesses were
have altered in the interim. And
expected to be Fox West Coast
the Department is whispered bent
buyer-statistician. Pete Lundon seeing to it that such a prece¬
greri and Fox West Coast buy¬
dent is not established.
er Bert Pirosh. Both testi¬
fied earlier, and at great
Position taken by Loew’s attor¬
length, during complainants
neys is that industry ^conditions
side of case. Defense’s Case
have so radically changed: as to
is expected to take about three
render unnecessary the ordered
weeks.
theatre split. Indeed, it’s felt,, the
divestiture could be harmful tQ the
entire industry since Loew’s pro¬
duction program might be im¬
paired if the profit-making domes¬
tic exhibition situations can no
longer be relied upon for fiscal
bolstering.
Further, it’s noted
that the Paramount picture com¬
pany is free to return to exhibition
and previously-divorced circuits
Vancouver, Dec. 3.
are now going into production..
Most every employee is sure he
Logic? Maybe! But the D. of J. can rim the business better than
will not hold still for the . Loew’s the boss though few get chance to
argument. Point is made that di¬ prove it. When slump boxoffice
vorcement was among the penal¬ closed the town theatres in Haney
ties imposed because of .monopo¬ and Abbotsford, British Columbia,
listic practices found by the U. S. projectionists Alec Marshall and C.
District Court -in New York and Friezen-jumped in anl unshuttered
upheld by the U. S. Supreme their respective boxoffices.
Court.
Reports indicate that both are
-With Justice antagonistic to¬ proving a point by doing good
ward any move to continue Loew’s trade.
integrated corporate setup, the
company has as its only other ave¬
nue of approach a petition filed di¬
rectly with the District Court. If
.this is done, it’s hinted, the com¬
pany might seek to enlist the sup¬
port of many of the same inde-.
pendent exhibitors who demanded
Motion’Picture Export Assn, last
divorcement years ago but now
week said it would go along with
would prefer not to have it.
the
International Federation of
These are the theatremen. who
believe the separation of produc¬ Film. Producers Assns. in formulatings
its stand re the proposed new
tion-distribution from exhibition is
responsible for the lessened rules for the 1958 Venice film fes¬
tival.
amount of product available to
Venice organizers . have stated
them.
they’ll go hack to their old. System
of doing their wn picking and
choosing for the fest. Method
caused the Yanks to stay away
from, the fest. in'1955:
This year. Venice—in order to
get IFPA approval—had to switch
to a different selection method al¬
lowing countries to nominate their
respective entries as per IFPA
rules. However, Venice got rapped
for its poor quality, which cued the
Switch.
While the American companies
San Franciscp, Dec. 3.
realize that Venice, coming at the
Hollywood’s .. Screen Directors bottom of the fest ladder each year,
Guild is considering participation has trouble getting good films, they
in San Francisco’s International also appear unwilling to compro¬
Film Festival opening tomorrow mise on their right to select their
own fest entries.
*4) night. If participation
okayed, SDG is expected to tiy to
recruit a number of top-drawer di¬
N. Y. to L. A.
rectors to. be present at various
Rod Alexander
nishts of the two-week fete.
Don Ameche
Festival, unsanctioned by Inter¬
Martin Bauiri
national. Federation of Film Pro¬
Saliie Blair
ducers was extended one day by
Eddie Elkort
the sponsoring Frisco Art. CommisMel Ferrer
„ sion to permit one more entrant,
Ait Ford
“El Vaquero and the Girl.” Festi¬
Tim Gale
val co-ordinator Irving M. Levin
James .Garner
also snagged one independent U.^S.
Audrey Hepbur
picture. Franchot Tone’s “Uncle
Lou Jacobi
Vanya,” to bring total entrants to
Jerry Lewis
15 from 12 nations.
Bambis Linn
Full list, of entries, Dec. 4
Jack Lord
through Dec. 18, is:
N. Richard Nash
"Captain of KoeDenick” <
Robert Thom
/> "11 Grido” /Italy)

Everybody's Back Where
They Were As to Venice;
MPEA Awaits Federation

San Francisco’s

FromlZLandsit

"If All the Guys in tho WotJd /France)
"Aire of Infidelity** (Spain)
"\parajIto (India)
"Hulin? Mandirigma”
"Kansl” (Poland).
*‘Throne of Blood" (Japan)
"Bolshoi Ballet” (Britain)
"Uncle Vanya”- (U. S.)
•"Three Men in a Boat” (
"Ouivitoq” (Denmark)
"Freedom” (Ghana)
"El Vaquero and the-. Girl” t
"'i Bigrmo (Italy);

Films will play 1,200-seiit Metro
Theatre* and festival is scheduled
for blessing from Frisco Board of
Supervisors anr mayor on opening
night.

Europe to N. Y.
Jimmy Gardiner
Jack Hawkins
Arthur L. Mayer
Tyrone Power
Tom Rodgers
Joseph H. SCidelman
Margaret Webster
Michael Wilding

L A. to N. Y.
Caroline Burke
Richard Carlson
Rosemary Clooney
Hans Conreid
Frank Cooper
Joan Crawford
Charles Einfeld
Clark Gable,
Ben Gazzara
Joe Glaser
Paul Henreid
Bernard Ml Kamber
Peggy King
Art Linkletter
Alan W. Livingston
Joe Mantell
Walter Matthau
Nicholas Nayfack
Hugh O’Brien
Michael Sean O’Shea
William Perlberg
George Seaton
Sonny Shamberg

BUENA VISTA FATTENS
SKED VIA GERMANY
Reaching out for new product in
addition to its own studio-produced
pictures, Buena Vista; Walt Disney
distribution subsidiary, appears set
to take United States and Gana-.
dian releasing rights to a number
of German films. It’s believed
other imports,, some from France,
also will be added to the lineup.
Buena already has closed a deal
for the first of the German entries,
this being “Story of Vickie,” which
was produced by Ernst Marischka,
who also directed and scripted.
Star is Romy Schneider who, ac¬
cording to. the distrib’s present
plans, is to be given an ad buildup
similarly as Brigitte Bardot has
been spotlighted in recent weeks.
Other outside product taken by
the BV sales department includes
two pictures from C. V; Whitney
and RKO’s “Stage Struck.”

MPEA Paris Post
Spiegel to H-H-L
Marc M. Spiegel, Continental
manager of the Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn, with headquarters in
Paris, has. resigned effective Feb.
1, 1958. His successor Is Leo Hochstetter, the MPEA’s Far JCast man¬
ager; who’s being shifted from
Tokyo;
Spiegel’s new position is as v.p.
and: foreign sales manager for
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster Productions.
From Paris, he’ll supervise their
.sales: worldwide and in addition
will act as production liaison on
the H-H-L pix to be shot in Europe,
Spiegel moyeover, coming in the
wake of the successful conclusion
by him of a hew two-year French
film agreement, keeping intact the
Yanks’ .220 permits; didn’t. come
as. a surprise since he’s long known
to have wanted, ‘'out.” On the
other hand, though Spiegel's. res¬
ignation was. submitted to MPEA
prexy Eric Johnston in London last
month, and accepted then, none of
the eompanies had an inkling that
Spiegel was stepping out. MPEA
explanation is that it wanted to
keep Spiegel’s exit under wraps
pending finalization of the French
agreement.
Though Spiegel’s . new position
with H-H-L is an excellent, one,
this is said to have been only one
of several factors influencing his
decision to change; One pit the
prime functions of the MPEA Con¬
tinental manager is liaison \tith
the companies’ Continental heads
in Paris. Spiegel'at times found it;
difficult to walk this particular
tightrope. He’s generally credited
• Continued on page 22)

N.Y. to Europe
jerpme H. Cargill
‘ Reg Connelly
Erroll Garner
Rex Harrisoii
Arthur Hershkowitz
Kay Kendall
j Raoul Levy
Duncan McGregor
Hazel Scott
Vat Star

Eddie Cantor
sagely anwnaratao. from is half* ,
can Vary of Shew Bis fxptrienca.
Ills concept af

10 Commandments
Of Shoic Biai
another Editorial Feature
In ttia upcoming

52d Anniversary Number
af

^USriety

New York Sound Track

Brigitte Bardot wants to do a picturewith . Frank Sinatra and, the
desire being mutual, search is now on for a suitable script.
A phenomenon of the current Broadway season was cited by Rich¬
ard Watts Jr., drama critic of the N.Y. Post, in his: “Two on the Aisle”
column of Nov. 26. Under one of his weekly “Random Notes on This
and That” pieces Watts wrote, “How many years has it been since a
local drama Critic has failed to applaud a Hollywood performer appear¬
ing in a Broadway play? ,, . Yet I’m sure it won’t he long before film
actress tells an interviewer that she’d be terrified to face the brutality
of these movie-hating sadists . . . Come to. think .of, it, there’s something
wrong with this theatrical season . ... No one has yet said the review¬
ers were wrecking the stage.”
1
On the same day that Charles M. Reagan submitted, his resignation
as Metro’s sales v.p., Loew’s issued a revised listing of its officers. Rea¬
gan’s name continued on the list . . . There’s film interest in “The Im¬
mortal,” first novel by Walter Ross, BMI press chief and former War¬
ner Bros, publicist. Book, to be published by Simon & Schuster
March, concerns an actor of beat generation who becomes more famous
after his death than when he was alive.* Guess wiio? . . . The Will Rog¬
ers Hospital reports that 782 people of the amusement industry took
advantage of the free chest x-ray facilities in operation at the Theatre
Owners of America-Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers
Assn, convention and trade show in Miami Beach last week. X-ray sur¬
vey is part of a major health program inaugurated by the hospital. It
is expected to reach full swing in 1958 \vhen chest x-ray surveys will
be made on a national basis by arrangements with local divisions of
the National Tuberculosis Assn. ... Ruby Dee and Virginia Maskelt
signed with Sidney Poltier and John Cassavetes in “Our Virgin Is¬
land,” a Countryman Film being produced on location in the West In¬
dies ... W. Richard Nash to the Coast for script conferences with Sam*
uelGoldwyn on his screen'adaptation of “Porgy and Bess.” . . .Artists
rep .Peter Witt has added Leo G. Carroll as a client ; . . “The . Tarnish¬
ed Angels” Universal’s version of William Faulkner’*“Pylon,” set for
key.city openings during the Xmas-New Year's holidays . . . New Amer¬
ican Library has issued a 600,000 first printing of the paperback edi-.
tion. of “Don’t Go Near the Water” to tie in with the Metro film
;
English actress Jessie Matthews'back to films via George Pal filmiza^
tio.ri of “tom thumb,” which Metro will release . . . Universal’s sales
chief H. H. Martin off on a swing of the company’s western branches
and for confabs with U-S studio toppers . . .
Floris Ammahnati has been officially reconfirmed as Venice Film
Festival topper for another year, per Senator Giovanni Pontt, who heads
the entire Venice, operation, whichalso comprises legit, music, art and
other events. Same source chose Mario.Natale for another year as Press
Office chief ...
Robert Ardrey, American screen and stage writer resident in Gene¬
va, Switzerland the last couple of years, is probably one of the travelingest. contemporary authors. In recent mouths he’s made professional
trips to Johannesburg, Hollywood, Paris. London, Vienna, Corsica,
Stratford-upon-Avon and Northnumberiand County in. England, and
the Pyrenees. The trip to Johannesburg was to. gather material for a
book about anthropology as revealed in South Africa, and the visit to
London was to arrange for. publication by Collins; He Was in Vienna
to cover the Hungarian rebellion, and has been working on a legit
play about it. He also planed* over the Pole to Hollywood for confabs
with producers Cheater Erakine and Robert Parrish about the film ver¬
sion of Thomas Lea’* “The Wonderful Country,” and has written the
screenplay in Corsica and the Pyrenees, with time out. for a huddle
with Erskine and Parrish in Paris. He plans to return next summer
with his wife and two sons to his permanent home in Brentwood, Cal.,
probably to remain a year or so.
Robert Taplinger, WB ad-pub topper, in introducing Joshiia Logan
at- a luncheon last week: “I always: say that when a man needs ho in¬
troduction, he needs no introduction.” And with , this he sat down . . .
Robert Brasillach’s play “Queen From Cesaree” Which ;was closed
by the police in Paris because World War II resistance people raised
a fuss recalls the unsavoury case of the dramatist who was co-author
of a history of motion pictures. Before 1939, when still in his 20s, he
published a novel, excellent volume of translations from classic Greek,
and was journalist, and literary critic, of considerable promise. After
serving in French army until France’s collapse in ’40, he became
mouthpiece of Nazi propaganda in France, contributing inflammatory
editorials to notorious Nazi-controlled mag, “Je .Suis Partout,” and
publicly thanking Hitler for taking France.
; ..Brasillach was arrested at time of liberation, immediately tried and
executed.
Nicholas Farkas, head of Farkas Films, has acquired a building on
Third Ave. to expand his facilities. Distributor of foreign pix former¬
ly was a few doors below. Coincidentally, his brother Aladar is a liter¬
ary agent who also concentrates on the foreign market.
There’s nothing like getting lost in the Bronx. It happened to Spyros
P. Skouras and his retinue a couple of months ago when they jour¬
neyed uptown to 20th-Fox’s experimental theatre. Last week, it hap¬
pened not only to the bus taking the press to a Cinemiracle demon¬
stration, but also to Jack L. Warner, who missed tho whole tiring while,
cruising around the Bronx; “territory” . . . Mylene Demongeot, French
beauty starred in “BonjOur Tristesse,” was asked for opinion of di¬
rector Otto Preminger last week. She summed it up iii a single word:
“Violent!” ... . Director Mark Robson went to London to try and snare
Sir Laurence Olivier as a costar with Ingrid Bergman in his planned
“Inn of 8th Happiness.” It’ll be shot on Formosa . .* . National Theatres
prexy Elmer C. Rhoden said last week his circuit’s newly-owned tv
station in Kansas City wouldn’t be used for toll-tv purposes; NT hn
joined Paramount’s Telemeter in applying for a Los Angeles franchise;
French producer Raonl. Levy plans to go to Russia in 1959 to loca¬
tion a film based on Turgenyev’s “First Love” there. Claude AutantLarat is skedded to direct.
State Dept, discloses that Americans are going abroad in larger num¬
bers all the time. During the first nine months: of this year, the Depart¬
ment issued no fewer than 500,826 passports and passport renewalls
for an all-time high. Interestingly enough, the largest single group of
passport recipients—some 28%—were housewives. Almost 65% of all
persons w-ent over for pleasure.
Having done fine with his release of the quoted appellation, he now
calls himself VWee Geordie” K. Arthur . /. Joseph Heldt, formerly the
Theatre Guild’s ad-pub director, is now press director for “River Kwai”
special engagements . , .
Legion of Decency sent out a special release to remind that, while
it approved “Peyton Place” (i .A-III, -Unobjectionable for Adults),
this didn’t mean it had changed its mind about the .original Grace
Metalious novel . . . DuPont has. dropped efforts to develop its ow*
color process but is going ahead with fieldtesting, the new Cronar thin
safety base . . . Columbia’s Harry Novak very sick iij a Paris hospital.
In addition to everything else, he broke his leg oyer the weekend . . .
. Warner Bros., moved into its new Fifth Aye/ headquarters Monday
12), had gremlinsl fouling up the phone systerri.
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London, Dec. 3.
Cecil.B. DeMille’s “The Tim Commandments,” whlchhad a Roy¬
al premiere at the Plaza Theatre last Thursday (8), received lavish
and full scale press coverage; Reactions were mixed, with most
of the critics eniphazing the length of the film.
Donald Zed of the Daily Mirror called it “colossal, fantastic,
ornate, flashy, sexy—but also awesome” and also opined that it
will, .take in more, money at the boxoffices than any other picture
ever made.” Anthony Carthew (Daily Herald) found it dull, with
only half a dozen -moments of tremendous excitement. He called it
a huge spectacle v‘but its heart is empty.. Dance-girls and dogma
don’t mix.”
Cecil Wilson of the Daily Mail admitted that the film left him
mote: exhausted than uplifted. “The dialog” he wrote “falls some¬
where between ‘Conf ucious-he-say’ and early Drury Lane.” He
praised Charlton Heston’s Moses in the later stages. “It comes
thrillingly to life” admits Wilson. Wilson praised Sir Cedric Hardwicke’s.good fharoah, Yul Brynner’s bad Phiaroah and Yvonne, de '
Carlo’s Sephora.
Wrote Harold Conway, of the Daily Sketch: “De Mille takes three
mind a half hours to approach the climax of his picture but by then
I was too exhausted to care . . . Everything, the merits and the
faults is BIG.”
Campbell Dixon of the Daily Telegraph thought that “For the
most part DeMille has succeeded astonishingly well. Only the pro-..
Sessional cynic could fail to. be impressed by his moral fervor and
technical skill.” Paul Dehn (News-Chronicle) wrote, “great cine¬
matic jewels are strung together on. immense intermediate lengths
of pseudo-literary old. rope.” Dehn went, on to razz .the sticky Vic¬
torian dialog. He said the Bible told it better.
Leonard Mosley of the Daily Express: “DeMille has made a bore,
a mockery of it and piled in all the incidents while leaving out all
the wisdom and the beauty. What a Vista Vision bath-tub he made
of the Red Sea!”
Times writer dismissed film as “a brightly colored postcard mag¬
nified into a mural.”

PICT CUES

Playing Indies Game,
Takes Over Plaza Theatre, NX;
Importers Need Own Showcase

’ Metro switched: ’‘Rain t re e
Cotinty” from roadshow to grind.
Same company; is expected to go
hard-ticket with “Brothers Kara¬
Plaza Theatre in New York .has
mazov.”
been taken over by Ilya Lopert
Milestone to Skouras
Columbia is moving cautiously
from Leo Brecher on a longterm
with its marketing of “Bridge bn
Spyros P. Skouras; 20th-Fox
lease. House, on 58th. St. between
the River KWai”—that is, opening
prez, has been named’ recip¬
Madison and Park, has been suc¬
fhe . picture on roadshow, in four
ient of the Screen Producers
cessful playing foreign and offbeat
Guild’s Milestone award. It’ll
American films.
dates but •pmmittihg itself to ir¬
revocable policy.
. Going into the venture alone,
be presented to him at a din-,
ner on the Coast in April
“South. Pacific" will go two-a-day
i.e., without his usual City Invest¬
Skouras ‘ is the sixth indus¬
and “Farewell to Arms” will be
ing tleup. Lopert becomes the hew
try executive to receive the
quasi-roadshow. At least, that’s the
tenant storting Jan. 1, during the
annual’ award. Previous win¬
policy at present:
run of “Raintree County.” Under
ners were Jesse Lasky, Louis
Paramount is talking about, but
the deal, he paid $175,000 for
B. Mayer, Darryl F; Zanuck,
very quietly, 'roadshowing “Desire
“goodwill” and is obligated to pay
Cecil B. DeMille and WaltfDisUnder the Elms.”
$75,000 a year rent. Lopert' oper¬
ney.
The industry has been greatly
ates several other'houses, includ¬
ing two in Washington.
influenced, by the success of “Ten
Commandments” and “Around the
Asked last week to comment on .
the takeover, Lopert said: “X know
World in 80; Days;” These two
nothing about it” *
“epics” have stood up as specials,
each for over a yean But there are
Ih acquiring the Plaza, Lopert
pitfalls in. arbitrarily-drawn plans
follows a pattern that has become 5
to send a picture to market at ad¬
general in recent years, l.e., im- 1
porter-distributors running their
vanced ‘ prices and limited weekly
own Gotham showcases. Thus Rich¬
engagements.- In other words,
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
there’s been some re-evaluation go¬
ard Davis has the Fine Arts, Rank
An agreement to terminate the Film Distributors has just taken
ing bn in the trade and the conclu¬
sion is! that the roadshow is not contract, plus a “substantial” cash on the Central and it books the
necessarily the avenue to wealth payment, brought an out-of-court Sutton, Jean Goldwurm has the
it’s cracked up to be:
settlement of Ernest Borgnine’s Little Carnegie and the World;
It’s in light of the unpredictable
Trans-Lux has a number of houses,
nature of the business that Col is year-old legal action against Hecht- Kingsley-International (Columbia)
more or; less experimenting. with Lancaster.
has a tieup with the Paris, Waller
“Kwai.” Experience at the initial
Borgnine had filed two separate Reade has the Baronet, etc.
runs will determine the future suits,
contending that firm . Availability of the Plaza hands
course. The distributor meanwhile
Lopert a distinct advantage since,
Oddly-Assorted Location Party Shooting Pre-Tourist is drawing no long-range blue¬ had. pre-emptied his services un¬ this
year, he’s stepped ud his ac¬
der the terms of the contract arid tivities in the import-distrib field.
prints.
%
Florida Saga
.“/To switch from roadshow to con-; then loaned him out, reaping a His “Cabiria” is current at the
1 Jihubus run can he costly in terms hefty cash advantage. In one case, Fine Arts and, among other things/''
By HY HOLLINGER
Everglades and Miami in the early of the necessity to revise advertis¬ Borgnine contended, the. firm .ob¬ he has “Guendalina” coming up
ing campaigns, the boxoffice dollar tained the sendees of a writer from Italy. He also bought the
years
of
the
present
century.
Everglades, Fla., Dec. 3,
and trade and public prestige. free from Metro in exchange fpr French “Pathe de Liley.”
One of the most motley casts Plume hunters—most of them ren¬ These* items are now being given the actor’s doing, “A Catered Af¬
“Art” houses in New York have
egades
and
otherquestionable
ever assembled for a motion pic¬ fringe characters —• invaded the new attention;
fair” at a lower price than he had become much in demand since the
ture has been brought to this area to track down rare birds in . M-G, rather than making a big originally asked.
market for the foreign film . ap¬
south Florida city of 700, 78 miles
splash, tried out “Raintree” on
Second suit demanded an ac¬ pears to be Expanding and it’s difr
from Miami, by Budd and Stuart search of feathers to satisfy the roadshow ih only six locations. It counting Of profits on “Marty.” ficult to get a good import off th
current women’s fashion de¬
Schulberg for their first joint in¬ then
was on the basis of these that a Borgnine contended he had been ground without launching it prop¬
cree
for
millinery
decorations.
The
dependent effort for Warner Bros, multi-colored plumage brought $60 decision to go grind was made. Also “defrauded” of his contractual erly in New York. There has been
release. The performers include a an ounce, on the N.Y. millinery a comparison was to be had in two and one-half percent share of talk, from time to time, of building
former strip, teaser (Gypsy Rose market. It’s also a story of the “Quo Vadis/’ a major production the gross, over a five year period, new, small houses, but the costs
Lee), a best-selling novelist (Mac- early settlers of Miami and their which played on. Continuous: run by improper deductions and fees' are prohibitive and the banks
Kinley Kantor), a former heavy¬
and proved unusually successful. paid to a dummy . corporation : won’t go out On a limb for theatre
to drain the swamps.
weight contender (Two-Ton Tony attempts,
For the production, the Schul- . M-G doubtless would have been which he claimed was actually construction at this stage,
Galento), a circus clown (Emmett
(Continued on page 18)'
owned by H-L.
(Continued on page 18)
Kelly), a former jockey (Sammy
Renick); a balladeer (Burl Ives),
an Israeli actress (Chatta Eden),
and a Canadian actor (Christopher
Plummer). To- this unusual con¬
See Page 33
glomeration, add such Broadway
San Francisco, Dec. 3.
and tv stalwarts as Howard Smith,
Exhibitors who wonder what’s
Curt Conway and George Voskd; the matter with the film business
vec.
■ might start with themselves, says
In a region Where visitors are
1 one exhibition exec who’s been do¬
served siich delicacies as rattle
ling a slow bum ever since David
snake hor d’oevres, alligator soup
j O. Selznick’s “A Farewell to Arms”
and turtle steak, the Schulbergs,
! was sneaked at the 4,500-seat Fox
sons of the iate film pioneer, B. P.
| a week ago Saturday (23) night,
Schulberg, are filming entirely on
j Fox West Coast execs were on.
The
location “Across the Everglades,”
j hand and 20th-Fox has sent invitaj tions to most of the major and
a picture based on an original
many of the minor exhibitors in
screenplay by the literary ribling.
Northern California. Five center
This is the latter’^first film since
rows .of seats had been saved for
his collaboration: with Elia Kazan
the -contingent expected to look
on “Face in the Crowd.” Which
over this important new product
was filmed in New York and on
eagerly.
location.
Of
."But exactly three exhibitors—.a
Budd. Schulberg continues to
Irving Ackerman, an independent, if
avoid Hollywood.. Starting with
and two execs of the Naify circuit
“On
the
Waterfront,”
Which
—showed up.
brought him back to pictures, he’s
Public had been pretty well
written three pictures, all made
tipped off in advance of “sneak,”
away from Hollywood.
consequently came close to filling
He’s a strong believer of utiliz¬
( huge theatre. Said the slow-burning the authentic locations for each
i ing exec:
of the pictures with which he is
[ “It just shows the public's more
associated. In addition, 'he looks
; interested in the Mims than ice
upon the role of the screenwriter
j are. If that's all nw*fellow-exhibias similar to that of Die playwright.
i tors caret maybe they deserve what
He insists on working closely with
] they’re getting—hard times.”
Forms Closing Shortly
Usual Advertising Rates Prevail
the director and bejy.g on hand to
Film’s opening at Grauman’s
make script revisions as the need
Chinese; Los Angeles, Dec. 18, at
arises during production.
$2 top, and will open at 40 other
That was his arrangement: with
. key California cities Dec. 31 at ad¬
Kazan during the filming of ‘‘Wa¬
vanced prices.
terfront” and “Face,” Budd main¬
tains; and ih order to continue to
j LeRoy Y Hub Locationin?
have full artistic freedom he join¬
ed ‘ with his brother Stuart, who
Boston, Dec. ;3.
had been producing pictures
Mervyn LeRoy, in to pick sites
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
abroad, to organize Schulberg.
- for shooting of “Home Before
Productions, which has scheduled
] Dark,” arranged for Jan. 15 target
NEW YORK 3*
HOLLYWOOD 28
CHICAGO 11
LONDON, .W. C. 2
a series of pictures-based on origi¬
; date .for shots in Marblehead and
154 W. 46th SK
*404 Sunset IIvd.
612 N. Michigan Ava..
t St Martin's Place
nal stories by the writing member
on downtown Boston streets.
of the brother team.
Trafalgar Sqiiara
LeRoy was taken on a tour of
j
Hub
and adjacent areas by Art
’‘Across the Everglades.” accordr
Moger, Warner Bros; field exploi¬
ing to Budd, is a different type, of
tation
chief here.
frontier story. It's the story of'the
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m
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Tyrone Power, Marlene Dietrich and Charles Laughton In
click adaptation of Agatha
Christie’s hit play; Ann busi¬
ness potential.
United Artists release of Arthur Hornblow production (presented by Edward:
Small). Stars Tyrone Power* Marlene Dietrich. Charles Laughton; features Elsa
Manchester*
John
Williams.
Torin
Thatcher. Una O’Connor. PHlip Tonge,
lab Wolfe. Directed by Billy Wilder.
Screenplay. Wilder and Harry Kurnitz,
from story and stage play by Agatb*
Christie; camera. Bussell Harlan: editor.
Daniel Mandell; art direction. Alexandre
Trauner; sound. Fred Laut music. Matty
Malneck; song. “I Never Go There. Any
More.'*' Ralph Arthur Roberts and Jack
Brooks. Tradeshown in N.Yrt Nov. 22.
Running time.. Il< MINS.
Leonard Vole ... Tyrone Power
Christine Vole
Marlene Dietrich
Sir Wilfrid Robarta....Charles Laughton
Miss Plimsoll ........... Elsa Lanchester
Brogan-Moore ...
John Williams
Mayhew ................... Henry Daniell'
Carter ....................— Ian Wolfe'
Janet McKenzie .......... Una O’Connor
Mr. Meyers ...: Torin Thatcher
Judge ..
Francis Compton
Mrs. French ... Nonna Varden
inspector Hearn* .......... Philip Tonge
jNana ..
Ruta Lee
Miss McHugh .............. Molly Roden
Miss Johnson ..Ottola Nesmith
ptw O’Brien
Marjorie Eaton

measures up suitably as the Irritat¬
ing nurse.
Ian Wolfe, Sis Laughton’s as¬
sistant; Henry Daniell, as si solici¬
tor; John Williams* another bar¬
rister; Torin Thatcher, the probing
prosecutor; Una O’Connor* the.
murdered woman’s maid, and
Philip Tonge, police inspector, all
do creditbble work.
.
The black-&-white photography
is top notch, editing contributes to
the even .pace, music and other
credits all are commendable.
Gene,

The Hard Man
(COLOR)
Fast story of a fast gunman,
with Guy Madison.
Hollywood, Nov. 29.
Columbia release of Helen Ainsworth
production. Stark Guy ■Madison; features
Valerie French. Lome Greene* Barry At¬
water, Robert Burton. Rudy Bond; Trevor
Bardette, Renata . VannL Directed by
George Sherman. Screenplay. Leo Katcher.
baaed on his novel; camera (Technicolor!.
Henry Freullch; editor. William Lyon;
music. Mischa Bakaleinlkoff. Previewed
Nov. 21. ’37. Running time. -10. MINjl.
Sieve Burden ............ - Guy Madison
Fern Martin .............Valerie French
Rice Martin .............. Lome Greene.
George Dennison ........ Dairy Atwater
Sim Hacker ............. Robert Burton
John Rodman .i- Rudy Bond
Mitch * Willis ........,. Trevor Ban ette
Juanita ......;...........; Renata. Vann!
Larry Thompson.........Rickie Sorensen
Vince Kane
Frank Richards
Ray Hendry ............. Myron Healey
Herb .Thompson..... .Robert. B. Williams

A courtroom meller played en¬
gagingly and building evenly to a
surprising and arousing, albeit
tricked-up, climax, “Witness for
the Prosecution” has been trans¬
ferred to the screen with com¬
petence. Arthur Hornblow’s pro¬
Plenty of hard action and Guy
duction has dramatic and melo¬ Madison’s
for. marquee, lure
dramatic substance* figures to do shape “Thename
Hard Man” for: good
firm business all around.
response in the gerieral outdoor
“Prosecution” is the Agatha market. Film is sparked by the
Christie play which was a click on type of story line to hold attention
Broadway and, earlier. In London. and use of Technicolor gives it
The West End and Times Square plus.
runs clearly establish the prop-,
Director George Sherman has
erty’s popular appeal arid in this
Leo Katcher’s fast-moving
instance adept screen handling, taken
on his own
plus the star names, adds to the screenplay—based
novel—and come up . with a study
values of the original.
of a gunman which turns out to be
In fashioning the screenplay, one of Madison’s best roles. Helen
Billy Wilder and Harry Kurnitz Ainsworth as producer provides
strayed but little from the proto¬ suitable values, aided by Henry
type, except tg introduce an added Freulich’s fluid color cameras, apd
character, that of a private nurse. a note of authentic realism clothes
Why f e-write a hit play? In line the unfoldment.
with this, however, it’s recalled
Madison plays a former Texas
that Miss Christie’s multiple-bar¬ Ranger,
who resigns after his
relled, rapidly-fired ending came chief’s objections
for too often
off as almost bewildering (at least bringing back his quarry
in¬
such criticism was beard) and the stead of alive.; He accepts dead
an offer
picture’s windup, which is substan¬
by a sheriff to be his deputy,
tially unchanged, likely may evoke made
and instantly finds himself plunged
the same comment.:
into a fetid with a wealthy rancher,
But this is a minor reservation; who means to dominate the whole
it’s an entertaining show.
country; He meets with cattle
Under Wilder’s direction, “Pros¬ baron’s further enmity, through his
ecution” unfolds realistically, gen¬ association with latter’s wife, who
erating a quiet and steady excite¬ tries to persuade Madison to kill
ment. The characters are believ¬ the husband she hates.
ably participating in the Old Bailey
Madison lends authority to his
murder trial arid the few flashbacks character, engaging in action
and contemporary asides that round which includes both a bruising bar¬
out the story. The plot always is in ! room scrap with one of cattleman’s
clear focus, the moods and moti¬ muscle men and a suspenseful sixvations correctly established.
gun battle with heavy’s gunman.
Cleverly worked Out is the story Lome Greene capably portrays the
line which has defense attorney; rancher, shot down by . his Wife
Charles Laughton; along with the during a- showdown with. Madison,
audience, wholly, convinced that the and Valerie French is okay in
likeable chap played, by Tyrone femme lead, doing well by her un¬
Power is innocent, that he couldn’t sympathetic part. Rudy Bond as
have murdered the rich widow who the gunman,' Robert Burton the
bad taken a fancy to him. A dis^ sheriff who hires Madison to do
turbing note, however, is the unex¬ his .own necessary job with th#
pected attitude taken' by Power’s rancher and Barry Atwater, attor¬
Wife, Marlene Dietrich, who, as it ney romancing the wife of his em¬
turns out, is not legally riiarfied ployer, turn in handy perform¬
to him and thus is not restrained ances.
Technical' credits generally are
from testifying against him.
including William Lyon's
Baffling, too, are the letters good,
tight,
editing, Carl Anderson’s art
which Miss Dietrich has written to direction
and Mischa Bakalcinlher “Beloved Max.” Which serve to
Whit.
discredit her testimony and bring koff’S: music direction.
about the acquittal verdict. And
Tust My Luck
along with it there is the doubt
that has entered Laughton’s mind,
(BRITISH)
plus* indeed, the admission by
Amiable slapstick farce, with
Power that lie actually committed
star Norman Wisdom assuring
the crime. This is part of the multi¬
maximum acceptance from
faceted, quickly-sprung climax that
British audiences.
clears up everything.
As per design, the. audience is.
London,. Nov. 20.
given a sense of participation, see¬
Rank (Hugh Stewart) production and
ing the case as Laughton sees it. release.
Stars Norman Wisdom. Directed
Doting the trial’s developments and by John. Paddy Carstairs. Screenplay.. Al¬
Shaughneksy. Peter Blackmore; cam¬
verdict appear too pat, sharing the fred
era. Jack Cox; editor. Roger CherriU;
•aine doubts and, at the denoue¬ music, Philip Green. At Leicester: Square
Theatre. London. Nov. 14. ’57. Running
ment, surprises.
time. M MINS.
“Prosecution” reproduction of Norman
..... i.......... Norman Wisdom
the famous London court is done Anne
...Jill Dixon
Richard Linnb.;.
Leslie Phillips
with remarkable conviction arid Hon.
Miss Daviot ........... Delphi Lawrence
the proceedings throughout have a Mrs. Dooley......... Margaret Rutherford
Mr. Stoneway ......... Edward Chapman
genuine air.
Marjorie Rhodes
Laughton* sage of the courtroom Mrs. Hackett *........:
.. Joan Sims
and cardiac patient who’s con- Phoebe
Weaver ..Peter Copley
constantly disobeying his nurses Cranley .................. Michael Ward
in Cinema
Felix Felton
orders about cigar-smoking and Man
PoweU ..........,............ Bill Fraser
brandy-drinking, plays out the part Roberts
.....i...-......-, SamKydd
flamboyantly and colorfully. His Nurses .. . Beth Rogan, Marigold Russell
Beale ............. Campbell. Cotta
reputation for scenery chewing Is Lord
Sir George ................. Robin Bailey
•unmarred via this outing; he’s as Masseur
Michael Brennan
in Hole.-Eddie Leslie
robust as ever in making with the Man
Man In Hole....... ... Jan Wilson
aarcastihg cracks (the Wilder-Harry Second
Starter at' Goodwood... .Ballard Barkeley
Kurnitz is well stacked with sharp Eddie Diamond
Vic Wise
dialog) and browbeating his nurse
. Norman Wisdom, one of Britain’s
and his subordinates.
Power does a winning job as the top stage and screen, buffoons, is
ingratiating defendant who seems the amiable “Little Mari” of British
Incapable of jmirder and Miss Diet- pix. Clad in an ill-fitting cap, jacket
rich is in good form, histrionically and pants, he sails through a series
and physically* as the cause of of improbable adventures with a
much bafflement through the pic¬ heart of gold* ingratiating grin and
ture until the explanations are a possible overdose* of frenetic
finally given. Elsa Lanchester energy; This formula > has paid off
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If there’s anything good to be
Plunder Rond
The Ship Was Loaded
said about it it’s that the Eastman
(REGALSCOPE)
Now riipving into United
color is vivid and impressive, pick¬
ing
up
some
Interesting
landscapes
States: release under George
Well-made little crime melo¬
in Brazil, where this was produced
K. Arthur’s Go Films banner,
drama.
by Curt Siodmak. Add that the
“Ship Was Loaded” was re¬
title is “interesting” as an idea.
viewed from London; in the is¬
Holly wdod, flfov. 29.
Story has overtones of (uninten¬
20th-Fox release of a Regal Films Pro¬
sue of May 22, 1957, under its
tional) comedy. Archeologist Don duction. Stars Gene Raymond, Jeanne
original title, “Carry On, Ad¬
Cooper, Wayne Morris: with Elisha Cook,
Taylor penetrates jungle on an ex¬ Stafford Repp, Steven Ritcfa. Nora Havmiral.” Variety’s critic Vlem
pedition with eccentric Eduardo den, Helene Heigh, Harry. Tyler, others;
found the farce “neatly made,
by Leon Choohick and Laurence
Ciannelll, who claims to once have produced
directed by Hubert' Cornfield;
extracting every ounce p£ hu¬
escaped from the land of the Stewart;
screenplay, Steven Ritcn, .from story by
mor from ludicrous situations
Amazons. Taylor: is finally cap¬ /Bitch and ,Tack Ghamey; camera. Ernest.
HaUer;
editors,
Adaips, Jerry S.
which have greater, scope yiriitured by the jvarrior ladies, and Young; music, Warren
Irving Certz. Previewed
ally thari in their former
escapes with a white woman whom Nov. 25. r’VL Running
time. 71 MINS.
they’ve held: captive. In the end, Eddie; .................. Gene . Raymond
limited sphere.” (It Was A
;.. Jeanne. Cooper
“to save this, old .civilization*” they Frah
stageplay.)
............... Wayne Morris
agree not to tell anyone about their Commando
Peggy Cummins, and David
Skeets . .... Elisha Cook
experiences.
Roly Adams: .............. Stafford Repp
Tomlinson are starred: in the.
The “old civilization-’ consists of Frankie ,V..;............. Steven Ritch
story about a naval officer and
;■
-........... Ncya Hayden
green-painted femmes creeping Hazel
public relations man who are
Society .Woman .............Helene Heigh
through the jungles, acting, alter¬ Trooper No. 1........... .Paul Harber
switched to each other’s jobs
Policeman
. .... Doh Garrett
nately
kittenish
arid
ferocious.
after a heavy drinking session
Siodmak’s script is so clumsy, the No. 1 Smog Officer and Narrator
Michael Fox
and the mistaken identities
temptation is great to consider the: Guard No:
Richard Newton
that ensue.
Trooper ;No.
; Charles Conrad
whole thing a takeoff on jungle pix Tibbs
...1...'
Jim Canino
that have gone before. His direc¬ Pon
... Robin Riley
Guard No. 1 and.Narrator. .Douglas Bank
handsomely at the British foxoffice tion isn’t any much better, judging Ernie
Beach
. Hut; TyJer.by
the
performances.
In the past.. Allied again with pro¬
Officer No.
..... George Keymas
Photography—by Mario Page- Narrator,...........
•.....Stacy Graham
ducer Hugh: Stewart and John
Paddy Carstairs his latest '‘Just enhanced by good use of color, is
Money isn’t everything, ’as this
My Luck,” should be equally pop¬ Impressive. There’s one prolonged
ular even though it sometimes scene, men battling it out In the Regal low-budgeter for 20th-Fox
seems that the trip’s efforts will river mud, that is well staged and release proves, both on-screen and.
| lensed. Amazons’ dances are harm¬ off. A well made little crime melo¬
burst at the: seams.
In the U.S., Wisdom is riiainly less, though some may call them drama, pic shows both skill and a
keen appreciation of the value of
known through same casual, com¬ “suggestive;”
muting tv appearances but since I Taylor stumbles through the film a production brick on parts of pro¬
humor is international,. American without half trying. Gianna Segale ducers Leon Chooluck and Lau¬
audiences should find enough is attractive as the lOst-and-fourid rence Stewart. Aside from Gene
scientist, arid Ciannelll turns in a Raymond and Wayne Morris,
yocks in this lively, farce.
Wisdom is largely a situation non-pro performance that belongs neither current b.o; draws, name
comedian who has built up . a rep in the silent flicker era. . Tom values are lacking. Otherwise, pic
Via pratfalls, so it is unimportant Payne is okay as the scientist carries more distinction than cus¬
tomary for its type.
that the story of “Luck” is as slim murdered by the: Amazons.
Terry Morse’s editing is routine.
Brisk story by Steven Ritch .(who
as a chorine’s waist. The idea of
any story line for a Wisdom film Considering the time arid effort also acts in pic) and Jack Charney
is that it should get him into suffi¬ that must haye gone into this film, revolves literally arorind a- Solid
cient : incongruous situations to Siodmak should have to answer Gold Cadillac. Special U. S. Mint
make, people feel sorry for him, for to someone why nothing better gold train is victim of ingenious
Hift. . hold up, masterminded by Ray¬
him to get out of them with blun¬ came out.
mond. Bulky loot is split among
dering ingenuity and then finish up
three; trucks for transport to L. A.
Affair in Havana
with the girl whose role is usually
and eventually out of the country.
so innocuous that the audiencF
But first two trucks, one driven by
Trite jealously plot. So-so en¬
forgets all about her until the fin¬
Stafford Rapp arid other by Elisha
tertainment but Cuban scenery
ish. In snort, Wisdom is a kind Pf
Cook and Wayne Morris, through,
and music ginger things up a
Harold Lloyd, sans spectacles.
various mishaps, are intercepted
bit.
This film follows this undemand¬
by cops. Additionally, en route
ing, but tricky formula effectively,
Hollywood, Nov. 29. , Morris murders service station at¬
and funnily. Wisdom is a humble
Harry Tyler when h:s
Allied Artists release of ■ Dudley Pic¬ tendant
employee at
ritzy West End tures
International Corp. of Cuba pro¬ identity Is accidentally uncovered.
jewelery shoo. Anxious to win a duction. Stars John Cassavetes* Raymond.
Last load, driven by Raymond
bank roll sufficient to buy. a .lush Burr, Sara Shane, Features Lilia Lazo,' arid
Ritch. makes it. With help of
Sergio Pena, Celia Cruz. Jose' Antonio
bauble for his girl friend, the little Rivero.
Miguel Angel Blanco. Producer,
g.f., Jeanne Cooper,
comic decides to play the horses. Richard Goldstone; director, Laslo Bene- Ravmond’s
is melted down and re¬
With a hardly-earned$2.80 stake he dek; screenplay. Burton Lane and Maurice bullion
: Zimin from original story by. Janet Green; packed about an ornate Cadillac,
becomes embroiled in backing a , camera, Alaii Stensvold; production de¬
gold recast as hubcaps,
jockey in a six-race parlay and suf¬ signer, Gabriel Scogiiamilio; editor, Stefan with,
But L. A.
Arnstenj music,' Ernest Gold. Previewed bumpers, grille, etc.
fers endless adventures and humil- 1 Nov.
freeways, prove too much, as car,
25, *57. Running time. 71 MINS.
iations before landing both the cash Nick
John Cassavetes on way to safety of harbor,, gets
and girl.
Mallabee ....: Ravmond Bui-r;
in a bumper-locking
...................... Sara Shane entangled
There . are several sequences' Lorna
Fina .. Lilia Lazo collision, When cops unwind, cars,
which are top screen comedy. For Valdes . .......Sergio Pena. soft gold bends and reveals itself,
-----Celia Criiz
instance, there, is Wisdom and ah Fiesta singer
_
....... Jose Antonio Rivero arid Raymond and Ritch. are killed
amorous blonde.:: smartly played . Rivero
Police captai ...... Miguel Angel Blanco i
escape attempt.
by revue artist John Sims, making
Action is handled tautly, with
noisy, nuisances of. themselves in a
As an oft-told tale of a jealous tolling econoriiy. by ant direction
cinema. In another sequence. Wis¬ husband—this time with cause— of Hubert Cornfield. Raymond is
dom finds himself a near victim of “Affair In Havana” relies on the especially convincing as the masan emergency operation through beauties Of Cuba and the charm of teririlnd and. other cast members
misunderstanding.
Afro-Cubari music to take it out of also, rate commendation for solid
“Luck’r is completely a Wisdom the just-so class. As it is; pic is a performances. Morris, Cook, Miss
vehicle ‘ but some- neat perform¬ better-than-average bet for second Cooper and Ritch deserve special
ances are " turned in by . lesser feature booking.
mention, with Repp and Tyler also
artists. The two girls, * Jill Dixon
Allied Artist releases the Cuban- good;
and Delphi . Lawrence, emerge made film that receives some ex¬
Technical credits are', polished
pleasantly. Margaret Rhodes, as his ploitation values out of John Cas¬ and professional, with striking
nagging mother; Edward Chapman, savetes and Raymond Burr, both title design of Robert Gill and
as his boss; Vic Wise as a jockey, of whom benefit from good tv ex¬ cleanout black-and-white photog¬
and Leslie Phillips and Peter Cop¬ posure.
raphy of Eriiest Haller worthy to
*
ley as two shady bookies also add
Kove.
Cassavetes plays an American be singled, out,
their quota of fun. Margaret Ruth- composer who has an affair with
erford is in her usual formidable the lovely wife (Sara Shane) of a
Sorority Girl
form as . an eccentric racehorse" paralytic plantation owner (Burr).
owner;
When Burr learns pf the recurrent
Routine cheapie with better
Johri Paddy Carstairs directs trysts, he sets, out to trap the lovers
acting than production war¬
with his. usual pace arid Comedy when trio are together on the sugar
rants. Teenager* may go for
knowhow. But it often seems that plantation.. That fails and wife is
it.,
Baisfc story provocative
he is running out of new ideas to about to run off with her pash
though poorly scripted.'
exploit the star he knows so well. when Burr tells, her he has only 90
Technical problems are satisfacr days to live and; that she has $20,Hollywood, Nov. 22.
torily coped: with, and Jack -Cox 000,000 waiting, for her. She stays,
American-International release of Rorer •
Corman Production (produced and di¬
handles the lensing well.
Rich.
Iri a subsequent argument be¬ rected.
by Roger Corman). Stars Susan
tween the marriage partners Burr Cabot, Dick Miller, Barbour* O’Neill; fea¬
is pushed into a swimming pool tures June Kenny. Barbara.•Crane, Fay
Love Slaves of the
Screenplay by Ed Waters and Leo
and drowned by his manservant Baker.
Amazons
Lieberman; camera, Monroe P. A skins;
who
is, unencouraged* enamored editor, Charles Gross. Jr.; music, Ronald
(COLOR)
with the lovely lady. Manservant’s Stein, Reviewed Nov. 20, '37. Running
wife accuses Miss Shane of per¬ timeAOMINS.
Green-skinned. lady warrior*
Susan Cabot
Sabrai Tanner ..
petrating the death; Cassavetes— IMort
.. Dick Miner
...
yet! Ferocious and kittenish
* Barboura O’Neill
who’s made of stem stuff—believes Rita Joyce ....,
babes don’t get their man.
_
June
Kenney
her and leaves^the now wealthy | Tina ..
... Barbara Crane
Borders on unintended comedy.
Marshall .
widow. Miss Shane chases and EUie
.. Fay Baker
Mrs. Tanner .
.'
Jean*
Wood
Universal, release of Curt Siodmak pro¬ Tuns into manservant’s wife who Mrs. Fessenden
duction. Stars Don Taylor. r-ianna Segale. stabs her to death. Adultery costs
Eduardo Ciannelll: features Harvey Chalk. her her life but, as if nothing' had
“Sorority Girl” Is *. sombr*
Johii Herbert. Wilson Vlanna. Eugenio
Cassavetes ends up affair, picturing a sadistic Universi¬
Carlos. Anna Marie Nabuco. Directed and happened,
'written by Siodmak;- camera (Eastman where
he started—at a piano, ty coed who, it is to be trusted, is
Color), Mario Page;; editor Terry. Morse; pounding out some pretty lively an exaggerated exception. Although
song; "Song of thei • Amazons.’* composed
pic’s low budget is all too appa¬
by Radames Gnattall and sung by Jar a tunes.
Lex. Previewed In N.Y., NoV. 20. ’57.
' Although he previously has rent, film should draw curious
Running.time, SI MINS.
•
aroused response as an actor, Cas¬ teenagers in its bookings with
Dr. Peter Masters:.....,.... ; Don Taylor
Gina....,.
.ianna Segale savetes doesn’t show much more “Motorcycle. Gang.”
Crespl
Eduardo Ciannelll than sporadic hints in this pie, not
Storyline is a good one — rich
Adhemar Silva
-- Harvey.Chalk getting much help from the Burton girl can’t adjust in sorority life, so
Hotel Clerk ............
John Herbert
Fernando ,
.*.... Wilson Viahna Lane-Maurice Zimm script or di¬ she tesolves own conflict by hurt¬
Fernando’s Brother ...
.. Eugenio Carlos rector Laslo Benedek.
Burr js ing everyone else. With more' care
Queen
.Anna Marie Nabuco
tyrannical enough. Miss Shane is than is shown in this pie, results,
Mario
Tom Payne
could have been good.
Ugly CM ..
Gilda Nery pretty.
PUot ........... .
. , - /.. Louis Serrano
Susan (Cabot displayed a few
Rest of small cast, especially
Lilia Lazo as the servant’s wife, bursts of acting talent as the
“Love Slaves of the Amazons” is backs up nicely.
maladjusted strident who goes in
a simple-minded, poorly-made ad¬
On plus side are some interesting for' paddlings, blackmailing and
venture film of which everyone shots of Cuba done by Alan Stens¬ out-and-out hair-pulling. On the
says “there must be a market for vold and some fine music by Ernest whole, however, her role as written
them somewhere.”
It’s . being Gold and songs by Alberto Zayas is without sufficient motivation.
coupled by Universal with VMono- Goyin. Technical credits are aver¬
Entire pic revolves around her
lith Monsters” and. as part of such age except sound which echoes all relation to other iriembers of the
a package* probably wiU sneak by. too frequently.
(Continued on page 22)
*
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‘Pal Joey & ‘Les Girls Show Zip,
But November So-So; ‘Jailhouse
‘Hunchback/ ‘Mad Ball’ Draw Wei

| Television and Industrial Strife
In Vancouver; Circuits Order News
Blackout on Theatre Closings

^S****. p.x *«..

Alaskan Raps
Allied Artists
Policy Switch

By ROBERT McSTAY
Toronto, Dec. 3. j.
With film attendance reported as '.
By JAY TOMSON
(Variety’s regualr. Meekly 4-rrr—.
1
---—>-tt—•*
down some 30-40% in television
boxoffice reports are surrimar-.
v
I
J
Vancouver, Dec. 3.
areas across Canada, a feeling of
Global Do-for-DafF
tied each niofith, retrospectiveNOYdDDCF L63u6rS
There has been a steady shut¬
gloom pervaded the . anriual meet-?
An 18-week sales drive, in
ly.. Based on an average of 24
., - ■ .*
J W
/TT .,
tering of film situations in the
ings here, of the national commit¬
name of Alfred E. Daff;
key situations, the source data ,
J*
iv ■■'
metropolitan Vancouver area dat¬
tee of. (a) the Motion Picture Ex- <■ the
president of Universal over¬
constitute an adequate sam- '
ing from the arrival fcof television
hibltors Associatidns of Canada and
seas subsidiary,
will
be
pling of current releases but is
8
program service four years ago*.
(b) Motion Picture. Theatres As¬
launched in late Decem¬
not. of course, fully definite.
£*
Against an average of 60 to 70
sociation of Ontario. Some 85 the¬
ber, per foreign manager
An index of relative grossing..
*•
houses theretofor perhaps 40 now
atres have been closed in this coun¬
Americo Aboaf.
strength in the V. S.-Canada
operate. Five .are seasonal driyetry
during
the
past
year,
with
a
Universal’s
41
branches
will
market, the monthly report
V. ^Mad Ball (Cpl).
ins.
concentration of 26 victims in the;
join in the global, push from
does not pretend io express
*•
1.LC^ei'?ma^
Subject is not one about which
Marltimes. Other owners are op¬
Dec. 29 to May and be cap¬
total rentals.)
3me
*<?£>.
the two main operating circuits
erating at no profit or a loss, it'was
;. ■
.
10. “Commandments” (Far).
tained by assistant foreign
Odeon
(18 in city) and Famous
stated by spokesmen.
manager Ben M. Cohn,
. Although having the benefit of
Players (13 in city) are confiding.
.The annual meeting also saw ;
three holidays !—- Election Day,
12. Pcrrl (BV). ,•
Meantime
there’s plenty of film
Armistice Day and Thanksgiving— . 1
"
■ ■ j 1 ■■■""“ Morris Stein; chairman - (who is ;
“rumor-tism,” to borrow Variety’s
Eastern Division managing direc¬
November proved very spotty. The
I ff
9n fl
B
term, this winter.
tor of Famous Players Canadian), |
Five more theatres are reported
spread 6? influenza, and/or the I.Afl nOOII I I OCT
outrightly condemning, his boss, :
as on the block pending closure,
fear of same, kept thousands at \Jfftl lUttfll I Vuvl
J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of Fa¬
home. Cities which depend on part
but Odeon-FP ‘ clamup pact pre¬
mous, for the latter’s public speech¬
vents verification.. Exhibitors have
of their business from out-of-town| .
)
es. regarding the proposed, forth-,
been told not to talk. FP’s Alma,
ers found that such patronage
|f|A no ApTAIT _
coining use of Telemeter, whose’
Kitsilano and. Windsor theatres
shunned the big city. Return of
lylv Qu AvlUl
Canadian rights are held by Fa-.'
are fairly recent shutterings, the
•milder weather in. many cities also
.
mous. Stein wanted to know the
latter replaced by a gas station.
hurt. It took the blockbusters to
v\*i|
p
«
Cost of. the pay-at-home venture
The Roxy is now a church.
for’motion pictures, who was going ■
Provincial ta* department
to buy the service; he confessed he.
source confirms continuing gener¬
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
downbeat. But this did not pre1
could not find out so, obviously,
al coin weakness at exhib wickets
vent “Around the World ..in 80 ✓
Minneapolis, Dec. 3.
Allied Artists: production pol¬ of an area that’s still rated third
could, make no comment.
Days” (UA) from copping, the. No- . At his sponsor’s headquarters
icies—past. and
present—-have highest in per capita cinema turnT
Bfgtime Demise?
vember laurels
This made the: here evangelist Billy Graham de¬
Stein claimed, however, that. coirie under fire of a group of A A out in Canada,
sixth month the Mide Todd opus, nied a Hollywood report that he
has been champion nationally.
may play the role of the minister Fitzgibbons’ pessimistic reports to j. stockholders repping nearly 50,-: While declining to confirm lo¬
cal facts and figures because of
Coming up fast as the month ™'-'a^re-filming^>f “The Little Shep- the press that bigtime show biz is • 0()fl>§hares Of that company's stock, official zipped-lip policy, Earle H.
closed was “JPal Joey” ((Col), which. herdKingdom .Come. or that over were, not: fair to the film in¬ the Syndicate being particularly, Dalgleish, head of ‘Warner’s disdustry, even if these were state- --•unhappy in over curtailment of the
finished November a strong^second, -he 11 ■Set m any other feature.
trib outfit here, said, “The. big
It figured in returns only three
“I do not feel that .the Lord has ments made on behalf of Famous program of major films.
ones (films) are doing big—even
Roger Hurlock of Juneau, Alas¬ bigger than during the war, and
weeks; In many key cities, “Joey” called upon me. to act,” he told the Players Canadian and riot for the.
whole. Soiriethirig ka, spokesman for the group, lias
surpassed forecasts, combo of Tribune’s Will Jones. Sky pilot industry as
for us business is healthy. We
Frank Sinatra, Kim Novak! and revealed that he has refused a must be done, Stein told the meet¬ confirmed that he arid his associ¬ gross around 10% urider our high
Rita Hayworth in the leads proving number of offers to appear on ing, to offset such pessimistic re¬ ates are demanding AA rev up its years.” Dalgleish disagreed with
big bait.
screen during the past several ports; everi though these were a Production, patterning it for “A” reasons for “panic by people in
plug for Telemeter.
pix.
high spots” stemming from video,
Another musical, “Les Girls” yearsOn the -question of alarm, con¬
Hurlock said, too, that his group pulp and paper strikes, pending
(M-G), and like “Joey,” a newHe believes the “Shepherd of
comer last month, sewed up third Kingdom Come” report might have cern and gloomy forecast, this gov-! is unhappy over the $465,000 loss closure of Britannia Beach mine
personal problems of j chargeoffs for prelim work, ori and plant and logging layoffs cur¬
position. Pic also was out in re- been occasioned by the fact that erned by theplus
looking out for John. Huston’s projected “Typee,” rently oppressing the coast; and
lease only three Sessions. “Seven in Hollywood recently he met with investment,
employees,
.Stein,
reminded the dropped by AA (Ben Bogeaus, sep¬ Said, “When the people find they’ve
Wonder of World” (Cinerama), Y. Frait Freeman, Paramount pro- -coast-to-coast delegates
that “We arately, is now shooting same story got to coiyjt their dollars as they’re
which was fourth last round, again ductiomfiead, arid the latter’s son, can. find nobody who knows
the for RKO with k $600,000 total having to d|> right now, the the¬
is winding up in fourth spot.
producAFreeman .Jr., at luncheon.
answers”,
but
that
the
“Association
luittheon .discussion,
budget.)
atres do good. What other enter¬
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) finished f
can. get better results than any in¬
tainments can compete with the
Elvis Presley stirrer catchdividual representative of any Pro- !; On behalf of the syndicate he
in* on amazingly in its opening
,?* vincfal exhibitor association in Cari- reps, Hurlock has presented his price of movies?”
Mainland and* Vancouver Island
weeks.
“Hunchback of Notre Premised, to. -read it and 6*ve the ada.”
group’s complaints to AA exec v.p.
theatres also pad'oeked by video
Dariie” (AA) did amazingly well ^reemans his opinion.
He said; “We exhibitors have an George Burrows. Hurlock persuad¬ and/or cashless customers since.
for a third version of the same
Graham’s own company just obligation to forrnulate constructive ed his associates not to take, firm
story and finished sixth. “Opera- finished a Western, “The Per¬ thought for action; arid, we are action at this time because A A 1955 iriclude, Odeon,. at Marpole;
son Mad Ball” (Col) landed suader,” in which he doesn’t appear, pretty skiinpy on ideas. We must prexy Steve Broidy is in a hospital Atlas, Victoria; Woodland, Youbou;
seventh, going as high as third and also will filiri a color feature be practical arid! realistic to dispel recovering from irijuries received Haney, Haney; Abbotsford, Abbots¬
movie, dealing with some teenage this spirit of gloom. The one as¬ in an auto accident, and isn’t ex¬ ford (see story this issue); Odeon,
place in one week's survey.
“Search for Paradise" (Ciner- delinquents converted by him dur- pect that sells a picture is word-of- pected back at his job for several Ladysmith;. Village, Qualicum; Ho,
Cumberland; Odeon, Sapperton;
ama.y, Just getting started around ln** lus recent New..York crusade, mouth advertising. Once! you can weeks.
Copper Mountain theatre; Ross“I seriously -object to Allied land, Rossland; Aldergrove, Alderin different keys, showed enough to
get an .attraction out in the' open:
finish eighth. “Time Limit”. (UA) ^
■
.«*■*
arid talked about, you are in. But withdrawing from production of grbve; PM, Port Moody^Port, Port
if all exhibitors talk pessimism, major films. That is the only hope Coquitlam. Gem theatre at Sydney
this including newspapers and . na¬ for the Company. We want a con¬ is for sale.
tional
magazines, such interviews tinuation of major pictures, and a
• 10th place winner, depending on
multiple-run dates to achieve this
1\* 1
(f I) f o I will see a good picture playing to lessening of grinding out of in¬
since having placed its top first|||A|f|||f | A
I |f||f practically empty houses. How¬ ferior, low-budgeters,” said Hurruns in major .cities, “Raintree
l/lvllvl lil JulllA ever, do .not lie about a picture’s lock.
potentialities; on entertainment in
The Alaskan real estate man arid
County” (M-G) wound up 11th, this
investor-returned to Juneau over
showing coming from reserved-seat
Screen Directors International newspaper ads.”
He admitted that smaller thea¬ the . weekend, and plans to be back .
runs, in some four key cities. It’s Guild, the organization Of film
(Continued on page 24)
directors working in the east, is tres are in difficulty arid may riot in Hollywood' for; confabs with
-—--———exploring the possibility Of affiliat¬ even survive, with the public more Broidy vpn the issues involved,
Boston, Dec. 3.
ing with the International Alliance sophisticated and selective, but When! the AA topper has recqv- j
I A; Federal Court jury has found
IT
1 I ■* i
of Theatrical stage Employees. there, is a hefty investment to be ered.
a group of motion picture distribuI lull An AlTKK
Initial talks have already been held protected. (‘The film business, is
vlUlvU ill Uvlv
with IA executive Walter Diehl not all Shot to hell; but we are
I tore innocent of charges that they
living with changes. We must fight
conspired to prevent Park Naponand IA attorney Harold Spivak.
competition arid there is no logic.iri
set Corp. of Walpole, Mass,, from
DhaL
The eastern film directors union, linking
showmen
with-.pessimism;
showing
first-run pictures. Latter
IVIllllTITx
I ll\ll which was recently organized, has the two just don’t combine.”).
sued for $1 million damages al¬
ITlUUlllO U »
opened negotiations with, the N.Y.
On
the
round-table
discussions,
leging
antitrust
violation. George
.
., . ,
,
i . Producers Assri., a trade group
S: Ryan, was Park Neponset coun¬
-■ Detailed territorial plans for that'.represents film-makers in the . two principal topics were rimusesel. Robert W. Meserve headed
(Continued on page 20)
United Artists already-set full pro- commercial, educational, documenthe battery of defense counsel.
gram of releases for 19o8 will be tary and telepix fields. These talks,
George Muchnic, who has been
Defendants were Philip .and
mapped at two national conventions however, have been moving slowly
: playing an iriCreasirigly important Richard Smith. M & P Theatres
this month at which distribution and the union is said to be making
role in LoCw’s Inc.’s top echelon Inc., New England Theatres Inc.,
V-P* Williairi J. Keineman and gen- little progress in obtaining its iniexecutive lineup since Joseph R. American Theatres Corp., Loew’s
Harriet F,- Pilpel
eral sales manager James R. Velde tial contract. Support of the IA,
; Vogel assumed the presidency of Boston Theatre Co., Keith Massa¬
will join with other homeoffice: which represents other technicians
jthe company, is reportedly, being chusetts Corp., RKO Theatres Inc.,
Interestingly reyi
and field execs.
fin the.film business, Would help to
groomed to succeed. E. J. Mannix Loew’s Inc., Warner Bros., RKO
First meeting is in Miami Dec. 8-; hasten the negotiations, it’s felt.
as studio manager.
Radip Inc., United Artists, Univer¬
The Show Biz Legal
10, the second in San Francisco ]
_* ■
: •
Muchnic, who had been shifted sal, Coluinbia, Republic and Mono¬
Dec. 12-14. Also sitting in from.
Developments
gram
Pictures.
from
the
company’s
International
New York will be vp. mm ,e j MaJce Meinhardt Barker
. subsid, has been spending con¬
Of 1957
Fleischer on T,000 Hills’
siderable time at the .. Culver City
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
' plant learning the . ropes. It’s unRichard Fleischer will direct
: derstood that he will take over his
fveSS teaStern> a"d A1 Fitteri
“These
Thousand
Hills,” for pro¬
j
new
duties
as
soon
as
Mannix’s
j
another
Editorial
Feature
Stress is to be placed on the fact
5***“*?
’. contract expires or when a settle-1 ducer David Weisbart at 20th-Fox.
in . the upcoming
that UA’s lineup of top productions, iTues.) at Toots Shors.
Fleischer
recently
finished direc¬
ment
of
the
pact
can
be
arranged,
j
16 in all, is to be spaced evenly . Other officers named were
52d Anniversary Number
tion on “The Vikings,” Kirk Doug¬
through the year along with the Charles Sriiakwitz, first assistant;:
of
las
starrer
for
actoF-’s
Bfyna Pro¬
programmers; Arthur B. Krim, Irvirig Dolllnger, second assistant;
Rex Harrisbh and Kay Kendall ;
signed by Metro to co-star in “The j ductions.
president, recently stated the full1 Wilford W. Bower, property, masj
variety
Reluctant Debutante," which will; “Hills” is based on the best-sell¬
program represents^ investment ter, arid Jack H; Hoff berg, dough
be: filmed in London and Paris.
i er; by A. 3. Guthrie Jr.
of $50,000,000.
"
«uy-

Billy liraham

%niolSents par, was GothamDirectors

Boston Jury Finds
For Distributors

George Muchnic?

8
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‘Wonders’ Boffo $16,500,
Hub Up; ‘Search’ Sockeroo $36,(
Li. Climbs; ‘ApriTUotsy $75,1
Seattle; ‘April’ Big 11G
In 14 Spots, Terri’ Smash 150G In
‘Nelson’ Boffo 13G» ‘April’ Hot19G
53 Sites, ‘Godfrey’ Fancy 64G, 13
Key City Grosses
Los Angeles, Dec. 3. -f*
Thanksgiving holiday and week¬
end are helping L. A. first-runs to
bouncy biz this stanza with $228,400 for big first-run houses (figured
terrific $555,900 with 67 nabes and
Estimated Total Gross
drive-ins in this area included in).
Tills Week ..$546,900
•'April Love” paces: newcomers
(Based -on 22 theatres): ,
with nice $24,000 in four houses
Last Year ... .1 .., $546,900
plus $51,000 from 10 habes.
(Based an 22 theatres).
“Perri,” in first multirun, looks
headed for smash $150,000 in 33
situations located in this region, of
which only $12,000 comes from
three, regular houses. “Bombers
B-52” shapes fine $19,000 in three
first-run spots plus $71,000 or close
in three nabes and eight ozoners
for terrific $90,000 total.
“My Man Godfrey” after show¬
casing at Chinese, looks fair $12,Pittsburgh, Dec. 3.
000 in three first-runs with nice
$64,000 total when four nabeS and
Harris has the holiday week
six drive-ins are included.: 'Tail blockbuster in “Pal Joey,” which is
Stranger” looks tidy $10,000 in two
houses and $15,000 additional from doing standout business and should
be around for a stretch. “April
four nabes and two drive-ins.
“10 Commandments” is leading Love** is turning the trick,, too, at
longruns with socko $37,000 in the Fulton where smash. “Les
sixth week for three theatres. “Les
Girls” and “Pal Joey” both are Girls” is holding up big in second
holding up stoutly. The two hard- stanza at the Penn. “Search for
ticket pix, “Seven Wonders of Paradise” at Warner and “Around
World” and “Around World in 80 the World” at Nixon, improved
Days,” are getting' tall returns
some with the big post-Thanksgivfrom holiday week.
Estimates for This Week ..... ing shopping crowds. Transport
Los Angeles, Loyola, Fox Wil- strike is still'on, strangling traffic
shire, Hollywood (FWC) (2,097; L- and creating a problerii.
248; 2,296; 756; 90-$1.50l—“April
Estimates for This Week
Love” (20th) and “Under Fire”
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)—
(20th). Nice $24,000 or near. Last
week, Los Angeles, Loyola, Holly-/ 'April Love” (20th). With the holiwood with Hitz, “Pursuit of Graf]
Carter”
’ ^ay tor an assist, shiould have no
Spee” (Rank) and "
"
OJ\ $17,700. Fox Wilshire, “Adam! trouble hitting smash $12,000, Last
and Eve” (Indie) (5 days, 2d wk), 'week, “Slim Carter” tU), Under
$2,000 In 5-days.
$1,700.
Downtown Paramount, Yogue,
Guild (Green) (500; 85-99)—‘Al¬
.Fox Beverly (ABPT-FWC) (3.300; ligator Named Daisy” (Rank) (2d
825; 1,334; 90-S160)—“Bombers B- wk). Thanksgiving helped and will
52” (WB) and “Black Patch” (WB). do even a . bit better than last
Fast $19,000 or close. Last week, week’s $2,500.
B
Downtown Paramount with New
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.25)
Fox, Uptown, “Motorcycle Gang” —“Pal
joey” (Col).
Soarings to
"?°Fn"tyR?v“U^th$1nV■ great $20,000 or near,
near, arid
ana should
snou.a
yog.V^rJ°XT^^fMly/T'TAt'ih wi ‘have no trouble sticking around.
"Valerie” OW. ?ft300.
A “^iBest here in months.. Last week,
Staie, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) (2,- 3d of “Operation Mad Ball” (Col),
404; L106; 90-$1.50)—“Tall Stran¬ $7,000 m 5 days. .
Nixon (Rubin) (1.500; $1.25-$3)-^ger” (AA) and “Affair in Havana”
(AAlr^Tidy $10,000. Last week,5 “Around World” (UA) (34th wk).
State, “Jailhouse Rock” (M-G). and Picked up a bit over holiday to
“Domino Kid” (Col) (2d wk), $5 - $7,500. Winding up.Jan. 4, house
900. Hawaii with El Rey, Globe, returning to legit on Jan. 6. Last
“Careless Years”, (.UA) and “Street week., $6,500.
of Sinners” (UA), $5,200.
Penn (UA) (3.300; 80-$1.25) —
Hillstreet, New Fox, Ritz (RKO- “Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk). Falling
FWC) (2,752; 965; 1,320; 90-$1.50) off a bit bat $12,500 is still big.
( Continued on page 20)
Last week, $15,000.
Squirrel HUl (SW) <900; 85-99)—
“Perri” (BV) (3d wk). Wise move
in holding over with ail kids on
vacation, and piling in. Shot up to
good $3,000. Last Week, $2,500.
; Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-$1.25)—
“Bombers B-52” (WB}. Weakest, of
first-run entries, thin $7,500. Last
Cleveland, Dec. 3.
week,. “Story Mankind” (WB) and
Many holdovers are perking up “Public Pigeon No. 1” (U) yanked
this session to make it a really after 4 days and reissue, dualer,
solid holiday week. Best newcomer “Silver Chalice” (WB) and “Helen
Is “Les Girls,” smash at State, with of Troy” (WB) put in for. threeholdover indicated. “Tin Star” only $4,000 for full week.
looms bright at Stillman. while
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
“Cinerama Holiday” is building
better than $4,000 at Palace for a $l,20-$2.40) — “Search for Para¬
dise”
(Cinerama) (8th wk). Moved
smash 23d round. “Kiss Them For
Me” is ¥ated fair at Allen. “Pal up again over the holiday with ex¬
Joey” looms big in fourth Hipp tra shows, doing better than big
$14,000. Last week, $11,500.
session.
Estimates for This Week
, Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.25) —
“Kiss Them For Me” (20th). Fair
$10,000. Last Week, “Boriibers
B-52” (WB), $9,500.
Embassy (Community) (1,200; 7090»—“April Love” (20th) (2d wk).
Okav $4,000. Last week, $6,500.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-$1.25)
—“Pal Joey” (Col) (4th wk). Big
Cincinnati, Dec. 3.
$15,000 after $16,000 in third round.
Heights Art ( Art Theater Guilds
Class product splurge as added
(925; $1.25)—“Last Bridge” (Indie). holiday fare is rewarding Cincy
Nice $3,000. Last week, “French first-run front 'his week with tall¬
They Are a Funny Race” (indie) est overall gross iri many months.
^(2d wk), $1,800.
“Les: Girls” at flagship Albee is
Lower Mall (Community) (500; great while “April Love”: at Palace
50-90)—“Perri” (BV). Hep $5,000 shapes socko.
or near. Last week, “Woman in
“Search for Paradise” shapes as
Dressing Gown” (WB) $2,200.
another Cinerama year-or-better
Ohio (Loew) ■ (1,244; $l:25-$2,50) tenant
in preem at the Capitol
—“Around World? (UA) (25th-wk). were great..
Holdover “Pal Joey”
Okay $13,300. Last week, $13,000. continues plenty
smash after a
Palace (SW-Cinerama) <1,523;
$1.25-$2.40) — “Cinerama Holiday’
icineramaj tZda WK.). urlgnt PICK- for
a
rehounrtpr
in
2ffth Wp*ilr
up to $19,000 or close. Last week. for a rebounder in 25th week.
Estimates for Tins Week
$14,700.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) —
Albee. (RKO): <3,100; 90-$1.2gK*Les Girls” (M-G). Smash $20,000. “Les Girls” (M-G). Boff $17,000 or
Last week, “Stopover Tokyo” near. Holds for second weefe. Last
(20th)* $7,000.
week, ‘.‘Bombers B-52” (WB), $8,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
Capitol (SW-Cinerama). (1,376;
**Tin Star” (Par). Bright $9j000. $l,20-$2.65) — “Search for ParaLast week, “Johnny Trouble” (WB) : dise” (Cinerama). Hotsy. $22,000
and “Black Patch” (WB), $5^00. .1 preem tempo, Same as for-final 10-

'Girls’ Tall $20,000 Id
Cleve.; ‘Star’ Trim 9G,
‘Holiday’ Huge 19G, 23d

Seattle, Dec. 3.
For the Thanksgiving holiday,
first-runs are sporting many new
bills. “Pal Joey” shapes big at the
Boston, Dec, 3.
Fifth Avenue and so does “April
Picture grosses here upped this
Love” at (Coliseum.. “Les Girls” is
session with holiday help. Mild
rated nice at Music Hall. Big news,
weather brought out
biggest
however, is how. “Seven Wonders
crowds in years; Relaxation of
of World” soared to an immense
Estimated Total Gross
parking bans for Yuletime is help¬
total at Paramount in its fifteenth
ing the b.o. Of the hew entries
round. "Perri” still is big in sec¬
This Week ...... - . $2,750,600
“April Love” at the Met is lofty.
ond Music Box week,
(Based on 22 cities and 247
“Search
for Paradise” at the Bos¬
Estimates for This Week
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
ton is terrific in its first full week.
Blue Mouse . (Hamrick) (800;
cluding N. Y.)
“Bomber B-52” looms solid. at
$1 25-$2.50) — “Around the World
Total Gross same Week
■Paramount and Fenway combo.
in 80 Days” (UA) (33d wk). Big
“Baby Face Nelson” shapes great
Last Year ........ $2,630,600
$9,000. Last week, $8,000. .
at the Pilgrim. “Kiss Theiri For
(Based on 22 cities and 229
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90-j
Me”
is nice at the Memorial..
theatres.)
$1.25) — “April Love” (20th) arid
“Pal Joey” looks mighty in
“Under Fire” (20th). Smash $11,second, rounds at State and Or¬
006. Last week, “Tall Stranger”
pheum. ‘‘And God Created Wom¬
(AA) and “Fighting Trouble”)
an” looms phenomenal in fifth at
(AA), $5,600 in 6 days. Big $14,000.
The
Gary, beating the fourth week.
Last week, “Kiss Them for Me”
“Around World in 80 Days” is still
(20th) and “Young and Danger¬
smash at Saxon in 34th weak.
ous” (20th), $8,200.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90Estimates , for This Week
$1.25)—“Perri“ (BV) (2d wk). Hot
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; ;$1.65-$2.75)
$5,500. Last week, $6,300.
— “Raintree County”*(M-G). (7th
Music Hall (Hainrick) (2,200; 90wk). /Sixth week was oke $13,500.
Providence, Dec* 3.
$1.25)—“Les Girls” (M-G)* Nice
Sock is the word at most spots Last week, $15,000,
$9,000 or near. Last week, “Esca¬
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$1.25)
currently
as
the
Thanksgiving
holi¬
pade in. Japan’MU) and “Doctor at
day/boosted trade. Strand’s second -“Perri” (BV) (2d wkLWow $12,Large” (U), $5,600.
000. Last week; $14,000.
week
of
“Pal
Joey”
is
still
socko.
. Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90Boston (SW-CineriEuna) (1,354;
$1.25)-:—“Bombers B-52” (WB) and Next in line is “April Love,” solid $1.25-$2.65)—‘‘Search for Paradise”
“Pawnee” (Rep); Fair $7,500 in 5 at Majestic. State’s “Jailhouse (Cinerama) (2d wk). Smash $36,ROck”
looks
fine
in
second.
days, with Seattle Symphony in for
000. Last week, (4 days), $21,000.
Estimates for This Week
two nights. Last .week, “Jailhouse
Copley (Indie) (961; 90-$l -25) —
Roek^ (M-Q) (2d wk),. $6500 in 5
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 60-85)— “Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO)
days.
:' v''
“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U) (11th wk). Last week (10th), oke
Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1,- and “Slim Carter” (U). Just fair $3,200. Last week, $3,800*
282; $l;20-$2;65) — “Seven Won¬ $6,000. Last week, "Esther Cos¬
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 600-$1.25)
ders” (Cinerama) (15th wk). Im¬ tello” (Col) and “Domino Kid” —“Novel Affair” (4th wk). Thiid*
mense: $16,500. Last week, $10,400. (Col), $7,500.
week was slick $7,200. Last week,
Elmwood (Snyder) (745; $2-$2.50) $6,200.
—‘‘Around World in 80 Days” (UA) . Fenway (NET) (1,378; 60-$1.10)—
(8th wk). Good $9,000. Last week; "Bomber B-52” (WB) and “Crooked
Circle” (Rep).. Neat: $5,500. Last
$10,000.
week, “Tin Star” (Par) and “Short
Majestic (SW) <2,200; 60-85)— Cut to Hell” (Par), (2d wk), $5,000.
“April . Love” .-(20th) arid “40
Gary (Sack) (1,340;' 90r$1.8O) —
Guns” (20th). Very nice $10,000, “And God Created Womari”.(Kings)
Last week, “Bombers B-52” (WB) (5th wk). Phenomenal $20,000.
and. “Last Stagecoach West” (WB), Last week, $18,000.
$5,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1^5)
Washington, Dec. 3.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-85)—
The long holiday weekend gave Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) and “Tip —“Miller’s Beautiful Wife” (DCA),
mainstem b.o. its long awaited shot On Dead Jockey” (M-G) (2d wk). Opened Sunday (1). Last week,
in the arrii. Newcomers were gen¬ Fine $9,000 in 6 days. First was “Young Stranger” (U) <5th wk),
$5,500.erally solid, and holdovers re¬ $14,000.
Paramount (NET,) (1,700; 60-$l)
mained unusually steady. “April
Strand (National Realty) (2,200; — “Bomber B-52”. . . (WB) arid.
Love,” at the Columbia, smallest of 65-80)—“Pal Joey”( Col) (2d wk).
three Loew houses. is setting this Socko $12,000 after zowie $15,000 “Crocked Circle” (Rep). Happy
$14,500. Last week. “Tin Star”
week’s boxOffice pace. ‘.‘Kiss. Them in first.
(Par) and “Short Cut to Hell”
For Me” at Loew’s Palace looms
(Par), (2d wk)* $9,000.
nice. In holdover class, “Arid God
Pilgrim (NET) (1,100; 65-95) —
Created Woman,” continues to be
“Baby
Face Nelsbn” (UA) . and
a b:o. phenomenon in fourth stanza
“Satchmo The Great” (UA). Great
at the tiny Plaza, the Trans-Lux
$13,000.
Last week, “Rodan”
arty cinema* “Bornbers; B-52” is
(DCA) and “Hell in Korea” (DCA),
nice in two spots, “My Man God¬
$12,000.
frey” is fine in second at Keith’s*
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30)
Estimates for This Week
—; “Around World. in 80 Days”
Kansas City, Dec. 3.
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW)
(UA) (34th wk). Lifted by holiday
All
newcomers
opened
on to sock $24,060. Last week, $22,000.
(1,490; 1,100; 85-$1.25)—“Bombers
B-52” -(WB). Nice $13,000; Last Thanksgiving Day or before here,
Memorial £RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.25)
with stellar pictures week produc¬ —“Kiss Them For Me” (20th) and
week. “Tin Star” (Par), $9,000.
Capitol. (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25) ing one of bigger ones in recent ‘Ride Violent Mile”, (20th). Nice
—“Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk). Fine months. Biggest play is for “April $12,000. Last week, “Monolith
$18,000 or after $24,000 opener. Love,” smash in three Fox Mid¬ Monsters” (U) and “Love Slave*
west houses. But also big is. “Les of Amazoris” (U), $9,000.
Stays on.
Columbia (Loew) (1,154; 85-$1.25) Girls” at the Midland; “Tin Star’
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90—“April Love” (20th). Tremendous looms okay at Paramount. “Pal $1.25) —- “April LOve” (20th) and.
$16,000 for this house, and tops Joey” in fourth week at the Roxy “Restless Breed” (Indie). Lofty
is
particularly
strong.
First
run
city. Stays. Last week, “Quantez”
$19,000. Last week, “Hunchback
(U), $4,500 in 6 days at regular policy combining drive-ins and Notre Dame” (AA) and “Naked i
hardtops is about ended by wintry Spn” (AA). (2d wk), $10,000;
scale.:
Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$1.25)
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)^- weather since Dickinson circuit is
“My Man - Godfrey” (U) (2d wk);.; having a skimpy week with “Gun —“Too Bad She’s Bad” (Indie) and
Very steady $8,000 after pleasing Battle of Montery” and “The Per¬ “Street of Shame” (Indie). Oke
suader.” Weather turned down to $4,000v Last week,“Bride Too
$9,000.
Palace (Loew). (2,350; 85-$1.25)— coldest of year On Saturday, but Beautiful” (Indie) and “Sorceress”
(Indie) 2d wk), $6,000. !
‘Kiss Them. For Me” (20th). Hefty held clear for weekend.
Orpheum (Loew)- (2,900; 75-$l,25)
Estimates for This Week
$16,000; holding. Last .week, “Babyface Nelson” (UA) (2d wk), $4,000
Apollo, Brookslde, Vista (Fox —“Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk). Wow
in final 3 days.
Midwest) (1;050; 900; 700; 75-85)— $30,000;. Last week, $38*000.
State (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1.25) —
Plaza (T-L) (275;: 90-$1.35) — “Noah’s Ark” (Indie) and “Raiders
“God Created Woman” (Kings) of Old California” (Rep). Bright “Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk). Wham
(Continued on page 20>
$6,500.
Last week, “Careless $20,000. Last Week, $25,000.
Years” (UA) and “Valerie” (UAL
$4,000.
Glen, Dickinson, Shawee DriveIn, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson)
(700; 750; l.iOO cars; 900 cars; 85c
I ivnju
person)—.“Gun Battle at Monterey”
(AA) and “The Persuader” (AA):
Low $2,500, though going agaiinst
cold weather. Last week, “Carni¬
Torphto, Dec. 3,
val Rock” (Howco) and Teen-Age
“Baby Face Nelson” is top new¬
day stretch of 18-month run of Thunder” (Howco), $4,000.
comer,
being
ispek
at Uptown*
“Seven Wonders of World ”
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)— “Cocktails in Kitchen” (Indie) and "Stopover Tokyo”- okay at threehouse
combo
/xbut
“Monte
Carlor
“My Man Godfrey” (U) and “Night “Will Any Gentleman” (Indie).
Runner” (U) (2d wk). Oke $5,000 Moderate $1,600. Last week, “Val¬ Story” is sad. However, the hold¬
overs
are
strong.
“Pal
Joey”
is
and close to; $5,500 bow.
ue for Money” (Rank) (2d wk),
leader with big biz in second stanza
. Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)— $1,000.
“Stella” (Indie). Okay $1,500. Last
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)— and weekend turnaways at Imper¬
week, “Lost Continent” (indie) (5th “Les Girls” (M-G) and “Hell Ship ial. Eoew’s also hefty on third
wk)
s>nn
Mutiny” (Rep). Great $12,000; may frame with “Les Girls.” “Perri”
Keith’s (Shor) (1-500; 75-$1.25)— hold. Last week, "Baby Face Nel¬ continues strong in fifth frame.
Estimates for This Week
“Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk). Solid son” (UA) and “Hell Bound” (UA),
$14,000 after first round at $18,000 $9,000.
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 60-$l)—
and biggest gross here in nearly 18
Missouri (SW-Cirierama). (1,194; “Monte Carlo Story” (UA). Sad
months. Holds indef. ’
• J $1.25-$2)-—“Seven
Wonders
of $7,000. Last week, “Kiss Them for
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25)— World” (Cinerama) (15th wk). Aid¬ Me” (20th), $8,000.
“April Love” (20th)* Socko $16,000 ed by Thanksgiving to big $11,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
or close. Holds for second stanza. Last week, $9*000. .
State (Taylor) —“Black Scorpion”
Last , week, “Story of Mankind”
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— (WB) and “Black Patch” (WB). Oke
(WB) split , with “Helen of Troy” , “Tin
_ Star”
_
__^
(Par).
Okay $8,000; $12,500. Last week, “Mr. Rock and
(WB) and “Silver Chalice” (WB) { could stay. Last week, “Black Scor- Roll” (Par) and “Lonely .Man”
(reissues), $5,500.
pion” (WB) and “Stowaway Girl” (Par), $12*000.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50- (Par), $3,500.
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede
$2.50) — “Around World” (UA) . Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) (FP) (1,080; 1,385; 1,485; 50-$l)—
(25th wk). Sturdy $9,500 with holi- (750; 75-90)—"Nana” (Indie) (2d “Stopover Tokyo”. (20th). Okay
day lift over $8,500 in 24th week, i
(Continued ©n page 20).
(Continued on page 20)

Prov.;‘Joey’12G

DC;‘Girls’18G

‘April’ Huge $20,000 In
K.C.; ‘Girls’ Sturdy 12G,
‘Star’8G,‘Joey’7G, 4th

7,000 in Cincy;

‘Nelson’ Whopping 12G,

‘Joey’ lofty 24G, 2d
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HOLIDAY HYPOES DETROIT BIZ
Chi Biz Belter; Sack’ Sodw
fl/1 flD,’ Holiday Lifts B’way; ‘Sad’Solid
'Hunchback* Rugged 18G, 'Star Fast
‘jjj(|j| TERRIF ^
Water Smash
150G, ‘Days’ Capacity 50G in 59th
17G, ‘Nelson’ 10G, ‘Days’Record 28G
•

Chicago, Dec. 3. ■
With continuing activity in arties and action houses to offset
generally slow business at deluxers, the current Chi week averages
are sturdy. “Sad Sack” opened on
holiday weekend for a great $35,
000 at the Chicago. “Hunchback
of Notre Dame” bows at United
Artists for a rousing $18,000. “Tin
Star” with -'Short Cut to Hell”
promises a hot $16,500 for first
Roosevelt week. Second framers
look a lot better in small houses
than large ones. "April Loye” Is
not so good at Oriental. “Game of
Love" is still booming at the Surf,
while “Baby Face Nelson” con-,
tiriues loud at Garrick,
“Pursuit of Graf Spee" holds to
a neat third session at: the. Loop.
“Pal Joey” at the State-Lake is
socko in sixth while “Les Girls”
shapes line in fifth at the Woods. .
Roadshows are reflecting the
holiday UDbeat. For its 35th set,
"Around World in 80 Days” is soar¬
ing while “Seven Wonders of
World" for 50th round at Palace is
getting record biz. .
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (H&E BalabanV (485;
$1.25)—“Bed of Grass” (T-L). Wow
$5,100.
Last week, subsequentrun:
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50>
—“Sad Sack" (Par). Socko $35.000. Last week. “Jailhouse Rock”
;(M-G) (2d yrk), $15,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) <1.350;
90-$1.25)—“How to Murder Rich
UnCle” (Col) (2d wk). Good $7,000.
Last week, $9.800:.
Garrick (B&K) (90 - $1.25)—
“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) (2d wk).
Loud $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$ 1.25)—
"Abominable Snowman”
(20th)
and “Ghost Diver” (20th). Nice
$6,000. Last week, “Under Fire”,
(20th), “Deerslayer” (20th). $5:000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)—
“Graf Spee” . (Rank) (3d wk>. Tidy
$7,000: Last week, $7,500.
McViekers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3.30)—“Raintree Countv” (M-G)
(6th wk).
Mild $15,000.
Last
Week, same.
•
Monroe (Indie) (1.000; 57-79)—
‘‘Carnival Rock” (DCA) and “Teen
Age Thunder” (DCA).
Sharp
$4,000. Last week, "Hidden Fear"
(UA) and "Five Steps to Danger”
(UA). $3,800.
Oriental (Indie) <3.400; 90-$ 1.50)
—"April Love” (20th) (2d wk).
Dull $8,000. Last week. $12,600.
Palace
(SW-Cinerama) (1,484;
$1.25-$3:40) — “Seven WOnders"
(Cinerama) (50th wk)..Great $31,000. Last week, $22.8o0.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1:400; 65-90)—
•Tin Star” (Par), “Short Cut to
Hell” (Par). Bright $17,000. Last
(Continued on page 20)

- . Detroit. Dec; 3. .
Dpwritown first-run biz is plenty
cnnlrri this
this session.
GACcinn “April Love” is
socko
in for a terrific first week at the
Fox: “Tin Star” glitters brightly
at the Palms. . “Motorcycle Gang”
shapes torrid at Broadway-Capitol.
"Pal Joey” stays smash in fourth
week at the Madison. "Bombers !
B-52” looks fine at the Michigan.
"Les Girls” is tall in fourth week
at the Adams. “Perri''. is wow in
second week at the Kriiri:
: Lorig-termer “Around World in
80 Days” in its 49th week at the
United Artists, and “Seven Wori- J
ders of World” in -70th session at.;
the Music Hall, are still very solid;

Booming biz on Thanksgiving
Day, despite rain in the afternoon,
and
great grosses on the follow¬
‘Hunchback’ Socko 14G,
ing two days will make this a
smash holidav week for Broadway
Denver ; ‘Girls’ 13G, 2d
Portland, Ore., Dec. 3.
first-runs. There are few new¬
Denver; Dec. 3.
First-run biz. is really perking comers to help swell’ the boxoffice
Biz ranges from good to great
but
second-weekers and extendedthis
round
after
hitting
the
sk’ds
first-runs here this week with
the past couple of months. All riin product is doing remarkably
every theatre excepting the Denver
houses have strong holiday product, well to boost the over-all total
holding over. “Around World in 80
Biggest new entrant is “Sad
and there are only a few disap¬
Days" goes into 30th week at
pointing spots. One of these is Sack," which wound un its first
Taboiit with trade picking up.;
“Les Girls” with only routine biz week with a sock $40,000 or near
“Hunchback of Notre Dame”
at. Liberty. However, “Pal Joey" at the State. Starts second found
shapes as brightest new entrant,
is great iri' sfecond week at the Fox. today (Wed.). 'Dast Dark Shadow"
with socko take at Paramount.
“April Love” is fancy in second
Estimates for This Week
j “80 Days” continues its fantastic hit big $8,000' in first session at
week at the Centre, and continues ! Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90- pace in 33d session at the Broad¬ the Guild. “Smallest Show on
on. "Tin Star” is fine at . Denham $1.25)—“April Love” . (20th) and ! way. “April Love,” best of hew Earth.” now in first holdover week,
as is “Les Girls,” in second round;, “Deerslayer” (20th). Terrific $31,- pix, is smash at Orpheum while landed a smash $12,000 opening
at the Little Carriegie.
!*
at Orpheum.
000.
Last week, “Abominable • Tin Star" at Paramount is rated stariza
Long lines the first four days of
Estimates for This Week
Snowman” (20th) and "Ghost fine.
the
current
f3d)
session
at
the
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— Diver” (20th), $11,000.
Estimates for This Week
Music Hall will give “Don’t Give
“April Love” (20th) (2d wk). Fancy
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000:
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2- Near Water" with stageshow its
$11,000. Stays. Last week, $16,000. 90-$1.25) — "Bombers B-52” (WB) $2.50)
“Arourid World In 80 biggest week of run—a rousing
Denham (Cockriil) (1,428; 70-90) and “Gun^lght Ridge’.' (UA>. Fine Days" —
(UA) (33d wk). Big $7,500. $150,000. That tops the operiing
—“Tin Star” (Par). Bright $9,000; $16,OOp^T7ast week, “Tall Strang¬ Last. tveek,.
$7,600.
week by $20,7)00. Hall opens its
Holding. Last week, "Devil's Hair¬ ers”
and “Affair in Havaria”
Fine Arts: (Foster) (425; 90-$1.25) Christmas stageshow. with “Sayonpin” (Par) arid “Hear Me Good” (A*T5$15,500.
ara” tomorrow (Thurs.), advance
—“The
Bed”
(Indie).
So-so
$2,000.
(Par) (2d wk), $3,500 in 5 days.
vTalms (UD) (2,961;. 90-$1.25)—
Denver (Fox) <2,586; 70-$1.25>—> -Tin Star” (Par) and “Hidden Last week, “Nana" (Indie) (2d wk), reservations (mezzanine reserved
■
> seats) already having tooned JS1?5."Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk). Fast Fear” (UA). Bright $19,000 or over. $1300.
Fox* (Evergreen) <1,536; $1-$1.50) 000. greatest ever at Hall for this
$13,000 or • close. Last week, Last week, "Zero Hour” (Par) and
_
—“Pal Joey" (Col) (2d wk). Great show.
$23,000.
(Continued on page 20)
.Second round of "Ooeratiop
$12,000. Last week, $12,200.
EsqulrO (Fox) (742; 70-30)—"Mil¬
Mad
Ball”
at
Victoria
held at
Guild
(Foster)
(400;
$1.25)
ler’s Beautiful Wife” (Indie) (2d
"Perri” (BY) (2d wk). Torrid great $22,700. about same as open¬
wk). Good $2,500. Continues. Last
ing Week. “Pal Joey” looks like
$5,000. Last week, $4,800.
week, $3,500. .
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- big .438000 after soaring to sock
Orpheum (RKO) (2,596; 90-$ 1.25)
$1.25) — "Les Girls” (M-G) and $43,000 in fifth session at the Caoi—“Les Girls” (M-G) arid “Hell
“Triple Deception" (Rank). NSG toj. fifth week taking in Thanks¬
Canyon Outlaws” (Rep) (2d wk).
$7,000. Last week, "Escapade In giving Dav and last Friday^
Fine $13,000. Holds. Last week,
First holdover week of “PombJapan" (U) arid “Slim Carter” (U),
$13,500.
ers P-5V” looks Tike fair $21,000
$5,400.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70San Fraricisc’o, Dec. 3.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- at the Paramount, near ooening
90)-i-‘‘Hunchback of Notre Dame”
First-runs here this stanza are
figure. Both “Slaughter on
(AA) and “Gun Battle at Monterey” doing okay to big trade even $1.50)“April Love” (20th) and week
at the 4stor and
CAA). Sock $14,000. Stays on. Last though there - are not many new-, "Under Fire” (20th). Wow $15,- 10th. Avenue"
Esther Costello” at the
week, “My Man Godfrey” (U) and comers. Best of these is "Motor¬ 000. Last week, “Story, Of Man¬ "•Story-of
Palace moved ahead of preceding
"Satchmo the Great” <AA\ $10;000. cycle Gang,” rated dandy at. Para¬ kind” (WB) and “Black Patch” weeks.
Ivoth being, fine in their
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)-- mount. “April Love” shapes okay ; (WB). $6,000.
fourth stanzas.
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) at the huge Fox while "Tin . Star” I Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90“And God Created Woman” con¬
$1.25>
—
“Tin
Star"
(Par)
arid
(29th wk). Fancy $6,000, Holds is fine ini second Golden Gate
tinues its amazing run at the Paris,
over; Last week, $4,000,
frame. "Les Girls” looks big in “Enemy From Space” (UA). Nice with a wow $20,000 for sixth ses-.
Vogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442; second Warfield sessipn as does $7,000. List week, “Zero Hour” c1nn.
It started the seventh week
(Par)
arid
"Hear
Me
Good"
(Par),
75-30)—“Naked Eye” (Indie). Nice "Pal;;Joey” in fourth St. Francis
Monday (2). "Gervaise” was smash
$2,000. Holds. Last week, “Devil’s week. “Around Y^brld in 80 Days” $4,500.
$14*00 in th»rd stanza at Baronet.
General” (Indie) (2d wk), $1,000. is heading for another great take
All hard-ticket pix imDroved,
in 49th round at Corpnet.
“Around World in RO Days” soar¬
ing to a mightv $50 000 In week
Estimates for inks Week
(59(h) ended last night (Tues.) at
Golden Gate (RKoT*t2,859; 90the Rivoli, being helped to this ca¬
$1.25)—"Tin Star” (Pmr) and "Way¬
pacity figure bv four extra shows,
ward Girl” (Rep) (2n Wk); Nice
“10 Commandments” looks like
$9,000. Last week, $12,500.
great $32,000 in present (56th)
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
round at the Criterion after $34,“April Love” <20th) and. "Escape
200 in. 55th frame. "Search for
From Red Rock” (20th). Okay j
Omaha,
Dec.f3;
$14,000. Last week, "Stopover] Biz has taken an upward swing Paradise.” now in 11th session,
Philadelphia, Dec.. 3.
Tokyo” (20th) and “Plunder Road” at first-runs this stanza, with every soared to socko $37,800 in 10th
week at the Warner.
Holiday week biz is-building to (20th), $12,500 in 8 days.
Estimates for This Week
boff total here but rainy Saturday
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) spot showing improvement.. “April
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
seemed to hurt nominally big influx —"Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk). Big Love” is the pacesetter at the
Omaha; being rated fast despite a “Slaughter on 10th Avenue" (U)
from Army-Navy acid game that $15,000. Last week, $23,000:
afternoon. Standout'Nis "April . Paramount (Par) <2,646; 90-$1.25) sluggish start. "Les. Girls” is sock (5th wk). Fourth round ended
Love,” wham ax Randolph while —‘‘Motorcycle Gang” (Ai) and at the State, while “Tin Star" is Monday (2) was nice $13,000. Third
“Jamboree" paired with “Joe Da¬ “Sorority Girl” (AI). Dandy $13,- lush at the Brandels. “Pal Joey" was $11,500. “Wild Is Wind" (Par)
kota” is rated great at Stanton: 000. Last week, “Bombers: B-52” stays socko at Orpheum in second comes in with preem on night of
“Peril” looms boffo in first round <W-B) and “Domino Kid” (Col), round, with a third stanza a possi¬ Dec. 1L
bility. Holiday biz upped “Around
Little Carnegie <L. Carnegie)
at Trans-Lux while “Tin Star" $14,000.
World in'80 Days" at Admiral. It (550: $1.25-$1.80)—“Smallest Show
shapes bright at the Viking.
St Francis (Par) (1.400; 90-$1.25>
ori. Earth” (Times) (2d wk). First
Many holdpvers are spurting, — ‘Pal Joey” (Col) (4th. wk). Big has just one more week to go.
round ended last Thursday (28) wat
“Pal Joey” soaring to giant total at $14,000. Last week, $15,000.
Estimates for This Week
Stanley in fourth stanza. "Baby . Orpheum (SW-Cineraina) (1,458;
Admiral (Blank) (866; $2.50- socko $12,000.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25Face Nelson” is smash1 in second $1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of $2.20)—“Around World in 80 Days"
frame while "Search for Paradise” World” (Cinerariia) (54tli wk). Okay (UA) (14th wk). Okay $5,000. Last 41.70)—“Gervaise" (Cont) (4th wk).
Third session ended Sunday (1)
is climbing to a wow total at Boyd- $13,800. Last week. $12r200.
week. $3,500.
Minneapolis, Dec. 3. ^ in
ninth week, Mastbaum shutters
United Artists (No: Coast) (1,207;
Brandels (RKO) (1.100; 75-90)— was smash $14,800. being helped
Predominance of holdovers is next Thursday, with lack of prod¬
90-$1.25) — “Lost Paradise”. (UA) “Tin Star" (Par) and “Copper Skjr” by some extra shows. Second wat
not hurting the boxoff ice's present uct! blamed.
and
“Hell
Bound”
<UA).
Good
$9,(20th).
Bright $5,000. Last week. $14,700.
healthier tone which was given a
Capitol (Loew) (4.820; $l-$2.50)—
! Estimates for This Week
0.00i Last week, “Baby. Face Nel¬ “Time Limit” (UA) and “Enemy
glow by the Thanksgiving holiday.
“Pal Joey” (Col) (6th wk). This
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 39-$1.80)— son" (UA) and “Careless Years” from Space" (UA), $3,300.
It was dimmed somewhat by ex¬
stariza ending Friday (6) is heading
(UA).
$11,000
in
8
days.
Omaha
(Tristates)
(2,066;
75-90)
treme cold and snowstorms Satur¬ "Les Girls” (M-G) (4th wk). Lively:
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- —‘‘April Love” (20th). Smash $11,- for big $38,000. Fifth was $43,000.
day and Sunday. There are only $11,000: Last week, $14,000;
Holding.
Boyd
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,430; $1.50)—“Perri” (B-V) (5th wk). Oke 000 or near; will hold. Last week,
two Important newcomers; “April
Criterion (Moss) (1.671; $1.80$2,400
in 4 days. Last week, $3,500. “Zero Hour” (Par) arid “Hear Me
Love” and “Kiss Them for Me, $1.20r$2.80)—“Search for Paradise”
$3.30>—“10
Commandments" (Par)
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.25)— Good” (Par), $3,000 iri 6 days. .
with the former smash: It’s the (Cinerama) .(9th wk). Holiday
(56th wk). This round finishing to¬
“Only
French
Can”
(Indie)
(2d
wk).
Orpheum
(Tristates)
(2,980;
90boosted
this
to
wow.
$18,000
or
66th and 21st weeks, respectively
morrow
(Thurs.)
likely will hit
Okay
$3,600.
Last
week,
$3,300.
$1.25)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk).
for hard-tickets “Seven Wonders of close. Last week, $13,500.
432,000 for 16 performances. The
Fox (National) (2,500; 55-$1.80)— • Clay (Rosener) (.400; $1.25)— Great $9,500 after $13,500 debut.
World" and "Around World in 80
55th week soared to $34,200, over
“Only
French
Can”
(Indie)
(2d
wk).
State
(Goldberg)
(850;
75-90)
—
Days/’ Fourth week for. high-step¬ “Kiss for Me” (20th). Tepid $7,500. Good $3,500. Last week, $3,800.
“Les Girls” (M-G). Tall $5,000 or hooes, for 15 shows.
ping “Les Girls” finds it still. sock. Last week, “Stopover Tokyo” (20th)
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) <364; better. Last week, “Escapade in
:
Second round for “Pal .Joey” is (2d wk), $9,000.
—“Cabiria” (Lopert) (6th. wk).
$1.25»—‘Panic
In
The
Parlor’^
(Inr
Japan”
(U), $3,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65great.
. .
Fifth stanza finished Sunday (1)
(Contiriued on page 20)
$1.25)—“Baby Face Nelson” (UA>
Estimates for This Week ;
was great $11,000, same as fourth
Academy (Matin): (947: $lj.50-i (2d wk). Still smash $12,000, Last
week.
$2.651—“Around. World” (UA) (£lst week, $17,000.
Guild (GuHd) (450; $1-$1.75)—
Green
Hill
(Serena)
<750;
75Estimates Are Net
wk). Still in an enviable position
. Edmond ^L. DePatie and William “Cast Dark Shadow” (DCA) (2d
and showing enough b.o, strength $1.25) (closed Sundays)—"Raising
wk). Initial week completed last
T.
Orr
have
been
elected
vice-presFilm
gross
estimates
as
re¬
to warrant: a belief that it'll be Riot” (Indie) (2d 'wk). Quiet $2,iderits of Warner Brothers. De¬ night (Tues.) was big or over. In
ported herewith from the vari¬
here much longer. Sock $11,000: 000. Last week, $2,200.
Patie is studiojjianager on the WB ahead, “Silken Affair” (4th Wk);
ous key cities, are net; l.e..
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$l .40)
Last week, $11,000.
•
*
lot and Orr is exec television pro¬ $5,000.
Without, usual tax; Distrib¬
Century. (SW-Cinerama) (S1.7o- .—•‘Bombers B-52” (WB) (2d wk).
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95ducer fbr the company.
utors share oil net take, when
$2.65)—“Seven Wonders” (Cinera¬ Sad $8,000, Last week, $13,000.
$1.80)—“La
Strada”
(T-L)
(reissue)
DePatie has been with Warners
playing percentage, hence the
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000: $2ma) (69th wk). No complaints for
wk). First round completed
for 30 years, entering the film biz (2d
estimated figures are net -in¬
good S7,000 or close. Last week, $2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days”
night (Tues.) was sock $7,500.
in 1924. Orr Is a former actor ; last
come.
(UA) (49th wk). Fair $9,000. Last
$11,000.
_ .1 week,
In ahead. “Perri" (BV) (8th wk-8
who appeared in a lot of WB pic¬ days), $4,400.
$8,500.
The .parenthetic admission
. Gopher (Berger) (1.000; 8p-90)—i
tures between 1940 arid 1942. After
prices, howeVer. as indicated,
“Bombers B-52” (WB) (2d \vk)-.i Randolph (Goldman.) (1,259; 65Palace (RKO) (1,700; 95-$2>—
the war, he became a talent exec “Esther CosteRb” (Col) ,f^h wk)*
include the U. S.a amusement
Well-liked picture has been a b.o. j $L25)—“April Love” (20th). Wow
for Warners,
1
; - J
(Continued on page 20) - -•
(Continued on
*2D)
C Continued on page 20)
>

Mpis. Stoat; love’ prad
12G, Kiss’Lean 7iG,
•Joey* Great 12G, 2d

f

‘April’ Giant $15,000,
Port.; ‘Les Girls’ 7G

‘Gang’Uvely $13,000 In
Frisco; ‘April’ OK 14G,
: ‘Girls'15G,‘Star’9G, 2d

‘April Gant 17G,
Phifiy; ‘Star’ 12G

Omaha;‘Girls’5G
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Choreographer Saddler Dotes on Italy

Lord Archibald
ditcoursosoii

What Is A British
Film?

Likes Working Conditions for Musicals—But Not*
Performances Up to 2 A.M.

COVENT GARDEN, RAH
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
Rome, Dec. 3.
Buenos Aires, Nov. 26.
in 1937, the city’s first deluxe
Regina. Resnik Found British Opera
another Editorial Feature
Ideal
“Greater freedom and scope, less
Now that Argentina's free coun¬ house and today still the largest.
in the opeontlhq
The
Lococos
hold
a
unique
po¬
financial
terision”
are'some of the
try again,. local impresarios are
Regina Resnik arrived In N. Y.
shopping around and paying big sition In the Argentine Entertain-;
52d Anniversary Number
by plane last week to rejoin the reasons that bring choreographer
coin for foreign attractions but merit world—the big American
Met Opera after singing “Caririeu” Donald Saddler back'to Italy every
even the big shots get the brush- distributors have dealt, with them
[of
eight times at .Covent Garden* Lon¬ year to stage the dances in at least
off treatment from .suspicious for. years without insisting on any
don. She i returns there in May to one local musical. The American
American talent Or agents. Seem¬ signatures on a dotted line. Perori.
repeat“Carmen” and add “Aida.” dance master, who’s become a top.
ingly the latter feel that everyone believed them to be so wealthy he
“Whatever may have been true name here, has. just headed back to
from what they call “South of the constantly held over their heads
in years past, English opera audi¬
Rio Grande” is a potential crook, threats of expropriating the Opera. during musicals, has been in ences seem warmly receptive to the .States, Where he may work
Though
the
Lococo’s
claim
to.
have
out to lure innocent Yanks down
charge of the MaipO for 16. His American singersl today, It was a on “Portofino,” after finishing an¬
a “Road to Buenos Aires”—only to celluloid in their veins, and their partners are film tycoon Luis Cesar warming experience,” she reported. other six-week locail. terpirig stint,
main business. is" .film exhibition, Amadori and Antonio Botta, both
this time oil “Adorable Giulio,” an
leave them stranded.
At the Met Miss Resnik will ap¬ Achille Trinca presentation star¬
have operated in legit as far of whom collect authors’ royalties,
In case of doubt, the wise thing they
back as 1929, when Don Clemente the one for tango lyrics, the other pear in “Marriage of Figaro,” “Sa¬ ring Carlo Dapporto, Delia Scala,
would be to seek State Department brought in Josephine Baker, Sub¬
lome” and the world premiere of
advice, as on-the-spot Embassies sequently their theatres have pre¬ on the book for the special cheese¬ "Vanessa.” the Gian-Carlo Menotti- and Teddy Reno.
.According to Saddler, the Italr
are in close contact with the stage sented Jean Sahlon, Charles Trer cake shows; they; put on. This Samuel Barber original.
ian musical stage—which only re¬
folk; Otherwise, the main point net (in cornbination with Iriberri), author-impresario setup is a quirk
cently switched to the Americanto bear in mind is that currently Ethel Smith and Jacqueline Fran¬ of local show business. Apparently
style plotted mUsicomedy presen¬
through big royalties, authors
Buenos Aires is desperately short cois.
tation-offers him more creative
Were; able to invest in shows .and
of theatres; only 18 noW being, left.
■
Again
with
Iriberri
they
pre¬
possibilities from the planning
became
impresarios.
They
continue
Before signing with an agent, it’s
stage on down the line, than the
wise to insure that he.has a major sented the first Dunham Dancers collecting royalties, even if they
South
American
booking.
In
1954;
comparable stateside effort. “On#
showcase behind him. The real
don’t write;
can give more, here,” says Saddler,,
knowhow in top. talent presenta¬ they gambled heavily but success¬
At
one
time
the
Maipo
was
who acknowledgedly has done
tion down here lies with the big fully, importing the Folies Ber- operated as part of the Seguin en¬
much to give the current Italo mu¬
Concert Managements.
In the gere from Paris, following, with tertainment empire, which, included
London, Dec. 3.
sical a Broadway flavor and style.
game for years, they have agents the Paris. Lido show* in 1955. Other the Ta-Ba-Ris, Pigalle artd ChanteBetween 1949 and 1956 a loss of
Previously, choreographer has
throughout Europe and America. shows presented in the last five clair cabarets. Though this tieup $280,000
was registered for the directed and staged dances for
These are principally Iriberri Con¬ years were the Marquis de Cuevas JS more or less broken, Bronenberg. Rank owned
Gaumont picture the¬
certs or Conciertos Daniel, though Ballet; New York Ballet Theatre, still has a share in producing -the atre in the Haymarket* In fact, such Italo “rivistas” as “Tobia,
the latter handles mostly longhair. Antonio’s Spanish Ballet, the Tab- floorshows. Maipo productions the theatre was claimed to be “a Candida Spia” (1954), “Padrone
Etoiles de Paris Ballet. And in
In addition, there are many 1957 came the first Yank import have: had the same format and dead loss” by the legal representa¬ di Raggio di Luna” (1955), and
agents, whose method usually is “Pleasure in Las Vegas,” with The talent for many years. The mixture tive for the Rank Organization at “Buonanotte Bettino” (1956), and
to approach one of the theatre im¬ Blatters. They followed, with the succeeds at the boxoffice but an inquiry into a. appeal against “Tobia” and “Bettina” he won
presarios or
radio network, most costly and biggest grossing the humor Is salacious. Each year, the London County Council’s re¬ Stiver Mask awards, top local
armed with disks and publicity attraction in . November, 1957, the Maipo stars the same bawdy fusal to allow the site to.be con¬ kudos in the field. In all of these
material, asking “Would this.-or. Louis Armstrong and his All Star comedians; Dringue Farias, Severo verted into an office block contain¬ efforts, he has worked with Pietro
Garinei and Enzo Giovannini,
Fernandez, Carlos Castro, the only ing a luxury basement theatre.
that attraction interest you?” As band.
among top local writers* plus Gorni
the answer , is usually affirmative,
The Lococo. setup, is unrivalled change being the inflationary rise
The Rank spokesman said that Kramer for music, and Coltellaccl
they then risk a costly trip North in South America. It. has the the¬ in their wages.
unless sanction was given for the for set design aind costumes.
to approach the talent with the atres and the coin (put up a. $4Q,The Maipo management doesn’t proposal, Londorier’s might soon
It was Garinei Who first saw Sad¬
same question in reverse, and 000 guarantee unblinkingly f6r the believe in developing new talent. be confronted with an empty and
claiming to represent this of that Satchmo deal, when a dollar Was This year’s star , attraction was deserted building in the . Haymar¬ dler’s work in “Wonderful Town”
theatre. Not long ago, one such worth 47 pesos). The attractions Alicia Marquez, .who was scorned ket. The theatre is held on a in New York, asked him to stage
agent hanging around a big im¬ dan be advertised iri-all 20' the¬ as a chorus member some years crown lease, expiring AJ). 2002 at the dances in an Anna Magnani
presario’s office, eavesdropped on atres. The Opera has 32 magnifi¬ back, and returned this year on a rent of $35280 a year. It was musical show. Saddler was busy
a phone call concerning a famous cent dressing-rooms, with. baths fabulous percentage terms because not, it was stated, an economic at the time, but managed to riiake
American jazz band. So he planed and air-conditioning. -The father of Parisian acclaim. The Maipo proposition to keep the theatre it over for the subsequent Garineito N. Y. and convinced the agent and Sons team is trained to the doors are more than ever wide open, as it-had only shown a small Giovannini presentation, and has
there that he represented the im¬ business, and enthusiastic. To a onen to foreign attractions for 1958 profit in ope year—1955—since been with , them ever sfnea.
presario and inked a contract. This man they cherish the . Opera, arid because of. strong Comoetition 1949.
Saddler works exclusively With
cunning all but wrecked importa¬ would starve rather than sell.
foreign terpers here ("Giulio” has.
from other theatres and Bronen¬
tion of one of the biggest successes
a
line
of 12 English girls from the
berg has his. scouts in Cuba and
Plans for 1958
of 1957, as the local impresario
Charley Ballet, plus; two Yank and
Plans for 1958 include the Ber¬ Mexico looking for talent.
had determined never again to
four
British
boys* as the Italian
Operate El Nacional
work with that agent and nixed liner Ballet, London Festival Bal¬
stage has no dance tradition—all
Enrique Muscio & Carlos Petit
any contract brought by him. So let, Tamara Toumanova, Dore
training
being
for opera or straight
Frankfurt, Nov. 26.
the contract signed in New . York Hoyer and possibly Alicia Alonso combo runs, the rival El Nacionri
ballet. Saddler added he would
was scrapped and remade With the and Serge Youskevitch, all in com¬ Theatre, which is constantly wag¬
Plans
have
just
been
revealed
like
to
open
a
school here, but all
bination with Iriberri concerts. ing a talent war with the Maipo. here for the Upcoming Salzburg
right people.
dance training is in the hands of a
They also aim to combine film Enrique Muscio got irito show.busi¬
The astonishing thing i$ that the presentation with a show along the ness *29 years ago through real Festival, which is to open July 26 choreographer named Lia Rukaia
N. Y. agent was willing to sign style of the Roekettes of the N. Y. estate. To improve a sector of his with Verdi’s opera, "Don Carlos.” (under a government grant) arid
through an intermediary of no re¬ Music Hall.
residential neighborhood, Flores, Herbert' von Karajan will direct all outside activity needirig per¬
the opening performance.
Sec¬ mits are impossible to get.
pute while insisting on astronomi¬
Under Peron there was a five-year he built the Fenix cinema, on a
cal guarantees wheil. dealing with blackout for the Carcavallo heits, rite previously occuoied by a circus. ond offering is July 29 perform¬
Yank terper adds that giant
the really interested party whose who for political reasons were dis¬ The house was the first nabe ance of Richard Strauss’ “Ara¬ strides have been made here in the
solvency is beyond question. The possessed of the presiderite Alvear to have uriholstered seats and uni¬ bella*” with Joseph Keilberth con¬ musical field in recerit years. So
ducting
and
Rudolf
Hartmann
di¬
intermediary later signed another Theatre built by father Pascual, formed ushers, but ran into trouble
that now less and less nuiribers are
American band, which he is hawk¬ who died, .in 1948. Restoration was as an Independent against the all- recting.
called for and there is generally
On Aug. 4, “The Marriage of much more book. * One vestige of
ing around all the impresarios’ of¬ made after the 1955 : Revolution, powerful Exhibitors Federation.
fices, as though it were any sixth- the young men having been in “the Exasperated by the difficulty in Figaro,” With Karl Boehin con¬ the old-styl# review still: remains,
rate vaudeville turn. ^ Having no pomade,” to use the local slang persuading American distributors ducting and Guenther Rennert di¬ however: the “passerella” (run¬
theatre available, so far he has term for those who fought for to sell him pix, he turned to legit, recting, will be followed by . “Fi- way). This, says Saddler, with its
delio,” conducted by Von Kara¬
made no deal.
freedom. Today the Carcavallo and to get good shows for his jan, on Aug. 5. Karl Boehm and contract-set precedence and spac¬
Legit Who’s Who Essential .
offices above the theatre sport suburban theatre, found he must | Oscar Fritz Schuch combine to ing requirements, creates more
All of which shows how neces¬ naval and marine mementos of the have aii uptown showcase. In turn,
trouble With actors than billing
sary a legit Who’s Who is. Hence, fight, as well as the most courteous he has operated the Coliseo. Poli- produce “Cosi fan Tutte” on Aug. problems. “I usually try to give
II; Tho first European presenta¬ them something to do When they’re
this is by way of introducing Ar¬ and beautiful of all B.A. secre¬ tearria and Opera theatres before tion
of the opera, “Vaness,” by out on the runway, to break the.
gentina’s top legit impresarios— taries. The 34-year old “Cacho” their demolition.
Samuel Barber, will close the Fest monotony,” he says.
the men with the knowhow, the (Francisco) - Carcavallo now oper¬
Proud of his Italian descent,
.16, with Dimitri Mitropoulos
coin and the passion for shew biz, ates the theatre, while doubling as Muscio was decorated by Mussolini Aug.
Another complaint about Italian
and who have theatres at- their a professor of Decorative Art. This for his promotion of Italian touring conducting.
rivistas from the. otherwise bullish
disposal. Filling such a bill is the talent for decor makes him out-, companies. Because of partner
Saddler: they’re just too. long,.
Lococo Circuit, which owns and standing among local impresarios Carlo Petit’s political satire, the W. German Producers
“Garinei and Giovannini have been
operates the Opera here plus an¬ and has given “Tangolandia,” the El National revues are currently
Pass Up itusso Pact trying by gradual stages to cut
other 16 theatres in the city, two musical, which bowed in July this the biggest grossers. Muscio took
down the running, times (Italo
Bonn, Nov, 26.
in Mar del Plata, with another two year, an exceptional grosser Pepe . Arias out of\ retirement for
shows often°last until 2 a. m.)—but
about to open there this year.
The West . German . Federal Min¬ the public won’t have it. If they
(around $16,000 a month). The this satire.- In two years the come¬
The Clemente Lococo Corp. family has been responsible for dian’s wage claiiris have soared istry of Economics has decided don’t miss that last bus or tram,
comprises veteran. Clemente La- many musical productions, such as from 10.000 to 90,000 pesos months h.ere that no West German film they just feel they haven’t had
coco and three sons:. Francisco “Honeymoon for 3” in 1947- which ly. With comedian Adolfo Stray coriipariy will be permitted to enter their money’s worth. . .
(Pancho), Clemente Jr. and Jose. presented the late Jorge Negrete demanding another 70.000 and into co-production agreements with
This year, Clemente celebrates the to local audiences, and Miguel de vedette Nelida Boca .70 000, the Russia. With the German industry
Nacional salary, bill adds_up to slanting its product for entertain¬
40th anni in show. biz. Clemente Molina in 1948.
“Tarigolandia,” which has fea¬ plenty of coin. The shrewd Muscio ment, and with the Russian film
began (after a period as usher) by.
acquiring the 306-seat Buckingham tures of interest tor Broadway has therefore decided that 1958 industry under strict government
cinema on Corrientes in 1918. Be¬ shows, will tour Uruguay in the calls for a new pattern of show, control and gearing its . product for
lieving in the picture business, summer and resume at the Alvear and has been in N.Y. shopping political, propaganda, the West
Mexico City, Nov. 26.
German Ministry decided that the
thereafter he acquired more the¬ between March and July, 1958. around for ideas and talent;
Francisco Gallo: Soirie years aims and purposes of film-making . Mexican pix will gross 30% more
atres in the best locations, always Albertb CloSas has been signed for
this
year
.than
they did in 1956 be¬
aiming at getting the finest situ-; a triumphant return from Spain; hack, this impresario controlled six in the two countries are too widely
ations. This ambition , was partially to make his bow in a musical for local theatre* and seemed: to have divergent to permit any co-produc¬ cause they are better and .are more
attuned
to
the
public’s tastes for
achieved when he took over the the first time; The Carcayallos’. a golden touch assuring hits in tions.
A spokesman' from the ministry comedy, color arid tuneful music.
Astral, shortly before the talking main problem, as in the' case Jof every one. He ran foul of Peron’s
This
is
the
opinion
of a top author¬
pix era. There he exhibited the other impresarios, are the 14 I brother-in-law, Juan Duarte, and also reasoned that should the Rus¬
tops in film fare. In 1934 he built unions With which show men have 'was keDt 11 riionths in jail on sians run short of film money and ity^ Bias Lopez Fandos, mariager of
Peliculas
Nacirinales*
semi-offi¬
the 1,000-seat Pueyrredjbn in to cope With, and the union rules trumped-up charges- Throughout demand;more cash from the West
Flores, then Buenos Aires’ finest which call for excessive, financing 1957, his riaain Astral showcase has German co-producer, it could rer cial 'distributor in Mexico of do¬
mestic
and
some
imported
filins.
theatre, though suburban. Inevi¬ before a show can be produced;
been occupied by comedian Jose suit in problems at a govermental
tably, by 1936 this led to the pur¬
Amador! & Bronenbergr
Mariorie in a typfe: comedy which level, and could force the West PN places most native pix i
Mexico..
chase of the Opera theatre site on . Marcus Bronenberg now operates is fast becoming a . back: number, German producer to pay more than
Fandos forecast that Mexican
Corrientes, which had represented the Maipo theatre, on Esirieralda, though it brings in coi . He has his share Of the costs. Several ap¬
the peak entertainment here until just off Corrientes, a 761-seat thea¬ the reputation of being the. most plications from West German, pro¬ product will gross a new high of
the inauguration of the Colon in tre in . the city’s best location. astute arid shrewd of local im- ducers to make filins with Russian $5,360,000 this- year in Mexico;
1908. There Lococo built the first ! Bronenberg himself began as an oresario< A .young son has now' producers already been rejected by This compares with $3,700,000 i
11956;
the Mi istry of Economics,
air-conditioned theatre, preemed ! actor, and in a 29-year career pro- joined his. organization.

Rated Dead Loss

Opera Dominates ’58
Salzburg Fest Setup

Mex Film Grosses 30%
Higher Than Last Year

‘VARIITX'r LONDON OFPICI
I >t. M«r»ln*» Plia,- Tritiitif »qu«r>

Uncertainty Over Rim
Law, Delay on Changes
Stalls Arg. Pix Prod.

P'SslEfr
London, Nov. 26.
A national survey carried out
by the Bank Organization to
sound public opinion on the
composition of a program,
vealed that 68% -of those
quizzed wanted double features
and ; a minimum, three-hour
show:
This . was stated by John
Davis, managing director of
the Rank Organization; at a
dinner to the Overseas Press.
He was answering a question.
on the length of programs.
His questioner had suggested
that the public could not leave
their tv sets for a full three
hours!
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Seasonal Dip Hits Vest End; ‘Star’
Bright 8G, Kwai’ Sturdy $8,700,8th,
’ $1490#,95th, ‘Pride 5$J

Buenos Aires,‘Nov. 26;
. .
Istanbul, Nov, 26.
Although the Military Junta,
Thirty Turkish films are current¬ which advises Argentina'S Pro¬
ly being shot in this country, a re¬ visional Government, began revis¬
cent roundup indicates.. Ten of
London, Nov. 26,
these are done in studios around ing the National Screen institute’s
Istanbul,, others being on location draft regulations for th; Film Law
Seasonal decline is in evidence
in all parts of Turkey. Two of weeks ago, it’s doubtful whether
,iu latest returns from first-run*
these are co-productions with the there can be any tangible outcome
here, and even the sturdiest hold*
Germans.. Reason for the recent for some time; becausethe junta is
overs have reacted.
“Around
boom is the sudden importation of
busy
,
at
this
time.
With
far
more
Honolulu, Nov. 26.
negative film stock. Producers had
World in 80, Days" at the Astoria
Consolidated Amus. Co., still is down to $15,400, still fine, in it*
to stop working for more than six urgent problems for the country.
smarting over, its loss of “Around
months because of the shortage of Meantime, Only a few brave souls
World in 80 Days" (UA> to Henry frame, having been affected main¬
ra\v; film..
t continue- actively #producing, and
J. Kaiser and his aluminum dome, ly by a substantial drop in matinee
Turkish films can he classified i
has wrapped up “10 Command-1 business.
_
generally into three groups.. One the industry is practically dormant
“Cinerama Holiday" in
is .the Village Film: (Cliche stories for alleged lack of finance, as pro¬
**i»5th "»»>a * a* Casino, is rated
based on ill-fated love triangles); ducers wait to be granted hand_j„ j good $14,900 or about $5,000 down
Pic .has been booked for a six ; r—,,™ ; nrevious fortnieht
Second one is the Family Melo¬ outs frpm the money collected by
week run starting Dee. 13, with;
.PreviQUS . t°rtniSftt-„
drama (Reminiscent of the late Screen institute taxes ostensibly
house
scaled
at
$1.80
top.
Film]
. Bnd$l .on Rive]r Kwai’ looks
to
aid
the
industry.
Emil Jannings starrers) while the
will have
matinee and single; stout $8,700 in Its. eighth Plaza
third is the gangster melodrama
Hugo del Carril is just complet¬
evening, performance daily, with week. Pride and Passion * is good
with the plot covering events in ing “Una Cita con la Vida" (A Date
night, shows on a reserved seat] $5,500 in its seventh Pavilion
London, Dec. 3.
. Istanbul... Of the 30 films now be¬ with Life), adapted from Bernardo . ..
stanza “Bolshoi Ballet" in fifth
basis*
The
Performing
Right
Society,
Verbisky’s.
novel,
“Tango
Streets’.'
ing shot, more than 15 are the. soGaumont round was lofty $9,800.
called village films. That’s because., D'An Fran will distribute “Diases does not intend to renew its agree¬
; Among new entries, "Story of
it’s s much cheaper and. consider¬ Ajenos” (Alien Gods), now in. the ment; with the Cinemotograph Ex¬
Mankind” shapes modest $6,500
ably easier to shoot kuch a film on laboratory stage, which was rolled] hibitors'' Assn., which expired re¬
at the Warner, .“Tin Star’’ looks
location in a small village with the in the Humahuaca Valley, Salta cently, unless they see* eye to eye.
neat $8,000 or near in opening seslocal folks taking partv
Province, a national beauty spot in. on a new agreement to calculate
\ sion at the Odeon, Marble Arch.
Film stars are very' busy, cur¬ the Ahdean foothills. Producer fees on the basis of box office tak¬
Estimates for Last Week'
rently because of the sudden boom. Luis Giudici worked on this optis ings., The., past agreement was
Some of the more popular ones on,a. Cooperative basis, meaning based on seating, with manage¬
{ Astoria (CMA) (1,474; $1.20have to rush from one location to they will collect out of receipts., ments paying a percentage as¬
i $2.15)—"Around World in 80 Days’*
Mexico City, Nov. 26. L (UA) (2ist wk). Fine $15,400.
another. If they are also legit, ac¬
A group of complete newcomers sessed at .52 times the monetary ;
The., unstable film studio situ?tors, they are even more in de¬ to the screen are working also on value of such capacity;
Carlton (20th) (1,128: 70-$2.15W
The percentage scale, meant that lion, which began last spring with “Sqn Also Rises” (20th) (4th wk).
mand because the legit season here a cooperative basis on “High Poli¬
is at its peak, currently.
tics," directed and produced: by large , theatres paid at a rate of the threatened shuttering of the Average $5,500 or near. Last week,
Raul Gaynal. Leopoldo Torres Rios 3% on all music performed. This biggest and most modern plant, $6,800. “Stopover Tokyo” (20th)
is following’ up his juvenile probr scale was graduated down until the Churubusco,- (because its follows NOv. 28.
lem picture, “Edad Dificil” (Diffi¬ it reached a minimum, fiat annual board chairman, Emilio Azcarraga
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
cult Age),, with “Demasiados Jo- payment of $20 for minor , situa¬ Sr:, reported a cumulative deficit “Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) (95th
of $920,000), has become even
venes" (Too Young), with the same tions. .
wk). Good $14,900.
more
shaky.
The
government
at¬
Society’s
general
manager,
H.:
young lead, players, Barbara Mujica
Rome, Dec. 3.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70>—
L. Walter, said, he did not feel tempted to correct the situation by
Ava Gardner and Anthony Fran¬ and Oscar Rovito.
that was a fair method in the pres¬ closing the Clasa plant, Mexico’s “Les Girls” (M-G) (3d wk«. Fair
Carlos Borcosque has also gone ent day when so many managements pioneer-modern studio, which had $10,000 or near. Last week, $12,*
ciosa will star :in a; biopic of Goya
which Titanus Films of Rome will ahead,. without awaiting State sub¬ were in financial trouble. He felt: been running for some years, 000. “Man on Fire” (M-G) preem*
produce in collaboration with Unit¬ sidies, and is readying work on a it would be far more, practical if mostly in the red. It was hoped Nov. 28.
ed Artists and Metro. Tentatively circus and juvenile picture, titled, the fees were based on a percent¬ this would let the ’Churubusco live.
Gaumont (CMAV (1,500; 5Q-$1.70)
titled "Goya," film will be. shot in "While There’s a Circus." Anselm! age—probably
Now the. technical-.manual
the total
Spain in cplor, probably starting Film Argentina; which claims to admissions at each theatre^ One workers locals of the Picture Pro-j —“Bolshoi Ballet*4 (Ran^) (6th wk).
Stout
$9,500 or near. Last weeks,
next spring. Project is.reported as have beep founded in 1925, is ad¬ of the good: points about the . pro¬ duction Workers Union .(STPC)
budgeted at some $2,500,000. Script vertising the sale of stock in a pro¬ posed plan, he opined, would be are pressuring for reopening of $9,800. “Just My Luck” (Rank)
preems
Dec. 5.
is by Albert Lewin, who has spent duction in color and a system it that managements would not have the Ciasa, on the theory that gen¬
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
Considerable time in Spain, during calls “A.3 P.Scope,” to be directed] to pay for . people who were not in eral pic productioii is being hurt
the past, year brt research, while by one Video Anselmi, from Hugo the theatre.
because of . insufficient studio (1,376; 50-$1.70* — “Time Limit”
(UA) (3d wk). Sturdy $5,6001 Last
production itself will be in the Wast’s novel, “Lucia Miranda.”
Exhibitors are opposed to such stages. This would provide more week, $6,700. “Until They Sail”
. hands of Titanus producer Silvio
‘!The First Kiss" which was di-| a plan.
work for more members, of course.
•Clementelli,
,
So Azcarraga has announced that (M-G) opens Nov. 28.
reeled, by Enrique Carreras from a
UA may handle pic in the U. S. script by Julio Porter, and features
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50if Clasa resumes;' lie will offer to
and Canada, with Metro distribut¬ former child-actress Adrianita in
sell Churubusco to the govern¬ §1.70)—“Pride and Passion" <US>
ing in other countries excepting her first adult role,. is to be
(7th wk). Good $5,500. Last week,
ment.
Italy, where Titanus will release. preemed in a suburban theatre,
Azcarraga revealed that the gov¬ $6,300. “Tarzan and Lost Safari"
Titanus has just finished shoot¬ which' is a plain to recapture audi¬
ernment. refused his offer to sell (M-G) bows Nov. 29.
ing another co-production with ence sympathy for native product.
London, Nov. 26.
Churubusco about. six • years ago.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
Metro, “The Seven Hills of Rome," The Natipnal Screen Institute has
Sir Michael Balcon, top man of He intimated that the administra¬ (2,200;
50 - $1.70) — “Tarnished
with Mario Lanza, Renato Rascel now reviewed most of the backlog Ealing Films, is confident that Eal-J tion’s excuse for the rejection was Angels" (Rank).. Fair $6,100.
and Marisa Allasio. Pic is being Of native product awaiting release, ing’s tieup with Metro in the States ! it was at that time it already too
Odeon,
Marble Arch (CMA>
iushed into local, release while excluding only five from the bene¬ will pay off handsomely. Under the much coin in the pix industry. He
statewide debut, under Metro aus¬ fits of the Protection Law.
agreement Ealing has complete said that ;Churubusco*s closure (?]200; 50-$1.70>—“Tin Star" (Par).
Neat
$8,000
or near.
pices, looks like next spring. Pic.
control ori the pix they produce for] would make more than 3,200 un¬
Plaza (Par) (1.902; 95-$2.80) —
was shot in English . by • director
Metro release. So far “Man in the] ionists jobless,
Roy Rowland for producer Lester Dormen Turkish Delights Sky," “Shiralee,” “Barnacle Bill,”
TTie trade doesn’t expect any “Bridge on River Kwai" (Col) (8th
Welch and Titanus when dubbed
with Alec Guinness; “Davy," arid definite decision in this case until wk>. Finishing current run with
Istanbul, Nov. 26.
into Italian.
“Dunkirk” have been completed:
Eduardo Garduno, prexy of the smash $8,700. Last week, $9,900.
Haldiin Dormen has been head¬
“With an inevitable time lag] film industry’s own bank. Banco “10 Commandments" (Par) open*
ing a new troupe doing two Anglo- U.S., has not : yet. seen any’of these Nacional Cinemotografico, returns with Royal preem Nov. 28.
Horror FUms Worry
American standards.
: he said, "but Metro pro-] from the observation trip he’s
Rialto (20th) (592: 50-$1.30t —Ireland Pix Censor He alternates “Charley’s Aunt” fesses to be satisfied: Crisis film making abroad. He’s currently in “Back From Dead" (20th) and “Un¬
With “Desire Under The Elms," will be ‘Dunkirk’—a completely the U:S. and is not expected here known Terror" (?0th) (3d wk). Fair
Dublin, Nov. 26.
$ British subject,"
until early in December.
$3,900. Last week, $4,800.
Horror, pix dealing with fantastic both to strong b.o.
monsters from outer space are
Rite (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30> —
Causing concern to Irish film cen¬
“Flesh is Weak" (Eros). Neat
sor Liam O’Hara according to
$3,000 after 15-week run in West
Minister for Justice Oscar Traynor
End.
speaking at the annual government
Warner (WB> (1,785; 50-$1.701—
party ..gabfest here. Traynor added
“Story of Manking” iWB>. Modest
this was only type of pic w'hich ap¬
$6,500 or close.
peared to be causing concern, but
it was becoming more common. 5
The meeting okayed a demand
for introduction of graded censor-;]
Situation finds MPEA on the release of hew films in that coun¬
By FRED SOFT
ship certificates similar to. those
ofi a real dilemma. Oh one try; On several occasions recent¬
Spanish situation suddenly has horns
Used iu Britain. The Irish censor
hand, quite.a few of the companies ly, MPEA. reconfirmed that, resolu¬
taken a turn for the worse, with are sick with the Spanish “mess” tion' RKO was said to have given
can issue “limited certificates" but RKO
Paris, Dec. 3.
informing
the
Motion
Picture
rarely does so. Those issued by
and would like to resolve it one assurances that it would not de¬
Though the French government
O’Hara limit attendance to “over Export Assn, that it must deliver way or another. On the other, liver the pictures.
to
Jose
Garcia
Ramos
at
least
has
plenty
of
problems,
Paul Rithere is a. general feat that, con*
fact, one report has it that
18’s."
eight of the 18 films which it sold cessions in Spain would have theIn company
presidents actually: beyre. Minister of Commerce and
him along with the RKO facilities reverberations
Industry,
has
found
time
to
handle
throughout Europe assured. vO’Nell they would hack!
in Spain*:
and would almost immediately cre¬ him to the hilt in any lawsuits that the film industry now under hit
aegis.
He
appointed
Jean
Vivie,
RKO
move
comes
in
the
wake
ate similar situations elsewhere.:
might result from his refusal to
Rome, Nov. 26.
make available prints and nega- • film scientist, technician and teachSpanish Torture
A large Italian film Industry of a recent assurance by Thomas
F.
O’Neil,
RKO
prexy,
that
the
eF» ,as ^ls
^ia^s.on h]f.n*
Thus, while several million dol¬ tives on the films, he sold.
delegation has just returned from
After examining the situation, I «rcles are at ease smce this priori. Paris with a hew Franco-Italian co¬ availability of the eight features lars already have been Tbst via the
production agreement, set after a to the Spaniard Would be stalled Spanish embargo, this is “peanuts” and being confronted with the ] ^ given to them denotes recognias an important
three-day confab in the French at least until there’s a Spanish- compared with what might be lost Spanish reaction, O'Neii apparent-| tlo° of.
by giving in to Spanish demands ly decided that he couldn't hold i cultural force* .•*.
capital. Details of the new pact American film agreement.
MPEA has maintained an em¬ and the ‘ acceptance of a compara¬ off any longer. Asked whether he ] Governmental concern with ecohave not yet been revealed, spokes¬
man merely stating that the pre¬ bargo on shipments to Spain for tive handful of permits. There thoughit the availability of the j nomics, it is felt here, will help
vious deal had been modified arid over two years now. Reason is the are some who make no bones about RKO films* for which the Spanish: maintain the recent unfreezing of
Updated on the experience which trading conditions; demanded by! •their unhappiness with the Spanish Government has yet to issue li-] admission tags in film theatres.
in the past years has already led the Spaniards, plus their demand dilemma, but none have any very cerises, would: splinter the MPEA There»has been no appreciable
to 230 feature co-productions by for fewer permits for. the U. S;. good suggestions as to how to ex¬ front in Spain, one company for¬ boxoffice dip in the face of upped
France and Italy. New agreement majors. Current conditions make tricate MPEA from it. Embargo eign topper thought it would not. admittance prices.
“Provided we can keep Allied
It’s also; expected that the Film
a Spanish film deal; almost impos-. extends only to shipping, not to
is valid for one year.
Artists and Republic in line, “we’ll Aid Law will be kept intact to help
The French delegation was head- sihle and, increasingly, there are booking.
When
RKO
originally
sold
out
probably
continue,
the.
embargo,”
indications
that
the
Spaniards
balance
the present fiscal pix set*
; ed by Jacques Flaud while the
Italian reps to the French confabs would like to drive the American in Spain, along with 18 pictures, he said. Republic is 'still: angling lip, rated one of the healthiest in
the
rest
of-the
MPEA
members
for
a
Spanish
deal.
Over
and
over,
Europe
at.
the moment. In re the
distributors
out
100%,
forcing
were Nicola DePirro, Eitel Monaco,
Lidio Bozzini, Alfredo Gudrini, them to "conduct their business, in were greatly disturbed, arguing again, industry execs stress the. im¬ impending Common Film Mart,
portance
of
Spain
as
a
precedent
that
RKO
was
bound
by
the
com-,
pros
and
cons
have been stated
Spain
,
via
native
licensee;.
Ta
Benedetto Orta and Enrico Gianmon MPEA resolution against the 1 for the. rest of Europe.
here by various film sources.
United Artists.
nellL
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TO CY to Consol Amps.
For Hawaiian Playdate

Situation Sour

Pick Gardner, Franciosa
To Star in Goya Biopic

Balcon Likes Ealing
U.S. Tieup Wilh Metro

New French Govt Picks
Film Business Chief

Hew Halo-French Co-Prod.
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Week Ended Tuesday (3)

N.

Y.

Stock Exchange

1957
High
Low
It’s going to be a mixed-up 1958
for the picture business, with
some companies faring well and
Others slipping, according to an
analysis made, by Standard &
Poor’s, prominent corporate ap¬
praisal outfit Where there Will be
improvement, it will be mostly via
ipereastti television activities and
^the out&apdipg success of a very
few films.”
Feature , film production is at a
six-year high, notes Standard, and
the rate of film-making may be
sustained next year. However, the'
potential of the market doesn’t
seem .capable of supporting big
schedules on a long-range basis.
• Average weekly attendance in
the United States is tending to
stabilize between 45,000,000 and
49,000,000, with the 1957 average
figured at between the 45,000,000!
in 1955 and the 46,500,000 in 1956.
Total boxoffice gross . for 1957 is
estimated at slightly, less thah the
$1,200,000,000 of 1956. ;
Since an attendance rise is not
$* prospect, the risk for producers,
inview of upped production costs,
likely will continue as. in the re¬
cent past, with profits derived from
foreign markets and domestic tele¬
vision. However/ revenues from
abroad are to be adversely affected
by growing tv competition. This
already has happened -in England
and can be expected in Japan;
states S&P.
Observations are made about

Television Prompts Switch;
*

’ Regina, Sask., Dec.

, The local Nipawin Theatres Ltd.
has' gone into the neighborhood
shopping; centre business.
Two years ago the organization
boughttwo acres of choice prop¬
erty in the city and plans were
made for a new theatre. Shortly
after, television’s impact was felt,
at Regina's boxoffices so the proj¬
ect was dropped in favor of the
shopping centre which has just
been opened.
'Built at a cost of $420,009, the
steel, brick, and concrete block
structure cavers 22,000 square feet.
Included are a supermarket, ladies'
ready-to-wear
store,
pharmacy,
hardware, .restaurant and liquor
store. A service station is also on
the properly and there is parking
space for 100 cars. A lower level
will Include a barber shop, beauty
parlor, laundry, fur . shop, mail
order house and other businesses.
Nipawin Theatres Ltd. operates^
the Nortown Theatre in Regiria’
and the Roxy Theatre* Nipawin,
Sask. President , is Leonard Rein¬
horn, 27, whose father, Isaddr Rein¬
horn, operates the Roxy Theatre,
Regina,
T

STEREOPHONIC SOUND
ALFRESCO, PATENTED

8%
13%
18%
29%
30%
25%
30%
73
28%
137%

13%
20%
21%
16%
20%
66
19%
91%

Disneys^ Holdings
As a folldwup to the listing
of Walt Disney Productions on
ihe New York Stock Exchange,
it was disclosed this .week that
brothers Walt and Roy Disney,
as trustees of a voting trust,
own 708*330 shares of the outfit’s eommori stock.
Also, Roy Disney, president
of the company, is the benefi¬
cial owner of 98,619 shares.

Anew If FeJl

Albany, Dec. 3.
Financing by N.Y. State of cur¬
rent Federal aiid programs for
school lunches, vocational educa¬
tion, sewage plant construction and
disaster, which it should take over
in line with President Eisenhower’s
recommendations, would be effect¬
ed through legislation empowering
the State to levy a series of taxes,
including one on admissions, now
imposed by the Federal govern¬
ment.
So Senator Thomas C. Desmond,
Newburgh Republican,
declared
last week, in. revealing he would
introduce bills at the coming Ses¬
sion of the Legislature, in Albany,
to bring about this end.
The. present federally-collected
Per-share earnings of various leading picture and theatre compa¬ taxes include those on telephone
nies, “estimated” in the 1957 listing except where prodded by an “A” calls, jukeboxes, safety boxes and
(for actual), are provided in a breakdown put together by Standard: bowling alleys. Senator Desmond
said.
& Poor’s, as follows:
1957
1956
COMPANY
Cities and counties in New York
(A) $1.76
$2.22
State can now vote a five percent
Columbia.
4.09
admissions tax,1. among other so4.43
Paramount
3.25
called “nuisance” levies..
2.34
2Dth-Fox
3.25
2.84
United Artists
3:50
4:06
Universal
'BLACKLISTING' DELAY
2.00'
.84
Warners.
.45
Loew’s
.91
Wilson
Vs. Loew’s Not Before Top
1.35
1.96
AB-PT
Court Until Later
1.90
1.47
Stan-Warner

All above-listed corporations are traded on the New York Stock Ex¬
change. Allied Artists, which is on.the American Exchange* had a profit
t>f 27c per share in 1956 and adeficit of $L87 per share in 1957.

24%
3614
§5%
20%
19%
14%
115
m
1.0%
22
9%
36%
18%
46%
40

Weekly VqI. Weekly Weekly Toes.
inlOOs
High
Low
Close
13%. Am Br-Ptr Tb 302
14
13%
13%
23% CBS “A” /
103
25%
24%
24%
25
24%
22%' CBS “B” .. ..
243,4
14
13%
13%
13% Col Pix ....... 56
1534
15%
71
.15%
13% Decca ...,,,
13%
13%
13%
13% Disney .... . 68
99%
96%
98%
81% Eastman Kdk. 104
4.
3%
4
3% EMI... .. 114
8%
8%
8%
7%
List Ind. .. .. 48
12%
12%
12%
...
403
11% Loew’s ....
7%
7%
. 7%
7%
Nat. Thea. - 50
33%
32
32
28
Paramount .... 41
15%
14
15
Philco ....... 258
11
46%
482
38
46%
30
Polaroid
32%
29%
32%
27
RCA ..... . . 744

Washington, Dec. 3.
U. S. Supreme Court lias post¬
poned its hearing of Wilsbn Vs.
Loew’s case,Which is a mass action
by more than a score of former
Hol-.ywooders “blacklisted” by the
studios because they took the 5th
Amendment before the House UnAmerican Activities Committee.
Suit was.slated to be heard next
Monday.
However, an important
case, between- the states of Vir¬
ginia and Maryland has {knocked
Wilson Vs. Loew’s off the calen¬
dar for the time being. It may be
argued next month.

4%
10%

11%
IV
6*8

45k
9%
9
8%

5%
10
161/
20
23%
16%
20
68
20%
135

American Stock Exchange
2/
.2% Allied Artists 14
3
6% Al’d Art., pfd.
•7%
7%
5'
7%
6% AsSO. Artists. 116
7Ts
% C & C Tele.. 170
7/16
3/s
334
3
DuMont Lab. 76
3i4
2%
2% Guild Films
18
2%
5% Nat’l Telefilm 58
'634
7%
5V
3% Skiatron
46
5% V
3V
3%
92
3% Technicolor

3
7%
7%
7/16
3%.
23/
7

Republic
Rep., pfd;...
Stanley War.
Storer..
20th-Fox ....
United Artists
Univ.. Pix
Univ., pfd.
Warner Bros.
Zenith

25
4
37
26
49
23
20
*90
7
209

5%
10
ifi%
21%
233/
17%
223/
68
20%
13734

5
10.
14%
20
23%
16%
22
68
20
122%

4%

5%
3*'a

O ver-lh&-Counter Securities
Ask
Bid
39% 43
Ampex ....
"-2
Chesapeake Industries ....
1%
7/ •
Cinerama Inc*
.......
1%
2%2%
Cinerama 1?rod, ........
73/
8%
DuMont Broadcasting .....
Magna Theatre
IV
1%
Official Films
1% .1%
334
4%
t. A. Theatres

Net
Change
for wk.
+ %
— %
+ %
— %
+ %
+ %
+2Y
+ /s
+ %
— %
-'+ ¥
%•••
,. + 9%:

+ Vs
-F2
—1
+■ %

— %.
—1%
+2/
+*%

+ 18

— 12
+ %.
— ,

—
—
—
•—

is
%
Vi
%,

+ V
+
—

J%
— %
+. V
— u

* Actual ! Volume.
(Quotations furnished, by Dreyfus & Co.)

INFLATION HITS KIDS;
25c ADMISH NOW 35c
Kansas City, Dec. 3.
Dickinson Operating Co. has
upped children’s prices "from 25c
to 35c in several of its key situa¬
tions in the Kansas City territory,
effective last week. With a large
percentage of its clientele the
younger crowd and kiddies today,
and with its own situations em¬
phasizing this trend because of
suburban locations, the raise seems
the proper policy move at this tilde,
Glen Dickinson Jr. said last week.
The switch affects the Overland,
Dickinson, at Mission and Aztec
theatres in Johnson County Kan¬
sas, suburban to Kansas City; the
Trail Theatre; St. Joseph, Dickin¬
son, Topeka/ Belasco, Quincy, ill.,
and Waterloo, Waterloo, la.
Theatre prices have remained
fairly steady while inflation has
plunged ahead on most other items
and services* and the new chil¬
dren’s price is more in line With
other prices today, Dickinson said.
Other circuits in this exchange
territory : are making no change in
the price scale for kiddies, al¬
though most houses go to the 35c
or 50c fee for a children’s special.
They drop back to the quarter for
regular adult programs, however.
To date there has been little re¬
action to the new -scale, Dickinson
said, although the situation will be
studied over a period of several
weeks.

the pic business companies
dividually, as follows:
American Broadcasting - Para¬
mount Theatres:
Retention of
common stock holdings is advised.
Stereophonic sound may be on
Annual ,divident rate of $1 will the horizon for drive-in theatres
continue although year-end extra.; which, of course, heretofore have
of 30c. jnay be curtailed.
j been limited to audio distribution
Columbia: Continued expansion! from only a single speaker placed
of tv activities may offest rising : in each automobile.
theatrical film costs to provide a 1
Ampex Corp. of Redwood, Calif,,
good fiscal recovery.
Continua- - has filed for patent, an assembly
tion on 30e. quarterly divvy, along i of three speakers that has the efwith the occasional stock extras,' feet of haying the sound coming
expected although both the coni-; from three points of the screen,
mon and preferred issues.are spec-, centre, and both sides.. Resting on
'dative
—^
a car’s instrumental panel, the two
LoS Angeles* Nov. 3.
‘ toew'sr Moderate recovery Ms SMe/sp«i«rs Wunce the aound oft
Producers Fred Gerrior and Mar¬
rated a possibility for 1957.1958 < the wrad^Wi-aUs claimed,, tw such
:
,
,
,
-j .
. a
-Foclunn
tho
HiroAti final tin Nosseck failed to. pay him for
fashion fhaf
that the.-,
directional
and dividends may be resumed but
his work i “Secret of the White
at less than the previous 25c. quar¬ sound is achieved;
Reindeer/’
Charles
Winniriger
terly rate/-Shares may be held for
‘80
Days’
Scrams
Dallas
charged in a $6,000-suit filed in
speculative purposes and asset
Dallas, Dec. -3.
Superior Court.
value.
After a record run of 46 \veel95
Action contended, that lie “was
National Theatres: Has long-, . at. the. Tower
Theatre
here,
range
diversification
program
„
.
..
, -‘Around.' the World in 80 Days’’ hired at the rate of ,§5.000 per
week plus. $1,000 or each addition^
(Cinemiraele production and toHr ! has ended; its showings,
vision operation) which suggests ‘
Moving, over was “JailhoUse: al day, under a contract signed
holding the stock as a speeulati .! Rock.” the Elvis Presley pic from [ last; September.. He said he receiv' Paramount: D i vers if i e d. ac-; the Majestic,
ed no money: :
tivities, anticipated revenue from!
..♦ ♦♦»*
sale of the backlog and strong:
finances all look good.
Stanley Warner: Upped profits
seen via Cinearama, films and ex¬
pansion of the -Playtex subsidiary.
Stock is “worth holding."
2Qth-Fox: Some increase in; prof- j
Film rentals; including television, of $89,419,401, reflected in part an improvement in 20th’s drive-in
its anticipated: Speculation stock;
business this year.
and a net of $5,623,858 were . reported . by . 20th-Fox
lav be held.
Company reported on the credit side: $1,216,443
United Artists: Probable earn¬ for the 39-veek period ended Sept.. 28, 1957. Actual
in dividends against $824,637 last year and $5,921,049
1957 fiinv rentals ran to $83,800,000 with tv revenue;
ings of $3:25 per share
in other operating income compared with $8,613,887
should be further improved upon amounting to $5,600,000.
in 1956. On the debit side: Amortization of film
in 1958.
The . 20th net, amounting to $2.13 per share of
Costs dropped to $48,610,878 against $50,262,293,
Universal:
Holdings taken .
common stock, constituted a sharp rise over 1956
but participation in film rentals went up almost
speculation may be retained, tele-; when the net stood at $3,182,099 or $1.20 per share,
lQOTc, from $6,358,742 in 1956 to $11,137,963 during
vision syndication receipts, from Tbtal film rentals in '56 stood at $77,719,336.
the past-three quarters! Distribution and adminis¬
the library sale being a factor.
.1
For the 39rweek period, domestic rentals rah- trative expenses held on an eveij keel at $23,489,452.
Warners: Remains a “specula- ahead of foreign by only a little over$5.000,000,
Net in 1957,^ after provision of $3,900,000 for
tive situation” although the net in!
Reporting on the third quarter ended Sept- .28,
•U.S. arid $2,451^068 for foreign income taxes, Was1957-1958 may be increased mod- 20th put earnings at $1,553,993 or 59c per share
a total of $6,351,068. Comparable withholdings last
erately over the current level.
1 against $1,025,429 (38c per share! last <year;‘-This
year were-only $2,882^302.

J Rentals, with TV, for 20th: $89% Millions

Net of $3,415,000 for the year
ended Aug: 31, 1957,. was reported
this week by Warner Brothers.
Profit, equalling $1.90 per share,
compares with $2,098,000, or 84c
per share, in 1956. Latter figure,
didn’t include income from the
sale of films, to television.
WB statement predicted a loss
from operations for the first quar¬
ter of 1957-58 due to thev decline
in domestic and foreign rentals.
Film rentals for 1957 ran to
$75,476,000 compared with $73;
350,000 in 1956.

Minneapolis, Dec. 3.
That the local public has its own
mind regarding thfe pictures it
wants to see, making up that mind
in. advance or after perusing thea¬
tre advertisements, and isn’t in¬
fluenced too much by the critics
and colurnnists’ opinions arid recr
ommendatioris were indicated agai
here the-past week.
Although competing newcomers
included “Pal. Joey,” “Pursuit of
the Graf Spee” arid “Bombers B52,” “Hear Me Good/’ on the
lower end of one of the RKO Or- .
pheuiri’s infrequent twin hills, was
singled out' in his. Sunday Tribune
column by editor-critic Bob Mur-r
phy As “the movie of the week.” (
Morning 'Tribune
columnist
Will Jones also- devoted consider¬
able space, -to praising the Hal
March starrer.. Murphy called it
a “sleeper.” The top picture on
the twin bill, “Zero Hour,” also
was tossed bouquets.
Both Murphy arid Jones are con¬
sidered "influential” . and boast.,
large reader followings. However,
the RKO Orpheum wound: up with
one of its season’s poorest boxoffice

weeks with the twin- bill.

THE GIRL
IN BUCK
STOCKINGS
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Priest: *We ’reNotBluenoses*

Via New Raoullevy Company
Raoul Levy, whose recent film*
fortunes have been closely tied to'
VICE SQUAD IN SWOOP
the rise of French star Brigitte
Bardot ("God Created Woman"),
Close French /Fire Under Her
how plans to turn from producing
Skin’ in L. A.
to directing-^-and without Miss
Bardot.
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
In Gotham for a quickie last]
Los Angeles, vice squad has
week:, Levy disclosed: (1) He would closed exhibition on “Fire Under
direct
"The
Camp Followers,” Her Skin,” after French' film had
based on the Italian bestseller by been running , two weeks at Vaga¬
d’Ugo Pirro. (2) He was forming a bond Theatre; Vice squad invoked
company with Miss B rdot, whom Los Angeles municipal code sec¬
he has under contract; that will give tion dealing With "lewd, obscene’
her a percentage of every film‘he performances in taking action.
Booked for three weeks "Skin
makes, whether she’s in it or not.
The star plans to make no more grossed good $6,000 before vice
squadders
shuttered .it.
than one a year.
Levy*
whose
"God
Created
Woman” is dointo runaway biz in
the States* has two more with Miss
Bardot coming up—“The Night
When Heaven Fell In” (Les Bijoutiers du clair dti lune) and "En cas
de malheur” (in Case of Accident)
which is currently in production.
V
Thfc picture he plans to direct
Expansion of the National Le¬
will be in CinemaScope black-andgion of Decency’s ‘A” . categories
white and will, according to Levy,
is intended to “strengthen the
have as its theme "the absurdity of
meaning , of the ‘B’ category” and
war.” It deals with the Italian oc¬
the Roman Catholic Church can
cupation of Greece, where-it’ll be
shot. Story is about three men who be^expected to intensify its drive
pick up a truckload of girls for the against B-rated films.
In an interview-, with the Na¬
Italian army and transport them
from Athens into the interior. Re¬ tional Catholic Welfare Confer¬
sistance eventually blows up the, ence, Msgr. Thomas F. Little, exec
secretary Of the Legion in New
truck and frees the girls.
York, said that, under the new
Levy said he recognized the uni-j
setup,
“there will be no doubt that
queness of the situation in France, '
a B film is One adjudged to con¬
where the role of the producer is
tain material which in itself, or in
vastly different from that of his
U.S. counterpart, but emphasized its offensive treatment, is contrary
to traditional morality and consti¬
that he couldn’t find the “right”
tutes a threat... to the moral be¬
director for the job.'-“They’re all
havior patterns which condition,
either to young or too old,” he said,]
public'morality.”
*
“and I don’t think I want to battle
B category to date has been con¬
with a man until he sees and un¬
derstands my concept of this film.” sidered a catchrall and,, in terms
of either exhibitor reaction Or
Producer thought “The Camp
Catholic patron attendance has
Followers” probably would end. up|
had virtually no meaning. In fact,
as a Columbia picture. He has a
many in the industry have con¬
production deal with Col.
sidered the B tag an asset rather
than, a liability. It will unques¬
tionably take some time for, the
[new concept to take hold, though

Legions Broad ‘A’
Puts Beef on‘B’

EASTERN MANAGEMENT
FUNCTIONS BY ITSELF ^
Church
be as possible.
publicize
it ascan
much

Recent merger - of Confection
Cabinet Corp. with ABC Vending
Co. did not include Eastern Man¬
agement Corp., largest chain of
drive-ins in New Jersey, according
to Sheldon Smerling, v.p.-general
manager of Eastern. A subsidiary
of Confection until the merger.
Eastern will now operate as a sep¬
arate corporation.
Smerling also disclosed a re¬
alignment; of personnel for the
firm which will continue to be
headquartered .in East Orange,
N. J. Named head buyer and book¬
er is Robert R. Deitch, Bruno M.
Kern was tapped as ad-pub direc¬
tor while Jame^fcr^Ellis was ap¬
pointed district manager,

Under the. new rating system,
the Legion has added A-II, Un¬
objectionable
for * Adults
and
Adolescents.” This is in addition
to A-I. (Unobjectionable for Gen¬
eral Patronage) aqd A-III . (Unob¬
jectionable for Adults).
Little said Catholic people will
be urged’to refrain from attends
ing all B pix "for the sake of their
Own consciences .. and in the.
interests of promoting the com¬
mon good.” He held it was de¬
sirable for the Legnion to take
’positive steps” to aid adolescents
in their , quest for "more mature
movie subjects and thereby con¬
tribute to their intellectual and
emotional maturing.”

Rowley Circuit Rallies
Partners and Managers
San Angelo, Tex., Dec. 3.
Rowley United Theatres opened
Its annual partners and managers
convention here Monday (2) at the
Town House here. The confab is
scheduled to close On Dec. 4. ■*'
Bill Slaughter is convention
chairman and has arranged the
program which opened with a
•‘dubber’s” golf match at the San
Angelo Country Club, followed by
a cocktail party and buffet dinner.
A'luncheon on Tuesday will have
as guests branch and district man¬
agers of distribution and represent
tatives of other allied industries.
About 100 persons in attendance.

20TH SUES GLORIA GRAHAME

As for A-Ifl, Little observed the
Legion was “not in principle op¬
posed to the legitimacy of adult
material” and was thus “not ad¬
verse to the revised motion picture
Production Code, provided the
themes and. their treatment be
consonant with the moral , law and
with traditionally accepted moral
standards?’ The Legion, he noted,
could forsee “no immediate moral
repercussions”,, for mature adults
in the socaUed "modernization” Of
screen material.'

Hollywood, DeC. 3.
. Darryl F. Zannck signed Irwin
Shaw to script "De Luxe Tour,”
Zanuck-Robert Jacks production
for 20th-Fox release.. . . Charles
Coburn will be in "And Ride a
Tiger,” June Allyson-Jeff Chandler-Sandra .Dee-Conrad Nagel re¬
lease for Universal . . .Walt Disney
bought "The 101 Dalmations,” book
by Dodie Smith, as his next cartoOn
feature . . . Barry Kelley drew a
featured role in -"The Buccaneer”
at Paramount.. . Universal shifted
the title ,of; "Middle of the Street”
to “Ride a Crooked Trail” ... Pro-,
ducer Joseph Justman 'sighed Wal¬
ter Doninger to direct “Teenage
Mother” which rolls next; week
. . Daniel Fuchs will screenplay
“South by Java Head” for Daniel
Angel .
John Emery and Philip
Over set for roles in "Ten. North
Frederick” at 20th.
Anita Ekberg will star in "The
Year- of the Dragon,” Robert Fel¬
lows production which rolls next
year on Formosa ., . Joan O’Brien,
Who film debuted in "Handle With
Care” at Metro won a term con¬
tract with the studio
. Producer
Norman T. Herman makes his di¬
rectorial debut on the Nacirema
Production "Dateline Tokyo” for
Allied Artists release „Marty
Milner signed for "Too Much; Too
Soon” at Warners :. . . Anthony
Quinn and Sophia Loren will he
teamed in "The Black Orchid,”
Carlo Ponti-Marcello Girosi pro¬
duction for Paramount release ~. . .
Gottfried Reinhardt, who signed a
directorial contract with Columbia
a year ago, exited the studio with¬
out any credits ... . Cliff Robertson
will co-star with Aldo Ray in “The
Naked and the Dead” being pro¬
duced by RKO in association with
Warners..
Irving Rapper will direct "The
Miracle” for Warner Bros., com¬
pany’s first in tlinemiracle .. . Co-1
lumbia Pictures returns to on-the£
lot filming this month with four ]
films set. to roll, after darkened
stages during November—to go are
“The Case Against Brooklyn,”
“Papago Wells,” new, and pair re¬
turning from location, “Gunman's
Walk” and "Me and the Colonel”
. . . Warner Bros, cast Kathy Mar¬
lowe in “Onionhead” . . * Alfred
Hitchcock heads for Metro to pro¬
duce -and direct tentatiVely-titled:
"North by Northwest,” skedded to
roll next spring ini Camera 65 proc¬
ess ... "Suicide Battalion” is new
tag for American - International’s
"Hell Raiders” . . . 20th-Fox op¬
tioned Stuart Whitman to term
contract. •

By JAMES L CONNERS
Troy, Dec. 3.
Father William M. Slavin, chaplain of Rensselaer Polytechnic in a
sermon Dec.. 1 at St. Patrick here, took up “What Does Censorship
Mean?” and began with a reference to Bennett Cerf the previous night
on the Mike Wallace interview. Book publisher Cerf ;had knuckle-rap¬
ped the Catholic National Organization for Decent Literature. Remark¬
ing that the yery word censorship, "generates -a lot of heat,” Father
Slavin emphasized that the Catholic Church is not "bluenose, -not a
puritanical organization trying to rob people of harmless fun.” It is,
however, concerned deeply with whatever touches “our moral . lives
and souls.” *
The Catholic hierarchy is "realistic” about life, and riot "reaction¬
ary,” as sometimes charged. Priest decried "xotteri images” whether
from boohs 'and magazines or stage, screen and television. In the film
area the Legion of Decency came into being after it was found that
producers were deaf to pleas for "less contaminating” features.
The chaplain advised local parishioners to turn the dial on radio or
television programs that -went over the line. (He himself set an exam¬
ple of visible protest some seasons ago. by taking a. walk from a: legit
tryout he found offensive.)
“-Liberals,” he held, persistently misunderstand the Catholic atti¬
tude on offensive material. He admitted that, people in general tend
to resist “well-founded advice.”
Liberals see only an attack On their rights; he said.

Bardot Vs. Hierarchy ‘C’
Will French ‘And God Created Woman’ Be Another
Test of Legion’s Massed Weight?
‘the Legion ratings by. circuits and
indies. Richard Brandt, head of
Trans-Lux Theatre and of T-L Disr
tributing, said recently that 90%
of the theatres were afraid to touch
pictures with sex themes for fear
of pressure groups'. "These seem
to be the films that do the busi¬
ness,” he said, adding: “It is an un¬
fortunate and carefully nurtured
impression that anything with sex
in it automatically must be ‘ob¬
scene.’ I am as moral as the next,
fellow and I wouldn't play- an ob¬
scene film in my theatres. But the
term ‘obscene’ means different
things to different people, and
What may appear that way to the
Legion could actually constitute
pleasant and completely harmless
adult entertainment for a lot ..of
people/’

Fox branch manager here and now
a local exhibitor, will be the 1958
chief barker of Northwest Variety

The National Legion of Decency
last week condemned the French
picture,
‘‘And
God
Created
Woman,” and thus immediately set
the stage for another test of its
actual effectiveness.
'God Created Woman,” starring
Brigitte Bardot, has been breaking
local records at the Paris Theatre,
N.Y., arid at other houses where it
has played. Dubbed into English,
and available in this and the originar version, the film promises to
become one of the largest grossers
in the import field in years.
'Apart from the arties, it’s been
booked by many commercial houses
and circuits. In Fitchburg; Mass.,
it actually outgrossed “Ten. Com¬
mandments.”
Question now1 arises, in the face
of this exhibitor and public enthu¬
siasm fojp the sexploitational entry,
how much the belated Legion "C”
will slow both its boxoffice and its
booking potential. In: condemning
the film, theXegion said:
* "The theme and treatment
of this film developed in an at¬
mosphere of sensuality, dwell
-withoutTeliefupon suggestiveness in costuming, dialog and
situations. In the field of mo¬
tion picture entertainment the
extent and intensity of the pbjectionability of this picture
constitute an open violation of
Christian and traditional mo¬
rality.”

club, Teht 12. He succeeds Sim
Heller, circuit owner, who rounds
out two terms' this year.
Other officers selected are Tom
A. Btirke to be first assistant chief
barker, replacing Podoloff in that
office; Gilbert Nathahson, second
assistant chief barker; Ralph Pielow Jr., property master (secre¬
tary), and Edward P. Schwartz,
dough guy (treasurer).
Remaining board members for
1958 are; Arthur M. Anderson, Ben¬
jamin Berger, John A. Branton,
Herbert J. Buschmann, Henry J.
Chapman, Heller,* A. A. Kaplan,
Ted Maim, LeRoy J. Miller, .Don¬
ald. Swartz and Charles W. Wincbell.

The last, “test” of the Legion
came with an American -film,
“Baby Doll.” It got only about
4,000 dates, mostly in key cities.
Since it got. very mixed reviews,
however, it Was: difficult to tell
whether - the limited playoff was
due to the Legion or in part to lack
of exhibitor interest.
Another
Legion-condemned^ entry,
“The
Moon Is Blue A’ which also was: re¬
fused a. Code seal, played off 6,000
dates. In the foreign Held, "Bitter
Rice” from Italy originally was
condemned, but was cut to get a
“B” rating for Its (dubbed) gen¬
eral playoff.
Some distributors arid exhibitors
deplore the "undue” attention paid

Leo, A. .Handel has in work a
followup edition of. “Hollywood
Looks At Its Audience,”; film 'niarket research book which he au¬
thored and; had published in 1950
when he was director of audience
research at Metro. Like the orig¬
inal, new tome is being written in
cooperation with Columbia U.
New book is. to be an. updated
analysis of public receptivity to pic¬
tures and will include chapters on
drive-ins, application of motiva¬
tion research and audience re¬
search anent films- in television.
Handel, now also in production,
has two features In work, “Ski Pa¬
trol” and “Escape to Havana/’

Podoloff Bosses Tent 12
Minneapolis, Dec. 3.
Joseph Podolpff, one-time' 20th-

‘Subliminal’ Technique Up For Films;
Make Patron Satisfied,

Hollywood, Dec. 3. .
Use of the new trick psychologi¬
Wants $12,330 Wages Back Pins
cal device, subliminal perception,
7% interest
to enhance .film entertainment , will
be discussed here this: week with
Los Angeles, Dec. 3.
Recovery of $12,330 allegedly film producers by A. Bi. Moore,
paid in connection with “Love Is a prexy of Precon. Precision & Equip¬
Many Splendored Thing” is sought ment Corp., New Orleans. Moore
by 20th-Fox in a lawsuit filed in also will huddle with tv network
Superior
Court against Gloria execs regarding its utilization on
Grahame. Studio also asks 7% in¬ home sets.
Process* a technique of visually]
terest dating from March, 1955.
Action says Miss Grahame signed appealing to the senses at sub¬
a contract for the part of Suzanne liminal, (below consciousness) levels
in 1952 and. was called upon Feb. —too fast for viewer to know he’s
1, 1955 to play the role. Between being sold—is; a means of “com¬
then and March 3, .1955, she was munication” which may be used,
. paid $12,330, and then, according advantageously to strengthen emo-|
too the complaint,‘.refused to go tional moods of a motion picture
ahead with the characterization and While film is in the process of un¬
subsequently was absent from Cal¬ winding, according to Moore. He
ifornia for a 15-month period.
denied it. is. any .form of “brain¬

washing,” as indicated in objections
to its use as an advertising device
on ty.
“You can't brainwash with this
method,” Moore- stated; The Indi-j
vidual is his own monitor and can’t
be told what to do.” : .
." (In Washington, D. <C«, Sen. Char¬
les E. Porter, (R.-Mich.) has been j
taking action against process as a:
form of advertising, claiming that
if “subliminal’’ is as highly per¬
suasive, as is claimed by psychia¬
trists, then the tv viewer may fi^d
hhnSelf purchasing merchandise
without even knowing why. ‘The
possibilities are certainly unfair to
a viewer who isn’t even given a
chance to exercise sales resistance/'
he stated. He has urged the FCC to
stage a demonstration.)
Moore: declared that he doesn’t

General impression is that a "Cu¬
rated entry , will lose: some book¬
ings. particularly in the Catholic
areas but can clean up if it has the
right b.o.. quality,. Goad indication
of the Legion’s strength will come
in Boston, whefe "God Created
Woman” is breaking'records at the
Gary Theatre in its fourth we$k. In
theory,
the
"C” -classification
should cause a sharp dropoff at the
Gary.

LEO HANDEL UPDATES
FILM DATA OF 1950

STANLEY ASKING OKAY
Wants Decree Exemption. On Two
Film Theatres
Washington, Dec. 3,
Hearing has been set for Dec: 12
on the application of Stanley-Warner. to reacquire; two theatres in
Punxsutawney,. Pa.? and to convert
the Capitol Theatre in Cincinnati
from Cinerama to ah all-purpose
house with. Cinerama only part
time. Hearings will be held be¬
fore Federal. Judge Edmond X.
Palmieri, in the Federal Court¬
house in New York City,

believe the FCC will take any op¬
position to the new process, when
agericy understands its possibilities
for good.
There are two form of communi¬
cation, the conscious and preconscious (or subconscious), Moore:
pointed out; In subliminal' per¬
ception, the second wjjl augment
the. first to increase the entertain¬
ment value of motion pictures
when used simultaneously. Elec¬
tronic flash will be so lightningAn extra 25c divvy along with
like that audience won’t be aware|
of what’s causing the emotional im¬ its regular quarterly 25c payment
on the company’s common stock
pact, he said.
Moore is accompanied here from I was declared yesterday (Tues.) by
New Orleans by Prof. Hal Becker, Universal’s board .of directors.
of Tulane U, one of the inyentors of Similar extra divvy was paid out
process. Pair also will confab here last year for the final quarter.
Melon is payable Dec; 23 to stock¬
with Dr. Robert E. Corrigan, of
holders of . record Dec. 13.
Douglas Aircraft, co-inventor.

Universal's Extra 25c
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Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Y*ar.......,24
This Data, Last Year ......19
"BULLWHIFFID"
Execv-Prod.—Wm. F» Broidy
Prod.—Heleri Alnworth
Dir.—John Martin
Guy Madison. Rhonda Fleming. James
Griffith, * Peter
Adams,
Barbara
Woodell, Rick Vallin, Don Beddoa
(Started Nov. ID
"DATELINE^ TOKYO1*
CNacirema Prod.)
Prod.-Dir.,—Norman T. Herman
Michl Kobi
(Started Dec. 2)

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year... ....31
This Date, Last Year. ... . .36
"NO TIME TO DIE"
(Shootirg in England)
Prod.—Phil C. Samuel
Dir.—Terence Young
Victor Mature, Leo Genn. Bonar Colleano, Anthony Neweley. Sean Kelly,
Kenneth Fortescue, Alfred Burke,
Maxwell Shaw, Robert Rietty. Alan
^ -Tilvern,
Martin
Boddey,
George
Pravda, David Lodge, Lucian*. PaoJuZzi, Percy Herbert, Kenneth Cope:
Ernst Walder, Andreas Malandrinos.
Ann Aubrey(Started Sept. 0)
"THE KEY"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Carl Foreman
Dir.—Sir Carol Reed
. .
William Holden, Sophia Loren, Trevor
Howard,
Oscar
Holmoka,
Bryan
Forbes, Kleron Moore, Sidney Vivian,
Russell Walters, Carl Mohner, B4rnard Lee,-Rupert'Davies, Beatrix Leh¬
mann. Belita, Rene. Houston, Noel
PUrcelL William Russell
(Started Aug. 7)
•“THE WHOLE TRUTH"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.-arJack Clayton
Dir.—John. Guillermin
Stewart Granger. Donna Reed, George
Sanders, Gianna MariaCanale, Michael
Cablllo, Carlo Justbol
(Started Oct. 14)
•ME AND THE COLONEL"
(William Goetz Prod0
(Shooting , in France)
Prod.—William Goetz
Dir.—Peter Glenville.
.
Danny Kaye, Curt Jurgens, Nicole.
Maurey, AJdm Tamiroff, Martita Hunt,
Francoise Rosay
(Started Nov. 18)
"GUNMAN'S WALK"
(Shooting in Arizona)
Prod.—Fred Kohlmar
Dir.—Phil Karlson
Van Heflin. Tab Hunter, Kathryn Grant,
James Darren, Mickey Shaughnessy.
Ed Platt, Robert Simon, Ray Teal,
Paul Birch. Bert Convy, Michael
Granger, Blue Eagle. Will Wright,
Paul E. Burns, Paul Bryar, Harry
Antrim (Started Nov. 21)

WALT DISNEY
Starts, This Year.........2
This Date, Last Year...... f

METRO
Starts, This Year..
18
This Date, Last Year.... . .24
"THE LAW AND JAKE WADE"
Prod.—William Hawks
Dir.—John Sturges
Robert Taylor. Richard Widmark, Burt
Douglas, Patricia Owens, Robert Mid¬
dleton, Henry Silva, Eddie Firestone
(Started Nov. 12)

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year......... .14
This Date,Last Year.. . .. . .17
"PROM AMONGST THE DEAD'*
Prod.-Dir.—Alfred Hitchcock .
James Stewart, Kim Novak, Barbara Bel
Geddes, Tom Helmore, Henry Jones,
Ellen Corby
(Started Sept. 25)
"THE BUC9ANEER"
Prod.—Henry Wilcoxon
Dir.—Anthony Quinn.
.
Yul Brynner, Charlton Heston, Charles
Boyer, Claire Bloom, Inger Stevens.
Henry Hull, E. G. Marshall, George
Matthews, Theodora Davitt, Douglass
Dumbrille, Ashley Cowan. Manuel
Rojas,. Bruce Gordon, Robert F.
Simon. John Dierkes, Robin Hughes,
Iris Adrian, Leonard Graves, Jerry
Hartleben. Steven Mario. Fran Jef¬
fries,
Robert
Warwick, . Onslow
Stevens, Jack Kruschen, Julio de
Diego, Reginald Sheffield
(Started Sept. 30)
"MARACAIBO"
Prod.-Dir.—Cornel Wilde
Cornel Wilde, Jean-Wallace. Abbe Lane,
Francis Lederer, Joe E. Ross, Michael
Landon
(Started Nov. 14)
*-ROCK-A-BYE BABY"
(YoFk Prods.)
Prod.—Jerry Lewis
Dir.—Frank Tashlin
Jerry Lewis. Marilyn Maxwell. Connie
Stevens, Reginald Gardiner, Baccalon,
Hans Conreid
(Started Nbv. 25)

20th CENTURY-FOX
I Starts, This Year ......... 25
This Date, Last Year..... ..25
"NELL BENT ElD"
Prod.—Robert Buckner
Dir.—Henry Hathaway.
Don Murray. Dianne Varsi, Ken Scott,
Dennis Hopper, Robert Armstrong.
Chill Wills, Lee Van Cleef, Rudy
Acosta. Harry . Carey Jr., Jerry Oddo,
J. C. Flippen, Margo, John Larch
(Started Sept. 30)
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"THE TOWNSEND HARRIS STORY"
(Shooting in Japan)
Prod.—Eugene Frenke
Dir.—John Huston
John Wayne, Eko Anda, Sam. Jaffe,
So Yamamura
(Stated Oct. 14) ,
"TEN NORTH FREDERICK"
Prod.—Charles Brackett
DJr:—Philip Dunne
Gary Cooper, Susy Parker, Diane yard,
Geraldine Fitzgerald
(Started Dec. 2)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year„ ..... . .31
This Date, Last Year .
32

"MAYBE SMITH"
(Gannaway. International) ,
(For Republic Release)
Exec. Prod.—Albert C. Gannaway
Prod.—rVarice Skarstedt
- Dir.—Albert C. Ganna way
•
Macdonald Carey, Audrey Totter. James
Gleason, Robert Burton,. Harry Shan¬
non. Carl* York, Julian Burton, Ken.
Lynch, Harry Klekas, Killer Karl
Davis, MCI Gaines, Larry Grant
(Started Nov. 14)
"DESERT HELL'f
(Regal Films)
(For 20th-Fox Release)
Prod.—Robert Stabler
Dir.—Charles Marquis Warren
Brian Keith, Richard Denning, Johnny
Desmond
(Started Nov.

IN BRITAIN
ASS. BRIT. ELSTREE
Starts, This - Year ,...

.4

A TIME TO LOVE AND A TIME TO DIE"
This Date, Last Year....
4
(Shooting in Germany)
Prod.—Robert Arthur .
Dir.—Douglas Sirk
John . Gavin, Lisa Pulver, Ann Harding, "ICE COLD IN ALEX"
Erich Maria Remarque, Keenan Wynn,
. Pro.—W. A. Whittaker
Jock Mahoney, Don DeForC, Agnes
Dir.—J. Lee-Thompson
Windeck, Dorothea Wieck, Charles
John
Mills,
Sylvia
Syms,
Anthony
Regnier.-Thayer DavisQuayle,. Harry Andrews
(Started Sept. 16)
(Started Aug. 26)
"WONDERFUL THINGS"
''TWILIGHT'POR THi COD*"
(Everest Productions)
Prod;—Gordon Kay
Prod.-—Anna Neagle
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
Dir.—Herbert Wilcox
Rock Hudson, Cyd Charisse. Ernest
Frankie Vaughan, Jackie Lane,. Jeremy
Truex, Charles McGraw, Celis Loysky.
. Spencer
Wallace Ford, Judith Evelyn. Arthur
(Started Nov. 5)
Kennedy,
Leif
Erickson,
Richard'
. Haydn
(Started Sept. 30)
"NEVER STEAL ANYfHINO SMALL"
Prod.—Aaron Rosenberg
Dir.—Charles Lederer
James ■ Cagney, Shirley Jones, Roger
Smith, Cara Williams, Royal Dano,
Virginia
Vincent,’ Jack Albertson,
Horace McMahon, Robert Wilkie
(Started Oct. 3D
"AND RIDE A TIGER"
Prod.—Ross Hunter
Dir.—Helmut Kautner
June Ally son, Jeff Chandler, Sandra
Dee, Conrad- Nagel* Charles Coburn
(Started Dec. 2)

WARNER BROS.

ANGLO A’LG’MATED
Starts, This Year ..
.
This Date, Last Year..

. 8
4

"THE DUKE WORE JEANS"
(Insignia Films)
Prod.—Peter Rogers
Dir.—Gerald Thomas
Tommy Steele, JuneLaverick, ]
Medwin .(Started Oct. 28)
"4-3 SPECIAL"
Exec. Prod.—Herbert Smith
Asst. Prod.—Josephine Douglas
Dir.—Alfred Shaughnessy

1

"TOO MUCH. TOO SOON"
Prod.—Henry Blanks
Dir.—Art Napoleon
Dorothy Malone,. Errol Flynn
(Started Oct. 16)
INDISCREET"
(Grandon Prod.)
,
.(Shooting in London)
Prod.-Dir.—Stanley Donen
Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman, Cecil
Parker, Margaret Johnston, David
Kossoff, Megs Jenkins:
(Started Nov. • 18)

BUTCHER’S
1

"THE GOLDEN DISC" 4
Prod.—W. G. Chalmers
Dir.—Don Sharp
. .
Lee Paterson, Mary Steele, Linda Grey,
TefTy Dene '
(Started Sept. 23)

6
..,, 4

ACROSS THE. EVERGLADES"
(Schulberg Erod.)
»
(Shooting in Florida)
Prod.—Stuart Schulberg
Dir.—Nicholas- Ray
Christopher PlUmmer. Burl Ives, Gypsy
Rose Lee, Chana Eden
(Started Nov.- 14)

,

"THE SECRET MAN"
(Amalgamated Prods J
(Shooting in London) , ■
: Prod.-Dir.—Ronald Kinrioch
Marshall Thompson, John Loder, Anne
Aubrey,- Magda Miller, John Stuart,
. Henry Oscar
(Started Nov, ID
"ANOTHER TIME,. ANOTHER. PLACE
(Kayder-Lanturn Prods.)
(For Paramount Release)
Prod.-—Joseph Kaufman
Dir.—Lewis Allen
•• Lana Turner, Barry Sullivan, Glynis
Johns, Sean Connery, Terence Longdon, Siddye James
(Started Oct. 1)
"TERROR IN A TEXAS TOWN"
(Selzter Films)
(For UA Release)
Prod.—Frank N. Selzter Dir.—Joseph H. Lewis
Sterling Hayden, Carol -Kelly
(Started Nov. 13)

7
4

“"TOM THUMB"
(Galaxy Productions)
Prod.—George Pal
Dir.—^-George Pal
Russ Tamblyn, Alan Young, Terry
Thomas, Peter Sellars, Jessie Matthews.
(Started Nov. 25)

INDEPENDENT
RANK
Starts, This Year.........20

EXCLUSIVE

This Date, Last Year..... .73

'A NIGHT TO REMEMBER"
Prod.—William McQuitty
Dir.—Roy Baker
THE LONE RANGER IN THE LOST
Kenneth More, - David McCalluin,
i
CITY OF GOLD"
.. Dixon
(Jack Wrather Prods.)
(Started Oct. 14)
(For U-A. Release)
'HEARt
OF
A
CHILD*
Clayton . Moore, Charles Wafts, . Lisa
Montell,
Norman. Frederic,
Ralph. (Shooting m Austria and Beaconsfield)
Prod.—Sydney Box
Moody, Tonto, Noreen Nash, Douglas
Dir.—Clive Donner
. Kennedy .
Donald Pleasance, Maureen Pryor, Jea
Prod.—Sherman - Harris Anderson
Dir.—Leslie Selander
(Started Sept.
(Started Nov. 4)
"ROONEY" 'COUNTERPLOT"
(Shooting In Dublin and'Pinewood)
.'L. Harold OdeU Prods. Inc.)
Prod.—George -Brown :
(For UA Release)
Dir.—George Pollock
Prod.-Dir.:—Kurt Newmann
John Gregson, Muriel. Pavlow, Jur
Forrest Tucker,-. Allison Hayes, Gerald
. .Thorlwin,- Barry Fitzgerald
Milton, Jackie Wayne
(Started Sept. -18)
(Started Nov. 4)
"THE SINNERS" '
Prod.—Hugh Stewart
KINGS GO FORTH"
. Dir.—Phillip Leacock
(Frank Ross-Eton Prods.)
Susan - Beaumont, Flora Robson, Davi
(For UA Release)
Kossoff, Barbara Mullen
Prod—Frank Ross
(Started Aug. 26)
’ - Dir.—Delnier Daves
Frank Sinatra, Tony Curtis, Natalie "NOR THE MOON BY NIGHT" .
Wood, Leora Dana, Zena Frovendie
(Shooting in Africa arid Pine wood)
(Started Noy. 11)

METRO
Starts, This Year.
This Date, Last Year ..;

Starts, This Year;....;.. 133
This Date, Last Year..... .85
"TOM THUMB"
(Galaxy Piets.)
(MGM Release)
(Shooting, in England)
Prod.—George Pal
Russ Tamblyn, Alan Young, . Terry.
Thomas, Peter Sellers, June Thorburn,
Bernard Miles(Started Oct. 14)

20TH-FOX
Starts, This Year... . .... . 3
This Date, Last Year... . 2
"SMILEY GETS THE. GUM"
(Canberra Film Productions)
(Shootihg in Australia)
Prod,—Anthony Kimmins
Dir.—Anthony Kimmins
Chips Rafferty, Sybil Thorndike, Keith
Calvert
(Started-Nqv. 11)
"T>IE NAKED EARTH"
(Foray Films).
• Prod.—Adrian Worker
Dir:—Vincent Sherman
Richard Todd,. Juliette Greco
"THE FAMILY DOCTOR"
(Templar -Productions)
Prod.—John Gossage
Dir.—Derek Twist
Rick Jason, Marius Gorlrig, Lisa' Gastoni

COLUMBIA

'THE KEY"
(Highroad Productions)
Prod.—Carl Foreman
THE WHOLE TRUTH"
(Rcmulas Films Production)
" Prod.—Jack Clayton
Dir.—John Guillermin
Stewart Granger, Donna Re
. Sanders
(Started Oct. 14)
BORN RECKLESS"
Dir.—Sir Carol ReedProd.—Aubrey Schenck
Willlam Holden, Sophia . Loi
Dir.—Howard W. Koch
Howard .
Mamie Van Doren, Jeff. Richards,
(Started Aug. 7)
’ Arthur Hunnicutt, Carol Ohmart
(Started Nov; 25)
NO TIME TO DIE"
(Warwick Film Productions)

PARAMOUNT

"ANOTHER TIME—ANOTHER PLACE"
(Kaydor Productions)
-Prod—Joseph Kaufman
Dir,—Lewis Allan
Lana Turner. Barry Sullivan, Glyriis
Johns
(Started Sept. 30)
"HIGH HELL"
(Rich and Rich) .
(Shooting in Switzerland and Elstree)
Prod,-^-BUly Boyle
Dir.—Burt Balaban
John Derek, Elaine Stewart
(Started Sept. 20)

Starts, This Year.,
3
This Date, Last Year . ..,.. 3

Starts, This Year...
This Date, Last Year. .

official car of the opera, just as
Baldwin is the official piano. That
the entire tour was, with only a
few exceptions, capacity* is the re-1
suit -of excellent productions and1
the. sound organization developed
by* Producer Samuel Chotzinoff,
Theatrical Director Louis B. Ames,
Arthur Perles, in charge of pre-.
motion, and Musical Director Peter
Herman Adler, who moved on for a
change of pace to lend hisMiscriminating musicianship to the City
Center Opera. The touring company
will end its travels next Saturday
(7) at Kingston, and the next "day
Adler will open; the 1957-58 season
of‘the NBC Opera with a two-hour
colorcast of Elaine Malbin in
Francis Poulenc's “Dialogue of the
Carmelites.”
While the public relations experts
in Radio City are too astute to blurt
out that what is good for RCA i§
good for music, and vice versa, it
does not take much drilling into
the corporate structuie to realize
that a dry well here is compensated
by a gusher there. If record sales
go up and operatic awareness is
stimulated by live performances in
the hinterland and by color TV,
what’s good for opera will also be

Starts, This Year. . 2
This Date, Last Year...... . 0

Starts, This Year.....
..20
This Date, Last Year.... .. .13
"ONION HEAD'*
Prod.—Jules Schermer
Dir.—Norman Taurog
Andy Griffith, Ray. Dalton, Felicia Fart,
Walter Matthaw, Joe Mantell, James
Gregory, Joey Bishop. Claude Akins,
Erin .-O'Brien, Ainslie Pryor. Dan
Barton
(Started Sept. 23)

NBC Opera’s Tour
—j ^Continued from page 2

Starts, This Year..
. 6
This Date, Last Year ...... • 4
"DRACULA"
(Hammer . Film Productions)
Prod.—Anthony Hinds.
Dir.—Terence Fisher
Christopher Lee
(Started .Nov. 5)

a

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year... . 5
This Date, Last Year...... . I

E

"INDISCREET"
Prod,—Stanley Donen
Dir.—Stanley Donen
Ingrid Bergman,‘Cary Grant
(Started Nov. 18)

EROS FILMS
k-

Starts, This Year........ .14
This Date, Last Year. .32

'V.l"
(Criterion Film Productions)
Prod.—George. Maynard
Dir.—Vernon SeweH
Michael Rennie, Patricia Medina, David
Knight, Milly Vitale
Sept. 30)
Starts, This Year.......... 9 "A(Started
QUESTION OF ADULTRY
(Raystro
Productions)
This Date; Last Year. .. .. .12
(On location in London)
Prod.—-Raymond Stross
"THE PACK" -Dir.—Don Chaffey .
Prod.—Sergei Nolbandov
Julie London, Arithony Steel, Basil
Dir.—Brian Desmond Hurst
Sydney. Geoffrey Keen
Michael Redgrave, Tony Britton
' (Started Dec. 2)
(Started Oct. 21)
"CAT AND. MOUSE"
"OUR VIRGIN ISLANO"
(Anvil Films)
(Shooting in the . West Indies)
Prod:—Paul Rotha
Prod.—Grahame Tharpe and Leon Clore
Dir.—Paul Rotha ’
. Dir.—Pat Jackson
. Lee. Patterson; Ann Sears, Hilton Ed¬
John Cassavetes, Sidney Politer, Ruby
wards, Victor Maddern,- Diana Faw¬
Dee, Virginia MaskaU
cett, George Rose, Reddy McMillan
(Started Oct. 7)
(Started Nov. 25)

BRITISH LION

good for the music-l »ving Samoffs,
father and son. Not to mention
Columbia, Angel, London and Cam¬
den, who also purvey; “Figaro,”
“Butterfly” and “Traniata.”
in Cleveland, record buyers had

an incentive to make it RCA-Victor,
because by spending $4.10 for the
“Traviata”. highlights, or $820 for
the Toscanini four-sider, or $12.30
for the album complete with a fine
edition of “Camile” by Dumas, they
could also see “Traviata” for half
price, as presented by G. Bemardi
at the Music Hall last Wednesday.
(Nov. 27), Posters announcing this
bargain, on display in all music
stores,.resulted in .a two-way spurt
in ticket sales at the Music Hall
and in record sales before the per¬
formance: This reversed the usual
pattern of an upturn in record sales
aft eh. the company had left, town,
whenmewcomers to opera; bemused
by the Anglican version, seemed
willing to tackle the original Italian
or French.
In Ames, Iowa, the ABC affiliate
plugged “Traviata” with free spots
and discussions of Verdi’s genius.
In Pensacola, Channel 3, the CBS
station, did such , valiant public
service for “Butterfly” that Jim
McNamara of Mobile’s WALA-TV
flew in Elaine Malbin, and Kirk
Oreste for week-end programming
on NBC prior to the Monday per¬
formance, which drew audiences
from Northwest Florida and South¬
east Alabama, a market shared by
both stations.
While no two performances were
identical, because of casting
changes , and stages ranging from
college gymnasiums to movie pal¬
aces, it was the Bolton High School
in. Alexandria, La., that had the
most, memorable evening of opera.
During the first act of “Madame
Butterfly” a tornado swooped down
on the city, uprooting trees and
houses and killing three Alexan¬
drians. With a power failure and
a . decision that everybody was
safer inside than out, enough can¬
dles and flashlights were impro¬
vised for the musicians and singers
to give an operatic, jam session
that is still the talk, of the town.
Two weeks before the world
series demand for “Traviata” tick¬
ets was in inverse ratio to call for
seats at the County Stadium* but
after two weeks of intensive pro¬
motion by Bob Cunniff; who flew
out from ,New York, there was a
gemuetlicht capacity house at the
vast Milwaukee Auditorium.
Football & Violetta
But football frenzy during the
weekend when Oklahoma barely
defeated Colorado by one point
flowed up the weekend of opera
audaciously planned for the 6,000seat Municipal Auditorium.. After
61,000 people had watched a
blocked conversion Saturday after¬
noon and 10% of these dedicated
Oklahomans
had
watched
a.
blocked
Violetta
on
Saturday
night, there just weren’t enough
music-lovers aroiind to do justice
to*~a Sunday matinee of “Figaro.”
In New Orleans the Sunday
matinee a . fortnight later played
to standing room, for that old
French city has a long tradition
of culture, But one old French
family—Brulatour—would certain¬
ly be amazed to see how their
charming old residence at 520 Roy¬
al Street has been transformed
into the NBC center for tv, radio
and opera.
It was here that Pere Brulatour
sent young Jules on what was in¬
dubitably the most fateful errand
ever undertaken in show business.
Relatives in France had included
with their shipments of cheese and
wine some nitrate film being used
by Lumiere and Pathie in their new
cinematographic machines,
The
stuff came in cans and smelled
worse than ripe roquefort, and 17year-old Jules was sent to see If
he could get rid of it Out in Texas
where Brocho Billy Anderson was
then making cowboy arid Indian
pictures.
At the opening night Of the
Metropolitan Opera last October
Hope Hampton, as always, was re¬
splendent in. ermine and jewels.
She is the widow of Brulatour.

Groves Boss of Tent 34
- Houston, Dec. 3.
Jack Groves, head of the Post
Oak Drive-In Theatre, has been
named new chief barker of tht
Houston Variety Tent 34.
Other officers are Jerry Kirby,
second chief barker; Les Hunt,
dough guy, and Sid Balkin, proper¬
ty master.

POSHERT?
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YOU*
ARE
INVITED
TO AN

EXCLUSIVE ADVANCE INDUSTRY SHOWING!
DAVID O. SELZNICK
presents his production of

ERNEST HEMINGWAY’S

STARRING

ROCK HUDSON
JENNIFER JONES
VITTORIO DE SICA
Directed by

CHARLES VIDOR
Screenplay by
BEN HECHT

Released by 2Cth CENTURY-FOX

CinemaScopE

VILLAGE THEATRE
WESPi/VOOD

Monday afternoon, December 16
at 2:30 Sharp!

color by de luxe

ROXY theatre
NEW YORK

Tuesday morning, December 17
at 9:45 Sharp!

* and your guests are welcome, too^ including the ladies!

Karloff's Frankensjem^ Gotham Debates Cmemiracle Angles
TV Stations Deliberately Mislead
Coast.'Impres.ed byPrae.s But Foresee
Public They Have Current Filins, rSidasita^He wa^hem“ Like
Whopping Problem Shooting Story in Medium
Blast By Myers of Allied States
“Frankenstein, I960" is set for

Television is becoming bolder >
and more aggressive “in its com¬
petitive warfare against the the¬
atres," Abram F. Myers. Allied
James Bruno, manager of
States
Assn,
board
chairman,
the Capitol Theatre on Broadcharged this week. In‘a bulletin
way, has been elevated to man¬
to Allied members, Myers noted
aging. director of both the
that the broadcasters are using
Capitol and Loew’s State, by
"every artifice to convince the pub¬
Eugene Picker, v.p. of Loew’s
lic that they are supplying current
Theatres.
motion pictures. . . ." In addition,
Bruno has been with Loew’s
the Allied official complained that
Theatres for 29 .years. Harry
tv stations are attempting' to give
Greenrnan, manager of the
the impression that they are, : in
State, has requested a transfer'
fact, “home movies."
to a theatre in Westchester
Accdrding ta-Myers,. the most
County, where he lives...
lives..
•flagrant example" of tv advertis... ■■
ing is a 24-sheet appearing on bill- n
m
■ W
j /v#
boards in th£ Cincinnati area. The
HICK
24-sheet, Myer noted, reads as fol.. .
n
,
lows: “Exclusive! ’52 to ’57 Movies.
at vuuui»
vumui a
Home Theatre Channel 12. United
*
i <u

Gold-Braided Bruno

tOHlDllfi I

I\€C0r(| Ul

J eSterVean PaF LlTCOlt S

Artists, 20th Century-Fox, Warner
Bros.”. Myers pointed out, too, that
a report from New England indicates that two UA pictures which
played “A” houses in 1954 and to;
ished playing drive-ins only last
summer are now appearing on television. In Baltimore, he added, a
tv station, regularly advertises itself as the “motion picture theatre
of the air;”
.
Allied, Myers Said, is receiving

VArilchrh All *FIaW*
lailiauui VU null
United Paramount Theatres has
drawn u„ perhaps one of the most
amm!hma- list, of . r.leese,
. .* “
,7~
from all distributors thet has been
?®en in* modern times and will make
it available to fll exhibitors? PurP°se is to permit the theatrementa
own and Indmdu-

complaints from many arees that
the four-year time lag which ^xbibitors thought had been establisbed, is no longer being observed.
In commenting on the Cincy adyertising and others claiming to
have pictures later than those released in 1952-53 Myers suggested
an investigation by committees of
Allied and Theatre Owners of
imeLa‘nd“l”
sSSSn’and
America.
If this
tms station
ana
“If
and
others maxing
making sunuar
similar clauns,.
he
otners
ciaims.-nc
asserted; “are misleading the publie, maybe local exhibitors will
bestir themselves and interest Better Business Bureaus. If this practire is widesDread. representations
can and will be made to the. Fed-

^ut scheduled so as to aTOid a Stt
of important' product during holiday periods and an absence of it
at other times
4
Edward L Hvman UPT vn for
th^ past several years has-been
speariieadhi^the ^move for “orderfy^reSfsin^
dent Leonard h, Goldenson reCentlv stateif he woidd not
^
aSSfhe WSd&S
S any Indus'S iSst^tiSnJ
nrb1eftta
Droiects unless the diktrihe rnnrnlv

back in 1931 when Universal did
the first filmized take on the Mary
W. Shelley story.
New one is to be produced by
Aubrey Scheiick and Howard W.
Koch in association with Edwin, F.
Zabel for Allied Artistes release. It’s
slated for Cinemascope lensing on
the Warned lot, AA’s studio being
fully , booked at the Jari. 6 starting
time.
. • ■
‘
v
£1
11
1
f.
•

Slinnonlv It Kllinc

k/UllllvlllY H llUlllv

Good Fix & Old Sol
Shines in Mpls.

, “
~~ :
Trade executives last week ex- /visible at all and in others ihev
pressed astonishment over the Na- wclre very faint.
y
tional Theatres declared:, policy of . Rhoden said “Cinemiracle Adnot permitting features shot in the venture" would bow in March
cinemiracle process to be dupli- fie added that it would be difTisystem. Feel- ciJt to find the. right kind of
j^g was that National would modi- houses, "because .we operate with
fy its stand before long.
theatres designed for vaudeville.
Elmer C. Rhoden^ NT prexy, was. The balcony overhang gets in the
very specific about it at the press way:
-H.e Commented he didn't
screening at the Mt. Eden Theatre i*Unk CMj,vould be any good for
in the Bronx last week. He said diive-ins because there it would
; sense of ’presence’.’’
one of the conditions of. licensing j
Cinemiracle to any producer- would j
•1
be that no other version could be *PA a PrwfO PAMUl'Prrr
shot simultaneously.
1 VA d£l J LUfflml 11 ££

Cinemiracle uses a triple-lens
TAD fA ACT AT A AriWV
camera producing three negatives.
FUlY tUnul nLAllLilll
It is .projected; via three projecTheatre Owners of America has
tors stationed m a single booth.
,
.
.
,
,
The Cinemiracle version can’t be appointed a committee Jo work
Minneapolis; Dec. 3.
reduced to one normal composite with the Academy of Motion PieWith the local loop first-run box-j 35m negative.
-1
- tare Art
Arts and Sciences on various.
°®ice doing _a sensational and
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opinion, he sa/s, is that fact that
all you need are picturces With the
“Tight kind of appeal’? and the development provides aiilmunition
^ those who have been clamoring

makes sense to a lot of industryites, though some feel that the
first CM release, being an expanded travelog, may run short
of expectations In cities where
Cinerama has been holding forth
for some years.
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Judy Holliday has apparently
been a factor in the sellout of
“Bells Are Ringing,” at the Shubert, and Ethel Merman carried
last season’s obviously anemic entry, “Happy Hunting ” to a full
year’s run at the Majestic, closing
last Saturday
(30).
Frederic
March and Flolrence Eldridge are
credited with boosting the draw
of “Long Day’s Journey Into
Night,” at the Helen Hayes, although in that case the name of
Eugene O’Neill, plus , the phenominal praise of the play, is rated
the prime factor.
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First feature to be made in Cinemiracle (by Warner Bros.) will be
Max Reinhardt’s “The Miracle”
early next year. Rhoden said plans
for six pictures to be made
within the five-year limit set by
the Justice Dept. While NT is restricted in the number of its
wn houses where it can show
cinemiracle, the process can be
installed in any house via s portable unit.
• According to Rhoden, installation cost, including the screen,
runs to $65,000.
Desire to
limit Cinemiracle
strictly t0 r6&dshovr engagements
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THE SAFECRACKER"
HAS THE RIGHT COMBINATION!
They took him out of prison for a war mission of death-defying peril. Action
and goose-pimple suspense plus temperature-raising romance make M-G-M’s
"THE SAFECRACKER” a "Don’t Miss This One” picture!
m
M-G-M presents a David E. Rose Production • RAY MILL AND in “THE SAFECRACKER" • Also starring Barry Jones
With Jeannette Sterke • Ernest Clark • Melissa Stribling • Victor Maddem • Cyril Raymond ♦ Screen play by Paul Monash
Based on a Story by Lt. Col. Rhys Davies and Bruce Thomas • Directed by Ray Milland
M-G-M HAS WHAT IT TAKES FOR THAT INDUSTRY SLOGANi "Gef More Oc/f Of Life...Go Out To A Movie”
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‘April’Torrid $19,000, ‘APRIL’ SMOOTH 12G,
Indpls^‘Days’ 15G, 17 IN L’VILLE;‘JOEY’ 14G

Canada’s Woes

Continued from pace j
Louisville, Dec. 21.
“Pal Joey” at Loew’s is sparking ment taxation and the continuing
the upbeat at -first-runs here this use of inflammable nitrate ^filni
week. Rialto* with “April Love,”
Qwen Bird, president, British Co-"
(Continued from page 9)
is likewise catching excellent trade.
lumbia Exhibitors Assn., claimed
Fourth session completed Monday;
“Bombers B-52” at the Mary An¬
(2) was fine $14,000. Thirds was
derson looks just* fair, while ‘‘Tin that, . on amusement taxes,» his
Baltimore, Dec, 3.
group
had received sympathetic
$11-500- "Bridge On River Kwai”
Star” at the Kentucky is only okay.
Brigitte Bardot still is in - the (Col) opens flie bight of Dec. 18
“Raintree County” looms nice in hearings on proposed reductions
lead here this frame, with her. “God- On reserved-seat policy.
'
ninth week a tthe Brown. Drop in but had been given no assurances.
Created Woman,’* smash in third
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1temperature is favorable factor for The B. C. group had asked for a
week at the Cinema. Looking good $2)—“Bombers B-52” (WB) (2d
no tax levy up to 90c tickets; is
downtown film houses.
too is “Les Girls” great at Hipp. wk). ■ This'stanza ending tomorrow
now seeking elimination of tax up
Estimates for This Week
“Kiss Them For Me” looks slow (Thurs.) looks like.. fair $21,000.
to 60c admissions^
Brown (Loew-Fourth Ave.) <1;at Century. “Perri” is loud in sec¬ First was $25,000. “18 and Anx¬
It was noted that bingo is dying
000; $1.25-$2)—“Raintree County”
ious” (AB-PT) comes in Dec. 13,
ond Mayfair, session.
out
in interest on the Coast but
(M-G)
(9th
wk).
Lorigtermer
still
with ro'ck-’n-roll stageshow open¬
Estimates for This Week
catching, bumper weekend biz for the chief beef was the consider¬
ing Dec. 25.
'Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50nice
$8,500
on
week.
Last
week,
able
protest at the continued use
Paris (Pathe Cinema) <568; 90f 1.25)—“Kiss Them For Me” (20th). $1.80)—“And
$9,000.
of nitrate film and their storage,
God Created Wom¬
Lean $6,000. Last week, “Mom and an” (Kings) (7th wk). Sixth round
Kentucky (Switow) <1,200; 50-85) plus the fact that explosives are
Dad" (Indie) and “Mixed-up Wom¬ ended Sunday (1) was wow $20,—“Tin Star” (Par) and “Hear Me being shipped, despite complaints
en” (Indie) (2d wk), $7,000.
000. Fifth was $21,000.
Good” (Par). Nice $5,500. . Last to distributors, the offices of Fire
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
week, “Tammy and Bachelor” (U) Marshals and fire insurance under¬
$1.25)— “God Created Woman” fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) —“Don’t
and “Susan Slept Here” (U), $6,000 writers, the exhibitors riot further
(Kings) (3d wk). Great $10,000 Go Near Water” (M-G) with stageon return run.
v
willing to establish costly, fire¬
after $12,000 in second.
show. (3d-final wk). Current week
Loew’s (Loew-UA) <3,000; 74-99) proof vaults.
—“Pal Joey” (Col)* Upped admish
Film Centre (Rappaport) (800; ending today (Wed.) looks like
Complaints were also made that
great
$150,000,
being
helped
tre¬
no
drawback,
with
swell*
$14,000
$1.25-$2.25) — “Around
World”
likely; Last week, “Time Limit” new shopping centers are running
(UA) (50th wk). Good $6,800 after mendously by Thanksgiving week.
Second - week*
$111,000,
below
(UA) and “Chicago. Confidential” free 16mm films for youngsters,
$6,000 in previous frame.
when them parents , are shopping;
(UA), $6,000 at regular scale.
Five West (Schwaber) <460; 50- hopes. “Sayonara” (WB), with an¬
Mary Anderson (People’s) <1,200; that this; situation is also preval¬
$1.25)—“Lost Continent” (Lopert). nual Christmas stageshow, opens
tomorrow
(Thurs.).
50-85)
—
“Bombers
B-52’*’
(WB).
ent
in
ddwnto>vn department
Okay $2,000. Last week, ‘"Triple
Rivolt (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
Crix had nice things .to say; but it stores. B. K. iBeach, secretary of
Deception” (Rank) (5th Wk), $3,000.
—“Around World” (UA) (,60th wk).
looks just fair $5,000. Last , week, the Manitoba Motiojn Picture Ex¬
Hippodrome' (Rappaport) <2,300; The 59th stanza ended yesterday
“Battle Stripe’? (NTA) and “Ar¬ hibitors. Association, also reported
50-$ 1.25)—"Les Girls” (M-G). Sock (Tues.), taking in Thanksgiving
mored Attack” (NTA) (reissues^, that the. Hudsori’s Bay Company
$12,500.
Last week,. “Jailhouse week, with four extra shows, looks
$5,500.
department stores inWinriipeg havp
Rock” (M-G) <2d wk)t $6,500/
capacity $50,000. The 58th week
. Rialto (Fourth Avenue (3,000; 50presented a series of free movies
(Continued ’from.page 8)
Little (Rappaport) <300; 50-$1.25) was capacity $37,700 for 11 per¬
85)—“April- Love” (20th). Fancy
—“Woman of <he River” .(Col) (2d formances.
—“My Man Godfrey” (U) (1st mul¬ $12,000. Last, week, ‘Three Faces but dropped these in three weeks
wk). Okay $1,500 after $1,200 for
Plaza (Rrecher) (525; $1.50-$2)— tiple run) arid- “Violators” (U). Fair of Eve” (20th) and “Ride Violent when his group promised a gov¬
ernmental investigation!
first.
“Love in Afternoon” (AA) (15th $12,000 or thereabouts. Last week, Mile” (20th), $8,500.
Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980;, 30- wk>. This session finishing tomor¬ Hillstreet with Ids/ "Esther Coir
Qn the matter of amusement
$1.25)—“Perri” (BY) (2d wk). Big row (Thurs.) is heading for trim tello” (Col) (1st multi run) andtaxation, Lionel Lester, president.
$7,000. The 14th .week, including
Decision
at 7 Sundown”
(Col),
$6,000 after $6,500 opener.
Motion Picture Theatres Associa¬
Thanksgiving,
was
$8,500,
“Rain$10,400*
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50tion of Ontario, said that his group
(Continued from page 9)
Orpheum, Iris, Uptown (Metro- $17,500 or close. Last week, “Man had approached the Legislature
$1.25). — “April Love” (20th) (2d tree County” (M^G) opens Dec. 20,
playing day-date with State. .
poIitan-FWC) (2,213; 825; 1,715; 90wk). Sturdy $8,000 after $11,000
for a complete elimination of all
Godfrey”
(U)
(3d
wk),
$4,000.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.50) $1.501—“Perri” (BV) (1st multiple
first.
Stuiley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)— amusement taxes up to 65c admis¬
Playhouse (Schwaber) (400; 50- —“Kiss Them For Me” (20th) and run) and “Last Stagecoach West” “Pal Joey” (Col) (4th wk)* Socko sions but this had riot been, granted
$1.25)—“Doctor at Large” (U) (6th. stageshow <4th wk). Current ses¬ (Orpheum) arid “Let’s Be Happy’ $28,000. Last ’week, $24,000.
with the Ontario government rais¬
wk). Nice $3,000. Last week, same. sion ending tomorrow. (Thurs.) (AA) <m.o.) (Iris,. Uptown). Good
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49>— ing more tax levies on beer and
12 000
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— looks light $30,000 Third was $31,Douglas Miller, presi¬
“Jamboree” <WB) and “Joe Da¬ ’gasoline.
500. “Peyton Place’’ (20th),- with
•‘Tin Star” <Par). Hotsy $9,000.
Four Star <UATC> <868; 90-$l>50) kota” (UI).
Hep $13,000.
Last dent, Alberta Theatres Assn., also
Christmas stageshow, opens Dec.
Last week, “Battle Stripe” (NTA)
—“How to Murder Rich Uncle” week, “Cyclops” (AA) and “Daugh¬ sought, unsuccessfully, a 50% tax
12
and "Armored Attack)) (NTA)
State (Loew) <3,450; 50-$l,75)— (Col) (2d wk). Trim $2,700. Last ter of Dr. Jefcyll (AA), $10,000:
reduction on drive-ins, plus the
(reissues), $8,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (450; 94-$1.49) complete elimination of indoor
“Sad Sack” (Par) (2d wk). Initial week, $2,900.
Town (SW - Cinerama)
<1,123; . !
El’ Key (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50)-^ —“Red Balloon” (Indie), Fair $3,- amusement tax on tickets up to
session soared to great $40,000. Got
$1.25-$2.25> — “This is Cinerama”
excellent o]>ening, and then climbed ‘Time Limit” (UAf and “Valerie’ 400* Last week, ‘‘Bed of Grbss” 65c.. this to improve the economy,
(Cinerama) (14th wk). Big $9,000.
.
higher on successive days of_ (UA> (2d wk) (m.o ). So-so $1,600. (Indie) (2d wk), $3,300.
of theatre operators.
Last week, $8,300:
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)—
Thanksgiving (Thurs.), Friday and'
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25Too Much-Sex?
Saturday.
$2.40)—“Kiss Them for Me” (20th) "Perri” (BV). Boffo $12,000. Last
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$ 1.75)— (3d wk). Slow $5,900. Last week, week, “Joker Is WUd” (Par) (7th
Middle-west exhibitors also de¬
“Across Bridge” _.ank) <6th wk). 8 200
wk), $5,800.
plored what they called the in¬
(Continued from page 9)
Fifth
round
ended
yesterday
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49>— creased use of sex, lawlessness and
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
week. “Bombers B-52” <WB). and i (Tries.) was . okay $5,,000. Fourth —“Happy Road” <M-G) (3d wk). “Tin Star” (Par). Bright $12,000. drinking in films. They regretted
Laist week, “Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) the tab bf “adult” on a picture,
“Tip on Dead Jockey” (M-G) (2d j was $5,600.
Pale $1,800. Last week, $2,600.
Trans-Lux 52d St. <T-L) < 540; $1(2d wk), $7,500.*.
Wk). $9,000.
this meaning non-family attend¬
Pantages (RKO) <2.812; $1.25-$2)
State-Lake (B&K) <2.400; 90- $1,50)—“Please, Mr. Balzac” (DCA)
World (Pathe) (599; 99-$1.49)— ance* plris “circus Sensationalism”
$1.50»—“Pal Joey” (Col) (6th wk). (3d wk). Second week winding up -—“Les Girls” (M-G) (4th wk). ‘Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (2d
in newspaper advertising. It was
on Friday (29) was socko $10,000. Stout $18,500. Last week, $16,500. wk). Up to great $6,000; Last week,
Smash $19,000. Last week, same.
also claimed that national iriagaDowntown, WiRern, Hollywood $5,500.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50) First was $12,500.
Zine advertising doesn’t help the
(SW-F&M)
(1,757;
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50- Paramount
—“Game of Love” (Times) (2d
small- exhibitor versus the big city
wk).
Boffo $12,000.
Last week. $2)—“Operation Mad Bali” (Col) 2,344; 1,468; $1.25-$2.50) — “10
operator, when the film has been
(3d wk). First holdover session Commandments” (Par) (6th wk).
$13,500.
shown a couple a months later.
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; ended last night (Tues.) was, great Terrific $37,000 or a bit over. Last
(Continued from page; 9)
week,
$24,300.
.
$22,700.
Initial
week
.was*
$22,500.
$1.75-$3.30). —; “Around
World”
F. J. Luridhblm, president, Sas-,
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;
(UA) <35th wk). Record $28,100,
f Egyptian (UATC) (1,503;. $1.50- ‘Hunchback of Notre Dime” (AA) katchewan Motion Picture Exhlwith extra shows. Last week, $1.80-$3.50) —“Search For Para¬ $2)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (6th wk). (3d wk), $14,000.
tors Assn;, also advocated the stop¬
Madison
<UD)
(1,900;
90-$1.25)—
dise" (Cinerama) ( llth wk). Tenth Smash $15,000. Last week, $18,500.
$24,600.
*
page of profanity that labelled too
United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 90- frame ended Saturday <30) was ..Warner Beverly (SW). (1,612; '*Pal Joey” <Col) (4th wk). Smash
hiauy pictures as “adult” and call¬
$1.50) — “Hunchback of Notre smash $37,800 for 18 show's. The $i.50-$3.50) —' “RairitreC County” $18,000. Last week, same.
ed
for. more family
Broadway-Capdtol
(UD)
(3,500;.
. . classification.
. ,-—Dame”
(A A). Rousing $18,000. ninth was $31,600 for 16 perform¬ <M-G) (8th wk). Fair $12,000. Last
90-$1.25)—“Motorcycle Gang” (In-1 He claimed that parents would riot
Last week. “My'Man Godfrey” <U) ances.
week, $9,100.
fake
their
children
to
movies
and
die)
and
“Sorority
Girl”
(Indie).
World
(Times)
<400;
95-$L50)—
(2d wk), $8,000.
Warner Hollywood . <SW-Cinb- Hotsy $22,000. Last week, “Amaz¬ that “the theatre, therefore, loses
Woods (Esganess) <1,200; 90- “Razzia” (Kass) (3d wk). Second
rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven ing Colossal Man” (Indie) and “Cat the whole .family.”
Lundholm’s
$1.25)—“Les Girls” (M-G) <5th week finished Sunday < 1) was solid
Wonders”
iCirierama):
Started Girl” (Indie), $15,000.
claim was that there is a depress¬
wk). Smash $17,000 dr near. Last $8,500. First week was $10*200.
26th week Sunday (1) after great
United Artists (UA); (1,667; $1.25- ing crop of current films, made for
week, $14,200.
$29,600 last week.
$3)—“Around World” (UA) (49th the bigger cities, but there Was
World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Rich¬
Carthay (FWC) <1,138; $1.75- wk). Fine $15,000. Last week,
ard III” (Lopert) <4th Wk). Socko
also a class of people in the. West
$3.50)—^“Around World in 80 Days” $17,000.
$5,000. Last week, $5,000.
(Continued from page 8)
(“the backbone of the nation”)
(UA) (50th wk). Strong $23,500.
Adams (Balaban) <1,700; 90r$l:5Q)
who wanted films “family style.”
(4th wk). Amazing.$9,000 for third Last week. $27,000*
—“Les Girls” (M-G) (4th wk). TaU
New officers for Ontario ere: President,Crest. Sonset (Lippert-Coheri) $9,000. Last week, $10,000.
consecutive week,
and
setting
Russell Simnson, Ottawa Valley Amuse*
(800; : 540; $1,25-$1.50) —. “Three
house record. Continues.
Music Hall (SW-CintrarnaK 1,- ment Co., Renfrew; vice-president^ -Wil*
(Continued from page 9)
Feet
in
a
Bed”.
(Indie),
and
“White
Kbm
Summerville Jr., B t- F Theatres,
Trans-Lux (T-L). <600; 90-$1.50)
205;
$1.50-$2.65)—“Seven
Won¬
disappointment. Slow $3,000. Last —“Pal Joey” (Col). (4th wk). Big Sheik” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay $6,- ders” (Cinerama) (70th wk). Oke Toronto; treasurer; John Clarke; Loew’s
Theatres, Toronto; with Arch Jolley, per¬
week. $3,500.
$13,000 to match last week’s take. 500. Last week, $7*700.
$11,900. Last week, $12,500.
manent secretary. Board: of.directors: Mor¬
Canon (Rosener) . .(533; $1.50)—
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“JaU- Stays.
Krim (Krirn) <1,000; $1.50)— ris Berlin, Somerset Theatre, Ottawa;
“Third Key” (Indie) /(4th wk). 'Perri” <BV) (2d wk). Wow $12,000. •E. G: Fosyth,. Odeon Theatres ICanada)
house Rock” (M-G) <4th wk). Wind¬
I.t., Toronto; Angus Jewell* Jewell Thea¬
Uptown (SW) (lilOO; $l:25-$3)— Snappy $2,500. Last week, $2,600.
ing up a brilliant run at oke $3,500.
tre,'. Cannfngton; Lionel Lester, Studio
Last week, $10,200,
“Around World in-80 Days” (UA)
Theatre, Toronto; Louis Consky. Molou
Last week, $4,000.
(35th
wk).
Pushing
to-sock
$15000.
Theatre,
Hallburtoh: H:C;D. (Dick) Mrtin,
Radio City (Par) <4.100: 90-$1.25)
Simcoe. Theatre, Sutton; Harry S. Mnn■*—“Pal Joey” <Col) (2d wk). Initial Last week. $12,000.
dell. Twentieth Century Theatres, To¬
Warner
(SW-Cinerama)
<1.300;
(Continued
from
page
8)
ronto; Albert E. Rolston, Little Current;
fast pace only slightly slackened,
Morris Stein, Famous -Players (Canadian),
(Continued from page 9)
great $12,000. Last week, $21,000. $1.20-$2.40) :— “Seven Wonders” $15,000. Last week, "“Three Faces
Toronto.
RKO Orpheum iRKQ) <2.800: 75- (Cinerama) <49th wk). Fine $11,000
die) (2d wk). Fair $2,600. Last
Eve” (20th), $12,000; '
gQ _“Kiss Them For Me” (20th). after big S13.00Q for last week. of imperial
(FP). (3,344; 75-$1.50)— week, $2,900;
Well-liked comedy" but “only slTght I which included Thanfcsgivipg weekBridge < Schwarz) (396; $1.25)—
“Pal. Joey*” (Col) (2d wk). Still
$7,500 looms.
Last week, “Zero j. end. Holds.
wham at' $24,000.
Last week, Letters From Windmill” (Indie).
Hour” (Par) and “Hear Me Good”
Good $3,000. Last week, “Silken
$28,000.
Affair” (DCA) (2d wk), $1,500/
(UA). $4,000.
= Continued from page 3 s=s=5
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 75-$1.25)—
RKO Pan »RKO) (1.800; 65-85>—
Coronet. (United California) (1,“Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk). Hep 250; $1.50-$3.75)—“Around World” talks was to be presented to the
“Chicago Confidential” (UA) and
(Continued from page 8)
“Enemy From Space” (UA). Okay wk). Pleasant $1,200. Last week, $11,000, with last week sariie.
(UA) 149th wk). Great $19,500. Last general membership of the SPG
Tivoli (FP) (995; $i:75-$2:40)— week, $20,500.
$4,500. Last week, “Time Limit”
late last (Tues.) night.
The de¬
1 800
“Around World' in 80 Days” (UA) . Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; cision of the membership whether
(UA) (3d Wk). $4,200 at 90c top.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$ 1.25) (16th wk). Holding big at $13,000.
State (Par) (2.300; 85-90)—“April
$1.25-$1.50) — “Happy
Hoads” or not to accept the Warner pro¬
.—“Pal Joey” (Col) (5th wkk Could Last week, same.
Love” <20th>. Pat Boone bringing
(M-G). Good $3,000. Last week, posals will determined if the ar¬
make $7,000, remarkable.
Last
’em in again. Rousing $12,000. Last
Towrie (Taylor) (693; $D—“Per¬ “Four Bags Full” (T-L), $3,500.
bitration proceedings, scheduled tb
week; $6,500.
week. “Pursuit of Graff Spee”
ri” (BV) <5th wk). Nice $6,000. Last
resume today (Wed.), Will continue.
Tower (Fox Midwest) <1.145; week, $7,000.
(Rank). $6,500. ,
During the private' talks with
Suburban World (Mann) (800; $1.25-$2)—“Around World in 80
University (FP) (1,233; $1.50r
WB
officials Bernard Goodman and
Days”
(UA)
(,27th
wk).
Closing
run851—“It Happened in Park” < In¬
$2.40)n-“,rhis Is Cinerama” (Cine¬
Larry Lesharisky, Guild called, off
Dallas, Dec. 3. •
die).
So-so Sf,500:- Last week, on strong note at $7,500. Last week, rama) (6th wk). Hefty $14,000.
Annual
Texas
Drive-In
Theatre
its
harrassment
activities against
$5,000,
. “Laughter Paradise” (AA)- -and.
Last week, $15,000/
Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox
“Last Holiday” (AA> (reissues) <2d
Uptown (Loewi (2,096; 60-$l)— Owners’ Assn.- convention will be the company. These consisted of
wk>. $1,400.
J Midwest) (2.043; 700; 1.217; 75-90) “Baby Face Nelson”: (UA). Socko held at the Baker Hotel here Jan. tlie ; issuance of needling leaflets,
explaining the dispute, in front pf
World iMann) <400: 85-S1.25)—
‘April Love” (20tli). Solo getting $12,000. Last week, “Les Girls” 19-21.
“Les Girls” tM-G) (4th wk). Still great play for $20,000, best in long (M-G) (2d wk), $11,000 at $1.25 top.
David A. Shapiro has been theatres showing. WB pictures:
getting a tremendous ho:xofficc I time. May hold. Last week, “Stopb¬
Among
the names “addressed” by
named
executive
secretary
of
the
York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2)—“10
play. Mighty $5,000. Last week, i over Tokyo” 20th) and “Under Commandments” (Ear) (54th wk). org, andnow also edits the monthly handout was Boston banker Serge
$6,500.
' Fire” (20th), $8,000.
Steady $4,000. Last week,, same. . house organ, “Dito.”
) Semenenko.

BROADWAY

‘GIRLS’ GREAT $12,500,
BALTO; TERRI’6G, 2D

Indianapolis, Dec* 3.
Thanksgiving holiday, plus long
weekend for .students, government
workers and riiaiiy others, means
prosperity for many first-run situa¬
tions here this stanza:
“April
Love,” at Indiana, with., terrific
juvenile plays, leads the city*
“Around World in 80 Days,” in
17th stanza at Lyric, bounced high
again. “Bombers B-52” looms just
okay at Circle as does “Les Girls”
at Loew’s.
Estimates for This Week
Circle
(Cockrill-Dolle)
(2,800;
60-90)—“Bombers B-52” (WB) and
“Black Patch” (WB). Okay $10,000. Last week, “Slim Carter” (U)
arid “Quantez” (U)v. $5,500.
Indiana (C-D) (J.200; 75^90) —
“April Love’’ (20th). Smash $19,000. Last week, “Stopover Tokyo”
<20th) and “Girl in Black Stock¬
ings” <UA>, $6,500.
Keith’s (C-D) (i,200; 75-$1.25)—
“Kiss Therix For Me” (20th) (2d
wk).
Dull $4,500 after $9,000
opener.
Loew’s (Loew) <2,472;. 75-90) —
“Les Girls” (M-GK Oke $8,000.
Last week, “Operation Mad Ball”
(Col) . arid. “Domino Kid” (Col),
$9,000 at 60c-85c scale. V
Lyric (C-D) <850; $1.25-$2.20)
‘Around World” (UA) - (17th wk).
Great $15,000. Last week, $10,500.
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\VH.\T MARKS A (,()()!)
MOTION i*l( Tl'RK

<;r EAT?

All great motion
pictures have one
But they do happen

thing in common...a

to have certain qualities
that make them great.

certain quality
Jw

...a mysterious

T« it action.. • suspense pig

something.

...drama. •.cotttedy?>

heart?

\£

Whatever it is...
tSl'VJ

Yes - all of these.

kV

‘Old Yeller’ has it!

and more!

For here is an
That mysterious quality

unforgettable emotional
experience you will

. that certain something
that all great pictures have

enjoy sharing.

always M.Whatever

That’s why

it is - Walt Disney’s
‘Old Yeller’ has itr^^g

‘Old Yeller’ is sure
to become one oi the

For here is a

-

movie that is truly
*

\

I? V*

an emotional experience -

‘most-talked-? about’
movies in years!

a picture you will feel as
well as see .. . a picture

iifH\

to talk about.

IV ^

f

k

Sunday Ads appearing in 12 Key City Newspapers
starling November 24th announcing the December 25th
World Premiere engagement of Watt Disney’s

OLD YELLER"

22
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Film Reviews
l Continue# from par* I s

Sorarity Girl
Greek letter organization-^* weak
sisterr a politicking BWOC (big
woman on campus) and an-aboutto-be unwed mother. She casts dirt
on them all and winds up on a
peaceful beach all by herself with
the entire sorority roster casting
aspersions upon her.
Dick Miller, as a tavern owner
who looks at college students as
seekers of beer and laughs, is
capable, looking like a young Mike
Todd. Within the confines of what’s
been provided them, Barbour*
O’Neill and June Kenney per¬
formed well.
Outstanding part of film is back¬
ground of title credits, a symbolic
assortment of drawings . done by
BUI Martin. Lighting was too high
key, and sound must have been
taken in a warehouse.
Ron.

Man Om the Prowl
Insane killer. Prolonged anfrish. Per less discriminating
playdates.
Hollywood. Nov. 29.
United Artiste- release of Jo and Art
Napoleon production. Stars Mali Powers,
James Best; features Ted De Corsia, Jerry
Paris Directed, by Art Napoleon. ScreenJlajv NaSSeons Camera. Sick Musuraca;
editor. Paul Weatberwak; muaic^ Ernest
27. "37.
Gold. Preview#
time.'W MINS.
Marlas Wood .... ....... Male Powers
James Best
Doug Gerbardt«..
.... Ted De Corsia
Detective
Jerry Paris
■Woody ..
........ Vivi Jannis
Mrs. Gerbardt ...
,..... Josh Freeman
Josh W'ood
.. Jeff Freeman
Jeff Wood ......
Peggy Maley
Dorothy^*Pierce

fending her from Reb agents Rich¬
ard Shannon and Charles Gray,
after disclosure that she’s a Union
agent. Sadistic U.S. Marshal John
Pickard's no help, because he turns
out to be the head Beb spy;
Since all the acting bears the
same imprint, it's safe to assume
director Warren’s influence. Under
the circumstances, it's the chari¬
table thing merely to list the prin¬
cipal cast members, without indi¬
vidual comment. These, unfortu¬
nates, aside from those already
mentioned, include Bing Russell,
Richard Gilden.and Shea V^ooley.
Technically, picture is adequate¬
ly mounted.
Kove.

Her Stem Van Alrlka
(The Star, of; Afrfea)
(GERMAN)
Berlin, Nov. 26.
Herzo* release of Emelha-Ariel produc¬
tion. Stars Joarhim Htoum and Marianna.
Koch- Directed by Alfred-Wcidenmann.
Screenplay. Herbert Rdnecber, after istory
by Udo Wolter: camera. Helmut Ashley;
music, Hana-Martin Majewsby; editor,
Carl O. Bartnlns. At Zoo Falast, Berlin.
Running time, US MINS;
Hans*Joachim Marseille..Joachim Hansen
Brigitte — .,.•;•>
.Marianne Koch
Robert Frank# ........ Hansjoerg Felmy
Albin Droste ....Horst FrankAnswald Sommer .._.... Peer Schmidt
Hauptmann Krusenberf.Karl Lange
Werner Heydenreich..... .Werner Bmhns
Major Niemeyer
. Alexander Kerst.
Major Schliemann.... .Albert Hehn
Untaroffizier WClsa, .Johannes Groasmann
Frau Marseille....... Gisela von Collandr
Herr Marseille --- Arno Paulsen

“Stan of Africa,” one of first pix
financed by the new UFA, stirred
Up some controversy before even
released by Herzog. It was re¬
jected by the Freiwillige Selbstkontrolle, West Germany's self-censor¬
ship group, as too patriotic and had
■“Man on the Prowl’* is another
story of a homicidal psycho A pic¬ to he recut for release. Film’s
subject, which deals with the
ture of grim overtones, unpleasant
career of Hans-Joachim Marseille,
subject militates against general
acceptance.
Although certain
mounting suspense accompanies
action, film is suitable only for
lower bracketing in less discrim¬
inating program situations.
James Best in title role of the
Paris, Nov; 26.
C'Est Arrive A Trente-SIx Chandelles
Jo and Art Napoleon production
Happened On The Thirty Six Candles)
turns in a well-drawn characteriza¬ (It
(FRENCH; SONGS). Fernand Rivers re¬
tion of a young killer who goes on lease' of Panoramas-Eden-Films D’Artthe make for Mala Powers, mother Rivers production. -With Jane Sourza,
RiberoUes, Brigitte Barbier, Guy
of two small boys and wife of Jerry Jacques
Bertil, Jean Nohaln. Directed by HenriParis, owner of a prosperous Diamant Berger. Screenplay, Jean Nosports-car garage. Already wanted hain, Berger; camera, Robert Juillard;
editor, Helene Baste; music; Francis Lo¬
by the police for the murder of a l pez.
editor,
At Le Raimu, Paris. -Ronmng time,.
girl who repulsed his advances, 105 MINS.
he’s determined to have T)oth the
femme and the business, and atr
This is ah excuse to present one
tempts to do away "with husband. of the top video variety programs
Later, he holds children -as hos¬ here, “Trente-Six Chandelles,”: in
tages so the mother will come to film form. Trite story of a boy who
him, but is finally killed by police appeals for his girl, shunted off to
who surround the house.
another by ambitious parents, over
Art Napoleon, in his direction of the tv program gives an excuse to
his and Jo Napoleon’s screenplay work in Stints by most of the top
manages convincing performances singers on the French scene.
from cast. Miss Powers is convinc¬
Thus, this is of little Yank thea¬
ing as the terror-stricken mother tre interest, but might Serve for
who plays up to Best to protect her video slottings of excerpts of the
young sons, Paris as the husband songs and performers. Otherwise
is okay in his brief but telling foot¬ this is. oldhat stuff.
Technical
age and Ted De Corsia -is a tough credits are fair, but it iibes show
homicide detective. Vivl Jannis as the program to any undue advan¬
Best’s mother knowing his condi¬ tage.
. Mosk.
tion and hanging onto him. for a
meal ticket, also, registers.
Marchandi be Fillet (Girl Merchants)
- Technical departments are ade¬ (FRENCH). UGC release of CFPC pro¬
duction. Stars George*. Marcbal, Agnes
quately handled.
Whit.

war hero of. the Nazi Luftwaffe,
has iound considerable objection
here. All the controversy has led
to substantial word-of-mbuth here
and latter is of the kind which will
give this pic probably outstanding
b.b. chances in this country. It may
also do well in some foreign terri¬
tories.
“Star”, in its present form is
neither fish nor fowl. Pie appar¬
ently wants to depict; the . tragedy
of the German yoiith that became a
victim of the last war, blit it isfar
from being an honest' war' film.
There is even quite a bit of glorifi¬
cation along the line. Film is sup¬
posed to show that heroism doesn’t
pay.
The audience must find that the
war is truly a bit too “nice” in this.
It must also find it rather strange
that no Nazi shows up in this film
and not even, once is it mentioned
Who created this unholy war which
led to the “tragedy of the German
youth.” .The occasional criticism is
too superficial
: Technically the film is of medi¬
ocre quality. The various air fight
scenes, made with the assistance
by the Spanish air force, are too
repetitious and basically all but
exciting. In this respect,. "Star” is
below the quality of any American
air force film of which German
audiences have seen plenty through
the years. Direction by Alfred
Weidenmahn is hardly better than
average. After having seen his
“Canaris” and “Alibi,” one had
expected more. Part of the blame
may also be put on the; mediocre
script by Herbert Reinecker.
Standout in the film is the acting..
Most of the principal players are
young unknowns. Joachim Hansen
portrays the idolized
German
fighter pilot and pride of the Ger¬
man Luftwaffe, His screen debut
may be called a successful one.
His sympathetic blond appearance
may make him a teenage idol here.
Marianne Koch (Cook) supplies the
romantic interest, but her role of
_ teacher who falls for Hansen is
a
not very . substantial. Hansjoerg

Foreign Capsule Reviews

Ride a Violent Mile
(REGALSCOPE)
Oater (hat will even strain
credulity of moppet audiences. .

Laurent; features Daniel* Rocca, Pascal*'
(Roberts, Roger Duchesne. Directed by
Maurice Cloohe. Screenplay, Cloche; cam¬
era, Jacques Mercaton; editor; Fanrhette
Mazin. At Avenue, Paris. Running time,
1H MINS.

As the title implies, this deals
with the white slaving racket Set¬

Hollywood, Dec. 2.
ting out to be a warning to young
20th-Fox release, of an Emirau Produc¬
tion. Stars'.John Agar. Penny Edwards; dancers trapped by this group, it
co-star* John Pickard. Bing Russell; with evolves as merely an exploitation
Richard Shannon, Charles Gray. Sheb pic with some spurious scenes and
IVooley, Rush Williams. Richard Gllden.
ethers. Produced by Robert Stabler. • Di¬ the usual cops-and-robbers busi¬
rected by
Charles Marquis Warren. ness as one girl is saved from “a
Screenplay by Eric Nordeh'. from Warren fate worse than death.” Lacking
story: camera. Brydon Baker; editor. Fred
W. Berger: art director.' James W. Sulli¬ the style for a true exploitation
van: music. Raoul Kraushaar. Previewed pic, this is only for possible hypo¬
Nov. 26, '37.^ Running time, 79 MINS.
Jeff................... John Agar ing in secondary spots of the U. S.
Susan
Penny Edwards on its theme and a few daring
Marshal Thorn*.John Pickard scenes.
Technical .aspects, direc¬
Sam ......
ichafd Shannon
Dory ... Charles Gray tion and acting are all ordinary.
Norman .
................ Bing Russell
Mosk.
Mrs. Bartold ............. Helen Wallace
Gomez . ............... Richard GUden
Isabella A Peur D«b Hsmmfi (Isabella
Jonathan Long .;.. ........... Sheb Wooley
Bartender ............. Patrick O'Moore Is Afraid of Men) (FRENCH; DYALfEdwards.Rush Williams SCOPE). Heraut release of SFP produc¬
Ahruzo -i.,...... Roberto Contreras tion. With Cathla Caro. Michel Francois,
Townswoman ........‘_.... Eve Novak Roger Dumas, Junto Astor. Pierre MasDance Hall Girls....... Mary Townsend, shnl.
Written and directed by Jean
Dorot]^ Schuyler Gourguet. Camera, Simon Hugo; editor,.
Jean Fevier. At Cameo* Paris; Running,
time, 9« MINSKey word is incredible, which
extends
through
original
story
This is *n ordinary entry^in
concocted
by . Charles -Marquis
Warren, screenplay by Eric Norden, those dealing with juve morals. A
Warren’s direction and the per¬ young girl is afraid of men because
formances of the hapless thdsping her mother likes them too much.
crew. Even moppets and dyed-in- However, she finally gets a man
wool western fans will have diffi¬ to love her for herself. Trite char¬
culty in swallowing thig one.
acterizations and a few scenes of
Confused, gap-ridden story con¬ youthful cutting up do not make,
cerns Civil War espionage in Far this of much chance for either
West, with fantastic deal.to trade Yank specialized or exploitation
Southern beef for Mexican ports. chances. Done in an anamorphosInnocent stranger John Agar, atr copic process, the technical aspects
This' is mainly for
tiacted to Pretty dance-hall girl are routine.

Penny Edwards, finds himself de-l home consumption:

Mosk.

Vienna, Nov; 26.
Dl* unentschuldlgt* Stunde OJnexcused
Hour) (AUSTRIAN). Sascba Film produc¬
tion and. release. With- Adrian Hoven,
Erika RCmherg. Chariklia Baxevanos, Jo¬
sef Meinrad, Alma Seidlcr. Erik Frey,
Ursula Herking, Rudolf Forster, HansMoser. Directed by Willi Forst. Screen¬
play by Kurt Nachmann,-Willi Forst after
comedy; by Stefan Bekeffi and A. Stella;
camera, Guenther Anders* Robert Hofer;
music. Heinz. Sandauer. At Lqewen Kino,
Vienna. Running time, 90 MINS.

Felmy and Horst Frank, Hansen's
war pals and both making' their
screen bows, show promising tal¬
ents. Same goes for Karl Lange
who enacts a German captain.
Gisela von CoUande and Arno
Paulsen, who competently portray
Hansen’s parents, and Albert Hehn,
who is briefly seen as a German
Major, are some of. the very few
established players in the film.
Hans.

Pot-Bouille
(Boding Pot)
(FRENCH)
Cs*-

Paris. Nov. 26.
CCFC release of Robert A Raymond
Hakim production. Stars Gerard Philipe,
Dany Carrel, Danielle DarrieUx; features
Jacques Duby. Anouk Aimee, Henri Vilbert, Jean Brochard, Claude NolUer. Jane
Marken. Michellne Lucdonl. Directed by
Juiton Duvlvier. Screenplay, Henri Jeanson. Leo Joanhon, Duvlvier from novel by
Emile Zola; camera, Michel Kelber; editor,.
Madeleine Gug. At Normandie,. Paris.
Running time, lit MlNf.
...
Octave..
Gerard Philipe
Berthe ....Deny Carrel
lime. Hedouln.. Danielle Dexrtoux
Vabre ...
Jacques Duby,
Marie .......
Anouk Almas
Narcias*
Henri Vilbert
Varilller ... Jean Brochard
Clothilda ...
Claude Nomer
Mother ......._Jane- Marken
Valerie . Michellne Lucdonl

Mario Fortuna gives a telling per¬
formance, as the despairing janitor
Antonia Heri-oro over-stresses the
role of the wife. Pedro Quartucci
as a chimneysweep, who briefly
possesses the hat, stands out vig¬
orously and sympathetically in his
first foie, since Peron came to
power. All the underworld charac¬
ters are well delineated while the
camera picks out that port area in
a way that gives charm to a sordid
quarter of Buenos Aires.
Domestically, this should over¬
come feeling against native product
since word-of-mouth will help it.
Distributor has sold European dis¬
tribution rights to Export Films
Associated Ltd. of London. This is
the. first Argentine (Urn booked for
international distribution, and the
first to make foreign exchange i
a decade.
Nid.

Mettez-Voas Flllctte*
(llook Out Girls)
(FRENCH)
Pans. Nov. .26.
Coreoa release ef SUver-Chrysaor pro-,
auction. Stars Robert Hesseln. AntoneUa
LoaliU: features, Mlcbde Cardolie; Gerard
Ounr, Andre Ltupiet, Jean Gaven. Dir¬
ected by Yves AUesret. Screenplay, Rene
Wheeler. Jean Meckert from novel by
James Hadley Chase; camera, Robert:
Juillard; editor, Claude Nicole. At Cine
Pantheon, Paris. Running time. 9f MINS.
Raven ..Robert Hossein
Danns’--....... Antonella Lualdi
.Palmer
-'. Gerard Oury
Spad .
Andre Luguet
Fan....Michele Cardoue
Petit Jo .
Jean Gaven

After “Nana” and “Gervaise,”
Emile Zola’s'public domain prop¬
erties get another raid for his
naturalistic tome on the French
bourgeois at the turn-of-the-centiiry, “Pbt- Bouille.” Utilizing the
hothouse, corrupt aspects of the
This pic had censorship trouble
era,, this emerges a heavyhanded
piece With chances for U.S. arty even here, with a few scenes axed.
situations (if. no censorship trou¬ What is left is a plodding, poorly
ble) but seems too weighty for made gangster film which strains
more general spots. But exploita¬
tion possibilities loom from its pre¬ for sensational values, via scenes in
a bagnio, a club that shows porno
dominantly bedroom sequences.
A handsome, opportunistic coun- movies and a flock of killings by a
try boy takes Paris in his stride by half-mad gangster. But' lacking
seducing practically every young, characterization and direction, to
married or career woman in his
path. The one hardheaded business¬ make , it plausible, this looks only
woman, who puts him off, is the an exploitation item, at best, for
one he will marry and create a big the U.S.
business with. Though given hand¬
An innocent girl is kidnapped
some production mounting by Rob¬ when she sees a fleeing gangster
ert & Raymond Hakim, solid cast¬ following a murder. She is re-kid¬
ing and glossy direction by Julien napped again arid again, is Used as
Duvivier, this is so absorbed in the a hostage to help the murderer. He
hero’s artorous activities that the finally falls for her but it is too
dramatic punch is lost.
late because gang wars arid the
Gerard Philipe plays a role with police.are closing in. Director Yves
which he is now familiar. Same Allegret has not given this much
applies to Danielle Darrieux as the suspense or pacing. The violence
woman lie will marry. Dany Carrel seems gratuitous.
tries hard as the young victim of a
Robert Hossein has presence
conniving mother. Remainder, of
the mad gangster while the re¬
big name cast, is good. Technical
mainder of the cast fills out the
credits are tops. Henri Jeanson frowzy roles well, with Antonella
script has a touch of bitter satire
LualdL acceptable as the innoicent
on a money-hungry, frantic society.
doll mixed up with the underworld.
Some bravura moments, such as
Technical credits are only par and
the chorus of inaids ripping apart
production values ordinary.
their degenerate employers, a girl’s
Mosk.
escape from a pursuing husband
arid others give this an arty chance
but it will need hypoing. It has the
plus factor^ of possible censorship#
publicity for biz: interest Mosk.

. Sascha Filin Co. has a fine com¬
edy here. It is a quality production
of the great stage success by Ste¬
fan Bekeffi. and A. Stella, wherein
a. young school girl. (Erika Remberg) marries: her Professor. Physi¬
cian (Adrian Hoven), but continues
to go to school. Naturally, the
El Houihre Senalado
missing presence at home or . the
(The Marked Man)
unexcused hours at school lead to
(ARGENTINE)
hilarliously funny situations. Both
of these stairs are competent and
Buenos' Aires, Nov. 26.
amusing. In supporting roles, the
Goldberg
of Cinematografica
producing company took great care Sudamericanarelease
(Spitz-Laurlc) production.
in casting such people as Chariklia Features Mario Fortuna, Antonia Herrero.
Pedro
Quartucci,
Homero
Carpena .and
Baxevahos, Josef Meinrad, Alma
Lopez SUva. Directed by Fran¬
Seidler; Erik Frey and Hans Moser. Francisco
cis Laurie. Original story by Alberto PeyWilli. Forst’s direction has its rou and Diego Santlllan: camera, Enrique
Normandie Theatre.
Running
slam-bung moments, with lbts of Ritter.
time. 71 MINS.
action and . play this type of eomedy requires.
Guenther Aiiders
This is a step In the right direc¬
and Robert Hofer did good camera
tion On the part of a new produc¬
work. Heinz SandaueFs musical
tion outfit and points to a brighter
score is okay.
Maas.
future for the local film Industry.
Director Francis Laurie caiqc to
Paris. Nov. 2i
C# Jell Mehd* (This Pretty World) Argentina as a child after World
(FRKNCH). Gaumont release of GaumontGray Film production. Stars Yves Deiiiaud. War I, and has worked as a journal¬
Mlchelln* Dax. Darry Cowl; features Lila ist and in many lines of business.
Kedrovs, Jacques Charon; NoeL Roquevert. But he could riot interest any pro¬
Jacques Fabbri. Written and dipseted by
Carlo Rim. Camera, Nicolas Hayer; edi¬ ducer in making this picture until
tor, Mbniqu* Klrsanoff. At Biarritz, Paris. he received help from a Coopera¬
Running 1
, 91 MINS.
tive studio team.
This is a; tale of dire poverty
This is Ebout a gangster whose in the struggle to achieve fortune.
son, whom he has not seen in 25 Its. theme involves the weekly lot¬
years, comes to visit him. The gang tery (run by the government with
makes up a$ society, and takes over which hospitals and. asylums are
their chateau hideout Lost swag, maintained) in which almost every
with two gangs looking for it on Argentine has an interest. Perhaps
Christmas Eve, makes up the com¬ Laurie erred in making the end
plications plus the rather dim son’s too bitter, instead of giving audi¬
disillusionment about his pater. ences a message of hope, but the
Neither really comic or dramatic, climax could not be more artistic,
and having no real satirical touch,
A poor janitor wins a 400,000
this film lags. It looks. Very peso prize in the weekly lottery,
chancey for the U.S. except ibr spe¬ throws up his job and goes home
cial spots.
to tell his wife the great news,
Dairy Cowl, a. comic has been arriving in a taxi, smoking a cigar,
pushed to stardom too fast, is the on which he spends his last pesos.
dizzy son whose purity conflicts with The ticket was hidden in the hat¬
the underworld characters: How¬ band of an old straw hat which his
ever, the attempts at insouciance, wife has just sold to a peddler.
via some gauche seduction scenes The search for the ha^ leads him
and flippancy during a church serv¬ through garbage dumps/to a wake,
ice, lack the ring of true comedy and through a gangster murder.
and make them tasteless. Yves Finally the hat is picked up on the
Deiiiaud is unresolved in style as bridge where the murder occurred
the gangleader father and the Ter | by the did driver who shares
raainder of the cast vacillates.
lodgings with the couple. The
Technical credits are good but horse which he drives has eaten
director-writer Carlo Bim has ail but: fragments of the hat in¬
taken a familiar theme and added cluding the prize ticket.
nothing original to it .
Mosk;
Suspense is painfully maintained.

Mare Spiegel

, Continued from pate 4 ;

with hayirig done a topnotch job
in Paris.
Administratively, MPEA. func¬
tions differently from the coiripanies. Thus Germany, Italy and
Britain report individually to Grif¬
fith Johnson, the MPEA v.p. in
Washington. This relieves the Par¬
is head of many headaches, but also
lowers his standing.
Hochstetter is a lawyer with a
journalist’s background. He join¬
ed. tlie Association in 1952 as per¬
sonal iissistant to Johnston who is
said: to be a . close friend. In 1955,
he went to the Far East, operating
under Irving Mass. In recent
months, it was reported he was
slated to go to South America for
MPEA.. Last month, Hochstetter
successfully concluded R compli¬
cated settlement in the Philip¬
pines. Prior to joining MPEA, he
worked .for UNRRA and alto was
a correspondent in the Middle East.
Hochstetter will take over, in Par¬
is at a time when signs are multi¬
plying that the companies are in
for trouble in Europe, both via
declining business and the efforts
to establish a Common Market for
films, Spiegel has been in the
midst of the CM discussions, hav¬
ing & strong bent for diplomacy.
Like Spiegel, Hochstetter is ener¬
getic and hard-driving, and it’s felt
that his newspaper background
will tend to strengthen the MPEA's
public relations efforts on the Con¬
tinent.
Spiegel joined MPEA as its fep
in Germany oil July 1, 1950, com¬
ing from the RKO foreign depart¬
ment. Four years later, he was ap¬
pointed Continental manager. Dur¬
ing World War II he served in G-2.
the Intelligence division of the War
Dept. General Staff. Following the
North. African landings, he was the
German expert on Gen. Eisen¬
hower's staff. He speaks several
languages fluently.
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Joey is a gasser... everywhere
New Product Lifts L.A.:
‘Joey’ Mighty 38 G!

National Boxoffice Survey
‘Joey* New Champ

New Films Hypo B*way:
‘Joey’ Wham $95,000!

New Product Boosts Chi;
‘Joey* Sock 32G!

‘Joey’ Giant 22 G, D.C.!

Frisco Climbs; ‘Joey*
Wham $28,000!

Detroit; ‘Pal Joey’
Great $26,000!

‘Joey* Wow 11G Or Over
In K.C., Holds!

‘Joey7 Whopping 30G, Cleve.!

‘joey* Giant 63G Hub!
‘Joey1 Terrif $18,000
Paces Cincy!

‘Joey* Lusty 12G, PorL (Ore.)!

*Joey’ Mighty 28 G Tops Toronto!

‘Joey* Big 23G, Denver!

‘Joey’ Socko 15 G, Omaha!

‘Joey* Giant 22 G, Mpls.!

‘Joey* Whopping $20,000, Buff!

‘Joey* Smash $15,000 Prov.!
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For Taste of Allied States Assn.
Laxity on the pait of the Depti-t
of Justice in enforcing the consent *
decrees is again charged by Allied
States Assn. The exhibitor asso*
ciatlon further; complains that i
Los Angeles',
statement by the new Attorney
Production
manager
General, William P. Rogers, that
*no change of policy is contem¬ Griffith filed suit against
plated" is not: an assuring declara¬ Pictures in Superior Court,
ing $18,414 he claims is due bn a
tion for exhibitors. ,
According to Allied, via board salary under a years’ contract to
chairman Abram F. Myers, "there work on ‘The Life of John Paul
Suit also asks damages
is a wide difference between the Jones.’’
Antitrust Division and the prevail¬ for loss of a promised screen
ing thought in Allied as to what credit
constitutes compliance with the de¬
Action contends ’Griffith was
crees.”
This difference, it is hired in March, 1956, for one year
stressed, "has existed and wid¬ at a salary of $25,000 per. year plus
ened” during the past five years.
expenses iff the film was to be
Allied’s new blast at the Dept, made on. location, Griffith charges
of Justice stems from the Attor¬ he was paid $7,974.74 and then no¬
ney General’s reply to a letter from tified his services were no longer
an exhibitor who had complained required.
that the decrees in the Paramount
case were not being enforced. In
his answer. Attorney General Rog¬
ers said that it has been the policy
of the. D. of J. to bring about com¬
Continued from page .7
^
pliance with all judgments entered
in antitrust suits and that "no starting out spoil on regular-run
change of policy is contemplated.” basis.
“Perri” (BV) rounds out
Allied’s point is that the Justice the Golden Dozen for the month.
Dept, has failed to police the de¬
While such newcomers as “Joey,”.
crees strongly during the past five "Search” and“Les Girls” undoubt¬
years and that Rogers’ declaration edly will be heard from plenty this
Of "no change in policy” appears to month, several promising pix also
indicate that the same alleged are. on the horizon. "Baby Face
leniency will continue.
Nelson” (UA) is one of these, since
Myers points out that the new: doing amazingly well on key en¬
Attorney General was Deputy- At¬ gagements the final two w’eeks Of
torney General before his eleva¬ the month.
“My Man Godfrey”
tion to the vacancy created by the (U), a slow starter, also shapes
resignation of Herbert Brownell Jr. good:
He adds that his. letter to an ex¬
“Tin Star” (Par) also shows
hibitor indicates that he has some considerable promise in the new.
familiarity with the policies of the crop of pix.
"And God Created
Antitrust Division.
Myers notes Woman” (Kings), French import,
that Rogers, before joining the Jus¬ should hit a new high for any
tice Dept., was a member of the pic from France predicated oh its
law firnvof Dwight, Royall, Harris, showifigs in five keys thus far.
Koegel & Caskey; which represent¬ It’s been racking up records in all.
ed 20th in certain matters, and that of these cities.' "Stopover Tokyo”
Otto E. Koegel is 20th’s chief coun¬ (20th) did nicely in some key
sel. "It is reasonable to assume,” cities, winding up 10th one .week.
states Myers, ‘‘that Mr. Rogers "Bombers B-52” (WB) is in a like
knows about the Paramount case category, finishing, eighth one. ses¬
and the decrees entered therein.” sion.
Myers, however, declares that
"Kiss Them For Me” (20th)
there is no reason to assume that just getting around,
displayed
Rogers "has personaly taken partin enough to cop sixth place the"
the administration iwe can’t say final week, in November. "Slaugh¬
‘enforcement’) of the decrees in ter on 10th Ave.” (U) also showed
recent years.” The Allied official stamina to taka ninth £pot. another
gays that it is the org’s-fippe that stinza
i
with. Rogers’ "increased responsi¬
"Story of Esther. CPsteiio” (Col)
bilities he will now personally see wound up a runner-up film one
to It. that the decrees in the»Para- week.
"Three Faces of Eve”
mount case are adequately
im¬ (,20th), fifth in October, captured
partially enforced.
It woggi&be ninth position another' round last
a very sorry monument to
j month.
“Joker Is Wild” (Par),
ministration
of the Depit. of
...—~
third in October nationally, still
hce if during his^incumbency T^was strong enough to take fifth
clock was turned back and the ni< 5fjBce one week in November. "Zero
nopolistic conditions which led1 t0 Hour” (Par) was a Tunner-up pic
the bringing of the Paramount case another session. "Amazing Colos¬
were restored.”
sal Man” (AI) copped eighth spot
another stanza.
"Doctor At Large” (tT) again
garnered some nice grosses* mostly
Paris, Dec. 3.
in arty theatres.
"Graf Spee”
Columbia Pictures’ Continental (Rank), not doing much early in
chief Harry Novak had to be j the month, came through with
rushed back from Nice, where he; some nice , showings the final week
was recuperating from surgery, at j in
Noember,
‘Tall . Stranger”
the American Hospital, outside of-It A A) also displayed some promise.
Paris, and is now there again as
the closing session.
"April
result of ;a relapse.. Discharged Love” (20th) ' checked in with some
and presumably on the mend he solid sessions in the. final week of
went to the Riviera to recuperate, November.
accompanied by his wife, Janine.
Novak's sister, Mrs. Joseph H.
(Rose) Seidelman, and her film
husband exec met the Novaks in
Nice for the supposedly recupera¬
tive period but in light of the new SSSS Continued from page
setback they, too, have sailed back
tion- picture interests would enter
to New York.
the television field..

Gordon Griffith Seel
$18,414 From Ai

November tops.

Harry Novak’s Relapse

Ealing to TV

‘Farewell’
Continued from page 1 ssss.

national honor had been preserved
in the finished film.
In answer, Italian Undersecre¬
tary for Entertainment* Giuseppe
Pesta explained that his office had
carefully followed the filming of
the Hemingway classic, which had
been authorized by the Department
of Defense. Resta noted that the
production had given work to many
technicians and studios in a "par¬
ticularly delicate moment” for the
Italian film industry. In conclu¬
sion, the government official added
that when finished, the Selznick
production will be submitted to the
Italian censorship bodies for final
approval.

The advent of the commercial
network completely: altered the
situation, but the exhibitors’ reso¬
lution remained on the book.
Among the film companies who
are already financially involved in
commercial tv are the Rank Or¬
ganization, Associated British Pic¬
tures and Granada Theatres and.
many others are anxious to get
into the act. Other film and dis¬
tributing companies are connected
with groups that are bidding for.
the rights to operate the project¬
ed new outlet ip, the North-East
of England.
Opinion in the industry* while
recognizing the motives of the or¬
iginal 1952 resolution, now holds
the view that the theatres can no
longer hope to play .Canute against
the sea.

MINNEAPOLIS
Via negotiation United Para¬
mount grabbed off "Peyton Place”
and has spotted it into its Minne¬
apolis State and St. Paul Para¬
mount day date, opening Christ¬
mas day.
On second night (Sat.) of “Pal
Joey,” local 4,100-seat Radio. City,
had a holdout, a rare event here
for the last several years. This
despite $1.25 admission.
Universal’s "All Mine to; Give,”
which is having its territory pre?ere at Eau Claire, Wis., to sffiash
jsiness* up for Twin. Cities’ down¬
town first-runs competitive bids.
"No Down Payment,” which did
only fairly well downtown firstrun, clicking big in neighborhood
houses.
RKO Orpheuiri has one of its in¬
frequent
20th-Fox pictures in
‘‘Kiss Them for Me” , which is in
competition with? the same com¬
pany’s "April Love” at a rival loop
theatre, Paramount's State.

PITTSBURGH
Strand; Theatre . in
Pitcairn,
which, was only recently reopened
after a long shutdown closed again
by its owner, Mary Civitarqse, and
will be dismantled.. That leaves
the community without a cinema.
Robert S. Higgins* Beaver Falls
theatre exec and; operator of ah
ad agency there*, defeated in his
race for city council.
Parker, Pa., theatre purchased
by Mr. and Mrs. Max Summer¬
ville of Knox, who have managed
the Knox for some years. Sum¬
merville is a school teacher.
Andy IBiordi, of the Majestic,
Ellwood City, and also with the
state revenue department there,
defeated; for the .tax collector’s
post but his brother .Frank Biordi,
a projectionist. at the Majestic,
was elected to the . Ellwood City
council.
Mrs. Lily Silver, wife of M. A.
Silver, zone manager, for Stanley
Warner, lecturing on her experi¬
ences as an author with upcoming
publication of her first novel,
"Shadow in the Sun” early in Jan¬
uary.

A little-noticed paper, published in conjunction ttfth the just*
concluded UNESCO conference here contains considerable praiise for
the American film industry and its positive effect on Asia.
The paper alsfi indicates that American films remain the single
strongest link of communication between the U.S. and-the over¬
whelmingly Illiterate masses: of people in India, Malaya, Korea, Burma,
Laos* Vietnam, Cambodia, Pakistan and; smaller Asiatic nations.
The paper was written by Lloyd Rudolph and Susanhe Hoeber
Rudolph at the Center for International Studies (Mass. Institute of
Technology) and is entitled "Asian-Amerlcan Understanding and Misunderstanding—the Problem of Effective Communication.”
It covers all mass media, with particular attention paid to the
press and films. About .the picture industry, the Rudolphs say:
"It is certainly true that the impression created by American films
In Asia is by no means uniformly favorable, but probably too much
‘has been said in criticism and not enough made; of the powerful
positive role that they, play.”
In next round of negotiations two years hence with theatrical pic
and telefilm producers, health-welfare-pension setup will be part of
Screen Actors Guild demands, SAG national exec secretary John
L. Dales has disclosed. Guild already has engaged firm of Marti
Segal & Associates to act as pension consultants for upcoming plan
which, would be employer-supported. Dales told membership ati annual
meeting last Friday. Segal firm helped set up health-welfare plan
of American Federation of TV and Radio Artists.
Volume of residual payments during past year•: surpassed that of
three preceding years, Guild tv admi istrator Kenneth Thomson told
some 1,000 members who attended meeting. In period ended Oct. 31,
SAG collected and passed out neatly 40,000 checks representing $2,576*491 in residuals, Thomson reported. Since December, 1953, tele¬
film residual payments has reached $4,790,618 mark, with nearly
70,000 separate checks disbursed.
Gerald Badgley, pioneer, motion picture engineer, was feted past
week on his retirement as chief photographic designing engineer of
Navy’s Photographic Center, a post he had held since 1042? Badgley,
whose career goes back to tlie earlier days of the industry* is respons¬
ible for such innovations as slow motion, photography. He started his
career in the Thomas Edison labs, later working at the Thanhauser
studios bn Long Island, and in a number of Hollywood studios; He will
serve on the board of consultants of the recently established tele¬
vision center at Walter Reed Army Hospital. His latest invention, a
new underwater tv camera, is being manufactured by the HoustonFearless Co. in Hollywood. '
Badgley’s daughter and son-in-law, Helen and Robert Coar, manage
the. Senate radio-tv facilities. Daughter Helen was the earlies moppet
star In films, billed in the 1920’s as "The Thanhauser Kid,”

Film industry’s I sponsorship of the upcoming Oscar sweepstakes
over NBC-TV next March 26 has already met with Verbal approval
from more than 60% of the organizations and personalities who par¬
ticipate in motion picture profits, according to prexy George Seaton, in
a report mailed to members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences over weekend.
Seaton disclosed that since the Academy’s decision of Sept. 9 that
the 10 member companies of the Motion Picture Assn, of America
had accepted the proposal of sponsorship, after four years of hitch¬
hiking a free ride on Oldsmobile. Ah excess of 125 of the approximately
Howard Skelton is new man ager 200 indie-producers, agents, personalities and other segments of the
Of the Alhambra, coming there industry not repped in the MPA A had verbally signified their agree¬
from the Village. Jimmy Rodgers ment.
named - assistant manager. Mary
McDaniel, longtime, cashier, .re¬
William Goldman, theatre chain operator* has been reappointed as a
signed, and is being replaced by member of the Philadelphia Board of Education. The Board of Judges
Leona Harper.
of Common Pleas Court put Goldman back on the board after holding
Don Jackson, of Fulton Theatre, a special meeting. The reappointment was blocked last month by Judge
replaced Joe Adzgery, as assistant Leo Weinrott. Weinrott’s objections grew out: of a controversy over
manager at Majestic. Adzgery re¬ WHYY-TV, the city’s educational station. It was reported that the
signed to enter private industry.
judge took exception to previous remarks by Goldman during the
George Pattillo recently took over
WHYY-TV hassle. Goldman is chairman of the radio and tv comihittee
as manager of Majestic.
The Stadium -Drive-In, operated of the Board of Education. Goldman was first appointed to the school
at Garland by Joe Boren, suffered board in 1955 to fill the unexpired term, of Weinrott, after the latter
fire damage amounting to $7,000 had been named to the bench.
recently.
Buford Watson of Circle Driver . Director Paul Henreid borrowed an idea from television to shoot
In,, near. Waco, reported to local "Take Five from Five,” Indie under the Jewel Enterprises banner with
police that 21 speakers had been two cameras working.simultaneously. System makes duplicated'action
stolen from the ozoner valued at unnecessary since both medium and close shots can be filmed at the
$275.
same time. Two-camera setup also saved considerable coin,. Henried
declared, taking at least one full shooting day off the schedule. "It
started as an experiment,” he noted, "and ended as .a way of doing it.”
James Ecker, formerly branch
Sidney Poiticr, reached by his press representative in the West In¬
manager for Republic in Salt
Lake City, made manager of the dies where he is on location for "Our Virgin Tsland,” gave the following
Westwbod- here, succeeding Gale reason, fqr exiting Samuel Goldwyn’s production of "Pofgy and Bess:”
Poland, who quit to return to his Said the actor: "‘Porgy and Bess’ is a classic and Mr. Goldwyn will do
home? in Hot. Springs, S. D.
it justice.. But for me, as a creative artist, I just do not have sufficient
:Harold Morinett, recently in. the interest in the piece. I am not enthusiastic about the part; Still, I’m
Air Force; is new booker at ^Uni¬ sure Mr. Goldwyn will assemble a, superb cast and produce an excel¬
versal, succeeding Joe Lamb, who lent film,”
quit to. be office manager and
booker; at Allied Artists. John
"Hollywood and other sources of misinforrriatibn” are responsible?,
Pietrantonio resigned at Allied
for the current emphasis on “bosom.” Dr. Ashley Montague, anthro¬
Artists to enter cither work.
Alberta Pike, who formerly opr pologist, declared in a serious-yet amusing interview oh “Are Ameri¬
erated the Vogue Art here, re¬ can men bosom conscious?” via the Arlene Francis Show over NBC-TV
signed as resident manager of the last week. The anthropologist attributed the over-interest of American
Plaza Art, Oklahoma City, and has males in the bosom to the fact "they are not adequately breast-fed.”
returned, to Denver to open a pub¬ He placed "deep symbolic value” on this.
lic relations office.
Columbia Pictures and Euterpe Productions, headed by Joseph Pas¬
ternak and Sam Katz, have split after 11-morith association. Deal
Nominated to serve as officers on participation basis. Amicable parting, according studio, was due to in-,
of Local F-43, of IATSE next year ability of both sides to agree on script, arid casting of forthcoming re¬
are president, Charlotte . Lansing, leases. Pasternak and Katz didn’t shoot single pic while at studio, but
of WB; veepee, Richard Young, of "announced” three properties, "Gidget,” "Nora,” "The Chiselers,” lat¬
20th-Fox; secretary, Joyce Carlow, ter to star Alan Ladd?
of. Universal; treasurer* Nancy De
Sorento, of WB. . F-43 comprises
George V. Allen, former Assistant Secretary of ..State and former
front office workers, aside from
U.S. Ambassador to several countries, is new head of the U.S. Informa¬
branch managers and office man¬
tion
Agency. He succeeded Arthur Larson who was kicked Upstairs to
agers* in Albany exchanges;
. For first time in years, Albany a White House speech writing post. Larson had antagonized Congress
by
his
political speeches and statements to the point where the USIA
Filmrowers will have a Christmas
party, to be held in a suburban appropriations were believed being cut sharply in retaliation.
spot the night of Dec. 9. The suc¬
cess of: a get-together staged last .; Maryland's Legislative: Council, comprised of representatives of the
April, when the RKO exchange state’s both, houses, this week had on its agenda consideration.'of- a film"
was closed, led to the decision for censorship proposal under which certain pictures might.be nixed for
a general holiday celebration.
Children under 16 and okayed for those over 16. But somebody, erred,
Kailet Theatres, of Oneida, now The formally-drafted bill contained no provision for 16-year-olds.
is operating the 2,00i()-seat Utica in
Utica as a second-run, having
Film industry, currently burdened with dire predictions, has survived
leased it from Harold Lewis? The
long - operated downtowner had long series of “crises” since first nickelodeon days and reriiains a
been dark for more . than three; healthy Invalid, producer Jerry Wald told American Society, of Cine¬
years. The old Warner Circuit ran matographers.. Despite all gloom many, releases of past few years have
it on lease*
[pulled In better grosses than ever known to industry.
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Minneapolis; Dec. 3.
It doesii t seem to make much difference, apparently, how a pic;
ture is: sold . here as far as the boxoffice is concerned. Either an at-,
traction possesses what it takes to rack up. a .healthy gross or it
- doesn't
- At least that's local trade. circles' .ooinion after perusing b.o. re¬
sults ofthe past week in cases of “Until They Sail'' (M-G) and *!Es• capade in Japan”iUj playing in oppositionnto each other downtown.
Both pictures won critics' lavish praises and.enthusiastic patrons'
word-of-mouth. “Sail" in. newspaper ads wa$ described as “an adult
ilraina—its theme is niuch too frank for audiences of all ages.” Go¬
ing t.o the. other extreme, the newspaper adsv for “Escapade” em¬
phasized “the crowds agree ■ it's a MUST, for every adult, junior
and child.”
Grosses in both instances were siib-normal.

Wearying Supervisors, Who Stall
By WILLIAM STEIF
San Francisco, Dec. 3.
Decision on Skiatron’s and Tele¬
meter's franchise applications is
cooking—but slowly, on . the' back
burner.
Finance committee
of
Board of Supervisors held one more
in a series of public hearings on the
hOme-toll applications last week
and then said the applications
would be taken “under advise¬
ment” with ho date set as to when
a decision might be expected;
The three-member
committee
evidently had ‘grown weary of re¬
hashed arguments, pro and con, and
decided it needed no more en¬
lightenment on the subject before
Teaching a decision; One of the
committee members is known to be
pro-feevee, but the attitude of the
others is unknown.
Testimony of opponents was led
by Arnold C. Childhouse, chairman
of the Northern California Theatre
Owners’ Committee Against PayTV and treasurer of the 100-theatre
Nalfy circuit. Leading proponent
was Alan Lane, Skiatron vice-presi¬
dent up from Los; Angeles.
Childhouse presented the super¬
visors - with petitions containing
some 9,000 signatures, all sup¬
posed to have been gathered in a
week, to 10 days in Frisco theatre
lobbies and all supposed to be
against feevee.
.
. (The Naify circuit took the
lead in this movement and
many
independent
theatres
supported the campaign. Fox
West Coast theatres, however,
were notable in their lack of
support—no trailers, no pam¬
phlets, no petitions.)
.Childhouse cited various polls
purporting to show the public was
against home-toll, cited the stand
of the General Federation of Wom¬
en’s Clubs (anti) and pointed out
Frisco’s nine first-run downtown
theatres pay $265,000 annually in
taxes, that his company alone runs
• $113,000 yearly tax bill with the
city, and “there are at least 40
other theatres I can’t account for.”
Following Childhouse was a wellorganized claque of three house¬
wives, a veteran and a representa¬
tive of the Motion Picture Projec¬
tionists who gave the standard antifeevee pitches: living costs are too
high today as it is, business will be
ruined, free commercial tv will lose
all its good programs, “a handful of
influence peddlers Will, profit,” the
public will have to pay for what it
now gets free, and so on.
One home-toll opponent who also
testified was Frank White, secre¬
tary-treasurer of the CIO Council,
White stuck to the opposition line
pretty closely, but also managed, to
get in a sideswipe at the theatre
owners.by saying: “We used to be
able to get championship prize¬

fights jree hut now have to pay $5
ot $6 in theatres for them. I dis¬
agree with Mr. Childhouse here.’’

chairman, of . the finance committee
broke in to comment:
That he’d just heard from the
Pacific Telephone St Telegraph Co.
and that it was still “somewhat, noncommittal, wasn’t yet prepared,”
but that a phone company repre¬
sentative had told him “there’s a
lot to it”;
That. Frisco’s electrical depart¬
ment was satisfied with Skiatron’s
plan to use coaxial cable rather
than operi wiring;
That City Controller Harry Ross
said financial “information received
from both Skiatron and Telemeter
was not germane, since * neither
company dealt with its ability to
finance and construct a system.’?
On the other: hand, Ross then
stood up and said Skiatron “had
agreed to two conditions if a -fran¬
chise were granted:
(a) . That the still-unorganized lo¬
cal company to Which Skiatron.
would assign its franchise must get
the supervisors’ oka., as to financial
capacity before wiring started;
(b) That Skiatron would get no
compensation of any kind. for.
transferring Its franchise to the lo¬
cal. company. .
. Dobbs thought Telen.ete/was “in
the same. positloni” though Tele¬
meter lawyer Lloyd Dinkclspiel
then pointed out Paramount Pic¬
tures owned 889b of Telemeter's
stock.
A couple of other speakers were
cut short and ;the committee de¬
cided to act—-by taking no action
at this time.

Draws the Moral
Of TOA s Policies
Allied States Assn, issued a
warning to the film companies this
week that they will not be able “to
thwart” the efforts of theatremen
by setting off one exhibitor associa¬
tion against another “under a policy
of divide and conquer,? Allied’s
statement, issued by board chair¬
man Abram F. Myers, stemmed
from the “significant news” that
Theatre Owners of America at its
Miami Beach convention “took
parallel action” on numerous issues
included :in the program adopted
by Allied at its Kiamesha, Lake,
N.Y. meeting.
TOA, Myers noted; charted its
own course and “did not merely fol¬
low in Allied’s wake.” TOA’s ac¬
tion, he added, was a recognition
of the acute problems faced by all
exhibitors. Myers nailed attention
to the fact that the two organiza¬
tions, whieh have differed so. widely
in the past and have been so
fiercely .competitive; “should have
come up with programs having so
much in common.”:
Allied-and TOA, he pointed out,
have worked together in opposing
toll-tv and in attempting to draft
an industry arbitration campaign.
This cooperation, he continued, will
extend to joint efforts in seeking
accelerated depreciation writeoffs
for theatres and clearance for thea¬
tres over television. “Neither the
film.companies nor the.public of¬
ficials with whom these committees
must deal can fail to appreciate
the significance of this demonstra¬
tion of exhibitor Unity,” Myers
stated.

Lane used the standard profeevee arguments: Skiatron “Wants
to build another channel; a volun¬
tary channel . .
. it’s ; simply a
method of bringing the boxoffice
to the home .
. I'd rather have
f ree-video than paid, too, but that's
not the choice . .
eventually it
..will clean up commercial tv
.:.
all We want is a non-exclusive li¬
cense to do business .
it’s pos-sible the networks will go pay-tv,”
and so on.
Swap Swipes
Childhouse arid Lane traded
epithets—"no legitimate business,”
“license and privilege,” “overex¬
David A. Shapiro, Dallas pub- ]
tending propriety,” “misstatements
and contradictions,*' “question a : Heist; has been named executive
man’s validity.”
.
■ I secretary of the.. Texas Drive-In
'
,:1
.And. finally Weary Harold Dobbs,* Theatre Owners Assn.

,
'

CHICAGO TRIBUNE’S
GESTURE TO FILM BIZ
Chicago, Dec, 3.
Full page gratis: ads oh behalf
of publicity for the film industry
were run three times last week in
The Chicago. Daily Tribune,: This
marked climax of newspaper, co¬
operation With local exhibitors
celebrating Hollywood’s Golden
Jubilee, Also the Chicago Ameri¬
can rah a 'quarter page ad aimed
at inducing the public to attend
film houses.
During the month of November
all four Chi dailies deyoted varying amounts of liner space and off
page ads to get the public film con¬
scious. Film stories and feature
material received plenty of. space;
The full page Tribune ad, credit¬
ed to Lambert Swatek, manager of.
the paper's amusement section, in¬
cluded sketches and history of
Chicago’s pari in the aayly days of
film production and a plug for cur¬
rent product. The Chicago Ameri¬
can’s amusement department man¬
ager., William Carroll, ran plates
and plugs for various of the films
current downtown and outlying
here.
Downtown, exhibs also received
free radio time in recent weeks
from, the State Street Council to
plug pix playing, there.

Job Anxiety
iLjpa Continued Irom past 3
earnest effort to roll with more
films and United Artists’ planning
extends to a program of releases
in 1949.
. But if, as anticipated, only two
other majors curtail film-making
even on a temporary basis the ef¬
fects, in terms of personnel lopoffs,
obviously would hurt.
Concern .stems, tod,, fromi evi¬
dence of hew thinking in top
echelons about adjusting person¬
nel structures to some extent in
accordance with the. number of
features, and. their selling poten¬
tial, from* month to month. As suc¬
cinctly stated by one film com¬
pany official, “We’re equipped to
handle top product 52 weeks, a
year but we don’t have top product
to merchandise 52 weeks a year;
perhaps we’re heading for a piece¬
work kind of employment sched¬
uling.”
Members of the Screen Publi¬
cists Guild in the east, reflecting
that aforementioned uneasiness,
are now staging a robust , fight
against WB because of the ad-pub
dismissals. While Guild’s riledover the immediate firings, it’s
also worried about. this WB move
influencing others.
Nub of the Current unsteadiness,
of course, is the boxoffice. To say
that the business is unpredictable
is to understate the case. A top
company presently has;one of the
most ambitious productions in its
history ready for marketing, by all
standards it should he a substan¬
tial Click, but no one is saying for
certain it will be.

Dim Spot Ads
SSsSm-

Continued from pate .3

quently were given more, paid-for
attention than top Hollywood pro¬
ductions in the major first*uns.
Glaring is the fact, for example,
that Warner’s “Bomber B-52” at the
Paramount Theatre was covered by
a one-inch ad on one column while
the British-made “Cast a Dark
Shadow” at the pint-sized Guild
50th Street Theatre was touted
with artwork and text covering bye
inches on two columns,
. One factor to he considered is
that the art spots rely on the daily
press as their sole ad medium, ex¬
cept for. rare radio-television com¬
mercials, while the American film
Companies usually play the supple?
ments, magazines and airwaves, as
well as the dailies.
One exhibitor group recently
took note, of the ad situation as. it
obtains with top product.
New
England. Theatres Inc. adopted a
formal resolution calling upon the
distributors to spend more for bally
•on; »'local-^r$a basis.
i

With a determined eye to the
broad commercial market, foreign
films are giving dubbing another
try. Impetus comes from such re¬
cent successes. as “La Strada” and
“And God Created Woman” and is
particularly noticeable in the be¬
lated German pitch for recognition
in the States.
The Germans have had a few
films in the arties; and recently
“Devil’s General” and “The Last
Bridge” Indicated that the “Ger-

Is Man of Year
At Toronto Fete
Toronto, Dec. 3,
With 450 guests from across
Canada, “The Man of the Year’
award of Canadian Picture Pioneers
was presented to W. A. (Billy)
Summerville Sr, at a banquet in
Royal York Hotel here. In absence,
through illness, of J. J. Fitzgibbons,
president. Famous Players (Cana¬
dian) Ltd., presentation of the gold
and onyx placque was made by Jack
Arthur, producer for the Canadian
National
Exhibition, Previously,
there were banquet eulogies by
Mayor Nathan Phillips and Metro
Chairman Fred Gardiner.
Summerville's association with
show biz goes back to 1898 when, at
Iff, he began to travel throughout
the U.S. and Canada as cornet solo¬
ist with the William H. West Min¬
strels and later was in vaudeville.
He returned: to home-town Toronto
in 1924 where he opened Prince of
Wales Theatre as a vaudfilm combo;
followed this, two years later, with
The Eastwood, both being fore¬
runners of a chain that brought
him into partnership with Famous
Players (Canadians

irian”*label no longer is .poison at
the b.o. But a whole crop of new
German releases is due to hit the
market with English-language
soundtracks next year, headed by
the Walt Disney-Buena Vista re¬
lease, “Vickie.”
Dubbed for U.S, release are
such German films as “Liane,”
“Die Halbstarken,” “Devil’s Gen¬
eral,” “Alraune,” “08/15” (already
very successful jin several dates),
“Muenchhausen,”
etc.
"Adven¬
tures of Felix Krull,” sold by
Emile J. Lustig to DCA, also may
he dubbed.
Apart from the Germans, other
countries also are again turning to
dubbing.
For instance, “Attilla”
(from Italy) will be released in
English version and so will some
French pictures.
There are still many pros and
cons to dubbing, quite apart from
the technical quality which still
leaves a lot to wish for. But these
considerations are being overruled
by the realization that, as the mar¬
ket pans out, subtitles almost au¬
tomatically mean restricted re¬
lease.
Dubbed versions, on the
other hand, have, the potential of
breaking into the circuits
Maternati’s Report
Joseph Maternati, head of The
French Film Bureau in New York,
said on returning from the recent
Theatre Owners of America con¬
vention at Miami Beach that many
exhibitors had told him of their
eagerness to play dubbed foreign
exploitation product. -“God Cre¬
ated Woman” is an example of
this.
Emerging pattern is for a film
to be released first in original ver¬
sion and then in dubbed form.
This was done with “La Strada,”
which Trans-Lux Distributing now.
is finally bringing hack for addi¬
tional “artie” dates with titles.
In the instance of the Germans,
the question of whether to dub or
not to dub takes on added compli¬
cations. Since the war. the Ger¬
man film has been virtually non¬
existent In the States, eixeept for
the very limited German language
circuit consisting of some 18
houses.
Question now Is . asked
whether the influx of dubbed Ger¬
man films really holds an advan¬
tage to the German industry seek¬
ing Its place on the map.

Summerville
also went into
Toronto politics, became a con¬
troller on City Council and a Mem- j
her of Parliament from 1937 to
1943. His sons, Billy Summerville
Jr. and Don Summerville, are ac¬
tive in Toronto theatre manage¬
Attitude
ment; a grandson, Billy, 4s head of
While it may pay off in dollars
The Three Deuces, a singing trio,
and cents via wider distribution,
now,In Britain,
there’s little question that dis¬
Supplementary awards were also! tributors aren’t eager to tell the
presented to Kenneth M. Leach, public that they’re handling a
Calgary, for long service to the dubbed import. Thus, equipped
Canadian film industry, this being with an English title and with
handed over by R. W. Bolstad, v.p. American voices, a potential Ger¬
of Famous Players (Canadian); and man success wouldn’t necessarily
to;Vancouver branch, Canadian Pic¬ point the way for other German
ture Pioneers, for “outstanding con¬ pictures to come. Yet, the Ger¬
tributions,” by Nathaniel A. Taylor, mans have always held that one
president and managing director Of or two “hits” in the States would
Twinex Theatres Corp., operator of establish them alongside with the
69 houses in Ontario.
French and the Italians.
Dubbing cost also is a factor.
“La Strada” cost close to $25,000 to
bring out In an American version.
Seymour Poe, exec v.p. of IFE,
said recently that he “wouldn’t
Continued from page 3
dream” of dubbing a picture in
similarly.
Vogel, who has been New York because of the cost. He
harassed by the Joseph TOmlin- said the Italians could do a very
soh-Stanley Meyer faction, now good job for $8,000 to $10,000 in
Rome.
feels free to take actions which he
One of the problems with dub¬
hopes will bring Loew’s back to
its former status as one of the bing abroad is the tendency to
utilize British rather than Ameri¬
leaders of the industry.
Depar¬
can voices.
Dubbing on several
tures of former prexy Nicholas
M. Schenck, v.p: and treasurer films has been spoiled for the U- S.
on that account.
Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew, Rea-:
Europeans, long used to dubbing,
gan and shift of Walker will bring
have always argued that American
about a substantial payroll cut for
audiences could be made to accept
Loew’s, which has long been home
dubbed releases despite, “critical
to the highest-priced executives in
critics.” American importers now
the business. :
tend to go. along, provided, they
Byrne is a Loew’s. veteran of.
say, the job. Is technically well
more than 30 years, having started
done.
They add that market con¬
with the. company as a salesman ditions today make the dubbing
in N. Y; -He previously held the
investment worth while on certain
posts of eastern district manager types of ^fihns.
and , eastern .sales manager.
He
is expected to take Over the gen¬
eral sales manager’s job in a week.
Reagan, in revealing his resigna¬
tion, said it would become effective
“at Mr. Vogel’s pleasure." He has
been operating without a contract
last June, when his previous
post expired,
Rockefeller Center • Cl-6-4600
Reagan, became Metro’s sales
MARLON BRANDO
Chief in 1952, succeeding the now
in SAVONARA
late William F. Rodgers. Before
joining Metro in . 1949 in a top
a TKtatnws hi
A Wgmtf Rrot Peter*
_
sales. post, he had been sales v.p.
rawest
J
at Paramount
‘ f
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Campaign (or Federal Emetics

Evolution of the cable theatre
♦ Exhibitors are stepping up their
idea and the looming prospect? of
campaign to get Congress to pass
pver-the-air pay-tv tests next year
CHICAGO STANDSTILL
a law banning home-toUvlsion.
are facing the film companies with
Tollvision
Franchise
Bid?,
Joiqt Committee on Toll TV, head¬
some difficult decisions. New con¬
More and more Hollywood citi-"
Not
Acted
Upon
ed by Philip Harling, of Theatre
cept of films-in-the-hpme presenta¬
zens of top stature are expressing]
tion also puts to the test the dis¬
Owners, of America, and Trueman
Isley Blasts Toll
the conviction that home-toll tele- J
Chicago,. Dec. 3.
tributors’ attitude vs. exhibitor de¬
vision is "inevitable.” And far from
Dallas, Dec. 3.
Chicago feevee is back in the Rembusch, of Allied States. Assn.,
mands
for
"clearance”
over
tv,
viewing this with any degree of
have
summoned exhibitor leaders
Phil R. Isley, head of the
City Hall cloakrooms after City
The one outstanding fact in tlie Council failed to take action last to a dinner meeting'at the Shera¬
alarm, these film-makers are look¬
circuit bearing his name with
situation is this: Subscription tele¬ week.
ing ahead to this expected new
ton
Astor
Hotel next Monday (0);
headquarters here, has organ¬
Proposals for franchiseturn of events in show business as. ized a group of Texas exhibi¬
vision stands, or' falls with pro¬ ments of wire and broadcast sys¬
Purpose of the session is to ob¬
gramming. And the key to ; day-in, tems and a proposal to ban home? tain the views of all groups of
a means of reaching a new paying
tors to support the campaign
audience.
day-out programming is motion pic¬ toil here are now all being housed theatremen and to plan the strat¬
of II. S. Senator William Langer against home-toll. . Isley
tures.
Among the most recent to ex¬
by the! Council’s Utilities Commit¬ egy and procedure for the appeal
is forecasting “disaster” for.
press themselves as seeing toll tv
With the exception of 20th-Fpx tee.
. V .
to Congress. Part of the discus¬
film theatres and. advertisihgon the horizon are Stanley Kramer,
No date set yet for a rehearing sion will center around TOA’s
and Metro,, all the, companies are
supported television alike.
George Sidney, Samuel Goldwyn
participating in the current cable and vote.
resolution, passed at its recent
In a. letter to the Senator,
and Arthur Hprnblow Jr.
theatre run at Bartlesville, Oklaif
Miami Beach convention,
Isley wrote: "In our opinion,
providing new and old films. Bart¬
Sidney, independent producer
demning all forms of pay-tv, both
the Bartlesville Film Enterlesville is making slow - progress.
while visiting New York, had an
broadcast and cable. Allied, which.,
tainmeent
pay-tv
project
has
Certainly, it hasn’t caught fire the
observation to make which hadn’t
is on record as being opposed to
way some in the industry (right or
been heard before in a field where ..done undeterminable damage
broadcast toll tv, has as yet. taken:
to
the
motion
picture
industry
wrongly) expected.
opinions have reached roar pro¬
no official action on the cable
in general, and the motion pic¬
riety.
portions. perhaps even exceeding
Question now arises whether the
ture
theatre
exhibition
in
par¬
the great volume of pro and' con
companies
will
feel
bound
by
prece¬
Both .TOA and Allied devoted
ticular^ "Should this scheme
argument .that came with the ad¬
dent tb supply their pictures to the
considerable time at their recent
make any further progress,
vent of conventional advertisingincreasing number of cable setups
Phoenix, Dec. 3.
conventions to the subject. Pro¬
results will unfailingly be dis¬
supported video.
across the country, whether at / Prediction that the spread of ponents of Various cable systems
astrous in numerous directions.
Oceanside,
Gal., or Elmhurst, "cable theatres” caix and will re¬ appeared before both exhibitor
He figures, he said, that the pub¬
Queens. All of these cable theatre capture
lic will buy only merchandise
"lost” film audience groups urging them to get in on
projects- are being pushed, it ap¬ is made the
that’s already proven, and it would
a speech prepared for the ground floor and to make the
pears, without any definite assurr delivery in
be a. mistake to put, a show on
here tomorrow (Wed.) by local theatre the focal point of
tollvision “cold” and expect the
ances from the suppliers.
Walter J. Dennis, prez of Tele- "home movies.”
home viewer to ante up for it.
20th’s NLm.
Since a large number of theatreMovie Development' Co. of Cali¬
Sidney feels a program must have
The one company that unequivo¬ fornia. 4
men—despite the TOA resolution
"exposure” first. A motion picture,
cally
has
stated
it
won’t
play
ball
—have
expressed interest in a
Tele-Movie is building the first
for example, must play the firstwith pay tv in any form is 20th-Fox. “cable theatre” system on the toll system which exhibitors can
run theatres so as to establish its
control,
the Monday) meeting will
But,
with.
the
exception
of
Bartles¬
Coast, at Oceanside,-Cal., where it
Identity and get the word across
ville, none of the other systems ap¬ has obtained a 21-year franchise. be a significant one in that it might
anent its entertainment values.
pear to have, contacted the dis-] It’ll , use three channels and will indicate if there will be a united
It’s after this initial penetration
tributors as yet; this despite the operate on a per-attractipn charge. front in opposing the living room
that Sidney would transmit the
fact that Selectivisiori in N:Y., for, Minimum monthly charge will cue theatre. . It’s figured that it will
- Minneapolis, Dec. 3.
picture into the homes, and audi¬
instance, is on record 3s haying
be difficult to get Congress to
Federal Communications Com¬ "signed up” several big. circuits on installation of the necessary equip- legislate against toll tv, particu¬
ences, having learned about it
nTent.
through the theatrical showcasing, missioner Robert E. Lee told the Long Island:
larly the cable system,- if ;a sub¬
Dennis
defined
the
.
purpose
of
Minnesota
Broadcasting
Assn:
an-]
would be more apt to shell out to
/:■ Distribs are in: a curious position.
stantial number of influential the¬
see it in the living room. In .other riUal meeting here that, in his On one . hand, the Cable theatre his outfit as helping exhibitors to atremen fail to support the move.
words, he figures, the customers opinion, subscription television on projects are largely in the hands get started in the cable. theatre It’s interesting to note, too,) that
will not pay to see a' commodity of air experimental basis is about six of exhibitors, ‘ , the distribs’ field fend to serve them as buyers a number o': circuits affiliated with
unknown quality, particularly when months away and that he himself customers. Charge has been made, and bookers. "We are interested TOA have petitioned local munici¬
a turn of the dial' can provide favors it, . He predicted that Con¬
it isn’t substantiated, that in seeing cable theatres rise in pal governments for cable fran¬
them with something for free. And gress would refuse to handle what though
Video Independent Theatres every section of the nation To serve chises. This, it’s said, is a form
they’d become apprised of, those he termed a "hot potato” by , en¬ the
circuit used considerable pressure as the bullwark of high quality tv
protection if cable toll is suc¬
Values only with the picture’s pres¬ acting any legislation forbidding on the companies to get the hew) entertainment,” he told the. Ari¬ of
cessful despite the organized op¬
entation in the theatrical exhibi-j fee-see.
films for its Bartlesville Cable run. zona Theatre Owners Assn. “Our
tion medium, '
] And, declared Lee, "if I’m right] This, of course, is. a factor in any objective is to develop the con¬ position of the majority of the
nation's theatres.
He believes, for example, that his in that respect I believe we’ll be operation controlled by exhibition. cept of the cable theatre as a di¬
The following exhibitor leaders
latest production, "Pal Joey,” issuing permits next March I for
On the other hand, many in dis¬ rect arm of motion picture exhibi¬ have been invited to attend- the
would not be successful if first of¬ Its trial in three cities, or a maxi¬ tribution consider it insanity to pro¬ tion.”
Monday meeting; Metropolitan
fered to home viewers. But hav¬ mum of nine permits, in four-sta¬ ject an expensive. coloir production
Cable ' proponent pointed out
ing been played iii- the first-runs tion markets providing that the ap¬ on the tiny tv screen. Apart from the number of elderly people who Motion Picture Theatres Assn.and received well. It'would be like¬ plications start coming . in after) that, there :are union problems to today can’t get to the theatres, and Sol Schwartz, Eugene Picker/ Sol
Leslie Schwartz and
ly to go. over well at the living- next Jan. 1, is expected.”
also noted the young married Strausberg,:
consider.
John Phillips; TOA—Ernest G.
room boxOffice.
Overriding all objections, how¬ couples with infants who can’t af¬ Stellings, Herman M. Levy and
Even though.only a. minority of
The overall operational format the citizenry favors home-toll, Lee ever; is the realization that the busi-| ford babysitters, parking charges, Joseph Alterman; Allied—Abram
goes beyond this in the size-up. ex¬ feels it should have its chance and ness has declined seriously within etc. While Dennis felt that the F. Myers, Julius Gordon and .Wil¬
pressed by Sidney. The first-runs that he and otherrFCC members the past year, and that hone can core of the audience, l.e., teen¬ bur Snaper; Independent Theatre
followed by home-toll will be fol¬ will not be influenced by polls now afford to pass up a hew outlet, agers, and unmarried couples, Owners Assn; — Martin. Levine,
lowed in turn by another round in being taken that show it’s opposed regardless of the. objections that] would* continue to patronize the¬
William Namenson and Morton
theatres, he believes. He thinks by the majority.
are raised, and that , in fact have atres, he acknowledged that “the Sunshine.
there always will be a multitude of
He also expressed doubt that it been voiced against virtually any marginal pr struggling neighbor¬
potential Customers who, not hav¬ will be a "tremendous” success, innovation.
hood theatre may give way entire¬
ing seen a particular picture in its although it might not be a com¬
ly to the cable system.”
preem runs, will still prefer to plete failure, either.” There’ll be
Cobleskill Drive-in Theatre Ine.,
This made sense, he held, since
catch it on the theatre’s large great difficulty in providing enough with loffice in Otsego County, N.Y., ’distribution costs for producers
screen regardless of whether or shows, sports events and feature has bOen dissolved, according to and distributors will he materially
not they have seen it at home.
films for which tv setowners will a certificate. filed with the Secre¬ reduced. through economies pos¬
Bob Hope, Lawrence Welk and
tary of^State at Albany.
Another thought he offers is be willing to pay, m his opinion.
sible with cable theatres.” Dennis his> orchestra; Bill Lundigan, Mary
that home toll is not likely to be
stressed that the top programs, i.e., Costa, Bill Williams, Betty Whit?
the panacea for film-makers that
films,. Broadway shows, etc., will and Lou Crosby were among the
some of its champions have it
be available to the cable subscrib¬ entertainers* who appeared on a
cracked up to be. Sidney said the
ers "only if enough cable theatres closed-circuit television meeting
public, because of the money angle,
are bulit and operated so that costs staged by TNT Tele-Sessions last
will automatically regard free tv
can be spread out.”
week for the Plymouth Division of
as twice as good as toll. The lat¬
He predicted that the time may the Chrysler- Corp..
ter, in turn, must be proven , twice
Telecast, which went to 28,000
come
when
the
companies
will
as good as the sponsored entertain¬
“distribute” films directly via dealers gathered in hotels in 41
ment or the audience won’t be
been broqght to deprive the. public cable into the homes.
Washington,
Dec.
3,
cities,
was organized on eight days
there.
Under undisclosed impetus, a of what is rightfully thelrsr-free
The Oceanside project, which notice by TNT. Everything—from
group of public relations men rep- television”
Dennis said should get underway booking the hotels, to producing
Temporary quarters have been next year, differs from the current the program and arranging the net¬
j resenting veterans organizations
SPRINTER DAVID KAPLAN
! have formed the American Citizens established at 1010 Vermont Ave., Bartlesville test in that there will work facilities—was accomplished
e Mgr. Nabs Thief After Gal' Television Committee Incif to "ed- n.w., Washington, D. C.
be no flat monthly charge. Bart¬ in that period.
Serving1 with Adler on the Com¬ lesville, too, is thinking of trying
ucate” the American people • oh
Plays Real Cool
N. W. Ayer supervised the pro¬
"the pitfalls and dangers,” as they mittee are Wilson. McCarthy, p.r. per-attraction
charging
within gram and Marc Daniels, TNT’?
director of Veterans of Foreign three months.
Boston, Dec. 3.
figure, of pay-see.
program department chief, served
A girl\cashier thwarted an - at- t Headed by
. Warren Adler, .pub- Wars; Rosario Scibilia, exec , direc¬
as co-producer.
tempted Holdup at the Trans-Lux I licity director for the Jewish War tor of Catholic War Veterans;
Theatre ana brought about*he>cap. Veterans, the. Committee plans to Venlo Wolfsohn, p.r. director of
TNT Sales Revamp
ture of theWmld-be thitt Monday enlist support of organizations and Amvets; and Harvey Rosenberg,
TNT Tele-Sessions Inc., closed(25). Handed dsnote demanding] aU individuals in. an effort to forestall Department Commander, D. C.
circuit tv firm, has reorganized its
chapter,
-JWV.
the money sheshedr'Miss Harriet what it declares can become "the
sales setup with the establishment
Chicago, Dec. 3.
Cullerton, 29, pressed a button biggest giveaway in the history of
of four regional .offices,
6c TAX UP TO $1
New slate: of officers for Variety
under the counter which sounqed > the U. S.” It plans to testify if
John B. O’Connor, formerly na¬
Club of Illinois TentJIo. 26 was tional
and when ‘ hearings are held on
a signal in the manager’s office.
sales representative, has
David Kaplan, 57, the manage! ! vulls before Congress to ban fee- Retina Reduces B.O. Bite From elected here last week. ;; William been upped to manager of the east¬
been incorporated
Margolis takes over as Chief Bark¬ ern division With headquarters in
ran to the front of the house
Previous 10%
er/.. With Nat Nathahson and N. Y. Gordon N. Morf ord will head
time to see the bandit take off.! in the District of Columbia. as
Charles Cooper as his first and
He gave chase and overtook the < nonprofit educational organization;
Regina, Sask., bee. 3.
the western division, working out
According to Adler, Who lives in
assistants
respectively. of Chicago. Fred V. Davis will be
hood and managed to hold him
City council has decided to re¬ second
until two gendarmes arrived. At Washington, the public, has been duce the amusement tax for -Re¬ Harry Balaban was voted Dough in charge of the central division,
the police, station it was found the asleep at the switch while home- gina theatres, effective Jaii. .l, 1958. Guy and Sam Levinsohn Property with Detroit as his base; and. Doug¬
fellow had no gun or other weapon, toll promoters, dazzled -by the lure Based on .figures for 1956, the city Master. Additional board mem¬ las George will head up the Pacific,
and told police he was broke.
of enormous profits, have carefully is expected to realize a loss of $13,- bers are Harry Lustgarten, David Coast division out of Los Angeles.
This was the prose showed to set the stage for usurping thfe 054 in) amusement tax collections Wallerstein, Ralph Smitha, Dan;
the cashier: "Please don’t say “free” (I.e:, sponsored) air over next year.
Goldberg, E, L. Goldberg and : Ball-Rock Inc, has been author¬
anything. Hand me all you've got. America. The Committee, he says, f The decision makes. a provision Arthur M. Holland.
ized to conduct a motion picture
I need it more than you do. will endeavor to give; the people for a 6% tax on all admissions up : Made, members of the Crew are productions business in New York,
Shut up.” Heroine stalled for. a ’a national voice” : on the issue fend to and including $1, with a 10% outgoing chief Jack Kirsch, Manny with capital stock of 300 shares,
minute or two in the reading while (to find out “who is behind the in- (unchanged) tax on admissions Smerling, John Jones and Joseph nc par value. Harold Orenstein
making with tlie foot.
was filing attorney at'.Albany*.Berenson.
credible pressures which have i over $1.

Tele-Movie Set
In Oceanside, Cal.

Says FGCs Lee,
But Mr. Dubious

as

By Chi Variety Tent
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CIGARET ACCOUNTS ON FIRE
The fierceness of the three-network competitive. battle this
season is reflected in a condition that never existed in network
television before. To wit: not one network has a night it
call completely its own.
Competition is so strong this year that for the first time, every
night is split, either down the middle or cut up three ways.
One-network dominance of any single night, as in the case of the
old CBS domination of Sundays and Mondays, or the old NBC
Tuesday leadership (or Thursday, coiipla years back), is now a thing ,
of the past, as the three webs are spittihg and .scratching every
night of the week.
The real significance behind the not-a-night-to-call-its-own 'trend
is the fact that for the first time, all the rule books have to be
thrown out of the Window; All the tradition-bound “flow of au¬
dience’’ and “anchor show" theories, all the reliance upon audi¬
ences’ “habit factor,” have to be dropped.
On a night-by-ilight basis, take Monday, where NBQ has made
amazing, strides this year. It could be an J»IBC walkaway— ex¬
cept that Danny Thomas pops right up in the middle, as a Top
10 entry- for CBS. Tuesday is an ABC night—until 9 p.m., where
CBS then takes over. Wednesday is anybody’s night until 9, where
CBS takes over, and at 10, it’s NBC again with Ralph Edwards.
Thursday is NBC,. CBS, ABC; Friday is ABC, CBS, chronologically
speaking; Saturday is NBC* then CBS (with the No. 1 show, “Gunsmoke*’), ,then NBC. Sunday is CBS, ABC or CBS, a tossup and
then CBSrhgain.
When NBC is belting away at the CBS competition with its
Monday night westerns, and suddenly Danny Thomas pops Up with
a Top 10 rating, then something’s wrong with-that flow-of-audience
idea. Or when CBS can jump from a 20-odd Nielsen on “Have Gun,
Will Travel,’’ to a 0:plus the following half-hour with “Gunsmoke,”
then either the audience is getting highly sophisticated or its going
nuts.'
What it all means is that this is just a forerunner of even
tougher competition to come^ Webs are going to have to figure
on a fight for every single half-hour, instead of arranging an: “an¬
chor program" and then anticipating an audience flow from that.
There just ain’t no such thing as an “anchor” show, as the ex¬
perience of NBC, with Perry Como, can suggest in light of “Gunsmoke’s” status just an hour later. .

Chi Shows Some Restraint
Ghoulish Gein Story Treated by AM-TV With Proper
Respect for Sensitivities
Chicago, Dec. 3;
Station news directors for the
past two weeks, have had rin their
laps a chiller with more, ghoulish
glop about it than the “Shock”
and “Horror” film: packages put
together, and it’s to thb credit of
the Chicago stations; at least, that;
they’ve handled it responsibly. Lo¬
cal press has made much of the;
sensational angles in the case of
Plainfield, Wisi farmer Edward
Gein—murder, cannibalism, butch¬
ery, grave-robbing, transvestitism,
skull collecting, necrolatry and
other Such horrific practices—and
doubtless it has meant something
in circulation, but broadcasting
newsmen here have been eschew¬
ing the juicy details in their Obli¬
gation to a general audience which
might include children or sick per¬
sons. Some newscasters were even
apologetic on the air in leading
into followup! coverage of the
story.
. Bill .Garry, CBS news director
in Chi, put it this way; “it's not
our job: to stimulate passions or
shock our audiences. In a broadcast
you have, to protect certain, listen¬
ers from embarrassing details,
while in a newspaper there is se¬
lectivity—you can either read or
ignore a story. On the other hand
it’s our job to handle news accu¬
rately; if we’re too concerned with
gbod taste we can distort a story
orr misinform.. Broadcasting news¬
men have to give the story its full
(Continued on page 5jj)
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Sessions to Press

CBS-TV, which has always main¬
tained a . close mantle of secrecy
over its annual affiliate getto-:
gethers, will reverse itself and
make like NBC this January and
open up its meetings to the press:
Web Will invite the tradepapers and
interested consumer press down to
Washington’s Shoreham Hotel for
the two-day sessions on Jan. 13 and
14. Papers Will pay their own Way,
With CBS helping arrange accommo¬
dations and providing a pressroom
and hospitality suite.
Tiinex has bought a jazz show to
Web will open up the major]
be telecast on NBC-TV Jan. 30 with
speechmaking, sessions, clinics and
Louis Armstrong and Duke Elling¬
dinner
and luncheon meetings.
ton as two of the toppers. The Peck |
Agency bought the layout from Joe Some of the sessions, of necessity,
Glaser's Associated Booking Corp. will be closed, to' the press, these
with Oscar Cohen negotiating the being affiliate-oniy meetings or
deal with Peck’s Sylvan Taplinger.
bargaining sessions between the
included in the tele bash will be
web and affiliates; But by and large,
Woody Herman’s Herd, Carmen
press will be free to roam and at¬
McRae, Gene Krupa Trio . With
tend ihe sessions.
Charley Ventura, Dave Brubeck
Final
arrangeinents
for
the
Quarter, trumpeter Bobby Hackett,
drummer Cozy Cole, trombonist agenda of the meetings are. being
Jack Teagarden, with others still made this week, task including
to be set. It?s to get a 10 p.m. to 11 lining up some key speakers for the
time slot. Steve Allen will emcee.! opening day’s sessions.;

Timex’s All-Jazz
Layout for TV

;I(I4

V ‘

It’ll Be Metro-TV Vs. Wamers In
Majors’ Newest Battle Groimd As
West Passage’ Fights "Maverick’

By GEORGE ROSEN

The cigaret boys are having their
troubles this. season. Chesterfield
in particular. In fact* there’s a lot
CBSrTV Vka-Piasident
of trade speculation at the moment
as to the ultimate fate of the $20,000,000 account, presently berthed
Merle S. Jones
at. McCanri-Erickson — anxieties
wants t# know
predicted chiefly on what now- appears to be serious errors in judg¬
ment in the type of tv program¬
9
ming to which the McCann agency
committed Liggett & Myers both
oh behalf of Chesterfield and its
recently-launched Oasis product.
anothar Editorial fcatnr#
But elsewhere alpng the ciggie
Istki# upcoming
belt, the respective agencies are
encountering their moments of dis¬
52d Anniversary Number
comfiture, accounting along with
• L&M, for most of the cancellations
of
or trouble spots. R. J. Reynolds
has already axed “Harbourmaster”
on CBS-TV (though Wm. Esty’s
status as a "house agency’’ pre¬
cludes any crisis insofar as the
Camel. biz: goes). Lenneh & New-,
ell, entrenched with P. Lorillard,
is debating advisability of lopping
off “Court of Last Resort” on NBCTV.
Those recent Philip Morris
pronunciamentos .concerned a
touch-and-go situation on sponsor¬
ship of Mike Wallace’s Saturday
night ABC-TV entTy. - And. Lucky
Strike, via. BBD&O, has been on
the receiving: end of diminishing
ratings this season what with the
Frank Sinatra has assured his
dubious status of the Friday. night
“M Squad” on NBC-TV, lower rat¬ tv sponsor. Chesterfield, that when
he
Winds up his current feature
ing returns this season on the Sa¬
turday night “Hit Parade” and the pic assignment, “Kings Go Forth,”
manner in which ABC's. “Mave¬ on Dec. .21, heTl devote his time
rick” has been acting up against exclusively to this ABC-TV series
until next August, barring a couple
Jack Benny Sunday nights.
of brief nitery engagements (Mi¬
It’s no secret, of course,, that’s
ami BeaCh and possibly the CopaMcC a n n-Erickson’s Chesterfield
cabana.N. Y.): All previous com¬
problems over their ’57-58 show¬
mitments. before August have been
cases have been mounting steadily,
cancelled.
cueing emergency sessions at the
Sinatra bhir assured the client
agency, will prez Marion Harper Sin;
anxious to upgrade the show;
stepping into the breach. Specifi¬ ie’sa
hat
tthe responsibility is fully his.
cally, the three shows involved are
Frank Sinatra (Friday nights on He’s lining up top stars for his
ABC-TV), “Club Oasis” (Saturday musical segments (Bing Crosby is
nights. NBC-TV) and the George pencilled in for Dec. 20 show; only
Gobel-Eddie Fisher Tuesday night the more worthy dramas of those
hour on NBC-TV.
Key to the already ; filmed will be used). All
whole situation may be Sinatra, on the musicals will be done on 35m
Whom the agency and sponsor kinescope (which Sinatra feels is;a
pinned its highest hopes. Thus far better approximation of a live en¬
this season he’s been a dud in his try) before live audiences,' Crosby,
half-hour filmed
entry. , Ditto show, will be via the 35m kine
Club Oasis.” More—much more process.
—Was expected rating-wise of the
Meanwhile ABC, Sinatra and
Gobel-Fisher teamup:
McCann - Erickson,
Chesterfield
Since, in each instance, the de-l agency, are pursuing the “time,
cisions came out of the sanctum of shift plot” whereby Walter WinTerry Clyne, tv boss at McCann- chell will move into thepre-SinatErickson, it’s Clyne who is answer- ra. Friday period, with Patrice
able for Whatever the fates may Munsel moving back to the posthold in store insofar as future Mc- Sinatra slot. Latter period is oc¬
Cann-Chesterfield
relations are cupied by the Plymouth-sponsored
concerned: . As of the moment he’s “Date. With the Angels” which, in
got some 10-foot-tall problems On turn, would move into the present
his hands, with NBC’s ex-exec Winchell hatf-hour, period pn Wed¬
veepee Tom McAvity now moving nesdays. Thus far, okays have been
in to backstop him as McCann’s submitted by all tlm sponsors in¬
If it is
key ace-in-the-hole. troubleshooter. volved except Plymouth
Last week’s “Pied Piper” filmed not forthcoming and the plot fails
spec entry for Chesterfield, for to hatch. Chesterfield will ask for
which McCann took the production a new time slot for Sinatra. The
bows apparently didn’t help to al¬ next few days should resolve the
situation.
leviate matters, with,the $375,000(Cbntinued on page 46)

How ‘Significant Do
You Have To Get?
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The new “battle ground of the
majors” is shaping up. . It’s Sun¬
day evening on tv and it’ll be War¬
ners’ * “Maverick”
Metro-TV’x
“Northwest Passage." The NBC
purchase of ‘ “Passage" over the
weekend* first in half-hour and ul¬
timately in hour form, is . fraught
with significant overtones, scuttlebut and intrigue Jthat adds a fas¬
cinating footnote to the current
television season.

NBC has decided to fight a west¬
ern with a .Western, or, in the case
of “Northwest Passage," an approx¬
imation . thereof. Initially it is.planned to install the series in the.
7:30 Sunday evening time, starting
head-on. . With ABC’s highly-successful “Maverick,” and eventually
expand the entry to full fiO-minute
length with a 7 p.m. starting time
to get a half-hour jump on the WBproduced rival entry. (Latter 7 to
7:30 is station time and many af¬
filiates prefer to covet it*for their
own.)
If NBC had its way about it*
“Passage" would go into the 7:30
period immediately. But the sit¬
uation on “Sally,” the present
tenant, is still to be resolved. The
sponsors of the situation comedy
■are. committed to a firm 26-week
deal, which takes it into February.
It is currently Undergoing a format
revamp In a bid to hypo disappoint¬
ing ratings. If it fails, it’ll go off
and “Passage” will go in. Even if
it makes it, NBC hopes to ma¬
neuver a time shift to permit the
two-way Metro-WB competition on
the westerns. (Purchase price for
“Passage” is said to be $42,000 per
half-hour installment; $20,000 for
repeat. Show, incidentally, is be¬
ing shot in color.)
Situation poses a ticklish situa¬
tion for Young & Rubieam. That’s
the agency for.Kaiser, which, spon¬
sors “Maverick." But it’s also the
agency for Royal
Typewriter,
which co-sponsors “Sally” and
which will be asked to abandon the
situation comedy in favor of
‘Northwest Passage.” Particularly
since NBC is setting something of
a precedent — which Undoubtedly
will stir pro and con controversy
in the. trade—by fighting a west¬
ern with a western, it’s considered
a cinch that, if Y & R persuades
Royal to go along, Kaiser isn’t go¬
ing to like it one bit.

Hollywood, foec. 3.
Eddie Fisher - George
Gobel
Tuesday night alternation oh NBCTV will have new producers on
their next outings. Alan Handley,
guiding the Gobel hour show since
the season’s outset, resigned last
Oasis :‘Hey, Look
Friday, and Gfl Roden, long associ¬
ated With Bob Crosby as manager
Liggett & Myers has taken,
Biiloya account at McCann-Erick- and. producer, succeeds Jule Styne
heart from the Trendex pull
son agency (now approximating as producer of the Fisher show’.
of the. last three “Club Oasis”
$7,000,000) has reverted back on Change in the. Fisher writing staff
entries, which have averaged
the managerial level to Terry brings in Mac Benoff as headman.
out to ai 21.fi rating (in contrast
Clyne, radio-tv boss.,
Handley’s withdrawal was said
to the alternaterweek 16.5’for
Ted Beach, \vho was president of to be completely voluntary on his
Polly Bergen for the same
McCann’s International Division, part;
Styne’s assignment with
number of shows).: Oddly
has moved in as Bulova service di¬ Fisher was for four programs. He
enough, it was Dean Martin,
rector for the agency;
is now in N. Y. preparing “Say
who was originally sought as
the every-other-week star for
Darling” for Broadway production.
“Oasis,” who out-Trendexed
Successor to Handley had not been
named oyer the weekend.
them all, with a 24,0 on his re. cent. appearance. Jimmy Dur¬
Both the Gobel and Fisher
ante helped,. top.
shows have failed to make a satis¬
With Martin, set to do three
factory showing in the ratings and
Hollywood; Dec. 3.
more, along with upcoming
some pressure was said to be ex-,
segs by
oy uurame,
rramc sinaiTony Martin may star in an. hour-. ertea
Durante, Frank
Sinatefted t>j
by the sponsor for an overra. Ed Wynn and maybe Dinah. ;Iong live television series on NBCjhauling;
Change in producers
Shore (show’s booked solid, | next season.
was not a direct outcome of this
]•' Web is dickering With Martin’s! demand. Barry Shear continues as
through March), L ,& M is
agent, MCA, anent a.once-a-month director of the Fisher show. Other
hopeful that at long last it’s
j variety show, and is discussing dfe- changes are said to be in tbe mak¬
off to the races oh the NBC1 tails of such a format.
j ing.
TV Saturday night entry,
>«-e . ""
12
'litsi*
)i crv j

TERRY CLYNE BACK
ON BULOVA ACCOUNT

9

Tony Marlin Specials

J
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General Foods is moving in as
alternate-week sponsor of “Dragnet’-.^on NBC-TV in January, re¬
placing Schick for. a 25-week per¬
iod. Schick’s contract oh the show
carries through September, while

Local 1212 of the Internation 1
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
will not comply with , a decision by
the National Labor Relations Board
denying it jurisdiction of remote
lighting at CBS .The IBEW local is
expressly baiting NLRB to issue art]
unfair labor charge against it, so
that the case, involving CBS-TV
and the International .Alliance of
Theatrical
&
Stage
Employees,

the
GF
relief
deal runs
only
through June, SO that Schick pre^
sumably will return to. the show
for the summer, though that’s not
definitely been decided yet.
GF deal was set through Ben¬

Milt Josefsberg
who should knowrovtows the

ton Sc Bowles, and Starts. Jan. 9,
for 12 programs. Liggett & Myers
stays on as the alternate!

The IQ Commonest
Comedy Cliches

Local 1, can be brought before a
court of appeals. ^

lothe upcoming

ing a jurisdictional dispute between
the two locals that grew out of a I
WCBS-TV, N.Y., remote telecast!
from the Waldorf-Astoria, three"

Spot AM Biz in ’57

52d Anniversary Number

of

ments without being subject to:
strike pressure by a labor organize-j
tion seeking.the. work for its mem-:
bers.”

work to it but CBS did not yield
to this demand.” The JtfLRB said
that,1212’s Certification doesn’t in-|
on remotes.
On the other hand, the decision
NBC’s researchers issued esti¬
pointedly avoided assigning remote mates of 60,000,000 viewers for the
lighting to IATSE. “We are not two-hour ‘‘Annie Get. Your Gun”
called upon to pass on that ^ques¬ last Wednesday night (27), but as

$500,000 Suit Against
Steve Allen Manager

and charges him with fraud in
breaching an agreement regarding
his management of Allen.
According to the complaint, the
Saphier agency bad handled Allen
and when he shifted to N. Y. from
the Coast,
Green
then
in the
agency’s employ, was placed in
charge of a N. Y: office and de¬
voted himself fulltime to handling
Allen.
But in. May, 1953, com¬
plaint alleges. • Green Wrote a let¬
ter
of
resignation.
Under
an
agreement ; with the Saphier agen¬
cy, he was not to solicit any of its
clients for a two-year period.
Green violated this agreement,
complaint .chaises, by taking on
personal
management
of
Allen
even though Allen Was under con¬
tract to the agency..
Moreover,
complaint charges. Green fraudu¬
lently induced the Saphier agency
to release him from this agreement
by makifig .false representations
about his new relationship with
Allen.
Among these representa¬

On an average audience basis.
NBC estimates a 40 Nielsen rating
body, unanimously versus IBEW—j
(the Nielsens are generally higher
the union’s legal minds envision
than the Trendexes due to the fact
taking it to a civil court.
_
T_„Tir
. .
r .
, : that the Trendex cities are all
The IBEW spokesman welcomed; three-network
competitive
situacivd court action, saying that a. tions), which translates to roughly
judge will take, into consideration j 44 500)000
viewers
during
any

evidence rejected by the NLRB, average minute of the program.
The NLRB hearing officer rejected j tj1Us, jn the viewpoint of semantics
on grounds of irrelevancy, the de-; ai0ne, wheq the web talks about
j "60,000,000 people saw the show,”
j it means Saw 'at least some part of
| the show rather than an average

. __
a
rfi S
LOUiUO
pt....
,
,

on

VII
u ..

the

show

]
Semantics -apart, there was no
' question of “Ahnie’s” dominance

DD i Bir°ugh the evening, what with an

AKD ^averj^e 57-4% share of audience
XllW i (at olie point, up to 61:4%).
Half.
: hour tabulations ran thusly: at

* ?^gv.f0rtHnes;°f+1thf tv
8*°> “Annie,” 32.0, "Big Record,”
find NBC bouncing to the top of the; U 5r "Tombstone Territory,” 11.8American Research Bureaus Top at 9f “Annie,” 37.0, ‘The Million10 listing for November by copping; air.e>» 118 and;-Ozzie & Harriet,”
six places in bhe list of 11 con-;9 3: at 9:30
*?Annie,” 35.8. "I’ve
tenders (a 10th place tie accounts; Got a Secret ” 16 4 and "Waltpr
for the extra). On the ARB Top 25U Winched” 6£tnd at 10 "A^^BC

grab5

only

11

tions, it’s charged, Qreenlndicated
Allen agreed to become a party to
any agreement between Saphier
and Green under any settlement
between them; that he agreed to
split. commissions;
and
that, he
agreed Green Would take oyer all
Saphier’s duties as personal man¬
ager and representative.

wlth;nie.”,34:8. «Armstrong CircIe The-

CBS holding down 13 and ARC one. ! atre,”
That s a net loss of two for. ABC 65
and a gain of two for NBC from)
last months Top 25.

10.1

' Night

and

before

the
(26V,

Pabst

fights,
•: .’

same

net-

work’s “Pied Piper” spec.,starring

Big guns for NBC were its brace. Van Johnson, didn’t do nearly so
of Monday night 8-9 westerns, "The.* well; averaging out . to a 19.8 and J
Restless Gun” and "Wells Fargo,”: falling Victim in its 90 minutes to
vhich placed fifth and fourth re-; an ABC average 20.4 for the same
spectively,
right
behind
Perry j spread.
At
7:30,
“Piper”
tied
Como in the No, 2 slot. Same Web's] ABC’s “Sugarfoot” with an 18.2
"Twebty-One” knocked its opposi-j score, both topping "Name That
tion, Danny Thomas, out of the Tunes” 12.6.
At 8, "Piper” went
Top 10 list to the No: 15 spot while slightly : ahead,. 19.8 to 18.5 for
itself grabbing the No. 9. positipn_“Sugarfoot”
and : 14.3
for
Phil
1. Lucv & Desi—CBS
44JS: ?iIv*£s\. But at 8:30, "Wyatt Earp”!
2. Gunsmdke—CBS
42.5 knocked do>™ a 2^6 tj
for!
2. Perry Como—NBC-..42.5 ^er and 10,5.for Eve Arden, and i
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
9.
10.
10.
12.

Tales Wells Fargo—NBC
Restless Giin—NBC
,
People Are Funny—NBC
G. E. Theater—CBS
Lassie—CBS
Twenty One—NBC
Ernie Ford—NBC ...
....
What’s My Line—CBS
Playhouse 90—CBS

35.5.ttiat
33.3

33.1 \32.7^

th^-

another Editorial Faatara.
In tlia upcoming

|

Becnet Korn Upped

32.7 ! Benriet Korn. DuMont -veep in j
. 32.6 charge of. WABD! N:Y., has become
.. 32.4 . executive assistant ’ to Richard
32A Buckley, veep in charge of all Du-1
32.3 Mont programs and sales, and, as
12. Red Skelton—C BS ....... . 32.3 a result has .become administrative
14. Ed Sullivan—CBS __ .. 32.2 boss of both DuMont outlets!- the
15. Danny Thomas—CBS ....... 31.9 other being WTTG, Washington.
16. Alfred: Hitchcock—CBS
31.5: Korn’s expanded 'job includes
17. $64,000 Question—CBS
31.2 the “additional supervisory duties18. Wyatt Earp-—ABC
30.2 over WTTG” and over all Du19. Wagon Train—NBC
29.4 Mont syndicated operations! in20. Climax—CBS
. 29.2 eluding the sports network. At the
20. Father Knows Best—NBC . 29.2 moment, the sports chain covers
20. Person To Person—CBS .. 29.2 Monday night boxing. Korn was
23: Loretta Young—NBC .... 29.0 raised several months ago from
24 Steve Allen—NBC ..28.8 sales chief at WABD to head of
25. Price Is Right-^NBC .-28.2 the N.Y. outlet.

Scoff's Spot Slot
NBC .Spot Sales has created a
new division for New England,
with hbadquarters iii Hartford, and
has placed David $cott in charge
as divisional manager.
Scott • has been national sales
manager foie NBC’s Hartford tv’er,
WNBC-TV.

former had four products, to worry
about if he had an hour-long show.
“Then, they allowed two sponsors
to split a strip between them, so
there were eight products.
Then,
they allowed each, sponsor to ad¬
vertise two. products, so that made
16 commercials.
Then came three
commercials per quarter-hour* and
five separate sponsors per Week,
so that we’d be doing 40 different
commercials a week.”

52d Anniversary Number
of

A $500,000 suit oyer the man¬
agement of Steve Alien was filed
last week against. Jules Green, the
comedian’s current manager, by
the James L. Saphier agency, who
used to handle Allen prior to 1953.
Suit, filed in N. Y. Federal Court,
names Green . as sole, defendant

as ascertained by Trendex.
The
Trendex, an average audience rat¬
ing, waS projected to an estimated
Nielsen total audience rating of
55.
This means that 22,500,000
homes would have seen at least
six minutes of "Annie,” and at 2.7
viewers
each,
that’s
60,000,000
viewers.

saw

the daytime sponsorship .situation
that the entertainer "can no longer
become interested in the sponsor’s
product and problems.”

Lassie Gleason
Come Home

Moore recalls that at the begin¬

at the in the case of last season’s "Cin¬
derella” and specs of other seasdnu,
An executive of the IBEW law it’s all a matter of how^d’ya-read
/
firm, Schoenwald, Silagi & Seiser, your statistics?
Estimates were based on pro¬
said that the decision "only issued
a determination but not a final jections of an average 35.1 Tren¬
order.” He explained that to get dex rating and 2.7 viewers per set,

| of
60,000,000
I throughout.

Norman Anthony
lias whipped up a bright piaca

Garry Mpore, who’s planning tb
quit his daytime show on CBS-TV
come next September, when it will
have completed eight full years,
virtually all of it SRO sponsorwise,
feels the webs have so chopped up

ning each sponsor took on a quar¬
ter-hour strip, so that the per¬

tion,” the statement issued
time of the decision said.

final order, 1212 has been advised
to fiaunt the decision to lay off re¬
motes at CBS-TV. The lawyer said
that the next step after that was for
NLRB to issue an unfair labor rC-.j
lations charge, $o that a trial ex¬
aminer can take over and make a
final decision. If the examiner de¬
cides against IBEW—which seems
likely since the NLRB’s three-man

lime Humor Editor

recting of the association, stated
that there appears to be ano let
up in the national spot radio pace.
He estimates that „ total:: sales for
1957 will reach the $200,000,000.

elude the work of operating lights

a

tee, declares that if "SP” is allowed it would only be a . matter of
time "until an evil genius gets exclusive rights to the, process and
headlocks the nation. He’ll control everybody’s cerebellum and
we’II all become robots. I’m against it.”

released by the Stations Represent¬
atives Assn.
The estimated sales for the third
quarter, for J.9&I totaled $49,067,000 compared to $34,267,000 for the
same period in 1956, or a 43% in¬
crease.
Lawrence Webb, managing di¬

"Local 1212,’* the NLRB decision
continued* "had demanded that (the
_ network) should assign the disputed)

k

"Soon many of the viewers may find themselves wanting a drink
of Glugg beet, strange, for some are teetotalers, others have a long¬
standing preference for Glotz ale, but after watching the ballet
somehow they all thirst for Glugg”

National spot radio for the first
nine months of this year is up
30.9% over last year and totals
$144,462,000, according to figures

UfotlETY

NLRB officials decided that CBS,
which owns the station, has the
freedom "to make work assign-)

I a..uaL

“The group in the FCC projection room settles back, a standard
film—perhaps a musical ballet—appears oh the screen. The prima
ballerina twirls. The orchestra skirls. Back:in the studio, as the
program unfolds before the’ qamera, one of the new-type en¬
gineers
is
keeping
his
ghostly
projector
busy.
The
viewera at the FCC notice nothing unusual and unwittingly enjoy the
entertainment. As they do, ‘invisible’ messages lodge iff their sub¬
conscious minds.

Potter, a member of the Senate Interstate. Commerce Commit¬

An Amusing Feature

After an investigation by a re-)
gional director of NLRB, concern¬

(Continued on page 55)
--—--:-—

Washington, Dec. 3Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mlch.l, in a newsletter to constituents
visualizes the Federal Communications Commission as follows*

Wariety

In the early days, Moore, recalls,
he used to sit down with a sponsor
and go over the sales curves and
help tackle ’specific problems, and
"it was fun. But now, I can't pos¬
sibly become interested.
Besides,

There’s a prevailing feeling that
the

ad

agencies

don’t

seem

to

realize that.when they complain.of
radio stations’ double arid triple
spotting commercials, that they are
their own worst enemy.
Agencies, it’s argued, are under
the
impression
that the
traffic
hours, that is. from 7 to 9 in the
morning and from 4 to 6 p.m., are
the only Ume to have the spon¬
sor’s wares ethered and it’s at
those times that each agency wants
traffic time clearances and exclu¬
sivity..
What happens is that the local
stations are faced with the prob¬
lem of slotting these commercials
back to back and it forces the rates
up in these time periods.

we. spend more time rehearsing th
commercials than we do the show.
After a certain point, it becomes
just a matter of making a buck.”
Apart from the Commercial an¬
gle, Moore wants out of daytime
because he’s "too busy administrate
ing”
instead
of doing
creative
work, and after doing five shows a
week with “fUllscale sketches and
production
numbers
and
inter¬
views in-depth for eight years, I’m
kinda tired.”
In all his years ill’
radio and tv, Moore said, he’s al¬
ways done some of his own writ¬
ing ("with the help of a staff of si
of the best writers _in the busi¬
ness,” he adds), and. finds he canrt
(Continued on page 55)

in

The advocates of spot radio feel
that the agencies are (1) lazy, and
(2)
not
using radio
effectively.
Their point of view is that too
many agencies feel that they are
.. Mutual, now sold out on its fivereaching the greatest number of
rninute newscasts, is inking some
people in. these prime hours and
hiz for 1958, when the ! net is ex¬
with a little effort they could ex¬
pected to uhveil a. rate hike of
actly determine how many people
about 10 to 12%.:
within a certain market are listen¬
Lining up for, long-range cam¬
ing to the radio instead cif the traf¬
paigns on the net in ’58 are Col¬
fic hour gamble.
gate Instant Shave, Kreml and
In the usual case of just using
Serutan.
The
Colgate-Palmolivethe prime hours to advertise, the.
order, araanged via John W. Shaw
stations create bad feelings but j Agency, - balls .for sponsorship of
thr°ueh no choice of their o>vrt.; morning sportscasts by MBS broadTheyJiave three and a half mm- ] caster Bill Stern. Phaririaceutieals.
utes fo slot in three commercials, j inc manufacturers of Serutan and

Pat Rooney Makes Good
Pat]
last

Rooney

night

Sr.

^he «sual process is to break up j KrCmI, will Utilize Gabriel Heatter
the bluibs \uth station identifica- Tuesday and Wednesday newscasts.
Uon, a nev:s flash w even the time. |
The CoIgate ,,ontracl is efIcctlve

appeared

(Tues.).

a

con¬
e^sually iJan. 2,. while the Pharmaceutical
(Continued
on page 55)
„„
order^becomes effective Jan. 7.

testant: on. "Name. That Tune,”
with

the . 77-year-old

dancer

acting as partner with a .14year-old Pittsburgh, youngster,
Jeannie Oldaker.
They vied
for the first.. $5,000 of a fiveround $25,000 prize.

.

But Rooney did it the hard
way. Last vyeek. Miss Oldaker
won the. qualifying round by
identifying a medley, of seven
tunes mailed into the show ..by
one Patrick J. Rooney of 2039
Broadway, New York, N. Y!
A phone check revealed that
Patrick J. Rooney Was none
other than the Pat “Rooney.
And he was then, teamed up

'

Genevieve Pacted As
on
French chanteuse Genevievevhas
been. signed as a regular on the
Jack Paar "Tonight” shpw. Singer,
who has guested periodically On
the stanza in the past, will appear
on the show two nights a weak,
Tuesday arid
Thursday, starting
tomorrow <6>. .
She’s set to open at the Persian
Room of the Hotel Plaza, N. Y!, on
Dec. 29r and will do. her "Tonight"
stint between the dinner and late
shows at the roorii.

In the programming department.
Mutual has yanked three Phillips
Lord Productions from its mysteryadventure
block.
They
include
"Treasury Agent,” heard Tuesday
evenings; “Gangbusters,” Wednes¬
day evenings; and "Counter Spy,”
Friday evenings.
Net .has. substi¬
tuted "Squad Rboni” and two sci¬
ence fiction jhows, both under’the
title
of*. "Exploring Tomorrow.”
The mystery-adventure block, sold
as a multi-mesSage participation
buy to national sponsors,'is slotted
from 8:05 to 8:30 Monday-thru-Friday..
Retatiried are “True Detec¬
tive Mystery” arid "Secrets of Scot¬
land Yard.”

P&tRmfr
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Trouble on Eight fronts
Local 1, Starehands, .International Alliance of Theatrical &
Stage Employees, with ABC, CBS and NBC* Expires Dec. 31, with
negotiations currently going on in New York.

-4
By ART WOODSTONE

negotiations scheduled for Boston the first Week in January.
Writers Guild of America, national, contract, with ABC, CBS
and NBC. Expires March 31, with March 1 being probable date
on which negotiations begin.
Local 829. United Scenic Artists, with ABC, CBS and NBC. Ex¬
pires March 31. No date set for formal negotiation Of The New
York contract.

Besides the volume of work that
faces the small labor relations
departments of all three tv net¬
works, which never seem over¬
burdened except at times suci as
these, ABC, NBC and CBS will
run up against coincidental»dick¬
ers with two of the largest unions
in the business, ABC and ;NBC
with. the National: Assn, of Broad-

Screen Actors Guild, national contract on jRlm commercials,
with agencies and producers. Expires March l^and formal nego¬
tiations begin sometime in February.
Screen Directors International. Guild, new New York union, with
Film Producers Assn, of N.Y. First contract talks for the 268-mem¬
ber organization are already underway.

Yankee Ballcasts Shift to WMGM;
WINS Pacts for Frisco Giants
N.Y.

Yankee

radio

ball-4

berth at WINS this spring to rival
WMGM.
Yankee front office said
that the WMGM field of coverage
more
closely
approximates
the
brewery's
merchandising
layout
than does WINS’.
Both stations
are Gotham 50,000 watters.
Four days after WINS broke with
the Yanks, the N.Y: radio outlet
closed a deal to carry 77; home
games of the San Francisco Giants,
the former N. Y» ballclub, and was
working on a like sked from an¬
other team “west of the Missis¬
sippi,” in order to get a full 154game sked on radio next spring.
Maneuver to get the Giants was the
prime reason why WINS gave up
the Yankee ballcasts to WMGM.

NABET. are profoundly, concerned
about
maintenance
of
present
levels of manpower in ciUes they
control, and are expected to. rev
sist any shuffling of technical or
engineering personnel; tlie .rtiift
of production Coastward ’ networks
say, requires, a readjustment of
personnel.

A&Pffft
.A&P, which probably hasn’t
sponsored anything on a net¬
work basis since
the. A&P
Gypsies, was the object of a
“left-field” pitch by NBC-TV.
Someone at the web thought
it was wprth a try to sell one
of the web’s specials to the
grocery. chain,
and . though
aware the odds were against
any success, the web went
went ahead with the presen¬
tation.
Matter did in fact go
all -the. way up to the A&P
board Of directors, which de¬
cided to stick to A&P’s local;
pattern of advertising.
Chalk it up to “A for effort,
P /or Pffft

Giant games would not inter¬
fere with the stations prime time
Jack Lacy deejay stanza to any
great degree. Plan would be to pick
the games up off the wire at about
5:15 p.m., due to the three-hour
time differential and possibly play
them in New York on a delayed
basis at 6 p.m., thereby cutting out
only an hour of Lacy and diminish¬
ing greatly the amount of “make
good” time that the station has to
give the jock’s sponsors as. a result
of the baseball interference. In
As was expected, CBS-TV exec
the 77-game home sked of .the veepee Hubbell Robinson lost no
Giants, there are about 30 night; time in initiating negotiations to
games, which will be -played, at1 nail down Fred. Coe to a contract,
11:15 N.Y. time.
once, the Coe resignation from
The Yankee pact with WINS NBC became official.
Coe hasn’t
still ;had another season to: run on said yes, or no, but Robinson feels
a five-year pact, but when WMGM confident that the network will
lost the Dodger games, as the ultimately woo him over.
Dodgers moved to Los Angeles this
CBS is eyeing Coe for “Play¬
year, the Ballantine agency (Wil- house 90” since Martin Manulis is

In Dual-Producer
Setup; Dicker Coe

(GOntinued oh page 55)

Polly Bergen’s
Third Producer
. .Tlie Polly Bergen Saturday night
show on NBC-TV undergoes an¬
other production revamp next week
when the show gets its third pro:
ducer since its inception this, sea¬
son:.
Irving Mansfield moves in
next Saturday night as replacement,
for Mel Brooks, the former Sid
Caesar writer, who was pacted for
the Bergen stanza after Bill Collerah vacated the producer berth to
devote full thne to directing the
show.
Bergen show, incidentally, is rid¬
ing the network on three successive
weeks, although pacted initially as
the skip-week atraction with “Club
Oasis.” This is the result of Max
Factor,
Miss
Bergen’s
sponsor,

WGA negotiations ;cover three
separate pacts, all of which are
negotiated simultaneously, a free¬
lance live television network: con¬
tract and a similar one for radio.
The third, a grouping of several
minor contracts, covers staff agree¬
ments.
All the networks will be

of

the

National

Assn,

of

i (NABET).
contract

The
with

web’s

national

NABET

expires

| Jan. 31.
Firings, added , to the axing of 22
NABET technicians a couple .of
months ago, will give NBC an estimated\savings of nearly $500,000
annually.
Reason for the firings,
it’s understood, is the move of live
programming to the Coast, the pre¬
dominance of film on the NBC
schedule, and on the network's
part, the creation of a ,tough atmos¬
phere for the bargaining sessions.
NABET lias been meeting with
NBC in an effort to resist the fir¬
ings, hut contractually NBC has
the right to lay off technicians if
circumstances so warrant.'
Union
is trying to hold' the firings down
to

a

minimum,

and

has

gotten

NBC to keep “one or two**, of..the
men involved, it reported late
yesterday.

Bob Hope /eaves on Dec.. 16, un¬
der U.S. Artny auspices, for a
Christmas holiday swing of- World
War II combat areas in the Paci¬
fic, as well as Japan, where »he’li
entertain troops, In addition to
Tokyo and Korea; Hope will visit
Guan, Guadalcanal, Wake Island
and probably Hawaii. His shows
Will be filmed and -out of :the final
editing job will come his January
hour show for Plymouth on NBCTV. '
Far from travelling alone, Hope
will have quite an entourage with,
him, if present plans jell. In addi¬
tion to taking along some still ini-;
designated acts (as he did for his
Casablanca Show a few months
back), Hope is also recruiting as
many of the ex-combat: correspond¬
ents who covered the Pacific; cam¬
paign as can spare the time to ac¬
company the troupe.

ABC-TV PEDDLING
DALY’S"NEWS TO ME’

Idea of BBD&O radio-tv topper
Bob Foreman’s to do a live weekly
hour show on ABC-TV, with four
rotating sponsors, is still hot, Hav¬
ing

come

either

up

ABC’s

a

week

Sunday

ago,

with

or Monday

night in: mind for the stanza next
fall,

the blueprint has

since had

variations.
BBD&O

discussed

a

60-ritinute

dramatic program to be done with
each of four bankrollers taking a
week each every month.
But the
idea has been expanded to where
the talk now is for four separate
shows in the same time slot every
month.
They might range from
drama and music to live remote'
pickups a la NBC’s “Wide Wide
World,” and on special occasions
the program might run as much as
an hour-and-a-half or two hours.

In an effort tp get a prime time
involved in hew pacts for news^
writers*
staff . continuity writers entertainment package going for
and news desk assistants, and CBS John Daly, ABC-TV is out to. sell
It’s the kind of prestige pack¬
has the additional worry of news GoodsonrTbdman’s onetime panel
age ABC has been seeking: Pre¬
show, “It’s New? To Me.”
Web
editors:
sumably BBD.&Q has a couple of
like to get it placed by this spring.
Taped Video Issue
accounts in its own house inter¬
The stanza has made the net¬
IBEW and NABET expect to
ested in the scheme, and each
work rounds before, mostly as a
have
“clarification
agreements,”
would have his own show with its
summer replacement.
It would
on jurisdiction over taped video,
own title, according ot the latest
have Daly, the ABC nightly news-:
Written formally into the new. con¬
developments.
caster and the veep in charge, of
tracts: with the networks.
The
IPs being envisioned *at the net¬
the. web’s hews and .special events
clarifications; were made by ABC,
work, if it ever comes to pass, as
staff, fronting the pane/
|
NBC and CBS after the last nego¬
a program to begin at the halftiations ended. Since the princi¬
hour mark to get the jump on
pal International Alliance, of The¬
tlie
competition.
An
alternate
scheduled to relinquish His pro¬
atrical. & Stage Employees, contract
suggestion to having one distinct
ducer role at the end of the season
doesn’t arise, for renegotiation for
sponsor a week has been made,
and move over to 20th-Fox for a
another year, the film union may
with the sponsors assuming 'major
several picture;, deal.
hot have any power to contest
and minor positions on the show,
Start of the new Dick Clark 60;
Because of the strain involved the giving Of this major field to
minute . musical for teeners has
in bringing in a 90-minute weekly its rivals from live tv.
been delayed from Saturday (7)
dramatic stanza under : one-man
There is some slight precedent
production .auspices,; CBS is plan¬ for seeking a four-day week at the Until two weeks later. Network is
still involved in ironing out the
ning to revamp the Thursday night
networks.
IATSE recently nego¬ the format of the show.
,9:30 to 11'showcase to allow dualtiated a nine-hour-a-day, four-day*
A half-hour Monday edition of
producer a iis pice s, with Coe
Washington, Dec. 5..
week with KLAC, Los Angeles, for Clark will dropped fri>m its. 7:30
(should a deal be formalized)' as¬
Transfer of ownership of7Muzak
(Continued on page 52)
slot,
when; the change takes place,
suming 50% of the burden. That
Corp. and its FM station WBFM in
and “Keep It in the Family” will
would leave a second producer to.
be moved into its place, into the , New York for $4,175,000 to Wrather
be designated • and would also put
Monday-8
slot,,, if
singer
Guy . Corp. was approved last week by
Coe at the disposal of the network
Mitchell is cancelled, as expected; the Federal Communications Com¬
to operate in other program areas.
mission.
Agency action is condi¬
by Max Factor.
Saturday. Clark §how will be fol¬ tional on Wrather stockholders dis¬
glvts some “in depth” low<fown in
lowed; by a half-hour of- “Country: posing of their interests in Du¬

j

Dick-Gark’s Musical
For Teeners Put Back

FCC OKAYS MUZAK
SALE TO WRATHER

Mike Wallace

’Ding Dong’ Dandy

Pope on WBKB,

Music Jamboree:”

kit piece

Chicago, Dec. 3.

Between Me and You

France's Horwich’s “Ding Dong
School,” former NBC-TV moppet
stanza which Is now shown locally,
only on WGN-TV, bested its com¬
petition for the Second straight
month in the 9^9:30 a m. slot. No¬
vember ARB gave the show an
across-the-board average of 5.4 and
a high quarter hour of 6,3.

another Editorial: Feature
In the npeomlng

52d Anniversary Number
•f

grabbing off the half-hour next
Saturday (7* which was; slated for.
Competing shows are those of
preemption for the Tiinex sponsor¬
ship of the Bob Hope show. When Garry Moore on CBS-TV, Arlene
Timex dropped Hope it . left the Francis on NBC-TV and Francois
period wide open.

Other key national con'ract due
for network handling is; with tHfe
Writers Guild of America.
It’s
the only talent pact on the radio
and tv networks’ docket. Reliable
sources expect WGA will focus its
demands in two areas.
WGA will
try to improve i*s network con¬
tracts for news winters, and will
make an effort to have residual
payments on foreign use of U.S.produced tv shows written into the
contract.'

bers

Broadcast Engineers & Technicians

Yuletide Swing
Of Japan, Korea

Both unions are seeking almost
precedental fotiivday-a-week. con¬
tracts.
Moreover^
IBEW.
and

contract later this month,

of its New York cameramen, mem¬

negotiators plus a director of
personnel* who frequently gets
involved.
Moreover, these men cannot
expect much help from out¬
siders; one network exec said
labor negotiations cannot be
entrusted to parttime help.

cart -Engineers & Technicians* and
CBS with the International Bro¬
therhood of Electrical Workers.
The technicians and engineers now
draw the biggest payrolls in tele¬
vision. and_it is with IBEW and
NABET tha/.the networks, are con¬
fronted wifh -their most serious
difficulties.
•

new

NBC-TV yesterday (Tues.) fired 30

Only to prove how full their
hands are going to~be shortly
in the pile-up of labor nego¬
tiations,. here’s
how
many
men each of the three, net. works has. to negotiate:
.
ABC, two labor execs. CBS,
In the east (where the major
share of the work will: be
done) three execs. NBC, three

labor-management negotiations in
the four months from now to March
31, 1958. the likes of. which the
radio and television indu§*ry has
never before seen.
Six contracts
come up virtually at once fpr net¬
works to..cbnslder and renegoti¬
ate.

Technicians, International . Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
national contract, with. CBS-TV. Expires Jan. 31. with formal ne- :
gotiatipns slated for third Aveek in January in Washington.
Engineers, National Assn, of Broadcast Engineers & Technicians,
national contract, with ABC and NBC. Expires Jan. 31, with formal

With negotiations due to start on
a

Built-In Meany*

There will be a concentration of

Local 644, Newsfllm Cameramen, IATSE, with CBS and NBC.
Expires Jaii. 1, with New York negotiations due shortly.
••

The

29

NBC fores 30 Cameramen on Eve Of
[||NABET Talks; Blame film, Show Shifts

Eight union contracts appear for negotiation in thie radio and
television -industry' between now and M&rch 1, a hectic period for
employer and labor management alike: Six are network contracts,.
two are in telefilm with producers and agencies:

casts, sponsored by P. Ballantine,'
are switching from a; longtime

RADIO-TELEVISION

f^ARIETT
!

j

'Dollar Dotto’ Deal Set .
Colgate last week finalized its
deal for “Dollar Dotto,” tlie new
Frank Cooper . package, as replace¬
ment for “Strike It Rich,” and
“Dotto” goes into the CBS-TV day¬
time lineup on Jari, 6. New quizzer
was created and. developed for the
Cooper office by A1 Schwartz and
Snag Werris.
of

which
owns
FM
station
; Mont
WHFI in New York, recently ac-^Z
quired from Fidelity Radio Corp. •
Wrather Corp., headed by J. D.
Wrather Jr., has interests in KFMB
and KFMB-TV in San Diego, Calif..
and
KERO-TV
in
Bakersfield,
Calif., and holds construction per¬
mits for KYAT (TV I In Yuma,
Ariz., and for an ultra high station
in Boston.
J. D. Wrather Jr., an oilman. Is
principal owner (46%) of Wrather.
John L. Loeb, who has oily banking

Still undecided is the question and real estate interests, owns 45%
who'll emcee “Dptto.”
i of Wrather stock.,
»*
•
< ' - > 1 , >
J 1 Jx

so

P^RM&rr

TV-FILMS

.

_
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So Whos Shocked?
NARTB Code Review Board coritented itself With a “cautionary
statement” to the membership regarding programming of horror
films, instead of moving to vote any kind of outright ban of the
chiller features:
' ■
The NARTB Bulletin, describing the board’s action at its recent
meeting on the Coast* stated .that “the board’s, action on ‘horror’
films was a cautionary statement urging (Code) subscribers to keep
in mind two applicable Code provisions.”
The applicable provisions referred to are theenjoinderagainst
the “use of horror for its own sake” and against the use of “mor¬
bid” material in children’s Viewing time. In effect? the board avoided any outright stand on horror pix, and instead, left The'porchas-.
ing and programming 6f the chillers up to the individual stations,7
same situation as had obtained prior to the Coast meeting.

Harold Hackett, Official Films
i prez, returned from London
1 George Shupert. ABC Film Syndi¬
cation topper,in Hollywood » . .
The hiked rerun, payments to
John Howell, CBS Film sales man¬
Hollywood talent guilds has caused
ager, returned from the Coast.. . .
distributors to yank a number of
Leon Fromkess* v.p. in. charge of
production .for Television .Pro¬
skeins off the market and has made
. Hollywood,. Dec. 3.
Screenwriter Richard Simmons grams of America, to the Coast
syndicators cautious before getting
and videajvriter. Edward; Simmons from N. Y. . . . Richard L. Bare
the rerun track.
have acquired, the rights to “Front has been pacted by Warner Bros, to
The go-slow distributor attitude Page,” in a partnership agreement direct a “Maverick” telefilirrentry,
on reruns, acknowledged by CBS with playwright; Ben Hecht and titled “Rope of Cards” . ^ . TransFilm Sales Official Films . and Helen Hayes; widow of the late Lux has sold the Encyclopaedia
Film library to KGHL, Billings,
ABC Film Syndication, doesn’t af¬ playwright Charles MacArthur..
fect the patent “hot” properties.
Under the deal, Hecht and Miss Mont.
Christian Herfel signed as studia
But it does affect the “nervous” Hayes will share in the profits of
properties, the skeins which . have the series, the pilot , of which will manager and assistant director of
Transfilm,
teleblurbery
. Jack
biff repayment schedules to stars, be produced in February.
Ruggiero is chief editor of Lawetc., under the initial terms.
rerice-Schnitzer Productions
. .,
For example, CBS Film Sales
Jay Berry, veep arid presidential
has changed its mind about rerun¬
assistant at Brooke, Smith*. French
ning “Christmas Carol” in syndi¬
& Dorrance, becomes veep and
cation, the hour one-shotter stargeneral manager of the newlyThe whys and wherefores of
ring Fredric March and Basil
formed National Division of Alex¬
away-from-Hollywood shooting, es¬
ander Film Co., Colorado. Springs
Rathbone which was telecast three
pecially filming abroad, were pi
. . Olmstead Sound Studio veep
times by CBS-TV; If it would
pointed by Leon Fromkess, v.p; iri
Harry Laridon to marry Pamela
Various INS-Telertews newsfilhi charge of. production for Television
have put into syndication, CBS
Having been burned . So many Wilson this Weekend .-. . Presenta¬
Film Sales would have had to pay
services have been sold to 33 addi-!. Programs of America.
about $6,500 in residuals. That times before, some telefilm outfits tion on “El Coyote Rides,’’ with tional tv outlets.
Fromkess - iri N.Y. for policy, con¬
added to the normal distribution ayoid what they consider aimless Ken Murray slated as producer,
RKO Teleradio Pictures as dis- -The 1957 Sporis* Year-End Re¬ fabs ori whether to give the gireencosts would have upped the ante to screening of pilots at advertising and
light for the filming of ‘New York .
trib,
is
being
carefully
weighed
by
view
arid
the
1957
News
Yearabout $10,000 before any profits agencies.
Leo Burnett agency for Kellog.
End Review were sold in Tokyo Confidential” projected series and
would be realized, a price consid¬
and Osaka, Japan, and to KUAM- on tile question of second year pro¬
Feeling in telefilm houses is
ered too steep for the market. .
duction on “Last of the Mohicans,”
TV, Guam.
The CBS. subsid also has decided that harum-scarum exposure does
not
help
the
sale,
in
fact
it
blocks
Domestically; both shoWs were ainong other problems, felt that
against rerunning “My Favorite
a
deal.
The
key
agency
execs,
pacted by additional stations in Hollywood has certain advantages.
Husband,” consisting of 13 epir
Traverse City, Mich.; Madison, The pool. of physical and technical
codes, because the residual pay¬ although not present at the screen-,
ing
get
a
second-hand
and
wateredWis;. Seattle, Wash.; Portland, facilities iri the film capital is un¬
ments on that series: amounted to
Screen Gems’ “Casey Jories” en¬ Ore.; and Bay City* Mich. Twelve duplicated anywhere else in the
down impression via word filterabout $4,000 per episode.
ing
back
to
them
from
those
try hit the 92-market level last contracts for regular INS-Telenews World.
Similarly, Official Films is hesi¬
Weighing against these5 advan¬
tating on reruns of the former Du¬ agency, personnel attending. CBS week as the result of a four-mar¬ Services also Were closed.
topper
Leslie
Harris
won’t
'
let
tages are the: economic advantages
pont “Calavcade” series. It feels
ket buy from the . show’s Baltiriiore
a
pilot
out
of
his
shop
unless
he
of
producing abroad, the goodwill
it must have sufficient orders id
sponsor. Esskay Quality Meats!
created in foreign countries by lo¬
the house to account for about knows the particular agency has. a
heed
for.
a
series
and/or
a
network
cation
shooting and the extra! im¬
which
has
been
bankrolling
the
60% of the Tprun payment coin
pact of bringing .fresh faces and
series ori WJZ-TV in Baltimore,
before getting into the rerun race. time slot-to fill.
locales
to the screen.
bought
it
ori.
WTAR-TV
in
Norfolk,
The last contract with the guilds
Another stimulant, of course, is
WGAL-TV; Lancaster, WBOC-TV,
almost doubles the rerun pay¬
the British film quota, with tele¬
Salisbury, Md., and WSVA-TV,
ments, The rerun payment on “De¬
films produced in Canada and Eng¬
Harrisonburg, Va.
coy,” now in fir$t-run throughout
Rome, Dec. 3.
Deal calls for alternate-week
the country, is indicative of the
Total of 132 Italian actors, most¬ land not coming undet the quota
limitation.
sponsorship iri the four additional
Hollywood, Dec; .3.
hiked schedule.. The payment per
and was set through, the ly from the legit field, have banded
Fromkess, speaking from TPA’s
episode for second run is about
New teiepix series to star hus¬ markets,
VanSant, Dugdale agency of Balto. together to fight for what they vantage point of pioneering pro¬
$800, for third run, about $1,500,
call “actors’ rights.’’ Specically, duction and co-production, iri Canr
fmirth run, no payment, and fifth I band and wife; Michael O’Shea and
and sixth fun, about $750 per epi¬ Virginia Mayo, as a husband-wife
the thespers want similar treat¬ ada and making other co-production
was disclosed over weekend by Hal
sode.
ment to that granted authors on. deals in England, estimated that
its 35% cheaper to produce outside
As soon as a deal is inked for Roach Jr. Series, “McGarry and
reruns of television and ‘radio the U.S. He also felt that it’s about
third run,, under the “Decoy” His Mouse,” will revolve around
shows, which they claim RAl-TV, 15% cheaper to produce in New
schedule. Official would have to detective format and Will mark
Barikroller Phillips-Van ; Heusen the Italo outlet, has failed to give York than in Hollywood, crediting
fork over about $58,000 as its total first time Mr. and Mrs. O’Shea
the enthusiasm of technical crews
payment to the guilds. Before } have worked together profeSsion- ends its brief co-sponsorship .of them to date.
“West Point Story,” the Ziv tele$58,000 is inked in contracts, key [ ally in 14 years.
Group has asked intervention of. away from Hollywood With sayings,
markets, as well as hinterland I Pilot, based ; on Matt Taylor’s filiri on ABC-TV, this month,., but a congressman, Gabriele Semararo, on production.
cities, would have to be lined up. ! magazine series, will roll Jan. 6.
The big chunk of savings accru¬
the network is riegotiatirig with the who is also head of the Parliamenunderwriter to return after a : two- t tary
Feeling among distribs is that the
Committee for Entertainment, ing from production abroad stem
payments should be geared to the
month hiatus.
from
both the payment to talent,
in the affair. Some top local names,
number of markets sold; rather
Van Heu$en would like td take such as Vittorio Gassmann, Paolo actors, writers, etc., arid the absence
than a flat sum payment according
January and February off from, the Stoppa, Rina Morelli, are involved. of any significant: residual pay¬
ments. Fromkess estimated that the
to the rerun number.
Tuesday-at-10 half-hour, because
Problem of giving actors an average residual payment iri the
they are slow months iri: the. men’s
Banks, as sponsors of Ziy skeins; apparel biz. Network is tryirig to equal status to that of authors, who U.S. now amounts to about $6,000
always gotten rerun fees here per episode, representing the take
nearly have tripled their use of get it to re-ink. for March and at have
as elsewhere, has recently come to for all the guilds. That means an
Ziv shows iri the past tWo years. least pert of April..
a head; here because of RAI-TV’s additional $234,000 for a series of
increased use of old programs arid 39 episodes.
According to a Ziv study, com¬
teleshows in its daily sked, part of
paring the sponsorship picture of ‘Champagne Package’
Opposed to this, Britain now has
what it calls- an exploitation fee for
October, ’55 to October, ’57, the
Trimmed to 58 Pix an ecoriomy move.
its
actors covering all residual pay¬
number: of prestige accounts
National Telefilm Associates has
ments, the fee running to a maxi-,
among banks represents the fast¬
Don Swartz, upper midwest rep est growth of any category. Foods, reduced its latest “Chanipagrie
mum of $100 per episode for the
for National Telefilm Associates, supermarkets, beers,- though, as Package” from 74 pix to 58 cine¬
performer. Not as Well organized,.
has been, named general manager categories, are the dominant spon¬ matics. No reason for the cut was
British writers have no residual
of KMGM-Tv; the Minneapolis-St. sors of syndicated properties.
rights. A. lead performer iri an
Paul station in which, controlling . . The growth of the number of given, although it Was considered
A fourth major brewer has lined episode produced in Britain gets
interest was* purchased by NTA.
banks using. Syndicated product is likely that,, after second thought, up for Ziv’s “Sea Hunt.”.
(Continued on page 32)
With the nod of the Federal in accordance with the general NTA felt it Wanted to keep its
Anheuser Busch has taken the
Communications Commisison; the rise in the use of tv by ; banking packages ebrifined to about 50 pix, series for Hartford, Lancaster,
deal for the purchase of 75% stock institutions. Recently, the Ameri¬ as heretofore.
New Haven; Norfolk, Providence,
in United Television, operators of can Bankers :Assn. reported that,
Headliriers remaining -Include Springfield and Washington, start¬
the station,'was concluded. It’s ever a five-year period, the1 num¬ “The Men,” “High Noon,” “Bells of ing early in 1958. The agency is
expected that Swartz also will as¬ ber of banks Utilizing tv has mul¬ St! Mary,” “Claudia . and David” D’Arcy, St. Louis. Sales to G. Heil¬
sume the presidency of United tiplied 10 times.
man Brewing for nine mid western
arid “My Friend Flicka;”
Television; the operating, company.
markets, to Carling Brewing and
Swartz, a resident of the Twin
American Brewing have been inked
City area for the past 26 years,
previously.
prior to his association with NTA
Kroger Stores has extended its
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
was active in the motion picture
buy to five markets through the
Revue Productions, already the
industry as a booker and distribuaddition of Cape Girardeau (Mo.) leader iri vidpix production in
WORTV, N.Y., unreeling the monster pic “Mighty. Joe Young” oii and Evansville, Ill.
ior.
New local Hollywood, adds, still another
Swartz,. upon assuming manage¬ • “Million Dollar Movie” this week, has sent clay miniature, but grue- purchases iriclude those of Main¬ series to its lireqp—as as yet un¬
ment, said the station is inaugu¬ ' some, gorillais to tv' critics and columnists.
line Distributors (RCA) in Toledo, titled telefilm sh8w starring Lloyd
rating new evening news and
Other gimmicks utilized by station are Tetters sent from Africa to Indiana National Bank in Indianap¬ Nolan, who goes , into the Venture
Weather shows, seven, hours of all Joe Youngs residing in the Metropolitan area, as well as other let- olis and AH State; Dairies in Co¬ iri partnership With the MCA sub¬
wrestling each week, new telefilm • ters mailed from South Africa to people in the trade. “Mighty Joe lumbus, O. Added to the stations sid. Nolan will play part of an un¬
and other programming.
| Young;” the ape which won the Oscar award for special effects, couldn’t buying: the skein were WBTV, dercover agerit for the Treasury
NTA’s purchase of WATV, do' better than an “X” as a signature in-the letters.
Charlotte; WTVC, Chattanooga; Department arid the . Bureau of In¬
WAAT ( AM-FM), in the New York
WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre; KLAS- ternal Revenue, and both these
and New. Jefsey market, is await¬
An. upbeat of local proriiotipn of syndicated properties is noted by TV. Las Vegas, and WTVH, Peoria. Governmental departments have
ing approval by the FCC.
Don L. Kearney, sales v.p. of- ABC Film Syndication, based on the out¬
promised cooperation.
fit’s experience with, its “26 Men.”
1
There is actuaHy no real-life
( Stations and sponsors have: been orderirig more publicity and prorole such as this combination, but,
i motion materials for the oaiter than has been ordered for any of ABC’s
explained Nolan: • “The depart¬
London, Dec, 3, ! preceding properties. A rising number of merchandise orders for elder
ments gave me an okay to. create
Richard Steenberg of Showcase : programs now entering their second arid third runs also was noted,
such a role.” Both departments
Productions of New York is iri j New deals inked ori “26 Men” include WFLA-TV, Tampa-St; Peters: Hollywood, Dec. 3.
will ripen their files to-Nolan for
London to eye facilities for lensirig ! burg; People’s Furniture on WHBF-TV, Rock Island-Davenport; WIMAFirst project t>f new Don Sharpe- the series.
telefilms.
If his . investigations •! TV, Lima; arid KLTV, Tyler.
WarreU Lewis-Nat Wolff partner¬
Nolan will own 25% of the
prove satisfactory, the company
ship Will be comedy series^ en¬ series, and plans are to begin proplans to go into production here)j Criterion Music, has entered a. petition, with the HS. Court of the titled “Three* Wishes,” pilot for -ductiori on 13 telefilms this irionth,
\ Southern District of Calif, to take depositions about the alleged use which will foil shortly after first even though no sponsor has been
probably using British artists.
Steenberg, Whose visit to Eng¬ - of music by Guild Films that belongs to the musib firm
of year.
set Show is being readied for next
land will last three weeks, says 1 Criterion wants to screen all 39 half-hour telefilms in Guild's “Cap¬ I Robert Riley Crucher has been Season. Dick Lewis is producer
the telefilms . will t>e heavily tain David Greif” series, havirig alleged that the producer used Ha¬ signed by trio to script pilot, for and David Hire is liaison and asso-.
slanted on drama..
waiian musical backgrounds without permission.
[ which no lead has beeri set as yet. ciate producer,
_

‘Front Page’ its.Series

Fromkess Weighs Pros &Con$

No More Indiscriminate
Showing of TV Pilots
Around the Ad Agencies

INS Newsfjlm Sales

SG’S ‘CASEY JONES’
INTO 92 MARKETS

Italian Actors Want
A Better Shake From
RAI-TV on Rerun Fees

‘McGARRYA MOUSE’
ON ROACH AGENDA

Van Hensen Ankles
‘West Point’

More Banks Than Ever
Buying Teiepix Shows
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Revoe Sets Senes
With Uoyd Nolan

Steenkerg’s Brit. Dickers

Sharpe, Lewis &
Three Wishes’ Series
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Everybody Suing Everybody Else
bi Battle to Gam Control of AAP;

The stripping operation which not so long ago mainly was
confined to comedy skeins has now embraced almost every variety
of show, mysteries, anthologies, adventure, etc.
The latest to join the stripping parader being offered to stations
is “Star Performance,” consisting of 153 episodes of the 'Tour Star
Playhouse” anthology series and 39 episodes of “Star and the
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Story,” made for syndication by Four-Star. Official’s sales guns
Ziv, the telefilm- house which,
will be leveled on smaller markets as well as on resales to larger
had
its roots in radio, now a bell¬
areas where , the package is again free to be run in its entirety.
■ The blow-up of National Tele¬
Markets, formerly held by Esso which played the rerun series in v wether in tv syndication, has
film Associates' deal to purchase a
grown
to an impressive “one-two’'
The Bigtime
9 markets under the title of “Golden Playhouse,”now are Opening
size; that is, releasing a fresh syn¬
majority stock Interest in Asso¬
up.
'
'
Battle fit the feature films
dication property every two
ciated Artists Productions was dis¬
, Television Programs of America recently offered an adventure
is building between the two
months^* pace undiiplicated by
package, for stripping consisting of “Count, of Monte Cristo,”
network flagships in New
closed yesterday (Tues.i, with the
anyother. syndication outfit,
“Hawkeyp, the Last of. the Mohicans,” and “Ramar'of the Jungle.”
York, WBCA-TV and WCBSr
Louis Chester AAP stock group
Ziv
hit
that
schedule
this
year
Ziv’s Economee subsid has been offering “Mr. District Attorney”
TV,
•
now.
that
the
former
is
bowing out of the deal.
and hopes to maintain a similar
and “I Led Three Lives” for stripping. Ditto for CBS Film Sales
spending for top feature
'Papers describing the turn of
pattern
in
’58,
(eventually
increas¬
on “San Francisco Beat”
films for its weekend pror, events were filed in New York Su¬
Official pioneered the stripping field with “My Little Margie” : ing its product output and the fre¬
gramming. As a result of
preme Court by NTA as a crossquency
of
release
in
the
future.
and “Trouble with Father,” two comedies, and other syndicators 1 The outfit’s growth over a nine-year
WRCA's '■Champagne Pack¬
Maim tp an AAP minority stock¬
followed suit with comedy skeins for stripping. Now the cross-theage” buy from NTA, the sta¬
holders’ suit seeking to block the
span, appears to lean on the slow,1
board pitch encompasses all categories^
tions
will
f
ace
each
other
this
now rejected NTA-Chesler deaL
but steady course, well-rooted
Saturday (7) night with two
A hearing on the suit was post¬
though in solid production and
Academy
Award
winners,
both
poned
until Dec. 11.
sales departments; '
carting at 11:15 p.m..
NTA. in its cross-claim, called
Under the Ziv sales concept, a
WRCA’s “Movie. 4” Will
upon the court to order perform¬
pattern. followed by many syndica¬
show the Ingrid Bergman-Ring
ance by Chesler and his group of
tion houses, sales execs around the
Crosby “The Bells of St.
the
stock purchase^ contract
country are given one property at
Mary’s,” w h i 1 e WCBS-TV’s
Chesler and Maxwell Qoldhar, his
a time to pitch. Ziv doesn’t intro¬
“Late Show” features the
associate; in a letter to NTA stat¬
duce a new series until about 90
Humphrey Bogart - Katherine
ing their reason for non-perform¬
markets already are. wrapped up
Hepburn. “The
Air i.c a n
ance* said the deal “lacks those**
on the old series: Unlike other,
Metro TV, buoyed by the sale
Queen.”
characteristics necessary to make'
syndication bouses, though; Ziv is
of “Northwest Passage” to NBCit a binding and enforceable, con-j
‘Who, Me?’
able to regularly knock off the ap¬
TV, plans to come in with at least
tract under the laws of the State
proximate 90 market schedule in
two other pilots, in addition to.
Dave Susskind, who’s been
of New York.”
“Min and Bill,” for the spring ]. on1 a one-man crusade against
a 60-day period. It’s true that this
Chesler and Goldhar also made
pace has been hit in a good , year
selling season.:
telefilms as network program¬
mention of another offer to AAP
for
syndication,
but
that
doesn’t
ming
fare—he
calls
the
shows
Outfit also is. holding discussions
stockholders,
apparently referring
detract from the feat, nor. does it
“dead; from Hollywood” —with California. National Produc¬
to the United Artists offer, which
make it improbable for other syn¬
leaves for the; Coast in January
tions, on a co-production project
it
called
“conceivably
more, bene¬
dication houses to hit a similar
to set up offices at Screen
for syndication. Charles Barry,
ficial to all of the stockholders.”
pace in the future,:although pro¬
Gems.
Metro TV v.p., leaves for the
.
NTA,
in
a
prior
action,'
named as
jected setups and • organizations
The Talent Associates part¬
Coast today (Wed.) for confabs
defendants United Artists, some of
may differ from that of Ziv;
ner will produce a new series
with. CNP topper Robert Levitt
UA’s
principal
officers,
and
execs
A
major
reason
for
Ziv’s
ability
with Screen Gems titled ‘Too
and other CNP execs. Barry, while
of AAP, including prexy Eliot Hy¬
to hit its present production stride
Young to Go Steady.” It’s a
out on the Coast, also will get
man,
Professor
Floyd
ZullI,
Jr.,
his
is
that
the
organization
is
One
of
the
family
comedy
on
film.
“Northwest ' Passage” production
NTA’s suit charged that the de¬
few syndicators with: a long¬ name, a byword among the ty lit¬
underway.
standing wholly- o Wn e d and erati in New York, with his 6:30 fendants “wilfully and maliciously
Projects in the Metro TV catalog
combined
and conspired” to block
operated production arm. .Prexy
include a one-hour mystery show,
stock purchase contract with
John Sinn feels that this produc¬ a;m., “Sunrise Semester” telecast its
a 60-minute western, “Jeopardy,”
Louis
Chesler
and* Maxwell Goldon
WCBS-TV,
has'
another
chance
tion Operation, while expensive and
thematic half-hour anthology
principal AAP stockholders, as
full Of headaches, allows Ziv thC for national exposure via syndics-! bar,
series, “The Feminihe Touch” and
well
as
others
for
the purchase of
possibility Of long-range planning tiQIL
“Your Only Young Once,” both in
stock interest.
and flexibility. Ziv, /comes .the . CBS Film Sales, responding to a> majority
the half-hour category. Barry,
The
complaint
also
alleged that
spring Or fall selling season; need interest displaylSl. by stations and the defendants sought to prevent
when he returns from the Coast
not look the" field oyer in Holly¬ sponsors, has revived plans to syn-j NTA from securing financing for
in about 10 days, is due for talks
dicate
the
comparative
literature
wood . and elsewhere for possible
at ABC-TV On “Min and Bill,”
the deal, alleging that the defend¬
product. It constantly has a roster course. Eighty episodes on film of ants warned NTA’s principal source
The pilot will not be shown along
of about 25 projects to draw from. Prof. Zulli’s lectures, according to of credit and its principal source
Madison Ave., Barry avers, unless
Selecting a series to put into syn¬ present plans; will be made avail-]
there’s a definite client.or. agency
In an unprecedented move. Tele¬ dication which it deems will: be able for telecasting on a local level, of motion pictures (apparently
need for a show.
vision Programs of America, a pri¬ popular at the time. The selection the series to be stripped five times 20th-Fox). that NTA, its officers, AAP and others would be liable for Regarding Metro’s short sub¬
owned telefilm company, re¬ is independent of what other pro¬ weekly for a 16-week schedule.
inducing an alleged breach of con¬
jects, the . pre-’48 library still be vately
Unlike the situation in New York, tract with UA,
leased
financial
data
fof
:
the
fiscal
ducers,
may
be
Offering,
although
released to .tv, a plan _has been year ended July 31,1957, reporting Ziv also will make co-production there will be no New York U. col¬
' In the same New York Supreme
evolved for releasing the shorts
lege credit offered to qualified] Court, minority stockholders have
ties.
in packages of 250, beginning at a profit of $894,637. after taxes.
Another major facet of the Ziv viewers catching the series in syndi-j brought a suit, seeking an injunc¬
about February. Monroe Mendel¬ . The chest-thumping by the com¬
cation: The skein can be fully-spon- j
sohn, promotion-advertising man¬ pany, which only is four years old, operation is, of course, the sales sored; in syndication, although tion to block the NTA-Chesler deal.
ager, will head up the shorts sub¬ was seen as a possible prelude to organization, credited in the trade sponsorship by either beer firms or A temporary stay was issued Tues¬
jects operation, reporting, to sales reorganizing the corporate struc- | as being the most extensive. Ziv other educational institutions is day (26). United1 Artists has also
manager Richard Harper. The first time of TPA into a. publicly held: has four Or five men operating in prohibited/under CBS Film Sales brought an action; serving AAP of¬
250 shorts will have a comedy ac¬ stock corporation. But that move a region where other syndicators deal With New York U., co-pro¬ ficers and execs of NTA /.with
not expected until at . least an- may have one. Keeping a man
summonses, reportedly on the al¬
cent, the next batch, dramatic and t is
leged basis that UA had a prior
out in the field . is an expensive ducers of the show.
the last, the accent will be on .nov¬ other year.
: CBS Film Sales , initially balked
TPA’s
principal
Owner
is,
prexy
proposition,
and
the
distribution
elty. The comedy , group will con¬
(Continued on page 32)
at syndicating the series, feeling
sist of “Our Gang” shorts, made Milton A. Gordon, who last August arm must be fed with product with that print costs would run to high.
bought out the large interest held greater regularity if it encompass¬
(Continued on page 55)
Earlier,:
though
the
plan
was
to-j
by former board chairman Edward es more account execs. It’s a mat¬
Small. Gordon, in releasing the ter of simple economics. The more have simultaneous airings in the
figures, also showed how Well TPA series sold in an. interval of tiine, morning hours at stations through¬
stacks up with other telefilm com¬ the less , the cost of distribution, out the country, some of them CBS-.
TV affiliates who W-ould no longer
panies.
under such a setup.
be getting the CBS-TV 7 a.m.
The growth of the company is il¬
With additional men. more ad¬
lustrated by the. audited figures Re¬ vertising prospects on tile regional Jimmy Dean /show.. But that plan
leased by TPA: As of July 31, ’57, and local level can be cultivated. has been -scrapped in favor of
the end of the fiscal year, assets About 80% of. ZiV sales are made- staggering the airings so that prints
Marty,” Paddy Chayefsky’s tv
_ which
__ also hit paydirt as an
totaled $12,623,082, with current direct to advertisers, as. opposed can he bicycled among four or five play,
Ed Wynn, whose comeback as a assets on the same date put at $11,- to stations. The house also has a stations, and thereby cut down on] Academy "Award ‘winning^feature,
pri?r
ftsts-*
m.i
.
.
|
may
soon
be winding its way back
dramatic actor has /been predomi¬ 006,384. and current liabilities at
(Continued on page 55)
If the. initial 16 week series' t0 the tv medium,
nantly in the area of live televi¬ $5,588,384;
proves successful CBS Filip Sales j United Artists TV is prepping a
Other privately-held . telefilm
sion, lias Signed for his first vidpix
prexy feels that thp next Prof. new package for launching someseries. He’ll star in “My Old Mail,” companies have consistently played
WlU bC °ffered iOT\time after the first -of the year.
situation comedy .series to be pro-, their financial cards close to their
syndication
sale.
««
o, Among the features being con¬
chests,,
outfits
such
as
Columbia
duced for Screen Gems by Beii
templated for the package
Feiner Jr. Latter; a writer-produc¬ ! Pictures’ subsid Screen Gems and
“Marty.”
as well as other pi
(Continued
on
page
32)
er-director, scripted “The Great
Telefilm distributor Jules .Weill,
financed, by United Artists for the¬
American Hoax,” tv original in
who hasn’t added any new features
atrical
release,
including “Bare¬
which Wynn starred last, season..
to his catalog in roughly a year, is
foot Contessa” and “Summertime.”
Pilot on the new series will roll
taking the better than 15Q he lias
UA
TV
also
is
dickering
with the
on the Coast in January.
in supply plus 52 half-hour tele¬ . With Columbia Broadcasting J. Arthur Rank Organization for
films and is converting the whole System dropping its early morning j product.
Hollywood, Dec. 2.
into a library package.. Specialty network show which has been -car- »• __.,.w
Bruce Eelis. the newly appointed
. Metro TV; in an apparent effort Television Films, a Weill subsid ried here by WCCO-TV, its local j v.p. 'in charge of television actiyialong
Fortune Features, is of¬ outlet, the latter will try the ex-.ties for UA,.iS due to assume his
to bolster “The Thin Man.” Series, fering with
the bundle on a two-year li¬ Perim^nt of .using pld Roy Rogers | new post in a matter of weeks.
telecast Friday nights on NBC-TV, brary deal.
and Gene
Autry movies in
^
- the
-•
with EOlls. as.'mmption of his new
Hollywood; Dec. 3,
Weill has taken the 70 dubbed daily 7 to 8 a.m. time slot.
Gomalco Productions has sold its under Colgate-Palmolive sponsor-,
duties. UA TV is expected tp get
ship,
has
set
Robert
Taylor
as
French
and
Italian
features
he
Its
thought
in
the
matter
is that into the telefilm field, via financ¬
“Leave It To Beaver” telefilm
guest
star
in
an
episode.
It.
will
series to 28 Canadian tv markets mark the first television actihg owns' and has banded them togeth¬ the Westerns can attract a chil¬ ing deals with indies, a setup simi¬
er with 10 Pine-Thomas full-length- dren’s audience at that time when lar to the company’s deals with
for a full year of programming
beginning Feb. 15, 1958. MCA TV, performance by the Hollywood ers, four Osa and Martin Johnson the kiddies are having their break¬ feature film, indie producers.
star.
travel
features, 41 “Film Vision” fasts and are unengaged prior to .. On another front, UA is entan¬
Ltd., will handle the Canadian dis¬
Episode Is titled “The Scene features (including a number of starting off to school.
gled in an effort to purchase As¬
tribution.
J, :
Efforts are being made to sign sociated Artists Productions, a buy
This marks, the second foreign Stealer” and will be filmed this horror flicks), 34 “Film Vision”
sale for the "Beaver” series, the week at Metro studios, where Tay¬ westerns, 26 Osa and Martin John¬ tip sponsors among breakfast food challenged by National Telefilm
first being to two Australian out-, lor joins co-stars Peter Lawford son half-hours and 26 Buster people and others catering to the Associates, with the wrangle how
Crabbe western half-hours.
small fry.
and Phyllis Kirk.
before the courts.
lets, in Sydney and Melbourne.

Production (or Spring Season

MZifsTV

Lectures to Get

Ed Wynn Vidpix
Series for SG

larty’ for TV

WEILL'S. 150-FEATURE
LIBRARY PACKAGE

Robert Taylor’s Guestar
Stint on TV Thin Man’

‘Leave It to Beaver’
Into Canada Markets

Roy Rogers, Gene Autry
As 7 A.E Mpls. Fare
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PfasUE$Y
Borisoff** Big Day
Sunday (1) was a big day for
CBS-TV’s Norman Borisoff.
It was the premiere date of
“Conquest,” on which Borisoff
is associate producer. Halfhour after “Conquest” went
“off, “The Twentieth Century”
did its story on verti jets, which
. Borisoff scripted.
Earlier in the day, WABCTV, N. Y., played a repeat-offnetwork of the documentary
film, “- W ood r o w Wilson: _
Spokesman for Tomorrow,”
which' Borisoff had scripted
and supervised some time back
for . the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation and Caravel Films.

IN NEW YORK CITY

The rating services have their+
Billy Friedberg, head writer on the Phil Silvers show,' planes to Mex¬
dander up these days because, UA promised AAP prexy Hyman a
more and more, within the trade,
ico today (Wed.) to scout possible location sites for filming a couple of
favorable
employment
contract
‘in newspapers and in the national
the Silvers stanzas there . . . Barbara McNair guests on the “Tonight?
mags, they’re the. ones being with UA or one of the latter’s sulk
show this week . . . Larry Homer, doing a series of commercials for
blamed for all Of television's wdes sids Upon the consummation of a
Tintair . . . Sal Mlneo guests on the Steve Allen show Sunday (8)
and agonies. “Why,” they ask, sale; NTA further stated that the
“should we and We alone take the closing date for its contract with
Arthur Godfrey and crew in Chi for a couple of weeks, with Godfrey
rap for ad agencies and sponsors the Chesler group Was set for
due back, in .N.Y. for Monday’s. (9) ’‘Talent Scouts" but Peter Lind
dropping their shows?”
Hayes & Mary Healy taking over his morning show for the entire 9-13
today (Wed.). It claimed damages
The raters are getting sensitive of $200,000 at* the time of filing
week .
Art Llnkletter in over the weekend for promotion on his new
to the pushing around they are the suit (26) and promised a sup¬
book, “Kids Say the Darnedest Things,” for Prentice^Hsill . :■ Merle
getting and* are more than eager plemental complaint seeking “mil¬
Oberon in from England and “Foreign Legion” filming .. . CBS Found¬
to point out that all they do is to lions of dollars" if . the Chester
ation has made an unrestricted grant of $1,000 to Barnard College;
furnish qualitative and quanita-. contract is not consummated on
honoring the 15-year service to CBS of Dorothy Boyle, manager of pr<H
tiye material as to whatfolks have the basis of the allegations made.
gram , statistics . . Ronald Dawson doing two shots fpr the transcribed
'their eyes glued to. on the tv sets.
For the first time, the exact na¬
“Objective” §eries . . . Dale Garrick, head of the model and talent
Nothing more. The decision to axe ture of the Chesler-NTA deal was of production and to be filmed agency of the same name, leaves this week ior the Coast to: open new
a particular show does not rest spelled out. The complaint stated shortly are “Thunder Ridge,’’ star¬ offices there under-Ken Cordell, ex-casting dirctor of Ward-Kemp „ .
with them, they insist, and in these that- Goldhar; and Chesler entered ring Charlotte Greenwood; “Airline Credit in last week’s “Huck Finn” review of the “U.S. Steel Hour” was
matters they readily point out that into a written contract with Hostess,” “Dude . Ranch” and oth¬ erroneously given to Marcia Henderson instead of . Florence Henderson,
they are not consulted.
plaintiff to sell it =a majority of ers. Also production just has .been who actually appeared . . . Ann Todd cancelled plans to return to Lon¬
Dr. Sidney Roslow of Pulse gave AAP’s outstanding stock, that is completed on 26 episodes of don-and will stay on the Coast to do “Climax” Dec. 26,.following her
an industry spiel a few weeks back 820,000 shares of the capital stock, “Fury,” sponsored; on NBC-TV by filming of a vidpic for Alfred Hitchcock.
in which he stated that, the mea¬ together with Warrants fOr at least General Foods and Borden.
Peggy King and the Four Lads into the Pat Boone ABC. telecast on
surement services were the tv in¬ 100,000 additional shares, for a
Dec. 12 ... John Chapman, N]Y. Daily News drama critic, and writerconsideration of $3,587,300 in cash,
dustry’s whipping boys.
producer John Houseman will cross swords tonight (Wed.) on WMCA
Along this line Nielsen execs will $3,608,000 principal amount of
over the relation of the drama critic to the success or failure of legitreadily point out at the drop of plaintiff’s sinking fund debentures
ers ... . WINS’ ayem jock Irv Smith’s October Pulse returns were high¬
the hat that ratings taken alone and 82,000 shares of the plaintiff’s
Continued froin pace l.ssss er than Bill Stern’s (who used to have a WINS morning slot) were last
and without other considerations common stock.
April—in
reverse of the error printed here fortnight ago . . Josef.
Since the contract With the success. Well* the. answer, seems Dine, of the Dine & Kalmus flackery, named to. the board of governors
mean almost nothing.
There have been countless exam¬ Chesler group on Nov. 11 and Nov. to be ty. Elvis made some appear¬ of Radio-TV Exec Society . . . Scribe Frit* Block’s “Out of My Dark¬
ples where shows * have received 12, NTA In its complaint charged ances after his. first film. His ad¬ ness,” an hour script prepped for NBC’s “Matinee Theatre,’’ was bump¬
excellent ratings but, the sponsor’s that UA “on two separate occasions visers discovered they didn’t ‘take’ ed from the original Nov. 21to yesterday (Tpes]>; rehearsal space need¬
products Were still sitting on the increased the offer it had made, —and advised Elvis to stay off tv, ed to prep the Mary Martin “Annie Get Your Gun” spec ;.. . Mortimer
shelf. Conversely, shows With low and the defendants then threat¬ and. his popularity would last— Becker, national counsel for the American Federation of Television &
ratings have been partially , re¬ ened Chesler and Goldhar and. an- they, wouldn’t tire of him. Elvis Radio Artists, and Don Conaway, executive-secretary, were in Cincin¬
sponsible for selling carloads of the other director of AAP, M. Mac was smart enough to follow their nati two days last week for huddles with local union officials about the
sponsor’s wares blit were low-rated Schwebel, with minority stock, advice, and now the results are strike against local station WCKY .Phil Merrill, formerly scripter
shows and dumped off the. air by holder suits if they did not vote to speaking for themselves. A year fpr Mike Wallace when he was Du Monting it, is out of the Army and
the webs or sponsors who felt that approve UA’s offer.” NTA’s com¬ later he is still at the top—while has joined j. Walter Thompson as a copy writer on the Ford account
they should* have reached more plaint was filed by its law firm of others have fallen by the wayside.
. . Lyman Bryson mfinded from his third major operation in as many
“Other stars are. beginning to
people and sold still more goods. Hays, Sklar & Herzberg.
discover that a top tv star’s life years and back broadcasting.
The cry of the Nielsens and
(CBS music director Alfredo Antonin! will conduct, the premiere per¬
ends after one big year, then they
Pulses and Trendex is that too
start down the ladder—the public formance of a Bellini mass which he discovered in: his father’s library
many, other factors enter into the
in
Rome during a visit last summer; he’ll conduct the Symphony of the
tires of them. You don’t agree?
picture as far as sales correlation,
Air early in the spring
. Mary .Linn Seller, back to thesping after
to ratings is concerned and that 55^ Continued from page 31
^ Well, what has happened to Milton the birth of her child, a contender for the “Kitty Foyle” title role (she
Berle, Martha; Raye, Jackie Glea¬
agencies on Madison Ave. are not
was in the “Brighter Day” soaper recently) . .. CBS-TV “Conquest?
MCA-TV,
The
publicly
held
com¬
son
and.
a
few
others
who
were
in
putting ratings and their signifi¬
panies such as National Telefilm. many.a conversation, but.now are director Norton Bloom, just back: from Milwaukee, where; he filmed
cance in the true perspective.
segments of the next show (Jan. 19), off again to McDonald, Texas, to
Ratings out of context according Associates, Official Films, Guild off the. air? They made it-big for film the story of astronomer Gerard Kuiper . ..-. Leonard Stone, cur¬
to the arting services mean noth¬ Films are required to issue, finan¬ a year or so, gave most of their rently in the cast of “Look Homeward, Angel’’ on Broadway, booked
cial
reports
to
stockholders.
Col
take
to
the
Government
in
income
ing and in order, for it to mean
for an upcoming “True Story” on NBC Radio and filming a “Decoy”
something it has to be broken Piets, of course, intermingles SG taxes, and now are willing to flit stanza for Official Films ]•' , Virginia Gibson of “Your Hit Parade?
down into audience composition- revenues into its statements, but in and out of . any program and goes dramatic Jan: 1 when she stars* in “The Battle for Wednesday Night”
The boys With the sliderule are there is no breakdown of the lend their name to it for a few op “Kraft Theatre.” Also set for the. same-show is films veteran Jack
getting rather sensitive and every- Screen Gems Contribution to. the dollars.
“Yes, there’s liable to .be a hew. Oakie (another comeback?) . . . Entire N.Y. chapter of American Wom¬
time a show is dropped because sum total.
Reporting on the fiscal year; trend besides in music that Pres¬ en in Radio & Television will be Mayor Wagner’s guests at Gracie
the Sponsor and agency feels that
Mansion Tuesday (10), when the AWRT hold their fourth annual Christ¬
Gordon
said
that
both
domestic
ley
might start. He might -be
it didn’t have a rating, the raters
do a slow bUTn and want their day sales, under exCc v.p. Michael M. start of a hew era Of stars’ think¬ mas party for needy families.
Alike Baker doing an. industrial film for Sylvania . . . Harry ReasonSillerman,
and
foreign
sales*
un¬
ing—that
they,
would'
rather
be
in court.
~
der v.p. for foreign operations like. Crosby, Cooper,' Gary Grant, er, a reporter-contact with CBS News for the past year, upped; to. staff
Mahnie Reiner, show major gains and hundreds of others, and have correspondent; he’s ex-WCCO, and KEYD, Minneapolis, and formerly
in comparison to the preceding a. good living for 20 or 25 years— with USIA in Manila . . . Edith Barstow staging tonight’s (Wed.) “Kraft
year. Foreign sales in particular than they would to toss their whole Theatre” . . . Walter Cronkite and CBS Radio’s Arthur Peck both, off
have made phenomenal gains, Gor¬ careers in one; or two, or even to Nassau to cover the Nassau Trophy Race Sunday (8) and other
; Continued from pace 30 ;
don added.
sports car events during the week . . . Baby girl for Elaine Karp (Lou
five years, and then he done.
TPA-now has 14 half-hour prop¬
“One thing is preventing the Cowan’s secretary at CBS), bom Thanksgiving Day.
about $350 for her part, as con¬ erties on the air in the U.S. Twelve trend
..from happening fasterABC-TV, taking over the Ziv telefilm package,. has tentatively re¬
trasted to the $125 paid to a bit of these programs also are telecast agents, who get 10 or 15% of
Second
player in the states. The minimum abroad and are On the air in 24 star’s earnings and want to get all slugged “Marbourrnaster” as' “Adventure at Scott Island”
quarter
of the upcoming WABC-TV “Roller Derby” was bought this.,
for a half-hour script in: the U.S. is countries.
they can as fast as they can—then week by Seven Up bottling; first] part was taken by Ward Baking .
$850, with very few writers getting
In production now are “Adven¬ they can grab : another star and Mari Yanofsky, ABC mag editor, out of] St. Francis Hospital; Trenton,
the minimum- In England, good tures of Tugboat Annie” and -‘New
scripts can be purchased at about Adventures of Charlie Chan,” the keeping go)ng in the big- brackets after illness and now recuperatirig at home . . .. ABC veep Mikev Fos$540, with no replay payments pro-j latter in the. editing stage on the while the ex-stars sit arid wonder teris secretary Margie Maier got engaged to a non-tradester over the
how they went from , a sputnik to a weekend . . . Folk singer Jimmy Rushing into Art Ford’s WABD’er Frivision. Contrasting living costs and][ latest
isodes. In various stages fizzled-out firecracker.”
j day (6) . . . Drew Pearson is being griddled by Mike Wallace Saturday
standards make for the pay dif(7)
Walter Newhonse Jr. rejoins WQXR as salesman after, five
"Terences, Fromkess feels.
i
years . . WOR Radio is repeating a mental health show done on the
Producing abroad is nbt without
i “Martha. Deane” program last month, which featured Dr. . Brock Chisits problems—and added expenses:
holiri; prexy of the World Federatiori for. Mental Health ; . . Carlton
In Canada, TPA had to organize a
Fredericks will guest on WABD’s Wendy Barrie Show today (Wed ).
production -crew, build a Pioneer
Village set, an Indian encampment,
dam a lake at Pickering, Ont., about!
IN HOLLYWOOD
30 miles outside Toronto, for “Mo-1
By JACK BERNSTEIN
portedly worth over $1,000,000 and - Cy Howard is getting active again and developing a program for Kee*
hicans.” It’s not a simple matter of
Was
handled
by
Heineman,
Kleim
ly Smith and Lou Prima next season. Hopes to have a pilot ready, for
Lennen . &: Nevirell has wprked feld, Shaw & Joseph.'
calling the prop department, as in
next year’s selling season ....: Harold Gilpin, biz .manager of Foote,
Hollywood, or having on a vast out a new twist for its client the
Jacob Ruppert, brewers of Cone &.Belding HoUywood office, and Ken Craig, broadcast manager
studio lot, almost any terrain or American Gas Assm Agency says Kriickerbqcker Beer, will shift
set for filming. Everything must be an extensive campaign has been over to. Compton Agency* Feb., 15. at the agency’s downtown office, take leave first of the year. Hollywood
and downtown offices of FC&B are being consolidated into one L.A.
done from scratch and it takes time
Warwick & Legler handled the
for
crew to garni the savvy re¬ mapped out to call attention to’the; $2,600,000-account for the past two operation. . . Alan Liyington, NBC-TVs program veepee in Holly¬
wood, hopped east to supervise the pilot of “You Know Me AI,” based
quired. But enthusiasm and team Commercials, on “Playhouse 8B-” years]
work develop abroad with a pro¬ Commercials for the Gas Assn.; . The olive industry has pooled on the Ring Lardner stories of a baseball rookie. That’s like putting
duction crew and enterprise com¬ highlight Birig Crosby and are. $300,000, to be handled by J. Wal¬ the cart before the horse, Hollywood going to N.Y. for a film pilot .
pensates to a large extent for the based on a Christmas theme. It’s ter Thoinpson, to make grocers Nelson Gross, former account exec in many eastern ad agencies, sue-,
ceeded Ken Caldwell as director of domestic advertising for Max Fac¬
lack, of physical and technical facili-j probably the first tim'eThat a com¬ aware, of olives.
mercial-got top billing with the
ties.
A $1,000,000 campaign has been tor, top tv spender on the coast . . . NBC bought 52 “Ruff and Ready”
Fromkess says that Lever Bros, fare, running secorid.
undertaken by the Kroehler Manu¬ cartoons .for Saturday iriorning showing on its tv stations.. . . Shirley
City of St: Louis following the facturing Co. to hypo furniture Temple may bypass “Beauty arid the Beast” as tee-upi>er for her “Stor
of Canada has evidenced an interest
for another 39 episodes on “Tug.-| Baltiriiore example has an adver¬ sales, Accourit is being . handled rybook” series on NBC-TV. She figures it isn’t strong enough for her
tising
tax bill in the making. The by the Henri, Hurst & McDonald to star in as an opener . . . Ed Helwick, forrrierly with J. Walter Thomp¬
boat Annie,” now being produced
son in Hollywood as scripter of holiday specials in radio, now-teaching
in Canada and unreeling. on CBS- Advertising Club of St] Louis says agency. ..
it’s
similar
to the one passed in
TV. Lever Bros., which, has ari in¬
Alta Products, manufacturers of in Denmark on a Fulbright fellowship . . Jack Bailey’s “Queen For
terest in the property, is co-pro¬ Baltiriiore, that is, a straight levy wonieri’s.jslippers has turned its ac¬ a Day” was picked by National Foundation of Infantile Paralysis to
of 6% on the. advertising in that count over to the. Cay tori Agency. kick off the March of Dimes campaign on tv frorn Warm Springs, Ga.
ducer on “Tugboat.”
city:. Baltimore’s daily newspapers
Grant M. Thompson has beeri ... Phil Rapp and Joan Davis are teaming up on a new comedy series,
and tv stations this past week ini¬ upped to director of William Esty. “Joan of Arkansas,” to be piloted by CalKomia National for its parent,
tiated suits; and asked for a tem¬ He is a veepee at. the agency and NBC-TV. It deals with a femme picked electronically to make the first
porary injunction while the con¬ Serves as a member of the operat¬ trip to the moon. Rapp writes, directs and acts as executive producer
stitutionality of the iriatter was ing committee.
of the half-hour, stanza.
E— Continued from page 31 — tested.
The Advertising Federa¬
Advertising Courieil has mapped,
commitment for the buyout of tion of America is planning pro¬ out- a campaign to arouse public IN CHICAGO
tests to the proposed St. Louis tax. interest in taking polio shots.
AAP’s assets.
Virginia Marmaduke, newswoman and radio-tv personality CWMAQ
The NTA complaint alleged that
Marschalk & Pratt, a division of. Young & Rubicam is serving as
and WBKB), has been appointed to membership on Chicago Board of
although UA did conduct negotia¬ McCann-Erickson has picked up the agency gratis. ]:
Health
by Mayor Richard Daley . . . Kirk Logie has been handed down
tions with AAP for the purchase the FRAM Corp account: Client
William T. Kammerer,. formerly
of assets, they were never carried makes oil, air arid fuel filters. .
with Kenyon & Eckhardt has Jim Troy’s NBCrTV mantle as manager of network programs in Chi.
to the point of. any contract] NTA
Coty has appointed BBD&O to joined Ted Bates as assistant to Logie and his wife adopted a son, Kirk Hamilton, last weekend . . •
also stated in its complaint that handle its products. Account is re- the media director.
(Continued on page 52)
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Jerry’s Win, Place & Show
Paces 19-Hour Telethon
With $750,000 Response
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Tele Follow-Up Comment

DEATH OF A SALESMAN
With Albert Dekker, George Baker
supporting cast translated the imaginative counter-punch and the
Frank Sinatra. Show .
Vera Cbok, John Stratton, David
gentle riposte.
> Frank Sinatra, who: had his ups script into a diverting half-hour.
Graham, Mavis ViUiers, George
Paar could have been serious—1
on ♦ ABC-TV this season , with a
Remarkably simple story related
Woodbridge, Henry Oscar, Rob¬
and
he
should
have
been—when
he
live leadoff show and. his downs what happened to Astaire, a busi¬
ert Arden
. .
with- the succession of filmed en¬ nessman with punctual and precise prodded her on becoming a regular Writer: Arthur Miller
tries that' followed, resorted to live habits, after a turned down pan¬ on his NBC-TV late-nighter. She TV adaptation: Stanley Mann
again last Friday (29) with fairly handler stuck him with an “imp would round out what’s fast be¬ Director;:. Silvio Narjzzano
promising results. Not that the On a cobweb leash.” This , imp, it coming the; snappiest repertory 120 Mins.,. Wed., 8 p.m.
opus cleared up all that has ailed developed, was. responsible.... for troupe in the country, what with GRANADA-TV, from Manchester
the show so far, /or it’s still .want¬ leading him into .“some kind' of the bland and heppery Dody Good¬
Arthur Miller’s “Death Of A .
ing in smoothness and substance, subconscious revolt” . against con¬ man and . the grand and peppery Salesman”
provided Granada-TV
but the star was in good voice this vention.. Rather, than being upset Elsa Maxwell. When?
Tray;
with
its greatest dramatic triumph
time,, and he seemed to enjoy the by committing. such faux pas; as
to date. It was also apparently the
company of guestar Dean Martin appearing at a board meeting with
Mike Wallace Interview
fir$t time the play had ever been
even though they had little to talk
As with so many other onetime
on tv, and the first occasion
about that whs amusing. Most of crew cut and Bermuda shorts, he tv favorite entries, disenchantment done
on which a two-hour drama. had
all, though, the show proved again seemed to be enjoying it. ,
with the “in depth” technique of been screened on commercial tv.
Also
joining
in
the
overall
spirit
that you can’t beat the immediacy,
interviews — Mike Wallace and In both cases, it was more than
and palpability of a live, perform¬ of . levity was Joan Tetzel, Astaire’s others—seems to have gripped a justified..
wife with a pronounced sense of sizable cross-section of teleview¬
ance.
The programmers brought over
|
humor;
Rhys
Williams,
who
conTwo new writers for the show,
ers. Bennett Cerf on Wallace’s
Dekker to play the- lead role
Ray Singer and Richard Chevil- tribbed. a delightful characteriza¬ Saturday might ABC-TVer was a Albert
lat, came up with less than an in¬ tion as the tramp; Howard Smith, pleasant enough subject, literate, of Willy Loman, the salesman, and
in
doing
so must surely have pro¬
spired script, one that was full of as. a pompous executive, and Mar¬ authoritative, frank and interest¬
innocuous patter and routine rib¬ garet Irving, the latter’s wife, ing. Yetvsomehow the zing and vided him with the award of best
bing, but part of the problem , ap¬ among others,. Robert B. Sinclair zest seems to have gone, out of so British tv performance of the year.After the excellent tv-adaptation
pears to be that Sinatra does not directed the proceedings without many of these interviews. .
by Stanley. Mann; and the equally
yet have a well defined personal making the situations appear too
Cerf discoursed on television good direction by SilVio Narizzano,
far
fetched.
Lionel
Lindon’s
cam¬
concept :for tv. Well spoken, and
and, while Wallace sought to capi¬
debonair he isn’t, so there’s not erawork was good as were other talize on the versatile publisher- it seemed' that Arthur Miller had
much point in forcing what doesn’t technical credits in this dramatic author-panelist’s observations about written the piece especially for the
come naturally. As a talker, the entry which William Frye produced too-many-westerns and ‘‘Sunday medium, and made for a feeling
Singer was most convincing and for MCA-Revue Productions. Plugs afternoon as an intellectual ghetto” of wonderment as to , how it had
comfortable when allowed to fall accented the value of GE appli¬ (meaning not prime time, hence ever been produced on the stage.
into patterns with Martin that ances as Christmas gifts. Ronald some of the “best” things are The programmers were certainly
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
well justified in cancelling a quiz
were, distinctly of the pool room, Reagan, per usual, was an unobtru¬ lumped
TELETHON
there), he was equally game jn order to develop two hours
complete
with shoulder scrunch¬ sive host.
Gilb.
With Jerry Lewis, host; Lqu Brown
frank in describing himself as a to the production^
orch; guests: Steve Allen, Sarah ing mannerisms. It’s an acceptable
“ham.”
This
frank
personal
ego
The mixture of fact and fantasy,
,
Playhouse 90
Vaughn, Dodi Goodman, Jill identity, and the shoe. fits.
makes him go on- “What’s My which was the basis of the play,
String some tin cans, to the tail Line?”, as it has induced him to, was
Sinatra sang “Night atd Dav”
Corey, Arthur and Katherine
translated with -a great deal of
Murray, Martha Raye, Polly Ber¬ and “Devil Moon” and Martin did of a dog, , let it go, and hear the |»expose himself to the Wallace in¬ feeling to tv. Camera work tanked
gen, Thelma Rit(ert Robert Q. “They’ll. Never Believe Me” before interesting noises: This somewhat terview, he observed.
among
the best, and the sombre
Lewis, Ted Steele," Barry Gray, the two got together on’ a medley approximates the effort, of Rod
When Wallace grouped a bar¬ set added just that touch of grim
Murray Kaufman, Dizzy Gilles¬ of tunes they’d each recorded, a Serling in his: “The Panic Button” rage question of multiple values,. reality to the production. The im¬
pie, Teddi King, Peggy Wood, piece of business, that seemed script, presented last week on Cerf parried that the interviewer pact of the general outline of the
Paul Wlnchell, Jan Murray, badly rehearsed, but- it had the. “Playhouse 90.”
“stacked” that interrogatory. He play most certainly must have had
Mike Wallace, George DeWitfc, right effect because the boys
By stringing his series of chafac-. applied himself to the main barb-^ 100% of the viewers identfying
Jerry Marshall, Anthony Per¬ seemed to be genuinely enjoying ters. and incidents to an airplane “why do you .lend yourself to a themselves with at least one of the
kins, Peter-Ustinov, Rudy Val- it. Sinatra wound- up the show crash and the resulting CAB in¬ panel show?”—by again reiterat¬ characters.
lee, James Garner, Ln Ann with a potent job on “What . Is vestigation, and by making these ing that being a panelist made him
Dekker’s sensitive performance
Simm-', Jim Brown, Fran Alli- America to Me,” but it was slight-, people react to the pressures of no tv “expert,” per se, and funda¬ was notably supported by that of
sen, Marion Marlowe* Cozy Cole ly over-produced with a still the investigation, Serling made mentally, once again, it’s “nice” to George Baker as Biff, who switched
pageant,
in
the
background.
A
Trio, Cab Calloway, Henry
enough interesting, noises to make be on a successful tv show, for between the role of a 34-years-old
Jerome Orch, Dick Haymes, Pat J number of pulchritudinous models a viewer stay with the story. But “ham”, (and, economic) reasons, who had achieved practically notlW
Boone, Milton Berle, Hal March, j had walkon parts at various points he never made his people—or even Wallace pursued that by reading a. ing out of life, and a raring-to-go
Tom Tully, Warners Anderson, in. the. show, but without a fea¬ his story—believable;: or identifi¬ Chi critic’s quote of..Cerf’s indict¬ teenager, with equal boxility. Vera
' David Wayne, Margaret O’Brien, j tured distaffer it was like spend¬ able with an overall point of view. ment of. tv’s “sameness,”, and from Cook, as Linda Loman, gave a ten¬
Sam Levene, Kai Winding Sex¬ ing half an hour with the boys on
Serling managed to bounce his that Wallace went into “too much der, touching performance, and
tet, June Havoc, Sonny Fox, Jim the corner.
group along from incident to sex” in books, paperbacks and John Stratton as Happy, filled the
Show emanated from the El little
Backus,. Jack Carter, others .
incident,
the time -the hard-cover, alike, with “too much role With a lot. of . exuberance
Executive Producers: Arthur Hale, Capitan Theatre in Hollywood and copilot from
remembers the crash blasphemy” and Catholic group’s tinged with pathos.. Other notable
didn’t fool much with set illusions
Jules Baker
J
as “objectionable for performances: were ^given by Henry
Producer: Ernie Glucksntan
and atmosphere, letting the home Was his own fault, to the time rating-system
he hints he’s going to blame youthful readers.” Cerf defended Oscar (Uncle Ben), and George
Directors:
Jack Shell,
Arnee viewer see a couple of times the when
dead pilot, to the next instance that by accenting that, proportion¬ Woodbridge (Charley).
Nocks, A1 Castle, Artie Forrest congestion of equipment and trap¬ the
The production created a con¬
he blames the pilot under ately, the percentage is small, and
19 Hrs., Sat. (Nov. 31)-Sun. (Dec. pings behind the scenes. This where
church pressure groups go tinuous atmosphere of tension and
kind of production honesty isn’t oath, tb the : final denouement when
1), Id pan.
always a virtue, least of all on a where he finally admits his guilt after writers like- Hemingway, frustration, which placed the offer¬
WABD, N. Y.
year. '■
show that can - use some atmos¬ in a simulation of the fatal flight. Faulkner j Caldwell, O’Hara et al! ing among the best of the Bury.
Serling threw in a few odd charac¬ because their works are “sala¬
phere and illusion.
Chapter was underwritten by ters along the way! a wife who cious,” then it is high time for the
with everybody, interviewed Mike
keeps analyzing herself for the co¬ freedom of the press to be con¬ DER KELLER
Wallace, kept kids from wander¬ Bulova, with Chesterfield getting pilot, a widow/for the pilot, all so cerned.:
Abel..
(The CeUar)
ing in and out of the playing area, the alternate spot. Starting Jan. 3 much window-dressing with alLthe
With Gerhard Vogt, Rudolf Fleck,
all
of
Sinatra’s
shows
will
be
mu¬
did the same with adults, who
believability of; manikins.
Dietrich Koerner, Gerhard Lau,
Ed
Sullivan
Show
sicals
before
live
audiences..
somehow, act liked privileged char¬
Walter Kainx and Hans Lucke.
LeSi
For all the zig-zaginess of the
Ed. Sullivan’s layout on. Sunday
acters whenever they donate a
(1)
resembled
closely
a
show
by
plot
progression
and
for
all
the
Producer:.
TV-DDR
buck at one of these affairs, and
The Voice ofFirestond
tinsel-like . .characterizations, direc¬ Alan Freed because of its stress Director: Heinz Seibert
when the amassed page boys, as¬
The fact that “The Voice of Fire¬ tor Franklin Schaffner and stars upon singers of the r’n’r genre. Writers: Guenter Kalthofen, Heir
sistant director#*, telephone an¬
mnt Schienuum
swerers, friends and relatives stone” has been around somewhat Lee J. Cobh (the investigator) and With this kind of accent, Sullivan
could no longer hold back some longer than rockin’ roll should he Robert Stack (the copilot) managed seems to be departing from a vari¬ 90 Mins.:. Sun. (24), 8 p.m.
of the audience from slipping of some comfort to partisans of to keep “The Panic Button” mov¬ ety format, since there was very East German TV, from East Berlin.
One must admit that; East Ger¬
-through the wavering cordons on good miisic. Last .Monday (2), in ing. along and fairly interesting! little of that item on his show. An¬
to the stage of the Grand Ball¬ fact, this show marked its 30 years Cobh, as per usual, turned in one other factor militating against the many’s tele has greatly improved
of
those
through-the-wringer
per¬
layout
was
a
lack
of
movement
within
the past months. Programof
broadcasting
in
both
radio
and
room of the Hotel Roosevelt, Lewis
displayed what for a tired man television, making it the longest formances that bolstered the script such as a; nearly all-singing show Wise, it’s now even more substan¬
was-admirable patience and tact. running series on the air. And the and made it all seem important;. would result in. The two passages tial than that of West Germany
Credit must also go to Arthur basic commodity; of this show re¬ Stack gave an. excellent portrayal where motion entered into the pic¬ which, of course, is explained by
Hale and Jules Baker, who' make mains, as always, the high calibre of the . sick-at-r.heart reactions of ture were, delightful. Martha Ann the fact that the Soviet'German a living setting up telethons, for of its musical taste, covering the someone who realizes he’s caused Bentley galloped through a series video hasn’t got to. struggle along
keeping -the raft of “testimonials” :best in. pops, - showtunes, light deaths^-if he wasn’t entirely be¬ of rapid ballet spins for a show- with such financial difficulties as
by the name stars on a dignified classical and opera. This .show’s, lievable, it was the! fault of the stopper and the De Marcos (Tony its colleague in the West.
It’s a matter of course that large
level. The cynical remember how. ratings aren’t likely to blow’ anyone script in its vague motivational & Sally) provided a graceful bit of
often in the past how ineffectual, over, but there’s no doubt that it approach. Except for a good, stint ballroomology that made for an part of the East German program
tear-jerked and phony some of the has a loyal audience winch.; on a by Leif Erickson. other perform¬ extremely pleasant respite^ despite still follows the “party line.” Yet
pitches for cerebral palsied mop¬ ber capita basis, probably has. a ances—by Vera Miles and. Marion Tony’s fall earlier in the day that quite frequently now E-Germany-s
was believed would make it impos¬ tv comes along with items that
pets, heart victims, or whathave- higher purchasing power than the. Seldes, were strictly stock.
you, sounded. Some might object juve-angled musical sessions.
really rate highly, such as its. even¬
Schaffner’s. fluid staging, particu¬ sible for him to perform.
For its 30th anni celebration, “The larly some live & film integration , There were some Unfortunate ing plays. Acting as well as direct¬
and say that the prepared scripts
by Hale and Baker were patently Voice of'? Firestone” reprised some that made the cockpit and crash factors in the overall plot of the ing are1 nearly always a/ plus in
•phony, ^simply because they didn’t of the fave numbers from previous scenes extremely realistic,, gave the ' show, Firstly, this was to have been those offerings, while also their
come from the heart, but the year. From its first, show Dec. 3, play, the; semblance of briskness a dream show to be based on a poll technical side deserves at least the
heart, apparently, can he the. 1928, it selected “Valencia,” and and movement iri a logical direc¬ conducted by Cosmopolitan mag. classification satisfactory.
sources of considerable irritation “Only a Rose”; from 1933, “Rio tion,. something it 'never really Early in the voting it became ap¬
Strictly on the positive side: this
when so many of the untutored Rita,” and an aria from the opera, had,.
parent that such a layout would be week: “The CeUar,” a 90-minute
Chan,
make with their own brand of “Manon”; from 1943,: the year of
impossible. For example, it would offering adapted from a stage play
artifice for the ‘sage of us un¬ this show’s video how; “I’ll Get
be somewhat difficult to get Steve of the same name by Hans Lucke.
. Tonight
washed.
By”; from 1948, “My Hero’’;, and
Thanksgiving Night on “Tonight” Allen over to perform to cite one This is a natural for video; It has
When the tote hoard closed Sun¬ from 1953, another operatic aria. wais certainly no turkey. Jean Kerr, case. Again, the Rays, a rock ’n’ only six persons plus one. setting;
day at 5 p.m.,. Lewis and his many Metonera tenor Brian Sullivan and flounced in bubbling with enthusi¬ roll group, were in an auto acci¬ Latter is the cellar of a house some¬
and varied -guests (most of ’em Dorothy Warenskjold, the San asm after attending the Broadway dent, necessitating two substitutes. where on the East Front during
listed above) had collected rough¬ Francisco Opera! lyric soprano; han¬ preem • of “Look Homeward. . An- Well—it was just one of those World War II. It houses a com¬
ly $702,000 in promises and. cash, dled the vocal assignments, with gel,”. oii the. life of Thomas Wolfe. shows.
munication setup of a Germany
not a bad tally when compared to polish backed by an eight-person Mrs. Kerr, becoming less and less
Other performers outside the ar¬ Army unit arid its inhabitants are
the #575.000 Dean Martin & Lewis chorus. Howard Barlow1 and: his identified as. merely- “the wife :of” ray of singers were Jean Carroll, a German private (telephonist), and
drew' at closing for the same symphonic orch were spotlighted in Walter. Kerr; drama critic of the comedienne, with good, laugh-pro¬ his corporal. Suddenly, the Red
charity la*;* rear.' It was some the “Carmen” prelude.
Hugh N. -Y. Herald. Tribune (who’s he- voking material, who registered as Army invades the territory and
“T
’.■-■* '"J—t
rmTjod James’
announcing strikes, the .co mihg. more and more identified .strongly as the best of her comedic this small telephone service in the
alone for the City of Hope Tele- right note. *
Herni.
as “the husband of” Jean Kerr), f contemporaries:. who have worked cellar, hot noticed by the Russians,
t
me months ago, hut all the
had her own axe to grind in the ■this show. Another was Douglas is cut off from its unit. After a
re-,.
aren’t in yet for Lewis.
General Electric Theatre
form, of a. book. Her latest and Fairbanks Jr.,, who preceded his while the two German soldiers in
Within 'two hours after the 5 p.m.
Fred Astaire, hitherto renowned probably greatest is “Please Don’t major effort by describing a world the cellar get company, first
deadline, another $50,000 came in for his dancing, made his tv dra¬ Eat The Daisies,” about bringing in crisis. He gave comfort to this German tank soldier and, then two
building the Sunday sum to matic, debut Sundhy (1) on CBS- up children (four) and kindred sub¬ suffering, globe with the recitation SS men, all from a detachd body
$752,000.
TV’s General Electric Theatre in jects stemming from their unique of Kipling’s “If.”
of troops/! The different characters
Lewis’ tally jumped by about an amusing fantasy that revealed Westchester. County abode, if. the • The musical brigade led off with in the ceUar make up the suspense:
$300,000 in the last three hours him as an. actor with a flair for absorbing palaver passing, between , Ray McKinley’s orch in a series of' One of the soldiers wants to sur¬
before the final curtain. By then, comedy. The Jameson Brewer tele- the. author:- playwright - humorist tunes in which three brief vocals render himself to the Ivan. The
it is safe to assume, people were play1 from a story by John Keasler and the conferencier, Jack-of-all- were featured and which came off SS men, however, can’t do this
forking out coin in testimony to was a whimsical piece aptly. titled rtrades-Paar, did not excite interest; pleasingly. The Crickets, vocal- because they have to face death if
Lewis, while others must have “Imp on a Cowweb Leash!” It’s towiu’d purchase of the book, noth-, instrumental foursome in two slots, captured by the Red Army; An¬
been taking side-bets on whether humor at times took oii a gossa¬ ing will; She was simply colossal; made little sense for adult listen¬ other problem is imposed by the
he’d make it to the finish line.
mer-like quality, but adroit per¬ so was the host with the Paar- ers, as did the unfortunate Rays, fact that upstairs lies the body of
Art.
formances by Astaire, and a fine shaped tones—the man with the I
(Continued on page 50)
(Continued on page 54)

Every ounce of muscle Jerry
Lewis possesses went into his
fronting of the -Muscular Dystro¬
phy songathon - talkathon - clownathon that spread across 19 hours
of WABD,N.Y.t teletime this past
weekend. There may have been
better organized charity telethons
in the metropolitan area but none
could have been much better. The
organization was planned by some¬
body else, but nonetheless the pro¬
gram was a personal triumph for
Lewis.
His show drew some
$750,000 by shortly after closing
time Sunday,
. 'These stanzas have a way of get¬
ting messy In technique and maud¬
lin in tenor but nowhere:! in the
three-and-a-half hours personally
viewed was the* disturbance- exces¬
sive or the work of the guest stars
sloppy. And one of the chief rea¬
sons is that Lewis devoted his
Harge store of energy, wit and pa¬
tience to keep the show in tow.
Lewis conducted the terrif Lou
f Brown orchestra, which Was there
through most of the session. Lewis
gun-fought tv cowboy James {Ear¬
ner, played catch- with Brave’s
Frank Torres, swapped stories

;
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WAYNE & SHUSTER SHOW
MACY'S PARADE
CONQUEST
PIED PIPER OF HAMELIN
- ANNIE GET YOUR GUN
With Johnny Wayne and Frank With Bert Parks and David Brink- With Eric Sevareid, narrator; Bill: With Van Johnson, Claude Rains,: With Mary- Martin, John Raitt,
Shuster, Denny; Vaughan, Joan
ley, narrators; Hugh O’Brian,
Downs, Ned Calmer, reporters;
Lori Nelson, Kay Starr, Jim I Ret* Shaw, Donald Burr; Zach¬
Fairfax, Eric Christmas, Don
Eddie. Foy, Jr., Margaret O’Brien,
Backus, Doodles Weaver, Stanley! ary Charles, William O’Neal,
guests
Bill Boyd, others
Gillies, Dancers, Don Wright
Producer; Michael Sklar
Adams, Rene Korper/ Oliver ! Stuart Hodes, John Eldredge,
Chorus, Herb May, narrator; Producer: Ed Pierce
Directors: Norton. Bloom, Arthur
Robert Nash, Luke Halpin, Fat
Blake, others
Samuel Hersenhoreit’S Orch
Director: Charles Christiansen
Zegart
Morrow, Jan Skidmore, Thomas
Producer: Hal Stanley
60 Mins.; .Thurs. (28), 11 a.m.
Producer-Director: Don Hudson
Writers: Norman Borisoff, Howard Director: Bretaign^Windust
and Dennis Bonilla, Gary Dia¬
Writers: John Wayne,’ Frank. SWEETS CO. & IDEAL TOY
Turner, James Shute, John IE. Writers:. HafBtaiiley, Irving Taylor
mond, .Shelly Wmdsor,=;pthers;
Shuster
NBC-TV, from New York
Pfeiffer, Zegari
musical director, Louis Adrian
Music Director:7P«er King
60Mms.;Sun.(l),5pjn.
60 Mins., Mon., 10 p.m.
(Gray)
Executive Producer; Richard HalChoreographer^ Ward Ellis
PARTICIPATING
• Television marched for Thanks¬ MONSANTO
90 Mins., Toes. (26), 7:30 p.m.
i• Lday
CBC-TV, .from Toronto
giving, the parades ushering in the CBS-TV (film)
j Director: Vincent J. Donehue .
LIGGETT Ifc^MYERS
t Music & Lyrics: Irving Berlin
NBC-TV. (film; color)
(GardnerV.
Because of production: expense, Yuletide season, giving kids and
j Look: Dorothy & Herbert Fields
Johnny Wayne. & Frank Shuster some, of their indulging parents an
(
McCann-Erickson
>
Monsanto Chemical bought “Con¬
Production Designer; George Jenwere -dropped oil. the forthcoming at-home look-see at the traditional
Apparently it’s the rule nowseason by Christie-Brown Biscuits department store originated, shen- quest,” a series, of four one-hour udvs
ui think*
umiK. oi
iv specials m
-.
days to
of tv
in su-: _ bins
after a four-year sponsorship of 26 nanigans in. New. York, Detroit, and Science specials this season: and minute terms even if, as in this ^turne Designer: Dorothy Jenkins
weekly 30-minute . programs, but Newark, N. J;
four in; the ’58-’59 season, during case, it means padding up the Pad-’ JontiaC
a° P’m‘
There was the granddaddy of
ding. Hal Stanley’s musicalized i!°^IAC, PEPSI-COLA
they have been booked this season
the late summer, before the Soviet
Dwood (color)
by three commercial backers who them all, Macy’s Thanksgiving Day launched its Sputniks and precipi¬ “Pied; Piper" last Tuesday (26) was
a' physically handsome color film (MacManus, John & Adams; K&E)
will pick up the tab for a monthly Parade, now in its 31st year, car-'
NBC served up. a tempting
full hour series, that will run till ried by NBC-TV:, starting at 11 a.m; tated a major debate over . the that threatened to be endless, an
Spring. The comics go on 33: tv Just prior to that, ABC affiliate U. S. science situation,- With the alleged “adult folk story" that was Thanksgiving Eve tv menu for milstations across the Dominion on the WXYZ-TV. Detroit, originated the first show , coming right in the not only flimsy, of yarn but lacked; lions of homes last week, thanks to
State-owned Canadian broadcast* J. L. Hudson marching shindig, be¬ midst of "Congressional hearings the substance of a mature play be-: a richly rewarding production of
ginning at 10:15 a m. On Thanks¬ and debate over the missile pro¬ sides.. For the grownup viewer it-, "Annie Get Your Gun,” starring
ing Corp.
giving Eve, Bamberger had its mo¬
and the. scientist shortage in was an adventure in patience and,Mary Martin. If anything, it demOn th's one-hour stint, the come¬ ments to howl via ABC-TV, from gram
general, the. CBS . public affairs, for the towhead a. bedtime story onstrated anew that there’s nothing
dy pair do four sketches, , these in¬ Weequahic Park, in Jersey. ,
series couldn’t have been better that possibly: had him in Dream-; wrong with a medium—any mediterpolated in a variety show, com¬
All had their moments of.'fun, timed, and Monsanto’s institu¬
uih—that superior talent can’t
plete with singers and: dancers. although there were, some - dull tional sponsorship couldn’t have land before Act 3;
Collaborating with Irving Taylor CUoe',
.<4_- „
Wayne & Shuster opener was a stretches hard to breach. But com¬ boriie better fruit.
on
the
tv
adaptation,
Stanley
hung
^
^l118 Annie
burlesque oil tv quiz “shows, with ing across as. the strongest entry,
But for all the odds in its favor, some extra Character and story Presentation may have Iacxed some
Shuster the uniformed cop emcee in terms of production, narration
wli throws crime-busting ques¬ and direction? was the Macy Pa¬ “Conquest” didn’t rise to the oc¬ trappings on the Browning version Pf.JJj^1ze8f.JPd ^wdmess of the
tions at. stool-pigeon contestants in rade. The weakest, mainly because casion. The first program, divided of the tale cave it a haDDV endin^l migmnl Ethel Merman Broadway
an attempt to solve bank holdups, of apparent lighting difficulties, into four major portions, only and a moral or two, and interlaced i
etc. The chief challenger is Wayne was tlie Bamberger outing, done on aroused more than casual interest it with tunes from Edvard Grieg's ;
with one of‘the segments, “Opera¬ old “Peer Gvnt” score Tavlor and! of her ovvn interpretation, brought
who is asked where the loot is— Thanksgiving Eve,
tion Man-High.’’ the filled story
and gets a fabulous sum for an¬
The small fry should have had a (exclusive with “Conquest”) of S^l?y"a%»biiT.bofrbd"t
trying for an epic instead of a <Iel-;.
swering the query. Point is that
Maj. David Simons’ 32-hour bal¬ icate fantasy, and thereby lo& the ’
lt’
PARADE
OF loon
the machine-gun mob is grimly BAMBERGER’S
ascent to "100,000 feet.. This crucial ingredient, charm. Dialog
sitting in the audience, waiting for
LIGHT
Was filmed on the. spot as it was was in verse—arid rhymed tetra-1
w SjSJL
Wayne’s answer.* Finish, of course, With John Daly,. narrator; Red happening,
and
With
Bill
Downs
A4
Buttons, Floyd Patterson, Althea providing taut abd exciting com¬ meters at that, a verse form that j J.°| ^
is a studio gunfight and blackout
^ f u^e
Gibson, , others
. mentary. the footage took the tends to get sing-songy and is any- j .-J}’*■ Xe*,th?
Second sketch was a sportscast
thing
but
conversational.
Wliat-:
J}0™®
Ts®^ee" 8’ze;
on a bearded, Russian hockey Director; Marshall. (Sonny) Diskiri viewer through always-interesting ever clever turns of nlirase or ■; Presentatiqn by Los Angeles and
30
Mins;;
Wed.
(27),
7
i».m.
game; later, the two participants,
and, sometimes - suspenseful mo¬ rhyme there were sank back in- i Jaj ■ hjen^fScirS^em
in tails, at a ship’s concert, with GENERAL ELECTRIC
ments. narticularly in the sequence variably into hackneyed versifying.;
^lCp^d
Wayne at the piano and Shuster on ABC-TV, from New York
Where Simons was unable to come
To its credit, the show had ani^n^nhcthl^oast J™Past few
(Young
&
Rubicam
1
violin for a “Fascination” that is
down because of- thunderstorms attractive wardrobe by Berman -of
2
upset by the ship's Tunning into a field .day watching the floats, tlie below him. The , only Teal dis¬ London, excellent color photpgra-j ^°Pfd
storm, this for sliding piario arid personalities, the. fairy, tale char¬ advantage the Simons footace had phy and Arthur Lonargetfs imag-i
further physical gyrations. For the acters, the clowns, the .seeming was its months-iold status: had it inative sets. Grieg’s music proved! ^
6
Wayne & Shuster finale (A Fez in endless array of high school bnd been presented immediately afte^ adaptable for song making, and j J*.
the Crowd), they do the old gag other: bands, smartly dressed, and Simons’ achievement, it would though
«h»i.RK there was. nothing
tinihina nf
nnn! Annie . captured ■teSv?rS?S»iQtf
at intimate
of pop
of two males trapped in a harem possessing individualized Style. But have been, even .more forceful in consequence in the score there range the enduring values of Iry
ing Berlin’s grand musical. It was
arid performing, as dancing fe¬ unfortunately, many of the Hudson its impact.
*
were two, a comedy number and not
just a case of recreating a let¬
males, for the Caliph; Obviously,
The other three segments were a ditty for children, that did cause
shots, were long range, with
the viewers like Wayne & Shuster parade
the viewer missing 4'good deal, al¬ routine: a . “profile” of. oceanog¬ the uninspired production to sput¬ ter-perfect production. It was made
or they switch to another channel. though there ivere sufficient close- rapher Maurice Ewing; a . brief ex¬ ter, momentarily. Bretaigne Win¬ to “play for tv” with an enhanceTheir “We’ll be Buddies” recon¬ ups to. retain interest.. Nighttime amination of virus studies with
ciled the two if it doesn’t the cus¬ telecasting of the Bamberger out¬ biochemist Wendell Stanley; and a
tomers.
ing 'blurred the image of many closing . interview. with Drs. Law¬
Denny Vaughan brought some floats. John Daly, commentator for rence Sriyder and Alan Waterman,
semblance, of reality, to his sitting, the Bamberger march, handled his president of the American Assn, only bonafide singer in the cast,
and'singing at the piano for a self- chores ably, as did Jimmie Dodd, for the. Advancement of Science Kay Starr, had a solitary offering— 1
iU?1^,
that was
wa« -tKp
tunp of
of V^PP
tunes—and
how the
remarkabb
accompanied “I Hear Music” and ot'Mouseketeer fame, for Hudson: and director of the National Sci¬ and-that
the rtt-parieef
dreariest tune
, ^hit
they
hold up_but
Herbert
“The Song Is You,”. with a later
Bert Parks and David Brinkley ence Foundation respectively. The
Van Johnson had a dual role and j
medley of “My. Fair Lady,” sung made an excellent team'as narra¬ portrait of Dr, Ewins was . inter¬
esting.
only
in
his
explanations
of
batted ;500, acceptably typecast on!
in duet with Joan Fairfax. Vaughan tors for NBC-TV, Parks on the
brings a relaxed singing style, to gushy, ebullient side, while . Brink- the applications of his explora¬ the one hand as the upstanding
his act (for which the viewers can ley steered* the matter-of-fact tions (offshore oil. a new ice-age schoolmaster and .conspicuously < ”r.nnrf^n0r3rn^ M-;tu
be grateful), with the blond Miss course, veering a bit in the . dour theory); the virus segment tended miscast on the other as the magical i
to be expository .in nature without unpaid piper. In fact it may be the i ^e adherence to Broad^ standFairfax also pleasant to look
^ nfifiS
at and listen to in her solo of “You J. L. ' HUDSON’S CHILDREN’S actually showing* how the research groSsest miscasting of the season.■
. it Pf.^aps
is going forward; and the inter¬ Looking more sinister than tritely jester legit
^
‘
Do Something to Me”; with the I PARADE
duo’s ddets- over fine on feeling- With Jimmie Doda, narrator, others view of the two scientists by aiid nlavitttf it with broad self con- 1^ too surprising that the tv
srious
lestures
Jolmson
gave
the.!
Potation
came
across
with such
Erie
Sevareid
Was
pretty
familiar
'Producer-director:: Bryan Bisney
and delivery.
stuff.
part neither whimsy-or flair.-In his -su®®ess•
, ,
The Don Gillies Dancers opened 45 Mins.; Thurs. (28), T0;15 »:m,
singing,
too,,
there
was
something
,.
Nor
was
it
particularly
surprisCHRYSLER
T
'
It’s
certainly
obvious,
that
sci¬
the bill and were in and out the
inS
111 Miss Martin there was
ence today is doing exciting things, to be desired
hour with their modernistic -rhyth¬ ABC-TV, from Detroit.
Claude Rains was typecast as the‘ the. difference between a good
(M
cCann-Ericksdn)
and
“Conquest”
seems
the
ideal
mics for . “Swing Low, - Sweet
tyrannical ihayor and was properly ; show and a real sockeroo. Her
Chariot.” “Blow, Gabriel, Blow” vein. . Parks. got out in the street .medium: to capture that excite-: menacing;
although he sometimes! voice, her timing, her charm, her
ment. But interviews don’t do it;
and “When the Saints Go March¬ at
Herald
Square
to
do
a
few
on
delivered;
the verse like Hamlet’s:sense of comedy values—granted
what
the
show
needs
to
do
is
more
ing In.” all to the rousing back¬ the spot interviews with the watch¬
Claudius: Rains contributed , they were on a much more subdued
ground of the Don. Wright Chorus ers and paraders. The stunt, not of the: on-the-spot camerawork King
some fair comedy moments with land fragile-like key than Miss Merand Samuel Hersenhoren’s Orch. employed to any similar degree by like the “Man-High” filming; The Doodles
Weaver and Stanley i man’s—were a delight to hehold.
Whole was a good one^hour variety the other parade telecasts, helped cut-and dry treatment is self-de¬ Adams, who played his honeheaded ; It was as though the entire ensemfeating both for CBS and for Mqn:
show, with Wayne & Shuster ap¬ to build Interest. ,
councUmen, and Jim Backus gave, ble took Its collective cue from the
sarito,
and
for
science
tooChan..
parently the most popular pair of
Incidentally, as a sign of our
a particularly welcome perform- star’s own exuberance and transccmediaris on Canadian, tv —- hot times, the biggest helium balloon
ance as the pompous emissary of j lated the whole into the gay frolic
you like them or don’t. Most peo¬ at Macy’s parade was “Space Man;”
the king, who lapsed into the Ma-. that it was. And the costumes (deFINAL
EDITION
ple do.
■
McStay.
goo voice when he drank. Lori j signed by Dorothy Jeakins.', the
(Watch Out Sputnik!).
With Bob Wallace
Nelson
did an agreeable job as the i production designing (toy George
Out in Detroit, the Hudson, pa¬ 10 Mins.; .Mon.-thru-FrL, 11
rade
had
a
flood
finale,
unlike
the
schoolmaster’s fair ladv, and Reiie.) Jenkins), the staging of the dance
SHELL
OIL
CO.
JUNIOR TALENT TIME
ones
in
New
York
and
Newark
Korper
was sjunpathetic as the and musical numbers (by Ernest
WCDA-TV, Albany
With Joel Holt, host-narrator
Which just seemed to fall apart at . Program rates commendation for crippled child who couldn’t follow Flatt) were all top-drawer conProducer: Gerald Porter
the
end.
There,
they
got
the
mayot
the
piper
fast enough.
tributions.
Director; Ralph Giffen
its .area news coverage,, probably,
of the town to cooperate. He did the
Show’s aim was to sell ChesterPrincipally it was when she was
best on television hereabouts:
55 Mins:; FiL, 6 p.m.,
,
LIONEL TRAINS, LOUIS MARX a switch with Santa Claus, giving Bob Wallace, Who started as a quiz fields, L&M and Oasis cigarets for ■ vocalizing the Berlin tunes that
Old Nick a present, a huge key kid on a. locally-sponsored. show Liggett & Myers, and the intermis-.j Miss Martin had herself a ball—as
TOYS, SUNNY S. BANKS CO.
symbolizing the key to-;all the over WGY years ago and who cur¬ sive filmed blurbs were by Frank j did the audience. Her soloing of
TVOR-TV, N. Y.
hearts of girls and boys all over
Sinatra, Dean Martin, Eddie Fish-j “Doing What Comes Naturally,”
(Sheldon Fredericks Associates) America. A bit sticky, but effec¬ rently doubles as news director
Jack Webb, .and Jim Arness—^ I “You Can’t Get A Man With . A
.The cause of local live tv pror tive, and in keeping with the.sea¬ and newscaster for WCDA’s sister er.
any of them convenient for dialing; Gun,” “There’s No Business Like.
radio
station.
WROW,
accompanies
gramming is not helped by . this son.
Horo.
Les.
Show Business,” “I’m An Indian
cameraman. Mike Farnam on many opt.
pre-Christmas, four-week entry,
Too,” “The Sun In the Morning,”
of the assignments, the extra effort
packaged and produced by Video
“Lost
In His Arms” or “Moonlight
pays
off.
Talent Studios, a talent school for
Lullaby,” or her dueting with Raitt
mojppets currently conducting a
Wallace recently has conducted
on “They Say It’s Wonderful” or
kiddie contest in cooperation with
a number of interviews with Goy^
“Anything You fan Do" were a
AvereU Harriman and. other offi¬
a few other talent schools. ..
succession of ppak moments to
cials; educators/ doctors and variWhat may appear cute and en¬
■
P
„
nil
Tlr
*
¥•
I
!
which
Raitt added with, his “Deous. persons in spot hews. Not; all
gaging in one’s own living room,
rOF KArif ID lt3.1v
■ fenses Are Down” and “The Girl
of the exchanges have been top¬
V *That
i That I
T Marry”;
ltfomi". or
rvT- again,
ort-jin in
in concert
nnnnnr-*
when a child taps or sings, hardly
TTfl.vorf
CBS-TV
is.
beginning
to
stock¬
flight,
visually
and
vocally,
blit
Herbert ^ CLaf,
Metrqpolitan j
Miss Martin, WiHiam O’Neal
makes for strong entertainment
fare on tv. The kindest,things to pile daytime program properties Wallace has quite consistently, re¬ ?P®ra, itage director, will stage j (Buffalo Biuy and Donald Biirr
say about the talent displayed on again, and last Week signed a new gistered, A two-minute tour of the Rigoletto . next year for RAI-TV, .’ (manager Charlie Davenport), their
the hour long opening show was. Johnnie Johnson - MCA package new WRGB-WGY studios was per¬ the .Italian television., network; j quartering of “Show Business.”
that the kids, whose ages began at called “Name Your Partner.” Show, fectly handled by the deep^voiced, Graf made the announcement .n i “Annie” came in bearing the
about five or six, were novices and which the singer-panelist origi¬ serious-minded chap, who. compli¬ Naples, where he is currently ; dual sponsorship allegiance of Ponreally lacked any. training, or had nated and in which he’s partnered mented “our friendly. Schenectady Nerone, Arngo Bqito’s opera., tiac and Pepsi-Cola. Whatever the
the know-how for. their tv stint;
with .MCA and now with. CBS-TV Competitors.”
which opens the winter season at;cost, and it was plenty even by toVisual end . of. national-interna¬ the San Carjo Opera House.
The heavily commercialized for- as well, is a quizzCr with ah at’day’s high-cost-of-tv standards,
mat didn’t help either. Parent^ home twist under which home tional developments is rather Weak; . Graf, speaking at the Naples , they got themselves the buy of the
were told that if they felt they viewers .can share in the prizes' . the. sports. bits, toward the end, Italo-American association, pointed I season.. The commercial intrusions
wanted their children on tv to con¬
There’s np slotting for the pack¬ are okay. At: times, the. 10-minuter out the underestimated value of;were inoffensively spaced and in
tact the Video Talent Studios,for age, of course, hut daytime pro¬ is a shade heavy on promotion/ pix which hring opera to ihe '.themselves slick “productions” as
the possible opportunity; Riding grams ; V:p. Oscar Katz. is ..laying Ken Allen, a good-iooking young screen;
He noted that several ! exemplified in the automaker’satwith the Video Talent Studios on up a store of properties for a rainy man with a sometimes, too rigid media .were being used in the U.S, tractive choreographic sell (to Bervoice pattern,- does, the commer¬ to* bring dDGrlst to ah pypn - laf^pr '
the commercials , were a group of
^ music) sod Pepsi s personality
day
(like
next.
September'
when
cials. Recently, the aim has been
toy manufacturers.
Garry Moore goes off, for exam-1
Joel Holt, as host narrator, han¬ pie); Web is. dickering for rights j for a, lighter ..touch. Via a two- and: television
i
headed “Charlie” cartoon charac¬
dled his chores in okay, fashion.,
Ralph Giffen, as director, stuck to.; to7 “Mildred Pierce” as another ter, apparently sound-tracked byj Director also praised RAI-TV’s g^e byP moui id Steele^Peod
the vaudeo layout for the program,; day timer, and is working on a deal Ed Gardner...
ii^ ^hiSl ^^’ ’prexy and their two children)
A five-minute Weather roundup which he termed of the ‘very first • finaled with a Thanksgiving greetmuch too formal and .devastating for a new Paul Coates, package as
well.
I follows “Final . Edition.” Jaca. ' drder*"
1 ing.
Rose.
for the talent displayed. Horo.

Johnnie Johnson-MCA
'Name Your Partner’
Reserve

Metop’s Herbert Graf
To Stage‘Rigoletto’

tJERlEFf
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Annie is* of cour$e, Mary Martin whose memorable performance in “Annie Get Your
Gun” with co-star John Raitt drew 60 million viewers to NBC Television. This was
the largest audience for any program this season.
Television classics like “Annie,” ''Green Pastures,” “Pinocchio” and the “General
Motors 50th Anniversary Show” provide dramatic evidence that NBC is making this

the finest season in television history. If further evidence were needed, it came this
week from the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation whose 62 cooperating national
organizations voted, for the first time, all the coveted annual Edison network awards
to programs oh the television and radio networks of the

NATIONAL BROADCASTIN0 COMPANY
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Variety

TV-FILMS

VARIETY- ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S
tional

weekly chart of

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch)< children’s;
(Co), comedy;. (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
Women’s, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are CHF. Those ad agencies listed-as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film Is aired.

ity-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur*

eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated' each week« with the TO top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shoivn opposite...
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This. VARIETY chart represents, a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, ichich can be used by. distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as. an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—-day and

j
TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

PROVIDENCE

1. Highway Patrol (Adv)

STATION

OISTRIB.

OCTOBER
RATING

DAY AND
time

4. Death Valley Days (WJ.»....
5. Golden Playhouse (Dr).,....
6. Mama. (Dr) . _
7. State Trooper (Adv), .
8. Silent Service (Adv).
9. 26 M<h <W).
10. Secret Journal (Dr) .. .

1. Sheriff of Cochise <W).....

.C.. 78,0

34.5 Assignment Foreign Legion. i WPRO
51.9........ . 41.8 Tombstone Territory..... . WJAR
...21.5.:.. .62-0........ . 34.7 CBS News—D. Edwards.... WPRQ
. .19.5 . . , ..... 47.0...- 41.5 Mama
......... . WPRO
. 42.6 News; Big Show., ....... .WJAR
..WPRO..: .,.. . Official........;.. ,Sat,10:30-11:00 .. ... 4., 193.,,.
.Mon. 7:00-7:30 ...... . .188. v. .... . 45.3.......„ . 41.5 Death Valley Days.,.*, v.*. . WJAR:
WPRO... ...:. CBS....
. 41.0 Circle Theatre.........., .WPRO
.15.9..,,
Wed. 10:30-11:00
/WJAR. >... .....MCA....
.wjar:,,. ..,.. .NBC.;............. Wed.7:00-7:30 ;..... . . .15.2 ... ;.... 45,5........ .33.4 Telephone Tiine .......... WPRO
... .. . ...
WJAR,;.. .....ABC..........- Sun.7:00-7:30....... ..vll.2.... ..... 22.4__ . 501 Lassie
. WPRO
.Tues, 10:30-11:00 ....
.Sat. 7:00-7:30
......
.Fri. 6:30-7:00 __ _
. WJAR..
.....CBS.._
. WJAR. ... ,.... McCann-Erickson.. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ......

.WPRO., .

.. .26.9. ..
. .. .21.7 ...

.....MCA._;• Tues. 7:00-7:30 ...;.. .. .10.8;..,

..... 26.7.

MIAMI

..
..
..
..

6,9
...18.3
... ,11:9
_18.8
,...201
.,..193

..

my

T

Stations —KOIN (6), KGW (8) , KPTV (12)

Approximate Set Count•—-350,000

Thurs.7:00-7:30. .. .. . ..38,6.... ..... 84.3.. . 451
. 551
.Thurs.
7:30-8:00
.30.9....
. 57.8
. KOIN..,.
43.0
.Tues. 6:00^6:30 ...... ...213...:
. KGW,....
KGW.... ..... CBS.,,._
Sun. 6:00-6:30 ....... ...20/3..:.
. 39.8
. KGW .... ..... Screen Gems ,..... .Thurs, 6:00^6:30.... ...•; ...20.0..., ..... 50.6........ . 39.5
KOIN.... . .;i... McCann-Erickson.. ; Sat. 10:00-10:30 ..... ,..19 9:.,.
. 51.9
KOIN . ... ......CBS..
. 63 8
Sat. 9:30-10:00 . . . . . . ...195...,
.Sat.
7:00-7:30
,16.4....
36.9,__
..KGW ...
. 44,4
.KGW..,.
;., 15.4 ... ..... 42.5.
CBS.............. Erl. 7:00-7:30
36.2
:koin,...

RATING

..
.WJAR ..

40.4

.....NTA.....

2. Highway Petrol (Adv)..-.... ;kgw.. ... __Ziv. ; ,.. . . .Mon. 7:30-8:00 ...... ..34.6....
3. Search for Adventure (Adv) .
4. Last of the Mohicans (W)...
5. The Honeymooners (Co)......
6.. Jungle Jim (Adv)..
7.-Death Valley Days <W).,....
8. Whirlybirds (Adv)..
9. Harbor Command (Adv)..
10. Annie Oakley (W) -.....

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations-—WJAR (10), WPRO (12)

WJAR.. .. ..... Ziv. ...;,

:

PORTLAND, ORE.

SETS IN 1
I
USE

Approximate Set Count-—■1,402,000

2. Harbor Command (Adv)_ : WPRO... .....Ziv.
3. Annie Oakley (W)..........

SHARI
1*1

Viewpoint ...
Price Is Right ... . ....,.
Circus Boy..., —
Weather; Sports; News....,
Beat the Clock..........
CBS News—D. JEdwards ....
Mike Wallace Interviews...
Lawrence Welk ...........
Perry Mason.........
Traekdown..

.KGW
3.7
.KPTV ... ... .10.8
.KGW .... .... 18.6
KOIN .... .,..19.3
.KOIN .... ....12 4
KOIN .... ....183
KGW .... ;. . .18.3
, KGW ... .33.0
.KOIN .... ....23.2
.KOIN .... ... 13.2

Stations-—WTVJ (4), WCKT (7) WPST (10)

Approximate Set Count-—302,000
- 6

I. Code 3 (Adv) .
.. ..WTVJ.
2. State Trooper (Adv) ........ ., WTVJ.... .... 4. MCA.
3. Studio 57 (Dr).... ... .. WCKT..
4. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .WTVJ...
•Ziv.,.....
.WCKT....
5. Secret Journal (Dr). -.
6. Inner Sanctum (Myst)...... .WTVJ....
7. Men of Annapolis (Adv)... ..WTVJ,...
WTVJ. ...
8. Frontier Doctor (W):
8. Whirlybirds (Adv).-...
.... ..WTVJ....
9. O. Henry Playhouse (Dr)... ..WTVJ....
. WTVJ....
10. Frontier (W) '

PEORIA

Fri. 9:00-9:30 ........ ..316...
Sat. 9:30-10:00 ...... ;. 27:9.,..
Tues. 9:30-10:00 ..... .,.26.0....
.Wed. 10:00-10:30 ....
.20.7....

.....

.47.6 Cavalcade of Sports.. . WCKT
. 591 Yo.ur Hit Parade ........... .WCKT
50.5 Men of Annapoli ......... .WTVJ
65.1........ . 31.8 Fabian of Scotland Yard... .WCKT
41.3........ 49.2 U S. Steel Hour
. WTVJ
33.4 Tic Tac Dough.... .WCKT
50.5 Studio 57.. . ... ........... .WCKT
54(§X...... 29.3 Price Is Right.... ......... .WCKT
37.7 You Bet Your. Life ......... .WCKT

.20.3..., .....
Mon. 10:00-10:30 .... ...18:2....
.:nbc
.Tues.9:30-10:00 ..... ...176...,
.. ... .H-TV/. ,:.. ; ........ .Fri. 10:30-11:00 ..... ...16:0,,.. ,v.. .
.Thurs. 10:00-10:30 ... ...160..;
Mon, 8:30-9:00/
, . .. .. ,15.6; ...
33
Sat; 10:00-10:30 .. . . i .. .15.4...
..NBC
Wed. 9:30-10:00

Approximate Set Count-—265,000

1.
2.
3.
4.
i.
1.
7.
t.
9.
19

.

Approximate Set Count-—ioa,ooo

Silent Service (Adv)...... ... WBEN....... ..NBC........ _rSat. 10:30-11:00
. .. ... . Tues, 10:30-11:00 .. ...
Highway Patrol (Adv),
WGR..- .. ZiV ... . ;
Sheriff of Cochise (W).... ..WBEN....... .. NTA.;...... ..... . Fri. 7:06-7:30 .. .
Whirlybirds (Adv)......... ...WBEN. ..CBS....;..
Waterfront (Adv)... .. . WGR.---- ..MCA,.:,,.. ..... Thurs. 7:00-7:30
..Official.,,,, :......Tues, 10:30-11:06. ......
Decoy (Adv)... .......... *.. WBEN.
... WBEN....... ..CBS. .......Tues. 7:00-7:30 ..,.....
Annie Oakley (W)..
WGR.....;.:
ABC,...,... ...... Fri. 10:30-11:06 .......
Code 3 (Ady),... ..
Men of Annapolis (Adv).... ...WBEN...... .. Ziv.. . .
;Mon. 10:30-11:00 > .... .
The Whistler (Myst) ....... .. .. .. CBS ,..,...>

... ...10.6
... .26 0

7.8
... :...191
59.5 Welk’s Top Tunes.,....... .WPST ... ... .23.6
. 46.2 News; Movierama ........ .WCKT ...
. 18.1

Stations—WTVH (19), WEEK (43)

,. WEEK. . .
1. Dr. Christian (Dr).
Ziy_-.4,.*..... , Wed. 9:30*10:00 .. ...42.0.... ..... 77.3.... 54.3
2. State Trooper (Adv)....., ..WTVH... .....MCA.._... .Tues. 9:30-10:00 ....... . ..30.2.... ..... 51,0..:... 59.2
2. Captain David Grief (Adv) ... .. WTVH...
.Fri. 7:30-8:00 ....... .. .24.5..., ..... 851........ 44.5
23.9.... ..... 37.5........ 63.8
4. Parade of Stars (Dr). .. . . WTVH. ; . ..>.. MCA....... v...., , Mon. 8:00-8:30
.. WTVH. *.
.Tues. 7:30-8:00 ...... ., ,23.5 ..,.
44.3........ 53.3'
5. Silent Service (Adv) ...
8. Stories of the Centory (W).. ..WTVH;.. ...... H-TV... .Sat.9:30-10:00 ...... ...23.1....
. 54.5
..WTVH...
225.,.,
.Wed. 8:00-8:30
7. Men of Annapolis (Adv)..
58.0
.Thurs. .8:00-8:30 ,..;. . ..221... ..... 36.0........ 61.4
8. Harbor Command (Adv)- ..WEEK,..
Sat. 10:00-10:30 ..... .. ,20.4; ;.. ..... 421:... .48.5
'4. O. Henry Playhouse (Dr).-... ..WTVH..,
196,..; - 440........ 44.5
Fri. 7:30-8:00
It. Martin Cane (Myst) ,.... ..WEEK. .,

BUFFALO

,.: ... .10.9
... ...18.7
... . .. .17.6
... .... 7.8
. . . ....21,3

Wednesday Night Fights...
Schlitz Playhouse..........
Martin Kane...",.
Twenty-One
^,
George Gohel.......... 7..
Ybur Hit Parade.......,..
Kraft Theatre..
Pat Boone:.......
News Vie\vs__________
Captain David Grief.......

. WTVH ... ..13.9
.WEEK ... .. . 28:6
. WEEK ... .vl9.6
. WEEK .... ,..39:5
. WEEK ... ...29,7
WEEK ... ;. .27.9
WEEK ... .. .35.5
WTVH . . . ...38.9
WEEK ... ,. . 27.7
WTVH ...
.24.3

Stations—-WGR (2), WHEN (4), WBUF (17)
.28.5:. ..49.6... ,....
, 26.4. -,.49.0...
.248..
33.8 ...
.24.5.
.24.0..
.....
.231.. ....... 42.9 ...
.22.9.. ....... 62.4....
. 22.7,. ....... 38.2.
. 22.1..
.....
.,. 34,3....
197..

57.5 Harbor Command....
Decoy .....____ __
Lone Wolf...........
Man Behind the Badge
40.1 Studio 57.. . .
Highway Patrol ... .. *
Captain David Grief.
59.4 Person to Person... ..
68.6 Welk’s Top Tunes,...
Studio One..........

_WGR .... ...17.5

...

123.1

... .10.8
.... 5.7
..... WGR
.,..12.1
.26.4
...,i • WGR:
... .11.8
...25.3
.....WGR;... ,...36.4
.... WBEN ... ....81.0
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Minneapolis, Dec. 3.
: Strange situation df two local television stations, WTCN and
KMGM, simultaneously airing the same ABC-TV Monday night
Guy Mitchell show, occurred here for the first time as a result
of ABC manipulation.
WTCN is the local ABC outlet; hut it had turned over the
Michell show to competing non-network KMGM because the. par¬
ticular 9:30 p.m. Monday slot is tied Up by a local “Code 3” sponsor.
When an emergency arose and it became, necessary for ABC to
have the Mitchell show on WTCN in order to live up to its con¬
tract with sponsor. Max Factor requiring the program to be carried
at a certain time on 80% of the network's stations, ABC officials
pleaded successfully' With its local affiliate to give them the time
for. just • this once.
'
A new ABC station was scheduled to go on the air in Boston
and with that station there’d have been a- sufficient number
broadcasting the program to avoid a possible sponsor cancella¬
tion through failure to live up to all the contract’s terms. How¬
ever, the Boston station didn’t get on the air in time for the
Mitchell show. Hence the appeal to WTCN.
In. accommodating ABC, WTCN moved its “Code 3“ and other
late Monday night , shows back. This^ action and the show’s ap¬
pearance on two channels at the same time led to much local
setowner confusion!
'
There was the chance that the Mitchell show would, be used
by the two local, stations permanently at different times. How-,
ever, Max Factor may cancel show after Jan. 13 telecast,

Lots of Features

Comr. Lee Deplores
Too Many Abuses
Of Television Code

S9

Sex, Brassieres and "Bitchiness'
By LEONARD TRAUBE

The state of newscasting on teler
vision is more static, than most offi¬
cials concerned with -that phase of ;
the medium are Willing to. admit.;
Although methods for the gather/
ing; of news and putting it on the
air are improving ail the time, the
actual visualization process isi if
not deteriorating, at a standstill.
The reason does not necessarily lie
in lack of skill, ingenuity or com¬
petence but in the fact that tele¬
vision is not an ideal medium for
purveying spot news—and it may
never be.
That the stations arid networks
have long been aware of this basic,
built-in inadequacy is reflected in
the faCt that they do: everything
possible to enhance the delivery of
the news by “surrounding” it. The
Caifceliation Status.
devices and abracadabra are fa¬
. Hollywood, Dec. 3,
miliar-photogenic faces as the
Cancellation of the Guy Mitchell series on * ABC-TV is re¬
dispensers, with or without such;
ported imminent, but both the web and ad agency deny show has
identifying hallmarks as lapel
already been given, its walking, papers. Some reports have it series
flowers, pertain types of shirts
exits web Jan. 13,
and/or cravats; and mannerisms,
Max Factor,., bankroller of the Mitchell show, said here he
natural dr assumed.
isn’t certain just What the status of the program is, adding “the
Ladies First
ratings haven’t been good, although it was a good show.’’ He
let . it be kn wn he wouldn’t be too surprised if the show does
Many viewers seem to regard
bow. out, but suggested his ad agency, Anderson-McConnell, might
these appurtenances as distrac¬
tions, if not a complete waste,
know more about it.
... Agency said it has. rio cari\3llation, and pointed out option date
There seems to he a tendency to.
lqad the feminine appeal, and by
doesn’t come up until Dec. llf
^
thus catching the eye of the girls
arid lady in. the house, measuring
them for the. kill as far. as: the
sponsorial products are concerned;
Thus, the “pretty” phase of news¬
casting comes under the heading of
“motivational.” Itrs . a : form oi
brainwashing reduced to an inno¬
cent state although some quarters
are of the opinion that such go¬
By IRVING R. LEVINE
ings-on point to tv’s self-revealing,
(NBC Moscow Correspondent)
artificiality..
Moscow, Dec. 3.
It is in the nature of “news” that
Tt’s never, been easy for Ameri¬
what the daily newspapers \. con¬
.
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
can radio-tv correspondents to take
Negotiations are on for Rory' sider the leading Page 1 stories
pictures in Russia for utf$ on Amer¬ Calhoun to star in an hour-long Will frequently be considered in
ican television> but' now the .Rus¬ western film series. for CBS next kind by television's newscast pr<>sians have created a new difficulty. season.
-grammers. The ’video, newscasts
It no longer ispermitted for corre-,
Web is dickering with Rorvic may not be .equal to the task of
spondents, to ;serid film- out by air Productions, owned by Calhoun arid] making that, news “visual,”. but
Vic Orsatti, for the entry which they do try to give.it picturizatiqn,
freight. .
.
.
Since July, 1955. when the lead¬ would be- for next season.
whether by still photographs (seen
ers who succeeded Stalin were cul¬
much too often) or motion pictures
tivating the so-called . “Geneva
(not often
enough or telling
Spirit,” news correspondents have
enough, despite great advances in
been permitted to send film unspeed and transmission). There
censor ed and undeveloped, out of
^are,: however, too many; occasions
Russia. It was a chore, nonethe“when the “lead” story: for televi¬
less, at best, Aeroflot, the Soviet
sion will be greatly at variance in
airli i has no freight office in
position or 'presentation, or both,
town and it was necessary to spend
with how the daily newspapers
three hours, driving to and from
treated the incidents or events.
the airport and- arranging the ship¬
Television will fall back upon its
ment, to send out a single roll of
conceded inventiveness or imagina¬
tiveness in “bending” the news to
film.
Whatever censorship the Rus¬
the available -potential as a pictufeLondon, Dec. 3.
stofy. This is where the electronic
sians exercised/un .film, it was
Old pictures will be playing a
comparatively/ minor.
A. . radio
medium most often falls.dowri, be¬
large part .in this year’s Christmas
broadcast s/ipt or a newspaper entertainment on British television. cause it. is obliged by its structure
dispatch (sdch as this) must be sub¬ No fewer than six will be screened to “fall back upon.”
mitted ta a censor who is never over the holiday period, including
Read It There, See It Here
seen. There may be deletions. In “The Gift,” starring Charles Boyer
. Many viewers,are often frustrat¬
the base df film the only censor¬
and Maureen O’Sullhjam, “It’s A ed when, having seen in the news¬
ship was /In terms of what a cor¬ Wonderful Life,” starriiig James paper or heard On the radio that
respondent could or could not
Stewart, Donna] Reed and Lionel such and such happened, they will
shoot.. .To .gain admittance -to a
Barrymore, and* “You Were Never turn to their television sets, only to
- (Continued on page 54)
Lovelier,” with Rita Hayworth and get a mere rehash of an alreadyfamiliar story, dr vieW a recap,
Fred Astaire.
BBC-TV'S click show of bast overburdened; with a mess of still
years, “Pantomania,” which, it’s photographs o^ motion picture film
claimed,, attracted an adult audi¬ that is Urieven, - shaky, or not . al¬
ence of 13,250,00.0 last year, Will ways representative of the. story
be featured again on Christmais at all, except perhaps in the sec¬
Day, boasting a large cast of show ondary elements.
business headliners. . But commer¬
Chet Huntley, the NBC newsMinneapolis, Dec,. 3.
cial tv will follow the next day purveyor, said only last week that
Here to address a Minnesota with its own spectacular entitled the. viewer call only “absorb” four
Broadcasters Association meeting, “Santa. For Christmas,” also, fea¬ or five items: at the inost at one
Federal Communications .Commis-. turing a hefty lineup of top talent. sitting. His reference was, presum¬
' sion
member
Robert E.
Lee This program will run for 90 min¬ ably, to 15 minute newscasts, but is
charged the television industry utes and will be networked through¬ applicable as well to the catch-as•with continuous flagrant violations out the: entire commercial grid by catch can
five-minute variety,
of: its code. It’s time tv quits “in¬ Associated-Rediff usion.:
sometimes backed and extended
sulting family tastes,” he Warns.
Both channels . will carry the with “features,” weathercasts and
Unless the industry “cleans up” Queen's Christmas; Day speech, and the like. What Huntley stated is a
forthwith, censorship looms for it the BBC has made arrangements . great big obvious. truth. What can
and the FCC will spank. offending for film of the telecast to be rushed |'be drawn from his declaration is
to. Australia and other parts of the the conclusion- that, unlike news¬
stations, Lee predicted.
The commissioner pointed out Commonwealth within hours of the papers, television newscasts are
that the FCC itself is not a cen¬ actual broadcast: This will be the really self-circumscribed as to the
soring body, but that it can, how¬ first time that the Queen’s speech volume It can dispense at one setside sitting. The wonder, then, is
ever^ review a station’s perform¬ has been televised.
Church and. carol services will be that so many video newscasts-r-inance every three years and deter¬
mine if the station is acting in the strongly featured, but much of the deed, all of them of 15 minutes or
program material will remain the more—compound the felony by de¬
.public interest.
“I’m not too happy with some same as on normal days, but with a liberately serving up anywhere
Christmas flavor injected
(Continued on page 50)
(Continued on page 55)

Rory Calhoun Series

radio-television

To the Ladies
As part of its year-end build¬
up for its foreign news staff,
NBC News had planned a fivenight quarter-hour- strip in:
which each of seven visiting
correspondents would get a
chance to expound on his par¬
ticular, area. Strip was sched¬
uled for. 11:15 to 11:30 p.m.
week of Dec. 30 to Jan. 3.
But when hews director Bill
McAndrew discovered that
he’d get no more than a few
stations in the east and be
blocked out Of the. midwest
with the strip, he decided to
look elsewhere * and found
some “housewives’ time,” the
2:15 to 2:30 p.m. strip the same
Week being available. So that
Joe Harsch, Ed Newman, Frank
Bourgboltzer, Leif Eid, Welles
Hangeri, Irving R. Leyine and
.. Jini . Robinson will be plying
the matinee trade-in their in¬
tensive comrnentary - analysis
of foreign affairs..

Stockton Helffrich, NBC’s con¬
tinuity acceptance chieftain, has
some interesting things to say
anent sex, brassieres and attitudes
in his November communique, as
follows:
: Women, swimmin.’, I’m obviously
but of my depth,
Tapering off the last CART,
you’ll recall I allowed as how it
seemed high time all of us turn
our minds to the Modern Woman
arid we Continuity Acceptance
characters in particular preoccupy
ourselves to a greater extent with
whatever
specific
relationships
women have to sadio and televi¬
sion censorship.

I am not one to chicken out. on
a pledge, and the plunge is already
taken anyhow. Just hope. I half¬
way keep my head abbve water,
have enough wind for the job. and
somehow make the opposite shore.
1, There have been enough phone
calls and letters on the Exquisite
Form Bra pitches on the Nov. 16
Holiday in Las Vegas broadcast to.
suggest something.
But what?
These filmed extolnients of a stand¬
ard undergarment parallel not only
handling of advertising in all other
media but also fairly accurately .re¬
flect our country’s current evalua¬
tion of what Harriet Van. Home
elegantly labels “milady’s poitrjne.’’
What'is more, these specific filmed
spots carry on an advertising ap¬
proach arid production handling in-.
itiated. some time ago and fea¬
tured for more than a year on
ABC’s “Stop the Music” and on
numerous local schedules, to the
best of my knowledge coast to
AFL-CIO topper George Meany
coast.
spent two weeks iriulling over
Parallels and precedents not*a dispute at NBC-TV betwfeen
the National Assn, of Broadcast Withstanding, polite phrasing and
poetic
persuasion
aside,
they
Engineers & Technicians and the
Radio & Television Directors Guild bothered certain viewers. Women
:
more
than
men,
in
mail
T
person¬
and gave the victory to RTDG.
ally have seen. (Maybe in a later
He said, that he is “confident the
decision will be accepted and car¬ CART report a more detailed anal¬
ysis
of total mail received will tip
ried, out iri good faith by both
NABET and RTDG,” ^hen it be¬ the scales away from a preponder¬
ance
of female criticism: we’ll
comes effective on Jan. 1,
see). Maybe preempting the Per¬
Meany, in a one-man arbitration ry Como show introduces a new
decision made from his Washing¬ [ element; maybe a Las Vegas locale
ton, D. C.y headquarters last week; | weights the scales; maybe Jayne
said that RTDG had not abandoned i Mansfield’as one of the guest en¬
Or waived the rights of direct com¬
tries, despite careful avoidance of
munication for program directors. 'contiguity to
the
commercials
He said'that the rights of RTDG jthemselves and program material
members to give instructions to
j in any vyay stacked as she is, add¬
NABET cameraman were “fully
ed insult to alleged injurv> Lots of
and. explicity” supported in the
'things individually acceptable in
RTDG^NBC; contract and that the jthemselves serve as catalysts one
NAbET-NBC contract just as ex¬ I to the other when combined. Mayplicity gave the right of direct
ibe here the combination of incommunication- with cameramen to 4 gredients plus cumulative feelings
program directors. ' brought to the program by cer¬
For the past seven years, NABET tain viewers created “a situation.”
technical directors reserved the
I truly do not. know, nor do some
right to give
instructions. , to very mature colleagues working
cameramen (who belong to- the with me. j do know that I person¬
same union), even though RTDG, ally as a reasonably adult male,
Which controls program directors, ; husband and parent am concerned
had an agreement with NBC to the lover such critical reaction as we
contrary going back as far as 1950. , have received wliicfc articulates itRTDG members speak directly to ■ self around words like “indecency”
cameramen at both ABC and CBS, i and “embarrassing” in the family
rand always have.
Finally, after viewing circle. Mentioned years
several abortive attempts to enact
(Continued on page 55)
its contract, RTDG notified the net¬
work that on Nov. 1 last it was go¬
ing to take. oyer direct qommo.
NABET
subsequently
tied* up
camera and sound equipment and
pitched the network into a twoday holocaust. The matter, erupted
again, when RTDG tried to assert
its rights a second time. After a
Chicago, Doc. 3.
few’days of relatively inconclusive
WGN-TV, sole indie in Chicago,
(Continued pu page 54)
got permission from NBC to pick
up Martin Agronsky’s “Look Here”
last Sunday (1) because the local
NBC-TV outlet, WNBQ, doesn’t
carry the show.. Sunday’s chapter
originated from here with Burr
TiUstrom of “Kukla, Fran & Qllie”
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
as Agronsky’s subject.
“Truth or Consequences,” cur¬
Ward Quaal, v P-.in charge of the
rently on NBC as an across-the- ; Tribune-owned station, transacted
board daytimer, is. being groomed j the one-shot at virtually the last
as the replacement for the British j minute, and it replaced, for the day
telefilmport, “Saber of London,” a half-hour syndicated film. It’s
which may be axed this month.
an open secret that WGN-TV has
Web hasn’t decided if “T or C” been trying to woo Tillstrom, who
would also continue in the daytime is currently at liberty, to the sta¬
slot. Another NBC show due to exit tion.
WNBQ doesn’t carry the
this month, that of Nat King Cole, Agronsky stanza because of a com¬
•will probably he replaced with an mitment to Cook County Sheriff
audience participation program not Joseph Lohman for a local public
yet. selected. .
affairs series.

WGN-TV Spots Agronsky
.On Borrowed Time Deal
[ooing of TiUstrom

GROOM T OR C’AS
‘SABER’ REPLACEMENT
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-ABB FEATBBE FILM CHABT

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bureau’s latest reports on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness af n -feature, show)'tn‘- ;a-. Specific-, market, have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars;, release year, original, production company and the .present
distributor included wherever possible albng With the title. Attention should be paid
tb such factors as the time and day, the high arid low rating^- for the measured
Variety**

Wednesday, December 4, 1957

feature period and share of audience, since these factors-reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, be., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
hope any children viewers, but ft* share of audience may reflect dominance in that
ti^ periad. in the mties where stations sell their fedtyre programming on <a multt
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for tjie
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating riot taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled Switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascertained from a multiplicity of station and other data.

ATLANTA
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. NAUGHTY MARIETTA—
Jeannette-MacDonald, Nejson
Eddy; 1935; MGM; MGM-TV

•

TME SLOT

Century Playhouse
Sun. Oct. 13
10:00-11:55 p.m.
WSB

ARB
RATING

HIGH

LOW

16.4

19.2

12.8

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

MGM Late Show
Sat. Oct.. 12
10:00-11:45 p.m.
WSB

14.8

3. MRS. MINIVER-^
Greer Garson, Walter
Pldgeon, Teresa Wright;
1942; MGM; MGM-TV

MGM Playhouse
Sun. Oct. 13
2:30-5:00 p.m.
WSB

14.5

4. DRAGONWYCK—
Gene Tierney, Vincent
Price; 1946; 20th Century
Fox; NT A

Armchair Playhouse
.
No. 2
Sat. Oct. .12
4:00-5:30 p.m.
WSB

9.7

5. THUNDER IN THE VALLEY^Lon McAllister, Peggy Ann
Gamer; 1947;. 20th Century
Fox; NTA
'

Armchair Playhouse
No. 1
Sat Oct. 12
2:00y4:00 p.m.
WSB

9.3;

6. A GUY NAMED JOE—
Spencer Tracy; Irene Dunne,
Van John son; 1943;
MGM: MGM-TV

MGM Request
Performance.
Fri. Oct 11
10:55-12:45 a.m.
WSB

8.3

7. ON DANGEROUS GROUND—
Ida Lupino, Robert Ryan;
1951: RKO; C&C

Gold Cup Movies .
Sat Oct. 12
9:30-11:00 p.iik
WLWtA

8.1

8. APACHE ROSE—
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans;
1947: Republic; MCA-TV

Roy Rogers Feature
Sat Oct. 12 .
4:30-5:30 p.m.
WAG A

7.9

O. SAHARA—
Humphrey Bogart, Dan
Duryea; 1944; Columbia.;
Screen Gems

Late Show
Tues. Oct. A
10:55-12:30 a m.
WSB

7.6.

10. ABO VE-SUSPICION—
Joan Crawford, Fred
MarMurray; 1943; MGM;
MGM-TV

MGM Late Show
Thurs. Oct. 10
10:55-12:30 i.m.
WSB

6:7

15.8

15.8

10,3

10.8

9,4

9.2

8.9

8.6

14.2

13.1

92

7.8

3.9

6,4

6,9

5.8

58.7

55.8

51.1

64.6

58.5

23.0

38.3

67.9

WLW-A

3.6

WLW-A

2:4

On Dangerous Ground,
GoldNCup Movies ........, WLW-A
News; Scores; Weather,...... ..WLW-A

8:9
5.8

• WAGA
Pro-Football
. W A'GA
Algeria Aflame,....,,..;.... • WAGA

All Star Golf., ,WLW-A
Apache Rose, Roy
Rogers Feature.v,......... . WAGA

5.0

57.3

.
7.8
5.1

3,1
79

Bunker Bean, Movietime,
USA. .
'WLW-A
Gene Autry Feature_.....
. WAG A
Queen Elizaheth-....... .‘. . W AG A

1.3
3.1
4.9

Studio. 57..,.
World News; Irpn Curtain
Premiere Performance

.,: WAG A

8.3

WAGA

3.6

Your Hit Parade
Billy the Kid, MGM..
Late Show:
...... . .

WSB

26.8

.WSB .: .... .15.1

Dragonwyck, Armchair
Playhouse No: 2., >

WSB

9.4

Love Is News, Stariight
Movies

WAGA

4.5

Captain From Castile,
Starlight Movies

WAGA

48

y

9.4

'7.1

WAGA

77.7
Falcoln Takes Over, Twi
Feature Theatre.:.
Big Shot, Twin Feature
Theatre

2. BILLY The kid^Robert Taylor. Brian Dontevy;
1941; MGM- MGM-TV'

ARB
RATING

TOP COMPETING SHOWS
OCTOBER 1957

SYRACUSE
1. HOWARDS OF VIRGINIA-^—
C'ary Grant, Martha
Scott; 1940; Columbia;
Screen Gems
2.

AFRICAN QUEEN—
Humphrey Bogart, Katherine Hepburn;
52: United Artists; UA TV

Sunday Movietime
Sun. Oct. 20
6:00-7:30 p.m.
WSYR
Star Theatre
Sat. Oct. 19
11:30-1:15 p.m...
WHEN
:

21.8

V
23.3

19:7

555

2Gth. Centurjr..
Lassie

WHEN
WHEN

.....10.9
. . 29.7

18.6

20.1

15.3

81.2

Lawrence Welk ....
Tars and Spars, Hollywood
Showcase

WSYR

.... ... .12.4.

WSYR

1.1

/

Hollywood Matinee
Fri. Oct. ,18
1:00-2:25 p.m.
WSYR

18.6

18.5

16:9

88.2

Kay’s Kitchen .... ■.
.. WHEN
As the World Turns..____ . . WHEN

2.4
3.4

Shirley Temple
Sat. Oct. 19
1:30-3:00 p.m.
WHEN

11.2

12.4

10.4

47.9

Sports: Drama .
Football Preview...... ...... ;WSYR
NCAA Football........
WSYR

4.2
.... .... 7.6
...
.. 18.8

5. LITTLE TOKYO, U.S.A.—
P rest on > Foster, Brenda.
Joyce; 1942- 20th Century
Fox: NTA

Hollywood Matinee
Wed. Oct, 16
1:00-2:25. p.m.
WSYR

10:3

10.8

10.0

72.5'

Kay’s Kitchen . _. WHEN
As the World Turns,... ....... WHEN
Beat the Clock_:,

2:4
3.2
3.6

6. THE AWFUL TRUTH—
Cary Grant, Irene Dunne;
1938; Columbia; Screen
Gem.

Hollywood Matinee
Mon. Oct. 21
1:00-2:25 p.m,
WSYR

10.0

10:8

92

75.8

Kay’s Kitchen.,.......
As the World Turns....
Beat the Clock.....

2.4
3.8
3.6

7* TWENTIETH CENTURY—i
John Barrymore, Carole
Lombard; 1934; Columbia;
Screen Gems

Hollywood Matinee..
Thurs. Oct. 17
.1:00-2:25 p.m.
WSYR

9.9

10.4

9.2

72.3

Kay’s Kitchen_
...... .WHEN
As the World Tiirns...:
Beat the Clock....... ...... WHEN

3.0
4.6
4.0

8. LOVE IS NEWS—•
Tyrone Power, Loretta
Young, Don Ameche: 1937;
20th Century Fox; NTA,

Hollywood . Playhouse
Tues. Oct. 15
1:00-2:25 p.m.
WSYR

9.3

9.6;

8.8

69,4

Fashions at Lunch.....
As the World Turns..

5.0
4,8

R6y Rogers Feature
Sun. Oct. 20*
12:00-1:00 p.m.
WSYR

8.5

92

7.6

55.9

Movie Matinee .........
Wild Bill Hickok,......

4.0
J9Q

Stair Theatre
Fri. Oct. 18
11:20-1:15 a.m.
WHEN

8.2

9.6

6.4

59 9

Martin Kane.......... i ... WSYR
6.4
Tonight ...............
:.y$XFL....,. ,.. . 5,3

3. SMASHING THE SPY RING—
Ra ;■ p !i Bella my. Fay Wray;
1939; Columbia; Screen
Genu-.
4. REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM—
Shirley Temple,- Randolph Scott,
Jack Haley, Bill'Robinson; 1938;
20th .Century Fox; NTA

9. SONG OF ARIZONA—
Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes;
1946: Republic; MCA-TV
10. MEN FROM BOYS TOWN—
Spencer Tracy, Mickey
Rooney; 1941; MGM;
MGM-TV
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Estimated Weekly Network TY Program Costs
Nighttime and Daytime Overall Costs Include: Production Expenses, Actors, Musicians, Writers,
Freelance Directors, Set Construction, CoThmerciol Announcements,
Royalties, Agency Directors

.“Subliminal
perception”
got
still another1 setback. this week
when. NBC prexy Robert. Samoff
issued a communique to1 all veepees, station managers and divi¬
COSTS DO NOT INCLUDE TIME CHARGES
sion and department heads notify¬
Figures Are Gross—Including Agcncy Commigsion
ing them that the network wants
no part of it. Said Samoff:
Agencies listed by initials: Anderson-McConnell; Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne;* Benton & Bowles; Vampbell-Ewald; Camp“We have been receiving In¬
bell-Mithun; Cunningham & Walsh; Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; Doyle F>ane Bernbach; DancerFitzgerald & Sample;
quiries as to NBC’s position on
Erwin, Wasey,jluthrduff & Ryan; Foote, Cone & Beldirig;Fuller, Smith & Ross; Guild Bascom & Bonfigli; J. Walter Thompson;
“subliminal perception” -as an ad4 ;
Kenyon & Eckhardt; Kastor, Farrell. Chesley & Clifford; Keyes, Madden & Jones; Lenneh & Newell; McCann-Erickson; MacMmus,
vertising technique in broadcast-'
John & Adams; Norman, Craig & Kuminel; Needham, Louis & Brorby; Oglivy; Bens
& Mather; Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
ing. This refers to the use’ of
BayleS; Wherry, Baker & Tilden; Young & Rubicam.
broadcast messages or impressions
which are below, the. level of con¬
scious perception.
NET¬
“It is NBC’s position, that in the
WORK
COST
light of the present lack of knowl¬ PROGRAM
Amer. Chicle Co. > ........,.....DF&S ......;..Louis F, Edelman
Adventures
of
Jim
Bowie.
..ABC
$38,000
edge of. the effects and implica¬
. .ABC
33500
Eastman Kodak
.. JWT ,............... Ozzie Nelson
tions.. of such technique, employ¬ Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet .
30,000
Nat! Biscuit Co. .. ............., -K & E__Herbert B. Leonard
Adventures
Of
Bin
.Tin
TIn>.
.
ABC
ing .it in broadcasting would be
37,500
Adventures of Robin Hood.
Johnson & Johnson ...}. , .v.'... Y ft R..;.
:Sidney Cole
CBS
improper.
Wildroot ....;...........•.'•*,.,... ;RBDftO
“This memorandum; constitutes
...NBC
100,000
Greyhound
.......... . Grey Advt. ... *...... Jules Green ft
. . ..
a directive that NBC will not ac¬ Steve Alien Show ...
Pharma - Craft...
.JWT,
*
Bill Harbacli
cept or use “subliminal /percep¬
S. C. Johnson ft Son .,
. . .,NL&B
tion” messages for broadcast over
American
Bandstand
1,725
General
Mills
.
.DF&S
......Tony
Mammarella
..ABC
our television or radio network
Seven-Up ,..
......-JWT
or. station facilities, or in material
8,000
Minnesota
Mining
.,,......,.,
^BBD&O
.............
Frank
Perri
Andy’s
Gang.
:.
..NBC
prepared for broadcast by the Na¬
40.000
..CBS
Lever Bros.
..................JWT
i.. ,.A1 Lewis
tional Broadcasting Co. or by Cali¬ Eye Arden Show
.
Shulton
..........Wesley
As$oc.
fornia National Productions. Any
45.000
CBS»
Armstrong Cork Co. ,...... ...... . BBD&O . :.... . Robt. Costello
inquiries On the subject from rep¬ Armstrong Circle Theatre.
. CBS
3.000
Procter ft Gamble................ B ft B ... ., . . Charles Fisher
resentatives of advertising agen¬ As the World Turns
(Per Segment).Pillsbury Mills. . ..........:. C-ivi
cies, advertisers, the press, pro-'
Vick
Chemicals.......;... .Morse Internat’l
.gram producers or other persons
Swift ft Co. ._;. ; :v...........McC-E
outside the organization should be
30.000
Pi Lorillard
. ^. L&N ................M. Smedley Aston ft
Assignment Foreign Legion,
answered oh. the foregoing, basis.
Anthony Bartlett
“Our position on the matter is
37.500 Amer. Tobacco Co. .. ._____., . . BBD&O
.Harry Ackerman
in accord with a recent recom¬ Bachelor Father
4.000
State Farm Ins.
..............NL&B. ....Craig Allen
mendation of the NARTB Code Red Barber’s Corner •
2i5Q0
Vick Chemical*.................. . Morse Int. ........... Bud Cojlyer ft Jean
Review Board that ’any proposals Beat the Clock
(Per;Segmerit) Atlantis Sales ..
:... i,........ JWT
Hollander
to use . the tv medium in the preh.
Libby, McNeill & Libby......
JWT
cess called subliminal' perception,
General Mills
;............... DF&S
be referred to the Board imme¬
Gerber Products .... v...D’Arcy
diately for review, and that exper¬
Johnson & Johnson .......... Y ft R.
imentation or use of the process
Eastman Kodak . . .....JWT
should not be permitted oh the tv
Purex Gorp. !
.......... . . . .... .Edw. Weiss
broadcasting medium pending such
Mogen David Wine .............. ;Edw.. W *
review and. consideration.’ ’*■
Sunshine BisOuits ... f....... . . ..... C ft W
Nestle Co.: .; - —...;..,........... Bryan ' Houston
FCC: ‘Nothing To Worry About*
Nestle. Co. ....... i;.....
Washington, Dec. .3.
55,000
Amer. Tobacco Co.
...CBS
.; ...... BBD&O ........ .. . Hilliard Marks ft
Noting the “considerable publi¬ Jack Benny Show:
city” given recently to “subliminal
Ralph Levy
Max Factor .
.........
..NBC
40,000
perception” advertising, the Fed¬ Polly Bergen Show
... Irving Mansfield
2.400
Colgate-Palmolive
■.
eral Communications. Commission Big Payoff ........
.. CBS
... Walt Framer
• Per Segment)
gave assurance last week that the
100.000
Gen‘1 Motors _........
public has nothing to; worry about Big Record
.. ..CBS
...Jack Pliilbin
Kellogg Co................
from the possible use of technique
in television.
Pillsbury
............,
“The posture of the . problem is
Armbur ft Co ....
........ FG&B
27,500
such,” the agency, declared in a Bold Jouriicy
......... GB&B
..... Julian Lesser
Ralston Purina
.. ABC
Public Notice, “that the public Pat Boone Chevy Showroom .
Chevrolet
44.500
..ABC
...Tom Naud
interest . is not in immediate Bride and Groom
2,500
.NBC
Briilo Mfg: Co.
.
,.,
... Roger Gimbel
danger of being adversely affected.
(Per Segment) Drackett CO. .....-;.........,. Y A R
Ample proof has been given of the
Lehn and Fink .,;..........;...,. McC-E
recognition by tv licensees of their
Mentholatum Co. .......;.. ..... ... JWT
responsibilities and obligation to
Minnesota Mining . ..1.......... MacMJftA.
operate their stations in the pub¬ Brighter Day ....__________ ....... C BS
2.250
Procter & Gamble .........Y ft R....
. Teresa Lewis.
lic interest.”
(Per Segment)
Commission said that, two com¬ Broken. Arrow
34,500
ABC
34.500
, Miles Laboratories ............. Goeffrey , Wade ....... Allan Aimer ft Mel
panies appear to be promoting
Ralston Purina ;
...;. ............ Gai'dner
Epstein
“SP” and that one has offered to
ABC
Buccaneers.
10,000
Kellogg
...Leo Burnett ......... Hannah Weinstein
demonstrate it on a closed-circuit
(Reruns)
Sweets Co. of America
Henry Eisen
system but has advised that, it has. Burns and Alien
:.......... ......CBS
45,000
Carnation Co.,.
. ............. EWR&R ...... Rod Amateau
... made no demonstration of the
General Mills
........_...BBD&O
technique over the air. It’s under¬
^Alt. wks.).
stood that the Commission will ac¬
50,000
Helena Rubi
.. . .V..i.OB&M ....HalJanis
Sid Ceasar Invites You ....... ..... . . ABC
cept the offer providing the dem¬
38,500
38.500
Singer : 1...:....... . . . , Y ft R. . }■:.•;*..... Felix Feist
NBC
The Californians
onstration can be held in Washing¬
Lever Bros. ......_______
. Y. ft R
ton.
Facilities to try out the
25,000
.25,000
Heinz
......,.................. Maxon ............. . Serge Glykson
.NBC
Captain Gallant
technique have been offered by} at
160,000
160,000s
Chevrolet’ - - -................. v.. Campheli-Ewald .... .Henry Jaffe
Chevy Show .......;....... .....NBC
least one local station,.
_..ABC
70,000' ~ General Electric ........ <...... Y ft R.............. William T. Orr
One. tv station, agency disclosed, .Cheyenne O.....,.,......
30,000
Kellogg .....................;.... Leo Burnett ......... Norman Blackburn
Circus Boy ..}....,......,.., ...., ABC
has been, experimenting with “a
Mars
........ . .., i,....,Knox Reeves >. .,. ..., Herb. B. Leonard
form” of “Sp,” transmitting only
..CBS
751080
cWsler -...} McC-E _......... . Edgar Peterson
station
promotional
announce¬ Climax ......
Club
Oasis
.
.
....
......
NBC
45,000
Liggett
ft
Myers
-McC-E ............ . Bud Cole
ments with "negative” results. It’s
35.000
Campbell....,., BBD&O . 1...... Wm. T. Orr
understood the station is WTWO Colt ,45
1,000
.
General
Motors
....->D.
P» Brdther
CBS News
CBS
Morning
News
CBS
(TV) in Bangor, Me.
(Per
’
(Pei1 Segment)
Although “SP” is reported to
;
3.500 Chesebrough
-....JWT
__ i....... Boh Masson
have been demonstrated success¬ Comedy Time ,.• > . ....NBC
(Per Segment) Kraft Foods.
;___. . . . JWT
fully several months ago on a mo¬
General Foods
.......... y ft R
tion picture screen In New York
Mentholatum Co.
......... . JWT
by Subliminal Projection, Jne.,
Miles Lab.
....;-- Geoffrey Wade
there is considerable doubt that
Minnesota Mining:
BBD&O
the technique can be applied to
PharmSco :....... . DCSftS
television.
It’s understood that
SOS Co. ....---- .>... MeC-E
certain FCC engineers are highly
Welch
.....- --..........-- - Richard Manoff
skeptical of its applicability and
,135,000
NBC
.135,000
Amer; Dairy Assoc.
;......... c-M
.....Robt. S. Finkel
Perry Como Show
are taking a “show me” attitude}
Kimberly-Clark
..... .FC&B
But whether it is feasible or
Knomai-k
Mfg.
^;......
Emil
Mogul
not, the agency recently advised
Noxema
SSCftB
Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich ), a
RCA
..... 7:K ft E
member of the 'Interstate Com¬
Sunbeani
. ^. Parrimpaus
merce Committee, that it has the
.......ABC
£,500
WilliamSoh-Dickie ...... C (.:...... - Evans ft Assoc. __ Bryan Blsncy
authority to ban its use. In its Country Music Jubilee •.
. . .NBC
37.500
Pi Loriilard
•;..
.L&N_ .........Jules Goldstone
Public Notice: reference to' li¬ Court of Last Resort
.NBC
40,000
Ghesebrougli.
%..... . . .. • ;. - McC-E ......____ Paul Kenning
censee “responsibilities,” the Com¬ Bob Cummings Show
R. J. Reynolds ....... . ..........; Wm. Esty
mission, iri effect, warned stations
against its use’
5.300
John Daly and the News
......ABC
Arner. Ciiicle Co. .
---... >.. Ted Bates ____ABC News
Agency’s “PN” was issued as a
Evim'ude. Motors
__Crariihler-Krasselt
result of numerous inquiries from
Nat’l Carbon , ...
....Wm. Esty
individuals, members of Congress, Date With the Angels-35,000
35.000
Plymouth
....;.------- .Graht . ..Don Fcddersop
and the broadcast industry.
December Bride.... __CBS
42.000
General Foods -.___......B! & B.__...__Parke Levy
22,500
Detective’s Diary ....,.
„.......NBC
22.500
Sterling Drug
,,...--DFS
........ Harry Danziger ft
Edward Danziger
_ Detroit Lakes, Minn.
Herb
.37500
Dick and the Duchess ........
37;500
Mogen David Wine ............... Edw. Weiss
.. Sheldon Reynolds
Cross and Associates of Mlnneapo-.
Helene Curtis
— ....... Gordon Best
Jis are the new owners of radio sta100,000
Derby Foods .....:.......... i.. . . McC-E ...Walt Disney
•.__ .ABC
t*°h KDLM here. They acquired Disneyland
General Mills .. ................. Tatbam-Laird
it from the Detroit Lakes Broad¬
Reynolds Metals.
............ Clinton Frank
casting Co. comprising two localGeneral Foods
... . . ... „.. Y ft R
ites for a price that wasn’t an¬
•Continued, on page 46L
nounced.
,

Here's the train you. can't afford to miss!

,

American Dairy Association Ronson, Esskag Quality Meats (5 Markets),
Dr. Pepper Beverages, Holsum Bakery, Central Power and Heat, and Hammond Organ
are just a few of the many happy passengers riding to new high ratirigs with "Casey Jones'-)
.... And Cbsey and his famous Cannonball Express are now delivering the mail i

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston,

DON'T

MISS THIS TRAIN1

CALL

Oft

WIRE I

Television subsidiary of Columbia Ttures co^"
NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
NEW ORLEANS
711 Fifth Avo.
70* «o* Bldg.
230 N.MkfwganAvo. 1334 N. 0—diwood Dr. 1032 Royal St:
Pfaio 14432 Woodward t-397*
Frankly" 2-3694
Hollywood 2.3111
Exprou 3913

TORONTO
102.100 Polar S».
Empira 34094
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J^AHIETY

Aussie TV Loaded
NETPROGRAM
WORK
Do You ..Trust Your Wife ......... . ; ABC
Sydriey. Dec. 3.
Upbeat
Yankee-brand
tv
shows here is reported as a real
hypo for commercial operators as
year’s end approaches after prior
heavy sledding with so-so fare. Dpl:
lar. freedom to purchase top U-Sshows has set local tv operators on
a lighter road for the new year,
with the commercials , looking , for
the black, in balance- Sheets after
a tough, and costly initial span.
Commercial TCN, operated by
the Packer Group, powerful news¬
paper conibo, is finding solid spon¬
sorship backing with Yankee fare,
including
“Gunsmoke,”
"Chey¬
enne,” “Have Gun, Will Travel,”
“Zoito/’ “Disneyland,” “San Fran¬
cisco Beat,” “Celebrity Playhouse/'
plus “Hour of Mystery/’ “O.S.S;,”
and “Captain Z-Ro/’
Commercial ATN, likewise, news-!
paper-backed, is hitting'the popu¬
larity jackpot with top U. S. prod¬
uct, such as “The Steve Allen
Show,” “The Perry Como Show,”
“Dragnet,” ‘.‘Superman,” “Burps &
Allen Show.” “Highway Patrol,”'
“Wild Bill Hiekok,” “Susie/’ “BoSr
ton Blackie/*
Aussie tv payees sure like their
entertainment raw: presently, ac¬
cording to Current surveys, with
the US. fafe tops.
Although there has been some
talk of bid to introduce pay-tv
here next year, major commercial
executives can’t see this eventuat¬
ing either next year or in the fu¬
ture. Understood the government
wouldn’t greenlight new idea until
tv becomes more firmly established
Down Under—it’s currently only
in first year, with a. load of obsta¬
cles still to be overcome.

Gigarel Accounts

Dragnet. _........

. . . NBC

Edge. of. Night

CBS

Douglas Edwards: with tlie News

CBS

Father. Knows Best

COST
SPONSOR
3,000
Firestone
(Per Segment)
42,500
Liggett & Myers -Schick ....---.
(Alt. wks.)
2.500
Procter & Gamble
(Per Segment) Fla; Citrus Comm.
Standard Brands --

5,000
(Ref Segment)

NBC

42.500

Eddie Fisher Show ..

.NBC

115.000

Football, NCAA Natl Games

NBC

750.000
(Per Vi Hr. for.
season)

Ford Show r. .
Arlene Francis Show

NBC
NBC

42;500
2;600
. (Per Segment)

.Fiiry

,., .

...

.

.NBC

22,500

GE Theatre..:-.....--Gillette Cavalcade of Sports
George Gobel Show

CBS
NBC
NBC

42,500
60,000
115;000

Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts..

.CBS

40.500

Arthur Godfrey Time; ..

_

I’ve Got £■ Secret
.
Kraft Television. /Theatre .;..
..
Lassie
...
Leave It to. Beaver. .. .
r..
Life. & Legend of Wyatt Earp.....

CBS

CBS
■NBC
CBS
CBSABC

3,800
(Pef U Hr;)

30,000
50,000
35,000
37,500
35,000

Continued from page 27
Life of Riley
39;500'
.NBC
plus production taking a beating The Line-Up .. ..........
;
39,000
.CBS
from “Wyatt Karp” and faring no
better than: a 19.8 average for the Art Linkletter’js House Party
.CBS
3.800
90-niinute Tuesday night stretch.
(Per. Segment)
Since ABC-TV has a $3,000,000
stake in Sinatra’s tv Welfare, there’s
a two-way stretch in the dilemma
of the singer and his showcase.
Sinatra, apparently, recognizes .it,
too, and is willing to play ball in a
bid to upgrade the entry, express¬
ing a willingness to do. more live Lone Ringer •.... ..•>........, ;..
, CBS
22,500
stanzas and work before a live j
audience. (ABC ‘ahd McCann, it’s/ Lone Ranger ...,... i.. . . .. .ABC
22,500
understood, had made overtures! Love of Life
-CBS
2.800
' for an, every-week-all-liye show and!
(PerSegment)
tossing the alreadyrmade films in; Lux Show Starring Rosemary Clooney NBC
42,500
the ashcan). Last Friday’s Sinatra i
show went live, but the upgraded Gisele MacKenzie .Show. NBC
42,500
rating ,U5.0> was disappointing.
Over ‘the past .few weeks there Maverick
.......... ......... -ABC
80,000
have been trade rumblings concern¬ Meet McGraw ........ ... ......... .NBC
36,000
ing the Lucky Strike account (also Mickey Mouse Club : .,
3,200
ABC$20,000,000) at BBDO, with more,
(PerU Hr.)
more than *one Madison Aye. Mighty Mouse Playhouse
CBS
7,750
agency: casting envious glances tow¬
ard the lucrative biz.
However, Millionaire' ...
......... i :CBS
35;000
vehement denials (right up to yes¬ Mr. Adams. & Eve ........ CBS
37,500
terday) have emanated from the
BBDO precincts that the account Guy Mitchell Show .............. ABC
35,000.
was in jeopardy/ Nevertheless, Modern Romances
NBC
2.800
it’s no secret that American Tobac¬
(Per Segment)
co’s Hit Parade filter hasn’t exact¬
ly been , going places,, 'despite a
$6,000,000 investiture to. get things Garry Moore Show
CBS
2,500
rolling. Even in the face of BBDO
(Per Segment)
denials, there, have been sporadic
guessing games as to who might
wind up with the account. Some
mention Young & Rubicam (it pre¬
sently has no major ciggie account,
having lost Kent to Lennen & Newrell>.
Others hazard a guess. at
Cunningham & Walsh, which lost
the Chesterfield biz to McCann.
Others say, don’t write off Emer¬
son Foote in any speculation.
Foote, newly-installed as chairman
of the board at the Geyer agency, 51-Squad
36,000
. ,NBC
tossed, out the Lucky. Strike biz
(then worth $12,000,000) during
40,000
v/. ..; ABC
his prexyship of Foote, Cone &
Belding some years back, in the
Name That Tune
...CBS:
22,500
days when the late George Wash¬
ington Hill was given the agency
NBC . Matinee Theatre ...
...NBC
18,000
brethren a hard time..
(Per Hour)
Des Moines- Wm. J. Schaftpn
has been named general manager,
of KIOA, Des Moines, succeeding
John H. Pace who will become gen¬
eral manager of two/radio stations
In California. Scharton formerly
^.'■i
was With Meredith Engineering
.News
Co., tv and. radio operation of ? v
Meredith Publishing Go. as a,mem- Navy Log .
ber of the staff at KPHO, Plioe ' \ *

V. .

.

..... .

. : ...NBC

. , .;...;.... . . .ABC

1.150
(Per V* Hr.)
35.000'

agency

PRODUCER
. Jim Morgan

_D.FS .....
... ..B & B :

. Jack Webb:

.... B & B ...

. Chas. Pollacher

. ..,.
.... /.
..-...
.. ....

JWT
Gardner
C-M
Morse. Int’l

Pilisbury
—......
Vick Chemical
Atlantis Sales .. ......
. CBS News
.... - Ted Bates
Brown & Williamson ..
..,. . Ted Bates
Amer. Home Prod. ...
..... Compton
Amer. Can
.Eugene B. Rodney
JWT
Lever Bros. ......
JWT
Scott Paper .
. Jiile Styne
McC-E
Liggett & Myers.....
K & E
RCA & Whirlpool:...
; . Perry Smith
F&S&R ....
Libbey-Owens-Ford ..
Perris-Paus
Sunbeam
Earle Ludgi
Zenith
R. J. Reynolds ...... ... Wm. Esty
...DCS&S
Bristol- Myers
Ford
. . . . . . . ..... ., .JWT ......-- . Bud Yprkln
• .•. Lawr. Guijb.iriner
.Alan Beaumont
Burlington Mills .............. .. - Ben Sbckheim
:.. MacM, J&A
Sterling Drug...... ..rDFS ..
Bordeir
.. ..--*.....
.. ...B & B...----. . Leon Fromkess:
General Foods ... ... B & B
General Electric .............. .. - BBD&O .... ..__ .Win. Frye
Gillette
.*.. . .. . .'.Maxon .... • NBC Sports
. Alan Handley
Liggett & Myers ........ ...McC-E
RCA & Whirlpool.............. ... K & E
. Janette Davis
Lipton .... ...Y & R.....
...North
Toni ...
Libby .. . . i.......... ...JWT ... . Will Roland
... N. W, Ayer
Armour ....
Peter Paul
.... DF&S
Singer ... ...Y & R
Standard Brands
.Ted Bates
General Foods ..... ...Y & R
Bristol-Myers
. ... ..... .. ...Y & R
Simoniz ...... .., Y & R
. ; . JWT
Pharma-Craft .
Mutual of Omaha.. ... Rozell & Jacobs
Wm, Esty _...... . Gil Fates
R. J. Reynolds
..JWT
• Mabry Holland &
Kraft Foods
Stanley .Quinn
...BBDfcO
__ I Rudy Abel
Campbell .....
Remington Rand .............; ... Compton ........... . Harry Ackerman
Procter & Gamble
. . Compton .. .. ......... . Louis F. Edelman
General jVIills "._............ i. .-DF&S
Lever Bros.
...BBD&O
v . Tom McKnight
Brown & Williamson..—;__ ... Ted Bates .. . .....
. jaime Del Valle
Procter & Gamble
...Y & R
Lever Bros.
. ,, .BBD&G
. John Guedel
Pilisbury
*.. Leo Burnett
Kellogg ...
... Leo Burnett
Swift
....
...McC-E
Campbell
^. .., Leo Burnett
Simioniz .....
... Y & R
Standax‘d Brands .............. . . . JWT
A. E. Staley (alt.).............. ...EWR&R
Toni (alt.) .: .......
. North
General Mills .... ...DF&S ...._
. Jack Chertok
Nestle Co. ...
i. ...McC-E
General Mills
.. ..■DF&s .....v.
. Jack Chertok
Amer;. Home Prod. * i .V.
. .Ted Bates ........... John Taylor
Lever Bras...... .; - jWT ...
Schick ...................,....
Scott. Paper ......
Kaiser
.....;
Procter & Gamble..;...
Participating

. Joseph Shribman . &
Dik Dafley
...B & B.;..
. Charles Issacs
,.. JWT
...Y & R.............. . Wm. T. Orr
.. .B & B..
. Warren Lewis
. Walt Disney

General Foods
Colgate-Palmolive
Colgate-Palmolive
It J. Reynolds ...
Colgate-Palmolive ....
Max Factor _......
Brillo Mfg. Co. ......
Corn Prod. ..........
Kraft Foods .........
Sterling Drug
Johnson & Johnson. . .
Lever Bros. (wkly.). ..
Yardley __...........
Dow Chefhical (wkly.),
Vick Chemical ;.;..
Campbell (wkly.) ...
Nestle .......... . ., .
California Packing .. *.
Sunshine ............
Fla. Citrus Coirim. ....
General Foods i......
General Mills -.:......
Hoover (Wkly.) :__ _
(All alt. unless noted)..
Amer. Tobacco Co. .,.
Hazel Bishop ...........
Buick .
Frigidaire _.......

..B & B.-........ .Terry toons
. Ted Bates
. Ted Bates
. Don Fedderson
. Wm. Esty ....... ... . Warner Taub Jr..
,. L & N
,, A-McC. ... ....Phil Cohan ..JWT
Wilbur Stark &
..McCrE
Jerry Layton
-JWT
., DFS
,.Y & R. .... Herb Sanford
.JWT.
,. N.. W; Atfex
, .MacMJ&A.
, . Morse Internat’l
..Leo Burnett
McC-E
McC-E
,.€ & W
,.B & B
.B & B
.DF&S
., Leo Burnett

Amer. Home Prod. ...
Kellogg
Bissell ...... . . . ...
John H. Breck ... . ...
Chesebrough
.. Corn Products .......
Kraft Foods .........
Minnesota Mining :..,.
Procter & Gamble....
Whirlpool
.,
Ronson ....... V.....

.. Ted Bates.-.......... .... Al Singer
,. Leo. Burnett
,.NW Ayer ....... .... Albert McCIeery
.. HA&R
. . JWT.
. . C. L. Miller
.. JWT
.. MacMJ&A
-B &B
..K & E
,;NC&K
__ .... Reuven Frank

U. S. Rubber- ..7..
on page 47)

. . F. D. Richards: ...

Continued

VSSC&B .. .... John Larkin
, . Raymond Spector
..Kudner
.. , .Robt. Schuler

..Sam GallU
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NET¬
PROGRAM
Oh! Susanna .... ....:
Omnibus

WORK
....CBS

.....

.. . NBC

Original Afna'teur Hour
... . .NBC
O.S,S.
......... ..... ...ABC.
People Are Funny
NBC
People’s Choice
Perry Mason

NBC
...

.. . CBS

Person to Person

CBS

Playhouse SO

CBS

Dick PojvelFs Zane Grey! Theatre

CBS

The Price Is Right .(daytime) ,.. NBC

The Price IS Right (highttime)
Queen for

..... .NfiC

a. Day

NBC

Real iVIcjboys
Restless’Gun

ABC
NBC
... NBC
NBC

Saber of London...
Sally
Schlitz Playhouse .....
Scotland Yard
Search for Tomorrow

.....

, . -CBS
; . . .ABC
CBS

Secret Storm

. . . CBS

See It Now

...CBS

Sergeant Preston of the Yukon . ... CBS
,.:-CBS
Shower of Stars
Phil Silvers Show ....,....
. >.. CBS
.. ABC.

Frank Sinatra Show1
Sir Lancelot.

ABC

COST
37,500

SPONSOR
Nestle
• Helene. Curtis .......;
75,000
Aluminium Ltd. ... V.. ;
Union Carbide ,.......
17,500
Hazel Bishop. .;.. ^,.....
36;0d0.
Menneri
32,500
R. J, Reynolds*
,.....
Toni
..............
40,000
BOrderi
........> ..
.
Amer. Home Prod.
Purex
...... ....
90,000
Libbey-Owens-Ford .;...
Amer. Oil
1. .’. . . . .>
35,000
Hamm Brewing ......
Time
125.000
Bristol-Myers
Philip Morris . ........,
Amer. Gas Assoc. . ,-i..
Kimberly-Clark;
Allstate Ins. _.,...
45,000
General Food/ .......
•Ford
.
3,0d0
Alberto-Culver .. . .. .
(Per;Segment) Chesebrough ......,
General Foods
Lanolin Plus .
Lever Bros.
. . .....;.
Mentholatum Co. •••*
Miles Lab,
Minnesota Mining: ..,;
S.O.S. Co.
27.500
RCA
Spiedel
3,000
Alberto-Culver
(Per Segment) Amer. Home Prod. V.
Brown & Williariisoh,
Corn Prod. ,..
..
Lanolin Plus^ .
Mentholatum. Co.
Miles Lab.
. ;. .....
Minnesota Mining
Park .& Tilfprd
: ..
Procter & Gamble
Sandura .
.
.. . .
S.O.S. Co.
Standard Brands
Toni
Welch
35.000
Sylvariia
. .
;.......
37,000
22,500
Sterling Drug .. . ......A..*.
38,000
Chemstrand Cdrp. ........
Royal-McBee Corp.
40,000
ScHUtz
30,000
General Foods
2,250
Procter .& Gamble
(Per Segment)
2,OOO
Amer. Home Prod,
(Per Segment)
?
100,00(1
Pan Americah.
.........
35,000
100,000
42,500.
70,000
10.000
(Reruns)
40,000

.,.

__CBS

$64,000 Question
Red Skelton Show .....:.

. ;CBS
.... .CBS

40,000
'45,000

Strike It Rich

...CBS

3,500
(Per 14 Hr.)
60,000
3,500

$64,000 Challenge

.

Studio One
......... .;. CBS
. .. .CBS
Sunday News Special. .......
Sugarfoot

fed Sullivan Show

,ABC

70,000

. /. . .. ... . CBS

90,000

Superman

ABC

Suspicion

TBC

10,000
(Reruns)
160.000

ABC

28,500

Tales of the Texas Rangers

Quaker Oats
Chrysler ... ...
....
R. J. Reynolds: ........
Procter & Gamble: •
Bulpva
Liggett & Myers ....: .
Kellogg
-Wander Co.
P. Lorillard
Revlon ___
Revlon
........A;...,
S. C. Johnson ,;.
...... ....
Pet Milk
................
Colgate-Palmolive
.
.
Westinghouse
:__
Carter ... A:.
Amer. Home Prod.
Amer. Chicle
Cplgate-Palmolive
Ltiden’s
;.. . J.
Nat’l Carbon
Seven-Up
_
Mercury ... .:....
Eastman Kodak
Kellogg
■Sweets.Co. of Amer.
Ford
Philip Morris ....:■..

Sweets Co. .....-Flav-R-Straws .....
NBC
Tales of Wells Fargo
Amer. Tobacco,
38,000
-Buick
_.......
40,000
Rpll System
.
Telephone time ..;............. .. . ABC
38,000
Colgate-Palmolive ...,....
The Thin Man .,. .............. .. . NBC
45,000
Procter & Gamble........
... NBC:
40.000
.
- CBS
General Foods ,.
......
Danriy Thomas Show ....
22,500
NBC
RCA
Tic Tac Dough
Warner-Lambert
2,500
Church & Dwight
NBC
Tic tac Dough (daytime)......... .
(Per Segment) Drackett Co.
KraftFoods.
Lanolin Plus
Minnesota Mining ;.
Procter & Gamble.
S.O.S; Co.
...
Standard Brands
Star-Kist .
Toni
850
Participating
.NBC
Today
..
(Per Part.)
35,000
Bristol-Myers
.ABC
Tombstone Territory
Tonight

NBC

To Tell the Truth.......'..... .....CBS

Participating
1,500
(Per Part.)
22,500
Pharmaceuticals
(Continued on page 50)

AGENCY
... Bryan Houston ...
... Edw. Weiss
..; JWT
. . . J. M. Mathes
.. . Raymond Specter
... McC-E ......___
..; Wm. Esity
....'North
...Y &'R\.....AX,A.
..... Y & R
. ... Edw. Weiss .
.. .FS&R
... Jos, Katz
...; C-M :
..:. Y & R
BBD&O ...........
• Leo. Burnett.
>.L &• N
• FC&B:
-Leo Burnett
B & B.
. JWT :
jGeoffrey Wade
• JWT
.Y&R
.KFC&C
.BBD&O
. JWT
; Geoffrey Wade.
BBD&O

Of News Breaks

PRODUCER
. v Alex: Gottlieb.
..Robert Saudak
. Lewis Graham
.. Jules Buck
; . John Guedel
.. E. J. Rosenberg
.! Ben Brady
. . John Aaron & .
Jesse Zousmer
., Martin Manulis

: Hal Hudson
. Robt. Stewart

.McC-E
. K & E.
; NC&K
. Goeffry. Wade .
. Geyer
. KM&J .
vC; L. Miller
KFC&C
.JWT
. Goeffrey Wade.
. BBD&O
. Grant
.DFS
.Hicks &. Greist
. McC-E
. Ted Bates.
.North 1
vR: K. Manoff

,. Robt. Stewart
. Henry Myriatt

; JWT
...... .., . Irving Pincus.
.. SSC&B .......... ... D; Dorto & J. Payne
.DFS
........... ...Hi & E. Danziger
.
Frank Ross.
.D-D-B.
Y&R
JWT
....... .. ... .., Frank P. Rosenberg
Y & R.:........... ... Alec Snowden.
Leo Burnett ......,.. . Myron Golden
Ted Bates

.....;> ... Roy Wirtsor

...Edward, R. Murrow
Fred W. Friendly
. Chas. Skinner
....
Ralph
Levy
. McC^E v...
Wm, Esty ....... . ..;. Ed Montagne
. Leo Burnett
.McC-E
Wni. Self
McC-E
.Leo Burnett . , .. . ... . Dallas Bower
. Tatham-Laird
Merrill Heatter
Y & R
. BBD&Q
.BBD&O
.., . Cecil Barker
.FC&B
; Gardner
. Ted Bates. .;.. ... . . . . Walt Frairier
.JWT

.>.: Herb. Brodkin
.McC-E
;.Ted Bates ,.. .,. CBS News
Ted Bates
Wm. T. Orr
Ted Bates
Ted Bates ..
, J. M. Mathes
Wm.' Esty '
.JWT
.K & E
Mario Lewis
.JWT
. Leo Burnett
. ..:' Whitney Ellsworth
. Henry Eisen
. JWT
Alfred Hitchcock,
Alan Miller,
:NW Ayer.
S. Mark Smith i
Mort Abrahams
.Henry Eisen ...... .., . Colbert Clark
. EWR&R
.SSC&B
.. v . Nat; Holt
. Kudner
. N:i W. Ayer . . . . : .v. Jerry Stagg
. Ted Bates .......; . .. . Edmund Beloi
.... Axel Gruenberg
IComptori
. Y & . R. .•.. •.; . ... . Louis F. Edelman
-Hudson Faucett
.. K & E.
L & N
■: JWT
Stan Green
Y&R
Barry & Enright
, JWT
. KFC&C
■ BBD&O
.DFS
.McC-E ...
Ted Bates
. Hopig-Cooper
: North.
..:.. Jac Hein
. DCS&S

..... AJ. — , Frank Pittman:. &
Andy White
.... Perry Cross

. Parkson . . .. .. . . ...... . Gil Fates

&

Cleveland, Dec. 3.
This, area’s three tv stations
cracked the established 11:45 p m.
news release to announce the can-,
didacy of the mayor of Cleveland
as a gubernatorial candidate in the
Democratic primary, in May despite
a press conference promise to toe
the: line.
Release cracking came with the
11 p.m. newscast when it became
apparent the three daily papers
had “ganged up” on Mayor An¬
thony J. Celebrezze to set the late
release so that the papers—Press,
News and. Plain. Dealer—could
have a Thanksgiving Day break.
With the dailies issuing only one
holiday paper, they prevailed on
the mayor to use his 4 p. m. new*
conference (27) to make his an¬
nouncement. KYW radio-tv news.
director Sanford Markey pointed
Out that the late hour release not
only violated the long-standing 7
a. m„ 7 p. m. time break, but
would lose the mayor - the vast
Northern Ohio ty audience. The
7-a. m. (for. afternoons) and <.7
p. m, (for morning) releases had
prevailed in this area for at least
10 years.
Mayor
Celebrezze,
however,
asked for this exception in light
of difficult exigencies. Following
issuance of his prepared statement
to the fourth estate, he then met
with radio arid tv newsmen for in¬
terviews.
Each tv station—WEWS, WJWTV and KYW-TV—broke the re¬
lease, although there was no col¬
lusion. WEWS’ John B. Hughes
phoned the .mayor in advance;
WJW-TV news director Ken Arm¬
strong also spoke to sources close
to the mayor while KYW’s Markey
wired the mayor saying:
’‘After careful consideration . . .
it is our firm, conviction that views
of such cominunity importance can
not be held beyond our 11 p, iri.
newscast. To do so would be to
shirk Our responsibility to the citi¬
zens of this area. Our newscast, at
11 o’clock at night, reaches the
riiaximum audience in Ohio and in¬
formation of such magnitude as the
decision Of the Mayor of the City
Of Cleveland :n his relationship
to . the State *of Ohio canriot arid
should not be held. For the com¬
munity’s good, and in light of our
broadcasting industry's undeniable
and vital role in modem Journal¬
ism, We feel your statement must,
be released with its fullest impact,
and significance,”
Newsmen on the papers later ad¬
mitted had “we been put in a simi¬
lar box we certainly would not
have held the release beyond our
key edition: the Home Edition,
arid-the 11:45 p. m. release hour,
for us, is tantamount to missing the
Home Edition and making only the
final edition for afternoon papers.”
The 11:45 p. m. release was
timed for the appearance of the
Plain Dealer’s first edition that
caters primarily .to the put-ofGreater Cleveland circulation.
Broadcasting officials noted com¬
bined newspaper circulation of
three dailies was around 1,000,000, while three tv stations, im
eluding. WJW-TV Sohio network,
was well over 3,000.000 sets.

ROY RICH NAMED BY
BRIT. SOUTHERN TV

•i

London, Dec, 3,
Roy Rich, for the last three
years in charge, of production for
British Lion Films, has been ap¬
pointed Controller of Programs
for Southern Television, the com¬
pany formed to operate the new
commercial tv outlet to . serve the
South of England. He’ll take up
his post on Jan. L
-j
Southern TV, which represents
a combination of forces of the
Rank
Organization,
Associated
Newspapers
and
Amalgamated
Press, has taken over the Plaza
icture
theatre,
Southampton,
which will be 'converted into a
studio. The theatre is owned by
the Rank organization.

__

l
I
Fort Worth—There were 640,000
.. television sets in the Fort.WorthDallas area as of Dec. 1, according
jto Harold Hough, Director of
I WBAP-TV here.
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H JS is only one question from an exhaus¬
tive study which sheds new, research^

documented light on radio's most elusive qUesr
tion: are listeners worth more when tuned to

49

“Which one radio station
has the most believable
commercials?”
After 100,000 tabulations, these three basic dif¬

one station than to another?

ferences were found between audiences:
For years perceptive time-buyers have known
there was mom to evaluating stations than slide
rule measurements^

that rating serv¬

ices alone can't predict which station is most
likely to deliver more customers for a client, In
the absence of qualitative data, advertisers have
had to rely on subjective judgments when
appraising stations.
But appraisal by intuition is not enough. To
give concrete support to the subjective judg¬
ments, the CBS-Owned Radio Stations commis¬
sioned Motivation Analysis, Inc. to study the
attitudes of listeners to the C-O and the leading
Independent stations.
In depth interviews 1200 listeners* Were asked
dozens of questions. They spent 1500 hours an¬

1. Listeners pay more at¬
tention to the C-Q sta¬
tions than to the leading
Independents.
2. Listeners regard the
C-O’s more favorably
than the Independents.
3. Listeners believe the
C-O stations more than
the leading Independents
.both their programs
and their advertising.

swering the questions and then giving reasons
for the answers, insuring a complete, uninhib¬

This is a time when> more and more, adver-

ited response. Some of the questions were subtle

tising budgetsvare being asked to deliver cus¬

and indirect; others, forthright and provoca^

tomers, not just listeners. This study will help

tive. Here are a few of them: “ Whenyoufirst turn

you select with greater assurance the right sta¬

on your radio, for what reason do you put it on?

tion. It is available for your inspection at your

... What types of programs do you like the most?

nearest CBS-Owned Radio Station or CBS

... Which of the following descriptive terms (big-

Radio Spot Sales Office.

■' *v

small, authoritative-not authoritative^ etc.) would

+Froma recent study conducted in the six major i},S, markets (New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, San
* > Boston, St. Louis) where there is a CBS-Owned Radio Station.

you use to describe the stations you listen to ?”.. .arid

*The sample was divided into three groups: those who were fans of the CBS-Owned
station, those who were fans of the leading Independent, arid a control group of fans
equally loyal to both stations. Fans were defined as listeners who spent more, than half
of their time listening to one slatiorii

“ What is your idea of a big radio station?”
Having compiled, data on attentiveness, au¬

WEEI, Boston; JVBBM, Chicago

thority and respect-shaving assembled a com¬

WCBS,New York-KMOX,St.Louis

KNX, Los Angeles

- KCBS, Son Francisco;

plete picture of the listeners' sentiments, the
interviewers then asked the decisive question:

CBS- O WNED R A DIO STAT IONS
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News-on TV
Esis Continned from pace 39

55555;-

from eight to a dozen and more
items.
On the occasions when the na¬
tional or local news is so overpow¬

SPONSOR

ering that the leading item con¬
...NBC
sumes in time what would other-, Treasure Hunt .
.......NBC
True Story
wise be devoted to half-a-dozen
items, television often shows that Truth or Consequences
this, “big story/' is made to order
(Daytime)
for the medium. But, the trouble
is that these big stories cannot be
manufactured or “packaged/* and
the medium has trouble enough
backing the story with the pictorial
elements when the lead item is Turn of Fate . ,......... , .. ........ .NBC

25,000
5,000
(Per 14 Hr.)
3,530
(Per Vx Hr.;).

Amer. Tobacco
Socony
.
V.
Sterling. Drug
. Sterling Drug
Alberto-Ciiiver
Amer.. Home Prod.
General Foods
Lehn & Fink
Lever Bros.
Miles Lab.
..
Minnesota Mining.
Sterling Drug .... r.
Alcoa
Goodyear
.....
Prudential Ins.

AGENCY

PRODUCER

_BBD&O ....... . Vincent Ferinelly
Compton
. •:
..,.... DFS ....;..Bud Qranoff
DFS
/•....... . Stark-Layton
...... Geoffrey Wade .
...... Geyer
...... Y & R
...... McC-E
...... BBD&O
...... . Geoffrey Wade
/.. MacMJ&A
...... DFS

: . ,..Ed Bailey & Ralph
Edwards

. Robt. Fellows
.fs&r:...
40.000
-..,.Y & R
.
extended to occupy half or more of
Burton Benjamin
_.-. Reach, McClinton
CBS
35.000
Twentieth Century.
.
the quarter-hour time.
Stephen Fleischman
Evils On* The/Inside
James B. Faichney
Leslie Midgley
There is, of cours£, the matter
Albert Wasserman
of making the .odious comparison
..Parkson ...,.,....... . . Robt. Noah ■
between the news sense of news¬ Twenty-One . .
Pharmaceuticals ....
35,000
....... NBC
paper editors and the news sense United States Steel Hour............ CBS
...... BBD&O
i... ...Marshall Jamison
55;000
U. S. Steel- ........
of television news editors.
The
........., DF&S ..............EugeneBurr
3.100
General Mills .
.
......... CBS
best tv hews editors and reporters The* Verdict is Yours
North
Toni.
(Per
Vi
Hr;)
are nothing if not aware that that
..../.JWT
Atlantis Sales..
there are too many video “editors”
..:...... jwt
Ubby
...........
and “reporters” not very well
..........McC-E
Swift
............
grounded when it comes to the
.;.... v . Sweeney & James..;.. Fred Heider
Fires/
..........
15.000
ABC
classical “nose for news.” This is
....FC&B ... Richard Lewis
Edsel
.
where television* slips show gor¬ Wagon Train ___....,... .NBC
...Y & R
Drabkel t Co. ---geously.
McC-E
.Lewis
Hbm
„ On the other hand, there are- a
. N. W. Ayer
Ted Yates
Philip
Mbiri
11,500
good? quota of tv newscasters’ who Mike Wallace interview...... .v;.... ABC
.......... McC:E.
........ Lester Malitz
Menrien
23.000
Wednesday
Night
Fights
.ABC
are not only good writers and
.../......
Geoffrey
Wade
Miles
Labs.
.
newsmen, with a background of
.. ./ Grant
; Edward Sobel
Dodge
.........
40.000
...::;. ABC
both radid-tv and newspaper work, Lawrence Welk Show
but they are alert to the limitations Lawrence Welk’s Top- Tunes &
Dodg^ .& Plymouth . .. ./ .,.....:.... Grant ... .......... Edward Sobel.
40,000
New Talent
..... .ABC
of the tv medium. These crafts¬
.,..;. . Maurice Unger
Carter.
ABC
SSC&B ..
men, accepting the limitations; West Point ....
... Grev :
'(Reruns)
PlvrlUps-Van Heuseri
work to video's strength, and try
Pharmaceuticals
...
............
Parkson
..
..
Ed jurist
NBC
25.000.
What's
It
For?..
_______
their best to bypass the artificial
Helene Ciirtis
. /. ■: .....McC-E ;.. ......,......, Gil Fates
v CBS
25.000
and the banal. That they are not What's My Line? ..........>.
Y
&
R
Remington
Rand
always successful, however, stems
General Motors - ... .
..MacMJ&A ......... .. Barry Wood
150.000
from the fact that they all have Wide Wide World _______ NBC
Kellogg
..... • Leo Burnett ........ . ;Wm. F. Brpidy
..../ ... ; CBS
35;000
bosses, .and the boss, i.e., the sta¬ Wild Bill Hickok
-Wm. F. Broidy
tion's or network's news director, Wild Bill Hickok ..... .ABC
Kellogg
Sweets Co, of Amer:
(Reruns)
... . Henry Eisen
can. be just as tough as his oppo¬
Hartz Mountai
:/
.. Carl Jairipel
14.500
site number on the newspaper.
.ABC
37,500
Revlon
•ABC
.... C. J. LaRoch
- /. Bert Granet
Moreover, and this is the signifi¬ Walter WincheU File ........
Kellogg .•
.. Walter Lantz
cant thing, the news director is Woody Woodpecker
.. <; Leo Burnett
ABC
35:006
Hazbf Bishop ......
already bound by certain tenets, Jane Wyman. Show
-Raymond Spector .. .. Jane Wyman
•NBC
committed to paper or stored in
Quaker Oats-...
_NL&B
/is hatch, against the. day when You Asked fbr It........./■.. ABC
Skippy. ....
17,500
.. Cran Chamberlin
...;. GB&B
he has to exercise his privilege of You Bet Your Life..,..
45.000
..John Guedel
DeSoto
/NBC
BBD&O ..
the divine right of the hews, direc¬
Toni.... ...;.
...... North
tor. Words and phrases that will Loretta Young Show,.....;
42,500
Procter & Gamble Z
:nbc
..John London
.. . ;. B & B
pass in a newspaper are verboten Your Hit Parade ................... .NBC
45,000
Amer. Tobacco Co/
.. Dan Lounsberry
—or he thinks they are verboten—
Toni
.....North
on television. Moreover, while vio¬
54,000
Z.orro
*....... . . . ABC
AC Spark Plug ., .. .
.....D.
P/
Brother.,...
.. Walt Disney v
lence can easily be described in a
Seven-Up
..JWT
newspaper article, the picturization
of that same violence, where such
SPECS, SPECIALS,
pictures are available, may affect
the sensibilities, deemed not fit for
.NBC
Annie Get Your Gun,
500.000
Pepsi-Cpla
..:..K & E /
_.,. Richard Halliday
children, etc.
Pontiac
.... MacMJ&A
Money An Evil?
250,000
AT&T Science Series ------;.... .NBC
AT&T /,..
. . . . .N. W. Ayer.. ...Frank Capra.
Hovering about this whole con¬ Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Show
..CBS
350,000.
Ford
.../.
..JWT
.......... ... Desilu .
dition, and perhaps larger in its Conquest
Monsanto Chem; ...
..—... .CBS
... Michael Sklar
effect than any other consideration. Du Pont Show of the. Month... . ... .CBS
190,000
DuPont:
.....BBD&O
.... ...David Susskind &
Is the fact of sponsorship of news¬
(Average)
... Richard Lewirif.
casts. News purists, as well as Hallmark Hall of Fame.
150000
Hallmark
......
..
. .NBC
-FC&B _.... ... Geo. Schaefer
[any newsmen of goodwill who High Adventure with Lowell Thomas CBS
225,000
General Motors ....
:....c-E
.. . Gil- Ralston
flexible, adaptable arid .reason- Bob Hope Show ,
275,000
Plymouth
.....
■.> . NBC
. ...N. W. Ayer ....... ... Jack Hope
■,
e. abhor the idea of an under¬
Johnson Motors ....
.....JWT
written newscast. Without, talun: Las Vegas Specials NBC
125,000
Exquisite Form
....,.. Grey
. ........ Jack Rayel
Dn this, the issue can be re
235,000
Oldsmobile
......
. . NBC
Jerry Lewis Show
..... Z .DP Brother ......... Ernest Glucksman
to absurdity by a couple o
375,000
Liggett & Myers . ,.
Pied Piper
/ ..... i.... ., .NBC
•
• McC-E
Hal Stanley
Illustrations bearing kinship ti . Shirley Temple Story Book.... .. ..,.NBC
Breck, Inc.
........ N. W. Ayer -. . ..... Alvin Coopermari
each other.
Hills Bros.
.. ■.N: W,. Ayer
Nat’l Dairy Prod.
It is not necessary to make a
.. . .... N. W. Ayor
supposition in the . first instance,
which is this* A few years ago, in
Rain or Come Shine:”.
This doubtless jolted many a view¬
connection with one of the early
Reps and mascots of the Army er, fox only the previous week.
reports on the cigaret “scare,” qrie
and Navy football, team also ap- “Gramps”
appeared
hale
and
of the major' video newscasts
peared on the show.
Jess.
hearty.
passed up the story, which was
It was with like suddenness, and
;■ Continued from page 34 j
Page 1 in many of' the leading
Lassie
without any kind of. story ground¬
newspapers of the - nation’ It is
who. had a valid excuse* Therei This followed a prior exhibition of
‘Lassie” .show is now in its work. that Cloris Leaehmari and
hardly necessary - to mention that
were also Bobby Helms, who disked j a smooth- workover of the same fourth year, which represents im¬ Jon Shepodd . came bn the scene,
there was “cigaret money”.beluhd "My Special Angel” into the pbp [number. for contrast. The. fouled-. pressive longevity. This is the kind
acquired the farm that had been
the,.newscast Necessary to men¬ bestsellers,
' ”
" *
’
up segment was a: little too ex¬ of property whose audience is loyal tenanted by “Gramps” and- Jan
and Sam Cooke,
who
tion. however, is that the news di¬ also plattered out a topseller with aggerated:
and no quotes around the word are Clayton and Tommy Rettig, and
rector could not have been more “You Send Me.”
He registered
Miss Raye also appeared in a needed. It's canine opera, corny adopt seven-year-old Jon Provost.
in hen* about the error of. omission mildly in two slots. His record per¬
To Tell. A. Lie” takeoff oh tv’s and/or. sentimental, full of adven¬ Miss Clayton and Rettig thus exit
than if his house had burned down. sonality seems much stronger than
To. Tell the Truth” panel, show. tures that have happy endings arid the show, leaving Jon, Shepodd
Ilis hands were tied. He had no liis .sight-added values.
The “Truth” panelists were cari¬ crises, that turn out right—-always and Miss Leaehman to continue the.
autho Uv over the program. lie is
Gene.
And between this kind of. singing catured . by Rita Gam (Polly, Ber¬ involving agreeable folks, young adventures with Lassie.
blameless.
came Polly Bergen in a pair of gen), Tom Posten (Ralph; Bellamy)f and. old* and, of course, friend
Now for a supposition—Take an ; tunes. Her surroundings weren’t of Miss Raye (Kitty Carlisle) and Don Lassie, The program has had its
Frontiers of Faith'
extreme one. so nobndv .will he {the kind that a singer of her sta¬ Adams (Hy Gardner). The panel share of accolades.
Morton Wishengrad Was not as
in wt and no shoe will fit. Snrmose ! ture should get, but nonetheless had to pick out the real Errol
Aforementioned loyalty of the successful dealing with the sub¬
the Go\ eminent of the. United/ she scored with “Mean to Me,” and Flynn in. a lineup compriaing. the. audience-Uit goes, particularly well ject of: brutality as he has been, in
States decided suddenly that if; “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,” which actor, Louis Nye and j)on Knotts. with parents accompanied by their handling whimsy. His,.“The As¬
reeded 5 000 automobiles. Subnose /ajtnough overdramatized was none- The stint- started off humorously youngsters—might not have been sassin” on last Sunday’s (1) “Fron¬
potent bit.
but wore thin, after a while;. Miss questioned previously but was put tiers of Faith/’ produced for NBCthe r7«ebion called for 5 000 Chev- 1 theTess
thelcss
nntent
nit
Sullivan, used a more personable Gam, incidentally, wasn’t identified to a strain Sunday (CBS-TV, 7- TV by the : Jewish Theological
rolets. T'us would constitute im¬
opener with his gathering the. cast- bii the showr.
7:30 p.m.) when an unduly abrupt Seminary was less than satisfactory
portant "eneral new« for the news¬
in front of. the cameras at outset,
Besides appearing as part of the change was pulled. Cast shifts in portraying a German expatriate
paper*; Would the Fo>-d Motor Co
and tlie Kodak commercial, geared panel, comedian Adams was spotted were required due to the death Spending his life; making up for th.
object to having anything said
to the “Open Me First”’campaign in ari/effective solo delivery; He’s several months ago of George senseless, murder of a Germanabout that subject on~a tv rewsca^t was effective.
Jose.
got some go6d material,, with his Cleveland (who had continued as Jewish statesman by learning He¬
that it haoiumed to sponsor or
_
football coach routine a standout. “Grairips” posthumously via the brew and saving Jews from Nazi
participate in?
Stere Allen :Show
On hand for some pleasant songs- advance-filmed episodes), arid .per¬ wrath.
Frederick Rolf was Rodin, a Ger¬
The “Steve Allen Show1” last tering were singers Jimmy Dean haps the restlessness bf the regular
The latter talent or change for the sake of a man, iri the French Foreign Legion
JIM HANLON'S CHI POST
Sunday..UK night was generally and Jennie Smith.
in the late 1930’s, who was alter¬
£ o
okay. The comedy, sketches with. scored ori: “Sometimes Fm .Happy,’ change.
T-rT ,
• C*
Martha Raye and Errol; Flynn had as: did Dean on “Sandy Sleighfoot.1
But It all came about too sud¬ nately brutal and awkwardly kind.
Jini Hanlon \\GA Inc. public M)mc funny moments -but in the The Dean sequence, also paved the denly, and clumsily. There was no He sank to screaming and brood¬
relations chief; has: been elected I overall Vcren’t too potent. Miss way/for some; novel lensing in segue . from one chapter to the ing, but it was more, the script’s
pre? of Chicago I nlimited.
Raye was involved in demonstrat- reducing , a trio of dancers to & next. Sunday’s half-hour opened fault; than his own; it Was. impossi¬
Hc’s m New York +n> week sit- : mg- how
roduction number on fraction of the sjze of the singer’s with a solemn setting as the per¬ ble trj’ing to convey personality
ting m op the tv committee of the tclevisi
“Hit Parade” might face. Miss Raye. in’a straight vocal formers were seen mourning, the changes as suddenly as Wishengrad
Art.
Brotherhood campaign.
I look if
ryUjing went wrong; switch did a nice job on “Coriie death of the “Gramps” character. demanded them.
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petish during strike . . . KGW-TV and KGW are the most promotion
minded outfits around. They’re always giving something away • . Ed
Leahy and his “Mr. Moon” tv show on KOIN-TV is one of the top shows
around and could be tapped by a network . . . KPTV’s “High Time”
featuring Gene Brendler is packed to the limit daily. This may also^get
network ogle ... Feature editor of Panorama Pacific, Tom Moore was
a Portland, visitor this week , . . Heck Harper’s “Circle 8 Hoedowh”
seen Weekly on KGW-TV has gone Pacific NW network ... Konnie G.
Worth is now featured on KGW-TV and KGW . . . KOIN and KOINTV is one of the few stations still having a studio orch. Red Dunning
hakheld the baton post there for years.

Radio-TV Production Centres
SmSSSSESSmS Continued from page 32 ^

Mitch Miller Show
1
Rev. Dr. Randolph Ray’s book,
“My Little Church Around The
Corner,” the Actor’s Church on
East 29th Street, N. Y., was the
basis of an entertaining gab session
on Mitch Miller’s weekly one-hour
stanza on CBS radio. On hand wei
the Rev. Dr. Randolph Ray, rector
IN DETROIT .
of the church, and a trio of his
“Detroit Today and Tomorrow” is a new: half-hour, color film -Sun¬ cparishioners, Tallulah Baqkhead,
Peggy Wood and Dennis King, who
day afternoon WWJ-TV series designed to highlight changes in the contributed a . flock of show biz
Detroit scene. The Detroit Tomorrow Committee, composed of civic- anecdotes iitvolving the church and
minded community leaders, is producing the series . . . WJR’s news other matters.
department hasv been expanded and assignments art revised. New¬ . King, in particular, came up with
comer is John Schubeek, who will do the 11 p.m. and midnight week¬ several amusing stories about his
apprenticeship in England as a
end broadcasts and 8, 9 and 12 (noon) broadcasts Sunday. Other as¬ “call boy.” (At the suggestion of
signments are Dan Kirby, 5, 6. 7 am.; William Sheehan, 8 a.m. and Tallu, “in order to avoid any mis¬
noon; Phil Lenhart, 9 am. and 5 p.m., and Jim Vlnal, 6 and 11 p.m. understanding,” King explained
... To belly acquisition of $2 million worth of MGM films, CKLW-TV. that a “call boy” was a perfectly
sent “Leo the Lion,” “Popeye,” and a model to the stores and outlets., legitimate job involving the cueing
of its sponsors to autograph pictures and distribute program sched¬ and prompting of the players. *
ules...
There was also a good bit about
John Barrymore, while Miss Wood
gave
an interesting character
IN PHILADELPHIA .
sketch about the late George Arliss.
ClarabeU rode the TV Guide float in the Gimbel Thanksgiving Day Tallu, on her part, admitted that
parade. In the lineup were Taylor Grant, WRCV-TV newscaster, Sally she wasn’t a “dedicated” artist, a
charge made by Richard Maney in
Starr, WFIL-TV cowgirl, and Bill Webber, WFIL deejay . . . Norman his. recent book, “Fanfare.”
C»rii, president of the Television Bureau of Advertising will be guest
The actors and the reverend,
speaker at the December meeting of the Television and Radio Adver¬ sharked by Miller’s queries,
tising Club of: Phlla., at the Barclay (4) ..... Dell Parka, WRDF. Chester, blended into a smooth-flowing con¬
doing a luncheon show-biz interview session from the Pilgrim Lounge, versational ensemble. The Inter¬
Drexel Hill . . . According to recent FCC rulings, Phila. is one of 20 ruptions for commercials were nec¬
markets approved as base for fee-tv experiments . .. . WCAU to air essary, but why three or four pop
had to be thrown in is not
series, of Cleveland Orchestra broadcasts starting Dec. 7 . . . “Adven¬ songs
clear. If the gab can’t hold the
tures In Numbers and Space,” Westinghouse film, series, done by local listener, then the three or four
outfit, Ralph Lopatin Productions. Lopatin was a former WRCV-TV disks played on the show won’t
lenser . . . Tom Moorehead’s annual Christmas party for underprivi- change the situation. And if the
ledged children skedded for WFIL-TV (21) .. . Ann McDonell, who stu¬ gab is good, as it was, then the
died at the U. of London on a Fulbright scholarship, has joined the disks only serve to break tip the
WCAU-TV publicity dept. . . . Larry Ferrari, former WFIL-TV organ-. atmospheric continuity. Henri.
1st, appeared on the Lawrence Welk program (2),

Harold Salford, WLS program director, doing the 12:30 p.m. “Dinnerbell” program from the International Livestock Show this week
Educational station WTTW notches its second year of telecasting next;
Wednesday (11). . . WBKB televising minutelong bulletins every weeknight to help the FBI track down most-wanted fugitives! On Dec. 14
station is starting “Sports Illustrated Spectacular,” series of six month¬
ly hourlong shows produced jointly by Sports Illustrated mag and Chi
Junior Chamber of Commerce. Pojk Bros, is picking up the tab . . .
WBBM has tapped DePaul U.. physics prof. Dr. Dan Q. Posln for new
''Adventure in Space” radio series . . . Mike Walden doing play-byplay of Wisconsin U. home basketball games for second straight year
on WTMJ, Milwaukee . . . Charlie Hanson, WISN radio personality in
Milwaukee. makes his tv debut this week on WISN-TV as host of a new
panel quiz show.

IN LONDON
BBC-TV will screen a Christmas Day tribute to Gene Kelly . . . Three
prize winners who won the titles TV Bathing Beauty Queen, TV Fash¬
ion Queen and TV Adonis of Great Britain ini ABC-TWs Summer tv
show, “Holiday Town Saturday Night.? left London for ah eight-day.
trip to Bermuda, .with a return journey via New York and Montreal
on Sat. (30). The trip is part of their prize
. Max Bygraves headlined
the bill of Associated Television's “Sunday Night At The London Pal¬
ladium” (1>. The show also marked the last, appearance of Hughie
Green as emcee. He’ll be replaced by Alfred Marks *
Extracts, from
speeches made atr the Jubilee Dinner of the Concert Artistes* Associa¬
tion, including those made by Arthur Askey and Barbara Kelly, were
aired by BBC-TV on Mon. (2) . . . Tonight (Wed.> Associated-Rediffuion’s offbeat program “Out Of Step” will feature witchcraft.

IN WASHINGTON . .
Jay Boyen, former publicity and promotion head: at WRV, named
public relations director of the Committee for a National Trade Policy,
•a group working for expanded world trade > « , Dorothy Looker and
Evelyn Davis, co-producers of WTOP’s award-winning juve tv show,
“Ask It Basket,” plane to Puerto Rico this month as guests of that gov¬
ernment to instruct the government-owned station in uses of tv for edu¬
cational purposes ... . Newell Schwin, tv sales manager for Terrytoons,
here as guest of National Society of Arts and Letters"to talk about uge
of animation in education . . Warner Anderson, star of CBS’ “The
Lineup," and Marshall Reed, who plays Inspector Asher on show, pre¬
sented a Juvenile Delinquency plaque to town’s Boys’ Club in recogition of group’s work in combatting juVe crime

IN DALLAS .
!

Andrew Sldarls, WFAA-TV director, and his crew will feed the
Mpthodist U.-Notre Dame football game from here Satur¬
Charley Stern’s hosting a. new nightly two-hour deejay show on day (7) to Chicago and eastern outlets. Fracas won’t be tv-ed in the
KROW, Oakland. It’s called “Music for Lovers Only,” includes only southwest. . . Ralph Widman, ex-WFAA sports announcer, who left
pops and memory tunes and has a gimmick whereby listener^ are sup¬ tb become general manager at KBCS, new Grand Prairie airer, joined
posed to phone in and state problems concerning romance ever the: local John E. Pearson Co. branch as a station rep and sports, announc¬
air, with other listeners then responding with over-the-air answers. er > , y Joe Leonard Jr., head of WDAF, Gainesville, and prexy of Lin.
One thing, it’s a good preview for Stem, who’s marrying later this Records, help open house at the Press Club here to intro the locallymonth . . . Don Mosley, KCBS news director, elected president of the based male vocal trio, The Chuck-A-Lucks, and Lin’s newest platter,
Northern California chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,, journalism tong .;. ... the Chuck-A-Lucks’"Devil’s Train” and"Who Am I?” . . Penny ^Sing¬
David W. Parker, director of educational programming for KPIX; ad- leton, debuting at the Adolphus Hotel’s Century Room as a nitery act,
dressed a meeting of the Frisco chapter of the Federal Bail Associa¬ on Jerry Haynes* WFAA-TV eross-the-board how to plug Jane Rnstion ... Like Don Sherwood, Waldo the Clown will be a casualty of I seU’s WAIF program . . . Hefty coverage given by WBAP-TV, Fort
KGO-TV’s introduction of Metro films at month’s end.. Ben Draper, Worth; WFAA-TV and KRLD-TV, Dallas to King Mohammed V’s Tex¬
exec producer of “Science in Action,” spoke at Stanford on the sub¬ as visit.
ject, “TV—The Monster in Your Living Room” . . . Joseph Alioto, the
lawyer representing Sam Goldwyn in Goldwyn’s antitrust suit against IN PITTSBURGH .
20th^Fox, National Theatres and Fox West Coast, appeared on the
Radio and Television Club will hold its annual Christmas party at
KQED-Roger Boas half-hour, discussed urban redevelopment learn¬
Buffalo, Inn in South Park Dec. 14 . . . Sportscaster Joe Tucker just
edly.
chalked off 21 years at WWSW .. . Fred McWilliams appointed assist¬
IN BOSTON
ant director df radio and television department, under B. Kendall
Lpng awaited WHDH-TV, Channel 5, took the air on Tuesday (27). Crape, at Duquesne U: Since WDUQ-FM, the campus station, first went
after postponement, from previous week because of bad weather which on the ait in 1949, McWilliams-has been its chief engineer . . . Ed Belhampered finale operations at the transmitter giving the Hub three fer, CBS cameraman; back to the West Coast after holidaying here with
commercial tv stations . . Fred B. Cole, WHDH disker, goes with his family .. , TV Guide celebrated its seventh anni by tossing a dinner
WHDH-TV as weather forecaster . . . Tom Tally and Warner Anderson for the entire staff at the Chinatown Ina. . . Sterling Yates and Nancy
of “Lipeup” made rounds for WNAC-TV Monday (2) here with p. a.’s Fingal will be “Santa’s Helpers” on Ch. 2 for 10 minutes every after¬
at Police headquarters, Louise Morgan Show, Charlestown Boys Club noon, Monday through Friday, on Ch. 2.
with flack Ruth Silvano and greeted the Hub tv writers at a Towne
House party hosted by Phyl Doherty, p.r. and adv. dir. . . . Rex Trail¬
er, WBZ-TV’s cowboy personality, and Pablo made a p. a. at Gilchrist
toy town . . . Jay McMasters, formerly, of WMEX, and Jess Cain of
WNDU-TV, South Bend, Ind., added to WHDH-TV staff . . . Charlene
Bartley, piper on WHDH-TV’s Ray Dorey Show, had her new RCA Vic¬
New York’s Metropolitan Educational Televisiqn Assn, which, has
tor LP, “Weekend of a Private Secretary” released this week . . . Joe been in existence on paper about two years and actively staffed (30)
Kelly, WHDR farm director, nabbed an award by Nat. Assn, Radio and
Farm Directors . . College football week celebrated on WNAC-TV for some month? will probably use up its $500,000 by spring. It’s
with Globe spdrtS editor Jerry Nason and Hy Hurwitz doing interviews expected that a campaign to raise funds will then be undertaken,
it baa 17 organizations tied'in.
As usual the academicians * have difficulty agreeing among them¬
IN CLEVELAND
selves about what to do and how. Some educators feel that the recent
Dorothy Fnldheim, WEWS newshen, planning April tour to Europe' to-do about the N.Y. Public Library wanting out of .the "War” show
with tpurist group . . . Gary Davis jbined WJW-TV prdgram-prohjbtion was not a question of lack of courage but lack of program technique.
department . . Ralph Mayher, KYW-TV cameraman, en route home As such educators express themselves the art of balancing views still
from fire, was caught in midst of cops-robber gun duel and filmed se¬ eludes many of those, who try their wings on the sustaining air.
quence . . . Jimmy Dudley reports baseball confab for WERE from
AT&T has come across with enough circuits to allow the entire
Colorado.Springs . .*. Wes Hopkins' winner of KYW auto sales, disk
stint, back from Miami victory vacation . . . Ralph Hansen, KYW-TV NBC-TV network to be run bn a standard local clock-hours basis
program manager, to Georgia for Westinghouse confab...... . Ed Sulli¬ 52 weeks a year; according to Lawrence H. (Bud) Rogers, bossman of
van hosted by WGAR’s Carl George at Rotary: Club talk . . Paul Or- WSAZ-TV, Huntington, and chairman of the DST subcommittee of
\
gill’s “Cesare” on “Jungle” ended long 10-minute nightly KYW-TV the NBC Affiliates.
Rogers said that AT&T last week confirmed it will provide nec¬
stand (29> at 11:20 ...: WJW dropping ABC Saturday Met for FM: pick¬
essary additional TD-2 microwave circuits to insure that the midwest
up as possible prelude to ending net affiliation in January
area bounded by Cincinnati, Detroit and Huhtington. will be served
by the hew NBC .videotape delayed feed for savings time starting in
IN MINNEAPOLIS
April. Rogers’ subcommittee will conclude details in a final meeting
At annual meeting here Minnesota. Broadcasters Association reelect¬ with telephone officials today (Wed.).
ed president Ken Hance, KSTP, Twin Cities; 2nd vice president Harry
Linder, KWKIM, Willinar;. 3rd vice president Bob DeHaven, KYSM,
The boss of the Radio Advertising Bureau washed his hands of the
Mankato, and secretary-treasurer Larry Haeg, WCCO, Twin Cities. municipal tax on advertising recently initiated in Baltimore, and
Miller Robertson, WTCN, Twin Cities, was not a Candidate for. reelec¬ declared "We see no further point in attempting to persuade the
tion because he's resigning from WTCN to move to the West Coast. Mayor or the Council that they erred.” Statement was made by Kevin
Wayne Williams, WLOL, Twin Cities; replaces him as 1st vice presi¬ Sweeney.
dent and on the directorate which remains the same otherwise except I
Sweeney said the next step was for the media to take their argufor Don Olson, KTRL, Thief River Falls, elected in place of H. L. Dell, ments to court and to the public. “We have offered our service and
KODE, Fergus Falls, who. declined reelection . . . Mike Secrest, for¬ counsel to Our member stations when they start to persuade the
merly with Storz’s WTIX, Houston, named program supervisor of the public that this action should be reversed.”
William John’s four radio stations, including Twin Cities’ WMIN . . .
Clair McCullough sparking an Hawaiian trip for the VIPers—the
WTCN-TV sportscaster Frank Bnetel chosen as narrator for the, 1957
U. of Minnesota football highlights film to be exhibited around state. Broadcasting Mission to Europe of 1945—as a footnote to their, annual
reumon. during the NARTB convention in Los Angeles April 27-May 1.
It’s his second successive^ year in that capacity.
One idea of chartering their own plane is cold, because of the Varied
itineraries and schedules, but planning to get “the lei-bl-the-land” so
IN PORTLAND, ORE
far are McCullough, John E. Fetzef, J. Leonard Relnsch, Sol Taishoff^
Gale Storm due in town Dec. 6-9 for the MeierrFrank Hi-Te6ii bail Joe^ida, Probably going: Willian S, Hedges. Morris S. Novik, Hariy
and the Toy and Joy Makers Shindig . , Gene: Phelps, KPTV engin¬ C. Wilder, John S: Hayes. The others for the moment are “definite
eer boss, gets kudos for doing, a herculean job for his station and com- maybes.”

IN SAN FRANCISCO

Radio FoDowop

j Southern

TV Unions
Continued from page- 29

j

engineers at the station’s Mt. Wil¬
son transmitter.. The fifth day is
worked at time-and-a-half and
Saturday and Sunday work de¬
mands double time payments by
the station.
The reason underfying the de¬
mand for a four-day-week is crea¬
tion of a cushion against the ad¬
vent of tape, which will make it'
possible for networks to do all.
their lensirtg for live programs be¬
tween 9 to 6 on weekdays, and then
show, the tape product at its nor¬
mal prime time. Loss of prime
time or. weekend work, which is
.when niipst . engineers and techni¬
cians are kept busy these days,
requires, in the eyes of unions,
some compensation, and the com¬
pensation is in a new overtime
potential, only gained by shorten¬
ing the work week.
Scenic Artists
The “messiest” contract nego¬
tiations anticipated by the net¬
works, is with Local 829, of the
United Scenic Artists,, part of the
Brotherhood of Painters, Deco¬
rators & Paperhangers of Amei’ica. Contract, which covers set
designers,
costume
designers,
scene painters, etc., has historical¬
ly been the toughest the webs have
had to. firm up. Confused situa¬
tion has ended up before factfinding committees and mediation
boards in the past.
Stagehands’ Local 1 is a threenetwork dicker in the live pro¬
gramming area. Negotiations are
now in session in New York. The
Coast counterpart’s, negotiation’s,
don’t begin for a year yet,
IATSE, Local .644, N.Y:, contract
means a relatively small bargain¬
ing session since, it only covers
newsfilm cameramen at NBC and
CBS. (Contract of news sound¬
men and.i.electricians, Local 52 of
IA, has a year to run, the sound¬
men and electricians comprising
the major share remaining in any
newsfilm arrangement-).
In the film field there are tw
pacts to be negotiated. Screen
Actors Quijbd, which will s'ress
greater payments on reruns of
spot commercials, meets shortly to
re-do its Codified Contract on com¬
mercials with agencies and pro¬
ducers, pb both Coasts.
..The newly-organized Screen Di¬
rectors International Guild in New
York is currently bargaining with::
the N.Y. Film Producers Assn, A.,
SDIGr spokesman this week reaf¬
firmed that his 268-mani union,
claiming 90 to 95% of all N.Y. film
directors, is by and large asking:
the same minimums ($550 to $600
weekly ) as the Screen Direetors
Guild on the Coast on theatrical
and tv program celluloid.
How¬
ever, the guild is requesting a
“slightly lower scale’? for directing
commercials^ industrials and docu¬
mentaries.
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TERRIFIC RATINGS
for GRANADA'S

NEW SIXTY MINUTE SHOW

CRELSEA at NINE
NIELSEN RATINGS

LONDON 71% NORTH 81%
WHAT THE LONDON NEWS CHRONICLE SAID:
“This Granada show is one which casts its net wide.
Every week it comes up with some act which some how
would never occur to the producer of any other pro¬
gramme.
“What is even nicer, it presents everything with a kind
of informed enthusiasm.”

THIS WEEKLY PROGRAM HAS PRESENTED
Mischa Elman, Diahann Carroll, Dora Bryan,
George Reich and Company, The Crad Play¬
ers of Algiers, Julius Katchen, Stephane
Grappelly, Adele Leigh, Raphael de Cordovai
and His Spanish Company, Bernard Braden,
Eleanor Summerfieldi Les Compagnons de la
Chanson, Nigel Patrick, Lilo, Les Mains
Joly, Gillian Lynne, Alan King, Marcel Marceau, jeannie Carson; Moira Shearer, An¬

ton Walbrook,. Shura Cherkassky, Charles
Laughton, Yehudi Menuhin, Anton Doliri,
Charles Trenet, Ballet de Bejart, Malcuzynski, John Gilpin (London Festival Ballet),
Sir D"onald Wolfit, Ferrante and Teicher,
Joyce Grenfell, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Paul
Gilbert, Richard Tucker, The Royal Danish
Ballet.

GRANADA TV NETWORK
36 Golden Square, London, W.i, England

k For Tuesday, November 19.
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socko reception early on ini his
routine by pouring out the schmaltz
on
warm audience by teiling
them how wonderful they were.
The voice was good as he demon¬
Continued from page 39
; Continued fronj pat* 31 ss=ss
Murray Salberg has exited, as
strated in three; numbers, but
Lanza appeared awkward ih front factory or a school, for example, director of program promotion for
a brutally tortured partisan.
THE HUMAN TOUCH
it
was
necessary to apply for per¬
It seems certain that the Rus¬ With Robert Urquhart, Finlay Cur¬ of the cameras. His choice of ren¬ mission which might or might not CBS Radio after 10 years and. is
sians will think he has been killed
rie, ' Pauline .' Jameson, . Jack derings was wise as they were all be granted.
joi ing the Marshall & Coch agen¬
Stewart, John Cairney, Christine hits associated .with his name —
by the soldiers downstairs. (In
Except for occasional interfer¬ cy in N. Y. as director of radio and
fact, one of the five did it.) While
Pollen, Tan Fleming, Nigel An¬ “Because You’re Mine,” an aria
from
Tosca,
.and
“The
Loveliest
ence
by
an
over-zealous
citizeri,
a
tv. He’s being replaced at CBS by
thony,
Mary
Peach,
Bussell
Wal¬
each of the five has his Own opin¬
Night Of The Year/’
self-appointed vigilante, who re¬ Bob Sullivan, until recently adver¬
ion about the continuance of his
ters, Leslie Frehch
George Holmes; a novel enter¬ sented a correspondent shooting tising mariager at WOR and WORlife (the SS, of course, wants to Writers; j.Lee-Thompson, Dudley
tainer who combines some fancy film of a line at a store, there were TV, N. Y. Sullivan will get the title
Leslie
fight onV the solution seems to be
foimd when one of the three Ger¬ Producer; George More OTerrall dancing with a touch of magic in no restrictions on filming ordinary' of manager of rnerchandising and
producing an endless, stream of street scenes and news events.
man. Army soldiers shoots the two BO Mins., Sun., 9:30 pan.
program promotion.
lighted, cigarets from his mouth
SS men. But the murderer of the ABC-TVi from Manchester
For American correspondents in i
The fight for the recognition of scored well. Les Mathurinsf s Moscow, it is double duty. Four 4 ^Salberg joins Marshall & Cocli
latter did that only for selfish rea¬
Dec.
9, with his first assignment
couple
of
fast
moving
acrof
who
sons: He had brutally. killed the chloroform as an anaesthetic by
organizations witli tv film outlets
partisan and his intention -was to Dr. James Y. Simpson, a young combine their routine with /humor, have representatives in Moscdw: the formation of a radio-tv departmake the Russians believe the SS Edinburgh surgeon of the last cen¬ were good, and the. Mulligan Sis¬ NBC, CBS, Telenews (the Interna¬ riient. Agency, a little over a year
did it. So he too gets liis punish¬ tury, provided good. material. for ters, a trio of peppy femmes from tional News Service correspond¬ old, has been serving smaller ad¬
ment. He is shot by one of the this 60^minute teleplay. But as has Latin America sang and danced ent), and.-Movietone. (the Uniteig vertisers in print media and hopes
two’ remaining fellow^. The lat¬ happened often in the past, the Iropicar beat numbers with plenty Press, correspondent). It is not an to be able to build a rep in fadiotv as well for service to smaller
ter now go upstairs to surrender time allotted to the production was of zip:
Highie Green, resident eincee, unusual sight on May Day or Revo¬ clients who get lost in the bigthemselves as they, feel they have inadequate for all the characters
to become firmly established. How- j who also handled the “Beat the lution Day in Red Square to see agency shuffle.
nothing to fear.
Clock” -intermission, handed out a any of these correspondents jug-,
Although the message of this ever, this point was Overcome to ai ciohk’
- prize .of $3,100 to a couple of gling; a camera while trying siiriul- i
doesn’t come off very clear, one is' great extent by good acting and1 cash
contestants who won the jackpot taneously to take notes for a ; Puerto Rican Baseball
thrilled from beginning to end. production.
by
catching table tennis balls in broadcast and perhaps, also, oper- i
Dr.
Simpson
(Robert
Urquhart)
Very realistically, this piece makes
a portable tape recorder,
)
‘Imported’Via WHOM
it understood how brutal people in was a humanitarian who rebelled balanced cups and saucers:. Resi¬ ateThe
current ban on airfreight
dent
song and dance line, the
against
the
common
practice
of
WHOM, Spanish-language radi
war can get and that sometimes it’s
film
Shipments
developed
this
Way:
George
Carden
Dancers
were
in
performing
operations
while
the
nearly impossible to evade killing
indie,
started airing Puerto Rican
unless one wants to get killed-him¬ patient was still fully conscious; their usual form and Cyril Orna- a correspondent Was told at the
Bary.
airport by a customs official that baseball: for New Yorkers on Tues¬
self. It’s a piece that forces upon His* claim that ..chloroform, was a del’s- orch was good.
film,'developed or undeveloped, day (3). Ballantine brewery has
meditation and - probably every safe and sure way of alleviating
Chelsea At Nine
would no longer- be accepted for imported a sked of. 26 games i
viewer will build his own opinion pain was not at first accepted by
The stage party to celebrate the shipment out of Russia. All four; the regular Puerto Rican ; League
about it. High suspense^ good act¬ the medical profession, and his
ing, very realistic dialog (occasion¬ persistent fight for its recognition fifth anniversary of the London newsmen affected appealed to the for 60-minute recaps at 10 pm.
ally only a bit too talky) and a flu¬ almost cost him his job, his repu¬ legit, champ, “The Mousetrap,” at Press Department of the Foreign weefeaights and 3 p.m. on Satur¬
the Ambassadors. Theatre, was -used Ministry which took the matter un¬
ent direction make this technically tation and his claim to sanity..
days.
The story was gripping and re¬ as the basis for. Granada-TV’s der study. Several days later a
perfect offering a first-class tv
weekly
6.0-minute light entertain¬
Series will run into January on
item. It should have stateside tv vealing in that it took a slice out ! ment show;
Department,
spokesman
telephoned
“Chelsea At Nirie” (26).
of history. Urquhart gave a notar
possibilities.
Hans.
to say that it had been an error of WHOM, featuring games by teams
ble performance and was strongly The party was probably a great some customs personnel to have from Sari Juan and San Turce, the
supported by Pauline Jameson as success at the theatre, but it came passed film during the past two two P.R; cities which, according to
his understanding wife. Finlay over as a father dull, private affair, years and more. There were, he the station, gave New York most
Currie was not at his best in the in which the viewer was an in¬
of Mts Puerto Rican population.
role of Professor Syme,. the medi¬ truder when broadcast. Some of explained, no regulations in Rus¬ Replays, will be announced by
cal chief, and was often hesitant the top names in British show busi¬ sia that provide for filiri shipments. Jose Diaz.
ness
were
there,
among
them
Cice¬
Since
the
correspondents
have
over his lines, but the supporting,
ly Courtneidge who gave nut with been permitted to take pictures of
cast was good.
Bary.
a- couple of songs, “Things Are a number of events: the Revolu¬
Looking Up,” arid “Vitality;” which tion Day parade in Red Square, a
THE GATHERING DUSK
added a little sparkle to the long news conference, of Soviet sputnik
With Google Withers, Michael Hor¬ procession of artists who made
dern, Ann Walford, Myl^ Eason, their appearances from time to scientists,, and various receptions;
attended by the Soviet leaders j
Esther Lawrence, Wilfred. Brani- time.
Khi*ushchev, Bulganin, Mikovan j
heU
The rest of the program, pre¬ and new Defense Minister Mali- j
Producer-Director: Lionel Harris
sented iri: its normal fashion, kept novsky.
Writer: George Voskovec
up a pretty high standard with
60 Mins., Fri., 9 p.m.
At least one correspondent, leav¬
ASSOCIATED TELEVISION, from Bernard Braden filling the role of ing the country on a brief trip, de¬
emcee0with
ai pleasing touch. The clared to customs officials that he
Birmingham
majority
of
eritries
were
in
the
“The Gathering Dusk,” adapted
was carrying film with him and no
■ECAUSE:
for tv by George Voskovec from a highbrow vein, including Hephzi- objection was raised. Thus, it
story by Honore de Balzac, proved bah Menuhin, the pianist sister of would seem, that the ban on formal
It
Reduces
Rent; Increases
to be 60 minutes of old fashioned Yehudi,. Who. played two pieces by airfreight shipments of film is in¬
melodrama with stock situations Chopin with a high degree of skill tended to discourage film ship¬
Efficiency and Prestige
and
a
lot
of
feeling.
Ram
Gopal
and dated twists to the plot which
•
An Unusual Harmonica
were more amusing, than gripping. provided an exotic, free flowing ments—to make the task of shoot¬
MODERN BUILDING FOR SALE
The two leads, Googie Withers and solo dance,' and Les Mains Joly, ing tv film more -difficult—-but not
Musical Attraction
from
Paris,
a
very
clever
puppet
entirely
to
rule
it
out.
Michael Hordern, fell into the. at¬
OR RENT
I !•> HilJtfdt Av*., Mount Vernon,
Recently an Ainerican corre¬
mosphere of the piece; by heavily act who used only their gloved
Phono MO 4-4141
125 Wait 43rd Street, New York
hands to illustrate a story. This spondent was speaking to Yuri
overacting.
was
their
second
appearance
on
the
Zhukov, a Soviet official,: chair-,
The Town Hall Annex Building
Set in an isolated, bleak French
man of the State Committee for.
mansion during the latter part of show,
the 18th century with howling . In the lighter vein was another Cultural Relations with Foreign
5 STORIES, ELEVATOR. S'
gales blowing through its gaunt French act, Les Compagnons de la countries. He raised the question
corridors, the plot revealed .how a Chanson, a team of nine inales who of film; shipments. The reply may
PARTLY AIR-CONDITIONED
beautiful but neglected wife (Goo¬ blended . to make pleasant close Indicate the reason for the Soviet
7.500 Sq. Ft. Formerly OH)ees\eF
gle Withers): was almost caught out harmony on a couple of songs, in¬ action:
"THE TOWN HALL OF THE AIR"
Cerrently
by her cruel, cold, but jealous hus¬ cluding their disclick “The Jimiriy
“Some of your colleagues,’; he
Braden joined said, “have taken pictures that
band (Michael Hordern) while en¬ Brown ° Song;”
2nd Fleer Spritable for
GUY MITCHELL
forces,
with.
Eleanor
Summerfield
tertaining
her
lover.
She
hid
him
would make it impossible for a
SHOW
Rehearsal Hall; Air-Conditioned
in a cupboard, but her husband in, a fimny telephone sketch. Resi¬ mother to recognize her own
ABC - TV
caught on and had . the closet dent song and -dance line. The
Monday*
walled up with the-lover inside, Granadiers. were in extra special child.”
Rent This Building at $3.50
Which may be taken as a Soviet
and then tried to convince his wife good form with a .well presented
that she. was . mad arid only imag¬ rendering ,of “Racing With The way of saying that the Russians
per Sq. Ft.
are
displeased
with
film
shown
pf
Clock”
from
the
“Pajama
Game.”
ined that there, was any knocking
Buy and your rent will be
The Peter Knight orch was up to the Soviet way of life on American
on the wall;
Baty.
television.
its usual high, staridard.
Bary.
!•** — operating expenses
approximately $1.25 per
. What The Papers Say
Art Buchwald, Paris columnist
Sq. Ft.
of the New York Herald Tribune,
brought a load of humor to Gra- SZS&- Continued from pace 39 jg
nada-TV’s weekly. breakdown of
Sunday Night at the London
Inspection by *ppointm*nt-r
current events, “What The Papers mediation, Meany took over and
Palladium
Informeti
■ Mario Lanza made his British' tv Say”" (25). Complete with a large arbitrated.
« EPIC RECORDS •
He
exhorted
the
two
unions
to
debut on this Associated Tele¬ cigar, the writer sat back for 15
PEASE & ELLlMAN, Inc.
Businas* Mgr.-—DON SEAT
vision show (24) “at long last,” as minutes and expounded his views “meet the responsibilities which
Now York
Beverly Hill*
40 East 56th Street
he put it, and staked himself a on news presentation in the Brit¬ they owe to their members, to the
ish press. The banner headlines general public arid to NBC as the
NEW YORK
devoted to the. fact .. that several employer.” by avoiding further
YEmpleton 8-6600
British politicians had been award¬ quarrel on the subject.
ed $7,000 each in a libel action
In his decision, Meany made it
against a newspaper, amazed Buch- clear: that he did not consider it a.
Wald, who commented; “In Amer-| jurisdictional dispute, since RTDG
ica, papers try to bury news of did not invade the established col¬
successful libel actions because lective bargaining relationship be¬
they don’t want to encourage such tween NABET and NBC. “On the
cases.”
contrary,” he said, “the 1956 RTDG
Gem story of the program re¬ agreement explicity and carefully
lated how the journalist had got recognizes NABET’g established
caught up with several British
. . arid
press meri who were keeping watch bargaining relationship
ih the SaVoy Hotel i while. Princess simply secures for the program You can have it WITHOUT
Margaret: was .dining there with directors those rights of;' direct his headaches.
Strategic¬
friends. Buchwald had no idea she communication with the technical ally located, professionally
was in the room, and was equally crew not barred by the NABET
. and spiritually, in Westport,
in the dark when the reporters agreements.
said: “So you kriow they’re here
“Further, since no one’s job Is Conn*
too.” Eager to know What it was at stake, I do not think it proper
MARY SMALL
all about, the American played to describe this controversy as. a
CApital 7-7167
alorig by adding non-committal re¬ jurisdictional dispute.
Nothing
marks to the conversation until he more is involved than whether cer¬
overplayed his hand after getting tain types of instructions may on
on the wrong -track by asking, did some types of program be issued
anyone krioW if there was a lawyer
by the program director.”
involved yet?
Bary.
Meany wrapped it up by noting
that “RTDG has not waived or
. To the.|
Schenectady —- Turnaway crowds abandoned its rights .
• Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Sales Mgr.
the " first weekend at . the new coritrary, it has made every rea¬
studios
of
WRGB
and
WGY
led
the
sonable
effort
to
aassert
those
MGM.-TVr a service of Loew#e Incorporated
stations to repeat “Open House’’ rights In the face of NABET’s
tant opposition.”

Foreign TV Reviews

Moscow Ban*

Salberg Exits CBS For
Marshall &Coch Agcy.

EVERY RUSINESS
ORGANIZATION
SHOULD 0GGUPV
ITS OWN BUILDING!

MICHAEL CHIMES and
HIS FAMILY

Foreign TV Followup

MeanyY Ruling

THEY LOVE ME IN

“The House
Bindings
Breamed About’’

M i

t*.fcq satiiT

CwbI TV Bows In
Germany Jan. 1
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the right to sell off parts of the
home and away games to other
sponsors.
The hew WGM pact, like the one
Continued from aago 39 ssssim it aborted with still a year to go,
ago in one of- these CABTs is Dr. lis^for five years. A good part of
Albert Ellis’ “The Folklore of Sex,” it, WMGM diclOsCd is on a firm
a sober study of discrepancies in . basis.
Washington, Dec. 3.
Frankfurt, Dec. 3.
American morality between prac¬
In. New York television, the
With industrial us^rs of radio
At last, the long-awaited com¬ tices and preachments. Dr. Ellis Yanks, have reassigned ‘ the rights
eyeing the.FM band for more spec¬
mercial television is coming vto found “truly dreadful and depress¬ to WPiX. Yankees admit they’d
trum. space for point-to-point serv¬
Germany, with half prograins ing” the inconsistencies in the like to do their, whole 15S-sked
Conti uefl from page 28 ■ ■ —; ices, the National Assn, of Radio
. slated for the start of the year,
“thoughts, feelings, and actions of bn the tv’er, but don’t know at ■
and
TV Broadcasters went to bat
Everhard Beckmann, chief of the the everyday common-garden-vari¬ the moment whether it Will hap¬ do this anymore.
“After eight last week before the Federal Com¬
Hessischer Rundfunk (local radio ety American male and female.”
pen, since the ballteam is engaged years. I’m secure but not creating.” munications Commission in behalf
and television stations of Frank¬
additional line
You Cannot be in Continuity Ac¬ in figuring
Moore Isn’t sure what he wants of the high fidelity service.
furt), has just announced that ceptance work as long as we have charges—Which can be pretty cost¬
In comments filed in connection
Hessischer Rundfuiik Television is and still be thrown easily by reac¬ ly—on away games. Some away to do after September—he insisted with
the agency’s current review
starting a half-hour of commercial tions yoU did not anticipate. You games will be carried for sure.
on being able to give his staff a of the 25-890 me allocations, which
programming nightly between just try to learn from them. And
year’s notice of the cancellation, includes the 88-108 me band oc¬
7:30 and 8 p.m.; with Jan. 1 as the sometimes you get your dander up
hence the timing of the announce¬ cupied; by FM, the trade organi¬
starting date.
and suggest; maybe those squawk¬
ment—but he’s still under exclu¬ zation pointed to the growth of the
The local station will work with ing have , something to learri, too.
sive contract to CBS, continuing service and estimated that 11.000,the Bavarian Rundfunk at Munich Especially when between the lines
Continued from 'page 28
] his nighttime “I’ve Got a Secret.” 000 FM sets are now in the hands '
and the Southwest Rundfunk, so of the criticism there are “truly
Among
other things, he’d like to do of , the public.
that a commercial product could dreadful and depressing” revela¬ cision pointed, out, evidence that some kind of Sunday afternoon \ ‘‘Recent events,” NARTB told the
buy simultaneous time on all three tions. Oh,, well . . , let’s go on a CBS’ custom was to assign the dis¬ pow “wedding education and en- j, Commission, “give every evidence
stations.
pace.
tertainment,” and would like to be •' of a. new demonstration of Interest
puted work to IBEW.
2. That canine pun on “there is
Several months ago, before IA able to cqrne up With an interview in FM on the part of the public, and
no business like show business”
program. involving interesting peo¬ broadcasters alike. For 'example,
on Kraft’s Nov. fi entry, given and IB workers got involved In an ple.
FAl-only stations have increased
feminine gender, also has a bear¬ embroglio over which was to place j Moore’s CBS pact still has two from a low of 59 on Sept.: 1, 1953,
ing. A local matron found it vul¬ the lighting for a WCBS telecast years plus options, and the Web to 81 bn Sept. 1, 1956, to 101 on
Continued from page 3).s
gar even in context, wanted to wire of the Antoinette Perry legit
ihsisted he continue his Sept. 1, 1957, to .115 on last Nov. 1.
of the stuff I see on tv," Lee told us scoring the word “bitchiness” awards to be made from the Wal¬ could have
stanza. But after Moore! Furthermore, in at least two major-.-,
reporters. “You. don’t have to give. but found Western Union wouldn’t dorf-Astoria, the network and . IB daytime
indicated
he’d
it, the web went markets there are more applicants your children money to go to the accept her wording. As Carl Wat¬ signed a no-strike agreement. At along with his had
and is now than there are FM channels re¬
movies, but you can’t stop them son puts it 'in a letter to her, “It the time, CBS refused both IB and hoping Moore’sdecision,
sponsors
Will stay maining to'. be assigned.”
from turning on tv.
is quite possible they may be at¬ IA contractual jurisdiction over re¬ with the show right through to! the
Altogether, said, NARTB, there
are some 532 commercial FM sta¬
“I don’t like! cheap commercials, taching a significance or an asso¬ mote lighting, with the . matter re¬ end.
but I dislike much tv entertain¬ ciated meaning to. the w°rd which maining unresolved.
tions on the air. (In addition, about
But in April, the network told IB
30 are under construction). “On
ment even more. I resent the bad was not present in the context of
the score pf. listenability alone,”
clothes, the allusions, the hints, the its use during the broadcast. This that the work was being given to
the
IA men, who were being
well intended reference drew con¬
the association declared, "fre¬
unspoken, all indicating sex.
assigned to do the Perry awards on
gratulations
from,
several
news¬
quency modulation has become an
“Little of this material would be
April . 21. The day of the telecast
Continued froin page 31
integral part of the American
on tv. if the industry observed its paper and trade columnists in re¬ TA stage.hands installed the light¬
code. I don’t like private censor viewing the play and was in their ing. IB men then installed duplicate Wide range of reorders, the same household.”
NARTB noted that many daytime
and pressure groups, but I prophesy opinion a mature'us'e of an expres¬ lighting, but without CBS okay. advertisers
buying fresh Ziv AM stations depend on FM to serve
that video will be brought under sion which helped describe char¬ When CBS protested to IBEW, a
For example, Olympia their communities at night. And
their- control unless it mends its acter and lend imagination without 1212 rep warned that 1212 would shows.
being inherently vulgar.” Carl’s
Beer,; no Ziv newcomer, has inked even the fulltime AM operator
way immediately.
must often duplicate on FM to
check of several slang sources re¬ not operate tiie cameras and mike
“TV stations are not just" gaso-: vealed general agreement among equipment, over which they do have for a 35-market Coast buy on the overcome the problem of interfer¬
line stations, operating under the the experts that the word means undisputed, jurisdictional control new. property set for spring, “Tar¬ ence at night. .
free enterprise system. The fre¬ something in the neighborhood of at CBS. In the ensuing foulup, the get,” a dramatic anthology themed
Recently,, the American Petro¬
quencies belong to the people. The “petty complaint” or “backbiting,” owned and operated station found for story impact, and to be hosted leum Institute suggested to the
people just let the stations, use the It is certainly not profane, it is it impossible; to do the remote, by Adolph Menjou, another Ziv Commission that, a part of the FM
yet.
frequencies. The FCC acts in the realistic and idiomatic for an which was to have been sponsored
Currently in production at Ziv band be diverted to nonbroadcast
people’s interests. In that capaci¬ adult program with a record of by Pepsi-Cola.
studios are “Harbor Command,” uses in order to meet the growing
ty, it-likes to have several stations good taste such, as Kraft Televi¬
“Sea Hunt’’ “Highway Patrol,” all requirements of the oil and other
in each, community give a variety sion .Theatre.
in syndication, as well as “har¬ industries for radio services. Other
of public services.”
3, Variety last month reported
bourmaster” and “Tombstone Ter¬ industry users of radio are behind
that a hudist show on commercial
ritory,” networked, in addition to the API move.
television in Britain draped no fig
Continued from page 27
pilot production on a Tew other
leaves and brought no criticism.
series. There are telefilm houses
Can you picture a; like attempt importance in a true perspective. such as MCA TV which have a far
That’s
an
Obligation!
too,”
I am “going on” 47 and
CBS-TV has landed some scat¬
K= Continued from page 28 ssss here?
greater production schedule, but
Newscasts here cited the ghou¬
visualize a score or more of : addi¬
tered daytime business, picking up
gets shortchanged by the station tional years before I shuffle off, lish habits of Gein but left out the those houses are not accented to¬ the Stokely-Van Camp Chicken of
wards
the
syndication
market
as
in that a few seconds is clipped off but do not expect to see parallels grisly details, mentioning for im
the Sea Tuna business, some of
the national time at the closing of here- oif news-making . ventures stance Gein’s. looting of graves but Ziv is.
which had also gone to NBC, and
one show and at the beginning of over there. (I trust the bpa-ad re¬ omitting the. strewed bones and
adding to it orders from Bristolanother to sneak in a. .local com¬ sistors will. be relieved.) We’re similar lurid items that color the
Myers (Bufferin) and Pittsburgh
mercial. .
story. but aren’t essential to the
still “the colonies.”
Plate Glass.
The station justifies this act by
.
What are we all learning news. CBS newsfilm showed the
Biggest benefacto. from the new
saying it’s the only way they can while the. analysts of our culture exterior of the killer’s farm -and SS'. Continued from page 31 — business is “The Verdict Is Yours,”
survive; .that through the rest of discuss the. current lineups of . the caught him being taken away but
whiqh gets two altemate-Week
the day they just don’t have the battle of the sexes? Is it suf¬ didn’t venture inside the house of when Hal Roach Sr., Worked under quarter-hour sponsorships. Pitts¬
the Meti'O fold. and about 140 car¬ burgh Plate goes to Garry Moore
demands on radio for advertising ficiently clear to. men that a. Pyr¬ skin, litter and skulls.
and if sponsors and agencies want rhic victory for Modern Woman is
Story broke at airtime, for toons. Other fhorts include and the remaining tuna coin goes
their commercials in this, time no less a problem for men?- None WBBM-TV
“John
Nesbitt’s Passing Parade,” into “As the World Turns.”
newscaster
Fahey
period then they have no, choice. of the serious writers, thank good¬ Flynn, who read, the newswire cold “Historical Miniatures,” and the
ness, are -crowing over Contem¬ and flinched at the line, “There Pete Smith group.
On the feature library front,
Philadelphia — WCAU stations porary female difficulties. Much was a heart in. a pot on the stove,”
dll give complete on-the-scene as most of mankind has Teamed blit rushed through it. Thereafter, Metro TV has packaged a new
coverage of the AFL-CIO Conven¬ that Negro slavery enchained the station’s news, department group of 52 pix, with eight other
tion beginning Dec. 5 in Atlantic whites as Well, . it would appear avoided such details.
pix set as a “bonus” for one sta¬
City,. N. J. George Lord, stations’, haphazard solutions to the prob¬
“Newspapers aren’t wrong for tion markets. Plan .I* for the onespecial evehts director. Will coyer lems of women are equalled by a printing the more gory details,” station market to unreel one
haphazard
piling
up
of
problems
the entire convention directly from
['Garry says, “but we’re two differ¬ Metro pix a week under an “MGM
Convention Hall on a daily sched¬ for the.-lmen • In their lives. Net ent media. ■ Even - the* newspapers Theatre” label, With the slotting of
ule of three “live” broadcasts and result, neither- sex “wins ’’
use discretion in the kind of pic¬ the other eight pbt up to the sta¬
frequent bulletin* throughout the
tures they’ll • run. On the Airthe tions.
day and evening.
"
• '
criterion is: Does it serve the pubT
Metro’s studios near London are
lie good?' Once • you’ve determined being prepped for commercial tv
what is a warranted public ser¬ film production, with estimates
vice; There' are certain* Tacts the now going out to RCA, Vicks
Continued from-page 29 ss
public. has. noinherent; right to Chemical and; Procter & Gamble
liam Esty) initiated a switchover know.”
for commerciil production there.
for next spring.. WINS consented
to the move which broke their con¬
tract.
WINS said that it was amenable
to the change; because five to six
months of the year, the Yankee
play-by-play eliminated one of its
CaiTMtly
better paying stanzas, an after¬
noon
platter-spinning
session
HOLIDAY HOTEL
fronted by Jack Lacy, whom the
Icat, Nev.
station described as one of its
biggest, moneymakers.
Station
December f
said that the spotty summer status
GUY MITCHELL SHOW
of Lacy’s show would put WINS
AIC-TV
in dutch with! some of his bankHIGHWAY PATROL
rollers, who have preferred guar¬
Epic Records
antees on the stanza’s continuation
in the summer.
looking t—GAC
Another reason it so easily con¬
MEN OF ANNAPOLIS
ceded, WiNS explained, is that un¬
Business Mgt.—DON SEAT
der the new program chieftancy of
New York
Beverly Hills
Mel Leeds, the station is trying to
DR. CHRISTIAN
Time-after time
develop
“co’nsistaiit sound,”
in city after city
whicif cannot be done with baseDO YOU NEED ME? pall cuttinjg jagged edges into a.
ZIV SHOWS
Youns
man,
complete
education,J regular sked.
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
newspaper and maeailno background,
Whether Ballantine will again
it wrllw, else experienced In radio
RATE GREAT
Lnd TVjM "man behind the scene." , sell half the Yankee game coverage
ARB. May '57
Knowledge of music, dramatics, cur*
to Winston cigs, which also come
Will
make excellent
out of Esty and which shared the
MAN fRIOAY" for active producer.
ZIV
TELEVISION
PROGRAMS
INC.
Writ# ALOERT ELIAS
cost - last season, is not definite.
103 W. 55th St., New York City
Ballantine’s Yankee pact gives it
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By HERM ewmwiwifl .

Sam Cooke (Keen): -'FOR SENT1MENTAL .REASONS’’ (Duchess«), the oldie, turns up ' a
crackerjack current-style version
by Sam Cooke who should continue
his hot disk pace with this slice,
“DESIRE ME” (GuildtJf is another
strong ballad entry in the same
groove.
Kay Starr (RCA Victor): “HELP
ME’’ (Hill & RangetJ,'a romanticreligioso ballad with a definite beat
and an arresting lyric, is delivered
for maximum returns by Kay. Starr,
“THE LAST SONG AND DANCE”
(BVC*) also gets a lilting waltz
workover for Solid returns.
Barbara McNair (Coral):- “BOBBY” (Sheldon t) is a swinging item
delivered stylishly by. this songstress in her Coral bow. “TILL

“IT’S YOU” (Brandom*) has less
impact.
I
Jack Jones (Capitol): “FOR
CRYING OUT. LOUD” (Rooseveltt),
neat ballad, is delivered
in fine crooning style by Jack Jones
whose major influence has un¬
'doubtediy been Frank = Sinatra,
“BORN TO BE LUCKY” (Danbyt)
has a catching lyric. . .
The Lane Bros. (RCA Victor):
“DON’T TEMPT; ME. BABY”
(Markst) is a driving rhythm .tube
with potential for the current teen*
age market. “A LOVER’S HEART”
(Rusht) is smoothly, handled
ballad.
The Sugar mints (Brunswick): “II-I COULD LOVE YOU” (Gilt), a
LAWRENCE WEEK
fast, offbeat rocking ballad,Ms sold
by a colorful vocal: “YOU’LL And Hi. CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

SAM COOKE ............... FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS
(Keen) ...,
......... .Uesire Me

3rd Consecutive Year
Dodge Dancing Party
ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
For;Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and New Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm, E)S.T.
Dodge and Plymouth
. Coral Records
/.Thesaurus Transcriptions

KAY STARR
—•
ME
(RCA Victor)
. . i.. . . »• The Last Song and Dance.
BARBARA McNAIR
BOBBY
<5g5»
Till There Was You*
(coral)
.. ..iut mere was xou
al JOHNNIE RAY ............ -SOLILOQUY OF A FOOL
(Columbia> .a.....Miss Me Just a Little
" ■' ■
' 1
--~ ----■
.
THERE WAS YOU” (Frank*), from HAVE EVERYTHH^G” (Gilt), the
Marie,ie«r^.e * One Slow ballad s.de. Is more routine
“T ; ' ,
(rniiimWflV «cn.
GlorU Wood (Columbia): “BACK
LILOQUY OF A FOOL” (Beach- DOOR (Amenrat), a fast rhythm

.
---belted with a strong beat by this
vocal combo. “26 MILES” (BeechWodt) is a cute ton. about Santa
Catalina, a natural for the local
Chamber of Commerce.
Kathy Nelson (Liberty). “SANTA
DEAR” (Orr*) Is a moppets, plea
for presents and It comes out
sticky. “GIMME A LITTLE KISS
WILL YA BUIF’* .(ABC*) will bold
-U^i^a«ki^ fal.v;,nv!sie>e^‘,ITmCTF
BELLS’* (Management) gets a

Best Bets

(Compiled by Sam Goody's, leading. New York disk retailer
whose global mail order operation reflects Mot only the national
market, but internationally}.
Title
Label
I
Artist
West- Side Story
1. Original Cast
Columbia
Around World 80 Days:
Decca
2. Sound Track
Columbi
3. Orignal Cast
.My Fair Lady
Where Are You?
Capitol
4. Frank Sinatra.
Vanguard
At Carnegie Hall
-5. The Weavers
Jamaica.
RCA Victor
6. Original Cast
Just One of Those Things
Capitol;
7. Nat King Cole
Calypso
RCA Victor
8. Harry Belafonte
Bells Are Ringing
Columbia
9. Original Cast
Film Encores
London
10. Mantovani
Sings of Caribbean
RCA Victor
11. Harry Belafonte
Verve
Sings Rodgers & Hart :
12. Ella Fitzgerald
Love. Is The. Thing
Capitol
13. Nat Cole
Pal Joey
Capitol
14. Sound Track
Pajama Game
Columbia
'15. Sound Track
Basie in Lodon
Verve
16. Count Basie
Favorite Ballads
17. Pete Seeger
Folkways.
Fabulous Forties
Kapp
18. Roger Williams
Simply Heavenly
Columbi
19. Original Cast
20. Modern Jazz Quartet Modern Jazz Quartet
Atlantic

Album Reviews
“On Bourbon Street With The for appeal in this direction. A coucf Dixieland” (Vo! 4) (Au- Pl« °f songs are pop flavored, but
ti_.» the lyrics hy Hal Stanley and Irvdio^FideUty) .nd. <MMrel Wm* lng Taylor, iet for the most parf to
(Vol. 5>, with the same arch, con- Grieg’s music, are generally de¬
.tinues the string of standout jazz signed for this specific tale. Joseph
^ bv this dixie combo
The Sargent handles narration between
^ .o n,
» vnnna onmhai songs lucidly, while Van Johnson
Dukes of Dixieland, a young combo Snfi „ vocal ensemble deliver the
from New Orleans, play With zest songs in pleasing style
>
airi<I; color in smooth, integrated
Emie Beekseber Oreh;, "Dance
performances. The repertory in Atop Nob Hill” (Verve), Part of
4 as^R^l*^^^
Sy Wfe*0*'wax^Ern^V^k-

LITTLE’’ (Acuff-Roset) is a more
JEAN BLUES” (Opportunity*), a same results,
familiar entry.
* ASCAP. t BMI.
Th„ Twin toum (RCA Victor)- cute rockihg tune slanted for the

some public domain material, ineluding Stephen Foster songs like
“Jeannie With The Light Brown
Hair” and “Old Kentucky Home,”
among others, also with
footstomping beat. The quality of the
sound of these disks is standout.
adding an extra dimension to the
musical impact.
- London, Dec. 3.
^
Sammy
Davis Jr.: “It’s All Over
Alin* Cogan (HMV): “WHAT BurTh^Swinging”*(Decca)T6iierof
JCrtrtt DONE TO MESj[Berry)
has the usual laugh-in-tlfe-voice Sammy Davis Jr. keeps churning
gimmicks familiar to Cogan lis- out fine collections of standards,
teners, and as always the spirit is In this set. Davis delivers an excel*
infectious. “THAT’S HAPPINKS>’ l?„t songaloT locluding" Zoine
(Francis, Day) is one of her best to numbers that have not been overdateexploited. In this category are “I
Ilene Day (Nixa): “BEAT UP Guess I’ll Hang My Tears Out To
THE TOWN” (Essex) is another Dry” “Where’s That Rainbow,”
lively jump number, and show- “Better Luck Next Time”, and “It
cases ilene Day’s driving chirping. Never Entered My Mind ” Orchs
She has a warm, throaty voice, and under the baton of Morty Stevens
on the slower “COME BY SUN- and Jack Pleis supply slick backDAY”-(Essex) gives it a nifty work- grounds.
,
out,
“The Pied Piper of Hamblin’*
Terry
Wayne
(Columbia): (RCA Victor), recent NBC-TV spec
“MATCHBOY” (Aberbach) follows which is due to get theatrical exthe teenage tradition of almost un- hibition. “The Pied Piper” shapes
intelligible lyrics .with a driving Up as a difficult scorefor translabeat. On “YOUR TRUE LOVE” tion into a disk package. Although
(Aberbach), you can tell what he’s the story is essentially, slanted for
singing about.
Pip.
the juves, the’songs are too tricky
.
•—■ ■■■ ■
—------—^

British Pop Reviews

wrote this song. “BEFORE YOU
GO” is another* rhythm item in
which
the lyric
whichAhe
lyric is
is not
not too
too imporimpor*
tant.
n^v Hounding out this extendednnrl’
J‘OT?F MATT
ONE MAIL A DAY is a changele
oJ'ShS?
Jy-£e same idiom as the other
^ v i.gf
:
READY FOR LOVE (ProgressiveSbalimart), a rocking tune whose
titleT refrain is tinged with mdigo
implications, stands out_ via the
unusual delivery of Otis Blackwell,
WHEN YOU RE AROUND (Progressive-Shahmart) is in a more
familiar vein.
Kitty Kallen (Decca):. “CRYING
ROSES” (BVC*), a very sentimental number, gets a similarlykeyed rendition by Kitty Kallen.
“I NEVER WAS THE ONE”
(Forster*)
(Forster*) is
is an
an okay,
okay, conventional
conventional

ballad.
Doris Day (Columbia): “WALK
THE CHALK LINE” (Meridiant),
a bouncing number with a neat
lyric, gets, an attractive rythra
workover by Miss Day. “SOFT AS,
THE STARLIGHT" . (Daywiny) is
a classy romantic ballad.
The Gaylords (Mercury): “MAGIC SONG” (Pearlt), a rock ’n* roll
tune with an offbeat lyric, gets a
neat workover by this combo. “O
MARI’’ (Puret), an old Italo tune,
is liltingly handled With Italian
lyrics.
Clint Miller (ABC-Parampunt):
“DOGGONE IT, BABY, I’M IN
LOVE" (Hill & Ranget), a bounciug folk-flavored tiine, gets a catching version by this easy-voiced performer, “BERTHA LOU” (Robin
Hoodt) is a fair rocking item.
•
Seger Ellla (Kapp): “I’M NEVER
THE LOVER” (Garland*), an okay
ballad, is vocalled in fair style by
ISeger Ellis, who also cleffed. “WHO
IN THE SAM HILL IS SAM HILL”
(Ellist) doesn’t come off as a novelty idea. ^
Johnny Pate Quintet (Federal):
“SWINGING SHEPHERD BLUES”
(Benellt), performed by this small
combo with a flute lead, has an
unusual sound that could earn it
plenty of spins. “THE ELDER”
(Armot > is another interesting instrumental, also spotlighting the
flute.
'
Valerie Carr (Roulette): “YOU’RE
THE GREATEST” (Lowe*), a solid
^ ballad, is belted home effectively
by this savvy songstress. “OVER
THE RAINBOW” (Feist*) is also
oivpn a
a neat
npat slirp
given
slice.

^MrC-nlr^lstcr. (CnralV

»«iTTC

ARTTM^fNi!?^ Tj£*i*£’a #S?k”
' ^novelty \deVprojected'via^a
i?
coloriSl ?nsSnbleP vocil '‘HANANA SPLIT” (Rosemeadow*) is
another cute teenage-slanted item,
The Neptnhes (Glory)‘ “FRAIDYCAT” (StaiSnSrydeS), a rb^ng
numbel. ^ts one of those unhf
teiligible slices by a group that has,
however, the right kind of sound.
“AS LONG AS” (Simon-Brydent)
js a good ballad for this idiom.
The Turbans (Herald): “CONGRATULATIONS”
(Angelt), a
slow rocking ballad with the usual
lost-love motif, is projected in excellent style for the idiom, this
crew featuring a high-pitched tenor. “THE WADDA-DO” (Angelt)
is a tricky uptempo item.
The Four Preps (Capitol): “IT’S
YOU” (Frank*), from the Meredith
Willson score to the legit musical;
“The Music Man,”-is a fine ballad
—r————;—?——----v ;
_
^S©/i?TY
^
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X
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1.
1.

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines,

YOU SEND ME
(6)
]

f

X

2.
%, JAILHOUSI
JAILHOUSE ROCK (8)..

f

.v,........... i Sam Cooke .......... ...Keen
\Teresa Brewer
.Coral
.. Elvis Presley .......,.,, . .Victor

3. SILHOUETTES
(6)____ .; ..
{
. ..
Cameo
SILHOUETI
. ..X Steve Gibson ...ABC-Par
4. APRIL LOVE
LOV1 (4)....
Pat Boom...._......Dot
wainrriw v
5. WAKEUP
SUSIE (8). . Everly Bros. .......... Cadence
5*
WAKEUP -LITTLE
L
4.
6. KISSES SW
SWEETER THAN WINE (2).
, Jimmie Rodgers . . . . . ..Roulette

t
X
l

4
X
r
f
I
»AfTWrirr i
7. RAUNCHY
4
7*
RAUNCHY (2).
(
t
I ___ ___ ,
8. MELODIE D’AMOUR
(7),
♦ 8.
]
±
.
^
.
CHANCES ARE (10) . . ..
X 9. CHANCES
4
10. My
7. 10.
MY SPECIAL
SPEClA ANGEL (5)\.

[Bill Justis ....._....Phillips
.'{ Billy Vaughan .............Dot
lEmie Freeman ....... ...Imperial
t (Ames Bros. ...Victor
* (Edmiindo Ros
.London
. Johnny Mathis ........ Columbi
^ (Bobby Helms..
. Decca.
* ( Sonny Land Trio ....... . . Prep

X
4.
J
^ yjj
I’M
4

T

X

4
t
J

f

f

X
4

X
X
4

AVAILABL1
AVAILABLE
FASCINATION
rnrrrv citir
PEGGY SUE
LEICHTENSTEI
LEICHTENSTEINER POLKA
,
PUT A LIGHT ]IN THE WINDOW
LITTLE
BITTY
LITTLE BITTY-PRETTY ONE
„TC,^,
JUST BORN
JUST
ALL
THE WAY
WAY
ALL THE
‘

BE BOP BABY

Second Group _
.............

Margie Rayburn ,.; i... Liberty
Jane Morgan ........... .Kapp
Buddy Holly
.........Corat'
Will Glahe ...
London
Four Lads . ....... .Columbia
Thurston Harris
Alladdi
Perry Como
Victor
Frank Sinatra f.......-..-..Capitol
Ricky Nelson. ......... Imperial

.
HONEYCOMB
Jimmie Rodgers ...... .Roulette
Lillian Brgeks (MGM): “SORRY”
(Brandoni!*)' is a conventionai bal¬
v
XFigures in parentheses vndicate number bl weeks song has been in the Top 101
lad handled in straightforward
Style by this open-vpiced.songstress* A
-.T

__:

ments. Heckscher serves up 34
standards in a dozen meldeys. Another large-sized order of standards is served up on Seeco Records by Milt Saunders’ orch in a
set titled “Dancing At The Tavern
On The Green,” the Central Park,
N. Y., spot, Saunders ranges over
the gamut of tempos from foxtrots
^
f°d cha chas, all done in
straightforward style ' for parlor
*«»» the StaUer Hotel
*n ,San Francisco, Dick Stab le’s
Jrch,m a Tops label set also plays
for dancing, but with a more swing¬
heat orchestrated in big band,
style. Stabile is spotlighted on sax
,n a dozen varied numbers.
“The Weavers on Tour1!' (Vanguard). A follo\yup to their click
“At Carnegie Hall” album for the
same, label. The Weavers, who are
on the comeback trail, have another first-rate folksong: package,
including a couple^of the past hits
such as Tzena, Tzena” and “On
Top Of Old Smokey.” Once agairi«
this quartet swings some highly interesting material, including work
spngs.rcligiosos, tall tales, Civil
'v.ar numbers, Hebrew tunes, etc.,;
their infectious style.
“George Feyer and- Orchestra
Plays Jerome Kern” (Vox). George
Feyer, the Hungarian-born pianist;
whose numerous albums for Vox
have ranged over, the global music
catalog, including Broadway, here
. meets. up With one of * the most
melodic of all showtune compos¬
ers,, Jerome Kern. Feyer, backed
by a stringed orch, plays- in his
rich and easy keyboard style such
evergreens as. “The Way You Look
Tonight,” “They Didn’t Believe
Me,” “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes”
and other songs of that calibre.
Llonal Hampton Orch:- “Jivin’
the Vibea” (RCA Camden). Out of
the RCA Victor archives,'this lowpriced RCA subsid label Is “re¬
printing” some great swing sides
by Lionel Hampton made in the
late 1930s with various combos.
Hampton is spotlighted on vibes,
piano, drums and vocal in a topnotch jazz exhibition. The sound
quality of these resurrected sides
are entirely satisfactory. Also on
the. Camden label in the jazz series
is a "set of oldies by the Count Basie
orch titled “The Count,” another
bargain for the jazzophiles.
Teddy Phillips Orch: “Concert In
the Sky” (Decca). This package is
an interesting attempt to recreate
the styles of some top maeslroes,
instrumentalists and performers .of
the past. It’s a good offbeat peg
for the presentation of a flock of
familiar oldies associated with per¬
sonalities like A1 Jolson, Mildred
Bailey, Ben Bernie, Glenn Miller,
Bunny Berigan, Henry Busse, Eddy
Duchin and others. The taLkeoffs
of the instrumentalists are gen¬
erally okay. Vocalist Russ Carlyle
gets a quality, of the late; Russ Co¬
lombo, while Lenny Collyer does ,
creditable carbon of Jolson, Margi
Little's' impression of Mildred Bai¬
ley also comes off well. Ken Nor:t
(Continued* pq .psage, §?)
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Inside Stuff—Music

HansHoehn

Rock ’n’ roll music, which may be slightly over the hill In popular¬
ity, but which probably will he around for some time yet* possesses
one distinct plus—its heat has made dancing a popular pasthne with
teenagers. So Woody Herman stated to Variety during Intermission of
a concert last week at the Music Hall in Troy, N-Y. The veteran band¬
leader, who does not feature rock stuff, pointed out that “a • generation
was sort of lost during'World War II, when kids had no-one to teach
them dancing.” The tempo of rock
roll, when it came along, was
such that youngsters picked up dancing easily, he added. High popu¬
larity for dancing is important to the future of bands, Herman em¬
phasized. *
Herman, Whose teenage daughter travelled with him for two sum¬
mers and who gradually switched from fondness for rock ’n’ roll to a
lilting of other types of jazz (currently, the estoeric), believes that, with
age,, comes musical selectivity arid discrimination. Ais they grow older,
teenagers lose their love for “rock.”
Taking a philosophical stance, Herman commented that “older peo¬
ple’s musical tastes are apt to be reactionary, from tl# viewpoint of
youth. Remember how Older folk?-reacted against swing, back in the
1930s and early 1940s? What will be the next trend in popular music?
Herman did not know. He thought that rested most “with publishers
and with radio.” The latter is an influential medium in fostering musi¬
cal preferences, Herman declared.

has written a survey of the Reich
Record litdntry, with accent
on the
MirineapoIis,Dec. 3. 4
'N The
Minnesota
Broadcasters
British Disk Best Sellers
Assn, has joined in the fight to
- London, Dec. 3:
keep Broadcast Music Inc. alive
Mary’s Boy Child. : Belaforite
and will use “every possible influ¬
(RCA)
Be My Girl .......
ence” to thwart present efforts, in
(Parlophone)
Congress to pronounce a death sen¬
Party . ^..
.. . Presley
tence for. the music licensing or¬
(RCA)
* ';
ganization.
I Love You Baby.... ..... Arika
Action was decided upon at the
(Columbia)
That’ll Be Day
MBA’s annual meeting here after
Crickets
(Vogue-Coral)
hearing Glenn Dolberg of New
York, BMI viecpresident, in charge
Remember You’re Mine Boone.
(London)
of station relations; warn the broad¬
casters . that they’re f acing--the
Wake Up Susie,. Everly Bros.
threat of finding themselves again
(London)
at the “mercy” of the “rapacious” ; Bank* Frank
Vaughan
ASCAPr% at a heavy cost to their
(Philips)
pocketbooks.
Tammy .- ...... Reynolds
(Vogue-Coral)
The broadcasting industry, must,
Diana .
...Anka
hestir itself vigorously and without
(Columbia)
delay to help thwart the present
“plot,” allegedly conceived by
ASCAP, to eliminate BMI from the
CAN'T AFFORD WORCESTER
music field, Dolberg declared. He
reminded the MBA members hbw Philadelphia^ Recent (14th) Trip
they had ;to pay “through the nose”
There Was Last
when ASCAP had its music monop¬
oly back in the r40s.
Philadelphia, Dec. 3.
MBA went on record to call upon
Philadelphia Orchestra’s appear¬
all of the Minnesota Congressional ances
at the Worcester (Mass.) Mu¬
delegation to support the “compe¬ sical Festival, made annually since
titive principle” in the music li¬ 1944, have been terminated: Eu¬
censing field. Copies of the resolu¬ gene Ormandy and orchestra made
tion will go to all Minnesota Con¬ 14th and last visit Oct, 14.
gressmen and its. two U.S. Senators,
C, Wanton Balis, Jr., of the Or¬
The resolution points out that chestra Association,. regretted that
music is a basic ingredient in the “increasing costs of operation and
broadcasting industry’s format to¬ travel have made it impossible to
day and that the licensing of it was continue.”
“prohibitively high” prior to BMI’s
advent: Also cited is the fact that
the number of authors, composers
and writers has been greatly
larged with the advent of licensing ■*
competition.

German Disk Links
' With Yank Labels

,
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6 Name Pipers’ 1-Niters
At San Antonio Auto Show
San. Antonio, Dec, 3.
Six name singers, Don Cherry,
Bobby Breen, June Valli, Joni
James, Steve Lawrence and Andy
Williams, will take turns headlin¬
ing the. entertainment at-the 1958
San Antonio Auto Show, Jan. 17 to
.22, at Bexar County Coliseum.
Bob and Charles Coffen, of the.
Double C Promotions, announced
the array of “big record stars” who
will rotate at the show sponsored
by the San Antonio Auto Dealers
Assn, for the benefit of Little
League baseball
In addition to aforementioned,
there will be other continuing en¬
tertainment during the six days.
The Four. Coins will appear nightly.
They and three acts, the Maxwells,
Phil; Laurence & Mitzi and the
Great Donaldo, Will be backed by
the Herman Waldman band.

Pat Ballard, vet ASCAP songwriter and a member of the Song¬
writers Protective Assn., is taking exception to the SPA stand in Sup¬
port of the ASCAP songwriters vs. Broadcast Music Inc. In .a letter to
SPA prexy Burton Lane,, who recently defended the SPA .position in
a report to the membership, Ballard stated he was opposed- to the at¬
tempt to destroy BMI. “ASCAP,” he said, “was adjudged a monopoly
and without BMI, it would again be a monopoly. Do you think it bet¬
ter for the Networks to abandon their holdings in BMI end sell them
to hundreds of little guys who really might, if owning local stations,
become shortsighted? The. Peatman performance records . v. show that
ASCAP songs receive the preponderance of network usage.”
Mills Music has taken over the catalog of Pigott & Co. Ltd.,.of Dub¬
lin, for the U.S. and South America. The Pigott catalog consists of ma¬
terial for piano, violin solos, ensembles, ballets and romantic and
comic operas.
The Songwriters Protective Assn. got its knuckles rapped last week
by the N. Y. Herald Tribune for distributing without permission a
reprint of an article by John Crosby which appeared in the Trib’s tv
and radio mag in October. Trib veepee A. V. Miller, in a letter to
(Continued on page 62)

Composer Harry Revel will be
repped by five new mood music
albums early next year. Revel was
one of the pioneers in the mood
music field, haying'-written ‘‘Music
Gut of the Moon,” a Capitol LP
click for Les Baxter IQ years ago.
Since then. Revel has written
music . for such mood sets as
“Peace of; Mind” for Billy May at
Capitol, “Perfume Set to Music”
for Les Baxter at Capitol, "Music
From Outer Space” for Stuart
Phillips at MGM, and “And So to
Sleep” for Hugo Peretti at Mer¬
cury. He’s also got a new batch
of pop tunes, on which he collabbed with Johnny Burke, being
readied for the publisher rounds, '
On the Broadway tuner level,
Revel has “Packaged in Paris,”
which he wrote With George
Marion Jr., and “Hell on Wheels,”
with lyrics by Edward Eager and
book by Ed Chodorov, In the
works..

2-Act With Cotton Chib
Mills Music and the Cotton Club
Revue are hack together again.
Publishing firm, which had been
closely associated with the w.k.
Cotton Club shows of the 1930s,
has latched on to the score for the
Cotton Club ReVue—1958 Edition,
opening in Miami Beach Dec. .20.
Score for tlie new show was writ¬
ten by Benny Davis and Clay Bo¬
land, There are about eight tunes
being readied for. a Mills push.
Among them are “Sweeter Than
Sweet” and “Never Had It So
Good,”
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Si Rady’s U.S. Return

20

Si Rady, RCA Victor staffer who
had been liaison exec between the
U, S. homeoffice and the Company’s
% foreign affiliates, returned to New
‘ York, last week enroute to his new
post with the label on the Coast.
Rady has been named a musical
director with the recently expand¬
ed Victor Coast setup now headed
by Bob Yorker
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Little Bitty Pretty One.,.....
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Survey of retail disk best
Seilers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
21 Cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week. *

Van Curler Music Co.)
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Lean Days for Picassos of Platters
As Album Art Takes on Fanuliar Look

ppralleling problems in the rep-f~-r—1 '■ ■ —r—————-—
ertoire phase of disk packaging, art
jb—• OC- IV
directors are facing an exhaustion
WCCR IM UlYVy
of new ideas for album covers. At JDecca ; Records has declared a
jtlie present time, about 85% of all
<UViden? of
album covers now use four-color
snare on the company s capital
photography, a condition which is Stock.
It’s payable Dec. 30 to stockhold¬
giving a monotonous look-alike
ers of record Dec. 16.
• quality to packaged merchandise.
Striking covers for the album
product are the keys to getting ex¬
posure in a retail store. Bob Jones,
RCA Victor art chief,: points out,
cover , can’t
however, that a good cover
„
•
*vu»
sell an album if the merchandise in
Marclunl’e in Tlnirar
the groove doesn’t stand up. But
MarSHalO.-$ III ynOYCF
aa striking Cover
cover can save worthy
Boston, Dec. 3.
in the
material from getting lost In
Harry Marshard, the Hub-based
shuffle.
shuffle.
society orch leader. Is musical dlJones believes that four-color I rector for the Boston Auto Dealers’
photography has been overdone arid “Stars and Cars” show ait Commonthat art work on albums may Shift wealth Armory running Nov. 30
to a more sophisticated approach, through Dec. 8. Marshard, Who
He ‘pointed to the possibility of arranged the musical theme under
using more illustrations or graphic fb* title of “Fascination,” brought
art . as a departure from photo- in Jane Morgan, whose album of
graphic realism:
that name has just been released;
*
... ., , ..
Phyllis Ponn ballerina >nH the
-Jones speculated that the popu- Buddy Thomas l£e OOT *' the
IarM?
Ph»‘?' “W “f*” .from *»»
FoltaWni toto doto ho .Hiatt..
puhllc conditioning by video and outwlthiss’m*n for toechJmnS
the picture magazines. He agrees S'“*,““"”5**?*
that photos^will always play an hn- Detrott, CindSLatl ^t^LOuSs
portayt roio to album arte ;but cle”j''nd Chicago’BMilon™
would like to see a more flexible York-and hack Ja io35o ’ “ *
approach to cover art.
’Mittal’S
approacn
art.
This has been One of toe biggest
The widesprred jwe of photog- years since 1932 on too
the college
raphy. f°r
tor album art has led both dance circuit, Marshard says. While
come, and
RCA Victor and Capitol Records to football heroes have come
set up their >own studios for such gone and are currently In a sad
work.
state, Marshard goes on with the
-:--—:—*
same kind of music he’s played for
■ mwmm
the past 25 years. The style, he
J Llyi
T..:
says, has a society tempo with a
11130 I Hlnl IIV rlTI
dixieland beat. “This style conw
*>vwv vi urn
tmues,” he says, “and is now more
_
_
_
popular than before."

Between Aoto Shows
And Old College Tell,

Grab 1,580 of’Em
In Boston Raids
On "Hot’Biscuits

. Boston, Dec. 3. i
Hundreds of alleged obscene
records, nabbed by a squad of
Hub detectives in two raids Fri¬
day (29) and. valued at more than
$6,000, brought a check of stores T
selling disks and of dislrib firms
Saturday (30). It was the first
such raid in local history!
Lt. Edward F. Blake, who led
the- raids on a Back Bay record,
shop and a company warehouse ih
the South End, said that officers
•are seeking other , local disk stores
which may have bought the plat¬
ters from the' same wholesaler.
Blake said he would seek warrants
against both the retailer and the
distrib in municipal court.
|
More than 1,500 platters includ-1
ing LP’s, were seized.
About
400 of the disks had blank labels
and. many others bore only sug-,
gestiye titles, police said. The raids,
it was stated, climaxed a threeweek investigation after a num¬
ber of parents had complained
that the recordings \rere being
peddled to their teenage sons and;
daughters.
1
After receiving search warrants i
from Judge Elijah Adlow, who j
listened to several of the selec¬
tions, vice squad members con- ■
ducted the raids.; ( Judge Adlow
recently blasted rOck ’n’ roll af-j
fairs after a Boston Garden rock;
show which resulted in court ap- i
pearances of several audience *
members.)
Police said the records were sold :
to teenagers at $6.50 each. Some !
of: the disks \\rere recorded in}
.French, police said, and others 4
contained voices that sounded like j
those of Hollywood personalities j
(^perhaps simulated—Ed’s, note).
Envelopes, with pictures of scant- j
ity.clad.femmes, encased.a numberof the albums.
Many of the platters were of the |
Blank label type, not crediting ;
the performing artists. As a re-!
suit of the raids,, a close check is j
•being made of all record firms to •
stop the sale .of pornographic disks',
that could be considered daihkg-'
ing to the morals of teenagers.
Blake said two plainclothes de¬
tectives went to the Back Bay
store last week and bought a fee-.
ord with a blank label. This was,
later played before Judge Adlow.
The raiders seizer .40 disks at the >
store and the rest at the dis’rib :
«ri
They also nabbed several-:
tape recordings.
1
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I Jazzsters Not a Major Magnet In
Concert Stance; Wame Psemlo-'Stars’

Jazz came to New York's Carnegie Hall on two levels Friday _^ - - night (29), an all-femme group
nr n tiroZ^and a'nSdern^e:c^cS
WaK BlOg
blowing in the big haU. The ladies
Mary Lewis Coakley calls her
merely demonstrated that, as! far hiograhpy of the bandleader, “Mr.
as jazz goes> their place is still in Music Maker, Lawrence Welk,”
the kitchen.
slated for March publication via
Dizzy Gillespie band (which was
playing below), out of all the distaffers, was of downstairs caliber.
While the basic trio, Jean Galvis,
an imaginative pianist; Elaine
Leighton, a strong drummer, and
Gloria Beil, bass, can stand on
their own as competent jazzmen,a
skilled harpist ilke Betty Glamann
could not fit her difficult instrument into the jazz bracket, while
Morgana King, the . evening’s vocalist, didn’t have a mike to give
her voice the electronics it needed.
The peter Long-Charles Rosen
production was half rehearsed and
the small hall was half-filled.
the bit? hash in the mAin room
oasn in ine main room
™ « two-session benefit for the
pridu“4 by Kenneth Lee Karpe,
and: a professional job on all
«#oM^ ."»*** ^as .saldto be
near capacity and midnight, house
must haV® been a good 60% toll,
^
Im^,v™wSusgrtonover^1,1*'
im^aV^wntof ctonover^ff
'"IfCpn0Ver=.
'“if
The Gillespie band was the
mainstay of the evening, its big
sound warming and feeding
Die audience. Aus.iin Cromer’s
voice and Lee Morgan's trumpet
were solo standouts. They were
followed by the Zoot Sims quartet,
soon joined by Chet Baker for a
(Continued on page 64)

By MIKE GROSS
Concert jazz is running behind
its counterpart in the niterv and
recording field. The jazzsters,
who’ve been blowing up a storm
in niteries and disks the past year,
have been slow on the b.o. draw
in the concert halls.
Aside from the current “tight
^
tt„ money” alibi, most of the blame la
being put on the johnny-come-lateEn °y MUS.lc* also ly promoters trying to hop on the
^u* “ Marcm _
jazz gravy train. The bookers claim
-1---—
that it takes more to being a pro¬
moter than just the ability to lino
D_
* DnAlr m Dni
iiyiDJ 1 vUCK IO DHl*
! up, a string of artists. The jazz
»r p I' T a
J i t
i concerts, they say, are doing bad¬
10 «€t lUtOrOQ lDtO
! ly because they are “bad con¬
certs.” The young promoters aye
l\
I
J II
•
UflllCClUUUl ffliYSlOnCS trying to get by. for the most part,
by passing off featured billing
.
(r
tooters or sidemen as stars—-and
■■ ,. . . j ... A. school, for dancebands .Is thriy- it’s not been working.
^
Also, , certain concert scheduling
Dennis Matthews. It s. called the has been hurting them. Some have
London Student Orchestras and booked. midweek conceits when
sessions a week in a
West End"basement. Budding mu- there’s only an aud for a week¬
slcians> *ho must pass a profit end gig, while others have slotted
midnight shows when an eariy
ency test, are schooled in section evening setup was called for. ’
***
when they reach a high,
grade are put on the books
jazz concerts that , give some
,s pf^ibleo for pro bands. Sey-: thought to the timing of the date,
musiciai,s have been placed and which carry a load of star at¬
tractions; can still do big biz! one
with bands to this way.
For *
a to*
fee of $1, toe
th/stodents
students get promoter said, but there’s now too
mediocrity being thrown In¬
* two-and-a^uarter-hour tultlonal much
session in
to section and full
toll orch to the jazz concert field.
The jazz concert downbeat was
worlc Main object is to impress
the importance of teamwork on pointed up over the Thanksgiving
weekend when a flock of jazzsters
budding danceband musicians.
At present the LSD has 65 pu- moved into New York’s Carnegie
pus on its books, and operates three Hall. The shoWs played to halfbands. They never play profes- filled houses. Norman Granz’s tour¬
8ionai engagements* butsometimes ing perennial, “Jazz At The. Phil¬
get practical experience working harmonic,” also was way below
expectations. Tour ended up in the
charity, concerts.
black but it wTas far behind^ Its
I
(Continued on page 61).
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SAM COOKE (Keen)
You Send Mef
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
. Jailhouse Rockf
PAT BOONE (Dot)
April Love*
RAYS v (Cameo)
Silhouettes!
BOBBY HELMS (Decca).....My Special Angelf
FRANK SINATRA .(Capitol) .............. All The W<#*
(Chances Are*
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) ..
*“*{Twelfth of Ndver*
Wake Up Little Susief
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence)
V
... .Kisses
Sweeter Than Winef
jlMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)..; . = v., ....
Ki
Little Bitty Pretty Onef
THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin)
L
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TUNES
TUNE

* APRIL LOVE—“April Love”-F
fYOU SEND ME
f JAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F
f SILHOUETTES
?ALL THE WAY—“Joker Is Wild?,-F
^FASCINATION—“Love In The Afterndon”-F
fRAUNCHY
rCHANCES ARE
fMELODIE D’AMOUR
fWAKE UP LITTLE SUSIE . ..
(*A.SCAP fBMI F-FiJms)

PUBLISHER

Feist
Higuera
Presley
.Regent
Maraville
Southern
Hi-Lo
,. Korwin
Rayven
Acuff-Rose

j
;
;
|
j

Audio Fidelity, indie diskery
operated by Sidney Frey, pulled, off
a can’t-miss eye-catching promotion aimed at dealers last week,
Circulars w’ere mailed to over
j 2;000 key. retailers with an atj tached dollar bill and penny dej signed to point up the label’s merI chandising slogan of “dollar profits
vs. penny profits.”
, Frey’s operation, one of the
most consistently successful indie
labels, has been based on a fixed
'$5.95 price to the consumer with
the dealer getting the regular 40%
markup and the distributor his
22% margin. The AF label, more¬
over, has been unique among the
indies with' its consumer-directed
ad campaign, pegged onto a hi-fi
f angle, in the national mags.
... Frey initially clicked a few
years ago with “The Investigator,”
an album version of the Canadian
| Broadcasting Corp.’s satire on the
their living Senator Joseph' Mc¬
Carthy.
That set sold around
.(60,000 copies under Frey’s label
| and it’s estimated has sold about
las much viaHhe numerous pirated
4 versions.
j
More recently. Audio ^Fidelity’s
f “Brave Bulls” and “Port Said”
{sets have been strong sellers,
] along with -the Dukes of Dixie; land. Latter combo has been, next
f to Louis Armstrong, the bestsell! ing dixieland jazz group on wax
. during the past year, with each of
their sets for the label hitting the
50,000 marker.

Garner’s O’seas Concerts
; . Erroll Garner planed out of New
! York Sunday <1) for his. first coni cert thur of Europe. Initial stops
•for the pianist will be in Paris
where" he begins a three-week en¬
gagement at the Olympia Theatre
tomorrow (Thurs.).
Garner will remain overseas uni til the middle of January, follow¬
ing his Paris, date, with concert
; stands in mid-Europe. Upon his re¬
turn to the States, he’ll resume'
work on the ballet score for the
New York City Ballet Co., and
start concert trekking again.

tecord Talent and Tunes
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Continued from pace 56

dine, Chicago radio-tv announcer,
handles the narration effectively.
Martina & Maria Diaz: “Songs of
Chile” (Folkways). A charming pro¬
gram of traditional songs from
Chile is. delivered By a couple of
exchange students from South
America now living in the U.S.
Accomping themselves on. the gui¬
tar, the sisters sing in a somewhat
narrow range, but with: an appeal¬
ing simplicity.
CHRISTMAS ALBUMS
Mary Martin: ‘The Little Lame
Lamb” (Disneyland). The story , of
St. Francis of Assisi, a shepherd
boy and a little lame lamb at a
Christmas Eve ceremony has been
turned info
pleasant religiosoj

double-EP package. Mary Martin
narrates the story effectively with
some colorful illustrations in the
EP folio by Walt Disney’? staff
adding eye appeal for the mbppets.
Tutti Camarata’s score is in a suit¬
able reverent key. This set is being
presented in conjunction. with pro¬
motion in the December issue of
the Family Circle mag.
Other attractive holiday entries
include “Caroling on the CarillonV
(Columbia), a collection of tradi¬
tional hymns played on electronic
carillons by John Klein. The re¬
corded sound is excellent. More
bells, with organ, are featured in
Owen Bradley’s “Joyous Bells of
Christmas’* (Decca), which includes
pop numbers like “White Christ¬

mas” ahd "Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer” on One side and hymns
on the other.
In traditional ensemble style, the
Robert. Shaw Chorale presents
some two dozen traditional songs
in “Christmas Hymns and Carols’*
(RCA Victor), with professional
polish and flawless taste.
“American Folk Songs for ■Christ¬
mas’* (Folkways) comes up with a
fresh repertory of folkers for the
holiday season. Vocals by the young
daughters of the folksong expert,
Ruth Crawford Seeger, give the
right quality Of unpolished spon¬
taneity and sincerity to this mate¬
rial.
H4rm.
Vladimir Golschmann, of the St.
Louis Symphony, will guest con¬
duct the New Orleans Philhar¬
monic Symphony Dec. 17. Regular
local maestro, Alexander Hilsberg,
is recuperating at Touro Infirmary
from a heart'attack.

Inside Stuff-Music
—— Continued from page 5S

the Lynn Farnol office, which is handling public relations for SPA,
asked for immediate discontinuance of any further , distribution of
this material. The Crosby article was a rap against Broadcast Music
Inc. and specifically against Carl Haverlin, BMI president. Crosby has
been .a warm partisan on the side of the ASCAP writers against the
broadcasters and BMI.
With a $65,000 Rockefeller Foundation grant, the Library of Con¬
gress has launched a research project to study the preservation of
sound recordings. It will be limited to magnetic tape and shellac, vinylite and acetate records. The Southwest Research Institute of San An¬
tonio has- been retained to handle the bulk of the job, which probably
Will not be completed until well into 1959, Also participating WilL be
the Library of Congress Recording Laboratory and a group of scientists
under Dr. William Prager Of Brown U. The Library points out that ‘‘no
basic research has been done on the problem of preserving this rela-.
tively new form of documentation—sound recordings of various types!”
'— '
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Greenspon
Continued from page 57

managers through William P.
Gallagher, national sales manager.
Diskery’s expanded branch op¬
eration, which now encompasses
60% of the potential market, will
how be under the. direction of
Kenneth Glancy in the' newly cre¬
ated post of general manager Of
Columbia Records Distributors,
Inc. Glancy, who will report to
Greenspon, will direct branch
execution of marketing programs
of the disk and phono depart¬
ments. He’ll also be responsible
for branch sales action and ad¬
ministration, With branch man¬
agers reporting to him.
To aid James Sparling, general
manager of Columbia Electronic.
Products (phonographs, radios, re¬
lated products), Milton Selkowitz
has been upped to national sales
manager for Col’s phonographs.
Selkowitz, formerly manager of
special markets, will develop mar¬
keting, merchandising and distri¬
bution programs for phonos and
I
radios.
L. Laurence Goughan, former
manager of military sales, will
take over Selkowitz’s spot as man¬
ager of special markets; Report¬
ing to COok, Goughan will develop
sales programs fOr rack jobbers,
syndicate stores and other special¬
ized distribution, including the
educational market. He’ll double
as manager of military, sales.

UA Distribs
Continued from page 57

—Mutual; Buffalo—Metro;. Char¬
lotte—Berto Sales; Chicago-- Gerr
misa; Cincinnati — Hit Records;
Cleveland — Cosnat; Dallas — Cen¬
tury; Denver—Pan-American; De¬
troit—Pan-American; El Paso—
M. B. Krupp; Great Falls, Mont.—
Music Service; . Hartfordr—Allied;
Hpuston—United Record; Indian¬
apolis —: Indiana State Record;
Jacksonville—Binkley; , Los An¬
geles-Central Record; Madison—
Tell Music; Memphis—Music Sales;
Miami — Binkley^ Minneapolis—■
Lieberman Music; Nashville—Mu¬
sic City; New Orleans—A-I Record;
New York—Ideal;' Newark—All
State; Oklahoma City—Oklahoma
Record & Supply; Philadelphia—;
Mernel; Pittsburgh—Record. Dis¬
tributors; San Francisco—BtOne;
Seattle—Huffine; St, Louis—Com-'
mercial; and Washington, D. C.—
Schwartz Bros.
Outside of the U. S., sales are
heing handled in Toronto by Qual¬
ity Records; in San Juan, P. R., by
Juan Martinez Vela; and in Hono¬
lulu by Polynesian Distributors.
Kickoff disks for U.*S., which are
being released Dec. 9, include the
title tune from a UA film release,
“Legend of the Lost,” backed by
“My Declaration of Love,”, sung by
Joe Valino; and another disk by a
newcomer, Wes Bryan, singing
“Lonesome. Love” and. “Tiny
Spaceman,”

'■

-— •

to offer attractive participation
deals to name vocalists joining
their label. The pattern may have
been set by Frank Sinatra’s Essex
Productions firm via' Which the
singer owns and controls‘his own
masters while Capitol handles the
distribution.
Participation deals
will also be. offered by UA to the
pic producers for the album sound¬
track rights; .
Both Max Yourigstein, prexy of
the UA dislsery. and publishing
companies, and his exec assistant,
A1 Tamarin, are also intent upon
bringing picture, exploitation an¬
gles to bear in the merchandising
Of disks. UA Sees its job as sell¬
ing an entertainment package and
while the; media may be different,
both. films and disks will click if
a certain basic excitement is gen¬
erated around the product.

GIBBS’NEW MERC PACT
WITH ALBUM ACCENT
Vibrist Terry Gibbs has re¬
signed with Mercury Records for
another two years; His current past
was due to run out next August.
Gibbs will do a minimum of two
albums a .-year which will include
two quartet albums a year and an
“Experiments in Sound” LP. Im¬
portant factor in the deal was
Gibbs’ formation of his new quar¬
tet featuring an accOrdibn-vibes
Combination. Gibbs, one of the.
label’s top jazz sellers, will also:
arrange, and conduct for Mete art¬
ists in both.the jazz and pop divi¬
sions.

BG N.G. $588 Under U.G.
Regina, Sask., Dec. 3.
Benny Goodman orcli, directed
by Urbie Green, drew a slim turn¬
out Of 315 for a gross of $5^8 in
a dance date at the Trianon. Ball¬
room. Advance tickets were $.1:75
and door price was $2.
. Band’s Western Canadian tour
was arranged by Elcee Attractions,
Winnipeg, headed by Lou Gordon.

Aiika ‘Ranking’ O’Seas
London, Nov. 26.
Paul Anka, whose disclick “Di¬
ana,” was released here On Colum-.
bia label of the EMI group, is
scheduled to make a 16-day vaude.
tour of Britain next month. He’ll
Play at Rank-owned picture thea¬
tres and. Moss Empires.
The 16-year-bld singer makes his
British bow with a one-nighter at
Rank's Trocadero, Elephant and
Castle, London, on Dec.; 7, and is
set for a six-day engagement at the
Liverpool Empire, commencing
Dec. 9/

H’wood’s Disk
Continued from page. 57

with the disk industry. While other
disk siibsids of the pic companies
are operating as separate adjuncts,
UA. is ..trying to integrate its rec¬
ord operation into the whole or¬
ganization. On the UA kickoff
disks, for instance, field personnel
of the company’s branches have
.been keyed to plug the disks;with
all the resources at their command.
Participation Deals
UA’s approach to disk talent
may also parallel its dealings with
indie film producers. UA intends
A'

Large manufacturer wishes
to purchase tapes of name
artists suitable far LP's.
BOX y-3855.57. Variety,
154 W. 46th $».* New York 36
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Watch for these NBC-TV network show* in color end bl*ck-and-white.~THE PERRY COMO SHOW, THE GEORGE GOBEL SHOW, THE EDDIE FISHER
SHOW, THE PRICE IS RIGHT, TIC TAC DOUGH...tll sponsored by... ^ RCA^CyQp, @

MUSIC

E

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLE

On Hie Upbeat
New York

' ... _
. .
CaPlto1 Records
t0F
diskery s Coast hq for a couple of
-£^e^^R^rdLf<20WJ
w!t?'^fi!rend
With new offices on West57th
, . .
Vic Duncan representing Johnny
Marks*. St. Nicholas Music in Chi>
cago . . . Morganna King opened
*
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L* *
MGMsalpum, A Christmas Carol, with
My-T-Fint sponsoring
. .Tina
^ ^rowell-ColW r,„ t ir
■pJHa^5-^”n°vi^TSUjing forye™e
5r0du?mg
Merv Griffin's ABC Radio show
• . . The Techniques, Roulette’s new
vocal combo, in town from Georgia

[visit early next year as the British I
half of a band swap . . . Trumpeter
Ronnie Simmonds has joined the
Cyril Stapleton band *
Singer
Carmel Quinn in London for a
short stay during.which time she’ll
maLke
on
tv some records and appear
_. ■
■ —

-—UA'RiEfr-—■—
Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12
cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week.
• ASCAP
't BMI

I B 3 S
9
i

Chicago

Teagarden pacted for two
weeks at Brass. Rail, Milwaukee,
March 3
Stan Gets set for
^ spot '
Herbie Mann into Crown Propellor
here. Dec. 18 for four frames,
following James Moody's booking
Starting today (Wed.).
v
_

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

♦April Love (Feist)...
♦Fascination (Southern)...---♦Around the World (Young).....
Boston
tMelodie D*Amour (Rayven).....
Mosley's on the. Charles, Dedham
B&VOTLSP'SS
-scat dancwy,
♦Tammy (Northern).
(Northern)........
dancery, featuring Don Dudley
Snger
JoeCarrMl at Gil Slnrn’l
5
1
♦Tammy
orch weekends . ... Paul Adams and
Sugar HilL Newark this weekorchweekends-.
6
5
*♦AIT
AH the Way (Maraville).........
(Maravi
Lothar Perl, composer-piarist, hjs ®“ie CTe™
for dancers
-7-e ' *Chances
♦Chances Are (Korwi
(Korwin)......,..,
will Dlav his oWn pnmnndtinn at Revere ■ Beachview Saturday
■ _—^7-——
—tJailhouse
Rock
«Fdur
An^riSSSS? bn a nights .... . Dixie looks to be hitting
8
12
tJailhouse Rock (Presley)....,.
(Pre
tSHhouettes (Regen
(Regent).
Theme Bv Paeanini ” at the Rfmatn comeback trail in this area with
9
13
tSilhouettes
Carsone Carnegie’ Hall concerts
10. 10 .tWake Uy Susie (Acuff-R.)......
(Aa
Jan 4-5
Monte Kav inineri his DHver A Satellite Six, making with
—•
lTr-—
♦Till (Chappell).,.....,..,.
.,. .
Wife, Diahann Carroll, m Paris 21® two-beat at Newtone Hall in
!!___!!__TiH
(Chappell
.
where she's aDDearine at the ofvm- Cambridge weekends. The group
12
7
*Ivy
♦Ivy Rose (Roncom).
(Roncom)..
pia Theatre. He’ll Complete book- ..gj*
.Llone! Hampton and
’
♦Heart Reminds Me (Symphony)
ing arrangements for the Modern 59^5 Ellington sideman _FIoyd
♦Leichtensteiner Polka (Burl’ton)
Jazz Quartet’s forthcoming tour
a.ddlti?n Jf° C^amp
♦Honeycomb (Joy)...
during his European stay . 7. Elly
SantaneUo, Tony FronStone filling out a four-week en;^ohn^ fB.e^ and frontman-,-——--Sfbum * of
Records.01

SlSoMs

for^Cor5 orchs for dancing .. . Revere Reef
Coral holding Sunday afternoon jazz sessions featuring drummer Floogie
WHUsuns and trumpet ihan Dick
Hollvwood
Whittemore . . . Joe Turner, Sarah
AAuiijr wooa
Vauehn Art Blakev’s Jaxr Mbkph
Hans J. Salter set to score Uni- gers^ an’d the Dizzy Gillesnie big
versal’s
“Raw
Windr>h.n^iAo.
in Eden,”
hand in
1) MpT^tW
me.Toff
wJL oauu
m concert
concerc Sundav
aunaay (ui
MeWmiS^2JFha^dler ^ chanics Bldg.Earl Bostic and
starrer
.
.
.
Boh
Wagner
got
a
re^
Amet
Cobb
Taands:
nlaved at the
rpiMQP frnm
- . ^OUD.Areadia
Ban.9s P
piayeq
at tne
release
from hie
his onnfToof
contract with tLib- Prnvidenre
tav rarivi®
erty Records ... Deal Is in the orch in for holiday dates7 in Hub
works for Tony Curtis to make his a£ea
*
'
iliclr
ir a
a flptist
flnKrf with the
ft.. Chico
PU,*..
"*
disk hniir
bow as
Hamilton Quintet
'

8

.

London
London

r» «"m

tt

t .

pepse pf Wallace’s musicians just
a. few daJs befpre Wallace made
^*.2—tch-Ah^e Previn Tno
at the Blac.khawk being followed
by Terry Gibbs Quartet with Pete
by.Terry
Jolly...
Jolly
. . . Earl Hides returns to the
Hangover Dec.
Hangover
Dec. 12
12 .. .. .. Woody
Woody HerHerbig band back into the Jazz
man’s
.jj.
•
ct9rf.'s<>.
Showcase
for
thffee
days
startingforT thffcedays starting;
Dec; 20., .... Jean Hoffman Tno
Trio at
Deci.iof finthe Offbeat Room—trio’s just
-the.
justBarry
ished a Fantasy LP ....
. . B
Ashton leaving Bimbo’s
365 Club
(
-9^° ® w?65
PI
Tfn,n.
I
n
Bancho
at the hungry ... A1 Ganagher Jr.

tefeSSS m
— '

cartel

<
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Continued from page
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FORGOTTEN
DREAMS

Recorded byt
• LEROY ANDERSON (Decco)
• CYRIL STAPLETON (London)
• FREDERICK FENNEtL (Mercery)

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

I

-»«*. the Bussian, ir.

with the singer going into the Fair- ing football teams and ballet
inont this week.
troupes in South America and, of
-———course, their sputniks added to the
v-flnei# nJhf
propaganda barrage.
Kansas
City
„
- y . *
In his visits to the various capiRoger Wilhams goes east for a tals, Armstrong was unable to Walk
series of one-nighters in the mid- in the street without being mobbed.
Ohio area following; his two-week At the airports, the officials, after
Stand at Eddy’s here. Then it’s to national, honor had been preserved
__
^
. .. in the finished film,
New York and home for the holi- ^Tlue
days; Following him at Eddy’s will .
answer, Italian Undersecrebe Marty AUen v& Mitch DeWood, frying to combat the crowds, gave
with The Rhythmettes, all in for pP taking him through the custhe first tiiheliere . . . Juan Makula toms and immigration formalities.
brings his gypsy; music gack to the They drove cats up to the plane
Picardy of Hotel Muehlebach be- and, after Satchmo and his Wife
ginning Dec. 7. He replaces George posed for pictures, the police acRico, now winding up his second companied them to the hotel. In
long
Santiago, the police chief,
ong stand in the room.
chie|, plus 250
——^———
uniformed cops and plainclothesHniisFnn
men* ^ad to cope with the fans.
„ .. „
u*wn
Armstrong is due back in the
Betty Madigan opened a two- u._S. this Week and opens his first
week stand at Continental Room date at the Copacabana, N. Y., next
sharing the hill with. Charles Wednesday (12).
Manha and Carl Sands orch ...
^
Jay,Lawrence in for a fortnight
S**&£^0^^***L
at the Cork .Club in his first HousB.u5“°?_^i£es’» N9Y: 2d’..,
ton engagement . * . Larry Herman _,Louis Armstrong^ & His All
C.n Fran(.i«rA
orch will take over the bandstand ®tars wound, up at the Buenos
San
Francisco
*7an rranciseo
at the St. Anthony Hotel, San An- Aires Opera Theatre amid “SatchA1 WaUace orch departing Blm- tonio, early next year in a switch moismo feVer on the part of lobo’s
)’s 365 Club for the Fairmont’s from the present policy of out-of- cal jazzophiles, requiring relays of
Cirque Room Dec. 15—it may or town 'bands.: Herman is a local police to get him into and out of
Kandlendpr.
f I the theatre in
in safety.
c-o-po+.r
may not have been a coincidence l bandleader.
that Eddie Burns, business ren of
As a goodwill ambassador his
AFM. Local 6, warned Baddy Lester
tour was surefire. At the final per¬
formance he was kept on stage two
hours beyond the' usual closing
=55; Coqhmied from page 59
. time, playing with .some of the lo¬
cal talent, including the teenage
fine, recognizable “Autumn in Ver¬ “Mac Ke Macs,” sons of American
mont.”
■
jazzman Don Dean McCluskie who
*
Then Thelonious Monk is one settled In this country 20 years

2-Level Jazz

EDDIE HEYWOOD *

*
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New York
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•—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATIONJOE GLASER7 Prt*.*
745 Fifth Av*. S03 N. Wabash-Av«.
Ntw Yorlc 22. N.YChicago, III.
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. PLata 9-44H
CEntral 4-V451
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Miami Boach, Flo.
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I*1’3 ^^ coi>certboKs ran
TeJ? ^sood^o quite
indifferent, the latter mainly because the group stretched, out numtfV00 ^ong* ^on?y Rollins sent
Sf3 tenor sax-sound out even farther than Moiffr had ^one. It came
enthusiastic
hands that Ray Charles and his
er?up. *°t When they relapsed into
shoutmg rough-cob rhythm &
blues sti^E for the blowolf. While
nh/w
•true; biodern jazz
.walked m protest, a^majorlty of the audience which had apPfauded the cool, stayed to cheer
enthusiastically, posing for every
cool performer the question:. Just
how mixed are these cats?
Len.

■■■■

1

blanket fee of 600,000 pesos, apart
from time costs..
:
Rated the costlietet attraction
ever booked in Argentina ($20,000
weekly), tjie Armstrong tour also
broke all records for theatre
grosses, averaging around 335,000
pesos
net a day
(around
$8,625).
^ FranciSCo
Lbcoco
’accoVoanied

their families and visited him the b?nd ^to Sant^gp 5^16 io5
ba^St^ ?h* dIPlomats were the next stop on the tvr and Valgiven on-the-spot awareness of entin Gonzales, of Iriberri Conth, goodwill tho jazzmen was
took over^for «ieMontevideo

——^
George Liberace has pacted Bernie
Rothbard, of the Suez & Rothbard
Agency, as hfs exclusive local book¬
ing partner ... Bill Haley & Com¬
ets and Bob Harry play one-nighter
at SunnybroOk Ballroom, Pottsvjy . town (7) . v . Roster at the Erie
Sbcial Club slates The Charioteers
Si^SL
Lon Monte (21-22) ... Red Prysock
working Tunick’s (2-7) . . . CharHe
Gracie into Andy’s Log Cabin
(13) .
. The Mariners, George
Sommer and Andy Arcari skedded .
for New Year's Eve party at the
rnuM Broadwood
Hotel , . . Georgie
Woods, WDAS deejay, emcees his
MUSIC rock ’n’ roller for a 10-day run at
COMPANY the: Uptown, vaudfilm house, . to
==^=j==^ Dec. 7. Featured are Frankie
Lymon, The Rays, Thurston Harris,
Andrews, Billy Miles . . .
LEROY ANDERSON Lee
Atlantic. Records waxed'the score
of “The Confidence Man,” which
Another Big Hit
an amateur group staged at the
Lord Jim
Broadwood Hotel
Ferguson, manager of BUI Haley’s
Comets, is handling The Tyrones,
musical group at the Erie Social
Glu1?. ■'
..

a wonderful
seasonal song

1
na

Satchmo Swamps Sputnik
A
.
... _
.
on
American capital. In addition, 22
magazines in Argentina, Chile and.
TTril«11av gave
Pav«» the
tho jazzmen
)a77men their
thi»ir
Uruguay
UrUgUay
gave the Jazzmen their
®
covers.
covers.
The U. S. ambassadors to Argentina, Paraguay and Chile attended
Armstrone’s concerts
lenaea Armstrongs
concerts With
witn

at Royce Russell's Urpwn Roopa ,....
Philadelphia
Sarah Vaughn and Dizzy Gilles- ] ^uiS^^^h^^ri^S
pie heading jazz concert at the^I lifpr this mnnth 7 Tnbnnv Mathis
wlUi'j»,

i
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ag^mstrong hho pIa d a cou le
of Argentine tango,tunes, had local jazz singer Lois‘Blue onstage
for a number or two, and generally
did just about everything that was
likely to make him “simpatlco.”
It’s doubtful if any other American
performer has ever had such a reception. Presentations were made
to him on behalf of a number of
local groups, including Odeon, RCA
Victor and Columbia Records.
Apart from 20 performances
over 10 days at the Opbra Theatre,
Armstrong did two broadcasts
over the Mundo web channel under General Electric sponsorship,
arranged by Grant Advertising,
while another was telecast; all at a

Frwiz wurum’s
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NEW DIRECTIONS
MUSIC ASSOCIATES
Interested New Material
Songi, Talent, Instrumeatal, Vocal
Call GR 6-1529 or GR 6-1245
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June Christy on Top
Of Honolulu’s Clouds

Atlantic City, Dec. 3. f
A proposal that the. city put a
Sari* Souci’* Threefer
3% tax on all restaurant bills over
Las Vegas, Dec. 3.
$2, to raise a $256,000 subsidy
George • Mitzel, Sans Souci
fund to bring entertainment'events
Hotel prexy, unveiled southern
Nevada’s first “Sho-Bar” over
here during the off-season period,
the weekend. Glass _ behind
is being studied by the resort’s
bar enables, bar and casino
business interests;
patrons to view show, and
Fund was proposed by Kenneth
sound is piped to - casino so
that noise from latter won’t
B. Walton, owner of a chain of
disturb stage performers.
restaurants in the city, at a meet¬
Herkie Styles hi eadlines
ing of the Greater Atlantic City
Sans-Souci show, which fea¬
Chamber of Commerce directors
tures canary Barbara Hill,
last week. “The seriousness of
Calypso Joe. and Coco Te;
our present economic situation in
the winter months now cries for
definite action,” Walton told the
directors.
.. Walton’s proposal, which later
became" a resolution, will be
studied by the chamber’s directors
and acted upon at the December
meeting of the body. The cham¬
ber is.seeking'a means Of bringing
more people and of course more-1
business into the city during the
slack season.
A winter attractions fund would
Ottawa, Dec. 3.
be utilized to meet the difference
‘ cost of the attractions and the
Ottawa area’s niteries declined
revenue derived from attendance by two last week when shows shut¬
to the affairs.— If the chamber di¬ tered in the Gatineau and the
rectors adopt Walton’s resolution Chaudiere. Other than smaller
they then will , urge city commis¬ spots with uncertain plans, dis¬
sioners to establish the tax. The trict’s only show-spots will be, for
funds would be administered en¬ the . next four months, Circus
tirely by a non-partisan, commis¬ Lounge of the . Ottawa House with
sion appointed by the city com¬ shows, and. the Fairmount Club,
mission and under its direction with shows and dancing.
and control.
Gatineau Club shuttered for the
Walton added that experience cold months, to reopen in midhas shown that the community March. Chaudiere Club’s Rose
privately cannot support enough Room remains open but cancels
^entertainment and attractions to show policy to use bands for. danc¬
bring visitors to t£e city in suffi¬ ing only. Room will close Dec. 22
cient, numbers and that “if private for the holiday season and reopen
means have failed, resort must be Jan. 14 to continue straight orch
scheme. Niteries on the Quebec
made to public measures.’*
The commission to be appointed side shutter for holidays because
would determine type of entertain¬ of province^ blue laws, requiring,
ment. it would proceed on. a trial among other things, 9 p.m. closing
and error basis for the first year on Christmas and New Year’s eves.
or so until it found what enter¬ Rose Room will probably resume
tainment would best pullvisitors show policy in early spring:.
For dance policy. Rose Room
into the city.
will book various bands. House
band, Harry Pozy’s moves to StanJohnnie Ray birthday partied dishall Hotel for the Winter to
Sunday (2) at the Friars’ new club¬ play for dancing in that inn’s Rain¬
bow Room;
house in New York.
Champ Champagne, whose band
held the stand at the Gatineau for
? ? "AT LIBERTY” 7 7
showbacking
and dancing,, takes
SHOWGIRLS and DANCERS
over 88 chores with the Canadian
(Aget 18-35)
Basil salary. $50 a wirit (Earn-up tl .) as
Jazz
Quartet
in
the Circus Lounge.
danea initruetara and partners!
Will net
With him goes his bassist, Pete
Interfere.With daytime auditions. .Work even¬
ings ft PM to 2 AM. Full time • nights.
Fleming.
They
replace . Richard
Part time Fri, Sat, and Suit. Apply 6 te 8.
Wyands, keyboarder, and Wyatt
PM far personal interview. .
-Ml68 GONNEULI
Reuther,
bassist,
who left last
838 Bread St., 3nd fleer. Newark. N. J.
.35 Minutes tram. Pert Authority Terminal.
week.

Shows Pre-Xmas

—

JACK WALLACE
AND HIS

OLDEN SUPPER, Glen Cove, LI.
Thanks to

AN
GRANTED THE
1957 AWARD
FROM CMQ-TV AS
CUBA’S MOST
OUTSTANDING
STAR!

Just Concluded—

THE TOP
RECORD BREAKIHG
ENGAGEMEHT Since
JIMMY DURflRTE
at the

NACIONAL HOTEL
New York

y

COPACABANA,
FLAMINGO HOTEL,
Las Vegas

EDEN ROC: Miami
CIRO’S, Hollywood
COCOANUT GROVE,
Los Angeles

HAROLD SNYDER

STATLER HOTEL,
Los Angeles

EL RANCHO HOTEL,

Personal Management::

BILL WALSH

Las Vegas
PL 7-3400.,

CHEZ PAREE,
Chicago

CHASE HOTEL,
St, Louis
Televisi

ED SULLIVAN SHOW
CBS-TV
CURRENTLY

v SAVOY HOTEL
y
London
Mqt.: Jerry Levy - Fred Aoiiel

Dir.* WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

through the large number of cafe
appearances in any given situa¬
tion, and others who haven’t been
around the niteries because of tax
situation have lost their lure. At
the same time, says Risman, there
haven’t been as many performers
developing to replace those that
aren't drawing their five-figure sal¬
aries.
For that reason, acts, will have,
to be booked so that they will jell
J Continued on page 66)

ESTELITA

New York

PANTO-ANTICS

Hi 58th Street, New York

The time is fast approaching
when bonifaces Will have to con¬
sider what a name can bring to
the nitery, in the way of enter¬
tainment. This is the size-up of
Eddie Risman, general manager of
the Latin Quarters in New York
and Miami Beach.
Risman says that the number of
names who can actually, contribute
to the gate is rapidly diminishing.
A lot of topliners have become
worn out through television, many

• RECENT HEADLINE ENGAGEMENTS
WALDORF-ASTORIA,

December 3rd-T5th

CHARLIE GREEN
MERCURY ARTISTS

B.O. Lure Is One Thing, But Names
Gotta Have an Act Too: LQs Risman

Havana, Cuba

RETURN ENGAGEMENT
2 Weeks

Honolulu, Dec. 3.
June Christy is luring “good old
times" business back into the up¬
stairs Clouds nitery. She opened
last week in the wake of a preview
reception hosted by the owners of
the intime nitery.
Gal’s reputation,- enhanced by
her “earlier visit here a couple of
years back, is drawing crowds.
Room is functioning with a nomi¬
nal cover charge, being assessed;
at the door.
Her visit comes at a time when
virtually all Honolulu niteries are
in the midst of seasonal doldrums.

65

Personal Management:

SID O. FIELDS
2210 Wibhire Blvd.
Santa Monica! Calif.
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Ruby Murray, Jones Boys I
On Delfont’s Brit. Bill

To Build Overseas Act Pool
~ A regular schedule of auditions*
for USO overseas units will be
held, in New York. First of the
viewings for pro variety talent
will be held Friday (6) at the. Vari¬
ety Arts Studio under direction of
Bert Wishnew, USO Shows* pro¬
duction. supervisor.
Thereafter
auditions will be held the first
Friday .of each month at the same
hall.It’s emphasized that acceptance
at an audition doesn’t mean that
the act will go out on tour iuutfediately, but purpose is to build a
talent pool that can be called upon
by the Organization when building
units for overseas work. Starting
in January, USO troupes will de¬
part from New York monthly to
play foreign military installations.!
Additional shows will be produced 1
on the Coast.
]

Marie McDonald to Cuba
Marie McDonald has-been signed
for a date at the Havana Riviera,
Havana, starting Jan. 21. Mean¬
while, booker Jack Davies is still
seeking a successor to Ginger Rog¬
ers, who preems the spot on Dec.
10 for 10 days. There’s no head¬
liner set to follow as yet.
Also signed for the Havana Rivi¬
era show is Irene Sharaff who
will design the costumes for the
Jack Cole-staged production.

CLASON'S FUN-MASTERI
PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals
"We Service the Stars"

Big Cloaa-Ort Special oe AH
35 Gag Files for.Only SIS
Pips $1.00 Postage
• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk-$1S •
e 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk... STS e.
Minstrel Budget.. S2S a
How to Mestor the Ceremonies
S3 pot Copy
No C.O.D's . . . » . "Always Open"

o

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 14th St., N.Y.C.. 19 Circle 7-1131
<WI TEACH EMCEEING end COMEDY)
(Let a Real Professional Train You)

YVOME MORAY
Cave Supper Club
Voacoiver, I. C.
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER. Pres.

AGVA Elects Directors,
Pacts Honohlii Spots
Honolulu, DeCi 3.
Hawaii chapter of American
Guild of Variety Artists has elect¬
ed the following directors:. Sterl¬
ing Mossman; Jimmy Walker, Kui
Lee, Alfred Apaka Sr., Lulu Mans¬
field, Healani Alama and Mike Fos¬
ter.
AGVA already has pacted such
niteries as Pearl City Taivern,
Ginbasha and Oasis, and Beretania
Follies, burlesque house. Ginza,!
Hubba Hubba and Swing club* are
reported ready to sign, and appli¬
cation from Hawaiian. Village ho¬
tel for 100% membership among
entertainers there has literally
cracked the Waikiki front.

Spike Jones’ Donble Rap;
Low Djaw at Auto Show
In Port and Nix of Feed
Portland, Ore., Dec. 3.
Spike Jobes and his “Spikorama” revue pulled a disappointing
45,000 customers at the 1957 Au¬
tomobile, Show in the Exposition
Building during its nine-day run,
Nov. 23-Dec. 1. Attendance was
30% less than the last auto show
here in 1955 when Jones also
headlined.
With economic conditions offin
the northwest, it was hoped that
Jones would be strong enough to
pull potential car buyers into the
arena even though they might not
be interested in signing up now.
Jo Ann Castle, accordinist, was
added to the regular troupe to give
a little more of the'feminine touch
to the nearly all-male cast. Helen
Grayed did not appear the' last
three days due to illness.
Jones is understood to have re¬
fused to attend the luncheon for
car dealers, which drew criticism
as this was the only Outside ap[ pearance he was . tagged for. House
went At $1.50 for adults and 50c
for kids.
Two 55-minute shows were pre¬
sented nightly with extra matinees
bn weekends.
Music Corp. of
America handled the entire lay¬
out with Henry Alper of the BevHills office iq as producer. JonOs
returns to LA. for a rest.
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Inside Staff—Vaude

Newcastle* Erig., Dec. 3.
The Symphony Club of the U. of Miami has apparently found a fresh
.. Ruby Murray, Irish-born thrush
approach for raising money to finance its longhair activities. The group
who recently guested On CBS-TV’s
is holding a preview benefit at the Cafe de Paris (ex-Copa City), Mia¬
“The Big Record” in the U. S., is
pacted to appear in a Bernard Del- mi Beach, Dec. 19. Formal preem of the nitery takes place two nights
font summer show at Great Yar¬ later with a show that includes the Szonys, Wences, Danielle LaMarr,
mouth, Eng., next summer.
I Choppy, Jet McDonald, Dick Estes, Nejla Ates, Billy Fellows, Ilonka,
Also featured will be the Four Piroska. Lounge cast will be headed by Lyda Fairbanks, who was
Jones Boys, one of whom, Bernie bought during her recent stand at Le Cupidon, N.Y.; singer Ruth Wal¬
Burgess, is married: to the chirper.
They were with her at Blackpool lis, Marie Bernard and Freddie Bell & Bellboys. For a lounge novelty,
bonifice Lou Walters has hooked stripper Amber Halliday.
last summer.
Currently in vaude at the Em¬
pire, Sunderland, Miss Murray
stars at Christmas in pantomime
at the Empire, Liverpool;

B. 0. Lure Is One Thing
^ Continued from page H

Ads'Meet Me In
St. Loo at Chase’

into the policy
ilicy that has been the i for a May stand. In respect to the
strongpoint of any cafe, according latter, Ray, last season had been
to Risman.
signed for the Latin Quarter when
me time, Risman point¬
point- a dispute arose over his right to
At the same
would
betotally
wrong
bo
television shots while at the
ed out, it would be
to pass up names when available,
available. nitery. Former owner Lou Walters
eason,
Risman
is
curkit
that since he had Ray's ex-,
For that reason,
cur¬
lg a long run of Milton elusive services during that period,
rently, having
St. Louis, Dec. 3.
holds
the
record
in
that
he
should
refrain from video for a
The Chase Hotel here has book¬ Berie, who holds
He isj presently negotiating Period before, during arid After his
ings sufficient to last into the sum¬ spot.
y
deal
with
Frankie
LQ
engagement.
Ray therefore was
a. February
mer season* when the hotel starts Laine, and has
has signed
-signed Johnnie Ray booked-by the Hotel Waldorf-As-—-———
Soria’s
Empire
Room where no
its rooftop operation. The New
_ i
i •
such rest action applied.
Year’s Eve show will comprise j
Risman says that there have
Sophie Tucker and Ralph Flanagan j
been cases in which certain name
brch, with the muslcrew holding
Tr^ncl^ta
performers failed to do .well enterover for the Dennis Day stanza,
11 dllOldIC
tairimentwise, although measuring
Jan. 7, and Frankie- Laine, J an, 23.
... Inf a I nf«n Up to boxoffice standards. In the
Rowan & Martin, Gerri Gale and
Cljf *wC IUIO liflUO long run, this reacts against the
the Charley Spivak crew begin a
Press'* agent
ent Carl Erbe, who’s ca!?‘
,
stand on Feb. 6, while Myron Cftip enthusiasm in the
Names, he asserts, should be
hen, Patricia Wilson start March whipping UP
id Cuba for the Dec. 10 used as a change of pace, but nor6; The Four Coins and Jimmy Americas and
be Havana Riviera, is haally, customers should expect a
Dorsey orch open March 27; Jackie preem of the
Miles, March 20; Eydie Gorme, apparently leaving nothing to ^erUin standard of entertainment
any given nitery, and . it’s short¬
chance.
In
a brochure sent out to
April 8, with the Paul Neighbors
en and VIPs set to -sighted to hook talent that goes
band; Tony Bennett, May 2; Carol newspapermen
a
counter
to the: policy, even if temjunket
down
to
the
three-day
gala
Channing, May 16, and Nat King
festivi- P°rary boxoffice benefit results.
marking thei inn’s premiere festivi^
Cole, May 30.
ties, Erbe has included a canned
Roof layout is expected to be revue in the idiom of Variety in
booked shortly.
which is trotted out much of the
familiar show biz patois. It indi¬
cates that the opening attraction.
Ginger Rogers, is “not only boffo
all the way . . . who never com¬
Blackpool, Eng., Dec. 3.
promised whether it was vaude-doShirley Bassey, Negro thrush deo-dough ... but this filly has got
HELD OVER 4TH WEEK
currently touring Australia, is like¬ the answer to the question of how
DUNES HOTEL *
ly to star In summer show at this | to take out minds off Red Sputnik
LAS VEGAS
and the other nudnik;”
English Las Vegas next year.
Since the. Junket will Include
Don Lang, resident singer-mu¬ Latin-American newspapermen as.
sician..On BBC-TV’s “Six-Five Spe¬ well, Erbe, like the thorough flack
cial,” is pacted for the Central Pier he is, translated the review into
show.
Espagnol, with a true fidelity to
Other stars set for Blackpool in the VARiETY-ese language.
the '1958 holiday season include
However, Erbe got the hogged
Lonnie Donegan, David Whitfield, down in literal translations of
A1 Read, Eye Boswell, Keq Dodd, some of the lingo. His linguistic
Des O’Connor, Josef Locke, An¬ monograph, however, points out
100 SPUTNIK GAGS $1
other likely starter is Canadian that there’s no Spanish translation
Original Material
for such jargon as boffo, vaude-dotenor Edmund HoCkridge.
deo-dough, this filly’s got it, and
1200 gigs $8
800 gags $5
no exact translation for belt one,
nor torso-tosser, hot-foot, nudnik
EDDIE GAY. 242 W«»t 72nd Sh,
and that , a Lindy tout has no mean¬
New York 23. N. Y.
ing in Spanish.

Publicist Cm
Carl Erbe
Erbe’s*
to
Battle to Translate
'Variety’-ese Into Latin

HARBERSl

Blackpool. Bookings

DALE

HALF BROTHERS
TWO BOYS from ARGENTINA
Currently

RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL
New York

Presenting in Person
That Comedy Jockey Star of WINS, New York City:

ZEKE MANNERS
With Those Rock *N Roll Stars

BILL HALEY'S COMETS
Can Be Available Within 200 Miles of N.Y.C. Spot Dates
During December *57 and January *58
Write, Wire or Phone

48 Weeks in “HOLIDAY ON ICE”
^^^■ALL REPEAT PERFORMANCES, „
RIVERSIDE, Reno
SAHARA* Las Vegas
FLAMINGO, Las VOgas

AMBASSADOR
(Cocoanut Grove)
Los Angeles
TOWN & COUNTRY
Brooklyn

CIRO’S, Hollywood
FONTAINEBLEAU,
Miami
BELLEVUE CASINO,
Montreal, Canada

TV Appearances: ED SULLIVAN SHOW (Twice)
WALT DISNEY SHOW (Three Times)
THANKS TO: Heins Lederer, E. Elkort, E, Kaufman and Miss Pinner for Three Wonderful
Consecutive Years in tha U.S.A.
Management: GENERAL ARTISTS COUP.

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY
NEW YORK
234 West 48tfr Street
PLaza 7-1786

PHILADELPHIA
1001 Chestnut Street
WAInut 2-4677

CAB CALLOWAY
Featured in PARAMOUNT'S

“ST. LOUIS BLUES”
SOON TO H RELEASED
M*f. MU MimiR. Hit

Nm. Vwfc
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AMERICA'S MOST EXCITING DANCE ATTRACTION
IN A TRIUMPHANT RETURN!

ALL CHOREOGRAPHY Created by GEORGE TAPPS
4th RETURN ENGAGEMENT JAN. 21
Ju„C.n«l-*‘!

FONTAINEBLEAU, m»m.
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George Tapps Dancers Score
At Fontainebleau's La Ronde i
Th« Fontainebleau'* beautiful La Honde provided a pleasing show
for last night’* ©pener^enlivened chiefly, by George Tapps and his
dancers, held. over *‘by popular demand”

fflv- tmvexNSS: 1
Yuinll.

*ttow,n> J pitcWVJL-t »tfrs VP
>n2 touUoe» P
# *ro«t

Dec. 2nd, LATIN CASINO, Phila.

FeB; 3rd, BLINSTRUB'S, Boston
Mar. JOth, STATLER HOTEL, Detroit
Mar, 24th, STATLER HOTEL, Cleve.
May 8th, PALMER HOUSE, Chicago

tOHOON

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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Tommy Morgan Plays
For Oriental Royalty

Vaude, Cafe Dates
I Dave Gardner opened as topper of
new show at Domino Lounge in
* Billy Vine set for the Old Ro¬ I Imperial Hotel, plus the Styiers,
manian Jan. 1 . . . Georffie Tapps • singing group, .and Narietta, exotic
. Haller: A Hayden, com¬
inked for the Fontainebleau, Mi¬ terper'.
edy team, are in their second week
ami Beach, Dec: 19... Mata Sc at Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise
Harl dow
for the' neighboring Room, with vocalist Ruth Rogers
Eden Roc Dec. 19. Gloria De and Erv Hinkle band in support.:.
Haven into the sarnie spot Jan. 24 Tama is at Club Peachtree , where
. Jack Wallace opened a two- comic Johnny . Glade doubles as
weeker at the Golden Slipper, Glen emcee .... Fifi Dors ay in second
Cove, L.I„ N. Y., yesterday (Tues.) of four-week run at Pigalley . . .
. . . Jane Kean Sc Ron Fletcher set Cosmopolitan Trio is starring at El
for the Tropicana, Las Vegas, Jan. Morocco in Peachtree Manor Hotel
15 .. . Trotter Bros, into the Sham¬ . .. Kenny Shaffer does his singingrock. Houston, Dec. 26 . . . Rose¬ pianist routine at Danny Demetry’s
mary O’Reilly lined up for the ! Zebra Lounge in lobby of Howell
Deauville, Miami Beach, opening i House.
show Dec. 20 . . . Comedy, team of
Igor Sc H started at One Fifth Ave.,
last night (Tues.) . . . Marshall
Hollywood
Grant Trio signed to back Julie
Wilson opening at the St. Regis'
Billy Gilbert opens a week’s
Maisonette tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . stand at Hesperia Inn. beginning
Ventriloquist Jimmy Nelson pacted Friday (6).. . Dennis Day set for a
to Jerry,Levy St Freddie Amsel... 16-day stand at St. Louis’ Chase
Abbey Lincoln set for Le Cupidon, Hotel beginning Jan. 7 . . . Alyce
next Monday- (10) . . . Jimmy Ran¬ Louis and Bob JLaine Trio inked for
dolph to the Cotton Club, Miami the Piano Lounge of Mario Davies’
Beach, Dec, 20.
Desert Inn at Palm Springs ." : .
Duke Mitchell opens at the Palm
Springs Rarich Club this week .. .
Chicago
Johnny Mathis firmed for a date
at
the Crescendo Jan. 17.
Jimmy Ames set for Chase
Hotel, St. Louis, for two weeks
starting tomorrow (Thurs.) . . .
Philadelphia
Shaw Artists signed Gene Allison
to its roster . . . Jan Winters inked.
Henny Youngman slated to
for Club Morocco, Denver, for emcee New Year’s Eve party at the
nine days, March 29 . . . Lenny Broadwood
Hotel ;
: Offbeat
Colyer goes for two weeks at the balladeer Tom Lehrer and Josh
Beverly Hills, Cincinnati. Little White set for recital at Town Hall
Buck set for that spot for two (13) . .... Cozy Morley working Car¬
frames, Jan. 17.
rol’s (2-7) .. Martha Raye, Four
Barons and Georffie Tapps current
at Latin Casino (2-7).

New York

Atlanta

Jinx Petty Sc Puppets opened at
Biltmore Hotel, Empire Room, shar¬
ing billing with Freddie Martel],
with Emile Poisson orch playing for
show and dancing , . . Comedian

"THE COMEDIAN”
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
Now In Its nth Issue, contatnlnt
stories, one-liners, poomettes, sons
title*/ hecklers, auCTence stuff, monoloss, parodies, double kh> bits.
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and Imporsonatlohs, political, Interruptions
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous.
Views of tho Nows, etc. Start with
currant Issue, SIS yearly
a yoars
e”'”
BILLY GLASON
MS W. S4 St- Now York If

SCOT FARMERS NOT SO
SLOW-BOOK CHORINES
Aberdeen, Nov, 26.
Latest' gimmick among Highland
farmers—to book a troupe of chor¬
ines for their annual agricultural
fair. ; Rural types in northeast
Scotland hope, to have, the Bluebell
troupe of girl dancers over from
Paris, France, as an attraction at
their' 1958. Turriff Agricultural
Show.
Association of local farmers has
engaged an agent to plane , over to
Paris to book the Bluebell troupe
or find some other major attrac¬
tion. According to 'James Clark,
secretary of the fair, , the Turriff
Show has a reputation for provid¬
ing something sensational.

Tokyo, Nov. 26.
Harmonica player Tommy Mor¬
gan, no stranger to palaces, played
a command performance at the Im¬
perial Palace here recently. Before
concluding his Far Eastern swing
with the last USO show booked1
this yray, Morgan was invited to
work the mouth organ before the
local royalty. Pianist Jimmy Con¬
way accompanied.
Morgan had previously played
command performances for the
Shah and Empress of Iran, the
King and Queen of Cambodia and
for Syngman Rhee, President of
the Republic of Korea.

Gamy Simms’ Return
To Cafes at St Regis
Giririy Simms, long absent from
the -personal appearance circuits,
will essay a major date with her
opening at the Masionette of the
St Regis Hotel, N. Y., March 13.
Miss Simms some years ago was
a major item in Coca-Cola’s pub¬
lic relations arid radio entertain¬
ment scheme. She was also Active
on the hotel circuit, but had
dropped out This will be her
first N.. Y. stand in some years.

R&R Clicks in Honolulu
And Keeps Police Busy
Horiolulu, Dec. 3.
A rock ’n* roll dance at Civic
Auditorium Friday <29) climaxed
two -earlier rollers that drew ca¬
pacity crowds and forced extra
police to be called into service to
handle the overflow.
Shows featured the Five Satins,
Don & Dewey, Sonny Knight and
Charlie Santos band, Earl Finch
arid Ralph Yempiiku last week
took the same troupe to Maui and
Hawaii Islands.

The need for diversification and
amalgamation has bit the indie
agents. As a result, the offices of
Miles Ingalls arid Howard Hoyt are
combining.
Tngalls will handle cafes and
special attractions, while Hoyt will
be in charge of video, legit and
summer stock. Merger comes as
a result of the twosome working
together after Hoyt leased space
in the Ingalls suite.
Also coming into the office on a
lease will be playwright-producer
Fred Einklehoffe,

FRAN
JEFFRIES
Currently
Featured in the

Cecil B, DeMIlie Production

New Vaude Circuit: Ball Parks
Continued from page 1 j

plete. victim to video, they have to
take means to entice the young
into the parks. Last season, Em¬
mett Kelly performed the entire
season at the Brooklyn Dodgers
park. Professional football teams
have had some sight entertainment
between halves* at various times
over the years. Jack Davies, for
example, hooked shows for the
N. Y. Giants. Henny Youngman
had a route of ballparks last sea¬
son.
According to Higgins, the strong-

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranak Lake, Dec. 3.
Pierre Andre, Spanish dancer,, in
from Hollywood for the usual o.o.
and rest period.
To the Frennette Bros, of Tup^
per Lake, N. Y., Coca-Cola dis¬
tributors, goes a carnation for
handing the -gang a coke twice
weekly and for keeping our card
room furnished with, playing cards.
Bob (Mello^Larks) Smith arid
Elria Oliver of Roxy Theatre,
Clarksville, Tenn., both hit the
jackpot at the same medical clinic
with an all-clear to go to work.
That same week got married and
went on a motor honeymoon till
they hit Las Vegas, Nevada, with
Bob connecting at the Desert Inn.
, Patricia Payne, Switow circuit,
Louisville, who made the grade
here in 1953, and Nanon Millis
Brown, dancer formerly with Latin
Quarter and Broadway productions,
both report that they have become
mothers since leaving here.
Jack Danzi, carnival concession
manager and owner, in froiri Bir¬
mingham to celebrate the progress
made by his wife Muriel (4 Eddy.
Sisters) who after a serious acci¬
dent is now back in circulation.
George V. Martin (“Our Vines
Have Tender Grapes” and “The
Bells of St. Mary”) had major op¬
eration at the general hospital and
is back at the Will Rogers recuper¬
ating.
John Wexlei*, whose 'son Louis
Best is a nitery entertainer, reg¬
istered in from the Bronx for the
usual observation and rest period.
Louis M. Blanco, whose, sister
Sylvia White is connected with Al¬
lied Artists, after one year of the
rest routine hit the jackpot and
drew an all-clear to resume work
next month in New York.
Ann Budd, whose sister Frances
Zingler is a staffer with Warner
Bros/ N. Y. office, skedded for a
second major operation at the gen¬
eral hospitaL She was elated by a
visit from her husband Eddie Budd.
Alonzo Fisk emergencied into
the general hospital from a serious
attack which brought a special call
to his wife (Warner Bros.) for a
bedside visit
The Charles Ellises in from Sea
Girt, N.J., for a. surprise bedside*
chat with Helen Van Note of the
Walter Reade circuit whose, pro¬
gress is tops.
Robert Behr of the Henry
Strauss Production Co. motored in
from N.Y. to be with his wife
Marion who. took on a major opera¬
tion at the general hospital and Is
noyr recuperating in solid comfort
at the Will Rogers.
Write to those who are ill.

est branches of show biz are those'
that cater to children. He pointed
out that fairs, for example, are
still potent at the b.o. for the basic
reason that they have always
reached the youngsters, which has
insured parental attendance as
well. Circuses have also been able
to survive primarily because of
their appeal to the moppets.
. Higgins is attending the Nation¬
al Assn, of Professional Baseball
Leagues currently meeting in Col¬
orado Springs. He will attempt to
line up a route so that several
units will tour the horsehide circuit
In some cases, there’s, the possi¬
bility that a club will prefer its
own stock company with activities
integrated to home-gatnes activi¬
ties.
With a group of shows working,
baseball parks, it’s ' likely that
other branches of the sports field
will call upon entertainers to hypogrosses. Various outdoor agencies
have long been after teams of va¬
rious kinds to get either a group
of clowns or sight acts to provide
pre-game “entre’acte” entertain¬
ment.
The idea, of course, is . hardly
new. But with agencies attaching
greater emphasis to entertainment
as. a shill for sports events, the
field is likely to grow to an im¬
portant branch of the amusement
industry:

Everly Bros/ Auto Date
Houston, Dec. 3.
The Houston National Auto
Show has signed the- Everly Bros,
as one of the headliners of the
fourth annual local production at
Sam Houston: Coliseum.
Event will be held Jan, 25 to
Feb. 2.

KEN BARRY

HELD OVER

Hgwaion Cottage, N. J.
Mgt.: Sta A Will Weber, New Yoi*

RAYROMAINE
«nd CLAIRE
"Delightfully
Different"
New Appearing
Far Tbs Month Of
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ASTORIA
Brtmsn, Germany
Thanks .To
SYO FOX
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Paris

CHARLIE GRACIE
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Currently Featured in Warner Bros.
Smash Musical Release
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Palmer Heose, Chi
ceived, especially by the younger
Hotel Plaza, N. Y.
do their chore smoothly and well.
AiiAassudor, L. A.
element. Mathis has an intense
Sydney Simone’s orchestra ex¬
Chicago, Nov. 27,
Varel & Bailly & Les Chanteurs
Los Angeles, Nov. 26.
Aiine Jeffreys & Robert Sterling, concentrated demeanor and deliv¬
Dorothy Shay, Bob Devoye Trio,
de Paris (9), Ted Strader <&Mark cellently backs the cabaret and in
the dance sessions he features two Dior Dancers (4, . Ben Arden Orch ery, without gesture or action, and Freddy Martin Orch (12); $2-$2.50
Monte Otchs; $3- cover;
lie scores best when on the falsetto
vocalists, Walter Russell and Don (ID); $2 .couervocal kick. What his voice lacks in
which latter has just re¬
The pressure of two similar Emsley,from
a three-year, spell in
Some facets of a . tv performance melody, he makes lip by a fondling
groups. oh the jtfew York bistro turned
Dorothy Shay, on view in. the..
America; Simone's combo doubles just wouldn’t 'make the grade be¬ of . tone and lyric, which are ear
front is seemtegiy sufficient to for
Grove for the ensuing three weeks,
v
the dancing with the lively fore a live audience. Anne Jeffreys catching,
mark a trend. Varel &. Bailly plus Francisco
is a victim of both under and over¬
Cavez
Latin-American
The
Los
Riviera
trio
offer
some
and spouse Robert Sterling spend
a male, septet opened unexpectedly
exposure. It will-hurt more than
outfit..
45 minutes before Empire Room attractive Lati n-American terping
last week at the Persian Boom of Rhythm
It remains an amazement that audiences, and while both show and Pat Henry turns out to be an help, her on the current stand.
the Plaza as a replacement for the at the
sophisticated Savoy service is plenty of talent and savvy, the act energetic, hardworking, ruminat¬ Under-exposed is her talent (no
ailing Mane McDonald. The Gar- permitted throughout and at cer¬
ing humorist with a disjointed and tv?);. Over-exposed is her smile,
sons de la Rue are at the Blue tain tables, the show is necessarily is ! ineffectual and: smalltime.
which never leaves. her. Too much
What the. customers miss in the sometimes blue routine. The house sweetness can spoil a good thing.
Angel. There are a lot of French viewed against a background of
headliner turn is a feeling that chorus (Town Casino Lovelies), add The sparse opening night turnout
boys singing in New York cur¬ moving waiters' backs.
Rich.
some
fine
touches
of
color,
with
they’re
being
played
to.
Video
rently, all to pleasant results.
was mute testimony tocher unfa¬
evidently has made the husband- their attractive costumes and well miliarity away from the saloon
Varel & Bailly first came to the
ElRancfto, Las Vegas wife . team unaware of out-fron- executed drills.
circuit;
attention of N.Y, audiences in their
Incidentally,
the
T.
C.
is
current¬
ters.: The timing of their quips is
Las Vegas; Dec. 1.
Waldorf-Astoria bow: last season
Miss Shay is a talent, no mistake
ly exploiting two gadgets which, if
Lili St. Cyr, Myron Cohen, Hal such that the audience doesn’t get it is revealing no trade secrets to there, arid, a good one. She still
with Juliette Greco. This bill
brought in by Claude C. Philippe Loman & His Playmates <3). Dicfe4to itsejf laugh. The psr- divulge, are hot on the payoff. Tes¬ carries, the label of “Park Aye. Hill¬
was an unconscious, takeoff on one Rice Orch (11); prodaceS by
■***&*.*^*0*5. «*• timonial dinners, with many of billy” and it’s no misnomer. Her
*
11,01 mtamste, They seem to prefer
pr
of the most successful Gallic com¬ Donglas; ?3 mtofem.
silver sequuied gown bespeaks the
being overheard to being heard. town’s bigwigs among the guests of front
bines ever to hit the -N.Y-.. enter¬
part of her billing; her
Also, a good part of the routine honor, and Saturday noon luncheon
tainments—Edith Piaf and Coin-'
Lilt: St. Cyr headlines the new is monotonous soapopera patter dansants with cocktails'and fashion riiouthing arid grimacing of back
pagnons de la Chanson. It seems show in the Opera House, bringing
country
music is her stockrin-trade;
shows
for
the
ladies
are
outstand¬
keep some preoccupied
that with a basic similarity in vocal in . a fresh and provocative act, that mightcompany
are blended with telling ef¬
when she turns ing examples of the spot’s adoption Both
makeup they’ll be perennially which again showcases her as the housewife
of trial projects calculated to keep fect, aurally and visually, and that
on
her
radio
but
offers
nothing
to
dogged by comparison with their stripper’s stripper. Miss St. Cyr
smile lights, up the per¬
into for. an audience devoting it in the public eye and: in a perpetual
predecessors in this country, who has a knack of putting a certain bitefull
front-running entertainment status. sonable entertainer that makes her
attention/
now have advanced to conceit dignity into the art of peeling, itsThings
turn
both
delectable
and desirable.
Burton.
. much better
status, both in the ]LT.S. and abroad. without losing any of the excite¬ when.' Miss become
Her special material is sauced with
decides that
haughty innuendo but never overt¬
Varel & Bailly are essentially ment, which elevates hers into~an she has ail Jeffreys
audience
to
play
to
Seville* Hollywood
composers who'have ASCAPed act with class—far beyond the and lets loose on a hillbilly song
ly suggestive. It’s her trick that
Hollywood, Nov. 27..
themselves into enviable earnings, realm of burlesque. Her bathing parody
wins over the auditors and she
Hollywood or when
moves
closer with a handmike
Mickey
Shaughnessy,
Tony
Valid,
in France. Varel, the gent who scene trademark precedes the w,k. Sterling on
relieves with a uke and Norma Calderon, Jack Costdnzo circlinginthe
ringside tables.
fronts the crew, apparently saw cage-over-audience stunt; latter has vocal rendition
of “Robinson Orch (5); 3-drink minimum.
greater opportunity in lyrics than been done here, before,, but she Crusoe.”. It's only at
The sophisticated “Should Have
these
inter¬
in dentistry which he practiced,, omitted it from the production on vals that the performers gear them¬
Mentioried It Befoi " has replaced
and Bailly, who works at'the piano her previous Vegas visit.. From the selves to more than a mechanical
Picture a cross between Red the hill, country’s “Feudin’ ’n*
and makes the announcements, cage she drops undergarments as response
from the house. The rest Skelton and Jackie. Gleason and— Fussiri’” in the major category of
have combined a vigorous style of they’re taken off.
presto!—comes up a professional her musical sweep, but “Uncle
of
the
song
&
dance
material
is
singing with the aid of a group of
Myron.; Cohen is held over from
likeness of Mickey Shaughriessy, Fud” is still around. You may ask,
graduates from The little Singers the last show, anil as usual scores dotted between the peaks and wlio gets the “proudly presents” what’s she doing with “Stout
of the act.
of Paris, a juvenile group which heavily with his dialect story-1 nadirs
billing of this offbeat bistro. Given Hearted Men”? The way she jazz¬
Producer
Merriel
Abbott
rarely
makes annual tours of theTLS.
telling. Cohen uses some of his goes wrong when it comes to pick¬ more exposure, sharper material es it up is explanation enough arid
They have a lively act compris¬ popular standards, but changes ing
teams. The Dior Dancers and tighter telling of his stories, with the tag, “What would Nelson
ing tunes cleffed by themselves as most of his material at each per¬ are dance
one of her best choices. Three he could well move into faster Eddy want with thein, anyway?”
well as efforts of some of their formance. The combination of pufpleciad
pack . a seven- company. Right now he’s ready for.! There’s just a small degree of
Gallic . contemporaries. = End result Cohen and Miss St. Cyr is one minute turninales
handling an elastic television and could be fitted ad¬ blue tinge to her special lyrics to
is-one that finds favor with Persian which should bring brisk casino chick
with
real
class
all through vantageously in some of the cur¬ keep on the discreet side. Right
Room audiences. The act comes off action into El Rancho for owner the turn. The music is
rhythmic, rent musical shows that need a smartly she cleaned up the gag
vigorously, the harmonics, are good Beldon Katleman.
sensual
and
varied.
The
smoothly hypo of fresh talent. It was no about, the overworked gal Who.
and a lot of the times easily find
Micki Mario, an engaging and synchronized patterns in which "mickey” slipped slipped the needed orily a broom to sweep up.
their mark. The virtually uninter¬ beautiful young canary, adds icing they peel, throw, twist and seem¬ packed room Tuesday ni&it; they If she’s long on dialog and short
rupted succession of Gallic songs, to . the cake. Her pleasant pipery is ingly pulverize, the girl fit into a gobbled it up.
on music, the effect won’t be too
many of which are unfamiliar, heard in such numbers as: “An nicely unified story line. The
What stands in his favor is a harmful. She’s more gabby than
sometimes puzzles the audience, Occasional Man,” "Darktown Strutr audience stays breathless through friendly ingratiation, never extro¬ uver, with at times an overdone
and there are moments, such as ter’s Ball,” “Don’t Let It Get You all the bone-cracking immediacy verted to draw attention to him. cuteness. The roses .were from attheir marches that come with their Down” and “It . An Depends on of
than the droll stories he dis¬ teriding MCA agents;
it. This act is a real spectacular rather
rendition of “En Avant, Les Ro- You.”.'Miss Mario has what it takes
penses. He ivorkS ; feverishly with¬
To warm up the stage, Freddy
itself.
mantiques,” that to the co-comout
becoming:
hammy or applause- Martin opens with a hoedown in,,
looks, voice, and personality—to in Orch
leader Ben Arden earns begging.
prende set add up to a lot of non- be a headliner before long.
tribute- to the star, and the Bob
himself
some
extra
kudos
on
this
New to these , climes after two DeVoye Trio spin like dervishes
related items. However, , this is but
Hal Loman & His Playmates (3)
As a.lively and warm emcee decades
as an entertainer, his bid with acrobatic precision and flying
one of the minor distractions in an are the curtain-raisers in: a: neat show.
provides sparkle in the later for
recognition will be helped by splits by the agile femme; It’s a
otherwise well-built and well- bit of tricky terpery. They are fine he
stages
of
the
bill.
His
backing,
for
executed turn. Varel, incidentally, technicians, and the two femmes the dancers is tops, and bis sup¬ four pictures to his credit. His fast and exciting act that should
in his makeup as seen at the hos¬ are outstandingly attractive. Dick port for the songsters leaves noth¬ mugging a la Skelton, with that project .the three youngsters as
pice, looks like a ringer- for Fer- Rice and his orch expertly come ing to be desired, Jaye P. Morgan rubbery puss, is a howlocaust. His club headliners.
Helm.
monolog ripples with bright persi¬
nandel. Of course, Varel is a much through with the musical chores.
&. Morgan Bros, and Kovach 8z flage made all the more effective
better lyricist.
Duke.
Rabovsky
make
,
lip
the
next
bill,
by his. skilled timing. His bit on a Sans Sonel, Las Vegas
The Ted Strater orch is a staunch
Dec. 27.
Leva.
Texan and a bubble-gum addict
comfort to the act, helping drive
Las Vegas, Dec. 1.
StndiMi’a, Boston
watching a western are gems "of
the crew home in each, tune, and
Herkie Styles, Barbara Hill/ Ca¬
Town Casino* Buffalo
caricature: He has a good singing
Mark Monte’s Continentals make
Boston, Nov. 26.
voice in the manner of Irish war¬ lypso*, joe & Coco Te, Joe Kirchen,
for pleasing dansapation.
Jose.
Cabot & Dresden, Roily & Bon¬
Buffalo, Nov. 27.
Carmen Cavallaro, Johnny Math¬ blers but uses it only sparingly* Jolene Lontere, Eddie .Krieg, Saris
nie Pickert, Roy Douglas, Don Den¬
nis,Toriy Bruno Orch (5), Harry is, Pat Henryi Los Riviera, Casino Comedy is his forte and he plays Souci Dancers (4), Hoyt Henry
Savoy Hotel, London
Orph (7); produced by Bob Clem¬
CliorUS: (6), Moe Balsoni Orch; en¬ it to the hilt.
Fink Trio; $2.50. minimum.
London, Nov. 29.
Supporting acts, include Tony ens; no cover or ;minimum1
tertainment charge (6), Saturday
Vic Oliver, Darmora Ballet (9),
Vallo,
who
is
both
booming
and
Steuben’S pleasant theatrical $1.50, Sunday $1.; $2*50 minmum,
The Ginnas (6>, Sydney Simone
off-key in bis renditions, and
Herkie Styles hasn’t played the
and Francisco Caver Latin-Ameri¬ boite leans heavily on the terp in $3.50 Saturday.
Norma Calderon, a peppery Mexi¬ Strip in several years, arid his re*
can Rhythm Orchs; $5.75 minimum. this new layout. Cabot &. Dresden
dance team. top. the. Show and win ' The Harrys Altman and_Wallens can who. sings in her native tongue. turn is indeed an auspicious one,
solidly with an amazing bit; “per¬ are moving up the heavy guns for Jack Costanzo’s bandmen go for since it is generally agreed that
, Vic Oliver, veteran funmaker petual
in which the their initial salute to the upcoming south-of-the-border licks with ac¬ he is the sleeper comic of the year
who is somewhat extravagantly blonde motion,”
Helm.
in Vegas. (Since opening night, his
femme and dark-haired holiday season and as a teaser to cent on the bongo..
introed as “Mr.: Show Business partner do
late .shows have been visited by
two
minutes
20 spin the nitery trade for other good
Himself,’* has done quite a service combos, with no repeats,ofpulling
most
of the show bizites: in town
a
E«ldvs\K.C.
for humor. In. a short act he has whopping round of nutting. Cabot things to coine. Headliners Carmen
who particularly dig him; yet he
Kansas City. Nov. 29.
practically contrived an anthology lifts partner into complex series Cavallaro and Johnny Mathis put
has plenty of yock material for
Rogeir Williams, Tony DiPardo the non-hepsters,) Styles has a
of ancient wisecracks. . He is a su¬ of lifts and spins to the. music of this show high in the top talent
drawer, and' provide a gratifying Orch (8) ; $1-$1.50 cover.
preme example of the fact that it’s
masterful flair for combining selfPrelude in C Sharp Thanksgiving show-package replete
not what you do but the way that Rachmaninoff’s
disparagement (“ . . . this isn’t my
Stupendous effort is a bow- .with entertainment value. Club is
After a two-year lapse. Roger regular act -r- my regular act is
you do . it, for only a comedian Minor.
off to electrifying terping starting currently bowling along to heavy Williams
is back for a fortnight in lousy!”) with audience-insulting
supremely sure of hiqiselr profes¬ off with poem mood dance interp
sionally would dare put over such culminating in one-hand lift.segue¬ attendance and with the spot tout¬ the Eddy Bros, restaurant for his (“
, if you ever get a chance to
an. assembly line'of bewhiskered ing to polka, prefacing their mag¬ ing “short drive via Thruway” and second stand here for one of his. be an audience agairn—don’t take
“ten minutes from the Canadian infrequent night club dates: His it!”) into a sustained laugh-milking
corn.
num opus:
border/' bumper out-of-town pa¬ previous stand was at. the height gimmick—which ijs extremely dif¬
. He works on the theory that
Roily & Bonnie Pickert, clever tronage continues to be on tap.
of his “Autmun. Leaves” sales, and ficult for most coiriics.
there .are always some, in an audi¬
The difference between Caval¬ meantime he has rounded out con¬
ence who have not heard a particu¬ stilt dance act. are exuberant with
Most of Styles’ jokes are new to
lar gag'and are determined to get a musicomedy opening. Brow -. laro and so many other nitery pi¬ siderably as a performer while the. Strip; ahd he’s fast with the
their full money’s worthy of enjoy¬ haired lad goes to punching bag anists. is that this one can play. keeping intact his native, folksy ad libs, socking across a machinement, and such is. his deft touch routine and brOwnet femme goes Listening to the rep.rise of his approach. Basically, the act is gun delivery which causes some of . ,
that they play into his. hands an to ballet bit.. Lid goes off and re¬ “Duchiri Story” soundtrack, One much the same as before, but with the gags to be lost in the laughter.
turns in Dutch boy blue outfit on might wish he would, do more of new music and the advantage of
he. raises considerable laughter.
The orch and bosses aren’t spared
Examples: “She had a glass eye five-foot stilts for single bit, and this rather than some of the Com¬ a couple of. years before the public .the
insults (“. V.. here’s a severi—I know, because it came out in is then joined by femme also on edy ad libbing and piano pyrotech- under his belt.
pieCe band-^and they sound like
Then it was “who’s Roger Wil¬ it!”
the conversation.” “I went to Paris. stilts in matching outfit. Both do niques to which he is currently
. the management doesn’t
to see the changing of the govern¬ stilt terp and intro Charleston done committed.' Why the “Poet of the liams?” but now there’s no doubt pay “me; much,
but they have my
ment.” “Laugh now . . . you wpn’t in torrid .fashion, with lad pin- Piano"- should 'teeter on the brink he Is an established name, although
in bigger letters than Dean
when you get your bilL” “I’ve got wheeling on. one foot to big. re¬ of rock ’n’ roll is a question, espe¬ lately the concert stands and oner name
Martin’s
across
, the street!”),. nor/
turns;
cially
when
musical,
poetry
is
his
nighters
have
been
his
forte:
The
a great room at my hotel. On a
Roy Douglas is a bright ventrilo¬ trademarked metier. Few can carry reservation lists shows his stand¬ does the. girl in the huge fish bowl
clear day you can see the windows.”
(“ . i . $he doesn’t get many laughs,
“I gave a girl 24 hours to get out quist with a dummy brought foFth a melody and at the same time ing, however, and the club Js but
she’s clean!”). Styles’ standup
of my room.” “The dance floor was. and beddedin a suitcase. He gim¬ .embroider a background better having one of its better sessions in
comedy is supplem'ented by soiriec
so crowded we were dancing cheek micks with voices using his own than Gaivallaro. This has always recent months.
funny tongue-iri-check sing¬
to cheek” These prove that,; like so seemingly, emanating from the been his outstanding contribution
As ever, -Williams gets the most very
many modern comedians, Vic dummy and the; dummy’s seeming¬ to semi-pop music delivery; but from a Steinway in bis inimitable ing, hoofing and drumming.
Barbara Hill is a sophisticatedOliver i>* a sentimentalist when it ly coming from him, for. good ef¬ currently he appears to be going full-.fingered style,
breezing
comes to a question of clinging to fect. Douglas gets off some .airy off the deep end* with liis combina¬ through “Flight of Bumble Bee,” type looker who puts good faciei
old friends. His patter is inter¬ bandinage and does duo in two tions of. jazz arid other offbeat mu¬ “Almost Paradise,” “St. Louis and tonal emotion into her songs.
spersed with a serious rendering of j voices, “Anything You Can Do,” sical projections on the frenetic Blues” and “Malaguena” in his first She’s featured' on the bill, and
Greig’s Piano Concerto and a violin ; for lively returns. He: wins a nice ahd -over-wrought side, .a. result half; Then he comes back with scores; both as a lyric-caresser and
solo Which he Interrupts with com- j round with repetitious “bottle of which is underscored by the use of “Autumn Leaves,” “Till,” “Every belter on such numbers; as “Let’s
the sub-piano mike. It should be Little Moment” and “I Got Fall in : Love’S and “My Funny
mercial announcements. The entire ! beer” wordage.
J
effect is a somewhat pallid re-j Don Dennis, going into his 10th said, however, that the offerings of Rhythm.” Along the way there , is Valentine.”
minder that not so long ago Lon- j year here .as singing emcee. puts the instrumental trio—Jimmy Nor¬ some byplay ivith his. trick elec-,
Calypso Joe & Coco Te are held
don was enchanted with Victor i over a. stirring ‘.-“You're Just in ton, guitar; Sheldon Yates, bass,, tronic toy piano, “Sebastian,” good over, and make each performance
Boi-ge.
i Love” and segues to touching “Au¬ and Buffie Dee, percussion—are j for soine laughs and lighter mo¬ different with their clever way of
The show opens and ends with I tumn Leaves” in French and Eng¬ highlights in audience reception. ' ments, Builds well and closes to weaving names of people, in tlie
the Darmora Ballet, nine zippy ’ lish. For topper, he takes a spot . Mathis, who is coming along fast j a great hand.
audience into their calypsongs.
girls, gaily clad, who do a number • for hangup “Hernando’s Hide¬ these days, caught the crowd with j
Comedy will be a main ingredi¬ Jolene Lontere and Eddie Krieg
of brisk routines, including the! away.” Tony Bruno cuts the show a. highly stylized propulsion of-J ent of next show with Marty Allen are outstanding in an exciting terp
inevitable can-can, with engaging J With a brisk beat. Harry Fink is some of his better known cuttings. & Mitch DeWood opening for two session, and Joe Kirchen capably
exuberance and educted feet. The-, beamy in the. dance .interludes. “Beginning To See The Light,” j Weeks on Dec. 13, with The handles the production vocals.
other act is the five men and a girl i This layout holds through Dec. 4. •‘Wonderful My Love” and “Not. Rhythmettes (3). adding a song Hoyt Henry orch provides Smooth
Guy. : For Me to. Say" are rousingly re-1 session*
who are* conventional tumblers but i
backing.
Duke,
Quin.
1 ‘ j* y y i :• >» •> l 1 re:
i
>c 2).ci. in' ;».c f ir >t) ) si
1
? so i a id in r-3;:
d/i )
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foibles for line reception. France
cute
distaffer,
are
diminutive
but
Stage
Bonr,
Toronto
Statier-Hllfoii, Dallas
Pieiry Is air erratic blonde singer
make up for size, with appearance
Toronto, Nov. 26.
who, is still picking her way
Dallas, Nov. 29.
“The Drunkard” IT), Roberta and Volume. Arrangements for the
among the; dramatic* songs and
Bob Lewis & Ginny, Bob Cross
most,
part
are
standard
but
extra
lowlife ditties.. Showing sincerity MacDonald, Ken GUVs Quartet, personality bits make them a cinch Orch (12); $2-$2.50 cover.
and good delivery, more work and Billy Williamson's. Orch (5) ; $2 with audience, arid team does an
deunistoirs, « euuer
I There’s orily one vrord to depersonalized songalog may blos¬
pixie Joe E. Lewis has taken the asom
an okay singing entry siair*;
.. .
i offering.
‘ scribe this act: funny. Bob. Lewis,*
position on the inside rail at the here.her into
. .
Erncee and singer Jack Williams deadpan comic, toys with magic
plush Blue Room with heavy odds . Jack _ Gauthier wraps up the
Jackie Rae’s new Stage Door is - d°es much to keep up general tem-: bits while dropping one-liners that
that he'll be in the winner's circle Show with some, fine imitations of
at. every performance during his current song favorites, but is less offering plenty for the money at ; P0S throughout arid .the hep terp- j build to hefty reactioii- After adhis 300-seater drinkerydownstairs ! irif> of Claire -Young and even the | nutting “they didn’t like me i
two-week stand.
when he is singing his own and his 250-seater dime-&-dance : -song interludes by this attractive! Cincinnati, either, but they got the
Lewis always finds a fast track happy
tunes. Ho.wever, a verve, pace lounge
On customer hop- j dancer add diversity to presenta- ; cheapest tar and dirtiest feathers/
here. He’s in town at a very ad¬ and
a blast of: cohaic patter make pirig, it upstairs..
adds up to about five hours | tion. .
- he owns the house. Ginny comes
vantageous period-^the start of the this
mitted turn which of entertainment alone This goes ; Music, as always at the Casirio, on to loudly gather up his dis81-day meeting at the Fair Grounds leavesa solidly
them laughing: Biz was for
Roberta MacDonald, who does is under the'baton of Bix Belair j-Warded equipment; the interruption
oval. No matter whether his book- j g00d at swow caneht ■
M'osk.
a 20-minute song stint at each of ‘ with the Sperber combo doing the; adds to the . hilarity,
ing coincided with the racing sea-1 • Q
snow cauglltthe two spots. :
in-betwerii sets.
Newt. I Lewis winds the half-hour sesh
son's opening, it's a cinch the. ropes
will be up tin til he closes.,
International, Houston
“The Drunkard,” of course, is
—-The second half of a double at
Houston, Nov. 29.
this town's nocturnal rendezvous,
Betty Madigan^ Charles Marina
-- meller
-- has
1
, the neat. Novelty bit scores, since
Lewis rocks tableholders with well-r Carl Sands Orch (9); no cover or tiOns here, the morality
New Orleans, Nov 30.
son£
ouh
auditors probably
tried song and gag material, as Well minimum.
been / hampered by nori-driking;
' newr
a* banjo — and a top
as . some new works; of his brand
through this first nightclub pro-,
^lcl:
Sliiart
Orch
(7);
$4
workout
puch
as
Lewis delivers.
of art. He’s never without a glass
, £ j inaugurate this privatery's dUction in Toronto, uninhibited minimum._
Bob cross’. orch, per usual, lends
in his hand and confides to table- holiday
season; International boni- customers can more full-heartedly
——^
ample assist for showbacking. and
holders, “I’ve never, won/an Acad¬ face Porter
enter
into
the
hissing
of
the
viLParris is presenting a
The . Tito Guizar magnetism, keeps the flooi* packed for terp sesemy Award , in my many years of completely new
cheers for the hero and hero¬
slate of talent for lain,
performing but Monday night the current,
’ nlus remarks -from the aUdi- ’ ri'hich has . made him a perennial sions. .
Betty Madigan’s ine
erice
and
ad
libs
from
the
cast
fave
here, is as potent as ever,l. Act winds Dec. II; singer Manolo
distillers are . going to present me dramatic stanza.
Charles Manna’s
Thl S S SSna judging by the way he enraptured i Mera opens a fortnight on Dec. 12*
with a golden shot, glass for having gags and piping,
the dariceable Rhythm
drunk my millionth drink onstage/’ work of Carl
sTtheof°ldpromS
e
S^SCor^l
^ebtm
to ^‘^Swao,
___
Bark. «
Sands’ orch (9) ought cast of pros, including uorinne Room
Everything Lewis does is welded to prove a pleasing
combo; Palminto a relaxed but racy turn that poundmg
BliKisfrub'S,
Boston
caught <28) was in¬
convulses the customers. He gets dication ofnight
Boston, Nov. 29,
, the. herO-drunkard; Joseph ^
the heln^the
away with lyrics and asides that this stint. solid build in store for Stuart,
Della Reese, zoith Kirk Stuart,
Shaw, villain; Ed Murch, switching ^th ?he ln/r»^
would bring out the gendarmes if . Miss.Madigan, although beset by
Lucien & Ashour, McKay & Char¬
delivered, by any other comic. With tricky mike which alternately
les, More Landis Line (10),
him it’s sophisticated arid cute.
Michael Gaylor Orch (10), Lon
- He comes onstage to-the tradi¬ blasted and whispered,., shows
Weir; $2.50 minimum.
style. Aud goes for poignant
tional “Boots And Saddles”.and a mucho
and
quality of “Joey” arid “I Won't AU1! “y'therpartMo .ffif
big ovation and immediately pro¬ Dance,”
latter just recorded by
Della Reese comes on to her big
ceeds to fracture ’em. with his
for Coral. Body movements
record tune “And That Reminds
monology and croakings, dancing her
her comedy
Mwedvdi^k’s
definitely on the sexy side her
work. “tbt *“*"
j and other types. Guizar alternates Me” for boff ident in boniface
and prancing. His vocal offerings are.
The production shows^ what the ; by playing arid beating ou the Stanley Bliristrub’s 1,700-seater and
encompass his own saucy versions, Which give added plus of eye'
efforts. Only dud is temperance tract must have! been rhythm on his guitar. The slapping takes the "hud over for an outpour
of “Young At Heart,” “Just A Lit¬ appeal to ,vocal
‘/Never Make a Pretty like long . ago. (Ori second merit; lends a throbbing tempo to his of blues that is solidly on the
tle Bit,” “I Wanna Come Back As calypso;
of “No Tiriie for Sergeants,” numbers. It’s easy to see why lie’s checkmark side. In for a week,
A Winner” and his memorable Woman Your Wife!” This style of casts,
is not Miss Madigari’s cup "Janus’* and ‘.‘The Reluctant Debu¬ a frequent repeater here. His opening Monday. (25), and caught
“Puerto Rico national anthem—I’ll cleffing
tante” were present.) Notable, are voice is warm and can at once be Friday (29), . the tall handsomely
of Coqoanut oil;
Take Manhattan/
the piano interludes of Billy Wil¬ laughirig and intimate/ and he: gowned chantoosey in white chiffon
Austin Mack, as usual, Jockeyed| r0“?nTmateriTiat
liamson in the oldtime silent
the 88, throwing cues and provid- ,ft L/tastes movies tempo. Bonar Stuart adapt¬ kndws how to use it He has a with sequins , is every Inch a singer.
cordial, gracious personality that ; From her.effective entrance coming
ing the accompaniment, as he has i
Hnnts
W
in
manv
vwr*
i
9on
t
seem
to
run
to
boff
reaction
.ed and produced
«■- 4,--—f this play of . a- s-puts everybody in his corner im-; down the stairs from top stage level
done for lo these many years..
standup gags, though comic’s hero who. sank to the dregs m mediately.
j to strains of her disk, she registers
First half of the daily double is for
His listeners are willing captives,/ with “Still of the Night,” “Mood
Marion Colby; a readhaired honey, efforts brought. long applause. He l’quor and then was _saved by a
catches
on
fast
after
slow
opener,
pure
woman.
Stuart
also
plays
|
and
with
just
a
word,
he’s
have
|
Indigo,” “Love to Keep Me Warm/*
who parlays a nice voice and spe¬ though something about B-52
the title role of The Drunkard j had them dancing, in the aisies. He; does a nice bit with “You're Just In
cial arrarigements to share the ever
.bomber
proves
consistent
sturnbTrieje
are
also
such
interpolated
r
has
them
singing
with
him,
clap!
Love”
with her accompanist, Kirk
riing’s applause. She. socks off a
ping harids in time to his music i Stuart, arid whams over a teirifico
varied. repertoire arid, looks good Iirig block. Pieces de resistarice in
^
arid “ole-ing” aii over the place, rhythm tune “Headin’ Home” to
While doing it. Miss Colby’s sultry this seg are two routines, both
n
' Los Romeros, two handsome walk off way ahead.
voice is tailored to a spot like the riots, ending in a begoff,
Miss Madigari and^Manria depart
Together, Theg Spell jboys, arid Reina, a brunet looker*
Moro Landis line gets off two slick
Blue Room;
li, with Trotter. Bros. (2) motner.
• open the show. The trio of dancers numbers, both from terp and cos¬
She scores, heavily with “I’m Dec.
For : downstairs playing. it’_ are fresh and youthful and abound tuming point of view, “Haiti” and
Gonna Be A Bad Bad Girl," “Will and Jane Morgan next. Frankie
Kenny
Gill’s
Quartet,
With
Gill
on
You Still Be Mine” and other Laine and Shep Fields orch join guitar;. Wally . Gurd. piano; Doug in the intense energy it takes to “Hoe Down.” McKay & Charles,
do those flashing, fast . Mexican using a coatstand for extensive
tunes. The thrush has poise, looks them. for New Year’s Eve. Burt.
McLeod,, drums; Jack Richardson., dances. They show some excellent wardrobe changing, including good
and a warm and friendly person¬
bass. Upstairs, also for dancing; heel work; especially in their uni¬ looking femme’s reverse strip, are
ality which radiates throughout the
Le Carroll s Paris
it’s Billy Williamson’s. orch, with son flamenco terping. Applause is solid in adagio, and musico comedy
room. Best of all, she c.ari sing.
Paris, Dec. 3!
Williartison on piano; Jack Lander, strong/ and it’s deserved. They terp. Lucien & Ashour, held over
' . With the ebullient Paul Neigh¬ . Ddhy paubersgn, Fernando & bass;
Zegil, trumpet; Pal. have an ;act that’s crammed with from the Tony Martin layout, are
bors and his orch providing the Freddy Ballet (7); Jimmy Walter Deluca/Bill
tenor sax; Hugh Barcley, talent and showmanship that’s a: sock with their w.k. wham bam
music, it's a super-charged , show Orch .(7.); $4 minimum.
drums. Both .lend able support credit to any show.
knockout Apache routine. Mike
all the Way to .the .finish line.
to Roberta MacDonald’s singing.
Nick Stuart’s versatile, crew Gaylord cuts the show with a crisp
Neighbors’ crew has a snappy
Smart cellar club is, one of tlie Young brunet,; in White Grecian gives nice backing, to the show and beat/ and Lou Weir is slick on the
swing style that maintains a cleargown
with
wide,
golden
belt,
did
attracts dancers to crowd the floor organ interludes.
Guy.
eue dance beat for customer hoof¬ few jspots that still draws the
minutes downstairs for bouncy during the knee-action sessions.
ing, plus fresh rhythms and color¬ monied set. Show has been cut due 20
opening, of “What Good. Is a Girl
•'
Liuz;
ful instrumentation. Show runs to rising entertainment costs; but Without
Fack
s
II
San
Francisco
a Guy?” a switch to bal¬
suffices with the excellent dance
two Weeks.
.Liuz.
San Francisco. Nov 26.
rhythins of the Jimmy Waiters lad tempo in “It Had . to Be You,”
Norman Erskine, Mel Young,
Orch (7). With most fad-coriscious a shout style of “You’d Be Sur¬ Lake flub. Springfield
Sylvia Mora, Jack Weeks Orch
Chez Gilles9 Paris
nightowls going for spec, strip, prised,” a “Music, Maestro” and
Springfield, III,, Dec, 1.
(4); $j-$1.5Q admission.
Paris, Nov. 26.
dlskothecques and the straight, “Hard-Hearted Hannah.”
Jean-Marc Tenneberg, Marottes dance spots, Le Carroll's is. one of
Upstairs, in a crimson Grecian . Deep River .. Boys (4),. Miriam
(3) l Cinq Peres, Anne-Marie Cdri- the few.holding rip In the changing gown, this time With silver belt, Sage Dancers (6), Buddy Kirk\ Norman Erskine is a great big,
ere, Roger Comte, Jack Gauthier, boite picture here. The jazz caves Miss MacDonald , comes across with Orch (8); $1.20 . admission af er ] ham-handed Australian with curly
black hair, a lady-killing smile and
France Pierry, Marino; $4 mini¬ on the Left Bank and the remain¬ a lively “What I’m Going, to Do,” 8p.in.
a good singing voice. He uses the
ing revue clubs, like Chez GiUes a comedy “Shopping Around,” a
mum.
arid L’Amlral,: are also keeping nostalgic “One-Way
... Ticket” and
^
When the singing, swinging Deep. smile and voice effectively in
“Going to Write Myself a Letter/'j River Boys break into a sophisti- booming out such. numbers as
Shipshape cellar supper club, above Water.
Down That Lonesome‘“Road,”
near the- Opera, still dispenses a . Danny Daiibefson brings her She’s a sexy singer who throws a; cated song medley based on “Clap- “Look
“My Funny Valentine,” “Bei Mir
fine bill along with the victuals. torchy, belting songs into this club lot of feeling and sincerity into a a-Your Hands,” Lake Club boni- Bist
Du
Schoen,” “Polka Dots and
lyric
and
has
excellent:
diction.
For
for*
good
results,
Encased'
in
a
faces
Hugo
and
Harold
could
not
be
The semi-revue aspects have been
slow-time - songs, she uses a blamed; if they decided to get into Moonbeams”-and “Sunny Side of
done away with, and now a flock of glowing, body-hugging dress, she her
numbers are trotted, out which gives off ample lung power arid in- lowdown, husky voice, this inter¬ the act. For the.first time! in months theIt Street.”
just the voice and smile
build into good entertainment to terp to her well Chosen ditties. She polated with shout-style when their supper spot is making! use of but isn’t
athletic mannerisms, mikekeep this a regular while other is a fine addition to plush iritiriic singing lustier numbers. She also SRO signs.
knows how to. work in the oldies
Back for their 'second , engage¬ swinging technique (a la a sturdy
local supper boites fade as nitery clubs Of this calibre. ,
. .. Fernando & Freddy Ballet (7) In addition to current pops. When ment of the year, the Deeps , are Elvis), and confidential mike-side
biz goes more strip and spec.
she had .no trouble wooing equipped With an all-new layout of patter which either with an audi¬
Jean-Marc Tennberg recites a manage to supply animation and caught,,
/ MacStpy.
tunes. The vocal, trio and piano ence overwhelmingly or repulse it.
flock of poems and fables with a movement ori a postage - stamp her audiences.
arranger-conductor Rave just re- At George Andros’ Fack’s II the
knowing, thespic background help¬ floor. Latino numbers are honed to
turried from- their annual summer¬ vast majority of the crowd was won
ing to build this dramatically and nitery tempo,: they look good arid
over hugely and Erskine, whose
comically. He brings tales: of hun¬ Simone Claris adds Her, classy Believue Casino* Monti time tour of the. Scandinavian coun¬ ringing
style: comes closer to that
tries and the British Isles, but
gry, men into an eatery for an off-: chassis to the terp Interludes to
Montreal; Nov. 26.
Louis Prima than of anyone
beater that scores. Roger Comte make this seem like a full produce
The Kayarts (2), The Corona¬ obviously, they haven’t.beeh.oflt of of
else,
figures
to draw well at this
tion
bit
here.
That
is
the
show
and
touch
"
with
.American
.
tastes
in
is a pleasant/ lisping raconteur
dos (3)/ Claire Young, Jack Wil¬
basement bistro.
Mask,
who. demonstrates, some zariy in¬ it is. enough.
liams, Lila Carlson, Eleanor: Wit I music; Lead baritone Harry,- Doug¬
Mel
Young’s
funny record act is
las,
bass
A1
Bishop
and
tdijpr
ventions for good yocks. Delivery
liatns, Craig Cabot, Casino Love-]
a steady at Fack’s II, but he’s re¬
Is sniart and 'builds.
lies A 6), Bix Belair Orch (11), Jiirimy Lundy are right in step wffli freshed it with a few. new numbers
Ottawa House, Hull
the
hit
parade
with
every
beat,
Marottes (3) are a puppet act in
Stan Spprber Trio;
-admission. from
Hull, Que., .Nov. 26.
frnim “April I LoVe” to “Jailhouse and gets a big hand.
revue form. Finely and tastefully
Sylvia Mora is a strikingly sexy
Trudy- Richards, .Canadian Jazz
Rock.”
fashioned, big-eyed, hand-riianipuThe new productiori. and general
The “Clap-a-Your Hands—Jubi¬ brunette who might be classified as
lated puppets cavort in peasant Quartet; 50c admission.
showcasing
of
current
Casino
offer¬
a
free-form singer—-modern, that
lee”
stint
is
given
plus
visual
val¬
dances, , sketches or highly funny
One-time band thrush With ing by David Bines show great im-. ues with production trimmings is. She’puts out “You’re Getting'
Shenanigans. A group of blind
mice see. very we.ll and a zany Charlie Barnet and current disker provement over._'this'^ new pirodu- /provided by Miriam Sage’s line of to Be a Habit with Me” and other
Lake cTub^lovelies; A^usuaVthe standards like “Mountain Green¬
Caterpillar unhouses a startled with Capitol, Trudy Richards is in
snail in one of the best bits: Orig- the Circus Lounge of the Ottawa ana verbose sessions that did littlc Qorrp costiuniriff is wisp &n<l flip ery” and .“Love for Sale” with
except
Slow
ri^n/ffie/lnyoiits^
have
]
tWingdeftS?
plaJSd. ’ Buddy good effect, especially when she
House-uritil
Dec.
7
with.a
standout
inalv with inspired voice effects,
tins is r€3dy for Yank video Or spe- chirp stint. Big attention is given
v'SSf'HHv
1 Kirk’s band also rates a portion of lowers her lorig eyelashes over her
to staging from both-sight and
ciMize^ nitery unveiling.
fwl
f-h-aVf
P9bshed’; the applause which greets the big eyes. Crowd digs her very
well.
Cinq Peres do classical bits via sound angles.
XterorriK fnrly^npl nf6?1
IC ; workover °f “Funny Face” tunes.
Jack Weeks’ orch is satisfactory.
Sartorially, Mi$s Richards’ equip¬
humming arid well worked out
°
'1 Tbe Sage Peppers close the bill
with a cakewalk routine, but not Hrv’Mong show’s set for three
comico productiori values/ Mu¬ ment is slick, with lavish gowns miliar character.
Stef.
Budget is stiU concentrated ori ; until encore time for : the Deeps weeks.
sicianship helps build this into a changed each, of three nightly
™ choral offbeater aind is also a shows. Vocally, the changes are the production numbers with only; has extended almost as long as
u,S. possibility. Marino is a dead- even more frequent, canary . evi¬ two featured, acts showing oh this i their 30-minute act. Even with
GA. GIBBS AT COTTON BOWL
pan. pantomimist in a takeoff on a dently wise to the slightest audi¬ bill. Both acts score and both are i three shows on Saturday night, the
wistful, hardrpressed conductor. ence wish and able to. feed the entertainment opposites for solid; boys had a tough time begging off.
Dallas, Dec. 3,
customer
reaction.
The
Kayarts,
fin
their
current
appearance
the
Time and. mime are risible, but customers the chirp, fodder they.
Georgia Gibbs will headline the
nflVA
ronm hofnro !
more inventiveness and riiaterial Want; Gershwin, Porter arid others wnh
who have
played thic
this room
before, group is stressing, more solo stipts ! Catton Bowl Week .show al th!
are-needed in this number. How- are mixed into a happy confectiori impress with their.fine balancing, than heretofore and the resnorise i
sells- plenty. Backing by the particularly when the male half of! indicates that it’s a wise move. State Fair Musical Hall here startiteries* ,S * good opener for that
lounge’s Canadian Jazz Quartet is, duo takes hijs partner up and over; Even pianist Ray Durant gets his lng Dec’ 27’
sttong.
Ottawa House downstairs a high ladder while femme stands moments in the spotlight. . The ' Tlie singer will be supported by
in,^nr e'Marie,Cariere is 311 aciduDeeps continue through Dec, 13. ! several nitery arid tv acts and a S.mime ohansoririier who pat¬ grill features Tommy Dariton & on his. head. ;
ters drjly arid wittily on femriie The Echoes;
Gorin.
The Coronados, two riiales and ai
Wayn. j name band not yet booked.
Hotel Roosevelt, X. O.
New Orleans, Nov. 29.
Joe E. Lewis (with Austin Mack) r,
Marion Colby; Paul Neighbors Orch.
(14); $3 minimum.
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Shows On Broadway
Look Homeward, Angel are persuasive portrayals by Ar¬

thur Hill as the frail; kindly oidet
brother, Florence Sundstrom as
the
warm
and
understanding
•boarder he loves, Victor Kilian as
the family doctor, Rosemary Mur¬
phy as a touchy drudge, and: Bibi
Osterwald as the sentimental town
madam.
Jo Mielziner has designed, an
eloquently mood-creating principal
setting of several rooms and the
porch and yard of the boarding
house, and an impressionistic set
of the father’s stone-cutter’s shop,
and Motley has provided suitable
smalltown' period costumes.
“Look : Homeward, Aftgel” .ex-tends the impressive hit streak of
producer Kermit Bloomgarden and
represents the. first click for his
partner, Edward Specter .(under
the corporate entity. Theatre 200)..
The show also demonstrates anew
the Broadway adage that every-1
body looks good with a success.
Broadway takes on real stature
Hobe.
With “Look Homeward, Angel.*’ It’s
a“ beautiful dramatization of a cele¬
The Country Wile.
brated novel, and it is' superbly
Playwright* Co. and Malcolm Wells. &'
produced and played. It’s a great Daniel Blum presentation of English Stage
big boxoffice hit, a critical and Co. revival of three^act <10 scenes) 6bmedy
by
William Wycherley. Staged by George
popular success, and looms as ma¬ Devine;
■ scenery and costumes. Motley;
terial for a fine picture (see sepa¬ music, Thomas Eastwood; associate pro¬
rate story about the show’s cost) ducer; Don. LaSusa. Stars Julie - Harris,
Laurence Harvey, Pamela Brown: features
and a perennial Item for stock and Ernest
Thesiger, Paul Whitsun-Jones.
little theatres. . (Radio tackled Maureen .Quinney, John. Moffett, Richard
the hook in 1946 via Columbia Easton,. Peter Donat. Ludi Claire, Colleen
Dewhurst. At Adelphi Theatre, N.Y.,
Workshop.)
_ •
Nov. 27. '57; *5;75 top Friday-Saturday
From the late Thomas Wolfes nights. $4.60 weeknights (SC .90 opening):
florrid, vital novel about his own Mr. Henry .......... . . . Laurence Harvey
Quack ..;... George Tyne
life in Asheville, N. C-, screen¬ Boy.......;___Willie
Wade
writer Ketti Frings has com- Sir Jasper Fidget........Ernest Thesiger
ressed a meaty, stunning drama, Lady Fidget ;. .......... Pamela Brown
Mrs. . Dainty Fidget. Ludi Claire
t has been staged with impres¬ Mr. Harcourt ........... ichard Easton
sive feel ini* and grasp hv video, Mr. Dorilant ........... .;.. Peter Donat
John Moffatt
director George. Roy Hill, with Mr. Sparkish , ..........
Mr.. Pinchwife'
Paul Whitsun-Jones
tastefully atmospheric scenery and Mrs. Pinch wife....,....
.., Julie Harris
lighting by Jo Mielziner, and Althea. ................ Maureen. Quihiiey
(brings a superlative performance Mrs. Squeamish ...Colleen Dewhurst
Old Lady Squeamish.....Cynthia Latham
by an exciting new second genera¬ Parson
..
David Vaughan
tion Broadway star, Anthony Per¬
kins.
Probably the Mammoth Cave of
Although Mrs. Frings has taken Kentucky was
unavailable,
so
■only sparingly from the full-to- they've put this 'rather dainty re¬
burstlng novel, the play seems to. vival in the huge,
cavernous
have the flavor and even many Adelphi Theatre, where it slowly
lines from the original. Curiously, and painfully dies. Under the cir¬
however, some of the portions that cumstances, . it’s hard to believe
have the feel of the book tend to that the show was such a hit ini its
be the weakest of, the drama.
Washington tryout, getting enthu¬
The story is condensed into siastic reviews and building to
three crucial weeks when, at the over-capacity business its second
age of 17, young Wolfe has his week.
first love affair, loses his sympa¬
This is a. case of a promising
thetic older brother and finally idea beautifully executed except
breaks away from his consuming- for one fatal detail. “The Country
ly possessive motlief,,;to go away Wife” is a bluntly bawdy English
to college and thence on to be-, Restoration comedy, a special dish
come a novelist. The numerous that requires brilliant presenta¬
characters are reduced to about a tion. For their Initial try as Broad¬
dozen key people, including mem¬ way producers/Malcolm WeRs and
bers of his family, residents at Daniel Blum, in partnership with
the hideous bearding house and the Playwrights Co., arranged to
various local residents.
import last season's successful Lon¬
It takes a while for the scene, don revival by the English Stage
the characters and the situation to Co., with George Devine to repeat
he established, although even the
his staging.:
first act hursts into vigorous ac¬
Laurence Harvey was brought
tion several times, as when the
over -to play toe Machiavellian
ineffectual, resentful but- likable
Take again, with; Maureen Quinney
father comes hoine explosively
and John Moffatt also . from the
drunk. The first act also presents
London cast. As the master stroke,
the first, electric meeting of the
Julie Harris was engaged for . the
young hero and the “older woman”
key role of the raucously eager de¬
whose love is to give him a belief
ceiver, Mrs. Pinchwife. It rarely
in himself.
adds up to more than tedium, how¬
The play picks up pace and
ever, in toe immense, cold and
depth and Impact in . the second
act, climaxing in the throat-catch¬ stubborn Adelphi, where the only
musical,
“On the.
ing curtain scene of the ; older scintillating
brother’s death. It reaches an af¬ Town” of 16 years ago was 'able to
triumph
over
the
lethal
surround¬
fecting and emotionally satisfying
peak in the third act as the ings.
Thus,
what,
stacked
up
to be a
youth’s
romance. flowers
and
abruptly ends; as the endless hos¬ stylish and infectious period com¬
tility between his parents is to edy turns out. to be a remote,
some extent resolved and. in the affected and futile charade. The
final scene, as -the adult-at-last first act seems arch and endless.
young man wrenches free of the The Second is more animated, with
mother he both loves and hates. . Miss Harris bringing a sudden
Hill’s Understanding, artful di¬ spark of life 'with the rambunc¬
rection brings Out performances tious letter writing scene. But the
that glow with life and intense third act stretches into an. interm¬
feeling.
Perkins, having zoomed inable plot grind.
Miss Harris, who has now scored
to prominence in pictures after
making bis Broadway debut as suc¬ in virtually every style of straight
cessor to John Kerr as the har¬ part, is unquestionably the stand¬
ried young student in “Tea and out in.this revival: Hers is toe plum
Sympathy.” returns to the stage as role, of course, as anyone who saw
Ruth Gordon in the 1936-37 re¬
an unmistakable star. ./
As the shy, awkward, sensitive vival may recall.. In the oversize
youth, Perkins gives a perform¬ Adelphi, too, it’s natural that the
ance of astonishing dimension, broad comedy of several of her
emotional range and fire. It is re- ] scenes should be most effective.
freshinely direct and clean, touch¬ All the same. Miss Harris, already
ing in the quiet passages and gen¬ recognized as a. talented light comeuinely stirring in the “big” scenes. dienne and an elegant emotional
The young actor also reveals an actress, proves herself also a gifted
attractive stage personality which, slapstick artist.
Harvey is skillful as the devious
with more experience and confi¬
dence, mav make him a major star roue, Mr. Horner, while Pamela
Brown plays the busily amorous
arid boxoffice draw.
As the unhappy, ruthlessly pos¬ Lady Fidget with amusing flourish.
sessive. UnloVed and unlovable Maureen Quinney is drolly enticing
mother. Jo Van FJ°et gives a. as Pihchwife’s acute sister and
thoroughly
believable
perform¬ there, are helpful supporting per¬
ance. although the character offers formances by . Ernest Thesiger,
little scope for winning audience John- Moffatt, Richard Easton,
svmnpthy.
British costar Hu°h Peter Donat,, Paul Whitsun-Jones,
Griffith makes a plausible, modest¬ Colleen Dewhurst and Jean Hovis.
Devine has* directed a divertly heroic, disarming figure of the
colorful father who bad real af¬ ingly mannered performance and
Motley has provided impressively
fection for the son.
Frances Hyland, a Canadian ac¬ economical but splendorous- scentress making her Broadway bow, ,ery and costumes. But iii that vast,
gives a soft, glowing. nerfo”n>ahc« f chilUng theatre it’s a jest with little
-Kobe.
* as> line* youths Inst -love,.* a mb there mirthi iii

Kerinit Bloomgarden & Theatre 200,
Inc;, production of three-act (five scenes)
drama by Ketti Frings, based on the
Thomas Wolfe. novel of the same title.
Staged by George Roy Hill; settings and
lighting. Jo Mielziner; costumes. Motley.
Stars Anthony Perkins, Jo Van .Fleet,
Hugh Griffith; features Arthur Hill,
Frances Hyland, Victor Kilian, Florence
Sundstrom. Bibi Osterv/ald. Arthur Storch.
At E*heT Barrymore Theatre, N.Y.-. ’Nov.
28, '57; $6.90 top.
■
•
Ben Gant
Arthur;Hill
Mrs. "Fatty” Pert.
Florence Sundstrom
Helen Gant Barton
Rosemary Murphy
Hugh Barton ...._.Leonard Stone
m-ra. Gant
.
Jo Yan.Fleet-f
Will Pentland..... .Tom Flatley Reynolds
Eugene Gant
Anthony Periuns
Jake Clatt
Joseph Bernard
Mrs. Clatt
-Mary Farrell
Florrv Mangle
Elizabeth Lawrence
Mrs. Snowden
Julia Johnston
Mr. Farrell ........._Dwight Marfleld
Brown ..
Susan Terry
X/*ura James*
ranees Hywjid
W. O. Gant.... -Hugh Griffith
Dr. McGuire ..;... Victor Kilian
Tarfcinton
.'. -■ Jack Sheehan
Madame Elizabeth..Ribl Osterwald
Luke Gant .
Arthur Storch

{
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Success at Last
Elwood P. Dowd, the alco¬
holic hero of “Harvey,”
about to come into his own.
The Mary . Chase comedy is
being presented soon by em¬
ployees of ; the Hiram Walker
Distillery
at
Walkerville,
Ont.

Dance Review
Keita Fodeba African
Ballet.
Paris, Dec. 2.
Claude. Giramd and Ben Carlin
presents a ballet company in two
parts. Choreography, Kante Facelli; costumes and sets, Bernard
DciydeJ with 30 dancers, musicians
and singers. At Alhambrd-Maurice
Chevalier, Paris; $2;50 .top,
..This group1 founded by Keita
Fodeba, now Cultural Minister of
French Guiana, started in Paris
hiteries some year ago and finally
grew and worked its way towards
the boards." Its boite sojourns did
not harm, its essential flavor, and
now. with production values, it
emerges as;, it . is believed, only au¬
thentic Afro folklore terp company
extant.
A measure of style and form, via
Stagihg . and costumes, has en¬
hanced the primitive dances, Some¬
thing of toie Cuban flavor has also
seeped in. A deep ethnic interest,
plus being a good show, remains;
Accompaniment is mainly tom¬
toms, intercut with song and in¬
strumental . interludes for scene
changes. This might make it a
transportable package tor the U.S.
It. possesses strong visual hyp¬
notic show values. Routines suffer
from sameness but feverish, primi¬
tive appeal mixed with more pro¬
gressive versions of the early Afro
dance ‘ keep up “action."
Numbers portray a girl’s chas¬
tisement when caught out after
curfew, harvest celebrations, ani¬
mal fables, witch doctor invoca¬
tions and plain, simple good spir¬
its for Paris bare bosoms are worn.
Sets are tasteful and functional
and costumes not too extravagant.
It looks to do well in this big
babe house where firstnighters
gave it a big welcome* and looms
a definite Yank possibility for the
key city rohfe.
Mosk.

Report Shnbert, Philly,
Sold to St Paul Group
Philadelphia, Dec; 3.
The Shubert .-' owned Shubert
Theatre here is reportedly being
Sold to toe Princess Virginia CoTp.
of St. Paul, Minn. That’s the . out¬
fit that has already purchased
from the Shuberts the St. James
Theatre, New York, and the Co¬
lonial Theatre, Boston.
It’s, un¬
derstood the change in ownership
becomes effective next Monday
.(9).
,
Lawrence Shubert Lawrence, lo¬
cal general manager for toe Shu¬
bert interests, declined to com¬
ment on the reported purchase.

Long-Legiiless Albany
Gets ‘Sergeants,’ ‘Yanks’
Albany, Dec. 3.
. / After several years
without
Broadway shows, Albany is about
to get two touring stage hits. The
biis-and-truck company of “No
Time for Sergeants*’ is booked for
Dec. 13 and ‘'Damn Yankees” ‘Is
scheduled for Jan. 19. Both onenighters will he at the 3,660-seat
Fabian’s Palace. The dates were
set by the Broadway Theatre Al¬
liance, legit: subsidiary of Column
bia Artists Management.
The Palace regular plays films,
but occasionally hooks touring
opera and ballet companies, con¬
certs and vaudeville units.* It’s of¬
fering a one-nighter of the Ameri¬
can Ballet Theatre tonight (Tues.).
Zhgftfd't longtime Ba»w*ll

Bernard Sobel
who pndoebtedly hoi plenty
ofanoweri, qatrici

Why Doesn’t
Somebody Ask Me
To Talk About
‘Showboat?9
-*

(Mother Editorial Feature
in the. upcoming

52d Anniversary Number
_

of

Variety

Requiem For a Nun
London, Nov. 26.
English Stage Go. presentation of three,
act ; (seven scenes) drama by William
Faulkner; Stars Ruth Ford. Zachary Scott:
Staged by Tony Richardson; decor. Mot¬
ley. At Royal Court Theatre* London,
Nov, 26. '57; $2.15 top.
Nancy Mannlgoe........ Beatrice Reading
Temple -.
RuUl^Fftrd,
Gowan Stevens. ......-John^Crawford
Gavin Stevens
Zachary Scot£
Governor .............. David ■ Gardnerpgte . .,;....... i... John McCarthy
Mr. Tubbs
Mark Baker

William Faulkner makes » pow¬
erful'onslaught on the emotions in
this first English language presen¬
tation of his initial play; adapted
from his novel of the same name.
“Requiem for a Nun” is cuiTently
a long running hit in Paris, but
looks doubtful to repeat that suc¬
cess in London. Indeed, it’s ques¬
tionable whether the play would
justify a transfer when it has fin¬
ished its limited\run at the. Royal
Court,
There’s nothing pleasant about
the play of its principal characters.
The dialog, though taut, is fre¬
quently harsh and occasionally vio¬
lent in tone. The two main charac¬
ters are distasteful. One, a Negro
woman under sentence of death, is
a dope fiend, prostitute, and child
murderer. The other, on a higher
strata in society, is an ex-prostitute,
prepared to leave her husband and
children for her lover. It was toe
latter situation, in fact, that, led
the colored girl to commit murder.
Apart from one flashback, show¬
ing how the crime was committed,
the incident is mainly concentrated
on Ruth Ford’s emotional crisis as
she struggles with her conscience
to reveal the truth to her. husband
and her uncle, the. defense attor¬
ney. Her “confession” is partly ia
vain attempt to secure a reprieve,
but largely to enable Jier to “sleep
at nights.”
Miss Ford, for whom the part
was. specially written, pulls no
punches in a performance of con¬
siderable power which, possibly be¬
cause of over-direction, eventually
becomes tiresome and irritating.
That observation applies also, to
some extent, to the play itself
There is also .an ; obscurity in the
writing, which can only lessen its
appeal.
In contrast; Bertice Reading
plays the condemned girl in a gen¬
tle and relaxed way. John Craw¬
ford plays the angry husband with
authority and Zachary Scott does,
well as the lawyer, a role that
makes little demand. The small Cast
is effectively rounded off by David
Gardner, John McCarthy and Mark
Baker.
Tony Richardson has given toe
piece atmosphere «nd vitality, but
not enough emotional restraint.
The decor, coldly imaginative, is
unusually impressive.
Myro.

Flowering Cherry
London, Nov. 23.
H. M. Tennent Ltd. 4c Frith Banbury
presentation of . two-act drama by Robert
BoU. Stars Ralph Richardson. Celia John¬
son. Staged by Banbury; decor. Reece
Pemberton. At Haymarket Theatre. Lon¬
don, Nov. 21, '57: $2.80 top.
Tsobel Cherry . Celia Johnson
Tom ....:.r. Andrew Ray
Gilbert Grass .. Frederick Piper
Cherry-............ Ralph Richardson
Jndy ..
Dady Nimmo
David Bowman ......... Brewster Mason
Carol ;........: Susan Barnet

A new playwright,, schoolmaster
Robert Bolt, has set his play,
“Flowering Cherry,” in suburbia.
How much effect that will have on
suburbanite patronage remains to
be seen, but the boxoffice draw of
the stars,' Ralph Richardson and
Celia Johnson, should give the
show a healthy run in the West
End. A comparable stellar duo
would be needed to get similar re¬
turns on Broadway.
“Flowering Cherry” is the study
of a shiftless insurance clfcrk who
dreams of becoming- an apple
farmer. He drinks, boasts of his
dreams and virility and, with all his
bluster, be remains a Sad, weak
character. When he loses his job he.
descends to stealing money from
his wife's purse and allows the
blame to fall on his son.
The wife, torn between affection
and contempt, tries to . get him to
save himself by buying the farm of
his dreams and making a fresh
start. But when he is unable to
help himself, she leaves, him, and
the curtain falls on his collapse.
Richardson is a mannered actor
who can make ordinary characters
appear larger than life on the stage.
In “Flowering Cherry” he makes
well written but somewhat suDerficial dialog fseem profound. Only
in the rare moments when he is
motionless is it apparent that he
has a greater command of. repose
than of action on the. stage, There
is a scene, for instance, when he
tries to find an understanding with
his adolescent son, which is vibrant
with intelligence and emotion.
As .the wife,- Mi&s < Iphnsoo: Is

topnofeh, combining impatience,
understanding, tenderness and the
occasional shrewishness of 20 years
of marriage to a man who has never
fulfilled her expectations. Andrew
Ray and Dudy Nimmo give, neat
performances as teenage children,
and Susan Burnet, playing her first
tele as a potential young chippie,
is wonderfully effective.
Frederick Piper and Brewster
Mason fit snugly into thS' pTcture
without haying roles that help th
action overmuch. The play is sensi¬
tively staged by co-producer Frith
Banbury, and Reece Pemberton’s
set is drably and appropriately
suburban.
Author Bolt is clearly a play¬
wright to watch in the future. He
writes plausible dialog and seems
as familiar with the younger gen■r;
'*i and its problems as with
adults.
Rich.

PI© in th© Sky
Glasgow. Nov. 15.
Rutherfilen Repertory Theatre presenta¬
tion of three-act comedy by Matthew
Service. Staged by Charles Baptiste; decor,
Peter Wilson.' At Rutherglen Theatre,
Rutherglen, Scotland. Nov. 9, '57.
Peter Jamieson ......... Campbell Has (.la
Mis* Agnes Lhke ...Greta Weir
Jimmy --;-------Peter Conti
Archie Jamieson
Charles Baptiste
Moore•........
BUI Young
Sarah Jamieson .......... Betty Crawford
Hynd ...Bert Levy

sJaeK

• .Archie Pearston

Mary MlUer...
Rita Lavrie
Ezra P. O'Dowd. ....... Raymond O'Hara
Padraic McMahon ......... Tom McArdie-

This is ii soso. comedy set in
present-day Scotland, located a
rope factory where ai young girl
worker, is invited to take over as
boss, and help save, production.
Interlinked is her romance with
the’ younger son of the ownerfamily.
After a promising first act; the
play tends to drag and. does not tie
up the ends. The performance is
notable for the good character act¬
ing by support players, notably
Greta Weir as a spinsterish office
secretary with a liking for goodlooking males. Others who score
in small bits are Bill Young as an
elderly foreman, Bert Levy as a
rebel worker, and Raymond O’Hara,
as a dyed-in-the-wool Irishman.
Charles' Baptiste, who staged,
stepped in at short notice opening
night as juvenile lead. Rita Laurie
gives spirited performance as the
ambitious heroine, but Betty Craw¬
ford’s Sarah is too typed. In a
heavy role, Campbell Hastie fluffed
lines and requires much prompting
opening night.
. Scenery by Peter. Wilson is okay.
Baptiste, new director at Ruther¬
glen, has done*
commendable
staging job.
Cord.

Royal Suite
London, Nov. 28.
Folk Theatre presentation of three-act
comedy by Ernest Vajda. and Clement
Scott GUbert. Stars James Hayter. Barry
Sinclair. Charles Heslop. Yvonne Furneaux. Staged by Bob MltcheU Mid
Clement Scott .Gilbert; decor, Joseph
Carl. At Princes Theatre, London, Nov.
27. '57; $2.35 top.
Lackey
........
Charles Heslop
Chamberlain ..
Barry Sinclair
Courtesan . ............. Yvonne Furneaug
Emperor, President,
Dictator ..James Harter
Suzy;.;
..
•,.;. Soar

Dull,
tasteless
and
tedious,
"Royal Suite” seems toe most un¬
promising entry of the year. It just
won’t do. The first-nighters showed
their disapproval with prolonged
boos starting at the second-act cur¬
tain. Throughout the final act the
audience became restless and noisy.
Merely a glance at the cast list
aiid synopsis of scenes tips offrth
plot, not that there’s much to re«
veal However flimsy the story,
it's made worse by puerile dialog,
stodgy staging and acting worthy
of the script.
The play is set In the royal suits
of the Hotel Imperial in Vienna,
The first act takes place at the
time of the Hapsburgs, the second
act when the country is a republic
and, finally, “under the RedsA’ The
royal suite is patronized in turn by
the emperor, president and dictator
(all played by James Hayter), who
wants to spend a cosy evening with
a woman. The Emperor demands a
street woman, the President wants
a countess, and the Dictator insists
on an American millioriiairess.
The courtesan, is coyly played by
Yvonne Furneaux. A conventional ,
set is more than adequate for the
needs of this uninspired effort. .
(Closed last Saturday (30) after
five performances )
Myro.

Chas. Kalman's Musical
Charles'Kalman’s musical come¬
dy, “Wir Reisen urn die Welt,**
opened Saturday (30) at toe Num*
berg (Germany) Opera.
Kalman, incidentally, recently
set up residence in New York with
his wife. He’s the son of the late
Emmerich Kgifean.p
^i/
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Producer Bloomgarden Had to Take Partner to Get
Bankroll—Wolfe Drama Set to Earn 10G a Wk,
“Look Homeward, Angel,” for
Which producer Kermit Bloomgarden had to take in a partner to
raise the necessary financing, will
probably pay off its investment in
about 12 weeks.. It can net ap¬
proximately $10,000 a week at car
parity. The play opened to rave
reviews and smash boxoffice last
Thursday night (28) at the Ethel
Barrymore Theatre, N. Y.
As generally happens with a
Broadway hit, “Angel” stands to
boost the reputations of virtually
everyone involved. It’s a first stage
hit for adaptor Ketti Frings, who’s
written novels, short stories and
screenplays, but only one previous
legit script, the unsuccessful “Mr.
Sycamore” of 1942-43. The play
is a first stage production for the
late Thomas Wolfe, author of the
original novel, who attempted
playwriting before turning to fic¬
tion.
In addition, “Angel” is a Broad¬
way bow f -r stager George Roy
Hill, a former actor in Dublin and
the U. S., and more recently a tv
writer and director.
It’s also a
promising Main Stem debut for
Canadian actress Frances Hyland,
(Continued on page 76)

She’s Just a Mary Doe,
With Plug for B.O. Hen’s
Courtesy and Attention
New York.
Editor, Variety:
Every season brings its share of
complaints against boxoffices. Per¬
mit to alter the customary proce¬
dure and offer:kudos to those often
maligned individuals who dispense
tickets to demanding customers.
I.have no magic name, which per¬
suades boxoffice treasurers to fill
my requests^ I am just a Mary
Doe, but ray avocation is the thea¬
tre, not as a performer, but as an
attendee. In recent years I have
seen every hit show. My norm for
a season is from 15 to 20 shows. I
have had occasion to deal with ev¬
ery legitimate theatre on Broadway
at one time or another.
l am delighted to say that I have
a perfect record of courtesy and
attention. I , have not always been
able to secure tickets for a specifiic
date requested, but even negative
replies have been graciously and
tactfully expressed.
I feel compelled to write this
letter to say thanks to three thea¬
tres which- thus far this season
went beyond the routine of merely
sending me tickets. The Winter.
Garden, Ethel Barrymore arid Cor¬
onet boxoffices answered my re¬
quests, with personal notations that
were gratifying, arid I am seeing
the shows at those theatres in the
not too distant future.

ATPAM Has 569 Members,
With 10 Recent Entries;

There’s Life in the Old Road Yet;
Potent Titles, Stars Are Still B.O.

Producers Robert Fryer &•
Lawrence Carr and director
Morton DaCosta of “Auntie
Maine” have been literal-mind¬
ed in easting at least orie Tole
in the comedy. : Referring to
Vera, her actress-friend, Marne
has a line re- ding, “She’s not
British, dear, she’s from. Pitts¬
burgh.”
Polly Rowles, who plays
Vera iri the original Broadway
production. Comes frbm Pitts¬
burgh and so does Jane Van
Duser, who plays the part in
the touring company. The two
actresses are not only natives
of Pittsburgh, but were class¬
mates at the Carnegie Tech;
drama school.

With, the addition of seven new
members since' last Jude 10,. the
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
& Managers now has V total mem¬
bership .of 569, including 444 in the
overall category, 74 local area
members, 21 in the music field
and 30 in the road Show picture
division^
^
. The seven newly-admittied. mem¬
bers are Edward C. Fisher, New
Erigland local area; Ivan' Davis,
Southeast local area; Lawrence
Rothman, Yiddish group; ilean Cerrone, musie field; Harvey Shapiro,
road show picture division, and
Wilbur Pippin
arid. Thomas
Trehkle, N.Y, pressagerits chapter
“Long
Day’s
Journey
Into
following completion of their three- Night” has earned a gross profit of
year apprenticeship.
approximately $185,000 to date.
That’s based on a Nov. 2 accouriting, plus, estimated subsequent in¬
come.
Receipts for the Leigh GbrineffTheodore Mann-Jose Quintero pro¬
duction have been dwindling in
recent weeks, with the drama
Scheduled to vacate the Helen:
Hayes Theatre in April to make
way for another booking. The post¬
The deficit on “Happiest Million¬ humous
Eugene
O’Neil
prize¬
aire,” aifter riirie weeks- of profit¬ winner, cbstarring Frederic March
able , post-Broadway touring, is
and Florence Eldridge, is current¬
around $33,000. That’s about what ly in its 50th: week at the Hayes.
it was when the comedy closed on
A road company, .costarring Fay
Broadway last summer.
*
Bainter
and
Enaw
McMaster,
The coin earned on vthe road opens Dec. 13 at the Hanna The¬
thus far is figured to just about
atre, Cleveland. As of the latest
cover the $19,648 cost of getting audit, $53,624 was available for
the tour underway last October,
the financing of the touring edi¬
following the production’s New
tion. Other highlights of the ac¬
York exit and subsequent 11-week counting include the following:
layoff. The financial status of the
Investment, - $80,000 (repaid)
Walter Pidgeon-starrer; current at
Net profit, $181,063.
the Biltmore Theatre, Los Angeles,
Distributed profit, $91,000 (split
is based on a Nov. 2 accounting,
evenly between the backers and
plus estimated Subsequent earn¬ management).
ings.
Undistributed profit, $90,063.
Highlights of the audit on the
Howard V Erskine-Joseph
Hayes
presentation are as follows:
Prep CEi ‘Everyman’
Investment, $99,000.
Chicago, Dec. 3.
Unrecouped costs,- $28,136.
Rehearsals, have begun for. the
Advance to producers, against
Salzburg version of/ “Everyman/*
their share of net profits, $12,049
slated for a Dec. 6-22 run at the
(based on. \W%> of the gross on
Goodman Memorial Theatre in
payoff stanzas only).
Chicago. Theatrical school, which
Repaid to backers, $36,000.
this year is employing a profes¬
A series , of 10 experimental of¬ sional production staff, has also enr
gfged
Doriald Buka for the title
ferings, to be presented on con¬
secutive Monday nights, gets un¬ role and Hka Diehl for the moth¬
derway Jan. 6 at the Seven Arts er.
Dr. John Reich Is directing.
Center, N. Y.

Row Over New Seat Tax
For Columbia (S. C.) And.
Columbia,. S.C., Dec. 3.
Threatened imposition of a tax of
10c per occupied seat per per¬
formance may force the shuttering
of the 3,000-seat Township Auditor¬
ium, only live entertainment spot
in central South Carolina. Local
show bookers arid a wrestling pro¬
moter who regularly use the house
say the proposed levy, in addition
to the regular rental, will make the
spot unprofitable. Same goes for
the Columbia Music Festival Assn.,
a civic group which uses the house
and has already sold season tickets
for its six scheduled events.
; The four-member Board of the
County insists it will go ahead
with the 10c charge, Effective Jan.
1

185G on 80G Nut

Back Tour Cost

.

•

By letting their investments ride
in all. hisshows, two of producer
David Merrick’s original backers
have pyramided their initial $5^000
stakes to $123,600 and $125,200 re¬
spectively. The two investors are
Max Brown arid Byron Goldman,
both long-standing personal friends
of the producer. Thi shows in
which they’ve had financial shares
have included “Cliitterbuck,” “Fan¬
ny,” “The .Matchmaker” and the
current “Look Back in. Anger,”
“Romanoff and Juliet” and “Ja¬
maica.”
“Clutterbuck,” a 1949-50 season
entry in which Merrick was associ¬
ated with the, late Irving L. Jacobs,
was a slow payoff that finally broke
even, . so Brown and Goldman
merely got back their respective;
antes. HoweVer,. they mopped up on
“Fanny,”
1954-55 production, in
which Merrick was-'partnered with
Joshua Logan, and collected sub¬
stantial
additional
profits
.-on]
“Matchmaker,” a 1955-56 presenta¬
tion in which Merrick teamed with
the Theatre Guild. Merrick is sole
producer of the three current-sea*
son shows.
Brown, a South Bend fesiderit,
arid Goldman, a New Yorker,; have
identical investments in “Jamaica”
(Continued bit page 76)

See Page 33

OUT SOON!

Lois A. Eckstein.

NEW SAROYAN COMEDY;
STEVENS READING FT
William Saroyan, whose “The
Cave Dwellers” is current at the
Bijou Theatre, N.Y., has written
a new comedy “Here I Ain,” arid
has turned over the script to Roger
I., Stevens for possible production
by either the Playwrights Co. or
Producers Theatre.
The author is extending his New
York stay pending other deals and
therefore had to decline an official
invitation to attend the Belgrade
premiere of “The Time of Your
Life,” his. 1939-40 Pulitzer and
Drama Critics Circle award-win¬
ner at the Yugoslav State Theatre
early in December.

Open.Greek Theatre, N.Y.’;
1st Regular One in ILS.
The Greek Art Theatre, believed
to be the first regular Greek The¬
atre in the U.S., opened last Fri¬
day (29) with a. modern Greek
comedy, “Oute Gata
. . Oute
Zimia.” The theatre, a 200-seater,
is located in the Wurlitzer Build¬
ing, N.Y.
The operation; sponsored by
Nicholas Papadakos, financier and
founder of “First Hellenic-American TV Hour,” features a new play
and a new Greek film' on an alter¬
nating fortnight basis.
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Touring. legit is far from dead.
It still has plenty of kick for strong
titles and/or star names. That’s
being demonstrated anew this Sea¬
son by the satisfactory-to-smash
turnout for several road entries:
The perennial sob story in legit
circles of, a dwindling hinterland
audience isn’t eliciting any tears
froin the managements of such
touring shows as “My Fair Lady,”
“Auntie Marne,” the two companies
of “No Time for Sergeants,” “Mid¬
dle of the Night,” “Waltz of th«
Toreadors” and “Happiest Million¬
aire.”
Some, of those shows have been
doing much better than others, but
all have been going along at a
generally profitable pace. “Lady,”
costarring Brian Alierne and Anna
Rogers, has been playing to fabu¬
lous business since beginning its
hike last; March and is now taking
in around $73,000 weekly in Chi¬
cago. “Maine,” starring Constance
Bennett, began its tour recently
and has been riiaking an impressive
showing. It’s currently winding up
a three-week stand at the Riviera,
Detroit, having already grossed
$107,000 on the initial fortnight.
“Maine” is being booked .by the
Broadway Theatre Alliance, the Co¬
lumbia Artists Management sub¬
sidiary which is also routing the
bus-and-truck edition of "Ser¬
geants." The latter company, which
has been playing to generally
healthy business, , topped itself last
(Continued on page 76)

Sid Bechet, Hazel Scott
Id Paris Legit Groove;
Rash of Timers Skedded
Paris, Nov. 26..
Vet
Negro
jazzmari
Sidney
Bechet, who set up local residence
several years ago, is entering the
Paris legit ranks. His “Nouvelles
Orleans/’ with a jazz motif, is
slated to open at the Theatre
L’Etoile: in December. The U.S.born soprano Saxophonist will also
appear in the production.
Another noted Negro musician
from the U. S., pianist-singer Hazel
Scott, is also moving into the local
legit scene in the title role of
“Anna Lucasta.” A French pro¬
duction by Jean Mercure
of
Gabriel . Arout’s
adaptation
of
Philip Yordan’s original all-Negro
play,, is scheduled to operi soon at
the Theatre de Paris, with re¬
hearsals slated to begin ^next Saturady (30L Because of the scarcity
of French-speaking Negro actors in
France, Yordan’s New York agent,
Carl Cowl, has okayed the use of
white actors in certain supporting
roles.
Besides “Orleans,” four other
musicals are due to open here in
December. One" of those, “L’Apprenti F^kir,;’ has-music and cho¬
reography by Americans Jeff Davis
and George Reich and book and
lyrics by Gallic legit-film star Jean
Marais. It’s booked into the Thea¬
tre Porte Saint-Martin.
The other three, all figured to
be in the usual vintage operetta
form, include Henri Betti’s “Maria
Flora,” with Lilo and Rudi Hirogoyen, at the Chatelet Theatre.
.Doirienico Modignio’s Italian tuner,
“Naples, Baiser De Feu” (“Naples,
Kiss of Fire”), with Tino Rossi,
at the Mogador Theatre, and; an
untitled entry. writh comic Henri
Genes, at the European Theatre.

NEW MIAMI TUNETENT
TO OPEN XMAS NIGHT
Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages
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NEW YORK 34
154 W. 46th St.

HOLLYWOOD 2t

CHICAGO 11
412 N. Michlqu Av«.
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• St Martin's Place
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“Pajama Game” has been set as
the opening bill of the Miami
(Fla.) Musical Theatre. The 1.800seat tent, currently under construc¬
tion, is scheduled to begin a 20week season Christmas night. The
shows will be cast in New York 'by
the Lenny-Debin Agency, which
handies the casting for numerous
canvastops,
Ed Greenberg will direct the
Miami productions and Roy Somlyo, who’s been active at the Lambertville <N. JJ Music Circus, will
be general manager of the opera¬
tion..
The management of “Bells Art
Ringing” gave a first-anniversary
party for the company last Friday
night (29) In the Cottage Room of
the Hampshire House, N. Y.
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Tables’Healthy $24,963
On Solo Week, Toronto
Philadelphia, Dec. 3. +
A good legit setup was hypoed
by. the Army-Navy weekend and
holiday activities here last week.
William Inge’s “Dark at the Top
®f the Stairs,” which departed: for
Broadway after a one-week local
Columbus, Dec. 3.
tuneup, was. a sellout despite none“Middle of the Night,” which has
too-enthusiastic notices. Continu¬ been playing to generally strong
ing shows are “Miss Isobel/’ in its business on its toad toiir, Was
final eight performances at the slaughtered here last Week. The
Forrest, and “The Music Man’* gross.at the Hartman Theatre for
which swings Into the third stanza the full frame was under $15,000.
of its four-week stand at the Shu¬
The show is current at the Cass
bert.
\
Theatre. Detroit,
No newcomers are skedded for
this week and the next arrival in
prospect is “Cat on a Hot Tin
jRoof,” with Victor Jory, at the Lo¬
cust, Dec. 16. ‘The Rivalry" with
Raymond Massey, Agnes Moorehead and Martin Gabel, is set for
a two-evening stand Dee; 12-13 at
the 3000-seat Academy of Music.
■ Estimates for Last Week
. Washington, Dec. 23.
Miss Isobel. Forrest, <D) (1st wk)
Although two houses were oper¬
($4.80; 1.580; . $36,000) (Shirley
Booth). Crix and public split on ating, legit Was deep in the dol¬
this one, with two poor notices drums here last week’ Both the
(Murdock, Inquirer; Gaghan, News! National and Shubert theatres
and one. moderate)v favorable (Dc- cried the boxoffice blues. ..Neither
Schauensee, Bulletin); grossed a pre-Broadway “Shadow of My
Enemy" at the National, nor a sin¬
skimpy $1&,100.
Music Man, Shubert. (MC) (2d gle week revival of “Cat oh .a Hot
wk) ($6-$4.60; 1,870; $55,OjOO); (Rob¬ Tin Roof,” at the Shubert, proved
ert Preston, Barbara Cook). Tuner interesting to local, ticket buyers.
"Shadow” is the sole offering
about the midwest wound up its
subscription support, last week and this Week in its second and final
stanza,
but things. are due to look
is now on .its own; topped $50,100;
up. '"Two for the Seesaw," starring
previous week, $48,500.
Dark".-at the Top of the Stairs, Henry Fonda, preems Thursday
Walnut (D) (1st wk) ($4,80; 1,340; night (5) at the Shubert with: a
$33,000) (Eileen . Heckart). Kind comfortable -. advance. S h i r l e y
words were reserved only for the Booth’s new vehicle "Miss. Isobel,"
players in the local appraisals of moves into the National next Mon¬
J
the new Inge work (Murdock, In¬ day (9). ."
Estimates for Last Week
quirer; .Gaghan,. News: De Schau¬
ensee, Bulletin). No effect on biz, . Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Shubert
however, as advance interest (D) (1st wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,550; $41,sparked a sellout $33,300; moved 700)., (Victor Jory). Tepid $12,000
'for the initial stanza and continues.
out Saturday (30).
Shadow of My Enemy, National
.(D). (1st wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,667;
$42,500) (Ed Begley, Gene Ray¬
mond)* Brutal $8,800 on the first
week and continues with the au¬
thor drastically rewriting, and
mhst of the new material going in
tonight (Tues.).,

‘Middle’ Tepld$15,000

Inemy’NG
‘Cal’TUn 12G, D.C

‘Lady Big $72,!

Chicago, Dec. 3.
"My Fair Lady” had a few empty
seats -at the Wednesday matinee
last week, and Thanksgiving cut
into “Diary of Anne Frank,” but
“Waltz of the Toreadors" had an
okay final stanza.
Nothing is . on the immediate
future schedule.
Estimates for Last Week
Diary of Anne Frank, Erlanger
(D) (6th wk) ($5; 1,333; $35,495)
(Joseph Schildkraut). Nearly $19,300; previous week $20,260; selling
tickets through Dec. 28.
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC) (4th
. wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979) (Brian
Aherne, Anne Rogers). Didn’t
quite, go clean on its first week on
subscription; over $72,200; previ¬
ous week . capacity. $72,979 with
theatre parties.
Waltz of Toreadors, Blackstone
(CD) (5th wk) ($5.50; 1,450; $39,079) (Melyyn Douglas, Paulette
Goddard). Over $30,500 for nine
?erformanceS; previous week $33,00; exited Saturday (30) to con¬
tinue torn*.

‘GENIUS’FAIR $23,000
AS LONER IN BOSTON
Boston, Dee. 3.
There was: only one regular
legiter on . the local hoards last
Week,. "Genius and the Goddess,”
which continues its tryout this
week. "Bagels and Yox,” JewishAmerican vaude-type offering, is at
the Shubert and also continues this
..week.
The town will be dark next, week
and until Dec. 26, When “Auntie
Mame” opens at the Shubert, with
Constance Bennett as star. “Sunrise
At Campbello” is due Dec. 30 at the
Colonial for- a two-week tryout*
Estimate for Last Week
Genin* and the Goddess, Colonial
(C) (1st wk) ($3.85-$4.95; 1,500;
$36,000) (Nancy Kelly, Alan Webb);
Opened to one favorable review
(Hughes, Herald); three unfavor¬
able (Doyle,- American; Durgin,
Globe; Maloney, Traveler) and one
no opinion (Melvin, Monitor);
grossed around $23,000, and con¬
tinues through next Saturday (7),
then goes to Broadway.
* "piCI3ic>” starring John ^Ireland,
* Dec. 23-Jan.Tl stand
*t the Fred Miller Theatre, Mil¬
waukee, following the run of Diaria
Barrymore in “Light Up the Sky,"
V.hich opened at the stock Show¬
case last Monday night (2),

6-SHOW SPLIT-WEEK
Los Angeles, Dec. 3.
“Happiest Millionaire,” starring
Walter. Pidgeori, grossed a good
$26,900 last week in six perform¬
ances split evenly between the Vic¬
toria, Kansas City, and the Biltmore-here;.'.The take at the former
spot Monday-Tuesday (25-26) Was
$17,300 at a $4 top. The local Friday-Saturday (29-30) tally, with
Guild subscription cutting into the
take, was $9,600 at a $4.90 top.
The touring comedy continues
here this week and next.

Touring Shows
(Dec. 2-15)
Auntie Mime (2d. Co.) (Constancy Ben¬
nett)—Riviera, Det. (2-7); Royal Alexandra. Toronto (9-14).
Canadian Flayers—State College, Blooms*
burg. Pa. (2); Villla . Marla Aud., Erie,. Pa.
(3) ; Otterbein College Aud., WeatervtUe, O.
(4) ; State U. Aud.. Kent. O. (9); Collage
Aud., Ashland, O. (6); .University Aud..
Alfred, N.Y. (9); Aud.; Binghamton (10);
Kleinhaha, Buffalo, N.Y, Cl);' Avon.
Stratford, Ont. (12-13).
Cat an a Hot Tin Reef (Victor Jory)—
Ford's, Balto (2-7); Shubert. NJL (9-14);
Diary of Anna Prank (Joseph Suiildkraut)—Eriiinger, Chi (2-14).
Oanlya and the Goddess (tryout) (Nancy
Rally. Alan Webb)—Colonial. Boston (2-7)
(Reviewed in VARIETY, Nov. 20. *57).
Happiest Millionaire (Welter Pldfeon)—
BOtmore, L-A. (2-14).
Long Day'a Jaurnay Into Night (Id Co.)
(Fay Balnter. Enaw McMasUr)—Hanna,
Cleva. (13-14).
Middle at the Night (Edward O. Robln.aon)—Casa. Det; (2-14). .
Miss Isobel (tryout). (Shirley Booth)—
Forrest. Phllly (2-7); National, Wash.
(9-14) (Reviewed In VARIETY; Noy. 27 *97).
Music Man (tryout)—Shubert, Phllly
(2-14) (Reviewed In VARIETY. Nov. 20. *97).
My Pair. Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne,
Anne Rogers)—Shubert, Chi (2-14).
My Pur Lady—Royal Alexandra, Toronto
42-7); Grand, London, Ont. (9-14). : . :
He Tima, for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)—
Loew’a, State, Syracuse (2); St. Dennis.
Montreal (3-7); Memorial Aud.. Burling-,
ton, Vt. (9); Veterans Memorial Aud..
Providence,
R.I.
(10-11);
Shakespeare,
Stratford,
Conn.
(12);
Fabian-Palace.
Albany (13)j Lyric, Allentown (14).
Ha Tim# far Sargeanta. (2d CoO—Shu¬
bert, Det. (2-14).
„
Rivalry
(tryout)
(Raymond
Massey.
Agnes Moofehead. Martin Gabel)—Glass
H.S., Lynchburg, Va. (2);. Mosque, Rich¬
mond. Va. (3)5 Municipal And., Norfolk,
Va. (4); .Woman’# College, - Greensboro,
N.C. (5); Memorial Hall, Chapel Hill, N.C.
(6); Constitution Hall, Washington (7-8);
Lyric. Balto (10); Rajah, Reading (11);
Academy of Music, Phllly <12-13-; Mosque,
(14)
Separate Tables (Eric Portman. Geral
dlne Page)—Hanna, Cieve. (2-7); Shubert,
Shadow of My. Inemy (tryout) (Ed Beg,
ley. Gene Ha jmond)--Natlonal, Wash.
(2-7) (Reviewed in VARIETY. Nov. 27, (57).
Tunnel of Lova—Alcaiar, S.F. (2-14).
Two for the Seesaw, (tryout) (Henry
Fonda)—Shubert, Wash. (5:14).
■.
Walts ©f the Tdroadors (Melvyn Doug¬
las, Paulette Goddard)—Pabst, M wkee
(3-7); Lyceum, Mpl*. (914).

Toronto, Dec. 3. I
. Despite an advance sale of about
$19,000 and. rave reviews, the tour¬
ing “Separate Tables” had tough
going most of last week here. In
addition tb the traditional preholiday lull, the fact that the show
consists of two related but separate !
dramas seemed to hurt.
The touring edition of “Auntie
Mame,” starring Constance Ben¬
nett, arrives next Monday (9) for
a single-week stand; with an indi¬
cated advance of about $35,OOO
against a potential capacity gross
of $42,000 at $5.50 top. Current is
“My Pur Lad£” the McGill U.
origination. With an $8,000 advance
at $3.50 top.
. >■
Estimate for Last Week
Separate ‘ Tables, Royal Alex^
andra (D) (single week) . ($5;
1.525; $38,600) (Eric Portman,
Geraldine Page). Sellouts Friday
and Saturday nights (29-30) offset
the early-week lethargy; grossed
$24,963.

‘Maine’ Fast $52,800, Del;

Register $83,700 Total
Detroit, Dec. 3..
All three local legit houses are
open this week and all are doing
good biz. The Cass relighted last
night (Mon.) for “Middle of the
Night,” in for two weeks with Ed¬
ward G. Robinson starred. “Auntie
Mame” is in the home stretch of. a
three week stay at the Riviera,
Which next presents “The Most
Happy Fella,” beginning: Dec. 23
for three weeks. \ “No Time for
Sergeants” is ..in the second week
of a four-week stand at the Shu¬
bert.
Estimates for Last Week
Auntie Mame, Riviera '(C) (2d
wk) /$4.95-$4.40;- 2,700; $63,000)
(Constance Bennett); Over $52,800;
previous week. $53,100; exits next
Saturday (7) to! continue tour.
No Time for Sergeants, Shubert
(C) (1st Wk) ($4.95-$4i40; 2,050;
$42,000). Over $32,700; continues
through Dec. 21.
‘Sgts" Gets 51G More
Rochester, Dec. 3,
. The btis ahd truck company; of
“No Time for Sergeants” grossed a
terrific $51,000 last week in eight
performances split evenly between
Shea’s, Buffalo, and the Masonic
Temple Auditorium here. The take
at the former spot Monday-Wednes¬
day (25-27) was’$27,900; With an¬
other $23,100- registered on the Id-;
cal stand Thursday-Saturday (2830).
. it’s the highest gross, registered
by the company .thus far. That in¬
cludes the tour and preceding long;
run on Broadway, This city is also
the first organized by Broadway
Theatre Alliance, which is booking
the “Sergeants” tour. The initial
two perfonnanceis of the comedy
Were sold completely on a sub¬
scription basis.

Denise parcel OK $36,900
In ‘Gah-Can/ New Orleans
. New Orleans, Dec. 3*
Sam Hirsch’s production of
“Can-Can,” starring Denise Darcel,
grossed a big $36,900 at the Civic
Theatre here last week. ,
The musical is playing a limited
southern tour.

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates J
LONDON
At Draa ef Hat, Fortune (1-24-57).
Bella Ringing, Coliseum (11-14-57).
Bey Friend, Wyndham'e 02-1-53).
Bride A Bachalar, Duchess (12-1940). .
Dear Delinquent# Westminster (6:9-37),
Dry Ret, Whitehall iq-31-54).
Egg, Seville (10-24-57).
Flewerlng Cherry,1 Haymarket.<ll-21-97).
Fer Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-56).
Free As Air, Savoy <6-6-57).
Ora* Me a. Gondola, Lyric 02-26-56).
Happiest Mill., Cambridge (11-15-57).
House by Lake, York's (S-9-58).
Kltfdsrs, Arts (11-12-57).
Lovebirds. Adelphl (4-20-57).
Meet By Meenlfght, Aldwych (81-57).
Mousetrap; Ambassadors (11-25-52)
New Crazy Cane, Vic. Pal. 02-18-56).
Nude With VldlTn, Globe (11-7-56).
Odd Man in, St. Martin's (7-16-57).
Plslslrs De Farts, Wales (4-20-57).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57).
Requiem fer a Nun, Royal Ct. (11-26-57).
Rear Like a Deve, Phoenix (9-25-57).
Sailer Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Sat. Nigh\ at Crown, Garrick (9-9-57).
Share My Lettuce, Comedy <9-25-57).
Summer of 17th Doll, New (4-30-57).
Tunnel of Lovs, Majesty’s (12-3-57).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
..Paddle Own Canoe, Criterion (12-4-57).
Tempest, Drury Lane U2-5-57).
Dinner With Family, New.(12-10-57):
Be My Guest, Wlnt. Gard. (12-11-57).
Rape of. Belt, Picadilly (12-12-57).
Happy Man, Westminster (12-13-57).
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Dead Secret, PiccadiUy (5-30-57).
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Urals Ensemble, Drury Lane (11-11-57).
Royal Suite, Princes (11-27-57).
'
.
Walts of Toreadors, Criterion . (3-27-30).
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BwayUneven; ‘Angel’ $27,600 in 6,
‘ffife $21300 for ft ‘Rope’ $22J0,
‘Juliet’336,Rumple’ 28G, ‘Game 23G
Broadway had. its ups and downs
last week. Several shows made a
substantial comeback after top¬
pling the. previous frame, while
others dropped severely. The falloff has spurred the scheduled clos- j
ing next Saturday (7) of two en¬
tries.
•
“Look. Homeward, Angel;” one
Of last week’s.two. openings, joined
the capacity class; along with
“Auntie Mame,” “Jamaica,” “My
Fair Lady#” “Nude With Violin,”
“Time Remembered” and “West
Side Story/’
Estimates for Last Week
. Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy)/ MD (Musical-Dramd), O (Opera),. OP (Op¬
eretta)..
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices (where
two prices are given, the higher, is
for Friday-Saturday nights and the
iower for weeknvghts), number
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes: 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of taxes..
. Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (Cl

neMt Saturday (7), with “Summer
of The 17th Doll” booked into the
house for a Jan. 9 opening.
New Girl in Town, 46th St
(MD) (29th wk; 231 p) ($8.60-$9.20:
1.297; $59,085) (Gwen Verdon,
Thelma. Ritter). Previous week,
$49,000; last week, over $45,206.
Nude With Violin, Belasco (C)
(3d wk; 20 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037;
$33,060) (Noel Coward). Previous
week,: $31,700; last week, almost
$30,100, with commissions cutting
into the take.
Romanoff and- Juliet Plymouth
(C> (8th wk; 60 p) ($5.75-$6.25;
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov).
Previous week, $35,100; last week,
over $33,000, with commissions
cutting into the take.
Rope Dancers, Cort (D) (2d wk;
13 p) (5.75*$6.00; 1,155; $31,D00)
Siobhan McKenna, Art Carney).
Previous week. $17,500 for first five
performances; last week,- nearly
$22,200. House has “Sunrise at
Campobello” booked for a Jan. 30
opening.
Rumple, Alvin (MC) (4th wk;
29 p) ($8.05; 1,331; $57^00) (Eddie
Foy, Gretchen Wyler, Stephen
Douglass)* Previous week, $28,800;
last week, over $28,000. Vacates
theatre Jan.- 14, with ‘Oh Captain”
opening at the house Feb. 4:
Square Root of Wonderful, Na¬
tional (D) (5th wk; 37 p) $5.75$6:25; 1,162; $36^371 (Anne Bax¬
ter)./' Previous week, $22,600; last
week, almost $14,000. Scheduled to
close next Saturday (7). House has
booked “Tunnel of "Love,” rwhich
vacates the Royale Theatre Dec.
14, on an interim basis starting
Dec. 26.
Time Remembered, Morosco (C)
(3d wk; 23 p). ($9.90; 946; $43,000)
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton,
Susan Strasberg). Previous week,
$41,900; last week, ovfcr $42,200,
with commissions cutting into the
take.
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (41st
wk; 333 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000)
(lorn Ewell). Previous week, $13,900; last week, nearly $16,600.
Vacates theatre Dec,. 14, v.*\cations
for 10 days, and reopens Dec. 26
at:'the. National Theatre as an in¬
terim booking. “Miss Isobel” opens
at the house Dec. 26.
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
(C) (43d wk; 340. p) ($5.75-$6.90;
766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard).
Previous week, $15,600; last week,
almost $19,500. Exits Jan. 11 to
tour, with “Two for the Seesaw”
opening at the house Jan. 16.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (10th wk; 76 p) ($7.50; 1,404;
$60,467). Previous week, $59,900;
last Week, nearly $59,700, with
commissions cutting into the take.
Closed Last Week
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
(52d wk; 412 pk ($8.05; 1,625; $69,989) (Ethel Merman). Previous
week, $30,-600; last Week, over $37,500. Closed last Saturday (30) at
an approximate $30,000 deficit on a
$300,000 investment.
Opening This Week
Dark at the Top of the Stairs,
Music Box <D) ($5.75-$6^0; 1,010;
$33,000),. Saint SUbber, in associa¬
tion with Elia Kazan, presentation
of a play, by William Inge; produc¬
tion financed at $100,000. cost
about $80,000 to bring in after a
small out-of-town profit; can break
even at approximately $18,000
gross and net around $7,500 at ca¬
pacity; opens tomorrow night
(Thurs.). .
Makropolous Secret, Phoenix (D)
($4.60; 1,150; $29,392) (Eileen Herlie). Tyrone Guthrie’s adaptation
of Karel Capek’s play, presented
by the Phoenix Theatre as the sec¬
ond. entry in its fifth season;
opened last night (Tues.).

(51st wk; 405 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,500) (Rosalind Russell). Previous
week, $47,900: last.week, over $47;800.. Lays off Dec. 18-25.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
(53d wk; 420 p) ($8,05; 1,453; $58,101) (Judy Holliday). Previous
week, $58,700; last Week, nearly
$57,200*.
Cave Dwellers* Bijou (C) (6th
wk; 49 p) ($5.75-$6.25; 611; $21,525)
(Barry. Jones, Eugenie Leontovich,
Wayne Morris). Previous week,
$16,200; last week, almost $16,000.
Compulsion, Ambassador (D)
(6th wk; 44 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155;
$36,200) (Roddy McDowall, Dean
Stockwell), Previous week, $35,000;. last week, under $35,000.
Country Wife, Adelphi (C> (1st
wk; 5 p) ($4.60-$5.75;. 1,434; $40,000) (Julie Harris, Laurence Har¬
vey* Pamela Brown). Opened last
Wednesday. (27) to three affirma¬
tive reviews (Aston, World-Tele¬
gram; Chapman, News; Coleman,
Mirror), three negative (Atkinson,
Times;.' Kerr, Herald Tribune,
McClain, Journal-American) and
one inconclusive (Watts, Post);
over $21,300 for first five perform¬
ances and one preview.
Fair Game, Longacre (C) (4th
wk; 33 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,000) (Sam Levene). Previous week,
$28,000; last week, over $23,000.
Jamaica, Imperial (MG) (5th wk;
36 0 ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena
Horne, Ricardo Montalbah). Pre¬
vious week, $63,700; last week;
same.
%
' LiT Abner; St. Janies (MC) (55th
wk; 436 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100).
Previous week, $45,100; last week,
under $47,400*
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
Hayes (D) (49th wk; 294 p) ($6.90;
1,039;: $30,000) (Fredric March,
Florence Eldridge). Previous, week,
$17,400; last week, almost $20,100.
Lays off the week of Dec. 16. House
has booked “Love Me Little” for
an April 9 opening.
Look. Back; in Anger, Lyceum
(D) (9th vfk; 71 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,400) (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh).
Previous week, $26^300; last week,
over $25,900.
Look. Homeward Angel, Bariymore (DMlst wk; 4 p) (.$6.90; 1,162;
$40,000) (Anthony Perkins, Jo Van
Fleet, Hugh Griffith). Opened last
Thursday (28) to. unanimous ap¬
proval (Aston, World, Telegram;
Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;
Colemaii, Mirror; KCrr, Herald
Tribune:; McClain, Journal-Ameri¬
OFF BROADWAY
can; Watts, Post); almost $27,600
(Opening date in parenthesis)
for first1 four: performances and
Clerembard, Rooftop (11-7-57).
two previews.
Conversation Piece, Barbizon
Monique, Golden (D) (6th wk;
47 p) ($5,75; 800; $25,152) (Patricia G1-18-57).
Jess el, Denholm Elliott). Previous: Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
week, $8,t)00; last- week, nearly (5-8-56); closes Jan. 5. .
In Good King Charles’ Golden
$9,000.
Most Happy Fella, Broadway. Days, Downtown d-24-57).
Julius Caesar, Shakespear(MD) (83d wk;. 660 p) ($7.50; 1,900;
$74,297). Previous week, $31,000; wrights (10-23-57).
Palm Tree In Rose Garden,
last week, almost $40,000* Exits
’
Deb. 14 to tour, with “Body Beau¬ Cr;cket (11-26-57).
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane. (12tiful” opening at the house Jan. 23.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC» 27-57); closes Jan. 5.
Richard III* Heckscher (11-25-57).
(90th Wk; 715 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67,Simply Heavenly, Renata (11696) (Reix Harrison, Julie Andrews).
As always over $68,700. Harrison 8-57).
withdrew from the cast last Thurs¬ : Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9day (28) with^Edward Mulbare tak¬ 25-55).
ing over his costarring assignment. : Will Si Way, Theatre East (12Nature's Way, Coronet .(C) (7th 2-57).
wk; 53 p) ($5.75; 1,101; $35,OOOk
Closed Last Week
Previous week, $10,900: last week, , Career, Actor’s Playhouse (4-30nearly $12,100. Scheduled to close! 57).
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MIAMI TICKET BROKER
Fred McConnell to Quit
As Cleve. Theatre Head TO HANDLE N.Y. SHOWS

Legit Review
ORPHfltJS DESCENDING
(Gallery Theatre^ $3.20 Top)
This Tennessee’' Williams wdrk Is
first-rate theatre, a play in which
everything seems
to
click into
place through the work of director
Edward Ludlum and a superb cast.
As the West Coast -premiere, it
should keep the boxoffice busy, for
[ some time, particularly since it
looks like a good motion picture
prospect.

j

It’s typical
Williams — clever,
| sexy and earthy.
It’s depressing
Imagery of a" small southern town,
and' it offers substance to its char! acters,
making
them
sounding
boards one - against the other. Lud-'
lum. molds that substance with
feeling, bouncing action and. re- .
. action Into well-integrated whole.
In this Paul Leavitt-Ted Thorpe
production, of the 17-year-old play.
•’Orpheus’’ takes every advantage
of theatre-in-the-round and viceversa, Every player acts at every
moment.. and the Whole thing is
live watching a tennis match, try¬
ing to grasp all surrounding char¬
acters.
“Orpheus” tells of a young man
just .turned 30. who moves to a.
Mississippi town to settle down,
leaving a playboy’s life behind. Go¬
ing to work in a dry-goods store
for a youngish woman- Whose old¬
ish iiusband -is dying, the man is
caught sllcklt In circumstance and :
his own doings. His relations with
the townspeople all lead up to Wil¬
liams’ attempt at classic tragedy.

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Miami, Dec. 3.
The stupendously triumphant life and exasperatingly bungled
Sherman’s T h e a tfe Ticket
terminal
illness
of
the
world’s greatest—why quibble?—tenor has
Agency, Which has been operating
been fascinatingly re-told for this generation in the journalistic
here oh a local level since last
style
of
the
present
day.
The new work, just published at $6.50
January,, is expanding its service to
by Studio-Crowell, expands and pinpoints a story which is basic¬
take in Broadway shows. Irving
ally
amazing
because
its
hero
was:. Modernity of the telling is in
Sherman, who rurts. the outfit, was
the vivid visualization as the title, ‘‘Caruso—His Life In Pictures”,
in New York recently to sound out
suggests.
But
there
is
more
than
abundant illustration. There is
-theatre owners on -the feasibility
irresistable nostalgia, rich Americana, side-remarks about operatic
of his handling local ticket orders
history,
and
many
A
provocative
question
about the wonder and
for Broadway show’s.
nature of the gift of God called talent.
■ Herman, who was with the
Author:collector-musicologist,
used-to-be-a-hew’spaperman-himself
Shuberts in vaude and legit for
Francis Robinson shows in his book the fruit of a private enthusi¬
more than 26 years and claims to
asm. pursued over a long researching, borrowing and checking
be the. first licensed ticket broker
period. A good deal that is new is added to the Caruso saga.
in Florida; will dot get an allot¬
Robinson's
post as an assistant manager of the Metropolitan Opera
ment of ducats for Broadway
facilitated his access to- memorabilia • and odd tidbits but even
shows. His function will be that
allowing that advantage he’s out-Lifed Life and strictly as a
of a middleman for those who
journalistic deed, history apart, tile accomplishment of this onewant to deal directly to the thea¬
man research-and-text team is close to monumental. (A full listing
tres
of Caruso disks by John Segrest is included);
Unlike the usual brokerage op¬
Caruso is still today the model and the measure for tenors. If
eration, Sherman’s agency does not
his
endowments and achievements made his bwh life a sometimes
hit customers with a service
tortured quest of perfection endlessly repeated, breathes, there a
charge on tickets purchased for
successor
today not haunted, and 'judged, by the man who died
local offerings. Instead, he’s sub¬
in 1921?
,
RUSS BALLET IN PARIS
sidized via different deals by
Caruso
was
musical art raised to the nth power. And yet he
iteris, Nov. 26.
those: for whom he’s peddling the
never lost his head, nor was less the human being, though so far
First extra-Soviet appearance of pasteboards. However, in the case
above run-of-inill talent. Perhaps the implication is that true-greatRepublic of Georgia ballet dancers of tickets to Broadw’ay shows
ness knows a kind of modesty w’ithin the terrifying compulsions
will open at Alhambra, Paris, Dec. there will be a service charge to
without
which there is no greatness. In any event Caruso got
the purchasers.
19 for threeweek stay.
$2,500 a performance at the Met, and could have been paid more
Company of 100 dancers,. singers
if
he
had
demanded more. His royalties while alive from Victor
and musicians from Tifiiz; will ap?
amounted to $1,825,000, $130,000 more than the Met .paid him to
pear under sponsorship of Fernand
sing
on
its'stage
607 times in 37 operas over 18 years. The Caruso
Lombroso, Paris impresario who
estate collected another $2,000,000. In Victor royalties.
has brought Moskvine, Bolshoi and
In
the
present
name-dropping age, there is none to compar
other Soviet troupes to France be¬
Ottawa, Dec. 3,
with Caruso. He was a celebrity towering above celebrities. His
fore.
. “Sabrina Fair,” Samuel Taylor’s
art made the publicity, not vice versa as sometimes today. His
Broadway comedy hit of 1953-54,
was no life of fabulous wealth based on personality alone, no screen
may be done as a musical. Timothy
flash. Caruso worked like a longshoreman to deserve his honors
Porteus' and James Domville, au¬
and money. A peasant fated to be buried from the Naples-basilica
thors of “My Fur Lady,” the recent¬
reserved for Royalty the moral of Caruso’s existence seems to be
ly professionalized McGill U, mu¬
’5S5 Continued, from page 73
that God’s gift of great talent, when that talent never lays down,
sical comedy, have been paged by
never sulks, never holds back, has no limits except death.
who has made a numbier; of ap¬ Worthingtpn Miner and Kenneth
Francis Robinson has. built-in the provocation and the question,
pearances in London and been a Wagg to do the adaptation. Por¬
as well as the detail and the anecdota. The pictures, handbills;
highly regarded leading player for teus collaborated on the book and
Caruso’s own sketches, all of the material adds up to the. Toyal
several seasons at the. Stratford wrote most of the lyrics for “Fur
nonesuch of operatic biography. The showworlditself cannot
(Qnt.) Shakespeare Festival.
Lady,” while Domville composed
withhold its fascination.
The show is the first Broadway more than 'half the score.
Miner arid Wagg produced “Four
starring
assignment for
late
Osgood Perkins’ son Anthony Per¬ Winds,” a drama by Thomas W.
kins, but he has become a hot film Phipps and costarring British filmperformer .since making his New legit actress Ahn Todd, on Broad¬
York stage bow three years ago as way early this fall.
Bright Sun at Midnigltt fundamentally kind man to a roar¬
successor to John Kerr in the role
ing power, Jphn Holden, as the
Toronto, Nov. 27;
of the confused youth in “Tea and
Crest production o£ three-act .drama by Under-Secretary of State, is also
Sympathy.” Perkins is under con¬
John Gray. Stars John Drainie. .Directed splendid as the initially loyal aide
tract for “Angel” until? nekt July
by. Donald Davis; setting; Murray Laufer.
who finally admits that he is near¬
1, and it’s figured he’ll be . tough
Continued from page 73
— At Crest Theatre.: Toronto; Nov. 27, '57; ing retirement age and can’t afford
top.
to hold after that, . as he’s now in week with a $51,000 gross on an $3.90
Jean Hobbes . .Maude Whitmore to take sides.
greater demand for pictures. How¬ eight-performance, two-way split.
Larry Mann, as the U.S. Ambas¬
ever, his part in the Frings-Wolfe
The other: company of “Ser¬ Anthony Ferris.;.John Holden sador to Canada, plays with tol¬
play may not be too difficult to geants,” which has been touring for] Jeremy Cranston-.....Larry Mann erant understanding and dignity^
Harry Jones, M.P../. James. Doohan.
cast when he leaves.
Also
outstanding
is Edwin
win Stephenson
about a year and A half nabbed a Charles Brown
Macpherson.........Ann Morrish Stephenson
as the advertising
Although the Screen rights to good $32,700 last week: “Ser¬ Margaret
CBC New* Voice:
-... .Orest Ulan agency speech-writer who doesn’t
the original novel were bought by geants,” “Mame” arid “Lady” are
care what political side he is oh as
Paramount nearly 10 years ago, figured to have strong name value
Last spring, Herbert Norman,
“Angel” has never been filmed out-of-town on the basis of sock Canadian ambassador . to Egypt, long as he gets his .money, James
Doohan as the Prime . Minister’s
(more or less the same is true of Broadway reputations.
I committed suicide in Cairo; He had message-carrier.
Ann Morrish plays
Senate investi¬ the stereotyped role of the wife
Wolfe’s other literary works, all of
in the cases of “Night,” starring been accused by
gating
committee
in.
Washington
of
which have been bought for pic¬ Edward G. Robinson, “Waltz,” cowho
voices
tender
platitudes, and
tures, but present untii-now in¬ starring Melvyn Douglas and Paul¬ Corminunist affiliation, on evidence Maude * Whitmore portrays the ’
surmountable adaptation prob¬ ette Goddard, and “Millionaire,” supplied, by the Mounties and .the; Cabinet minister’s understanding
lems). It’s possible that, with the starring Walter Pidgeon, the pull is F.-B.L His sudden death on the secretary.
click of the stage play, Paramount attributed more to the name per¬ grounds of “hounding” aroused
Donald Davis has directed with
may decide to buy Mrs. Frings’ formers than the particular shows. Canadian resentment against the keen perception and pace, and Mur¬
ray Laufer has provided a good, if
adaptation as the basis for the “Night” had a business setback US.
John
Gray
has
fashioned
a
play
sombre. Set of the Cabinet minis¬
screen version.
last week in Columbus, O., but on.|
about the incident and tagged it
. “Angei” -was, capitalized for the overall it’s-been rolling along “Bright Sun at Midnight.” For ter’s office. However, “Bright Sun
at Midnight” is no “State of the
$125,000; with .' provision (which at a brisk pace.
some obscure reason he has made Union,” and while it might, be
was not exercised) for 25%. over¬ . However, “Separate Tables,” co- the hero the Canadian ambassador worthy of a Canadian tour on topi¬
call. Bloonigarden was unable to starring Eric Pbrtman and Gerald¬ to India, arid has him accused by cality and inside political stuff, it
ine.
Page,
doesn’t
appear
to
have
too
raise all the coin, and finally
the investigating committee, backed seems too localized for U.S*tastes.
brought in Theatre 200, Inc., a much name value. The show was by evidence, of being a former
McStay.
syndicate of 200 individual in¬ only, a . moderate Broadway hit, Communist Party member.
vestors, mostly Pittsburgh resi¬ while Portman, a Britisher, and
Tq his defense comes his closest
;Miss
Page,
who’s
better
known
dents, with an original bankroll
friend from boyhood days, the.
of $500,000 and headed by Edward around Broadway, aren’t considered Canadian Secretary of State for
Specter. In return for a $46,425 particularly strong lures for the External Affairs. That Involves a
conflict with' the Prime Minister
stake, Theatre 200 gets co-pro¬ out-of-town trade.
Besides, the click business being and, later, with the. Party in power
ducer billing, h pro-rata backer
share and a slice of the manage¬ done by these touring entries, try¬ at Ottawa, which does not wish to
outs with story and/or star values rock Canada’s newspaper readers
ment end of the profits.
The show cost about $125,000, are also going over big at the b.a on any; temporary “hate America”
campaign, particularly when such,
earned a modest operating profit
a disturbing outlook might upset a
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
on its capacity-attendance tryout
forthcoming, four-year election in
BROADWAY
and represents ah opening-night
Canada.
(Theatres Set)
investment of about $120,000, Po¬
Further compicating political
Ceplus & Goddess, Miller (12-10-57).
tential capacity gross at the 1,162Shadow My Enemy, ANTA (12-11-57).
matters is that the cabinet officer
seat Barrymore is $40,000 at a
Music Man/ Majestic (12-19-57).'
has been named successor to the
Miss^lsobel, Royale (12-26-57). .
. straight $6.90 top, and' the break¬
Prime Minister. In protest against
Two for Seesaw, Booth (1-1G-58).
even is approximately $23,000.
Summer 17th> Coronet (1-22-58).
the international smirching of his
Body Beautiful, B'way (1-23-58).
colleague's reputation, plus his own
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (1-30-58).
“conscience,” he resigns in the
Oh Captain, Alvin <2-4-58).
Blue Denim, Playhouse (2-27-58).
third act and tosses - up his own
Love Me Little, Hayes (4-9-58).
political career. Thereafter, “Bright
Goldilocks,. Globe (4-10-58).
Sun” devolves into a debate, With
(Theatres Not Set)
Continued from page 73
Cut Of Axe (wk. l-27-58\
the argument finally obscured by
Winesburg, Ohio (wk. 1-27-58).
the minister's resignation when his.
and “Look Back in Anger.” They Maybe
Tuesday (2-1-58).
friends and political comrades de¬
have $90,000 each (including 20%
Portoflno (wk. 2-3-58).
Interlock (2-6-58).
cide to remain neutral in: their.pro^
o.vercall), representihg 12.5%
Venus at Large (2-11-58).
posed protest against a good,. if big,
shares, in the former, and $10,000,
Cloud Sevan (2-12-58).
neighbor across the border.
Entertainer (2-12-58).
representing 12.5% in the latter.
This, ts Goggle (2-13-58).
The author is another angry man
Brown has a $23,600 stake7 in “Ro¬ Day Money Stopped (2-20-58).
arid has let his emotions run away
manoff and Juliet,” representing Actress in Love (2-24-58).
Back to Methuselah (3-17-58).
with
him in making the stage a
14.75%, and Goldman has -$25;200
Say Darling (4-3-58).
pulpit. He has mirrored his per¬
Hearts A Dollars (4-3-58).
representing 15.75%.
sonal
feelings on a hefo-martyr biit
OFF-BROADWAY
Both backers are expected to go
Karamciov, Gate (12-6-57).
made his play a political tract: that
i along with Merrick on his two ad¬ . Bros.
Pale Horse, Jan Hus (12-9-57).'
may be temporarily shocking but Is
Sicilian Capers, Marquee (12-10-57).
ditional show’s, this season, he
still the device of idealism versus
District, York (1-7-58).
; scheduled imports of “The Enter- Garden
Winkelberg, Renata. (1-8-58).
the political machine..
; tainor,” starring Laurence Olivier,
Chairs & Lesson, Phoenix.(1-9-58).
John Drainie carries the brunt of
Endgame,
Cherry
Lone
(1-14-58),
‘ and “La Plume de Ma TantO,” a
the evening as the crusading cabir
Penny Candle; Circle (l-15-58>.
* Parisian-originated revue.
Dmitri Karamazov, Jan Hus (1-27-38).
net minister, alternating from a
’Cleveland, Dec! 3.
. Frederic McConnell' head of the
, Cleveland Play‘House, for the last
; 36 years, will retire from active
management of the 42-year-old
resident repertory theatre at the
end of this season. K. Elmo Lowe,
how producing director, will be¬
come executive director beginning
next fall.
Both McConnell and Lowe came
here in 1921 to build the theatre
into a nationally kno\vn institution
with three auditoriunls. McCon¬
nell will step into new post as con¬
sultant director. in charge of spe¬
cial projects. Lowe acted and
staged shows in New York during
the 1930’s, during leaves of ab¬
sence, besides directing “Kid From
Cleveland” for republic pictures,
and industrial films.
The Playhouse has a profession¬
al but non-Equity company.

Seek Canadian Adaptors
For 'Sabrina Fair’ Tuner

‘Anger Was Tough

Show Out of Town

HELENANASH,

Life in the Road

as the wife, switches superbly from,
hilarity to emotional entanglements,
with ease in a long and difficult
role.

With boyish philosophy, is excellent
and natural; always maintaining' the
right tempo in a fast-moving role.

as a man-crazy outcast,. Is sen-,
sual to belief, performing With
"fire.
It is she, with feeling, who
sums up what the whole play has
to say: “What on earth can you
do on eartli except grab
onto
whatever comes by and hold onto
it Until, your fingers are broken?” .
In a uniformly well-cast produc¬
tion, other standouts are Barbara
Townsend,
Kevi
Hagen'
and
Cheerio Meredith.
The three-act play is loaded with,
philosophy,
some obvious,
So.me
obscured, and it’s a story of vio¬
lence and jealousy, all told in Wil¬
liams style.
■When the Gallery Theatre, is
•transformed, into the single set. of .
a mercantile store, its audience is
lured Into the drama from all sides.
The magnetism of fine players, so
close to playgoers doesn’t weaken,
and “Orpheus Descending” turns’
out to be a taut, absoe ing piece,
of theatre.
Ron.
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•Paris-MatchV New Photo Annual } crisscross tale of young pointless
Paris-Match, top Gallic picture love, affairs, and- “Tanguy,” of
weekly, a sort of combo of Life: and. Michel Castillo, about growing up
/
Look; has started an annual photo in.Spain. .
. Gallimard counts on “Lcs Mari(bum tracing the year’s events via
butter and text. It is called “His-! gues Vertes” (The Green Mangos),
toire D’Aujourd’hui” (Story of.To¬ by Madeleine AUeiris, a tale of love
day) at $6.50. Well mounted book in Africa, and Laffont offers “La
d: splays a savvy lensing staff, and Douvc,” of Loys Masson, a talc of a
c ipped, smart tcxtlays the year’s : dying author drying to write a
events out clearly, It looks -like a | personal novel'-hut.forced to resort
good U. S. library addition; and,for i to Commercialisin' to live.
those not iri on the lingo hasr . George BelniOnt’s “Le Grand
Pi-essbir” (The Big Press) is one.
;?ough storytelling photos;
Show ]bfz comes in for its share, bn political anticipation in the
oc space alongside such shattering “1984” syndrome; and Paul C ha■happenings as Hunga y, Suez and | land’s “L’Avion Fou” is listed as a
Algeria. Photos are in color and] top aviation novel. Both are from
black and white. Humorous bits; Laffont. Georges Simenon has a;
lend tone, and best one is. of a ; new murder tale with-. “Striptease,”
group of stalwart Gallic paratroops; and Rene Masson has a political
ers marching down the Champs- satire With “Le Parlementaire VerFlysees past a pic marquee reading j tueux.”
Plon Is hanking on a Left Bank
“Look Out Girls.”
ierre Galante, husband of Olivia | love ta’e “La Mandarine” by Chris¬
tine
De Rivoyre arid “L’Hamecon,”
Dj Hayilland. is handling this tome
which will now be a yearly event. by Vahe Katcha, on North Africa.
There, are other dark horses up for:
Mask.
the kudos .which are. the Academy
Award aspects of the French. lit¬
Chile's Press Tieup
erati. scene. Meanwhile foreign
Hassle between labor and man-, books are coming in: arid also the
agement has paralyzed p oduction usual biographies.
of the Zig-Zag: publishing, empire,
in Santiago, Chile. String of week¬
'British Theatre*
ly mags includes Zig-Zag, Ercilla,
With “A Picture: History of the
Topaze, Vea, Eva,, Peneca, Barrabases, El Plnguino, Ecrari (film British. Theatre” . (Macmillan;
publication); Confidericia, Estadio, $5.95), Raymond Marider and Joe
Fausto. Okey and a flock of pri¬ Mitchenson have added another to
vately-owned periodicals such as their excellent series of pictorial
Vision, Campeslnos, ContaCto, PaV stage records. Over 500 pictures
■r«a.. Carabineros,
El
Tenicnte. were culled from the celebrated
Strike also halted printing of the M & M theatre collection, rapidly
latest issue of the Santiago tele¬ becoming recognized as the fore¬
most “wjprking" compilation of its
phone directory.
sort in the world. Voluriie confines
No accurate estimate of the mil¬
itself to. legit offerings in Britain
lions of pesos lost by one of the
from 1576 to the present. Historic
biggest publishing firms in Latin
periods highlighted .with, views of
America and its more than- 1.000 actors, playhouses and dramas in¬
employees as a result of the walk¬
clude the Elizabethan and Jacpout has been made available.
heari, 'Restoration arid-Queen Anne
eras, Georgian, Regency, Victorian
French Literati Sweepstakes
and 20th Century. Work is part of
Novels are pouring out of the the Hulton Picture ^Series of which
various publishers as the Paris lit-: Sir Edward Hultoh is general edi¬
erary world girds, for the big tor, arid it is dedicated With
prizes—Goncourt, Femina; Reriau- authors’ thanks, to Sir Bai’ry Jackdot and Interallied—which may son;
mean extra sales up to 25,000 or
Several American, plays, and
50-000 copies, the difference be¬ players -ih West End. versioris are
tween black and red ink for the
depicted in latter portions of the
year. Various . juries were given
‘book.
Rodo.
something of a respite this year
for many of the hopefuls began ap¬
GoodBiog on Rachel
pearing as early as May to give
“I, Rachel.” by March Cost (Van¬
them time to read arid not. crowd all
the toppers into a month’s span as. guard; $3.95), is a biographical
novel, on the great 19th ceiitury
has usually been the case:
' Film and legit producers are actress. Miss Cost, formerly with
watching these sweeps, ready to the Sir Frank Benson repertory
pourice oh probable . winners for Companies in England, spent four
properties. The many losers in. the. yegjs of research and four years
.limelight also benefitWith greater in writing this work;
: It traces the career of Rachel
eharices for show biz sales.
Things are still, in the grapevine Felix, the peddler’s daughter, from
and rumor stage for all the prizes strolling player to her pinnacle on
Dead at. 36,
will not be . out until the end of the French stage.
November. However, leaders seem Rachel achieved immortality in her
to: be Roger Vailland’s “La Loi” profession, and became a symbol
(The Law), published by Gallimard, of the femme fatale of the theatre.
about a rugged game of love and Miss Cost, often using exact quotes,
jealousy in Italy; Alfred Kerri's and With-' her firm knowledge of
“Le Clown,” also Gallimard, about Rachel’s life and background; has
an itinerant funriyman and his fam¬ performed a memorable and excit¬
ily; arid Paul. Guimardrs “Rue. De ing task in 1‘e-creating. this tragic
Rodd.
Havre,*' a delicate tale about a boy. genius.
and girl who take the Same train to
New Doubleday-Anchor Edition.
work every morning but never
meet, Denoel publishes the latter . Doubleday-Anclior is a new
Two more love tales are also of hard-cover imprint by that liotise
interest with Rene Barjavel’s “Jour which will publish Edmund. Wil¬
: de Feu” (Day of Fire) and Marion son’s “The American . Earthquake:
Delbo’s “Le Soleil Etait Gai” (The Documentary of the Jazz Age, the
Sun Was. Gay), both by Denoel. Great Depressiori,. arid the New
Juillard has the. bestselling Frari- Deal”, late next month.
Under same imprint, “The. Art
coise Sagan's “Dans Un An. Dans
Un Mois” (In a Year, In a Day) a of Travel,” by Henry James,
culled from the American novelist’s five travel books, long out of
KATHERINE HEPBURN'S
cornplete career is described and. ana*
print,, will be published in March;
l.vzed in the December issue of FILMS
edited bv Morton Dauwen Zabel.
LN REVIEW, ’together with" an index
MA Henry Adams Reader.” edited
of all her pictures, and illustrations
from 22 of them.'The December issue
and with an introduction by Eliza¬
also contains the reasons - why Jerry
beth Stevenson is another D.oubleW.ald and Mark Robson approve of tbe.
day-Anchor anthology due in . Feb¬
Production Code; an article on how
TV is using clips, from newsreels and
ruary. .
old feature films to make a. kind of.
visual history; a fuU report on the.
recent .Eastman: awards for acting,
direction and camera work in films
of 1926-30: Plus FILMS IN REVIEW’S
regular departments—absolutely hon-revi®ws of current movies; of the
turns made expressly for TV, of books
about movies, of recorded .filmusic;
sophisticated movie gossip;' a movie
quizz- for eggheads; and the most
interesting and historically valuable
letters department published by any
movie magazine in the world.
FREE ' .
»I* 'J'.111 *jnd th» Decembar issoa fi-e*
1?.*! 1 'T!?0. ,ub*crlba for ona ya«r.

v,! “” ,n
'Si TT 31 Union
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Square,

REVIEW.
New York City 3

’Miracle Mail of Japan*
Ed -Uhlan, prez of Exposition
Press, and Dana -Thoma$_ of Bar-,
ron’s, • have done a good job bioging Matsutaro Shoriki tinder the
billing of “Miracle Man of Japan.”
(Banner; 50c)l A. top cop after he
graduated from college, Shoriki
climbed to become publisher of
Yomiuri vvhen it was 50- years -• old
and showing its age. and raised it
to top daily of Japan. He intro¬
duced; pro baseball to Japan and
even imported Babe Ruth .one win-

Lavlshly lllustrstsd — 100% Topic*!

'CONTINENTAL FILM REVIEW*
, TH* ONLY^ MONTHLY OiP ITS KIND »»
«
4 MONTHS 1 DOLLAR 40 — AIR MAIL 7 DOLLARS 75
H MONTHS 3 DOLLARS HL— AIR MAIL 9 DOLLARS .45
EURAF Rvblichinf C*. Ltd:
71 Stck« Newington Rd^ London .N. 14

LITERATI

t^RIETT
ter. Commercial radio and; televi¬
sion were two more of his firsts.
But his greatest accomplishment
has been, iri tTie: field of atoins. for
peace;
The writers hav% done a lively
story, though an intro by Bob Considine stepped on their gags and
all but-took the play away from
__ _ be ____
them. Could
a biopie. if Hollywoed* Wver*'ge’ts ’ awdy^-frdm
. stage'.
Scut.
—
Expanded ‘Eccentrics*
:. In the 25 years since Dame
. Edith. Sitwell first published her
“English Eccentrics.” in . a very

11
•t
j
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SCUIXY’S SCKAPBOOK

^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ By Frank Scully

Palm Springs, DCc. 3.
Under an isolation far from splendid but nevertheless having its adVantages, I have never caught the current Mike Wallace show anywhere in America:. Or, for that matter, anywhere in Europe. On our
translator tv, ABC-TV doesn’t come into Palm Springs even now.
But the older forms of communications are not denied America’s
foremost desert resort, and so when Pete Martin called on Mike Wallace and tliey proceeded to take in each , other’s washing in the pages
of the Post, We were .allowed to share the lauridromatic dialog for. 15c.

?iri

f.he
-D~
As these interviews seem to be fortified by tape recordings, material
witnesses and other aids to the accuracy of what was said and what was
entries- “
additional ec- not saa. it-5 a litue d!fficult fot anybJdy in the end to ilaim be was
. A.
v a
misquoted. The drily information that I caught which was in quotes
ciint'Maririe/^the* Carlyles, Hobtol
«« when Wallace^said, “I was dome an afternoon show
son Crusoe arid new slants on "lth a gurl to-whom I used to he married. My wif e s name had been
George Eliot. Vanguard has just Buff Cobb—she was. Irvin S. Cobb's daughter—so our show was called
brought it out in a $5 edition.
•‘Mike and Buff’,”
——
Pete Martin’s Lost; Generation
CHATTER
It may have been that Pete Martin's tape-recorder dropped one genNOel Coward’; “Nude With Vjo- eration, but having known both Buff Cobbs, I can assure Mike Wal¬
lin” will be published next riionth lace he was not married to Iryin S. Cobb’s daughter, hut to his grandw Dpubleday.
daughter. Cobb’s daughter’s name was Elizabeth. She was born ih SaMax\yeli C. Wheat, who previousr vanfiflh, and worked as a script. Writer in Hollywood when I first met
ai10^her :around 1934. Her godparents. When she became a Catholic conStaffer wi h vert
1948
lfsted as Clare Booth Luce and Greta Palmer. She
® fees"Managing editor »as called Buff, not Elizabeth.
:
Turner Catledge elected, a trustee,^ Her daughter; in turn, was. billed as Buff Cobb, and I remember her
of Sarah La\vrence College, Bronx- ’ at the Cafe de Paris iri Chicago where siie arid Mike Wallace did a roidville. N. Y,.
'
' 1 niglit gab show perched high in a corner of the bar. In fact I “perform»»
in A* Joseph, fornierly of e(p* if that isn’t trespassing on a pro’s lexicon—on their show in 1950
Holiday mag, jO;ned Ideal Publish- when the Chicago Variety office tried to kill me by booking rile into

fern’s
Personal Roiriances and

^ . ,

,.

Movie K. Ali i, remember now of the Mike and Buff niidmght frolic was that
Life; among others.
I she was dressed in al all wool plaid strapless-^evening gown and was
Poet-lawyer Newman Levy calls r about as stunning a thing aV I had Seen, in the wide, wide world of make
s soon-due Doubleday.: biography, f believers. I remember, too, 1,was awed further by the mysteries of
ffy Double Life: Adventures in. j creation, that out of such homely protoplasm as Irvin Shrewsbury Cobb
Law and Letters.”, Same -firm such a'beauty could eventually emerge,
bringing out Rose Franken’s “The,
wi.—
. r;
Antic Years,” her eighth “Claudia” ) ...
>vhen Kipling Called Cobb A Liar
Sticking with Cobb for a moment, he, too, when he graduated from
novel.
Jackjlyan, former NBC publicist the old New York World, was on a grind similar to Pete Martin’s and .
in Chicago and now circulation for the. sarnie, but greatly altered Saturday Evening Post. He, too, got
manager of Montana State Uriiv. in jams as to whethefc he wras quoting or. misquoting people. In fact,
Press; has designed two editions of Riidyard Kipling slapped his'flapping.'ears down and left the word
a Montana classic.. “Vigilante Days “liar!” floating above the Atlantic like a sputnik that didn't know which
and Ways,” by N.. ;P. Langford, Way to; go.
which the Press
reissuing.
What seemed to have nettled Pete Marti in bis session with tele¬
Thomas Wolfe’s “Look Homeward
An cel” has sparked Dnubleday’s vision’s self-styled devil’s advocate was that. Wallace had a legman who
publication next year of an here-. promised riot to ask anything about Pete’s abrasions with Arthur GodtofOre unnublished plav. “Welcome frey, for whom Peter did a three .part “as told to” series for the Post.
to Our City,” which WoKe wrote .. Apparently this was one of those great enterprises that produce great
at 22. Ed\yard C. Aswell haswrit-1 headaches arid Godfrey’s editing of Martin left him burning like a
ten a fore\va**d.
..
. {Lindbergh light But Martin did confess to Wallace that the series
^ Houghton .Mifflin drafted Austin jumped the. Post's circulation, and pre-publication copies sold for $1
Gliiey as manager of the iuve de- | ^ copy.
[ partment. with^Marv Sdva Cos- j
He confessed also that it annoyed iiim for people to ask him what
icSriof be refill thought of the celebs he. wrote about Wallace said, “And it’s
the genero\ CxpanriOri
th?W Iyour conclusion that the person who asks you that is calling you a liar?”
It was here that Wallace jumped the gun and asked Martin, what he
monnet division. .
. Nathan Leonold Jr. calls his really thought of Arthur Godfrey, a subject which was supposedly off
biography “Life Plus 99 Years,” limits.
Martin said there was a photographer with him when Wallace’s leg¬
due late in February off the- Dou¬
bleday press.
In a lighter vein, man questioned him before the ty interview itself. “How naive can you
from the same: house and the same get?” asked the photographer. -Tli bet a question about Godfrey will
time, wvill come Corey Ford’s be one' of the first he’ll ask you.” When the question was thrown at
humor ' collection, “Has Anbody Martin by Wallace, Pete said to hlmself, "Somebody on this show is
Seen Me Lately?”
dishonest. I don’t know if it’s. Wallace or his legman, or both.”
Wallace said later nobody was authorized to chop off . areas of inquiry for him. But added, “We scrupulously honor any promises we
make.” Martin, still thought it was a dodge.
UNIVAC Ideal Reporter

No>Work Rap

Continued from: page 1 ;

Both parties seemed to glorify their interviews as free of emotion,
feeling or. bias. Univac seemed to be their ideal inquiring reporter.
Considering how much editorial opinion and slanting has entered
Current journalism, it seems these two boys were straining pretty hard
to reach; a detachment which died with Chekhov and probably wasn’t
too good for people even in his time. Journalists who wear their pants
off from sitting on the fence may enjoy nice, neutral death notices, but
since obviously, much of the material they are being fed is more slanted
than liries of; force in outer space, they are actually passing on prop¬
aganda as news if they, don’t evaluate by some fairly absolute ethical
standards or throw out the slanted prose altogether.
Martin borrowed a Shavian crack-which I once included in a life of
Shaw; to the effect that no man is good enough or bad enough to Write
the Avhole truth about himself. I think that’s true. But it Can’t be de¬
nied, that: several have tried it.
Shaw .himself couldn’t write about; politics, sex or religion, the three
subjects he claimed bad 2 priority above all others, without clothing-,
them in “latinity” as he called it. And he never could have believed,
if he had lived to this day, that a person, like Mary Margaret McBride
being interviewed on television, would say, “I never found the right
inanito marry, but I contemplated having a baby with an Italian with
whom I was in love ” ..
Moreover; he could never have believed that the Saturday Evening
Post would repeat the confession in a publication that prided itself on
being for the whole family.
The confession Of Elsa Maxwell on the same program topped even
j this, though Elsa’s was a general indictment of cafe society and (heir
.{adulteries/.which she didn’t think was the Worst crime in the world,
Chacun A Son Gout
Of course, all this is a matter of . taste and even if the various par¬
ties involved in this electronic shock treatment had started out with
; Continued from page
iriipeccable standards/ it would be too much to expect that after rubhis . lips and observe his facial bing shoulders w ith so. much Vulgarity some, of it wouldn’t rub off on
muscles;
them.
Wallace said that put of 250 interviews the FCC never called him to
Prior to the performance, the
deaf parishioners . will receive a the carpet for violating good, taste, and it is true the Government
picture story of- -the film which agericy told the L.A.-cops to sue if Mickey Cohen, under Wallace’s
details the sequence of . scenes and prodding, libeled Chief Parker.
I orice suggested to a group of name authors, all of whom seemed
cites the historical backgrPund.
__....____
ReV. Gerhold has been reliearsihg to have been privy to at least,one. terrific but unprintable Hollywood
his stint so that he is aware where ’ story, that each write his Story, then seal them and place them mr a
the action is self explanatory and [time capsule, to he buried for a hundred years. By then all parties inwhere the dialog needs interpreta-! volved Avould have passed On to whatever destination they had laid out
tiori,
| for. tliemseives in this life and the grandchildren of the authors could
Accordiul to officials of the [read a Boccaccio of.Hollywood more McCoy than McCoy.
Adams Ti>/atre,.: the special ar-!
But . the trouble was they were all pros and hone of them could see
rarigemen*4 for the deaf will in no | himself burying fiis best story for a hundred years and even then .no
way confl^'t width others seeing: payoff. Is It possible that the . Wallace school of self-expression can
the filni.
>
; brainwash passing notables to do this by and to themselves?

have been heroin addicts.” Ham¬
mond stated that lie knew of many
musicians who have ’‘kicked” the
hCroin habit; a statement which,
ran counter to other testimony be¬
fore the committee that not i
single , case is known of a cured
heroin addict.
Hammond, testified that while
the: narcotic. problem was limited
to only a small minority of musi¬
cians, the economic conditions ior
tooters was dangerously frustrat¬
ing and disillusioning.' For the 30r
OOO.membeFS of Local 802, AFM,
in N. Y., there are only 3,000 steady,
jobs.
Facilities to aid in the treatment
of addicted, musicians, are being
supported by the American Jim
Festival.
Harimiond stated that
the chances of’ cure are good if
the proper: psychiatric help and
employment' opportunities
are
present.

‘Commandments’
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CHATTER

Cable address of the American
National Theatre & Academy is ap¬
propriately THETREUSA.
Richard Tucker of the Met mak¬
ing his debut Jan. 3 at Covent Gar¬
den, London, in “Tsgca.”
Michael Wilding and Jack Haw¬
kins in from . Europe yesterday
(Tues.) on the Queen Elizabeth.
Italian chamber group, I Musica,
now Under Concert Associates and
will again tour the U. S. in
1958-59.
The town turned Out for Charlie
(Jack & Charlie’s 21) and Molly
Berns’ 25th anniversary at 21 Club
Sunday (1).
Pianist Wilma Keyes (Wilma
Joan Kurzman) engaged to Marvin
S- Hecker, wedding to take place
in February.
. Former New York Postmaster
Robert' H. Schaffer has joined the.
Sydney S. Baron Public Relations
Corp. as executive veepee.
Theodore R. Kupferman, v.p. and
general counsel of Cinerama ProT
dyctions Corp., weds Dorothee
Elisabeth Hering on Dec. 21..
Next Friars’ Club dinner, which
Will have Mike Todd as the g. of h.,
is the first to a showman; tradi¬
tionally they have been stars rath¬
er than producers..
Warner LeRoy, son of Mervyn
LeRoy and Mrs. Doris Warner
Vidor, took over the York Theatre
in the.Sutton.Place sector for an
off-Broadway legit policy.
American Women’s Assn.’s 27th
annual award for achievement to
Helen Menken; president of the
American Theatre Wing. Presenta¬
tion next Saturday (7> at a Wal¬
dorf-Astoria luncheon.
Turnau Opera Players which
operates summertime in - Woodstock, N. Y.| under AGMA condi¬
tions, wants a new opera to open
next July , there and invites com¬
posers to inquire at 336 E. 34.
Music publisher Reg Connelly
back on the SS Queen Elizabeth
Friday (5) to rejoin his ailing wife,
Olive, at their English country
home, outside of London. Connelly
came over on a business quickie.
Maurice D’Euferaia preeming his
own eastside Second Avenue eat¬
ery, Maurice’s; tomorrow (Thurs.)
with former bandleader Tommy
Purcell presiding at the piano. Spot
has been decored by Russell Pat¬
terson.
Concert and opera circles buzz
with spec on what next for Dario
and Dorle Soria, husband-wife
team that put Angel Records oh
the map and have now sold out to
Capitol, DoriaS selling their 259b
stock interest and winding up as of
Dec. 31,
Stanley Rothenberg, former Co¬
lumbia Pictures copyright attorney
and author of several books on
copyright law, is “on the last leg”'
of his military service as an Army
Pfc. In his free time at a foreign
base, he is a member of the U. of
Maryland’s overseas faculty. He’s
due back in N.Y. in a few months.
The Toppers, vocal quartet, con¬
sisting of Robert Fiavelle. Ed Cole,
Paul Friesen and Bob Kingsbury
have signed oh for the Ginger Rog¬
ers opening at the new' Riveria
Havana Dec. 10. Kay Thompson
directing their rehearsals. in New'
York. Toppers appeared on the
Arthur Godfrey vaudeo for two
years.
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Maria Schell, formed his own'pro¬
duction company with producer
Carl Szokoll and script writer Wal¬
ter Ulbrich.
“Soledad,” the play by. Colette
Audrey that is . scheduled for
Broadway, will be made by^.CCC
in Germany as a film. Lili Palmer
and Carlos Thompson are set for
the leads.
“Die Beine von Dolores” (Do¬
lores’ Legs) is the new BerolinaConstaiitin musical, in color, that
Geza vpn.Cziffra is filming in Ham¬
burg. Germaine Damar arid Claus
Biederstaedt have the leads.

London
tCOVent Garden "0135/6/7)
Toma Bern doubling cabaret this
/week at Society* Restaurant and
Stork Room.
Producer Ivan Foxwell and star.
TreVor Howard to Germany this
week to attend the opening of
“Manuela” in four cities.
Leslie Caron here to star in.
“Arina,” a Sydney Box production
for Rank release; which starts roll¬
ing at Pinewood in February.
Patricia Bredin, currently star¬
ring in “Free As Air” at the Savoy
Theatre, makes her Cabaret bow at
Claridge’s On New Year’s Eve.
Phyllis Calvert replacing Mar¬
garet Johnston in Stanley Donen’s
current British production, “Indis¬
creet,” which he’s making for WB.
• Ian Wallace, who co-starred in
“Fanny” at Drury Lane, makes his
film siriging debut in Metro’s “Tom
Thumb,” due to roll at Elstree next
week.
;A new club in Wardour Street
(London’s Film Row) is called
Whiskey a Gogo, based on the
famous Parisian club of the same
name.
Raymond Stross hosted a press
reception to Julie London arid An¬
thony Steel, here; to star in his. lat¬
est British pic, “A Question of
Adultery,”
Anna Deere Wuhan planning a
Bermuda vacation after West End
launching of her latest play, “Be
My Guest,” due next' week at the
Winter. Garderi Theatre.
Cavan O’Connor opening, at the
Metropolitan, Edgware Road next
week; the theatre at which he made
his first starring appearance in
London exactly 20 years ago.
Producer Guido Giambartolomei,
director Mario Monicelli and star
MariSa Merlini in from Rome for
private screenings of their latest
Royal Film,'“Fathers and Sons.”

By Hal V. Cohen
; Roy Magram, part owner, will be
host for new Tin. Angel cocktailery.
. Ann Hathaway to New Orleans
Dec. 12 for four Weeks at Hotel
Roosevelt.
New' Nixon has taken another
option on comedy team of Allen
and DeWood.
Bandleader Baron Elliott and
Jimmy FarsnwOrth opened Star¬
dust Lounge downtown.
Lic a Albanese filling in for ail¬
ing Patrice Munsel with Pittsburgh
Opera in “Mimi” this week.: .
Janet Steuhling, 17-year-old high
school girl, named
Cinerama’s
hostess for “Search for Paradise”
run.
Bill Finkels went back to New
York for a few days with their
sen. Bob Finkel, after Variety Club
banquet:
V
Del Ray will get to spend the
holidays at home; magico has been
inked by Ankara for Xmas and
New Year’s.

(Delaware 7r4984)
Benefit for Big Bill Broonzy last
Wednesday (27) drew 1,500 at
KAM Temple.
Jo Mapes,. folk singer. currently
at Gate of Horn, changing her
name to Jo March.
Pat Lombard arid wife celebrat¬
ing their 25th wedding anni. He’s
head of .General Artists Corp.
here.
Dick La Palm signed Chicago
Bears fullback, Rick Casares, to
management for personal appear¬
ances.
Marion Brando, in Chi to plug
“Sayonara ” drew fire, from Chi¬
cago American's Ann Marsters and
miffed other film editors for twice
cancelling press Corifabs.
International
Brotherhood
of
Electrical Workers annuril extrava¬
ganza, which opened Monday (2)
for a week, has - Tony Bennett.
Jack E. Leonard. Prof: Irwin
Corey, Estelle Sloan, Brenda. Lee
and De Castro Sisters.
Sha\v Society rif Chicago staged
a satirical- revue. “Oh Pshaw'!” at
Hotel Sherman last Tuesday (26)
with such local. radio-tv perform¬
ers as Chuck Fraricisco. Bob Grant,
Ray Rayner. Rusti Salmon. Geral¬
dine . Kay. William Kerwin and
. Vera Ward.

Frankfurt
By Hazel Guild
(24 Rheinstrasse: . 71 SI51)
Dorothy Dandridge to make , two
films in Germany next year, about
racial problems.
Thornton Wilder given an hon¬
orary' Doetor of Philosophy degree
from faculty of the Frankfurt Uni¬
versity.
German actor Carl Moehner Set
for a role with Michael Redgrave
in a British film, “The Pack.”
which Brian Desmond-Hurst is di¬
recting for Lion International..
Title of Hildegarde Knef’s. new
film, “Madeline and the Legion¬
naires,” has been changed to
“Verkauftes
Leben”
(Bartered
Life>. 20th-Fox bringing its CinemaScoper, “In Another Land,” into
Germany for January release in
uncut version—running time, 165.
minutes.
The remake of “Dr, Crippeh
Debt” (Dr. Crippen Lives) is now
filming in Hamburg, With Peter
van Eyck and Elisabeth .Mueller, in
the leads. Real-Europa is produc¬
ing.
German actor Carl Moehner,
currently filming “Stella” with
Sophia Loren, has sighed a con¬
tract with Metro to star in “46
Days to Kufar” next year in Holly¬
wood,
German TV net to do Robert
. Sherwood’s “Petrified Forest” Dec:
22 with Helmut Krapp writing the
televersion and Hertha Martin,
Ilse Steppat and Pinkas Braun in
the leads.
German director Horst Haechler, husband of top German actress

Boston

Rome
By Robert F. Hawkins
(Foreign. Press Club; tel 65906)
Fred Zinneman here to set plans
for his forthcoming “Nun’s Story”
project^ which interiors in Rome.
Frankie Laine exepected back
here for two concerts at the Maes¬
toso Theatre, one of largest in
Europe.
. Herbert. Graf, Met stage direc¬
tor, in Naples, to stage Arriga Boito’s “Nero” for. Sari Carlo Opera
season Opener.
. Mario; Nascimbene to do musical
score for “The Vikings” after fin¬
ishing a musical stint on. David O.
Selznick’s. “Farewell to Arras.”
•••'• Magali Noel arrived to star in
“Bread, Love and Cha Cha Cha”
opposite Jorge Mistral and Peppino
DeFilippo. Abbe Lane was orig¬
inally slated for role.
.
“Around World in 80 Days” (U 4)
Rome preem will be a benefit af¬
fair for Red Cross under sponsor¬
ship of BShna Carla Gronchi, wife
of I.talo president Gronchi.
. “impero del Sole” (Lux) is slated
to. be shown at the San Francisco
Festival as an Italo entry, iri addi¬
tion to the previously announced
“il Grid.o,” which, stars Steve
.Cochrane.

By Guy Livingston
(344 Little Bldg.; HA 6-8386)
. Lonnie Satin current at Bliristrub’s. Tina Robin booked to open
Monday (9).
'
Ames Bros, and Tony Bruno- Orch
set for Bbstori Police Ball at Boston
Garden, Monday (9).
Jack Marshard Orch, Bill Hayes,
Pat O’Day, 'Phyllis Ponn and Bud¬
dy Thomas Line at Boston Auto
Show.
Thirty acts, playing. in local
Clubs, appeared on the Thanksgiv¬
ing bill for servicemen at the Bud¬
dies Club.
Sarah. Vaughan, Dizzy Gillespie,
• Art Blakey and Joe Turner in for
Jazz concert at Mechanics Bldg.,
[ Sunday (81.
Mervyn LeRoy in to select loca¬
tions for shooting of new film,
“Home Before Dark.” . Downtown
Hub streets, and Marblehead loca¬
tions will'be used, shooting to start
Jan. 15.

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass
(Grosse. Schiffsgasse 1 A;
Tel 356156)
Thornton Wilder’s “Alkestiade,”
directed by Ernst Lothar, scoring
at Bufgtheatre.
Richard Tucker will sing, at the
State Opera in “Boheme” and
“Tosca”. next January. .
Muridus Film preparirig the com¬
edy, “You Are . Twice Young,”
which was a hit last, season at Kammerspiele theatre.
Robert Stolz inked to direct New
Year’s eve European-Wide “Euro¬
vision” with Opera Ballet, Vienna
Singing. Boys and others.
*
More than: 10,000 singers from
many countries registered already
for. the 1958 . Frariz. Schubert Saenger Fest in commemoration 'of his
130th arini.

Madrid
By Ramsay Ames
(Ca,stellana Hilton 372200)
Spanish dancer Pastora Imperio
opened a new flamenco spot called
El Duende.
' ,
John Derek in Madrid, enroute
to Barcelona, where he will film
“Uni Mundo Para Mi” (A World
For Me) opposite Katia Loritz for
directorMose Antonio de la Loma.
Dolores Del Rid due here soon
to play the. lead in the legit show,
“La. Noche del Sabado” (Saturday
Night), authored by the late Benavente. This will be the inaugura¬
tion of the new. Teatro Goya.
, Lyric season at the. Teatro de la
Zarzuela is under way with perenriial favorite, “Las Golortdrinas” of
Martinez Sierra and Usandizaga,
starring Pilar Lorengar with Ana
Maria Iriarte and Raimund Torres:
In Barceloria; brie, of Spain’s
modern authors, Jamie Arminan,
has a success on his hands at Teatro
Windsor with his “Cafe de Liceo.”
In the same city, Munoz Roman’s
“Los Diabolicos” at the Calderon,
stars Licia Calderon.
Luis Sagi-Vela, who was so tre¬
mendous in the Ezio Pinza role in
the Spanish version of “South
Pacific” a couple of years ago, is
winding up his artistic career in a
big farewell season of old favorites
at. the Teatro Alcazar.
For the Rendezvous of the Castellana
Hilton,
Bernard
Hilda
pacted the tropical Orchestra of
Lorenzo .Gonzalez, whose1 LatinAmerican music and: crooning have
kept him high on the list of Madrid
favorites for about five years.
. Stanley Kramer oh his. three-day
visit here named honorary member
of Circle of Screen Writers in a
function that group gave him in
projection room of the Royal

Academy of Bellas Artes. After¬
wards excerpts of his 4‘High Noon”
and “Not As
Strangef” were
shown.
v Antonio Cabo, ex-director of the
legit company of Maritza Cabal¬
lero, has three Tennessee Williams
scripts in preparation-—“The Rose
Tattoo,” “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,”
and “The Fall of Orpheus,” all
three of which he hopes to preem
in Madrid or Barcelona in the next
legit season.

Hollywood

Mauri Grashiii recuping at home
following major surgery.
Dan O’Herlihy lectured before
the USC Drama Department.
Paul Douglas into Mi. Sinai Hos^
pital for a week of rest and ob¬
servation.
Sale of Motion Picture Relief
Fund Christmas Cmrds topped the
67,000 mark.
Jerry Rosen exited the Paul.
Small Artists Ltd., and Lillian S.
Small is personally taking over tv
packaging for the agency.
.Hollywood Women’s Press Club
By Forrest Duke
nominated
Kim
Novak.
Jayne
(DUdley 2-6100)
Mansfield, Nat “King” Cole and
Flamingo lounge being remod¬ Glenn Ford for 1957 Golden Ap¬
eled, will be ready for unveiling ple Awards.
before Christmas.
Tom Ball happy that his “Geisha
Girl' Fantasy” is such a smash at
the Desert Inn. As a result of the
click here, the show has beep
By Ray Fevcs
booked for Miami;.
(At 1-3076)
The Victors (Joe Scope, A1
Gale Storm due here Dec. 6-8 as
Beisli, Frank Spina) Opened at the
Fremont Hotel Carnival Room star bf the Meier-Frank Hi-Teen
exactly one year after their first Show and the Fireman’s Joymaker
Vegas appearance.
deal.
Downtown casino execs con¬
Spike Jones and his. Spikorama
gratulating
Stanley
McDonald,
Revue playing, to near capacity
Leonard D. Marxen, Maurice W.
houses at the 1958 Auto Show at
Fortney, and Stewart R. Kennard
the Exposition Building Nov. 22for getting approval from State
Dec. 1.
Gaming Control Board to open the
Irving Granz’s “Jazz A La Carte”
Bird Cage Club Jan. 1. It’s the
With Ella Fitzgerald, Dave Brubecic
town’s newest Casino:
Quartet, Gerry Mulligan Quartet;
Lou Levy Trio and Gal Tjar Quin¬
tet set for one-nighter at Audito¬
rium Dec. 3.
By Jerry Gaghan
- The. .Cordolinsf Stu Allen, John
The Charlotte Cushman Club will Keston and The ClaydetteS (6) at
mark-its 50th arini by presenting its Amato Supper Club for two frames,.
Revue
first annual award to Shirley Ray Kinney’s Hawaiian
Booth.
played the plush showcase for two
Manny Davis, operator of the nights (25-26) a. dualer with the
Locust St. Theatre, flying his own Ink Spots.
plane to Miami, Fla., for a 10-day
vacation.
Harry Steinman, former owner
of the Latin Casino, back in town
By A. P. Scully
as manager of Bob Melvin, Celeb¬
(FAiryiem. 4-1828)
rity Room comic.
Mme. Guiomar Novaes cancelled
Eartha Kitt into Chi Chi Starher Philadelphia Forum piano re¬ lite.
cital because of illness; skedded to
Biz NSG even on the Blue Chip
Strip.
return later in the season.
Irene Dunne, awarded the Pro
Frank Sinatra bought A1 Jolson’s
Deo et Juventute medal “for her old home.
Jack Dempsey bought a quarter
exemplary life as an actress and
her public service as a U. S: dele¬ interest from Dave Margolies in.
V
gate to the United Nations,” by the Howard Manor,
Birig Crosby’s honeymoon Cot¬
National Catholic Youth Confer¬
tage took longer to complete than
ence.
a trip to: the moon.
Alyce Louis hooked for a month
with Bobby Lane Trio into Marion
Davies Desert Inn.
By Gordon Irving.
Errol Flynn, Jeff Chandler and
(GLasgow: KELvin 1590)
Hugh Q’Brianr clowned around to
Sir Laurence Olivier to King’s; help new $2,000,000. OcotrUb Lodge
get rolling.
Glasgow, in “The Entertainer.”
Leisure Loft, legiter, opening
“Afound World iri 80 Days” (UA)
Barrie’s
“Twelve
Pound
set for gala preem at Gaumont, with
Look,” Ryerson’s “Never Too Old”
Glasgow, Dec. 23.
“Loving
You”
(Par)
opened and Conclih’s “Sparkiri.”
briskly at New Vic arid Gaumqnt
cinemas, Edinburgh.
Freddie Harrisori, trick pianist
at Glasgow Empire, set for cabaret
By Glenn C. Pullen
in Belgium at Christmas.
Dorothy Loudon capering agai
“Just My Luck,” new Rank com^.
edy; starring Norman Wisdom, set at Billy Weinberger’s club, for an¬
for Scot preem at Glasgow, Jan. 6. other threeweek stand here.
George Ciarksoii Jr. and Gale
Tracey . Twins,; hometown chirp-;
Leslie, Scot vaude duo, in from
Montreal and planning to. resume ers, pinch-hit for Jackie Jocko at
Rieviera Room when he w'as floored
in vaude.
Eddie Fraser, BBC variety pro¬ by flu. .
.Daffy. Lightman, of Daffy’s Star¬
ducer, to stage “Robinson Crusoe”
pantomime
at
His
Majesty’s, light Room; ready to close deal for
purchase of A1 Naiman’s plushier
Aberdeen.
Freddie Carpenter,. Howard & Zephyr Room where Dick Lee
Wyndham megger, planning 1958 heads current show;
Jan Peerce to guest-star in
pantomimes, at Glasgow, Edin¬
Chanukah pageant for Israel Bonds
burgh, Newcastle and Liverpool.
Ted Hockridge, Canadian singer;, hefe Dec. 18. Dore Schary, recent¬
curreritly in Scot vaude, will do ly here to visit relatives, wrote
four weeks at Dorchester Hotel, script which1 Cleveland talent is
producing:
London, oyer Christmas holidays.
Joe Shea spent week here set¬
Advance sales opened for Paul
Arika Show at Odeori, Glasgow, ting up promotion for “Long Day’s
Journey
into Night,” -and new
Dec^l?; also for “Round World 80
Days” (UA), teeing-off Dec. 23 at Anew McMaster-Fay Bainter com¬
pany starting tour at Hanna Dec.
Gaumont, same city.
Mike 8c Bernie Winters, comedy 13 for nine days.

Las Vegas

Portland, Ore.

Scotland

Cleveland

twosome, set for three “Six-Five
Special” tv dates on BBC. Pair,
now in vaude at Edinburgh, pacted
for pantomime at Glasgow.

Athens
By Irene Velissarioii
(44 Tinou St., 614515)
Medrano Circus doing solid busi¬
ness here.
German
ex-film star Marica
Roeck here to appear at the Argentina.
Spanish singer Teresa Moran
and Johnny Highsmith at MoCambo
Lido.<^.
'
Varvara’s Bukowska piano re¬
cital at Kentirkon a success with
longhairs.
“The Four Poster,” by Jan De
Hartog at Kcntrikon Theatre with
Elli Lambetti and Dimitri Horn.
“Street Scene” by. Elmer Rice at
Moussouri Theatre, stars Kostas
Moussouris and Anitgone Valakou.
Cha Landres strip-tease at the
Argentina brought her and the
manager of this nightclub to the
Greek Court.

Lima, Peru
By Pepe Lndmir
“10 Commandments” (Bar) Is
having its Latin American preem
here in November.
UA arranged with Cine Roma’s
800-seat house, to play “Around
World in 80 Days’’ (UA). Release
date is not set yet, and depends on
approval of advanced admission
prices;.
“Fascination,’.’
Dinah
Shore’s
platter for RCA, heads local Hit
Parade on “Hora de Estrelles,”
disk jockey show, on Radio Panamericana. Coral's “Tammy” (Deb¬
bie
Reynolds)
and
“Swinging.
Sweethearts/’ Richard Kayes disk
for Decca, are.in No. 2 and 3 posi¬
tions.
Sponsored by the Peruvian gov*,
ernmentf almost 12 theatrical insti¬
tutions iri Lima; are taking part I
the first .Festival Nacional de Tea;tro which wiil be held at .the Teatro
: Segura ^during November arid De¬
cember. Local and foreign plays
are scheduled on a large scale pro¬
gram.
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RAYMOND GRIFFITH
Raymond Griffith* 70, former
film comedian and producer until
his retirement in 1940, died of . a
heart attack Nov, 25. He was
stricken while dining at the Masqers Club in Hollywood, where he
was a charter, member.
Griffith entered the film indus¬
try ini 1914, becoming a comedian
with Vitagraph and Kalem. During
silent film days he was known as
a sophisticated, silk hat comedian.
He worked with Mack Sennett,
both as an actor and a writer-di¬
rector, and was associated with
Marshall Neilan, Samuel Goldwyn
and Universal before becoming a
star at Paramount.
Advent of sound forced Griffith;
back to production since he had
a throat condition which did not
allow him to talk above a whisper.
He worked at Warners ai$ an assoc¬
iate producer, supervising such
films as “Golddiggers of 1933” and
“Voltaire,” and then joined DaTiyl F. Zanuck when the latter set
un 20th Century Films in associa¬
tion with Joseph M. Schenck. Grif¬
fith was an associate producer with.
Zanuck and later produced a num¬
ber of films for United Artists.
When Zanuck combined with Fox
to form 20th-Fox. Griffith went
along, remaining there until his re¬
tirement.
Wife, son and daughter survive.

passenger train struck the car be
was driving.
Native ,of Cliarkesville, Ga., Fry
began his theatre career while a
student at Georgia Tech. At one
time he was assistant manager of
the eld Capitol Theatre in Atlanta
and the 4,400-seat Fox Theatre
there when the latter was under
Loew’s management.
He held managerial posts in
Loew.Theatres in Nashville, Louis¬
ville^ and.. Memphis. He. came £0
Atlanta to manage the Loew house
there. After a wartime hitch in
the Navy, he returned in 1946 to
resume managership of Loew’s
Grand. More recently he was a
hotel publicist.
Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, mother, sister arid four
brothers.
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viva! of interest in organ music.
There are no survivors.

apartment Nov. 30; apparently she
died of natural causes:

Jack brown
John Jack Brown, 51. cinema
scribe,, died Nov. 26 in Glasgow:.
He had specialized, in cinema trade
writing , for almost 2D years, and
covered; , the early talkie days' in
Scotland; writing weekly articles
in the Evening Times, Glasgow,
udder, the pen name of “Kinoman.”
Survived, ty his wife and two
Sons.:

Jack Gardner, pianist who at one
time was featured with the Harry
James band, died Nov. 26 in Dallas.

ORLEY C- SEE
‘ Orley C. See,. 72, founding con¬
ductor of the Oakland, Cal-, Sym¬
phony; died Nov. 26 in San Jose,
Cal. A native Ohioan; he played in;
the Cincinnati Symphony before
coming west to join, the San Fran¬
cisco Symphony. He founded the
Oakland orchestra in 1933.
Wife survives.

NATHAN STORCH
Nathan Storch; 57, president of
Westchester Country Theatrical.
Stage - Employes Local 366 since
G. RALPH BRANTON
1930, died Nov. 28. in Mount Ver¬
G. Ralph Brantbri, 61, /veteran non, N. Y. At the time of his death,
circuit, exec, veepee and director he was electrician for “The Rope
at Allied Artists, died Dec. 2 in Dancers” at the Cort Theatre, N.Y.
Hollywood.
Wife, mother, brother and sister
. Branton became. affiliated with survive.
AA in 1950 after disposing of mid¬
west theatre interests. He was also
GEORGE GRANT
prexy of Inter-State Television
George. Grant; 39r dance band
Corp.,. an AA subsidiary. He en¬ bass player and a member of the
tered the film industry as member Edmonton Symphony, died recently
of the trade paper. Greater Amuse-: in Edmonton, Alta.. U. S. born, he
ments, in Minneapolis and later had toured the U. S. arid Europe
became manager for Educational with top stage personalities.
Films there.
Surviving are his wife, son,
He also headed operations for daughter and parents,
the Finkelstein and Rubin circuit
in Minn., the Dakotas, and in 1934
KATHARINE BARNES
helped organize the partnership
Katharine Barnes, 74, literary
between Paramount and Tri-State and musical, properties librarian
Theatre. Circuit, operating in Iowa, at Metro, died in Hawthorne; Cal.,
Nebraska and Illinois. He remained Nov. 26 following a heart attack.
there 16 years until selling inter¬ She had . been at the studio 32
ests and moving to Hollywood.
years.
Wife1 and tw.o daughters survive.
Widower;
Marinus Van
Her
Spek, arid a sister survive.
ADA MITCHELL
Mrs. Henry I. Marshall, the for¬
FRED SEARS
mer Ada Mitchell, among the last
Fred Sears, film and tv director,
of the surviving old Hippodrome died Nov. 30/ in Hollywood; His
(N. Y.) girls, died in. Plainfield film credits include “Rock Around
<N. J;> Hospital Dec. 1, age 72, Clock,” "Cha Cha Cha Boom,”
after a protracted illness. .Mrs. “World Was His Jury”.and “Going
Marshall was in Edward Temple’s Steady.”
“Trip to Mars,” one of the Hipp
Wife,
daughter and sister
extravaganzas, when she married survive.
songwriter Marshall.
Latter, also ailing, since last Au¬
ROBERT BRAZY
gust from a stroke, resides at Bum¬
Robert L. H. Brazy, 40, prexy of
blebee Lane, Scotch Plains,: N. J.t
renamed by the community in Pan American Broadcasting Co. of
honor of one of . his songs, “Will Los Angeles, died Nov. 29 in Palm
You Be My Little Bumblebee.” He Springs; Cal. ' He also was head of
and a daughter, Mrs. James O. FM Development Assn, of America,
Surviving are his wife,: son,
Johnson, the former Ardath Mar¬
shall, also;at one time in show biz, daughter and his parents.

ERICH W. KORNGOLD
Erich Wolfgang Korngold, 60,
former child prodigy and winner
of two Academy Oscars for musical
scores, died in North Hollywood
Nov. 29 as the aftermath of a cere¬
bral thrombosis suffered, last win¬
ter.
At the age of seven in his native
Moravia (Czechoslovakia) Korngold
composed his first work, a ballet,
“The Snowman,” which Emperor
Franz Josef ordered : performed.
Later, . he composed two operas,
“The Ring of Polycrates” and “Vi"olanta,” both preemed in Munich
by conductor Bijjtno' Walter. His
best-known opera was “The Dead
City.”
. Brought to Hollywood in 1934 by
the late Max Reinhardt to make
arrangements for “A Midsummer
-Night’s Dream,” which the impre¬
sario presented in the Hollywood
Bowl, Korngold remained to make
his home and frequently received
film assignments. He won Academy
awards for “Anthony Adverse,”
1936, “The Adventures of Robin
Hood,” 1938, and also was associ¬ survive. Services today (Wed.) in
ated with , the Los Angeles Civic Scotch Plains.
Light Opera Assn.
Surviving are his wife, two son$,
KENNETH B. CARNEY
mother arig brother.
Kenneth B. Carney, 53, onetime
program director for NBC in San
Francisco, died Nov. 23 in; Honor
BENIAMINO GIGLI
Beniamino Gigli, 67, operatic lulu after; a several weeks' illness.'
tenor formerly with the Metropoli¬ He held the NBC post from 1932 to
tan. Opera, died Nov. 30 in Rome; 1937.
During World War II, Carney
Italy.
* Gigli made his operatic debut in Avrote and produced the “Hawaii
Italy in 1914. He made his U.S. Calls’* broadcasts and later headed
debut at the Met in 1920, in a re¬ his own'morning radio show- In
vival of “Mefistofele.” He remained 1950, he joined Don Woodrum in
with the Met through , the season an ad agency that was dissolved
of 1931-32. He made several ex¬ last July.
Surviving are his wife, two
tensive recital tours throughout
the U.S. and appeared in several daughters, a son, his mother arid a
brother, retired Admiral Robert B.
Italian and U.S; films.
Gigli sailed for. Italy in 1932 and Carney; former Chief of Naval Opreturned , to the U.S. in 1938, ap¬ rations.
pearing in The San Francisco Opera
PETER B. KYNE
Co;’s production of . “Andrea Chen¬
Peter B. Kyne, 77, creator of
ier,” and. later giving 2^ concerts.
His last appearance in America “Gappy Ricks” and author of 25
was in 1955; when he gave three novels; died in San Francisco Nov.
25. A: native San Franciscan, he
concerts at Carnegie Hall. .
Wife, son and daughter survive. never got past grade school,; saw
action in , the . Philippines during
the Spanish-American War. was ri|
ART SYDNEY
gold miner, oil driller, rancher arid
Art. Sydney, 42, former WHAS, fortune-seeker, before starting a
Louisville, radio producer and “brevities”' column in a Frisco
Writer and head of his own film;
Aveekly, then turning to short sto¬
and radio production firm, Signa¬ ries, novels and even a play or two.
ture Productions, died of complica¬ He wrote 12 best-sellers in a row,
tions of high blood pressure Nov. and thousands q£ short stories.
29 in Louisville. He had a Varied
Two brothers, survive.
T
* career in radio, newspaper Avork,
and entertainment before he came
EDWIN G. KELLEY
to Louisville in 1952.
Edwin G. Kelley, 78, S veteran
.
Sydney had Avorked for Warner in show., business for more than
Bros, in New York and had. been half a century, died Nov. 25. in
a sports writer for the Birming¬ Pittsburgh after a long illness. As
ham, Ala., Post. He also had been a youngster, he was in vaudeville
continuity director for WHHH, as Ed Kelly, Boy Whistler, arid la¬
Warren, Ohio. He was a member ter was a theatre manager, agent,
of ASCAP, and received du Pont, film salesman, booker and distribu¬
Freedom Foundation, and Peabody tor of theatre busiriess stimulators.
Wards for his radio work.
For some years he had been con¬
He Avrote several mystery stories fined 4o his home with arthritis.
under the pen name of Bert Arthur
His wife and daughter survive.
and authored the theme Songs for
the WHAS-TV
shows,
“Here’s
C. SHARPE MINOR
Tmy” and “Hi-Varieties.” He was
C. Sharpe Minor, 72, organist,
a native of Great Barrington, Mass.
who pioneered organ concerts in
Surviving are his Avife, daughter,
film houses during the silent days,
his mother and a brother.
died Nov. 23 In Hollywood. He
was a featured organist at such
Los Angeles theatres at Graumari’s
BOYD E; FRY
;Boyd E; Fry, 44, former manager Chinese, the Million Dollar and the
of
Grand
-- Loew’s
—Theatre
in Atlan¬ Uptowri for several years. Ill re¬
ta, was killed recently in ai grade cent years he had recorded some
crossing accident near Atlanta. A indie disk albums keyed to the re-1

Robert B: Mattorin, 68, director
of the Opportunity .Drama Guild
and prominent in Toledo theatrical
circles for 46 years, died Nov. 26
of a heart attack in that city. His
wife, three daughters and two sons
survive.
Joseph W. Keever, 70, chief radio
broadcast supervisor for the Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph Co. the
last 30 years, died Nov, 22 in Oak¬
land, Cal. Wife, son and daughter
survive.
Father, 69, of Sydney Gross,
Times. Films ad-publicity, chief,
died Nov. 23 at the Nassau, hospital,
L.I., following a heart attack. Also
suryiving are. two other sons.
George H. Bauer, 64, who Avis
associated Avith Chakeres Theaters,
Inc., Springfield, O., for the last 30
years, died Now 23 in Springfield.
He designed theaters for Chakeres
iri Sidney, and Fairborn, O.
Rebecca R. Baker, 62, onetime
leader of an all-women’s orchestra
in Providence, R; I., died Nqv. 24
in Derry, N. H., where she. had
taught music for years.
Earl; W. Clements, 59, v.p. and
account exec with Campbell-Ewald
ad agency in Chicago.; died Nov. 26
in Riverside, Ill. Wife, son. and
four daughters Survive.
David K. Tudor, 60. Secretarytreasurer of OK Theatres for thelast 30 years, died recently in. Dal¬
las. His wife survives.
. Charles J. Buckley, 71, onetime
musician who. more recently oper¬
ated a music store, with his broth¬
er, died Nov, 23 in Albany. A sister
also survives;.
Henry L. Jepson, 69, sound en¬
gineer for the Des Moines Theatre
Supply Co., died of a heart attack
Nov. 25 in that city/ Survmng are
his wife, son and daughter..
Henry 'L. /Walker, 58, resident
stage manager at the Grand Thea¬
tre, Leeds, Eng., for 30 years, died
there recently. ;
Simone Silva, , 29; film actress,
was found dead In. her London

. Dr.. Orley See, 72, founding con¬
ductor of thje Oakland (Calif.) Sym¬
phony Orchestra died Nov. 26 in
Sari Jose, Calif.
jack Gardner, 50, pianist for¬
merly with Harry James and other
name orchs. died Nov. 26: in Dallas.
Survived by a brother.
i
John Fay Smith, 67, member of
the stagehands union died Dec. 3
in Jackson Heights, New York City:
Wife and . daughter survive.
. Charles T. Wilkerson, 76, long¬
time vaude star, died Nov.. 25 in
Sari Angelo, Tex
Mother, 68, of opera singer, Ren¬
ata Tebaldi, died NoV. 30 iri New
York.
Ernest Sanborn Watson, orches¬
tra leader arid musician, died Nov.
27 in Burlington, Vt,.

Continued from page 2
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shuffle toward thje cashier's win*
dow.
On the screen is a murky image,
attesting to the age of the print.
The title credits on the nudist film
read in part “A Jewel Production
produced by Samuel Cummins,
narrated by Edward A. Gallner.”
Although the picture, carries the
line, “copyright 1953,” most of file
footage apparently is of pre-Ava?
vintage to judge by brief shots of
outmoded cars and airplanes.
*
Those patient enough to sit
through, this nudism “epic” may ob¬
serve scenes of nudists frolicking,
exercising and' disporting them¬
selves in three camps—in the U.S.,
France and Germany. The camera
fpeuses almost exclusively oh the
derrieres.
There are practically
no sequences involving the full
female figure save for an “arty”
scene captioned “They Danced at
Night to the Rhythm of the Waves.”
On the lower half of the bill is
the aforementioned “International
Burlesque.” Produced by Arkay
Productions, it's distributed by
Cuminins and has been booked
from time to time iri various sex?
ploitation houses. The title’s par¬
tially a misnomer. There are nitery
scenes of unbilled “strippers” pur¬
portedly in Istanbul, Rio ;de Jan¬
eiro etc. but no raiment is doffed
—at least not on the Times'
screen. There’s also some alleged
comedy handled by a f unmalting
contingent headed by Vince Bar¬
nett,

type of hat becomes the collecting
box of jewelry stolen in Warsaw
trams and buses, is told Ingenious¬
ly arid skillfully keeping the laugh¬
ing public well in suspense: Popu¬
lar stage and screen comic Tadeusz
Fijewski gives the leading role an
excellent performance which shows
his great and still unexploited pos¬
sibilities.
. .*
“Encounters,the second feature
made by Jan Lorentowicz (the first;
Anne Scrivner to Lewis R. San¬
“A Winter Dusk,” was an interest¬
ford, Houston, Nov. 29. He’s trans¬
ing failure), presents three short mitter engineer for KGUL-TV i
stories , of love by three, known that city.
Polish writers while a fourth story
Mrs. Merle Montgomery to A.
forms the frame of the film. “En¬ Walter Kramer, New York, Nov.
counters” roused very different, 28. Bride’s an author and music
opinions but though very uneven teacher; he’s a composer and
iri acting and directing is. an am¬ ASCAP board member.
Doris Braverman to Murray Ben¬
bitious piece of work with inter¬
esting ideas and good dramatic son, Newark, N. J., Nov. 30. Bride
is Steve Allen’s secretary; he’s
stuff.
Heavy atmosphere, intense over¬ sales manager of CBS Television
Enterprises.
acting arid strained plot mix with
Anita Berriacqua to Paul Kraus.
good photography and ingenious
Philadelphia, Nov* 39.
He’s a
dramatie^olutions in Antoni Bohd- WVUE film director.
zlewicz’s
“Charcoal
Drawings”
Joan Baugh to Jay Perri, Wash¬
made after a popular short.story ington, Nov. 30. Bride’s an -exby Poland's, great 19th century No¬ staffer at indie station WEAM; he’s
bel Prize novelist Henryk Sien- a tv announcer at WTOP-CBS.
kiewicz.
The film was released
Li Li-hua to Yien Tsun, Hong
NoV, 25 with fair success.
Korig, Dec. 1. Both are Chinese
Two main characteristics can be film, actors.
Chita Rivera to Tony Mordente,
noted about those ’ five recent releases-4-the prevailing gloom of all Dec. 1, New Hyde Park, L.I. Bride
films with the exception of genuine is a featured dancer-singer in the
entertaimrient in “Mr. Anatole’s Broadway musical, “West Side
Hat,” the delicate, slightly skepti¬ Story,” he’s also in the show.
cal sentimentalism of “Encounters,” and the total lack of any
political and propaganda accents.
Coproductions
Mr. arid Airs. Jay Michael,
With Alexander Ford finishing daughter, Pittsburgh, Nov. 22. Fa¬
his “Eighth Day of the Week,” , co¬ ther is No. 1 deejay on WCAE.
produced with. West German CCC
Mr. and Airs. Tom Vawter, son,
Co., starring Germany's Sonia Zie- Pittsburgh, Nov. 24. Father is a de¬
mann, Polish Avriter S. Lem’s nov¬ signer at Playhouse.
el, “The Astronautes,” will be shot
Air, and Mrs. Alarvin Samuelson,
in Berlin by a Polish-French-East son, Pittsburgh, Nov. 25. Father’s
German, team.
A Poiish-Czeeh a booker-buyer with SW Theatres
“Ask My .Wife” is receiring its in Pitt.
"
final, cuts in Prague.
Air. and Airs. Bob Cook, son,
Ariotlier new coproduction is the Pittsburgh, Nov. 21. Father’s on
British proposition of an Anglo- Nixon Theatre staff.
Polish film on Polish-horn sea ’ . Mr. and Airs. Drew Snavely, son,
novelist Joseph Conrad. Producer Pittsburgh, Nov. 23. Father’s with
Maxwell Setton is now iri Warsaw Los Latinos band at Vogue Terrace,
with two. scriptwriters. The final
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Finan, son,
script is to be done , by John Cres- Cleveland,' No\v 16. Father is
well vrith ‘Polish playwright-scen¬ KYW, KYW-TV personality.
arist Zdzislaw Skowronski whose
Mr. and Airs. Tom Fannings, son,
“Mr. Anatole’s Hat” /directed by Washington. Nov. 16. He’s an engi¬
J. Rybkowski) is the big success of neer at WTOP-TV, CBS affiliate in
the day. .No final decisions as to the capital.
Mr., and Mrs. Bob "Aiaugher,
the director and cast of this film
have been made. Conrad’s birth¬ daughter, Philadelphia, Nov.. 28,
day centenary touched off this Father is WFIL business office
manager.
^
project.
Mr. and Airs. Dick Gideon, twi
sons,
Camden.
N.
J.,
Now 23. Fa¬
Settori. Forms Prod. Firm
ther Is statistics director for the
London, Nov. 26.
Triangle, Stations.Producer Maxwell Setton has
Air. and Mrs. Gordon R. (Bud)
tied up with South African indus¬ Eraser, daughter, Los Angeles,
trialist Abel Shaban in forming a Nov, 27, Father is director of mer¬
neW film productioji company chandising for Capitol Records.
called Setfair Productions; First
, Mr. and Airs. Boh Brock, son,
chore will be a pic based on the Dallas, Nov. 25. Father is radio-tv
life of Polish author Joseph .Con¬ editor of the Dallas Times-Herald.
rad,'which'Will be partly financed
Mr, and Airs, Chuck Pittman,
by the film department of the Po¬ daughter, Houston, recently. Fa¬
lish
government.
Setton
and ther is an engineer at KTRK-TV in
scriptwriter John Creswell already that city.
Mr. and Airs. John Fawcett, son,
have left for Warsaw for huddles
on. the. Conrad project 'which will San Antonio, recently. Mother is
he filmed on location arid in a head of the promotion department
of KITE in that city,
British studio.
Air. and Airs. Don Epstein, daugh¬
Setfair has several other pix
ter, New York, Nov. 29. Father is
lined
up,
including
“Monty’s
with General Artists Corp.
Double,” starring
John
Mills;
AIL and Airs. Edward: Nassour,
“The Innocent Gunman” A. J. son, Hollywood, Nov. 25. Alother
Cronin’s. “Beyond This Place,’’ is former actress Sharon Douglas;
"Too Much Mari,” and “Full Cir- father Is a film producer and oper¬
cle^’’
ator of Nassour Studios.
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way
ing in 6 Mos.
Chicago, Dec. 10.
Edwi , Silverman, prez of Essaness Theatres Corp., called
special press conference today
(Tues.) to Voice the prediction that
“all major Hollywood studios en¬
gaged in. production Of motion pic¬
tures for theatres, With the pos¬
sible exception of one, will close
within the next six months.” Sil¬
verman, recently returned from the
Coast, said he based his opinion
^on observation and discussions
“With industry. leaders.
“ Declining to name ■ studios, he
blames the doom he foresees on
tv’s devouring of product without
paying production costs. He says
the studios cannot realize profits
from commercial tv at present
film rates. Anticipating the sale of
Paramount’s library to tv, he said
he is urging theatre operators to
band together to buy the package
first/ With a few exceptions, such
as Desilu, even films produced for.
tv have not paid for themselves, he
opined, and these will not support
the film industry if theatres die.
Silverman has been engaged in
telefilm production . himself with
an ‘‘Ellery Queen” series.

By Georgia High C’t As
Its Character’
Atlanta, Dec. 10.
Hanging like a sword of Damper
Ies over the heads of Atlanta eat¬
eries, niteries and dine & dance'
spots, is a recent decision of the
Georgia Court of Appeals which
held that sale of whiskey mixed
with other ingredients cannot be
held legal on the grounds that the
mixture “changes itsfCharacter.”
In essence, this decision bans the.
sale of mixed -drinks in Atlanta;
Which issues, for $1,000 per annum,
“pouring license” Under which
-.mixed drinks are given a cloak Of
legality.
Decision upheld a Muscogee
(Columbus) Superior Court in re¬
fusing a new trial to R, L. Raines,
who was convicted of selling whis¬
key without a license. Raines had
a retail wine but not a whiskey
license,, court record shows.
Trial record said Raines claimed
in bourt that the alcoholic content
of, the “drink was “less than 12%
by “volume and contained ferment¬
ed: alcohol or spirits.”
Judge Ira Carlisle held in his
opinion that it would be “strange
construction” to rule that the leg-,
islature “intended to exclude from
the provisions of the law” the-sale
of mixed drinks."
^‘The mere fact that the legisla¬
ture failed to prohibit the sale of
mixed drinks does not render the
sale lawful when the act expressly
(Continued, on page 79)
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WOULD HAVE SINATRA
SHARE CUBA’S WEALTH

By GENE ARNEEL

SEEMELVYN DOUGLAS
AS CHAMP ROAD STAR

While- the top Broadway legits
reported few cancellations because
of. the subway strike, which has
snarled Greater New York City, the
niteries are crying murder. So are
the night-shift cabbies. The daytime
jehus have been given (or are tak¬
ing?) privilege of doublihg-up fares
(providing the original fare is will¬
ing), because of the paralysis of
the transportation facilities. But
the post-6 p.m. taxi jockeys recog¬
nize “the public is so tired battling
the mobs in the crowded bus and
subway facilities such as they are,
that people are glad to stay home
and rest up for the next morning’s
fight to get down to their offices
and factories.”
Pre-Xmas department store busi¬
ness has been badly hurt, and gen¬
erally the mistiming has antago¬
nized the public. Smart union
leaders concede this has done more,
on a vox»pop level, to militate
against labor unions than anything
in recent times.
Radio and tv has been doing an
intensive bulletin coverage on the
strike’s progress—or rather lack of
progress of transportation facilities
—and it has been noted that, in
light of the rapidly shifting trends,
much of the information has been
inept and ineffectual In fact, to
add to the confusion, some of the
a.m. newscasters and music-andtalk guys have openly so stated.
One or two have gone the other
way—being male pollyannas, a
most unrealistic approach.
Pix^b.o. and the moderate gross¬
ing legiters are being badly dented,
Teddy Wilson’s jazz date for Sat¬
urday next at Brooklyn’s Academy
of Music was postponed. Subway
strike killed advance sale.

. Motion picture industry is com¬
ing face to face with the prospect
of releasing relatively new (post
1948) pictures to television inter¬
Hollywood, Dee, 10.
Chicago, Dec. 10.
Melvyn Douglas is making a sub¬
Frank'.Sinatra is reportedly ne-. ests and the prospect, to many, is
gptiating a deal which will put alarming though there Is no spe¬ stantial career of touring, especial¬
him into the Setup at: the Havana cific evidence of a major-scale sell- ly with Chicago engagements. In
Riviera Hotel, ,• Havana, which off to tv at present. But such a the last four years, he’s appeared
preems tonight (Tues.) with Ginger move is “sensed.” Above all it here in three different touring
is “dreaded” as a case of the film shows for a total of 60 playing
Rogers headlining.
According to the deal under dis¬ industry mixing its Own suicide weeks..
Besides his costarring assign
cussion, Sinatra would get a slice potion.
•A prominently-placed eastern ment *with Paulette Goddard in
of the inn in return for a stipu¬
lated number of appearances. Sin¬ film' industry official said he an¬ “Waltz of the Toreadors,” which
atra owns several points in the ticipates such unloading “within recently had a click five-week run
Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, on a sim¬ nine months.” Film .companies in Chicago, he starred here last
ilar kind of deal.. He acquired a will do this because “they are year in “Inherit the Wind” for 17
slice on initially, headlining at the financially under strain and. need weeks and in 1954 he racked up
weeks On the Loop as star of “Time
hotel, and later bought into the the money.”
An important producer,, visiting Out for Ginger.” Prior to that*
venture as well.
Gotham recently said frankly he’s Douglas last appeared in Chicago
fearful that the “sellout to tv” is a in 1950 for 18 weeks in “Two Blind
“distinct possibility” and if it Mice.”
j comes about it might reduce the
United States exhibition market to
2,000 theatres,
.
:
: Negotiations between the major
film companies and the American
Federation of Musicians concern¬
ing royalties on pix-to-tv are pend¬
ing.
This much is clear: The nation’s
theatremen and a meaningful seg¬
ment of Hollywood’s film-making
(Continued on page 70)
The CBS-TV Sunday.; afternoon
“Seven Lively Arts” series has
dwindled down to 10 shows, at
Private parties a la mode in New
which point the network will write
York are now going in for Japaif off as a $1,250,000 experiment.
nese-style entertainment. Whether
Network tried—but failed—to sell
or not inspired by such films as
the series, with diminishing chances
^the Teahouse of the August
after the preem telecast which
Moon”.
rand “Sayonara,” talent
failed to generate any critical enT
bookers for the private celebra¬
thusiasm.
tionshave
been getting rush calls
. Originally it was designed as a
for Nipponese performers, includ¬
26-week series, (Fourth show, “The
ing
girls
skilled
in the art of gei¬
Sound of Jazz,” was shown last
sha, a combination of Oriental danc¬
Sunday (8). Later it was cut to 16
ing
and
singing.
A flock, of geisha
entries. Latest word now is that
l CBS News pulled
boner of girls (“have kimonos, will travel”)
(Continued on page 50)
classic proportions last Friday. (6). are in New York.
when it flashed bulletins on radio
The Japanese trend seems to
and tv to the effect that the U. S', have knocked the calypso perform¬
The Music Corp. of America ex¬
sputter-nik. Vanguard, had been ers out of the private party box
successfully . launched. . All this for the time being. One idiom erts so wide an influence in show
while the other networks carried
business-that no person engaged in
(Continued on page 70)
the industry can be relied on to be
accurate reports on the fizzle and
Washington, Dec. 10.
explosion of the rocket.
impartial iu a legal proceeding in
A member of the House Armed
It took CBS over four minutes
which the agency is involved. This
Services Committee said today following its 11:4.5 a.m. announce¬
was the essence of an agreement
(Tues.) that Russia is developing a. ment; to come back on the air with
reached last week in New York
“television, satellite” which is cap¬
(Continued on page 49)
J
.
.
..
.
•
Supreme Court under which the
able of controlling the world’s com¬
Accenting anew the b.o, value] American Arbitration Assn, agreed
munications. Rep. James T. Patter¬
placed on certain name performers{to constitute an'arbitration panel
son (RvCowU, in a speech in Mid¬
is the hike in ticket prices for thei with non-show biz members beThai Explains It
dletown,. Conn., asserted that the
upcoming New Year’s Eve per-‘ cause of MCA’s status in the case,
Never doubt the power of a
satellite .would -not -only be able to
formance of “Nude With Violin.”] It was successfully argued that
legit manager to figure out an
jam radar, radio and television, but
Top on the Noel Coward comedy;so wide is MCA’s Influence that
would.also, .be able to “broadcast
alibi for disappointing boxis beiqg boosted .from $6.90 regu¬ anyone~-engaged in show business
its own.propaganda on any tv chan¬
office., With traditional prelarly to $12, believed to be a record in general and radio and tv in par¬
nel anywhere in the world.”
Christmas attendance decline
high for a Broadway straight play ticular could not be relied upon to
Rep.. Patterson said his informa- . well under way, the lugubri¬
in recent years.
be a disinterested arbiter because
tion.came from “most reliable and
ous-faced company manager of
Tallulah Bankhead almost hit he probably is doing, has done or
authoritative sources.” He said, the
a no-longer-capacity Broadway
that mark two years ago in “Dear will do business with MCA at some
new. satellite woyld be a “big bro¬
play was asked Monday night
Charles,” In that instance the New time. Judge Arthur Markewich
ther” to the Sputniks already aloft,
(9) by a colleague, “How?s busi¬
Year’s Eve top was $11.50 com¬ agreed and effected a compromise
would weigh a ton and would or¬
ness at your show?”
pared to $6.90 normally. Both under which the AAA withdrew its
bit around the earth at an altitude
T he resourceful manager
“Nude” and “Charles” failed to in¬ insistence on using a panel con¬
of 22,000 miles, making one revo¬
shook his head , and murmured,
spire the critics, with the upped sisting of radio-tv personnel.
lution around the earth every 24
“Thank God for the subway
scales generally regarded as being
The hassle started when Remack
strike.”
hours.
(Continued on page 79)
(Continued on page 79) , a
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Will Travel’:

CBS News’ Face

Seems Everybody In
Show Biz Has Gotta
Touch Base With MCA

And Can Also Give

Lena and Noel’s $12 Tops
For New Year’s New Peaks
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East German Pix May Be Seen
Via D.S. Alien Property-Custodian
Distributors of German films in-4
the United States have been, in-:
formed by the U.S. Government [
that they are now free to release'
East German films provided such
pictures are licensed to them by I
the Office of Alien Property..
j NBC program veepee Manie
The Government office maintains Sacks has. returned to his mother’s
it has the rights to the East German: home in Philadelphia for further
(DEFA) films on the theory that no ;
peace pact was ever signed with the f rest and medico checkup following
East Germans. Furthermore, thej his recent six-wisek: siege. What
East Germans confiscated, some; was believed originally to have
American property and the U:S, has! been Asiatic flu turned out to be
no representation in that country, j
At one point, DEFA productions ; pneumonia,: arid Sacks’ return .to
the network couple weeks back
(Continued on page 79)
was premature.
Sacks’ NBC associates minimize
reports that, have been circulating
that his condition is somewhat
grave arid indicate that he should
be “back in action” within two
weeks.
Paris, Dee. 10.
Yves Montand, top. singer- actor, :
and his wife Simone Signoret, a
film and stage star, have put in for
their American visas. T^iis was two
months ago and the question has
not been settled yet.
It is said that on-the-spot U.S.
Embassy observers are for their
visas being, issued, but it is being
Minneapolis, Dec. 10.
held up somewhere along the line.
Buxom girls are staging a comeBoth signed papers to the effect ;iback, according to researchers for
that they are not or have ever been 1Twin Cities’ Brown & Bigelow, one
Communists. They are liberals arid <of the nation’s leading publishers
have been associated with various ,of calendars adorned with pin-up
petitions that were Leftist-inspir- ;lovelies.
(It was B&B that had
ed, they told Variety. Moritand ]Mariyln Monroe iri the altogether
made a singing torn: of Russia and .■<on one of its caleridars.)
the satellites soon after the deba¬
Accordingly, the BB .1958 calen¬
cle of Hungary. He says he' did <dars will feature the plump styling
this because of prior engagehierits. iiri females. ..
He had Wanted to postpone it be¬
One of the company’s researchcause of his feelings on Hungary. <ers, U. of Minnesota art professor
hut since he had already put it ;Malcolm Myers, was among those
off due to film- commitments, and who put the approval stamp on the
dates, had been sold out, he felt, i :robust/ better Upholstered females.
as a showman, he had to go through
“Top artists now don’t want
With It.
(Continued on page 79)

MANIE SACKS OUT AGAIN
BUT IT’S NOT SERIOUS

Montand and His Wife,
Under a ‘Red’ Cloud, Bid:
For U.S. Entry Visas

Rap ‘New* Film Claim
Warner Bros, has protested
formally: to station WKRC-TV
in Cincinnati against that star
tion’s claim that it planned to
show “new” Warner, United
Artists; and 20thrF6k films on
the air. :
Claim was made in 24-sheets
distributed'by the station, all
over town. Posters said films
made between 1952 and 1957
worild be aired.
in its letter to the station,
WB denied the claim and de¬
manded a correction.. None of
the majors’ post-1948 is pres¬
ently being shown, though
some indie films made after
1948 have gotten on tv.

Own Ballet Also
Edinburgh, Dec; 10.
. The Edinburgh Festival, one of
the oldest and best-established of
Europe’s' cultural annual hooplas,
is establishing a ballet company of
its own for next year. First tiirie
that the sponsors have okayed any
actual local ^production. Original
intention', of calling it the Edin¬
burgh Festival Ballet has been
scrapped and a differerit title will
be chosen iri order riot to creaite
conflict with names of other Brit¬
ish ballet companies.
Idea was sold to the Edinburgh
folk by Michael Frostick, a young
London impresario, who is in
charge. Formula is different from
any existing companies. Idea is to
present all-new ballets. Interna¬
tional name choreographers have
been invited to create these bal¬
lets,, 12 . of them actually being
cbmmissioned. Each ballet will be
20 minutes long (approx), with
four to consist a program for a
giveri night.
#
A company of 12 dancers (four
male, eight, female) is being form¬
ed; Peggy Van Praagh (formerly
of Saddler’s Wells) is choosing this
basic company in London. Miss
Van Praagh will act as " dance di¬
rector throughout the season.
After the Edinburgh season,
Frosticfr will bobk the troupe on
art extended world tour, he hopes,
expanding the basic company to
18 . and without the guest stars, of
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Chicago, Dec. 10.
Five-cent beer and 15c cocktails
return to -the Loop entertainment
scene Dec. 27 when Dan Goldberg
opens his Red Garter Music HalL
Goldberg, longtime legit and
strawhat producer, has located the
theatre club in the former Bandbox
pn Randolph St. Spot seats 180,
with a 90c admission tap. Nickel
beer and iow-priced highballs are
only for the first round, seconds
will be upped to comparable nitery
prices.
Although the entertainment will
be titled “The Drunkard,” it’s not
the same show that ran for inore
than 20 years in Los Angeles. This
one will be a series; of. blackouts,
pldtime songs arid Comiriunity sing¬
ing. Two - pianists and 12 singeractors will be Used.
After several weeks of discussion
as to whether the club 1 /ould come
Under American Guild of Variety
Artists or Actors Equity, jurisdic¬
tion was. assigned to Equity and a
contract with that union was
signed last week.

Ricketson Again Prez
Of Central City Group
Denver; Dec. 10.
Frank H. Ricketson Jr., -general
manager of National Theatres, was
re-elected tor the 13th year as
president of the Central City Opera
House Assn. The organization pre¬
sents annual sumirier-long play fes¬
tivals Iri the 79-year-old opera
house in Central City, former mi irig town iri the mountains 40 miles
west of Deriver.
Robert W. Selig, president of
Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, was
re-elected a vice-president.
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Paris Looks like a Stptz Bearcat
As Show Biz Reprises the 1925 Era
Paris, Dec. 10.
The old saying goes, that there
is nothing as permanent as change
iri show biz, arid yet the current
cycle here seems to be patterned
along a bygone era. In a word, the
A nine-week tour is being sub¬ year 1925 seems to bellowing and
stituted for the cancelled booking reflecting, itself again on the show
of “Much Ado About Nothing” at .scene here..
the Globe Theatre, N.Y. Kather¬
The “new” femme styles of sack
ine Hepburn and Alfred Drake dresses arid long strands of pearls
will repeat the . roles they played look from John Held Jr. The swank
last summer in the American dancery boites are beginning to
Shakespeare Festival Theatre & find as much call for the Charles¬
Academy production of the play ton as the Latirio rhythms. New¬
in Stratford, Cohn. The tour opens comers with zest, directness and
Dec. 30 iri Philadelphia.
savvy are referred . to . as a new
The hike will be the first lii a Mistinguette, Cheyalier or Joseph-:
contemplated series of annual ine Baker. Raccoon coats are ex¬
tours of outstanding ASFTA pro¬ pected and hip flasks can be seen
ductions; . The plan to present the from time to tiirie. Spec and strip
revival at the Globe as the the¬ and speakeasy-club like boites are
atre’s first entry in its return to the thing again. So are hopped-up
the legit fold was scrapped when automobiles.
it was learned that reconstruction, I Zizi Jeanmaire dons feathers
of the house would not be. com> and front’s a saucy, raucous songpleted in time for the scheduled alog to have her dubbed Uie new
Jan. 2 opening.
“Miss”; Patachou sings "Mon Hom¬
me” and Philipe Clay, and Henri
Salvador have staple entries in,
their stints about either a recal¬
citrant Charleston dancer or a
nostalgic one. Leo Ferre and Jean
Constantin bring back the lament¬
ing, lowdown ditties of the
with such items as “Paris Canaille,?’..
“Le Piano Des Pauvres,” “Mets
Victor Borge’s take-home for Deux Thuns’ Daria Le Bastringue,”
one-night stands last week (2-7) “Jolie Pap-pap-Papillon,’? etc.
was only $115. short of a fat $45,- . 'The late Sacha Guitry’s vintage
000, done iri six performances. entry,, ‘Faisons Un Reve” (Let’s
Dream), is iri its second legit year.
Four of the six were SRO.
Pianist-comic’s week’s windup “L’Ecole Des Cocottes,” with gig¬
in Syracuse Saturday (7) marked olos, cloche hats, etc., was a.smash
the peak draw at $17,150, scaled recently arid is being turned into
(Continued on page ’79)
$2 to $4, playing Onondaga County
War Memorial under ... promoter
Bob Sexton. Bdrge’s pull was 6,120
customers, against 7,000 capacity.
He played the date on percentage,
giving Sexton a profit. Another
high score was racked in Boston:
Up ahead in Syracuse, the Black
Watch Regimental Band drew
3,400 for a $7,200 take, at $3.50
London, Dec.. 10.
top. On guarantee basis, Sexton •Mario Lanza’s first. British con¬
lost money.
cert tour shapes as a smash suc¬
cess. Within four hours of open¬
22G in Day-Apari. 2
ing, the boxoffice at the Royal-Al¬
Boston, Dec. 10.
bert Hall had sold all the 7,000
Victor Borge set a record here in tickets for the singer’s first Lon¬
stagger dates at Symphony Hall, don date on Jad 16. A similar
(Continued on page 79)
rush on bookings is ariticipated for
Lanza’s second appearance at the
Hall three days later.
.Victor Hochhauser, who is; pre¬
senting the tour in conjunction
with the Royal Albert Hall au¬
Cinerama will be seen -at the thorities, told: Variety that in all
Brussels World Fair which ripens his years as a concert promoter he
had never experienced anything
iri March, 1958, under Robin In- like it. In the provinces, deriiande
ternatiorial, the import-export firm for tickets already was far greater
which already operates Cinerama than available capacities. Lanza
theatres in Erigland, France, Italy will appear in most of the. iriajor
and Japan.
British cities during his tour which
Cinerama theatre at the fair will will be spread out over a month.
be specially designed and will have Tour opens at Sheffield Jan. 4.
a seating capacity of 1,000. When . The singer will riot be accom¬
the Fair is over, the Cinerama panied by an • orchestra* Instead,
presentations will be moved to a throughout his stints, scheduled to
theatre in the city of Brussels. run for around two hours, he will
First picture to be shown at the be assisted only by his pianist*
Fair will .be “This Is Cinerama.” Constantine Callincos.
y
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Circuits "Might’ Purchase Oldies
From Paramoimt-To Balk Video
“Hints" were heard this weekV
that circuits within Theatre Own?
ers of America are eyeing the
Paramount old film library. “ Ex¬
Columbia Pictures purchased
hibitors want to. take, it over for
the Boris Morros tome (Viking
the sole purpose of keeping the
Press will . publish in the
spring) on his spy activities
back pictures away from televi¬
against . Russians for the U. S.
sion.
One of the conditions, of the
Reported purchase price: any¬
deal is that the FBI confirms
body’s guess after $35,000,000. .
his, account;
if the deal goes through it obvi?
oilsly would be precedental. For •
it would be mean to purchase of j
a king-sized property with the: in¬
tention of doing nothing with it
except to keep it away from oth¬
ers.
As rumored, the TOA members
would buy all. United States and
Canadian rights to all of Par’s preAugust 1943. Also indicated is the
chance that the deal might be ex¬
tended: perhaps later, to cover the
post-’48 lineup, The pre-’48 pack¬
age consists of about 700 features:
Theatre Owners of America has
——-:—1-•
. retained a statistical organization
to complete facts and figures- to
/II
\
. ■ ■■.
prove, the exhibs org’s. contention
I mYGV Amtlllll
that the film companies suffered
Vliai gV nwyiuil
financially: because they made their
featm* pictures available to teler-J
A J
*
vision.
According tc ^rnest G Stellings,
* liar,a i lUIIIIUtftUlIU
president of TOA, the film compa•
nies have “taken in a few dollars
IF*
from television.at. the expense of
Vlfl llPDf iMOl P many millions from theatre - film
V laa
UIVI v rentals.” Stellings maintains that
•
^
■
“it is a question of arithmetic” and
Minneapolis, Dec. 10.
the figures that TOA will shortly
Selling, of film admissions on have available will prove beyond
credit has hit here. Ted Mann’s doubt that the film companies
Academy,
where
“Around
the “were shortsighted in selling their
World in 80 Days” starts its 23rd pictures to television.” The cornweek, * introducing the service, parison of how much the film comNewspaper. ads announced “you Panies “got out. of tv sales” and
may now charge tickets and gift “bow much they lost in film rentcertificates for ‘Around the World als” will be startling, according to.
in 80 Days’at Dayton’s.”
Stellings.
-—-—-The statistical compilation is
part of TOA’s campaign to assem-.
IfiW-RII(VGFT Mircif AI
We ammunition that will convince
LU If iJUpOL 1 lUUdltAL
the film companies
comnanies as 'to withhold¬
withholding their post-’48 pictures from
television.
Paramount is providing the fiancing for another low-budget mu*,
sical film being filmed in N. Y.
The picture, “Country Music,” is
currently being shot at the Gold
Medal Studios in the Bronx. Zsa
S Gabor
Gabor and
and Furlin
FUrlin Husky‘have
Forthcoming; Evart Hunter novel,
Zsa
Husky have
e l2£n»
haVeJ “Strangers When They Meet” has
the
leading roles. f
.
.
. been acquired by Barbizon ProducThe
icture is being produced tions for $i50,000, Book, which
for Paramount by Ralph Serpe, |jas adultery as its theme, will be
head of Aurora Productions. This j brought out by Simon & Schuster
is the second full-length feature | May°j 19gg
..
-morin of 'rifiTil TVTorlol W Sopho fnr.!
-T/ . .■ ' .
_•
-rr_i
made
at Gold Medal by Serpe for
This.,
is Barbizon’s—Morris
HelPar release. Initialer was
Mr. pr[n and Alfred Crown—first bigRock and Roll.”
time entry: in. the-theatrical field.
---:-The Hunter manuscript originally
•pa i
a 13* 1 A1 •
Iff
.
was offered for $475,000 by agent
scott Meredith, it was too long
1
^
n
for publication, and Hunter cut it
Fnr Filial NtratPffV down.
That’s
when
Barbizon
rur UUdI JUdlCdy grabbed it in the face of major
Leaders of Allied States Assn. , company competition.
Simon &
and Theatre Owners of America Schuster is planning a big ad camgathered in New York on Monday paign for the novel.
(9) for a day-long series of talks to;
Barbizon has shot a tv pilot for
map joint activities oh: problems “King of the. Vikings” in London,
confronting, the exhibition end of with CBS as a partner and it has
the industry.
the Peter Chambers private eye
Since both groups took similar stories for tv production. It also
actions and passed similar reso- has two completed for United Artlutions at their recent conventions, ists
theatrical r eTe a s^e—“Cop
the two trade associations sat down Hater” and “The Mugger.”
to find ways and means to imple? : No . distribution •has' been- disment the decisions. Involved are cussed yet for “Strangers.” Helan appeal to the Government for prin (formerly the Korda rep in
tax relief in the form of accelerat- the States) and Crown have two
ed retroactive depreciation and an Additional theatrical projects ort
appeal to Congress to outlaw toll the fire,
tv. Questions involving exhibitors
“—' ■ •"—“—
relationships with the film compa-.
Avnn CaIc A in TQSJf
nies were also discussed.
/IYOU uvlo
111 1 DUO
Participating, in the meetings
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
were Ernest G. Stellings, TOA
Avon Productions, which has
prexy; Julius M. .Gordon, Allied completed a pair of films for Metro
topper; Herman M. Levy, general and is now in the midst of “The
counsel, and Abram F. Myers, Al- Brothers Karamazov,” has sched¬
uled board chairman and general uled four films for production in

‘IF on Borros Biopic

TOA Stalks Data
Proving Injury
OfPix-to-TV

flipl AQiniSSiOnS

Via Dept Store

SHOOTS ON PAR COIN

HEPRIN-CROWN’S 150G
BUY OF ‘STRANGERS’

TOA, Allied Chiefs Meet
For Dual Strategy

counsel.

Pandro S. Berman will produce
“The Reluctant Debutante,,” Rex
Harrison-Kay Kendall starrer, and
t DCOpe
“Green Mansions/’ Audrey Hepm ; r
f * _a_. orifi,
burn, starrer.
Lawrence Wein-.
S
l°r pay
.! ffarteri will, produce “Cat on a Hot
$75,000 annually for use of the .^n Roof,” which will star ElizaCiriemaScope process has been xe- betll jaylor, and “No Blade of
vised;
Grass.” . . '
New. agreement caUs for a single
Firm’s 1957 releases were “Jailpayinent of $37,500 plus $25,000 a house Rock” and “Don’t Go Near
year for five years.
the Water/%
M i

Metro

DAn.h«

Royalty

SAY THEY DEFY
U S; TOP COURT!
Jim-J
By FRED HIFT

j

Asked FeOow-MPEA Companies
Compensate Losses in Spain;
Foxed in Spain, Yanks Dieted

Continuing its long fight against!
prerelease censorship, Times Film/
+. Now that RKO is definitely set
Corp. has filed a $100,000 damage
to make available its films in
suit against the City of Chicago in
Spain, some of the developments
connection with the banning: by the
leading up to the crack in the Mo¬
There are a couple of pub¬
police cepsor there of Times Film's
tion Picture Export Assn, united
licists around who hope the
“Nana.”
front there are emerging. They
transit strike in New York lasts
Ban followed hard on the heels
may add. up to RKO’s expulsion
while. 20th-Fox has cooked
of - a UJS, Supreme Court decision ! up a scheme, under which it’ll
from the association.
freeing. Times Film's “Game* of
The faicts in themselves, sug¬
station buses at key points in
Love” *
Chicago. High Tribunal
gesting a sqiieezeplay on MPEA,
the. various boroughs to give
reversed a lower court ruling which
are explosive. They’re- currently
patrons a free ride to the Roxy
had upheld the censor. “Nana” was
under investigation by . four com¬
Theatre tomorrow (Thurs.).
banned .
virtually the same
pany presidents acting as a com¬
Stunt was arranged —
grounds as “Game jof Love,”
mittee
and talking to RKO prexy
with fingers crossed—to co¬
Thomas F. O’Neil.
Position
of Jean
Goldwurm;
incide With the opening of
What was involved was a de¬
Times Film, prexy, is that the Su¬
“Peyton Place” there. Depart¬
mand by O’Neil that the companies
preme Court, edict not only re?
ure times of the buses are to
pay' $1,000,000 in return for his
versed the “Game of Love” ban, . be announced. Riders will have
withholding eight films from the
hut also reflected on the legality of
to fend for themselves in find¬
Spanish market. He said he need¬
the entire Chicago censor opera¬
ing their transportation back
tion. Whether this was indeed the home.
ed this much in order to live up
.
to his obligation , under the origi¬
import of that decision remains ;
nal MPEA resolution which instito be established via further court
tuded a shipping embargo against
tests. '
Spain on the part of the compa¬
The “Njjfha" suit, filed in the U.S.
nies. RKO was one of the compa¬
District Court in Chicago this, week,
nies that signed that resolution.
also names as defendants. Mayor
Ramos’ Terms
Richard J-. Daley and Police Com¬
missioner Timothy J. O’Connor. It
When Jose Garcia Rambs, who
charges them with flaunting the
purchased the RKO assets—along
! U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling. ..
With .18 pictures—was here recent¬
“The Chicago police are banning
ly, lie told O’Neil that he would
‘Nana’ on .the grounds that . it ap¬
give up the films for $750,000. In
peals to ‘prurient interest’ and is
addition, RKO - wanted $300,000,
obscene,” Goidwurm stated. “This
Toronto, Dec. 10. ; which is the amount it would have
is a further example of the type of
received
from Ramos. The cornr
.Family type mot ion pictures
irresponsible decisions likely to
must be made available by. film¬ ' parties nixed the suggestion of
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued
on page 22)
makers, there must be an increased
production of .films in color, motion
picture exhibitors must have a fiveSine* hi btcdm* a Papal Knight
year protection on television re¬
lease, and lost attendance must be
Sir Frank Scully
offset by motion picture distribu¬
tors spreading top product through¬
to give him now billing, hoi doa*
out the releasing year and thereby
an amusing treatment on
providing, a more orderly flow of
.good pictures for the benefit of
producers, 'distributors and exhib¬
itors.
. Such industry aims were em¬
bodied in resolutions at the annual
conference at the King Edward
Demands by Charles K. Feldman
another Editorial Footer#
Hotel here of the nationals com¬ for stock options or. an arrange¬
lit the upcoming
mittee, Motion Picture Exhibitors ment that would provide him with
Associations of Canada, this repre: a capital gains deal are repor'ed
52d Anniversary Number
senting 1,017 theatres across the to be delaying the 'finalization of an
Dominion including chains and in¬ agreement that would see Feldman
dependents Chairman of the meet- joining Loew’s-Metro in an import¬
(ContinuecL on page 70)
VARIETY
ant production capacity. It’s un¬
derstood that Loew’s prexy Joseph
R. Vogel is balking at acceding to
Feldman's deniands because he is
convinced that' his board of direc¬
tors would not go for the deal un¬
der existing circumstances.
Feldman, in addition, is asking
for a long-term deal whereas the
company is insisting on yearly op¬
tions. Another stumbling block, it’s
said, is that such indie producers
as Sol Siegel, Pandro Berman and
Most key city first-runs are suf¬ position, now jilaying only in six Lawrence Weingarten would also,
fering from post-holiday slumps in keys.
“10 CbmaUdments” (Par) insist on stock options.
current stanza. In addition, many is winding up ninth. “Perri” (BV)
The exact position that Feldman
big keys in the east had to contend will get 10th position.
would hold if the agreement is
with record snow the middle of last
Runner-up pix are not the strong¬ consummated is not fully clear.
week. And in New York City, the est assortment: of entries. “Bomb¬ However, it’s fairly certain that he
culminating blow was a subway ers B-52” (WB), “Kiss Them For would not operate, in a capacity
strike starting Monday (9). From Me” (20th) and “Raintree County” formerly held by Dore Schary or
how. until just before Christmas, (M-G) comprise the runner-up list. the la‘e Louis B. Mayer. Feldman,
most exhibitors plan, per usual, to
“Sayonara” (WB) is standout head of Famous Artists Corp.. and
hold off launching any big product new entry landing a sock total at Famous Artists agency, would be
because realizing it is useless to the N. Y. Music Hall despite the
(Continued on page 70l
compete against pre-Xmas influ¬ handicaps of a subway strike and
snowstorm. Another going against
ences.
“Around; World in 80 Days” (UA). the trend is “This Is Russia” (U)
is pushing back to No. 1 spot be¬ which is great in Chi and socko the
cause of its ability to show sus¬ first four days at N. Y. Embassy,
tained strength 'despite period; of bandbox theatre.
“Tall Stranger” (AA), also new,
the year. , “Pal Joey” (Col) is
Maurice “Red” Silverstein, cur¬
dropping back to^secohd position shapes fine in Denver but* mild in rently in charge of arranging indie
“18 and Anxious” (ABwhere it still is displaying marked Frisco.
package deals for Loew’s, will be
PT)
is
disappointing
oh
Balto
staying powqf.
named v.p. of Loew’s International.
preem.
“Jamboree” (WB), an¬
“April. Love” (20th), the. Pat
He’ll also serve as general execu¬
other fresh entry, shapes sluggist
BOone opus, is holding on to third
tive
assistant to International top¬
in most spots currently.
place, same as a week ago. “Search
“Sad Sack” (Par) is doing great per Morton Spring. In addition to
For Paradise” (iCnerama), which
his new duties, Silverstein will
on second weeks in N. Y. and Chi.
was eighth last stanza, is finish¬
“Rhddan” (Indie) looks hotsy in continue to operate in the east as
ing fourth, highest rating to date
Detroit. “Slaughter on 10th Ave.” executive in charge of assembling
in Variety’s weekly survey.
indie packages for production in
_ (U) looms okay in L. A.
“Les . Girls” (M-G), fourth last
“Mad Ball’’ (Col) is rated fancy the U.S, and abroad.
round, is. winding lip fifth. “And
Silverstein is a veteran of the
iri N. Y. “Tin Star” (Par) shapes
God Created Woman” (Kings) is
Loew’s organization, having start¬
good in Philly and Chi.
capturing sixth money, a big im¬
“Hunchback , of Notre Dame” ed as an office boy more than 20
provement over last week’s 11th
(AA) looks terrific Jn second Chi years ago. Before moving into the
place. “Baby Face Nelson” (UA)
round.
“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) homeoffice operation, he was in
also is spurting to cop seventh
charge of Lpew’s activities in Latin
looms disappointing in Omaha.
spot.
America and the Far East. During
“Seven Wonders of World” (Ci (Complete. Boxoffice Reports on the -World War n, he served is
erama) ia dropping Tlown to eighth; Pa»e.O:g.>.
.. ;_... Chief film officer of .SHAEF.

Roxy's Bus Stunt

'Clearance’ on TV,

More Rewriting Of
History

Chas. Feldman
Joining Metro
If Terms Okay

National Boxoffice Survey

Pre-Yule Hits Trade; *80 Days' Cops First, *Joey'
2d, ‘April' 3d, ‘Search’ 4th ‘Girls' 5th

‘RED’ SHVERSTEIN’S
LOEW VEEP STRIPES

PfisztETr
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FRISCO FEST: THAR SHE BLOWS
Learning From Last Yr.sN. Y. Test,’

The Japanese' Film Week at the
Museum of Modern Art during Jan¬
uary is partly designed to remedy
the slump, experienced by Japa¬
nese films in America’s commercial
theatres during 1957* Shigemasa
Takarada, U. S:. representative of
Japan’s Shochiku Co.* revealed in
N. Y. last week.
Takarada is in Gotham to help
prepare the groundwork for the
week which runs JAri. 22, 23, 24,
29; 30 and 31. 6ix features and six
shorts will be presented. A large
delegation, headed by Shlro Kido,
Shochiku prexy, is coming from
Tokyo.:
:
Unlike last January, when the
Japanese sent one actress, this time
it is sending eight. There also
Will be six men, including a writer
and a director. However, no male
stars are coming. As last year, the'
p.r. end of the affair, is being
handled .by Marjorie Geiss. Sam
Ishikawa will aid her and the dele¬
gation,
Takarada ackowledged that sev¬
eral big mistakes were made in
the. staging of the first film week.
One of them, he said, was the se¬
lection of the films. This time* the
features were picked by a special
Committee, keeping -in mind the
American market. However, no di(Contihued on page 70)

Jack Warner In
ial of Blaus
Jack L. Warner, according to
papers filed in N, Y. Federal Court,
last week, asked dismissal of a
minority stockholder’s suit brought
against himself, Albert Warner and
Charles Allen Jr. He also made a
general denial of all allegations in
a complaint filed recently by Isidor Blau.
Blau charged that Jack Warner
bought 590,000 shares of Warner
Bros, stock in the Dec. 9?13, 1955,
period and l,t)Q0 shares; on Jan.
.30, 1956; in violation of the Secur¬
ities and Exchange Commission
Act. In his answer the Warner
prexy claims he sold in excess of
1,100 shares, of stock on July 10,
1956. Moreover, bn July 13, 1956,
he paid into the Warner treasury
6,888 shares which was in excess of
the 1,100 shares he bought earlier.
Other defendants have failed to
answer the suit as yet:

London, Dep. 10.
Nat Cohen, managing director of
Anglo American Film Distributors,
planed to Los Angeles today
(Tues.) for his yearly business trip
to U. S. He will be three weeks jat
the BevHills and 10 days at Hamp¬
shire House, N, Y.
Object of Cohen’s visit is hud¬
dles with SAni Arcoff and James
Nicholson of American-Interna¬
tional, who turn out about 18 fea¬
tures a year which Anglo-Ameri¬
can distribute this side, and other
'lop execs. Cohen is also planning
to fix details pf American distribu¬
tion of the Tommy Steele film now
in production, “The Duke Wore
Jeans.” He also will negotiate for
a top femme star to appear with
Steele in his next film, which will
roll in the spring.
With, two studios available in
U.K. for AnglOrAmerican produc¬
tion Cohen also hopes to finalize
details for a series of; tv films
which will be acceptable both .to
the British and U. S. markets.

ROBERT MONTGOMERY BACK
Will Direct Cagney—Starring Bull
Halsey Biopic
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Robert Montgomery returns to
Hollywood, after an absence of al¬
most 10 years to produce, and di¬
rect a film based on the career , of
Admiral William F. “Bull” Halsey,
James Cagney will play the title
role.
. Film, which will "be released
through United Artists, will have
complete Navy cooperation and will
include actual Navy footage of
World War 2 engagements in which
Halsey participated^

Director Wise
On 'Selling’ Job

San Francisco^ Dec. 10.
A hassle for San Francisco’s In¬
ternational Film Festival erupted
last Thursday (5) when Steve
Cochran, who
owns Western
Hemisphere rights to Italian en¬
try, “II Grido,’’ threatened to with¬
draw picture.
Festival is sponsored by Frisco
Art Commission, headed by indus¬
trialist Harold Zellerbach; but
most of festival. groundwork was
laid by Irving M. Levin, local
showman who worked closely with
consulates to obtain films. It was
the Italian consulate which ob¬
tained “II Grido” . through pro¬
ducer Franco. Cahcellieri, and
Cancellieri flew to Frisco to be
on hand for opening of festival at
1,000-seat Metro theatre.
When Cochran, who’s acted in
film and had been badly disturbed
by fact that . Italian censor had
deleted three scenes, heard pic¬
ture was to play at festival, he flew
in from Cuba1 to. protest, arrived
in Frisco afternoon before the
evening “II Grido” was. to be
shown.
Cochrari; through attorney. Nate
Cohn, pointed out:
(1) He’d never seen the finish¬
ed product;
(2) Scenes deleted by Italian
censor ought to be restored;
(3) Some European film-makers:
sometimes, add a few “sexy” scenes
to films for export and he wanted
to be sure this wasn’t done; :
(4) Western Hemisphere rights
were his and hadn’t been cleared.
(5) Quality of print might be
poor.
Cochran demanded to see two?
hour film and so at 6 p.m. a special
screening. was held at the Metro,
despite fact that doors were to
open at 8 p.m. and festival show¬
ing was to start at 8:30 p.m.
A few minutes before 8 Levin
asked if Cochran was satisfied, that
nothing had been deleted or add¬
ed, but Cochran wasn’t and in¬
sisted film run straight through to
windup. Cochran was unhappy
(Continued on page 24»

With Lehman Bros. & Lazard Freres
♦

'BED OF GRASS' ENTERS
Customs, In Censor. Role, Feared
Leading Lady Under-Garbed
“Bed of Grass,” impounded by
U S. Customs officials upon arrival
in New York several months ago,
finally has been released for ex¬
hibition.
Print had been held. up pending
deliberation of whether the film's
star, Anna Brassou, was or was not
sufficiently
clothed.
Decision
against over-exposure was made;
the. picture has been green-lighted.
“Grass’’ was made in Greece by
Gregg TaHas.

Net,
9 Mos„ Up on ’56

As Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel
continues to overhaul his executive
lineup* the all-important question
still facing the harrassed film com¬
pany concerns the future plans of
Joseph Tomlinson, the Canadian in¬
dustrialist who recently lost hia
proxy fight against the Vogel team.
Will Tomlinson engage in a new
proxy fight designed to unseat the
present management at the regular
stockholders meeting in February?
Although there have Veen reports
that Tomlinson and his associate,
Stanley Meyer, planned to renew
the battle, there have been as yet
no specific clues. One recent court
action in Delaware brought by a
-Tomlinson associate, Ralph Camp¬
bell, might be a tipoff, but it is not
in itself a concreate indication of
Tomlinson’s intentions. Campbell
obtained a temporal-1' injunction in
the Delaware Court preventing.
Loew’s from paying out a total of
$626,000 in attorney fees for the
successful fight against the Tomlinsca faction. Hearing on the. injunc¬
tion is scheduled for Dec: i9.
Except for this act:on, there has
been no. other omen. To wage, a
proxy fight, Tomlinson must file a
(Continued on page 24)

United Artists’ profit and gro«s
continue on the rise. Board, chair-,
man Robert. S, Benjamin disclosed
at the weekend net earnings of
$2,363,000 for the. first nine months
of 1957, up from $2,256,000 for the
comparable period of last year.
Worldwide film income in the
new period climbed to $52,553,000,
compared with $46,777,000 in the
previous period.
UA board at a New York meeting
Friday (6) declared the regular
Despite Serge Semenenko’s con¬
quarterly dividend of 35c per share nection with Warner Bros,, Loew’s
on the comon. stock, payable Dec. Inc. had at one time considered
28 to stockholders of record on calling in the v.p. of the'First Na¬
Dec. 16.
tional- Bank of Boston for “advice
and consultation” in untangling the
Jeanette MacDonald , iss making $30,000,000 funded debt that is pre¬
satisfactory recovery from an venting the final separation of the
e me r gen c y appendectomy at production-distribution firm and
Georgetown Hospital, Washington, the theatre company. Although
DC.
some friction had been expected,
it was hoped that he would work
in cooperation with Lehman Bros,
and Lazard Freres.
Although the Loew’s board had
approved Semenenko’s entry in the
matter, his services apparently
were never retained since the prob¬
lem was placed before the Federal
Court. .Semenenko’s advice had
been sought because he had nego¬
tiated the original loan in 1945 and
1947 and was the one responsibly
for bringing together the eight in¬
surance companies that granted
Loew’s the loan.
Loew’s Inc. is hoping that Loew’s
Theatres will assume $10,000,000 of
the debt. If this should come about,
it Will be necessary for Loew’s Inc.
to obtain a new borrowing covering
VARIETY, in its more than 50 Years of Reviewing the Passing Show
some $20,000,000.
Business Scene, has. noted and annotated that Shows and Showmen who
Meanwhile, th*e theatre division
has
some $9,000,000 in cash which
make the most of their properties-—from Script and casting to direction
|.the theatre board has refused to
turn
over to Loew’s Inc. in whole
and production—wind up showcasing their wares to BEST ADVANTAGE.
or pa'rt. This matter is also before
the Federal Court which, it’s hop£d,
will make its decision by Jan. 15.
VARIETY, with its more than 50 years of showcasing. ALL of Show

As a freelance film director with
a string , of important pictures to
his credit, Robert Wise is -vitally
interested In the type of selling a
project with which he is connected
gets. According to: Wise, in N. Y.
on a brief visit, he seeks Assurance
that the picture he directs will be
sold properly before he accepts
the assignment. He maintains that
more and more creative filmites
Are seeking similar assurances be¬
fore undertaking a job with an in¬
die or a major company.
“There’s no fun in making pic¬
tures if they don’t sell,” Wise com¬
ments, “if a picture is sold prop¬
erly, it helps the creative person’s
position in the .business and the
business per se.” Wise: contends
that too many outfits slough off
(Continued on page 25)

Loews Hoped For

To YOUR Best Advantage.

Business, offers the BEST ADVANTAGE for any and all Amusement Indus¬
try Advertisers.
The upcoming 52d ANNIVERSARY NUMBER will work to YOUR
BEST ADVANTAGE.

NEW YORK 36
154 W. 46th At,

Space Reservation at any of the offices!

HOLLYWOOD 28
6404 Sinset llvd.

CHICAGO 11
612 N. Mldilgoa Av*.

LONDON, W. C. 2
8 Sr. Mortlii's Hoc*
TrafalgarSquare

San Francisco, Dec. 10.
United Artists will invest be¬
tween $50,000,000 and $60,000,000
for production in 1958, Max E.
Youngstein, v.p., told the - com-.
pany’s sales convention here. This
will be for the releasing program of
1959, the 1958 schedule already be¬
ing ready.
Roger Lewis, ad-pub director,
told the session that a record total
of $8,500,000 to $9,000,000 will be
spent on promotion of the 1958
releases. Detailing plans for the full
year’s promotion, he said effort will
be made to get away from the con(Continued on page 25)
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Wild Is the Wind
(WISION—SONGS)
Top performances by Anna,
Magnani, Anthony Quinn hi a
drama of passion with strong
distaff appeal. Good boxoffice
prospects.
Hollywood, Dec. 7.
Paramount release of Hal Wallis pro¬
duction. Stars Anna Magnani, Anthony
Quinn. Anthony Franciosa: costars Dolores
Hart, Joseph CaUeia. Director, George
Cukor;
screenplay, .Arnold
Schulroan
from novel by Vittorio Nino Noyarese;
camera, Charles Lang Jr.; editor, Warren
Low; music, Dimitri Tiomkin, Previewed
Dec. 2, ’57. Running time. 110 Mil*a,
Gioia .
i.'.Anna Magnani
Gino
..
Anthony Quinn
Bene ............... Anthony Franciosa
Angie .....
Dolores Hart
Alberto ...;...
Joseph Calleia
Teresa ...
.. ...
Lili \alenty

The Bslto* CllrU
. Gun-happy daughters of one of
t the Daltons. Femme outlaws
make for exploitation possi¬
bilities. Well handled.
Hollywood, bee. 5.
United Artists release ot Howard W.
Koch production. Stars Merry Anders,
Lisa Davis. Penny Edwards, Sue George,
John Roswell. Directed by .Reginald Le
Borg. Screenplay, Maurice Tombragel;
story, Herbert Purdom: camera; Carl E.
Guthrie;, editor, John F. Schreyer; music,.
Les ' Baxter. Previewed Nay, 29, *57. Run¬
ning time,
MINS.
Holly Dalton. ....-Merry Anders
Rose Dalton .... Lisa Davis
Columbine Dalton
' Penny Edwards
Marigold .Dalton ...:. s...... Sue George
W. T. “Illinois’*. Grey..... .John RusseU
Detective' Hiram'Parsh.-.Ed Hinton
Mr. Slidell, the mortician-Glenn Dixon
jpe
.,■_____ Johnny Western
Mr. Sewell,, the bank manager '.
. Malcolm Atterbury
Bank Cashier
Douglas Henderson
George*.the bartender......Kevin Enright
Sheriff St. lyes,,..Al Wyatt
Marshal _H. E. Willmeiung
-Stage Driver ..l'..— Red Morgan
Way Station Hostler;...K, C. MacGregor
Way Station Helper .. • '.,... -David Swapp

Top grade, performances, .some
unusual film sequences and expert
production highlight- “Wild is the
Wind,” a story of earthy passion.
It may earn most of its attention
from distaff audiences, to whom its
problem of a second; wife desper¬
“The Dalton Girls” proves pretty
ately seeking love will appeal conclusively that the female of the
strongly. In addition to its mois¬ species can be as deadly a gun¬
ture content, the Hal Wallis pro¬ slinger as the male. Switcheroo, in
duction has some added marquee which, femmes play the baddies and
stature ..in the persons of Anna men the good guys, is sufficiently
Magnani and Anthony Quinn, a pair1 novel as carried out in an okay
of former Oscar winners who look, story line and action to rate good
like nominees again this year oil acceptance in the western market;
the strength of these performances. where subject allows hefty exploi¬
Overall box-office prospect is good. tation.
Screenplay by Arnold Schulman,
Plottage of the Howard W. Koch
from a story by Vittorio Nino No-; production
Centers oh four daugh¬
varese, is a good one, particularly
ters
of one. of the Daltons, killed
in its delineation of the characters.
It’s an unusual switch in that it by a posse, who take to outlawry
starts off on a comedy level before after the eldest. Merry Anders,
abruptly switching to the dramatic kills a man in self-defense. It being
jroblein. and long early portions of something new. for women in Colo¬
t are almost entirely in . Italian. rado in the ’80s to be bandits, they
The device, which sounds odd, ef¬ are able to plan and execute sev¬
fectively sets the mood of the over¬ eral dandy coups. Intertwined' in
all family relationships involved in yarn is a gambler, who always
seems to be on the spot when the.
the story.
**
,
Quinn is a wealthy sheep rancher Dalton dishes swoop down, in for
In Nevada and goes back to the old romance with one of the girls;
country to wed the sister of his Windup is a blazing finish, in which
long-dead wife. He brings her home the Dalton., girls try to gun their
to a promise of happiness, but the way to freedom after being cor¬
shadow of the first wife , is con¬ nered.
Reginald Le Borg’s smooth direc¬
stantly between them. Even, when
he proposes a birthday toast to his tion of the Maurice Tombragel
bride, he calls her by her sister’s screenplay lends credence to
name. Her urgent need to be loved femmes as outlaws, arid story un¬
makes her mistake the growing at¬ folds at a fast clip. Miss Anders
uduttuii between herself
xx-x^— ---traction
and —
An- , and Lisa Davis, as the hard memthony Franciosa, young} Basque :. hers of the quartet, latter a real
sheepherder who had beejn raised ! killer, deliver strongly and Penny
by Quinn. When their affair is ; Edwards and Sue George, other two
discovered, Franciosa turns away sisters, carry the sympathy in wantfrora her and she’s ready to return j ing to . live a decent, normal life,
tp Italy when Quinn, finally con- ( both good: John.Bussell socks over:
scious of his own need for her and ! role of the gambler, who keeps the
discovering that romance has bios- j Dalton sisters’_identity to_ himself
somed, convinces her to try again* and romances Penny; Ed. Hinton as
George Cukor lias directed with a detective who finally, catches up
taste and imagination and his skil¬ to Merry also is in for a sympa¬
ful handling is evident in many thetic part, as is Al. Wyatt, okay as
scenes, particularly the sequence a sheriff. Balance of cast , provide
showing a film audience how_ a good color.;Miss Davis, in between
Iamb is dropped, or one in which killings, warbles “A Gun IS My
Franciosa trains sheep dogs, and. True Love/’by Les and Jim; Baxter,
in his handling of the affair be¬ for. melodic effect.
tween Miss.Magnani and Franciosa.
Technical credits are well han¬
Under his direction. Miss Magnani dled, including Caii E. Guthrie’s
turns in another notable perform¬ photography and John F. Schreyance, limning expertly the problem er’s tight.editing.
Whit.
of the seemingly unloved second
wife. Characterization is particu¬
The
Naked
Trnth
larly expert in initial scenes where,;
{BRITISH)
despite an almost total use of Ital¬
ian, she vividly conveys her reac¬
Good farcical attack on the
tions.
.
■
funny bone. Kidding of scan¬
Quinn also does a top job,, cap¬
dal journalism provides a cer¬
turing the. domineering quality of
tain laughter - raiser for all'
the rancher determined to. run peo¬
audiences.
ple’s lives as he does his rartch.
And Franciosa also shines as the
younger corner of the triangle,
_ ■
London, Dec. 3* •
, ank „9rario Zampi) production and
giving the part considerable depth.
Terry-Thomas, Peter Sellers,
In lesser roles, Joseph Calleia does LeJ|ase:Tstarf
Peggy Mount, Shirley Eaton, Dennis Price
a highly effective job as Quinn’s Directed by. Mario Zampi. Screenplay,
Pertwee; editor, BiU Lewthwaite;
elder brother, Lili Valenty is good Michael
camera, Stanley Pavey; music, Stanley
as Calleia’s wife, and Dolores Hart Black.
At Odeon, Leicester Square, Lon¬
Shows promise as Quinn’s: daughter don. Running time, 92 MINS.
whose marriage to Franciosa is Lord Mayley .... *---... Terry-Thomas
jyfacGregor....___.Peter Sellers
taken as a foregone conclusion by Sonny
Flora Ransom ,
• Peggy MouYit
the family;
Melissa Right .......
. Shirley Eaton
Wallis has given- the production Nigel Dennis
..... Dennis Price
Mayley ......
Georgina Cookson
top quality throughout and there Lady
Ethel Ransom. ....
....... Joan Sims
are-good technical credits including Rev.
Bastable..
... .Miles M&llesOn
fine lensing by Charles Lang Jr., Porter
Kenneth Griffith.
......... i
... Moultrie Keisall
good art direction by Hal Pereira Mactavish
__ _ Wally Patch
Paunchy Old Mart .
and Tambi LarsCn, smooth editing Gunsmith
.. Henry Hewitt
by Warren Low and a fine under¬
score by Dimitri Tiomkin. Sound
Mario Zampi’s well-made farce
by Gene Merritt failed to measure sets out to get the patrons yocks
uri in some of the outdoor scenes. and achieves its purpose. It pokes
Tiomkin and Ned Washington fun at scandal journalism ruthless¬
turned out a .title tune that Will ly. Though relying more, oh the
Have some exploitation value and sledge hammer than; the rapier for
the Italian song ‘%Scapricciatiello,” its effects, it; has few dull moments,
by Fernando Albano and Pacifico with the laughs coming thick and
Vento, sung by Miss Magnani, fast. British audiences,, watching
should also generate some interest some of their favorite artists, will
as a noveltune entry.
Kap.
find this item greatly to 'their taste.
Coming out at a time, when the
to-do about, the “Confidential”
trial evidence is still fresh in the
memory, “Truth” takes yellow
Kansas City, Dec. .10.
About $10,000 in was caused by journalism for an hilarious ride.
a fire in the Midway Theatre last Michael Peftwee’s original story
Monday (2). The three-hour blaze and screenplay always threaten to
started in a small adjacent build¬ get bogged down in the tricky
ing housing the boiler and air- labyrinth of farcial complication
survive, to notch the laughs
conditioning equipment and spread hilt
steadily;
to the roof of this subsequent run
Dennis Price, is a suave, unscru¬
Kansas City, Kans-house.
pulous chiseller who digs out the
Recently the cinema has . been dirt on the private lives of people
operating only part time, usually and then threatens to publish the
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.:
lurid details in his magazine, “The

{

K.

Kans. Blaze

Naked Truth,” unless they pay up
$28,000 within two weeks, His
principal Victims are a peer in the
insurance racket, a star tv person¬
ality whose show has made him
one of the best-loved men in the
country, a pretty model and a best¬
seller woman novelist.
Individually, and then collective¬
ly, the four set out to bump off the
blackmailer. One way and another
this involves attempted bombing,
drugging,' drowning and other
forms of ineffective mayhem. When
Price is arrested his 300 victims
realize that it is in their interests
that he should not gi ve . evidence.
They gang up, throw Scotland
Yard into pandemonium and chaos,
snatch the crook from . jail and
shanghai him by ship, helicopter
arid airship to mid-Atlantic.
The novelist’s bungling attempts
to plan a trunk inurder and one of
those cosy audience - participation
tv shows. These are just a sample
of the ludicrous; situations dreamed
up to keep the fiin rolling.
' Major acting honors must go to
Peter. Sellers, top; UK tv and radio
coinedian, as the tele star. ^ He
shapes as a fine character come¬
dian in a wide range of impersona¬
tions. Price handles the blackmail¬
er with silky ruthlessness arid
Terry-Thomas extracts every ounce
of merit from his role as the peer.
Peggy Mount bestrides the film asa fearsorrie battle-axe of a woman
novelist, grabbing her laughs with
the subtlety of an eager, battering
ram- She is aided admirably by
Joan Sims as her dim daughter.
Smaller roles are played with suc¬
cess by Georgina Gookson, Shiriey
Eaton,.Kenneth Griffiths and Miles
Malieson.
Mario Zampi directs With an un¬
erring .eye for a laugh. Though the
film relies On situations tather than
dialog, there.are some neat wise¬
cracks. Stanley Pavey’s lensing is
competent. “Truth” is as good a
laughter-raiser, as has been re¬
leased by a British studio for a
long time.
Rich*
The Green-Eyed Blonde
Neatly produced story of reform
school, girls.: Warm approach. .
Should be well received.
Hollywood, Nov. 29.
. Warner Bros, release out Arwin produc-tipn. Stars Susan Oliver,. Linda Plowman,
Beverly Long;
Norma . Jean
Nilsson,Tommie .Moore, Carla Morey. Features
Sallie Brophy, Jean tones; Olive Blakfeney,
Anne Barton, Tom Greenway. Supporting
players, Margaret Brayton, Juanita Moore,
Raymond Foster, Betty Lou Gerson, Staf¬
ford Repp, Evelyn Scott, Roy Glenn. Pro¬
duced by Martin Melcher; director, Ber¬
nard. Girard;, screenplay, Sally Stubble¬
field;' camera, Edward Fitzgerald; art
director. Art Loel; editor, Thomas Reilly;
music, Leith Stevens. Previewed Nov. 2&,
’57. Running time, 76 MINS.
Greeheyes
--— Susan Oliver
Betsy Abel ....... Linda Plowmto
Ouisie
.;.. . ........... Beverly Long
Cuckoo
., Norma Jean Nilsson
Trixie.Tommie Moore
Joyce ..... . . .....
..., Carla Merey
Margaret Wilson .:.......... Sallie. Brophy
Mrs. Nichols
........ Jean. tones
Miss Vaiidingham.....; Olive. Blakeney
Sally Abel....Anpe Barton
Ed
..•- Tom; Greenway
Mrs. Adams .... -.;. . Margaret Brayton
Miss Randall .... Juanita Moore
Cliff Munster
Raymond Foster
Mrs. Ferguson ........ Betty Lou Gerson
BiU Prell . .....'... ........ Stafford Repp
Helen .V.. Evelyn. Scott
Mr. Budlong. .......:...... Roy Glenn

A pic aimed specifically at. teen
age trride but with good prospect of
acceptarice'in general market, “The
Green-Eyed Blonde” benefits from
Martin Melcher’s fine production
values and Bernard .Girard’s sensi¬
tive direction. While, it doesn’t have
enough; to command top dates, it
does offer fnore than is usually
found in this type of exploitrition
pic.
Title song, written by Joe Lubin.
and. sung on film by The Four
Grads, also may give pic a boost,
fpr it stands solid chance as rock
^ ’ri’ roll typo hit.
. No stars are cast in production*
/but more than one of the young
feirime loads shows promise of star
material. Susan Oliver, is Green, eyes, is. especially appealing, with
1 a down-to-earth beauty and obvious
talent to go with it. Other standouts
are Toinmie Moore,. Beverly -Long
and Linda PloWmani
In the young adult class, Sallie
Brophy handles everything from
charm to power exceptionally, well.
. Story is set iri corrective insti¬
tution for girls but doesn’t delvfi
into, the hackneyed semblance* of
ringleaders, cigarette stealing and
blackmail repeated so many times
before.. Rather, it depicts how
morale picks up when the illigitimate baby of one of the .girls is
stolen arid, brought to the dorm.
The lonely girls find family contact. in the infant, and even the
soured mother eventually turns to
When the baby, is discovered and
taken to an orphanage, the girls
revolt, tearing premises to. shreds.
Greeneyes is . questioned about
baby, refuses to. squeal and herirs.
her sentence extended. Already to
the breaking point, she escapes to
(Continued on page 14)
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New York Sound Track
Jack L. Warner’s new penthouse site atop the Sherry-Netheriand
is fabulous. So is the cost of knocking down , all tfie walls to make it
possible... . , Conversations regarding the sale of films to Russia are
continuing in Washington . . . Lynn Farnol partied authors Arthur L,
Mayer arid Arthur Knight at bis hoine.: Both recently published books
on the. movies , • •. Associated Motion Picture Advertisers are having
their. Christmas luncheon-party at the Hotel Piccadilly Dec. 17 . . ,
Warner Bros, plans to roadshow “Old Man and the Sea’’ . . Shigemasa Takarada, U.S. rep for Japan’s Shochiku Co., has success built
into his name. “Takara” ineans treasure; and “Da” means field. “So
you might say. I’m a walking goldmine,” he quipS . . . Fayette W.
Allport, MPEA’s late European manager, died Of a heartattrick in .the
elevator taking him up to his apartment after dinner outside •
20t'h-Fox reissuing “Song Of Bernadette” early next year .
French
producer Raoul Levy admits he’s written oft thri Italian market for.,
his projected "The Camp Followers,” dealing with the Italo army i
Greece during the war.
Warner Bros, ad-pub chief Robert Taplinger grabbed the bull by
the. horns and delivered-. : mighty pitch for “Sayonara” last week
When cornered by two Japanese radiomen on leaving Radio City
Music Hall. Taking him for just a patron, the interviewers stuck a
mike in front of his face and started shooting questions at him about
thie -picture. Summoning every ounce of onthusiasm, Taplinger gave
his film a lyrical buildup, was thanked ptofusely and Wandered off
. . . Incidentally, why isn’t the Hall cashing iri On ther“Maverick” pop¬
ularity of James Garner?. He barely gets a ride in . the “Sayonara”
ads; though his pull with the jiives -should be a factor.
The French national (state-owned) radio chain Went into an unusual
disclaimer before sending out-a full-length airing of Charley Chaplin’s
“King in New York” sound track last. week. Regular orice-weekly pro¬
gram, “Film of the Air” consists of simple broadcast of film tracks
with occasional interpolation of Off-sound voice describing action. Be#
fore dissemination of the Chaplin film, however, announcer sperit a full
five minutes explaining that this particular , film had met with; consid¬
erable pro and con discussion and the French chain wants it inade
clear that it is "not taking sides or offering'criticism; Chaplin’s views
are his own; insofar as French radio is involved, this is an important
film created by an important filmer and please, please, listen to it with¬
out paying any Attention to the political implications*
Yul Brynner has been topcast by Jeriry Wald as Jason in “The Sound
and the Fury,” based On the Faulkner novel. Lee Remick Will play
Opposite Brynner. Film rolls next summer.
John Krimsky,,Donahue & Coe account exec Who controls the Eng#
lish-language rights for the old Germain .film, “Maedchen in Uniform,’*
is dickering With Germany’s CCC Film outfit which wants to remake
the picture .with Lili Palmer and Romy Schneider in the leads; CCC
has offered Krimsky $15,000 outright, but he’s holding out for a par¬
ticipation in either an English-language version or the subtitled ruri>:
He controls the rights for all Of North America where he distributed
the 1932 release . . . Muriio Podborzer, U.S: fep. for the German Export
Union, back from Washington where he attended a dinner given by
West German ambassador Heinz L. Krekeler with a special showing of
“Hauptmann vqn Koeperiick.”
April OIrich, featured in J. Arthur Rank’s “Pursuit of the Graf Spec,”
was special guest at the dinner dance conducted by the Albany Vari¬
ety Club in the Sheraton-Ten Eyck Hotel Saturday night (7). Miss OI¬
rich, English-born and as a resident of Montevideo during World.War
II where her father was (a Western Union cable manager in the Uruguyan capital), was a childhood witness of the German raider’s steam¬
out to sea for scuttling, picture’s playing Fabian’s Palace this week:
Leo Hochstetter, MPEA’s new Continental irianager, takes , his fam¬
ily (wife and two children).to Paris after the Christinas holidays ., ....
Arthur L. Mayer recounts that his “High Hell” for Paramourit could
be brought iri on time only because actress Elaine Stewart was will¬
ing tO Work despite having hurt tier leg in a fall. When shooting fin¬
ished, she headed directly for the hospital
. . The original and
positive virtue side of the Fifth Aihendmerit (the right against Selfincrimination) is subject of a new 32-pp study just published by the
Quakers ... Some 200 top names in ballet got bidss to a Sunday mid—
flight preview at 55th Street Playhouse of Russian; “Bolshoi Ballet”
film ... tie-up With Dance Magazine.
Stanley Kramer’s upcoming “On the Beach0 likely will; go through
United Artists although no deal is set as yet. Also On his sked, and
definite for UA'delivery, are “Invitation to a Gunfighter”' and “Inherit
the Wind.” He hasn’t decided on sequence of production, this depend¬
ing on how screenplays develop . . . Bantam Bqoks is out with a paper¬
back of “Day of the Locust,” Nathaniel West’s tome anent Hollywood
of the ’30’s . . . Plaque in memory of the late Jack Cohn dedicated at
the Actors Temple Monday (9).
George K. Arthur’s Cihristmas figures to be merry. On Dec. 25
he’ll have a festival of eight shorts playing the Cariipus Theatre,
Minneapolis, his “Ship Was Loaded”: feature iri exhibition in Balti¬
more and'Washington, four shorts on Canadian Broadcasting .and his
“Lovers and Clowns” two-reeler on Omnibus . . . Tony Richardson,.
director of the “Look Back in Anger” legiter, contributed “Momma
Don’t Allow” to Cinema 16's special picture prograrn at the Museurri
of Modern Art last night. (Tues.): Film, which he iriade with Karel
Reia^ is a camera onceover of a British jazz club . . . Out west, Har¬
old Lloyd turned over his Beverly Hills estate to the “Kings Go Forth”
company for location shooting, with the. rental going to the former
screen comedian’s favorite charity, the Shriners Crippled Children’s
Hospital.
Mike Todd and Elizabeth Taylor planning a Russian trip next year.
Incidentally, hasn’t there been a revision of Todd's deal, with United
Artists?
Scenes , from Hal Wallis’ “Wild is the Wind”'and “The Sad Sack”
are being put together into a 15-minute short which Wallis will donate
to major universities offering courses* in motion pictures.’ Key scenes
being selected depict various types of emotions as registered by Anna
Magnani, Anthony Quinn and ARthoriy Franciosa in “Wind:”
Stratford, Ont.’s second international;film festival, June 30-July 12
next, already has an entry, from Russia;;. Invitations to enter films
were sent to 32. embassies, and Soviet Union’s Ottawa h.q. was first to
accept. It wants to screen its “Don Quixote” before Mike Todd gets
his done. Several U.S. film critics are expected to be panelists in.
judging, and writer-director John Huston may join them.
Cinerama outlets will be established shortly iri Vancouver, Havana
and Brussels ... John Cassavetes, accompanied by his actress-wife
Gena Rowlands, left for London over the weekend to appear in interior
shots of “Our Virgin island” . . . New industry slogan “Get More Out
Of Life—Go Out To A Movie” being adopted by restaurants with
slight revision—“Get M°re Out Of Lifo-r-Eat Out And Go To A
Movie’,’ . * . Bill James, no.w with Guild Films’ promotion department,
appears in United Artists’ “Street of Sinners,” currently playing in
the. N.Y. area . . . Two paperback publishers—New American Library
and Dell—getting out special editions of “The Brothers Karamazov”
to tie iri with the national release of the Metro production . . . Clyde
King named manager of Loew’s State on Broadway. Harry Greenman
shifts to Loew’s Mt. Vernon in Westchester.
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OPEN CHUTE ENDS JOB LUSTRE
Bankers’Factory Idea in U.S. Broken,
And That’s Dandy To Rene Clair

Portrait of a Rich Movie Actress
Lots of girls have turned" up noses.
Honey hair and lips of roses;
Hundreds also have your torso,.
Just as good or maybe more so.
Alt In all, you’re just a sample
Of the goods that’s always ample.
Why, then do the wolves pursue you—
Always will forever woo you?
rage lassie,
That’s a cinch, my average
lassie,
eking .of
of your chassis;
chassis*
'Taint the stacking
be frank—
’
Figure’s good, but let’s be
frank—
ter in
You’ve got better
in the
the bank;
bank:
TnmWoathfirlv
tom.Weaiherly
Tom
Weatherly
1

Coast: Bankers
Forced Firings

THEATRE DEMANDS DEPOSIT

.' .
Leave Driver's License or $40 For
Use of Heater
—
Des Moiness, Dec. 10.
When patrons of the S, E. 14th
St. Drive-in Theatre here accept
use of one of the new radiant incar heaters, each car owner is
asked to surrender his driver’s license for duration of the show.
Theatre manager Art. Farrell explains he must have the license as
security; and if anyone protests he
says, “well, you can leave a $40
cash deposit instead.” Two customers have surrendered cash , in
lieu, of license.

»'.■■■ '—--—-=—--4By HT HOLLINGER
The recent wave of firings in the
industry, according to observers,
will provide ammunition for detractors who maintain that the film
biz is a business withoiit a future,
The periodic panics acompanied
by layoffs, it’s pointed out, has the
effect of discouraging young
people from considering the motion picture business as a career.
With business, industry and the
Government competing so strongly
for the talents of ; the nation's
youth, the film biz, with the uncertainty that surrounds it, hardly
stands a chance of attracting, the
cream of the crop. In addition,
unlike other industries, the film
biz does not offer inducements in
the form of security and extra
benefits. The plight of the motion
picture: business as far as executive talent is concerned is pointed
up again and again every time an
opening exists in a top echelon
post. Another story in this section
reveals the paucity of available
men for top production posts.
At one time, it’s noted, the film.
business was able to sell glamour.
Youngsters, however, are no longer
. lured- by glamour and are more
concerned with a payoff in hard
cash and a secure career. In re-

w.ii't;. sp.rt.8
book to anyone who could
give him a good reason why,
after 50 years in distribution:
and exhibition, he decided to
go into production. His picture is High Hell, now windjng .up; , his hook. The Movies; put together in collaboratwm with Richard Griffith.
Those^ within earshot had no
answer, to Mayer s soul-searching query,. “Why would I leave
an affluent life to make a
mVfnro?”
picture.
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Guild Gets $25,000
AflflPn iPVPIf/llirP
Added
Severance
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Madrid, Dec. 10.

“2

«— «* ■
connection with opening of his re-

■

cent film, “Les Fortes de Lilas,” a
special event,
Punctuating .remarks with refer-'
ences to Hollywood, Clair, thought
American features were improving
in quality because the present tight
money situation was forcing U. S.
producers to greater thought. This
independent production was also a
factor in restoring Hollywood pres¬
tige overseas.
_aHollywood owes its siecle d or
to •■independents-like Griffith, DeMille, Mack Sennett and Chaplin,
Then the-film corporations and
banking interests took over to harness creative individuals to a fac¬
tory pattern. Independents are
again coming forward and * the
trend-is very encouraging.”
Asked why he hasn’t directed in
Hollywood for many years, Clair
said he found it difficult to get a
one-picture assignment. U. S. film
industry goes to costly lengths
building up a foreign personality
and therefore insists on getting
subsequent commitments, ’‘Hollywood is a paradise,to work in, but
f
t<T live in Paris”
_
F
j- Tt l ,

i JJ 1 n
Hollywood. Dec: 10.
Universal will operate with virtually a skeleton staff for the next,
few months as a result of a person^
*1
hel dumping. Decision on resumpr(iY Vffi r YlfPPC
tion of. production isn’t expected
*
JUAIIUbw
Uritil March at the earliest.
.
.
Move to streamline the operation
Warner Bros, and the. N.Y,
N.Y.
was understood to be dictated by
Screen Publicists Guild, bargaindemands of Eastern banking houses
ing ^
for the film comnanv’s
*; , ; _
mm company s
that U realize returns from at least
pub-ad staffers, have reached a
good portion of the many films
poised for release before under¬
oftkfflS Smo^nier
S
f
WB’SFe&riS£3i’ini“afor
taking additional production.
it dteicutf’to^Stract hsKretaWes 4eC1S10n t0 fl*e ***“ P“blicis‘s having created a . powerful Indi¬
In the newest wave of pinkslipana ciencai
clerical neip..
help.
The
salaries ..aP^b
e’iniinate
entirely.its. 3^-man'' rSKiria.»»
yidual-film style in "Nights of
ana
ine
salaries
,.
..
.
•
'
ping, seven studio flacks were let
have been lower than in other! rtl department. As a . consequence,
out, including Kenny Carter who
had been with the Valley lot for ,
jflhf
imm’".communication businesses and the arbitration proceedings, instigated . Among Clairisms: “The cinema
17 years. Also slated to leave are
iff l/ISIlcV
security—even- for a secretary— by the Guild, have been called off. remains the same; only the times
.Frank
*
has been uncertain.. A pattern that
The compromise agreement calls and people have changed.’
Frank Bunny (son of the late John
em¬
Bunny, silent star); a studio emBoston Dec.
fw in
the film biz appears to have estab- for an extra six weeks pay in addi7
Boston,
10..
ployee for 33 years who had been
.
....
,
^
intoreal tion to the regular double sev1Ti
.
in charge of the film library; Harry . An antitrust suit^ has been , filed or imagined economic problems is erance pay for the members of 1 f! |i|uni liintfivin
Burke, head of the greeds and in U. S.. District Court here by to fire clerical help and pubUcists. the art department. It’s figured
1 IljSl
I vllIIlS
nursery department; Fred Timbers,. Louis Richmond, owner of the KenAlthough the industry has talked that the . extra six weeks pay for
plant maintenance manager; and more Theatre art house against a^out attracting young executive the art department will cost War- V.
.
Jeness Kratz, head of the stenon v. ftalent, absolutely nothing has been nets approximately $25,000.
§11 Uni-uAn/iIttmAnT
graphic department ; \J±, pvr
* *
a»ne kbout it. Not a single chinAs part of the deal, three of the VI IlCU ^6001^16111
In the shuffle to streamline operJl?,, 5.,lbl' Pan>' ha? a training program nor four publicists originally pinkations, Ernie Nunms, who is on the rjf.
tv,!?1 «
does any company make an effort slipped will remain with the comi . ft •
1
it «▼
personal staff of production topper
3 ■ S •' 0Wne • to att^ac^ bright graduates from pmiy. Eight publicists were given
Af I JfllirAVCOl 111 V
Edward Muhl, is. now supervising by Benijamm back,
the universities. At this point, it’s their notices several weeks ago,
/ml UlllYCl udli lla I ■
some editing, and Frank Gross, an
The suit is to enjoin an alleged doubted that film company, offers but the firings were postponed
associate exec in the editorial de- conspiracy between the Disney would be accepted in light, of the pending the outcome of the arbiUniversal’s
“operation cutdown,”
cutdown ”
Universal’s '‘operation
partment, is returning to cutting, film .distfibutor, Buena Vista Film panic the business has created tratioh proceedings. In the interim,
ifevottediy- kudio. does ffot- plan' Pistributtmi Co. Inc., arid the de-nroundYtself. Under-present con- four of the'fired publicists de- Jfunfed lat« last month on the
to renew its contract with Pfhe fend?nt exhibitors to tie up the ditions, potential executive talent clined to remain and exited the Coast> spread to the N. Y. homeAmerican Federation of Musicians distributor’s first run art and spe- is laid off long before it has a company on their own, leaving only office last week with the known
which
expires ^n
February, work¬
work- cialty Plctures« to the prejudice chance to prove itself and a . con-, four jobs involved in the contro-N firing of 16 employees,
which expires
in February,
ing thereafter with freelance music(Continued on page 25)
(Continued on page 14)
(Continued on page 24)
Pinkslipped were six puh-ad staffmusic¬
ians : called ;.as
as needed. A studio
?
‘ :
^
'
■■ ■■■
:
; ■
■ '■
—————-—~ ers, five field publicists and five
spokesman said the subject had
not been discussed and probably
wouldn’t be taken up until the AFM
contract talks begin next month.

Kenmore,Hub,
Sues on Nixii^
Of Disney ‘Perri’

V

Of Retrenchment
At Universal, N.Y.

DATTUNQ
HATmiiC rUK
UAD KUUbn
DATim dMa,
CCAC “elfe
DAilUNa ItAlUlcd

PRODUCT I
1959
IN HAND ENOUGH UNTIL 1959^1^“

White Collar Union In
Slam dl
at Universal
On ' Universal’S wholesale retrenchSlam
Universal On
<PnA. WfAntl.’ Aulfnila thent program,, while perhaps
‘Poor
Mouth’ Allliuae
Attitude symptomatic of the film industry
roor lUOUIO
Universal was accused of “sugaring up” its stockholders and then
refusing to sit dow^n and discuss
increases for its white collar
employees. Charge was made by
Rhssell Moss- biz agent and e»ecutive v.p. of the Motion Picture
Homeoffice Employees Union, Local H-63, International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees #
“I think, it’s a disgrace,” Moss
declared.
“Universal
gives its
"Universal ^givfs
(Continued on page 70)
N.

. Journal-American Syndicated
Columnist.

Louis Sobol
•urvtyi th» contemporary sctn*
and focuses on

The Forgotten Man—
Who Cares About A
Producer?
*

*

*

another Editorial Feotnrn
in the npcomlnq

52d Anniversary Number
of

P^AStlETY

as a whole, nevertheless represented an unexpected shock to the
trade- For tiie past several years,
tT’s type of operation had been
pointed at as an example of how
,rnTTiiSanv rniilH onpratp
iSdS ?Ssent!tiay
^grtet Mnditicns6!! itself reDeattuSta?^
P
{tnivprsal^ hudted its Dictiires
carefully: onlyoccasionally making
films that .cost over $1,000,000. In
addition, the company concentrated
on
so-called mass appeal pictures.
^°'c5Ped
Pictures^
While tbese enteies were^ usua ly
found wanting by Idle N.Y.. flbn
critics, .they nevertheless racked
up substantial boxoffice grosses m
.the hinterlands. As part of its
operational, policy,. Universal had
no truck with indie producers
and steadfastly maintained control
of its own output. Yet company
officials denied vehemently that
U was .adhering to a “formula.”
U made a graaVcomeback with
westerns tinged With sex. Then it
shifted to gimmick and horror
films, elaborate soap operas designed for the femme trade, popular biographies,, and bucolic and
teenage entries; Most. of. these
features were slickly.produced and»
in the main, came close to parallel-

ing the type of fiction, popular in was able to give stockholders an
thd well-read magazines.
extra 25c diwy in addition to the
Possibly two of the company’s regular 25c melon in the final quarter of the*present fiscal year. Since
^mu’t ^ That was ^eon- over 70%' of U’s stock is owned by
sidered a blockbuster entry by U Decca records, the major slice of
was only a medium-budget ^film the divvy went to Decca,
when compared with the blockbustIn addition, the company hast
®rs issu.ed by the other major film more than 30 pictures completed
i.
* w
or near completion, assertedly givUfe^yas ing it enough product; to keep the
successfnl f®r :a tnunber of years present sales force busy untU
Sp^y >as “neve^s^abmi! ■%bWty' **»■**?.■*
the company’s7 decision to halt proRevert It
coh,plishments. However,
it &
apdie stuaTiS
pears that the changing trends in some ^ the homeoffice is conmotion picture-going has caughti cidered to be a nreeaiitionarv
Up
with U. ApparentlyTJ’s
Apparently U’s type,
type move
the film co^
comupjwith
move. Like most of The
„£
panie; j, reeent^etUrSs have been
they bad; previously, partmularly very poor: and there’s expectation
since tv is saturated with similar that there might be a loss for one
mass appeal entries.
or two quarters
However the. financial position■Tt
i
has been one of the best It
Before. U decides to resume, proshowed good profits in a period duction, it’s anticipated tha„t a
when most of the other companies complete Revision of the prdducwere experiencing declines hi tion policy will be made in the
revenues. Indications that perhaps; interim There are indications that
things were not a rosy as indicated u .wiI1 abandon its modest budget
at U began to seep ont last year
Ad- sh0«t for occasional
when U leased its backlog films to blockbluster productions to corntv via Screen Gems. It’s generally pete with the multi - million dolbelieved that the $2,500,000 first lar projects of its rivals! Addipayment from tv . represented the tiohally, it’s expected that U will
company’s profit in last year’s abandon its “studio only” policy
financial statement. .,
and succumb to the lure of attracUniversal is believed still in a ting important independents to
healthy position financially, since it produce films for Universal release.

adders, Warners and^ParMnount
having made pub-ad cuts previously. Included in the U retrenchment were Hilda Brennan, long¬
time fan mag contact; Paul Ross,
writer; Dick Richman and Bert
Hirschfield, pubUcists, and John
Antqnuk and Martin Feuerstein,
artists.
The Screen Publicists Guild
which represents U*^staffer^ is
studying the situation. However,
»». generaUy believed fbAvg'
is little the union can do to coun*he film eorapany’s deciSm ‘
*
FAuthor-Publisher-Panelist

Bennett Cerf
has some pungent views on how q
literary property becomes

a

Lawyer’s Delight
another Editorial Fedtura
In the npcominq

52d Anniversary Number
of
Variety
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PICTCKE CROSSES

Jooy* Lusty $6,500,3d,
Port.; ‘April’ Neat 7G
Portland, Ore., Dec. 10.
It’s a case of too many holdovers
this stanza here. And the few new¬
comers shape disappointing, leak¬
ing it a very mild week. “Pal Joey
is rated lusty in third Fox session
“April Love” looks neat in second
Orpheum • stanza “Perri” is lofty
in third at tiny Guild.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2$2.50)—-“Around World In 80,Days
(UA) (34th wk). Big $7,500. Last

Det. Sturdy; ‘Nelson* Terrif $20,000,
Rhodan’ Fat 18G, April’ Hot 1SG, 2d

Detroit; Dec. 10.
Good pace of recent weeks is be¬
ing maintained surprisingly well at
the downtowners with, the addition
of a couple of fast newcomers.
Estimated Total Gross
Boston, Dec. 10. *
"Pal Joey” still is the biggest
'Baby Face Nelson” is heading for
This Week ..... ,.;j. . $2,160,300
thing in town though in third ses¬
a smash haul at the Palms while
(Based on 23 cities and 243
sion. It stays on. “And God Cre¬
“Rodari”
looks great at the Broadtheatres, chiefly flrst runs, in¬
T&e^oster, <42* 90-$1.25>
way-Capitol. "April Love” con¬
ated Woman” is a sensation in
cluding N. Y.)
—“The Bfed” (Indie) (2d wk). So-so
sixth stanza at the Gary. Gthertinues big. in second session at the
Estimated Total Gross
Total Gross same Week
wise, the boxoffice. mainly is dull.
$i;500. Last week, $1,900,
Fox. “Pal Joey” is fashioning a
This Week _$466,600
Last Year ......... $2,380,800
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
Only one new entry, "Jamboree”
fine, fifth week at the Madison.
(Based, on 21 theatres)
( Based on 24 citiesand 232
—“Pal: Joey” (Col) (3d wk). Lusty
at Paramount and Fenway, and it’s
“Perri” is lively in third round at
Last Tear... $520,900
$6,500. Last week, $12,100.
the Krim. “Around World in 80
very slow.
theatres.)
(Based on 22 theatres)
Guild. (Foster) (400; $1.25) ^
“Search for Paradise” is a big
Days” stays big in 50th week at
“Perri” (BV) (3d wk). Lofty $4,000.
hard ticket holdover at the Boston.
United Artists while “Seven Won¬
Last Week, $4,700. .
ders of World” is steady in 71st
Estimates for This Week
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90week at Music Hall.
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.6542.75);
$1.25) — "Les Girls” (M-G) and
Estimates for This Week
—“Raintree County” (M-G) (8th
“Triple Deception” (Rank) (2d wk).
wk>. Seventh week was oke $10,Fox . (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90Slim $5,000. Last week, $7,000.
000. Last week, $12,000.
$1.25)—“April Love” (20th) and
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$1.25)
"Deerslayer” (20th) (2d wk). Big
$1.50) —: “April Love” (20th) and
“Perri” (BV) (3d wk). Great $8,000.
$15,000. Last week, $28,000.
•‘Under Fire” (20th) (2d wk). Neat
Cincinnati, Dec. 10.
Baltimore, Dec; 10.
Last week, $11,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$7,000. Last week, $15,000.
Yule shopping and bad weekend 90-$l.25)—“Bombers
Boston ■ <SW-Cinerama> (1,354;
B-52” (WB)
A midweek snowstorm that
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90have pix biz on the skids and “Gunsight Ridge”
$1.25-$2.65) — "Search For Para¬ slowed the city to a crawl arid kept $1.25)—“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) weather
(UA) (2d
this
round.
The
lone
newcomer,
dise” (Cinerama) (3d wk): Big patrons at home, is placing a deep and “Lady of Vengeance” (UA).
wk).
Solid
$12,000.
Last week,
“Chicago Confidential,”
shapes $16,000.
-$20,000 or near. Last week. $28,- freeze on the boxoffice currently. Warm $6,000. Last week, “Tin fairish
at
the
Grand.
Holdovers
600.
Some houses just shut down. It Star” (Par) and “Enemy From are headed by “Pal Joey,” looming
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
Copley (Indie) (961; 9041.25)— was altogether a bleak week. De¬ Space” (UA), $7,100.
swell iri third round, with “Les “Baby Face Nelson” (UA) and
"Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO) spite all this, Brigitte Bardot
"Hell Bound” (UA). Terriffic $20,Girls”
and
“April
Love”
close
by
(12th wk). Last week, oke $2,500. looked big with her “And God Cre¬
on second laps. Hard ticket pix, 000. Last week, “Tin Star” (Par)
In ahead, $3,000.
ated. Woman” in fourth stanza at
“Around World in 80 Days,” at and "Hidden Fear” (UA), $17,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)— the Cinema. “Eighteen and Anx¬
half-year
mark, and “Search for : Madison (UD) <1,900; 90-$1.25)—
"Novel Affair” (5th wk). Slick ious” Was fair at the Stanley while
Paradise,” in second week, stack “Pal Joey” (Col) (5th wk). Swell
$5,500. Last week, $7,000. .
“Baby Face Nelson”.. at Century
up
okay
in
face of seasonal slump. $13,000. Last week, $18,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,378; 60-$1.10) was likewise.. “April Love” looms
First holdover session of “Para- i Brfiadway-Capitol (UD) (3^500;
—"Jamboree” (WB) and "The oke in third round at the New.
I
dise” is rated good.
90-$1.25) — "Rodan” (Indie) and
Green Eyed Blonde” (Indie). Dtill
Estimates for This Week
j
'"‘Estimates for This Week
j “Disembodied” (AA). Hotsy $18,$2,500. Last week, “Bomber B-52”
Century (Fruchtman) (3,1Q0; 50000. Last week, “Motorcycle Gang"
(WB) and "Crooked Circle” (Rep);
Albee
(RKO)
(3,100;
90-$1.25)—
Sail Francisco,. Dec. 10.
$1.25)—"Baby Face Nelson” (UA).
(Indie) and "Sorority Girl” (Indie)
$3,100.
Pre-Christmas slump is hitting ‘Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk)- Fair $20,000.
Gary (Sack) (1,340; 9041-80)-^ Fair $6,500; Last week. “Kiss Them local
$8,000
after
$14,500
preem.
first-run trade though there
“And God Created Woman” (Kings) for Me” (20th), $6,000.
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; . United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25bright spots. "Pal Joey”
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 5(K are some
(6th wk). Boff $20,000. Last week,
is torrid in fifth round at the $1.20-$2.65) — “Search for Para¬ $3)—“Around World in 80 Days”
$1.25) — “God Created Woman.” still
$22,000.
^ *
Francis while "Les Girls” dise” (Cinerama) (2d wk). Good (UA) (50th wk). Great $15,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$ 1.25) (Kings) (4th Wk). Big: $6,700. Last St:
Last weeki same.
shapes good, in third Warfield $16,000 trailing $22,000 kickoff.
—"Miller’s Beautiful Wife” (DCA) week, $10,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90week. . Newcomers are not faring
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)^
(2d wk). First week was slick
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; well,. “Tail Stranger” being partic¬ Chicago Confidential’’ (UA) and $1.50)—“Les Girls” (M-G) (5th
$9,000.
$1.25-$2.25)—“Around World in 80 ularly limp at the United Artists. ‘Street of Sinners” (UA). Fairish wk). Good $7,500. Last week,
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l) Days’- (UA) (51st wk). Okay $5,000 “Around World in 80 Days” still $6,000. Last week, “My Man Godr $8,500.
— "Jamboree” (WB) and “The after $6,800 in previous week.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,is fine ’
50th session at the frey” (U) -and “Night Runner” (U)
Green Eyed Blonde” (Indie). Slow
Five West (Schwaber) (460; . 50- Coronet.
205; $1.5042.65) — “Seven Won¬
(2d wk), six days, $4,000.
$7,500. Last week, “Bomber Br52” $1.25)—“Lost
Estimates for This Week
Continent” (Lope)
ders” (Cinerama) (7lst wk). Okay
Guild
(Vance)
(500;
50-901(Continued on page 18 >
(2d wk). Tall $4,000 or near after.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- Stella” (Indie) (2d wk). Hep $1,-1 $10,200. Last week, $10,100.
$2,000 opener.
$1.25)—“Unholy Wife” (U) and 300 following $1,600 first round.
Krim (Krim) (l.OOO; $1.50)—
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1^5)—| 'Perri” (BV) (3d wk). Fine $7,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2-300; “Slint Carter” (U). Thin $7,500.
50-$1.25)—‘Les Girls” (M-G) (2d Last week, “Tin Star” (Par) and ‘Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk). Swell Last week, $9,500.
wk). Okay $7,000 after. $12,500 in “Wayward Girl” (Rep) (2d wk), $9,500 after $12,500 second stanza.
$9,000.
initial week.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 9041.25)—
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— “April
Love” (20th) (2d wk). Okay
Mayfair: (Fruchtman) (980; 50- “April
Love”. (20th) and “Escape
$1.25) — “Pern” (BV) (3d: wk). Froih Ted Rock” (20th) (2d wk). $8,000 or near oil heels of $14,500
Warm $3,000. Last week, $6,000,
in
first
week.
j
Mild $9,00Q of under. Last week,
Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50Kansas City, Dec: 10,
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- $14,000.
Early shopping season is being $1.25)—“April Love” (20th) (3d
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 9Q-$1.25) $2:50)—“Around World in 80 Days”
met head on by some strong prod¬ wk). Oke $5,000 after $8,000 in —“Les Girls” (M-G) (3d wk). (UA) (26th wk). Sturdy $7,000 at
uct, although much of it is hold¬ second.
Fine $9,000 or close. Last week, half-year stage of run. Last week,
Pittsburgh, Deq. 10.
over. Still the houses don’t- show
$9,500.
Playhouse . (Schwaber) (400;: 50- $15,000.
Many factors are combining to
too much discouragement so far. $1.25) — “Spanish G a r d e n e r”
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25)
cave in business this week. Christ¬
Only real newcomer is “Jambo¬ (Rank). Fair $3,700. Last week, —“Walk Into Hell” (Indie) and
mas shopping and cold weather
ree” at the Paramount doing fair “Doctor, at Large” (U) (6th wk), “Guns Don’t Argue”
(Indie).;
hurt, but erid -of transport strike
biz in 6 days. Continuing1 big is $3,000.
Okay $10,000. Last week, “Motor¬
may help soirie. Harris, with “Pal
"Pal Joey” in sixth week at the
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 5041.25)— cycle Gang” (AI) and “Sorority
Joey” continues a big magnet is a
Roxy. “April Love” in three Fox "Eighteen and Anxious” (AB-PT). Girl” (AI), $13,000.
big exception to downbeat. ‘‘April
Midwest houses and “Les Girls” Mild $7,000. Last week, “Tin Star”
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25)
Lovri” falling off at Fulton on hold¬
Toronto, Dec. 10.
at the Midland are satisfactory in (Par)*- $9,000.
—“Par Joey” (Col) (5th wk). Hep
Theatres are currently experi¬ over. “Pursuit of Graf Spee” and
second weeks. Fox Midwest has
Town . "(SW r Cinerama) (1,125; $11,000: Last week; $14,000.
‘‘Zero Hour” booms lean at Penn.
encing
a
hefty
dip
into
the
matinee
closed the Tower temporarily after $1.25-$2.25)—“This Is Cinerama”
Orpheum (S.W-Cinefama) (1,458;
because of Xmas shopping, Longrunners, “Around World” at
its long run of “Around World in (Cinerama) (15th wk). Off to $6,- $1.75-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of biz
Nixon and "Search for Paradise”
something
that
happens
every
year.
80 Days.”
500 after solid $9,000 in previous World” (Cinerama). (55th wk)* Newcomers are not getting far, at Warner, are holding up fairly
(Continued on page 18)
Estimates for This Week
week.
with “Zero Hour” only so-so at weU.
Apdllo, Brookside, Vista (Fox
three houses. Main strength'is
Estimates for This Week
Midwest) (1,050; 900; 750; 75-85)—
with the holdovers. “Pal Joey’ . Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)—
Currently have returned to subse¬
in third stanza, shapes wow at Im¬ April Love” (20th) (2d wk). Isn’t
quent run. Last week, “Noah’s
perial: Also socko is “Baby Face holding up as well as expected but
Ark” (Indie) and "Raiders of Old
Nelson” in second week at the Up¬ looks to get okay $7,000 or near,
California” (Rep), bright $6,500.
town. “Les Girls” in fourth frame enough to rote another stanza. Last
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-90)—
is smooth. Such longrun standbys week, $10,000.
"Bob and Sally” (Indie). Sock
as “Around World in 80 Days,”
Gnild (Green) (500; 85-99) —
$5,000 as house returns to art f ilih
now in 17th stanza, and “This Is “Happened
in Park” (Indie). Oke
policy. Holds. Last week, coupled
Cinerama,” in seventh frame, are $1,800. Last
week, “Alligator
with other' Dickinson theatres as
Minneapolis, Dec. 10. I Trouble” (WB). Mild $3,000. Last okay.
Named JDaisy” (Rank) (2d wk),
first-run.
With Christmas shopping starts J week, “Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (4th
Estimates for This Week
$1,600. f
. Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— ing to slow wickets, the usual pre-. wk). $3,500.
Carlton (Rank) (2,5i8; 60-$l)—
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$l:25)
"Cocktails in Kitchen” (Indie) arid Yuletide boxoffice slump is putting
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 90-$1.25)
•'Will Any Gentlemen” (Indie) (2d in its appearance currently. In an¬ —“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk). First ‘Halls of Montezuma” (20th) and —"Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk). Terrific
wk). Fair $900. Last week, $1,500. ticipation of the trend, distributors picture: within recent memory to ‘Shores of Tripoli” (20th) (reis¬ weekend again, for sock $12,000;
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)— and showhouses are conserving: hold a third week at this : housq, sues). Sad $8,000. Last werik, and may stick until Xmas at least:
—“Les Girls” (M-G) and "Hell their better product which may instead of being moved over after ‘Monte Carlo Story” (UA), $7,000. Last week. $18,500.
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede
Ship Mutiny” (Rep) (2d wk). Nice help explain the few fresh entries a fortnight. And at advanced ad¬
Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $i:25-$3)—
$7,000 or near. Last week, $10,- currently. Only one of the three mission, too. Nice $9,000. Last (FP) (1,080; 1,385; 1,485; 50-$D— ’Around World” (UA) (35th wk).
“Zero Hour” (Par). So-so $12,000. Fell off in general all-around to
500.
newcomers, “Baby Face Nelson,” is week il l non
Last
week,
“Stopover
Tokyo”
Missouri (SW-Cirierama) (1,194; doing much, being helped at Or¬
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75near $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
$1.25-$2)—“Seven W o n d e r s of pheum,
90)—“Baby Face Nelson” (UA). (20th), same.
Penn (UA) (3^00; 80-$1.25) —
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.50)— "Graf
World’’ (Cinerama) (16th wk).
Holdovers, much in evidence, in¬ Scorned by crix generally but dem¬ Pal
Spee” (Rank) and “Zero
Joey”
(Col)
(3d
wk).
Hold¬
Feeling effects of season- for okay clude the still profitable hard- onstrating pulling power. Okay
Hour”
(Par). Decision to dual
wham at $20,000. Last week; ‘‘Spee? 'was
$9,000. Last week, $11,000;
a last-minute one.
ticket “Seven Wonders of World” $9,000. Last wrick, ‘‘Kiss Them for ing
$24,000.
Paramount (UP) ,(1,990; 75-90)— and "Around World in 80 Days” Me” (20th), $7,000.
Originally
was to have
Loewis (Loew) (2,098; 7541-25)— gone in next"Hour”
"Jamboree” (WB) and “Green- in their 70th and.22d weeks, re¬
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800;'75-85)—
Week with “Baby Face
Eyed Blonde” (WB). Goes 6 days, spectively; “Les Girls” looms brisk ‘The Virginian” (Par) and "Two Les Girls” (M-G) 4th wk). Hold¬ Nelson" (UA) but latter goes oh its
fair $5,000. Last week, “Tin Star” in its fifth stanza while “Pal Joey” Years Before the Mast” (Par) (re¬ ing hotsy at $10,000. Last week, own. Lean $7,000, but not too bad(Par); $7,000 in 6 days. .
under circumstances. Last week,
shapes nice in third canto. In sec¬ issues). Okay $4,000. Last week, $13,000.
Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-12.40)— "Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk), $11,000.
RockhiU (Little- Art Theatres) ond week, “April Love” still is “Chicago Confidential” (UA) and
(750; 75-90)—"Nana” (Indie) (3d fancy.
“Enemy From Space” (UA), *$4,000. "Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
Sqnirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)-rwk).
Big $1,600; holds.
Last
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“April (17th wk). Big $10,000. Last week, "Spanish
Gardener*’ (Rank). Fine
Estimates for This Pgeek
week, $2,500.
Love” (20th) (2d. wk). A second $11,000.
notices
but looks weak $2,000. Last
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.05- consecutive winner for.. Boone.
Towne (Taylor) (693; $1)—
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 9041.25)—
"Pal Joey” (Col) (6th wk). Hearty $2.65)—‘‘Around World” (UA) (22d Fancy- $7,000. Last week, $13,000. •Perri” (BV) (6th wk). Nice $5,500. Week* "Perri” (BV) (3d wk), $2,600.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-$l,25) —$5,000; stays. Last week, $6,500. wk). Plenty of b.o. vitality left
Suburban World (Mann) (800; Last week, $6,000.
Towers (Fox Midwest) (1,145; here. Solid $10,000. Last week, 85)—“Woman of River” (Col) and
University (FP) (1,233; $1:50- "Jamboree” (WB) and "CJhholy
$1.25-$2)—Dark until Christmas. $8,000 and previous one was $13, “Woman of. Rome” (Indie) (2d $2.40)—“This Is Cinerama” (Cine-? Wife” (WB). Dismal $3,500 despite
ex bally from station WAMP
Last week, "Around World in 80 000, way over estimate.
runs). Mrider^te $1,200. Last week, rama) (7th wk). Hotsy $13,500. heavy
because its deejay, Barry Kaye, has
Days” (UA) (27th wk) closed rec¬
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— ‘^t Happened In Park” (Indie), Last week, $14,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,096; 60-$i)— a small role in pic. Last week,
ord run with sensational $11,000.. “Bombers B-52" (WB) (3d wk). $1,500:
Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Kind words for this but little acr
World (Mann) (400; 8541.25)—! "Baby Face Nelson” (UA). (2d wk). "Bombers B-52” (WB), $6,500.
Warner (SW-Clnerama) (1,300:
Midwest) <2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90) tivity. Slow $2,000. Last week; “Les Girls” (M-G) -(5th wk). Into Big $9,000. Last week, $12,500York (FP) (877: $1.25-$2)-^"10 $1^0-$2.40)-i—"Search for Paradise”
—"April Love” (20th) (2d wk). $3,000.
its second irionth, and still highly
Pleasing $10,000. Last week, $17,.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)— profitable. Robust $4,000. Last Commandments” (Par) (55th wk). (Cinerama) (9th wk). Off to splen¬
'Steady $4,000. Last week, same. did $12,000. Last week, $14,000.
000, biggest in many weeks.
“Black Patch” (WB) and “Johnny week, $5,000.

'Search’ Big 20G, 3d, 'Jamboree’ 10G

Key City Grosses

Xmas Shopping Slonghs
Cincy; ‘Paradise’ Solid
16G,‘April’Oke 86,2d

Storm Blasts Balto Biz
But‘Woman’ Big $6,700;
‘Eighteen’ Mild $7,000

‘Joey’ Hot $11,000,
Frisco; ‘Girls’ 9G

K.C. Fairly Firm; ‘Girls’
Lusty $7,060,2d;
Pleasing 10G on H O.

Transport Strike’s End
Helps Pitt; ‘Joey’ Sock
$12,000,‘Search’Ditto

‘HOUR’SOSO $12,000,
TORONTO;‘JOEY’20G, 3

i,‘April’Fancy 7G, 2d

Wednesday* Deceotber 11, 1957
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PICTURE CROSSES

SNOW, STRIKE BOP B’WAY B.O.
Pre-Xmas Slowing Chi But 'Russia
Sock 11G, 'Hunchback’ Huge 22G, 2d,
‘Sack’ Great 28G,‘Nelson’ Torrid 8G
Chicago, Dec. iO..
With, holiday openers running
In second weeks currently, the few
openers seem unlikely to halt the
downbeat trend. “This Is Rus¬
sia” gets its bearings at the Loop
this frame for a socko $11,000.
“Stowaway Girl” looks so-so $5,300.
in first frame at Esquire.
‘‘Hunchback of Notre Dame,”
smash in first rouiid at United
Artists, continues great in second,
“Sad Sack” holds up to great sec¬
ond week total at the Chicago.
“Tin Star-' looks -nice in same
frame at Roosevelt.
Arties continue to gallop at a
record pace, with “Bed of Grass”
at Carnegie in second,: “Game. 6f
Love” at Surf in third, and “Rich¬
ard III” in fifth at World.
“Baby Face Nelson” is red hot
for third frame at the Garrick, but
long termers are easing off. “Pal
Joey” shows the longest legs, do¬
ing a nice seventh frame at StateLake, while “Les Girls” looks trim
for sixth at the Woods. “Around
World” is sock foe 36th session at
Todd’s Cinestage while ‘‘Seven
Wonders of World” looks great in
51st at the Palace;
Estimates for This Week.
Carnesrie (H&E Balaban) (485;
$1.25)—“Bed of Grass” (T-L) (2d
wk). Sturdy $3,000. Last week,.
$5,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 90-$1.50)
—“Sad Sack” (Par) (2d wk)..Great
$28,000.. Last week, $44,500.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
90-$1.25)—“Stowaway Girl” (Par).
Shadowy $5,300. Last week, “How
to Murder Rich Uncle” (Col) (2d
wk), $7,000.
Garrick (B&K) (90-$1.25)—“Baby
Face Nelson” (UA) (3d wk).. Tor¬
rid $8,000. Last week, .$11,000.
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90r$1^25)—
“Two Years Before Mast” (Par)
and ‘‘Virginian” (Par) (reissues);
Temperate $4,500.
Last week
(Continued on page 18)

Cleve. Down; ‘Jamboree’
Fair 10G,‘Joey’Wham
10G in 5th,‘Days’Same
Cleveland, Dec. 10.
First-run trade is . only average
or under at most stands this ses¬
sion. Best showing is being made
by “Pal Joey” at the Hipp despite
being in fifth stanza. It is still
socko. Few newcomers to help cur¬
rently although “Jamboree” paired
with “Story of . Mankind” is fairish
at. the Allen. Both “Perri” and
“Les Girls” are okay in their sec¬
ond rounds. “Around World in 80
Days” looms good in 26th week at
the Ohio,
Estimates for. This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.25)—
VJamboree" (WB) and “Story of
Mankind” (WB). Latter given top
billing. Fair $10,000 or hear. Last
week, ‘‘Kiss Them for Me” (20th),
tame.
Embassy (Community) <1,200; 7090)—“Valerie” (UA) and “Gunsight
Ridge” (UA). Nice $6,000. Last
week, “April Love” (20th) (2d wk),
$5,500..
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-$1.25>—
“Pal Joey” (Col) (5th wk). Socko
$10,000 for finale after $15,000
last laji;
Heights Art (Art Theater Guild)
(925; $1,25)—“Last Bridge” (Union).
(2d wk). So-so $2,500. Last week,
$2,800.
Lower Mall (Community) (500;
50.-90)—“Perri” (BV) (2d wk). Okay
$3,000 after $4,200 last round;
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50J
—"Around World” (UA) (26th wk).
Good $10,000. Last week, $12,500.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) <1,523;
$1.25-$2.40) — “Cinerama Holiday”
(Cinerama) (23d wk). Going into its
last month with “Seven Wonders
• of World” slated for Jan. 22; get¬
ting fancy $11,100. Last week,
$14,700.
:
• ^
State (Loew) (3,500; $1.25)—
“Les Giris”' (M-G) (2d wk). Okay
$10,000 after $18,000 opener.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and “Hear
Me Good” (Par). Slow $4,000. Last
week, “Tin Star” (Par), $8,000. ;

Omaha Sags But‘April’
OK 4|G; Tokyo’ Sad 6G
Omaha, Dec. 10.
Plenty of downtown Xmas shop¬
pers this stanza, but they aren’t
buying the local film product at the
first-runs. With biz off per usual
for this time of year.. “Three Faces
of Eve” looks fair at the Brandeis.
“April Love” at the Omaha is okay
in second, round. “Around Wbrld in
80 Days” is. falling off in its 15th
and final session at the Admiral.
“Les Girls” is skimpy in its; hold¬
over frame at the State. ; ,
Estimates for This Week :
Admiral (Blank) (866; $2.50-$2.20)
-—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
(15th wk). Down to $3,000; quits
this week. Last week, $5,000: .
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)—
“3 Faces of Eve” (20th) and “Hell
on Devil Island” (20th). Fair $3,300.
Last week, “Tin Star” (Par) and
“Copper Sky” (20th), $4,800.
Omaha. (Tristates). (2,066; 75-90)
—“April Love" (20th) (2d wk).
Oke $4,500. Last week, $8,500.
. Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 7590)—“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) and
“Restless Breed” (20th). Drab
$6,000. Last week, “Pal Joey” (Col)
(2d wk), $7,500.
State (Goldberg) ■ (850; 75-90)—
“Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk). NSG
$3,000. Last week, $5,000.

‘Star?-‘Joan’10G,
PhiBy;‘Girls’ 11G
. Philadelphia, Dec.' 10..
Snow; and rain mired, the boxoffice in the forepart of current
session, with outlook rated almost
as sloppy as the weather. “Deerslayer” looms mild at the Fox.
“St. Joan” was added to second
week of “Tin Star” at the Viking,
with good results on this comho.
“Pal Joey” still is potent' in fifth
round at Stanley, while *; “April
Love” is rated okay in second
stanza at Randolph.. Most secondweekers .are way down compared
with their rousing opening sessions.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
“Les Girls” (M-G) (5th wk). Trim
$11:000, Last week, $14,000.
Boyd
(SW-Cinerama) . (1,430;
$1>20-$2.80)-—“Search for Paradise”
(Cinerama) (10th wk). Off to $9,800.
Last week, $18,003. /
Fox (National) (2,500; 55-$1.80)—
"Deerslayer” (20th). Mild $8,000;
Last Week,. “Kiss Them for Me”
(20th), $7,500.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.25)^-“Baby Face Nelson” (UA)
(3d wk). Down to $7,500. Last week,

$12,000.

Green Hill (Serena) <750; 75$1.25) (closed. Sundays) — “Blue
Peter” (Indie). Oke $3,000. Last
week, “Raising Riot” (Indie) (2d
wk), $2,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2$2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (50th wk). Good $7,000. Last
week, $9,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (1,259; 65$1.25)—“April Love’ (20th) (2d
wk). Okay. $8,000 of near. Last
Week, $17,500.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)—
“Pal Joey” (Col) (5th wk): Potent
$18,000. Last week, $28,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$l 49)—
‘Tijuana Story” (Col) and “Domino
Kid” (Col). Dull $8:000. Last week,
“Jamboree” (WB) and “Joe Da¬
kota” (U>, $13,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) <500; 99-$1.80)^“Perri” (BV) (2d wk). Sad $4,400.
Last week, $12,000.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
“St. Joan” (UA) 1st wk) .and “Tin
Star?’ (Par) 2d wk): Good $10,000.
Last week,. “Tin-Star” (Par), $12,000.
World (Pathe) (599r 99-$1.49)—
“Albert Schweitzer”' (Indie): (3d
wk). Oke $3,300. Last week* '$0,000.;

BUT 1
Broadway first-run theatres are
taking a brutal beating from the.
snowstorm and the city’s worst,
subway strike. Most houses already
were suffering from the customary
post-holiday letdown when hit by
the biggest snowstorm this fall (and
for that date) on Wednesday. Con¬
ditions did not approach near nor¬
mal iintiL late Friday. Then a group
of union motormen walked off the
job early Monday (9) .morning
though forbidden by court injunc¬
tion. This was a body blow to
business,' arid was still being felt
yesterday (Tues.):
Despite-, these handicaps, “Sayonara” with the annual Xmas stageshow looks to finish the .first Week
at the Music Hall with a sock $165,000. Since both the strike .and
snowstorm cut into out-of-town. at?
tendance, always big. at the Hall,
this naturally hurt here. Monday’s
trade, still good, was neatly $5,0.00
under normal expectancy.
“Sad Sack” also was hurt by the
strike and snow, but managed to
hold to a solid $22,000 in second
session at the State. “Operation
Mad ..Ball” was good $14,000 in
third Victoria round. Outside of
these pix; a few Of the arty cinemas
and. the. hard-ticket films, deluxer
biz presented a rather sorry pic¬
ture. “Pal Joey,” while still in the
chips, looks to slide to an okay
$27,000 or less in current (7th)
week at the Capitol. ‘This Is Rus¬
sia,” at normally sCcond-run Em¬
bassy on Broadway, started out in
smash fashion in first three days;
“And God Created Woman” con¬
tinued to amaze respite all handi¬
caps with a mighty $16,500 in sev¬
enth session at the arty Paris.
“Gervaise” also held with big
$10,000 in fourth week at the Baro¬
net. Several other films at . arty
houses will fare comparatively bet¬
ter than product ait bigger deluxers.
Hard-ticket contingent continues,
to be headed by “Around World in
80 Days,” with a capacity $37,700
in its 60th session at the Rivoli.
“Search for Paradise” dipped to a
big $31,400 in -11th stanza, at the
Warner, “10 Commandments” also
is off hut still great with $28,500
or close in present. (57th) round at
the. Criterion.
*'
Estimates for This Week** . I
. Astor. (City Ihv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
“Wild Is Wind” (Par). .Opens to¬
night (Wed.), regular run starting
tomorrow '(Thurs.).
In ahead,;
“Slaughter: on 10th Ave.” (U) (5th
(Continued on page 18)

Pre-Christmas Clips LA; ‘80 Days’
Best, Fancy $20,500 (or 51st Round
‘Wonders’ $17,709, 26th, ‘Girls’ 12G
:

H.0.’s Hobble Buffalo;
‘Sorority’ Slick $13,000
Buffalo, Dec. 10City is loaded with holdovers,
and they are way down from-opening weeks in most spots. However,
“Pal-Joey” stilL is great in third
round at Century. “Sorority Girl”
is rated potent at Paramount to
pace. newcomers:
“Les Girls” looms good in sec¬
ond session at the Buffalo. “Search
For . Paradise” still is solid in ninth
round at the Teck, same total as
last week.
-• Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$1.25)—
“Les Girls” (M-G) and “Tip on
Dead Jockey” (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$11,500. Last week, $47,000.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 7090) —■ “Sorority Girl” (Al) and
“Motorcycle Gang” (AI). Potent
$13,000. Last week, “Bombers B52” (WB) and “Big Caper” (UA),
$11,500.
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-90)—
“Silver Chalice” (WB) aiad “Helen
of Troy": (WB) (reissues). Okay
$8;5QO. Last week, “April Ldve”
(20th), torrid $15,000 in 9 days.
. Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)—
“Teenage Doll” (AA) and “Under¬
sea Girl”. (AA). Slow $6,000. in 5
days. Last week, “Perri” (BV) and
“Looking for Danger” (AA), $14,000 in 9 days!
Century (UATC) (2,900; 70*1.25)
—“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk). Smash
$11,000. . Last week, $17,500.
. Teck (SW - Cinerama) (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40) — “Search For Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (9th wk). Nice
$10,000. Last week, same.

Kiss’Fair $7,tOt,
Prov.;‘Haul’NG8G

Los Angeles, Dec, 10.
Ytile shopping is beginning t«
make a dent on biz here, with none
of five newcomers showing better
than moderate results, even longrun hard-ticket ventries slipping
some. “Around World in 80 Days.”
best thing in city,’ holding at fancy
$20,500 for 51st round at Carthay.
“Seven Wonders of World,” now
in 27th week, was big $17,700 in
26th round at Warner Hollywood,
Among new entrants, “Guns
Don’t Argue,” paired with “Walk
Into Hell,” looks okay $11,500 in
three houses while “Slaughter =on
1.0th Avenue,” with the oldie,
“Criss Cross.” likewise is heading
for okay $11,500, three spots.
“April Love” shapes good $11,000 in second stanza, three loca¬
tions, about best of holdovers. "Les
Girls” looks good $12,000 or near
in fifth week at. Pantages, “Pal
Joey” is stout $11,000 for seventh
Egyptian- session. “10 Command¬
ments” looms nice In seventh week
in three spots.
Estimates for This Week
State, Iris, Ei Key (UATC-FWC)
(2,404; 825; 861; 60-$1.50V—“Invisi¬
ble Boy” (M-G) and “Decision
Against Time” .(M-G). Mild $10,500.- Last week. State with Hawaii,
“Tall Stranger” (AA) and “Affair
Havana” (AA), $9,400. Iris with
Orpheum, Uptown, “Perri” (BV)
(1st multirun), “Let’s Be Happy”
(AA) (Iris. Uptown), “Last Stage¬
coach West” (Orpheum), $11,600.
El Rey; ‘‘Time Limit” (UA), “Val¬
erie” (UA) (m o.) (2d wk), $1,600.
-Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.59)
—“Doctor at Large” (U). Modest
$3,200. Last week, “How To Mur¬
der Rich Uncle” (Col) (2d wk),
$2,700.
Orpheum, Hawaii, Uptown (Metropolitan-G&S-FWC) (2,213; 1,106;
1,715; 90-$1.50)—“Walk Into HeU”
(Fav) and “Guns Don’t Argue”
(Fav).. Okay $11,500;
Hillstreet, New Fox, RIlz (RKOFWC) (2.752; 965; 1,320; 90-$1.50)
—“Slaughter on 10th Avenue’” (U>
and “Criss Cross” (U) (reissue).
Okay $11,500. Last week, “Man
Godfrey” (U) (1st multirun) and
“Violators” (U), $11,000.
Los Angeles, Loyola, Hollywood
(FWC) (2,097; 1,248; 756; 90-$1.50)
—“April Love” (20th> and “Under
Fire” (20th) (2d wk). Good $11,000.
Last week, with Fox Wilshire,
$22,900.
Downtown Paramount, Vogue
(Continued on page 18)

Providence, Dec. ID.
Grosses are down to normal
after the high flying Thanksgiving
week splurge. Strand with its
third round of “Pal Joey” and Elm¬
wood with its ninth of “Around
The World in. 80 Days” are the
leaders. State is dull With ‘The
Long Haul.” RKO Albee’s “Unholy
Wife” is slow.
Estimates for This Week
‘Hour’ Slight $6,000,
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 60-85)—
Indpls.; ‘April’ 8G, 2d “Unholy Wife” (RKO) and “Under
-Fire” (20th).. Slow $5,500. Last
Indianapolis, Dec. 10.
Holdovers are getting best of the week, “Slaughter on 10th Avenue”.
biz in. a generally, quiet week at. :(U) and “Slim Carter” (U), same.
Elmwood (Snyder) (745; $2-$2.50)
first-runners here. “Around World
in 80 Days,” though Way off from —“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
recent pace In 18th stanza at Lyric, (9th wk). Hotsy $9,000. Last week.
Louisville, Dec. 10.
still is tops in City. “April Love” Was ditto.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 60-85)—
With the approach of the Christat Indiana and “Les Girls” at
Loew’s are not so good in second “Kiss Them For Me” (20th) and .mas holiday season, first-runs here
“Ride
A
Violent
Mile?’
(20th).
Fair
this stanza are showing signs of
weeks. “Zero Hour,” new entry, is
$7,000 or near. Last week. “April slackening pace. H.o.’s are partly
only dull at the Circle.
Love” (20th) and “40 Guns” (20th), responsible for moderate letup.
Estimates for This Week
000.
Heavy rains all night Friday (6),
. Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60- $8,State
(Loew) (3200; 60-85)— didn’t help. “Raintree County" at
.90)—‘Zero Hour” (Par) and “Ber¬ “Long
Haul” (Col) and “Hard Man” the Brown, in 10th week, slowing
muda Affair” (Indie). Dull $6,000.
Last, week, “Bombers B-52” (WB) (Col). Dull $8,000 or less. Last down. Saturday (7) was first lime
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) and house hasn't been sellout on a Sat¬
and “Black Watch” (WB), $10,000. week
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-901— “Tip On Dead Jockey” (M-G) (2d urday night. Pic has three more
weeks, to be followed by return of
“April Love” (20th) (2<Twk); Oke wk), $9,000.
Strand (National Realty) (2200; “Around World in* 80 Days.” Sec¬
$8,000 or near after $16200 opener.
Keith’s (C-D) (1200; 75-$1.25)-^ 60-85)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk). ond weeks of “Pal Joey” at Loew’s
“April Love” at Rialto are
“Story of Mankind” (WB). Thin Still nice $7,000 after $10,000 in and
shaping okay.
$4,000. Last week, “Kiss Them For second.
.
Estimates for This Week
Me” (20th) (2d wk), $4,500. !
Brown (Loew-Fourth Ave.) (1,Loew’s <Loew) (2,427; 75-90)—
000; $1.25-$2)—“Raintree County”
“Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk).- Okay
*M-G) (10th wk). Letting, down
$6,000, Last week, $8,500.
currently, as conclusion of run
Lyric (C-D) (850; $L25-$2.20)—
nears. Likely fair $6,500 after
“Around World” (UA) (18th wk).
Washington, Dec. 10.
hit $8,500.
Slow $8,000. Last week, very good,
Combo of Washington’s heaviest ninth
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-85)
$15,000.
snowstorm in 15 years and usual —:“Omar
(Par) and
pre-Christmas slump is dealing the “Short Cut Khayyam”
Hell” (Par). Modest
first-rims a shattering blow. At $5,000. Lastto
week,
“Tin
Star”
(Par)
that, several hardy holdovers man¬ and “Hear Me Good” (Par), $5,500.
Estimates Are Net
aged to maintain an even keel, but
Loew’s (Loew-U.A.) (3,000; 74Pilm gross estimates' as remost newcomers suffered. “Man in 99)—“Pal
joey” (Col) J2d wk).
. ported herewith from the varir
Shadow” at Loew’s Palace fairly Okay $6,500 after $12,000 last
oils key cities, are net; Le.r
good and better than other entries. week.
without usual tax. Distrib¬
“And God Created Woman,” in 5th
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
utors share on net take, when,
stanza at the small-seating: Plaza,
— “Jamboree” (WB) and
playing percentage, hence the
. continues to show socko b.o. lure:. 50-85)
“Raiders of Old California” (Rep).
estimated figures are net in¬
“Pal Joey” is also very steady in Average $5,000. Last week, “Bomb¬
fifth week at. Tfans-Lux.
come.
ers B-52” (WB), same.
Estimates for This Week
The pairenthetic admission
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Ambassador- Metropolitan (SW) 50-85)—“April Love” (20th) (2d
prices, however, as indicated.
(1,490;
1,100;
85*1.10)
—
“Battle
Include the U. S. amusement
wk). Hep $8,000 after first week’s
tax. "
(Continued on page. 18)
$12,000. j t S,

‘April’ Rick$8,000 For
2d Week, L’viRe;‘Joey,’
6|G, 2d; ‘Jamboree’ 5G

D.C. SLIDES; ‘SHADOW’
OK 12G,‘GIRLS’130
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CALIAS' DAUAS MOP-UP
'Vienna Comsponthi#

Her $17,326 Set* 32-Year
Mark With Symphony

F.mil Maass
writes hew 7,000,000 Aestrian
population lifts the tab for
State Celtare so os .to permit

Rome, Dec. 10. 4-'
Opera Standees :
A spokesman, for Circeo Cinematografica,. the Italian company RE-TAG 'THE GREAT TENOR'
Ten Cents
which is producing ‘‘Anna di
Brooklyn” (Gina Lqllqbrigida-Vif- Kalman Operetta Now *We Travel
Around
f
he
World*;
torio DeSica-Da!e Robertson staranother Editorial Feotaye
rer) for RKO release, todav issued
Berlin, Dec. 3.
to tha upcoming
a strong denial of reports that pro¬
Cliaries
Kalman’s
operetta,
“The
duction was using leftwing labor.
52d Anniversary Number
Charges had been made by .Clau¬ Great Tenor,” has been renamed:
of
dio Rocchi, head of Democratic La¬ ‘We Travel ArOund the World.”
bor Unions in this country, who. Nuremberg (Batavia) saiw the
preem
of
this
operetta
under
its.
P%SSIBTY
had previously protested to Harry
Goldberg AFL-CIO rep. In Italy as new title today (30) at the Munici¬
well as RKO toppers on the mat¬ pal Theatre (Staedtische Buehnen).
ter (as detailed in Variety, Nov. Operetta has now been skedded for
Augsburg next March, possibly
27).
February.
According to Circeo, some 80%
Meanwhile, Kalman has also
of production personnel were reg¬ completed his second. Operetta,
istered and paying members of non- “Rendezvous With Life.” Latter is
Communist workers unions in th ?s to have its preem next year.
Mexico City, Dec. 3.
country, while the remaining 20%
All Kalman musical works are
belonged to no union at all. In published *
Tourism has become a paradox
Germany by Felix
pointing out that all Italian labor, Bloch Erberi, Berlin. The composer- here. Though Verified official figlaws had been "met, spokesman add¬ son of the late Emmerich Kalman i ures gathered by the Bank of Mex¬
ed that to the best of his knowl¬ is U.S.: citizen. The Kalmans ico and the Mexican Tourist Assn.
edge, no leftwing -workers had (Charles and Gerda) are now resid¬ (ATM), reVeal that Mexico is at¬
been employed on the production
tracting about the same number of
of “Anna.” This he said “included ing in NY;
visitors this year as during 1956,
all the actors as well, from Vit¬
they are spending much mote this
torio DeSica, Gina Lollobrigida, on.
year. However, while tourism here,
down .the credit list.
and hereabouts has beerm at a low
As proof of his statements,:
level since the July 28 earthquake,
spokesman produced a list of crew
it is booming along the U.S. border.
members and technicians enlisted
Furthermore, It is more than ever
for “Anna di Brooklyn” showing
emphasized, tourists in border
their membership in either the
points , continue to spend three
democratic unions (FULS,. etc.) or
'times more than those who come
London, Dec; 3.
to none at all,, plus signed state¬
down to tiis city*
ments to that effect from those
With 15 pantomimes lined; up for l The bank and ATM announce
professing to be non-union mem¬ the Christmas season, thto Moss that last September, 38,733 tourists
bers, reinforced by affidavits re1 Empires circuit as usual takes a
Pouncing all union fee, payments lead in giving the British theatre a spent $44,900,000 and $36,378,400
on the part of the production. seasonal shot in the arm. Val'Par¬ I of it in border, spots. During Sep¬
These statements are on file at nell’s 9th London Palladium panto tember, 1956, the total of tourists
was 40,052 and their spending was
production office as proof that not will be “Robinson Crusoe.”:
$35,300,000.
a single Lira is being paid by Cir¬
There will be the usual crop of I ATM explained that all figures
ceo to any of the red pic industry Cinderellas. At Finsbury Park Em¬
unions here, thus clearly implying, pire, Dave King .will be Buttons. apply to adult visitors. But it indi¬
the production official said, that Tom Arnold’s “Cinderella” at cated in point of spending, the
the charges by Rocchi and Gold¬ Glasgow Empire will star Alec Fin¬ minors never spend Very inuch.
berg that Circeo was using left- lay and “Cinderella” will also be
wing labor or actors were false;.
seen at. Morecambe Winter Garden
and Sunderland .. Empire. Tom
Arnold’s other festive offerings
will include a circus at Harringay;
‘Jack and the . Beanstalk” at Bir¬
London, Dec. 3.
mingham Hippodrome; “Sleeping
The Davis Theatre, 3,700-seat
Beauty , on Ice” at Edinburgh Em¬
pire; “Babes in the Wood” at Liv¬ suburban cinema in] Croydon, joins
erpool Empire; “Aladdin” at Man¬ up with the Rank Organization in
chester Palace; another '‘Aladdin” gambling, against the conventional
Ayr, Scotland, Dec. 3.
ait Nottingham Theatre Royal; and British booking system for nonAlmost 60% of children in the ’Old King Cole” at Newcastle Em¬ West End houses. On Dec; 30, the
Glasgow area of Scotland go to the pire.
Davis will launch an unlimited sea¬
cinema long before they even start
Pat Kirkwood and Brian Reece son of the pic, “The Bolshoi Bal¬
school according to a survey made
let”
It will be shown three times,
by staff of Jordanhill teachers’ afe in “Jack and the Beanstalk’’ at daily, will be split in two qnd, fol¬
Brighton for Newco Productions
college in the city.
lowing
the first interval, classical
and Emile Littler will have three
The present average attendance shoWs. For Littler, Charlie Chester pianist Eileen Joyce will give a
at the cinema by pupils in primary will be in “Jack and Jill” at Han¬ Chopin piano recital. '
sections is once a week. In the ley Theatre Royal, arid other LittThere will be no newsreel or any
junior secondary sections, it be¬ ier shows will toe “Dick Whitting¬ other film on the program and one-,
comes, twice a. week.ton” at Leeds Empire and “Little third of the seats can be reserved.
Chief interests of a large per¬ Miss Muffet” at Sheffield Empire. ‘Bolshoi” will be a six-day atttacr
centage of the up-and-coming gen¬
Jack Hylton also teams up with tion, with the cinema reverting fa
eration seemed to be cinema, tele¬ Littler
present* pantomime at the concerts on Sunday nights; Top
vision,, radio, dance, halls, cafes and. two bigtoLondon
suburban theatres price will be $1.50 and the. inclu¬
horror comics.
at Golders Green and Streatham sion of Miss Joyce will enable the
According to James Scotland, Hill. Familiar production of “Char¬ Davis Theatre to come into line
college lecturer and a radio scripter ley’s Aunt” will be missing from with several other theatres in duck¬
for BBC, the British Broadcasting the Christmas scene this year be¬ ing much of the entertainment tax
Corp. in Scotland Is losing listeners cause Norman Wisdom will; be that hits cinemas which provide no
because it is putting over a less playing in the musical version, stage fare. It’s figured that fax
sensational type of program. than “Where’s Charley?” at Manchester. saving will amply cover Miss
its tvi opposition.
At the Scala, Margaret Lockwood Joyce’s fee..
will be Peter. Pan. for the second
time with her daughter Julie, as
Italian Cafe Owners’
Wendy.
'

Tourist Trade in Mex
This Year Same as’56

Dallas, Dec. 10.
Maria Callas, giving a concert
here with the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra for the benefit of in¬
ternational commerce in general
and in particular for the new Dal¬
las Civic Opera Co., grossed $17,326, which is the Music Hall’s 32year old record for a single musi¬
cal artist.
.
_ .. .
Toppled from its pinnacle the
mere $15,000 or so that Jose Itiirbi earned one night a decade ago.
Her attendance was 3,126. Top
price was $8.50.
Callas Concert For Frisco
San Francisco, Dec. 10.
Sol Hurok believes Maria Callas’
contractual quarrel with the San
Francisco Opera “will blow over’
arid therefore has booked her for
a- Frisco date inher. coast-to-coast
tour next year.
■ . .
“Certainly,” he said, “I plan to
have Mme. Callas give a recital in
this city.”
. „ ,
He was optimistic that the Frisco
Opera’s complaint over the sopra¬
no’s failure to show up for. last
fall’s opera" season would be set¬
tled. Frisco company’s charges are
before AGMA.

Head tion Co.
London,. Dec. 3.
Douglas Collins, director of the
National Film Finance Corp. and
managing director of Goya Per¬
fumes. is to be named as the new
j chairman of British Lion next
week. David Kingsley, currently
managing director of Film Finance,
will become managing director.
He’s already K on the British Lion
board.
Shakeup comes in the wake of
Sir Arthur Jarratt’s appointment,
as president of the .Kinematograph
Renters Society. It’ll see the Boul¬
ting Brothers and other producers
joining the B-L board..
Bid by Christopher Mann to take
over British Lion failed, and the
company will, continue under
NFFC ownership.

15 Xmas Pantos
Set For Britain

60% of Scot City’s Kids
Go to Ph Shows long
Before Entering School

Hit in Mex ‘Bells,’ She’s
To Star in ‘Fair lady’ Manila to Host Fifth
Mexico City, Dec. 3.
, Silva Pinal, a top pic-stage comer
Asian Festival in ’58
dienne, is scoring so heayily in the

Spanish version of “The Bells Are
Tokyo, Dec. J.
Ringing” at 1,200-seat Teatro del
Manila will host the Fifth AsianJ
Bosque here (opened Oct, 18) that Festival April 22-26, it was an¬
she will star in another U.S. musi-| nounced by the Federation of Mo¬
cal hit, “My Fair Lady,” To be, tion Picture Producers, of Asia
done in Spanish also. Producer (Eireri).
Entries are expected
Luis del Llano also submanager Of] from japan, the Philippines, For¬
Televigentro here which houses mosa, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Re¬
Mexico’s top radiortv stations, public of : Korea, Malaya, Singa¬
plans to bring Miss Pinal into the pore and Thailand. Manuel De
hew show this spring.
Leon, topper at the: P. L’s LVN
“Lady” is scheduled to bow next] Productions, will he chairman of
April at the Bosque. Bene An- the exec committee. Entries will
selmo, coprodueer of “Bells,” is as¬ close Feb. 22 and must reach Ma¬
sociated with de Llano in the hew] nila by March 22. Screenings, Will
venture. Miss Pinal is to head the begin April 14;
“Bells” troupe which Will make a
Each participating Country . .will
brief Mexico road tour next month. have to bear $15,000 as fest ex¬
penses. Two' jury members will be
chosen from each country. Entry
Mex Director Set by 20th-Fox
limit per country is five, respec¬
Mexico City, Dec. 3.
Roberto Gavaldon, a vet top di¬ tively, for features and shorts, but
rector, has been inked by 20th-Fox a country producing more than
to direct its “Hill of the Roosters” 400 pictures a year will be allowed
that will be made- entirely in an. additional film, in each cate¬
Mexico.
gory. Last year’s fest Was held
Pic Avfli- he1 done nekt y^ar. " •’ * * here.
’ ‘ -v.*
v* ‘ ’ •

Brit Soburban Cinema
Goes for Longran Fix

Threat Wins TV Row
Rome, Dec. 3.
Italian
cafeowners’
recently
voiced threat to cancel their 1958
video subscriptions unless the gov¬
ernment modified Its recent regiilatons for the use of tele in public
places, apparently has. had its de¬
sired effect Negotiations between
the cafeowners association (FIPE)
and the government entertainment
offices have reportedly started in
an attempt to. find a way out of the
impasse. Also It’s reported that
the Ministry of the Interior 'has
asked that the matter be settled
amicably.
Principal opponents of the
change; naturally, are the Italian
exhibitors,
Whose,
association,
AGIS’ argument Was that while
governmentin its crackdown on
.the- previously unfettered sector.
AGIS argument, was that While
cinemas were heavily taxed, cafes
were able to show tv—for an extra
fee or admission—almost without
government control, and without
paying more than a nominal yearly
tax; The tele industry here looks
on the cafes as their best publicity
medium, a sr-rt of publicity trailer
fpr home video,
c

American Ballet Theatre will
play three dates in Russia on Its
next spring-summer overseas tour,
if arrangements are completed with
and through the State Department.
They will be in Moscow, Leningrad
and Kiev.
Should this phase of the swing
materialize, the troupe would fly
from New York to Helsinki, Fin¬
land; proceed to the Soviet from
there. Modern, rather than strict¬
ly classical numbers, would be fea¬
tured, this emphasis giving Rus¬
sian ballet lovers a change of fare.
Almost a dozen countries, includ¬
ing Czechoslovakia, are lined up
for the coming trek. Last sum¬
mer, the Ballet Theatre penetrated
"The Iron Curtain” by appearing
in Yugoslavia. This trip Spain,
Dublin, Ireland; Belgium, Ger¬
many, Sweden and France are lined
up plus engagement in Paris.
A 1958-59 trip to Japan is en¬
visaged by the Ballet Theatre. This
is the 17th year of the organiza¬
tion’s existence.
Dorothy Bock-Pierre, at one time
with Ballet Russ de Monte Carlo,
is ahead.

Israel Ballet, Eli Route
To U.S., Wins Scot Crix
Glasgow, Dec. 3.
The National Ballet and Dance
Theatre of Israel played the King’s
Theatre here to good notices from
crix. Company, giving their first
performances outside Israel, is en
route to the U. S. They are skedded
for dates at Manchester, Leeds,
Stratford and Dublin, Ireland,
prior to leaving for America. :
Company was formed in 1949 to
provide for the new State of Is¬
rael a dance theatre comple¬
mentary to the Habima Players
and the Israel Philharmonic Orch.

Tacifico’ Opens Big
In Italian Keys
Rome, Dec. 3.
“Diga Sul Pacifico,” the Dino
DeLaurentiis production which
Columbia will release in all coun¬
tries except Britain and Italy, looks
headed for high b.o. figures in this
country based on early grosses.
Same producer now also has two
others on the market^ “War and
Peace” and “Cabiria.” 'Sea Wall,’
Which remains the pic’s working ti¬
tle “until a better one is found”
hit over $75,000 in its initial keycity week. On the basis of this,
the producer estimates the Italian
run (where Rank is releasing) will
top the $500,000 mark.
Film was directed by Rene Clem¬
ent from an Irwin Shaw script,
with Silvana Mangano, Anthony
Perkins, Jo Van Fleet and Richard
Conte starred.
Incidentally, while star Silvana
Mangano speaks her own lines in
the English version, she is dubbed
in the local Italian prints, a switch
‘
dn the usuar phfcfedur&v " ‘ *

;

ULS. DistribsIgnoreArg.
Release Tax Law As
Violating Trade Pact
Buenos Aires, Dec. 3.
There has been no change in the
status quo over the past weeks as
regards the Argentine Treasury’s
attempt at enforcing the release
tax ton imported films. American
companies are ignoring.the taxon
the grounds that an ArgentineAmerican Trade Treaty precludes
its being applicable to Yank films.
Should the government attempt to
force payment of --this tax by
American distributors, this would:
be tantamount to repudiation of
the trade agreement.
Italian distributors also went
ahead on the presumption that spe¬
cial exchange pacts made with the
Argentine government under the
Peron regime were: still in force,
and, hence the tax not applying to
them. Internacional therefore Was
taken aback on receiving a note
claiming payment within five days,
on account of “Poveri.. .Ma Belli,’.'
which was released day-date at
the Florida, Sarniiento and Gaumont
The distributors apparently com¬
mitted a mistake by asking for a
30-day stay of payment, which,
amounted to a tad; admission of
applicability of the tax. Now a
special delegation is expected front
Italy shortly to negotiate the is¬
sue. On the Argentine side, the
contention. is that all the special
barter deals were repudiated by
special decree shortly after the
1955 Revolution ousted. Peron.
■' Jean Sefert, president of the
French Producers and Exporters
Union, recently was here with R.
Cravenne, acting for Unifranee, in
talks with the Finance Ministry and
the local film union. The French
invoked a special treaty signed in
1954, but were willing to discuss a
quota system, proposing an annual
quota of 40 French imports.. The
Union suggested this fie cut to 18,
plus supplementary co-productions.
The French side, stipulated that
any quota assigned to France
should not be below a third of
what American importers are al¬
lowed. Unifrance also offered help
to set up-a central Argentine dis¬
tribution outfit in Europe.
The French officials also dis¬
cussed the problem of low admis¬
sions in Argentina, pointing that
admissions in Argentina, are 14c
against $1 in most other parts of
the world.

HS.PixPaceW. Germany
In First 10 Months
Frankfurt, Dec. 3.
Germany's Self-Censorship Board
has just revealed statistics for films
released in West Germany during
the first 10 months this year, show¬
ing a total of 438 films or two less
than, last year. And the U. S. is
far in the lead, with 189 films, an
increase of 10 over the first 10
months last year.
Second in rank comes West Ger¬
many’s own films, 88 this year, a
drop of: nine from its output of'
1956 and less than half the num¬
ber released by the V. S. France
is third with 42, a drop of six from
last year, while England is fourth,
up four* to'30/ ' 'v 1
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Protest Yank Methods
Used to Cast ‘Harris’
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Refusal of German Govt, to Approve
Pix Subsidy Stymies Hamburg Meet;
Blow to Europe Common Mart Plan

Tokyo, Dec. 3..
As a result of the direct ap¬
Sydney,. Dec. 10.
proach method of contacting pros¬
Confronted by increasing inroads
See No Higher Cinema
pective Japanese cast members, for
into their boxoffice, mainly be¬
20th-Fox film now on location
Scale in Mex Till ’58 the
cause of television competition,
in Kyoto tentatively titled “The
Hamburg, Dec. 10.
Mexico City, Dec. TO.
Australian exhibitors are begin¬
Townsend Harris. Story,” the Japan
The point blank refusal of the
The cinema'ceiling; of 32c for
ning to see Sunday picture shows admissions that, has just rounded Motion Picture Code of Ethics Duel’ Set for Xmas
German government to introduce a
as the main rheans for keeping out out its fifth yeair is preventing ex¬ Board (Eirin) : is. preparing a letter
Release in Germany subsidy for its film production in¬
of protest-to be sent to the MPA A
dustry disrupted a three-power
of the red. One important theatre hibition here of such super pix as and directly to U. S. producers.
Frankfurt, Dec. 3.
“Duel in the Atlantic,” the 20th- meeting here with’ France and
executive summed up the situation “War and Peace,” “10 Command¬
Before signing Eiko Ando, 23- Fox
Italy to consider the European
ments” and “Tree of Life” because
Cinemascope
starring
Robert
recently by saying: “We can cut their producers can't see profits year-old former semi-nude dancer
Mitchum and German actor Curd Common Market plan. The split
and prune only to a certain degree. justifying their release, local dis¬ of the Nichigeki Music Hall, for Juergens, with Dick Powell produc¬ between the three countries was
the.
role
of
geisha
Okichi
opposite
tributors
claim.
It looks as though we have the
ing, is set as the company’s Christ¬ underlined by the last-minute can¬
Even die-hard exhibs have quit John Wayne, director John Huston, inas release jin Germany. Film, cellation of an official lunch to be
alternative of ^Sunday films or
producer. Eugene Frenke arid their concerning World War II, is novel hosted by a -member of the Bonn
fighting,
the
32c
top
price.
The
tinction in the case of many thea¬
trade seems to be resigned to the staff screened some 35 girls. Many in that it has Juergens portraying cabinet.
tres/'
The sudden termination of the
prospect that this maximum will were approached without going
Theatre executives in Australia continue until at least next Nov. through their companies, a pro¬ a German officer who is not the negotiations puts an end to all
appreciate that to obtain permis¬ 30, when the six-year term of the cedure destined to arouse; ire in usual detestable villain type por¬ hopes of the West Germany studios
sion to open their houses on. Sun¬ present government ends. Nobody the Japan, film industry where trayed in films of this sort He is for the introduction of a subsidy
pictured as an upstanding individ¬
day they would have to break down, is talking, yet, about prospects for almost all are contract players.
plan comparable to. the British
ual with a good character.1
the opposition of churches as well getting a better break in the rate
Versions of how this happened
Another novel angle is that Eady Fund. The German industry
as the unions, principally the pro¬ along about next Dec. 1. /■
differ, with some claiming that it Juergens is doing Ijis own syn¬ will now have to devise a new for¬
jectionists in the . latter category.
was. the. Japanese staffers who chronization of the role into Ger- mula acceptable to their govern¬
But many of them admit that it
ment in terms which do not in¬
broke protocol, and others citing
is a problem, though not easy,
fringe on the principle of free
the American members of the unit.
which will have to be handled with
trading.
But they, all agree that it was done.
tact.
The decision is welcomed by
The letter, being formulated by
The Theatre Managers Assn, re¬
American distributors in Germany,
Eirin, does, not specifically cite the
cently sponsored a questionnaire
who see the development as an
'Harris” company, but refers to
on whether members of these two
implied guarantee of full and free
various trouble” because of dif¬
groups would favor Sunday per¬
trading facilities in that territory.
ferences. in the structure of the
formances. interest was high, and
The Yanks always had been luke¬
respective
industries;
The
.letter
Paris, Dec. 10.
although the balloting was secret*
warm
to any protective measures
In spite of governmental and further states that Japanese com¬
which might have restricted their
attempts Were. made to ring in
panies are still very willing to co¬
London, Dec. 10.
activities in the market.
fraudulent ballots. This ballot re¬ political crises, fiu epidemics keep¬ operate with American filmakets
sulted in a heavy vote for. Sabbath ing people out of theatres, and the in Japan, but wish them own poli¬
One immediate result of the
Elmer C, Rlioden, National The¬
screenings, according to T.M.A. hike in first-run cinema prices, it cies respected: Daiei,’ which had atres prexr, is currently, here on a breakdown of the negotiation is the
possibility that a series of bilateral
general secretary; Robert A. Cle- was proven here that a pic with been cooperating on. the Fqx propioneering mission for his new agreements between the three
land. It showed that 40% of the boxoffice pull can overcome all duction, continues to do so.
projectionists favored Working on these deterents.
One spokesman of a major Japan Cinemiracle process. His aim is countries, due to terminate in the
“Pot Bouille” has taken in $290,-:
Sundays and 50% of the managers:
to
get its’ first picture, “Cinemira¬ New Year, may have to be con¬
company described, the “Harris”
An;additional 15% of the projec¬ 000 during five, weeks if its first- unit’s attitude as “insincere,” cit¬ cle Adventure,’-’ Into a West End tinued indefinitely. Earlier it'had
been hoped that agreement at gov¬
tion room operators were prepared run while Charles Chaplin’s “A ing the. direct contact of . the ac¬
to work every other Sunday and-a King. In New York” did. about tresses and also the scattered ap¬ theatre by April, with other in¬ ernment level would have paved
further 20% of the managers were $260,000 in four .weeks. “Pot proach to local studios when, that stallations to follow in key cities. the way for immediate Euromar¬
willing
work every second Sun- Bouille” was in three houses and method was used.
Rhoden admitted that he would ket trading as a prelude to the in¬
He thought
^King” in five,
troduction of the wider Free Trade
. day.
they should have, contacted one be haying talks with Lord Rank Area.
“King,”
despite
split
reviews,
Majority in Favor
got fine;, word-of-mouth. Other Studio at a time and if they found and executives in that organization.
Poll ; showed only 15% of the newcomers coming up are Federi¬ that studio lacking in what they
Italo Filmites Disappointed
managers against Sunday shows co Fellini's ‘“Nights of Cabiria,' sought, then .they should have He was also hoping to open nego¬
tiations with British producers to
while about twice that number of which has taken in $130,000 in five moved on to another.
Rome, Dec. TO.
projectionists were flatly opposed weeks at three houses.
Some .think that the reason film
the new three-camera
The European Film Pool appears
to Sabbath screenings.
Huston,
had
to
choose
Miss
Ando,
more distant than ever. Italian pic
Rene Clair’s “Porte De Lilas'
process.
The ballot revealed that it would landed $255,000 in eight weeks at a girl with no film experience, was ; Rhoden stated categorically that industry observers are not hiding
be possible to get enough staff to two theatres. H. G.. Clouzot’s “The that she was not contracted to a NT did not want to enter directly their disappointment over the re¬
operate theatres on Sunday, ac¬ Spies”, Was in for a solid $1.87,500 Japanese studio! However, Toho into the theatre business in Britain, cent Hamburg talks held by the
Company has sought compensa¬ but preferred to “tie in” with Brit¬ tripartite committee, charged with
cording to Cleland: He said he in four weeks at three cinemas.
tion for time.it claims was unset¬ ish .exhibitors. National was plan¬ setting up a:-permanent European
always had opposed. Sabbath shows
tled when she broke away from ning to lease the equipment, and Film Community. No concrete ac¬
but something had to be done to
their girlie show some 1ft months not sell it outright. An advance tion was taken at the confab while
offset the drain oil the theatre boxago.
office caused by tele.
demonstration tor the British in¬ many other moves were postponed
The Shukan Tokyo, a weekly dustry Was, Rhoden averred, an im¬ “for further study” until next year.
Sunday shows have been given
Principal hurdle, as previously
hews
mag',
played
up
the
dispute
for; years in. Queensland and Vic¬
practical proposition as it would Outlined In Variety, of course, is
in a big way and was particularly ■not
toria, two states of Australia: But
pay to ship the equipment Germany, which because of certain
piqued
over
the
firing
by.
20th-Fox
New South Wales, in which this
from Los Angeles for preview pur¬ inside problems is still hesitant
of. casting girl Rumiko Ejima, a poses.
Paris, Dec. 3.
key city is located, never has been
The industry; however,
Besides subsidizing its national former child star here with strong would be invited to see the launch¬ about making the next step.
able to get approval. In New South
Because of the many problems
Wales and Victoria, it’s estimated legit and lyric theatres, Comedie- contacts in the industry. The mag ing of the new process. Rhoden which
still stand in the way of the
that one effect of tele was that a Francaise (two houses),. Theatre felt she bore the brunt of dispute. was jbined in London by William picture pool, local opinion is there
little better than $200,000 weekly National Populaire, Opera .and
,Le Thody who had recently been will be a rapid and serious attempt
Opera-Comique,
the
Bureau
of
was being drained off by tv from
Stross Tees Off
having discussions with the Danish to strengthen the co-produetive
the amount previously . available Arts and Letters shells out $67,500
sector between France, Germany
annually to young Companies and
Another Sexy Film industry.
for other entertainment.
and Italy as well as with other
to help underwrite any .established
London, Dec. 3.
An executive of one of the larger , company’s mounting of a worthy
neighboring countries. /With an¬
Following
the
successful
boxcircuits stated that cinemas Were new'play. It also gives $33,000 or
other crisis at the door, fast; action
getting a raw deal because they more generally to.The various legit office returns of “The Flesh. Is
is felt necessary in this respect.
Weak/’ his film about West End
were not allowed to open Sundays theatres, in Paris.
Italy,
which already has strength¬
prostitution, producer Raymond
while Commercialized sports were
ened its links with Spain, is cur¬
There is also a large amount giv¬
increasing and taking away thou¬ en to provincial theatre groups. Stross began shooting last “Week
rently
looking to Yugoslavia and
“A Question of Adultery.”
sands of ^founds that might have The: grand total to aid legit opera¬ on
Argentina for co-production tieThis will co-star Julie London and
.gone to. film theatres;
ups,
and
special negotiation com¬
Edinburgh,
Dec.
3.
*
tions is aljput $7,500,000 yearly.
Anthony Steel, with Basil Sydney
Cinema exhibitors here are tip mittees are now under way to both
The church angie is apt to be a
There are always pros and cons and Geoffrey Keen . in . support.
tough one but it was cited how here on whether, it is enough,. But Scripting has been done by Holly¬ in arms at a section of local press’ these countries to talk develop¬
much film theatres had done for Paris still remains one of-the most wood writer Ann Edwards.. Pic treatment, df films, which they ment of twin productions.
various church and charitable prolific legit centers now in exist¬ will be directed by Don Chaffey, describe as “not kind.”
What They Hoped For
causes: Greater. Union Theatres a ence. Theatres are now seeking who also directed “Flesh.” . Story
Robert McLaughlin; city exhib,
Observers Of developments on
few months ago raised better than an unfreeze of price controls.
said
at
a
meeting
of
theatremen
concerns artificial insemination.
the European Common Market
Rising cost's and higher technical
$50,000 iii a fortnight for charities
that the Evening Dispatch and The front are watching current Ham¬
Stross will follow upiwith
while Hoyts Theatres likewise col¬ wages are also a problem. Hence, Robert Mitchum starrer called Scotsman were the papers con¬ burg. huddles of French, Italian
the
State
may
be
asked,
for
more
lected about $72,000: for charity.:
“The Angry Hills,” which will be cerned. He said tfce proprietor of and German film industry dele¬
coin to keep: this Parisian show biz directed by Richard Aldrich, and these two sheets (Roy Thomson, gates with special interest as a
Theatre Chief Sees Bfe Okay
and cultural gambit intact.
distributed by. Metro. Stross’ third Canadian newspaper and radio sta¬ possible key to the whole future
Film theatre business is holding
film .will be “The Way of Flesh,” tion boss) also was running Scot of 'the * Continental Film Pool
very well in Australia, product and
an originaT^by Leigh Vance, who independent tele, and therefore movement. Attention is especially
other factors considered, according
looked upon the cinema as a com¬ centered on the conclave because
wrote “The Flesh is Weak.”
to C. H. Scott, general manager of
it’s expected that at its conclusion,
petitor. :
Mexico City, Dee: 3.
the State Theatre, Sydney, main
the tripartite committee will offi¬
metropolis of Aussie. He was in
Theatres here face extinction
cially present the German gov-;
New York last week on a world because of high. operating costs,! 3 Over 70 Ask Re-election
erhment
at Bonn with a plan to
trek enroute back home after a blamed upon the National Actors
place the German film industry on
Lftndon, Dec. 3.
stopoff in LA. this week. So fat Union (ANDA), and the 96c ceilLondon,
Dec.
3.
a
similar
legislative (aid) basis as
Three septuagenarians on the
tele has not had too much effect on ing on admission price, according
Anvil Films has begun its first that current in both France and
the boxoffice, he said, since there to Victor Moya, a top stage direc¬
board, of Electric & Musical
Italy!
full-length
.
feature
production
at
are only about 130,000 sets in a tor, speaking before the Mexican
industries Ltd., are applying
Shepperton Studios, starring Lee
On the one side are the produc¬
Journalists Assn.
country of 2,250,000,
Patterson and Ann Sears. It is ers who partly for their own in¬
for re-election at the next an¬
The public is for; the theatre,
The 2,600-seat State Theatre, ace
terests
and also because of pres¬
“Cat
and
Mouse,”
dramatic
yarn
nual meeting on Dec. 12. -Un¬
house of Greater Union Theatres, including its experimental branch
about an American deserter In sure from French and. Italian pic
der the Companies Act. spe¬
is an ideal operation, as viewed by but low prices;, and high costs
Britain. Paul Botha is producing officials, are now said to favor the^American exhibitors, since it calls make anybody haying coin to angel
cial notices have to he pub¬
and directing, his own screenplay common market scheme, On the:
for only 10 changes of program an¬ shy away from investing even $1,from a Michael Halliday novel.
lished when, persons over 70
other side are the exhibs, current¬
nually on the average. This house 200-$l,600 per show, Moya said:
Anvil, which has been engaged ly enjoying a good market in
wish to be re-elected to. a
operates only six days a week with
in making. government and indus¬ which German, pix are general
Moya ; indicated discrimination
board.:
trial documentaries, has sprung favorites without the complications
four shows daily.
by the department in favor of for¬
Youngest of the trio is Sir
out of the Crown Film Unit, which of a protective legislation, who see
Althougtr'pbvicusiy one of the eign, shows, saying it allows alien
put over .the. British government the dangers of th#-film pool idea
Edward de Stein, who reached
deluxers in Sydney, in many re¬ troupes to charge admission prices
war pix. When Grown was disband¬ in. the form of higher taxes or
spects comparable to . the N. Y. of $2 to $8 per, but steadfastly re¬
the 70 mark, this year. Next
ed in 1952; four of its members costs, screen quotas, etc. These
Music Hail excepting in seating fuse to permit Mexican Companies,
in line is Lord Brabazon, 73,
formed 'Anvil,- Rotha, brought in views were recently aired by Ger¬
capacity and scale, the State gets even those that represent a $24,and finally, Isaac Schoenberg,
for “Mouse,” was a member of man reps at the Madrid UIEC (Int.
only 80c top which is the highest 000-investment, to charge .any
cinema admission in ^strali|in i{ .more than 9^jaji,^s£oi|.; r; si J who’s 77.
p j ) v vn? i-drGtfown Film Unit.

BoostParis B,0,

London in Apr!

France Gives $7fMiI
Annually to Keep Its
Legit Theatre Riming

Edinburgh Exhibs Vexed .
By Harping Newspaper
O wned by Tele Magnate

Mex Theatre Downbeat

Anvil Films’ THouse’
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Spread the sloganj Get more out of life •. • Go out to a moviel
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DOLORES HART

JOSEPH CALLEIA •Directed by George Cukor-Screen Story and Screen Play by Arnold Schtilman-Music composed and conducted by Dimitri Tiomkin
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By DAVE LEVADI
Chicago, Dec. 10.'
When evidence is shown that
pinpoints a specific fault with cur¬
rent distribution techniques, show¬
men occasionally take specific
measures to remedy the situation.
The current Chicago scene argues
for a complete shakeup in the
schedule of product release and
perhaps for more quality product.
After a disheartening year, as
shown by Chicago’s 3% amusement tax totals from theatres
($927,467. for the first eleven
months of 1957 as against $1,032,712 for the corresponding period
of the previous year), the local in¬
dustry shuddered in anticipation
of the normally dead pre-Xmas:
month, all the more so hi that fluridden October, had seen the
worst one month theatre attend¬
ance here in a long time. Grosses
for the period were taxed at $66,615 as against $94,663 for the pre¬
vious October.
Presumably theatres could . do.
nothing more than lose as little
money as possible during the re¬
mainder of the year as-in previ¬
ous years. This year* however, saw
many, theatres top near the col¬
lapsing point to accept that fa¬
talistic attitude. The concessions
granted by distribs for stronger
product* even;. during the much
taunted Golden Jubilee Month,
here, were for the most , part neg¬
ligible. However, now that the
doldrums have set in; it appears
that exhibitors have proved that
they can sell top product regard¬
less of the time of year.
In four areas, good pictures
have shown some of the best re¬
sults of the year in Chicago during
the normally slow (except for
Thanksgiving) late fall Reason.
Originally booked for three weeks,
“iO Commandments” will run at
least six in, five Chicago nabe
houses.
Grosses have been ; as
much as ten times higher than normally for any time of year. Suc¬
cessive sellouts could not have
been topped at any time of year,
and the slowest season of the year
has shown itself the most prof¬
itable for these houses.
Not only the giant spectacular
pic is bucking the seasonal trend.
Downtown, “Pal Joey” has shown
far more staying power during the
fall than any of the summertime
musicals.
Meanwhile the notquite-best and riot-so-good re¬
leases have been suffering the
usual pains downtown. The super¬
abundance of mediocre pictures
this summer showed the other side
of the coin. This summer was by
no means the profit maker of pre¬
vious warm seasons.
Selectivity continues to show it¬
self operative among film patrons
in still other areas. At the Gar¬
rick, “Baby Face Nelson” * outgrossing by far every action pic
there since the house reopened
this year. Meanwhile the seasonal
paucity of good action product is
taking its toll at the other houses
relying on such material.
East December; hardly an art
house in town ranged beyond a
$l,500-$2,000 weekly gross. This
year the arties are running their
strongest attractions of the year
right through the reputedly worst
season. Grosses are little short
of fabulous. “Game of Love” freed
itself of oensorship tieups to set
a.record gross for the Surf Theatre.
Art and sex seller, “Bed of Grass,”
is showing the best take at the
Carnegie since "Albert Schweitz¬
er.” The World Playhouse scores
some of the highest grosses, of the
year with “Richard III.”
That this indicates any particu¬
lar resiliancy of art houses as such
seems doubtful. A couple arties
are currently relegating them¬
selves to worn out reissues or
cheap product, and their grosses
are reflected accordingly.
Although exhibitors are some¬
what under the thumb of the dis¬
tributors, the latter may presuma¬
bly : be seeing that by extending
their top grade releases, through
the year, they cannot only gross
well through the winter but sum¬
mer releases will get longer runs
by not being bunched together
through a few weeks.

Fay Allport Esteemed
London-U.S. Film Rep,
Dies Suddenly at 64

Briefs From Lots

The Green-Eyed Blonde
meet h.f., and the pair ride off to
a police gun battle and eventual
death in an auto accident.
Although the whole story isn’t
quite tied together, it doesn’t seem
to make too much difference, for
in this case the characterizations
are more important. Scripter Sally
Stubblefield hasn’t delivered much
of a plotline, but she has percep¬
tively captured an aura that shows
even bad girls are good*
Director Girard has delineated
his players well, making, each dif¬
ferent from the next and all a part
of the well-integrated peek into
the inmates’ feelings. His Handling
of the riot scene is particularly
powerful;
Technical credits are far above
average.
Ron.

ing on the tale, and a fast-paced
directorial stint by Alberto Caval¬
canti cook up plenty of yoeks as
Puntila zigzags between grasping
penury and loving largesse.
Thus Puntila’s vacillations try¬
ing to marry his daughter off to an
unctuous, fortune hunting diplo¬
mat one minute and his chauffer
the next, is risible without any
propaganda aspects. Curt Bois,
who Was at one time in Holly¬
wood, is perceptive as Puntila as
he goes , from .rubberlegged bonhommie to crafty cruelty with an
underlying understanding of liis
condition to make this a sock com¬
edy portrayal. Remainder of the
cast is good as are production
values.
Word-of-mouth could help plus
good crix. Music has the proper
folklore mood.
Mosk.

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Ross Hunter sighed Mary Astor
for his production of “And Ride a
Fayette W. . Allport, European Tiger” at Universal , . . Norma
manager for the Motion picture Moore and Robert Vaughn drew
Export ASsn. with headquarters in top. roles in “Teen-Age. Mother,”
Joseph Justmah production for Al¬
London, died there last week (5). lied Artists release . . . Stephen
of . a sudden heartattack. He was 64 Bosustow, UFA prexy, set Margaret
and: death came without Warning. & Paul Schneider to supervise
work oil script of “Magoo’s Arabian
The title European manager Night,” company’s feature length
really was a misnomer. Allport was cartoon . . . Martin Ritt will direct
the American representative on the “The Black Orchid,” Sophia Loren.
Anthony Quinn starrer:. . . Coleen
board of the International Federa¬ ■Gray will co-star withStephen Mc¬
This Is Russia
Der IO>. Mai
tion of Film Producers Assns. and Nally in “Hell’s Five Hours,” Which (DOCUMENTARY-PART COLOR)
(The Tenth of May)
he attended its sessions wherever Jack L. Copeland will produce and
(SWISS)
Interesting footage, marred
they were held. But he; functioned: direct from his own screenplay . . .
Zurich* Dec. 3.
somewhat by dubious pre-Sput-.
primarily withi Britain and re¬ Allied Artists will release “Frank¬
_Prae$e nsF 11m release of Neue Film AG.
enstein,
1960,”
Boris
Karloff
starrer
nik commentary and do-it-' .(Frank Sehnyk) production. With Linda
ported directly to New York.
Geiser,.Heinz Reincke. Fred Tanner, Her¬
to be made by Aubrey Schenck,
yourself
photography.
Good
He was, in the important British Howard W. Koch and Edwin . F.
man Wlach, Therese Giehse, Yette Perrin.
bet for program filler spots.
Hans Gaugler, Heinrich Gretler, Max
market* a Vital link between the Zabel under the banner of Lake¬
Haufler, Emil Hegetschwciler. Gustav
American industry , and; the British side Pictures . . , Ingrid Gonde,
Koni
Messikommcr,
Armin
Hollywood, Dec. 6. . Knuth.
trade, vital, because he knew and former Miss Sweden, drew a role
Universal release of a Carey Wflson-Sid Schweizer, • Max Werner Lenz, Margrit
Rainer, Lisette Oesch, Paulette Dubost,
Feder
production.
Narrated
by
Wilson.
appreciated the problems and views in ‘‘Never Steal Anything Small” Written arid camera by Sid Feder; editor. Anneliese Egger.. Walter Roderer, ■ Max
of both sides; vital, too, because he at Universal.
Leon Selditz; music supervision. Joseph Knapp, Ellen Widmarin. Directed. by
Franz
Schnyder.' Original screenplay,had the confidence and respect of
James Best drew a top role in Gershenson. Previewed, Dec. 3, *57, Run¬ W.
M. . Treichlinger, Arnold Kuebler,
the men not only in British indus¬ “The "Naked and the Dead” . . -. ning time, 47 MINS.
Schnyder;.. camera, . Konstantin Tschet;;
music,
Robert
Blum. At Capitol, Zurich;.
20th
picked
up
its
option
on
Dol¬
try; but also in the circles of Govf;
Since Russia has been a key run¬ Running time, fS MINS.
ernment. He represented the U.S.; ores Michaels'for the second time ning story in the headlines for at
Gloria S. Marshall landed a least two decades, this extended
film biz in London for fully 33
This first Swiss widescreen, pic
years, returning each year to re¬ featured role in.“The-Case Against documentary goes into the theatres is the initial production effort of
port, consult and take his vacation Brooklyn” at Columbia . . . Doye with certain built-in exploitation newly founded Neue Film A.G:,.
O’Dell
Will
play
a
rodeo
official
in
in Florida.
“Born Reckless” at Warners . . . values. Offhand, program filler bringing the number of Swiss fea¬
Allport had the kind of confi¬ William Wistter Haines will screen¬ I spots and newsreel houses seem to ture-producing companies to three.
The first entity takes tip a by-now
dence-inspiring personality that play “Valian Strain” for producer ' offer best possibilities.
Chances are enhanced by gen¬ historic event—the critical day of
encouraged . friendship and trust. Edmund Grainger at Metro .. . Ar¬
uinely off-beat footage, lensed May 10, 1940, when. Hitler invaded
He’s survived by his wife, Toni, thur Franz and Robert Brown were during recent trip through U.S.S.R. Belgium, Holland and Luxemburg
Who was .in; New York visiting set. for the male leads in “The (by commentator-newsman Sid and. the Swiss army Was mobilized
friends at the time of his death; Flame Barrier” which will be made Feder). Counterbalancing this is to the last available man to. guard
two sons, Alexander W. and Peter under the Grameircy. Films banner fact that Feder, no pro, had to prac¬ the frontiers. On that day, many
United Artists release , ; . tice do-it-yourself tensing, which
W.; three brothers, Harold Ev, for.
civilians here panicked, but the.;
Martin Berkeley and
Floyd H. and Gordon W., and five Scripters
Clark E. Reynolds formed a part¬ [ comes out uneven in quality.. Ac-. majority remained calm.
Produced in 37 days, mostly on
grandchildren.
nership to produce “Law Man’s I companying commentary written by
Prior to joining the; Motion Pic¬ Reward” independently . . . Tom Feder is studded with dubious mat¬ location, this film was brought in
ter,
including
flat
historical
Inac¬
at
the incredibly (for U.S.) modest
ture Producers and Distributors of Tully will play a. politician in “Ten
curacies (“Catherine, the Great had budget of barely $80,000. It is a.
America* he was With the Foreign: North Frederick” at 20th. ^
,
27
lovers
and
had
them
all
killed”).
commendable
effort, but lacks
Commerce Service in Warsaw, Vi¬
L, Q. Jones drew a role in “The
Commentary apparently Was statue, to mean much outside this
enna, Berlin and : as commercial' Naked and the. Dead,” RKO produc¬ written before the Sputnik launch¬ territory; and* perhaps, its neigh¬
tion
for
Warner
distribution
.
.
.
attache in Paris Which earned him
ings; In view of this, certain re¬ boring countries. Lack of star ap¬
the Legion of Honor.
;; Jim Maloney set for “Rock-a-Bye marks about the backwardness of peal also is a handicap.
. Linda Russia now seem unconvincing, to
Story focusses on a young Ger¬
His last visit to the States was Baby” at Paramount .
cast in. “Ten North put it mildly.
man fugitive who is given shelter
in September, when he accompa¬ Watkins
Frederick” at 20th-Fox , , . David
Obvious, Feder took long chances by a. Swiss girl arid, is later per¬
nied the British delegation which and Stephen Schulberg, sops of
came to Washington to renew the screenwriter Budd Schulberg, will to get certain shots, including an suaded to give himself up to the
exploration of the seamier side of SWiss police instead of keeping on
Anglo-American film pact.
appear in the Schulberg production Soviet life. For Instance, in one the run. Many episodes depicting
of “Across the Everglades/’ now sequence he shows what he claims reactions of various Swiss types to
shooting . in Florida . . . . Plato is a fight between students arid, the political events are grouped
Skouras signed Brian Keith to star police in Tiflis (actually, all that is around this main plot theine. .
in a pair of films he’ll produce In shown is a crowd clustered around
Heinz Reincke, as the German,
Mexico ... Warners has already got a streetcar). Feder casually winds is excellerit, while Linda Geiser, as
Continued from page 7
William Inge’s new Broadway hit this sequence with tha remark that the Swiss girl, has looks, but rarely
siderable number of hopefuls have “The Dark at the Top of the Stairs” he was arrested during the hassle. comes off as an actress. In the
abandoned the industry in disgust. for film production..
. Unusual are the shots of slum i smaller roles, many interesting
Michael Curtiz set by Hal Wallis areas and of. women doing heavy character bits register, strongly,
Those who manage to hold on
have little to look forward to, to direct “Sirig You Sinners,” up¬ physical labor (Feder makes much ! notably by Herman Wlach and
coming Elvis. Presley- starrer in of this, with mysterious references Therese Giehse, as an elderly Jew¬
especially since many 30-year vet¬ Which
Dolores Hart has been cast to the missing males. However, per¬ ish couple; Heinrich Gretler, as a
erans, many of whom have spent to costar
. . . Jerry Lewis lured
their working lifetimes in the busi¬ Jack Benny to do special gag scene haps he is trying to Indirectly ! police inspector and Emil Hegetcomment on the size of the Soviet schweiler, as a railroad gilard.
ness, now find themselves looking for his Paramount production, War
apparatus). Other shots of day- Technical credits are above par.
for jobs. FCw companies have, pen-, i “Rock-A-Bye-Baby”.
. . Sugar to-day Soviet life, including a Konstantin Tschet’s Widescreen
sion prograhis Or other benefits to Geise snagged role.in same pic... State-directed fashiOn show, are black-arid-white photography is a
assuage the uncertainty.: The only John. Dehner goes into Colombia quite interesting to the outsider.
strong plus factor. Robert Blum’s
consolation -is the double sever¬ Pictures’ “Papago Wells . . . Frank
Footage,, in both Eastman ColOr* background score Is intelligently
ance pay .which staffers who are. Sinatra and Peter Lawford bought and blackrand-white^ starts in Mos¬ used.
Mezo.
original
tagged
“Ocean’s
Eleven,”
members of certain unions receive.
cow, then covers other Soviet
production . . . Gannaway areas, including Kiev, Georgia, the
Outsiders, as a result, continue t.for.joint
International set “Blueprint for Black Sea resorts, the Asiatic So¬
to wonder how the film business Crime?
for early January start.,.
can continue to operate as the big 20th-Fox will launch 13 new pix viet Republics of the Kazaks and
and Leningrad. This in
business it says it is when it runs during first quarter of 1958, heav¬ Uzbecks,
itself is most unusual and interests
like a “scared rabbit” every time it iest slate in any three^month pe¬ ing.
faces a problem—be it economic, riod. since 16 pix in third quarter
Carey Wilson ably narrates the
social or political.
of 1942.
Feder commentary, with assists
Des Moines, Dec. 10.
from several unidentified voices.
Des Moines school board has re^
Kove.
)
jected .a proposal that coupons be
distributed, in schools for “The
Herr Puntila Und Seln Story of. Mankind,” ( Warners)
Kneeht Matti
which would entitle the students to
(Herr Puntila And His Chauffeur a reduced admission price* In;
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Matti)
turning down the idea board mem¬
, Film editors of two Paramount pix, one from Allied Artists and *
(AUSTRIAN; COLOR; SONGS)
bers referred to last March When
one an Ilya Lopert entry won theatrical film editing awards for
Paris, Dec. 3.
the board on a split vote allowed
Wien
Film
release
of
Heinrich
Bailer
1957, at the annual American 'Cinema: Editors’ “Critics” awards
production. With Curt Bois, Heinz Engel- high school students to see “The
presentation at Romanoff’s Wednesday night.
mann. MarU Emo, Edith Prager. Directed Ten
Commandments” on school
by. Alberto Cavalcanti. Screenplay by
Warren LoW was kudosed for best editing of a dramatic feature
Vladimir Pozner, Ruth Wieden from play time and more than 3,000 students
for his work on “Gunfight at the OK Corral,” Hal Wallis-Para¬
by Bertold Brecht; camera (Agfacolor), attended the show. . It -was said
Andre Bac; editor, Josef Juvancic; music, the board Was severely criticized
mount; Leonid Azar, best editing*; comedy feature, “Love in the
Hanns Eisler. At Ursullnes, Paris. Run¬
for allowing students to see “edu¬
Afternoon,” AA; P. Gillette, be^ editing,; documentary feature,
ning time, 100 MINS,
Puntila
.... Curt Bois cational” movies .on school time.
“Red Balloon.” Lopert; arid Frank Bracht, best editing, musical
Matti
Heinz Engelmann
feature* “Funny Face,” Par.
Bva -...
Maria Emo The. current proposal did not pro¬
Una ...................... Edith Prager vide that students, see the movi
In .the tv awards*. Edward Williams won for best editing of sin¬
on school time.
gle episode dramatic, for “Four O’clock,” on Revue’s “Suspicion”
A folksy fable has been COnSchool superintendent John Har¬
series; Robert Hoover, best editing* single episode comedy, “Bud,
cocted from the Bertold Brecht ris asked the Des Moines theatre
the Executive,” “Father Knows Best,” Screen Gems; Arthur Bell,
play abOut a hardbitten, mean Why it couldn’t allow reduced
best editing, single episode documentary, “Under the Mediterran¬
landowner who becomes an linderr prices for students without the
ean,” “Bold Journey,” Jack Douglas Productions; Michael Luci¬
standing, tender man when drunk. coupons arid the- reply was that
ano, best editing, single episode western, “Crackup,” “Gunsmoke,”
Set in turn-of-the-century Finland,
Filmasters Productions for CBS.,
it is played In a slapstick manner, the coupons would encourage more
which
loses it some of its savor students to see the feature and
Awards Were handed out by Inger Stevens, Janet Leigh, Charl¬
but makes it a comedy with possi¬ enable the schools to stress its
ton Heston, Roy Rogers, Joan Collins, Tony-Curtis, Anthony Quinn
ble
U.
S. art house chances. Title educational value. The distribu¬
and Shirley MacLaine. ACE prexy George Amy presided, arid
tion of coupons in schools for com¬
Is far too long.
spoke briefly.. More than 300 attended the event. Eight winning
Its use “ of a chorus of washer¬ mercial purposes has-been ruled
editors wete selected from 24 nominees by national and local tv
women, filmed in black and white out here many tribes :by the school,
and motion picture-critics, v-1
'
while the rest is tinted, commerit- board.

Job Chute Open

‘Story of Mankind’ Nried
On School Tie-Up Earlier ^
Granted ‘Commandments’
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Week Ended Tuesday (10)

Spain Would Like a Date and Place Avoiding
Cannes-Venice-Berlin

JV. Y. Stock Exchange
1957
High Low

Net
Change
for wk.
..—1%
+ 94
— %
— %

By JAY TOMSON
Madrid, Dec. IQ.
Vancouver, Dec. 10.
Uniespana, Spanish producer
13%
Ivan Ackery, operator of Famous
24V
grouping, has asked the Interna¬
Players’ , Orpheum Theatre here, is
36! a 23)2
Hollywood, Dec. 10. 1 tional Federation of Producers* As¬
scoring a boxoffice upbeat by Way
35% 22%
sociations (FIAP) for authority to
Paramount
picked
the
wrong
of
an
offbeat
policy
he’s-had
in
r20% 13%
effect over the past year, that of time to launch an: experiment in organize a 1958 international film
19% 13%
booking in aine acts when in the saturation publicity using jumbo festival in Sevilla. Film fest site
+1
147/8- 13%
this year was San Sebastian.
area and w" n available. He doesn’t bus cards for the -first time.
—. %
813/
215
Only producer objection to trie
put* up an; juarantees. There’s no
Studio ordered 150 ' giant sized
•— %
4%
3%
long-range
,
booking
or
scheduled
cards to herald the premiere to¬ Basque resort^ city is that Spanish
— % ‘
7%
1096
fest must be scheduled during
programming,
Ackery
merely
keep¬
morrow
(11)
of
“Wild*lS
the.Wind”
—
%
22
11%
ing himself apprised of the show at the Four Star Theatre. Cards months against competition from
•—r
7%’
m
business scene here and hi Seattle were mounted on buses of the Cannes, Berlin and Venice.
■ 36% 28
and
nabbing the availabilities.
Metropolitan! Bus Lines—the day
Sevilla climate, producers con¬
—1%
18% 11
He Usually tries to set his “live" before a strike shut down all of tend, makes it possible to calendar
+294
46% 30
Andalucian film distinctly for local
presentations between features oh the transit firm’s operations.
— %
40
27;
film industry prestige and off-sea¬
Friday nights but had the Royal
— %
8%
4T 8
son tourist returns.
Ballet on stage fdr four-days last
— %
13%
9
week,
] =■_
San Sebastian will emphasize
-rl%
18% 13%
Thisbooking was secured via
—■
fest experience, Basque hospitality
29% 20%
Hugh
Pickett,
Vancouver
concert
together
with undeniable physical
^-1%
21%
30%
impresario who is the contact for
mid natural attributes to make it
+ %
25% 16%
the area, of the Sol Hurok manage¬
a warm contest between the: two
+194.
30% 20%
ment as well as other bigtime road
cities for FE\P designation.
28% 19%
tour auspices: Ackery has in the
—2%
Producer. spokesman David Jato
13734 91/
recent . past booked' the Horace
said three, main prizes would con¬
Heidi travelling show, Juliette, a
.-merican Stock Exchange
sist of a golden weather-vane for
Canadian Broadcasting Co. petsbrithe best feature, golden tower for
2%
— %
3%
27/s
2% Allied Artists 33
■:4%
ality, also Pat Morgan, from the
best documentary and a special
7%
7
6.% Al’d Art., pfd.
7%
— %
10%
7%
same
source.
prize in gold, reproducing Colum¬
.•—■
''
7/16
CX& C Tele.. 362
%
1%
%
Vancouver,
Dec.
10.
An experiment last month was
bus’
Santa- Maria for the best
.
—^
3/
3%
3%
DuMont Lab. 118
3
6%
booking of a Vancouver progressive
Toronto playwright. Arthur
— %
;2%
2H
294
24
2% Guild Films
4r
jazz combo. For. this attraction, as Hailey, here for local opening of Spanish-language film.
694
6%
' %’
7
994 •-5% Nat’l Telefilm 29
for most, theatre manager Ackery Paramount’? “Eero Hour,” film
+19a
6%
428
4%
31/8 Skiatron
694
9
acted as master of cerefnonies.
3/
3%
394
164
3% Technicolor
■—
89-/
While no professional, his role as version of his 1956 teleplay “Flight
“host” seems to click with :the audi¬ into Danger,” came' in for heavy
Over-the-Counter Securities
ence. It’s sort of a British Columbia ribbing over Hollywood’s .flippant j
Ask
Bid
version pf-the old Paul Ash (Orien¬ sCenirig of what purport to be
tal, (Chicago) chatty communication
+2
4134 4794
Ampex . ..... ---......... ..
local landmarks!
style..
2%...
+ %
Chesapeake Industries ........
The point is that Ackery, and the .; Feature shows Vancouver Air¬
29/
2
— %
Cinerama Prod.
Circuit,
take
the
position
that
wait¬
port
somewhere
downtown,
where¬
794
—
%
DuMont Broadcasting
San Francisco; Dec. 10.
ing around for the feature film as in reality field is located on
IV
1%
■—
Magna Theatre
Blumenfeld .circuit closed five
alone to bring in the iriazuma is
1/
. -1%
Official Filins
hardtops
and
Naify circuit closed
sparse-inhabited
Sea
Island.
Po¬
not the role of showmanship.
4
3!ri
%•
U. A. Theatres
hardtops last Tuesday .(3i,
“Added values” is the trick: Not lice station shown is a far cry five
each until Christmas. In addition,
from
city’s
modern
police
build¬
new. In fact it was once the stand¬
“ Actual Volume.;
closed three drive-ins
ard procedure in pop entertain¬ ing. Other, technical goofs might Blumenfelds
until March, Naify closed to more
<Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
ment, as those who recall yaude- not faze citizenry if film’s climactic hardtops
-Indefinitely,
Fox West
filih . era arid , stage band presenta¬ action was not focused on Van-, Coast closed a hardtop indefinitely
tions, or even the .Jess Crawford- couver.
and
switched
another
to weekends
C. Sharpe Minor kind of organlude
Premiere here was simultaneous only;.
with publicity and spotlight buildup with Winnipeg. Canadian Broad¬
■will testifycasting Co. locally, as pArt. of the . Blumenfeld houses closed. till
Orpheiuri,. with 3,000 seats,, is national web. which “discovered’’ Christmas are at Larkspur, Fair¬
Chicago, Dec. 10.
believed to be Canada’s largest film Hailey, proved sentimental enough fax, Belmont, .El Cerrito and Napa,
Showing: that good product
theatre. The on-stage extra has over its protege, to breach the all Frisco Bay. area suburbs. United
will fill houses regardless, of.
proved an 85% of capacity audi¬ CBC strict no-plug policy for first California (Naify). houses shut till
the time of year “lu Com¬
ence, at least, as aided by promo-? time by telecasting actual “Zero Christmas are at Marysville, Pormandments” continues to outMinneapolis, Dec. 10.
tional activity. Immediately upon Hour” trailer jwhile interviewing tola, Lodi, Sacramento and Averial
gross downtown first runs in
Although during recent- weeks
signing talent, Ackery lines up film’s writer orinightiy “Almanac,” I (last-named' will reopen several
its five outlying runs here.
radio-tv. arid press interviews.
Film opened to nice, trade here. days' before Christmas Day, act
the boxoffice generally has been
Two of the five theatres where
ally).
staging a great- comeback here¬
it is roadshowing are now com»»♦♦»♦♦♦»♦
Blumenfeld drive-ins are at Sac¬
riiitted to play the picture
abouts following a protracted
ramento, Pittsburg and Stockton.
through Christmas and may.
Naify shuttered houses at Mer¬
slump that, had exhibitors 'greatly
option, for it New Years.
ced and Richmond indefinitely
worried about exhibition’s present
So far the five Chicago
(Richmond Theatre is owned by
and. future, spirits are being damp¬
houses, and one each in Gary
UA circuit hut run by United Cali¬
arid Hammond, have long
ened somewhat again because once
fornia) and Fox West Coast closed
Ralph Brariton acquired 7,000, for Richmond house indefinitely, put
;. Washington; Dec. 10..
passed $380,000 in their first
more some “good” add expensive¬
Decca Records continues: to in¬ a total of 48,625 shares. His wife its nearby Vallejo Theatre on weekthree weeks, and it is believed
ly produced releases are suffering
crease its control of Universal owns another 2,200.
Samuel end basis.
that these engagements will
from-public neglect.
Pictures, .according to the latest Brpidy added 400, now holds 70,easily trip $500,000.. They are
Abe Blumenfeld commented:
Patricularly responsible for at
118..
George
D.
Burrows
bought “There’s a shortage of good prod¬
monthly
report
of
“insider
,
trans¬
committed
to
a
.minimum
of
least a partial return of apprehenactions” just, issued by,the Securi¬ 300, to give himself 33,686. Maur¬ uct. We anticipate this pre-Christ-,
six weeks where they have not
ioii in exhibitor circles is the in¬
ties and Exchange Commission. ice. Goldstein added .4,000, upping mas season will he worse than ever.
yet been booked, through
ability of highly regarded “Bom¬
Decca. purchased, an additional 7,- his bundle to 12,100 shares. Ed¬ There’s no' sense in getting our
Christmas.
bers B-52” and “Kiss Them for
■
6
00. shares of Universal Commbn ward Morey acquired 2,700. He heads knocked off. We’re no longer
Me,” current, attractions, to click
stock, and now owns- 752,085 now owns 10,350.
being guided by what others do.
Satisfactorily at theb.ov :
In two separate transactions, We’re using our own business judg¬
shares;
There had been high b.o. hopes
Joseph H. Moskowitz acquired Matty Fox disposed of a total of ment.”
locally for both of these pictures
200 shares of ‘ 20th-Fox Class “A” 27,600 Shares of his C it C Televi- I Arnold C, Chiidhouse, United
which are in color and boast cast,
common, rioiv. owns 400. of the "sion Corp. common, and then California treasurer, added: “It’s
names of proved marquee value.
Class “A.”
E. Cardon Walker bought 64,700. This left him at the first time for us and not part
At the. same time,. however, it’s
doubled
his holdings in Walt. Dis¬ the end of the period with 610,300 of our policy. We don’t like to do
a case of gold in the hills for such
ney
Productions
common, from 200 shares which the SEC describes as this, don’t like to disrupt our em¬
A fiveryear-bid antitrust suit in
other current local offerings as
400 shares. Lawrence E, Try on “shares held as collateral against ployees except where circum¬
“Les Girls,” “PaUoey,” “Jailhouse which three New York theatre cor¬ to
picked up 160 shares of Disney loans.” Walter. S. Mack unloaded stances Overwhelmingly warrant it:
Rock” and “April Love.”
porations sought total damages of common, plus an added 20 “as 1,700 shares of C & C Television, •There are many other houses where
It’s pointed out; too, that the
custodian.”
but retained 204,571. Arnold C. we could do it, but won’t.”
normal pre-ChirStmas drop is $11,887,000 from five majors was
B. Gerald Cantor purchased Stream got rid of 2,800, but still
dismissed last; week in N.. Y. Fed-,
about due now
era! Court following stipulations 19,000 shares of National Theatres had 1,000.
Robert Westheimer, a director,
entered into by attorneys for both common, giving: himself a. total of
sides. Plaintiffs; owning and oper¬ 69,000, WiUiard W. Keith halved acquired. 200. shares of Natiorial
Telefilm
Associates. Harry'A. Mc¬
his
NT,
common
from
5,000
to
2,ating.. the New Amsterdam. Theatre,
N. Y., from 1937 through 1952, 500 shares. Bennett Cerf, new Donald upped his holding from 400
to
700
shares
of Guild Film Corp.;
board
member
of
Loew’s,
Inc.,
re¬
Los Angeles, Dec. 10.
charged the defendant distribs
Fox-West Coast district managers
with discriminating against them ported ripping his holding from 200 David Van Alstyne Jr., reported
Dess Moines, Dec. 10.
that
Van
Alstyne,
Noel
and
Co.
to
300
shares.
Ernest
Sturm
and Bob Smith
Patrons of the Des Moines and by allegedly favoring large, cir¬
Harry Cohn added another 1,000 had bought 2,000 shares of Guild switch jobs tomorrow (Wed.),
the Paramount Theatres may how cuits.
, •
Columbia
Pictures
common.
He
Films
common,
for
a total of 7,- Southern California division mana¬
Anco
Enterprises,
owner
of
the
park their cars in a downtown ga¬
833.. Van Alstyne alsd owns 13,- ger M. Spencer Leve disclosed.
rage as; guests of ^Tri-States Thea- New Amsterdam, asked $1,332;0Q9 now owns 189:699 shares. Leonard
Goldenson
disposed
of 4^000. 507 in his-own name.
■ Sturm, former San Diego district
tres. between 6p. m.. and. midnight damages; Anwell Amusement
shares of AB-PT common, but still
manager who came to the FWC
any. day of the week. The garage Corp., operator of the house from
has 50,000.
1937
through
1949,
$7,755,000,
and
^ Jewett Norfolk Drive-In Theatre homeoffice two years ago as subur¬
holds 1,100 cars.
*
j
E. Chester. Gersten sold 400 Inc. has been authorized to conduct ban L. A. district manager, returns
Woodrow Fraught, vice president Ancor Amusement Corp,, lessee
of Tri-States, said patrons receive for the 1949-’52 period, $2,800,000 shares of AB-PT, retaining only business in Greene County, N.Y., to his old job. Smith, who lias
100
With office at Hunter. Capital stock held this Sap. Diego spot, take?
• a claim check at the time they Defendants in the action were
.There was considerable'activity is $23,000, $10 par value. Louis M. over the L. A. pprf Sturm is vacat¬
leave their car at the garage and RKO and its subsidiaries, Warners,
among
officers,
and
directors
in
Weber of N.Y.C. was filing attor- ing. Prior to moving to San Diego,.
upon purchasing a ticket: the claim ; Paramount, Columbia and United
Smith was a Jbjopker h.^reforFWC.
Allied Artists common stock.1 G. i riey>t,Alha9fcJj(t:
check is validated./

A Strike-Bound Stunt

Goofs Are Many,
But Vancouver
Likes'Zero Hour*

I;

Weekly Vot Weekly .Weekly Tues;
Close
in 100s
High
Low
Am Br-Par Th 337
13%
12%
11%
247/a
247/s
25%
CBS “A” .... 110
24%
24%
25%
CBS “B’» .... 150
14%
13%
13%
27
Col Pix
14%
94
15%
1494
Decca
174
13
14%
14%
Disney _
963/
993/
97%
Eastman Kdk. 66
33/
4
3%
EMI ...... 114
8
894
8
Listlnd_ 88
346
12%
ii%
11%
■■
Loew’s .\...,
7%
7%
7%
Nat. Thea. .. -50
3494
99
30%
32
Paramount .-.
13%
13%
14%
Philco . : «. 93
4594
49%:
48%.
Polaroid ..., 800
32
32%
31%
RCA :.. 590
4945
83
5%
Republic
97/8
9%.
3
10%
Rep., pfd....
16 15%
15%
Stanley War. 20
20
19%
71
20%
Storer
237/8
22%
21%
20th-Fox . . . . 83
,17%
17%
16%
United Artists 46
2194
7
22%
2194
Univ. Pix ..
19%
20
19%
Warner Bros! 15
132%
140
131
Zenith
128

Dark Christmas
For Coast Houses

6

Morale Up, But

‘10 CV a Chi Wow

Nov. Insider’ Stock Transactions

Storm-Smith Swap Seats

,

.

VfiSEBtt
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THIS AD IS
Fulfillment of the basic
UA ANNOUNCES THIS
IN A BALANCED RELEASE
AS A PART ONLY OF THE

LEGEND OF THE LOST
Technirama • Technicolor • Starring John Wayne • Sophia Loren • Rossano Brazzi
Produced and Directed by Henry Hathaway • A Batjac Prod., Panama, Inc. Pres.

THE QUIET AMERICAN
Starring Audie Murphy • Michael Redgrave • Claude Dauphin • Giorgia Moll
Written for the screen and Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz • A Figaro, Inc. Prod.

PATHS OF GLORY
Starring Kirk Douglas • co-starring Ralph Meeker • Adolphe Menjou * Directed by
Stanley Kubrick • Produced by James B. Harris * A Bryna Production.,

WITNESS

FOR THE

PROSECUTION

Starring Tyrone Power • Marlene Dietrich • Charles Laughton ’ Directed by Billy
Wilder • Produced by Arthur Hornblow • An Edward Small Presentation • Based-on
Agatha Christie's smash Broadway play.

min

RUN SILENT, RUN DEEP

Starring Clark Gable ♦ Burt Lancaster • Directed by Robert Wise • Produced by
Harold Hecht • A Hecht, Hill and Lancaster Presentation.

Technirama • Technicolor • Starring Bob Hope * Fernandel * Anita Ekberg • Martha
Hyer*-Directed by Gerd Oswald • A Tolda Production.

GOD’S LITTLE ACRE
Starring Robert Ryan • Aldo Ray • Tina Louise • Directed by Anthony Mann
Produced by Sidney Harmon • A Security Pictures Presentation • From the world’s
greatest best-selling novel by Erskine Caldwell.

THUNDER ROAD

Starring Robert Mitchum • Directed by Arthur Ripley ♦ A DRM Production.

Wednesday, December !!, 1937
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AN EVENT!
need of all exhibitors!
BACKLOG OF BLOCKBUSTERS
SCHEDULE FOR THE FULL YEAR 1958
UA PROGRAM FOR 1958!
THE BIG COUNTRY

Technirama • Technicolor • Starring Gregory Peck • Jean Simmons • Carroll Baker
Charlton Heston • Burl Ives • Directed by William Wyler • Produced by William
Wyler and Gregory Peck • An Anthony-Worldwide Production.

THE VIKINGS
Technirama • Technicolor • Starring Kirk Douglas • Tony Curtis • Ernest Borgnine
Janet Leigh * Directed by Richard Fleischer • Produced by Jerry Bresler - A Kirk
Douglas Production.

KINGS GO FORTH

All this, and

Starring Frank Sinatra • Tony Curtis*Natalie Wood * Directed by Delmer Daves
Produced by Frank Ross.

Mike Todd's

CHINA DOLL

AROUND THE

Starring Victor Mature • Prod, and Dir. by Frank Borzage • A Batjae Presentation.

WORLD

IN

80 DAYS

too.

Plus

SEPARATE TABLES

additional

Starring Rita Hayworth • Deborah Kerr • David Niven • Wendy Hiller • and Burt
Lancaster • Directed by Delbert Mann • Produced by Harold Hecht • A Hecht,
Hill and Lancaster Presentation.

big ones
about to go

MAN OF THE WEST

info production

PRODUCTION STARTS IN JANUARY

In color - Starring Gary Cooper • Directed by Anthony Mann • A Mirisch Go. Prod.

in time ior

THE BARBARA GRAHAM STORY

1958 release!

PRODUCTION STARTS IN JANUARY

Starring Susan Hayward • Directed by Robert Wise Produced by Walter Wanger
A Figaro, Inc. Production.
-——

AND FOR CHRISTMAS 1958

Burt Lancaster in

THE UNFORGIVEN
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Variety

HERE’S THE TICKET-SELLING

"SEVEN
HILLS OF ROME!"
TRAILER OF

-G-M urges you to read every word of
this trailer-digest! It’s sure-fire boxoffice!)
It starts off with a BANG! A group
of attractive teen-age Italian youth
in action to rock ’n’ roll music
taunting Lanza: ‘‘Hey, Americano,
you square

come on and rock!”

Zoom title over Lanza singing
“Jezebel” in imitation of Frankie
Laine. Title: The voice that thrilled
the far corners of the earth now rocks
“SEVEN HILLS OF ROME!”

Follow with carnival crowd singing
“Calypso Italiano” walking along
colorful streets, swinging,, shout¬
ing, singing.

of all people, his sponsor, and decides
to start a new career across the seas.”

Scene of Lanza with street-singer, a
sweet child, as gathering crowd
listens to the two singing “Arriverderci Roma.” Scene of Lanza with
pretty Peggie Castle and her escort
at bar as argument starts. Escort
grabs Lanza’s drink, throws it in
his face, a roaring fight ensues. Nar¬
ration: “The story runs riot as our
hero of the high-notes . . . and low
boiling point... gets into one roman¬
tic fracas after another”

Then narration behind wonderful
panorama of Rome filmed frommoving helicopter, with Lanza, gor¬
geous Marisa and comic Rascel
strumming guitar and singing.
Narration: “‘SEVEN HILLS OF
ROME’ is rollicking, carefree enter¬
tainment . .. its vivid backdrop the
breath-taking panorama of the city
that lives for love, laughter and beauti¬
ful girls.”

Scene of night-club, Marisa in lowcut evening gown watches Lanza
sing. Narration: “Marisa Allasio,

SHE’S GORGEOUS
Watch this doll* Marisa Allasio,
a new beauty to challenge the top
charmers of sunny Italy.

M-G-M |MARIO
LWZA in ~$EVR&HJlfS OF
ROME* €<>$tamng Renaro
Rased. Marisa Allasio With
Peggie Castle Screen: Play by
Aft Cohn and Giorgio Pros¬
per!
Based on > Story by

Giuseppe Amato
Teehrorama®
Technicolor
Beater Welch

Roy RowIaod '

FHmod In

A Product of
Produced by
Directed by

newest of the voluptuous Italian beau- <
ties to capture the imagination of
movie fans
and llovely Peggie
Castle .
and introducing Italy's
most famous comedian, Renato Ras¬
cel” Scene of Rascel leading brches-

tra, accompanying Lanza who sings
the title song “The Seven Hills of

Scene in American TV studio.
JLianza arguing, tweaks man’s nose.
Narration: “Mario has the. role of a
temperamental TV star who insults.

Scene of Lanza urging Marisa that
he is not worthy of her love, em-.
phasizes his words by shaking her.
Rascel enters during scene, thinks
Lanza is hurting girl and hurls
himself at Mario.
Cut to scene of guests in Rascel’s
Studio, dancing with abandon.
Title: “Wondrous sights and sounds'.'
Scene of beautiful models showing
gowns, jitle: “Gorgeous girls, excit¬
ing gowns.”

Scene of Lanza singing bit of opera
from stage. Title: “Dozens and doz¬
ens of great songs . .. from Operagrand to Dixieland.” Cut to scene of

Lanza marching in front of mob of
kids. Lanza sings “When The Saints
Come Marching In” in the manner
of Louis Armstrong.
Final title: “SEVEN HILLS OF
ROME.” Lanza’s voice in fine
climax behind magnificent shot of
Rome. Lanza continues singing.
Tag-line: “A Lanza Bonanza!” -

IS YOUR LUCKY NUMBER!
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Excuse’
Riles Exhibition Side

On Nearness, Extent of ‘Threat’
With the approval , last week of 4the “European Common Market”
Gotta Have Sideline
by the Netherlands Parliament,
... Dei Rio,Tex., Dee., 10.
prospects for the realization of a
Molly Mascarenas, chief of
new economic community on the
service for the Rita Theatre
here, .was recently cited by the
Continent have come a step closer.
Del. Rio Junior Chamber: Of
It now appears that the Common
Commerce as the best known
Market may come; into being—on
baby sitter in town, and was
paper at least—either Jan. 1 or
given the Jaycee’s Outstand¬
ing Sales aiid' Service Person
Feb. 1.
Award.
Going hand-in-hand with this are
Miss Mascarenas lias been
efforts, to shape the European film
with the Rita for the past 16
pool in which three of the CM sig¬
years..
natories—Italy, France and West
Germany—rare vitally concerned.
Going by present indications, and
In the opinion Of foreign market
executives at the companies, the
prospects for a realistic and ef¬
fective common market in the film
industry are dim today.
Where, at -mne time, the Motion
Washington^ Dec: 10.
Picture Export' Assn, and the com¬
S: Supreme, Court was asked
pames
wim 1, U. FriHa/(R>
panies were aeepiy
deeply concernea
concerned with
what a European Common Market.j ?nEhof. t
operating m the film area might in the $417,000 Eagle Lion anti¬
mean to the American industry, trust suit against Loew’s; and RKO.
at this point their reactions are Eagle Lion charged, a .conspiracy
divided into three camps: < 1.) by the two companies, before the¬
Those who believe that, due to a atre divorcement, to bar EL films
number of internal factors, such from <a legitimate share of playing
as the “unequal” position of the time in New York City; then dom¬
Germans, a Common Film Market inated by Loew’s and RKO. The
will never pan out. < 2.) Those who defendants won in the trial court
maintain that, even if it does, its and in the 2nd U. S. Circuit Court
The appeal to the . High Court
restrictive dangers are probahly
less potent than had first been be¬ was brought by Eagle Lion Stu¬
dios,
Eagle Lion Films, PRC Pro¬
lieved, and <3.) Those who con¬
tinue to warn Hollywood to be on ductions and Chesapeake Indus¬
guard against sudden surprise tries against Loew’s Inc., RKO
Theatres and RKO Film Booking
Within the CM framework.
The blunt fact remains that, com¬ Corp.
mon market or no, Europe: needs
The key issue on which Eagle
the United States; and that the in¬ heirs and assignees base reqiiest
dividual governments concerned for a reversal is that the Circuit
Will not allow discriminatory legis¬ Court refused to accept , as prirria
lation to be passed that would facie evidence of a conspiracy in
serve to seriously affect the flow this case the Supreme Court deci¬
of American pictures into these sion in Paramount et al.
countries^
. Charles E. Clark, chief judge of
There is still some difference: be¬ the 2nd Circuit, wrote a minority
tween what the MPEA, for in¬ opinion, in favor of Eagle. In it he
stance, is thinking and what it’s commented on “a. developing trend
saying on the record. In London in some of our trial courts: cif hos¬
in* October, Eric Johnston gave out tility” toward antitrust suits. The
with the view that, if the objec¬ suit covers alleged damages suf-.
tives of the CM are achieved i.e., if fered. from 1946 to 1950. Says the
there is a stimulus for more and. brief: '
better production, the cause of the
“Petitioners contended that in
American, film would actually be allocating to distributors the lim¬
served.. He hoed the . American ited playing; time available in their
State Dept, line which approves
the repsondents cOncertof European efforts to create an circuits;
edly favored their distributor co¬
economic block sans trade barriers defendants in the Paramount case
such as quotas, or tariffs.
and discriminated against ; iri.deThere are some within the in¬ dendent
distributors, including
dustry, and even within , MPEA, iflhtitioners.”
Who take this kind of statement
Interesting
angle of the suit is
With a grain of salt. It appears to
be founded on the basic belief that that it is brought not by an inde¬
pendent'exhibitor,
hut by an in¬
the kind of common market which
the European economic dreamers dependent distributor.
envision cannot and will not come
about. They, say it ignores what
many are convinced is a fact, i.e.,
that there are top figures within
the French and Italian industries
who see the common market as. a
shield behind which their earlier
ambitions for pool . ararngements
can be executed. Inevitably, such
Notion that a distributor of for¬
arrangements are. pointed against
the American industry, and what eign films “isn’t" in business” un¬
some in Europe charge to be less he controls his own theatre
"American domination.”
Even as the common market j outlet in New York is being chal¬
ideas may come about in *her lenged by some of the indies.
Most of the top distributors of
trade areas, in the film field their
application in Europe is coriiplex. imports today do control Gothairi
Partly the problem roots in the showcases and those who disagree
fact that France and Italy survive on the necessity naturally are
via government grants to their pic¬ those who don’t ihave a theatre of
ture makers, whereas the Ger¬ their own. Their position is thatmans remain without. Government producers overseas are so im¬
subsidies. The Bonn government pressed today with the combined
operation
appears to be still deadset against exhibitor distributor
any kind of arrangement that that they’re hesitant to sell to any¬
one
who
can’t,
deliver
an
automatic
would serve tp subsidize the pro¬
New York date.
ducers.
Some of the indies argue that
The fact that the French have
just sighed a new two-year, deal the producers are being, misled. “I
with MPEA, again granting 110 know. of no case where a picture
permits a year, also is considered of merit couldn’t get a playdate
to be of significance. “I wonder in New York,” commented Frank
how Jacques Flaud (of the Cen¬ Kassler, -formerly partner with
tre de la Cinematografie). will Walter Reade Jr, in Continental
explain that to his Italian and Ger¬ Distributing ..and now on his own
man colleagues,” Was one comment; and handling the French “Razzia.”
Fact remains that Europe’s ex¬ “As a matter of fact, given a- top
hibitors need the American prod¬ picture, I can do better for a pro¬
uct and have . yet really to be ducer by hot having my own
heard from in the CM controversy; house and by shopping around for
nor have the non-producing states, the best- deal rather than by just
like Belgium and Holland, very shoving the film into my OWn one
fnuch to gain, from the arrange¬ theatre.”
Looking at it the other way.
ment.

A. serious snag has developed in
the industry's arbitration negotia¬
tions and what appeared previous¬
ly to be harmonious talks has
turned into, a bitter exchange of
telegrams between representatives
of exhibition and distribution.
.The new controversy in the onagain-off-again arbitration discus¬
sions stemmed from a last-minute
decision. of. the distribution , reps
to call off the meeting of the joint
committee which was scheduled
for Monday (9). The exhibitor
members of the committee were
notified of the postponement on
Wednesday (4) by Ralph D. Hetzel, executive v.p. of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America. The
cancellation, according to Abe
Montague, Columbia sales v.p. aiid
head of the distrib group, was
made necessary by the recent res¬
ignation of Charles M. Reagan as
Metro’s sales chief. Reagan, Mon¬
tague explained, .played an impor-.
tant role in the talks and it was
necessary: for the distributors’
group to reorganize in light of
Reagan’s exit.
In. a telegrarii tp Moritague, Jul¬
ius M. Gordon,; president of Allied
States Assn., said that cancellation
of the. meeting was “without the
consent or agreement of Allied.
He added that the reason for call¬
ing, off the. session is not a valid
one since the, absence of Reagan
did not affect the ability of the
other members of the distributors’
cornmittee.
Gordon,, who had come tp N.Y.
to participate in the arbitration
talks and in a special session of
the .exhibitors’ Joirit Toll TV Com¬
mittee, said he would make himself
available for the scheduled arbitra¬
tion meeting if Montague changed
his iriind. According to Gordon, he.
received a “nasty” reply, from
Moritague and that lie answered
Montague in a similar manner.
Earlier in a wire to the press,
Abram F. Myers, Allied board
chairman,. said the cancellation of
the meeting at such short notice
is most inconsiderate.” He added
that Allied had arranged for its
members to be in N.Y. for the ar¬
bitration meeting and other busi¬
ness and “these plans cannot now
be altered.”
The MPA A expressed surprise
over Allied’s position in light of
the cooperative spirit that has ex¬
isted on. the arbitration parleys up
to. now. It was pointed out that a
month ago the distributors’ group
agreed to the postponement of a
scheduled meeting following a re¬
quest by the exhibitors.
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French Reaction to‘Game of Love’
Paris, Dec. 10.
French film circles are excited at the U.S. Times Film Corp.'s
William Shelton’s victory over the pre-presentation censorship
of pix in Chicago on the French release, "Game of Love.” The
French like to interpret “Game’s” victory as
first step which
may open more Tank areas for the gamier Gallic film fare.
However, some French film showmen point out it . would he
unreal arid unfortunate to stigmatize all French features as sex
and sensation items.

SpiegelV Resignation and AllportY Death Come
At Time of Ticklish European Problems
Films and ‘Freedom*
Speaking before the 24th
annual State Conference of
Colorado High School Interna¬
tional Relations Clubs; Erie
Johnston, president of the Mo¬
tion Picture Assn., of America,
thus defined the role of the
motion picture in modern so¬
ciety:
“They, are one means by
which America today reflects
s— and communicates
our
hopes and our beliefs to the
world. Our free films, like our
free press, have shown that
man can telescope his tradi¬
tional slow* growth from feudalisiri to free society.
“They have shown the new
nations of the world, now en¬
gaged in a titianic struggle for
economic freedom, that there
is a basis for hope, energy5, in¬
dustry and faith. Surely this
is a prodigious accomplish¬
ment of the motion picture.”

it

Washington, Dec. 10.
The right of District of Columbia
showcase theatres to 21 days clear¬
ance over a house in Rockville, Md.t
15 miles away, was upheld; in the
U.S. District. Court last week.
Judge Alexander Holtzoff threw out
an antitrust suit by Grbo Theatre
Corp., operator of the Villa Thea¬
tre, in Rockville. Orbo sought an
injunction, against the clearance
and $660,000 in treble damages.
The action was brought id Febru¬
ary 1956 against Loew’s, RKO,
Universal, Paramount, Columbia,
WB, 20-thFox and UA.
Judge Holtzoff upheld clearance
and the right of the defendant dis¬
tributors
to refuse to lease pix to
Denver Quits Variety
the Villa Theatre. “The only limita¬
. Denver, Dec. 10.
Terit ’37 of Variety has voted to tion on this general principle,”. he
pull out of. Variety Clubs Interna¬ wrote in his decision, “is that the
defendants may not conspire among
tional.
Localites have set up the Rocky themselves riot to deal with the
plaintiff.”
Mountain Screen Cliib. •

Kassler Argues Importer Sans Theatre
’ To Get Best N.Y. Deal
way, given a ,mediocre film, Kass¬
ler: pointed ouf that theatre own¬
ership held little advantage. He
aded that in fact a good many of
these type pictures never did get
into the houses controlled by their
riistribs, and .that^again from the
prodilcer’s point of view—he ac¬
tually was taking a greater risk in
a distribut'0r-6\vned showcase than
on the open market.
The reasoning is that, via the
usual “auctioning off” process, a
theatre, will customarily, give a
guarantee, thus placing the risk in
the ease of failure primarily on
exhibition. This isn’t the case in
a distrihution-controllecl house.
Those who disagree with Kass¬
ler and the non-theatre owning in¬
dies say that the. .Gotham show¬
case is vital; that some good pic¬
tures have been held up for long
periods of time due to the tight¬
ness of release houses at given
periods; and that those who try to
convince European producers that
the; control of a Gotham outlet Is
unnecessary are: simply munching
sour grapes.
‘
Apart from this, it's pointed out
that, in most cases, it wasn’t the
distributors Who’ye gone into ex¬
hibition, but exhibitors who’ve
gone into distribution. This was

true of Walter Reade, of TransLux, of Jean Goldwurm, of Rich¬
ard Davis arid others because they
wanted to assure themselves of
fop* product. for their outlets with¬
out having to hand out big guar-?
antees/
Furthermore, the exhibitor-dis¬
tributor tie has certain advantages
when it comes to making, deals.
Considering that the money goes
into the same pocket, an exhibitor-;
distributor can riiake the best deal
for his house and the worst for
distribution which; says the com¬
petition, means that .the producer
gets the short end of the stick.
Pro and cpn notwithstanding,
the race for showcases is continu¬
ing. Rank Film Distributors of
America has just taken on the Cen¬
tral Theatre on Broadway and
IlyaLopert, after some hesitation,
now has- confirmed the original
Variety story of his taking over
the Plaza Theatre on a longterm
lease. It’s safe to assume that he
won’t use the house simply to
showcase his own .releases. The
Plaza's been successful on a mixed
foreign and U. S.-offbeat policy.
Opinion is that if Lopert changes
it, he stands to lose money with his
showcase.

Accident and design have left
the 'Motion Picture 'Export Assn,
momentarily with two big . holes in
its European setup.
Marc M.
Spiegel, MPEA’s Continental man¬
ager, resigned, and Fayette W.. All¬
port, the association’s European
manager, died last week of a heart
attack,
. Spiegel’s post in Paris has al¬
ready been filled, with Leo Hochstetter being assigned frorri the
Far East to take over as of Feb. 1,
1958. Allport’s position in Lon¬
don, where he repped the li. S; '
dustry since 1933, will be left va¬
cant for the time being, inasmuch
as there arejfro pressing develop¬
ments that would require a tem¬
porary assignment from New York.
Without reflecting on the capa¬
bilities but only the inexperience
of the successors to Spiegel and
Allport, the compariies do feel
that, for a time, these two offices,
will be weak; links in the MPEA
chain. This; comes at a time when
there is considerable uneasiness
over the future of the foreign, mar¬
ket, and specifically over the Euro¬
pean market
Distributors are sharply and un¬
comfortably aware Of the impor¬
tance* the foreign market has as¬
sumed within the whole economic
structure of the industry. The
feeling of'uneasiness is heightened
by the fact that this dependence
is fully appreciated by govern¬
ments and indhstries abroad, who
know that Hollywood must keep
its foreign earnings, at a high level.
This in itself makes for a power¬
ful bargaining wedge.*
What concerns observers, how¬
ever, are the European storrii
warnings, particularly in Britain,
and now also in Italy. British at¬
tendance is way off, and Italian
business hasn’t been up to cus¬
tomary levels. So far, these are
the only two European territories
where there has been an appre¬
ciable drop. But it is sufficient to
reflect unhappily about what may
happen iri France and in Germany..
Television Cloud .
•The shadow of television, is be-;
ginning to fall over much of Eu¬
rope, and the example of what has
happened in Britain is a frighten¬
ing one for an industry that knows
how vitally important its overseas
revenue has become. There was. a
tiine when foreign execs consid¬
ered Europe a “static” market arid
urged expansion elsewhere: Today,
they.want no more than for Eu¬
rope’s status quo at least to coritinue. If there is hope for expan- .
sion, it is primarly in the direc¬
tion of Latin America' Little ad¬
ditional revenue-can be gotten
from the Far East. Japenese busi¬
ness is still good, hut here tv also
is raising its head and the couritry’s economic condition leaves
much to wish for.
At MPEA arid among the. com¬
pariies there, is a feelinff that the
foreign tnarket is heading for trou¬
ble in. 1958, though this past year
it still delivered a whopping big
slice of revenue and many terri¬
tories actually set earning records.
The total foreign billings gross
(excluding Canada which is part of
the domestic market* and which
also has dropped this year) in 1957
probably again will run to around
$216,000,000 to $218,000,000, it’s
estimated, but many fear that—
from now on—the spiral will start
going downward.

Allied Artists’ Chi Confab
. Chicago; Dec. 10.
Allied Artists has skedded its
general sales meeting for-Dec. 19»
20. at Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel,
This choice followed arrival of
eastern division sales manager L.
E. Goldhammer in Chi last week.
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KANSAS CITY FILM MEN
KEEP UP CHARITIES

on

Kansas .City, Dec. 10.
Motion Picture Assn, of Greater
Kansas City re-elected three , mem¬
bers of the Board of Directors and
Resignation of Republic Pictures 4added one new man to the board
from both the Motion Picture Assn,
at its annual dinner and meeting
Chaplin’s Nay to Spain
Upped-Scale Splurge
at the Hotel. Pickwick last Monday
and the Motion Picture Export
Madrid, Dec. 10.
Minneapolis, Dec. 10,
(2). .
Assn., last week is seen as a logical
Film circles here express
Number of raised admission
New member is L. J. Kiinbriel,
upshot of the direction in which
doubt
that
“King
in New York”
pictures here at one time has
of the Missouri Theatre Supply Co.
will be shown in Spain unless
broken all local records.
the company has been moving- in
Re-elected were Richard Brous,
Charles
Chaplin
accepts
dialog
In
addition
to
the
two
hardRalph Adams and Ben Shlyen. The
recent months. It is feared that
changes requested after prer
ticket offerings, “Seven Won¬
board will elect new officers at its
another company — RKO — might
liminary censor screenings.
ders of the World” and.
meeting in January.
soon follow suit.
Releasing org Dipenfa-Fil“Around the. World in 80
A plaque in honor of his year of
mayer has a 15-minute de^ditThe Republic move came as no
Days,” there currently also are
leadership was presented to Ed
ing
leeway but “suggested”
“Pal Joey” and “The Ten
surprise at. MPEA since Rep had
Hartman, president. The year was
revisions apparently transcend
Commandments,” the latter in
called the best one in the eight
indicated its intention of quitting
concession.
Trade report here
the neighborhood houses, with
years of the organization’s history.
as far back as last June. It ac¬
says Spain wants to extract
upped taps. And another,
Several
events
were
spread
teeth
of
Chaplin’s
anti-Amer¬
tually did resign, but While keeping
“Raintree C o un .t y,” that’ll
throughout the year bringing pub¬
ican bite.
have a reserved seat policy,
the notice on the books, said it
lic attention, to. the motion picture
Chaplin
has
already
refused
is coming in this month.
industry on a broad scale.
was still mulling the move. Last
to modify dialog and Dipenfa’s
Organization raised tornado re¬
week, it made its decision final.
Juan
Perez
is
now
huddling
lief in amount of $6,027. Group
Under MPEA rules, notice of resign
in Paris with Chaplin reps for
also paid the fees for 50 boys to at¬
nation must come well in advance.
a second try. Observers here
tend the YMCA boys camp at Camp
are skeptical of outcomes
According to MPEA; there have
Santosage,. and financed a new
a$ yet been no indications that
cabin in memory of Robert With¬
RKO will take the same step. While
ers, former Republic exchange
such a. move wouldn’t surprise any¬
head.
one, with RKO inactive at home
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Another event was the “Santa
Continued from page 2f ss+m
and reportedly getting ready to
Resignation of Frances Inglis;as Claus in August” affair in which
close up shop abroad, the man¬
1,800
kids were taken to a showing such a deal and it cued much senti¬
agement to date has. taken no ac-. exec secretary of Writers Guild of of “Bambi”
and treated with candy
tive steps to leave the association. America West has been accepted and popcorn.. The year’s outstandr ment lor RKO expulsion from
This marks the first time since to take effect March 31. Miss ings hag event was the Chamber of MPEA.
There is another version of this
the formation of MPEA that a lis will stay on to handle upcoming Commerce “Salute to the Motion
company has actually-quit. There
Picture Industry” attended by .600 to the effects that: a. none of the
have been resignation from the negotiations with the . major film of the city’s leaders.
money
actually would go to RKO,
MPAA. Both United Artists and. studios and agents;
A project tentatively outlined
Warner Bros, at one time pulled
Miss Inglis, whose tenure has for next year is. to be the building and b. the MPEA had not yet made
(Dut, but both came backl
been a stormy hue marked by¬ and. furnishing of a cabin at Camp an absolute decision re the. O'Neil
Republic bowout is said to be criticism of her administration, re* Santosage in honor of Earl Jami¬ terms.
based on economic considerations Signed at a council meeting last son Sr., former partner in Exhibi¬ _ RKO, situation has bearings on
since the company is folding its week due to “health” reasohsl tors Film Delivery. & Service Co. f both sides of Atlantic, but it isn’t
overseas setup and plans to retain Guild prexy Edmund Hartmann, and other industry interests. About the only one threatening the
only a few territorial operations. screenwriters branch prez Frank 90. persons were in attendance at MPEA position in Spain. The em¬
In the light of Republic’s condition, Nugent and tv prexy Curtis Ken¬ the dinner.
bargo has been on for over two
its dues contribution to MPAA- yon met with her to discuss the
years. Several independents re¬
MPEA has been minor for some situation the next day, and sub¬
leasing through United Artists are
sequently
the
council
accepted
her
time. Dues are figured on a per¬
getting restless. Most of them
resignation*
centages of the domestic gross.
i have a clause in their contract that
Chicago, Dec, 10.
Doris
Roberts,
formerly
assistant
Though it wonTbe a member.
Arthur Godfrey has been, giving stipulates that, after two years, if
Republic during 1958 will continue to the contract administrator of Warner Bros, unexpected juicy the company has not released their
Guild, recently resigned with a
film in a given territory, they are
to benefit from license allocations fiery
blast against Miss Inglis’: han¬ plugs on his CBS simulcast day- free to make their own deals.
in France and elsewhere, made
timer for the studio’s forthcoming
during the time when it was still dling of the guild’s affairs, charg¬ Marlon Brando starrer, “Sayona¬ There are indications this is hap¬
a member. When these pacts and ing her with “inefficiency and ra.” Godfrey caught a screening of pening.
contracts expire. Rep will have to waste.” Last spring, during the an¬ the film in Chicago last week and
Already, Samuel Goldwii has
guild election, Miss Inglis’ ad¬
fend for itself under the inde¬ nual
ministration was the principal tar¬ has been touting it on the air ev¬ sold “Guys and Dolls” (Metro) and
pendent quota.
“Around
the World in 80 Days”
ery
day
since.
Rep’s leaving. MPEA reduces the get of one slate of candidates.
He had done similarly with Par¬ (UA) is running in Madrid. Other
have been many resigna¬
association’s membership to nine There
indies
can
be expected to follow
amount’s
“Strategic
Air
Com¬
from the guild’s administra¬
companies. However, MPEA point¬ tions
mand” previously and was felt by suit.
ed out .that the Rep departure tive staff in recent months. Miss Par to have figured importantly in
RKO
Sat In
leaves the association representing Inglis draws $350 a week, and her its grossing power.
.
. What really gets the companies
as many pictures abroad as before pact ran to 1960.
sore
is
the
fact
that,
as the Span¬
“since the several remaining com¬
ish talks were progressing both in
panies are increasing their distri¬
Europe
and
in
New
York, RKO
bution.”
reps Were sitting in on them with¬
' Several foreign managers polite¬
out
even
giving
a
hint
of their
ly expressed regret last week about
company's intention of torpedoing
the Rep withdrawal. Actually, and
the
Whole
arrangement.
At one
realistically, none are shedding any
point, O’Neil encountered Eric
terms for tWb reasons: 1. Without
Johnston
in
Washington
mid
in¬
production. Rep in no way threat¬
est of limited membership. It is quired whether it Was alright for
ens the “common front” which the
Madrid, Dec. 10.
him
to
close
some
European
offices.
companies. like to present abroad,
Another explosive situation de^ attacked for forcing privileged dol¬
via MPEA, though there, is a pos¬ veloped as the distribution wing of lar position to scout for Yank films Johnston outlined the association’s
sibility of Rep. product going into the Spanish; film industry split rfohen: other Spanish distribs al¬ position, but apparently didn’t
Spain. And 2. The “small” dis- apart, with warring factions: pre¬ ready have 12 U.S. pix available but press the point, for O’Neil never
holed up for want of import li¬ got to telling him . that what hie
tribs, like Republic, at times are paring for a showdown battle.
had in mind was'Spain.
a thorn in the side of the big out¬
Situation arose with government censes.
Situation in Spain now appears
fits on both the domestic and the decision (1) to Withhold granting
Angles
foreign side. The aims, needs and of import licenses for 12 U.S. fea*
Distribs also consider Central de virtually hopeless for MPEA. On
the
one hand, the Spaniards now
aspirations of the small outfits are lures already contracted for by in¬ Compras a challenge to Sindicato
somewhat different from those of die Spanish distribs while (2) giv¬ del Espectaculo’s distribution asse* know they can get pictures. Their
the majors, and therefore the asso¬ ing green light and $500,000 cur¬ ciatibn, which harbors all distribs purchasing commission with $500,ciation has not always answered rency allowance to nine other lo¬ (including MPEA agencies) and 000 is due in the States , soon. On
their purposes; they have been cal distribs forming the Central whose 14-man exec board is duly the other, MPEA can’t give in very
caught up in projects in which de Compras (film purchasing authorized to minister industry well without setting an impossible
they have little interest.
preceudent for the rest of Europe.
group) to buy some 20 U.S. films. wing interests.
Central de Compras was cre¬
It. is known in New York that,
Commerce Ministry film chief
ated last July by local distribs Di- Jesus Orfila has . denied $500,000 even as Madrid was giving the
penfa-Filmayer, Hispamex, Pro- currency allowance to purchasing American companies the run¬
cines, Bengala, Huguet, Diana and bloc was unfair to others (Variety, around, a brother-in-law of Dicta¬
CEA to weaken U.S. film embarr NOv. 14). Others apparently take tor Franco'had obtained a permit
goers by offering dollars for hard- issue as sharp conflict literally to import several millions, bf dol¬
Atlanta, Dec. 10.
to-get Yank product Secondary
lars worth of Swiss watchworks,
“Old Yeller,” Walt Disney’s new aim is eventually to extend bloc¬ broke out all over this week with with payment in dollars. MPEA
picture, will be world premiered in buying principle to all film pur¬ departure of Central purchasing has been in touch with the Ameri¬
team
Juan
Perez
(Dipenfa-FilAtlanta Dec. 20 at. Rialto Theatre. chases in. hope of reducing inflated:
can Embassy in Madrid, but—in
All proceeds from performance will Continental pic prices. Muridial mayer) and Fernando Carballo the absence of a trade treaty with
go to Junior Chamber of Com¬ Films joined later to form a solid (Hispamex) for London and Paris. Spain—there isn’t much the State
Turn
of
events
could
prove
an
merce Boys Club fund. Jaycees nucleus Comprising a third cif
unexpected boon to U. S. if, as Dept, can do to. help; the situation.
sponsor a year-round program at Spam’s big companies.
Meanwhile, in New York, the “to
Observers expect, it leads raging
this Club.
Remaining distribs now counter¬ indies to a common cause entente be or not to be” of RKO in the
Charles Levy, advertising and blasting include CIFESA, Suevia, with MPEA contingents. Regroup¬ Association remains a mute , ques¬
public relations director for Dis¬ Charraartin; Mercurio, As, Filmax, ing could efface Central pact veto tion. Seme feel that some sort of
ney, was in Atlanta last week setr CICOSA, CEPICSA and Interpen¬ power in distrib. association and unity is better than no unity at all.
ting up: premiere details. He com¬ insular—all major banners in the produce an all-industry alignment Others, particularly in the light of
pleted arrangements for premiere local market, constituting another in favor of film peace with Amer¬ Republic’s departure from the
with Jaycee prez Bob Marchman, third.
ica,. . .
j
group, hold that it’d be just as well
Boys Club chairman Ben Weis*
Neutral third Is made up of six
Indication ;of ‘ how twind blows to expel RKO than let it resign
mann, publicity chairman Harold U.S. distrib agencies, C.B. Films comes in a statement; from Jesus eventually. No one will deny that
Andrews and Rialto Theatre Man¬ (United Artists outlet) and Radio Buhegas, director of Interpeninsu¬ the company has violated ab un¬
ager Bob Moscow.
Films (tied to RKO): These MPEA lar Films. “Before permitting one derstanding, though one version of
Levy reVealpd that Atlanta is one forces will, of course, throw all sector of Spanish distribs to claw the story is that O’Neil, when con¬
of four cities where “Old Yeller”. weight against the Central, whose for a favored position and get spe¬ fronted with this charge, said he
will be shown for the benefit, of members synthesize opposition to cial consideration,” he said, “it had informed Johnston and had
organizations such, as the Boys U.S: distribs in Spain.
would. certainly he preferable for gotten the 'nod from him to go
Clubs, hospitals and/or philanthro¬
Spanish distrib antagonism to the industry to pact with MPEA;” ahead;
pic enterprises; New York City. Central operations is intense on
A general assembly of distrib as¬
There is a good deal of disgust
Houston and Denver will stage several scores. Central is charged sociation members has been called among the distributors In Manhat¬
charity benefits following the with trying to Capitalize on the for Dec. 12 to try Central and its tan about the fix they find them¬
Atlanta premiere.
.1 Spain-MPEA conflict for self-inter¬ directors.
selves in In the Spanish market,

Pleading Illness, WGAW
Exec Sec Frances Inglis

RKO Fandango

Godfrey Toots ‘Sayonara’

Who’s Got Inside Political Track?

Madrid, Dec. 10.
A film industry poll of opinion
oh the Spain-Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn, conflict, published in
news weekly “Actualidades,” is
being widely commented here.
Answers to “(1) As. a film' spec¬
tator, have you noted absence of
U. $ Tilms? (2) What Opinion do
you have oh. present MPEA po¬
sition? (3) Is it preferable to leave
actual situation as is or, if not, how
would you settle the conflict?”
were delivered by Joaquin Agusti, general director of CEA Dis¬
tribution; prominent film critic
Fernandez Cuenba; distribs Jose
Maria.Villota and Jesus Buhegas;
Garcia Alvarez, director of a 25thedtre exhib circuit and Para1 mount pub chief Cecilia Mantua;
Agusti, Spain industry spokes¬
man in negotiations with MPEA
this year, .and chairman of distrib.
association, answered first question
affirmatively.
“Present position of MPEA,” he
said, “iS substantially different and
more realistic than it was a year
ago. Former points of principle,
excluding pact prospects, have
varied particularly with regard to
percentage MPEA allotment of
U. S. film imports and the 4-1 dis¬
trib decree. MPEA experience in
Spain, and effect of this experience
in other European countries were
decisive in evolving present MPEA
realistic approach.”
Stating present situation neither
benefits, the film industry here in
general or local distribs in par¬
ticular, Agusti felt a settlement is
definitely in order .if parties con-;
cerned “manifest mntiial compre¬
hension. for the many problems
engendered in this complicated
state of affairs.”
Exhib Alvarez adamantly insist¬
ed absence of U. S. product is
noted because only the Hollywood
seal offers “dynamic and spectacu¬
lar screen values which together
with known marquee names guar*
antees commercial pull and boxoffice returns.” He didn’t know
MPEA position, say it had been
beclouded with excessive talk, but
accented need to settle conflict or.
close film industry doors. Solution
must be guided by boxoffice rieces*
sities, he maintained, since the
ticket-windbw is the front of in¬
dustry well-being. Miss Mantua
answered in a similar vein.
Film scribe Cueiica failed to
notice absence of U. S. pix; MPEA
position, to.him; was indefensible,
one that endangers the very U. S.
film exports. MPEA is trying to
protect. Spain, he cited as an ex¬
ample, managed to keep screens
filled during years MPEA suspend¬
ed film shipments, with unfavor*
able repercussions in other coun-:
tries for MPEA, how losing Its
“dictatorial grip globally.”
Cuenca asked that impasse.. be
solved. “Import of U. S. films is
advantageous, above all as it pro¬
vides funds for official protection
of Spanish cinema.” .
Villota-Buhegas replies denote
viewpoint of Spanish distribs who
have .benefited most from MPEA
absence-here,. Important distinc¬
tion is Buhegas remark that neith¬
er side should see “lion’s share”
in a settlement, a refemce to a
section of local •distribs organized
as a film purchasing bloc, with
which .remaining Spanish distribs
are at odds.
Worth underlining, observers
say here,Js general admission that
Spain-MPEA conflict has caused
an /unfavorable industry disloca¬
tion at; this end and that Agusti
stand on middle ground most
closely conforms to pact signing
possibilities.
though few will pinpoint the
blame. There appears little ques¬
tion, however, that several of the.
companies will close shop in Spai
once the current problem is set¬
tled. Reasoning is that the over¬
head in Spain always has eaten .up
most of the profits and that its ap¬
pears to be cheaper to operate via
licensees. Offers similar to the
one accepted by RKO have been
pitched to. several companies, in¬
cluding Warner Bros, and Colum¬
bia.
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Trailers are, have been and always
will be the smart showman's cup
of tea. He knows that, with the regular
and continuous use of trailers,
a substantial part of the audience
is in the bag.
So, bear in mind that the Prize Baby
is always at your service delivering
the kind of performance theatres
need to sweeten each pot...
and for very little sugar!
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Goldenson Talks—Youngstein Rebuts

{

Vitality in Industry Needs Only to Be Harnessed
—Goldenson

Says Goldenson Only Scratches Surface;
Exhibs Sole Interest: ‘Who’s in It?’

“Motion picture industry has tremendous vitality’’ but there’s de¬
mand for concentrated effort on the part of all elements to geat
production and promotion so as to wring out the boxoffice potential
Leonard H. Goldenson president of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, stated in New York this week. He offered a three-point
program which, he insisted, if fully developed would mean, "a hell
of a rebirth Of this picture buisness.”
Exec expressed anew his thought that the building of new stars is
« “must.” He said 20th-Eox, Columbia and Universal haye undertaken
to do some of this, as has his own company with its exploitation
pictures. Goldenson prescribed the handling of youngsters jUst as a
thoroughbred horse is groomed—that is, giving them important ex-

Rebuttal to Leonard H. Goldenson’s recommendations of a threepoint audience-development program was quick in coming, one by one
his ideas for “riew faces,” an industry ad-pub campaign and a motion
picture exposition being subjected to counter-attack
' Goldenson’s comments were made Wednesday (4) during the course
of a press meeting about distributors’ release schedules; Rejoining
the American: Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres president, two days
later, was Max E. Youngstein, United Artists v.p.
Youngstein had been discussing with the press his company’s newly
expanded activities, particularly in the music field. Then, prompted
by a reporter’s query, he launched an unexpected blast. And he con¬
sented to be quoted, he said, only on condition that It be made clear

he was expressing his own personal sentiments and not those of his
company.
,
The Goldenson program, said Youngstein, “while it couldn’t hurt,
can’t help, might affect 5-10% of o'ur problems.”
As for new personalities on the screen, the UA. officer said a very
simple chain, of . events takes place.” The producer, he explained,
goes out for newcomers and obtains properties for them. Then the
exhibitor asks, “Who’s in it?” The salesman explains the plan to
Within the course of the “debate” that unexpectedly developed
develop stars and the exhibitor, again asks, “Who’s in it?” Price
between Leonard H. Goldenson and Max E. Youngstein the past . for the picture agreed to by the exhibitor invariably is disparite to
week, Youngstein had some bitter comments to make about the
what the producer, has invested in terms of energy, money and risk.
absence of consistency in the picture business. He wondered .if
Yourigstein went on Sterling Hayden was in many “bread and
this might be cleared by a mass meeting with the Dept; Of
blitter” pictures that were “made at a price.” Subsequently UA had
Justice.
a Haydkn. entry. “The Killing,” which was head and shoulders above
He referred to the fact that* despite antitrust restrictions,
his previous productions. It got many rave reviews, Youngstein re¬
major film companies are becoming exhibition-minded, top circuits
lated. But, he added, exhibitors wouldn’t pay any more for; “Killing”
are angling to segue back into production arid the word is. around
than-they had for the earlier Hayden pictures. His point: Exhibitor
that Loew’s would like to avoid divorcement.
attitude impedes, producer initiative.
.
Further, noted Youngstein, exhibs yell at the film companies
Theatremen never , have supported features with' fresh talent and
for selling back productions to television but meanwhile they’re
this obtains With other companies in addition to UA. Tony Perkins
buying tv stations.
^
was developing fast, for example, but Paramount was given dubious
support in selling “Fear Strikes Out,” in which he starred.
The exposition “might be a good idea because it informs people
posure and avoiding “unknown properties,” for the latter would pre¬
vent them, the players, from gaining favor with the public. He would
have the fresh talent traveling to get to know the public, particularly
with initial pictures. He would have the newcomers given a trade
buildup, including via radio and television, but upon becoming known
they “should be retained for pictures exclusively.”
Goldenson made the point that 70% of the audience is in the 16in discussing, industry promotion, Leonard H. Goldenson ob¬
served that “the automobile field stole everything from our book
to-35 age group which has no particular yen for the “older stars in
romantic roles,” and who are seen on tv.
and is doing it better.”
It’s time the picture business regained the spotlight, he suggested.
Point 2, as listed by the AB-PT chief concerns the “need for an
advertising-publicity campaign for the entire industry.” He said he
wouldn’t use the word “institutional,” for this has no clear meaning to about our business,” noted Youngstein. “But I don’t see how this is
him, but he does want a “campaign of excitement.” Within the framer going to help the boxoffice or the individual strength of the com¬
work of the project would be long-range bally of pictures, beginning
with, the time a producer has an idea for a property, the reasoning panies.”
As for the ad-pub, youngstein wanted; to know if Goldenson had
being that a good job of selling can't be accomplished, within just a said
who would pay. for the campaign.. Goldenson’s comment anent
few weeks of release.
disliking use of the word “institutional” was interpreted by Young¬
Also part of the Goldenson plan is a move to correct the “unfair stein as meaning “somebody else has to pay for it.”
and discriminating” practice of newspapers in listing tv program
UA exec beefed that the distributors, right along have been called
logs blit declining to give pictures this same kind of attention.
upon to ante up for the lion’s share of ad costs, “are now paying up
Point 3 in the Goldenson prescription is a motion picture'exposition to 90% and the way things are there will be no such thing as co¬
which would be sent on tour and “hit every class of person” With the op ads.”
.
Youngstein offered his own formula for Co-op promotion on a fair
message about all facets of the. industry that would have appeal.
Goldenson recommended that the ad-pub arid exposition approaches basis”* house budgets adequate to publicize particular pictures, and
might best be carried out through the Council of Motion Picture these may vary, and then a 50-50 split of the ad expense between
exhib arid distrib.
Organizations.
_

No Consistency in Biz-Youngstein

Goldenson, Admirer of Detroit

Feed-the-Orphans
Movement Grows

Tay Garnett, Ahoy

Open Up That Golden Gate

Sari Francisco, Dec. 10,
All distributors have given “en¬
Screen Directors Guild, which is participating in San Francisco's
couraging” assurance of a steady maiden festival, is taping half-hour talks by directors and will dis¬
flow of product over the next year tribute tapes to between 300 arid 400 college cinema classes through—specifically, they intend to make wit the U.S. . . . Among directors still expected to fly up from Holly¬
quality pictures available in the wood for various nights of. festival are George Stevens,; A. C. Potter
“orphan” ‘months of April (after and King Vidor . . . Congratulatory wires on opening night included
Easter), May, June, September
one from Vice-President Richard Nixon *
Frisco Mayor George
and October;
Christopher missed opening show, but. turned up later at reception
This assurance has been com¬
at Yestival co-ordinator Irving M. Levin’s home—the mayor Was busy
municated to United Paramount
escorting King. Mohammed V around Frisco while “Captain from
Theatres, in' the form of release
Koepenick” was Unwinding ...; , Among those on hand opening night
programs as now mapped by the
Wore James Mnlvey, president of Goldwyn Productions Inc., and
companies. Titles, over 200 of
Maury Sehwarx, whio has a Northern California art-house circuit-. . .
them, extend from through the
: “Where Mountains Float,” Danish film rejected for festival compe¬
summer to through all of 1958.
tition, got a special matinee showing; last Saturday (7) for children
Extent of cast listings is limited
qt Metro theatre
.• . Festival judges : are Hortehse Morton, Frisco
somewhat, varying With each com¬ Examiner; Emilia Hodel, Frisco News; Paine Knickerbocker, Frisco
pany, and note is made concerning Chronicle; Robert Hall, Frisco CalLBulletin, and Theresa'Loeb Cone,
this that talent contracts aren’t al¬ Oakland Tribune . . . Italian producer Franco Cancellieri commented
ways set for many months in ad¬ on festival: “Making of films is one of the few cultural areas where
vance. One company. United Art¬ persons of different nations can work, together, producing something
ists, had a full -1958. roster to offer, to which all Contribute, and a film festival serves as a sbowplace .. .
this listing all pictures and stars. Both the local Chronicle and Scripps-Howard’s afternoon News sug¬
The lineups were collected and gested^ editorially, that the San Francisco Film Festival should become
made known by Edward L. Hyman, an annual event, and praised both the Art Commission and coordina¬
UPT v.p., who has ben crusading tor Irving M. Levin for their, efforts . . . However, columnist; Arthur
for the past several years for a Caylor, in The News, gloomed: “Don’t be surprised if some other
swing away from the concentra¬ city snatches it away before Sap Francisco wakes lip to what it’s got.
tion of top features during holi¬ The usual way is to Jet anything that gets started here go East and
days. In addition to the. distribs, make a reputation before acknowledging it exists.”
this year he's had the support of
many of the top theatremen
haps licked entirely, the problem; blueprinting. But on the overall,
around the country.
Hyman’s drive and the. current has been substantially, reduced in things look good to Hyman.
response have had . the effect of sizes. If . all film companies ad¬
And as the distribs come through
spotlighting “orderly distribution” here to the schedules they’ve out¬ as they say they will;.-, exhibs
as one of the: major trade issues lined, “we will have taken a most should feel called. upon to back Up
constructive and giant step for¬ the better merchandise in . "off”
.of the day.
Exec, having sounded out both ward,” he commented.
periods with stepped-up effort on
theatremen in the field and the.
If there’s an occasional hiatus the promotional end. Hyman put
distribs’ homeoffices, related this in the skeds, this could be due to this as an. exbib obligation tojgo
week he found a “display of siitr the uncertainties that many a hand and hand with the distribs’
eerity bn both sides.” If not per- i film-maker faces.. in production new policies;

Sphinxy Tomlinson

| sssa Continued from page 5

San Francisco, Dec. IQ.
Sponsors of Frisco. Film Fes¬
tival Wonder if director Tay
Garnett will ever make It to
Frisco.
He was set to fly up from
Hollywood, for opening night
last Wednesday (4), got to Los
Angeles’ International Airport
with Frank Borzage and Franchot Tone and stopped off just
long enough to make a phone
call to his family. That was aU
so long enough for him to miss
his plane.
Next day he was Scheduled
to come up and couldn’t get
reservations in Los Angeles.
Festival co-ordinator Irving
M. Levin finally arranged reservations with TWA for him
and Garnett got to the airport
to find the flight had been can¬
celled, waited around for an¬
other flight and couldn’t get
one*

Warner 6aiM
Coattmne4 from y*ce 7
Versy. As part' of the compromise
deal, WB agreed to retain three of
these staffers. They Include Sid
Rechetnik, former tradepaper con¬
tact who moves over as press book
editor; Sid White, radio-tv contact,
and Leo Wilder, magazine contact
Decision to accept the WB deal
was taken by the SPG member¬
ship at a general meeting last week.
The vote, it’s said, was a close one
and the final outcome was achieved
by the. votes* of the WB artists. The
artists, it’s reported, expressed dis¬
gust with the entire situation and
many of them appealed for accept¬
ance of the WB offer rather than
to attempt to work for a company
that didn’t want them.

petition With the Securities & Ex¬
change Commission in Washington.
In addition, he must, submit sep¬
arate. 14-B forms for each of his
nominees for the board of directors
if he intends to put up his own
slate. No such move, as far ais now
can he ascertained, has been made.
(When an indication of a proxy
battle Is filed with the SEC, the
-Government agency invariably and
immediately makes it public).'
If Tomlinson, plans to renew his
battle, observers feel he must make
his move shortly because the time
factor will soon catch up with hiiri.
Such solicitation requires several
months of planning. In his last
try Tomlinson waited until the last
moment to make his appeal to the
company’s shareholders. By that
time, the Loew’s management, with
the help Of a Stockholders’ Protec¬
tive Committee, had corralled the
majority of the proxies Tomlinson’s
appeal had little effect,
Probabilities
Moire credence is given the idea
that Tomlinson will forgo a proxy
battle and. attempt to align himself
with Lehman; Bros, and Lazard
Freres to unseat the Vogel regime,
(Wall Street banking houses usu¬
ally avoid proxy battles).
Lehman and Lazard, it became
evident at the special meeting in
October, were opposed to the Vogel,
management when they aligned
themselves with: Tomlinson and
forced the election of Samuel J.
Briskin to the hoard of directors.
At first Loew’s said that it would
challenge Briskln’s election, hut so
far has done nothing about that.
A tipoff of what may be in store
for Loew’s corporate structure may
be revealed when Vogel makes
known his nominations for the
board of directors. It’s expected
that the Loew’s topper will present
his lineup shortly after the monthly
board meeting late this month. It’s
anticipated that he will make sub¬
stitutions for the directors in the
Tomlinson camp. These include
Tomlinson, Meyers, Briskin, Louis
Johnson, Ray Lawson and K. T.
Keller.

F.risco Film Fesi
, Continued from page 5 aaa.

about condition of print after he’d
seen whole thing. He was stand¬
ing in lobby discussing matter
with Levin when he spotted per¬
sonal friends in crowd milling out¬
side still-unopened theatre doors.
He demanded Levin let them in
and Levihr with his back up, said
he wouldn’t, not until he got goahead on picture.
So Cochran finally gave reluct¬
ant consent and festival went on.
On Wednesday’s (4) opening
night, Levin got another jolt
Hardest rain in a month started
in mid-afternoon and kept dressy
crowd down to about 800, with a
dandy traffic jam in street outside
the theatre.
Nevertheless, promised partici¬
pation. of Screen Directors Guild
in Hollywood came through (just
that day) and reception accorded
opening film, Germany’s “Captain
from Koepenick,” was excellent.
Franchot Tone, who emceed
opening ceremonies praised San.
Francisco for courage in putting
on a fete dedicated to “the art
of film-making, rather than its
technical achievements ” and di¬
rector Frank Borzage, who flew up
from Hollywood for opening, em¬
phasized that this was to be a di¬
rectors^ festival, with special
weight in judging of Golden Gate
Awards laid on work of directors.
. Some of the other difficulties
Levin has run. into Include:
Failure of the Indian consulate
to deliver “Aparajito”—this
second in a film trilogy and India
has substituted first picture in the
series;
Projectionists' demand that two
men work the festival, just as in
roadshow screenings of “80 Days”
or Cinerama;
Opening of the San Francisco
Symphony, season on the same
night as the festival;
Failure of Frisco Board of Su¬
pervisors—so far, at. least—-to come
up with any financial support for
festival, forcing Art Commission
and co-ordinator Levin to rely on
ticket sales at $1,50 per seat,
Fortunately, ticket sales has
gone fairly well—Frisco, with eight
art houses, has a large, if selective*
audience for foreign films.

Hcnjim
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Bidding: Stops Lawsuits, Not Headaches
[ GOLDWYN CASE DEFENSE GETS KNOCKING]
rsrz^z:'*;: By william steif
San^Francisco, Dec, 10.
Herb McIntyre, former Western sales, boss of RKO,
was standout witness last week in Sain. Goldwyn’s $1,500,000 . antitrust suit against 20th-Fox, National Theatres
and Fox West Coast,
Defense lawyer Arthur B. Dunne, seemed to Score a
lot of points through McIntyre. But
did Goldwyn’s
lawyer. Joseph Alioto. You take your choice. Of . course.
Federal Judge Edwaitf P. Murphy isn’t tipping his mitt.
Possibly most significant' for.the defense was McIntyre’s
statement that he was in on negotiations for all seven
Goldwyn films involved in this suit (time period is
limited to 1947-501 and his denial that he knew of “any
conspiracy, plot or design, to keep Goldwyn pictures out
of National Theatres or of any understanding to dis¬
criminate.’’ RKO was .Goldwyn’s distributor, during this.
McIntyre testified there was “no connection” with Mike
Naify’s United California circuit in his dealings with
National dr Fox West Coast, claimed Goldwyn and Walt
Disney picture were “treated better” than comparable
RKO product; and “on the whole, got higher terms.”
Importance of this testimony to the defense is that
McIntyre, presumably, is an impartial witness. He de¬
tailed his 37 years in distribution end of the film business,
confirmed much minute testimony as to the difficulty of
negotiating with the tough Goldwyn organization and was
asked:
Q.—Who mas the final determiner of terms?
A—Mr. Goldwyn.

McIntyre testified RKO continued selling established
customers against National in some situations, specified
Long Beach as one such, traced the history of splits back
to the early 1930’s before RKO-Radio and RKO-Pathe
merged and said: “When the merger came into being,
nobody sought, all the product so it. was: split up.” He
declared National never insisted on RKO offering films to
National rather than to regular customers, said National
made no tie-ins, ho threats and that RKO didn’t start
competitive bidding: “but if the exhibitors wanted it,
we’d do it.”
RKO have a policy of discontinuing competitive
bidding?A.—If an exhibitor requested it or we go no bias for
10 straight pictures, competitive bidding ivas discontinued.

Bidding, Pro and Con
Like earlier witnesses, .he testified bidding had both
advantages and disadvantages—one advantage was that
it ended lawsuits, but disadvantges included “overbid¬
ding,” not enough time for promotion,: exchanges being
unable to “adjust” inequities and the big clerical staffs
required to do the paperwork involved in bidding.
He said he was present at the meeting—much-discussed
in this trial—when Charles Skouras was supposed to have
told Goldwyn that house expenses in sliding scales were
actual expenses and McIntyre added: “Pete Lundgren
(Fox West Coast statistician-buyer] stood Up and said
they were negotiated.”
This testimony incidentally provoked some decorous
hilarity among Fox West Coast execs who were sitting
in court—to'a man they felt the idea of anyone stand¬
ing up and telling Charles Skouras he was deadwrong was pretty funny.)
, .
.
Under Dunne’s prompting .McIntyre also testified that.
(1) Despite the fact that film rental terms generally
increased after 1950 (when divestitures mainly todk ef¬
fect), this didn’t necessarily mean more dollars in the
till because boxoffice receipts were diminishing;
(2) He, personally. Was never “threatened, intimi¬
dated, locked out or boycotted’’ by Fox—Dunne pounded
versions of this question at McIntyre a half-dozen dif¬
ferent times;
(3) He was ‘‘in the middle of an ugly situation’’when
he sold away from the Nas'sers in Frisco to Fox, butane
was praised by RKQ president Ned Depinet for the
sellaway—Dunne put the letter of praise into evidence
and the critical part of it said ?RKO reserved the^ right
to sell anyone, was no party to a split” and maintained
“no one had an inalienable right to a picture
- (4) “it didn’t, make any difference what arrangements

exhibitors made between, themselves so long as we got Coast , circuit at time of the United West Coast divorce¬
satisfactory terms.”:
ment (1950).
Many of Alioto’s cross-questions to McIntyre brought
Lundgren testified that “general^ clearances and avail¬
out . similar answers—the main difference lay in how abilities varied from company to company,” insisted that
Alioto put his questions and how you interpreted the “Walter Mitty” was “the best distribution deal RKQ had
answers: Alioto,. for instance,* got McIntyre to agree that,
with the exception of its own ‘The Bachelor and the
ignoring the “historical” RKO-Radio and. RKO-Pathe splits, .’Bobbysoxer’ as . . . for ‘Bishop’s Wife,' that was top terms,
RKO never authorized or consented to any .National higher than Mitty,” and Goldwyn pictures usually received
Theatres split of RKO product. ;
higher terms than RKO pictures*”
Further, McIntyre wasn’t informed of the Northwest
He said there were as many theatres available to RKOsplit arranged in a meeting among Eddie Zabel, Bert distributed films as to any other distributor, pointed out
Pirosh and Williaih Edris, that McIntyre or . RKO never that the flat rental oh “Enchantment” was. subject to re¬
authorized FoX West Coast (in- FTisco). to put pictures vision Upward, according to the RKO-National contract,
in a: hat for a product “lottery” and that McIntyre couldn’t, but that RKO didn’t request a review of rentals because
recall any circuit other than Fox which wouldn’t give picture did such lacklustre business.
guaranteed playing time on percentage pictures.
Lundgren testified Goldwyn-National negotiations on.
(These questions were based on specific incidents which “Roseanna McCoy,” near the ned of this time period,
have already come out in this trial.)
fell apart simply because National “wouldn’t subjnit to
Alioto also got McIntyre to admit competitive bidding
Goldwyn’s terms, we felt the .film’s boxoffice appeal
got longer playing time for better films, less playing time, wasn’t that good
for poorer pictures and McIntyre went on to say : “That's
On cross-examination Alioto strove to prove that after
why RKO didn't care for competitive bidding,, we had to
the 1950 divestitures, the competitive* situation, forced,
get a steady flow of product to stay in. business.”
film rentals upward. Lundgren admitted competition was
Alioto introduced several letters purporting to show one factor, but also insisted a shortage of product was a
that National enjoyed control' of Coast. situations. One
vital factor in the post-1950 period. Alioto brought out
letter, from McIntyre to RKO national sales chief Walter that in 1953 some National houses paid as much as 60%
Branson, said, in 1943 that “opposition possibilities
on their gross for “Hans Christian Andersen,” while
San Francisco are practically nomexistant.” Another,
only four or five years before “Song Is Born” got only
written in 1947 by Portland (Ore.) branch manager R. 35%.
„
H. Lange to Branson, complained Lange couldn’t make
Alioto also brought out that:
a deal for a Goldwyn picture on Mrs. Daisy Parker’s
(1) After 1950 drive-ins started getting first-run
circuit and added: “If you’re, familiar with the Situation product;
here, you will know that they never touch any product
(2) The 60%.. contracts took over in some situations
that is offered to them as. a result of the distributor Where previously sliding scales had been used (Goldwyn
not being able to agree with Fox."
claims sliding scales were loaded with extra house ex¬
Dunne protested admission of the Lange letter into penses that worked to producers’ disadvantage);
evidence, but Judge Murphy remarked: “This will be
(3) Floor on today’s “A” pictures is 35% in important
no guiding light in the determination of the case; but situations, compared to 1947-50 floor or 20% (except for
I’ll admit, it:” Both plaintiff and defense could clearly Metro, which got a 25% minimum);
take solace from the Judge’s words—and did.
(4) After 1950 exhibitors had to pay percentages in top
Pooled Houses
situations where flats previously had prevailed;
(5) ; After 1950 some Suburban situations were licensed
Alioto, on cross-examination, also claimed that it was
a fact that 54% of National’s business in the 1942-46 day-and-date with downtown first-runs;
(6) After 1950 length of clearances was lowered and
period was done in*“pooled” houses and went into some
, subsequent' runs moved up—Lundgren said “there were
of these cases, individually, with McIntyre.
rather substantial. changes in the Los Angeles area in this
Earlier sessions in the week were devoted to testimony respect, but the San Francisco pattern remained much
of Lundgren and Fox buyer Bert Pirosh,: both* quite the same except - for the Coronet, (a Naify house con¬
naturally, witnesses for the defense.
verted to Todd-AO).”
Lundgren got into the record direct testimony* that
Lundgren. denied knowing details of the 1953 Sindneither National nor Fox West Coast entered into any linger report, testified that he. had no opinion on the
conspiracy,. agreement of understanding with the Naify
effect of film rentals of the combined buying power of
circuit or any other exhibitor with regard to Goldwyn’s 500 (National) theatres.
films.
Testimony of Pirosh, who’d been through the hoops at
Lundgren, too, insisted National never went for tie-in great length earlier in the trial,, was relatively short and
deals, said all distributors were Working on.sliding scales, minor: Under Dunne’s lead, Pirosh disputed Goldwyn
in suit’s time period except for Warner’s, which clung to .statistics, pointed out the reason for flat rentals was eco¬
percentage-to-a-split method. Metro, he added, had more
nomic, that is, for double-billing purposes.
percentage playoffs than any other distributor,
Wtiness noted that ’“Mitty,” general-release “BYOL,”
The Fox . statistician brought out . that RKO had con¬
“Enchantment” and “Song Is Born” did better in total dol¬
ducted its owh survey in 1947 of runs availabilities and lars on flat rentals, than, did comparable Metro pictures
clearances and changed some as a result of the survey.
playing oh percentages. Near end of Pirosh’s turn on wit¬
He said Metro had done the same thing, and told of ness stand, it developed that Fox West Coast had doublemeetings With Metro execs in various. Fox cities/
billed “BYOL” and “Jungle Jim” in a Los Angeles subse¬
How They Ban in '47-48
quent-run situation.
Judge-Critic
Through Lundgren, Dunne also introduced a number of
Judge Murphy turned and asked:
defense statistical exhibits. Most interesting, possibly,
“Just a minute, Mr. Pirosch, what was your purpose in
showed where the seven disputed Goldwyn pictures stood;
each season in relation to other films’ rentals. In 1947-48 putting ’Best Years’—that was a really great picture“The Secret Life of Walter Mltty” was 16th nationally, opposite a dog like ‘Jungle Jim’?”%
Pirosh replied:
“Bishop's Wife” 17th, with both in the top four per cent.
’Frankly, I don't know your honor. I agree it was
In 1948-49 the general-release “Best.Years of Our Lives”
and “Song Is Bom” were in the top 10%, but “Enchant¬ bad looking and shouldn’t have been done.”
Weed ended with the defense starting to introduce static
ment” was down to 80th. nationwide-(Or the top 20%).
“Roseanna McCoy” and “My Foolish Heart” were in the tical matter developed through economist Kenneth Beggs,
of Stanford Research Institute. Dunne then tried to quali¬
top 13% of the 1949-50 season.
. (Point here, was to try to show Goldwyn pictures slip¬ fy Pirosh to testify on the data, but Alioto objected to
Pirosh’s qualifications, and a long, legalistic hassle re¬
ping in both quality and boxoffice- appeal.)
sulted. . Final outcome was th§t Pirosh was qualified to dis¬
At the same time, Dunne also put into the record
Metro division manager George Hickey’s year-old despo- cuss Only certain theatres 'in the Metropolitan circuit
sition in w^ich Hickey seems to deny that he’d okayed which he knew well, and this, presumably, is where
Metro product for the 11 UA theatres in the United West defense will pick up when trial resumes tomorrow (11).

that there is . contest among:
agents to equal or better deals
given other performers. “They are
; Continued from page. 7 ;
certainly deserving if they assem¬
ble projects that are considered of the plaintiff and other such decided to hold it over until Christ¬
Wise recently completed “Run important,” he declared.
mas and switch “Perri” to the Bea¬
theatres in the Boston area. °
Silent, Run Deep,” starring Clark
The complaint is to recover con Hill. “Perri” is presently at
Gable and Burt Lancaster,, for
treble the damages suffered by the the Beacon Hill and “And God Cre¬
plaintiff by reason of the defend¬ ated Woman” is current at the
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster and under¬
ant’s violations as alleged, and to; Gary.
takes shortly “The Barbara Gra¬
enjoin the defendants' continuing
Conspiracy and combination to
.53555
Continued
from
pose
5
SSSSS.
ham Story,” starring Susan Hayviolations thereof:
control art specialty pictures in
Ward, for Joe Mankiewicz’s Figaro ventional approaches as a means
Richmond claims he bid for the Hub area and that he is being
filiA Both films will be released of expanding the audience. For “Pern,” but was notified the Gary deprived of the opportunity to ne¬
by United Artists.
| example, he said, new accent .'wili had won it for a mid-November gotiate and bid freely without un¬
A former contract director at be placed on off-amusement-page play date: The Gary was playing reasonable . restraints for pictures
Metro, Wise now prefers his free¬ ads that will differ inf concept, art ’‘And God Created Woman” at that would be profitable at his
lance status. He has hopes of or¬ and copy from the usual.
the time and the picture hit sock house is charged by Richmond,
Further, he reported, ads will proportions and the. management Nutter, McClennen & Fish are the
ganizing his own indie production
company as soon as he can find the be slanted more toward the fem¬
right property, “It’s getting tough¬ inine audience and 24-sheet posting
er to pick them each day,” he and national . advertising will be.1
stepped up.
noted.
Distribution v.p. William.. J,
Wise takes exception to the nowA NEW MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
common complaint that the stars Heineman told the meeting that
.limited number of responsible persons are Invited to par¬
with their high salary demands are UA’s recently announced policy of
ruining the business. “The indus¬ “orderly” releases has drawn a;
ticipate in discussion to plan the formation of a film pro¬
try must recognize the facts of spate of messages from exhibitors
ducing organization. Script has been selected. Full details
life,” he said. “If a star brings applauding the idea. He said: the
will be disclosed to all answering this advertisement. This
money, into the. boxoffice, he of balanced release program will
is aot intonded for the purpose of se<lisg securities.
she deserves to get a hunk of it.: bring “important benefits to pro-,
Auction
and
distribution,
As
w»ll
as
Write Box V.V.I25, VARIETY, 154 W. 46 St., New York 36f
Talent: is entitled to get as much
•as it possibly ean.^'He denied,Lob/ exhibition.”

Kenmore Sues; Denied Squirrel

Wise Wants Warranty
j selling job and that, in the long
h it reflects on the ability of the
»ative personnel. He adds that a
mber of recent pix. which were
11 made and which received
£>d critical acceptance failed to
ore at the boxofficet because
;y were not given the necessary
srehandising. Therefore, he said,
delays accepting a . directorial
iigiimeht until- he studies the
Dibotional history of the ' coiiiny that wants his services.
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Minneapolis, Dee. 10.
W. R. Frank’s neighborhood
"fine arts” Avalon here had
for a twin bill “Rock Around
the World” and “Reform
School Girl.”
Minneapolis Morning Trib¬
une columnist Will Jones made
mention of the fact as an “Art
News” Item._

Srey, install and supervise themain¬
PHOENIX PLOTS BATTLE
tenances ofclosed circuit tv sys^
Concert impresario Sol Hurok
terns for Skiatron International and
Want To Keep Direct Wire
has made a deal with Skiatron to
Skiatron TV, and tb make available
Service Inc. From Franchise
to Skiatron the fruits of its two
head that system’s cultural enter¬
large research labs for exclusive
Phoenix,Dec.10.
tainment division. Not stated is
use in the Western hemisphere.
. Local broadcasters, last week
what finances are involved, or
Rediffusion, among other things, agreed on a combined strategy to
when or how Hurok collects,
has developed a new amplifier and oppose petition of Direct Wire
but the deal is reportedly^for 10
a new four-channel coaxial cable Service Inc: before- Arizona Cor¬
Toronto, Dec. 10.
said to be more efficient than the poration Commission, seeking to
Because of distributor and ex¬ years and Mathew Fox of Skiatron
best U.S.-manufactured coax at operate a toll-tv system in Mari¬
describes the tieup as indicative
Agreement was hibitor problems that are upset¬ of a type of not heretofore avail¬
one-third the price. London re¬ copa County.
ports say the coax can be strung reached at meeting of Metropoli¬ ting the economy of small-town
in a Way that sidesteps the need tan Phoenix Broadcasters, local managers and operators, this in¬ able In homes but potentially im¬
to use the telephone company's trade org headed by Tom Chancey, cluding heavy closing of theatres portant via tollvision.
facilities.
prexy-general manager of KOOLStress on “opera house, stadium,
across Canada (86 in the past arena and auditorium” attractions
According to Skiatron-TV prexy TV.
twelve-month),
or
a
garnering
of
Public
hearings
ort
the
Direct
expands
the argument of fee-see
Matthew Fox, the deal calls for
Rediffusion to prepare and wire i/Wire petition will be held Thurs¬ nonprofits, the Motion Picture In¬ advocates that the public will get
dustry
Council
of
Canada,
in
con¬
day;
(12)..
Meanwhile,
KOOL-AMmore
than
sponsors deliver.
up
any
city—in
the
U.S.
or
abroad
Sutton, Ont!
—where Skiatron plans to estab¬ TV is editorializing against pay-tv vention at the King Edward Hotel
Editor,. Variety:
handout stated that he would
here, has decided to aid the plight notFox
with
a
series
of
five-minute
com¬
lish
operations.
Rediffusion
Ltd:
“destroy established great at¬
Variety's news story last issue
at the moment is not active in the mentaries, arid has formed a speak¬ of the small-town exhibitor on
on meetings in Toronto of the Mo¬ U.S. though it’s big. across the er’s bureau to oppose the petition. recognition that the latter is ac¬ tractions” by arbitrarily tailoring:
them to fit specific time segments,
tually
the
backbone
of
the
film
in¬
tion Picture Owners of Ontario! border, in Canada, where it op¬
or by interrupting them with ad¬
dustry; despite city grosses.
and National Committee of Motion erates a closed circuit system for
vertising. Hurok was quoted on
While the biggies admit that the
frustrations of commercial tv
Picture Exhibitor Associations of both television and music in Mon¬
they do not know all the answers
treal.
convinced him of the neces¬
Canada was substantially correct
yet—but admitting the need for which
sity
bf toll-tv. “I had the misfor¬
Skiatron International has ac¬
lowered rentals—elected officers tune,”
except for two statements attrib¬ quired a 50% interest in that
Hurok said,” of once hav¬
of
the
Motion
Picture
Industry
uted to Morris Stei criticizing J. corporation, Rediffusion Iric.. The
ing to cut a three-hour play, 'Ro¬
Council of Canada, were: presi¬ meo and Juliet/ to 70 minutes on
J. Fitzgibbons of Famous Players parent company runs 130 systems
dent,
Reuben
W.
Bolstad,
vice‘free’ tv. And on top of that, I had
Glasgow, Dec. 10,
for his public statements down¬ with wired music throughout the
Pay-ty for Britain is much nearer president, Famous Players (Ca¬ to find places throughout of what
world and has over 35 closed cir¬
beating conventional theatre pros¬ cuit tv systems in operation, It than people imagine, according to nadian) Corp.; vice - chairmen, was left of the play to insert moodpects and upbeating Paramount's at one time had a part of Muzak in Jim Coltart, managing director of Charles S. Chaplin, general man¬ shattering commercials.”
Scot- indie tv, in a talk here to lo¬ ager of United Artists (Canada)
the States.
Telemeter.
Hurok’s deal was negotiated with
According to Fox, Rediffusion cal publicity club. He forecast that Ltd., and E. G. Forsyth, general the assistance of Paul White, Skia¬
Stein's only contribution to very
most of the film studios in the manager of Odeon Theatres (Cana¬ tron v.p., and Waiter Prude, rep¬
short discussion On toll-tv was “All in many points not only has places world
Will soon be geared to pro- da) Ltd.; H. C. D, (Dick) Main, ping the Hurok organization. It
we know about tollvision is that it I wired, but even rents out the set.
material for such a system. Ontario chain manager, secretary- was
works but nobody knows- yet for All that would then be required Wuce
disclosed that when Hurok re¬
Coltart
said television was “the treasurer. Arch H. Jolley remains cently
would
be
the
installation
Of
Skia-;
sure how It will work in a practical
moved his New York office
as executive secretary.
way. We are waiting to find out. tron’s decoder box at those receiv¬ most ..powerful thing that had hit
to
new
quarters, substantial addi¬
Committee members are Joseph
At the moment there are no final ers and the public could be-charg¬ B r i t a I n.” Newspapermen who Plottel, president of the Canadian. tional space was leased for the
Claimed
that,
television
was
no
ed for special programming.
pay-tv
projects
on Which Hurok
answers.”
Fox said the agreement with menace to them were guilty of Motion Picture Distributors Asso¬ has been working since early last
Stein did stress necessity for off¬
ciation and general Sales manager
setting downbeat publicity, partic¬ Rediffusion did not involve an “the biggest fallacy ever uttered.” of Empire-Universal Films; Peter summer.
added: “We are seeing only
ularly in trade papers which is exchange of patents. Nor, he in¬ theHebeginning
medium with Myers, general sales manager for
picked up by newspapers and mag¬ sisted, does Rediffusion actually Vast power thatof isa “ going
to cap¬ Canada of 20th Century Films;
invest
any
money
in
Any
Ameri¬
azines. At nO time did Stein men¬
Harvey Harnick, general sales
ture
the
loyalty
of
the.country.”
tion Telemeter or Fitzgibbons or can wiring operations.
manager of Columbia (Canada)
Skiatron TV and Skiatron InT
express any opinion on either.
Films; Lionel Lester, general man¬
ternational
are
“closed”
Compan¬
Pessimistic slant of whole
ager of the National Booking Co.
Washington, Dec. 10.
ies. The development company,
Variety story would have been
Pay-tv was
attacked today
Skiatron
Electronics,
*
publicly
modified considerably had it cov¬
(Tues.) on the basis that it would
ered the important two day ses¬ owned. It has three men on the
limit
the
flow
of
information
at a
Skiatron
TV
board
and
receives'
sions of The Motion Picture Indus-,
TelePrompTer Corp. has closed a
time when a free flow of informa¬
try Council of Canada which imme¬ a percentage of the gross receipts long-term deal with the Crosley
tion
is
necessjuy
to
“avoid
total
of
Fox's
companies.
It
gets
2Vz%
diately followed meetings of Na¬
Broadcasting Corp. for use of the
destruction.” Attack came from
tional Committee of Exhibitor As¬ Of the gross from wired operations new Mark V TelePrompTer in all
Malden, Mass., Dec. 10.
Harold Fellows, president of. the
and 5% if the . signal is transmitted
sociations.
popcorn and candy outpulled National Assn, of Radio & Tele¬
over the air. ' Skiatron .prexy " Ar¬ of its tv stations. In addition,
HC.BMain,
Crosley has purchased for each sta¬ the film at the Strand Theatre here vision Broadcasters, in a speech
thur
Levey
said
the
company
(Independent exhibitor, secretary“naturally is delighted” with Fox's tion the new TelePro 6000 rear when moppets lured by cuffo offer before the Federal Communications
treasurer Nat’l Committee of
screen projector.
of the goodies plus prizes nearly Bar Assn,
tieup with Rediffusion Ltd.
Motion Picture Theatre
Stations involved are; WLW-T, bowled over the wicket booth before
Like his competitors, Fox is
Fellows declared: “Free tv runs
Associations)
planning to apply to the Federal Cincinnati; WLW-D, Dayton; WLW- being halted by a flying squad of in the direction of total circulation
C, Columbus; WLW-A, Atlanta;
of total information, and Contra(Speaking for himself Morris Stein Communications Commission for WLW-I, Indianapolis, According to gendarmes.
Informs Variety that he was mis¬ permission to Use tv stations in Herbert W. Hotter, TelePrompTer] The special Saturday matinee wise, paid television tends to place
a sellout and many were limitations on this desirable ob¬
quoted by this paper's Toronto given situations. It is believed sales chief, deal is the largest single was
representative to the embarrass¬ that, in New York, he’ll utilize tv station equipment transaction in turned away. Management had jective. If for no other reason; I
said
that
the same show with the feel this sufficient cause to take
WOR-TV
over
which
Skiatron
has
ment of his 21-year friendship with
the six-year history Of the company. “extras” would be shown for the issue with proponents of paid tv/'
J. J. Fitzgibbons. Apparently- re¬ tested before.
price
of
50c
per ticket on Sunday.
marks of a British Columbia dele¬
Word spread like wildfire, and be¬
gate were wrongly attributed, for
fore
the
ticket
window opened an
which Variety’s regrets.. Further
army of moppets from 10 to 16
story on the Toronto meetings,
were
Waiting
outside.
precluded from inclusion in last
When the cops finally restored
issue because of press time, ap¬
order they let in enough young¬
Minneapolis, Dec. 10,
pears in film section heremth.
Radio City theatre has upped its
Skiatron’s Arthur Levey Sounds Off Against ‘Public sters to fill the house. Then more
—Ed)
than 1,500 disgruntled popcorn, matinee admission from 85 to 90c
Won’t
Pay*
Surveys
Based
on
Hypptheticals
candy and prize fans were turned and'its after-5 p.m. tap from 90c to
Robert A. McStay, who has rep¬
away.
$1.25 fpr “Pal Joey,” current at¬
resented Variety over 15 years in
traction.
Toronto, postscripts in this vein:
Proponents of home-toll tele¬ nounced that, from now on,, films
.
United Paramount’s winning com¬
“Without wishing to prolong the
in theatres will be free,” was one
BURT LANCASTER SANGUINE petitive bid for the picture called
issue of v)ho-said-w1iat at the meet¬ vision wax indignant over surveys comment. “There’d be a lot of sus¬
for
the boost which the circuit be¬
purporting
to
show
that
the
public
ing here, let it be pointed out that
picion too.”
Says “Show Biz Not Dying,
lieves will not encounter any pub¬
I was present in person, taking will not pay for any tv shows. One
Pay proponents say they are fully
Just Changing Character*
lic
resistance ini view of the
notes of what I heard. It is. true such poll was recently released by aware of the fact that, to put tollattraction’s merits and Frank
that Owen Bird of the British TV Digest and showed an over¬ casting over the top, they’ll have
Hollywood,
Dec.
10.
Sinatra’s
boxoffice pull,
Columbia unit raised the tollvision- whelming rejection of any pay sys¬ to invest heavily in a big p.r. cam¬
If you can’t lick them, join them, . Except for “The Ten Commands
upbeat issue, but it is also true tem by Digest readers.
paign for the new medium to con-: feels star-producer Burt Lancaster. ments,” It’s the first picture in a
that Morris Stein admitted the
“By handing a man a loaded ques¬ vince the public that the program¬
will become the natural number of months for which the
seriousness of Bird's charges. Be¬ tion, you can get him to say al¬ ming they offer is really superior “Toll-tv
cause of Stein's identity his agrees most anything," argued Artbiir Le¬ to what can be seen now on the air outlet for pictures in the future. admission ante has been raised
There’s
no
Way of stopping it,” he here.
ment seemed to me, as a reporter, vey, prez of Skiatron Electronics. for free: They face the persistent
observed on set of latest Hechtand to some showmen with whom “For instance, if you face him and argument from the opposition, i.e. Hill
Lancaster
pic, “Separate
I *talked, as more significant than ask “Would you pay for a show you the broadcasters and the theatres, Tables.”
Geo. Roberts Gets ‘Bravo’
Bird's: original comment."
are now getting free?' he’ll obvi¬ that all toll would do is to grab off
Should pay-tv come in tomorrow,
Boston, Dec. 10.
ously say no. That’s the kind of the best “free” shows and start any “reasonably good show” will ' George Roberts, treasurer of
question that,is being put to peo¬ charging for them.
do well financially, Lancaster Rifkin Theatres, was presented an
ple.”
What the public doesn’t yet fully opined. In the case of. “Separate award as “Man of the Year” at a
All of which does not lessen the comprehend, say the future - toll¬ Tables,” With topiiners Deborah dinner of Temple Emanuel Broth¬
importance of the basic question: men, is that several good programs, Kerr and David Niven, “I’d guar¬ erhood, Newton.
Officer slate for 1958 of the Mo* will the public pay in Sufficient such ; as baseball and football, antee it will pay off. Of course,
Roberts, prexy of the Greater
ticn Picture Bookers Club of New numbers and amounts to pay toll¬ won’t continue on free tv, toll or you’d have to have a good buildup. Boston B’nal B’rith Council and
York Inc. will be headed by Os¬ casting pay? Even among the pay no toll. Already, a good part of the But with an attraction like that, asst, chief barker of the New Eng-,
car Lager as prexy. Election last proponents there are those who season has been blacked out for no one’s going to look at ‘Maver¬ land. Variety Club, -received the
'week also saw Etta Segall named agree that the programming will home viewers by several chibs who ick’.”
award for “demonstrating qualities
lstV.p., Martin Perlberg, 2nd v.p. have to be outstanding to persuade claim they can’t, survive the tv
“Show business isn’t dead,, it's which exemplify loyalty and devo¬
viewers to invest money.
and David Bass, treasurer.
competition vs. their gate receipts. just changing,” Lancaster contin¬ tion to the Brotherhood.”
It’s generally agreed that the
Elected, financial secretary was
Argument is made that the big¬ ued. However, some pix, like
Preceding the award, Roberts
Marvin Friedlander, Ruth Lowen- tradition: of “free” telecasting gest difficulty will be to arrive at “Around the World in 80 Days,” served as toastmaster and coor¬
thal, secretary, and Ben Levine, stands as a bulwark against pay the Ideal formula for making view¬ will continue to be attraction which dinator of thq. annt Covenant
sergeant-at-arms. An installation video in that the public virtually ers, pay in the least painful way. can best be shown in theatres. “It’s Breakfast of B’nai B’rith at Tem¬
dinner and dance will be held Jan. expects to be serviced gratis over Whether this is via cash or credit, not adaptable to pay-tv,” he com¬ ple Kelhilleth Israel, attended by
20 at the Tavern-on-the-Green, this particular medium, “They’d he or * r;
’-Iv• fV\t payments re* mented. “People like to go out to Mayor Nathan Phillips of Toronto
I equally-surprised- if- -someone*an¬ -mains-to- be -tested*.- - - - - • see-something like- that** N, Y.
•>
aind Hub Mayor .John B. Hynes.
Marking its reentry into the
States, Rediffusion Ltd.,, big Brit¬
ish fired, has signed a 21-year
agreement with Skiatron Interna¬
tional Corp. for “mutual cooperation” in tollvision.
Deal calls for Rediffusion to sur-

MPIC of Canada Set
Plan To Render Aid
To Main St Theatres

Pay-TV in Britain
Not Too Far Away

FEE-V WOULD LIMIT
‘FLOW OF INFO’: NARTB

Closed-Circuit TV

KIDS KNOW A BARGAIN;
POLICE RESTORE ORDER

Up-Scale for Tal Joey’

OSCAR LAGER TOPS
PICTURE BOOKERS CLUB

I B WAY S RELIIIIilGE S°ffle Good Shows, Prime Time On

The Mary Martin Story
Mary Martin’s Thanksgiving Eve presentation of “Annie Get
Your Gun,” which marked the first of a scheduled six-year six-show
deal under terms of a contract signatured in November, *50, may
have been her last for the network. As far as Miss Martin and her
husband (and executive producer) Dick Halliday are concerned,
the contract no longer exists. There’s ho animosity, no bad feel¬
ings—just no contract, says Halliday.
Original plans called for Miss Martin to do a repeat of her “Peter
Pan” on March.31, but it’s questionable whether it will go on then
or ever. Thus far’NBC has .been unable to seil the show and, .un-.
derstandably, the network doesn't want to bring it in as a sustain, for there’s a little matter of approximately $500,000 involved
in production costs. Robert Kintner, NBC’s exec veepee in charge
of programming-sales, admitted there was no certainty about the
show going on this spring but pointed out “if we don’t do it in
March we’ll do it next fall.” (NBC holds the rights to the show
and is presently in process of renegotiating a deal with the writers
and composers. If it goes on at all, so far as Miss Martin and Haili-,
day are concerned, it will be strictly on an individual basis divorced
from any contract commitment.
Halliday, reached at Phoenix, where he and Miss Martin are rest¬
ing (following her Coast, tour of the “Annie” legiter and her. tv
presentation), asserted that an important factor in the present im¬
passe and contract abrogation was the recent resignation of Nat
Wolff from the network.
When; last year, Wolff sought out Miss Martin at her Brazilian
hideaway and persuaded her to negotiate a contract with the net-/
work^it was with the specific, provision that Wolff (on whom the
Hallidays relied greatly) would handle all the Mary Martin-NBC
dealings. Contract further stipulated that should Wolff disassociate
himself from the web. Miss Martin and Halliday would have the
right to call everything off if a satisfactory, replacement for Wolff
wasn’t forthcoming. NBC did propose a substitute for Wolff, blit
it was not satisfactory to Halliday. Hence, he says, her contract no
longer exists.
Halliday insisted that there was no hostility between him or Miss
Martin and NBC. But he was equally emphatic about not com¬
mitting Miss Martin any longer to longterm pacts. “She only
had one before this, with Paramount,” he pointed out. “It just isn’t
her dish of tea.” Furthermore, Halliday emphasized that, aside
from the uncertain status of “Peter Pan,” “there just aren’t any
properties around!”
Of the: six contemplated shows, four had already been in dis¬
cussion. One. was “Annie,” a second was the “Peter Pah” repeat.
Two Others included an Irving Berlin “Music Box Revue” and a
Vincent Youmans cavalcade. But the latter two blew up.
When and if'NBC proposes another “Peter Pan,” Holliday said
“we’ll consider it.”
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B-M’s CBS Radio Pact

v

By GEORGE ROSEN
The virtual wholesale swing of
television talent — notably in the.
area of writing and directing-^-into Broadway legit: pastures this
season is being greeted with ho¬
sannahs from the. “let’s-keepTtv-inthe-east” champions; For the boys
who have been vigorously fighting
the shift of video production to
Hollywood are making quite a case
of the quite apparent interdepend¬
ence of. television and the legiti¬
mate; theatre as exemplified by
current Broadway attractions and
some still-due entries.
They feel, that, just as in years
past it was the lure of feature film
bookings that sparked the tv (and
before that radio) expdus from
New York, the existing yen for
Broadway showcases on the part
of tv’s writers, directors and pro¬
ducers, not to mention actors,
must inevitably rekindle an enthusiasra for a continued berthing of
tv in the east.
What was more Or less the exception last season when prolific tv
scripter Gore Vidal bowed on
Broadway with his still-running
“Visit Tp A Small Planet” has now
become “the thing to do,” with
maj Or emphasis on the . directorial
field. For example:
Vincent J. Donehue, for years
identified with major hour drama¬
tic senes
series on tv (he also directed
Oe .Thanksgiving Eve video produchon of Mary Martin’s “Annie
Get Your; Gun”) Is directing" thb
soon-due pore Schary legit play,
“Sunrise At Campobello" starring
Ralph Bellamy, which the Theatre
Guild and Schary are jointly producing:
Ira Cirker, director of
ofNBC-^TV’s
NBC-^TV’s
“True Story” series, is director of
the current off-Broadway “Clerambard» which stars Claude Dauphin
(he previously directed “Take A
Giant Step’’ on Broadway);
Dan Petrie, a veteran of the tv
dramatic wars, is directing the new
Ed Begley-starring play, “A Sha(Continued on page 50)

Networks Go Begging As Clients
React to a Soft Market in TV
-

The television market has sud¬
denly gone soft, and the networks
are more than a little concerned
Comedy scripters Mort Green
over a situation that finds Jhem
and George Foster are attempt¬
with several openings in prime
ing to create a new breed of
writer, which they are tenta¬
time and no solid prospects for
tively calling “beachwriters.”
filling them. The. oncoming Christ¬
They identify the breed of
mas season is. a factor in the soft¬
those scripters who do their
ness of the market but, the networks
“best, work while sitting in
are inclined to believe that it goes
front of a cabana beside the
further than that and are seriously
pool at the Americana Hotel in
questioning whether the first of the
Miami Beach”
.
year will bring any change in the
Green & Foster were there
situation.
recently on business and re¬
Indicative of the caution of
turn Dec. 15 to script some
sponsors at this point is the fact
Perry Como stanzas with Good¬
that the country’s fifth highest
man Ace. But they’re trying to
rated show is going begging for an
figure out a way of living in
alternate sponsor. This is “The
Miami Beach and commuting
Restless Gun," which moved into
back and forth every day, if
fifth place in the. November ARB
only, to justify the “beachlistings with a 33.3 rating. Warnerwriter” tag.
Lambert, which sponsors the show
=
on an every-week basis, has asked
for alternate-week relief, and NBC
^
has been out peddling the skipL
week, but without any takers.
Another case in point is “Person
(
to Person,” which opens lip an
alternate week after March 31. On
j
the ARB lists, it’s No. 22 in the
country, and is a consistently highi
20’s rating on every service. Yet,
I
even with a prestige hankroller
£
like Time-Life in as the alternate,
CBS can’t find any takers.
Along with previous steps taken
Also at CBS.
CBS, the web has yet to
to Ja2I up
ABC-TV Frank come up with an alternate-week
. • sponsor for the “I Love Lucy”
Sl?latff stanza’ sP°ns?r Chester- r£runs after the first of the year,
field b&s.fiefinitely decided to shift when Sheaffer Pens pull out and
the half-hour >out of its current 1 leave Gold Seal holding down
Friday-at-9 bad-luck slot. Move alternate weeks alone. And the
will take place as of the program network hasn't found any takers
gone in on Jan. 3, fpr
for “Richard Diamond, Private
that would have gonein
Detective.” which is slated to take
and, though agency McCann-Erick- Detective”
son and the network have not made over the Thursday at 8 period bea final decision yet, it is possible ir.g vacated by “Harbourmaster.”
that Sinatra wfil go into the Thurs- This in spite of “Diamond’s” enday 9:30 slot in place of the now- .Viable track record over this past
unsponsored “O.S.S.”
summer for General Foods, a recFirm decision to move creates a ord that normally would make a
problem For the network and the sale as easy as pie.
sponsors of three other programs.
In the case of “Diamond,” of
(Continued on page 50)
(Continuer on page 51)

TV’s Beachwriter*

‘Fresh’ In A New
ABC-TV Time Slot

..-.-______ - _

CBS Radio has signed Bristol__
__
Myers to a 52-week sponsorship of
fflA|| RLlA
nfiiA six of its 7^t>-minute daytime segV
. llllc
nil HI IIS ments ber week Deal which
11IIV t/IHIIW ments per wee^ ^Jeai, wnicn
i_cf ___ :-.c°htes-to about $850,000 gross for
Monaay mgnis, wnicn last seayear, puts CBS on an equal
son and for years previous be- footing with NBC Radio as far as
longed to- CBS-TV lock-stock & BristohMyers business is conbarrel, are now rapidly becoming cerned, since B-M has a healthy
an NBC commodity. On the basis ctankof^J^|o|^^^"
of the past two Trendex reports,
December and November, NBC-TV
has. moved in tp dominate nearly
the entire night, taking over leadTT
■(
ership of five of the seven half•hour, periods in November and
three out of seven (losing by slim
margins in the other cases) in the
/vf
T)|»
December ratings.
VrX LXXw Jt JT’
Moreover, NBC’s dominance in
the 7:30 to 9 period is now wn_
questioned, after a catastrophic
Tq Y|J| []
season last year in those periods
with “Sir Lancelot,” “Stanley,”
etc. Web’s “Price: Is Right” has
knocked the pnee-dominant “Robin
VARIETY,
VARIETY, in
in its
its more than 50 Years of Reviewing the Passing Show
Hood” off easily, the December
.
_
, . ^
Business Scene,
has^"'noted^
and annotated that Shows and Showmen who
ratings, being 21.0 to 1*4. The
Scene, Baa
,
8r9 combination of westerns, “Restmake the most of their
fh
properties—-from script and casting to. direction
less Gun” and “Wells Fargo, has
production-^win up showcasing their wares to BEST ADVANTAGE.
and production—wind
knocked off the longstanding
‘‘Burns & Allen” and Godfrey’s
“Talent Scouts.” RcoreS are 22.7
VARIETY,
VARIETY, with
with its more than 50 years of showcasing ALL oi Show
for “Gun,” 18.8 for “B&A” and
■
25.8 for “Wells Fargo" .,17.4 for
Business, offers the BEST
B
ADVANTAGE for any and all Amusement Indus*

Use the Props
SO tilG J

of the Profession

To YOUR Best Advantage.

GAtTcBS’ combination of Danny
Thomas and “December Bride”
has managed to stem. the NBC
tide, with Thomas racking .up, a
26.4 vs: 23.8 for “Twenty-One” and
“Bride” hittmg a 21.6 vs. 16.9 for
“Alcoa Theatre” and 17.G for.Lawrence Welk. Latter scores the only
ABC win, with a 16.3 at 10 vs. 15.1
for “Suspicion” and 12.5 for CBS’
“Studio One,” while at 10:30,
“Studio Gne" did a turnabout and
topped “Suspicion” by a 13.3 to
12.1 score; (on the hour average,
“Suspicion” ‘ was the winnah, 14.1
to 12.9),
.. On an average rating basis, NBC
had a 19.8 Trendex fob the_7:30 to
period, vs. 17.8 for CBS and
7.9 for ABC, That’s a far cry from
last year, when CBS snapped up
“Wins” in seven out of seven halfhour_tjme JjenodS. ^
,;

11

try Advertisers.
try
AdvertUew.
T.
lin4w,mfn- «
The
upcoming ,52d ANNIVERSARY NUMBER will work to YOUR
Ine upcoming
BEST
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IT&T Sponsoring
Marian Anderson
International Telephone & Tele¬
graph Co. will sponsor the entire
“See It Now” special Dec. 30 on
Marian Anderson's concert tour
through Asia. It’s IT&T’s first tele¬
vision buy in the U.S.i though the
electronics company has sponsored
television in Mexico and Australia.
J. M. Mathes agency set the deal,
with “See It Now” producers Fred
. Friendly and Ed Murrow person¬
ally making the major pitch on the
sale.
Program, - which depicts Miss
Anderson’s State Dept.-sponsored
tour, is titled "The Lady from Phil¬
adelphia” and preempts “Studio
Pne”. in the 10 to 11 p.m. time for
“See It's”-first nighttime exposure
in a couple of seasons.

SG, ABC-TV IN NEW
CO-PRODUCTION DEAL
Screen Gems and ABC-TV have
inked their second co-production
deal for next season. SG will lense
I a half-hour pilot starring Donna
Reed In a Video situation comedy.
New situationer will be tabbed
“The Donna Reed Show.” SG is
looking for . a male lead. Recently,
the network and the production
company closed a similar 50-50
ownership-control deal on a pilot
of “Tales of Frankenstein."
Meantime, ABC Hollywood ex¬
ecutive producer Robert Adams, a
whole flock of 1958-1959 program
recommendations in hand, has been
in New York the pasts few days to
. confer with program veep James
Aubrey.
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TV News Special on "Where We Stand’
Biggest special hews show yet;
attempted, a 90-minute assessment
Brother Act
of the “balance sheet” between the
U.S. and .Russia in the areas of
Television scripter David
science, the military, government,
Shaw has done a lot of adap¬
economics and education, will be
tations in his time, but it
telecast by CBS-TV on Jan 5. Pro¬
wasn’t until recently that he
gram, titled “Where We Stand,”
ever got his brother to allow
will he. fully sponsored by Pru¬
him to touch one of his prop¬
dential as a special , edition of its
erties.
“The Twentieth Century” series,
So on Jan* .23, “Playhouse:
9Q” will present Shaw’s adap¬
and will be televised at 5:30 to 7
tation of “The 80-Yard Run,”
p.m.
a. short story by novelist Ir¬
Progrfim, which has been in the
win Shaw.
works since early fall, had its gene¬
sis in the hot story .concerning the
missile race between the U.S. and
the Soviet, and was given impetus
by the Russians- launching of the
Sputniks.
However, CBS’ top
Brass decided to expand the theme
to a full assessment Of the U.S.
vs. Russia on all key fronts., CBS
prexy Frank Stanton reportedly
passed down the word to make
Chicago, Dec. 10.
this "the largest reporting job ever
Sports - Illustrated marine is
attempted by the network,”
trial ballooning , a once-a-riionth
Chief narrator for the show will physical fitness Show here . on
be Howard K. Smith, ex-chief Eu¬ WBKB for possible carryover into
ropean Correspondent and now sta¬ other markets. S-I, third maga¬
tioned in the U.S. Alexander Ken¬ zine in the Hensy R. Luce group,
drick, CBS London correspondent, is packaging the show and . under¬
has been held oyer in the U.S. since writing the production costs, and
he came in with Queen Elizabeth furniture retailer, Sol Polk, is
entourage in October and assigned picking up the tab for time. Six
to the show, and will function as month series kicks off this Saturn
editor and principal reporter, head¬ day (14), 10-11 _a.ro.,- with inten¬
ing up the Interviewing. Daniel tions of reaching the whole family;
Schorr, CBS Moscow correspond¬
According to. S-I promotion de¬
ent, will stay over after his -‘Years partment, idea of the show is to
Of Crisis” visit in late December to interest young people in sports
Introduce the Russian portions of participation by having them see
the show. Walter Cronkite, “Twen¬ athletic champions; First “Sportstieth Century” narrator, will do Ulustrated Spectacular,” as it’s
the integrational narration.
called, will have Bob Mathias,.
Format will consist of interviews Olympic Decathalon champ, Jesse
with top level figures from the U.S. Owens, Billy Pierce, Johnny Luthe Soviet and. elsewhere in the i jack, and Ernie Banks, among
fields of science, the military, others. Only regular on the show
government, economics and educa¬ is Bonnie Prudden, New York
tion, and the CBS team working physical fitness expert.
Local
on the program has been instructed sports editors will appear in dis¬
to get the experts to “do their own; cussion with an Sri writer, and six
assessment” instead of presenting youngsters from the Chicago
views arid observations by the CBS YMCA will guinea pig the physical
correspondents themselves, idea is fitness tests over the six months.
to get top-leVel experts who’ve In short, lotsa promotional tieins
and angles. The Y, by coincidence,
(Continuer on page 51)
is celebrating its centenary cur¬
rently.
As it’s to cost the local sponsor
only the price of time, Sri figures
■the show can be easily duplicated
in other cities provided it proves
worth the magazine’s expense for
its part.

Luce’s Sports Mag
Tests Spec in Chi

Dickers Sat Entry

With less than a month to buy
and prepare a show to replace
“What’s It For?” Pharmaceuticals
Inc. and the Parkson agency appear
to have narrowed the field down to
two possibilities for the Saturday
at 10 period. One is “High Low,”
the Barry & Enright-created, NBCowned paneller which did summer
duty as the Tennessee Ernie Ford
replacement this year. Other is
“End of the Rainbow,” a new Ralph i
Edwards package which was sneak'
previewed in the “Truth or Conse¬
quences” day time period last Wed¬
nesday (4).
“Rainbow” is a giveaway-on-loca¬
tion, wherein the Edwards-NBC
crews move into a different city
(Minneapolis on the “sneak”—see
separate story) to reward some de¬
serving citizen,: with the whole
town joining in the helping hand
bit. Entire action takes place on
location, usually oh a street (in
Minneapolis, it was in front of the
grocery store given to the subject).
Aft Baker emceed the preview
show.
“What’s It For?” is due to go off
the air after the Jan. 4 show, phar¬
maceuticals had considered a plan
to convince Warner-Lambert to
move “Tic Tac Dough” over to
Saturdays, but there were too many
stumbling-blocks and the idea wAs
dropped.

Eva Wolas as Alternate
Producer for ‘Climax’
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
New alternate producer on CBSTV’s “Climax” series is Eva Wolas,
whose shows will alternate with
those of Edgar Peterson. Spot Was
recently vacated by Ralph Nelson,
who exited to return to directing.
Miss Wolas was formerly pro¬
ducer of the Jane Wyman series,
the filmed 'Playhouse 90” seg¬
ments made at Screen Gems, ar.d
prior to that was story editor cn
“Climax.”
i.a

THREE-MEEK STATUS
FOR BODY GOODMAN
Dody Goodman, the only five-av/eek regular bn the Jack Paar
“Tonight” show, other than an¬
nouncer Hugh Downs and orch
leader Jose. Melis, reverts to threea-week status at the beginning of
February, following the expiration
of her current 17-week contractual
cycle. Move is being made by
NBC-TV participating programs
director Bill Sargent to give the
show more, flexibility, and to beef
up her role on the show in terms
of meatier stints when she^does ap¬
pear.
New contract at that time will
also enable her to make outside
appearances, on other webs as well
as NBC. Web is setting up some
“Today” stints for her come Feb¬
ruary, and is also working on a.
date for the Dinah Shore show.

I

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O’DAY and FARFEL
With HUMPHREY HIGSBYE
Dec, .14 and Dec. 28, The “Jimmy
Dean Show,” CBS-TV.
Currently TV Spokesman for the
NESTLE CO.
Management: Directional Enter¬
prises, 200 Wrest 57th Street, New
York,
Booking: . Mercury Artists Corp.
730 Fifth Avenue,. New York.

NBC Radio placed $1,300,000 in
new and renewed business over the
past week, sparked by a $400,000
pet deal with General Mills for
26-week. sponsorship of the Bob &
Ray and.. “Fibber McGee & Molly”
segments of “Monitor,” starting
March 21.
Web also racked;up two 52-week
renewals from Ex-Lax for its par¬
ticipation schedule and RalstonPurina for its five-minute “Wash¬
ington Farm Report” strip.
New
biz came from Standard Brands
for 20 participations a week, Pepsodent for 100 six-second partici¬
pations for two weeks in January,
Doan’s Pills for one minute a week
for 37 weeks, the Irish Linen
Guild, Esso, Sterling Drug, Mun¬
son G. Shaw Co., Dodge and Gulf
Oil for various sports and spot
schedules.

ABC Radio Yields On
Musical Strip Spots
American . Broadcasting Network,
early this fall,: decided that it
Would not sell anything less than a
five-minute participation in any
one of its five new hourlong musi¬
cal strips. Yet this, week, the radio
network initiated a plan to sell 10
and 30-second spots within the
Herb (Oscar)
Anderson, . Jim
Reeves, Jim Backus, Bill Kemp
and Merv Griffin shows.
Inception of the shorter spot
sales policy, in addition to the fiveminute jobs, is to “meet the. com¬
petition of the other networks,” ac¬
cording to ABN. Plan received
affiliate okay, web said.
The sixth of the live personalitymusic programs, Don McNeill, will
continue being sold exclusively by
five-minute segs. The Chi-based
show,.a longtime ABOABN stand¬
ard at 9 a.m., is always at or near
the SRO mark, so there is no.need
to offer 10 or 30-second spot avail¬
abilities as with the newer pro¬
grams;

Nielsen’s Scorecard on Musicals
The new Nielsens for the week ending NoV. 9 pretty much re¬
flect the pattern of the season on tv programming. The following
is a blow-by-blow rundown on the. half-hour and hour musicals
(not included, are Ed Sullivan or Steve. Allen, since the format iri:.
both instances is vaudeo). The 16 musicals listed average out to
a 22.7 Nielsen.
Here’s the lineup:
Perry Como (NBC)
; ., ;__40.9
Dinah Shore (NBC) ....... ".n.... >....... I *. ;.....35.2
Lawrence Welk (Sat.) (ABC)
.29.8
Eddie Fisher (NBC)
.. . 25.6
George Gbbel :(NBC)
.....,'i., .,... *. <..,...'.., i.........-.I 24.5
Lawren.ce Welk (Mon.) (ABC)
....,231
Club Oasis (NBC)
..... .V..:........,.. ..,. . 23.1
Big Record (CBS) ............,..........._____.........,23.0
Pat Boone (ABC)
, .V.... i;.f.22.9
Hit Palrade (NBC) .. . .
.V... ...... . 21.6
Frank- Sinatra (ABC) .
...... .19.8
Gisele Mackenzie. (NBC) ..
.18.3
Rosemary Clooney (NBC)
.. . .17.9
Polly Bergen- (NBC) .........
................... . . .17.1
Patrice Munsel (ABC) ........................... .10.5
i cGuy Mitchell (ABC)
jy.i.i,.....* 9£«.r

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the new Nielsens (for
the week ending Nov. 9) is the hatting javerage of all the cigaretsponsored shows on the tv networks. The 24-hour total represents
approximately one-fourth of the total nighttime schedule and
include 11. new entries this season.
Liggett & Myers comes out bn top with a 29.1 for its six-show
stake* American Tobacco in the No. 2 sprit with a 28.8 average (five
shows); R. J. Reynolds No. 3 with a 25.5 (six shows); and Philip
Morris in fourth position with a 19.2 average (three shows).
Following is the scorecard:
: I. Gunsmoke . .... .,44.1
3. I’ve Got a Secret . ....... 33.6
4. Benny—Bachelor Father ... .33,4
. Wells Fargo __........38.6
. People Are Funny ............. 31.6 . Dragnet ___.............27,6
7. Phil Silvers ................27.4
. Lineup
......... . 26.7
. M Squad (new) ..............26.3
10. $64,000 Challenge .......... .26.3
11. Playhouse 90 ........26.0
12. :Eddie Fisher (new) ..V..,25.6
13. Trackdown (new) .......25.1
14. George Gobel (new) ........24,5
15. Oasis (new) ....,23.1
16. Bob Cummings .........22:9
17. Suspicion (new) ..... ....22.1
18. Adams & Eve
...,214
19. Hit Parade ....21.0
20. Court of Last Resort (new) .... 20.5
21. Frank Sinatra (new)..
19.6
22. Harbourmaster (new) ..,..,..15.9
23. Foreign Legion (new) ........10.5
24. Mike WaUace (new) .......... 9.0

2
5
6
8
9

........ Lfggett & Myers
, American
... .Reynolds
....... American
....... .Reynolds
........Liggett & Myers
.. ......Reynolds
........ Brown & Williamson
..American
........Lorillard
....,...Philip Morris
........ Liggett & Myers
.......;American
........Liggett & Myers
........Liggett &Myers
........Reynolds
........ Philip Morris
........Reynolds
........American
........ Lorillard:
........Liggett & Myers
........Reynolds
........Lorillard
........ Philip Moni

NBC-TV Sneak-Previews Edwards’
By LES REES

TV Derails Commuters
Chicago, Dec. 10.
Rock Island Railroad, apply¬
ing to the Illinois Commerce
Commission for a 20% hike
in suburban commuter fares,
told the ICC that'television is
largely responsible for the de¬
crease in riders in recent,
years.
Railroad’s attorney, Martin
L. Cassell, said that where
once the trains were used by
theatregoing commuters to
travel to and from the Loop,
they’re now nearly empty
while the former riders stay
home watching tv.
_

‘Maverick’Still |
Big ABC-TV Gim
* “Maverick” made it five in a row
over Ed Sullivan and Steve Allen
over the weekend, and while doing
so managed to beat out its 7:30
opposition by outrating their com¬
bined score. “Maverick” hit a 26.5 at
7:30, ys: 14.8 for “Bachelor Father”
and 9.5 for “Sally.” At 8 it
was “Maverick,” 22.6, Steve Allen,
16.7 and Ed Sullivan, 16.5 At 8:30,
Allen hit 27.3, Sullivan 25.5, giving
Allen the edge on the hour by a
23.8 to 21.1 score.
On Friday, Frank Sinatra’s
Trendex situation deteriorated fur¬
ther, the singer running a poor last
in his time slot. Sinatra got a 12:1,
with “M SqUad” topping. the field
with an 18.3 and “Mr. Adams &
Eve” right behind with, a 17.0.
Earlier, last Tuesday (2), the sec¬
ond "Lucille Ball-Desi Arnai”
special of the season .romped to a
32.2 average at 9 to 10. First half
hour, “Lucy” had a 31,1, “Meet
McGraw” a 13.4. and “Broken Ar¬
row” a 16.8. Second half-hour gave
“Lucy” a 3313, “Boh Cummings” a
.13.9 and “Telephone Time” a 10.7.

RCA TOP BRASS IN
FOUR-DAY CONCLAVE
Radio Corp. of America’s top
brass will assemble for four days
starting today (Wed.) at the West¬
chester Country Club, Rye,
N, Y., for a meeting-of-the-minds
and a year-end appraisal of the
RCA status in industry and elec¬
tronics.
The session, bringing together
the top dozeri or so key men with¬
in the higher echelon, has been
called by chairman of the board
Gen. David Sarnoff in pursuance of
the recently-inaugurated policy of.
a semi-annual “looking at burselves.”
/ V^

Minneapolis, Dec. 10.
Taking a leaf from the Broadway
legit and films, NBC is starting
what’s4 the equivalent of out-oftown, tryout and sneak previews
of some still unreleased shows.
Idea is to get public Reaction as
well as a kinescope to be used in
trying to obtain a bankroller.
It brought Ralph Edwards’ Temini production, “End of the Rain¬
bow,” into Twin Cities’ KSTP-TV
for a single tryout showing last
Wed. (4).
New kind of. giveaway show,
however, went over the entire net¬
work in place of the 10:30-11 a.m,
“Truth or Consequence” for the
one time to get a line on its desir¬
ability as a regular .airlane attrac¬
tion and to put it into kinescope
shape for sponsorship solicitation.
Show’s idea is to ferret out some
deserving middleclass families in
various communities and reward
them generously for their unselfish
good deeds that have endeared
them to their admiring neighbors.
The entire deal comes as a sur¬
prise to those who are thusly gifted
and the proceedings are televised.
For the Minneapolis teeoff, an
owner of a small grocery and his
wife, parents of. five children ranging-dn age up to nine years, were
(Continued on page 50)

P&Gs Christmas
Ride With "AmaM’
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “Amahl
and the Night Visitors” will get its.;
eighth consecutive performance on.
NBC-TV this Christmas Day, with
Procter & Gamble picking up the
entire tab for the* colorcast.
"Amahl” will, be telecast at 3 to 4
p.m. Christmas afternoon, preempt¬
ing “Matinee Theatre.”
This , type of buy isr highly un¬
usual for P&G, long identified as
a “bread & butter” advertiser
which rarely goes for cultural at¬
tractions. But in actuality, P&G
will only be purchasing an ad¬
ditional half-hour of time, since it
normally. sponsors 30 minutes of
“Matinee” on Wednesdays in the
form of two quarter-hour segments.
Program costs, of coursef will be
much higher than the customary
“Matinee” tab.
The NBC Opera production has
succeeded in finding sponsorship:
every Christmas. For the first five
years. Hallmark Cards picked up
the tab. Then Alcoa sponsored it
the; sixth year, S. C. Johnson (via
the “Robert Montgomery Presents”
showcase) sponsored it last year
and P&G wiU have. It this year...
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IF YOU CAN’T AXE IT, FIX IT
In what Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. calls a "democratiza¬
tion” of the network-station structure, WBC has come up with a
five-horse parlay showing that each of its tv stations has the dom¬
inant audience position in its respective market during November,
regardless of network affiliation. Even the web’s ABC Outlet, WJZTV, tops the field in Baltimore, according to the November ARB.
report, which explains the “democratization” adjective in terms of
local programming’s effect on the entire station lineup, regardless
of the network feed.
. ] '
The local ARB breakdown, covering the sign-omto-signdff, sevenday period* in terms of share of audience: Pittsburgh, KDKA-TV,
62:9%, WIIC, 31.0%; Cleveland, KYW-TV, 43.6%, WEWS, 28.0%,
WJW; 29:5%; Boston, WBZ-TV, 48:5%, WNAC-TV, 46.4%; Balti¬
more, WJZ-TV, 37.9%, WMAR-TV, 34.0%, WEAL-TV, 26.7%; Sail
Francisco, KP1X, 39,6%, KRON-TV* 39.1%, KGO-TV, 21.9%. It’s
probably the first time, WBC says, that a non-network multiple
. owner has achieved audience domination in. each of its markets at
the same time.
Trend indicated in this, says prexy Don McGannon, is the fact
that the network affiliate no longer must lean completely on his
network to achieve a dominant position—in fact, the station can
build up ratings of network programs beyond their national
strength by virtue of a well integrated Ideal and-network sched¬
ule. Strength of a station no lodger lies in the strength of the
network aloner but in the overall effect created by. its total sched¬
ule. This explains the strength in Baltimore, where local program¬
ming has not1 only pulled up the^overall average share but has
raised the ratings of network shows as well.

"Bing s Sing’ Xmas Show on CBS To
Go Everywhere Except Outer Space
CBS. Radio’s upcoming Xmasf,
Eve third annual “Sing With Bing”
Screen Gemt Bee*
stanza will be heard on. land, on
sea and in the air. Only satel¬
Ralph M. Cohn
lite rocket ships have yet to be
envisions flat tho topical Sputnik
accounted for, with the net’s pub¬
idiom)
licity and exploitation department
going all out to insure a recordNext Stop On The
breaking national audience for the
Bing Crosby community sing.
Global Vidpix Circuit
United. Airlines^ in a tieup
with CBS, will play a transcription,
■—The Moon
of the Crosby show-for air-borne
passengers aloft on its Red Car¬
another Editorial Featur
pet DC-7 flights night before
In tho apeoming
Xmas.
Similarly, the Cunard.
. Steamship lines, which will have
52d Anniversary Number
the Sylvania and the Media in
of
travel during the holiday week,
yvill be playing the show in their
Variety
salons for the seagoing clientele,
and the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
has already assured CBS all club
car and bedroom radios will be
tuned to network’s “Sing With
Bing” special one-shot at 9 p.m.,
when the show takes the air spon¬
sored by the Insurance Co,, of
North America.
In addition/CBS Radio, as It
did .last yar;. has created ah im¬
pressive lineup of national organ¬
izational backing for the show.
American Automobile will circu¬
larize its 6,000 travel consulants : NBC-TV has firmed up 95%
asking them to recommend a tune- sponsorship for its quintet of yearin to the Association’s 5,000,000 end football games, selling out all
members. Also, American Truck¬ but one-quarter of one of the
ing Assn*, with 50 state associa¬ games. Only contest with a hole
tions and representing upwards in it is the East-West Shrine
of 3,000,000 long-lines trucks Game, On Dec. 28, which will have
across the country, has endorsed R. J. Reynolds in for. one-quarter,
the stanza and urged; members to and Esso Standard Oil and Los
Angeles Soap Co. taking over
(Continued on page 50)
half on a split network.
Remainder of the schedule is
solid.
Gillette has the entire
Bluer-Gray game Dec. 28; Pontiac
has three-quarters and R. J. Rey¬
nolds one-quarter of the National
Football League championship
g&me on Dee. 29; Gulf Oil has the
entire Sugar Bowl tilt New Year’s
Day; Gillette has full sponsorship
Fred Coe has signed a CBS-TV of the Rose Bowl the same after¬
pact under which he’ll take over noon.
as executive producer of “Play¬
NBC Radio has picked up some
house 90” next season, after Mar¬ hefty coi out of the post-season
tin Manulis moves to 20th-Fox. games as .well* with Gillette spon¬
The speculation is that. Gordon soring both its entries (Rose Bowl
Duff, who moves out to the Coast and Blue-Gray) on AM also, Pon¬
with “Studio One,” will shift over tiac taking on full radio sponsor¬
to “Playhouse 90” next fall as pro¬ ship of the pro championship fray
ducer under Coe, reuniting, them and Esso bankrolling the entire
for the first time; in some years.
Shrine game in the east.
It’s CBS’ intention to have Coe
ride herd on “Playhouse 90,” but
under a two-man setup which
would leave, him free to operate
RCA’s improved profit situation
In other program areas as well. this year was reflected in the ac¬
Via the exec producer title, with tion of the board Friday (6) in vot¬
Duff as producer, Coe could de¬ ing an extra dividend of 50c per
vote time to other projects with share in addition to the regular
Duff minding the store as in the quarterly dividend, of 25c. Both
old “Philco Playhouse” days when dividends are payable Jan. 27 to
Duff was first a director and later stockholders of record on Dec. 20.
was the summertime producer.
Board also declared a dividend
Duff is due to shift to the Coast of 87^c per share on the first pre¬
ferred
stock for the first quarter
'ith “Studio One” next month,
and will share production .duties of 1958, payable April 1 to holders
of
record
on March 10.
*with Norman, Felton,

Some Fancy Coin

Coe,

RCA’s Extra Dividend

Videotown Survey: Viewers Take
Medium for Granted; More Critical
But They Keep Right on Watching

Increasing number of contracttied agencies and sponsors who aire
committed to film 26-week and 39wcek deals on their tv entries and
ABC Radio Network Proxyfind themselves unable to- cancel,,
have embarked" ori a mass shpw-|
Robert E. Eastman
doctoring spree in a desperate ]
dolai.lt why ho
attempt at salvaging their proper- \
ties. This covers anything from j
changing writers, ’directors or pro¬ Loves That Status Quo
ducers to switching time slots in;
an effort tp get the rating kinks ^
out of their mink-priced entries. I
If there’s any one reason for the ]
anothor Editorial Featara
fixlt campaign, it’s that the agen¬
la ibo apeoniag
cies, ordinarily accustomed tp can¬
cel at the drop of a hat, got them¬
52d
Anniversary
Number
selves tied down. Thus far, there’s
been an amazingly small..number
«*
of 13-week cancellations, and. the j
number will stay small because]
Variety
there aren’t many more 13-week:
deals. Guy Mitchell got the axe |
from Max Factor; Pharmaceuticals
is chopping "What’s It For?” on
NBC; American Machine & Found¬
ry is . dropping its ABC. “Bowl¬
ing Stars” r Phillips-Van Heusen
dropped out of “West Point”;
Meitnen dropped “OSS” to take on
part of vColt 45”; R. J. Reynolds is
shifting its ‘Harbourmaster” to
ABC after 13 weeks; and Old Gold
has derided to axe “Court of Last
Resort,” but only after 26 weeks.
As for every other unhappy
reshuffle of the WOR-TV and
sponsor and network in the book, theA WOR,
N. Y., operation report¬
they’re; all tinkering. Cases in edly is undenvay, with. Robert
point:
Leder, current general manager of
Jack Donahue was brought in the RKO Teleradio Pictures radio
as producer - director on the outlet slated to take over the con¬
“George Gobel Show” (he did the solidated radio-tv operation about
Gobel entry .-Jast year), replacing the first of the year.
Allan Handley, while on the coun¬
Gordon Gray, current WOR-TV
terpart Eddie Fisher segment, Gil station topper, is understood to be
Roden, Bob Crosby’s manager- set for a shift to the exec staff of
producer, took over from Jule the parent company, topped by
Styne.
Thomas O’NeiL
"Sally,” Via producer . Frank
O’Neil and Leder could not be
Ross, is being beefed up for the reached for comment at press
benefit of sponsor Royal McBee time* but it’s said the consilpda(alternate sponsor . Chemstrand, tion of the operation has been in
strangely -enough, is • happy) with the works for a numbber of weeks
Gale Gordon for. more comedy now. O’Neil and Leder both are
relief, a new love interest for star vacationing separately ' Florida.
Joan Caulfied and a switch In locale
The radio operation, as com¬
back to the U.S. Royal, incidental¬
ly, tried to . get out; no go, a 26- pared tp the biz done by the tv
outlet, is a big money maker. Un¬
week firm deal.
Polly Bergen show, which spon¬ der : Leder’s stewardship, which
sor Max Factor likes, nonetheless started about 18 months ago, WOR
has experienced its heftiest
got its third producer last week Radio
grosses.
with Irving Mansfield stepping in
It
was
under] Gray’s helmsmanvice Mel. Brooks, who had taken
over from director Bill Collqran. ship that WOR-TV’s successful
“Million
Dollar Movie” format
Polly's sister show, “Club Oasis;"
unloaded Greg Garrison as pro? Was inaugurated. His experience
ducer-director earlier in the season with film garnered over his threeand has been going with Bud Cole year tenure as WOR-TV topper
will be utilized in the overalL RJCO
as producer.
Eve Arden show has A1 Lewis, Teleradio operation.
Leder’s projected stewardship
Miss Arden’s “Our Miss Brooks”
producer, back on the job and is of WOR-TV, as well as WOR, un¬
der
the- reported consolidated set¬
injecting guest names into the
films. Lewis, who’s replacing Ed¬ up probably will usher in some
personnel
mund Hartmann, wasn’t available program and exec
when CBS went ahead bn filming changes at WOR-TV. The radio op¬
eration probably will stay put.
of the show.
It took Leonard Gpldenson,
Terry Clyne and several other as¬
sorted brass to get Frank Sinatra
to promise to straighten out and
begin treating his tv’er like it was
important, via more live shows,
more music* better film quality,
etc. And meanwhile Goldenson &
It’s clear Firestone Tire & Rub¬
(Continued on page 50)
ber would like to renew its ABCTV time for the "Voice of Fire¬
ABC-TV’* 56% Aud Hike stone” next season, and, although
jt’s pressed for some kind of com¬
ABC-TV’s impact, on the.
homescreen audience, this sea¬
mitment, the network brass isn’t
son has been marked in its
saying. Feeling at the web is top¬
rise, and is apparently one of
per Oliver Tfeyz wants to take his
the reasons that the leader
chances and dump, the low-rated
CBS-TV’s viewership has di¬
minished slightly on the aver¬
tv show to make roonl for a strong¬
age. For the first November
er commercial entry Mondays at
Nielsen report (Oct. 27-Nov. 9),.
8:30.
the first one listing all the
Meanwhile, Firestone intends
latest season’s
commercial
carrying out its kinescope, plans
stanzas’ average minute re¬
turns are 56% higher than
from March 10 through June 2,
they, were in the 1956-1957
when repeats will be used. With
season. .
the exception of a lone kinescope
In other words* the average
the last Monday in December,
minute Nielsen audience for
the “third network” is now
sponsor will have done only live
6,950,000 homes as against last ]. half-hours from last Sept. 9
-semester's 4,454*000.
through; March 3/
yj

Firestone Puts in Bid
For Next Season But
ABC Still Ain’t Sayin

- "People are becoming matter-offact about television and somewhat
more critical, but they continue to
spend the major portion of their
leisure time watching it During
1957 the average person spent 1U£
hours watching tv during weekday
evenings,” reported Gerold W,
Taslger, veepee and director of re¬
search at Cunningham & Walsh.
"The First Decade of Television
in Videotown,” the agency’s 10th
annual report on tv set usage and
sales in New Brunswick, N. J., in¬
dicated a leveling out in tv activity,
an acceptance of tv viewing as part
of everyday life and a slight return
to other social activities. During
this period television has grown
from infancy to maturity in Videotown, Set ownership rose from
1.4% in 1948 to near peak satura¬
tion—more than nine out of 10
homes today. Hours of daily tv
viewing reached their record high
of 15 hours, 33 minutes per person
per week (Monday-Friday) in 1955,
have eased off slightly during tho
past two years to 13 hours, 33 min¬
utes per Week in 1957.
The study reports that program,
critics have been more vociferous
than usual in 1957 but the public
has not been as vocal nor has it
been as quick to act. There has
been in general a less and less feel¬
ing of excitement about tv and
watching has become a fixed habit.
"Saturation in
June,
1957,
reached 92.7%, a slight increase
over the 90.5% of a year ago. The
present high saturation has made
television ownership universal for
all practical purposes, putting a
ceiling on the number of people
available for tv viewing.”
The controlled study states that
there are more people watching tv
each weekday but that the indivi¬
dual tendency has been to become
more selective, watching specific
shows and turning from the set
when interest lags. The pattern, the
same as in'the evening, finds more
people Watching for a shorter per¬
iod of time.
On any one evening in Video¬
town, over eight out of 10 wives
and hot quite eight of 10 husbands
(Continued on page 50)

Clients Want Out
Twenty-six week contract or not,
Mogen David Wine and Helene
Curtis are now actively exploring
every possible means of cancell¬
ing “Dick & the Duchess” as
possible. Sponsors and their agen¬
cies are meeting with CBS-TV to
attempt to work out means of
dropping the program, whether via
a buyout of their contract with
Sheldon Reynolds Productions or
some other measure. Final resolu¬
tion of the situation is expected
by the end of the week.
Sponsors had met With Reynolds
a few weeks ago, when he came
into N. Y. from London, where
he’s shooting the series, to sit
down for cards-on-the-table talks.
At that time, the sponsors agreed
to give the show another push,
and Reynolds himself started mak¬
ing changes on the show". .But
some fast rescheduling, under
which the more recently filmed
episodes incorporating the changes
have been substituted for earlier
episodes, hasn’t resulted in any
rating improvement.
As to CBS-TV, while it won’t ad¬
mit publicly to taking sides in the
hassle, privately the network con¬
cedes that it w'ould just as soon
see “Dick” go off the air, and will
okay whatever arrangement the.
sponsors^ make with Reynolds or
the William Morris office tp get it
off. Show’s rating in the Saturday
at 8:30 period has been a CBS sore
fljot all season,
11 <

so
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Levitts Exit as Cal Nat Prexy Seen
Resignation of Robert Levitt as ♦
president of the NBC subsidiary,
California National Productions,
may. have been triggered by a top . Any station or sponsor buying
level hassle over the worth of a “New Adventures of Charlie Chan”
Pew CNP telefilm production, will, haye a Chinese meal for four
“Union Pacific.” Argument about onptap for. delivery.
•' *
the half-hour stanza was one of
Unique promotion stunt was set
. the last of several major policy dif¬ between Television Programs of
ferences between Levitt and NBC America and Chun King, of Duluth,
prexy Robert Sarnoff. And it’s Minn., one of the largest packagers
understood that NBC-TV executive of canned Chinese foods.
veep Robert Kintner, who has no
direct control of CNP, got.into the
act. Kintner objected to the skein.
'‘Union Pacific” is now in produc¬
tion and there are some 15 or 16
half-hours in the can.
Levitt’s resignation was accepted
officially Friday (6) by Sarnoff, bqt
the former CNP chief said that he
tendered it a few weeks earlier
and that subsequent talks were
climaxed Thursday when he saw
that things would not work out. ^
Two indies, KTVR, Denver, and
Levitt said he was going into
^indefinite retirement,” following KMGM, Minneapolis, which com¬
mitted
themselves for hefty coin
what he described as a break with in the purchase
of the full Metro,
library are seeking relief at this
time, either wanting out of. their
Rettig New Prexy
contract* or a renegotiation of the
NBC treasurer Earl Rettig,
original deal.
an old hand at broadcasting
.
A 75% controlling interest in
and motion pictures; today
KMGM was recently purchased by
(Wed.) gets the nod as new
National
Telefilm Associates from
president of California Na¬
a group headed by Sy Weintraub,
tional Productions. At the
currently
prexy of Telestar Films.
same time, H. Weller (Jake)
The other 25% in KMGM; or to be
Keever, CNP sales veep, be¬
more
specific
in the station’s oper¬
comes veep and general man¬
ating company United Television,
ager and keeps control of
Inc., is owned by Ldew’s.
NTA, soon after its takeover, ex¬
Rettig has been in the biz
pressed its desire to; reexamine the
more than 25 years, and was
Metro
library deal. The station,
made the network’s veepbuying the Metro backlog of 725
treasurer a year ago. Keever
pix less than a yearago, agreed to
has been with the company
pay Metro about $1,650,000 as a
since 1951, when he became a
Seven-year licensing tab. Metro, in
salesman with NBC-TV Film
a separate deal, agreed to purchase
Division, the Cal Nat prede¬
a 25% interest ini the station for
cessor.
$750,000. Metro, according to a
NTA .letter to stockholders dated
CNP as the result of “sharp dif¬ Oct. 25, still owed $662,500 for its.|
ferences of Opinion.” He said that 25% interest in the station.1 It was',
last year CNP . had its.. best all¬ learned that Metro’s payment for
round year and that he felt it was its ownership share is conditioned
time for the company to “relax” on the station’s payment to Metro
personnel and sales procedures, for the Use of its library..
NTA, as a major film distrib, and
among other items, handed down
now holder of the controlling inr
from RCA, which owns NBC..
terest
in the Minneapolis indie,’ is
He said that the policy differ¬
ences became “increasingly appar¬ not as dependent, on the Metro pix
for
programming
as the former
ent as oui: success. increased and
our opportunities multiplied.” Be¬ owners. In the reexamination bid;
it’s
understood
NTA
also is inter¬
fore joining CNP, Levitt was head
of national sales for Screen Gems ested in 100% ownership of the
station.
NTA,
when
queried, de¬
for six months and, before that,
headed Hearst’s American Weekly, clined comment on the situation,
CNP is the syndication, merchan¬ although it’s known from other
dising, opera and theatrical invest-, quarters preliminary, renegotiating
talks have been held,
,.
ment arm of NBC.
KTVR, Denver, apparently finds
In practice, the head of CNP re¬
in a difficult situation. The
ports directly to Charles Denny, ijtself
NBC executive veep. Denny is full library there went for about
charged with control of network $900,000.; Present. owners under
owned & operated stations, foreign the banner of Gotham Broadcast¬
and Founders Corp. are seek¬
operations as Well as CNP and ing
ing to sell the station and find the
other network offshoots;
outstanding tab they owe to Metro
a hindrance to closing a deal. Met¬
ro, which had an option to buy a
25% interest in the station, de¬
clined to pick up the option a few
months back. The Owners of the
Denver iridie have asked Metro to
renegotiate the deal.
At this point, Metro execs say
they’re listening. Nothing has hap¬
pened
as yet and they’re having no
Zsa Zsa Gabor, a' showbiz en¬
trouble with station payments,
terprise, in her own right, wants to. they add, maintaining that the two
hit the residual trail via a teler indies represent the’ few cases’
film series, titled ■'‘Personal Serv¬ where stations have found them¬
ice,” to be filmed on location in selves unhappy with Metro library
deals*
Europe.
Filming will be done under the
banner of World Television Serv¬
ice., Irics., a company in which
Miss Gabor owns the major inter¬
est. She’s associated with direc¬
tor Bob Sydney, who also owns a
First story of the Shirley
share in the property: She departs Temple-hosted fairy tale series
for Paris after the first of the year “Beauty arid the Beast” will star
for shooting of the series, built Charlton Heston and Claire Bloom.
around the adventures and misad¬
The series, produced by. Henry
ventures of tourists seeking aid Jaffe Enterprises and filmed by
from a European travel service, Screen Gems, will be aired by NBChelmed by Gabor.
TV, starting Jan, 13. Kirk Brown¬
World Television also is pitching ing is directing.
a new panel show for network ex¬
posure, featuring four men guests
and Zsa Zsa.
She’s in New York completing
Screen Gems has set its “Shock’’
“Country Music,” to; be released package of 52 U-I horfoiT pix in its
by Paramount Pictures. On Jan. 6 89th market, with sales this week
she’ll be doing “The European” to KtlTV in Salt Lake City and
for NBC-TV’s “Matinee Theatre,” WJW-TV in Cleveland^
-Over the course of 1957, she’s been
Other sales in the past couple of.
in two “Playhouse 90” produc¬ weeks included deals: in Tucson to
tions, as Well, as appearing in Las KGUN-TV, Fresno to. KJEO-TV,,
Vegas’ Riviera and El Rancho Erie to WICJ-TV and ChattanoOga
Vegas.
tlta
tpyrnh

New York’s weekend “battle of the Oscar winners”—“African
Queen” on WCBS-TV’ “Late Show” vs. “The Bells of St. Mail’s”
on WRCA-TVs “Movie 4”—produced an astonishing average Setsin-use level Of 44.3 for the Saturday night <7) 11:15 p.m. to 1:30
a m. period. This meant that nearly half the sets iii the metro¬
politan area Were turned on at the time,
“African Queen” grabbed off the major share, chalking, up a
23.8 Trendex with a 53.8% share of audience. “Bells” scored a
17.2 rating and 38.8% share: Runners-up. were WABG-TV, with
“Son of Frankenstein” scoring a 3.8 and 8.5% share, WOR-TV’s
1.0 and 2.3% share with “Strange Stories,” and WPIX’s 0.1 and
0.3% share with “Quest for Adventure.”
_

Chow With Your ‘Chan’

Tersonal Service
As Zsa Zsa Series

Set Charlton Heston,
Claire Bloom For ‘Beast’

N.Y.
THE
HONEY DREAMERS
Currently on "The Jim Backus
Show,”. Daiiy-American Broadcast¬
ing Network.
;
Records
Transcriptions
Mgrrit: ART WARD
Direction
Oxford 7-9034
MCA

‘Letter of Credit’ On
Don Sharpe’s Roster

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Don Sharpe-Warreii Lewis Pro¬
ductions are plotting a new vidfilm
series, “Letter of Credit,” based on
short stories written by Jerome
Weidman.
Weidman is currently here from
his home in the east, working on
the series* format, characters and
first few teleplays. Writer will have
a chunk of the series, an action
show with one central character.
Sharpe and Lewis are exec pro¬
ducers on the project. Pilot will
New stations on the ' air—and roll in January.
there have been a number the past
year getting ;the greenlight from
the Federal Communications Com¬
mission—represent a rich potential
for syndicators.
The potential Is there especially
When a fourth station moves into
the market, as in San Francisco,
with indie. KTVU; scheduled to
start early next year. KTVU, San
Francisqo-Oakland, coupled with
KXLF, Butte, Mont., recently ac¬
counted for the two largest sta¬
A dearth of telefilm production
tion program sales in the history
of Television Programs of America. activity characterizes England to¬
day,
as compared to about a year
TPA sold each station nine
skeins. Each took “Susie,” “New ago, when everyone and his uncle
Adventures . of Charlie Chan,” seemed to be making pilots, ac¬
“Mystery' Is My Business,” “Stage
to Harold L. Hackett,
7,” “Foreign Legionnaire,” “Count cording
prexy pf Official Films, who re¬
of Monte Cristo.” KTVU also cently returned from a trip to the
inked for “Ramar of the Jungle” U. K.
arid “Your Star Showca$e,” while
Hackett blamed a number of fac¬
KXLF took “Hawkeye and theLast of the Mohicans” and 29 Ed¬ tors for’the situation1 less gam¬
ward Small features distributed by bling money around, the failure to
TPA. The two sajes totaled about sell a number of high-priced pilots
last season, and the few British$500,000.
imported hits riding the nets this
current season. The Official Films
prexy maintained that there are a
lot of nervous shows this current
season other, than the skeins pro¬
duced in England. But if only a
.With interest high on sputniks handful of UK produced skeins
and outer space, United Artists garner network exposure, the fail¬
TV has purchased the television ure of a few is. a heavy biow to
rights to “Destination,. Moon,” a overseas production on the whole.
1950 feature produced by George Official Films, via its tieup with
Sapphire Films, Ltd., in England,
Pal.
UA TV; which is prepping a new has the third year Of “Robin Hood”
package for sales next month, L going network and reruns of “The
holding out “Destination Moon” Buccaneers” and “Sir Lancelot,”
for special handling at this point, which failed to get second-year re¬
possible for a sponsor ride on newals, on ABC-TV’s adventure
either a network or a large re¬ bloc.
Hackett feels Official will come
gional.
Outfit, up to its ears in litigation in with, at least five pilots for the
on its attempt to buy Associated spring felling season.. Projects in¬
Artists Productions, also has ac¬ clude “The Invisible Man,” to be
quired the tv rights to a number done in England, one or two pilots
pf other pix recently. Newly ac¬ from Sapphire, two properties
quired cinematics include “Kon- from Pyramid Productions, arid
Tiki,” “Vice Squad,” with Edward one or two from Hollywood. The.
G. Robinson and Paulette Goddard, Pyramid properties include “Turn¬
and “Happy: Go Lovely,” with pike,” the adventures of a truck
David NiVen. UA TV also is dick¬ driver, and a male, complement to
ering for product with J. Arthur “Decoy,” which , deals with the ad¬
ventures of a N. Y. policewoman.
Rank.

To New Stations

‘DESTINATION MOON’
RIGHTS TO UA TV

Phil Silvers
has Written some amusing

Reflections at 90

More‘Shock’Sales

sy*:

i f

another Editorial Feature
In the upcoming

52d Anniversary Number
of

PSstlETT

More Foreign Sales
OnTi
Fremantle. Overseas Radio &
television has picked up three new
foreign sales on “Hopaiong Cas¬
sidy” half-hour telefilms.
The
hpresman is riding down to Mexi¬
co for 52 weeks under the reins
of Goodyear-Oxo, the Goodyear
Mexican subsid.
YSEB-TV, El
Salvador, also took the 30-niinuters, and in both below-the-border locales the series will be seen
in dubbed aversion.
Vlaamse
Televisie,
Brussels,
bought “Cassidy” and will sub¬
title In Flemish. Belgium and El
Salvador are the 12th and 13th
J^foreign.eountrles to ibuythe skeinJ

. The Federal Commuriicati ns
Commission is confronted with an
unexpected bid.from the New York
State Board of xlegents to upset
the National Telefilm Associates
deal for the purchase of WATV,
a bid which would take one of the
seven commercial VHF channels in
the New York-New Jersey, market
for conversion to a non-commercial
educational station.
The request was filed by Jacob
L. Holtzman, chairman of the Re-.
gents Committee on Television for
Education. Holtzman said that his
group is willing to pay a “fair
price” for the station. He acknowl¬
edged that the Regents at this, time
would have to go. to the state legis¬
lature and ask for funds, but ex¬
pressed. confidence that the monies
would be forthcoming, calling; the
purchase price “piddling" com¬
pared to the about $400,000,000
outlay yearly in state aid for edu¬
cation.
r
The .. petition, considered - un¬
precedented “In the sense that for
the first time a state educational
body has asked the FCC to alter
a commercial VHF outlet to an
educational channel. Another un¬
usual aspect is that Channel 13 is
the sole VHF channel alloted for
New Jersey and the petition coines
from a . New York state group.
WATV, while its studios and offices
are in Newark,’: N. J., transmits
from atop the. Empire. State Build¬
ing in. New York.
Holtzman said if the petition is
granted, operation of the station
would not be by the State Board of
Regents, but perhaps a group such
as the Metropolitan Education. Tele¬
vision Assn., now putting 10 hours
a wjeek of educational programming
in the mornings, via WPIX, N.Y.
He also said he would confer with
New Jersey state officials on his
proposals.
As to what is a . “fair price,”
Holtzman said that it would be a
price pegged so that the present
(Continued on page 52)
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Over toVidpixers
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
In an effort to. get native vidpi
production rolling, proprietors of
Pagewood arid Artranza studios in
Sydney have been offering to build
new stage and;other filming facili¬
ties for Yank producers.
Francis D. “Pete”' Lyon, just
back, from directing Aussie and
New Zealand portions of'upcoming
“Cinerama South Seas,” disclosed
last week that such an offer had
been made to him and “I’m tempt¬
ed.” However, he must complete
assignment to direct Victor. Mature
in Batjac’s “Escort West” before
he makes any decision.
Aussie vidfilming is stymied by
flood of U.S. telefilms, offered at.
prices below level on which locals ,
can . compete, according to. Lyon.
There’s some teleblurb arid travelog
production going, but no dramatic
series are currently before the
cameras Down Under., Only video
dramatics comes from live series,
he observes.
Situation has reached point
where Australian Actor’s.. Equity
recently pulled a one-day strike, to
protest lack of employment chances
in tv. Pagewood and Artranza 'of¬
fer to Yank producers is an effort
to overcome this production .‘
ertia, according to Lyon.
Pinch of tv is beginning to he felt
by Aussie pic b.o., he’s been told
by his exhib friends Down Under.
Video is. fingered as the riiain cul;prit by exhibsLo* Sagging receipts.

Don’t Call Me, Call My Wife’

THOSE P J. TOURS ^

Upgrading in Full-Hour

Mirfneapolis, Dec. 10.
KMGM-T
V, : now under ^National
%National Telefi^ri^sso9ciate?ebann‘er,
Telefilm Associates banner,
GM-TV.
HI T il II IlflTII HIP
Flint! Site f Alf TolllflllllC
Rv
has come
)ine up with a novel way of lettingpotential
letting potential feature viewers .
jIiIr II A| 1111 I H |ml_
I Ullllulv IVI IClClllllld} islf £11 uCtl l/jf
know what’s upcoming each evening—a method which may break .
Ill Lilli HU I II 111 U
the back
ick of the phone company, but nevertheless; effective.
{I
f <11T
W
•
J (II
• If
The wives
station personnel have been enlisted in a phone
wives, of ..station
By
\llPPACC AT W OffAII I ITQin
Rfl IVDlTiru
By ART WOODSTONE
call campaign to let potential viewers daily know what's the eve- : : The highly regarded, often lavish
VUW
C»
U1
fldgUll
li
dlll,
lflaVCnth
The highly regarded, often lavish
ning cinematic program. The cost? Nothing;. Private lines have
Hollywood. Dec. 10.
unlimited local calls in the area for the same monthly charge. In. public appearance tours of the
country by television stars, hardly
the phone calling brigade, there, are about 40 women, each making
•rill
r»
i
The “class” dramatic telefilm
mean a thing as program, rating j
ine Keai ining
series of the future will be the
30 calls daily, for a total of 1,200 calls daily, or 8,400 ding-dings
hypos. The failure of p.a.’ which J
weekly,'...
Chicago, Dec. 10.
hour-long format, believes Robert
in each instance annually cost thou- i
WBKB’s publicity depart- . Horton, co-star of NBC-TV “Wagon
The idea: grew out. of a recent situation in Milwaukee involving
sands of dollars to . sponsors and ] : ment here had hoped to have
Ted Gott, NTA V.p. in charge of station operations, Don Swartz,
Train” series. Trend now is toward
tv companies, as builders of /tele- j fun with the buildup campaign
character development in vidpix,
the new station manager, and unknowingly, Swartz’s wife. Hus¬
vision ratings is based on the spe-.
band Swartz in COtt’s presence continually . attempted to get his
for its Screen' Gems “Shock”
he feels, which can’t he accomcial information of such activity
filnis, but a true-life chiller
plished well within half-hour limitwife on the phone, only to be met by a busy signal. Cott comby
eight
firms
as
supplied
by
Pulse.
which the dail£ gazettes have
ations.
riiented to Swartz, “that must cost- you: a mint.” Swartz explained
Two years ago, these junkets
local calls arb unlimited. The light clicked. KMGM’s phone brig?
been making much of is turnAlso, hour-long shows, with bigseemed to take on great im¬
ade has been operating , since, getting a- welcome reception in the
irig the. playful pressagent
ger budgets, can afford better
portance, in light of the vigor per¬
homes called.
*
stunts'into no laughing .matter.
guest star names and story matesonalities expended in their, cityEdward Gein, the Wisconsin
rial, he notes. “Wagon Train,” he
by-city marches. According to film
farmer who has confessed to
observes, has instituted a guest
syndication companies: like Ziv and
murder, butchering and skull
star policy, which makes, for
Television Programs of America,
collecting, beat “Shock” to the
greater flexibility in story telling.
the sponsors of their programs
market> and the
Expansion to full hour length
benefitted immeasurably, lia some
flacks jiow are leery
gjves advantages, but also pose*
instances, in Iheir relations with
;that their slqill and, shrunken
problems, hie admits. For one thing,
their .own personnel, distributors
head gimmicks Will be taken
“One man can’t support an hourand .mefehandisers.' But, again,
as morbid.
long §h0w, week after week,” he
Pulse figures prove that the p.a.’s
l.1.1 1
■
states. “It’s got nothing to do with
The cinematic pool for television,^- ■ - —---—-- don’t add to the popularity of a ■“
||
(ra* I
the strength of the starring personnever limitless despite the huge I .
U
.
show, among -the corporately, disin- ] || ' ft
auty. lt’s a matt
’ working tine
numbers of features dumped on the y|i| DfCSlOW 10 LlV
terested.
’
| nf|/>| Oflllavi P Imht
IvIvVUlftUCil
1
Uglll
available to meet the weekly deadtv market the past two years, is
#
ABC Film Division, National
line.” To underscore his position,
heading into a squeeze situation
f Af AnthOlOffV SCFieS Telefilm Associates, Gross-Krashe, I
IV
1 . •
fl
1
he points to the fact that “Maverick”
On the other hand, the Holly■■ „
.0*L
TP A arid MCA-TV had personal]
M|Y let in I UP to
series, on the competitive ABC net,
Wood majors are being pressured
Hollywood, Dec. ID.
appearance tours ineasured in the
11A
lOl
111
Vjf
vIV
has
recently expanded to two stars,
by exhibitor organizations to main- ^ Lou Breslow has joined Ziy TV Pulse study for Variety; So did the
' ~
James Garner and Jack. Kelly.
tiii a clearance of from five to to Produce aiiew anthphjgy tele- NBC-TV and ABC^TV networks. /J
cpvpn vpai’c: between theatrical ex- series. Target,., resigning his proI
Af O
fl
•
His-pact with NBC permits outThere was little or no deviation,
NnarA XPiriAC side assignments, so long as no
except, in rare instances, iii the I
v* vWllvv kAfllvu sponsor conflict shows up. Horton
the other hand, the only remaining su°sl“;
,, n ,
is currently dickering with Univerpre-’48 studio library riot committed Breslow, -with Alan Armer was ratings of a given show before, dur¬ [
Holl^vood, Dec. 10;
sal to topline “Fox of Devonshire,”
as yet to tv is that of Parmount assigned^ produce a new westerri ing or after a personal appearance
PiMnrpi:
series, “Man Without a Gun,” at by the show’s stars. The p.a.’s meas¬
First off the ground In what, is a swashbuckling feature pic to roll
._
»
».
TCF, but exited in favor of produc- ured were all made in either 1956
r , bur^eonin; cycle SlubeSdy
• Recently.
ing the anthology. Pilot of the or 1957.
tor ^demand, ?0th-Fox stated it is projeCted Ziv series was made a
Long-legged Irish McCalla apV of flight vidpix touched off by the tion from his western character in
ready to esfabbsh a mumpum of COUple of years back, but company peared in three cities in 1956 and missile race will be a series by “Wagon Trai .”
five-year clearance ^>yer- tv- ** jj didn.t give it the green light until two others in 1957 to plug “Sheena,
By doubling up. his “Wagon”
thought that other ™a?°r ®tu«lips how. Production gets under way Queen of the Jungle” for ABC Film McCadden Productions, which now
has a pilot in the editing stage. It assignments, he can get a couple
sooner or later wdl follow suit with ^oon after the first of. the year. Syndication, according to the raw
a similar clearance, pledge.
with *HT.liases
of celes- ment, he notes.
“5/or.?
pofi.Wf
aSSig?'
Before j oiriing TCF, Breslow was info supplied by the syndicatorMn will
.. , deal
,
f
Also,
he’s triyng
to
Such a stance by the majors a producer at Screen Gems.
the one instance wheae the rating tial adventure, factual and fiction. set a “Matinee Theatre” starring
Would sharply diminish the poten-—1-—r——
day arid the p.a. coincided on the
Series has a working title of stint during the next month.
tial post-’48 theatricals for tv, when
' '
•
button, there Was, In fact, a decline “Flight” and, according to George
--—
arid if, a residual formula with the R ' ^ O
in ratings frorri tfie previous day
NBC-CBS Eye Hour Shows
Hollywood guilds is ironed out. PlVIA AT
rated. It was in Chicago, where the Burns, prexy of McCadden, “we
Post-’49 production, compared to * UIV U 1 IIVUUUI
i?BC and
p.a. pn Nov. 11,1956; drew a rating will range far for our stories and if
sij
w..
^ CBS have new hour-Io-^, film senes
the lush war . years and the pre-tv
'
__
that night of slightly under 3,2 The It
flies we’ll do it. The accent, projected for the ’58-’59 season,
era, was down in quantity, with r O . . ^
f
7 B
previous rating, Oct. 14, was 3.5.: however, will be on human and with the former network having
lOG to Cover 5 Cities
dramatic values.” Al Simon will already had some lengthy discusperlear,
Actor John Broinfield, as fronter prbduce for McCadden. its fifth tv
MCA-Reyue on future
Even with a post-’48 residual ;
..
_
of
National
Telefilm’s “Sheriff, of .project' Under his supervision, ^Jfmats. Revue reportedly has three
formula agreed upon, assuming the
Q M
|;AlitMUA/i
Cochise,”
hit
15
major
cities
for
with
full
cooperation
of
the
Air
60-mmute
series
in the blupnrit
five-year clearance; is. maintained
A7 YlPDDfi rfiDlUTfiS the company and sponsors between
by most of the majors, at this point
« IIIVWIIV A VUIUA VU
Force, the pilot/was shot in four staSeJari. 16 and Feb, 18, 1957., Pulse days at Norton Air Base, San
Success of ABC’s “Maverick,”
only about 1,300 pix would be
__ „
.
Hollywood, Dec.
had measurements for 13 of/the 15 Bernardino.
the
steadily - climbing
“Perry
thrown irito the tv pool. The 1,300
•
Hpllywood,
Dec. 10.
Producer-writer-director team of cities. The changes either way were
is piddling when compared to
Series will be offered for sale to
»lonS
“Wa?°n
Morton
Fine
and
David
Friedkih
so
negligible that it’s probably safe
libraries thrown open to tv, .the Mortonn-Fine, and David Fi.
start
next
season
and
there'll
be
10)0
ar|o£
c0“rse'
the
pre-’48 725 Metros, the over 700 have shifted over from Metro fea- to say, that insofar as ratings were no further production until an or,
Je ,S° S l°r./pa]1V,nSutl>9
Warners et'al.
’
ture production to Ziv tv, in an 18- concerned, it wasn’t worth -the $800
der
is
received.
Show
will
be
?„e*„
d
toward
the
ful1
hour
In this .tight p0$t-’48 .pix situation
which gives them a or $900 bucks it cost Bromfield and brought in for around $40,000, with iprmai* ...
the operations of United Artists, tv $250,000 guar^ite^. ..-Ban, uhose his pressagents and personal ban-' the Air. Force providing all unclas*
”
subsid is unique. UA TVr which has former NBC-TV Frontier seizes dlers to. appear in each city. Eight sified material, craft and necessary
■ j
released such pix as ‘’African has garnered critical kudos, will or nine hundred bucks per town on” personnel: Wherever' the story Va|« f MavVATaII a
ci.ippn” arid
and “Suddenly
“Siiddenlv.”” is preporeo- prep
Prep a nunimum
minimum bt
of live
five new tele- a p.a. is a conservative estimate-.of takes us that’s where we’ll go,” 1\|||| I lflCl A Well h
Queen”
the cost; it Was reported that one
ping another post-’48 package, P1*Additioiially,
nv Z^7Ur is making tour
of just five cities cost another said Simon, “and that’ll take in
United Artists,' solely a distribution
Additionally,^' Ziv
Z}Y
missiles, rockets, jets, flying saucers
m|\ 1 A
I TV
1
noises, in
in diiechon
diiectiori of
organization, has been able to get joises.
of eentry into company roughly $10,000.
I U A Vt/l/ilr IIaoI
feature
film
area. If plans mate¬
Rather than labor in excessive and even Jerinys.” Most of the epiaround the post-’48 barrier, via in- f?at.ure S1111
1^;
■ £ £ £\. OlUvIl 1/t/dl
rialize, Fine-Friedkm team would detail. Pulse ratings showed neglig¬ sodes will be shot on location.
dividual
the pro- riallze/
ffiIfnne‘
Simon had. been working on the
'
■ ^ •deals
■
,between
.
operate -inf^ri®1
in this area
too..
too..
ible results, at very best, for
(Continued on page 52)
However,
Robert Maxwell Productions,
However, first
first Droiee
project of Ziv. Thomas Mitchell; pumping for “O. flight series since .Sputnik capWill be tel.eadaptatidn of. “Bold Henry Playhouse,” out of G-K; tured the' headlines. It’s McCad- which does the “Lassie” series, has
den’s answer to ad agencies com- ipked the first stock Interest deal
—w
Venture” former radio series
( Continued pn page 52)
plaint that no one is making with Television Programs of AmerM VTA# AWT K A win A
which Fine and FriedKin scripted
science-fictioh pictures for. tv. Ac- ica.
'
for late Humphrey Bogart and
mjwtvij
Laureri Bacall. Pair will produce
tars will , be ^driwn from AFTKA
Not affected In the deal is “Lasroster, with the possibility that a sie>* currently owned hv tanV
n *11
if ift
w
and script, and additidrially, Fried-

Squeeze Looms on Post-48 Pix
For TV as Exhibs Press Demands
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Rob’l MaxweD’s
17A Stock Deal

lllVSlCrV HCfUIlS

JACK WEBB TO TEST ]
TEOPLE’ ON KABC-TV Rented dramas.

Still Pull Effi In

pair’s five series,
* ““
• * they Will act as consultants on othHollywood, Dee. 10.
. er Ziv telepix properties;
The; rerun. ride being given to .
■ . ■■
Jack Webb will sound out audi¬
ence reaction to. his latest, pilot,
adventure and mystery skeins by mvcm ynW DTTVC
“People,” by showcasing ;it on
'stations is supported by a number f[\iuLU llllA Pil lJ
6i rating histories compiled by Ziv.
: '-'i«iiMra mnmiAvhA' KABC-TV Sunday, Webb, owner of
Mark VII, said ad agencies in N.Y;
In Charleston, W. Va.f WCHSTV, has “Boston Blackie” stripped
fiUJ JIL till I EI\ J told him. they aren’t sure the new
Monday through Friday at 7:30
San Francisco, Dec. 10.
entry will be acceptable to people;
a m., against NBC-TV’s “Today/’
KPIX, the Westinghouse tv^er so he wants to get reaction of the
The most recent ratings for “Black- here, became the first, station in public and “let them decide its
le” give the skeia a 9.6 American the U S. to purchase the Australian- fate/’:
Besearch Bureau average, against produced color cartoons, “WaltzWebb’s move is motivated, be
a 3 6 ARB “Today” average.
ing Matilda” and “Christmas Bells.
because “everyone who
In Miami, “Mr. District Attor- Importation of the Aussie celluloid explained,
has seen’ it in screenings in N.Y,
ney.” stripped at 4 p.m. on WTVJ helps alleviate pressure^ in this liked it; the critics did, and so did
averages a 12.6 ARB. Opposite country for new anunated product the agencies. But the ageiicies said
“Mr. D.A.” “Comedy Time” hits a for video.
they regard it as new arid different,
4.4 average and -Ten'4,Tops" a
There
arid don’t know if it’s acceptable.
3.7. AS a twice-a-week 10:30 p.ra. toons in the flrst deal but^KPIX There’s drily one way to find out;
show on KYW-TV. Cleveland: ‘‘Mr., has made a deal with. International we’ll leave it tip to the people.”
D A.” outranks its competition. On Television Services to take options
Monday it scores a 20.3 ARB oppo- on 50 others to be jcompleted^later
Othor TV-FUm News
site d“Burns & Allen’s 13.9 and Down Under. Rowl Gr®f"hal1fhftPJ?'
“Bowling Time,” which draws a duced the cartpons, With.fuHorchOn, Page52
7 0 On Friday, “D.A.” hits 18.5, estration and chorus by the Austrasupreme in
.. liiaft BpqaAwstmg Upmau&siM.a x , J

AUSSIE TINTERS
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®
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'ert
Productions
properties Maxwell
are inciuded
in the exciusive
* production agreement with TPA,
under which the outfit will coproduce with TPA for both net-

BEAL ON ‘SPILLANE’ Maxwell,
SK*
for Robert
exec producer of “Las-

. .
_
* t.
Anheuser-Busch has Inked a
large regional deal for MCA-TV’s
“Mickey SplUane’s Mike Hammer,”
taking the skein for a five-state
area covering Illinois, Missouri;
Kansas, Arkansas arid Iowa for its
Busch Bavarian Beer.
Brewery also purchased a number of markets for its Budweiser
Beer. The Citfes and the number
now: are being negotiated.
Previously, the skein had been
purchased by RKO Teleradio Pictures for its o&o stations in New
York, Los ' Angeles, Boston, Memphis and CKLW, in the DetroitWindsor area.
.
Series now is In production at
MCA'* subsid Revue Prddrietfens.

sie,” Rudy Abel, producer and
Peter Frank, associate producer of
the series, to act as production
consultants for TPA
They will
work with TPA production topper
Leon Fromkess.
The Robert Maxwell Productions
team came in under the TPA fold
via the unique stock participation
plan enunciated by TPA topper
Milton Gordon , when he bought
out Eddie Small’s sizable stock in*
terest in TPA last August. At that
time, Gordon said TPA would hold
out a stock interest in the privately held company for desired talent, as edntrasted to the Current
practice of talent participation in
* particular show.
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RADIO-TELEVISIOX

Digges Blasts lip Service' Of
By BOB CHANDLER
A scorching indictment of those
intellectuals “who constantly and
loudly bleat about the state of edu¬
cational television” but “run the
other way” when called upon to
do something about it was deliv¬
ered last week, by Sam Cook
Digges, general manager of WCBSTV, N.Y.
Digges, speaking before, the Met¬
ropolitan College Public Relations
Council, said that “many of these
intellectuals just won’t watch tele¬
vision. They wouldn’t watch man’s
first arrival on Mars if it were
teleyised. live, just because it’s
against their principles to watch
anything on television.” Yet, these
people “exist in important posi¬
tions of control over educational,
television.”
Too often, Digges said, “intellec¬
tuals with the inclination have
found the device of blasting televi-:
sion a sure-fire device for getting a
little attention at a cocktail party,
or space in a newspaper.” But this
sort of. “inaccurate, irresponsible
blanket criticism? is given circular
tion “by the very people who' can,
directly or indirectly, make the
greatest contribution to television:
By the very people television needs
the most! We’re being damned by
the people who’ll be damned if
they’ll watch television to find out
if there’s anything good'. . . arid
who’ll be damned if they’ll do anyT
thing to improve what, for. them:
<r—although they have no first-hand
knowledge of it—ds*iritolerable.
“This unfair, uninformed criti¬
cism can—and does—have a dev¬
astating effect. Some educators are j
reluctant to move in an atmosphere
of this kind. Broadcasters often
find" themselves stymied by this
reluctance in spite of their own
desires. The inevitable result: less
effective and less educational tele¬
vision.”
Digges, whose station has been
responsible for “Sunrise Semes¬
ter,” “Camera Three,” the Budar
pest String Quartet concerts (with
tlie -N.Y. Metropolitan Educational
Television Assn.), laid it On the:
line: “Today, except in too few
oases, it is the commercial broad¬
caster who is. supplying much of
the action . . . the money
. and
the courage in behalf of education¬
al television.
“I Save fourid that some of those
who stand on the biggest soapbox
and who deplore the state of edu¬
cational television on commercial
stations the loudest , turn out, when
the chips are down arid when there
is an opportunity to help educa¬
tional televis'on, to have been pay¬
ing lip service.
"I’m a little weary of those peo¬
ple who constantly and loudly bleat
about the state of educational tele¬
vision—a subject they uually don’t
know a thing about, by the way—
who, when they have - the chance
in behalf of educational television
to supply a little action.. . . a lit¬
tle riioney ... a little courage, hur¬
riedly rUn the other way?’ .
As a case in point, Digges
singled out the recent incident in
which the New York Public Li¬
brary withdrew its pariicipation in
a program called “The Faces of
War,” produced by META on
(Continuer on page 51)

More Sponsor Cora Into
‘Kangaroo's’Ponch
“Captain Kangaroo,?, the CBSTV morning entry which the net¬
work decided to retain while drop¬
ping its Jimmy. Dean companion
show, has grabbed off another
chunk of sponsorship via Gerber’s
Baby Foods. Gerber’s,, already i
“Kangaroo” bankroller, doubled its
current participation by renewing I
its alternate Friday ♦ quarter-hour
for a year and purchasing an alter¬
nate Tuesday segment to boot.
Decision was made on the basis
of a premium offer made on “Kang¬
aroo,” the Garry Moore show aid
“Beat the Clock.” Of some. 10,000
responses received (premium was a
doll for six labels plus $2), “Kanga¬
roo” accounted for 60%, bearing
out the web’s contention, that the!
show can exert a sales influence.
Bob Keeshan, show’s copackagerj
and emcee, was guest of honor at
Gerber’s . annual sales convention
in- Houston last week. -D’Arcy
agency sest the - deaL - v-

Carter Products Expands

P^tSff

Ted Weber to PhOb
Philadelphia, Dec. 10.
Ted Weber, sales manager of
indie WGN-TV, Chicago, has been
named to the newly-created post of
director of sales development at
WVUE-TV, Philadelphia-Wilmington, the Storer outlet.
Prior to his post at WGN-TV,
Weber served as director of pro¬
gram promotion for CBS, amuse¬
ment advertising director .of the
Chicago Times and as special sec¬
tions manager of the Chicago Sun.
He is credited in Chicago with havirig‘ made the first sale of a fully
sponsored feature filiri series.

Carter Products has picked up
alternate ' Tuesday sponsorship on
tlie Chet Huntley-David Brinkley
“NBC News” through late March,
and with American Home Products
already iri on the other Tuesday
for a year, that gives the show a
longterm sponsorship status on. one
day of the week. Program. is all
sold out currently, with Ronsori in
for the other four days, but that
situation obtains only through Dee.
20, after, which Ronson pulls out
completely.
Carter >vas repped in the . deal
by the Ted Bates agency, which
also set American Home in. on the
In the past few weeks American
skip-week.
Broadcasting Network had some
fortunate breaks with sponsors,
Which in new renewed biz. comes
to an estimated gross of $2,000,000. . Biggest break was the
.AFL-CiO sponsorship confirmation
that the formerly shaky. Edward P.
Morgan arid John Wv Vandercook
news - strips ' on the radio network
would continue, and if the two
General shakeup took place yes- '
sUnaa.™ a IttU.K-weete
terday (Tuesl) afternodn on
top administrative level of tlie new- belter than $1,000,000.
(An estimated net for the whole
ly merged Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
Ryan agency, with two of the carry¬ shebang is about $1,200,000.)
A new news strip with John
overs: from R&R rhoving out of the
picture, F. Kenneth Beirn, senior Daily, which was launched Monday
veepee and fonrier R&R prexy, and (9) could mean . $500,000 or more
F. Bourne Ruthrauff, senior veep, if it runs the year around.
Chevrolet is bankrolling the new
both ankled.
6:30-6:40 p.m. stanza every weekNo reason was given for the night.
double departure by David B. Wil¬
Network also reported $500,000
liams, prexy of the new combined i other new accounts arid re¬
agency.
newals:
-In new accounts; Buitoni Foods
inked for one five-rninute seg a
week with. D6n McNeill’s “Break¬
fast Club” as of Jan. 15; Magla
Products also took a seg weekly in
McNeill’s 9-10 a.m. show, beginning
Mutual, in its programming Feb. 20; One account has gone
swap with affiliates, for option into Herb (Oscar) Anderson’s 10
time, is offering a series of four to 11 aim. strip/the only one of
new, programs- fpr station local the .new ABN shows to draw spon¬
sponsorship use;
sor blood so far. Sterling. Drug
“The Big Decision,” slated to has :five. segs weekly with Ander¬
start Friday (13) and slotted from son, it also, bought the 7:55-8 p.m.
6:05 to. 6:30 p.m., is a music show, news nightly: Sterling biz began
featuring a i»anel forecast and re¬ a couple of weeks back on both
view of new records. On Saturday shows..
(14), “Maggi’s Magazine” will be
Renewals include Bristol-Myers
launched, the show helmed by in McNeill, three segs
week;
Maggi McNellis will feature inter¬ Cariipana Sales and Food Special¬
views Avith celebrities andr ema¬ ties, one seg each every week on
nate froiri the Eden Roc. The same McNeill, arid Sleep-Eza, three segs
day, “Doorway to Travel” will be a week on the same show.
started, returning Dari Peterson
R. J. Reynolds renewed co-spon¬
tothe Mutual lineup. On Jan. 6, sorship of 18 weekend news cap¬
“Wall Street Final,” a 10-minute sules. The total for . all biz,, apart
cross-the-board program, will be from Chevy and AFL-CIO., was
launched. It will feature a. finan¬ $500,000 gross, including five min¬
cial reporter who will give the utes; of R. J. Reynolds news which
highlights of stock market activi¬ the new Chevy buy pushes back to
ties.
6:40, :

AFL-CIQ Renews

Beirn, Ruthrauff

Matuai’s 4-Show Swap
For Station Option Time

The tv industry which has complained of having to wait too
long to find out how its shows fare, (except for the costiy over¬
night Trendex which serves oriiy the top. major markets^ is about
to have, its prayers answered with the " American Research Bureau
about set to come out with an electronic system Which will instan¬
taneously record trie number of people watching tv; The new rat¬
ing system will be able to supply, sponsors, agencies;, and networks
with minute-by-minute ratings.
ARB’s abandonment of the. diary . method, fot the new rating
look is said to be operated via a closed-circuit with home sets
being connected to telephone lines Which relay to. a central control
board-capable of measuring. the sets-in-use: and the channel being
watched at a given moment. .
The electronic system has reportedly set . its sights on an initial
1.800 nationwide sample with a scheduled installation of .300 sets
iri the NeW York area currently being hooked up. This sample
would'then- be larger than the number being used, by Nielsen.
The closely guarded plari. which has been in the mill for soriie
eight or nine months now (with the, ARB still hot commenting)
is riot original with the rating, services. Hooper and Pulse toyed
with the idea in years past but abandoned the idea when they
had trouble lining up subscribers for the operation. The cost of
the operation and the figure that the subscribers Will have to shell
out is regarded as classified by the ARB.
Oriiy a handful, of top network people and sponsors have seen
the machine in operation but observers feel that it will, be a boon
to the industryi. in that sponsors, agency‘people and networks will
be able to get instant ratings and. should be able to iron out lags
in the shows; being able to tell when viewers switch dials or turn
sets on or off.
N.Y. station subscribers to the new ARB rating system will have
to shell out:$30,000 a year for the service with office installation
of a “score board/’'open to any < subscriber arid givifig immediate
ratings, running in the neighborhood of $5,000.
Network research executives *$■ ri whole were impressed with
the ARB demonstration and* it appears to be a definite . threat t©
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A JOB TO BE DONE
CBS .on Sunday (8) presented a public service program, “The
Day Called X.” It was not an entertaining or diverting show*
it was a hard-hitting, realistic and dramatic presentation of a
subject that is all too important to Americans today, Civil De¬
fense. The program dealt with the city of Portland, Oregon, and
its plan for survival In the hydrogen age. The city has an elab¬
orate evacuation plan complete with emergency underground
headquarters and«.dispersal areas, all of. which were shown in
actual operation. Granted the program was slightly dated, since
the bomb was being delivered by plane rather than missile, the
basic need for Civil Defense was brought out in a realistic and
uncompromising manner.
Civil Defense is a much neglected segment of modern day liv¬
ing. Today’s weapons have a destructive power that is almost
beyond comprehension and they can be delivered almost any¬
where in the world on very short notice.
Survival, in the event of an attack, will be difficult at best and
a trained corps of CD Workers is a must for each arid every com¬
munity. The local broadcasters, both AiM and TV, can and should
play an important role iri the education of the people to the
need for a coordinated Civil Defense program in their area.
While it is true that many stations do broadcast public service
announcements recruiting volunteers for CD very few have un¬
dertaken the job of realistically programming the needs of Civil
Defense on the local level; or the even more basic.facts of sur¬
vival procedures on an individual basis.
Americans, historically are a complacent people. Fortunately,
in the past, there has been time to mobilize after; the initial
attack and not Since I860 has a major war been fought on Amer¬
ican soil. But^future conflicts will not wait for us to get ready.
Broadcasters at the local level shorild act now to create an aware¬
ness among, the public that Civil. Defense is an essential part of
modem living. Complacency has no place in today’s world and
broadcasters should take every opportunity to break it down,
especially when so many lives may depend on it.

Censorship on TV? Strictly An
Ted Steele Sets Up
Own Station Rep Org
Ted Steele, WOR-TV’s N. Y.,
daytime personality Who does a
teenage music show, as well , as
other stints, has formed a station
rep organization.
Ted Steele Radio and Television
Station Representatives will "be
headed by Steele With Leonard
H. Levitt, currently sales director
for the Steele show, as v.p. and
general - manager. The tv per¬
former, who continues with his
WOR-TV show, feels that his back¬
ground of 20 years in radio and tv
involving sales; management,. pro-.
gramming. and production, should
be a good kickoff for his. new ven¬
ture, Reppery hopes to garner a
sinall group of quality radio and
tv stations.

A division of radio and tv news
is under discussion at ABC. Rob¬
ert Eastman, prexy of the radio
rietwork, American Broadcasting
Network, eventually Wants, to di¬
vorce himself completely from
ABC-TV, and feels that his unit
should have a private news staff
and exclusive commentators.
The matter has not reached John
Daly’s office yet. Daly is the veep
iri charge of combined news, arid
special events. Arid if the break
does come, it’s believed possible
that, even with ..separate news,
staffs, both radio and tv news
will still he under Daly’s aegis.
(The legal department arid pub¬
licity are also under combined
heads.) Apart from the top ad¬
ministrative level, in news, ABN
is seeking exclusive use of writing
and on-the-air talent.

Set as Dec. 22 TVcast
“Assignment: Southeast Asia,”
the NBC-TV special projects dept,
followup, to the earlier “Assign¬
ment: India” special, will be tele¬
cast by the network on Dee. 22 at
2:30 to 4 p.m. So far it’s a sus¬
tained but the web- is still trying
to sell-the segment. . .
• Special was prodticed: by Bob
Graff arid is narrated by James

By LEONARD TRAUBE
Henry Denker thinks there is al¬
together too much hullabaloo about
censorship in television. Denker,
author of the recent Iegiter, “Time
Liriiit,” also screenplayed by him,
and scripter-director of Fulton
Oursler’s “The Greatest Story Ever
Told” Which was long an ABC
radio staple under “no plug” spon¬
sorship of Goodyear Rubber, says
it’s easy for a writer, to scream
"Censorship!” Asked whether a tv
religious series, for. instance, which
he currently has in the works,
might be less subject to a spon-:
sot’s or network’s eagle eye; than
plays on other subjects, Denker
said it an’t necessarily; so,
“You’d be surprised at the ■don’t*
problems in the religious, area. The
idea is to salvage enough from the
screening-out process that a writer
with principles can live with,; Iri
the ‘Greatest Story’ series we were
able to come out with about 85%
of the script okayed as written, it
Within this 85% (or Whatever the
percentage) your main points are
fulfilled and you can, as I say, -live
with it/ you have lost very little.
The most -‘trouble’ we had with
‘Greatest Story’ Was with one im¬
portant denomination (which Deri-,
ker named).. The leading spokes¬
man knew the Bible better than
anyone I have ever come across
before or since. But he was a
logical.. and a reasonable man, and
.despite the ‘strict construction’ in¬
volved, this is where 1 batted the
highest—85%. You’ll admit that
isn’t bad.
“Where you run into great diffi¬
culties When dramatizing the New
Testament for radio or television
is- between Catholic arid Protes¬
tant views. You kpow, there is only
about 2% separating them (speak¬
ing loosely of course)—they are:
more: or less agreed on the other
(Continued Ori page .46)

Yoder s Carnegie Post
Philadelphia, Dec. 10.
Lloyd E, Yoder, NBC v.p. and
general
manager
of WRCV,
WRCV-TV, has been named to the
executive committee of the board
of trustees- of Carnegie Institute
of Technology.
A 1927 grad of the College of
Fine Arts, Yoder was Carnegie
Tech’s first “All American” foot¬
ball star and was a unanimous selec¬
tion. He captained the Carnegi
Tech eleven of 1928.
; The NBC. eiec- joined NBC to
1927 and -managed NBC-ownedstations iri Sari Francisco, Denver
arid Cleveland./before coming to
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Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Both NBC-TV and ABC-TV have set up courses to train execs in
case of labor troubles, local office of National Assn, of Broadcast
Employes and Technicians flatly charged over weekend. In month-,
ly bulletin to membership, western regional director Syd Rose
stated that. NBC recently wound negotiations with Columbia Col¬
lege to set up a six-week course of technical instruction, arid
that ABC has made similar .arrangements with Don Martin School.
NABET also charged that NBC several weeks ago “quietly
launched a program of producing kines of its technical operations
for ‘training purposes.’ Plan is to demonstrate how the mike
boom, camera arid control locations operate. There was a script
and a full crew fa record the performance.”
NABET has suggested to local net execs to. either, scrap the
training kines or place theiri in NABET’s possession until upcom¬
ing negotiations on a new web part have been completed, according
to Rose. Net has refused to. consider eilher course, he notes!
Both NBC and ABC pacts are slated to open later this month,
with current contracts to expire at end of the year.
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May Cue ABC-TV Labor Dispute

By WALTER GUILD
labor dispute between! the. National
(Pres., Guild, Bascom Jt Bonfigli)
Assn, of Broadcast Employees &
The mortality of network tele¬
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Technicians arid the Radio & Tele¬
vision shows borders on the ridicu¬ . Despite, declarations that the ABC vision Directors Guild/ Ironically,
lous. No one can examine the Radio operation on the Coast would
the
problem will be the outgrowth
performance
of
commercially remain pretty much status quo with
sponsored television over the past the inception of the new manager of a partial settlement by AFL-CIO
few years without reaching the merit headed by John H. Pace, president Geprge Meany of a dis¬
conclusion that: something is seri¬ four of five local staff directors pute between the same two unions
ously wrong.. It is our belief that have been pinkslipped, effective at NBC-TV.
the adoration accorded high rat¬ Jan. 1.
After Meany decided in favor of
ings is a major cause of the In¬
Understood local ABC program¬ RTDG, allowing its member di¬
stability of television schedules.
rectors
at NBC to communicate di¬
ming will be cut back drastically
It is. also a major headache for; hext year, mostly to a deejay op¬ rectly with tv cameramen, NABET
explained
that the high labor offi¬
advertisers and agencies who want eration.
cial’s determination "drew lines”
to buy programs based on sales
that may also have to be enforced
: results rather than impressive
at ABC. The technical union said
ratings:
that ABC technicians, who like*
We can cite two fine examples
NBC’s are under NABET jurisdic¬
from our own experience to indi¬
tion, have always worked “as a
cate that ratings and results are
team” with RTDG directors, and
riot ohe and the same. These are
that
nobody has fver officially
good examples because in both
questioned which of the “several
. WCKY; Cincinnati radio station^
cases ! the television show repre¬
overlapping
duties” belong to
which is being struck by the
sents practically all. of. the adver¬
which uirion.
American Federation -of Television
tising effort behind the product.
& Radio Artists,' is circulating
Meany
requested
the two shops
While high-rated network pro¬
letter among New York advertis¬
confer to iron out the details of
grams have been bounced about
ing agencies, alleging that the un¬
his
determination,
handed
down re¬
Garry . Moore will originate his hkb ping-pong balls, one of our
ion has been using “half-truths and
NBC is saving nearly $1,000,000 cently from his Washington head¬
CBS-TV daytimer out of Winter clients, Skippy Peanut Butter, has annually in labor costs as the re¬ quarters. The unions are expected
lies” in an attack on the station.
sponsored a medium-rated pro¬
Charles H. Topmiller, WCKY Haven, Fla., for two weeks starting gram on the same network for sult of recent layoffs by the net¬ to meet shortly, at which time
prexy, wrote agencies that he was Feb. 10.. It’s . the second year in a seven consecutive years. This pro¬ work, according to the National NABET will r&ise the problem of
answering a Nov.:il letter to Madi¬ row for the Winter Haven remotes, gram has seldom achieved the Assn, of Broadcast Employees & exact interpretatio. of the differ¬
son Ave. Jonas Katz, executive with Moore having done ope “Top 20” in popularity, or for that Technicians. Union said that in ence in meaning between “a pro¬
secretary of AFTRA ip. CinCy, to week last year iri the citrus belt rnatter, the “Top 3Q," but its long the past few months the network duction cue” and a “technical cue.”
which a list was attached of 71 towrii
has axed close to 100 technicians. The same lilies, according to
Also originating from Winter run should indicate that it has not
accounts who allegedly discontin¬
Last week. NBC cut back 29 New NABET, will have to be drawn at
been unproductive.
A> special
ued advertising on the station since Haven will be one ‘Tve Got;a Se¬ Trendex Survey in April, : 1956, York NABET technicians.
The ABC,
the strike began last Aug/ 28. cret” telecast, that of . Feb. 12. "Se¬ bfeafs this out. It gave “You Asked union said there'Were 22 earlier
NABET hopes to discuss with
cret”. telecast of the 19th is being
“The purpose of the AFTRA letter preempted
firings
iri
New
York,
a
20-man
lay¬ RTDG the matte** of containing the
for
It,”
the
Skippy
program,
a
for a CBS-TV Special.
is to make you think that WCKY
sponsor identification rating of off on the Coast, a 15-man cutback latter to. one directo * at a time. A
“Secret”
panel
will
joiii
Moore’s
is being hurt by AFTRA’s - * • ac¬
84.9%, which according to that in Chicago, a “few in Buffalo” and NABET spokesman thought that
tivities,” Topmiller said. He said daytime cast for the originations.
survey was the highest sponsor incidental dents elsewhere in the issue would become pertinent
that only 26 of the 71 left because
where big programs at both . NBC
identification °f any network - tv NABET strength.
of the strike.
Meanwhile, all NABET locals and ABC are concern _d. Union said
program,;
that at CBS, where the NABET
“This is another illustration of
. Another example is our good handling NBC rietwork and owned technical counterpart, the Interna¬
the flagrant use of half-truths and
client,, the. Ralston Puriria Co., now & operated station markets aret in¬ tional Brotherhood of Electrical
lies in AFTRA’s. desperate and
going into its third year of spon¬ vestigating the subject of overtime. Workers, holds jurisdiction, there
losing attack ori WCKY,” the sta¬
sorship of the. medium-rated “Bold! NABET explained; that it canr.ot is a practice of RTDG supplying
tion chieftain accused.
He re¬
Journey” program ■ on ABC-TV. object to the layoffs so long as the associate directors, to help the chief
minded N.Y. agency executives
Although it is listed as required network doesn’t go in for “exces¬ program director, and, in so doing,
!(who met three weeks ago wi h
viewing, in some. 50,000 American sive overtime” among the tech¬ often to handle camera cues and
AFTRA here, reportedly to discuss
schoolrooms, it has never achieved nicians who are still ori the job.
the like. These gray areas at NBC,
the matter of withdrawing radio
the distinction of being in the top . Union said that in the past NBC and
ABC, NABET maintained, will
advertising on WCKY) that the
20 or 30 in ratings. With! “Bold had technicians working 70 and 30 continue to be handled by NABET
station has a civil suit pending in
The Intense preoccupation of the Journey” as the major advertising hour weeks, and termed such hap¬
Cincinnati,
against Katz and technical unions in radio and tele¬ support for Ralston cereals, the penings as. “really ridiculous.” technical directors.
AFTRA, in which the sta-.ion al¬ vision, about automation replac¬ company has shown a higher per¬ NABET wants the network to re¬
Upon being informed of the
leges that the union is using ‘‘de¬ ing living labor, is reflected ip the centage rate of sales increase than' hire unemployed men whenever NABET stand, RTDG replied that
ceitful literature” against the out¬ demands that will be made of NBC any of its competitors; and has the overtime situation gets out of it informed Meany that It will con¬
tinue using only one= director per
let.
and ABC by the National Assn, of significantly increased its share of hand.
Topmiller pointed out that Broadcast Employees & Tech¬ the cereal market. . “Bold Jour¬
program, regardless of size* Guild
Some of the “excessive overtime” said that it doesn’t need any more
WCKY’s business “has gone up, nicians. ; NABET has gone a .long ney's” last.ARB rating was 9.8!
abuses that NABET investigators and cannot see where an issue
not down, since the strike began.” way in formalizing the demands, it
He said Sept.-Oct. billings are will make* in the fortbcoiPirig na¬ . We could cite numerous ex¬ are seeking to find are: “Con¬ exists.
scheduled
overtime,”
7.2% higher than the same period tional bargaining sessions, and the amples to substantiate our belief , sistently
NABET’s own reply regarding
that ratings, important as they are, “sixth and seventh day! • assign¬
(Continued on page 48)
union, points out that for the first are riot the rinly element to con¬ ments” or the aforementioned 70- the question was, “If RTDG says it
time wage hikes will riot be the sider in the selection of television, 80 hour week.. Union believes that isn’t a problem, we won’t say it is.
principal item oh the; agenda.
programs, and are, iri fact, not if an NBC technician handles a 70- We’re just being- practical and
Like the International Brother¬ THE .most important element.
hour week or works extra hours would like to talk it over with
hood of Electrical Workers at CBS!
All three networks ate engaged every day it justifies the retention them.”
the NBC-ABC technical union will in
NABET is in the processin g of a ri“no : claws barred” cat fight of . an additional technician.
be asking for a four-day work for higher and higher ratings. All
swering an RTDG letter calling for
week. Union, hopes that a fulfil! three have expressed willingness,
a meeting of the two unions to
ment of the demand will assure a tp forego business, no matter how
discuss these details. RTDG said
minimum amount Of employment desirable otherwise, in favor of
it sent the letter because Meany
against the day when the IBM high ratings- Network concentra¬
wanted them to powwow.
National council of Writers Guild "punch card system” becomes
tion; on ratings to, the exclusion of
of America met: last week, and al¬ widespread in the industry.
practically all else is understand¬
True to its word, CBS-TV is re¬
though they did not dwell on bar¬
Not only will NABET ask for a
gaining demands vis-a-vis the. net¬ four-day week hut also for a short-, able, inasmuch as the advertising storing “The Last Word” to its
agencies,
and
advertisers
to
whom
works, the demands apparently er workday, in = all probability.
they sell are; -if- possible, even Sunday schedule in January. The
“were riutlined. A key issue will be
NABET will also attempt to im¬
Bergen Evans panel show on Eng¬
ironing out of what the guild feels prove the .technical union’s pension more impressed by ratings.
lish usage will move into the 3:30
It’s an Old, Old Story
are “abuses against freelance radio plan at NBC and will further
arid television Writers.”
There is nothing new in adver¬ to 4 p. rii. slot starting Jan.-5!
effort to institute one at ABC;
.Union accused the.'net works of an union
executive warned that the tisers, advertising agencies and following the termination of CBS’
excessive script rewriting,, and said A
For the first’ time the 20 mem¬
ABC pension poses "a strike issue networks being rating conscious. pro football schedule, which had
that it recognized network control
In the old days the Hoopers en¬
us,” .
eaten! up most of the Sunday aft-j bers of the national board of the
of “public policy” (areas of bad with,
Academy of Television Arts &.
The union wants to add health joyed the same “high reading” ernopn: schedule.
taste etc.), but that shouldn’t give arid welfare benefits to- the existing ratirigs in ad agencies and network
Sciences will meet “face to face”
the webs the right to so freely
officers that ARB’s, Trendexes and
*fWocd”. will be followed at 4 by in a powwow planned for New
alter writers’ material. WGA will pension plan at NBC, and wants Nielsens do today. However, in “Face the Nation,” which isi cur¬ York, probably on Jan. 10 and 11*
be bargairting for contractual:limi- all three at ABC.
Union will ask a gerieral 15% the, pre-television era, ratings were rently on earlier Sunday afternoon. Only time previously, since being
tation of rewriters.
not. accorded the fanatical worship At . 4:30 "World News Roundup” formed last July, that the board
in wages.
Increases In pay will be asked increase
Since radio and tv have "limita¬ they mow receive. Programs are expands from 15 minutes to a half- ever got together was in official
for staff newswriters and editors,
sold, bought, cancelled, and pro¬ hour. At 5, the -network has its telephone meetings between the
tions”
not
existing
in
manufactur¬
but the amount was riot disclosed
ing and other industrial areas, ac¬ grammed on more or less choice rotating “Seven Lively Arts,” “See 10 members in New York and the
since it hasn't, been approved by cording
time, alriiost solely ori the basis of It Now” and “Conquest” hours.
10 in Hollywood.
to
NABET,
the
automa¬
the varfous arms of . WGA as yet.
ratings. In the case of program
CBS axed “Word” in September,
It’ll be a general policy meeting,,
During the council meeting; tion issue becomes’ dangerous. cancellations, however, the word at the start of the new season, on principally
to work out the organi¬
Union
pointed
out
that
automation
plans were laid to establish a wel¬
“almost” is fraught with something the. basis that “Beat the; Clock” zation of chapters in Baltimore,
fare fund for tv and radio serihes; elsewhere ultimately leads to in¬ —possibly! significance.
It is would serve as a better leadin to Philadelphia and Washington. The
creased,
riot
decreased,
employ¬
It will not become part of the col¬
strange that many , advertisers and the Sunday night schedule in
lective bargaining sessiori. how¬ ment, since automation lowers agencies who purchase tv ori the "Word’s” theri 6 to 6:30. time seg- formation of a Philly chapter;
ever, but will be forriied with the •cost, increases consumer demand basis of ratirigs also cancel pro¬ riient.. It was explained that an¬ however, is iffy for the present.
writers paying into it themselves.. and. consequently, requires at least grams which achieve excellent rat¬ other Supday time period couldn’t Another chapter formation, in
Simultaneously, the WGA coun¬ as many in help as there were be¬ ings! It is a strange fact that be found at that point for “Last Chicago, has been delayed for the
cil decided to make a study and, fore automation. . “However,” the many programs which enjoyed Word”, because of the football time being, ATAS explained: With
ultimately, to appeal to the govern¬ Union said, "in radio' and tv the “Top 20” status a few months ago. schedule, but the web promised national prexy Ed Sullivan. slated
ment on changes in the existing limitation is that the medium will, -are missing from las* week’s tv that when football was finished, to. preside, the board will also disefuss any recommended changes in
copyright laws. WGA termed the never have more than- 24. hours in
"Word” would return.
(Corilinued'on page 46)
Emmy Awards.
any day to sell its product.”
laws "obsolete.”

ABC’s Coast Cutbacks

Key to W6A ’58

CBS-TV RESTORING
‘LAST WORD’ JAN. 5

East Meets West
In ATAS Powwow
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CHICAGO
Since NEW CHARLIE CHAN started on
WBKB it has improved the! Wednesday
night ,10:15-10:45 time spot by 257%!
It outstrips its. closest competition. Sheriff of
Cochise and WNBQ News, by over 53%,
capturing a 39.2% share of audience in the
nations Number Two market (Videodex,
November 1957).
In three months, NEW CHARLIE CHAN
has become the NUMBER ONE Syndicated
Program in the market on any station, any
day, any time, outrating such top network
programs as Jack Benny, Disneyland, Phil
Silvers, This Is Your Life, What’s My Line,
and many, many others!

ATLANTA

PfiBtBff

Since NEW CHARLIE CHAN started on
KRCA it has improved the Saturday night
7:00-7:30 time period by more than 92%!
Against tough competition on six other sta¬
tions in the market, NEW CHARLIE CHAN
outrates such direct competition as Harbor
Command and highly-promoted first run fea¬
ture films, and captures a 22.1% share of
audience (Pulse, November 1957).
It ranks way up among the TOP TEN Syn¬
dicated Programs in this market according
to the rating services! No wonder when the
initial ratings started to come in six weeks
ago, George Burke of KRCA wrote, in an
unsolicited letter,
“I needn’t tell you how well the program is prog¬
ressing. The clients are most happy with it I am
sure, and the ratings will more than justify their
confidence in it.”

PHILADELPHIA

Since NEW CHARLIE CHAN started on
WSB-TV it has improved the Sunday night
7:00-7:30 time period by more than 47%l
It captures a 33.3% share of audience (Video¬
dex, November 1957), and here again NEW
CHARLIE CHAN ranks up among the TOP
TEN Syndicated Programs in the market on
any station, any day, any time.
It outrates such network programs as I Love
Lucy, Mike Wallace, Twentieth Century, etc.
The way it has moved up against the tough
network competition in this market, they
call it literally

NEW CHARLIE CHAN just started on
WCAU-TV, yet in its very first rating it has
improved the Friday 7:00-7:30 time period
by more than 17%!
With a 41.9% share of audience, NEW
CHARLIE CHAN immediately becomes the
4th HIGHEST RATED Syndicated Program
in the market on any station, any day, any
time (Videodex, November 1957)1
It outrates a long, long list of syndicated and
network favorites including Cheyenne, The
Price Is Right, Father Knows Best, Disney*
land, Broken Arrow, West Point, etc.

" CHANSATIONAL I"

SMASH
RATINGS
all over the

COUNTRY!

NEW CHARLIE CHAN Improves ratings,
betters time periodsmrei^rwheife!
Captures the big share of audiences,
for example, in Baltimore, Columbus, Detroit,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh, Dallas-Fort Worth,
and in key market after market !
For available market list, wire today
or phone Michael M. Sillermajr, 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, PLaza 5-2100,

TELEVISION PROGRAMS # AMERIGAJNC

PSjilfEff

TELEVISION REVIEWS
DIALOGUES OF FAB
CARMELITES
(NBC Open Cfc.)
With Elaine Malbin. Patflcla Neway, Leontyne Price, Robert
Rounseville, Rosemary Kuhlmann, Judith Raskin, David
Lloyd, Carole O'Hara, Irene An¬
The. Seven Lively Arts
tal, Howard Fried; conducted by
Jazz—the liveliest of the lively
Peter Herman Adler
arts—turned;this weekly .cultural
Producer: Samuel Chotzinoff
excursion into a jumping session
Director: Kirk Browning
last Sunday afternoon (8) on CBSMusic and artistic director: Adler TV. Featuring a Couple of dozen
Sets: Trew Hocker
top sidemen and vocalists from the
Opera by Francis. Poulenc with: current scene, this stanza clicked
text by George Bernanos
both musically and atmospheri¬
120 Mins.; Sun. (8), 2 pm.
cally.
NBC-TV, from N. Y. (Color)
It ran Off for the most part like
Credit NBC with a certain cour¬ a dream jam session that comes
age in putting on Francis Pou¬ when jazzmen play just for kicks.lenc’s opera, “Dialogues of the The show: moved from combo to
Carmelites,” for two hours-Sunday combo with an easy.rhythm under¬
scored, by the cameras’ penetrating
afternoon (8). It was not, it is safe focus on the musicians while play¬
to assume, a “popular” work, one ing themselves or listening to oth¬
that would have attracted or held ers. When Count Basie wa$ seed
a lot of viewers. And even from closing his eyes while digging one
of- Ms fellow jazzmen, or when
the point-of-view of. the opera Billie Holiday broke into a smile
lover, this dramatic story of a during a Lester Young solo, view¬
group of nuns at the start of the ers were getting the heppest kind
French revolution presented rough of running critical comment on the
music available.
going in spots.
The stanza opened with a pow¬
But as a television show, tech¬ erfully swinging number by an allnically and performance-wis£, it star band under Count Basie and.
was a crackerjack job all the way. then mbved through demonstra¬
tions of . various jazz styles from
and a proud feather in the cap of j traditional
dixieland through wayPeter Herman Adler, the NBC out modernity. In the latter cate¬
Opera Co.’s musical director, and gory, Thelonius Monk on. piano
Kirk Browning who directed the'■ demonstrated his offbeat style in
'
video end. In Introducing
this , " number titled “Blue Monk, ‘
while Jimmy Giuffre, oh baritone
work, they and producer Samuel sax and clarinet, in his stint regis¬
Chotzinoff contributed importantly tered as one of the most inventive
of the newer jazzmen.
to tv’s stature.
The best, moments on the show,
The Poulenc opera, seldom per¬
however,
turned up during Billie
formed in the'States, is a modern
Holiday’s. workover, of “Fine and
work, ‘both musically and dra¬ Mellow,” backed by such jazzmen
matically. In some ways, the mu¬ as Lester Young. Coleman Haw¬
sical line resembles that of kins, -Roy Eldridge. Gerry Mulli¬
Menotti, though it is far less gan, Jo Jones and others. Here the
camera play on the performers,
melodic. In fact, to the ear of the particularly on Miss Holiday-who.
uninitiated, the Poulenc music has was: in excellent, form. for. this
a monotone quality that expresses show, was standout. The weakest
emotion in a vertical vocal sense Spot on the show came early when
rather, than musical depth- in the Henry (Red) Allen’s big dixieland
conventional form,
" combo failed to ignite during their
In the case .of “Dialogues of the 10-minute routine. That, however,
Carmelites,” this is balanced by a: was more than compensated for by
highly dramatic story with a poig¬ the Count Basie numbers with:
nant ending. It is about an aristo¬ Jimmy Rushing singing the blues;
cratic girl, tom by uncertainties
John Crosby, as host, kept his
and fear, who joins the Carmelite Chatter down to a bare.minimumorder. Comes the revolution, and The only pretentious note on the
the convent is pilfered by the mob Show was the Use of prerecorded
and closed. The nuns, in civilian voice tracks by the performers in
clothes, and having taken a vow which they attempted to explain
of martyrdom, continue to hold how they felt about the music they
services. They are arrested and were about to play, ft was, how¬
ordered to the guillotine.
ever,. a minor flaw id a show that
Only the girl, known as Sister otherwise succeeded in projecting
Blanche, has refused to join her the sound, the flavor and the at¬
sisters. In the last minute, as they mosphere of real jazz.
Herm.
mount the scaffold, she comes
running to the place of execution
Lucille BaU-Desi Arnaz Show
and joins them in death.
Second of the five one-hour, out¬
The opera /was sung in English ings this year for Ford by Lucy &
and was acted forcefully and with Desi' will no doubt head up the
great skill by all concerned. Vo¬ rating lists for December. They
cally, it was a rare event. Under are beyond a doubt the surest-fire
Adler’s expert direction, the cast- old-hats on the television market;
in nun’s habits performed mag¬ one would think that after these
nificently, bringing forth all the many years of essentially the same
tension and anguish of the play. thing,, the great majority of view¬
It’s this combination of vocal and ers would tire of them, but no such
dramatic values that always makes thing.'
the NBC Opera showings Worth¬
Having found the formula for
while and exciting events.
success years ago, Desi & Lucy,
Elaine Malbih as Blanche was even in the switch to an hour for¬
nothing short of superb.. She sang mat, make no 'effort to change it,
and acted: beautifully and moving¬ arid apparently the adage about
ly. Patricia Neway as the mother riding a winner applies here. The
superior excelled in a chilling and formula is simple; -exploit every
realistic deathbed scene. Leon¬ opportunity for slapstick, no mat¬
tyne Price had great dignity, arid ter. how preposterous or left-fieldalso was in top form vocally as the
The Opportunities presented
second mother superior who sent ish.
themselves beautifully in this lat¬
her charges off to death. Rose¬ est
outing, what with Tallulah
mary Kuhlmanri also sang beauti¬ Bankhead
as the guest star and key
fully and registered strongly. foil.
Judith Raskin exhibited
fine
.With Miss Bankhead cast as the
voice as Sister Constance and
David Lloyd came across strongly new next-door neighbor, quartet of
as the priest. Robert Rouhseville writers (Madelyn Martin, Bob Carwas good as the Chevalier de la roll Jr., Bob Schiller, and Bob
Weiskopf) bounced the ArnazeS,
Force.
On the technical side, director William Frawley & Vivian Vance
Browning kept the proceedings and Tallu through a series of sit¬
moving smoothly and produced uations, starting with a dinner in
some striking, visual effects with¬ which Frawley & Vance served as
uui
wmiuuu,. ■ the hired helpand winding with
out interfering^ with continuity.
His staging waff valid in everv; a chaotic PTA play with every
scene. Trew Hocker’s sets fitted . whacky trick in .the book was used,
the mood perfectly; and the end-1 If this type of business, proves
ing had a throat-catching quality i wearing for a more sophisticated
that somehow topped the sombre’brand of viewer, it can’t miss with
feeling of the whole show*. Mu¬ the mass,, particularly with such
sically, Adler’s direction'was flaw¬ pros as the aforementioned quintet
less, with an unusually fine , bal¬ doing the performing. Lucy arid
ance between orchestra and voices. Tallu are an irresistible., combina¬
Color
effects
were
strong tion, arid they had a ball, what with
throughhout. “Dialogues of the custard pies, paint sprayers/ aller¬
Carmelites” was probably an odd gies,* etc., keeping the action at
choice for the mass audience. maximum.
“Lucy,” let’s face it, ain’t cere¬
Some may argue that, if fulllength bpera is put on the air, it bral, but it sure is physical, and it
might—at this stage of the game— ain’t what they do hut the way
as well be a more easily under¬ that they do it that seeriis to count.
Chan.
standable work that will do the
job of expanding the basic audi¬
The Big Record
ence. The better, argument, , how¬
ever, is that usually hidebound tv
The big number, “Birth of the
must occasionally strike out and Blues,” made “The Big Record”
pioneer in different fields. That’s stanza on CBS-TV last Wednesday
what the NBC opera did Sundav, (4). It was a lavish production se¬
and as such it rates the b'Vhest quence that whipped up plenty of
marks.
Hi ft.
musical and visual, excitement. It
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Tele Follow-Up Comment
was a well-oiled sequence carried
off mainly by Sammy Davis Jr. but
with good assists from hostess
Patti Page, ghester Benny Good¬
man and a swinging chorus.
Davis, in fact was the show’s big
gun. In addition to . singing and
dancing in the “Blues” bit* he also
was a standout in a previous , spot¬
ting that spotlighted his mimicry.
In song he did Laiine, Bennett* Cole
arid Sinatra and in. patter he car¬
boned Jack Benny, Perry Lewis
and Ed Sullivan, It was clicko
stuff all the way.
BG filled the show’s “Hall of
Fame”: slot with an okay display of
liis clarinet mastery on such like
“Somebody Loves Me,” “Body and
Soul”: arid “Savoy.” The duet with
Miss Page on “Gotta Be This Or
That,” however, didn’t work out so
well.
Rest of the show was the musical
mixture as before. Jimmie Rod¬
gers with his current plug, “Kisses
Sweeter Than Wine”; jaye P. Mor¬
gan in a push for her RCA Victor
slice, “Take A Chance” and in a
swinging sequence with- her four
freres; arid Dick Contino kicking
the. accordion around “Around The
World.”
Miss Paige helped prettify the
atiriosphere with. “Just In Time,”
“All My Love” and “Learnin’ My
Latin.” In all the show came off
with smooth production values.
Gros.

|

our crippled schools, the folly of
not sending our gifted children to
college, no matter what their eco¬
nomic status may be.
There were other scientists on
the program from the atom-pro¬
pelled submarine, from the U. of
California, including Luis Alvarez,
Glenn T. Seahorg and Ernest Law¬
rence. There were brief interviews
with high school kids, most of
whom expressed their stereotyped
dislike of scientists. Their stereo¬
type portrayals were so at Odds
with the image of the scientists on
the. program.
Additionally, “Wide Wide World ’
cameras visited the Bronx Hign
School of Science In New York,
where the kids seemed as bright
as any in the world, regardless of
Sputnik or Muttnik.
Dave Garroway’s narration was
relaxed. Sharper editing would
have helped the show. Neverthe¬
less the 90 minutes shaped up as
an interesting and informative
excursion through a complex situa¬
tion.
Horo;

SHOWTIME
With Bob Goulet, Gloria Lambert.
Jack Duffy, Alan Land, Van Etera Bros., Howard Cable Orch
Producer-Director: Norman Jewi¬
son
^
Writers: Allan Wanlncs, Paul IIsoS.
Pat Petterson /
39 Mins., Sun;, 9 pjn.
CANADIAN GENERAL ELEC¬
TRIC
CBC-TV, from Toronto
(MacLaren)
A continued weekly variety for¬
mat, ‘‘Showtime” enters its fifth
season and is the highest-budgeted
musical on the (Canadian Broadcast¬
ing Corp. tv network. Stanza goes
to 33 CBC stations and, this sea¬
son, shapes up swell, with Norman
Jewison in as producer-director;
Bob Goulet and Gloria Lambert in
as singing stars. Further Whammo
is given by Howard Cable’s Orch;
Jack Duffy, comedian; and the
Van EveraNBros. Alan Lund was
in as guest dance-star arid .very de¬
bonair in top hat and tails for taps
and leaps on stairs, platforms etc.
With arrangements by Phil Nimmons and Howard Cable, latter’s
orch of 22 men sounds like one of
the best in the biz and lends splen¬
did support to all acts. Opened
With a bouncy Bob Goulet number,
“Luck, Be a Lady,” With ballet
choreography by Maggie St; Clair,
and followed with Gloria Lambert
warbling ‘‘When I. Fall in Love’’
and the Van Evera .Bros. next with
a hot “Balling the Jack.” Sounds
like a lot of initial singing but:
tempo-styles differ, With all in good
voice; ..
Van Evera Bros, were back later
for a sotto-voce harmonizing .'of
?‘Dream,” and Bob Goulet (com¬
plete with trench-coat and streetlamp) for his balladeering of
“Night arid Day.” - Jack Duffy got
a . chance at some comedy-patter
with Gloria Lariibert, and a novelty
finale number, “We Want a Happy
Ending,” by the top trio.
Whole 30-min. frame was
sprightly arid well-paced, thanks to
directorial ^ know-how of Jewison
and band leadership of Cable, plus
the work of the principals, of
course. On a late-start schedule
because of a spectacular etc,,
“Showtime” will be in for 36 weeks
instead of previous 39 on CBC’s
trans-Canada tv network. It is hep
on speed and talent ..and fills a
hefty CBC gap.
McStay.

The Twentieth Century
Illuminating and informative was
“Middle East Smoke Screen,” spe¬
cial half-hour CBS News program
aired Sunday (8) on the net’s “The
Twentieth Century” series. Howard
K. Smith, flanked by large-scale
maps of Asia Minor, did a “live”
reprise, of the turbulent situation
in that area. His lucid commentary
served as a springboard to bring in
Wide Wide World
The egghead at least he who several up-to-the-minute film clips
use his yoke for science, will depicting events in Syria and
become the hero of America yet. neighboring Turkey.
First, dramatically goading the
Highlight of* Frank Kearns’
U.S. conscience and sense of com¬ filmed report from Syria was an
petition, was Russia’s Sputnik; fol¬ interview with that country’s chief
lowed shortly by Muttnik.. More of staff, Gen. Bizri. Somewhat of
recently, there was America’s em¬ an evasive subject, he asserted
barrassment with Goofnik, the that “politics are forbidden” in the
Vanguard, that sputtering, Satellite Syrian army and denied that he
that exploded.
himself was a Communist. Richard
. In the midst of. these trying Kallsen, who reported on Turkey,
times for the U.S. in the field of noted that the Turks appear “more
science, “Wide Wide World” in a interested in building roads than
90-minute scientific excursion, making war on anyone."
titled “The Endless Frontier,”^at¬
Program, incidentally, marked
tempted to examine the status of the first in a “stand-by” sponsor¬
scientific endeavors here. In a ship arrangement between CBSleisurly pace it took up such ques¬ TV and. Prudential Insurance;
tions as to why we’re lagging which underwrites “Twentieth Cen¬
behind - the Russians in some re¬ tury.” This arrangement, it’s said
spects; the attitude of people about permits insertion , of special news THE DAY CALLED X
scientists, the. nation’s heritage in programs in . the regular series “as With Glenn Ford,, narrator
the field, and what ..could be done world developments warrant.”
Producer-director: Harry Rasky
to. help the U.S,. along on its pro¬
Gtlb.
Writers: Lester Cooper, Rasky
gram. .
*
30 Mins., Sun; (8), 6 p.m.
Despite, a tendency to ramble,
CBS-TV (film)
Playhouse 90
the show offered many electrifying
Credit CBS public affairs with a
moments. It also accomplished
Padded like a Hollywood Starlet,
what it set out to :db, that is, create RuSsell S. Hughes’ teleplay, “Gal¬ topflight public service' effort in
a favorable climate for the work vanized Yankee,” off the Screen “The Day Called X,” a vividly
of scientists, some of whom came Gems beltlirie, ran out of guts filmed documentary-on the civil de-,
through as true heroes: of our day. along about the third commercial, fense evacuation program worked
It was moving to. see a vacant and from then on was more remi¬ out by Portland, Ore. Title refers
hospital,, einpty. beds arid unused niscent of a “Wagon Train” epi¬ to the day an enemy attacks with
crutches, a hospital in. Pittsburgh sode than a “Playhouse 90.” Civil an atom or H-bomb, and the halfthat formerly was occupied by War story opens with fire and con¬ hour film, shot by the network’s
polio victims: Dr. Jonas. E. Salk, flict,^ only to sink into a morass of Harry Rasky, shows that evacua¬
the anti-polio . vaccine, developer; mediocrity which is no creait to tion plan in action.
If there were faults With the
was on hand with a moving address this series.
to the natiqn. He called for an
Yam begins in a Northern Pris- film, they lay in two areas—the en¬
overall scientific program similar orier-of-War camp. With Lloyd No¬ tire question of whether with the
to that, utilized in the polio fight, lan an embittered Yank command¬ advent of missiles such an evacua¬
emphasizing the need to build up er, crippled as a result of a bad tion plan now has meaning, and the
medico job when held prisoner by somewhat self-conscious staginess
the Confederates. There’s a rebel¬ with , which the demonstration was
lious rebel in his camp who won’t performed. One questions whether
On a Sunday Aft.
take discipline; so he has him. ex¬ the calm that accompanied the
ecuted. Rebel’s brother (James denionstration would exist in the
Television’s regular pro¬
Whitmore) vows vengeance. Nolan ca^e. of the real thing;
gramming .this; season may be
But the latter objection is be¬
as dull as dishwater, but the t needs men to hike to Laramie ori a sides
the point as far as the pro-,
mission, and Whitmore and his
medium becomes, exciting as
gram
is concerned, for. it gave a
southern buddies sign an amnesty
ail-get-out when, it puts - Its
clearcut picture of a city with. a
paper
and
accompany
him,
idea
be¬
Sunday clothes on. This past
plan. Which Is more than most
ing
once
on
the
trail
they’ll
kill
weekend, (8),-one viewer had a
the commander. But Nolan’s no cities including'New York have. If
sampling of the following dur¬
dope, doesn’t give them guns. the show sets municipal govern¬
ing Sunday afternoon and
Along about here lethargy sets in, ments to thinking about tljeir lack
early, evening:
via a long, long plodding inarch in of preparedness, or even sets resi¬
Pro football on CBS, with a
which In juris attack white, men; dents to making a noise about their
switch to NBC bringing on the
White men rescue a white femme helplessness, theri it will have
television premiere of “Dia¬
and her kids whose hubby-pop was served a major purpose.
Film took the entire city through
logues of the Carmelites,”
scalped, etc. Whitmore, mean¬
Poulenc’s new opera,: which
while, is very helpful to Nolan, who the evacuation. proceeding, arid
received a beautiful produc¬
script-wise turns out to be a com¬ staged it in so candidly documen¬
mander who doesn’t-know how to tary a style that the network, just
tion, on “NBC Opera Theatre”
get Where he’s going, arid relies on to be on the safe side, flashed “an
at. 2 to 4. At 4, the indie WPIX
his “fenemy” for help. Once the attack is not taking place” slides
in N. Y. aired Shirley Temple’s
lbngie trip is over, Whitmore and over these portions of the film
“Heidi” (with other NT A Film
his men race away, but not before Where mention was made of the
NetWork affiliates, showing, the
Whitmore threatens; to shoot No¬ raid or the progress of the bomb¬
pic at. various times during the
lan,, then says “no. you’re already ers/'It depicted the emptying of a
week). At 5, CBS! “Seven Live¬
dead.” Now Compassionate, Nolan city in something like three hours,
ly Arts” came, through with
covers up for the deserters and the; setting up of city government
the best jazz seen on tv, in its
faces a court-martial in the hoked- in^a Well-stocked underground
hQurlong “The Sound of Jazz.”
shelter, the coordination of various
up ending.
(During this period NBC’s
Nolan, Whitmore, Victor Jory vital city departments. It showed
“Wide Wide World”, featured J*and Neville Brand contribute fine how a city. With a little bit of fore¬
a live pickup from the atomic
performances despite the story’s sight and energy, stands a chance
sub Nautilus.)
shortcoiriings. Given star hilling, in an (otherwise devastating attack.
Glenn Ford, in hfs first , tv stint,
At 6, CBS came up with
Martha Vickers has just a hit rble.
“The Day Called X,” a oneDirection by Paul Wendkos is okay. was an excellent narrator, lowkeyed and calm; yet relaying the
Daku.
shot documentary^-/.on- how a
vital ..sense of urgency to the story.
city (Portland, Ore:) evacuates
Script collaboration between Les¬
in an H-bomb attack. And at
Perry Como Show
ter Cooper and producer-director
6:30, same network presented
Perr^’ Como ran in form on his Rasky was a fine. documentation,
another special, out of the
Saturday (7) stanza over NBC-TV and Rasky’s filming was sharp andnews dept., “Middle East
Which means, as usual, a lively effective. Here’s the kind of public
Smoke, Screen,” with, exclusive
melange of song an dcomedy. He service that television can do bet¬
footage out. or both Turkey
was even able to extract laughs in ter than any other medium, ?.rd it a
a sequence with Look mag’s All- to CBS’ credit that .it sity°d the
and Syria on the bord~v ^ "sis
there.
Chan.
(Continued on page 44)
opportunity,
Chan.
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EVERYBODY HAD FUN IN CHICAGO
(EXCEPT THE COMPETITION)

WHEN WBKB-TV PREMIERED ‘SHOCK’/
WBKB-TV FRANKENSTEIN

24.7

Station "B" Dr. Hudson, The Vice
and Jack Eiaen

6.2

Station "C" 'The Postman Always
•j
Rings Twice" (First Run) 20.9
Station "D" "Boomerang"

■

3.8

AND THE SAME HAPPENED IN BALTIMORE
WHEN WBAL-TV PREMIERED ‘SHOCK’/
WBAL-TV FRANKENSTEIN

20.7

Station "B" "Destination Tokyo"
(First Run)

10.6

"C" Test Pilot (First Run)

12.6

Station

*TRENDEX

___me.

television suosidiary of columiia pictures coup.
aitufvaiik

oemorr

cmicaco

Hollywood

709 Foe Bldf.
230 N. Mkhtgon Avo. 1334 N. Ooocfcwod Dr.
llaMULm* WoodvwdTl979 . FranMyn 2-3696
HoRywaad 2*3111

mcwo*lea*s
1032 Royal St.
Bipou3W

102-100 Potarft.
tmgiro 3-4090
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PArIETy- ARB

City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and national spot film cavers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur*:
eon on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top*

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite*
AU ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa*
lion about film in each market, which Can be used by distributors, agencies.
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid ta time—day and

DAY AND
TIME

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

STATION

NEW YORK

Approximate Set Count—-4,525,000

1. Highway Patrol (Adv)..... WRCA..

DISTRIB.

.
...■

•

2. The Honeymooners (Co)....,. WRCA., ........ CBS..

Mon. 7:00-7:30 ....

•

. Tues. 7:00^7:30 ...

3. Death Valley Days (W)....... WRCA.. . ,.i i,. .Pacific-Borax....; Wed..7:00-7:30 ....
I. If You Had a Million (Dr)...;WCBS..
MCA............. .Sat; 7:00-7:30 .....
5. Silent Service (Adv).......i.WRCA.. ....... NBC._____ _ Fri; 7:00-7:30 .
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Code 3 (Adv)......WRCA..
26 Men (W) ....... WABC..
Harbor Command (Adv).WABC..
Looney Tunes (Ch).......... WABD.
Boots, and Saddles (W)....... WRCA.. .......NBC.....

CHICAGO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Wed. 10:30-11:00 ..
Tues. 10:30-11:00
Fri. 10:30-11:00
Mon.-Sat. 6:30-7:00
Thurs. 7:00^-7:30

Approximate Set Count-—2,900,000

LOS ANGELES

7.
8.
9.
10.

SETSIN 1
USE

SHARE
(%)

WCBS
WOR

^tfrtinn ~
Stations
: IQ 1

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
STA.
PROGRAM

...

Don Ameche
News—-J. Bentley
U. S; Steel Hour.....
Mr. Adams & Eve.......
News-—J. Bentley .......
Siigarfoot .
Person to Person ........
Standard News Roundup.
Mages Playhouse .....
...... 54.1 Suspicion ,(^,
19.0... ...... 61.7 Playhouse 90 ........x ...

Mon. 9:30-10:00 ... .... .12.0 .....
...li.7
Thurs. 9:30-10:00

9. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv),. . . KYW,..
10. Federal Men (Myst) ......... KYW. ..

ATLANTA

..KRCA
..KCOP
.KRCA
..KRCA
.WCOP
.KRCA
..KNXT
..KRCA
.KRCA
..KNXT
..KRCA

...U8.8
.. ....14.0
.. ,.,.23.7
....14,5
. ....11.9
.. ....16,2
.. ....13.3
,. ....16.2
.. ....23.7
.... ....23.5
.. .27.7

Stations—KYW (3), WEWS (5), WJW (8)

. Sat. 10:30-11:00 ... .I- ..26.5 .... .....
Tues. 7:00-7:30 ... . . .. . 22.9 ...,
Tues. 6:00-6:30 ... ....229,.., .....
Mon. .7:00-7:30 ;
..;. ?22.6
.....
Sun. 7:00-7:30
.218... ......
Wed. 6:30-7:00 ....
..21.5..;

52.1...

Your Hit Parade.....
Best of Bishop Sheen.....
Action at 6..............
Waterfront ...
Secret Journal
News Highlights....
CBS News—D. Edwards
Action at 6. .; :...
Mickey Mouse Club......
News Highlights.
CBS News—D. Edwards
Kit Carson
_........
34.7 News Highlights i_....
CBS News—D. Edwards

...... 46:2
74,1...
59.6...
43.4...

Wed. 6:00-6:30
. .. . ,21,2...
Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6:00 .. .21.0...
.Fri. 6:30r7:00 ....... ;...;2oi...

......

.Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . ..
.Thurs. 6:30-7:00

...... 67.2.;.
55.3.,

Approximate Set Count —575,000

WGN .... . 9.8
.WBBM .. •iw.11.8
..WBBM ... ..'..23 6
.WBBM .. .... 17.7
..WBBM .. ....11.1
.WBKB .. ... .215
..WBBM .. ....29:1
. WBBM .. . . r . 24.6
.WGN .... ....116
.WNBQ . . .... 18.1
, WBBM ... ....31.2

T (2), KRCA (4), KTLA (S) KABC (7),
(9), KTTV (11), KCQP (13)

Approximate Set Count---1,900,000

.

+... ... .11.3
... ....10-9
... ....li:3
... ....i0,6
... ....106
...
9;o
... .».. 5.6
... ....11,5
... ,...11.3
.ii ,...24.9
.. .,..11.9
..„ ..;.29.9
... .. ..10.7
... ....133
... ....10.9

Stations-—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9)

Mon, 9:00-9:30 . .. ... .,16.7.
68.0 Twenty-One
24.6.
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. ..... .16;2....
Search for Adventure....
.Sat. 9:30-10:00 .... .....15.8... ..... 27.6... ...... 57.3 Gisele MacKenzie .......
Mon. 7:30-8;00 .... ..,..14,3... ... 21.6,. .
Price Is Right... / ....
Thurs. 7:30-8:00
...; ,13.3 .;.
22.9... ...... 58.2 Search for Adventure..;.
Peath Valley Days.......
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. .....12.9... ..... 22.1...
Men of Annapolis .....
. Thurs, 7:00-7:30 .. .....12.6... ..... 216... .58.4 Death Valley Days.......
The Honeymooners (Co).. KNXT..
... Sat. 9:30rl0:00 .... •....12.5
San Francisco Beat (Dr)........ KTTV:. . ;v, . . ,’CBS. , . . . . ..
21.8.... ...... 573 Gisele MacKenzie .......
Boots and Saddles (W)..... .. KRCA.. ....... NBC.._..... Tues: 7:00-7:30 ... _ns:.. ..... 17.6... .......65.5 High Adventure .;;......
Sheriff of Cochise (W)........ KTTV ........ NTA.,_... ; Sat. 7:30-8:00
..,..11.3,.; ...... 19.fr..;,. ...... 57 7 People Are Fiinny.......

Silent Service (Adv),
WJW- •. ..NBC .............
Highway Patrol (Adv)....WJW... ....... Ziv.... .
Science Fiction Thea. (Adv)...KYW... ....... Ziv.... .....;....
Frontier Doctor (W)........... KYW... ....... H-TV............
Range Rider (W)..
WEWS:. _...CBS.............
Man Behind the Badge (Myst), KYW...

rating

(2), WRCA (4), WABD (5), WABC (7),
(9)f WPIX (11), WATV (13)

42.5 7 O’clock Report. . :WCBS
CBS News-D, Edwards.. .WCBS
.WCBS
...... 42:6 7 O’clock Report
.....18.1...
CBS News-D. Edwards. > .WCBS
.WCBS
7 O’clock Report.
..... 40.5...
,...; 16.1
CBS News-D. Edwards,. .WCBS
Children’s Hour ... -.. . .WABD
.14.8.... ..... 43.7.,.
37.5 7 O’clock Report....- .WCBS
.....12,3 ;.. ..... 32.8.
CBS News-D. Edwards,. >WCBS
U. S, Steel Hour.. .WCBS
.,, ,11.3 .... ..... 22.8;,.
9.5 .... .....25,4... ...... 37.4 The Vise .... .WRCA
Person, to Person,...-..... .WCBS
9.0... .16.0...
Early Show ,.’.........; .WCBS
8.9 .... ..... 27.2...
8.7.... ..... 22.7... ...... 38.3 7. O’clock Report........ .WCBS
CBS News-D. Edwards ,WGBS
449

Approximate Set Count-r--2,313,000

6. Cisco Kid (W)
.KYW, <.
7. Popeye Clubhouse (Ch)...... .KYW. .. .AAP..
8,-Jungle Jim (Adv).;KYW...

1.
2.
8.
4.
S.
6.
7.
a.
9.
10.

OCTOBER
RATING

Highway Patrol (Adv) ........ KTTV.. , . .. .. « Ziv: . . .
..
Death VaUey Days (W) ... ;..KRCA..
Dick Powell (Dr).......___ KNXT.. ... *v.. Official: .V,..
Whirlybirds (Adv) ......... KHJ.... i...... CBS. ...;..,.....
Men of Annapolis (Adv). .... .KNXT. .
.... Ziv......
Search for Adventure (AdvJ:.. KCOP..' ...... Bagnall....;...

CLEVELAND
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
5.

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, f.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, wUh a low rating, may
-have q large share and ah audience composed largely of children, with corresprtiding results for the sponsor aiming at the children9g market. A hbreviations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr) drama; (Poe), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the stalion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VUF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

Silent Service (Adv),....... *..... WNBQ.
243... ...... 49.2... ...... 49.4
. Tues. 9:30-10:00 ...
Brave Eagle (W)......... WGN . .
-.r-37-.2Tues. 6:00-6:30 ... ..;. .17.0...;
State Trooper (Adv).....i....WNBQ.. .......MCA...,...;..,.. .Wed. 9:30-10:00 ... ..,..16,3.
25.5...
ZiV... Fri. 8:00-8:30 . .....14.8;,, ...... 27,3..,
Highway Patrol (AdvX........ WGN ,.
Annie Oakley (W).,.....,.,.WGN... ....... CBS...__
Fri. 6:00-6:30
... ._14r 6 . ..
Bugs Bunny (Ch)............. WGN... ....... AAP_____ . Mon.-Frh 6:30-7:00 ....13.8...
50.6
City Detective (Myst)........ WGN...
Fri, 9:30-10:00 .... .....13,7,.. .22.2... _ 61.7
MCA.
Sheriff of Cochise (W)......... WNBQ..
. Wed. 10:00-10:30 .. ., ...13.3... ..25.6.,. .. 51.9

9. Men of Annapolis fAdv)...,.. WGN .;.
10. The Honeymooners (Co)..... ^ WGN.,. _..CBS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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68.6...
63.6...
55.4...

......

.KYW .... ....14.6
.WEWS .. ...•.12.4
.WJW .... ; . . .. 5.5
8,4
.WEWS
.WJW .... ....15.2
...;li.9
.WEWS ..
.WJW .... ....13.2
5.0
.WJW
... 9.4
.WEWS
....10.0
.WEWS ..
.WJW ...; ....11.6
6.6
.WEWS
.WEWS .. ,...ii.6
.WJW .... ....11.0

Stations—WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11)

Highway Patrol (Adv).....,. .WAGA., ;..ZiV.;,
. Fri. 7:30-8:00 ..... .,...23 3. ..530..
Ri Tin Tin.;.;.. . ;WLW-A ... ..19.2
.......NTA............ . Tiies. 7:00-7.:30 ..;.
Sheriff ot Cochise (Wh. . .. . . .WSB
.. 534..
Badge 714 .............. ..WAGA .... ..18.9
State Trooper (Adv)......... .WAGA.. ....... MCA......
.Fri. 7:00-7:30 . .... .25.4.
.. 57.0..
The Honeymooners ...... ..WSB _... ..15.8
.WAGA.. .......ABC............ .Sat. 10:30-11:00 ... .... .24.6....... ..54,3..
Code 3 (AdV) ...
.17.5
Your Hit Parade.... . .WSB
Casey Jones (Adv)........ .WAGA-. . ... . . ; Screen Gems ..,. ..Mon. 7:00-7:30
22.5....... ..48.6.. ...... 46.3 If You Had a Million..... ..WSB . ..20.1
Whirlybirds (Adv) _
.WSB.... ...V... CBS... . Wed. 7:00-7:30 ... .... .22.253.2..
Mr. District Attorney .... ..WAGA .... . .12.8
If You Had a Million (Dr) . . . • WSB..,; ...... ;MCA,, . ., « ... «... . Mon. 7:00-7:30 . . .
.. 43.4..
Casey Jones ..v......... ..WAGA .... . .22.5
Kit Carson (W) ..
WLW-A.
. Tues, 6:30-7:00 .
.....19.5.......
45.8...
News; Weather ..... ..WSB ...... .14.1
Heart of the City (Dr)....... . WLW-A. v......MGA,.v......... . Thurs. 6:30-7:00 .. ....19.4....... .. 48.7..
..13,7
News—Huntley-Brinkley . ..WSB
Badge 714 (Myst):.......... .WAGA.. .......NBC............ , Tues. 7:00-7:30 .. .
., 18.9
.. ... 37.6.. ....... 50.2 Sheriff of Cochise......... ..WSB ...... . . 26.8

EN’TEBNATIOXAL TV7 ■ BABIO
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MUCH AT STAKE ItaloTV Expands Jan. 1; Program
FOR G0IUI1 SETUP Revamp Set; Daytime for Moppets

(Week Ending Nov. 24)
Sunday Night at the London Palladium ;... .. (ATV)
81%
O.S.Sv .........'_.
...(ABCTV
79%
Film Show—‘Meet the Navy-',. .....
.. (ABCTV)
77%
Take Your Pick................ . ....
...(AR)
75%
Chelsea at Nine.....
. .... . .
...(GRANADA)
. 74%
Tell the Truth...... . .. /.. ..........
..... (ATG
Television Playhouse—“The Gathering Dusk”.
k”. (ATV)
Jubilee Show.... •.........;.... .., (AR)
Armchair Theatre—“The Human Touch”
j 72%
(ABCTV)
Jack Hylton Presents—“The Lady Ratlings on
Parade”
v.. .1....;
...(AR) .
1
Martin Kane.. .. ........ j ......
...(ABCTV)
j 70%
Figures reveal the audience in the London, Northern, Midland
and Scottish television homes capable of receiving both BBC and
ITV programs.

M
London, Dec. 10.
The BBC's top . teenage enter¬
tainment program, “Six-Fiye Spe¬
cial,” is to be made as a feature
film and is an indication, that Brit¬
ish film producers recognize the
necessity for appealing to teenage
audiences through the impact of
top pop disk personalities. Smash
success of “The- Tommy Steele
Story’.’ gave the greenlight. and the
rock ’n’ roll Success Boy was
speedily rushed into a follow up
pic, “The Duke Wore Jeans.”
Vocalists Dickie Valentine and
Russ Hamilton will Star in “Six-:
Five
Special,” together with
“Skiffle King” Lonnie Donegan.
Though Valentine will only sing in ;
this film it is regarded as a limberup before he tackles a straight
film role:
Terry Dene, another youngster
who has rocketed to the top in a
few months, has also just been
given his film baptism, starring in
a pic aptly named “The Golden
Disk.” Ruby Murray and Dennis
Lotis have each made one film and
are earmarked for more, while
Frankie Vaughan, ^following his
impact as a straight actor as well
as vocalist in “These Dangerous
Years,” has just embarked, on
his second starrer, “Wonderful
Things.”
David Whitfield, Michael Holli* day, Alma Cogan, Eve Boswell,
Ronnie Hilton and the Beverly
Sisters are others who are being
wooed for the screen when the.
rights vehicles crop up. British
producers’ tendency to eye the
disk market for potential new tal¬
ent may eventually lead to more
musical films, a category of which
U. K, producers.; have been
notoriously shy Since the war.
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Aussie ‘Zither Girl’
Mulls ‘Omnibus’ Offer
London, Dec. 10.
Shirley Abicair, the Australian
Zither Girl, is mulling over an of¬
fer to take her tv act; to New York
for ..the. Alastair Cooke “Omnibus” ’
show. Her BBC-TV series, which
follows pantomime at. Dudley Hip¬
podrome, will prevent her consid¬
ering this until early 1958.
, Since she has not been in native
Australia for five years she is hop¬
ing, if the N. Y. deal jells, to follow on for a tour of the Antipodes;.

Premiere Frost
-No TV Beer, Wine

By HAROLD MYERS
London, Dec. 10.
In. anticipation of a Spring elec¬
tion. and the possible return to
power of a' Labor Government. in
Britain, commercial tv program¬
ming companies are giving serious
thought to the introduction of more
serious entertainment at. peak hour
periods. Important changes in pro¬
gram schedules are expected to
take effect /from early in the. New
Year.
Among the commercial tv toppersJhere^iS,' in any event, a grow¬
ing recognition of the need to in¬
troduce a great balance in program
content and high level planning
has been in progress for some
weeks.
Now the question has
greater urgency in view of the pos¬
sible change in the political execu¬
tive.
The. Laborites have made nq, se¬
cret of their hostility towards com¬
mercial tv and opposed the legisla¬
tion, at every stage through Parlia¬
ment. Now that it’s on the statute
book. it’s not seriously suggested
that they will attempt to repeal the
measure, but they would, if ;in
power, become increasingly mind¬
ful of the neted to improve arid
maintain ^standards. By getting in
first, the commercial we^s would
be . in a position to escape some of
the criticism that would, otherwise
come their way.
If returned. to power,. Labor
would almost certainly introduce
other, measures which could seri¬
ously affect the.fprtunes of televi¬
sion,as well as the press, generally.
In-private-meetings ini the House
of Commons the party has let it be
known that it is thinking seriously
of clamping on a tax on advertis¬
ing.. They introduced a similar
measure wheri. in power some years
before, but withdrew it under pres¬
sure from industry. This time, it.
is suggested, the Socialists will
stand firm.
Under existing legislation, all
advertising expenditures are al¬
lowed as a tax free charge against
earnings, and that’s encouraged big
corporations to spend large sums
in publicizing their products on tv
and the press. With income tax
running at 97V£%, the cost-has vir¬
tually been borne by the Treasury;
The Laborite plan is to slap on a
tax on the amount allocated for ad¬
vertising. budgets, which would
mean that the corporations them¬
selves would have to bear a far
larger share of the cost.
Meantiriie, the Government is
(Continued on page 481;

Toronto, Dec. 10.
Ontario Premier Leslie Frost has
branded as “absolutely and com¬
pletely Unfounded” the Ottawa re¬
port that Ontario, the largest
population concentration in Can¬
ada, planned to allow television (or
radio) advertising of beer; wine or
spirits. According to Ottawa re¬
ports, Frost was believed to have
made a deal with Canadian brew¬
ers. permitting sponsorship, provid¬
ing the brewers stopped their Com¬
mercials on Buffalo stations.
Private stations in Ontario have
long been seething, since Toronto
brewers sidestepped the State-op-er a t ed Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. regulations (forbidding beer;
and liquor advertising, on the ether
Britain’s TV Awards
waves) by buying time on Buffalo!
tv stations to which, according to a
. London, Dec. IQ.
recent survey- by (he. .Canadian In¬
British television personstitute of Public Opinion (the
ality'of the year is Robin Day,
Canadian outlet for the Gallup
London, Dec. 10an Independent Television
Sir Gerald Barry has been ap¬ Poll), three iy viewers to one in
News commentator. He was
pointed by Grahada-TV, weekday
(Continued on page 48)
voted to this position by the
commercial tv programmers for
. •Guild of Television Producers
the North, to take executive charge
bind Directors at their annual
of the company’s plants for educa¬
ball, in London. Dairie Edith
Evans presented the awards,
tional tv and all related matters.
The appointment, which takes efi
all of which went to men.
The production award for
feet in; the New Year, will mean
that Sir Gerald will handle, among
light entertainment went to
Brian Tesler, who directs As¬
other things, the establishment of a
research scholarship, a series of
sociated Television’s “Sunday
Rome, Dec. 10:
lectures on the social, aesthetic and
Night at the London Palladi¬
An unexpected strike in the
um,”. and Tony Hancock was
creative aspects of tv, and the Milan
RAI-TV studios almost re¬
foundation of a university chair of
Voted top comedian. Rudolph
television.
The
programmers sulted in a video blackout in Italy,
Cartier, the BBC-TV director,
the
first
of its kind since television
got the “Best Drama Producer
stated earlier this year that they started its
regular
telecasts
here,
Award” and another BBC-TV
intend to foster the academic study some years back.
man, Donald Baverstock, was
of the medium.
Strike, called for four hours dur¬
named the best documentary
ing the 8-12 p.m. time slot, was
producer.
due to employees’ claims that RAIMichael Hordern, who has
TV had repeatedly broken several
appeared in several BBC-TV
contract clauses in recent months,
arid, commercial tv plays dur¬
even after it had been warned that
ing the year, was picked as the
Glasgow, Dec. 10.
such violations would cause pos¬
actor of the year.. No actress
Jack Webster, newscaster with sible shutdowns..
received an award this-year.
Scot indie tv since its opening
Best script arid design
Regular
newsreel
show
went
on
Aug. 31, has quit, and sails for regularly at 8:30 p.m., emanating
awards went to another two
Canada Dec. 17. He will-join Cana¬ from Rome, but listeners tuning in.
BBC-TV men.
They were
dian Broadcasting Corp.
Colin Morris and Stephen Tay¬
at 9 p.m. for the. usual live drama¬
A Scot himself, Webster recent¬ tic show (“Gaslight,” directed by
lor. An extra award was given
ly returned to U. K. after experi¬
to the production team of As¬
ence in radio in Vancouver. He has Claudio Fine starring Sarah Fer¬
sociated Television’s “Emerrari, one 6f Italy’s top actresses)
retained his Canadian radio and tv
gencyrWard 10.”
(Continued on page 48)
links while her^
i

Granada-TV To

Italian TV Blackout
Threatened by Strike;
Claim Pact Violations

Jack Webster Quits
Scot TV for Canada

S9

Rome, Dec. 10.
RAI-TV,. the Italian television
net, will add “at least” three hours
to its daily telecasting time on
Honolulu, Dec. 10.
Jan, 1. Official announcement by
Hawaii’s first hurricane iri
ItAI topper Sergio Pugliese indi¬
recent years temporarily
cates that the local video outlet
knocked KONA-TV off the air,
has postponed plans it had previ¬
just one minute before the
ously considered of starting daily
station was to unreel weekly
telecasts at 1 p.m. and continu¬
“Goodyear Theatre” draina.
ing through midnight. It’s felt
Disrupted episode was
here that this would, have entailed
titled—
over high expense at this stage of
“Hurricane.”
local television development, mak¬
ing the preliminary move more
logical.
-Telecasts, according to the RAITV announcement, will now. start
at 5 p.m. and continue without in¬
terruption through midnight. Pre¬
viously, programs were suspended
for two-three hours in the after¬
noon, resuming again at 8:30 p.m.
Afternoon hours will now be ex¬
clusively dedicated to the moppet
sector in the various age slots.
The rest of the added program
London, Dec. 10,
Commercial tv is expected . to time will be taken up by cultural
programs
slanted for various, audi¬
operi up in Singapore towards the
end of next year. Run Run Shaw, ence sectors, thus leaving the eve¬
ning
hours
entirely Tree for enter¬
Who, with his brother Runme, con¬
Previously, technical
trols a chain of show biz enter-; tainment.
programs
and
cultural reports of
prises in the City, ranging from
theatres to distribution, produc¬ naturally limited interest, telecast
during
evening
hours, had brought
tion,' night clubs, etc., was in Lon¬
don on a 48-hour stopover last many complaints from bored lis¬
teners.
Week, for a preliminary study, of
Pugliese also announced several
the technicalities of the medium..
drastic changes in programming on
As a result of his talks with ex¬ the
local telenet. “Laspia o Radopperts iri Britain; he now feels con¬ pia,”
the popular quiz stanza, will
fident that, subject to the approval remain
the Thursday night attrac¬
of the Government authorities, he tion, ..though some switches are
will be able to go ahead immediate-j contemplated in its regulations
iy arid get a commercial operation | (based on the “$64,000 Question”);
on the air by this time next. year. | for orte, contestants will be al¬
Although Singapore only has a. lowed to try for the top money
population of about. 1,500,000, Shaw I questions on the initial evening, if
recognizes; that a large percentage- they wish. “Telematch,” the other
of the homes would not be able to : top quiz show, will be moved back
afford the. cost of iristailing a tv. to Saturday night from its current
receiver.. However, he feels, that; Sunday slot, while another contest
economically their operation could! program, an; elaboration of “Name
get off, the hook with 12,000 sets in ] the Tune;” is soon also to be seen,
use, on the assumption, of course, ] and heard on Saturday night
that the number would grow stead- ] For the moment, plans to pro¬
ily but constantly. There are no duce equivalents of “$64,000 Chal¬
facilities in Singapore for the pro¬ lenge” and “Twenty-One” have
duction, of transmission equipjnent' been postponed, but other light¬
or of domestic receivers and these weight musical shows.- using pop
would all need to be imported.
° (Continued'on Page 48)
During his London quickie Shaw
also, opened negotiations for a Brit¬
ish release for his latest produc¬
tion, ‘-Long House>” filined in
Borneo- in Eastmancolor. His two
main .studio outfits in Singapore
and Hong Kong, turn out around
50 pix a year.

‘trade’ Wind

Run Run Shaw’s
m

Israels B casting

Aviv, Dec. 10.
Alan Young's 16-Week ;! SatisfactionTelwith
the work
achieved by. Israel’s State Broad¬
Click on Granada TV; casting Service “Kol Israel” (Voice
of. Israel) was expressed by Harry
Zinder,. chief of the service, at a
Dickering Deal in U.S. press
meeting here, even consid¬

London, Dec. 10.
Alan Young will be staying over
Christmas in Britain to complete
his starring role in ’Tom Thumb”
at Elstree. He arrived here last.
May for a brief holiday, stayed to
do six “Alan Young Programs” for
i Grariada-TV which extended to 16.
After a irionth.back in Hollywood
Young proposes to return to U. K.
to . work. “British artists don*t
know how lucky they are. They
can do a six-week tv series and
then turn! to other work. But in j
Ui S. it has to be minimuiri of 39 i
weeks. Then if it clicks it goes on
arid on. In the end you have to be
re-iritroduced to your own family.”.
Nevertheless, when Young re¬
turns to U. S. he will he huddling
With Mark Stevens over a tv deal.
It will be filmed.

BBC’s ‘Cindy-EUa’
London, Dec. 10.
Lucille Mapp will head an allcolored cast in a BBC radio adap¬
tation of the famous British pan¬
tomime,
“Cinderella,”
retitled
“Ciridy-Ella,” on Dec. 23. The Ver¬
sion has been specially written for .
the BBC by Caryl Brahms; the
novelist, and Ned Sherrin, with
music clef fed-by Peter Knight.

ering, that riot every listener gets
what he wants. Comparing this
station, serving the Country’s 2,000,000 inhabitants, with networks
in other countries, he stated that
the Swedish with the “Radiostangst” same broadcasting time
per day . had a staff of almost 700
while Jerusalem’s “Kol Israel” had
a mere 160,
Jerusalem broadcasts in a: great
number of languages, for the vari¬
ous sections of the population, but
it is the aim of the service to abol¬
ish this practice in order to make
everyone in the country learn He¬
brew* the language of Israel. On
the other hand, Zinder deplored
that he could not yet introduce an
additional number of programs in
Arabic, both for the Israeli Arabs
and the listeners in surrounding
countries.
Israel’s radio station—one of
three, the others being the Army
Broadcasting Unit “Galei Zahal”
and the “Kol Zion laGolah” Over¬
seas Service—is a non-commercial,
governmental agency, with listen¬
ers- paying a yearly license-fee of
eight Israeli pounds ($4.50). The
introduction of commercial pro¬
grams announced and postponed
several: times this year, has not
materialized, with no . reasons
given;
~ -*'*
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'nothing propels the shopper toward your product except her memory of
you (and in-store display if you get it). Supermarkets carry a minimum of 2500 items
by definition; an average of 5000. How do you win in this tough multiple-choice test?
By prompting your customer’s .short memory as many times as possible per week.
And you do it most efficiently with CBS Radio daytime dramas. As little as $10,000

delivers 20.7 million commercial-minute impressions ct iveek, 3.2 impres¬
sions on each of 6.4 million listeners.^^^^^ CBS RADIO NETWORK

No wonder advertisers like American Home
Foods, Best Foods, General Foods and Lipton Tea
use dramatic serials on CBS Radio, to build their
customers’ memories — and their product sales.

TV-FILMS

-ABB FEATURE FItH CHART

-weekly chart, based bn ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau's latest reports ore'feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Bach
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be roiatedi
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers, in,
determining the. effectiveness of a feature shbio in' a ^specific, market have been .,
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title, Attention should be. paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
Variety's
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BALTIMORE

feature period and share of audience,, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature arid audience composition, i.e„ a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
tithe period. In the cities, where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of Showings for the week is given, the total rating hot taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
.for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as .accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.
,X

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

ARB
RATING

NOVEMBER, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

ARB
RATING

HIGH

Early Show .
Sun. Nov. 10
6:00^7:30 pm,
WJZ

24,6

25i4

23,1

56.8

. .WBAL
9.0
Meet the Press ......
. .WmAr ......... 9.3
Twentieth Century
Golden Playhouse........... .. WMAR .,.......12.6.

Best of MGM
Sun. Nov. 10
8:30-i0:06 p.m.

22.5

23.1

21.9

32.5

Ed Sullivan................ .. WMAR .....,24:5
G.E. Theatre.... .. WMAR -..,,.....25.7
.29.9
Alfred Hitchcock Presents... > ... WMAR

Late Show
Fri. Nov. 8
10:30-12:1*5
:m,
WJZ.

22,5

24.3

21.3

57.7

WMAlt .,...23.1
Person to Person
7.2
. .WBAL ‘
Sports; Finals; Weather
5.7,
Sports; Tonight's Newsreel,. .WBAL
The Farmer’s Daughter....
5.0
WMAR
Channel 2 Theatre

3. MAISIE WAS A LADY—
Anii Sothern, Lew Ayres;
1941; MGM; MGM-TV

Early Show
Thins. Nov. 76:00-7:25 p.m.
WJZ

21.8

23.4

20.1

54.2:

.. WMAR'.. ......14.6
Amos’ 'Andy
. .12.0
Public Defender; Sports .... .. WMAR ..
7 O’clock Final; Weather ...: .. WMAR .. ......11.4
WMAR
..
CBS News—D, Edjvards.
.... ..12.0

4. OMAHA TRAIL—
James Craig, Pamela Blake;
1942; MGM; MGM-TV

Early Show
Tues. NoV. 12
6:00-7:25 p.m.
WJZ

20.5

21.0

19.8

51:8

WMAR .. ..15.2
Amos ’n’ Andy
Public Defender......... V.....; WMAR ... ......14.0
.10,7
Cisco , Kid
WBAL

5. THE BIG HOUSE—
Robert Montgomery, Wallace
Beery; 1930; MGM; MGM-TV

Early Show
Wed. Nov. 6
6:00-7:25 p.m.
WJZ

19.5

21.0:

17,4

49.1

Amos ’n’ Andy....
........ . WMAR .. ......173
City Detective; Sports........,. WMAR ..
CBS News—D. Edwards.........WMAR .. ...,,.120

6. FINGERS AT THE WINDOW—

Early Show
Fri. Nov. 8
6:00-7:25 p.m.
WJZ

18.3

19.2

17.1

49.5

Amos’n’Andy ...
WMAR .-. .13,4
Man Behind the Badge,
Sports
....
.WMAR ...■ .14:4
.CBS News—D. Edwards,..;.. .WMAR.. ,....-144

Early-Show
Mon; Nov. 11
6:00r7:25 p.m.
WJZ

17.4

18.0

16.5

45.3

Amos ’n’ Andy.
...___°,, .WMAR .. ;..... 14.9
Waterfront; Sports....., . WBAL
.155
Death Valley Days.:____ . WBAL
....,-13.4

Shock Movie
Sat. Nov. 9
11:20-12:45 a m,
WBAL

16.7

18.3

12.0

40.7

Test Pilot, Late Show
Destination Tokyo, First
Run Theatre.

Late Show
Sat. Nov. 9
10:30-12:15 am.
WJZ

15:9

18.9

13.2

33.0

Men of Annapolis... .WMAR-.,- ......10 8
Sheriff of Cochise.
. WBAL •... ..13.8
Finals; Forecast; Sports ..
WBAL ..
.. :i7’.7
Frankenstein^ Shock Movie
WBAL
, ---17.9

Late Show
Sun; Nov. 10
10:30-12:15 a m.
WJZ

12,5

13.5

11,1

36.3

What’s My Line
WMAR ..
News; Forecast; Sports ... WBAL ... ..v..
Sports; Shake Pit, 20th
Century Theatre........... .. WBAL ..

Command Performance
Sun. NoV. 10
6:30-9:00 p.m.
CHlw

18,6

2i.3

16.6

29,8

Twentieth Century;*,...,..
WJBK ...
. .14.5.
Lassie............
......... . WJBK ..
20.4
Maverick
WXYZ ... I I1.22*1
Ed Sullivan
WJBK
.......,•24.4

Nightwatch Theatre
Sat. Nov. 9'
11:30-1:15 a.m.
WJBK

12.3

13,0

John Wayne, Joanne Dru;
1949; RKO; C&C

10.8

60.6

Deep ^Waters, Premiere
Performance ...........,., . CKLW

5.3

3. LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN—
Gene Tierney, Cornel Wilde,
Jeanne Crain; 1945;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Nightwatch Theatre
Fri.. Nov. 8
11:30-1:15 am.
WJBK

ii.8

13:0

10.1

58,4

Night Court............___ , WXYZ
Tonight
WWJ

6.0
4.5

4. HOWARDS OF VIRGINIA—
Cary Grant, Martha*
Scott; 1940;: Columbia;
Screen Gems

Downtown Movie
Sat. Nov. 9
4:30-6:00 p.m.
WWJ

88

9.0

8:3

38.1

Motion Picture
: Academy
Sim, Nov; i0
9:00-11:00 pm.
CKLW

8.7

9.0

7.9

13.8

Nightwatch Theatre
Sun. Nov, 10
11:30-1:15 a.m.
WJBK

87

10,1

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. Nov. 10
3:30-5:30 p.m,
CKLW

8.0

9,0

6.5

17.6

Pro-Football
WJBK .. . ..
Tales of the Texas Rangers.., ; WX YZ ... ....

Nightwatch Theatre
Wed, NOV.. 6
.11:30-1:30 am.
WJBK..

6;8

9.0

4,7

53.1

Night Court .v.. f.,, WXYZ
Tonight
........ WWJ

Premier Film Parade
Sun. Nov. 10
6:30-8:00 p.m;
WWJ

6.5

87

4.7

11.8

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,
Command Performance.. ..... CKLW ... .17.4
Maverick
WXYZ ... , , . . . 22.1

Going Our Way
Fri. Nov. 8
1:00-2:30 p.m,
CKLW

04

6.9

5.8

51,6.

Tex and Jinx:.......
.. WWJ
Howard Miller......
WWJ ....
Our Miss Brooks...i........ WJPK

4.0
..... 2.2
4.3

Hollywood Premier
Preview
Thurs. Nov. 7
9:00-11:00 p.m.
CKLW

6.3

72

4.7

10.1

-Pat Boone....
WXYZ
Ernie Ford..................... WWJ
Playhouse 90............. 11’I wjbk'!*!

II‘Il22:9

TOP X0 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. SON OF RONG—
Robert Armstrong, Helen
Mack; 1933; RKO; C&C

%. TREASURE ISLAND—
Wallace Beery, Jackie
Cooper, Lionel Barrymore;
1934; MGM; MGM-TV
2. JOHNNY EAGER—
Robert Taylor, Lana
Turner, Van Heflin;
1941; MGM; MGM-TV

Lew Ayres, Laraine Day;
1942; MGM; MGM-TV
7. SPORTING BLOOD—
Clark Gable, Madge Evans;
1931; MGM; MGM-TV

8* FRANKENSTEIN—
Boris Karloff, John Boles,
Colin Clive; 1932; Universal;
Screen Gems
9. TEST PILOT—
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy,
Spencer Tracy;. 1937;
MGM; MGM-TV
10. REUNION IN FRANCE—
Joan Crawford, John Wayne;
1942; MGM; MGM-TV

LOW

WJZ

WBAL; ..
WMAR . .

.17.4

DETROIT
1. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
, Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson,
Robert Walker: 1945; MGM;
MGM-TV

2. SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON—

5. EDISON THEMAN—
Spencer Tracy, Rita
Johnson; 1940; MGM;
MGM-TV

5. GUADALCANAL DIARY—
Preston Foster, Lloyd Nolan;
William Behdix; 1943;
20th Century Fox; NTA

6. LIFE BEGINS FOR ANDY HARDYMickey Roohey, Lewis Stone;
1941; MGM; MGM-TV
7. FOREVER AMBER—
Cornel Wilde, Linda Darnell,
George Saunders* 1947;
20th Century Fox; NTA

8.

TWENTIETH century—
John Barrymore, Carole
Lombard; 1934; Columbia;
Screen Gems

9. DARK COMMAND—
John Wayne, Claire Trevor,.Roy.
Rogers; 1940; Republic;
Hollywood Television Service
16. SUDDENLY—
Frank Sinatra, Sterling
Hayden; 1954; United Artists;
United Artists-TV

6:5

59.6

rPro-Hockey
Wrestling

7.2
7.8

WJBK
WXYZ

G.E, Theatre,........ .WJBK
Alfred Hitchcock Presents.
WJBK ...
Loretta Young:...____
WWJ ....
What’s My Line.. WJBK . . .
The Farmer’s Daughter,
Starlight Theatre..

. 25.6
,....23.4

.....307

2.8

. CKLW

.31.1
.'11.8.
47
a7

T*

.23.5:
.. 30.2
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DECOY
starring Beverly Garlam

in 17 of the top 25 markets with
over $60,000,000 in retail sales!
And In 86 key secondary markets with more than $11,006,000 in retail
Bales! Decoy Is a new kind Of crime show saluting New York's women
law enforcement officers, Produced'by ^Pyramid Productions,
For new sales power in yow market, call :

F

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC.
85 West 45th St., N. Y. 30, N. V.

REPRESENTATtVBS: Atlanta • Beverly Hilts • Chicago* Daliqs * Minneapolis t Swfrane/sqo • St Louts

•New York
Los Angeles
Chicago
Philadelphia
Ban Francisco
Boston
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Mlnneapolls-St Paul
Buffalo
Milwaukee

Ballas-Ft. Worth
Miami-ft Lauderdale
Seattle
Denver
Indianapolis

San Diego
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not thand one from south of Italy,
v
against one another* Each team is
divided into four varied amateur
stints, each introed by either Enzo
Tortora (north) or Silvio Noto
Continued from page 36
(south). Televiewers then vote for
one favorite in each team. Winners American grid boys, which takes a Borgnine, Tony Curtis and Kirk
will by next year be culled
.THE STONE FACES
Douglas, for Douglas’ upcoming
local jazz combo, billed as the in.turn
lot
of
doing.
With Luise Rainer. Wilfred Law- Milan College Jazz Society; filled down for a finale series of similar
Bringing on pigskinners, or any feature “The Vikings.”
Art.
stints,
I sportsters for that matter, usually
son, Gareth Jones, Frances Rowe, some numbers for good effect.
From shows caught to date, cali¬
Maureen Beck, Pauline Black,
Rest of show, with exception of bre of stihts is mediocre, with results in a static intro & bow
Kraft Television Theatre
Duncan Lamont, Helen Horton* Ed¬ terping (in blackface) by Norman some outstanding exceptions. Num¬ sequence. Como, however, decided
“Kraft Television ThOatre” ran
ward Holton, Don Lee, John Thompson and Claudia Lawrence, ber of small orchestral combos and to play games with ’em, a. kiddie aground last Wednesday pight (5)
Bloomfield, John. Bell, Jeanne was. dominated by the vocal , set, song
game, at that (“Simon Says”), and in a murky melodrama written by
groups,
supposedly
of
re¬
Griffiths.
meaning Nancy Holloway doing gional value, attempting Yank it worked into'a likeable, laughable Peter Lind Hayes and*. Richard
Writer: J; B. Priestley
“My Love” and an unfortunately
Crean. Titled “Come To Me,” the
western, spiritual, or r&r segment.
Producer: Harold Clayton
r&r’dversion of “Old Man River,” songs of
On the pro level, show had stanza assembled a trio of unsym¬
is amazing. Words are un¬
60 Mins., Sun., 8:45 PJn.
plus Martha Thompson, vocalizing styles,
to a: Yank, but they get Ethel Merman, looking great. Red pathetic characters in a murder
at contralto range with “Nobody intelligible
BBC-TV, from London
strong mitting here. Buttons and the Everly Bros. Miss story that lacked both suspense
Portraying the press as a pack Knows” and “Spirit. Moves Me.” away with
usually go overboard on the Merman whipped up a musical and credibility.
of hungry wolves who finally To wind the well-rendered but Shows
local colbr and promotion hits, es¬ storm with. “Waitin’ For The Rob¬ . The majpr characters were an
hounded their prey to death was cliche-ridden stanza, Mario Ven- pecially when local (Chamber of ert E. Lee,” “You Made Me Love ..egocentric television songstress
the climax to a new J* B. Priestley triglia rendered with. a solid ver¬ Commerce boys take over, slowing You/’ “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” (Julie Wilson); her shabby-lookifig
play specially written for tv. It sion of “Walls, of Jericho.” Show doivn action to tout regional at¬ and in duet with Como on “When sister (Margaret O’Brien); and a
was not a very glamorous portray al, was technically first-rate and kept tractions, and leaving little time The Red, Red Bobbin.” She sup¬ mad Irishman (Farley Grainger).'
neither was it a good Priestley at fast pace by director Vito Moli- for actual numbers.
plied lotsa spark throughout*
Only Grainger* in a far-out role of
Hawk.
play, but it gave British tv audi¬ nari.
Buttons, however, came over a glib-talking, murderous stranger,
. Show is. probably at its best
ences an. opportunity to see Luise
when truly local-colored via rarely only mildly in a resurrection of came off well. He managed to lend
Rainer on their screens giving a NOT PROVEN
seen dance patterns, etc. Emceeing some Of his tv-created characters a poetical touch to his ‘grotesque
great performance even though With Diana Fairfax, David Mark¬ by Tortora and Noto is expert, 1 in the days before “Sayoriara.” The meanderings. The yarn had him
neither the part nor the play
ham, Kathleen Byron, Philip helping pitch the stanza to a appeal is still there but the mate¬ romancing Miss Wilson unsuccess¬
matched her ability..
Lathrnn, Bryan Coleman, Althea North-South rivalry for maximum rial was wanting. He did coine fully, thereby cueing him to marry
Parker; Vvonbe Hills, Rosemary attention. Local crix snub this through, towards show’s close, in the drab of a sister and eventually
Set in an outback spot in the
Mexican jungle where the mysteri¬
Davis, Ann Zarie, Llewellyn important set-selling function, es¬ tandem' with Miss Merman and killing her.
ous residents of centuries ago had
Rees, Richard. Walter, Arnold pecially in the hinterlands and the Como on "Strange Things Are
Miss. Wilson, as the bigtime star,
left pgly, disembodied stohe heads > Ridley, Helen. Lindsay
was saddled with. depressing lines
Happening.”
Italian South.
Hawk.
scattered about for no apparent Writer: Patrick Campbell
/
and some uncomplimentary„ cam¬
The
Everly
Bros.,
who
drew
dis¬
reason, the play featured Miss Director:, Peter Cotes
concerting femme squeals from the era work that faffed to highlight
Rainer as Inga Arlberg. an Aus¬ 60 Mins., FH„ 9 p.m.
aud, worked over their platter her looks to. best advantage. Miss
trian screen star who’d rebelled Associated-Rediffusion from Lon¬
clicks, “Wake Up Little Susie” and Wilson did handle a couple of
don
against Hollywood's publicity and
“Bye Bye Love.” It was a conces¬ songs effectively, including the
The shadow- of doubt left in the
Intrusion into her-private life, and
sion
to the teenage viewers which title song and another number,
was hiding herself away from it all. minds of people after the Scottish,
most musical variety shows npw “Lilac Chiffon.” Miss O’Brien was
Chelsea
At
Nine'
She arrives at an hotel in the mid¬ verdict, “Not. Proven,” has been
in another tough spot, coming
. Granada,-TV’s plum, offering deem necessary.
dle of nowhere only to find her brought in.. following a murder “Chelsea
climbed back
As for Como, he hosted with through as unattractive but with¬
past lover, an archaeoligist, doing trial, seemed likely meat for a up top ofAttheNine,”
pedestal with this ease and crooned his way. through out having any compensating his¬
research work locally *ided by his. drama, especially when the ac¬
Herm.
offering (3), The show is now mak¬ “All American Girl,” ‘.‘All The trionic opportunities.
female assistant, who also was in quitted person is again involved in ing.
the
top
ratings
its decid¬ Way” and a nifty medley for his
love with him. They struck up a similar murder plot a few months edly offbeat formula,with
George
Gobel
and the pro¬ “We Get Letters” roundup. Pro¬
their old affairs again, and fired after the trial* But weak di-log,
George Gobel’s skip-a-week hour
the jealousy of the assistant who insufficient development, and er¬ grammers are spending sizeable duction values were topnotch.
continues to lack direction, and
Gros.
of cash on newspaper
contacted the press, revealing the ratic cutting, outweighted the po¬ amounts
what's more important, good mate¬
space to plug the airing, which on
whereabouts of the star. In a bid tentials of this piece.
rial, The various acts presented on
Ed Sullivan Show
Alison Murray (Diana Fairfax); this occasion boasted a hefty line¬
to. avoid defamatory publicity; the,
his Tuesday night show were good,
The sophisticates’ '‘dream boy,” so was the musicalizing of Gobel,
actress beat it in her fast sports released after a “Not Proven” Ver¬ up of artists.
Hot
songstress
Thelma
Carpen¬
dict
on
the
grounds
that
there
was
Noel Coward, should carefully con¬ Eddie Fisher and Tennessee Ernie:
car and crashed to her death into
ter,
making
her
British
tv
bow.
and
insufficient evidence that she had
sider any future offers to do tv. Ford, but as for the “comedy” writ¬
one .of the stone faces.
Wilfred Lawson as. a constantly murdered , her aunt by arsenical French crooner Charles Trenet, The charm and wit he has in thea¬ ing, that was something else.
drunk Hollywood scripter taking a poison, tries to make a new life contributed to the vocalistic* stakes tres and night clubs, for some Gobel's been, a victim of inferior
Carpenter with a couple of reason, failed to come across, on
working vacation,, bore a major for herself away from all the gos¬ —Miss
material all season, and until this
“Almost Like. Be¬
part in the play but took his role sip which has labelled her ^‘Guil¬ jazzyInrenderings,
. Ed Sullivan tv showcase. As is remedied his rating troubles are
Love.” and “Do Nothing Till the
the
featured
performer
(Sullivan
a bit too far, and -was often in-, ty.” She’s employed as a com¬ ing
sure
to continue. Because of all this
You Hear From Me,” which rated said Coward views himself as “a
coherent. Only Miss Rainer’s fine panion to the duing wife of a sci¬ warm
responses, and got the pro¬ canary with Asiatic flu”) he actu¬ and the show's .erratic pace, pro¬
acting and feeling for the. part entist in the South of England.
duction changes have been made in
gram
off
to
a
good
start—^
and
lifted the offering out of medioc¬ She takes a new name and her true
ally did sound like a cracked bas¬ the past week, and more reshuf¬
identity is known only, to the mas¬ Trenet with two of his disclicks, soon played by a beginner. His flings, are reported on the way. .
rity.
*
Bary.
ter and mistress of the home. The “La Mer,” and “Boom,” which medley of his own compositions
Gobel’s monolog was-just mildly
finger of suspicion points at her didn’t quite make the standard might better have been left to a amusing. Idea, pegged ort the
MISS MABEL
the . ailing wife is taken ill achieved .on wax, but . which were real singer, and when he -later launching of the U.S. satellite, was.
With Mary Merrall, Maurice Den¬ when
nevertheless
popular
entries.
with all the symptpns. of arsenical
performed his forte, Cowardesqiie a good one but its execution wasn’t
ham, Michael Shepley, Eira Grif¬ poison.
Margaret Lockwood and Stanley whimsy, his special brand Of over- as the lines lacked spark. A sketch
fiths, Michael Meacham, Petra
Miss Fairfax gave a sincere per¬ Baker provided one of the offbeat articulated singing made this quar¬ with his tv wife, Jeff Donnell, was
Davies, Philip Ray, Graham Stu¬ formance,
but the rest of the cast items in a taut sketch written by ter, for one, wonder if it was get-; lacklustre, with Miss Donnell and
art, Joan Hickson, John Dunbar were somewhat
uneven.
Bary.
Emlyri Williams . entitled “Think¬ ting across to the boondocks where Gobel trying vainly to prop up
Writer: R. C. Sherriff
ing. Aloud,” which gave the per¬ the chichi is a meaningless Gallic tired material. A routine with
Director: John Moxey
formers
adequate opportunity to phrase.
IL
BAMBINO
da
tjn
soldo
*
Gobel and Ford picked up the
90 Mins., Wed., .8:30 pjn.
demonstrate their acting prowess
Associated - Rediffusion from Lon¬ (A Boy For Two Bits).
Sullivan opened the 8 to 9 p.m. pace, with some fairly good, dialog.
With Franco Volpi, Gabriella An- by. Using faciarexpressions to con¬ stanza with another, of: those in- . Shirley Harmer’s version of
don
vey..
emotions
^riffle
pre-recorded
dreini, Sandro Pistolini
^
“Chances Are” was excellent; so
Associated-Rediffusion’s produc¬
lines were played back. The piece troes to get the persons on who was
the imaginative _ Congo routine,
tion of R. C. Sherriff’s “Miss Ma-. Writer: Isa Mogherini
rated well-deserved hefty . mitts. perform no special entertainment by Barbara
Bostock; arid diminu-..
bel” came across as a neat, light¬ Director: Mario Landi
function. Flankifig guest star-Cow¬
Another
sketch,
this
time
a
comedy
tive
Cilli Wang, British panto
hearted piece with a nice thread 90. Mins., Fri.,. 10 p.m.
ard
were
Hearst
editor
Frank
acted by Bernard Braden, who also
of pathos along under the surface. RAI-TV, from. Rome
Coniff and bossinan William Ran¬ artist, presented, a clever, unique
emceed
the
program,
and
Daphne
RAI-TVC
should
concentrate
*>n
Alan HandThe play also succeeded in its aim.
started out looking a dolph Hearst Jr., who recently re¬ act: Producer-director
dual tasks were singularly
of making perjury appear quite works like this original by Isa Mog- Anderson,
winner but died early on because turned from another of their suc¬ ley’s
wholesome and the correct thing. herini in its future, development of material,
cessful newsgathering junkets to undistinguished, arid the same goes
became.
repetitive
and
for the Writing of Harry Winkler,
Honors for these achievements the dramatic end of its programs. gags lacked impact; This was the far off places.
went mainly to Mary Merrall who With some obvious. faults, notably only weak link in the program.
For most of the remainder of Elon Packard, Jack Brrioks and
Milt Rosen: Chore by Lee Scott
gave a completely understanding the occasional telegraphing of
the
program,
however,
Sullivan
Maurice Be j art. and Michele
things to come, show is well suited
perforipance in the title role;
arrayed a collection of fast acts, was: very good; music backing by
Story dealt with events after an to the small screen as well as being Seigneuret from the Ballet Thea¬ that was as close an approxima-: John Scott Trotter was fine, Spon-.
tre
.
de
Paris
danced
a
modem
bal-!
unexpected Will had been left by relatively economical to stage with
tion as he’s ever done to rat-tat-tat soring are Liggett & Myers, Whirl¬
Miss Mabel’s twin sister, described its three characters and. few sets, let to jazz record accompaniments vaude. The PlatterS, for the teen¬ pool and RCA.
Daku.
as a “spiteful person.” In the will, an important factor in the expen¬ against a simple but effective back¬ ers, were not up to their usual rock
ground, with a lot of grace and ex¬
she left large amounts of cash to sive locally adolescent medium.
. . Matinee Theatre
Plot recounts kidnapping of boy pression, to. add to the show’s list ’n’ roll par. Instead, the vocal
persons with charitable intentions,
Mark Tv^ain’s venerable Story on
resorted to a tuneless stacall of whom were amazed at. the found playing in. mansion garden. of. successes, and harpist Osian group and,
toward the end of the how a town , was “reformed”, by:
unexpected bequests. Later, how¬ Thief leaves $50,000 ransom note Ellis, after plucking his .way atto,
show, to a song that had a more corruption—“The Man That Cor-.,
ever, it was revealed that Miss Mar (story is set in. U.S.A.), takes kid through a conventional piece, gave identifiable
melody, but, neverthe¬ rupted Hadleyburg”—was revived
bel had posed as her sister to forge home, where he and his girl take out-with a hotted up version of less, was very
with so-so results Wednesday (4)
tired.
the will, and then murdered her, care of him. Nothing happens, kid¬ “Sunny Side of the Street.”
the NBC Matinee Theatre.
Afterwards,
the tradition of old by
napper
and
friend
grow
fond
,
of
; The Grenadiers, resident pong
which, when related by Miss Mabel,
Creaky period. piece was leisurely
appeared to be the honest and only the moppet,: who tells them his par¬ and dance outfit, pleasantly Palace Theatre was revived. When dramatic fare. What little impact
thing to do. All the beneficiaries, ents are very rich. Windup comes ankled and sang their way Sullivan digs ,up specialty acts, he it had was marred by a myriad of.
including a parson and a doctor, when radio announces that kid has through a piece; entitled “Carnival really digs up good ones. The commercials that ranged all the
along with the lawyer who read escaped from orphanage, was last Time*” to a strong backing from See-Hee. family, three tireless way from Ivory Snow to Mazola
the will, committed perjury to save seen playing • in (strange), mansion the . Peter Knight orch. The pro¬ males, moved through a really fine cooking oil. . *
garden. Kidnappers ,: decide to gram iyas slickly directed by Coby. aero-balancing turn. .Cilli Wang . Of course it’s necessary to have
her skin and keep the money.
did a frothy piece of puppetteer- sponsors to defray the . cost of the
Ruskin.
Bary*;
The play was nicely developed adopt him, go straight.
Teleplay was well Written, ably,
ing strictly for the moppets, and program and make a fair profit for
and production was set at a com¬
fortable pace. Notable perform¬ directed by Mario Landi who kept, Sunday Night, at the Palladium then there was Coward, followed the net. But in. the case of this
fcy contralto Jean Madeira doing
ances were given by Maurice Den¬ action .tight wherever necessary,
For Max Bygraves, who has been another Coward tune, “Zigeuner,” Twain revival the frequency of the.
ham as the lawyer and Michael but was above all convincingly appearing
for six months in the handled with a seething sultriness plugs and abruptness of the: inser¬
acted by all: three thesps involved.
Shepley as the doctor.
Bary.
tions made the Dale Wasserman.
Franco Volpi confirmed his statute Palladium’s resident revue, this which was not especially effective adaptation difficult to follow.
as one. of this country’s steadiest tv stint, was. another home engage¬ in closeup.
SHOWBOAT
Hadleyburg, known as the
ment; But it was easy to see that
With Nancy Holloway, Martha video performers, Gabriella Andre- this likeable comedian-vocalist had
The Princeton Triangle Club “most honest town” in the U. S.,
Thompson, Mario Veritriglia, ina only slightly overplayed the gone to great pains to make his tv-J boys, dressed in the feminine garb actually was ho different than
Tonelys, Mr. Murphy and <2)1 moll with the heartof gold, while appearance a big success. He has of the 20’s, went through a phren¬ other small, rural cominunities. It
Brick Bros., Milan College Jazz not unexpectedly Sandro Pistolini obviously studied the tv technique etic^ highly entertaining, three or had a full quota of hypocrites and
Society, Norman Thompson and ran away with many a scene as the painstakingly and he took oyer the four minutes of Charleston.. Comic they exposed themselves as such in
Clauda Lawrence, Mario Consig- bdy. Technical credits were: all second half of the show in a re¬ flamenco dancers, Caracoilla and wrongfully claiming a bag of gold
good:
"
Hawk.
lio orch, others
laxed, amiable manner which Maria Rosa were a big hit, but to which .they weren’t erititled.
Director: Vito Molihari
All victims of “greed; suspicion
the biggest hit of the evening was
VOGI E VOiiTI DELLA FOR- scored throughout.
45 Mins,, Wed., 9:45 p.m,
lust,” the townsfolk were
He • opened by singing some made by comedy juggler Erich and
TUNA
RAI-TV, from Turin
roundly
excoriated by preacher
Brenn,
whom
the
show
flew
in
for
cheerful oldtime songs at an up¬
All-foreign stanza of RAT& week¬ (Lucky Faces and Voices) .
the night from Europe. He worked Will Rogers Jr. at the denouement.
right
piano.
Numbers
like
“If
You
With
Enzo
Tortora,
Silvio
Noto,
ly variety show, based on Minstrelone trick, getting a batch of plates Rogers was iiripressive as a “re-,
Were
the
Only
Girl
in
the
World,”
guests
Showboat motifs, came off rather;
but his: interpretation of
“A. Lassie from; Lancashire” and spinning all at once, into five thor¬ former,”
better than most such derivative 75 Mins., Tnes., 9 p.m. .
minister’s role was a bit too
“I Belong to. Glasgow” set a note oughly rewarding minutes. Dan¬ the
fare usually does, at the same^ime RAI-TV, from remote pickups
broad.
Good
support was provid¬
cer
Eileen
O’Dare,
one
of
the
Ra¬
New show, basically ah amateur of informality and inviteid audience dio City performers, know her ac¬ ed by Jack Albertson, as the
giving a good composite, picture of
hour with a regional-competitive participation. Veteran bandleader
period Americana.
town’s top reactionary; Caroline
Billy
Cotton
and
comedian-writer
robatic
onions,
but,
on
Sullivan’s
Interspersed were such okay wrinkle, looks in for a substantial
Kearney and Robert Sampson* as
acts as the Brick Bros., trampoline run as well as general popularity. Eric Sykes made surprise guest ap¬ CBS’er, she wasn’t notably grace¬ an . engaged couple, and Chubby
as a couple of stage
stint aided by an amiable chimp Link with a national, lottery and pearances
ful, but she compensated with Johnson, as the town “ne’er-dohands
and
entered
into
a
neat
pat¬
called Mr. Murphy, and the three viewer voting on numbers give it ter act with Bygraves, interrupting speed and flexibility.
well,” among, others.
Walter
Tonelys. again an acre number additional promotional values.
Grauman’s direction had little
RAI-TV intends , each Week lo a gag song about Bermondsey sung . There was also a senseless film movement—but it was a slow' story
topped by an effective somersault
(Continued on page 48)
plug, with Janet Leigh, Ernest to begin with.
Gilb.
with eight filled water glasses. A play off regional, teams,' one from
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of doing them live, but it’s a oneshot and you’re finished. If at Bible
series has anything at all for the
public, it can live on and on if it
has been made on film. Those sets
; Continued from pace 33 ;
and. costumes, hot to. mention cast¬
♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦ ♦ ♦ »♦+♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
ing,
can come to quite a lot of
log. Why? The size of the' audi¬ dium, and that all of its values
ence as Measured by the rating must be garnered. The full and money,, so your best bet is film.” IN NEW YORK CITY .
,
services was highly satisfactory, exclusive sponsorship of a tele¬ ; How about Bible stories in mod¬
With the Perry Como show handling the annual Look mag tv awarda
yet the programs are no longer vision program cawies many plus ern dress? “Definitely not. You
can’t separate the . biblical charac¬ on Dec. 28, producer Bob Finkel planes to the Coast this week to set¬
with us.
values besides that of the .elimina¬ ters
from the clothes they wore, up the remotes for the awards show ; . . Same show’s choreographer,
I inquired about two such can¬ tion of distraction. A recent ARB the tables they ate at, the build¬ Louis Da Pron, planes to the Coast .to stage Donald O’Connor’s Las
celled shows, and was informed in' survey in Seattle showed sponsor ings they lived in and worshipped Vegas act '. . . Staats Cotsworth and; Carol Brace costar in tonight’s
both cases—‘we had a fine rating, identification on one of. the ‘Top in. A modem version would add (Wed.) “Kraft Theatre,’’ “The Jewel Thief Story” ... . John Brownlee,
but the program did not sell.” If 10” programs (“Playhouse .90”) to nothing, and would subtract a lot.” Metopera' baritone and prexy of the American Guild of Musical Ar¬
one accepts this statement at- face be as low as .2% for one of the V Denker/whose play, “Venus At
value, one must conclude also that long-term advertisers sponsoring Large,” goes into rehearsal Jan. tists, signed to host WCBS’ Saturday evening “Backgrounds of Music,’*
switches to a new time as leadin to the network’s Cleveland
ratings are hot the only factor to that many-sponsored extravaganza. 2 with Menasha Skulnik and Rob¬ which
be considered in selecting tele¬ As an. example of our faith in ex¬ ert Alda starred, has a half-hour Symph broadcasts ... Frank Cooper in from the Coast to begin; prep¬
vision programs. Apparently it is clusivity, we would prefer a pro¬ “Bible Series" package of, 440 chap¬ arations for “Dollar Dotto,” new package which replaces “Strike It
possible to have high ratings and gram with a 15 rating, fully spon¬ ters (35m Color) which, like “Great¬ Rich" Jan. 8 , . . Betty Madigan guests on the CBS-TV “Jimmy Dean.:
still not sell, and one is led to .the sored by. our advertiser, to a pro¬ est Story,” covers the events, par¬ Show” Dec. 28 ... . Ginger Rogers set for two January dates on the Per¬
sneaking suspicion that there must gram rating 30 in which our ad¬ ables and teachings found in the ry Comio show , . . Comedian Wally Griffin signed for three more guest
be some other system of television vertiser shared sponsorship with New Testament. It will be a skein shots by Ed Sullivan on the basis of his click a couple of weeks back
program evaluation,, and perhaps one or more companies, even enlisting active approval of all ., . William Nallan, ex-Fox-Movietone, named chief engineer in charge
. Dale Wasserman’s “The
though the price of both programs three major faiths, based on Den- of operations for Sound Recording Inc;
ratings are not the last word.
The fact is we think ratings are wras the samel
ker’s aim that no script will be pro¬ Fog,” done last year; on “Climax,” being adapted for Italian tv.
To sum up our attitude on rat¬ duced which hasn’t been cleared
Warning to all tv editors: Jack Perils, pub-relations consultant and
not only hot the last word, but
only ohe aid for evaluating the ings, we dearly; love high ratings^ and endorsed by clergymen of all hand-gun enthusiast, scored a 284 out of a possible 300 In the recently
sales effectiveness of a television and are as dejected as the next one important segments of American held 1957 International Police Pistol Tournament, sponsored by the
program. Let me hasten to say when we lose a point or two. But religious life. But, says Denker, New York Mirror and Colt Patent Fire Arms Corp . . . WOR-TV yes¬
that no one, least of all us, really we rank ratings in about fourth “no script will be produced which terday (Tues.) presented the annual United Nations Concert . . •
wants a low rating.
Everyone place in our consideration of tele¬ is not able to carry its own weight Metropolitan Education Television Assn, began Its eight-week series
would like his program to have as vision properties. We are far more as. pure drama.” Its tv audience on “Careers in Focus” on WPIX . > . Jane Froman named the year’s
large an audience as possible. But. impressed by the opportunities for) potential liesr according to Den¬ most outstanding radio musical personality by the National Variety
it is our opinion that factors Other good commercial fusion, every ker, in three groups: ‘The religious Club . . . Mutual polling news editors, of Its affiliated stations to
than ratings should be given very week, frequency,; and exclusive community;, the curious who may determine “America's Top Ten” news stories for 1957. Selections will
serious consideration in the selec¬ sponsorship.
not be religiously inclined but who. be culled for a round of year-round net documentary shows ...»
tion of television programs.
have nevertheless a strong, honest Jackie Robinson to be guest oh Saturday’s (14) “Viewpoint” show*
intellectual, curiosity about religion aired by MBS at 6:30 p.rn.
The most important considera¬
and the Bible; and those simply
tion; in our opinion, is an element
Dick Jacobs, Coral Records artists & repertory staffer acquiring
seeking entertainment” because, the “Hit Parade” baton as of next Saturday (14) from Don Walker,
which we term “fusion.” First of
alK we do not agree with those
Continued from pace 32 ssjss “while the subject matter is reli¬ who leaves to take on orchestration assignments for Meredith Willson’s
gious, the form is essentially dra¬ new musical, “The Music Man” . . META program chief Dick Heffthat say “such and such a program
But the 2% represents the matic.”
did not selL” We do not think
ner-vacationing in Miami Beach .
, Jerry Baldwin, ex-ABC, joined
that any program either sells or great fundamentals, the strategic . Denker’s. punchline: “There is WRCA’s advertising-promotion dept, as a research Coordinator ...
fails to sell. We feel the program departures. However, there’s a way no subject of equal value, attrac¬ Art Fleming tapped to handle the Norelco commercials on three more
simply offers the advertiser an op¬ of ipaking everything palatable, tion or strength than can' be put dates following his first pair of live blurbs for the company on “Wal¬
portunity to place a commercial reconciling the differences without on film in our time.”
ter Winchell File” and “$64,000 Question’.’ . . . WRCA-TV to telecast
message before a. group of. poten¬ compromising too much on the
a 70-minute pickup of the annual Rockefeller Center Christmas tree
tial customers. In our own ex¬ principles involved.”
lighting tomorrow eve (Thurs.)
. Ralph Story, emcee of “$64,000
How come his preference for
perience, we have seen television
Challenge,”, makes, his singing debut via the CBS-TV Jimmy Dean
programs which reach tremendous the New Testament against the
show
Dec.
28
.
.
.
Larry
Hageman,
son of Martin Martin,; had the lead
Old
Testament
for
translation
to
audiences, but which,. by their
with veteran Bramwell Fletcher on “Lamp Unto My Feet” this Sunr
very nature^ made selling almost radio or tv? “It’s not a prefer¬
day
(8)
.
Harry
Rasky,
who
produced.
CBS-TV’s “Day Called X”
ence,
of
’
course,
in
the
sense
of
impossible. They were deficient in
Washington, Dec. 10.
the element of fusion. Interrupt¬ something that’s ‘personal,’ Denker
Federal Communications Com¬ documentary, tobk off for Acapulco and Mexico City following the
show’s
telecast
Sunday
.
.
,
Georgia
Simmons,
who played the witch
stated.
For
one
thing,
the
big¬
ing a. program at the point in
mission will consider witnessing a
which the victim lies bleeding on gest audience is for the New, if demonstration here shortly after in the original Broadway production of “Dark of the Moon,” off to
the
Coast
last
weekend
to
recreate
the
role
on
“Matinee Theatre”
you
take
the
Bible
as
a
whole.
the floor with the dagger protrud¬
the first Of .the year of “sublim¬
ing from his back, to bring a Then, when you get down to the inal perception” advertising over Friday, the 13th . .. . CBS scripter Lester Cooper had a double-header
scripts,
a
treatment
from
the
New
over
the
weekend.
He
turned
out
the
script
for
WCBS-TV’s
“Eye on
tv. Agency has been arranging
“brief message from the sponsor,”
seems to us incredibly bad sales¬ is more exciting, more of an ideal for. a closed-circuit ‘rial via facili-’ New' York,” bn “The Changing Face of Washington Square,” on . Sat¬
dramatically
because
there’s
only
urday,
and
scripted
Sunday’s
“The
Day
Called
X”
.
.
.
A1
Capstaff,
manship;
ties offered by WTOP-TV.
one hero—Jesus. The Old Testa¬
Th. Subliminal Projection Co., “Monitor” £xec producer, off to Miami for combined vacation and
One of the mai standards we ment is full Of heroes—too many
preparation Jof a-special feature on the resort town slated for Dec.
apply to all television shows .under j'for dramatic purposes, except for Inc., of. Ne\V York City, one of 20 . . Jadr Sterling to emcee the Radio-TV Executives Society annual
two
companies experimenting with
consideration is, “does this show single ‘books’ or events such as a
“SP,” informed the Commission Christmas party at the Roosevelt Dec. 18 . . . Mike Horton, NBC
provide good fusion?” .
. “does
‘Ten Comandmehts,’ where every¬ last week that it cannot stage a director of information, to Columbus (O.) last Friday (6) to addresi
it give us an opportunity to pre¬ thing
stems from Moses.”.
demonstration of its system at this the Advertising Club on “Progress Report on Color Television” . . *
sent our commercials at a time
Does he prefer live to film? Well, time because of technical and staff Galen Drake fighting the flu . . Robert Priaiilx set to direct NBC’s
and in a situation when the audi¬
»w
t
do
with
the
comnow,
that
has
problems. However, company in¬ year-end wrapup, “Projection ’58 . . . Producer At Wasserman and
ence is in a mood to receive
them?” ... “will the commercials mercial aspect; Series from the dicated it may be; able to arrange Bob Rubin, production manager, of CBS-TV’s “20th Century—Future”
stanza back from month doing locations in Texas ,. . . Sy Cohen
Bible
are
costly.
It’s
nice
to
think
a
test after the holidays.
interrupt the program to a degree
(lately of Warner Bros.) to newly-created post of station exploitation
which the audience will resent?”
exec
at. American Broadcasting Network . . . Ralph Beaiidin appointed
Or, “will, the Character of the pro¬
veep of KQV, Pittsburgh, the new ABN o&o . . . Ann Hoins Sturgeon
gram develop a receptivity for the
to
WHLI
continuity.
/.
Commercial message, particularly
the friendly, relaxed type of com¬
WLIB went through a good deal of expense and trdlible to alert Its
mercial message which we favor?”
Bob Weitman, CBS-TV’s V.p. in charge of program development, has listeners to Saturday’s (7) aired debate between NAACP. prexy con¬
Our emphasis on fusion automati¬ been named coordinator for the television industry for the hoopla tenders. It sent out 12,000 postcards urging NAACP members in the
cally eliminates many categories surrounding the 10th anniversary of the State of Israel. Group of Metropolitan area to catch the “Editors Speak” show ..... For the eighth
of television programs for use by 490 business and civic leaders are planning a series of programs mark¬ consecutive year, American Bakeries for Taystee Bread has signed for
our clients.
WPIX's cross-the-board “Weatherman” show,0 helmed by Joe Bolton.
ing Israel’s progress and development over, the past decade.
General chairman of the committee is former Senator Herbert H. American Bakeries also renewed a spot campaign on the New York.
Frequency Major Factor
Daily News indie . . . William G.- Rolley, head of the Atlantic City,
Another consideration to which Lehman.
N.J., advertising firm bearing his name, has taken a leave, of .absence
we give greater attention than,
Once again the* New York City Council booted broadcast reporters from his own biz to devote full time to Mutual programming opera¬
ratings is that of frequency. There
are advertisers whose budgets are out of a meeting—camera,. recording equipment and ail. On Thurs¬ tions as an exec producer. Rolley’s initial assignment at MBS will be
so enormous that the problem Of day (5) WRCA’s Gjabe Pressman and CBS’ Tom Costigan were told to prepare three programs for the net schedule starting Jan/1. Two
frequency vs. cost is no problem by majority leader Joseph Sharkey that they must remove their'work¬ of these will be musical features , . . American Tobacco Co. has se¬
at all. In our case, our advertisers ing tools, so the reporters removed themselves too and carried on lected Dick Jacobs of Coral1 Records: to become musical director for
“Your Hit Parade” effective Dec. 14. Don Walker is exiting the post to
must make a choice between ex¬ interview's in the corridor instead.
The boot was given the radio-tv men at least once before.
do the orchestration and arrangements for the new legit musical “The
tremely high ratings, at the going
Music
Man.” . . . Mortimer Becker, national and New York counsel of
price for same, and frequency. We
To counteract waning interest, Radio Advertising Bureau has made AFTRA goes to Cincinnati next Friday (13) with Bud Collyer, national
believe that selling is more effec¬
the
big
project
on
its.upcoming
slate
the
development
of
a
fullscale
president; Virginia Fayne, third vice-prez, and Donald Conaway, execUtively done on tv by presenting a
client’s message each week— presentation on nighttime radio; It was okayed by the promotion jorg’s tive-sercretary, to attend a local membership meeting. They’ll return
rather than every other week, plans committee, which met in New York last week for its semi-annual Saturday (14),
which is the general practice. For session.
Paul J, Harrington upped to new post of manager of methods and
example, it is our belief that a : Group okayed the RAB agenda through July 1, 1958. RAB has a $450,- procedures /for .CBS Radio’s .accounting dept., with Jack Stnppler up¬
$20,000 show getting a 15 rating 000 budget; fixed by the board of directors last month, to carry them ped to'replace Harrington as assistant director of accounting . . . Don
and fully sponsored by bur adver¬ through the period, Besides the nighttime radio push, the plans com¬ Sharpe in town yesterday (Tues.) and today, planes to London tonight
tiser is a better buy than a $40,000 mittee sanctioned a project to nail; down co-op advertising data cover¬ in re the preem of “Wire Service” on BBC-TV; hops to Paris for a
show getting.a 30 rating, half-spon¬ ing the co-op ad policies of 500 bankrollers, and okayed the publishing weekend visit with Maurice Chevalier, and due back in his Coast of¬
sored by our advertiser, or spon¬ of a new listening habits study on tOenaged boys, etc/
fice Monday (16) . . . Don Rnssell and Frank Blair to Miami to do a
sored by him. on an every-otherWNAC-TV in Boston hosted its first unnl Good Sportsman Award series on Florida for “Monitor” ... . Walter O’Keefe to toastmaster the
week basis. Quite possibly we are
wrong, but our experience has Banquet, with Ed Sullivan flying in to emcee, in the Louis XIY Ball¬ Indiana; Society of Chicago dinner in Chi Saturday (14) . . . Ed Sulli¬
been in that direction. In any room of the Hotel Somerset Tuesday (3). All during the current foot-, van to the Coast to film highlights of the “Peyton Plaice” premiere for
event, we hasten to say-we would ball season WNAC-TV has been paying tribute in its Good Sportsman his Sunday show (15) , . . Teddi Thilrman, “Miss Monitor,'* to toastprefer a $15,000 show ' with a 30 Award to young collegiate grid stars of: six Greater Boston colleges, mistress the Ad Club, of N.J.’s Christinas luncheon iii .Newark Dec. 19
rating, if such were obtainable, including B. C., B.U., Branfieis U., Harvard, Northeastern U. and . .. “Little Star of Bethlehem,” new. work by “Oh the Carousel” pro-,
ducer-host Paul Tripp and George Kleiusinger (they collabbed on “Tub¬
but in practice we find that the ] Tufts.
very high-rated shows do not come
The banquet was televised from 8 'to 8:30 with Sullivan and. Norr by the Tuba”), gets its N.Y. preem-by the Little Orchestra Society at
at such a reasonable figure.
{ man Knight, WNAC-TV prexy, presenting individual. awards to. footr Hunter College Saturday morning/Ethel Barrymore Colt narrates and
Roger Englander, CBS-TV producer, will produce the work . . . John
The need. for frequency leads us bailers at three head tables on stage. Don Allard, B. C; quarterback, Haggott leaving as associate producer of “U.S. Steel Hour’’ Jan. 1 to
to a third standard by which we was voted the WNAC-TV GoocL Sportsman Award , nabbing a gold enter Indie package production ... Theo Goetz celebrates his 63rd birth¬
judge television programs, and watch, while his Coach Mike Holovak was presented a silver trophy
day Saturday and becomes the oldest member of the ^‘Guiding Light”
which we consider of greater im¬ to hold for. a year.
Arrangements for the affair, which nabbed space in Hub sports CBS-TV soaper, as wall as longest-standing cast member (in his ninth
portance than ratings. That is the
year)
. . . Marian Rnssell doing the lead on “True Story’? for a month
element of exclusivity.. We recom¬ sections, straight news pages and tv layouts, were handled by Phyl
in addition to her running role on “Helen Trent,” while hubby Peter
mend to our advertisers that they Pohsfty, WNAC-TV P> r. and adv. director.
Fernandez,
in addition to continuing his “Road of life” and “Right to
do not' share sponsorship with
“Name Your Partner,” the hew quiz show which CBS-TV. purchased Happiness” roles, has sold his first original tejeplay, to the new CBSother advertisers .
. that .it is
preferable to. retain sole sponsor¬ last wejek through MCA for possible use as a day timer, is owned by TV “Rendezvous” series being prepared by Howard Erskine . . f Dick
ship of a program. Our reasoning Partners Productions Inc., firm in which singer-panelist Johnny John¬
is simply that no matter how eco¬ ston owns Only a third interest. Other One-third owners, are Sumner Jennings, “Monitor” assistant m.e., guest-lectures at WATV director
nomically we buy it, teleyis:an is Rosenthal and Mace Newfield, who created: the package together with Ed Codpersteln’s broadcasting class at Fairleigh Dickinson U. tomorrow
_*’
a very expensive advertising me¬ Johnston.
(Continued on page. 48)
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TV Committing Ratingcide?

Denker

‘SUBLIMINAL’TEST
OKAYED BY FCC

UNION STATION PLAZA One of a series of impressions of Washington by T. Miyashita.
Commissioned by WTOP TELEVISION at Broadcast House, Washington, DC. Operated by The
Washington Post Broadcast Division, Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales. (Reprints available on requ .ri.)
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Radio-TV Production Centres
Continued from page 4S
(Thurs.) . . > Diana Barth , into “Five Star. Matinee" tomorrow after ap¬
pearing in a staged program of poetry and prose in Newark with Leslie
Barrett today.

IN HOLLYWOOD
After five years of televising over an eight-station hookup, CBSTV’s early ayem two-hour stri “Panorama Pacific,” may give up the
ghost. Rising costs are wiping out the profit margin and the incon¬
sistency Of participating . sponsors makes its continuance hazardous
. Howard Melghan, CBS division veepee, pinned 20-year emblems
on 10 new inductees . . .. Bert Lown, station relations manager for
the CBS-TV western division, climbed the new. 284-foot tower of the
web’s Butte, Mont., affiliate but in the process lost his glasses, dental
bridge and tore out the seat of his pants. It was only 12 below at the
time ... . Bill Burch hopped east to create, sponsor interest in “The
Human Tiling To Do,” the latest out of Ralph Edwards’ packaging
shop. Tom Moore is the emcee ... Kathy and Marty Brenman, long¬
time family favs on radio in the east, started an hour morning strip
Dm Harry Maizlish’s KRHM ... Stu Phelps back as director of the
night time “Truth Or Consequences” after two-year absence .
Hubbell Robinson bounded into town to look in on program develop¬
ments, at CBS’ Television City . ; . George Burns, who has to fight1 off
a western, is an avid fan of the oaters and even sneaks looks during
his rehearsals . .
ABC’s Old Fashioned .Revival Hour" must, have
set a longevity, record with the start of its 33rd consecutive year.
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GARROWAY’S 1-SHOT
FOR CHRISTMAS EVE
NBC-TV’s participating
pro¬
grams, department, is spreading its
production wings and will produce
a Christmas Eve one-shot, “Christ¬
mas Eve With the Garroways."
Half-hour show, a pickup from
Garroway’s recently purchased E.
63d St. browristone in N. Y., will
preempt “The Californians" at 10
to 10:30 Dec. 24.
Program isn’t set for sponsor¬
ship yet, since NBC has decided
to give its “Today" sponsors first
refusal on the show, and is offer¬
ing it to the 21. ‘Today” clients. If
after making those rounds no spon¬
sorship. is forthcoming* the net¬
work will then release it to gen¬
eral sponsorship;
.Show, which is being billed as a
“participating programs presenta¬
tion" and wiU be produced by“Today” producer Jac Hein, will fea¬
ture pave and ^Pamela Garroway,
their children , (by former mar¬
riage). and nieces and nephews, in
a Christmas tree trimming and
lighting, carol singing, etc;.

IiV CHICAGO .

Halo TV
Continued from page 39 =

singers* musical review stars, and
legit thesps are planned. One bf
these is. almost set to go: “Via del
Successo” (Success Street).
Another important addition is
planned for the dramatic show
sector. Two dramatic presenta¬
tions per week instead of the cur¬
rent single offering are contem¬
plated, and there will be an in¬
crease in the use of ..television
originals such as the current halfhour stanzas titled “They All Hapr
pen to Me.”
Finally, the dramatic serial, lo¬
cally popular draniatic format, in
which an elaborate teleplay is
staged an hour per week for sevr
eral weeks, will be continued. The
next items / this series will be
“The Constant Nymph,” from the
work by Margaret Kennedy, “Capitan Fracassa” (aw local classic),
and a video version of Guy de
Maupassant’s “Mpnt Oriol." First
two will be staged in Rome stu¬
dios, the. third in Milan’s RAI-TV
setup.

ABC-TV sales veep Thomas
Moore-, on the job for about three
weeks, has made his first big ad¬
ministrative change. Henry Hede;
his: eastern sales ma iager, becomes
administrative s.ales manager, and
Eugene Wyatt; Up until now the
ABC.national sales manager* be¬
comes eastern sales manager.
It appears, in effect, that Hede
and Wyatt have switched positions.
Hede will handle administration of
the sales staff for Moore, as such
doing much Of what the national
sales manager did til now. It may
be that Wyatt will retain his formal
national sales manager title, but his
focus will henceforth be directed at
overseeing eastern sales.
. Shuffimg seems to make. Hede,
who a few mOnths ago was elevated
to his last position from tv biz
manager. No. 2 man in sales next
to Moore. He ranks at least’ on a
level, it’s felt, with Slocum (Buzz)
Chapin, veep in Charge of client
relations, who was Sales chief until
Moore arrived:, from CBS Film,
Chapin has been described as
“senior salesman."

Ray Jones, exec secretary of AFTRA, has donated unexpected profits ! VNBC-TV has sold off a couple of
from -recent 20th Anniversary party of the Chi local to Community pieces of its Saturday afternoon
Fund-Red Cross Joint Appeal. It amounts to $302.52 . . . Paul Gibson .pro basketball schedule, signing
debuting new ayemer with “surprise” format on WBBM-TV next week Bristol-Myers and Carter Products SSS Continued from page 39 ='
In the 7:15-3 spot opened by CBSr relinquishing of the Jimmy Dean to limited bankrolling. B-M will considering an extension of the
show . . . Ventriloquist Terry Bennett signed, by WBKB to host'its. sponsor, one-quarter of nine dates, BBC charter (due to expire in
“Shock Theatre" on Saturday nights .
ABN’s Don McNeill;emCeed spread through the period between 1962) by two years, so that, the ex¬
national duck calling contest in Stuttgardi Ark. last Saturday (7) ... . Dec. 14 and March 29.
f
Continued from pace 33 —^
piration date will Coincide with
Carter, will pick, up one-quarter that
Walgreen Drugs, has picked up the tab for Rosemary Rapp’s “Romper
of the commercial network in
Room?’ on WGN-TV for fourth straight year . . , U. of Chicago’s Nobel sponsorship on three dates, Feb. 8 1964. In that way, Parliament a year earlier. He added that the
listening audience has also gone up
[
Prize Winning physicist, Harold C. Urey, starting a 13-week pubaffairs and March 8 and 22.
would be able to consider the fu¬ during the strike,, as against JUlyseries, “Atomic Primer," on WBBM-TV early, in January , . ■; NBC
ture of television in the broadcast Aug.
announcer Louis Roen emceed Chicago Air Club benefit for U. of.
sense at one. time instead of having
“In order that you may see how
Illinois’ Institute of Aviation last Saturday (7), and colleague. George
piecemeal legislation. . The an¬
Stone did likewise for International Exhibition of Stereo PctuTes the
nouncement to this effect may pos¬ misleading the AFTRA claims
are,"
Topmiller wrote, “we are at¬
Continued from page 44 —is sibly be made in Parliament in the
night before . . . WBBM’s Mai Bellairs makes his blurb shot on CBSTV’s “Big Record” today (Wed.) from New York ... . WTMJ-TV, Mil¬ by . Bygraves With Bob Dixon look¬ New Year and there is also a like¬ taching a breakdown of the 71 ac¬
count
listed in, the Katz letter.
waukee, celebrated its ,10th anni last week v . ... Robert J. Brewster, ing after the ivories..
lihood that the Postmaster General
The star was then, joined by the may eventually set up ai Royal Evidently Katz has never heard Of
ex-radio-tv veep for McCann-Efickson, joined Chi office of J. Walter
summer,
cyclic or shortterm sat¬
Clark
Bros,
in
a
“You
Need
Hands”
Thompson as a senior group head in radio-tv department, reporting
to report on the future
song routine finishing with a soft Commission
contracts and takes credit
to John E; Mosman.
tv and sound radio. Such a com¬ uration
shoe shuffle. The Kaye Sisters, a of
for
forcing
these accounts off the
trio of blonde chirpers, then in- mission could be asked to 'consider air. When as a matter of fact, these
IN LONDON
tro’d a . new American harmony the introduction of commercial ra¬ accounts pursued their normal
Boris Ford, chief of. Associated-Rediffusion’s schools programs, will trio, which turned out to be By- dio, which has been the subject of cousre.”
(Thirty-one left after
representations, in political
not be having his contract renewed. The programmers have, declined graves, Sykes and Cotton, dressed recent
contract expired.) He also said
quarters.
to comment on why Ford has been dropped, but. have been advertis¬ and wigged to match the girls, who
that four of the accounts AFTRA
sang
“One
Meat
Ball"
as
an
amus¬
ing on tv screens for a successor . . . Paul Anka and Janet Blair topped ing Yank burlesque. Sock finale
is supposed to have said it had
cancelled Were off before the
the bill of Associated Television’s “Sunday Night At The Palladium” was the appearance on stage of the
strike ever began.
(8) . .... BBC-TV will air “So This Is New York,” United Artists musical three comics, the Clark Bros. the.
starring Henry Morgan, Rudy Vallee and Virginia Grey on Dec. 19 Kaye Sisters and emcee Hughie
Continued from page 39
What’s With Katz
. . . Darryl F. Zanuck will be featured in Associated-Rediffusibn’s Green all looking alike as far as
Cincinnati, Dec. 10.
clothes and coiffeur.
“Close Up” (18).
the Toronto area prefer to view the
Jones. Katz, executive secretary
In the first segment the Clark Buffalo stations.
Bros.!; two ingratiating Colored
of
the
local
American Federation
Said Frost “a brief Was Submit¬ of Television,
IN BOSTON
anklers, and the Kaye Sisters (both
& Radio Artists
. Ed Sullivan in for sports awards flight at Hotel Somerset for WNAC- acts appear with Bygraves in the ted to me by the private tv and ra¬ branch is seeking separate legal
TV . ... . Jerri Scott of Somerville won WBZ’s “Search, for Stars” con¬ Palladium’s “We’re. Having a Ball”) dio people but It’s the same one counsel in a suit brought against
they
submit
two
or
three
times
a
test promosh with Lionel Hampton's orch and nabbed date on “Today” had : their own spots. The Clark
the union by WCKY. While it is
show and Week at New York Latin Quarter . .'WORL received a Bros, were particularly deft in a year. I have never seen any of the not Unusual for a union official to
testimonial of appreciation award from Kiwanis international, and routine, “Me and My Shadow,” brewery or distillery people; and. seek private counsel,. Katz doesn’t
Kiwanis Club of Boston for “outstanding work in the field of broad¬ which made shrewd use. of lighting. nothing has been planned to per-, seem to have been offered the serv¬
The gals sang three songs, notably mit advertising.” He said lobby¬
casting” . . . Bob Emery, “Big Brother” of WBZ-TV, in p, .’s at Lech- the
;hit ditty “Shake Me, I Rattle,” ists had spoken to W. H. Pollings, ices of the sounsel who Will he repmere Sales giving awards., . . “Wide Wide World” was telecast in agreeably but without adding very Ontario
Liquor Control Board ping the other Union executives
part from roof of Proyincetowh Beach bathhouse Sunday (8) at 4 p.m. much to the usual .harmony trie
commissioner, but “that bore no named as defendants in the station, . . “Big Brother” Bob Emery, 'WBZ-TV, lined up 50 ,guests, 10 for offering, Hughie Green, making implication
for the Ontario gov¬ brought suit, indicating to observ¬
each year he’s been on tv, for Monday (9) program : 1 Duncan Mac¬ his last emcee bow before handing
Cbmmissioner Collings ers here that there; is a rift in the
Donald guests James S. Plaut,. dep. U. S. commissioner general, Brus-. over, to Alfred Marks, .knitted the ernment;
has
been
discussing
these prob¬ toplevel management of the union.
sels World’s Fair, on her Thursday (12? “Yankee Home and Food Show” [ show together blandly, . He also lems backwards and forwards with
Milton Schmidt was. named the
over WNAC ...... Tom Russell, WEEI, honored at luncheon sesh Kiwanis handled the “Beat the Clock’’ sesh the brewers and distillers for the lawyer by tlie Union for Andre Car¬
Club of Boston for raising funds for dvelopment of Camp Allen . .. cheerfully.
lin. and. George Palmer. Carlin, a
last
several
years."
Carl. Moore and entire cast of WEEI’s “Beantown Matinee” played .. With1 the John Tiller, gal lineup
local board member, and Palmer
good form and Cyril Ornadel
the Boston Auto Show . . . Savings Bank Assri. of Mass, bought Don in
president of the local, are co-deand his pit orch providing smooth
Springfield, Mass.—Marie Peters, fendents with Katz. No explana-!
Kent's evening weather forecasts for 26. weeks on a two-a-Week basis musical
help, this show proved not ope of the few early morning
on WBZ-TV , . Wm; Filene & Sons has added to its regular sked of for the first time that tv blossoms femme
dee jays in the country, is tion accompanied the word that
spots advertising the store’s diamond dep’t. withone-min. spots on better with allround talent, provid¬ featured on WTYM, Springfield, Katz “will be. represented by coun¬
“Boston Movietime” over WBZ-TV.
ing team work rather than one sock Mass., which recently went on the sel of his own choosing," hut a_parstar name being surrounded by air. Her “Mornings with Marie” tial answer may lay in the belief
mediocre acts.
Rich.
show consists of spinning disks, that Katz has been under strong
IN SAN FRANCISCO
pressure from other union mem¬
KYA is rumored to be oh the block for $1,125,000 . . The Frisco
bers to bring satisfactory conclu¬
time
announcing
job
.at
WWSW
.
.
. Bill Cardille, WIIC announcer, sion to the strike against WCKY,
49ers-Baltimore Colt pro grid game last Sunday (8* proved a boon to
tv stations just beyond the 100-mile blacked out radius of Frisco— has found a home in Wexford and will move his family here from which is still going on since last
Erie
.
.
.
George
Carl
set
for
a
guest
shot
on
the
Garry
Moore
show
KHSL, Chicor and KOL0, Reno, both carried the game, as did. sta¬
August.
tions in Eureka and Fresno, thereby attracting thousands of San Dec. 23 , Dwight Cappell, record librarian bf WWSW, has opened
Franciscans—who couldn’t get tickets—to those towns. Qairie also a sweater shop downtown . . . Coin and Stamp section of Kaufmann’s
must have established some kind of a “Pulse” record for KSFO, Frisco, department store now sponsoring Charles Kenny’s “Stamp Club of
which broadcast it locally . . . Skiatron couldn’t, or wuuldn’t, supply the Air” on WWSW . . . Leonard Kapner, general manager of WCAE,
a rep to debate the merits of pay-tv so KRON cancelled its public and his wife celebrated their 20th anni , . . Gladys Ingles, of WCAE
service pahel on the subject.. , . Jack Q’Mara, director of merchan¬ staff, and her husband off for the West Coast on a four-week vaca¬ ■■h Continued from page 39
dising and promotion for KTTV, Los Angeles, spoke to the Frisco Ad tion. . .Ken Hildebrand, longtime newscaster on Ch, 2, back there were informed that for rea¬
Club and Walt McNiff, West Coast manager of the Television Bureau again doing bread commercials for Ray Milland reruns Sunday after¬ sons beyond. RAI-TY’s control, the
bf Advertising, presided . . Some 50 Frisco teachers toured KRON, noons.
show had been cancelled. No news
heard talks from general manager Harold P. See,: public affairs direc¬
of the strike was given.
tor Tom Mnllabey, program director Doug: Elleson , .. Bob Reitzel, IN MINNEAPOLIS .
A kinescope of a .previous dra¬
ex-CBS sales exec, has joined Merchandising Factors, Inc;, as a salesMiller Robertson, resigned as general manager of local WTCN-TV matic presentation, “Life with;
and radio Station (ABC outlet here) to accept a similar post with KIRO- Father” starring Paolo Stoppa and
TV, neW Seattle, Wash., CBS station ; . . Twin Cities’ Western music Rina Morelli, Was hastily substi¬
m PHILADELPHIA .
radio station KEVE, which has been restricted to daytime, to be also tuted for the cancelled live show.
King Edward Masinka, who broadcasts in Zulu over a Durban sta¬ a nighttime operation, with FCC approval. New microphones, towers Not known what RAI-TV plans ,to
tion for the government controlled South African Brpadcasting sys¬ and extra transmitter equipment are now being installed. It’ll operate do With the planned te.eversion of
tem, here to look oyer local television stations . . . Edrie Van Horen, at 500 watts nighttime and continue a 5,000 Watts daytime . . . ‘‘Queen “Gaslight,” and Whether it will be
head of the Phila. Inquirer’s women’s dep't, made brief appearance Tor a Day,” NBC network tv and radio show, to be brought to St. Paul inserted into a future evening or
in the “Thin Man” as a fashion editor . . . WCAU’s John Trent invited during city’s annual Winter Carnival celebration and Will originate not. (Italian video programs are
up three months ahead of
ta address the National Food Brokers confab in Chicago (12-17), -He from Auditorium for five afternoons Jan. 27-31 with KSTP here pick¬ [made
Bill Armstrong upped from atinouncer-disk time.)
is the only invited speaker outside the food, field , WRCV-TV or¬ ing up the program .
Strikers have threatened a re¬
iginated special “live” feeds on coverage of the AFL-CIO convention jockey to program director at WDGY . . . WCCO ace Bob DeHaven
in Atlantic City, for the NBC network. Herb Kaplow was dispatched vacationed in Chicago over the Thanksgiving holiday ... Minnesota peat shutdown unless RAI-TV
its claimed violations of its
to make special films .
Warner Anderson* of “Lineup," in town (5) Gov. A- O. Freeman, Twin Cities’ school superintendents and Parent- ceases
Teachers’ associations have joined in appeals for everybody to con¬ worker contracts.
tribute “a dollar or two” during the current campaign to raise $50,IN PITTSBURGH
Boston—“JBig Brother” Bob Em000 to help keep the Twin Cities’ new educational tv station, KTCA,
Joan Wivell, of the WCAE promotion, department, announced her bn the air . . p Storz. station WDGY has Introduced a Better Business £££ celebfated .his fifth year on
engagement to George. Strasbaiigh , . Pressure of his p.a, duties with Bureau reporter on air to relay reports to tUners-in, warning them WBZ-TV Sunday (8) with 50 mop¬
pets on his “Big: Brother” anni
Pittsburgh Symphony Orch forced Zahe KnaUss to give, up his part- against fraudulent business; practices here and elsewhere.
party - show, 10' for each year.
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Hub’s WEZE (Ex-WTOA)
Axes a Flock of Shows,
Boston, Dec. 10.
Big shakeup took place at WEZE,
the 5,000 watter formerly WVDA
which Was taken over by the Saw¬
yer Group Dec. 1, with axing of
five personalities and dropping of
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts.
Axed were the
George Wein
show, “George Wein Presents.”
Wein is a jazz expert and owner
©f Boston’s Storyville, jazz nitery,
also director of Newport Jazz fete.
Show is 10:10 to 11 p.m. cross the
board, “A Feller And His Girl”
show, Sherm Feller and wife, Judy
Valentine, 5:30 to 6 p.m. across
the board; “The Old Record Shop,”
Bill Buchanan show, which had
been on the air for four and onehalf years in: the 7:30-9 p.m. Sat¬
urday night slot; Marjorie Mills,
food commentator, cross the board
half-hour noon show; Mildred Alpert, fashion Commentator, 12:30,
show, “World of Fashion/’
New moriickered station is also
bouncing “My True Story” soaper
on the first of the year. Station’s
former “Heartbeat” show has been
retagged “The Larry Quackenbush
Show.”
“My True Story’ is the last of
the soapers to disappear from the
station. Disk jocks Sherm Feller
and Joe Smith are continuing with
the station. Feller continues his
•‘Sherm Feller” show at 11:15 to
1 p.m. from Mondays to Fridays..
Rumors that the two jocks would
not be with the station much long¬
er were dispelled by WEZE veep
Alex Buchan, who said: “If they
are planning to leave, it is with¬
out my knowledge and will' be
against my present wishes.”
Buchanan, who won kudos with
his music. of the big bands of the
thirties on his “Old Record Shop”
program, did his final show Satr
urday (7).

VIVECA UNDFORS AS
‘CAMERA THREE’STAR
“Camera Three,” the WCBS-TV,
N. Y., educational show which is
fed to stations on the CBS-TV net¬
work, has hooked its first “name”
dramatic star, Viveca Lindfors,
who’ll do a turn on the Sunday
morning sustainer on Dec. 22. Miss
Lindfors, who’s due to star in Janu¬
ary on CBS-TV’s “duPont Show of
the Month” spec version of “Bridge
of San. Luis Rey,” will do a scene
from Dostojefsky’s ‘‘The Idiot” On
“Camera Three.”
She’ll appear on the second part
of a two-week treatment of “The
Idiot.” Lewis Freedman is produc¬
ing, Clay Yurdih directing and
Warren Wallace and Claire Roskam adapting the novel.

RABIO-TELE VISION

CBS News
'SSSS. Continued. from page 1

a “report” that the. Vanguard had
exploded, leaving the web far be¬
hind all three competing networks
on the story: Web is still trying to
figure out what hit it, but as best
as can be ascertained, this is what
happened:
. The Cape Canaveral beach where
all. the... correspondents were sta¬
tioned is sortie distance from phone
facilities, and while NBC and Mu¬
tual strung wire -from the beach to
the nearest phone tie-in,. CBS de¬
cided to station a man at the phone
site with art Open line to CBS News
headquarters in N. Y. Idea was
that the spotter was in eye-view of
the rocket, and he’d holler away,
as soon as it went off, with. CBS
hopping on the air with a previous¬
ly prepared bulletin.
As with all rockets. Vanguard
let off lots Of smoke,
sheet of
flame and raised plenty of dust
when the switch was pulled at
11:45 a.m. At this point, the CBS
observer yelled into his phone,
“There she goes!” The CBS boys
in N,. Yy rushed out their bulletin,
and got It on the radio and tv at
11:45:39 a.m., in just 39 seconds.
It said:
“The Vanguard rocket carrying
the first U.S. satellite was launched
at 11:45 a.m. at Cape Canaveral,Florida. No word yet as to Whether
the small satellite carried in the
rocket’s nose has been successfully
put into orbit around the earth.”
While CBS was airing its bul¬
letin, the spotter realized that the
Vanguard hadn’t taken off, and saw
it topple and explode. He got N. Y.
back on the phone, but it was too.
late. More than four minutes later,
CBS managed to get a correction
on the air. At 11:50, CBS bul¬
letined:
“A report from Cape Carnaveral
reports that, the Vanguard with the
American satellite in it did riot go
off. The report says the rocket ex¬
ploded on the ground/’
By that time, the other networks
were off the air after full descrip¬
tions of; the fizzle and explosion.
Mutual had broken into its pro¬
gramming at 11:42 to start an eyewitness report by Dick Bate and
Frank Doyle, while NBC cut in at
11:44:30 with a Frank McGee eye¬
witness job just as the “count¬
down” started. Both NBC and Mu¬
tual had their correspondents re¬
porting that there was plenty of
smoke but they , couldn’t see the
rocket taking off. Then, they re¬
ported seeing it still standing, then
toppling and then they saw the
explosion. NBC’s report lasted
three and. a half minutes, Mutual’s
five. ABC carried bulletins late,
at 11:47 and. 11:49, but still good
enough to top the CBS corrected
version.
All three television networks had
film of the fizzle, hut NBC was the
only one to preempt regular prograrrtming with it. Web. got a lirie
through to Orlando and did a fiveminute live and filin' report at
2:30 p.m. Other webs contented
themselves with showing their film
on. thtir regular newscasts Friday
night,

Piper Exits ‘12th Night’
s No Problem

• EPIC RECORDS •
Business Mgr.—DON SEAT
New York - Beverly Hill*

London, Dec. 10.
The. Lords Day Observance
Society, a body bent on keep¬
ing Sunday as a day of rest,
will come under scrutiny in
tomorrow’s (Wed.) edition of
Associated-Rediffusion’s “Out
Of Step.” The programmers
comment: “If the Lords Day
Observance Society; had their
way we would not have any
sport, entertainment, public
transport, newspapers, milk
delivery or anything that in¬
volved work or enjoyment on
a Sunday. In fact the sun
“might just as well stay down
on Saturday night until Mon¬
day morning.’’
Dan Farson, the programs
resident interviewer, will quiz
the LDOS’s general secretary,
Harold Legerton, to find out
What it’s all about. The show
will also feature a sketch by
comedian Ken Conner, which
will illustrate some of the "absuridties” that bog down Sun¬
day stage entertainment.

Minneapolis, Dec. 10.
Addressing the Minneapolis Ad¬
vertising club, Bob Foreman,
BBD&O executive vicepresidexitdirector and radio and tv depart¬
ment head, charged that, ratings’
“misuse and overuse.” are injufying television and often advertis¬
ing, too.
While some “nose counting’’ to
indicate tv audiences’ size always
will be necessary, it also must be
realized that there other criteria,
too, by which programs’ worth
can be measured, declared Fore¬
man.
Th BBD&O agency has been con¬
ducting. research during the past
year to try to learn whether peo¬
ple appreciate some programs
more than others and. if such ap¬
preciation benefits;, the sponsor
arid also to what extent viewers’
attitudes are changed by the pro¬
grams they see, he revealed.
Findings, thusfar, he said, have
led the agency to conclude that
tv programs’ caliber can be up¬
graded without hampering the
shows' commercial success.
“This is demonstrated by the
improvement in tv programs now
on' the air,” asserted Foreman.
“For example, contrast ‘Lassie,’
with its high quality rind large au¬
dience with the wrestlingrroller
derby one man behind a mike
type. of programs that dominated
the scene in tv’s early days.” .
Even the Westerns *are .getting
better all the time. Foreman
pointed out.

Clairol’s New Year’s Ere
Spread on Lombardo

CBS-TV has again sold a special
Guy Lombardo New Year’s Eve
show over a limited eastern net¬
work. Clairol, which carried Lom¬
bardo over, seven eastern CBS-TV
stations last New; Year’s Eve,- is
repeating this year, with a bigger
10-station lineup. Deal was set
through Foote, Cone *& Belding.
Program, a remote from the
Roosevelt Grill, N. Y., will run
froiri 11:15 to 12:15 with time out
for Robert Trout doing the mid¬
night color story from Times
Square.
Show is produced by
WCBS-TV,
the web’s Gotham flag¬
‘Wrt gave Rosemary Harris the
e of Viola Sunday night, after ship, but the network sales depart¬
ment
made
the deal with Clairol.
» had been rehearsing the Olivia
e all along. Monday morning
» came into rehearsal and she
ew the role cold. For her recement as Olivia, we managed
Detroit, Dec. 10.
reach Frances Hyland, who did
CKLW enjoyed the best sales
. part with Tyrone Guthrie all
nnier in Stratford, Ont. She just period, in its 25 years in October
d us to give her her cuts, and and the first. 15 days of Novenaber,
) came in Monday and had. it Ji E. Campeau, prexy, announced.
Total radio sales, both ideal and
vn cold.”
.
_
.
drs. Alberg said Miss Laurie national, in October were higher
1 asked to be relieved of her than any month in the station’s his¬
•t because she felt it wasn’t go- tory with the exception of Decem¬
» right for her. “We gave her ber, 1955. October sales were
' release because the part is an 33V5% better than the same month
•rvescertt one, and anybody, a year ago. The first 15 days in
o’s unhappy with it can’t really November salet were 35.7% abotit
the same period in 1955.
the Job property.”
Departure of Piper Laurie from
i cast of “Twelfth Night” on
tC-TV’s “Hallmark Hall of Fame”
sri’t created arty real problems
■ the show although it came after
o weeks of. rehearsal and just a
ek before air time., Mildred
eed Alberg, exec producer, said
it two key replacement roles
ed Sunday night (9) following
ss L a u r i e’s .. decision were
arned cold” by their respective
resses by the following morn-

4#

Bluenotes on Griddl$

.

Grey Advertising prexy* Arthur
Fatt, appeared last week on
WABD’ “Nightbeat,” which was
billed, according to the; station, as
“a program that: get to the,heart
of Madison Aye.” None of quiz¬
zes Howard Whitman’s qustions
touched the heart of Arthur Fatt
or any other agency man. Grey’s
top man didn’t have to struggle to
answer such questions as to what
products he used personally; would
you plan a campaign for a product
that was inferior?; does he sell
people goods which they could do
without?
Other questions which proved
nothing were how much does an
ad man depend on- his expense
account and is it true that the ad¬
vertising business is an ulcer busi¬
ness?
, Fatt stated after the show that
the questions weren’t particularly
revealing of himself or the agency
business.
$m<N)0,000 Billings Shifts i
If top level advertising execs
appear nervous there is good rea¬
son, for in 1957, 100 major adver¬
tisers with total hillings estimated
at $160,000,000 had shifted agen¬
cies.
Variety, which last week de¬
tailed the woes the cig-companies
were having with tv and Tadio,
has a postscript from BBD&O
which has quietly dropped its ra¬
dio spot campaign for Hit Parade
cigarettes in all but a few major
markets. Agency, which, attributes
this to the fact that the budget
has run out, is currently, working
on a new pitch for the cig. It’s a
known fact that the sponsor is dis¬
appointed with the sales record, of
Hit Parade.
A saturation schedule Of parti¬
cipations has been purchased by
the Whitehall Pharmacal Co. on
four ABC television programs for.
its Anacin product.
Lost and Found Accounts: McCann-Erickson has picked-up the
$500,000 McGregor-Donigei* ac¬
count from the Grey Agency.
Ketchem, MacLoed & Grove has

acquired the . Air Transport Assn,
business from the Lewis Edwin
Ryan Agency of Washington which
is closing its doors on Jan. 1.
Lennen & Newell has picked up
the Freewax account. The floor
wax is a product of the Chemical
Corp of America.
Knyon & Eckhardt has been ap¬
pointed to handle Lever Bros, lat¬
est product, a new detergent bar'
labeled Praise.
Keyes, Madden & Jones has
picked up the Caruso Foods ac¬
count. Products include macaroni
and soups
Switches: David G. Watrous has
joined Benton & Bowles as a veepee and account supervisor. He
conies from Tatham-Laird, Chi¬
cago.
James Maloney, formerly of
Foote, Cone & Belding has moved
over to Grey Advertising where
he will be an art director.
Thomas V. Glendon has left
Norman Craig & Kummel for
Burke Dowling Adams. He’s a
copywriter.
Harry D. Way has resigned as
media director of Warwick & Leglef.
Len Blake has joined the tv-ra¬
dio jeopy staff of Grey Advertising
as a senior copy writer. He was
formerly with Benton & Bowles.
Robert L. Foreman has been
elected to the executive committee
of BBD&O. Foreman is in charge
of the agency’s radio and tv de¬
partment and is an executive veepee and director of the agency.
John T. McHugh has resigned
as president of the Joseph Katz
Co. to join Keyes, Madden & Jones
as executive veepee in charge of
administration. In his new post
he will he a partner and director
of ther agency as well as a mem¬
ber of the plans board.
McHugh, a 24-year veteran of
the Katz agency, rose from media-..,
director to president. He super¬
vised all phases of advertising for
the American Oil and other petrol¬
eum accounts.
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last 10 years of television the studyi
concludes that tv viewing will fol¬
low a series of high level cycles.
The movement yyill be influenced
Continued from page 27 sssss
partly by new: set developments,
partly by social and economic dow of My Enemy,” which preems
changes which keep people atj
home or attract them away from on Broadway tonight (Wed,);
Alex Segal, Who hit the bigtime
home, but mostly by programming.
The all-important determinant for as director-producer of some of
audience size is the creative vitality tv’s most outstanding dramatic ser¬
of tv programs.
ies, directed “Compulsion,” the
Leopold-Loeb dramatization cur¬
rently on Broadway;
Jack Donahue, with many tv mu¬
. Continued from pace 28 s=5=S sicals to his credit, is director of
Broadway’s
“Rumple” musicomedy;
the “End of the Rainbow” atten¬
Morton Wishengrad, yet radio-tv
tion recipients.
A pretext was used to get them writer, most prominently identified
out:of towii while the grocery’s ex¬ With the “Eternal Light” series; is
terior and interior were being author of “The Rope Dancers.”
modernized and. beautified, $6,000 (Major pulling power of the drama,
of additional stock moved in and incidentally, is attributed to tele-,
the /family’s: apartment above the vision actor Art Carney);
store refurnished and redecorated.
.George Roy Hill, also out of tv
As .contest winners of some sort (“A Night To Remember,”: etc.),
they: were supposed to have been directed the new Broadway drama
sent to Chicago so that: the. deal smash, “Look Homeward Angel.”
could come, as a surprise to them.
Henry Denker, yet seripter-diShow opened just .before their rector in radio-tv and most prom¬
arrival back on the scene for a inently identified with Fulton
greeting and to see the “miracle” Oursleris “Greatest Story Ever
that had come about. Narrator Art Told,” has written the new “Venus
Baker explained the situation to At Large” legiter which goes into
the tv audience and showed pic¬ rehearsal Jan. 2 . with Menasha
tures of the store and apartment Skulnik and Robert Alda. He also
before and after the transforma¬ wrote the recent “Time Limit”
tion. Also, the parish priest paid tCgiter.
’ 1y.
tribute to the couple, telling how
Fred Coe, who recently resigned
they’ve been making sacrifices to'
as
NBCrTV
producer
after an 11-"
do so many good things for others,
including particularly orphan chil¬ year tenure and has negotiated a
dren. There Were interviews, too, pact to become exec producer of
with their parents and neighbors CBS-TV’s “‘Playhouse 90,” is pro¬
Who related - the couple’s sterling ducing the incoming Henry Fonda
show, “Two for the Seesaw,” open¬
■qualities.
Jan. 12, which.Will be directed
From time to time a policeman ing
notified Baker, of the couple’s by Arthur Penn, also out of the tv
. Alex Segal
progress back to the scene as the directorial shops.
information was relayed via sig¬ has also signed to stage Norman
nals. When the couple finally Krasna’s comedy,• “Who Was That
reached the scene the choir boys Lady I Saw You With?” The list
frbni their church greeted them is incoriiplete, but obviously high¬
with a welcome song. They ap¬ lights the growing interdependence
peared to be overcome by the sur¬ of the two mediums. And since it’s
axiomatic that economics (as re¬
prise.
Before the show went off the air, duced to livelihoods) determine tv’s
Minnesota Gov. A. O. Freeman told origination point, the tv-legit wed¬
the couple his pride in them, a ding has become the major talk¬
bank Official said an account had ing point for. the “help stamp out
been, opened for them with a $1,000 Hollywood tv” fraternity.
gift, they received an auto, they
were informed their carmel corn
would be marketed by a large na¬
tional grocery chain, and their
landlord made them a present of
S Continued from page 27- 55^
a month’s rent, and gave them as¬
surance they . could remain. on the course, there’s the question of the
premises as long as they wish ‘ with¬ powerful Groucho - Marx - “Zorro”
out ariy rental boost.
competition, which is a- discourag¬
One flaw, it seemed, was the
vagueness about the pretext used ing factor, but not necessarily to a:
in getting the couple out of town smart bankrolled who might be
and hoW it Would have been pos¬ getting his hands on a hot property.
sible to ' remake the store and Still another disappointment to the
apartment during the short time
they were supposed to be absent web has been its-inability to sell
from the city. That is, there had off the remaining quarter of “Perry
to be skepticism" regarding the Mason,” in spite of the show’s
genuineness of'the surprise.
steady rating cliinb and solid cost: However, the show boasts much per-thousand standing. And the
human interest that creates word- web’s major disappointment this
of-mouth and enlists viewers and year has been sustaining status of
there are heart tugs when the cou¬ its prestige package, “The Seven
ple finds their dreams coming true Lively Arts.”
arid their deserved rewards at the
The network sales boys report
“end of the rainbow.” .
“plenty of interest,” but primarily
All in all, the show packed a in those sponsors already com¬
goodly amount of interest and en¬ mitted to network programs al¬
tertainment and its local angle ready.; The kind of: buying talk
gave it\ added , appear in this com¬ that does exist appears to be the
munity, Practically, all the, labor “if we can -get out of our other
and material involved in the gro¬ .deal, we’ll talk turkey” variety,
cery and home’s transformations and the webs aren’t placing too
Were contributed by individual and much faith in this.
business concerns that, in return,
Biggest factor, of course, appears
received credits during, or at the
to be the unsettled economic pic¬
show’s end."
ture in the country, with advertis¬
ers adopting the wait-and-see
philosophy that extends well be¬
yond the Christmas-New Year’s
hiatus on decisions and well into
next year.
SSS Continued'. from page l

TV ft Legit

Itself Based onDec.Trendex Returns
The December Trendex results f—
are in, and if anything, the new tional Council of Churches, Na¬
data throws into sharp relief the tional Farm Bureau Association,
heightening of the three-network Veterans Hospital Radio Guild;
competitive battle. Some of the U.S. Junior. Chamber of Commerce,
key statistics,
analysed by Urban League, 4-H Clubs, Boys.
NBC:
Clubs of America' and National
: I. NBC now leads in average Council of the YMCA.
share of audience on four nights
Show will carry remotes from
of the week, Monday, Wednesday, Australia, Canada, France, Jeru¬
Thursday and Saturday.
salem, the Vatican, The Hague, and
2. On a seven-night share basis; finally Salzburg for planned pickup
NBC is only 8% behind CBS as of Pvt. Gary Crosby setting the
compared to 23% behind a year stage for segue into Crosby’s tradi-;
ago, and is 37% ahead of ABC tional rendering of “Silent Night.”
Sam Piehce produces show with Bill
compared with 40% a year ago.
3. Average nighttime shares for Morrow handling Crosby’s; talk..
the seven nights are 34.4% for
CBS (down.4.9 points from last
December), 31.7% for NBC (up
1.8 points) and 23.1% (down 1.5:
points >:Continued from page 29 ^555'
4. Average seven-night ratings’*
for the three webs are 19.7 for and teenagers watch - tv at some
CBS (down 1.1. points), 18.2 for time with teenagers averaging two
NBC (up 2.1-points) and 13.3 for hours and 23 minutes afid adults
ABC (up 1.8 points).
over three hours.
5. Sets-in-use
continues
its
Weekday morning viewing is
spectacular climb, up 7% from down compared to other parts of
last December’s 52:8 to 56.7 for the day with the average person
this month, bearing out; the net¬ spending less than a hour per week
work’s contention that their new watching tv in 1957. Afternoon
attractions have been favorably viewing is also on the downgrade
received by the public. ;
compared with the peak year of
6. In terms of half-hour wins, 1954. Eyes glued to the set now
CBS leads with' 21 (down seven average a little oyer an hour an
from last year), NBC has 16 (up one quarter as compared with a
seven from last year) ,and ABC little river an hour an one-half in
has nine (down two).
1954..
The night-by-night Share break¬
The Cunningham & Walsh study
downs, which give NBC four out also points out. that families who
of seven; are as follows:
have owned tv sets longer are still
Sunday—NBC, 35.1; CBS, 31.7 the most ardent viewers and that
ABC, 20.2. Monday—NBC, 35.4, visiting and entertainment, which
CBS, 31.7, ABC, 16.3. Tusday— rose to -new heights in the early
NBC, 22.6, CBS, 36.1, ABC, 30.4. days of .tv and dropped sharply as
Wednesday—NBC, 32.5, CBS, 30.1, set ownership became widespread,
ABC, 24.7. Thursday—NBC, 33.1, are generally coming back.
CBS, 30.8, ABC, 24.7. Friday—
People have begun to return to a
NBC, 25.5, CBS, 37:0, ABC, 24.0. more active -rather than a passive
Saturday—NBC, 37.2, CBS, 36.5, role for their leisure time activities
. *VBC, 17.5.
but not greatly denting the tv audi¬
ence because the faithful have re¬
arranged their tv viewing rather
than eliminate. it.
Film House Attendance Off
Movie attendance, which fell
Continued from page 29
some 77% when a tv set was pur¬
listen. Too, three important as¬ chased is still off . as is magazine
sociations of independent owner-; reading which is down to the level
taxi drivers in New York City with of the early 1950’s. Newspaper
5,500 radios in their cars will all reading, never much affected by tv,
be tuned in that night. Promotion remains stable.
^
will also be .repeated in Los An¬
The survey points out that there
geles, Cleveland and Kansas City. is little change in the number of
Arrangements are being com¬ people listening to the radio in
pleted for railroad terminals the home at some time during the
throughout the country to pipe day; the total amount of time spent
the show over their p.a. systems listening^ to radio on Weekdays has
for benefit of holiday eve night shown a downward trend.
travelers caught between trains.
The second tv set market has
In New York, it will be Grand grown slowly but steadily—from
Central Station with 28 other cities 1% in 1951 to 10% in 1957.
including Chicago, Omaha, Los
There is still no evidence of rapid
Angeles, San Francisco, Washing¬ expansion of color set sales. Up to
ton, Bsston^et al expected to do last year more , nnd more people
likewise by special arrangement had,seen at least one color telecast
with local CBS affiliate carrying —23% last year, about 50% more
the Crosby stanza. As one CBS than the previous year’s figure. This
exec put it this week, “we’ll hit year only a few more say that they
every mobile listener outside of haye seen a color telecast. Reactions
the passenger in Sputnick.”
to color television were mixed,
Already in the CBS promotional more people commenting unfavor¬
'hopper are endorsements from ably than favorably.: About 10% of
such national organiza‘ional or¬ those expecting tq buy a new set
ganizations as the Salvation Army, this year said they would buy color.
Boy Scouts of America, National This is only 0.4% of the total tv
Exchange Clubs, Rotary . Clubs of families.
America, Camp Fire Girls, NaAfter covering in review the

Videotown

‘Bing’s Sing’

NBC’s ‘Rainbow’

Soft Market

‘7 lively Arts’

only 10 stanzas will be showcased.
(Some of them are on film and al¬
ready in the can.)
On the whole,. “Seven Lively
Arts” has shaped up as one of the
major disappomtmerits of the year.
CBS went to great lengths to endow
it with major production values,
bringing in John Houseman as
producer. Understood each segment
averages out to better than $100,000..
'
Pacting of John Crosby, New
York Herald Tribune (and syndi¬
cate) columnist-critiC, to host the
series has become somehting of a
cause celebre among the nation’s
critical fraternity with many ques¬
tioning (in print) the wisdom of one
of the nation’s top tv critics going
out on alimb to identify himself
with any one network.
What CBS will siibstitute^.in the
5 ta 6 p m. Sabbath slot hasn’t yet

i’l Axe-Fix
SSS Continued from, page 29

Co. are doing some freeform shift¬
ing, what With Patrice Munsel
going to later Friday night> “Date
With the Angels” maybe to
Wednesdays, Walter Winchell to
Miss Munsel’s spot, and mebbe, if
things don’t work out, Sinatra to
Thursdays.
CBS is stilt concerned about
“The Big Record,” even with Jack
Philbin in as .producer vice Lee
Cooley and Kay Thompson .acting
as a production consultant on the
show.
. There have been ai rash of lesser
changes In such segments as the
Pat Boone show, Miss Bergen’s
stanza, the Sheldon Reynolds “Dick
&. the Duchess” entry, the ill-fated
quy Mitchfjl
i^n%^her>;

His Frisco FM er
San Francisco, Dec. 10.
Stephen A. Cisler, who figured
in a long battle last year over his
“good
music” radio
stations,
KEAR-AM and FM, has bailed out
of his last Frisco radio holding.
He’s sold KEAR-FM to Harry
Nasburg for $100,000, subject to
FCC approval.
Nasburg is a Denver man who
earlier this year purchased the old-,
line Frisco weekly literary maga¬
zine, The Argonaut.
Cisler, after nearly going broke
on classical-music KEAR-AM, last
year sold the station to Dave Segal,
who renamed it KOBY, put it on 9
“Top 40” r-and-r basis and has
zooiried it to the top of the North¬
ern California “Pulse” ratings.
Segal paid $400,000 for the 10,000watt Am Outlet.
Sale of the AM station provokes
a protest by minority stockholders
io the FCC, but the FCC rejects
the protests on the grounds that
the stockholders hadn’t proved Cis¬
ler. had broken faith by allowing
the station to switch , out of clasical music,
Nasburg said the 25,000-watt FM
station Would continue playing
longhair music fulltime.

McMillan planning
A MOSCOW QUICKIE
London, pec. 10.
John McMillan, Associated-Redif¬
fusion’s program controller, plans
toi spend around six hours in Mos¬
cow when he makes a trip there
later this month. McMillan planes
out of Britain Dec, 20 and plans
to be home again on Dec. 21.
He’s going as part of an agree¬
ment, set nip between the Russian
tv authorities and: A-R, whereby
the Reds made a telefilm aboutBritain and a British crew lensed
a similar pic in the USSR. Both
features wilLbe screened* in Mos¬
cow and if they meet approval
from both sides a document will he
inked to that effect. The British
telefilm, entitled “Russia,” will be
aired shortly after Christmas.

British ((diffusion
Sets Fairbanks Pix
London, Dec. 10...
. Douglas Fairbanks teleplaylets
will be featured thrice weekly by
Associated-Rediffusion, , London’s
weekday commercial tv program¬
mers. the telefilms will be aired
during a late night spot between
11:30 arid midnight; which has
beep created by a program reshuf-.
fie.
The Fairbanks programs will go
out bn Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. The reriiaining late spots
on Tuesday arid. Thursday will also
be filled with filmed material—
“Zane Grey Theatre,” “Cross Cur¬
rent” and “Mark Saber.”
The extra half hour, of late, view¬
ing has been brought about by
slashing 3d minutes of toddler’s
programs in an early afternoon
slot.
■
Com* Say "Hello Neighbor" to Fred
Waring, The McGuire Sisters, Dot Records, Vivienne Oella Chiesa and others
when you enjoy the top billing of dis¬
tinguished

PENTHOUSE OFFICES
Atop 157 West 57th ST.
at a balcony price of only $9,000 per
/ear.
^.No matter what your business or
profession your star shines a bit more
brightly from the heights of superb
.penthouse suite. ■ You get 1,500 sq. ft.
of office space ... 1,500 tq. ft. of terraces . , and the admiration. & envy
of everyone, who conies, to visit you.
Better* hurry, see H today!
We aho have available a 4-room
of 1,000 sq. ft. on the 12 floor
at $5,400 per year.

Mr. Flanders ei Premises
or Miss Grand, TJt 9-2000
FARBER-WITTM ANl . INC.

BARGAIN
XHUME/TS COSTUMES
Colorful, chants Knee and laeds
Original cost $6,000 . ,
BASCH-17 East 45th St., NswYorV
Phone: MU 2-6977
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Expand Orbits In
East-West Merger Plymouth last week okayed a move
mi—m

Continued from page 27
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FREMANTLE SETS UP
A BRITISH n

London, Dec. 10.
Fremantle Overseas Radio and
Reflecting the one-big-showrbiz for its "Date With the Angels’’ Television Inc. of New York have
trend integrating breadcasting, from Friday at 9:30, after Sinatra, formed a British company to han¬
4Warrenton, Va., Dec. 10.
to Wednesday at 9:30 vice, "Walter dle Sales. The details were settled
pictures and legit, indie agents Winchell File.” Winchell, under-? during the recent visit here of Paul
’ Something different in radio
Ingo Preminger and Herb Jaffe written by Revlon, was slated to Talbot, the company prexy.
stations; even to its officers and
owners, was unveiled here Satur¬
this week concluded a merger take Friday at 8:30. And the last They’ve also opened new offices
day 17) in the heart of Virginia’#
agreement under which their op¬ part of the" triple play was .for off Piccadilly,
plush hunt country.
— v"
Lane Blackwell, who has repped
Buick’s Patrice Munsel live halferations become the Preminger- hour to move into the spot current¬ Fremantle in Europe for the past
WKTF, a daytime 5,000 watter,
Jaffe-Stuart, agency: The Coast- ly held on Fridays by. “Angels.1 three years, is leaving the com¬
went on the air from its studios in
Stephen A. Machcinski Jr., has the Warren Green Hotel under
baged Preminger becomes prexy, But it is in doubt whether Buick pany . at the end of this week to
the Gotham-based Jaffe as v.p., will okay . the. move, enabling- the join NBC.in charge of British and been upped to exec veepee of the the direction of two nationally
known women. President of the
European sales. He heads for New
three
way
shift,
now
that
Sinatra’s
Adam Young/reppery. Machcinski corporation and majority owner is
treasurer and head of ■the N. Y,
sponsor has decided to move.else¬ York on Sunday (15) for consulta¬
office, and Malcolm Stuart, Pre¬ where,
tions with the network toppers. A joined the^Cdam Young firm 13 Maqtha Rountree, well known tele¬
minger’s associate for the past
Web said that Buick and Miss successor will be named when Tal¬ years ago . after haying been associ¬ vision. personality for many years.
three years,, .as v.p. and secretary.. Munsel will get first crack at bot. returns to London in the New ated with the Katz Agency, Head- Her partner and vice president and
Year.
ley-Reed Representatives, the New treasurer is Ruth Montgomery,
Merger, which: takes effect next Sinatra’s current spot, thereby
A recent development in the Fre York Daily News and J. Walter; Washington byline feature .writer
Monday (16), gives the Preminger throwing the above, plan into con¬ mantle London setup is ail associa¬ Thompson. For the past three years for International /News Service*
unit eastern representation in fusion. Evenso, if Buick pushes to tion with Dina. Lom, a literary he has been general sales manager and former Washington corre¬
television and legit, along with lit¬ 9, it means Plynjouth definitely has agent, who -will act as script editor, in charge of both radio and televi-j spondent for the New York Daily
erary representation, since those to move somewhere to avoid prod¬ to the new company. Fremantle’s Sion sales, but in his new capacity; News.
have been Jaffe’s principal areas uct conflict.
While WKTF (named after Miss
recent deals include the sale of he will supervise radio sales only.
of operation. At the. same time,
In an effort to strengthen his “Animal Parade,” a. series of 39
Alan J. Bell, formerly of thej Rountree’s short-lived magazine,
Jaffe gets Coast representation for stanza; Sinatra last week agreed to quarter-hours produced in Austra¬
“Know
the Facts”), sticks mainly,
tv and pictures for his clients, devote all his time, into August to lia to Associated-Rediffusion and Army Pictorial Service/has joined to the music and news format of
which he had been unable, to pro¬ his video commitments. This week, filmed material for John Grier¬ Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., as such, operations, the owners are
assistant director of radio promo-]
a blueprint was laid out on how to son’s “This Wonderful.World” pro¬ tioh
vide in the past.
and research. Bell previously also planning numerous unusual
As an example of the one-big- hypo his individual stanzas.
gram on the Scottish outlet.
served - as a news writer and assist¬ gimmicks for their operation which
business trend, Jaffe has set a pub¬
There will be 26 programs done
ant producer for WORL-AM, Bos¬ can be picked up as far away as
lication deal with Alfred Knopf in 1958, 20 of which will have
Washington, 55 miles to the north¬
ton.
for “Summer Lovers,” first novel Sinatra starring. Of the 20, 16
Arthur O’Connell, formerly as¬ east.
Mrs. Montgomery, a veteran of
by the Saturday Review’s Hollis will' be musicals, kicking off the
sociated with Foote, Cone & BeldAlpert, with Preminger already first week in January with Dinah
ing has joined the rep firm of Dev- television news panel shows, is
peddling the picture rights. Jaffe’s Shore, and,..later
planning a weekly news tape which
Rosemary
ney Iric. as an account exec.
client, Max Wilk, has his new: Clooney and Jo Stafford will ap¬
Katz Agency, in line with an¬ will be offered for syndication if
play, “Cloud Seven,” coming into pear ’aS^guestars, He’ll also star
nounced general expansion policy, it works out. Miss Rountree will
Broadway, and Ralph Meeker, in four dramatic shows. Then
has upped five and added four men do several news and feature in¬
Preminger’s
client, has. been there will be six other dramatic
to the television sales staff accord¬ terview shbws weekly. Several art¬
booked into the lead. Jaffe recent¬ segs which he will host; with
ing to Scott Donahue Jr., veepee ists in New York have agreed to
ly signed Robert Alan Aurthur, a Michael, Rennie, Lloyd Bridges,
in charge of tv sales. Walter E. cut special shows fOr the station
top tv scripter, and Preifiinger is MacDonald Carey, et al., starring.
Nilson has been promoted to tele¬ to tryout, also with a view to radi
how dickering , a screeriplay deal
Daylight Sayings Time coupled vision sales manager of the rep syndication.
for Aurthur.
with . the new network Procedure firm. Nilson, formerly assistant tv
of playing programs throughout sales manager, joined the agency
Other new Jaffe deals are. the
the country at “clock time” have in .1947, having been associated
setting
of Margaret
BourkeWhite's autobiography with Simon.
Continued front page 32 —^ put a strain on the facilities of with the J. P. McKinney firm.
American Telephone & Tele¬ William W, Joyce; 12-year employee
& Schuster and the sale of "Love
Me Little” to Alexander Cohen WCBS-TV. Stating that what hap¬ graph’s. long lines department. of the reppery, has been named as
for Broadway production in April, pened “is simply a result of inex¬ Webs have been given a deadline tv sales manager of the Chicago
Three members of the N.Y.
with Donald Cook (another Jaffe perience and lack of sophistication of Jan. 27 to give their firm tv line
Chicago, Dec. 10.
client) in the lead. He’s also set in broadcast matters” by the Li¬ requirements for summer, and, at sales staff have been promoted to
At the behest of the J. Walter
another David Shaw script' for brary, Digges nonetheless said that the same time, AT&T , is trying to assistant tv sales managers. They Thompson agency, ABC-TV has
“Playhouse 90” in January,. and is the Library’s move to disown its anticipate “facility problems” that are Oliver T. Blackwell, Alfred I. agreed to pick up the entire tab
working on several new tv paCkr participation ih. the perparation of it feels will exist in areas where Miranda and Michael T. Membrado. for a 7-Up contest that began last
the program was the work of only there probably will be overloaded* Lloyd ’ Griffin, Peters, Griffin, week on “American Bandstand/*
ages with Preminger:
Woodward veepee and director of Record hop show from Philadel¬
one man. “This one man—though lines.
According to the long , lines de¬ television revealed that more ac¬ phia is getting a- $100,000 share of
I’m. sure he didn’t know it at the
time—could have killed off META.” partment, a “new and difficult) count executives had been added the soda pop firm’s “December
Digges added that there were problem” has developed in the to the PGW staff in 1957 than in Airlift” budget in the form of 12
pressures to cancel the program network picture,, caused, by the any other year in the firm’s 25?-yeaf quarter-hour segments this month.
itself, but that META and WCBS- fact that some cities will be shift¬ history. Latest addition to the rep¬ Contest costs will probably be
WINS, N.Y. radio independent, TV “stood firm and the program ing to DST while others will not.; pery. is James M. King who has written off by the net as a new
This means that certain areas in joined the Chicago Office as a tv business expense in the name of
which was willing to drop Yankee was telecast and written.”
He said that “there have been the same time zone will not be re¬ account exec. King, since 1955,' research inasmuch as findings may
baseball because it cut into the
a similar slot with the George result in a future, substantial 7-Up
regular programming and regular other instances; of influential peo¬ ceiving programs, at the same lo¬ filled
revenue in the afternoon, was al¬ ple and organizations ‘backing cal time. Company pointed but P. HOllinghery Co. and prior to thatj buy on the show.
most simultaneusiy willing to aidd away’ when there is the slightest that the networks have proposed to was associated With the Minneapolis] Reason for the contest is that
solve the situation from their owfi Mining and Manufacturing Co.
7-Up wants a qualitative analysis
also the professional N;Y. Knick- cloud on the horizon of an educa¬ point of view by taping live
of the “Bandstand” audience,
exbocker basketball games to its tional television program or ser¬ stanzas and replaying then! to
nighttime sked. Station’s, post-10 ies: In most cases, it has been cities that don’t get the original HER MAJESTY’S OPPOSITION knowing already the show’s quan¬
titative pulL JWT considers 7-Up a
p.m. revenue is practically, nil, and ‘friends* of educational television pickup.
class product on the general mar¬
tlie Knick coverage with it a quar¬ rather than educators themselves/
“The proposal means, however, Liberal, Party Convention Rated ket and wants conviction that the
Digges
singled
out
META
for
its
ter-sponsorship from the .Bowery
*Worth Six Air Hours
that the networks must transmit
Dick Clark Vehicle provides the
“courage” and the “fine job”- it is two programs at the same time---,
Savings Bank:
right aura for Its product. Accord¬
Station is taping most of the doing,, and pointing out that it is one ‘live* and one recorded—and
Ottawa, Dec, 10.
ingly the contest is designed to get
50-odd : Knick games for delayed dependent, upon public, contribu¬ in some sections of the country to
Television and radio coverage of at the intelligence quotient of.
tions,
wondered
“how
many
friends
broadcast at 10 p.m. Some will be
the same general area,” AT&T the national convention of the Lib¬ “Bandstand" viewers, the money
afternoon games, played pn week¬ of top-notch educational television said. “This makes it necessary for eral Party ih Ottawa next mid- question being “What would you
there are ;
when something the telephone company to furnish January will total six hours of
ends..
call the American satellite, and
WINS is frying to sell off the more than lip service is heeded/ duplicate facilities along backbone broadcast time, according to a pre¬ why?” Every entrant is to state
remainder of the hoop encount¬ Digges also praised New York U., routes in some parts of the coun¬ liminary; schedule set by the Cana-, his age and the channel on which
dian Broadcasting Corp.
ers. For buying in at the outset, which produces “Sunrise Semes- try.
he watches the show.
Scheduled to elect a new na¬
with the first game last week, the ter” and other WCBS-TV educa¬
AT&T is aiming to add about
Contest has two divisions, for
bank is currently.getting identi¬ tional programs; stating that “we 15,000 miles of channels to cover tional leader for the Liberals who adults 18 and oyer and for juniors
should
never
forget
that
while
the problem: Construction will became the official government under 18. Prizes, duplicated for
fication throughout the program.
many people cried out .for educa¬ start early next year for next slim¬ opposition party in last June’s fed¬
each division, include roiindtrips
tional television, it was NYU, mer availability/
eral voting; after more than two- for two to Washington and Phila¬
which, almost alone; did. something
There; are 77,000 miles of tv lines score years in power, convention delphia, appearance on the ABCabout educational television.”
that can be interconnected with will be aired Jan. 14, 15 and 16, TV show, and sets of American
about . 500 stations in the U.S., radio and video, English and Peoples Encyclopedia with coffee
French webs..
Canada and Mexico.
table bookcase.

Preem Femme-Helmed Va. Station

Machcinski’s Exec V.P.
Status at Young Reppery;
Katz Agency’s Expansion

7-Up Is Given-a Hefty
‘Bandstand’ Assist As
ABC Picks Up Promo Tab

WINS Night Slotting

Games

IS YOUR HOUSE
IN ORDER?

Addressed, -especially to • suc¬
cessful people in show business
wfio want to enhance the value
and. soundness of that rainy,
nay nest egg. Whether the
curtain goes up or down in.the
financial market would have
httle effect on your holdings if
they , are' under the daily su¬
pervision of experienced- in¬
vestment counsel. We have
successfully served large and
confident investors for years
• • may we; help .you keep
your financial house in order.
Conference by appointment.
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S. SPENCER MEAN
Wts» 42h<l Strut, New York U

ON cynv CHANNtl IP—

U.S.-Soviel Show

Continued from/page 28 —

never talked before to give' their
views;'
.
, ,
Program will, be produced by
Leslie Midgley’s special programs
unit, one of two units set up by the
network recently to turn out . indepth treatments. Don Hewitt will
direct, As researchers, the web
has set Steve White, recently hired
from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, to do the science
portion; Marvin Kalb, another re¬
cent CBS addition . and former
press attache with the U.S. em¬
bassy in Moscow (he’s the younger
brother of N.Y. Times , southeast
Asia correspondent Bernard Kalb).,
to do the research on Russia; and
Jane Bartells as general, research
er—she’s a member of the Midgley

^Original working .name for the
project was “Operation Brink’ (.as
. described in Variety on Nov. 6),
but with the decision to expand the
show’s theme, .the “Brink ’ tag was
dropped, as was another working
aw«i4hi$'*N.Y.c.?r«(.n.r.Moo
kUitle, “The; Race for Space/’ •

BROOKS
COSTUMES

ZIV

SETS

THE

PACE

WITH

4 OUT OF TOP 7
syndicated shows ?N SYRACUSE
1im after lime:

vziv snows
Meat

#1 MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY

28.3

#3 MEN OF ANNAPOLIS

24.5

#6 DR. CHRISTIAN

23.8

#7 HIGHWAY PATROt,

23.0

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC.
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Attention Stars: -Stay Home’

I

Paar Plus Features

L

.
Detroit, Dec. .10.
"The Late Show” is a new WWJTV entry to satisfy requests of
those viewers who want to watch
tv into the wee hours of the morn¬
ing.
Feature films will be shown fol¬
lowing Jack Paaris “Tonight” at 1
a:m. Friday and Saturday mornings.
Pix wi ll run to approximately 2:30
a.m.

TV Film Chatter

Private Eye Series

j Continued Irom page 31
Sy Weintraub, prexy of Telestar
Films, has a stock Interest in
Duncan Renaldo for "Cisco Kid/* Trendex was not used in this re-‘
Selectvision,
the toll tv Outfit
for Ziv; John Lupton for "Broken | port—since it was in a sense the
which plans to wire, the Forest
Toronto, Dec. 10.
Arrow” on ABC-TV, and. Michael first rating service identified with
Hills,
Rego
Park,
Queens area, for
With Hal Roach Jr. to distribute,
Ansara, on a separate tour for the tv p:a/s—is because the lists of
cinematics ... National Telefilm Julian Roffman of former "March
tours
supplied
by
networks'
and
Associates has formalized its deal of Time” to direct, and Phillip
same "Broken Arrow” series. In
with David O. Selznick for "The Minis of "The Search” and "Circle
the rare instances Where ratings telefilm syndicators often went
Adventures of Tom Sawyer,” Theatre” to superyise the writirig,
were available, the point also holds beyond the 15 maj or markets meas¬
ured
by
Trendex
and
into
areas,
"Spellbound/’ “Rebecca” and “The
for John Hart doing the city-by¬
Third. Mari.” “Tom Sawyer” and an untitled 30-miniite, 39-episode
city grind for TPA's “Hawkeye and covered in Pulse?s broader geo¬
“Spellbound” will be reissued the¬ series starts rolling here end of
the Last of the Mohicans/’ Other graphical report.
atrically before their tv . run . .. . January. Implicating Hal Roach
Throughout the testimony of the
findings* again the same, are for
Actors Tris Coffin and Kelo Hen¬ in a million-dollar Canadian ven¬
failure
of
p.a/s
with
the
.
audience,
John Howard, "Dr. Hudson’s Secret
derson top billed in “26 Men,” will ture, with Ralph Foster in as Me¬
Journal,” MCA; Robert Cummings, it was simultaneously evident that
be available for p.a. tours from ridian Film head on a 50-50 deal,
his own show after its 1957; preem in hitting from Muskogee, Okla:,
Jan.
5 through Jan. 22. This will plot plans to deal with a Frenchon NBC; Diana Centner, for to Milwaukee, Wise:, Thomas.
be ABC Film Syndication’s second Canadian detective engaged in po¬
"Alcoa Hour” on NBC. Cparticuiar Mitchell was performing a job for
major p.a. tour, the other being lice work but not a "private eye.”
Three
default
judgments
total-j
show in question was March 31,1 his sponsors. This is no less true ling $51,228 were entered in the the 14-market safari of Irish Mc- Minis, story editor, after Toronto
1957). ABC supplied the Dallas for John Bromfield, or Duncan N. Y. County Clerk’s office last j Calla, of "Sheena, Queen of the conferences with Ralph Foster and
appearance for Lawrence Welk and Renaldo or John Hart and other week against Matthew Fox and Jungle” . . , NTA has completed Roffman, left over, the weekend
his entire cast Sept 7, this year, syndicated film stars. They each five companies in which he has a 12 episodes of "George Jessel’s for story-talks with the. Quebec
but the only ratings Pulse could reported great, successes as “public controlling. interest.. Largest Show Business” telefilm series . \ . City police department heads and
supply were for the previous Aug,! relations mein” within the frame¬ amount involved was' $29,046. This Goodson-Todmari is pitching “The has been promised access to their
Quill and the Gun” and “The
3 and the following Oct. 12 telecast. work Of their sponsor’s corporate was in favor of Eliot Hyman, now Web”
i files.
for winter replacements.
There was none for the time of the desire to butter up mill hands and prez of Associated Artists Produc¬
French-speaking star, for the
Commercials arid industrials pro¬
p.a., and the rating increase which, major merchandisers alike. Mitchell tions.
male angle, has yet to be selected
said
the
.
p.a/s
help
"establish
a.
ducer
David
Pie!
demonstrated
his
was rather sizeable from August to
but
aim of Minis is to pick the
Hyman’s
award,
according
to
the
new mouth-to-mouth lifesaving
October has been attributed to the i rapport , between business men,” papers, represented the balance of technique for the Army and Red lead up in Quebec City or Montreal,
normal increase of winter over arid explained that sponsors "are money owed him by Motion Pic- I Cross at the Roswell Park Memo- plus aim to select complete casting
not entirely concerned with the
summer ratings.
intrinsic merits of the entertain¬ ; times for Television Iric. arid Fox | rial Institute in Buffalo last week hi Canada.
The industry "15-city Trendex ment/’ (Syndicators place greater under settlement of an employ¬ . . . Screen Gems shifting three of
swings” a couple of years ago were importance on these facets of the ment contract. Latter, agreement, its salesmen to new territories, with
the first general indication that the p.a. than do networks.)
which arose from Fox’s buyout of George Hahkoff going from Baltimore-Washingtori-Philadelphia to
producers were after ratings via
"Cisco Kid” sponsors iii a num¬ Hyman’s interest in MPTV, started
. ABC Film Syndication has sold
the personal appearance gimmick. ber of cities considered Renaldo’^ in June, 1951; and terminated in the national sales dept, in N.Y., Bermuda’s first tv outlet, ZBM-TV,
Marvin Fraum moving from upper
There was no indication, either,: appearances, to quote a Georgia Feb., 1954.
| N.Y. state to Hankoffs old beat five telefilm properties, each corithat they improved the audience dairy company, "one of the greatest
MPTV arid Fox agreed to pay and Williain Hart shifting from tracted for a 39, plus 13 run.
status of a given program. Reason sales promotion and public rela¬
Skeins include "26 Men,” "Code
Hyirian $183,333 in settleirient of Gotham to Fraum’s territory . „
tions event in our history.” Bnt the latter’s pact following its 1954 Ralph Story, “$64,000 Challenge” 3” "Racket Squad,” ‘Douglas Fair¬
half of that statement, the "sales termination: Complaint stated that emcee, filmed a series of spots for banks, Jr., Presents,” and “Kierpromotion” half, might rightly be all of‘the settlement coin was paid Canada Dry through the J. M. an’s Kaleidoscope.” ZBM-TV will
considered inordinate praise since with exception of the $29,646 bal¬ Mathes agency : . . Jim Campbell go on the air about Jan: 15, 1958,
Renaldo, when he hit Atlanta; one ance, Stillman & Stillman repped doing all the voice work, on-camera under the management of H. J.
of the cities discussed, in the trib¬ Hyman in the judgment proceed¬ and off, for a new training film Tucker and Walter Staskow.
ute, fell riff some three .rating ing. ..At the same time, through this week at the Army’s Astoria
points from the. time of his June attorney S. B. Levin, S. & S. won studios.
David Quaid,* film cameraman,
appearance to the next jrating in a $13,822 judgment against Fox, et
and Albert Ostander, art director,
July and ratings are assumed to al for services rendered.
have joined the permanent staff of
have a relationship to sales. TPA
Debtors, aside from Fox, in the
Film Productions , . . Jack
reported that Hart, was a big hit S. & S. bite were C. & C. Televi¬ Klaeger
Berch, former radio personality
on the “supermarket circuit” and sion Corp., C. & . C. Pan-Atlantic and more recently boss of his own
that' what apparently were appear¬ T. V. Co. and C. & C. International teleblurb company,- to television
ances in retail stores moved prod¬ Film Corp. Services were rendered commercial sales at Transfilm . . .
ucts off the shelves for his under¬ between Dec., 1956, and May, 1957, Nathan Zucker’s Dynamic Films
writers..
in connection With agreements moving from Manhattan’s West
made- by Fox arid his companies 89th St. shortly to new exec offices
with the Screen Actors Guild, at 405 Park Ave.
Screen
Directors
Guild
and
Writers Guild of America West
Inc.
These
pacts
cleared
the
Continued from page 30
unions’ claims for residuary pay¬
owners of WATV would ribt be the ments for tv showings of certain
Continued from page 31ssss
losers in the proposed switchover. films by the Fox firms.
ducers and talent; and the estab¬
He also said that radio stations
The third judgment was entered lishment of a residual fund; to be
WAAT. (AM-FM) which was in¬
cluded in the NTA; deal, would be against /Western Television Corp. divvied up when an industry form¬
sold off by the Regents, if the FCC in favor of Motion Picture Releas¬ ula is reached.
ing Corp. for $7,760. Under an . The picture, though; is not as
gave its approval,
High blood pressure? Taut nerves?
I Under the NTA. deal, now before Oct 16, 1956, agreement MPRC bleak, as it would appear on the
■ the FCC. NTA would acquire 100% agreed to assign some 25 films to surface. Stations which have bought Arthritis? Rheumatism? Are these
of the capital, stock of both Atlantic Western., Deal, however, was mu¬ the libraries still have soine time your symptoms? Then relax in the
That's because I like to
Television and Bremer Broadcast¬ tually terminated, in a settlement to go before the pix are used up.
ing Corp. The agreed upon pur¬ whereby Western was to pay While the pre-48 backlogs of Co¬ soothing radioactive thermal waters
give the advertiser a run
lumbia, Universal and 20th-Fox at this spa. At the Arlington relaxa¬
chase price was $2,550,000, of MPRC $7,500. It never did.
tor his money—always
have been committed for tv, they
which $50,000 Was paid on the sign¬
have been doled out in tv distribu¬ tion and luxury are yours. The
ing of the agreement. Another
hovel Like creating a
tion, and still have sometime to go new Dorothy Draper decor is
$150,000 is payable on the closing
whole new empire of customers date, with the balance paid over
before the bottom of the barrel is yours to enjoy.
reached. Then, there is the move
approximately eight years. NTA
—KEL-O-LAND—more than
also guarantees the payment of
by Republic Pictures, which hasn’t
a million strong, with over
RKO Teleradio. Pictures’ Abbey produced fresh pix/on its lot in write for your
liabilities of $950,000. It also was
agreed that certain selling stock¬ Theatre project is moving along, eight months, to sell it’s post-’48
$1,220,150,000 in annual
holders are to receive compensation with the second filmed production cinematics .to three potential color folder
retail sales. It’s a triple-market equal to 20% of the profits , of At¬ of the famed Dublin group, “Boyd’s buyers.: Not being in production,
lantic and Bremer corporataions be¬ Shop,” due in today (Wed.).
[the. studio apparently is less
package, and yoa get it for
fore incoirie taxes until their shares
RKO plans to view the first three [ worried about retaliatory measures
one single-station buy.
of such profits totals $1,000,000.
Abbey filmed productions before by the guilds.
deciding whether they will go into
When the current feature pool
How's that for selling the
theatrical distribution or ±v. The available to tv Will run dry is any¬
blazes out of your product?
' initial production “Professor Tim” body’s guess, but the estimates of
[ was 60 minutes, as was “Boyd’s savvy distribs, in touch with the
Shop,” scripted by Irish playwright markets which are programmed
SMALL ESTATE
put all of
St. John Irvine, A decision on heavily with features, is about three
Under $50,ooo
MCA TV is getting an added ride whether the.remainder in the series years. At that time, rerun-itis will
on its onediour Roy Rogers, and will be 60 or 90 minutes though, set in, even for the .major tv fea¬ Katonah vicinity (Westchester Ce.
Gene Autry features, with jihe curT remains to be made. A good deal ture showcases, unless the squeeze R.R. station 10.. minutes.. Five g
geoua. acres, sweeping vtew. Fe
rent western programinirig upbeat. will depend on the U.S; reception eases.
foot swimming pool. Homo of «
Now in its third year in syndica¬ to the Emmet Daltori co-produc¬
tinctlon. 4 b.r., maid's room,..:
baths, prastlgo. dining room, pfcti
tions.
IN YOUR TV PICTURE tion, outfit has inked some 23 mar¬
window living room, largo kit chon,
kets, with many of the deals calling
Other filmed Abbey Theatre proj¬
ft. ^jalousie enclosed porch. Sm
stable,
cottage, 2-car garage. L
for three to five-year extensions of ects wfli include Sean O’Casey’s
WPIX, N. Y., has bought addi¬ taxes, top neighborhood. Extraoi
ABC CBS NBC
current contracts.
["Playboy of the Western World”
nary buy. Shown by gppointmen
tional
rerun
features
from
M
&.
A
In the half-hour field, MCA TV Is [ and “Shadow of A Gunman,”
HAROLD C. SCHMITT
Alexander and King-Shore. In¬
out pushing its new syndicated
KDLI
Realtors
* Insurers
cluded in the two packages of 44
property “Mickey Spillane.” It can¬
AbtrdeBn — Huron
pix are “Bitter Rice” and“Anna,”
Rhoule: Yorfctowg Heights 2-433
celled . a. national sales meeting Diffring Coast-Bound
[
the
Marx
Bros,
in
"Love
Happy”
scheduled for Chicago this week.
For ^Frankenstein’ [ and "Night fn Casablanca," as well
[ as “Dillinger” and“It’s A WonderLondon, Dec. 10.
KELO
Sioux Falls CHANNEL
Anton Diffring planed out to
In the sales department, Alfred
Hollywood last Sun. (8) for . a two Di Giovanni, formerly a sales exec
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
William Bloom, in charge of pro- week, stay to star in the first in a at DuMont, has joined the New
duction at National Telefilms, has series of 39 telefilms entitled “The York Daily News indie as an ac¬
Experioncgd, personable T.V.
exited company following; a six Lives Of Frankenstein,” being count exec.
ierre — Winner — ChamMrtarn
months association. The former
Newscaster wanted by New
RKO producer disclosed he vacated made jointly by Hammer Films and
I Louisville—Two new air person* Yorlc City television station
Siou Foils, S. D.
his post because NTA didn’t follow: Columbia.
have joined the announcing
through with their original plans
Diffring, who. plays the title role, alities
JOE FLOYD. President
staffs of WAVE radio and tv. Bob lor nightly news program.
to set Up their own production or¬ will return to Britain after the Dahlgren
succeeds Foster Brooks,
Ivans Nerd, Gan. Mgr. Lorry Sentson, V:JF.
ganization. Company, which does first in the skein is completed to who recently moved to WHAM, Send I’esiimo and picture to
Represested by H-R
| its own financing, produces their make another 12 in the series at Rochester. N. Y. He joined the
box V-590, Variety, 154 W.
[shows at Desilu and TCF-TV.
Bray Studios. It has riot yet been station Dec. 2. Dean Griffin, joined
fn Min—apels: lab—r S Johnson, Inc.
f No replacement for Bloom has decided whether the final 26 will the WAVE staff Dec. 4 as announc- 46th St.f New York, 36[.'
ifceen 'MUM
*»»*•*
jy* JMdiw to ArttNu
Amoriw.. . Ur.sfwciaUziagiB Mr» sttfLwetfu* •

Eliot Hyman, Others Win
51G in Judgments Vs.
5 of Matfy Fox’s Firms

Bermuda’s Pix Buy

I’M JOE FLOYD..

THEY SAY I’M A
HELLUVA SALESMAN!

Second RKO Telepic

MCA-TV’s New Deals On

KEL-O-LAND

WPIX’$ Future Bundle

Wm. Bloom Exits NTA
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OF TROUBLE
• . >u

Vs. BML Networks Still Up in the Air
Sporadic efforts to settle the
long-standing $150,000,000 lawsuit
of the 33 ASCAP songsmiths
against Broadcast Music Inc. and
the major networks have thus far
ended in a blind alley. A report
current last week that a deal was;
in the works, with the networks
agreeing to divorce from BMI and
pay around $2,000,000 to the songwriters, actually was only another
tentative formula being kicked
around in off-tbe-cuff discussions
between both sidfes. To date, none
of the defendants has come up with
a specific offer
settle the. suits,
although some talks have been
held in the past couple of months
In this direction.
The issue of the songwriters’
suit is currently looming as an im¬
portant factor in the current, nego¬
tiations between the American
Society of Composers, Authors ,&
Publishers and the tv webs and
indie stations with, regards to a new
performing license. Spokesman for
the; tv industry have told the
ASCAP negotiators that it is diffi¬
cult to negotiate a new pact with
ASCAP while 33 of its' members,
are aiming a lawsuit at them.
Both the ASCAP plaintiffs and
the ASCAP negotiators, with the tv
industry have pointed out that
ASCAP, as such, has nothing to do
with the law suit. The ASCAP
songsmiths, in fact, say that
ASCAP, as an organization, is dis¬
qualified from having any voice in
the suit because most of the
ASCAP- publishers also have BMI
subsidiaries.
Meantime, the pact between the
tv industry and ASCAP is due to
run out at the end Of this month.
If no deal is made, then the ASCAP
license will be continued under an
interim agreement. Under the
ASCAP consent decree, if the t.v
industry cannot reach agreement
with the Society over licensing fees,
it. can arbitrate the differences in
Federal Court. There is little like¬
lihood that there will be any black¬
out of ASCAP music On video, as
happened in radio back iri 1940
when BMI was^ first set up.
While the current video-ASCAP
pact was for four years, the. dura¬
tion of the. new pact is another
subject for- disagreement. There
have been various proposals for a
pact going for two, four, six, eight
and 10 years.

CAMDEN PACKAGING
NEW UVE’ TALENT
Camden Records, which has
®eeh predominantly active with
reissue material out of the RCA
Victor master files, is now starting
to accent new talent. Label has
signed harpsichordist Bruce Prince
Joseph, who teaches music at Co¬
lumbia U,, and singer-piantst
•Nancie Malcomb. Their first pack-,
ages will be out next spring.
♦ .Caro<ten’s move into the “live”
talent market was sparked by the
click of their first such artist, Gene
a harpist Whose ‘Stringin’
the Standards” package has been,
a company bestseller.

sen Gets
Epic Gen’l Mgr.’s Post
William Nielsen has been upped
manager of Epic Rec¬
ords. Nielsen, has beep national
sales manager for the Columbia
Records’ subsid for the past several years; He’ll continue to overse®. .“le sales activities.
First appointment under Niel¬
sen s general managership Is Joe
bherman as pop artists & reper¬
toire chief. Sherman’s coining iri
^.Arnold Maxin, .who left the
spot to head up MGM’s disk opera¬
tion.

Ray Hartley to RCA
Bay Hartley, an Australian pianist now in the U: S. has been inked
byRCA Victor.
„,;Sa?ley's keyboarding on wax
^lU ^Jlanted for.: the packaged

MGM for Indie Deals

• n*

Indicates Pic Co/s Aim to Follow
The independent record com¬
panies are in for a big headaiche
after the first of the year. That’s
when the returns start coming in.
It’s their splurge into the pack¬
aged goods fields that’s giving
them the jitters. Haying maneuv¬
ered successfully in the, singles
field iri the past, the indies during
the past year have, gone airnut to
cash in on ; sorne of that album
market gravy and have discovered
that it’s not as easy to grab.
The economics of album produc¬
tion is the factor that’s made .the
indies’ entry into the LP market
a hazardous affair. At the going
$3.95 price, ihe companies’ profit
margin has been constantly slim¬
ming down with the rising produc¬
tion costs in recording, art work,
promotion, etc. The majors have
been getting, along on volume sales
but the indies, with a small. LP
catalog to work on, have been find¬
ing it virtually impossible to pull:
their line in the black.
Only the indies Who have devel¬
oped specialized markets- aren’t
singing the first-bf-the-year blues.:
Those who have concentrated on
jazz product. Which is much cheap¬
er to produce than a pop album, or
those who haye developed a line
of higher-priced hi-fi albums have
been steadily showing a profit re¬
port.
: The indies who’ve been bucking
the majors in the pop field, how¬
ever, are being hurt. They’ve been
forced to work out special sales
lures (delayed billing, 100% return
privilege, one free album for every
12 bought; etc.) and this is expect¬
ed to boomerang after the Christ¬
mas sales spree.
„ Many distributors have a casual
payment approach to the indies.
An indie that’s overloaded the
market is in real trouble because
the distrib figures the outfit Will
have to go broke and holds back
payment pending a foldo, so that
some sort of deal can be made on
the; monies owed.
Tradesters figure there will have
to. be an overhaul of the iridie picture orice those returns start coin¬
ing in.

United Artists’ bow in the disk
business this week signalizes the
company’s intention “to keep light
on its feet and move Into any field
where the entertainment dollar is
being spent,” according to Max E.
Although he’s not slated to move Youngstein, prexy of the UA music
into his MGM Records hq Until companies. While the decline in
Dec. 23, Arnold Maxin, label’s the motion picture business has led:
newly appointed boss, already has some to believe that less money is
started the ball rolling for his new being spent on- entertainment,
setup. With Morty Craft, his hew Youngstein said that actually more
pop a&r chief, Maxin held a re¬ money is being spent in show, busi¬
cording session last Thursday (5) ness, but that different media,
which, will kick off his regime at among them disks, are coining to
the. fore.
MGM.
Meantime, several major com¬
The UA* record company, which
panies have been showing interest kicked off with two platters by
in Harry Meyerson, label’s pop singers Joe Valino and Wes Bryan,
a&r chief under Frank Walker, plans to enter the package market
who’s leaving the diskery to go next month, Youngstein disclosed.
over to Loew’s as a consultant. He said that a minimum of 24 LPs
Meyerson says that ho hew diskery. would be released during 1958,
deal has been made and that he’s covering the entire field from pops
received; no word from Loew’s as- to classics.
to his status with the company.
On the talent and tune front, UA
has now added Hal Schaefer to its
staff as musical director. Schaefer,
Two veteran RCA Victor disk
a pianist who has Worked for the
execs, James P. Davis and Walter
RCA Victor label, will arrange,
W. (Bill) Bullock, Were given their
baton and record for the UA label.
viceprexy stripes by the company
Youngstein, at the same time,
last week. Davis has been manager
stated that UA is still investigating
possible
buyouts of other disk and
of the record operations depart¬
music publishing firms. ,UA now
ment since August of 1956 and
has
river
50 copyrights in its two
Although stereophonic disks
Bullock has been manager of: the
publishing outlets. United Artists
made their experimental debut this Music
album department since last April.
(ASCAP)
and Unart Music
year, the tape industry is far from (BMI).
Davis joined RCA as a cost analyst
Worried arid expects, to double its
12 years ago, while Bullock has
Youngstein stressed that the
market within the next three years.:
been with the corporation since
Irving Rossmain, prexy of the music operation will be a separate
1927, serving in .numerous man¬
Magnetic Recording Industry Assn;, wing of UA and will not be used
agerial positions.
pointed out that the coming com¬ only to exploit films. The first two
Both execs report to veepee
petition from stereo disks will help releases, however, are. getting full
George R. Marek, Victor disk gen¬
to sell more stereo tape equipment application of film-type promotion.
eral manager. The naming of Davis
because of. widening public interest One of the platters, Joe Valino’s
arid Bullock to v.p. posts fills out
in this latest development in the “Legend of The Lost,” is being tied
in with the release of the pic from
the, complement of three vieehigh fidelity field.
prexies for the Victor disk setup.
At the present time, however, the which the song was taken. Valino
is
making a junket of 13 cities
Earlier this year, - two veeps left
stereo disk demonstrations by both
the division when Larry Kariaga,
London Records arid Westrex a, that will both promote his platter
and
the picture. Bryan is also
Marek’s predecessor as general
couple of months ago Were “incon¬
plugging his disk on a similar
manager, exited to become prexy
clusive,” Rossman said.
swing of the key cities for radio-tv
of General Artists Corp., and ;HowRossman predicted that stereo appearances, theatre stands, news
ard Letts was moved over to RCA’s
(Continued on page 60)
interviews and record shop stops.
broadcast division;
UA is also preparing radio-tv
plugs for its disks in another adapt¬
ation of the film campaign formula.
Filmed tv features prepared to
hypo UA features will incorporate
plugs from UA disks. Similarly
radio spots for films will include billing for the company’s platter
releases and artists. In addition,
UA has installed some 200 juke¬
boxes in theatre lobbies around
the country for the playing of its
new disks.
UA’s disk company was given a
television sendoff in New York
Monday (9) on the DuMont Herb
Sheldon, show. AI Tamarin, exec
assistant to Youngstein who is
handling the UA inusic operation,
and Jack Lewis, UA’s artists &
VARIETY, in its more titan 50 Years of Reviewing the Passing Show
repertoire man, together with Val¬
Bushtees Scene, has noted and annotated that Shows and Showmen who
ino arid Bryan, and others were in¬
terviewed by Sheldon.
lake the most of their properties-—from script and easting to direction
johnny Green, general musical
director MGM since 1949, has
asked for any early out from his
studio contract to engage in other
musical enterprises, Green is cur¬
rently huddling With Samuel Goldwyn regarding his association with
the latter’s production of “Porgy
and Bess,” in which he’ll direct the
music..
. Green will continue at MGM
until April 1, including musical
supervision on such: films as “The
Brothers Karamazov,” “Merry An¬
drew” and "Tunnel of Love.”

Davis to Veepees

Arnold Marin in Early
Start on

Trebled in 3 Yrs.

Use the Props

of the Profession

To YOUR lest Advantage......

and production—?wind up showcasing their ware* Jto BEST ADVANTAGE.
VARIETY, with its more than 50 years of showcasing ALL of Show
Busi

, offers the BEST ADVANTAGE for any and all Amusement Indus¬

try Advertisers.
The upcoming 52d ANNIVERSARY NUMBER will, work to YOUR.
BEST ADVANTAGE;

Space Reservation at any of the offices*

POP JOCK MEET IN K.C.
GEpiG WIDE BACKING
Kansas City, Dec. 10.
The first annual convention of
pop music disk jockeys, to be held
here March 7-9 under auspices of
the.Storz stations, is expected to
draw at broad cross-section of
jockeys and disk company execs.
Storz execs say that over 550 re¬
servations have already been re¬
ceived from those wanting to at¬
tend.
One of the features of the conven¬
tion will be a discussion of ratings
by execs of both the Pulse and
Hooper organizations.

MGM Adds to Roster
NEW YORK 36
154 W. 46th St.

HOLLYWOOD 28
6404. Sunset Blvd.

CHICAGO 11
612 N. Michigan Ave._

LONDON, W. C. 2
8 St. Martin's Ploca
Trafalgar Square

The Kartunes, a pop vocal group,
and Dottie Price a country & west¬
ern singer,, have been added to
MGM’s artists roster.
■ Their‘initial disks will be reflpnHh ■ ■' .........

54

/iSfSETr

MUSIC

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Ricky Nelson
(Imperi al).
“WAITIN’ IN SCHOOL” (Reeve!)
is right up the teenagers’ alley in
beat and lyric idea and Ricky Nel¬
son makes it all pay off. “STOOD
UP” (Commodore!) continues his
fling into the rockabilly field with
another likely click contender.
Del Vikings (Mercury). “YOUR
BOOK OF LIFE” (Pincus & Sons*)
Is a slick rock ’n’. roll-styled entry
with a meaningful' lyric idea that
should lift the Del Vikings to the
top of the spinning heap again.
“SNOWBOUND” (Shannont) has
a spirited calypso drive that will
move fast in the juke field.
Roy Hamilton (Epic).
“THE

workover of the classic Latino
dance.
The Petticoats (Prep).; “I AIN’T
GONNA DO IT NO MORE” (Joy*)
swings across the grooves with the
kind of bounce that will attract
spins.
“MANHATTAN MOUN¬
TAIN” (Olman*) is a schmaltzy
ballad with a neat melodic turn
which the girls use to advantage.'
Mario Lanza (RCA Victor).
“NEVER TILL NOW” (Robbins*)
gets; the standard big-tenor treat¬
ment which ought to win new fans
for the tune out of Metro’s “Raintree County.”
“COME DANCE
WITH ME” (Ben Bloom*) is a dra¬
matic entry out of M-G’s“SEVEN

LAWRENCE WELK
And His CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

RICKY NELSON
WAITIN’ IN SCHOOL
Stood Up
(Imperial)
DEL VIKINGS . _....__;... .... YOUR BOOK OF LIFE
Snowbound,
(Mercury) ...
ROY HAMILTON
THE RIGHT TO LOVE
(Epic)
Don’t Let Go
THE CHORDETTES
PHOTOGRAPHS
( Cadence)
Baby of Mine
MITCH MILLER ORCH. ...... RIVER KWAI-COLONEL BOOGIE
(Columbia)
Hey Litile Baby
JOE VALINO .......... declaration of love
(United Aritsts)
....... ....'.. .Legend of the Lost
MALCOLM DODDS & TUNEDROPS
UNSPOKEN LOVE
(End)

Tonight

3rd Consecutive Year
Dodge Dancing Party
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
For Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and New Talent
ABC-TV. Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm, E.S.T.
Dodge and Plymouth
Coral Records
Thesaurus Transcriptions_
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(Compiled by Sam Goody% leading New York disk retailer
whose global mail-order operation reflects not only the national
market, but internationally).
Label
Title
Artist
Columbia
West Side Story
1. Original Cast
Decca
Around World 80 Days
2. Sound Track
Columbia
My Fair Lady
3. Orignal Cast
Capitol
Where. Are You?.
4. Frank Sinatra
Vanguard.
5. The Weavers
At Carnegie Hall
RCA Victor
6. Original Cast
Jamaica . .
Capitol
Just One of Those Things
7. Nat King Cole
RCA Victor
Calypso
8. Harry Belmonte
Columbia
Bells Are Ringing
9. Original Cast
London
Film Encores
10. Mahtovani
RCA Victor
Sings of Caribbean
11. Harry Belafonte
Verve
Sings Rodgers & Hart
12. EUa Fitzgerald
“Capitol
13. Nat Cole
Love Is The Thing
Capitol
Pal Joey
14. Sound Track
Columbia
Pajama Game
15. Sound Track
Verve
Basle in Lodon
16. Count Basle
Folkways
Favorite Ballads
li. Pete Seeger
Kapp
Fabulous Forties
18. Roger Williams
Columbia
Simply Heavenly
19. Original Cast
Atlantic
20. Modem Jazz Quartet Modem Jazz Quartet

Jane Morgan: “Fascination”
poser-crooner-pianist and. he fits (Kapp). Here is a melodic recap
the rocking bill. The kids should of some of the previously released
go for it. “SNOWTIME” (Norman- Jane Morgan singles including her
Lebnard!) sets the rocking beat in clicko “Fascination.”. The title
a wintery mood.. add it works, too. tune sets the warm and lush mood
Cab. Calloway (Gone). “THE for the package which includes
BLUES CAME TO DINNER" siich. romantic pieces as “It’s Not
(Chappell*) has Cab Calloway, sing¬ For Me To Say,” “An Affair
ing out; a pleasing blues, melody To Remember,” ‘‘Two. Different
with an r’n’r choral support.. “TO¬ Worlds” and “Around The World,”
MORROW NIGHT” (Bourne*) is a tn name some.
fair blending of the ballad and
Barbara Ruick-Jack Cassidyblues patterns.
Alien Case-Roger White: “Oh,
Richard Himber Orch (Coral). Kayt” (Columbia).' This 1926 tuner
“IN THAT HAT” (Miller*) sets up by George & Ira Gershwin is the
an oldfashioned ballad style that’s latest of Columbia prexy Goddard
easy on the ear. “TODAY” (Mil¬ Lieberson’s show Score recrea¬
ler*) is another melodic pleaser tions. Lieberson plays it like an.
but hard to push in. current market. original cast set and manages to
Al Casey (Liberty). “WILLA get some fun into the grooves via
MAE” (Gregmark!) is a frantic his stock company vocal troupe
r’h’r piece grooved in the familiar and an okay Gershwin score which
swinging formula that Al. Casey [ stands out mainly for “Someone To
seems , to have down pat. “SHE Watch Over Me,” ‘-Clap Yo’Hands”
GOTTA SHAKE” (Gregmark!) has and “Do, Do, Do.” Lehman Engel’s
a rocking blues quality that’s been orch and chorus direction gives it
done better, before.
the proper Shubert Alley touch
The Escorts (OP Inc.) “MISTY and makes it a solid item for the
EYES” (Fellows!) fits Current rock¬ Broadway musical buffs.
ing tastes in design and delivery
Three Suns: “The Things I Love
that’s pegged for the teeners. In Hi-Fi” (RCA Victor).
The
“ARROW TWO HEARTS” (Fel¬ Three Suns, always a slick instru¬
lows!). is a quietly pleasing. ballad. mental trio, are backed by pipe
* ASCAP. ! BMI.
organist Alfredo Mendez; for a
rich sound impact. Combo swings
through a heat repertory ranging
Decca Pacts Felicia
from such oldies as “Honeysuckle
. Songstress Felicia Sanders has Rose” to “Music, Music.”
Ella ’ Fitzgerald: “Like Someone
been inked to a Decca. pact. Her
first sides for Decca will couple In Love” (Verve). There’s a lot of
“The Scing Frpm Gervaise,” a tune Ella on the wax market these days j
from the current French film, and but the sets never seem to get in
“Goodnight My Someone,” from each ; ether’s way because of
the forthcomihg Broadway musical, thrush’s capacity to change pace |
and style for topnotch effect in
“The Music-Man.”
each outing. “Like Someone In
Miss Sanders hit big a few; years Love” puts her in a mellow ballad
ago with her vocal of “The Song mood that caresses the ear through
Front. Moulin Rouge,” with the 15 standouts. Package opens with
Percy Faith orch on the Columbia a captivating treatment of “Mid¬
label.
night Sun” and never lets up.

RIGHT TO LOVE” (Sheldon!) is a Hills of Rome” that Lanza belts and
big, sentimental ballad that Roy a choral group lilts.
Hamilton power-pipes into a clicfco
Wes Bryan (United. Artists).
sljce. “DON’T LET GO” (Roose- TINY SPACEMAN” (Danby!) sets
veltt) places the crooner in the newcomer Wes Bryan in a rocki breathless r’n’r groove that’ll at¬ scat groove which will win him
tract the juve crowd.
some spinning attention. “LONE¬
The Chordettes! (Cadence). SOME LOVE” (Unart!) has a juke“PHOTOGRAPHS”
(Winnetonf) flavored beat which he gets off in
puts the Chordettes in top-bracket a way that will please the Coke set.
focus with a breezy, light-beated
Teddy Randaso (Vik). “RED
entry that makes sense. “BABY RUBY LIPS” (Quintet!) is a color¬
► OF MINE" (Thunderbird*) has an ful, swinging rocker that makes for
easygoing flavor which the girls lively listening. “I’LL NEVER
make more attractive via their top SMILE AGAIN” (Pickwick*) is in
good hands again as Teddy Ranharmonizing.
Mitch Miller Orch (Columbia)! dazzo takes over.
“MARCH FROM RIVER KWAILew Douglas Orch (Fraternity).
COLONEL BOGEY” (Columbia ISLAND OF BIMINI” (Buckeye*)
Pictures-Boosey & Hawkes*) gets has a lilting hula style that should
a. vivid whistling-marching show¬ be good programming fodder for
casing in Mitch Miller’s hands and the jocks. “SATURDAY AFTER¬
it’s sure to roll to a big payoff. NOONS” (Brandom*) has a lot of
“HEY LITTLE BABY” (Kahlt) is drive but it’s limited strictly to the
a happy spirited item that adds up football season.
to good jukebox fun.
Anisteen
Allen
(Capitol).
Joe Valine (United Artists); “DON’T PULL THE WOOL” (Dan¬
“DECLARATION OF LOVE” (Un- by!) blends a good beat and a styl¬
art*) starts off the new label with ish vocal into an attractive Slice.
a ballad entry that has some rock¬ “THAT’S THE MUSIC FOR ME”
ing overtones and Joe Valino (Fisher*) is a flashy modem: pitch
* makes it pay off with his extended- for an ‘‘oldfashioned song” that
vowel treatment and power-piping: could develop into a Click material
.
“LEGEND OF THE LOST” (Un- piece.
art!) is just par for the pic title
Neil Sedanka (Decca). “LAURA
theme course despite some nice LEE” (Norman-Leonardf) is the
first time out for the teenage comvocal work.
Malcolm Doddsv and The Tunedrops (End).
“UNSPOKEN
LOVE” (Mack Martin!) looks like
a noisemaker that should lead the
field of Tocking ballad entries.
“TONIGHT” (Maureerit) has a ro¬
mantic Latino lilt that’s cleanly
f Sam Cooke .......,
1. YOU SEND ME (7)
vocalized.
{ Teresa Brewer ..,
Hugo Winterhalter Orch (RCA
2. JAILHOUSE ROCK (9)
Elvis Presley .....
Victor).
“BLUE LOVERS LA¬
MENT” (Ben Bloom*) has a moody,
f-Bill Justis ... ...Phillips
yet pretty, melodic mood that Hugo
3. RAUNCHY (3)
|Billy Vaughan ...* . .. .. v.. Dot
Winterhalter’s orch sets up in fine
{Ernie Freeman
Style. “MOONLIGHT IN CAPRI"
4. APRIL LQVE -(5)
(Porgiet) shows off an attractive
Pat Boone ....... ....Dot
melody set along Italian lines.
(Rays..
Sammy Davis Jr. (DeCca).'
5. SILHOUETTES (7)
..
1 ’ \ Steve Gibson ... . . .... .ABC-Par
“HALLELUJAH I LOVE HER SO”
/Progressive! > is a rocking shouter
6. WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (9)
Everly Bros. ..... .. .. .Cadence
'that Sammy Davis Jr. whips out
7, CHANCES ARE (11)
Johnny Mathis.... ....Columbia
with lots of savvy. “I’M COMIN’
HOME” (Conley!). continues the
(Ames Bros. ......
8. MELODIE D’AMOUR (8) . ..........
rocking tour and he again turns
’ * (Edmundo Ros ..,
it into a fine disk spree.
Eddie Lawrence (Coral). “THAT
9. KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE (3)
Jimmie Rodgers ...
HOLIDAY SPIRIT” (MeriQk!) is
10. ALL THE WAY (1)
Frank Sinatra ....
an inspired Yule monolog in which
Eddie Lawrence as “Charlie
Scrooge” hates everything and
Second Croup
makes it known in a rib-tickling
LEkCHTENSTEINER POLKA
manner that attract plays until
Will Glahe*.....London
Dec. 25.
“THE MERRY OLD
PEGGY SUE
Buddy Holly .
PHILOSOPHER” (Merickt) phil¬
osophizes on the “not-so-happy”
I’M AVAILABLE
Margie Rayburn . ......Liberty
season in his folksy, funny Way.
(Bobby Helms ...... ....Decca
.. Jack Jones (Capitol). “BORN
MY SPECIAL ANGEL
..
* * { Sonny Land Trio .. ..... .. . .Prep
TO BE LUCKY” (Danbyt) has an
easy rhythm beat and likable Vocal
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE
Jerry Lee Lewis ..
treatment that will appeal to some
TILL
spinners.
“FOR CRYING OUT
Roger Williams ..,i; Kapp
LOUD” (Roosevelt!) gets by with
FASCINATION
Jane Morgan
■Kapp.
a melodic line that’s more inter¬
esting than the lyric angle.
JUST BORN
Perry. Como
Victor
Edmundo Ros Orch (London;,
PUT A LIGHT IN THE WINDOW
Four Lads
.. . .Columbia
“COLONEL BOGEY” (Roosey &
Hawkes*) gets a dash of chile into
NO LOVE
Johnny Mathis
.Columbia
the marching theme that mrkes it
an attractive spinning bet.
[Figures in parentheses indicate, number of weeks song has beeii in the Top 10]
“SPANISH GYPSY DANCE"
(Morrot) is a flashy instruments'

Other credits belong to Frank
DeVol for his arranging and baton¬
ing and Stan Getz for his moving
sax Solos.
Louis Prima Orch: “The Wildest
Show At Tahoe” (Capitol). For
those who couldn’t get to Harrah’s
Club at Lake Tahoe (on. the Califomia-Nevada border) when Louis
Prima was kicking up a storm
there, this is the next best thing.
The package, recorded on the spot,
retains the drive and excitement:
that go into, a Prima performance.
Iri addition to the maestro’s flambor.
yant crossing, there’s some fine
vocalling by. Keely Smith, especial¬
ly “A Foggy Day,” and some hot
sax work by Sam Butera..
Tina Louise:. “It’s . Time For
Tina” (Concert Hall).. Tina Louise,
has a breathless, throaty approach
to a song that makes it seem in¬
teresting. The package is sort of
ar. “evening-in ,Tith Tina” with
the tunes following a story line
from the opening “Tonight Is The
Night” to the Windup “Goodnight,
My Love.” In between, she gets
some vocal s.a. into the grooves.
“Larry Kert Sings” (Epic). Larry
Kent the male lead of the Broad¬
way tuner click; “West Side Story,”
takes the folk route for his debut
album bn Epic. He’s got a good
ballad feel for his material, which
for the most part is; made up of
seldom-heard stuff. Orch. backing/
split among Fred Hellerman, Sam¬
my Benskin, and John Carisi, helps
sustain the neat folk quality.
Ronnie. Deauville:
“Smoke
Dreams’’ (Era). Ronnie Deauville
takes 13 tunes for a pleasant vocal
ride in this package. He’s got an
easy, intimate manner that gets
the. most out of the ballad offerings.
Lloyd Shaffer’s arranging-conductihg helps him along the Way.
Burl Ives: “In the Quiet of the:
Night” (Decca). In the realm of.
folk balladeering Burl Ives is hard
to top. Here again is another
vivid sampling of the Ives tech¬
nique. It’s a standout addition to
the folk music shelf:
Doris Day: “Day By Night”
(Columbia). That Doris Day can:
give a jpop tune plenty of. style is
again evidenced in this roundup of
intimate “night” songs. With Paul
Weston supplying a soft- and ap¬
propriate orch backing, the thrush
warms up the grooves. Occasional¬
ly she throws in a jazz tune, but
it’s always just right for the overall
mood.
Alan Copeland: “No Sad Songs
for Me” (Coral). Tunes in this
package are right up Alan Cope¬
land’s alley, Unlike many of the
songs he’s assigned for his slot on
NBC-TV’s “Your Hit Parade,” this
songbag is full of taste and mean¬
ing. His song knowledgability is
spotlighted by the inclusion of
several seldom heard items, but
nifties all the' same. Among them
are “Love Turns Winter to
Spring,” “The Music Stopped.”
“That Happy Feeling” and “As
Long as There’s Music.” In rhythm
or ballad (arranged^ by Frank
Comstock), Copeland comes over
m fine form!
Enoch Light & Charleston City
All Stars: “The Roaring 20’s”
(Grand Award), This is another
excursion into the musical pact
with Enoch Light as the batoneerguide. He’s roimded up two dozen
items representative of the 1920s
and with the aid of the Charleston
City All-Stars, the. twot-pocket
package emerges as a happy frolic.
Vocals by such grouos as “The
Hot-Chas” and ‘The FlanperetteS”
sustain the buoyant spirit.
“Hugh O’Brian Sinks’’ (ABCParamount). Video’s Wyatt Earp
(Hugh O’Brian) gets Off to an okay
(Continued on page 60)
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W wUlJdck off its representation tie with. Reuter & Reuter
Stockholm firm, via the S
here -of, “Music Through The Ages an educational series for string or-

fithOwMonev"

TUIll Vffll lUVIlVJ
,
Wbile a United Artists spokesman said “there was a million to a
million-and-a-half dollar difference'*
on the price of a proposed sale of
Mills Music to form the nucleus of'
the new United Artists Music Corp.,
Irving Mills says “this one was
like a bid we had from Columbia
pictures and one or two others—
they all want to pay us off with our
own money, i.e., but
out . of profits.” .
Mills, executive veepee of the
firm, who came east to huddle with
prexy Jack Mills, his brother, and

L. Wolfe Gilbert
hot its OWN views on those trick
dUkory "soands" In its story oh

f At Its sixth annual awards din¬

HI-FI

ner at the Hotel Pierre, N. Y., last
night (Tues.), Broadcast Music Inc.
presented citations to a total of 48
songs for achieving national pop¬
ularity, BMI v.p. Robert J. Bur¬
ton presented the awards to tha
publishers arid songwriters in the
post-dinner ceremonies.
Hit BMI songs for the year in¬
cluded: “Almost Paradise” “All
Shook Up,” “Banana Boat Song,”
“Be-Bop Baby,” “Blue Monday,”
“Butterfly,” “Bye Bye Love,”
“Cinco Robles,” “Come Go With
Me,” “Dark Moon,” “Diana,” “Don’t
Forbid Me,” “Four Walls,” “Gone,”
“Happy, Happy Birthday, Baby,”
'*1 Like Your Kind of Lovfe,” ‘TB*
Walkin’,’’ “Jailhouse Rock,” “Just
Betweem You and Me," “Kisses
Sweeter Than Wine,” "Little Bitty
Pretty One,” “Little Darlin’,”
“Love Is Strange,” “Love Me,”
“Marianne,” “Mama Looka Boo
Boo," “Melodie D’Amour,” “Mister
Lee,” “My Special Angel,” “Party
Westminster Records will wind Doll,” “Raunchy,” “Rose and a

compositions. The publication will
(and Also Fe-Fa-Funi)
be issued under the Robbins banner^
•
The firm’s educational director
oiie. of the ..many Editorial Features
In the Upcoming,
Ed McCauley, who is now on the
road’ w*a introduce the series.
52d Anniversary Number.
V ' •" ■
of
Mnl
L. filliei 10Fm6 tODieS ID Ull
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Hollywood, Dec. 10
(L.
f
I™
10..
Mel Torme.
latest, name odLL<L Ltd UIIC LOW
Torme is the latest
vocalist to join the roster of Tops
Cd QAA » DAhi|m.J 1
Records, which specializes in $1.49
ID TOrtlaild 1
thr.ugh surel.

Dragon’s Globaleer

Hollywood, Dec. 10,
Capitol Records puts a Yan¬
kee accent on its aroimd-theworid albums next year with a
series to bo tagged “Carmen
Dragon Conducts the Major
Orchestra of the World.”
Dragon will go abroad in
May to baton top symphony
groups in London; Paris and
Milan for the senes of albums.
Before departing, he’s slated
to conduct the world premiere
of his new. “Santa Fe Suite” at
Constitution Hall in Washing¬
ton Feb. 8. National Symphony
will play , the suite plus the
100-voice Howard Univ. choir.
It will be done with the aid of
integrated .tapes. Dragon has
made with, the cooperation of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
RR.
.

Irving ,Sfeg^

been.our best year in the 38 years’Heller & Lbeb to .join Tops within
we’ve been in business. The only the last two months, others being
interest a publisher wanting to sell Conme Haines June Hutton and.
out is for a chunk of money, to Marilyn Maxwell.
effect a capital gain^-but to be
These, plus Dan Dailey, Ann
paid off over over a term of years. Southern, Andre Previn and
from projected ASCAP and other James Melton; have helped spurt
future income, is something which Tops’ sales some 40% in the last

^efday (3)ThS'wSSFo??
: dth N<)rman Granz’s “Jazz at
philharmonic” “nit which
Worked here a counie of months
” trfayoutrwere formerly
ct>q
^
^
Tr’e included Elia Fitzeerald
nave Bnjbeck OuarteY Umf uevv
la
«,hai
several months nrpYv Pari nhshav iJave HruDeck Quartet, Lou Levy
have been doing. If Mills Music reported,
Shorty Rogers A His Giants subsells out it Would have to be for
—
bi"g for the aUing Gerry Mulligan
100% cash.
_
jQuartet. The 3,600 seater was
Figures between $3,000,000 and
Cap
Cap’*i Morgan in N.Y.
scaled
caied to
to $4.50.
?4.5U.
$4,000,000 have been aired in the
Tom IV
Morgan, Capitol Records’
Jazz shows have gone sour here
past
artists
. as
as the
the selling
selling price.
price.
artists &
& repertoire staffer, is in this year while r&rvand r&b bashes
-— --1-:—
New York from the Coast base on have clicked.
Tedi Thurman, femme weather- diskery’s rotating a&r plan.
—• -;-caster on NBC's “Monitor” radio
He’ll remain in N. Y. until the
Gene Krupa Trio open at the
show, has been signed by Crest first of the year When Lee Gillette. Golden.Strand Hotel, Miami Beach,
1 comes in for the Gotham b.o.
for three weeks Dec. 26.
Records for a pop album.

Westminster’s SLC Fete

Utah Symphony at the end of this Bein
week^with^ distributor^ealer fete
'.Start
in Sait Lake City. Diskery’s re¬ ‘Teen. Age Crush,” “That’ll Be the
gional
distribs and
dealers will
61UU*1 uumus
auu ueaiers
will T)av ” ‘Tnn Mnrh ” ■‘‘Walo* un HI.
converge there Friday (13) for
Sandf”
• the L/susie.”
tie Susie,” “White
“White Silwr
Silver Sands”
me?t
White Sport Coat (And a Pink
Recording sessions with the5_ ; TTiaii
Utah Carnation).”
“Whole Lotta Shakin’
Symphony began Monday (9) and
Ordi’s Gohlg’ °n” “Why» Bafay. Why”
will wind Saturday (14). Orch’s
raurice “YdungLove” and “You Send Me ”
under the direction of Maurice
Songwriters receiving awards
.
■: were: Norman-Petty; Otis Blackwell and Elvis Presley; Alan Arkin,
Boh Carey and Erik Darling; Pearl
Lenghurst; Dave Bartholomew;
Anthony September; Felice Bryant
and' Boudleaux Bryant; Dorothy
Wright and Larry Sullivan; C. E,
Quick; Ned Miller; Paul Anka;
Charles Singleton; George Camp¬
bell: and Marvin Moore; Smokey
Rogers; Margo J. Sylvia and Gil¬
bert J; Lopez; Melvin Endsley; An¬
toine Domina; Jerry Leiber and
Mike Stoller; Lee Cathy and Jack
Keller; Maurice Williams; Ethel
Smith and Mickey Baker; Terry
Gilkyson;
Richard Dehr and
Frank Miller; Fitzroy Alexander;
Leo Johns and Henri Salvador;
Heather Dixon; Helen Gahers;
Laura Webb, Emma Ruth Pought
and Janhie Pought; Jipnmy Duncan;
Jimmy Bowen, Buddy Knox, Dan
Lanier and David Alldred; John D.
Loudemilk; Lou Stallman; Chuck
Berry; Henry Ollie Jones; Frank
124
C. Slay, Jr„ and Bob Crew; David
^
Hill and Bobby Stevenson; Audrey
95^ Allison and Joe Allison; Jerry Alli—son. Buddy Holly; Lee Rosenberg;
Bernard Weinman; Chuck (Red)
—Matthews; Marty Robbins; Sunny
David and David Williams; Larry
Harrison; Carole Joyner and Ric
Eartey; L. C. Co^.k; Paul Campbell
65
and Joel Newman; Robert Bryd.
Music publishers receiving cita62
tions were Acuff-Rose, Arc, BenGhazi, Bentley, Blue Grass, Bryden,
Q Central Songs, Commodore, Copar,
——
Dandelion, Donna, Duchess, Excellorec. Fee Bee, Fellows, Folkways,
Gil, Higuera, Hi-Lo, E. B. Marks,
Marlyn, Mayland, Montclare, Nor
Va Jak, Patricia, Pamco, Peer El¬
vis Presley, Music, Progressive,
Roosevelt, Quintet, Ilayvan, Regent,
Recordo, Reeve, Rush, Shalimar,
Sheldon, Southern Belle, Stars,
Tiger, Travis, Warman and Winneton.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
—

VARIETY

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
22 cities and showing corn*
parative sales rating for this
and last week.

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk..

. Artist, Label, Title_| z 1

SAM COOKE (Keen)
You Send. Me......... 1 .
PAT BOONE (Dot)
April Love.........
..
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
All the Way ..
..
5
BILL JUSTIS (Phillips)
Raunchy ,.;.;____ 6
RAYS (Cameo)
'
^
Silhouettes
, 2 .
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Kisses Sweeter Than Wine '..., .., .
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Jailhouse Rock....... 4 . .
ERNIE FREEMAN (Imperial)
Raunchy .....
. .
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral)
Peggy Sue.....-,_. .. A....
,
BOBBY HELMS (Decca)
My Special Angel:........... 10 .
WILL GLAHE (London)
"
j Liechtensteiner Polka ,..... ..
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun)
Great Balls of Fire ...... t , ..
1
AMES BROS. (Victor)
Melodic D’Amour......., ,,.. ..
THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin)
Little Bitty Pretty One1._: 9. .
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Chances Are............... ,8 .
~RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Be Bop Baby.. ..... ■: 7 .
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
At the Hop.
.,...v^,.
:
EVERLY BROS (Cadence)
Wake Up Little Susie..... 3 .
GEORGE HAMILTON IV (ABC-Par)
Why Don’t They Understand .. ..
'
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Twelfth of Never,...
•
MARGIE RAYBURN (Liberty)
r“"
I’m Available.
.
,
PERRY COMO (Victor)
:Ivy Rose.....
CRICKETS (Brunswick)
Oh Boy,................... ......
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) “
^
BockVRoUMurio . . ... .. .. .. ..
JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
^
Fascination _ . . ; ..... ..

Seeco Inks Jose Metis
Jose Melis, pianist and maestro
on the NBC-TV Jack Parr “To¬
night” show, has been pacted to a
longterm deal by Seeco Records.
Label is prepping an album release
titled “Tonight With Jose Melis,”
with a large string orch.
It’ll be the first time Melis has
cut disks with a combo bigger than
a trio. The Melis LP will be part
of Seeco’s new “International Se¬
ries” being aimed at the U.S. disk
market.. Major activity of Seeco,
which is operated out of N.Y. by
Sidney Siegal, has been in the
LatinAmerican market.

-1?
3
..

GG Quartet in Israel

15 .
.
Tel Aviv, Dec. 10.
—1. The Golden Gate Quartet will
hit Israel in the second half of
December.
Prior to regular engagements In
_13 the cities, the group will open with
two gala performances in Tel
12, Aviv’s Ohel Shem Hall this week
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Inside Stuff-Music
A 12 inch LP. recording of the recent Ad Man. jiazz Concert is now
on sale, with proceeds going to the Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund.
Recording is that .of the second concert staged by: the Advertising
Men’s Post 209 of the American-Legion, and the disk, recorded by

Oldaker Sis to Kapp
Kapp Records has tapped the
Oldaker sisters (Jean, 14; Pat, 8*
Cathie, 6) to a disk deal. The girls,
natives, of Pittsburgh, were spotted
on CBS-TV’s “Name That Tube”
quizzer by Jack Beekman. who set
the disk. deal.

Toronto and Presley Not in Tune

Gothani, includes the four ad and music industry jazz combos .along
Kapp plans to record the trio in
with Benny Goodman, who emceed the "concert, and vocalist Helen
a series of tunes popularized in pix
Ward. Disk includes the “Batten, Barton, Durstihe & Osborne Blues,”
by Shirley. Temple. The girls are
introduced by Miss Ward at the concert. Disks can be obtained for now looking for a professional re¬
$3 each from Thaine Engel, commander of the post, at Room 906 of cording name.
the RCA Bldg. A few copies of the original “Jazz Band Contest” re¬
cording of two years ago are also available.
Bob Hoffer, deejay at WDAE, Tampa, Fla., called in a couple of
“square” lexicographers to get to the root of the word “raunchy ”
title of a new tune getting a lot of disk action. Hoffer offered that
the word means many things to many people: “A horse running
through water,” “Real,, rocky and roily,” or "Just about as square as
you can get.” Walter Merrill offered this definition: .“Something you
would not bring home to mother.”
There’s a contest now being run by Hoffer for another definition.
Commenting on the contest, Mike Morgan, columnist in the Tampa
Daily Times, said that after listening to the record he believes that
Merrin’s definition holds.
RCA Victor is highlighting its current holiday merchandising drive
with a flock of new catalogs for dealer? and consumers. Label has
prepared an entirely new overall alphabetical catalog which is over
100 pages larger than last year’s book. In addition, Victor is distribut¬
ing a special catalog of its Christinas merchandise and another EP
catalog. Latter is being packaged with all 45rpm instruments sold
by the Victor radio-phone division and are expected to be placed in
gome 500,000 units reaching consumer hands,
Betty Comden and Adolph Green, longstanding songwriter team,
toss breezy bouquets at each other in the December Harper’s Bazaar
when they profile each other. As Green puts it, “I welcome this oppor¬
tunity to answer the question that at this moment is trembling on the
lips of millions of intelligent people: Who the hell is Betty Comden?
. . . and that other burning query: Who the hell is Adolph Green?”
With Dick Jacobs, Coral
“Your Hit Parade” show as
of television’s top musical
rector on the Coast, directs

Records’ bandleader, Joining the NBC-TV
musical director. Coral has key men in two
shows. George Cates, Coral’s musical di¬
the mUsic for . the Lawrence Welk shows.

Toronto, Dec. 10.
I
Sparked by CFRB, Toronto, largI est independent radio station in
. I Canada, the Elvis Presley album
■ of Xrnas carols will be banned in
,
Philadelphia, Dec. IQ.
the Toronto area. However, Geof¬
Philadelphia Orchestra1 is booked
id frey Waddington, director of music
to play 12 concerts in a l(bday tour
ir for the Canadian Broadcasting
Of Russia starting May 21.: The ar¬
r- Corp., claims there are no restrict
rangements were revealed in Mos¬
s- tions arid says: "We have no objec¬
cow by Anatole' Heller, the Orch’s
ts tions if listeners want to hear the
European manager.
Presley album and CBC disk
Eugene Ormandy will conduct
ct jockeys want to play the numbers.”
tour of Russia land Europe) is CKEY, Toronto,, says it “may play
sponsored by. international Pro¬
> parts of! the album.”
ih
On “Tabloid,” CBL-TV, Toronto,
The
Songwriters
Protective gram Exchange. Boston Symph
\ toured Russia last summer;
five-a-week interview
program,
Assn, will consider proposals for a
Gordon Sinclair, news analyst and
merger with the- Composers
tv columnist for the Toronto Star,
| largest daily in Canada, deplored
Lyricists Guild of America at its
/ the Presley rock ’n’ roll treatment
council meeting in New, York to¬
of Xmas carols and claimed that
morrow (Thurs.). SPA, with over
. “only Mahalia Jackson could jazz
2,000 songwriters,
arid CLGA,
y.
the
hymns.” He said he disliked
Joe Leahy has been set to pro¬
which, chiefly represents film back¬
I( censorship but thought the Presley
ground. music writers in Holly¬ duce disks for the Felsted label,
d
song
treatmerit “wildly inapprowood, have been talking about London Records’ recently formed
i_ . priate.”
Leahy has con¬
amalgamation for over a year. Most U. S. subsid.
tr.
.
On
the
CBC directive, plus the
recent discussions were held" last tracted to record 30 sides a year
banning of CFRB, this prompted
week when Burton Lane and John on a freelance basis.
the
Canadian
Press, newsgathering
Schulman, SPA prexy and general
The disks will be released by
“' organization, to make a survey of
counsel respectively, were on the;. Felsted which will pay Leahy on
rj
trans-Canada
deejays,
with several
Coast for that arid other business. a royalty basis.
Leahy, who’ll
a station operators across the coun¬
Outlook , for a merger between also perform on disks, will record
the two/ organizations are good, al¬ Teddy Bart, Tommy Mara, Kathy try voicing a decided negative that
y they will refuse to play any items
though it’s known that some SPA Linden, .and; The Bachelors.
council members are still viewing
Leahy, who’s been heading Na¬ from the new Presley album.
the proposition with, reservations. tional Records for the past year, Others will play the non-religious
,* numbers such as “Santa, Bring My
One of the more important differ¬ plans to expand his freelancing ac¬
ences between the interests of, SPA. tivities.
He's surrently working Baby Back to Me,” but will shy
® from "Silent Night” or other Xmas
and CLGA members involves the out a deal with United Artists Rec¬
J standards. Some Canadian stations
performance payoff for background ords, the diskery recently launched
0 plan to wait for the views of lis¬
music on films shown on video., by the film company.
He also
That, however, is riot specifically plans to continue operation of Na¬ teners before deciding. Comments
" varied from “degrading” to “a
within SPA’s province.
tional Records.
. good job.”
CKXL, Calgary, has banned the
Presley album outright. CHNS,
Halifax, refuses to play Presley’s
version of “Silent Night” and "O
Little Town of Bethlehem.” CKOY,
Ottawa, will “probably play parts
of the album.”
CKCW, Moncton, will ban the al¬
bum outright and any deejay who *
plays a Presley Xmas hymn will be
fired. CFRB, Toronto, claims that
“there are better interpretations of
Xmas hymns” in support of its ban,
but CKEY, Toronto, will play it.
The album has also been' banned
by CKLG, Vancouver, whose man¬
V
V
agement said: “We never use Pres¬
ley records and we definitely
I
8
wouldn’t be using that album”; but
other Vancouver stations are leav¬
ing it to the discretion, of the men
running the programs.
Said CJOB, Winnipeg: “We’ve
■s
received it and We’re not going to
play it.”
Said CHCH, Halifax, which last
3
5
2 .. .. .4
4
2
5
season banned all Presley record¬
ings: “This LP Is beautifully pack¬
13
6
1
..'ft
2
117
aged; It should have rave appeal
for. females.”

PhiUy Set for Sonet

SPA to Vote On

Joe Leahy (Nat’l Records)
To Double With Felstedd

RETAIL ALBUM REST SELLERS
UffiuEfr •—,
Survey of reidU album best
sellers based on report* from leading stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week arid last.

fS 4T -fr
7

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Artist, Label, Title

5
M'
*
fc

I
§
|
«

MI FAIR LADY (Columbia)
13
Original Cast (CL 5090)t..- 4 3
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca)
3
1
Soundtrack. (DC 9046)...> .,..« 2 ..
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
3
3 Where Are Yon (W 855). .3
<
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
4
2 Sonndtrack (W 192)...,. .... 1
1
‘
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
PA 6 Rieky (top 9048);... ........ 5
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
PB 25 Warm (CL 1078)..,;. ..,...
4
~
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
~
7
7 Wonderful, Wonderful (CL 1026) 9
'
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
9
ft. Christmas Album (Elc 1037)... 7 .•
PAT BOONE (Dot)
9
4
Pat’s Great Hits (DCP 3071).. .. .....
BING CEOSBY (Decca)
10
..
Merry Christmas (81,28)... . ■ . ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Pi 10 Fabulous 50’s (KXL 5000).:-....,
•
JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
12
17 Fascination (KL 1066).......
, /.
■
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
13 14
Soundtrack (SAP 595). ...... <
.
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Sines the Caribbean (LPM1050) ft TO
.
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
“
13 21
Exotica (LRP 3034)......... .. ..
‘ ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“
"
10 Loving You (EPM 1515).. ... 6
A NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
17A ft Love Is the Thing (W 823). .... ..
8
vm „
J?0®1 GRANT (Victor)
11
Helen Morgan Story (QLC1030) ,. ..
' TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
IP 22
Hymns <T 756)..........
aai
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia)
g*A 18
Soundtrack. (DL 5210)........ ..
2nn
MARTIN-RAITT (CapitoD
jgB ..
Annie Get Your Gun (W 913)..
♦>
29*
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
«g_A 19
one of Those Things (W 903). . ♦ ••
990
* I (CapitoD
228 20
Sonndtrack (T 740)..;.;.. .. ..
TtswwifiSSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol) —
Spirftnala (T 818).1
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Deefay Priddy Fired
Portland, Ore., Dec. 10.
Mel Bailey, KEX program man¬
ager, dismissed all-nite disk jockey
A1 Priddy last week (4),- when the
spinner allegedly violated station
policy. Bailey expressed deep re¬
gret that Priddy had seen fit to
disregard the controls placed on
broadcast material and thereby in
violation of station policy.
Bailey said, “Contrary to some
reports, Friday’s action—playing a
hifipity controversial record—was
intentional and was not an Inad¬
vertent error in selecting disks.”
The deejay played Elvis Presley’s
“White Christmas” recording in
Violation of Bailey’s instruction.
Bailey had forbidden all KEX
jockeys to plsy the RCA Victor
platter because be felt that this
treatment of the song is in “ex¬
tremely bad taste.” The basic issue
involved is not the playing of the
platter but Intentional disregard
for. policy.
, KEX is a top independent sta¬
tion owned by Westinghouse.
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C^s ‘Soand of Jazz’

4

“The Souid of Jazz,” which was
aired on CP 3-TV’S “Seven Lively
Arts” Sunday (8), has been put into
the groove by Columbia Records.
The disk was cut at Col’s N. Y_
recording studios during rehearsals
for the show.
Jazzsters included in the set are
Billie Holiday, Count Basie, Fee
Wee Russell. The lonious Monk
Gerry Mulligan, Lester Young, and
the Jimmy. Giuffre Trio. Col got
the okay from several other diskeries to issue contracted looters
under the Col banner.

58
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A GREAT NAME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT

NOW ENTERS THE
BACKED BY WORLDPROMOTIONAL FACIL
/

U.A. RECORDS DISTRIBUTORS:
ALBANY, N. Y.
Seaboard Dist. Co.
1044 Broadway.

CHICAGO, ILL,
Garmisa Dist.
2011 S. Michigan Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.
Pan-American
3731 Woodward

ATLANTA, GA.
Southland Dist. Co.
441 Southeast Edgewood Ave.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Hit Records Dist.
1043 Central Ave.

EL PASO, TEXAS
M. B. Krupp Dist. Co.
309 So. Santa Fe

BOSTON, MASS!
Mutual Dist.
1241 Columbus Ave.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Cosnat Dist.
1233 West 9th St.

GREAT FALLS, MONT.
Music Service Co.
204 South 4th St.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Metro Dist.
861 Washington St

DALLAS* TEXAS
Century Dist.
137 Glass St.

HARTFORD, CONN.
Allied Record Dist. Co.
24 Clark St.

CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Bertos Sales Co.
2214 W. Morehead St.

DENVER, COLO.
Pan-American
2061 Champa St.

HOUSTON, TEXAS
United Record Dist. Co,
1902 Leeland Avenue

WATCH FOR UA's ANNOUNCEMENT Of

INDUSTRY

BUSINESS

Hollywood’s newest discovery!

WES BRYAN
singing

LONESOME LOVE
c/w

TINY SPACEMAN
UA

?G2X

Arranged and card acted by George Siravo
Produced by Jo i; Lewis

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
AmmRecord Dlat
1325 North Capitol

MIAMI. FLA.
Binkley Dist. Co.
3780 NW 2nd Ave.

NEWARK. N. J.
All State Dist.
457 Chancellor Ave.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
Lieberman Music Co.
257 Plymouth North

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Oklahoma Records
6 Supply Co.
612 N. Hudson

NASHVILLE, TENN,
Music City Dist. Co.
127 Lafayette St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Marnel Dist.
1622 Fairmont

MADlSOf
Tell Musi
2702 Moi

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
A-l Record Dist., Inc.
€28 Baronne St.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Record Dist.
2226 Fifth Ave.

Memphis, tenn.

new york; n. y.
Ideal Dist.
549 West 52nd St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
Stone Distribution Co.
1274 Folsom St.

Binkley Dist. Co.
50 Riverside Ave.
k°S ANGELES, CAUF.

i

? uvi l,Rlc.ord Sa,es C

| 2104 Washington Blvd,

iiui7CNalesCo1H7 Union Ave.

rs FUUL RECORD PROGRAM FOR 1958f

SEATTLE, WASH.
Huffine Distributing Co.
3131 Western Ayenue
ST. LOUIS, MO.
- Commercial Dist.
2330 Olive St
WASHINGTON. D C.
Schwartz Bros.
901 Girard NE
HONOLULU. HAWAII
Polynesian Dist., Inc.
SAN JUAN, P. R.
Juan Martinez Vela
358 San Francisco St
TORONTO, ONTARIO,
CANADA
Quality Records Ltd.
380 Birchmount Rd.

I
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BETA1L SHEET BEST SELLERS
New York
I tor for the current show “We’re
J^kniEfr—
George Avakian, director of ar- toMMch^steJ’afS
Survey of retail sheet music
tists 8c repertoire for Columbia’s Pianist Winifred 6atwM|S
/‘
best sellers based on reports
album division, will be back at his f0f LW&
Obtained from leading stores in
desk by the first of the year fol- sh0w on Sun fl ^ ^
lowing
sIppa with'mononucleosis
with .mnnnn.^io^ie ODeh« °.A
Paul Alika
lowing aa siege
hi13 cities and showing com¬
opens(15)
his British tour at Bradand hepatitis; .. Henry Okiin back ford
parative. sales rating for this
in town after a road trek plugging
and last week.
Johnny Mathis’ “Wild Is the Wind”
•ASCAP
t BMI
• . . Horace Silver Quintet and
Hollywood
Teddy Charles Duo at Cafe Bo•„ .
Music
industry
council
kudosed
hernia . . . Best dealer window
National
display featuring Roulette and/or Lpi TnSf fJ F -?n.d
R-tin_
©
1
~
*
<*
i
Rating
Tico, Rama and Gee albums wins Mel Torme for his “Comedian” tv
Hating
£
«
c
£ £
. . . -*01*- • - Jew Southern set afUecca
This Last’
Last
*
® 2 <
g
2
a $500 bond from the diskery ....
Bill Darnel, Jubilee’s nation!
national
JLld|S £0r.an albJim
wk. wk.
wk/
Title and Publisher
5 | o S
g 2
«
| |
sales and promotion manager. £ky„?*v5_Bar?,0!,r
-.Mamie Van
WK*
wwe ana rupt ner
2 & £
S fi
back at his desk after a tour of ?oren Preppmg a deejay tour .... .
~,
- . - „ ■ - ^ ^
3
5 10
3
7
2 101
deejays and distributors in the Anne Francis set to do an alhiim
1
2
♦Fascination (Southern)..... 2
1.2 .,
3
1 , 2
1
2
2
3
2
1
4
96
south L . .Jubilee’s newsletter
Ba*e F*11’
2
1
*♦April
April Love (Feist).’/.
9
2
8
(Feist)-11 .. >1
4
9 ..
5
3
1 79
♦All the Way (Maravilie).....
rUNea"g gH^ttiCOlUcShduc5ngeej!ffi “g to Whtoej Blake^aient a di&
~~ 6 "■-Ml
(Maravilie)., ■ ■ ■ 4
2
9
2
T- 3
4
9
..
2
1
5
78
Martha Carson album for RCA Pa<* ■ • ^Columbia reported that
4
3
*♦Around
Around the World
World(Young)..
3
3
3
1 7
(Young). . 5
Victor . . . Jim Eogelsong, Epic’s
"§-5“Tammy
4
5
3 10
7
,1
4. 4 ..
55
♦Tammy (Northern)........
(Northern)........:T 6 .. ..
pop album 3&r chief visitin? rino], wasiiinfftoP
. "“ttKn TioiDKin s .
■ .■
.. > ■ <
■■■ ■ -■ ■
.
■.
■ .■ _
O 9
8
2
7
43
"
*Chances
Arc
(Korwin)
.....
8
ers and deejays in the Kansas City .ithe Wivdi*
hit the
JL_1_- Chances Are (Korwin)...... 8
-X—8 > ♦— 7 ..
area . . . Bobby Gray, Okeh artist, 400,000 sales mark in 20 days.
7
9
fSilhouettes
5
7 .. ..
5
5 ..
7
6
6
8 ..
40
tSilhouettes (Regent)....... 10
joins the Alan Freed Christmas
“
"
8
14
*Leichtensteiner
4 ..
4 ..
♦Leichtensteiner Polka (Burl.) 7 . .
1
v .. .. ♦.
28
...
28
■^Till (Chappell)..;..........
CabW Caltoway' SiJSHrfth the
Boston
9
11 VTIU
(Chappell)..i,.....w :.
..
4
S ..6
6 9 10 .. ..
8
8 10
4 ...
6 ...
25
tMelpdie D’Amour (Rayven)
Gone label .
. .Composer-pianist
Larry Cooper orch playing for
10
4
fMelodie
(Rayven).. . .
8 .» ,* 8 .. ..
^ first t artist to join the shows and dancing at Monticello,
11
,.
fKisses Sweeter (Folkways).. 3 .. .. .
9 .. ..
.. ..
3
18
World Disc label ... JubileeRec- Framingham .. . .. Joe MacE & Old
ToT~To-uaco mnnanmv-iTT^-n-~ 6 ..
5
.
16
Rose (Rpncom)
(Roncom) ._........
.........
ords has taken the “Swingin’ Shep- Timers playing Monday night dates
12__♦Ivy
lvy Kose
_10_ _7 •;;—li__
5 .. ..
.. ..
15
♦Affair to Remember (Feist).
(Feist), .; .. .. ..
herd Blues’ side from Moe Koff- at Roseland State .
. Carmel
13
..
^Affair
2 ♦.
man’s “Cool and Hot Sax” album Bruno at 88 and organ in Hotel
14
8
tJailhouse Rock (Presley)
.. ..
6 .. .. .. ..
3 .. .. .. .. v 13
(Presley)...
.,
fWake Up Susie (Acuff-R.)..
8
9 10
12
£°EdXgILr4ro«.ffto the Coast
15'' 10
tWake
,Acu«-K.),. ..
5
~
i? ,?vU€
Coral Christmas sides, Roma holding down the bandstand
"
. ■
■
.
. , .
re U »r» «ack. ^
.Broadway at Beachmont Reef, Revere . , . lo’s Circle Club (9-14) . . . George . ■ ■■
,
'
=
Are Ringing’’ nwet Don Barret fronts trio at Pastime Liberace named west coast rep for
_.
L£hrer.net fo*
i11 SauJus • • • Brown Derby fea- local outfit, Billy Duke & His
StfirAO
Si?? ^
• • • ABC- tures Tom Kennedy & His Fabu- Diikes . . . Dave Appell & His ApOltSIASU
forTs-Hu
rfn
'FoJr
.Frai* petty trio pie jacks playing the 19th Hole
— Continued from page 5353
ior its Hugh O Brian Sings” al- back at old; stomping ground, Tavern (9-14).
v
- Directional Enterprises, manage¬
«wcVnn n®
star’s guest Showbar v . . Maynard Ferguson
--—disks and playback, equipment will ment firm run by Fred Amsel and
shots on Dmah Shore’s show next band into Storyville . . Michael
.,vf
...
,
,
,
be available
within the
the next
next tw0
two Jerry. Levy, is moving Into the
week, and “Playhouse 90” Jan. 2. Gaylord orch featured at BlinPittsburgh
be
avj*llable wlthin
Pittsburgh
experi¬ music publishing field. Firm has
Lane Bros, RCA Victor pactees. strub’s 1,700-seater in South Bbsw .~ ®
years, but it will be on an expenBobby Vinton
begrn.a five-day stand at Brookt ton with ton Weir at organ. . . . . Bobby
Vinton back
back again
again after
after mental
fel basis by pioneering
pioneering com¬
comset up- Opus Music (BMI), Bill¬
ly.ns Club Elegante today (Wed.) Clarence Jackson trio at Saxonv S1X months of National Guard
TT
.. * y.
.K,
panies. He
He said
said that
that manufacturers
manufacturers board Music (ASCAP) and Man¬
*• - Cale Garnett, vocalist onDu* .
. Tony Mandell Quartet left training and has reorganized his panies’
“ s _ Art Fprd’a Greenwich town on Florida tour. Unit fea- band . . The Charmers three of cutting heads, playback heads agement Music (BMI).
fnr
STO{?,e- Theodore, LouColuinbo femme ‘instrumentalists formerly and associated equipment cannot
Included In Directional’s foster
SriSoM’tw^wSls^ ^ up “nntathcfe ls.« dear di- are diskers Teddi King (RCA Vic¬
ley, with a bash at Jack Lawrence’s Revere . . . Bobby Carle . & The lowing the Frankie Masters combo rectio11 and the assurance of a tor), Lou Carter (Golden Crest),
West 57th St. studio Monday (9).. Blendaires on soutl^mn tour. Crew
T^^al ?effid?L^. profitable enterprise,” '
Rover Boys (Vik), Bobby Scott
1
j
’
HalfGa^Gema^r0^
RBey band at Holiday House He
Meantime, every, major disk com- (Verve), Judy vScott (Decca), Four
London
Three kew^swinc unit current^? c1Si? .teacbCS. at Richland High pany has come, or is coming,' into Voices (Columbia), and Bill. Heyer
Trumpeter
AAuuiycuu
r,uuie
Calvert
divert
planes
pianes the
cnejazz
Jazz ±iox
Box
with drummer Roger bonist
bonirt
in ie^^o^abs^e
leave of .dDbeUlK.
absence ^rom"
from the
fcv.uiucu^c
recorded
tape business
uu3uicMv,ilu
with the
uw (Cabot). Firm is now planning to
Hilt
fnr Italy
Ttalv Eddie
non 31
91
4r. *■_ I
nr.4 witn
DUIllbl,. ‘in
“1
leave
IiOlu
annont
- on
An stereo
ctoron
eniind Vncctnon
out for
Dec.
for
a two- Lenunon and
pianist Stan Taylor Everett
NeM
band at HolS
accent
sound.
Rossman set up its own tv departinent.
week tour
. . Eric Tann, lead featured . . ; Al Vegas group House to concentrate on his Wil- said that 90%-of recorded tape-protrombone with the. London Pal- marking first for threesomes in kinsburg hobby shop over the holi- duced “1 1958 will be stereo. At the
ladium orch, will be music direc- Hotel Touraine’s Sable Room.
dav spafnn and Rnh MuTrin k qft. present time, half of the companies'
, 1 ^====^==^^===
~ • - ting in for him . . . “Vienna on in the tape* field a'reTselling stereo
AND ALL THROUGH
*A
Q
q
r.
r
Parade” booked for Mt. Lebanon packages exclusively/
, llll VDP THF
oan
rrancisco
Auditorium April IS
oanrrancisco
15 in the Music Rossman declared that in the .nasfc
past
THE WINTER SEASON
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WITMARK A SONS^^fl

YARDLEY. PA.
FOR RENT: let on the Delaware
River 600 ft. x. 1000 ft. for •
M«ie Circus. 214 miles to Trenton.
H. J. Ideal location.
3oe «.AuTl *CATTERCOOD
300 Stockham Ave., MerrUville, Pa.
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, and Orchestra play

BLUE LOVERS'
LAMENT

KAY STARR
sings

THE LAST SONG
AND DANCE

c/w

c/w

MOONLIGHT IN

HELP ME

-

47/20-7114

Watch for atthose NBC-1V network shows, in Color and Mackand-white: THE PERRT COMO SHOW, THE GEORGE
GOBEL SHOW,THE EDDIE FISHER SHOW, THE PRICE IS RIGHT, and TIC TAC DOUGH. TheyVe all sponsored by...

# RCATVrcroR
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Trendex has become the first
radio or tv rating company to go
in for poll-taking on the top rec¬
ords for radio outlets. Company
began the sampling Monday (9).
in New York with a same-day serv¬
ice of the top 40 disks for WMGM,
a local indie.
Trendex, which employs a tele¬
phone coincidental interview in arr
riving at broadcast audience rat¬
ings, is phoning 100 retail record
shops in the greater metropolitan
area including New Jersey arid
Connecticut (matching WMGM cov¬
erage) to fetch out the top 40
records to be used by the indie
until the following Monday morn¬
ing.
WMGM staffers,. until recently,
called 50 record retailers on their
own, but the station explained that
it became too cumbersome a job.
Trendex will make its calls every
Monday morning in New York, and
on the same afternoon, on his 5
to 8 p. m. strip, deejay Peter Tripp
will play the lead platters in the
tabulation.
Research coinpany is out to sell
the music service in each City on
an exclusive basis to one station.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Sheet Music

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu?
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety.; The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of joints scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retatl
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week
1

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

SAM COOKE (Keen)
PAT BOONE (Dot)
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
KAYS (Cameo)

You Send Mef
April Love*
Jailhouse Rock!
Silhouettes!

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol). ..All The Way*
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)..........Kisses Sweeter Than Winef
Raunchy!
BILL JUSTIS (Phillips)
fChances Are*
Twelfth Of Never*
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
No Love!
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral)
■ Peggy Sue!
, Liechtensteiner Polka*
WILL GLAHE (London) .

Jubilee Jazzes lip
. Jubilee Records is stepping up
Its activity in the jazz album field:
DIskery has pushed seven jazz sets
into the market in its current re¬
lease. Morty Palitz, veepee-a&r
chief is planning an expansion of
the jazz schedule.
To date there are 20 jazz pack¬
ages in Jubilee’s catalog total of
80 LP’s. The new jazz LP’s are by
Moe Koffman Septet, Herb Geller,
Teddy Charles, Art Blakey, Charlie
Mingus, Gigi' Gryce and Randy
Weston.

Retail Disks

as Published in the Current Issue

9

io
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

‘Housewives Hit Parade’

TUNES

1

1

TUNE
* APRIL LpVE—“April Love”-F

2

2

!YOU SEND ME

PUBLISHER

Feist
... . . Higuera

----

. . ..............

3

5

*ALL THE WAY—“Joker Is Wild”-F

Roman Label Into Pops

4

4

Silhouettes

Roman Records, which entered
the disk field a few weeks ago with
a Christmas platter, will make a
stab at the pop field after the first
of the year. The pop entry will be
The Four Barons’ coupling of
“Honeybunch” and. “Old Enough
To Know.”
The labors Yule drive is on nineyear-old Sherry Lynn’s “Santa, Can
I Count On You?” Partnered in the
Roman operation are Mike Cassone. Della Renda and Sunny
Flamm. Latter is Abbe Lane’s
sister.
-

5

3

fJAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock?-F

6

6

*FASCINATION—“Love In The Afternoon”-F ,

7
8

fKISSES SWEETER THAN WINE
,.

^LIECHTENSTEINER POLKA

9

8

*CHANCES ARE

19

7

fRAUNCHY

___......:.........

British Disk Bestsellers
.#
London Dec. 10.
Mary’s Boy Child ... Belafonte
(RCA)
• Little Susie... >.,. Everly Bros.
(London)
Be my Girl . ^.......... Dale
(Parlophone)
I Love Yoh Baby .. «>..; Anka
(Columbia)
Party ---.... Presley
(RCA)
Remember You’re Mine Boone
(London)
Making Eyes At Me . Otis Show
(Capitol)
My Special Angel . .. Vaughan
(HMV)
Santa, Bring Baby Back Presley
~ (RCA)
That’ll Be Hay
Crickets
(Vogue-Coral)

London, Dec. i0.
Four
immaculately.
dressed
gents, with music to match, are
causing confusion among British |
jazz enthusiasts. Now approaching
the closing: dates of their tour, the
Modern Jazz Quartet has raised a
big question mark in the minds
of thousands of folk who’ve been
along to head them play. “Is it
jazz? Do we like it? Do we un¬
derstand it?” In a majority of
cases, the answers take the non¬
committal line: “Don’t know.”
The foursome has so. far re¬
ceived ear-splitting . applause for
its performances, but in these days
of rock ’n’ roll, powerhouse play¬ Don Rendell Jazz Six, the four
ing and exhibitionism, the group’s Americans made their appearance.
subdued, thoughtful style, which Attired in black jackets and striped
only occasionally manages to mus¬ ; pants; the Quartet immediately
ter up some, foot tapping, has had gave the impression that theirs
audiences leaving theatres with was a serious business, and there
words of praise tinged, however, wasn’t going, to be any handclap¬
ping or similar forms of audience
with disappointirient.
First in-the-flesh taste Britain expression. In. fact, the mood set
had of the MJQ was at a matinee was more in keeping with a classi¬
concert at the 3,000-seater Royal cal recital,
The MJQ, here on an Ariglo-U. S.
Dot Records
Festival Hall in London, # where
the SRO signs had been put up hand swap for the Vic Ash outfit,
FA.V.CcS V -5.C CORPORATION
over a week before. After a warm- are being presented by the Nation¬
erjsUpplied by a British outfit, the al Jazz Federation, and wind their
British stint with two Sunday con¬
certs at the Rank-owned Dominion
Theatre, London, on Sunday (15).
WAIT!..
. Bary.
For the New Christmas Song Hit

WINTER
WARM

GALE STORM

"It's Different"

Maraville
. .Regent
Presley
.... Southern
Folkways
Burlington
..Korwin
....... Hi-Lo

(*ASCAP fBMI F-Films)

Modern Jazz Quartet
A Big Click Bat Beat
Befuddles Britishers

"Lord - You Never Know"

By Larry Langenderfer, Writer of

”1 MISS HER PAL OF MY ROCK-A-BYE DAYS"
and "REMEMBER”
L. J. LANGENDERFER
152R $Mth Street - Toledo 9. Okie

WA. 1211

On‘Hound Dog
A suit involving the question of
whether or not bandleader-writer
Johnny Otis was one of the authors
of “Hound Dog” was dismissed last
week in N. Y. Federal Court by
Judge Archie O. Dawson. The suit
had been filed by Valjo Music and
Otis against Elvis Presley Music
and cleffers Mike Stoller and: Jerry
Lieber.
The court ruled that any of Valjo’s rights in the matter would
have to be based upon proof that
Otis wrote or collaborated in the
writing of “Hound Dog” arid fur¬
ther held that Otis did not write
pr collaborate on. the tune. The
complaint had claimed that the de¬
fendant writers and Otis had com¬
posed the tune in .1953- The de¬
fendants denied those claims.
The evidence, the court said;
showed that Lieber and Stoller had
met Otis in 1952 and recorded
their songs for Federal Records.
They agreed to give Otis a onethird interest in the material and
assigned the tunes to Valjo. Later,
Otis arranged another session for
them with Peabock Records with
the team writing songs for Willie
Mae Thornton. “Hound Dog” was
one of the tunes. Otis then asked
for a cut-in on the songs, Accord¬
ing to the court, the evidence
showed that he was not to be Cut
in as a writer, as .before.

Trinity-Desert Tieop

WCAU Staffers Launch

Houston, Dec. 10.
. Several local radio stations have
decided^ that it’s abbut time the
housewives had a chance to express
their musical preferences to the
disk jockeys.
.. KNUZ has started a “Housewives.
Hit Parade,”- a telephone survey
of the feihmes to see how . their
favorites compare with the station’s
“Nifty 50” log of top records iri the
city.
Larry Kane of KXYZ has also
given the Women at home a chance
to speak up. Every Monday at
2:15 p.m. he plays three current hit
records, theri calls a “Housewives
Jury” of five homemakers to give
their opinions of the tunes.
a wonderful
seasonal song
STYNi AND CAHN'S

‘Nativity’ as Hot first
Philadelphia, Dec. 10.
Four members- of the WCAU-TV
staff-—commentator John Facenda,
sportscaster Jack Whitaker, and
weathermen Harry K. Smith and
Ed McMahon—have broadened
their activities to include a record¬
ing company titled Manuscript
Records.
Starting from scratch less than
three months prior to the Christ¬
mas rush, they already claim hav¬
ing sold more than 8,000 copies of
their first release, "The Nativity.”
Project began when the four
broadcasters discussed the idea of
scripting a modern version of the
Christmas Story. Each wrote his
own concept, with Facenda editing
the final manuscript. The result was
a combination platter and book.
Facenda also acts as narrator, to
the accompaniment of a score by
composer-conductor Thomas Pat¬
ton. The book is illustrated by Dick
Miller. The publisher is a young
Philadelphian, Edward F. Sproat
Jr.
. Group has Incorporated With
Facehda as president, and the
others as vicepresiderits. Sproat is
their manager. They hypo sales by
personal appearances at local de¬
partment stores and by buying
time on their own and other sta¬
tions to plug their LP. The album
is being distributed in 50 major
markets iri the U.S., Cuba, Puerto
Rico and Hawaii.

Trinity Music has tied in with
BECKER JOINS JUBILEE
Desert Palms Music in a co-publish¬
ing venture. Deal calls for Trinity
Richard Becker has joined Jubi¬
to pard with Desert Palms on or¬ lee Records as eastern sales and
iginal material recorded on latter’s promotion representative.
disk. outlet, Rev Records,
He previously had promotion
Rev is a ne\! indie -headquarter- posts with Shapiro, Bernstein arid

LEROY ANDERSON
Another Big Hit

FORGOTTEN
DREAMS
Recorded by:

• LEROY ANDERSON (Dccca)
• CYRIL STAFLETON (London)
• FREDERICK FENNELL IMercnry)

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Frf'”‘ •'< M Cj-M i>>
' raintrff curvi

v

NEVER
TILL
NOW
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPCRiiiCN
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Ben Maksik Putting Names on Notice
Against B. 0. Lure of New B’way Cafe
An indication of how rents forf'
cafe sites have zoomed since
World "War II is seen in the deal
Stir-Crazy, Scot Style
made for the Arcadia Ballroom by
Aberdeen, Scot , Dec. 3.
Lou Waiters. This Broadway site
Convicts at Peterliead peni¬
will yield to the owners, a Philly
tentiary near, here want to be
realty concern, around $125,000
—vaude comic$,
annually on a guarantee and per¬
They have contacted Andrew
centage basis. It’s reportedly the
Foley,, house manager of the
highest cafe rental' in. New York;
Tivoli
vaudery, asking for com¬
and possibly anywhere else for
edy sketches and gags. Prison*
that matter.
ers say their own sketches are
It's recalled that when Billy
“worn rather thin.’’
Bose opened his Diamond Horse-'
Foley is gathering profes¬
. shoe in the Paramount Hotel, circa
sional
scripts for amusement
1938, rental was a meagre $18,000
of
the would-be gagsters.
annually, which for those days was
considered quite a sum. After the
\var, when the hotel demanded an
upped return, the fee was raised
to $55,000. Other cafe rentals for
the postwar peribd hovered abound
$25,000 in New York.
However, Walters will he. get¬
ting more than a bare four-wall
deal on the new lease which starts
. on April 1. The landlord supplies
Reno, Dec. 10.
irconditioning equipment, as Weil
The Mapes Sky Room has can¬
as the lighting equipment and a
bar. Walters will be called upon celled its entertainment for the
to decorate and put in new kitchen first time since its opening 10
equipment. There are some left¬ years ago Dec. 17. However, the
overs in the present equipment va¬
cated. by the Arcadia, but hardly room will be opened for two weeks
enough to service an eating opera¬ for a holiday show starring Marie
tion of the reported magnitude of Wilson. Fate of the spot after this
the new Cafe de Paris which will show is still undetermined.
rise on that site.
Due to a ground-floor remodel¬
It’s unlikely that the spot, will ing Job, and also because Of the
open. before September. Walters
is presently engaged in . premiering slack tourist season, the big nitery
the Miami Beach edition of the is to be used only for private par¬
Cafe de Paris on the site of Copa ties, luncheons and banquets dur¬
City, and will devote all his time ing the first three weeks of De¬
to that proposition. He will then cember, according to Charles
start to decorate and alter the Ar¬ Mapes, one of the owners of the
cadia into a nitery with Rube Reno, bistro. However, the Eddie
Bodenhorn in charge of supplying Fitzpatrick orch will not be on
the motif. He did. the present hand to help : out. The musicians
N. Y. Latin Quarter, Which was hired by the night club were given
previously co-owned by Walters their two-weeks notices earlier this
and E. M. Loew. Rather than open month.
in,a period in which he will, face
The; Mapes is remodeling the
the slower summer months, it’s ground floor Terrace: Room into a
likely: that Walters will hold Off restaurant to be called the Gour¬
the N. Y. preem for September. met Room, and the Sky Room will
The task of opening two major be used to handle the parties and I
cafes in two cities 1,300 miles luncheons which otherwise would |
apart, within one year is a sizable have been accommodated on the
assignment for, anyone.
first floor. .
~
I

Also Asks 21G in Suit
Minneapolis, Dec. 10.
. “Hard Boiled” Haggerty, profes¬
sional “wrestler” who is one of
the top draws at the weekly shows:
here, paid a $100 fine in municipal
court when found guilty of asault
and battery against Edwin Coatney,
night club harmonica player. Coat¬
ney. also has slapped a $21,200
smt for damages against Haggerty.
_ It all resulted from the fact that
Coatney and his wife were enter¬
taining friends in their hotel apartment at 2 a.m. Nov. 26 and the
harmonica playing and other noise
annoyed Haggerty, who claimed he
was trying to get some sleep in his
adjoining apartment
v»?a*ugerty P°unded on the’ wall,
■?«
eipart3r went on, according
to the testimony, Then, the next
?a.yVv5en the Pair met In the ho¬
tel lobby, there was an exchange
^^words. Coatney testified that
S5fuj* ii?e verbal war Haggerty
‘wSi S1.1^ *“••• th<* cheek. The
denied that he had been
the aggressor, hut Coatney won the
decision just the same.

Fresh headliners are getting to
By JOE COHEN
be in very short supply, according
to Ben Maksik, operator of the
Deal is in the works to change
Town & Country Club, Brooklyn,
the=face of the Broadway with one
which is currently regarded as a
of the largest realty transactions
focal point of the nitery season.
along the Stem in years. A pre¬
Portland, Ore., Dec. 10.
liminary agreement between Wil¬
Jack McCoy, AGVA rep here, has Maksik, paying the highest prices
liam Zeckendorf, head of the giant started a campaign to curb the use outside of Las Vegas, is consider¬
realty (irm of Webb & Knapp, and of amateur shows for raising ed a bellwether of the philosophy
the Sheraton hotel chain to ex¬ funds. These troupes have been of “name your own price” in buy¬
change tho : Sheraton-Astor Hotel showing in various communities ing nitery names.
Although paying top prices,
for the W&K-ovvned Ambassador here and throughout the resf of
Hotel, has been signed. In addi¬ the state, usually sponsored by Maksik points out that the kind of
tion to. giving the Sheraton inter¬ civic organizations for raising headliners the cafe world needs,
ests the Ambassador, Zeckendorf funds for a variety of worthwhile particularly in his situation, are
Will add $1,500,000 to the deal, of projects. Civic outfits have been wearing out rapidly. Some of the
top names are seen too frequently
tyhich $1,000,000 Was given at the giving amateurs expense coin.
time of the agreement, and the re¬
McCoy feels that this has cut oh television and in films, he says.
mainder when deal is concluded in deeply into the employment of Spine have been on the cafe cir¬
March.
>
AGVA acts and bookers that would cuits for many years. By the time
Zeckendorf, whose firm already normally work the shows. His of¬ they play his spot, the magic of
owns the Manhattan (ex-Lincoln) fice is not opposed to using ama¬ their boxoffice has worked a bit
hotel at the. other end of the block, teur shows f6r strictly free enter¬ thin. They’re hit their satura¬
plans to build a stainless steel tainment, but draws the line when tion point before coming to his
marqua around the entire block coin starts exchanging mitts along Brooklyn hospice, he feels.
Maksik says he doesn’t expect
which would provide a haven in the way.
to make any moneyr this year. At
the rain, be warm in winter, cool
the prices he’s been paying, he has
in summer, and would he equip¬
to have very good attendance prac¬
ped to provide music.. In addition,
tically -every night of the week.
according to Zackendorf, a city
This isn’t the case this season, a
official has okayed a plan to call
cafe year that hasn’t started off
the sector Theatre Square. Area
well. He is waiting to recoup
embraces Broadway to Eighth
.when the plays the headliners who
Ave. and 44th to 45th St; How¬
haven’t
been exposed too much.
ever, city council legislation is
He feels he can get the maximum
needed for an ultimate okay.
Toronto,
Dec.
10.
out
of
Judy
Garland, Harry. BelaWebb & Knapp briefly owned
A new auditorium is being, pro¬ fonte and Tony Martin. These
the. Astor in 1954 and was dickerjected
for
Toronto
by
the
O’Keefe
names
haven’t
been on tv day and
ering for. the Lincoln Hotel, which Breweries. Wqrk on the O'Keefe
night and therefore he hopes for
Zeckendorf had been Unable to
Auditorium
on
a
two-and-a-half
a
big
trade.
acquire at' that time. He. felt that
Miaksik also hopes to get some
he needed both properties to carry acre , site is slated to begin in Jan¬
. Aud will seat 3,200 and will of the top names hack next year
out his Theatre Square program. uary.
without the gigantic payoffs. He
As a result of his inability to ac¬ open in latter part of 1959.
Auditorium will have a 60-foot regards this season as an invest¬
quire the Lincoln from Maria
“Having
Kramer, he sold the Astor to the stage opening which can be re¬ ment for the future.
duced
to 36 feet for smaller pro¬ shown them that this is a nice
Sheraton interests. Since he ac¬ ductions,
along with a mechanic¬ place and that nice people come
quired the Lincoln, Zeckendorf
has been anxious to reinstitute his ally elevated pit that can accom¬ out here, they’ll consider this a
modate 50 musicians, with addi¬ place where they can come back
Theatre Square plans,.
tional space on the front part of annually, build prestige and do
With the acquisition of the Am¬ the stage.
Structure will also
bassador, a 200-room Park avenue house its own emergency power well. Maybe the salary rap won’t
inn, Sheraton now has a toehold; plant as well as some kitchen fa¬ be So.4 hard when they consider
in the New York luxury hotel mar? cilities for' limited. catering. In these things," he said hopefully.
The door will.be opened to other,
ket. Its other major N.Y. holdings addition, there will be a rehearsal
(Park Sheraton,. Sheraton-McAl- hall, and dressing rooms to house acts; after the deluge of names sets
pin) are commercial hptels. An¬ 100 chorus members and individual off the spot, Maksik stated.
other N.Y. property, the Sheraton* rooms.
The Town & Country has, to a
COst is estimated at
great degree, been built upon ban¬
$10;000,000.
(Continued on page 66)
quet and party business. With
competition in this sector having
become severe, he feels that names
should he used to bolster his hid*
for the mass trade. Party business
is still the fore, and names hooked
long in advance, so that they can
be adequately sold, are the particu¬
lar need- in his situation.

Amateur Shows in Ore.
Getting 0.0. by AGVA

Mil

Use the Props

of the Profession
To YOUR Best Advantage...
VARIETY, in its more than 50 Years of Reviewing the Parsing Show
Business' Scene, has noted and annotated that Shows and Showmen who
make the most of their properties—from script and casting to direction
and production—wind up showcasing their wares to BEST ADVANTAGE.
VARIETY, with its more than 50 years of showcasing ALL of Show
Business, offers the BEST ADVANTAGE for. any and all Amusement Indus¬
try Advertisers.
The upcoming 52d ANNIVERSARY NUMBER will work to YOUR
BEST ADVANTAGE.

Space Reservation at any of the offices!

Klein Remedies Report
Of Barley’s Death in Pitt
With Lease of Casino
Pittsburgh, Dec. 10.
Obituaries here for burlesque
were a hit premature. When En¬
gel A fyyan pulled out of the Ca¬
sino a month ago after dropping
a bundle over the past three sea¬
sons, it was generally believed that
meant the end of the peel wheel
locally, since it’s long been a losing
proposition under a number of
managements.
However, still another showman
seems willing to make a stab at it
He’s Percy Klein, who operates the
Edison Hotel downtown. Klein has
leased the house from estate of
Rose and George Jaffee, latter a
veteran burlesque impresario who
died here several years ago, and
has reopen'd it for another go.
He’s booking his talent through
the I. Hirst office.

Frisco YBurlesk Heist
Guylaine Guy’s Debut

San Francisco, Dec. 10.
leS!,l Pif*sident F°Wes, only burlesque h°u§e to tho Frisco area,
ThUr^ (S)

“w h*
cafhVJ?6 W walked over to the
casfc W.-'-POinted S.pistol it I
22E,
Shivers and corn^
nLandeti.-rgiv«
v

NIW YORK 14
184 W. 44th If.

HOLLYWOOD »
4404 SMHMt llv*

CHICAGO 11
412 N. Mlchlgoa Avt.

LONDON. W. C. 2
t St. Martin's Placa
Trafalgar Square

New York’s Waldorf-Astoria con¬
tinues its swing on the FrancoAmerican axis with the booking of
Guylaine Guy, young French
singer, into the Empire Room for
a week: beginning Dec. 23. Pearl
Bailey opens the show following on
Dec. 31.
Mile, Guy will he making her
American debut with the W-A date.
She’ll be billed with the Dornan
Beqs^
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‘Alan King, comedy headliner in London
LONDON TELEGRAPH
R. P. Me G. "
4'Aian Kina an engaging new
comedian whose analysis of subjirban manners in America reve^d
a professional style and an original
sense of humour.

$f| LONDON DAILY MAIL
|i||

P» Wilson

tnew American come.
«Iai» named Alan King . . . 9 kind
aggressive Jack Benny with a
f|l|| sleek, and adult wit.”
>

ll

hrceo oflbelt «»i.c.c^es not onlj
air whose
with
and
Sral debunWng^fwe is not

^ASissny^tg^o
end a1aa?e But the fff^mner
the
Kro®h«V i" «•«■
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Richat any time.
__

tSSSsfifti*

LONDON STANDARD
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Is ?nnew Some'SanMi7 Garland
whose jokes ir. I“:Jdl,an King.

them

^forefe^.^^Ppeed

*£SS£ ^

ot

^\Uf,Ucommand
sen5® of
which some of.®®
t^^r'mTght Study with
advantage.”

RECORD MIRROR
"Alan tr:_
happy3",1^ “ust now feel „
Whed himlelt0nan ^o"55, estob-

LONDON STAR
C. W. I.
“Judy Garland's got a good show
and one made all the better by the
presence of a first class American
comedian, Alan King, new to
London.”

S&e.“d

”ade

‘he^,

the wisecracks I
eomedian cvpri
carries#i*on ^ithout
w?/ller?e-Psiisp
Th« I
^Snoring
^

THE LONDON PRESS

epplause whkh f ,auShter andf \
»«en. The fcL jU °£e loud »d
^ take to thisP i % steadHy. I

goofCan 'cemedia^!^e-^J

g

fi<Vftei? aabourrf| 1?’’ he con- "
hasn’t got a finish’ 25,„?'nutes. ’it

s»,«.5F”'S*s
of applause Aepnrorn^Sced°hV!?Pr™

THE LONDON TIMES

melody maker,

"’Alan King >* a
comedian who eomes on v
e'ese* ^* ^* worth the whole of!
whosebbuslnes? Is'to enterUln the

GLASGOW evening citizen
..Nowt^nameAl»nsKlng.Here

seSSsfflF—
ent— *»*ags

' '

the admission price-

THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
“Best of all in the supporting
program was Alan King, who really
in fact, many wondered how Judy
«ould successfully follow this brii.
wh? s*emed t0 combine
the talents of jack Benny and
George Jessel. Yea, iolki, it was
indeed a triumph,"

Almost completely fresh to

English audiences when he opened in the

Judy Garland show at the Dominion, this young comedian lost no time at al!
in establishing himself as a front-rank artist.

His

strikingly original

material,

split-second timing, engaging personality and mastery of stage technique have
made him as popular in this country as lie is in his own.

Variety Club is de¬

lighted to welcome this brilliant young star

who is sureiy destined to follow

in the footsteps of Danny Kaye, Jack Benny,

Bob

Hope

and

other

Americans who have endeared themselves to British audiences. ~

Direction

illustrious

TENT 36
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PTSSETy

sh since Danny Kaye.”
ED S ULLIVAN, New York Daily News

My smcerest THANKS to
the press and the people
of LONDON for the warmest
of all receptions...
and to JUDY GARLAND, for
this wonderful opportunity.
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Edward L. Bernals
recoils

Striptease At The Met

Comics Marty Allen.& Mitch peWood have a deal going with Walt
Framer following latter’s Pittsburgh. Visit for the Variety Club banquet.
The tv packager-producer has taken an option on their services with
an eye to using them in a projected daytime audience participation
strip, "Easy. Street.” Allen: & DeWood worked the . Variety Club show
at which Framer was presented with a plaque for his contribution to
various charity telethons staged locally by the showmen’s organization.
Coniedy team was working here at the time at the Nixon Cafe. Framer
planned to kine the comics immediately but has decided to wait until
they open at the Copa in New York with Nat King Cole on Jan. 9,
since they’re booked on the road until then.

Cleveland, Dec, 20.
(by • Gypsy Rom Loo-Inclined
Remodeled and refinanced Al¬ ing director of the Astor for many
bolUrloo)
pine Village Club, dark since it years.
went through bankruptcy three
Although full details of the. deal
months ago, is slated to reopen aren’t revealed, some sources indlariothcr Editorial Foaturo
next week under a new combine eade that the total value of both
In tho upcoming
of owners.
'
properties has been set, for book
Former proprietor Herman purposes, at $25,000,000, with 559ft
52d Anniversary Number
Pirchner will be associated with accruing to the Astor, and the re¬
Exotic billed as “Miss Denmark” at Club 509, Detroit, last .week,
it as managing director and emcee mainder to W&K.
of
started her strip to the stately strains of Sir Edward Elgar’s "Land of
but not as a stockholder. Trip of
In another major transaction—
Hope and Glory.” That was used as a gag 25 years ago in “Million Dol¬
Clevelanders who bought the 700- but "legitimately on the. street
PfiklETY
lar Legs/’ motiort picture written by Joseph L. Manklewicz .and Henry
capacity downtown nitery for! $39,- where Broadway lives”—the Taft
Myers and directed by Edward Cline. (It was revived Dec. i at an Ot¬
000 also raised a bundle to com¬ Hotel (1926 baptismal name; the
tawa Film Society showing in Elgin Theatre there.) Lyda Roberti, play¬
pletely modernize it after paying Manger) was sold to attorney-]
ing the spy “Mata Machree, the Woman No Man Can Resist—Not Re¬
off a large share of Federal and. realty , investor Lawrence A. Wien
sponsible For Men: Left More Than 30 Days”—made her entrance
state liens for delinquent faxes.
for cash above first mortgage of
down a marble staircase. As,she descended, shrouded in mystery and
Spot will resume its policy of $3,800,000. Seller was the Hotel
sizzling with sex, an offstage orch played "Land of Hope and Glory.”
Variety musical revues under a Taft Corp., of which Joseph I, LuSalisbury; Mas?., Dec. 10.
rather modest budget. -Three per¬ bin & Associates own substantial
Liquorless Salisbury made theij Two Honolulu entertainers were among the 11 Americans rescued,
formances per night are planned stock. Lubin company acquired'
for shows — including two or three majority interest in Taft in Sep¬ headlines again with another* has¬ when actor-magician John Calvert’s yacht-became disabled during a
acts, a line of femme dancers and tember last year, from Bing & Bing, sle this week; This time it was 10 typhoon off Okinawa Nov. 26. They are Vic Koehler, magician billed as
"The Amazing Mr. Victor,” aid John Lipham, show promoter and
fiver-piece orch. Latter is not set which continued to manage it. pinball machines.
former partner in the Lipham Bros, acrobatic act. Calvert’s yacht left
yet although Joe Baldi’s band will Wien’s other hotel holdings in
The bagatelles were silenced biit Honolulu Sept. 21 on the initial leg of a two-year cruise. Calvert is
return to the Alpine’s intimate up¬ town are the Gov, Clinton; Lexing¬
stairs Eldorado Room, where it ton;, Shelton and Town House, words were flying after chairman planning to shoot a 39-week tv series, "The Sea Fox,” in various ports
flourished for about a dozen years. with future Operation going over James Hunt of the. board of select¬ and also give variety and magic shows enroute. The 112-foot yacht,
Dick Jackson is again the. talent to the hotel division of Helmsley- men revoked, the licenses of alL Thespian, presumably is undergoing repairs in Okinawa after being
Spear and Alfred Lewis status quo
towed in hy a freighter which; answered Calvert’s SOS.
booker.
the machines in town. Pinball ma¬
as general manager.
New owners are Sherman Serre
There’s been a minimum of en¬ chines, are ho longer recreational
The Grey Cup game, Canadian football classic played in Toronto
of Merritt-Chapman-Scott Corp. as tertainment
rooms at the Taft ini
Nov, 30 between Hamilton and Winnipeg (the East won 32-7), grossed
president. Joseph Nemesh of Mu¬ recent years, and probably none fare. .
Hunt said he ordered, revocation $390,000, a record for this annual East-West playoff. Revenue included:
sic System Inc. as treasurer and is contemplated to go by the "no
Mrs. Constance C. Pirchner, wife change in policy” announcement of the licenses "because we’re not gate, $215,000; television. sponsorship, $12,000; radio rights, $27,500;
of managing director. A prominent, at time of sale.
going to allow anything in Salis¬ picture rights, $20,000; program sales, $2,500.
"
Cleveland realty businessman, a
bury that would give the town a
friend of the Pirchners, helped
Charfe J. Buckley, who died recently in Albany, not only played the
bad name.”
them and creditors organize the
A group of Salisbury business¬ violin in the orchestra at the old Keeler’s .-Hotel but for . some yeaTS
new firm. Higher quality of food
also
booked the nets and directed the cabaret which was part of the
men have petitioned the state leg¬
and dining service are being ac¬
islature for. a special election; to operation. The Cabaret was one of the first in Albany and was prob¬
cented along with a more consist-1
ably
the
city’s best known. It ended when the famed hotel was destroy¬
Vote on the liquor question. Salis¬
ent entertainment policy.
Chicago, Decr 10.
bury went dry .in the last election ed by‘fire. Buckley, who m iater years conducted a musical instruments
Plushy Zephyr Room in nearby
store
with
his .brother, also played with Zita’s orch..
Al Kaiser, resigned from- the and the big nitery strip at the
Shaker Heights is another nitery
that changed hands when Al Nei- four-way partnership of the Chez beach folded for the duration.
Minnesota Statehood Centennial Commission has approved a $25,000
man sold it to Morris (Daffy) Light- Faree, Kingpin nitery here, last
expenditure for a showboat to ply the Twin Cities and other Min¬
man last-week. Naiman, in the steel week.
Ventriloquist-comedian DonTanbusiness and a fight promoter, ran
Kaiser sold out to the remaining nen is headlining at the Statler nesota towns with plays staged by the U; of Minnesota Theatre next
it for about three seasons with his three partners, Dave Halper, Jay Terrace Room, Detroit. Sharing summer during the celebration. The university will pay other costs
Schatz and Donjo Medlevine, be¬ the bill with him is singer Sheila in converting £ Mississippi river sternwheeler, the Gen. John Newton,
son Jack as manager.
Business limped badly under the cause of the pressure of "other Reynolds with Steve Kisley orch now docked at New Orleans, into the'showboat. It’ll be re-named the
Centennial Theatre,
old regime this year hut it spurted business interests.”
for dancing..
tremendously as soon as Lightman
and his associates took over Dec. 3..
First thing they did was to slash
dinner prices about 25%, lop off
cover charges except for late Sat¬
urday session, and change the show
New York
format.
9
The not-sO-daffy Lightman told
BOginos preem at the Latin
his booker, Marty Caine, that he
Quarter Jan. 2
. Rover Boys
wanted to specialize in all kinds of
Dwindling grandstand revenue proving such tremendous competi- wows of the National Assn, of
Amusement
Parks,
Pools
& booked into the State Theatr
comedy acts as often as .possible. at many fairs throughout the tioh.
Owner, Who formerly operated country is reflecting itself in the
In the face: of such competition, Beached and International Assn, Hartford, Dec. 28 . . . Hildegards
Daffy’s Starlight Room and other series of shifts now taking..place it was the feeling of some buy¬ of Fairs and Expositions at Hotel set for the Beach Club Hotel, Ft.
niteries. felt the Zephyr had run in many major fairs in the: TJ.S; as ers that the. various organizations Sherman last week,.
Lauderdale, Dec. 19 . . . New show
itself into a hole by playing too well as Canada. Fair buyers, who should go back to the staples that . Entertainment’ programming at at El Chico opening tomorrow.
many intimate recording singers.
met in Chicago last week, are dis¬ have built up fairs into tremen¬ fairs henceforth will probably lean (Thurs;) includes Carlos & Myrna
Larry Best, dialect comedian, tressed by the decline in! admis¬ dous institutions. Some feel that more heavily on names, especially
pulled heavily last week as first sions and. many; of them are shift¬ the oldfashioned thrill acts, and television personalities, and less uh Marisol Terol, Lucerito Tena and
headliner under the new setup, ac¬ ing booking office allegiance in the sightturns that have been the revue-type, productions.. Whether Pedro Vidal . . . Wally Griffin to
companied b y Al Russ’ orch. Haller hopes tha£ the change ; will bring backbone of rural entertainment, this will answer thfe? problems of the Statler, Cleveland, March .24,
& Hayden, another comedy act, is in some new; ideas that Will alle¬ should provide the basis of: most making ends meet when it comes and the. Detroit branch on April 7..
current on a five-day stand at the viate the boxoffice dip. Beefs Were shows, .
to fair production is still an open . . . Lucille Norman preemed Sun¬
Zephyr, which was sold for some¬ openly registered in a series of
Others are of the opinion that question. To the extent that eve¬ day (8) at- the Chi Chi, Palm
thing in neighborhood of $60,000. clinics at the annual Chi confabs. while this was sound in getting ning grandstand shows are im¬ Springs .. . . Jackie Kannon tapped
One of the changes includes the oldtimers to the fairgrounds, portant to the 'success of a fair, for two: weeks at the Riverside,.
the independent booking by Roy there, is an urgent need for enter¬ those present were brought to Reno, starting Jan. 16 . . . Allan
Rogers of the/Wisconsin State Fair tainment to attract the youngsters agree that fairs with name attrac¬ Drake pacted for the Beverly Hills
at Milwaukee; which Barnes & and teenagers, -which would pro¬ tions fared far better this year Country Newport, Ky., April 11 ,..
Rose to blinstrub's, Boston,
Carruthers had for about .30 years. vide the bulk of tomorrow’s audi¬ than those without. - The fact that Stewart
Immmmmmm Continued from page 63
Dec. 23 . . . Geene Court¬
The. rupture of an old relationship ences. There were some briefs de¬ many small fairs can’t afford starting
ney started at the Three Rivers,
Russell pn Park Ave., is primar¬ such as this had- many of the buy¬ livered by some for record, names, names caused an agency exec to Inn,
Syracuse, Monday (9).
ily a resident hotel.
« ing offices blinking, and thinking for example, and new kinds of at¬ remark that a large .number of
Soler Sc. Lorca, Spanish flam enco
On +he other hand, the acquisi¬ that "this too can happen to me” tractions that would help per¬ fairs, on the county level or small¬
dancers, currently in Carousel
tion of the Astor is a major, move with so many traditional accounts. petuate tomorrow’s takes.
er, will be out of business in five Room of Bradford Hotel, Boston,
by Zeckendorf to control about
Another item that started, cere¬
Admittedly, there are still many years. The ones to. survive will and will open at the Elegante,
4.000 rooms in New York;
The bral processes in motion, was the. situations .where the decline hasn’t be the ones which can afford Brooklyn
on the Sarah Vaughan
Manhattan has 1,400 rooms, but plum Western Canadian route hit and in. some situations there’s names, in his opinion.
bill Dec. 24.
po hallropms; the Astor 750, but shifting to a Huntington, W.Va., been an upbeat.. "There is ho dis¬
The tendency to headlines has
one of the largest ballrooms in the indie, Jimmy .HetzeB. Last year, cernible pattern as to. why certain given rise to a Big Three rather
City. Zeckendorf is now negotia¬ GAC-Hamld his .this, contract with shows hold lip strongly, while than a Big Two in the fair, busi¬
Hollywood
ting to buy*the outstanding stock Ernie Young doing the work on it. parallel situations declined.
No ness. Music C6rp. of America,
Marshall Edson and Mike Garth
in the Hotel Commodore at $ld a The Saginaw (Mich.) fair, went to broad reasons could be fathomed Whose fair department was organ¬
hold,
over
Fran
Jeffries at their Ye
share which is said to involve GAC-Hamid from Barnes & Car¬ in sajhe cases, except those rela¬ ized on a large scale only a few
around $0,000,000. The Sheraton ruthers. A lot of fair buyers are ting t6 peculiarities stemming years ago and which operates Little Club ... .. Harry James & His
Music
Makers
supplant
the Freddy
chain also has about 4,000 rooms, still prospecting and jockeying and front the locality.
chiefly from Chicago, makes heavy
in New York. The chain’s prexy, many more changes are expected
The buying reportedly wasn’t as use of its tv names, especially the Martin orch at Cocoanut Grove
Ernest Henderson, is hopeful of to occur during the important brisk at this year’s confab as in highly popular western stars, in beginning Jan. 22 for five weeks
while Martin takes his first vacash
being able . to acquire adjacent state-by-state meetings starting, in the past couple of years. Some selling itself to fair managers. In w
five years .. . Comic Art Walsh
property ah Lexington Ave. in January.
buyers Were frankly fearful of addition, the name bands and opened a two-week stint at the
order to build additional rooms
Among the reasons given for the making important commitments in comedians familiar from tv were Slate Bros, club Friday (6) .
.
onto the Ambassador. .
-s’ '
decline of boxoffice is the mount¬ view of declining farm Income, enthusiastically promoted. It seems Mickey Shaughnessy bolds
The Astor is appraised, at $7.- ing competition! from television. layoffs in industry in many sec¬ that the name-wielding power of two Weeks at Club Seville . . .
000,000. while the Ambassador's The fair secretaries complain that tors and the revamping of the ha- MCA and GAC-Hamid has made it¬ Gene. Norman holding over the
Value is set at $4,500,000. Shera¬ not only do they have to compete tional economy due to the sput¬ self felt against the production- Dave Pell Octet at the Crescendo
ton chain got the Astor from Webb with the names offered for free nik.
revue oriented Barnes. & Car¬ through the Robert Clary engage¬
& Knapp for $9,000,000 and has on. video, hut. they also have to
A general air of conservatism has ruthers, long the midwestern king¬ ment which starts Dec. 17.
since invested about $3,000,000 in match the herculean salaries pre-.j cropped up this season, which the pin, and similar packagers.
alterations.
vailing, on. that medium. In the talent; agencies will have to dis¬
Some types of names are being
Col. Serge Obolensky, who with face of a decline that video helped 1 pel^ .if agency income, is to main¬ used now in fair attractions other
Chicago
a group including the . Atlas Corp., bring on, it’s difficult to up the tain last year’s levels;
than
stageshows. The Swenson
Spike Harrison pacted for Reef
beaded by Floyd Odhim, acquired scale to that which; for example,
Thrillcade, one of the larger auto- Club, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. for three
the Ambassador in 1954 and then can compare with the $100,000 ob¬
Study ‘Name’ Value
crobatic outfits, experimented suc¬ weeks, Dec. 21. ,, Zany-Aaires into
bought out the Atlas two years tained by Bob Hope on a tv spec. !
Chicago, Dec. 10..
cessfully this year with introduc¬ H?nry Grady Hotel, Atlanta, Dec.
later,‘will be aligned with Webb
The b.o. dip is also partialis'
A change in the balance of pow¬ ing piano player Johnny Maddox 2Waii. 4 . . DolinOffs Sc Raya Sis¬
& Knapp when the hotel shift be¬ ascribed to the decline in rural er among the bookers of fairs is
ters inked for Chicago Auto Show,
comes effective.
No plans have income as well as a decrease in indicated by activity at this year’s into its act, using tiiS* Dot disk Jan. 4-12 . . , Wee Bonnie Baker
been announced for Robert K. farm population. However, it was I outdoor conventions. Al fresco op¬ name in a featured piano solo on a! booked for two frames at the Em¬
Christenberry, who is now asso¬ said that the downbeat in farm j erators, including attractions and moving car stunt. Other tie-ins bers, Ft. Wayne, Dec. 23 . . . Four
ciated with Col. Obolensky at the coin Wouldn’t affect the grand-] talent. agents, assembled here In of this nature are giving strictly Lads set for Chez ParOe, Dec. 27,
Ambassador and who was manag: stand revenue if video weren’t! connection, with 'the annual ffow* cow pasture attractions an appeal for one week, followed by Ella
to the' genor&l'tfhbllc. H FHtgerata for four framesi

DRY SALISBURY ALSO
LOSES US BAGATELLES

Cbi Chez Down to 3.Pards
In Sdloot by Al Kaiser

Dip In B.O. At Aggie Fairs Cues
Bookers Jockeying For Pacts

‘Baby Brother’
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A TORRID BENNETT IN TOWN
By DON SAFRAN
Dallas Times Herald

“An enormous audience, jarred to
the point" of standing and shouting
‘‘Bravos” for the performer, kept
the hard-working Bennett on stage,
for 45 minutes.
‘‘The Italian song-blaster is no
trained voice-man. If he occasion¬
ally strays off-key, that’s just as well.
For Bennett is not supposed to he a
schooled and proper concert artist.
“He’s an uninhibited beast of a
performer whose act is emotion. He
sells this delicate and violent sub¬
stance with the fire of an evangelist
and the gut-strength 6f a New York
longshoreman,
“But if he’s ferocious as a jungleman, he can also be as delicate as a
shepherd with his flute. He warmed
to the tender, “Always” and “There’’11 Never Be Another You,” as a man
sincere, trying to say something. His
voice is unsteady in his slow pieces
ahd almost seems intentional.
“But, it’s his blasting, his earth¬
quake explosion into rhythm, his un¬
controlled break into dance steps that
slash at his audience^
“H<; works with little patter and
though it might seem that 45 minutes
of singing might be weary ona
crowd, it hardly seemed so.
“His material is sterling cjeap.
No inferences, no suggestive lines
and no indelicacies.
“If Mr, Bennett wanted to sing all
night, chances are his entire Thurs¬
day night audience would have been
breakfasting at the Statler Friday
morning,”

YOU AIN’T HEARD NOTHIN’
TILL TONY
By TONI ZOPPI
Dallas Morning News

“Ohe of the diappointments of my
life has been the fact that I never saw
A1 Jolson do a Winter Garden show.
“But a kid named Tony Bennett
turned back the clock s6me 30 yeairs
at the Statler Hilton’s Empire Room
Thursday night, and if Jolie was'
looking down, he must have been
proud of his undisputed successor.
“For surely, Tony must have been
the person he was thinking about
when he said: “You. ain’t heard
nothin’ yeti”
“In all the years I’ve been catch¬
ing floor shows-—and that goes back
to 1934——nothing has ever equalled
the performance Bennett put on be¬
fore the frenzied first nighters at the
Statler,
“Bennett ran the gamut while belt¬
ing some 20 songs. He can tug at
your heartstrings with “Lost in the
Stars,” then change character com¬
pletely and send your blood-pressure
soaring with a bombastic rendition
of “One for the Road.”
“You get the impression Tony
feels lie owes every person in his au¬
dience a personal ‘thank you.’ For
tjjtat reason, perhaps he stays oh until
the last request has been filled and
the ring-siders are growing con¬
cerned about the swelling sensation
in the palms of their blistered hands.
“Then as he settles himself com¬
fortably atop a stool and offers to
sing “as long as you’ll listen,” a
haunting phrase comes from out of
nowhere. And a voice repeats : ‘La¬
dies and gentlemen—you ain’t heard
nothin’ yet!”’

and Georgia. Standout work is by
Fyodor Savchenko, a juggler with
rare aptitude : for manipulating
balls (see New Acts). There is also
a gasp-catching aero stint by Zin¬
aida Yevtikova & Nikolai Fateyev,
mixed diio from Leningrad 'State
Variety Co. also reviewed under
New Acts. ...•'
Apollo, X* Y.
Masfc Hall, X. Y.
The. one-man tour, virtually a tomers in the spot. At least, dur¬
Igor Politkovsky opens concert lost art among variety performers, ing one of the 'slowest months of
Stuffy
Bryant,
The
Spaniels
(4),
"The. Nativity” and Christinas
with
fiddling
of
classical
airs,
hush¬
is. probably the biggest personal the year, when Asiatic flu, stock
Shaw, produced by Leon Leonidoff, Stewart & Oscar, Wynona Carr, The
(5), Jackie Mabley, ing vast auditorium at show caught grosser in. show business, Victor market descents and sputnik
with Lillian Murphy Ed Powell, Bobbettes
oii
chilly,
fog-bound
night.
Irina
Borge’s stage appearances around ascents took the mind Of the gen¬
Symphony Orch and Choral Ensem¬ Clyde - McPhatter, Reuben Phillips Tikhomimova,
Bolshoi, Theatre
iterygoing, he.
ble under Raymond Paige, Wil¬ Orch (13); "No Place to Hide” ballerina, teams with another Bol¬ the country returned to him ap¬ eral public off
proximately $1,250,000 last year. brought in as many as 1,000' cus¬
liam Maun, Hlenka Devon, Jack (AA).
shoi exponent, Gennadi Ledyakh, This kingsized sum was Borge’s tomers per .show—which would
Beaber, Rae McLean, Jeanette
for some graceful dancing to mel¬
As a change of pace from the ody of Gluck. Bela Kolyada proves slice following payoffs to pro¬ have been overflow audiences for
Cioffi, Corps de Ballet (Margaret
the Ijatin Quarter and the CopacaSande, director), George Sawtelle, rock ’n’ roll sessions, the Hadem attractive chirper of Russian folk moters on deals which called for
house
has.
a
likable
fare
sparked,
Mascott Sisters
(2), Rockettes by the stylings rif Clyde McPhatter and operatic pieces^ being garbed terms giving Borge a 759b- to 90% bana.
Borge explains that for many
slice
of
the
gate.
sifnly
in
evening
dress
with
low(dances. by Russell Markert); sets,
and backed up by the antics of
During his tours in theatres, years he hadn’t played a night
James Stewart Morcom; costumes, comedienne Jackie “Moms” Mab¬ cut neckline, showing that Russians
club.
Even Las Vegas spots can¬
Borge’s
average
runs
to
$50,000.
are
coming
mores
to
Western-style
Frank Spencer; lighting, Eugene ley. Others who round out a good
not be called a night club in the
Braun; John Jackson, director of supporting bill are songstress Wy¬ garbing, although dancers, jugglers There were one-nighters in which
and others favor traditional colored the Danish entertainer got a take- strict sense of the word, but in the
stage operation; lyrics, At Still¬ nona Carr; Stewart & .Oscar, a.vencostuming.
home pay of $30,000. In four east he had done an occasional
man; "Sayonara" (WB), reviewed triloquial act; the Spaniels, a group
Lilia Novgorodova & Yuri Mi¬ nights in St. Louis, Borge realized hotel show at the Waldorf-Astoria
of male warblers, and the stepping
in Variety Nov..’ 13, ’57.
ronov
offer
joyful
Moldavian
$64,000. There was one memorable and Plaza, N. Y., and some of the
of Stuffy Bryant.
dance, femme half being perky art¬
in Hershey, Pa., in which he Statler units. He said that he had
Post-Thanksgiving at the Music
Bryant Opens the sesh with some iste with personality and smiling week
grossed more than'♦‘South Pacific” to take a cut to satisfy his curi¬
Hall, means, of course, “The Nativ¬ snappy hoofing. He has a lot of orbs. Nikolai Svetlichny scores in by virtue of the fact that during osity. From the average $50,000
stage
know-how
and
is
house
pleasarias, a Soviet folk tune, and a his show, customers who would weekly that has been his average
ity,” annual curtain-raiser to a er with his fast legging.
The
Christmas package of frosted pic¬ Spaniels follow and give out with Neapolitan folksong, and was called otherwise be turned away were personal take fOr a maximum of
repeats following. heavy palm¬ seated in the orchestra pit and five or six. shows when hitting oneture postcard splendor. At this late pleasing renditions of “I.O.U.” and for
ing.
nighters, he went down to $35,000,
onstage.
date, everyone is inclined to for¬ “You’re Gonna Cry.” The group
Uzbek silk-spinners’ dance, is
There are even no regrets by. a sizable sum for a nitery. How¬
does
a
neat
job
of
harmonizing
and
give the Rockefeller theatre’s ro¬ winds it up with “I Need Your brightly worked . out by Sevilla Borge;
for his . just-closed stand at ever, Borge says that he seems
Haibulayeva &. Kakhramori Dada- Ben Maksik’s Town & Country satisfied since he reversed tile
manticized pageant-like, concep¬ Kisses.”
I yev. Yuri Lazko attends busily to
tion of the Birth in a well-taken
No -stranger to the house are the ivories, and Alex McCrindle Club, N. Y., Borge says for the trend of low 'business at the Town
point on dramatic license. (The Stewart & Oscar in a >yent bit (Equity Assn, rep in Scotland) does four weeks preceding his stand & Country during a period when
little stable in Bethlehem seems which, comes off nicely except for jaunty emceeing chores garbed in there was only a handful of cus- none of the niteries had. been
registering any degree of pros¬
seven stories high; the ensemble moments when the jokes get a kilt, gallantly overcoming tonguelittle rough. Act does a twist in
perity.
Gord.
scarcely suggests humble folk come that the: dummy does an imitation twisting, snags.
! Borge feels that this, in itself,
to pay their taxes!)
of Stewart’ir voice add vice versa
is an; accomplishment, especially at
“The Nativity” segues to. a gay at one point. Finale is no small
a time when business is feeling
Empire, Edinburgh
I the lows that have hit the general
and colorful, celebration of the trick in that Stewart & Oscar do i
Edinburgh, Dec. 10.
a duet,
* :
Leonard XJrry presentation deA couple of showmen are behind economy.. Borge goes Out agam
joyous season highlighted by. a
Wynona Carr is an attractive:
“Cinderella’s Couch*’ ballet danced miss who scores well with a pleas¬ ; vised and produced by Cecil C. the “first” International Aviation off the one-nighters on bookings
musical
arrange¬ Show heading for the New York by Harry D. Squires, with several
superbly-by Hlenka Devon as Cin¬ ing voice. She initially shows signs Buckingham;
ments, Tex Johnson; features Fran City Coliseum next Sept. 6-14. Im¬ dates sold out in advance.
dy and Jack Beaber as the .Prince, of nervousness but recovers well Dowie, with Gay Leslie; twice presarios of the show are Morris
Of course, the benefits of being
so does a fine batch • of num¬
with, MH’s toe-girls in support. Up and
Green arid Louis Dufour, associ¬ a one-man performer accrues ini
Her best are “All of Me” and nightly;
ahead, Lillian Murphy aud William bers;
ated off and on oyer the years and many more, ways, video being:, one
“You.
Send.
Me.”
She
seems
able
Maun duet in “Surprise Package.” to handle, the hot Stuff as well as | Another echo of current U S. show biz executives separately for of them. Borge’s last tele salary
Miss Murphy is also soloist, in “The
was $100,000. On the road, there
disk names’ ,draw via recordings is several decades. Green (ex-Gensler
Nativity,” to narration by Ed the ballads.
The Bobbettes are a swinging | this unit layout, devised as so- &) produced numerous legiters on are no other performers to pay. off,
Powell, who doubles later as roof¬
the stage space is frequently uti¬
Broadway
^nd
Dufour
(&
the
late
quintet
Who
have
the
house
jump-,
top Santa Claus in “Caroleers” and
called “tribute to world’s top relized f or extra < seating, arid in¬
with George Sawtelle carrying the ing. The young gals blend well [ cording stars” and featuring artists Joe Rogers) has been an outdoor stead of touririg a large cast, he
showman - particularly known as
enough together and have no trou¬
song.
using vocals resembling leading suppliers of attractions at-world’s has only a road manager and sec¬
ble
getting
through
“Speedie”
and
“Jingle Belles”: Introduces the “Mr. Lee.”" In addition to their U.S. names. Whole layout is fairs and expositions beginning retary to accompany him.
Mascott Sisters, smash balancing voices
they seem to radiate vim emceed via wisecracking patter by with the Chi Century of Progress
duo reviewed under New Acts. “Ye and vigor,
Canadian comedian Frhri Dowie in
and fit house well.
Well-Filled Stockings,” perfectly
guise of George Burns,
] in the early ’30s and including the
N. Y. World’s Fair, as well as at
Miss
Mabley breaks up the audi¬
describes the Rockettes, Russell
Already an established radio and
Market’s age-old. contribution to ence with her deadpan style of vaude name in U.K., Dowie proves carnivals.
The show was formerly sched¬
the last word in precision jokestering, Whether she would go effective emcee, smoking cigar, a la
troupes. Layout is down to a snap¬ as welljin other bouses is question- , George Burns and gently acting as uled for Sept. 10 to 23* but had to
py 35 minutes or so, due to the fact, able. «he identifies herself With foil to partner Gay Leslie, posing move the dates ahead to conform
that the film. “Sayonara,” runs the audience and with. ar big wad as the fluttering Grade Allen. Pair ' with plans of the cooperating Air
of gum in her jaw and decked out
nearly two and a half hours.
Force Assn, to enable aviation and
in a house dress, plays the mother catch admirably the spirit of B & A, allied industries to exhibit both at
Trail
role to' a tee. She’s crusty and the even to the American accent. the Green-Dufour expo'and. the
Dowie
is
working
With
Miss
Leslie
house likes her.
as, partner in absence of his wife association’s Air Power Panorama,
Currently
The show is headlined by Clyde, and teammate. Candy Kane, who’s to be held in Dallas Sept. 25-27.
McPhatter who’s got plenty of1 awaiting motherhood after, being . Display will occupy three floors
showmanship and style ari<f runs With show since its start in late of the Coliseum and include a se¬
STATLER CHAIN
through offerings of “Hold My summer.
ries of films segueing to enact¬
Hand,” “No Matter What” and
THIS WEEK^P^TROIT
Company of mostly unknowns ments onstage. Subtitle of show is
“Rock & Cry.” When he had the
are assembled to sing tunes in .“80 Hours . Around the World.”
house feeling that he could: do no styles
of Guy Mitchell, Harry Belawrong he committed the error of
singing ^White Christmas” in a fonte, Doris Day, Sammy. Davis Jr.,
jazzed-up manner and it came off Frank. Sinatra, The Platters, Pat
fiat. McPhatter has a good voice Boone, Little Richard, Judy Gar¬
land, Billy Eckstine, and Johnnie
By Happy Benway
and he knows how to use it.
Ray. In intro patter, emcee ex¬
THE GLAMOROUS NEW
Bern..
Saranac Lake, Dec. 10. ,
plains that these performers are
The Thanksgiving Day banquet
_ HOTEL
putting oyer the voices and not
surpassed
anything that Mike Todd
faces of the U.S. types;
have put on. Bicarbonate of
John Clarence has tall presence could
soda
ran
out
3 in the afternoon.; ,
and apt voice as Belafonte in Thanksgivingby
Herbert Glad¬
“Island in the Sun.” Eric Hayden ney, our hewnight,
^
Show folks are raving about-the. 1
“We
the- Patients”
does commendable impression of chairman, ably assisted
all new Hotel Avery; All new, large,. ||
Soviet Artistes
by Helen
Sammy
Pavis
Jr.;
and
Sylvia
Drew,
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms ?f j
(ST. ANDREW’S, GLASGOW),. ex-danceband vocalist, scores with Van Note, Else Schreger and Lind^
RIGHT BACK .
say
JHacHarrie,.
put
on
a bingo
with private bath and televisi
Glasgow, Dec. 10. . “Tammy” as Doris Day. (The U.S. party and card games with prizes
CLUB ELEGANTE
{■
Many Air Conditioned.
fl
Presentation of group of. Soviet hit desk is by Debbie Reynolds, relished by all. Prizes were won
Brooklyn,
N. Y,
from her film of same title.)
dancers, acrobats and jug¬
by Helen Van Note; Claudette Bas¬
AVERY & WASHINGT6N STS. | singers,
Mg» : StM & Wilt Wtbar, Now York
Slender thrush, who has tdured sett and Joan Sinclair.
glers, with Nikolai Svetlichny, Igor
Al Loscuito progressing so well
Politkovsky, 'Lilia ' Nopgorodova , & here With Johnnie Ray shows, also
Yuri Mironov, Beta Kolyada, Zin¬ takes, a femme slotting in impresh that he rated a 10-day furlough at
7 7 "AT LIBERTY" 7 7
pf The Platters. Tall vocalist Dick home in New .York. John Gurba
OLA SON'S
FUN-MASTER I aida Yevdikova & Nikolai Fateyev; Francis
pleases with “Tender
SHOWGIRLS and DANCERS
Yuri Lazko;emcee, Alex McCrin- Trap” as a Sinatra type, and Calvin rates a special mention via recent
PROFESSIONAL
CA«e* 18-35)
medical clinic that allows him a
dle.
B«sle wliry $50 * week {Earn u» $1 .) ai
COMEDY MATERIAL
Lewin, with advantage ..of black two-week furlough that he will danee
instruetkra and ifartnenl
Will net
curly wig, throbs and leaps as Lit¬ spend in Philly with his wife Edith, interfere with daytime auditions. Work even*
for all Theatricals
fnflt fi. PM . te 2 AM. Full , time-6-nlihte.
Unit show of Soviet artistes, tle. Richard. A solid impact is made cashier of the Stanley Warner Lane
"We Service the Stars"
Part tima Fri. Sat. and Sun. Apply I tt I
PM far perianal Interview.
currently trekking through the by John Hughes, singing as Pat Theatre there.
Big Clean-Oet Special on All
MISS fiONtfELLI
; U.k. in aims of friendship* throws Boone, and he exits to good mitting. . Jay Schrader, theatre owner of
838 Bread St.. 2nd floor, Newark, N, J.
35 Gag Files far Only $15
In
comedy
slotting,
there’s
the
35 Minutes from Port Authority Tormlnal..
Charlotte,
N.C.,
was
under
obser¬
' interesting spotlight on undoubted established western takeoff , by vation here for a period of two
Pint $1,00 Postage
j Russian talent in vaude sphere, Frain Dowie, working with partner weeks and has gone back to Char¬
• 3 Parody Books, Per- Bk....S10 •
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk... $25 •
NIGHT CLUB MGR.
j particularly, in dancing and aero Gay Leslie as a cowgirl. This act is lotte to take treatments at home.
• Minstrel Budget.-...
$25 •
Thanks to Peggy Hagedorn of
f chores.. This. layout, while over surefire for yocks, including the
AVAILABLE
' How to Master the Ceremonies
{accenting terping, is otherwise shooting-down from “flies” of a Warner Bros. Gotham office for 40 years •x*cutlv» background, • years
$3: per Copy
with ona of N.Y.'s old and mosf
No C:O.D's ..... "Always Open" ( neatly balanced and notable for ex- prop cow and. dummy shots into sending reading material for our
succassfut
clubs^
Thorough
auditorium..
Also,
Dowie
works
library. Her husband Chris, theatre knowladgo ofnight
Jcellent speciality work, particular¬
BILLY GLASON
all phasas of operation;
ly by a juggler and two acrobats. neatly with new funnyrihn Dev treasurer, was graduated here in Also ant interested In percentage prop¬
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C., If Circle 7-1130
osition. Will, relocate. Box V 769.
| Performers number 17, and are •Shawn, who merits attention by class of ’35.
Variety, 154 W. 46th St. New York 36.
1 from Moscow, Leningrad, Tashkent bookers, and who also does the
Write to those who are ill.
Johnnie Ray likeness iri numbers
like “Just Walking in the Rain.”
Tex Johnson, who has done musi¬
cal arrangements, also conducts,
theatre orch for this unit perform¬
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
ance: Hi-Fi Rhythm Group (4)
9th International Tour
Featured in PARAMOUNT'S
accompanies performers in stage
Curnnfly
,
backing.
Gord.
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With a $U50,000 Yr. Under His Belt,
Borge Can Stand a Mere 35G Week

DUF0UR& GREEN SET
INT’L AVIATION SHOW

DON
TANNIN

,

^BOSTON

Saranac Lake

SMASH HIT

KEN BARfeY

Soviet’s Scot Vaude

h

The DEEP RIVER BOYS

CAB CALLOWAY
“ST. LOUIS BLUEST
SOON TO BE RELEASED
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1*11 Broadway. Ntw York

LAKE CLUB
Springfield, III.

| Phil Harris & Alice Faye will
| make their .first cafe appearance as
: a team at the Desert Inn, Las
j Vegas, in April: concurrent with the
i sixth annual Tournament of ChamJl Pi°As.
AoieVi coyrse4 mJ

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Pers. Mgr.; ED KIRKEBY .
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VAUDEVDLLE

BILLY RUEBEN
Songs
14 Mins.
Fairmount, Ottawa
j
Billy Rueben has been 88ing and
chanting in lounges for some'years/
Now he’s working on the floor and
doing a neat job with chant chores
in solo. Boy has nice pipes and
makes good use of them. Styling is
okay but the stint needs trimming
and: stronger staging which, will
probably come with training and
experience. Rueben’s current Fans
mount Club stanza uses seasonal.
(Christmas) tunes plus some blues
and a clicko handling of “All the
Way.”
With solid backing, Billy Rueben
is nice for sight and sound loca¬
tions, either or both.
Gorm:

New Acts

is a husky, deep contralto, which
needs a lot of know-how to control.
There are moments when the pipes
Society* Restaurant, London^
. get away from her momentarily,
S Marion Keene, well-shaped bra-- but in the main, she handles heroet thrush clad in a tight-fitting,!> self rather well,
Joseblack lace gown, fits in nicely in:
the elegant Society restaurant KLAVDIA & FYODOR
decor. She is an up-and-coming
SAVCHENKO
fv radio and disk songstress and Juggling
though, on the night her act wasL 6 Mins.
caught she was suffering from a St, Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow
bad cold, showed evident signs that
Fyodor Savchenko, male half of
she will be an asset to the London this duo, is a juggler par excel¬
lence. Given, exit: and. entry visas,
cabaret, scene. . .,
,
Her short streamlined act con¬ he would be lop-class booking for
sists of a number ot songs, all vaude and video. Russian per¬ ZINAIDA YEVTIKOVA & NIKO¬
LAI FATEYEV
pops, but she gives them fresh former, here with unit show oh
aDoeal bv new arrangements and friendship tour, has a magic touch Acrobatics
h« warm, likeable personality with balls, and clubs, and keeps 9 Mins.
comes over well.. Snag is that she butfroiiters in continual stzfte of St. Andrew's Hall, Glasgow
sticks too rigorously to the mike. gasping.
Mixed pair are a honey of an act
In a small room like the Society
Opens with some standard , club for vaUde and. circus, and would
it is questionable whether amplifi¬ tossing. Segues with manipulation also fit in neatly to high-domed
cation is necessary at all but, if so, of single rubber ball, rolling it niteries.
then she should use a trailing mike along shoulders and knees, head¬
Male lifts distaffer aloft, holding
to give her act more flexibility, and ing it, and keeping it under perfect her by arm. in upside down posi¬
control all. the timel
jhovenierit. ,
tion, then by legs. Gal also bal¬
This slick chick with a gay smile
His next bit is some nifty ball ances with one hand rested on
. starts off in lively fashion with spinning, making different balls male’s forehead. Lifts arid twists
“Gypsy in My Soul” and follows revolve '
opposite directions: are highly impressive, and gain
with “I Love To Love” (in which Spins the spheres on his fingers solid
mifting
throughput .for
she seems not quite to believe the and nose, with three spinning at strength, grace and beauty of ac¬
lyric). No. 3 was her star offering, same time. Also, revolves a smaller tion.; Male partner then tosses
a sophisticated rendition of “Didn’t sphere atop a large red ball. Winds femme .aloft and catches her by
Know What Time It Was.” “If I by placing seven balls, on one tree- toes and hands.
Can’t Take it With Me When I Go V shaped^ spiral, five on a smaller
Each throw is in itself a nii
follows and then she does a some¬ spiral, then holds both aloft, and
ture masterpiece, obvious result of
what silly and embarrassing knocks each ball down singly with
intensive rehearsing plus male’s
smooching song, “Always,” with a touch and a toss of a ball.
strength.. of arms arid hands.
man dragged from the audience.
Excellent booking for all Situa¬
Okay act for all markets if avail¬
“Lover Man” and „ “You, You tions if available.
Gord.
able, Pair are here currently on
Romeo” rounds off a satisfying if
Russian friendship-tour with vaude
not stand out act.
unit.
Gord.
Miss Keene, excellently backed HARRY BELL & 4 SENORITAS
bv the Ted Ward Trio (piano, Dance
guitar and bass) might well consider 10 Mins,
LUCY FABERY
infusing a little original material Chateau Madrid, N.Y.
Harry Bell & The 4 Senoritas get Songs
into her routine for the sake of
variety, but she is Certainly A new¬ staggered' spotting ait the Chateau 17 Mins.
Madrid. On his own, Bell gets in Chateau Madrid, N.Y.
comer worth, encouraging, fitch.
some satisfactory. footwork, partic¬ . Lucy Fabery; touted as a top
ularly in, “St. Louis Blues/’- It’s songstress in Puerto Rico, is head¬
ODETTA
another story, however,. when the lining the current Chateau Mad¬
Songs
fqur girls working with, him are on rid show.
She’s an okay looker
13 Mins,
stage. Femmes lack polish, giving with an impressive vocal style,. Her
Down in the Depths, N, Y. .
the act. an amateurish taint.
delivery, covering a varied songThe mono-monickered Odetta is .! In its present form the act alog of English and Spanish tunes,
a Negro ballad singer who accomps doesn’t have much to offer out¬ is good, with a whispery tonal qual¬
herself on a guitar. She seemingly side of Bell’s individual contribu¬ ity providing added impact. .
has a wide background of the folk tion.
. Her stand at the Chateau, is
songs, with an accompanying know¬
marred somewhat by poor gowning.
ledge of historical -background to.
Although
not excessively heavy.
go . with-said pieces. The net result DEVANI BERNAE DANCERS (3)
Miss Fabery is . a little too chubby
Striptease Adagio
is entertaining and informative. .
for skiri-tight attire.
Jess.
Odetta has been . around previ¬ 12 Mins.
ously, but hasn’t been memorialized Old Romanian, N. Y.
Here’s a corking , novelty that
the New Act column. She shows'
Everett B. Crosby Ltd. has been
a lot of experience. Her guitar should hot lack for work in the
work is excellent, although she more sophisticated saloons. Three¬ authorized to conduct a talent:
throws some rather lively, string some consisting of Miss Befnae agency in New York,, with capital
work on what would normally be and two males could, in fact, have stock of 300 shares, no par value..
some slow-gaited ditties. Her voice acceptance .on. a wider base if it
George. F: Foley was filing attor¬
were, a moire polished turn. The.
_. _
girl, small and 'dainty, is tossed ney at Albany.
around by! partners for preliminary
workouts, arid thereafter she en¬
Give a Year's Subscription to
gages in a progressive, shedding of
outer garments mid-air to get
“THE COMEDIAN"
down to little more than an acro¬
The Only Professional Monthly
Comedy Service
bat would wear in a straight act of
that genre. Apparently there would
$15 PER YEAR <12 Issues)
be further G-whiz stripping where
13 YEARS $40)
the situation called for it.
As a combination strip-adagioacro performance, it’s okay, grant¬
5AVE $ $ $
ed that, the novelty wears off once
detailed contents In ad below
it becomes known, that the. little
lady is going, to cast off the eve¬
ning gown, etc’, first starting teasingly with the nylons. Mystery de¬
velops on the peg of how fair she
will go in this direction. Neither
the stripping act nor the whirling
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST—
and lift stuff, figured separately, is
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
better than standard, but the
ijow In Its 17th Issue, containing
amalgamation puts it over some-,
stories, one-liners, poemettes, song,
whatf
__.
Trau.
titles,, hecklers, audience stuff, mono*
MARION KEENE
Songs

FQR XIWAS

Industrial Show
IBEW JLocaL 1031 Show vocalists, Joe Chester does - some
(IBEW Hall, Chi):
Chicago, Dec. 3.
. Frank Darling’s production of
“One Enchanted Evening," with
Tony Beiinett, Jack E. Leonard,
De. Castro Sisters (3), Brenda
Lee; Estelle. Sloan, Prof. Irwin
Corey,
Johnny
Bachemin,
La
Verne Pearson, Joe Chester, Ivy
Five, Darling. Dancers (14), Ben¬
dy Sharp Orch (17); choreogra¬
phy, Johnny Bachemin; $3 and J$6
admission first night, other per¬
formances- limited to members.
Now an annual affair, the big
budgeted revue financed by Local
1031 of the International Brother¬
hood of Electrical, Workers this
year lives up to its reputation as
the year’s most aimbitious .vaude
show in the Windy City. Originally
a one-act and danceband affair in¬
stituted by the local’s proxy. Frank
Darling, to inspire proper esprit
de corps among members, the show
has grown to an all-star event with
heavy production equipment, in
addition to. various small shows
staged at union meeting by Dar¬
ling.
Opening night, the first: open to
the general public, sold out despite
no advance . publicity. Proceeds,
about $10,000, go to charity.
As usual, Darling has culled the
cream of production ideas from
niteries and musical shows -across
the; country, and also as usual he
has effectively carried through
these ideas on a minuscule stage infine fashion. If the “South Pacific”
theme isn’t carried with any con¬
sistency through the two hours, it
is still: an effective olio of song,
dance and, this time, a heavy ac¬
cent on comedy.
: Headliner Tony Bennett repeats
his familiar riitery songalog from
last year’s show here. Trademarks
like “Rags to - Riches" get the big
hands as well as the crooner’s
stylized, routine on. T Never Felt
More. Like Falling In Love/’
. Tapster and songstress Estelle
Sloan is a familiar enough face, in
major niteries.. The. shapely, red¬
head garners more than her share
of applause on the basis of an elec¬
tric personality as well as her tap
routines. She .teams up with John¬
ny Bachemin and the Darling Danc¬
ers at various points for some live¬
ly antics through , the show.
The most elaborate production
bit. complete with exploding vol¬
cano, and soap-suds lava flow, is
“Bali Hai,” neatly handled by La
Verne Pearson with assists from
the chorus, the Ivy Five,; despite
the mechanical distractions.
Flanked on all. sides by featured

noteworthy work with ballad ma¬
terial that comes across well and
should be good for more than
background for dance routines.
The De Castro Sisters, three
raven-haired and trim-figured harmonizers, carry through a 19-miriute set, with heavy mitting to en¬
courage them. “Send for Me” and
“Chances Are” are hit* out id a
lively but unvarying style with the
trio’s centerpiece handling the fa¬
cial contortions. Act climaxed on
opening night with a broken shoul¬
der strap, but trio carried on so
much the better for the comic re¬
lief. “This! could be left in the
act.”
Jack E Leonard gets in a series
of heavy blows at Darling; Benny
Sharp’s band, the audience and
any one else that conies to his
blind. His strong local accent and
color seem to assure him success
whenever he plays hereabouts.
Still , young enough to look ap¬
propriately attired , in the moppet
costume reminiscent of Shirley
Temple’s early films, Brenda Lee
catches the audience’s imagination
as she goes with childlike con*:
fidence and ease through the stops,
falsettos and rhythms of the r&r
idiom without the usual superflui¬
ties, A carefully cultivated- stage
poise qualifies the girl as a com¬
petent show personality.
Prof. Irwin Corey, doubling from
the Black Orchid nitery, follows the
overture with a 10-minute stint not
much changed from his cafe rou¬
tines. Five minutes of panto rock
the house with laughs before he
even* says a word. Except that a
couple of his little pieces of busi¬
ness on thatched huts wear a
little thin, Corey shows, that his
act carries as well from a theatri¬
cal stage as from the platform of
the intimeries.
Benny Sharp has caught the try¬
ing acoustical demands of the hall
and his orchestral backing is al¬
ways more than adequate. Show
runs through Dec. 7.
Leva.

‘Opry’ $4,595, Regina
Regina, Sask., Dec. 10.
Two performances of a “Grand
Ole Opiy” show in Exhibition Au¬
ditorium drew 2,328 customers lor
a gross of $4,595. Tickets were
$1.75 and $2.
Heading the unit
were Ernest Tubb & His Texas
Troubadors, Slim Whitman, Wil¬
burn Biros, and George Jones.
Event was handled by D’Arcy
Scdtt Attractions, Calgary.
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TO ALL MEMBERS
A.G.V.A.
Is Proud and Happy to Announce the Inauguration of the

“THE COMEDIAN"

MARGIE COATE HOSPITALIZATION PLAN

BENEFITS UNDER THIS PLAN WILL BECOME EFFECTIVE

jogs, parodies, double gags, . bits,
Maas, intros. Impressions and .im>
personations, political, interruptions.
Thoughts of the
Day,
Humorous
Views, of the Nows, etc/ Start with
""•nt Issue, *15 yearly — l years

AS OF FEBRUARY 1,1958

MASCOTT SISTERS (2)
Balancing
10 Mins.
Music Hall, N. Y.
.
.

IIILV OLASON
*00 w. 54 St., Hew York 1* ...

MHIST PIIOIOGK U’HkIO

H6 South Michigan

The Mascott. Sisters pretty near¬
ly raised the roof as part of tlie
annual Christmas program of Radio
City Music Hall. The twosome
works, rather deliberately, but not
hammily so,' in feats of balancing.
They do hand-to-hand and a couple
of other snappy items for the^preliminary innings, but while these
are first-rate, they are almost paled
by the followups. Employing ^^se¬
cured ladder as fulcrum, they first
go into a one-hander-on-the-noggin
walk to the. ladder,, then the rise,
then the descent, all done fault¬
lessly. Climaxer and .terrific palmpuller is a rousing head-to-head
promenade over the same route.
A great acrobatic act for all

media;

Eligibility requirements provide any member placing himself in good
standing, prior to February 1, 1958, and who has the required years of
consecutive membership, will be covered.
This gratuitous benefit is payable regardless of any other personal in¬
surance protection a member carries.
Members are urged to immediately place themselves in good standing
so as to be eligible for the benefits under this Plan.
Members who have NOT to date received their registration card-infor¬
mation booklet, should secure same immediately at the National Office.

A.G.V.A.

T™1

110 West 57th St.
New York 19, New York

Ibff Ama&g Stan of "WHATO ON YOUR MIND”

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
Return Engagement Thru Dee. 21—TERRACE ROOM
Staffer, Hotel, Cleveland

Mgt.

MARGIE COATE

JACKIE BRIGHT

NATIONAL DIRECTOR
Sick and Relief. Fund

NATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY
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requested to withdraw completely
all nitrate prints now in circula¬
tion in Canada and that the dead¬
line be made April 1, 1958; with
the Motion^ Pictures Exhibitors As¬
; Continued from page 1 ;
WEEK OF DECEMBER II
sociations of Canada going on rec¬
ord
that its members will not use
Ion with billy below Indicate opening day of show
^colony will do all in their power of. “a definite television clearance
whether full or split week
to prevent a shift of the “modem’* protection that will adequately pro-] nitrate prints after that date.
(See this issue Tollvision Section
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
backlogs to living room screens. ^ tect exhibition, distribution and
for Canadian comment on another
<P> Paramount; <R> RKO; ( > Stoll; <f> Tivoli; (W> Warner
There’s
Virtually
unanimous production.”
opinion among exhibs that the
In its resolution, adopted unani¬ aspect of present exhibitor situa¬
oldies on tv have hurt the boit- mously at its meeting last week, tion in Dominion—-Ed.)
Bill Christopher
Paul Clayton.
NEW YORK CITY
Fred Napier
Jo Mapes'
office but the extent of the im¬ ITOA . called attention to 20th’s
London. House.
GiJ Shepard A De
pairment is diminishing as time statement that the future of motion
Music Hall ( ) 12 Raymond Paige Ore . Soto Sisters (3)
Dorothy Donegan
goes on and the ancient product pictures lies with the theatres and]
Roxy 1?
Mister Kelly's
Marvin Worden
Paul Gibbon A
Marjorie Smith
Sully Kothman
that theatres have a right to regular
Winged Victory
Mort
Sahl
plays out its . course on the air.
Adriano Vitale:
Norman Crider
Helen MerriU
Chorus
But given important considera¬ clearance .over tv.
Half Bros.
Tune Tattlers (4)
55 Continued from page 5 s
Marty Rubensteln t
Rose Bryun
Diane Corby
Charlie Fisk Ore
tion is the fact that a couple of
Brandt declared: “Mr. Skouras
Palmer. House
Eileen O’Dare
Manuel Del Toro
Drake Hotel
“new” pictures have shown up and has on several occasions proved rect U. S. advice was enlisted in Bryan William
Skating Squires
Jana -Mason
Anne Jeffreys A
Wm. Upshaw
Roxyettes
Jimmy Blade OreBob Sterling
stirred as much excitement as did that he is a great industry leader. the selection.
Rocketfes.
Roxy Orch
Gate of Horn
Dior
Dancers (4)
the dated features when they first We are once again calling on him
Takarada said the festival was.
Elly- Stone
Ben. Arden Ore.
were telecast Mentioned partic¬ to lead the industry out of its frankly tagged as a commercial
AUSTRALIA
ularly in trade circles were Moulin present dilemma, which was made event, aimed at the trade. This
LOS ANGELES
MELBOURNE
SYDNEY
Production’s
“African
Queen” so painfully clear by the" policy time, when the event is over, an
Tivoli (T) 14
Clro's
Shelly Manne Ore
Tivoli'. (T) H
(1952) and the Frank Sinatra in¬ statement of the Screen Producers] office, will be established where in¬ Larry
Shirley Bassey
Amin Bros. (2)
Largo
Griswold
UliBerde
Bonaires (4)
die. “Suddenly” (1954). Both have Guild.”
quiries can be handled. The Eagle A Man
Arthur L. Simpkins
Neal A Newton
Gen Galian Ore
drawn public attention and this,
Johnny Lockwood Bobby Limb
Coconut Grove
Jimmy Grosso
Declaration of SPG, which was Shochiku rep said the Motion Pic¬ A
Lawman A Joy
Robins'
Bob Crosby
A1 Escobar Ore
also endorsed by ITOA, emphasized ture. Assn, of Japan was mulling Rayes A Fayo
Easton Harmonica 3 Moderoaires
Mocambo
F. Martin Ore
Bros. A. A Dalrays'
Peggy King
that the release of theatre films to the establishment of permanent bu¬ Rigoletto
Anny Berryer
Jimmy Jeff
Crescendo.
Paul Hebert Ore
reaus
in
Paris
and
N.
Y.,
and
that
tv
is
an
“imprudent
and;
ill-advised
Medlock A Marlowe Darryl Steward
Mel Tonne
Those Who Seek a ‘Cut’
Billy .Barnes Revue Billy Daniels
practice” that is . causing serious the search was on for a showcase Winnetou A Squaw Johnny O'Connor
Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Jimmy Parkinson
Alan Rowe
Dave Pell Octet
for Japanese films in; Gotham.
Sfatler Hotel
harm to the entire industry;
Barton A^StutchAlwyn Leckie
’ Interlude
Fran Warren
Film industry is warned by
Rae Morgan
berry
Frances Faye
The
1957
fest
was
a
disappoint¬
Ed. Bergman Ore
In
other
resolutions,
ITOA
en¬
Screen Producers Guild prez
Reg Priestman .
Edit Juhasz
ment
for.
the
Japanese.
“Our
films
dorsed United .Artists* releasing
Norman Thorpe
Frank Ward
Samuel Engel against releas¬
RENO
program for 1958, Recommended didn’t do well in the States in
ing post-1948 pix to television,
Holiday
BRITAIN
that the film companies hold back 1957,”: said Takarada. “Exhibitors
Mapes Skyroom
and in his warning Engel calls
Tommy Gumina '4
the release of post-1948 films to and distributors' have lost confi¬
John Barry 7
ASTON
the efforts of Hollywood tal¬
Smith A Redheads 3 Jo Ann Jordan 3
Anthony
Dubonnet 3
Strolling Starr'
free tv, urged the establishment of dence in pur product. We hope Hippodrome (I) 9 Billie
ent guilds to seek a cut of
Gitsom
Sis
Pauline
Penny
Kings (2) . .
Bachelors A. Nancy
a Specific tv clearance, and pledged te start regaining it with this film Barry Piddock
Bob Cort A Co.
such pix “ill advised.”
Harolds Club
Lee (5)
Dickie Dawson
the. org’s support to a program of week.” He estimated that the Jap¬ Annette & Noel
Little Red A Fire¬ Jack Melick 3
It’s estimated there are
NORTHAMPTON
balls (5)
anese industry took out a little HoUoway & Pat
balanced distribution.
4,000 such feature films and
NOW (I) 9
Jackson & Collins
Don, Dick 'a* Jim’y Ben Yost (4).
over $1,000,000 from the U S. this Jackie Foy
-Terry
Cantor
Patsy Shaw
there has been much, specula¬
Chancellors (4)
Red Preston.
year. However, most of this money
. Harrah's
BIRMINGHAM
_
Riverside
tion in'the trade as to whether
Kee
Jig Adams Dixie¬
Gateway Singer/ 4
came from theatres frequented by Hippodrome (M) 9 Toita
Yaltra
land (6)
they will be sold to teevee.
Vipers
Johnny
O’Brien
Japanese language groups on the Betty Fox Dancers Alexis Troupe
Moods (2)
Trio
Cottos
SPG, itself, bas just finished
Kenny Cantor
Chamako 3
Starlets
Coast and in Hawaii. Very few Jim .Dale
Dale Warren
Denis A Rogers
an intensive survey with an
Jimmy
Edmundson
BiU
.
Clifford
Ore
555. Continued from page 7.5^
SHEFFIELD
Japanese features made even the Stan Van
eye toward a producer-cut of
Empire (M) 9
art. house circuit during the year. S & V Pardoe
LAS VEGAS
Bros.
stockholders an extra dividend and
such pix, but “as a result of
& Roger- Smith
Takarada said the Japanese in¬ Campbell
Rochelle 3
son
pleads poverty When it is asked to dustry was grateful for the cooper¬
the survey, we Came to the
Harry Bailey
Desert Inn
•
Riviera
PARK David De Mott
conclusion it would be a dis¬
give its employees an increase. ation extended it by -the Motion FINSBURY
'‘Oriental Fantasy" "Damn Yankees^*
Empire (M) V.
Cherry Waiter
Royal Nevada
And. then it fires a number of em¬ Picture Assn; of America which is Colin Hicks Co.
astrous mistake to release
Richman A Jackson Jane Froman
Dukes
of Dixieland
Ravic
ATBabs
ployees.”
Kish A Valaire .
them at all, or for anyone to
Carlton Hayes. Ore
Eddie Bush A
lending facilities, but isn’t con¬
Wilde Co,
SOUTHAMPTON
Hawaiian*
Universal, according to Moss, tributing any cash. The budget Marty
seek a cut in them,” said En¬
Mikl & Griff
Grand (I) 9
“Holiday for GSahara
pulled out of negotiations with Lo¬ for the .fest, including transporta¬ PAP Page
gel. SPG is not, however, re¬
Wilton Family
• Strings’*
Kay Starr
Most Bros.
Iris Poliakova
Carrie Finnell
cal H-63, which is seeking a new tion,-is figured at about $40,000. Heinkes
Stanley Boys
linquishing what it terms the
M A S Davis
Rita Grable
Four - Step Bros;
contract to replace the two-year It costs about. $2,000 to transport Johnny Lesley
“inherent right” of all cre¬
Reiguls
Valerie
Valjean
Cee
Davidson Oro
Gladiators
Harbor A Dale
pact that expired in September. one person back and forth. Each Edorics
ative persons involved in those
Louis Prima A
LONDON
Ruth Reynolds
The
Elegantes
Keely Smith
Union has reached'an impasse with of these' nominated one film.
pix—obviously in the event a
Metropolitan (I) 9 Lake A Rose
Tommy Raft
^
Sands
Yvette
Geo. Murray
all the film companies in negotia¬
flood of such product should
Dean Martin
Companies, participating in the Cavan O'Connor
SUNDERLAND
Sales
Gautier’s Steeple¬
Paul Gilbert
tions involvings hpineoffice white week include all the Japanese ma¬ Freddie
hit tv despite its warning.
MAH Nesbitt
. Empire (M) 9
chase
Copa
Girls
.
Josef. Locke.
May Wong
Dick. Dana
collar workers.
Engel warned the talent
Antonio MorelU Ore
jors—Shochiku, Toho, Shin-Toho, Eva
K A V Glyune
Anton A Nenet
Garwood Van Ore
San Souci
A special membership meeting, Daiei, Nikkatsu and Toei.
guilds to go easy in any postPan Yue Jen Trpe.
Celia Nicholls
El Cortez
Herjde Styles
Joe Crosbie
Fuller A Janetta
1948 moves “before, they get
scheduled for last. Wednesday to
‘Rhythm on Ice"
Barbara Hill
Following are the six features
LIVERPOOL
Nino Tattersall - A
Axidentals
Calypso Joe
determine the next move in the
to the point of no return;”
Empire (I 9
Jerry
George Arnold
Coco Te
He said , “we are sounding a
stalemate^ was postponed because that are to be shown at the Japan-] Paul Anka
Claudine
Buster Hallett Ore Luis Urblan Dncre
El Rancho Veges
Hoyt Henry Ore
warning signal to them and
of the show storm. The meeting ese Film Week at the Museum of
Lili St. Cyr
Showboat
has been rescheduled for tonight Modern Art during January:
everyone else not to worry
Hal. Loman
Frankie Rapp
Jan. 22—“The Lighthouse" slioclilku
A Playmate*
(Wed.). Union officials will, seek
about a cut in the pie; in doing
Carole Jayne
-^-color)
Myron Cohen
Garr Nelson
instructions from the membership
so, they may damned well
D;ck Rice Orch
Jan. 23—"Emperor Mejji & the Great
Showboat. Girl*
Japanese Wat*’ (Shochiku—
Fleming*
for presentation to film company
wind up without any!” *
Vic Artese Ore
Debra Paget
color)
Silver Slipper
negotiators in a. meeting scheduled
Mills Bros.
Hank Henry
Jan. 24—"The Lord Take* a Bride”
for tomorrow (Thurs.).
Flamingoettes
Toni Mohr
(Toe;—color)
Jack
Cathcart
Ore
•
NEW YORK CITY
Jimmy Cavanaugh
The white collarites are said “to
the exhibs; fear, is the tipoff on
Jan. 24-r-“The Temptress’ (Nikkatsu
Fremont Hotel
Sparky Kaye
—color)
Nitecaps
Stella Brooks
.Bon Seir
what’s to happen if the networks be steamed up” over the attitude
Mae Dennison
Make Believe*
Kaye Ballard
Hotel Statler
Jan. 30-:-"Story of Chikamatsu" (Daiei
Qeo. Redman Ora
and local stations are given an of the film companies and. actions,
The Castles
Tony A Eddie
Buddy Morrow
-r-b&w)
. Thunderbird
not
excluding
a
possible
strike,
are
Golden
Hug
got
Charles
M»nn»
abundance of such comparatively
Guy Scalise
Hotel Taft
Woman” (Toho—
Three Flames
, Troplcana
anticipated. In order to strike, .Jain: 31—“Untamed.
Vincent Lopez Ore Hank Penny.
b&w)
fresh material.
Jimmie Daniels
Sue Thompson
Ernie Kovacs
Hotel
St.
Regis
the
union
will
require
permission
Blue Angel
Hairy Ranch
Edith Adams
Screen Producers Guild last
Julie Wilson
Billy Regis
j Neile Adams
Martha Davis A
MarshaU
Grant
3
week put out a policy statement from Richard F. Walsh, IA top¬
Charlita
Spouse .
Nat Brandywynn*
Milt Shaw Ore
Garcons De La Rue Ray
opposing the licensing of theatri¬ per. During, his regime as IA
Bari Ore
Mike Nichols
cal features to video, rapping such chieftain, however, . Walsh has
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Latin Quarter
Elainie May
never
authorized.
a
strike.
There¬
Milton
Berte
Phil Leeds
sales as “ruinous” to the picture
. Americana
^ Continued from page 3
Betty George
■
Lucerne
Jimmy Lyon Trio
business. Some easterners see the fore, it’s expected that the white
Metropolitan 6
Havana Mardi Gras
Joni James
Casanova
Dun hilLs
Diosa Costello
particular significance here not so collar union will resort ..to other involved to the extent of devoting Virginia Craig
Jaye Bros.
Stan
Fisher
Milos
Velarde
Chateau Madrid
much in the declaration of policy harassing tactics before asking for himself - exclusively to arranging Lucy
Bert Michaels
Boh Kennedy
Don Casino
Fabery
strike permission..
Syncopated Waters. Chuy Reyes Oro
•Tonia Flores
and bringing package production Goyo Reyes A
as such, but in its timing.
Jo Lombardi Ore
Tony A Francella
- V Pepita
Jackie Heller
deals to the Metro studio.
It’s interpreted as meaning the
Juan Romero
B Harlowe Ore
Eddie Garson
Lee Martin Ore
David Tyler Ore
Vogel has maintained that. the Ralph Font Ore
film-makers themselves are “sens¬
Le Cupldon
Maya Ore
Luis Varona Ore
Canay
Abbey Lincoln
proposed deal with Feldman is not El
ing” the possibility of a wholesale
Balmoral
Murray' Franklin's
Candi Cortez
Old
Romanian
Charlie Farrell
on or off and that discussions with
Bert Wheeler
shift to tv and want their position
copacabana
Jackie - Miles
Rosina Aston
Pat Harrington
Buddy Hackett
Sunny Gale
him
will
continue.
Feldman
is
known, and emphatically so, prOOr
Sonny Kendis Ore Dick Havilland
== Continued from page. 3 ^^55
Marion Marlowe
Lou
Wills
Jr.
Tana Lenn
coming to N.Y. today (Wed.) and an Teddy Randazza
to. Many of the producers oper¬
Roy Sedley
McKenna Line
OI Lido
Linda Bishop
ate on a. so-called independent ing was Morris Stein, Famous effort will be made to reach a con¬ Cindy Tyson
Show Place:
Mandy Campe Oro
Sue Lawton^
Sammy Devena
clusion.
Loew’s . however, has Elaine
Karen Anders
basis but are so aligned with the Players (Canadian) executive.
Gloria Blake
Eddie Bernard
Deming
Barbara
Sharma
Jane Moore
Nautilus
major companies that they may.
In addition to the .claim that the¬ stressed that even if concrete ar¬ Michael Diirso- Ore Wm. Graham
Bernie Sager.
Rip Taylor
Frank
Marti
Ore
rangements
are
made
with
Feld¬
Kenneth McMillen
not be legally empowered to en¬ atre attendance would be increased
Jack Barcena Ore
Rosina Aston
Downstairs Room Wm.
Nix
-Eden Roc
Mario A Tonia
join any kind of sellout.
if a greater number of family-type man, it will have no effect on the Julius. Monk'
Natalie Charlson
Beverlee Dennis
6yd Stanley Ore
Graham
Producers Guild, in its an- motion pictures were, made: avail¬ company’s present administration ROnny
Four, Lads
Seville
Town A Country
Ceil Cabot
Liccatdos
nouncementi as released by presi¬ able, it was also stated that attend¬ —especially the position of Ben¬ Ellen Hanley
Bob Sehnett
Johnnie Ray
Lord Flea
Jean-Carroll
Murri
A Ruth
Jenny
Lou
Law
jamin
Thau,,
the
studio’s
adminis¬
dent S a mutt G. Engel, said it's ance would be further increased
Mai Malkin Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore
Terrace A Gray
Ghrry Matthews
Chico Cuban Boyi
been found that even the oldies to by the production of more films in trative topper; It’s noted, too, that Stan Keen
Buster Burnell
Rey Mambo Ore.
- Fontainebleau
Saxony
Ned Harvey Ore
Gordon Cqnnell.
tv meant a “ruinous” situation for color so that the wide screen and discussions in the meanwhile will Daphne
Alan. King
Sicaris Ore .
Weela Gallez
Heilman
a large part of exhibition. And color presentation in * theatres be held “with and through” Thau.
Viennese Lantern Kay Brown
Charles A Faye
El Chico
Morlidors
Vicky Autier
Henry Levene Ore
Marla Antinea
new product if channeled out to would accentuate the difference
Johnny Conrad Dcrs Jimmy Grippo
Jose Duval
Rosita Rios .
the public would be fatal. The between the small screen and the
Fred Thompson
Ho. 1 Fifth Ave Ernest Schoen Ore Sacasas Ore .
Pupi Campo Oro
Tommy Angel
Paul - Mann
Igor AHreasoning is obvious: If old pic¬ black-and-white limitations: of tele¬
-Village Bam
Bob Downey
tures hurt, new pictures would be vision.
Harold Fonvllle
Ralph Michaels
HAVANA
Susan Brady ' .
Joan Bishop
On the five-year film protection
murder.
Continued; from page .1 sssSm
HoteJ Pierre
Zeb- Carver
National
Said the SPG in part: “The ( this promised, by Robert A. Wile,
Miriam Barrera*
Stanley Melba Ore Ed Smith
La Serie Ore
James Melton
Piute Pete
Guild, recognizes the inherent executive of 20th-Century, who with: perennial, popularity is Ha¬ Joe Ricardel Ore
Ortega Ore
St. John Bobby Meyers Ore. Ray Carson
rights of all persons; who have was present .from New York), it waiian entertainment for the pri¬ Rosalynda
Hotel Plaza
Village Vanguard Antonia Moren
ErllndX* Cortes
been associating creatively with was claimed at the meeting that vate brawls. Another popular type Alma Cogan
J. J. Johnson 4
Marla Magdalena.
Alberto Rochi
imi« Larkin
Straeter Ore.
these pictures, in participating in the public is now . under the im¬ of talent for such affairs are coun¬ Ted
Parisien Dncrs
Blanca Varela
Beverly Kenny
Mark Monte Oro
Dancing ’Water*
Gladys A Freddy:
whatever proceeds they may one. pression that pictures in current try & western artists. This, how¬
Waldorf-Astoria
W. Reyes Ore.
Harry
Belafonte
Guy
Lombardo
Ore
day earn on'the television screens, release will shortly be availably ever, is a seasonal thing, with the
Souci
Guarachero*.
RSVP
Emil Coleman Oro. Los Sant
Xey.
Monica Castel
but is of the. firm opinion that it without charge on television and, c&w performers getting most of Mabelle Mercer
Bela: Babal. Ore.
Gloria A Roland*
Tropicana Ballet
is in the best interests of ail per¬ as a result, this mistaken, viewpoint their calls during the summer in
Rolando La Serie
S Suarea Orq
Victor Alverez
CHICAGO
sons engaged in our industry that has sharply reduced attendance at conjunction with outdoor barbe¬
4 Romeo Or*
a concerted effort be made to bring movie houses..
cues,
with Ed Jackson
Black Orchid
LAKE TAHOE
Sonny King
about a halt to this suicidal meth¬
It was also resolved that dis¬
The good food angle for the tal¬ Irwin Corey
Jules Buffano
Adams
od of distribution, which i$ nothing tributors spread their top pictures ent bookers has become an impor¬ Jerri
Harrah's
Reno Rene 3
Betty Summers
Joe Parnello (3)
Wagon Wheel
more or less than a -‘quick-buckr in that present-day condition^ are tant adjunct for their business. If
Jan Stewart 3
Jack Roth 1
Bliia Angel
Nick Esposito 4
Chez
Adorablei (6) Penthouse Three
‘Calypso
Extrava¬
method of liquidation of valuable: such .that attendance at theatres is Nipponese talent gets the call, the
ganza"
Ted Flo Rito Ore 13 Joyce. Collins 3 * Mllane 4
Bud Cheek. A
being lost because of the practice booker makes a tieup with one of Princess Abilla' A
assets.”
; Cloister Inn
Marcia A Mister* -3
Townsmen
King Christian;
Pat Moran (4)
Urge Clear-Cut ‘Clearance’
of film distributors, in releasing the local restaurants specializing
Ramsey Lewis Trio
Christo '
Independent Theatre. Owners suqh films simultaneously and, in that field to supply the food. Lord
Lord Rafael
Lorez Alexandria
Vincent Estrada is new director
Conrad Hilton
Assn., N.Y. area group headed byj therefore, creating a shortage , of Similarly With the Hawaiian and Candelas Trio
McCall
'Tee Review Spec" of Fort Wayne Ballet Inc., replac¬
Harry' Brandt, urged 20th-Fox: and top product in intervening periods, calypso shows where appRopriate- RogerBlue*
Note.
Glenn A Colleen
ing Leonard Boucher. Estrada
Miss Lucille
its prexy, Spyros Skouras, to take = It was also resolved that all dis- ly-style eaterie'S can be made avail- Slim Gaillard (3)
danced professionally in Paris for
Chez
Perea
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Ann McGowan
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VARIETY BILLS

Fear ‘New’ Films Sefloff to TV

Week

Collariies Rap tf

Cabaret Bills

Cbas. K. Feldman

Canada‘Clearance’

Have Kimono
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Hotel St. Begto, N. Y.
Julie Wilsoti with Marsluttl Grant
3. Milt Shaw and Ray Bari Orchs;
$2-$3 couvert..

fatigue in keeping the action con¬
tinuous and showmanly—a rough
chore for even a young man—and
wisely he’s delegated; some of the
more strenuous stage business to
young warbler Sonny King, who
proves himself an excellent foil to
Durante.
Strut expert; Eddie Jackson, the
oversized Borden Twins, house
batonist Ted Fio Rito, and . of
course Durante’s musicians, Jules
Buffano and Jack Roth, all con¬
tribute to the mayhem in varying
proportions, and Jackson and King
collaborate with the star on his
surefire numbers, “Inka Dinka
Doo,” “Real Piana Player” and “I
Love You, I Do.” Sole serious mo¬
ment, occurs about midway when
Durante solos “Young At Heart’
in touching and indelible fashion.
Betty : Summers, an attractive
redhead With a squeaky voice, is
the warmup act who kindles iittle
more than table talk. Gal‘has the
irioxie, but with her kind of pipes
she’d do best to stick with cUtie-pie
songs and leave the likes of “April
In Paris’’ to singers equipped for it.
The perpetually smiling Chet
Paree Adorables figure prominent¬
ly in several Durante routines, and!
serve their prop function well. As
dancers they’re cornball. Working
with all the old cliches of line
choreography, but. that’s their
charm. However, their, closing
production to a 75-minute show is
a real impact killer. Durante’s a
hard one to follow, even by a
chorus line of Jayne 'Mansfields. >
Room closes Dec. 16 and reopens
Dec. 27 with Sam Levenson and
the Four Lads, latter for one week.
Les.

U&RIETY

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Town & Country, Bklyn. for several encores, and he finally

invited them; to dance: on the stage
before he bowed off.
. Jackie Kannon, featured on bill,
proves himself one of the better
young StandUp comics, as he rapid¬
Tniie Wilson goes with the
•Maisonette of the swank St. Regis
Town & Country (Club operators ly tosses jokes which are different
from those used in his recent
Ijvi joe E. Lewis goes with the
Ben & Doris Maksik have a lot of Vegas
stint. He gets his loudest
pom—and she’s come a long way
bounty in store for the forthcom¬
yock.
a local joke—looks
SrSie started at the latter
ing holiday .season.. With this bill aroundwith
the beautiful new room
Gotham bistro as a line-singer.
holding .for four weeks, it’ll go arid
congratulates the management
jSss Wilson at her plush nitery
into the New Year, and indications'
wak with a softer hairdo, a less
are that it will carry its boxoffice “Shows you what a pile of rags and
artificial femme fatale mien, and
weight. Not that there’s . any: a can of kerosene can do,” he sez.
«n ease and professional repose
sprightly business, around, any¬ His trademark skit, the egg in the
that points up anew that there s
where at this rime, but the show paper bag, is repeated and gets re¬
no short cut to experience. .
price, is right, and the customers warded with booming laughs. The
Jimriiy . Wilcox' orch does a fine
' Kidding herseif on the nine-year
are happy.
tempus«fugit—and since Miss Wil¬
With headliners Johnnie Ray piece of backing, for the 75-;mmute
Duke.
son is still an “old satchel” in her
and Jean Carroll, the club returns show;
20s she can afford the personal
to punchy and schmaltzy entertain¬
rib—she comes on like a storm in
ment. The. duo deliver potently in
Flamingo^ Las Vegas
their spots, and the customers are
a slinky red dress which (1) ain’t
Las Vegas, Dec. 6.
frequently vocal in their applause:
out-of-Klein’s and (2) needs twoRay is staying with virtually the .. . Mills Bros. (4), Debra - Paget,
of-everything to properly fill It.
same;
act
that
he
essayed
the
last
Cary
Leberette,
Don Kirk, FtarnShe does.
time in town. There’s iittle reason ingoettes. Jack Cathcart Orch (14);
Whether it’s her mentor and exto change from the routine he did produced by Jack Cathcart; $Z
husband Barron Polan or her now
at the Waldorf-Astoria, since bulk minimum.
native showmanship instinct Miss
of it would be new to Town &
Wilson sure; knows how to pick ’em
Country customers. His forthright
and mix ’em up, " Eveni the reThe Mills Bros.’ reprise in the
attack and vigorous movement, Flamingo Room this time finds
auests, which she ad libbed, such
with use of a handmike, cut down them seesawed with Debra Paget,
as the “Kiss Me Kate” excerpt,
the proportions of the room to his latter billed as extra-added. Quar¬
are in proper pace with what pre¬
size. His 40-minute session includes tet/(actually a vocal trio, as noncedes. Her premiere followed the
his staples such as “Should I brother guitarist doesn’t sing)
previous night’s Kraft TV Theatre,
Reveal,” “Shake a Hand,” “Co¬ leans. heavily on standards with
to which she referred only fleetquette” and his perennials “Walkin' which they’re identified, and the
ingly with a Peter Lind Hayesin the Rain,”. “Little White Cloud” nostalgic atihosphere thus created
Robert Allen “Come To Me” song,
and “Cry/’ There was one period brought enthusiastic mitting from
as done by her in the video dramat¬
in which a mike stand fell apart, first-nighters. Most applause went
ic hour (Hayes also co-authored the
but Ray with: the air of a mechanic
play), but in the main she tended to
"You’re Nobody Till Somebody
used the mike from another part to
her saloon songalog. .Whether re¬
You,” and their w.k. vocal
of the stage, got rid of the pieces Loves
prising Rodgers & Hart and the
trickery in which musical instru¬
lying
around,
and
carried
on.
Anna Held oldies (“Can’t Make My
ments are Imitated during “Basin
Ray
seems
to
have
returned
more
Eyes Behave,” excellent for her)
St.. Blues.’ . Well received, too, is
to his lachrymal style of troubador- their
or her special lyrics, the St Regis
“new” number, “Knocked
regulars ate it. up. The torch song Fairmont, San Francisco ing with this session, but it’s ex¬ Out Nightingale,” an updated ver¬
cellently received, especially since sion of Mendelssohn’s “Spring
medley, the “Gotta Sing” opener,
San
Francisco,
Dec.
5.
it
shows
an
essentially
strong
the saucy exclusives like “It’s,”
Song.”
Ella Fitzgerald, Ernie Heckscher rythmic line and an evangelistic
“Men In My Life,” “Daddy, SurPaget has a clever gimmick
fervor.: Indeed, there are times to Miss
prise Me!” and “Bad Bad Woman” Orch (10); $2 cover.
open her act—she and dancing
when
his
tunestering
shows
lines
are effective all the Way,
partner;
Cary Leberette tiptoe on¬
She’s given .excellent assist by i: Ella Fitzgerald is still among the? indicating that - he fathered the. stage in clown getup, he pulls Off
the'Marshall Grant Trio (maestro aristocracy of distaff singers, and rock ’n’ roll movement, with the her costume and wig to unveil the
latter
breed
of
singers
expanding
at the piano. With string bass and 1 proves it with a 45-minute stint
glamorous star in a revealing gown.
drums) and, per usual, the dan- that has crowd cheering, whistling on an 'original and clean model She takes it from there arid breath¬
propounded by Ray. He. remains
and stamping for more.
sapation' teams headed by
lessly sings such riumhers as “All
an
entertainer
of
great
potency*
Among other things; A . tremen¬
Shaw and Ray Bari get 'em up on
strong enough to hit repeated calls the Way” and “To The End of The
the floor. Maitre d’August ; .X-*- dous repertoire with topnotch per¬ for
Earth.” Pipery is combined with
encores.
his hands full at the preem with formance throughout; a big, true
Miss Carroll is a top-rank femme some fresh choreography which
the’customer traffic—and always voice; great phrasing and sensa- l.gomic.
She belts out her lines with neatly showcases the nifty terp tal¬
I
tional
sense
of
beat;
sings
as
if
ask the waiters who’s doing busi¬
certainty, is master of the surprise, ent of the Paget & Leberette team.
ness in any saloon; they’re the she understands, the. meaning of . asides, and is able to get an audi¬ Miss Paget registers better as a
every word and lets the audience ence into hysterics with no lost terper than a chirper in this act,
best; barometers.
Abel.
hear every word; sings verses, not motion. She tells Stories and but the blend makes it emerge as
Hotel Muehlebach, K. C. just choruses; uses her. voice like throws lines equally well. Miss an okay bistro attraction.
; an instrument; shows deep honesty
Holdover production number
Kansas City, Dec. 6. . as an artist; can transpose, from Carroll has changed her material
Don Kirk and the FlaPaulette Sisters (3), GuiliGuili, key to key with no difficulty; completely for this, show, although featuring
mingoettes (12) is top-level enter¬
Ken Harris Orch (9); $l-$i.50 doesn’t fill In between tunes with there are sections of the house that tainment—Kirk’s virile voice is a
would have loved a retelling of her
cover.
a lot of gab.
acquisition of dresses:, and mink definite plus, arid the pretty girls
. All of this, and lots more, Comes
This sort of stuff is surefire, are .outstanding with their precis
The Terrace Grill of the Muehle- Into play as she sings “Gypsy in coats.
for
this house. But she does tre¬ sion high kicks. Jack Cathcart,
hach has an unusual coupling for My Soul,"' “Babyi Don’t Go 'Way
well with her new who also produced the show, ex¬
the fortnight with the chic Paulette Mad,” “Bewitched, Bothered and mendously
Duke.
. ... pertly batons the orch.
Sisters trio and magician Guili Bewildered” (so that crowd under¬ stuff.
Terrace & Gray are sprightly
Guili. Both are on return dates stands song’s intent in relationship dancers in the modern mode whose
from stands within the past year. to “Pal Joey”), ‘‘When Somebody background bespeaks a familiarity
filaek Orchid, Chi
Off the bandstand during the Loves You,” “Lady Is a Tramp,” with the pasdedeux... They have
Chicago, Dec. 3.
show, Ken Harris handles the m.c. “Midnight Sun,” “Too Close for made some classical approaches to:
Johnny
Mathis with Frank
chores and calls out the Paulette Comfort,” “St. Louis Blues,” modernity.. The. mixture of. both
girls to . open. Attractive blondes, “Tisket-a-Tasket” and finally; tWo schools makes for a smart line of; Owens Trio, Prof. Irwin Corey,
Joe Parnello Trio; $1.50 cover.
they roll through , a considerable i numbers from “Porgy. and Bess.” choreography.
.
list of songs in pop styles and show Every, number is sheer artistry,
The Buster Burnell . Dancers in
A nine-day engagement of John¬
a tightly knit turn with their own and her supporting bass, drums and two numbers, create an* air .of
Mathis by terms bf an old con¬
particular blending to topflight ar¬ piano do a beautiful job.
warmth that reacts in favor of the ny
tract insures' a happy postpone¬
rangements. Their best at this ses¬
show,
and
Ned
Harvey
showbacks
sion was putting some rhythm into i Ernie Heckscher's orch offers a with competence. Socaris crew ment of the pre-Xmas doldrums
for the Black Orchid. Irwin Corey
Rpckabye My Baby,” while they pleasant 15-minute “South Pacific” latinos for floor-filling effect.
is a frequent repeater here whose
also did much for “Tammy” and medley to start things off. Miss
Jose.
appeal doesn’t seem to lessen with
the “Saints Go Marching In.”. Fitzgerald, who should draw great
time or exposure.
Guili Guili looks every bit the business to Ben Swig’s, big Vene¬
fioko Club, Phoenix
part of the magic man from the tian Room, is booked through
Unforced and undistorited. enthu¬
Jan.
1.
Stef.-,
Far East, with fez and bathrobe
siasm behind a wry smile gives
phoenix, Dec. 7.
and accent. While his sleight Of
Tony Martin, Jackie Kannon, crooner Mathis a hold ori his audi¬
hand and tricks are all aces, some
Jimmy Wilcox Orch (17); $2 cover, ence. A dear. and. well controlled
voice, with plenty of Volume when
of his presentation is utter corn Adolphus Hotel, Hollas $2.50 Sat.
Dallas, Dec. 6.
and at this show lacked unity with
he wants it, serves him well
Billy Albert & Ardrey Sisters
his backing. Bits with the baby
through a variety of ballads and
This
city’s
first
theatre
restau¬
chicks, eggs, balls, cards and flags (2), Lelia Guizar, Joe. Reichman rant preemed Friday (6) with, ap¬ rhythm tubes, Most of these trade¬
marks,
like “Wonderful, Wonder¬
all oke, but the whole turns Orch (7); $1.50-$2 cover.
propriate fanfare which lured local; ful” arid:
“Chances Are,” be belts
could be snapped up to advantage,
socialites; city and state officials,
hotel.
/
Quin.
Dual bills, frequent here since newsmen from L. A. and Vegas. out in .a Jive performance with
the Century. Room started a con¬ New $250,000 nitery replaced the better effect than on records. When
tinuous floorshow policy last sum¬ old KoKo which burned down sev¬ it comes to standards,. Mathis can
Chez Paree, Chi
mer, are popular—and the current eral months ago. and the 350- find, a personality in a song and
..
Chicago, Dec. 3.
make it bis own. Typical is his
Jimmy Durante, with Eddie fortnight’s show should grab a Capacity room compares favorably treatment of ;“Goody, Goody.” The
with any in Vegas. Many of the backing of 88er Frank Owens, With
Jackson Sonny King, Betty Siim- neat b.o.
Headliners, Billy Albert Ar Ar- Vegas regulars—Nat King Cole,. bass and drum support, is Unob¬
^rs, Jack; Roth, Jules Buffano,
Borden Twins, Chez Paree Ador- drey Sisters—Molly and Sally— Spike Jones, Mills Bros., Martha trusive but potent.
coles (6) with Paul Merrill, Ted integrate; a slick 25-minute sesh Raye, Sammy Davis Jr„ and Ella.
“What’s, new in an antique
been inked to
Flo RUo Orch (11); $1.95 cover; into a miniature revue. Opener is Fitzgerald—hqve
vocal of “We Want to Do Every¬ play here within: the next few shop?” themes madcap Prof. Irwin
V* minimum.
thing For You” and trio just about months, and owner Sol Tropp is Corey’s return engagement here.
does that,: top. Sisters, physically negotiating with all the top stars of His five-minute opening panto is
still a masterpiece. Triple en¬
is giving the endowed by nature, from head to the bistro circuit. .
13 days this month to help toe, terp to “Teach Me to Dance ’
Tony Martin, who had never tendre, largely visual, is constant
Wri T b<j°J“PI' gap created' by and their white, cocktail gowns abet opened a new dub before, was an criallenge to his audience. Racing
Le.wis late cancellation. A the showcasing. Albert, young ana excellent choice to start tlje stars, from the Electrical Workers* show
STif- aPt, Perf°rtner to take part handsome baritone,; gets off a neat rolling here. With his w.fc sophis¬ where he doubles each night for
isn?e,I?1ouS 25th anni hoopla there vocal medley; with self-accompani¬ ticated smoothness, he gave a re¬ the first week, Corey has enough
m11 show biz, unless.. it be ment oh guitar, of "My Fair Lady laxed, engaging performance for steam to carry a more subtle per¬
Kpgg
and she^already
first-nighters which spelled class formance here for 45 minutes. The
has pkycd her partin the celebra- tunes, as the sisters dance. Dis- all the way. With topnotch assist- overtime—he’s skedded for 30 min¬
I taffers, in “Daisy Mae” costumes
timh
Plante, it’s his second for neat gam display, do aj sock 1 ance from his conductor A1 Sen-, utes—may hurt the turnover, but
s£ ierfutbis year> but from the imitation of Patience & Prudence^ drey at the 88, he piped such faves he probably couldn’t get off the
bppn°.utheAcr.°wd■ he’s evidently pipe “Mountain Music,” and Albert as “Fascination,” “All of You,”. stage if he wanted to. Not the
nieht /Jsenttoo long. Opening does Presley satire; Trio meshes “Begin the Beffuine,” “I’ll See You least of ^his opening show was the
♦i1 • V ^~a Tuesday in the tradi- for a square"dance bit to prehide in My Dreams," and “There’s No improvised ffnal 15 minutes, in¬
Tomorrow,” latter getting eve- cluding an introduction of. Mathis
kclS?6" s-lt?np Period—was
n?,®=“aturday mght in season, and a begoff windup vocal of ^Foo i ning’s heftiest mitting. Pace-chang¬ that would have served as a rou¬
Much.”
.
tine iri itself.
Vet
was smash/
Leila Guizar, opener, is reviewed ers were “Till,” the lyrics of the
stopW?«°m^ churns up his old
For the rest Corey’s cigaret rou¬
soft piano concerto fitting him per¬
.r *a Multiples during under New Acts..
tine iri better than , before.- and bis
fectly,
and
the
“Top
Hat”
routine
:
Joe Reichman, per usual, fur¬
flowfew136** aud the laughs nishes
top showbacking and there s in which he chats with various ! spears at the bonifaces arid femme
pose£?*h^fum* hat routines, the a loaded, floor forijterpsessions. celebs. The dialog-with-celebs is members of the audience draw
Ssh®uarmg. the mishandling.of EngI especially appreciated by a hep lively approval; Turn ends with
?e- general disorder he Acts go to Dec. 18. Charlie Apple- crowd-arid this one was hep. Cojey .being.cajried.pff \taeq.. A v.
Mntofu111 trying to set things right. white opens, a fortnight on Dec.^19.. '“Audience enthusiasm kept him on1
Leva,
ore than once he showed SfghS bf‘
Johnnie .Ray, Jean Carroll, Ter¬
race & Gray, Buster. Burnell Line
(10), Ned . Harvey & Socaris
Orchs; $6.50 minimum.

I
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Old Romanian, X. Y.
Jackie Miles, Sunny Gale, Devanl
Bemae Dancers (3), Boots Mo
Kenna Line (8), Boys (4), Mac
Pollack Orch; $4-$5 minimum.
When all the indoor and outdoor
elements are favorable, a good per¬
former looks better and a better
performer can break the bank.
Sometimes he can d& it, against
odds. But what do you do for an
opening show, when there’s a nearbiizzara raging, cancellations come
thick arid fast and there’s hardly
anyone in the house save lriostly
partisan tradesters, plus relatives
and friends, and the waiters out¬
number the paying customers.? Noi
one can adequately appraise the ?
crowd’s reaction when there’s a
sparse turnout; songs, comedy and
production that ordinarily would
score, die a little. Even so, such
circumstances often furnish offbeat
opportunity to spot talent that lives
by talent alone.
Jackie Miles, no stranger to good
and. hard times, including regular¬
ity on the N.Y.-to-Florida saloon
belt (and not excluding the moun¬
tain creameries, where he’s as indlrenous as bagels & lox), is that
kind of talent. In his opening (4)
stint at Jack Silverman’s iriade-itto-Broadway Old Romanian, thelow-pressure comic with the versa¬
tile attack quickly latched on to
the tribulations occasioned by the
pre-Christmas white; made sure to
arm himself with material re the
noise of the subway reverberating
somewhere beneath the stage he
was working on; was ready with
Observations on the distracting
siphoning of seltzer during his per¬
formance (the blue-tinted seltzer
bottle is on Old Romanian trade¬
mark almost equal to that of boniface Silverman himself); and be¬
tween times launched and re¬
launched his wide wide world of
set pieces. His postscripts, tossed
off casually but obviously devel¬
oped with diligence,. would in¬
clude, of course, that extremely
graceful softshoe, dextrous tapping,
a couple of songs, a brief standup
workout at the piano, and a splen¬
didly timed concluding ihonolog.
With a populous house, he couldri t
miss; as is, surely a most worthy/
example of a Miles menu with the
extra mileage that goes with it • .
Sunny Gale, in the featured spot,
is an altogether different case.
True, she’s a kind of stylized semi¬
belter that needs a substantial audi¬
ence, but why the apparent delib¬
erate avoidance of the current pops
iri favor of some tunes that do not
suit her style at all, particularly
“Star Dust”? It’s a puzzlement The
disker who made it a few years ago
with “Wheel of Fortune” does well
by that and “Lady Is a Tramp,”
hut is only fair on “My Man” (this
one needs a crowd willing to pay
attention, but the conditions
wereri’t right for that this night);
and a hopped-up' “Old Man
River” is another one of those ar¬
rangements hard to sell—an en¬
core -of sorts in this, case—to a
virtually empty barn. Judgment on
her as tb an outing in a large
nitery (capacity about 900, now the
“mammothest” in Manhattan; Ben
Maksik’s 1,600’er in Brooklyn gets
the nod in Greater New. York)
would have to be reserved for the
nonce. But it would be less than
fair not to point nut that Miss
Gale, with her piping attributes, is
ill-advised wearing an overdressed
gown that gives further accent to
the Columbia disker’s smallness
and roundishness. More simple ac¬
coutrement is Indicated, and if
possible, dropping of the platinum
blonde tresses for, perhaps, au
natureL
Opening act Is a novelty “aerial
strip” by the Devani Berriae
Dancers, a trio, described under
New Acts. Boots McKenna floors
three numbers with his crackerjack line octet plussed by a three¬
some of terpinghoys and a male
production singer. Here’s a Mc¬
Kenna troupe so “oldfashioned” as
to encompass lookers who are also
steppers and . singers. It’s a nifty
rafter shaker-upper by a line that
hasn’t learned to be nonchalant, as
per the ancient routine practiced
in other spots. Mac Pollack’s orch
does a top job on the showbacking;
and not the least of host Silverman’s uptowriery is the good serv¬
ice of excellent edibles.
Trau.

‘Back to Buffalo’ Beats
Familiar ‘Off TV Theme
Harry Altman, who with Harry
Wallens operates the Town Caslrio,
Buffalo, had to. postpone a buying
trip to New York after nearly ar¬
riving.
Snowstorm last Wednesday (4>
prevented a plane from Buffalo
from landing and craft was. forced
to return to Buffalo. Altman hasn’t
yet^ made anjr arrgngepiepts fpr $.
new trip*;
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REXIE PLANS LONDON
'ANNE’ WITH KENDALL

Paddle Your Own Canoe the other niembers of the cast.
Barbara Murray gives a lively in¬
London, Dec. 5.
Donald Albery presentation of three-act terpretation of the wife who, in¬
Saint Subber A Ella Kazan production
comedy
by
Max
Regnier.
from
a
scenario
evitably,
is the last to suspect her
of three-act drama by William Inge.
by Andre Gillois; English adaptation by
Staged by Kazan; setting.. Ben Edwards;
Dilys Laye,
Lucienne Hill. Stars Nigel Stock, Moira husband’s infidelity.
costumes, Lucinda Ballard; lighting. Jean
the
case-worker
from the adoption
Lister,
Violet
Farebrotner.
Staged,
by
Rosenthal. Features Teresa Wright.. Pat
Eleanor Fazan; decor, Paul Mayo. At society, gives a highly provocative
Single, Eileen Heckart, Frank Overton,
Criterion Theatre, London, Dec, 4,
Evans Evans. Timmy Everett. Judith Robr
and amusing portrayal as the girl
$2.50 top.
inson, Charles Saari, Carl Beindel. At
Duval .....:.. Pieter Vaughan who so easily leads the hero astray.
Music Box Theatre. N.Y.. Dec. 5, '57;
Fartha ......... Violet Farebrother
William Franklyn and Charlotte
56.90 top Friday-Saturday nights. $5.75
Julian ................. Newton Blick
weeknights ($9.20 opening).
Irene
.Moira Lister Mitchell as the next door neighbors
Rubin Flood ..
Pat Hingle
Armand
Roy- Purcell make a positive contribution to the
Cora Flood.. . ... Teresa Wright
Daniel
Nigel
Stock
Sonny Flood ....;.
Charles Saari
comedy proceedings and Barbara
Boy Offstage
. Jonathan Shawn
Hicks has a standout bit as another
Reehie Flood
..Judith Robinson:
Two of the oldest themes in the representative from the tdoption
Flirt Conroy ...... . *..i Evans Evans
annals of playwriting have been authorities!
Morris Lacey
Frank Overton
Beece Pemberton’s
Lottie Lacey
..Eileen Heckart
blended to provide the /main com¬ decor is bright and attractive.
Sammy Goldenbaum..... i .Timmy Everett
edy stimulus in “Paddle Your Own
Myro.
Punky Givens
■ Carl Beindel
•Chauffeur
Anthony Ray
Canoe,” adapted from Andre Gil¬
lois’ original scenario by Max Ponunes a L’Anglaise
'William Inge can’t seem to write
Begnier and translated for the Eng¬
(Potatoes English Style)
anything but hits. Moreover, his
lish-speaking stage. by Lucienne
Paris, Dec. 2.
plays keep getting betted and his
Hill. It adds up to a mildly amusing . Elvire Popesco A Hubert
De Malet pres;
Juts bigger. With his latest. “The
entertainment which should prove entation of two-act (26 scenes) revuife with
sketches by Robert Dhery; lyrics. Andre '
Dark at the Top of the Stairs/’
moderately successful.
Mahieux; music, Gerard Calvi. Overall
he’s due for a long run on Broad¬
In an adroit and occasionally di¬ staging. Dheryi. choreography. Coletteway, a road totir, film adaptation
settings and costumes, Dignimont.
verting manner, the authors 'have Brosset;
Erte, Lila De Nobill, Pennec, Pellerin.
(Warners bought the rights prior
exploited the dual subjects of the Vargas;
Vertes;. musical arrangements,
to last week's opening), stock and
return of the “dead” husband and Calvi. At Theatre de Paris, Paris, Nov. 27,
little theatre productions.— the
$3 top.
the influence of overpdwering '57;Cast:
Robert. Dhery. Colette Brosset,
whole works.
women who reduce , their spouses Pierre Olaf, Jacques Legras. Roger CacAlthough “Top of the Stairs’*
to the status of amorphous sub¬ cia. Jean Lefebre. Ross Parker; Philippe
appears structurally inferior to
Diunat, Yvette Dolvia. Simone Duhart.
jects. The humor, frequently too Grosso
- A . Modo, . Laurence
Soupault,
the author’s previous “Picnic” and
obvious, occasionally reaches a Yvonne Constant, Girls (6)..
“Bus Stop,” it seems truer, more
high
level
of
dryness
and
subtlety.
personal and perhaps more general,
After a two-year run in London
There is, however, an uneven,
in its application and appeal Inge
The appeal of concert-style legit ^quality
about the writing, and the with his “La Plume De Ma Tante,”
has said that it is based on inci¬
readings appears to be on the wane. proceedings all too often are al¬ in which sketches and musical
dents and observations of his
Concert circuit managers, who’ve lowed. to sag and drag. Eleanor numbers- offered the English a hu¬
childhood in an Oklahoma oil boom
been booking such offerings in re¬ Fazan’s staging, excellent at times, morous view of the French, Bobert
town during the 1920’s. . It's a wise
cent years are now asking is it a doesn’t do enough to achieve even Dhery is back to give the French
and compassionate play with a very
play .or reading when taking on and constant tempo.
his impressions-of the English.. Be¬
simple theme..
a legit production: They want as¬
The play is a drama with comedy
The principal role, played by sides this, the revue is laced.
surance
they’re
getting
a
regular!
“Potatoes English Style” also
touches; dealing with a quarrel¬
Nigel Stock, is titular head of a
Two for the Seesaw
piay.
some family who finally learn to
small canoe manufacturing com¬ takes a bright look at human foi¬
Washington. Dec, 5.
bles
in general, a takeoff of musi¬
That’s
the
case
With
the
upcom¬
live together in peace and affection . Fred Coe c presentation
pany in France, reported killed in
o£ three-act
when they realize that the things (nine scenes) comedy-drama .by William ing Theatre Guild-Arnold Moss an accident in Peru. Actually, al¬ cal shows and a clever overall
Stars Henry Fonda; features Anne production of “Back to Methuse¬
blend
that means big biz here.
they have in common are deeper Gibson.
though
missing
for
six
years,
he
is
Bancroft. Directed by. Arthur . Penn;
and Stronger than the things which scenery
and lighting, George. Jenkins; lah,” which has been booked for a alive, trading under an assumed With this revue. Dhery takes his
separate them. As the rambunc¬ costumes; Virginia . Volland. At Shubert 42-city tour prior to hitting Broad¬ identify aind carrying on. a success-; place as one of the top French legit
Washington. Dec. 5, . *57; *4.95
tious 10-year-old son says as he Theatre,
In many cases ful business. His disappearance, it comedians.
top Friday-Saturday nights, $4.40 week- way next March.
hesitates to go -upstairs to bed. it’s nights;
^
“Potatoes” ranges from zany
’the local managers asked the same transpires; was merely a device to
Scarey when you 'can’t see ahead Jerry Ryan .......... Henry Fonda play-or-reading question. It was escape the domination of . his wife “Hellz-a-poppi ” bits to*, relaxed
of you. Yes, his mother assures Gittel Mosca ... . Anne Bancroft
and mother-in-law. His return to and charming ..old-style musical
made
clear
to
the
managers
that
him, but not when you have some¬
The first spoken sentences of Moss* condensation of Bernard the marital home to find his wife numbers. In its present state it.
one beside you.
remarried tb his former works might be. too expensive to move to
As with all Inge plays, the un¬ “Two For the Seesaw,” the new Shaw’s original work will be in. manager and completely , at the the U.S., due to almost prohibitive
William
Gibson play which opened regular play form.
derlying tone of “Top of the
helm of his business, produces, fa¬ staging . costs there.
However,
The production, co-starring Ty¬ miliar amusing Complications, but Dhery’s
Stairs’’ is a combination of believ¬ here last Thursday night (5), are,
timeless comedy could be
able characters and understanding, “Son of a -bitch” and “Oh, for rone Power,. Faye Emerson and his final escape through the net a fresh, inviting entry for Broad¬
sympathetic observation. /Nearly Christ’s sake,” The last two are, Arthur Treacher, begins its road has a neat twist.
way tastes and the show seems a
all the people in the story are^ “I love you, Jeriy” and “I love hike Jan. 6 in Orlando, Fla.
Although Stock’s. playing of the costly but worthy Venture for the
vividly lifelike, with human virtues you, too, Gittel.”
Power recently returned from. Eu¬ key role is an important factor in U.S.
In a way, that’s what happens to rope for rehearsals, under the di¬
and faults, bravado, and fear,, kind¬
Dhery is on and off, introing
ness and unconscious, cruelty. Even; this two-character comedy-drama. rection of Margaret Webster, The the production, it depends to a each number with shrewd, selfthe moments, of violence seem It starts off as a taiit, hard-bitten scenery and costumes are being de¬ large extent on the interpretations effacing patter, and. is aided by
believable, and at times both funny love story of two lonely people in signed by Marvin Beiss and Pa¬ of Violet Farebrother and . Moira acidulous Interruptions from come¬
Lister as mother-in-law and wife,
New York, and with “sure hit” ap-,
and heartwrenchirig.
dian Jean Lefebre.
A woman
Thus, there’s both laughter and parently stamped all over it. But tricia Zipprodt, respectively. The respectively. Miss Farebrother’s dressed like a chicken lays an egg,
a catch in the throat as the hus¬ it winds up sentimental as all get tour was arranged by Julian Olriey, battleaxe interpretation is a gem, which
turns
out
.
to
be
the
head of
never
overdone,
but
always
in
of
Dorian.
Attractions.
Bernard
out,
at.
times
strongly
reminiscent
band and wife get into a typical
Simon is pressagent for the pro¬ keeping with the dominant, intoler¬ a Yul Brynner-coiffed actor. Cho¬
marital squabble and part in fury. of “Voice of the Turtle.”
rus girls are out of step and gen¬
able character she is portraying.
At the end, the sensitive, “lost” duction.
There are the same contrasting
Miss Lister, in more subtle, style, erally inept, but look great. Cricket
elements in the revealing scenes lawyer from Nebraska who rebelled.
is equally devastating in her power is explained drily, and a cricket ex-,
when the supposedly happy in-laws and ran away from his rich wife
is brought in.
and
her
father,
heads.
back
there.
to
bring the male sex under her terminator
arrive and it’s presently evident
A medieval battering xam rides
thumb, with a Combination of femi¬ | over
that their marriage is an inarticu¬ And the tough, but noble, little girl
the house, with an .actor din
from the New York tenements, re¬
late agony.
nine wiliness -and physical charm. it
A wildly rocking boat leads to
Inge has loaded the drama with nounces her ■ guy and carries bn
Easily the plum comedy part, many mishaps. The cast builds a
significant and sometimes painful alone.
however, is that of Newton BUck’s steel structure on stage, but the
elements. For-example, the ex¬
Two character plays are difficult
as the hero’s henpecked father-in- foreman says, it Ms in the wrong
posure of anti-Jewish and anti- and tricky. They offer very, fat
The Iggit version of Ira Avery’s law. His timing and immaculate
Catholic bigotry is embarrassing, ; parts, but So many pitfalls that novel, “Five Fathers of Pepi,” will delivery make the most of a long- place, A lighthouse keeper goes
possibly kscause it has a ring of they seldom make the grade. Some be minus one. sure and possibly suffering character, who is never stir-crazy, but is finally saved by
terribly uncomfortable accuracy. have .dealt with long-married life, another; The elimination of one credited with an original thought the advent of two mermaids.
Gerard Calvi’s music blends welt
The scenes in which the timid i.e., “The Four Poster,” “The First
nor allowed to complete a sentence,
daughter gets ready to go to her 50 Years,” etc. This onie is differ¬ Of the quintet is definite, as indi¬ uninterrupted. Boy Purcell as the into this fast moving show, Colette
first party, and is encouraged to ent. Its span is from September cated in a letter sent out by pro¬ second husband and Peter Vaughan Brosset's terp and choreography
leave as her blind date turns out into the following May. Its charac¬ ducer Jay Julian to prospective as the family lawyer round off a ai*e also fitting. Various skits on
Yank foibles, like gyrating singers
to be a likable youth who shares ters are not married. There are backers of the comedy, titled better than average cast. Myro.
and violent youth, also fit well into
her need of companionship and two hard-working telephones, , a “Walking on Air.”
the proceedings. Costumes and de¬
fear of strangers, .are also very part of whose function it is to . In a brief outline of the story,
cors are topgrade, as is the cast,
The Tunnel of Love
penetrating. And finally when it’s. maintain contact with the wife in Julian notes, it’s “about the ad¬
with standout notes for Pierre Olaf
learned that the young escort has Nebraska.
London, Dec. 5.
ventures of an orphan and his four
Moik.
Robin Fox Partnership and S. A. Gor- and Bbger Caccia.
committed suicide after being
“Seesaw” has a. lot. of topnotch I adopted fathers in a small Italian
.presentation of - three-act (five'
publicly humiliated by & viciously dialogue and a remarkable per-, town.” According to Julian, the linsky
scenes) comedy by Joseph Fields and
anti-Semit:c smalltown hostess, formance by Anne Bancroft going adaptation by Avdry and his wife, Peter de Vries, based on the latter's Lps Pigeons ife Yenise
the play is highly theatrical and for it. It doesn’t make the grade Jane, is sb different from the novel novel. Stars Ian Carmichael.. Barbara
(The Pigeons of Venice)
Murray. Staged by Robert Morley; decor.
intensely irioving.
Paris, Nov. 25,
yet but, with another five , weeks
Reece Pemberton;
At
Her Majesty's
“Stairs” has been tastefully on. the road, has a good chance,' j and a. subsequent video version Theatre. London, Dec: 3; *57; $2.80 top.
Paris;* production of threo-act coined;
that
no
reference
to
the
original
Aiigie Poole ............ .'Ian Carmichael by Albert Husson. .Staged by Louis Dureduced by Saint Subber and E’ia
Henry Fonda .is- the name star source will be made in connection Isolde
creux;
setting,.
Wakheritoh.
At Theatre
Podle ............ Barbara Murray
lazan, and trenchantly staged by and drawing card. He does a cred¬
Dick Pepper ..- William Franklyn Michel. Paris, Nov. 20, '57.
the latter. It is generally super¬ itable; though rather- two-dimen¬ with the legit production.
Louis Decreux
Alice Pepper
; .Charlotte Mitchell Henri
Andre BervU_
The play which Frank Corsaro EsteUe* Novick ............. Dilys La ye Gregorio
latively played. Teresa Wright, sional, job as the lawyer who re¬
-Eva Damien
returning to Broadway after nearly belled against, the overly • helpful will direct, is budgeted at $90,000, Miss McCracken __...... Barbara Hicks i?*
Young Englishman.Georges Didier
13 years (her last appearance Was wife and father-in-law, and who with about $35,000 allocated to
Young Englishwoman;...Jacqueline Corot
“Tunnel
of
Love,”
S.
A.
Gorlin£l®tro Sacha Briquet.
as the blissfully smitten ingenue in then falls in with a New York girl bonds and reserves, Julian intends
InBP*ctqr
Robert'Deslandee
latest, import from Broadway,
the. original cast of “Life with who also finds, herself mothering putting the show into rehearsal sky’s
Brigitte Auber
as much a star vehicle as it is a .Tuliettfr
Frederic
.... Michel Francois
Father”), plays the mother, with a and helping him. He remains , a next month for a Broadway open¬ is
comedy
and
with
Ian
Carmichael
persuasive blend of softness and rather wishy-washy person, through¬ ing in January. He also hints that in the original Tom Ewell role, Lady ..............;.. t Marie-Laurence
animation. Tt’s a skillful perform¬ out, even when he appears to find by then only three fathers may be there’s not much doubt about its
Albert Husson’s .comedy, ‘‘La
ance in a not-too-difficult role.
himself because, the girl gets sick left.
b.o. potential. It should hold up Cuisine des Anges” (known as “My
As the bull-like father whose and falls back on him for. aid.
comfortably
for
a
profitable
run.
Three
Angels” on Broadway and
absences- as a traveling salesman Part of the weakness in the writing
Since his trio, of film successes as “We’re No Angels” in a film
precipitate the domestic exposiori, is
the failure to delineate a sharper
starting with “Private’s Progress” version) remains the most success-;,
Vtfmran
icagoan
Pat Hingle shows continued im¬ character
for Fonda.
Carmichael has. grown immensely ful postwar French play. It had
provement over bis portrayals *n,
The big bonus is Anne Bancroft,
in boxoffice stature. ' He’s at his four-year run in Paris, lengthy en¬
for instance, “Cat on a Hot Tin a relative
Ralph T. Kettering
with a handful
best in roles demanding diffident gagements in the West 'End and
Boof” and “Girls of Summer.” of motion unknown,
picture and several tele¬
characterization so “Tunnel” is a New York atid.on tour and was
Although the character zation is vision credits.
She socks through
natural for him. Indeed, it would then filmed in Hollywood.
much the same and Hingle still as a real performer.
Her
Bronx
be hard to imagine any other Bri¬
The author’s- new one, “The
tends to rely on vocal power for
The Glory That Once tish
player who could have filled Pigeons of Venice/*- has not struck
emphasis, his playing has a bit tenement girl is a live, vibrant per¬
the role with the same success.
the
b.o. gong in Paris, but two U.S.
more dimension and variety, and son. The actress walks, off with the
Was Chicago’s
The Joseph Fields-PCter de film companies and a - well-heeled
his greater confidence and authori¬ show, both as a fine comedienne
and in the heavier, dramatic part.
Vries Comedy is, by London stands Broadway producer are dickering
ty are assets.
George Jenkins' set and lighting
ards, a typical Broadway sex story for the rights, and Husson won’t
As the ostentatiously cheer:'
with contrived situations, manu¬ lose any money on this latest com¬
ister-in-law whose frigidity and are first rate. He’s designed a pair
Mother Editorial Foataro
factured gags and quite a few edy, though it may not be strong
empty-headed garrulousness have of bedrooms which are moved
laughs. As- staged by Bobert Mor¬ enough to last out the season.
In tbo opcomlaq
made a endless misery of her around to be on stage one at a
Loire.
ley, it is a triflevslow in the open¬
Story is simple, direct and amus¬
marriage, Eileen Heckart has. an¬ time, or both together.
52d Anniversary Number
ing scenes, but the comedy impact ing, if a bit thin, being neat varia¬
other showy part (previous ar’increases as the star gets into his tion of the theme A. A: Milne Em¬
Pressagent
Michel
Mok,
back
euce-stunners have been in “P‘cof
stride.
ployed in “Dover Boad/’ A dis¬
nic” and “Bad Seed”) which she from the Coast and recuperating,
The basic laugh -situation, which contented Frenchman has spent the
from a fractured leg, is in his did
plays with oyrotechpical pro"
PSriett
more or less stems from a five- last 10 ye^rs at a Venetian pen-.
__
•-: a^arimCht-office at the Boyalton
cy
71ossiby
the c’m:
year itch, is^adnaiirably-eifpleited 4>yp * - - - -(Con|iwie^ q?
thats.aaayi shah rtfees -£a*&ix illctal- a a s.i •
»>■•<;. s' i » = ; » - ’
3fi)j t, j *.
The Bark at the Tep
Of the Stairs

S

seems somewhat forced and the
tragic scene doesn’t suggest quite
the depth of emotional desolation
it might.
Judith Bobinson is credible and
touching as the daughter whose
shyness contributes to a tragedy,!
a young actress, with the emphatic
name of Evans Evans makes a
notable Broadway debut as a
frantically dizzy pre-flapper, Tim¬
my Everett gives an affecting , im¬
pression in the slightly exaggerated
part of the desperately plausible,
anxious-to-please Jewish youth
whose film-actress mother keeps
him stashed away in military
schools, Charles Saari. offers a
realistic . portrait of a rebellious
pre-teenage son, Frank Overton is
acceptable in the imperfectly con-,
ceived role. of the mutely resigned
brother-in-law and Carl Beindel
is amusing as a slouching teenage
swain,
/
Ben Edwards lias designed a
spacious and properly ugly living
room of the period, Lucinda Bal¬
lard: has. provided appropriate jazz
era clothes and Jean Bosenthal has
devised effective lighting. Inciden¬
tally, “Stairs” is the fourth straight
hit for Inge — he’s neve* had a.
Broadway failure. His previous
successes have been “Come Back,
Little Sheba,” “Picnic” and “Bus
Stop/’ all subsequently i&daoted
for the screen.
Hobe.

London, Dec.* 10.
Bex Harrison, who’s under con¬
tract to costar in London in “My
Fair Lady” for a year from next
April 30, is already planning his
next show to follow that. He’s fig¬
uring on repeating his original
Broadway charac teriz at ion
of Henry VIII in a West End pro¬
duction of Maxwell Anderson’s
‘‘Anne of the Thousand Days,”
with his wife, Kay Kendall, as costar in the role of Anne Boleym
The latter part was played on
Broadway by Joyce Bedmond.
Having withdrawn recently from
his original role of Professor Hig¬
gins in the Broadway edition of
“Lady,” Harrison is currently va¬
cationing on the Continent with
Miss Kendall, but has a film com¬
mitment before starting rehearsals
for the West End version of
“Lady.”
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Clown Up Symphony
Savannah, Dec. 10.
Since leaving Ringling Brps.Barnum & Bailey clown Em¬
mett- Kelly has . played television, night clubs and ball:
parks: On Dec. 16 he will add
the clownmanship touch to the ...
By GEORGE ALAN SMITH
..Savannah Symphony which is •
Crest Theatre, Toronto,
going all-out for Christmas
Both in retrospect and prospect,
Sunday Shows in Philly;
carols and kids on that occa¬
the predicted influx of new plays
Readies Another Season sion:
Will Ignore 1794 Law off-Broadway has failed to mate¬
Toronto, Dec. 10.
Seems /that the symphony’s
rialize. Toward the end of last
Philadelphia, Dec, 10.
The Crest Theatre, using a con¬
manager, R. P. Thomson, is an
After. 163 years, the Quaker City; season and into the summer it was
verted picture house for semi¬
old circus buff and has trav¬
is about to allow Sunday live freely predicted that with offstock, has lost an average , of $32,elled with the . Ringling trick
shows. Mayor Richardson Dilworth Broadway having come into its
on; occasion.
000 a year during its four-year his¬
has; agreed to waive the 1794 blue own during the past couple of
tory. l(s chief owners, actors Mur¬
law to permit a Sabbath perform¬ years, the new playwright Would
ray arid- Donald Davis have lost
ance Dec.' 28 of a pre-Broadway at last jget a chance to he heard
about $80,000. Its budget this sea¬
legit play, “Maybe Tuesday,” The from in an arena of his own;
son is $229,592, with 14 contem¬
new policy Will, of course, also
Either new scripts are not avail¬
plated productions. Council of Met¬
apply to other stage shows. Films able or off-Broadway producers
ropolitan Toronto is Considering
and sports events,. including pro¬ still prefer the gamble of reviv¬
granting it $3,500 “to help IegitL
fessional baseball and football als. TWo seasons ago, through the
mate theatre and keep Canadian
games, have also okay for the last first week of November, 1955,
talent here.”
quarter-century or so.
there had been 14 productions
T .Crest has now signed with
Technically, the 1794 statute will frpm June 1. Four of these were
IATSE, which picketed it a couple
still be in effect, so managements new scripts. Of which three were
of seasons ago. To avoid possible
giving Sunday shows will be sub¬ immediate flops, seven were re¬
weekend overtime opening nights
ject to prosecution, but city offi¬ vivals that had runs of 12 weeks
have been moved, from Tuesday to
Robert Thom, who was called in cials will undoubtedly overlook the or more. The most notable entry,
Wednesday. Current is “James;' to. collaborate, on the dramatization infractions. In any case; the penal¬ of course, was the still extant
directed by John Holden, with ; of “Compulsion,” has received no ty for conviction is only a $4 fine, “Threepenny Opera.”
Last season for the same period,
cast including Anna Cameron, royalties from the melodrama, so it would be a negligible factor.
19 shows opened, four being new.
John Sullivan, Austin Willis, Maud which is currently in its eighih
One of the new scripts was “Me
Whitmore and Ronald -Hartmann; capacity week at the Ambassador
Candjdo” which, by off-Broadway
Theatre, N.- Y. He has consulted
standards, had a good run, or at
attorneys about taking legal action
least held, forth at the Greenwich
to force payment of the coin.
Mews until a new show arrived in
Thom’s contract calls for him to
March.
receive 20% of the royalties of
Of the other shows, nine were
Meyer Levin, author of the best¬
dramas, six comedies, three musi¬
seller on which the play is based
cal
comedies. “Take a Giant Step”
and. with whom, he was engaged
Montreal, Dec. 10.
(Continued on page 76)
to collaborate on revisions of the.
“My Fur Lady,” the McGill U.latter’s adaptation. An. unusual, an¬ originated revue] Which recently
The fold of “Nature’s Way!’
Broadway last Saturday (7) choked gle of the deal, however, is that went all-Equity after about a year’s
off a deal of author Herman Wouk Thom is Supposed to be paid by run in various Canadian cities, may
to make a financial cleanup. If the Levin, instead of directly by the be taken to New York next, spring.
comedy, had paid off, the playwright management.
If a moderate-side Broadway thea¬
Levin has refused to fulfil the tre were not available it might be
would have been entitled to 15%
of the net: profits, in addition to
(Continued on page 76)
booked into the new Canada House.
royalty of 10% of the gross.
In any case, the show would be
Under a new agreement with the
However, since the production
retitled, probably “For Canadians League of N. Y. Theatres, repre¬
closed at an approximate: $45,000
Only,” to ayoid legal entangle¬ senting producers and theatre own¬
loss on an $85,000 investment,
ments and confusion with the cur¬ ers, The Playbill will publish in¬
Wouk’s earnings, under his agree¬
rent Broadway and road smash mu¬ dividual covers for the program!!
ment with producer Alfred de
sical comedy, “My Fair Lady.”
for the Various Broadway shows,
Liagre Jr:,- were limited to the
Hollywood, Dec.. IQ.
James Domville, prdducer and but in a revised format and retain¬
Dramatists Guild minimunr of 5%
Local patron of the theatre and co-author of the Canadian show, ing authority over the selection of
of the first $5,000 gross, 7^% of the. arts Valmar Oleska, who pur¬ went] to New York last week to dis¬ cover art. The new policy becomes
the next $.2,000 and 10% of the chased the "Wilshire Blvd. block" cuss a possible deal With unspeci¬ effective with the issue of Jan. 13.
balance. That was to go''up to 10% front housing the former Ben Bard fied Broadway managements. He
The revised cover will have a
Little Theatre, which she now calls also figures on huddling With pro¬ larger photo, extending to the edge
when the show' recouped.
The payment of 15% of the the Leon Lord Theatre (subtitled ducers Worthington Miner and of the paper on three sides, with
profits to Wouk- would haye been The Theatre of the Arts), plans Kenneth Wagg abbut their pro¬ room at the top for the title of the
Shared equally by the management making the legitef a showcase for posed musical version of the Sam¬ respective show. There will be
and the backers; thus leaving them film producers. This would em¬ uel Taylor comedy, “Sabrina Fair.” no other printing on the cover.
85% of the.profits to split on the; brace for both talent and script.
Photos may be of the show’s star
Among her immediate plans Is
usual 50-50 basis. .
. Chicago actress Dina Halpem or stars, or scene shots, but will
a Coast tryout: of the rewritten leaves
not be drawings, designs or other
for
Israel
next
week
for
a
Anne Leslie, who’s appearing lit “Tonight We Dance” by Marcella four-month tour as star and direc¬ art work:
the off-Broadway production of “In Burke, former Hollywood fan mag. tor of a legit theatre troupe. She’ll
The Playbill will favor special
Good King Charles’ Golden Days,” editor now-married and residing be accompanied by her. husband, photos for the cover .spot. If suit¬
will double into NBC-TV’ “Omni¬ in nearby San Bernardino; and the Danny Newman, a legit pressagent able ones are not available, the
late Glady Unger,
in ChL
.
bus” next Sunday (15).
publication reserves the right to
assign its own photographer to
make acceptable ones. The publica¬
tion is due to begin using fourcolor covers, probably in late Feb¬
ruary or early March, and later
will offer color ads for the inside
of the book.
The new agreement with the
League settles a dispute sparked
recently by the decision of the
Playbill to use identical covers
for all Broadway shows. Producers,
many of whom bad contracts with
stars specifying the use of their
photos on the program covers for
their shows, .'beefed over the
switch, so the publication reverted
to the old setup pending a satisfac¬
tory compromise.
The 73-year-old Playbill firm,
VARIETY, in its more than 50 Y<mri of Reviewing the Passing Show
which supplies programs for all
Business Scene, has noted and annotated that Shows and Showmen who
Broadway theatres, was purchased
about a year ago by Producers
make the most of their properties—from Script and cuting to direction
Theatres, in which Roger L. Stev¬
ens, Robert Whitehead and Rob¬
and production—wind rip showcasing their wares to BEST ADVANTAGE.
ert W. Dowling are partnered. It
was formerly owned by Richard
Huber.
VARIETY,, with Its more than 50 years of showcasing ALL of Show

Off-Bway St3l Leans to Revivals;

Legit activity on the road will
come to a virtual standstill for the
first part of Christmas week. -Most
touring shows are laying off rather
than gamble on business holding up
during that period. Although the
producers are. in apparent agree¬
ment on the pre-Christmas dog
days, , they’re not together oh when
the seasonal b. o. upturn begins.
Of eight: shows suspending per¬
formances for a couple of days to
a week, three are reopening Christ¬
mas night and four the night after
Christmas. The other is going dark
for the entire Week of Christmas.
The shows include seven regular
touring entries and one tryout.
In recent seasons, gross reports
have indicated business, .which
years ago remained ini the dold¬
rums up to Christmas, has been
emerging from the seasonal slump
Christmas eve and even a couple
of nights earlier. However, only a
handful of productions are sched¬
uled on the assumption of that pat¬
tern repeating itself this season.
The only regular touring shows
not laying off that week will he
“Happiest Millionaire,” “My Fair
•Lady,” “Diary of Anne Frank” and
“Long Day’s Journey Into a Night,”
the; latter starting its road hike
next Friday: (13). However, another
entry; “Most Happy Fella”-is be. ginning its post-Broadway tour
Dec. 23.
The touring, shows laying off,
with suspension dates listed paren¬
thetically, . are “Aiinti Mame” (Dec.
23-25), “Cat on a Hot 'Tin Roof
(Dec.. 23-25); “Middle of the Night’
(Continued on page 76)

Chi’s Lyric Opera Has
But the Critics Pan It
By LES BROWN
Chicago, Dec. 10.
Lyric Opera Co. wound up a
week ago its longest and most pros¬
perous season to date. But although
Chicago-pjoduced opera was a
success/with the public, the critics
took the occasion, to let fly- a few
brickbats..
Severest post-mortem was filed
by the Chicago Tribune’s Claudia
Cassidy, who wrote, “Lyric has in¬
creasingly begun, to present the
kind of opera it was. organized to
protest. The original Lyric was a
labor of love, and the love was for
the opera ...”
Others rapped Specific inadequa¬
cies and shortcomings* and the upshot of the four-way critical esti¬
mate seems to be that the season
showed possibilities of the companj’s potential greatness still far
from realized.
On the attendance side, the
seven-and-a-half-week season was
spectacular, grossing $574,250 for
29 performances, or 92% of the
dollar capacity ($622,344). There
were 17 complete sellouts, and the
percentage of attendance per per¬
formance is believed by Lyric of¬
ficials: to be the highest yet in
Chicago opera history.
“yon® can recall, only
riwi 1??9 season of the Chicago
Civic Opera Co., admittedly with
more performances than the Lyric]
has had, reached an attendance
Sage of °°%- the ticket selling1
r±year, ^*8 done just before the
stockmarket crash.
•0?®spitTe ^« whipping gross this
season, Lyric again operated, at a
deficit, as it always must according
(Continued on page 76)

(Redded) in N. Y.

New Covers
To Retain Star Photos;
Planning 4-Color Setup

’Dance’ Tryout on Coast

o! the Profession

To YOUR Best Advantage......

Business, offers the BEST ADVANTAGE for any and all Amusement Indus¬
try Advertisers.

„ Toronto, Dec. 10.
ror,7 Sx.?top* wh«* ^d no local
censorship troubles in either its
le«it version or the Marlfllm* fias been
cancelicd as “unsuitable’* -for pres§S°° 5y»the Student Dramatic
WI1 f17 °r ^yerson U. here. The
SSSf
.P^y Wouldn’t be
H « 1 P’ 14 waf decided by
coUefie dean, with the
council concurring,
had been underway
Iff Weeks ^when college authorithat
^ow was
SniiL StopThe Gilbert and
^uuivan operetta, “Gondoliers ” I
5?!fbe«n substituted as the Stu-H
0fferln2ran,atli S®clety’? “uual I

The upcoming 52d ANNIVERSARY NUMBER will Work to YOUR
BEST ADVANTAGE.

NEW YORK 14
154 W. 44th St.

Space Reservation at any of the offices s

HOLLYWOOD 21
4404 Saaiat Mvd.

CHICAGO 11
412 N. MIcM«m Av«.

London; w. c. 2
• St. Morris's Phws
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’Bells’ Is a Mexican Hit:
It Has An Advance Sale
Mexico City, Dec. 10.
The local production of “Bells
Are Ringing” at the Teatro -del
Bosque is believed to he a record
hit for Mexico. The musical, which
opened last Oct. 18 to unanimous
critical raves, is still going strong
at the 1,200-seater. Tickets are be¬
ing sold two weeks in advance, unprecendented for this country
where previous advance sales for
legit have scarcely gone beyond
one day.
The. musical, produced here by
Luis de Llano,- Rene Anselmo and
Emilio Azcarraga Jr., has to play
to 85% of capacity to break even.
Silvia Pinal is starring in the role
originated and currently being
played by Judy Holliday in the
Broadway production of the tuner.
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Quick Switch
The Makropoulos Secret
. Phoenix Theatre (T. Edward Hambleton
Me Morris Houghton, managing directors)
presentation of three-act drama by Karel
Capek, adapted and staged by Tyrone
Guthrie; settings. Norris Houghton; cos¬
tumes, Patton Campbell; lighting Tharon
Musser. Stars Eileen Herlie; features
Karel Stepanelr. Conrad Bain. Whitfield
Connor. Eric House. William Hutt. N?ncy
Ifalone. Richard Morse. At Phoenix Thea¬
tre. N.Y., Dec. 3. '57; $4.60 top.
Vitek ..
Conrad Bain
Berthold Gregor ....... Whitfield Connor
Kristina .
Nancy Malone
Dr, Kolonaty . William Hutt
Emflta Marty ...
— Eileen Herlie
Baron Prus -.. ...T7' K-rel Stepanek
Janek Prus . -...;.. Richard Morse
Opera .House Official.. .Boris Aplon
Opera Manager
Taylor Grave*
Conductor
Dalton Dearborn
Hauck-Sepdorf Ollendorf
Eric House
Servant -1.'.,..
Dalton Dearborn
Frantz
Taylor Graves
Doctor
Boris Aplon

The Brothers
Karamazov
Gateway Co: .presentation of two-act
tragedy, adapted by Boria Tumarin and
Jack-. Sydow.
from
the
Dostoyevsky
novel. Staged by Tumarin;' settings. Her¬
bert Senn; music. Bernard. Westman;
dances, Ruth Harris. At..Gate Theatre.
N.Y., Dec. 6, !57; $3.8$ top.
Cast- Archie Smith. John Ramondetta.
Vincent Gardenia; Raymond Reinhardt.
James Patterson. Charles RandaU, Jack
Sydow, Julie Follansbee. Eileen Ryan.
Leonardo Cimino, John LelgEtOn. Dorothy
Patten, RocheUe Oliver.-Arnold Soboloff.
BiU Jandor, Irene Biordan, Paul Andor.
John Leighton, Leon Benedict, Jeremiah
O'Connell Jr.

_Simon Oakland is playing
both sides of the fence in ‘The
Brothers Karamazov.”
He has the title role in an
upcoming off-Broadway pro¬
duction of “The Trial -of Dmi¬
tri Karamazov’’ based on the
Dostoyevsky novel, and in
Metro’s forthcoming version of
the Russian classic he’s cast as
one of the prosecuting attor¬
neys.

Opera Reviews

Last week’s two principal legit openings in New York offered a con¬
trast in stage manager-house manager cooperation in handling cur¬
tain ring-ups and house lights. At the preem of “The Makropoulos
Secret” at the Phoenix Theatre, the house lights were abruptly dim¬
med and -doused and the curtain was rung up only a few minutes after
the announced starting time, so the aisles and the back of the house
were filled with patrons trying to get to their seats in the dark. The
first several minutes of the perormance were seriously disrupted.
At the opening of ‘The Dark at the Top of the Stairs,” on the other
hand, the house lights were held on dim until the normal quota of late
arrivals had time to be seated, then the lights were turned off and
the curtain was raised. The performance got off to a smooth start. The
two incidents were a. very old, familiar story, and Variety has been
commenting on the general situation for years, but a few stage man¬
ager-house teams always seem to need reminding.,

“Is there any mail who doesri’t
want to kill his father?” With this
Carmen
Robert W. Dowling. chairman of the American National Theatre &
frighteningly naked question, “The (METROPOLITAN OPERA, N.Y.)
is adding a name or two to the Drama Advisory Panel of the
Brothers Karamazov” nears its final
Wearing the same dress as last Academy,
curtain in. the brooding revival at season,,
International
Cultural Exchange Service of ANTA, As chartered by
and exhibiting the identical
off-Broadway’s new Gate Theatre, and . now
the
Congress
of the United States, ANTA is the appointed professional
somewhat
standardized
The combination of two outstand¬ As far as immediate reply; goes,
agent
for
the
international
exchange of the performing arts on a world¬
ing talents succeeds in lifting “The the question is rhetorical, but there timed smile and come-thither stage
Makropoulos Secret” out of the is little dbubt throughout the tem¬ business, Rise Stevens gave out wide service. The International Exchange Service of ANTA now has
the
following
on
the
Drama
Advisory Panel: Ralph Bellamy,. Dr.
With
more
skirt-swish
than
voice
realm of mediocre. With British, pestuous story adapted by Boris
stager Tyrone Guthrie directing it Tumarin arid Jack Sydow froiri when the Met served “Carmen” for Oscar J. Campbell, Dr. F. Curtis Canfield, Jay Carmody, Richard Coe,
in an ^musingly appropriate rococo Dostoyevsky’s novel, that the query the first time (4). this season, George Freedley, Rosamond Gilder, William Hawkins, Garson Kanin,
style and English actress Eileen touches immediately on the theme. Thomas Schippers conducting. It Walter Kerr, Alfred Lunt, Kenneth MacGoWan, William McDermott,
was bread-and-butter opera, all
Herlie giving a compelling bravura
“Karamazov” is a toughie .to seats sold ahead of the daylong Elliot Norton, John Rosenfield, Robert .Whitehead.
erformance as star, it’s an absorbinto a play. What the present snowfall Which thinned the standees
lg Show, if not a very convincing make
Portrait of a pair of dedicated dancers was delineated by Michael
adaptors have wisely done Is to
drama. It should do well enough present the story through a series from sardines to free-moving gold¬ O’Hagan in Maclean’s (7). Six years ago David Adams and Lois Smith
for the special requirements of the Of taut vignettes from the. book, fish..
—a rarity as a married leading ballet team—turned down an agent
Phoenix Theatre.
tying the ; scenes together with . If the: bread was riot freshly cut who promised them $1,000 a week on U,S. tv as a ballroom team. Now,
The play, adapted, by Guthrie running narration.
nor evenly spread vocally it im¬
as ^National Ballet of Canada toppers, they earn about. $5,000 a year
from Czechoslovak author Karel
The production has been proved as it progressed. In the first between them, do the odd recital between seasons and collect unem¬
Capek’s “Komedie,” was previously mounted on a bare, raked stage, act the scene and mood were tired.
done in New York in 1925-26 in a over Which hangs a high balcony Even the usually impeccable Rich¬ ployment insurance when things get rough. They no longer do ballroom
version by Randal C. Burrell. It’s used for some scenes. Images are. ard Tucker flatted. The boy sol¬ one-shots, even because “Ballet is on the ground floor in this country,
a hybrid sort of mvstery meller, thrown On a screen at the rear diers were not so .charming as here¬ and we can’t afford to compromise.” Adams is. a onetime, sheet-metal
with somewhat .baffling shifts to from .time to time, although they tofore. Eiriilia Cundari who sang worker from Winnipeg, Miss Smith the daughter of a Vancouver shoe¬
social-political comment and phi¬ do little or nothing to iiriprove on the nice girl Don Jose keeps for¬ maker, and they have one son. They’re 30 and 28 respectively.
losophy, plus what looks suspi¬ the stage action. In rehearsal room getting was insecure in stage pres¬
ciously like spoofing directorial fashion, the only props have been ence; arid that reflected in her
Dramatist Victor Wolf son, as a one-man arbitration board for the
touches.
straight. chairs, a bench, a table, singing. She corild have spared
The yarn involves a fascinating but this eephomp isn’t just a nod Miss Ste.veriS some volume and bor¬ American Arbitration Assn., ruled against Gene Wesson in a proceed¬
opera prima donna with seemingly iri the direction of budget; It’s a rowed instead some of the latter’s ing stemming from the actor’s, claim that the management of the
recently-closed Broadway production of “Happy Hunting” owed' him
supernatural knowledge about some stark background for a stormy tale. self-confidence.
vital papers in a century-old law¬
The young men and women who
“Carmen” was last mounted" by. 13 weeks’ salary. Wesson; who was under contract to the musical, until
suit. The documents contain, it attack the roles with admirable in¬ Tyronri Guthrie and his influence last Oct. 21, was discharged July 22; He claimed the dismissal involved
turns out; the key to a vaguely tensity at the Gate Theatre: prob¬ survives most noticeably in the a violation of his contract. The management, however, attributed the
rumored Makropoulos Secret, but ably realize that they are-shooting second act; with the: up-ladder sex firing to “insubordination” When the actor refused to restore his; hair
It's never adequately explained high, but they profit frdm their crib as diversion from mere sing¬ to its natural color after having it dyed gray for a film test.
why the glamorous lady is so des¬ undaunted, (quality, giving many of ing.
perate to preserve the secret or, the scenes, vitality and even depth.
Alan Jay Lerner can’t understand press reports rrientioning one
As the bullfighter Frank Guarbeing so, why she has taken so long They have' been well guided: by rera
vigorously hut did not Helriiut Kautner “producing” a German version of “My Fair Lady.”
to go after the all-important Boris Tumarin, who has. directed quite sairig
With
Frederick Loewe, their Lowal Corp. owns all stock rights to the.
crash through: Over-all this
Makropoulos paper.
for vigor and definition, and a “Carmen”
was hardly better than play and not only do they still fee! strongly about never permitting
The social-political phases of the lion's share of credit for the •.■ pro¬ competent, . though ; Tucker had any of their plays to be produced in Germany, but Moss Hart, Who
duction’s' crisp energy; Unquestion¬ moments. So, for the matter, did
staged ‘JLady,” feels, the sarne way. Only stock; version permitted so
able belongs to him.
Cast
though the mezzo far is Robert Lerner’s Mexico City production April 30, the Sairie
Nonetheless, it’s a difficult even¬ Miss. Stevens
■.Charles Hopkins (in. association with
queen, while jjever short night that it opens in London. Lerner is the librettist’s brother. The
Herman Gantvoort) production of
ing of theatre, for after a first, act glamour
of breath Was infrequently in full German report also mentioned Maria Schell for the “casting.”:
Karel Capek play, adapted bv Ran¬
of sometimes frightening character voice,
dal C. Burrell, staged by Hopkins. At
arid it Wasn’t a rehearsal.
study, the story must move ahead,
Charles Hopkins Theatre, -N.Y:, Jan.
Land. j
sacrificing much of the Dostoyevsky
21. ’26.
The- selling price Of the Shubert-owned Shubert Theatre! Phila¬
Helen Menken
Emilia Marty
introspection in favor of turbulent
delphia, to the St. Paul, Minn , group that previously, purchased the.
...
Lester Vail
Albert Gregor .
love and search, for remote justice.
School Fop Wives
Shuberts’ Colonial Theatre, Boston, and the St James Theatre, N.Y.,
. Ullrich Haul'*
Jaroslav- Prus ..
Donald Du£j"
Jaines Patterson carries most of
Janek Prus
(STADTTHEATRE, ZURICH)
is reportedly $600,000. The firm purchasing the house for the St.
Dr.. Kolenaty ....... Harry Davenport,
the burden as the son accused Of
Paul businessmen is the Flora McDonald Estate Corp, The Princess
.. William B. Mack
Vitek
Zurich, Dec. 2.
patricide. Raymond Reinhardt is
Kristina - ...... Joanna'; Rods
This opera by Swiss composer Virginia Corp. mentioned last week, is the organization that, purchased
Fritz Williams
the brother who asks the basic
Hauk-Shendorf
. .Erin O’Brien-Moore
Marty's Maid
dramatic question, arid; John Ra- Rolf Liebermann, first performed the Colonial for the St. Paul group. The three theatres thus far pur¬
Arthur Steele
Property Man ..
r.iondetta plays the brother who; in his native city, is a study case chased are being leased to the Jujamcyn Amusement Corp., headed
Wardrobe Woman. Grace Halsey Mills
becomes
a monk. Between “hem. for linguists: Cotrimissioned in 1954 by Samuel H; Schwartz. The houses were, sold, by the Shuberts in
Physician . ........... —. Eric Johns
they catch a good degree of the by the Rockefeller Foundatiori for accordance with the terms of a Government .consent decree.
the1 Louisville Festival, it Was writ¬
play give the impressioh of being fear, horror and pity that haunts ten
iri German as a one-acter from
more or less an afterthought, or the unhappy family.
Vincent Gardenia gives a color¬ the French Moliere original, trans¬
perhaps vestiginal remains of a
into English for-the Louis¬
basic element. In either case, they fully delineated performance of lated
tend to 'be extraneous and a dis¬ the debauched father, Julie Fol¬ ville: world pre.em, re-written in
German for an enlarged three-act
tracting impediment to the main lansbee is graciously lovely as a. version
(first performed last Au¬
Producer-realtor Roger L. Ste¬ their local Playbox workshop to¬
plot. But if the incidents and mo¬ girl who vainly loves one of the.
at the Salzburg Festival) which vens is due back in New York this morrow (Thurs.) at Actors Service,
tivations don’t always make sense, brothers, and Leonardo Cimino gust
is presently being re-translated week after several days in Los An¬ with Joel Friedman as director.
it’s reasonably Convincing at the achieves great depth as the dwarf¬ into
English!
Plays lined up for Equity Li¬
geles and San Francisco bn realty
moment and therefore good enough ish half-brother, his description
brary Theatre production at the
Despite certain flaws, “School for deals.
of the father's murder being an
entertainment.
Thornton Wilder returned to Lenox Hill Playhouse, N. Y., in¬
intensely
appalling
scene.
Wives”.
is
a
definite
contribution
Guthrie’s adaptation skillfully . While this. “Karamazov” is an to iriodern opera, chiefly due to its New York last Saturday (7) on the clude “What Price Glory,” directed
blends the attra of quarter-century- obstinate
theatrical problem, the light heartedness and iriusical Stateridam after several months of by Jed Horner, next Friday-Monold drama and the Continental Gate. Theatre
profits freshness. For the greater part, it is scurrying about. Europe writing day (13-17); “Cocktail Party,”
flavor of the period with the easy immensely from productionJan. 8-12, and “Dial M for Mur¬
its grit. Geer.
pleasant, and unproblematical, suf¬ and vacationing.
sound of contemporary speech. In
George Banyai, general manager der," with Ella Gerber ! staging,
fering only from occasional repeti¬
combination with his suggestion ef ;
for Gilbert Miller, takes off next Jan. 29-Feb. 2.
tiveness
and
a
.
few
musical
voids.
old-fashioned staging, it’s an ex-.
■* The rights to “Someone Named
Swiss performance at the Stadt- Saturday (14) on a three-week Lon- Judas,”,
ceptionally effective job, carrying
a French play by Claude
theatre here has been iriiaginatively don-Paris business trip.
the Guthrie trademark.
Paget and Pierre Bost, have
staged by Hans Ziminermann, with! Joe Moss: is company irianager Andre
Miss Herlie, who was-noted in
for the touring company of “Long been purchased by Leo; Kerz, Who
excellent
mobile
sets
by
.
Max
London for high-voltage dramatic
Day’s journey Into Night.” Henry plans presenting it on Broadway
roles but then proved herself a ESisabeth Schwarzkopf Raethlisberger., Eduard Hartogs* Velez is stage manager.
next fall. George Tabori is work¬
batoning is above par. The cast is
deft and charming light comedi¬
(With N. Y. Philharmonic)
An off-Broadway production of ing on the English adaptation.
a
bit
uneven,.
Soprano
Eva
Marla
enne as. costar of “The Match¬
German lieder is the olives, or
Lee Falk will produce and direct
Greer
Johnson’s
“Whisper
To
Me,”
maker” in the West End and later acquired tast.e; bf concert: enter¬ Rogner, a newcomer, easily carries based on William Goyeri’s “The Ben Hecht’s “Winkleberg,” sug¬
on Broadway, plays the mysterious tainment. but there is an increas¬ away top honors. She shows great Letter in the Cedar Chest,” is gested by the life of the late Bo¬
opera diva in appropriate grand, ing U. S. appreciation, as per the promise vocally and is acceptable1
by Richard W. Clemmer. hemian poet Maxwell Bodenheim,
manner. It’s a warm, varied arid established . boxoffice of Mine. in the acting department, beside planned
play was done in 1955 at the at the Renata Theatre, N. Y., be¬
moving performance, and an im¬ Schwarzkopf since 1953, and the being quite a looker. Willy Scho- The
ginning J an, 8... Mike Kelliri has
Margo
Jones
Theatre, Dallas.
pressive change bf pace fbr the slow upbuilding of the Canadian eneweiss. guest from Hanover,
“Body Beautiful,” which is. been tagged for the title role.
New York audiences.
Maureen Forrester- who was at Genhany, impresses as a baritone, scheduled to begin a pre-BroadWay
An H. MI Tenrient production of.
but
fails
to
take
full
advantage
The supporting cast is generally Town Hall on Dec. 3; Having.sold
tryout Dec. 26 at the Erlanger The¬ “A Touch of the Sun,” a neW play;
good, notably Karel Stepanek as out Carnegie Hall solo on a pre¬ acting-wise. Erwin Deblitz in the atre,
Philadelphia, is' budgeted at by N. C. Hunter, is scheduled to
an elite-class-minded Continental vious occasion, the Schwarzkopf Moliere. role is Versatile, whilst $300,000.
Milton Greerie is musical begin a pre-London tuneup next
baron, Conrad Bain as a loquacious presence Thursday (5) for her Phil¬ tenor Ernst-August Steinhoff has director and
vocal arranger for the month in Blackpool,! With Michael
law clerk with an emotional affiri- harmonic premiere undoubtedly some troubles with the. higher Richard
Kollmar-Albert Selden Redgrave and Diana Wyhyard conotes.
Hilde
Buechel
and.
Heinz
'ity for the French Revolution, accounted for the crowded hall.
starred.
production.
Nancy Malone as his shy but in¬
Although the tumult when she Borst round out the small cast sat¬ ■ Ira Berristein has taken over as
Jean-Paul Sartre’s “Kean,” pre¬
Mezo.
tense daughter (it’s a mistake to finished left no doubt of her popu-: isfactorily.
sented in Paris in 1954, has been
company
manager
of
“Li’l
Abner,”
show her practicing vocal exer¬ larity, the concert disappointed. In
acquired for U.S. production by
while
Joe
Harris,
who
was
doubling
cises; however, as her own speaking Mozart’s “Per Pieta” she; went for
as general-company manager of Huntington Hartford. 'John E. Mat¬
voice sounds ; ridiculously.. small high operatic drama (for the at¬ Evans Visiting London,
the production is now dittoing iri thews is working on the adaptation.
after the mellow tones of the re¬ tention of Met scouts?) but it was
Paul Gregory, who recently arithat
dual capacity with “Two for
Paris, Rome for Month the Seesf.w,”
cording), Whitfield Connor as a no tour de force. To what extent
nounced plans to extend the road
wastrel litigant for an ancestral the orchestra under Rome’s debut¬
Actor-producer Maurice Evans
tour of his production, of “The
Sara
Stainm
has
leased
the
New¬
estate, William Hutt as a third- ing Fernando,Previtali Was wobbly planes: next Wednesday (18) for . a port (R. I.) Casino Theatre to act- Rivalry” an additional 35 weeks, is
generation lawyer on the case, is moot. It surely was too loud for month’s visit to. England and the Oris Kevin McCarthy arid E. G. Mar- now contemplating bringing the
Richard Morse as the baron’s overly the operatic work and the four Continent, After visiting his fam¬ shall,
who plan a 10-week., season show to New York as soon as ari
sensitive, son and Eric House aS a German lieder songs of Strauss ily arid seeing- the shows in LonT there next
acceptable theatre becomes avail¬
summer.
senile but still, amorous Lothario. which followed. Incidentally, if don, he’ll join his production aide,
Jordan
Bentley, currently ap¬ able.
Phoenix
co-producer
Norris even her best friends in concert
“Arid So, Farewell,”-a new play
pearing
in
the
Broadway
produc¬
Houghton has designed suitably management won’t tell her, that Walter Williams;' for a theatrego¬ tion of “Tunnel of Love,” is nego¬ by Katherine Morrill, will preem
ornate settings bf a law office, green gown with the portieres ing-vacation in Paris and then go tiating for the rights to Jules Roy’s Jan. 21 at the Margo Jones. Thea-.
to
Rome
for
sightseeing.
opera backstage and apartment hanging from each armpit is about
“Les Cyclones,’’ fol¬ tre ’57, Dallas, with Claire Luce
living room, Patton Campbell has as unfortunate a dress as a diva
Evans Will star next. Monday French play,
.
>
the recent' expiration of starring; •
provided colorful costumes arid has. shown herself in this Season. (16) in a Hallmark telecast of lowing
“Who Was That Lady I Saw You
Laurence
Olivier’s
option on the
Tharon Musser has devised effec¬ She should give it to a.: Swiss “Twelfth Night,” but has no defi¬ script.
With?” is the new label for the Up¬
tive lighting; It all adds up to good friend. It’s for the suburbs of nite . legit commitments for this | The New York Associates of \
the coming Leland Hayward producold style make-believe.
Hobe.
Zurich.
Land, i season.
Pasadena (Cal.) Playhouse launch
(ContinUed on page 77)
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‘Millionaire’ Fair $22,600
For Holdover Week, LA.

73

B way Spotty; "Stairs SR025G (6),
‘Ai^elMOG, "Anger 25G, ‘Visit’ 18G,
Dancers’ $21,880, ‘Country’ $17,900

Los Angeles, Dec. 10.
Happiest Millionaire” chalked
up a moderate $22,600 last week
at . $4.90 top at the 1,650-seat Bilt.Detroit, Dec. 10. 4more Theatre in first full week of
Detroit was lively last week with
two-frame-plus two-day run. Biz
three legit shows on the boards.
was affected by Christmas shop¬
Auntie Mame” exited after three
ping.
smash weeks, leaving th^lUviera
The W&lter Pidgeon-starrer con.
Broadway, continued to fluctuate $45,200; last week, almost $55,400.
A
Toronto, Dec; 10.
Seatre dark until Dec. 23, when
tmues this week, then heads the last week, as a number of shows
Nude With Violin, Belasco (O
On. its third date here this sea¬
U unshutters
with
•‘The. Most
Curran Theatre, Frisco.
dipped and others perked. The (4th wk; 28 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037;
son for a. total of four weeks at the
nanny Fella” in for three-Weeks.
pre-Christmas slump is expected to $33,000) (Noel Coward). Previous
Meanwhile, the Shubert contin- Royal Alexandra Theatre, “My Fur
re:ach full swing thi$ week, with week, . $30,100; last week, over
Lady,” a. McGill „U» college- show
ues to do great biz . with “No Time
the subway strike. Which began $25,900.
now . .professionally cast' with for¬
for Sergeants,” racking up a new
last Monday (9) inorning, an added
Romanoff and Juliet* Plymouth
mer .undergraduate participants
ttraieht-play
house record last currently back at their studies,
crippler.
(C) (9th wk; 68 p) ($5.75^$6.25; 1,S “Middle of the Night” Was
- “Dark at the Top Of the Stairs,1 062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). Pregrossed satisfactorily here ahd will
disappointing in its first week at
one of last week’s two openers, virius week, $33,000; last week,
layoff for three holiday Weeks after
moved. into the capacity lineup nearly $35,000.
the Cass,
. w A._* _
its current date at the Grand Thea¬
with “Auntie Marne;” ‘‘Bells Are
Rope Dancers* Cort (D) (3d wk;
Estimates for Last Week
tre, London, Ontario.
Ringing,”
“Jamaica,” “Lorik Home¬ 21 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155; $31,000)
Auntie Maine Riviera (CK (3d
“Auntie Maine,” starring Con¬
ward, Angel;” “My Fair Lady;’ (Siohhan McKenna, Art Carney).
Wk1 ($4.95-$4.40; 2,700; $63,000) stance Bennett, opened last night
. Washington, Dec. 10.
(Constance Bennett).. Smackeroo (Mon.) at. $5.50 top, with about
Washington legit boxoffice was “Time Remembered’’ and '“West Previous week, $22,200; last week,
almost $21,800. House has “Sun¬
$55 480; previous week, $52,800 $40,000 advance against $42,000 up. and down last week. It was Side Story.”
Estimates for List Week
rise at Campobello” booked for a
(house management reported .nigh”' capacity.
fairly strong at the Shubert for the
Keys: O (Cornedy),. D (Drama), Jan. 30 opening.
' *
er figures); left town Saturday (7).
new,
Broadway-bound
Henry
v Estimate for Last Week
CD (Cdmedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Rumple, Alvin (MC) (5th wk; 37
No Time for Sergeants,. Shubert
My Fur. Lady, Royal Alexandra, Fonda starrer, “Two for the See¬
(C) (2d wk) ($4:95-$4.40; 2,050; (MCj. (single- week) ($3.50; 1,525; saw,” which opened a 17,-day. run MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ p) ($8.Q5; 1,331; $57,200) (Eddie
Foy, Gretchen Wyler, Stephen
$42,000); Great $36,027 for new $28,000).
Satisfactory $15,500 on Thursday (5). It Was very poor for cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
Douglass). Previous week, $28,000;
house record for a straight show; its third local, engagement.
the second: and final week of “Sha¬ eretta).previous week, $32,700; continues
Other parenthetic designations last week, over $32,000. Closes
dow .of My Enemy,” trying out at
next
Saturday (14), with “Oh Cap¬
the
National.
through Dec. 21.
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
tain” opening at the house Feb. 4.
Middle of the Night, Cass <D)
“Seesaw,” \ listed as a Theatre. number of. performances through
Time Remembered, Morosco (C)
(1st wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,482; $35,Guild “bonus” play,, is moving last Saturday, top prices (where
(4th wk; 31 p) ($9.90; 946; $43,000)
000) (Edward G. Robinson), . Dis¬
along nicely this week. “Miss iso¬ two prices: are given, the higher is
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton,
appointing $18,400; continues this
bel” opened last night (Mon.) at for Friday-Saturday nights and the
Susan Strasberg). Previous week*
week.
the National .to a. strong advance.
lower for weekhights), number $42,200; last week, over $41,900,
of. seats, capacity gross and stars: with commissions cutting into the
Estimates for Last Week
Other . Troupe $33,383
“Two For the Seesaw,” Shubert Price includes 10% Federal and take.
Montreal, Dec, 10;
.5% City tax, but grosses are net;
(CD)
(1st
Wk)
$4.40-$4.95;
1,550;
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (42d
The bus and truck company of
Philadelphia, Dec. 10.
$20,000 for half week) (Henry i.e.> eielusive of taxes;
wk; 341 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000)
“No Time for Sergeants” grossed
‘‘The Music Man" played to near¬
^ Auntie Mame, Brriadhurst (C) (Tom Ewell)* Previous week, $16,a good $33,383 last week in one capacity again last week in the Fonda, Ann Bancroft). Nice $14,(52d
Wk;
413
p)
($6.90;
1,214;
$46,600; last week, nearly $17,200. Va¬
performance Monday (2) at the third inning of its four-week tune- 600 for. first four performances in¬
500) (Rosalind Russell): Previous cates theatre next Saturday (14)
Loew’s State, Syracuse, N.Y., aid up at the Shubert* despite the end cluding Saturday matinee. Opened
week, $47,800; Last week, nearly to make:way for the Dec. 26 open¬
six performances Tuesday-Saturday of the subscription period: VMiss last Thursday to one affirmative
$48,200. Lays off Dec.; 18-25.
ing of “Miss Isobel,” Vacations for
(3-7) at the 2,500-seat St. Dennis Isobel,” the only other stage offer¬ review (Coe,: Post-Times-Herald)
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
Theatre here. The State take, was ing, hiked up. its advertising to and. two inconclusive (Donnelly. (54th Wk; 428 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,- 10 days and reopens Dec. 26 at the
News; Carmody, Star).
National Theatre as an interim
$9,000, while the local gross at a boost public interest.
101) (Judy Holliday),
Previous booking. Eddie Bracken will take
Shadow of My Enemy, National,
$5 top was $24,383.
week* $57^200; last week; back to over for Ewell when the latter
New this week is the three-char¬
The comedy is playing a five- acter Paul Gregory production of .(D) (2d Wk) ($4.40-$4-95; 1,667; $58,700.
withdraws from the cast at the ex¬
$42,500) (Ed Begley, Gene Ray¬
way split this Week.
Cave Dwellers, Bijou (C) (7th piration of his contract Jan., 9,
Norman Corwin’s “The Rivalry” mond).
Dire
$6,400;
previous
due at the Academy of Music for week,V$8,800; exited Saturday (7) Wk; 57 p) ($5.75-$6.25; 611; $21,Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
525)
(Bariy
Jones,
Eugenie
Leontwo performances Thursday and for. New York.
tovich, Wayne. Morris). Previous (C) (44th wk; 348 p) ($5.75-$6.90;
Friday nights (12-13) under the
■week, $16,000; - last week, nearly 766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Preauspices of the Philadelphia Forum.
viriris week, $19,500; last week,
$15,700...
.Next opening scheduled for the
Compulsion,
Ambassador . (D) nearly . $18,000. Exits Jan. 11 to
Locust next Monday. (16), Is Vic¬
(7th. Wk; 52 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155; tour, with “Two for the Seesaw”
tor Jory in the touring “Cat on a
$36,200) (Roddy McDowell, Dean opening at the house Jan. 16.
Hot Tin Roof.”
.
.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
-Stockwell). Previous week*. $35,Estimates for Last Week .
000;
last Week, Valmost $33,000, (MD) (11th wk; 84 p) ($7.50; 1,404;.
Boston,
Dee.
10.
Miss Isobel, Forrest (D). (2d wk)
With the exit of “The Genius and McDowell returned to: the cast last $60,467). Previous week, $59,700;
Chicago, Dec. 10,
($4.80;
1,580; $36,000) (Shirley
With the Loop down to .two Booth). Name, power of. the star the Goddess” last Saturday (7), lo¬ night (Tries.) after a week’s absence last week, almost $59,900, with
legits again, “Diary of Anne Frank” helped, this, tryout after, mixed cal legit is dark; until after Christ¬ due to a sprained ligament in his commissions cutting into the take.
“Auntie Mame,” starring chest. James Ray subbed for him.
Miscellaneous
was clipped by the pre-Christmas press and audience reception cf mas.
Country Wife, Adelphi (C) (2d
Makropolous
Secret,
Phoenix
slump last Week, and “My Fair the opening week; nearly $2O,5O0; Constance Bennett, opens. Dec; 26
wk;, 13 p) ($4.60-$5;75;, 1,434; $40,- ID) list wk; 8 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,Lady” hit capacity in its second left Saturday (7) for .Washington. at the Shubert. for four-and-a-half
000) (Julie Harris, Laurence Har¬ 392)* (Eileen Herlie). Opened Dec.
Guild week at the Shubert. FourMusic Man, Shubert (MC) (3d wk) weeks and. a tryout “Sunrise at
vey, Pamela
Brown). Previous, 3 to four favorable reviews (Aston,
week closing notice went up for ($6-$4.80; .1,870; $55,000).. Tuner .Canipobellri,” is due Dec. 30 at the
week,,$21,300 for first five perform¬ World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times;
the former show.
tryout drew $54,000; previous. Week, Colonial as the sixth item in the
ances arid one preview; last week; Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
Coming up are “Long Day’s Jour¬ $50,100; seems certain to wind up; Theatre Guild. subscription series.
over $17,900.
L
Journal-American),
one
yes-no
ney Into Night,” - with Anew Mc- the fourth week at over capacity. \ During the dark period, the Wil¬
Dark at the Top of /the Stairs,
Master and.Fay Bainter, due Jan,
bur Theatre is installing; a new Music Box (D) (1st wk; .4 p) $5.75- (Coleman, Mirror) and two uiifayorable
(Chapman,
News;
Watts,
stage
floor
at
a
cost
of
$2.700.;
6 at the . Erlanger, and “Compul¬
$6:90; 1,010; $33,000). Opened last
sion” with the original Broadway
Present stage flooring has been in Thursday to unanimous approval Postt; over $9,600 for first eight
for 10 years. The Wilbur has a (Aston, World-Telegram; Atkinson, performances.
leads, slated for Feb. 3 at a theatre
Closed Last Week
rash of bookings for . early 1958. Times; Chapman, News; Coleman,
to be announced.
Nature’s Way, Corrinet tC) (8th
The touring “Cat on a Hot Tin Mirroft-.. Kerr, Herald . Tribune;
Estimates for Last Week
Roof” (pomes in Jan. 13 for four McClalril Journal-American; Watts, wkr 61 p) (55*75;".1,101; $35,000).
Diary of Anne Frank, Erlanger
Cleveland, Dec; 10.
“The ' Day the Money Prist)^ nearly $25,000 for first four Previous week, $12,100;; last week,
(D) (7th wk) ($5; 1,333; $35,495)
“Separate; Tables,” starring Eric Weeks.
(Joseph Schildkraut). Over $15,500; Fortman and Geraldine Page, , col-: Stopped” has been booked for Feb. performances arid -two previous.
i almost $18,900. Closed last Satur¬
previous, week $19,297: closing lected a mild; $18,300 in eight . per¬ 10, one week, and Israel, dancers
Fair Game, Lringacre' (C) (5th day (7) at an. approximate $45,000
Dec. 28. :
formances; at the Hanna Theatre open Feb. 17 for one week. The; wk; 41. p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,- loss on an $85,000 investment*
Square . Root of Wonderful, Na¬
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MO (5th here last week; Potential gross at house then goes dark for two 000) (Sam Leverie), Previous week,
wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979) (Brian $4.50 top in . the 1,515-seater Was weeks, and reopens with “LoVeMe $23,000; last week, aliriost $25,000. tional (D) (6th wk; 45 p) ($5.75Aherne. Anne Rogers). Capacity about $31 ;000.
• ■.. •
., Little.”
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (6th wk; $6^5; 1,162; $36,237) (Anne Bax¬
$72,979 in second week on sub¬
“Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
The . Colonial has “Winesbrirg, 44 p) ($8.35;. 1,427; $63,000) (Lena ter). Previous week, $14,000; last
scriptions; previous week, $72,215. with Irish star Anew McMaster and Ohio” booked for Jan. 13, and the Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Previ¬ week, almost $20,000. Closed last
Fay Bainter heading'the. touring “No Time, for Sergeants” tourer ous. week* $63,700; last week, same. Saturday (7) at an approximate
company; starts its tour • at. the opening Jan. 27 for four weeks.
Li’I Abner, St. James (MC) (56th $55,000 loss on, a $108,000 invest¬
Hanna next Friday (13) ior mne- Due Jan. 27 at the Shubert is “The wk; 444 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100). ment.
dav run. It will be the fifth ;hreak- Entertainer;” for two weeks; “Back Previous week, $47*400; last week,
. Opening This Week
Genius and the Goddess, Miller
in this season for the house. Others to Methuselah,” Feb. 10, one Week, over $49,800. ;
were “Egghead," - the revamped and then “Much Ado About Noth¬
Long Day’s Journey Into Night, (D) ($5.75; 946; $28,000) (Nancy
“Ziegfeld Follies ” the touring edi¬ ing,” Feb.. 17.
Courtney
Hayes (D) (50th wk; 300 p) $6.90; Kelly, Alan Webb).
Baltimore, Dec. 10.
Symphony Hall has been booked 1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, Burr, in association with Liska
. The topririg “Cat on a Hot Tin tion of “Auntie Maine,” and Care¬
Florence Eldridge). Previous week, March, presentation of a play by
for “The Rivalry,” Jan. 17-18.
_
Roof
starring Victor Jory, hit a free Heart.”
$20,100; last week, river $18,200. AldoUs. Huxley & Beth Wendell,
. Estimate for Last Week .
low for the local season, what With
Genius and the Goddess, Colon¬ Lays off next week. House has (in collaboration with Alec Coppel)
a snowstorm rain and only fair re¬
ial (C) (2d wk) ($3.85-$4.95; 1,500; “Love Me Little” boriked for an based on Huxley’s novel; produc.
views Ford’s Theatre is dark this
tion financed at $90,000 (including
$36,000) (Nancy.Kelly, Alan Webb). April 9 openirig.
(Figures denote opening dates)
goes live again next week
Look Back in Anger, Lyceum 20% overcall), crist about $60,000
Tryorit got a big $28,400 on sub¬
s* H* touring “Middle of the
LONDON .
scription and exited for Broadway; (D) (10th wk; 79 p) ($5.75; 995; to. bring in, including approxi¬
Night, starring Edward G. Robin¬
$26,400): (Maty Ure, Kerineth mately $10,000 out-of-town loss;
son.
At Drop of Hat, Fbrtune.a-2^57).
previous Week, $23,000*
Bills Rlnglng/ CoUseam
Haigh). Previous week, $25,900; can break even1 at around $16,000
-Estimate for Last Week
last week, almost $25,000.
gross and net about $6,000 at
Cat . °n A Hot Tin Roof Ford’s
x
OFF-BWAY SHOWS
Look Homeward Angel, Barry¬ capacity; opened last night (Tues.).
Sm(S!?^le w®ek) <$3.87; 1,819; $34,(Opening date in parenthesis)
more '(D): (2d Wk; 12.'p) ($6.90;
Shadow of My Enemy, ANTA -<D)
500) (Victor Jory). Drab $11,000
Brothers Karamazov* Gate (12- 1,172; $40,440) (Anthony Perkins, ($5,75; 1*185; $39,116) (Ed Begley,
without subscription.
Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Griffith). Gerie Raymond). Nick Mayo pre¬
6-57)..
.. Clerembard, Rooftop 111-7-57).
Previous week, . $27,600 for first sentation of play by Sol Stein; pro¬
Grab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-2^56J.
Conversation
Pieces
Barbizon four performances and two previ¬ duction financed at $102,000 (in¬
Hippiest Mill./ Cambridge 0(1«v 5-57)‘
(1L18-57); closes next Friday (13). ous; last week, almost $40,000, with cluding 20% overcall), cost about
House by Lako, Vork*a (5-9:56).
Iceman Coineth, Circle-in-Square Commissions cutting into the take. $125;000 to bring in, including
Klddors, Arts (11-12-57).
.
Lovebirds, Adelphi (4-20-5ln.
(5-8-56); closes Jan. 5.
Monique, Golden (D) (7th wk; approximately $30,000 out-of-town
^Milwaukee, Dec. 10.
In Good King Charles' Golden, 55 p) ($5.75; 800; $25;152) (Patricia loss; can break even H around
waltz of .the Toreadors,” cdNudo With Violin,
(ll-£56)Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
Jessel, Denholm Elliott). Previous $17,000'gross and net about $11,fSf^S.Meivyn Douglas and PaulOdd Man In, St. Marfen a C7-16-!57L
Julius Caesar,
Shakespear- week, $9,000; Last week, nearly 000 at capacity; opens tonight
grossed *a passable
$10;500. Closes next Saturday (14). (Wed-)*
wrights (10-23-57).
JS-1 jst week iu one performPale Horse, Jan Hus (12-9-57)..
Most Happy Fella, Broadway
S Sunday (l) at the Blackstone
Palm Tree in Rose Garden, (MD) (84th wk; 668 p) ($7.50; 1,900;
'anSe-A
and seven performCricket (11-26-57).
A $74,297). Previous, week, $40,000;
t^^^uesday^aturday (3-7) at
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12- last week, almost $36,000. Exits
S5nP ^stirheatre here. The Cbinext Saturday (14) to tour, with
27-57); closes Jan. 5.
San Francisco, Dec. 10,
which accounted for
Richard4lI, Heckscher (11-25-57). “Eody Beautiful” opening at the
Tempest; Drury Lane. (12-5-57L
Ninth week of Randolph Hale’s
,2 gEoss’ wa» the’ windup of a
Sipiliah Capers, Marquee (.12- house. Jan. 23.
cal Sek ^ jn that city. The loMy Fair' Lady, Hellinger (MC) Coast version of “Tunnel of Love”
cal take wag $i9,085.
Siinply Heavenly^ Renata (11- (91st wh; 723 p) ($8.05; 1,551; at the Alcazar dropped to $9,700
Lvffn t*i?er is current at the
$67,696) (Edward Mulhare, Julie off $1,600 from the previous week.
8-57); vacates theatre Dec. 31.
Lyceum Theatre, Minneapolis,
‘The Happiest Millionaire,”
Threepenny Opera* de Lys (9- Andrews). As always, over $68,700.
New Girl ini Town* 46th St., (MD) starring Walter Pidgeon, opens
25-55):
, w
^.
cuv°“*L
pantomime cirClosed : Last Week
(30th wk; 239 p). ($8.60-$9:20;nex<- ^onday 46iu atu the 9UI'rari’
_■* or Humans Only,” Will be
$59,685) feweiT Verdon, the first show at the house m twoWill & Way, Theatre East (12- 1,297;
Thelma Ritter). Previous week, ' gnd-a-half months.
2-57).

‘Fur Lady’ Nice $15,500
In 3d Time in Toronto

‘GENIUS’ GOOD $28,400

Diary lSj^G, Chi

‘TABLES’ SO-SO
SOLO WEEK IN CLEVE.

J

‘Cat’Tame $11,000
[, Balto

British Shows

"Toreadors’ Oke $23,745
In Chi . and Milwaukee

..8aSr*sit|7®iai^gj.

2d ‘Tunnel’ Troupe §9,700

On 9th Week in Frisco
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‘Bloomer’ Copyright Saif
Pat on Trial Calendar

Shows Abroad
; Continued from page 72 ;

The Plge»iss of Venice

The Teiii^esi

sion, wrecking the romances and.
marriages that cross his path be¬
cause he is lull of spite and envy,
since the One woman he loved ran
oft and left h'm a decade earlier.
He is the despair of the hotel
manager, whose customers are
Chiefly happy lovebirds, and the
play is devoted to his artful at¬
tempts to separate a honeymoon¬
ing couple! The marriage is saved
when the rake’s old girl returns
and he swears off his practice of
planting the seeds of jealousy.
Louis Ducreux gives a polished,
sardonic and entertaining account
of the trouble-making tourist and
Brigitte Auber is attractive as the
young bride, but other performers
seem pretty routine. . There is an
Inviting pension lobby setting by
Wakhevitch, and Ducreux’s direc¬
tion is o.k., though casting might
easily have been improved. Husson's play is lightweight, but - his
dialog carries the evening and a
film adaptation utilizing the Vene¬
tian background seems in order.
Cut t.

Give Me A Bed of Roses
Dublin, Nov. 25.
Abbey Theatre Co
presentation of
three-act comedy by John McCann. Fea¬
tures Eileen Crowe. Philip Flynn,' Bill
Foley, Angela Newman; Vincent Dowling.
Staged by Ria Mooney; Setting, Thomas
McCann. At Abbey Theatre, Dublin, Nqv.
25. ’57.
Annie Kelly
Eileen. Crowe
Henry Kelly
Philip Flynn
Bill Kelly
.
Bill Foley
Helen OTCellaghan..-Angela Newman
Ignatius Kelly
....... Vincent Dowling
Frankie O’Carolan--T. P. McKenna
Terence O’KeUaghan. -Michael Hennessy
Trixie Travelyon.
.... Joan O'Hara
Alfred ..Hammersmith... Derry. Power

"Give Me A Bed of Boses” is a
lightweight comedy of Dublin, life
in the lower middle-income brack¬
et, set in the home of, a doting
mother. She is convinced that
everything that happens is for the
best, that no child, of hers could do
wrong and that family peace must
be maintained. The play should
have, a good run here and is a
prospect for export.
Author John McCann may be no
Sean O’Casey, but he has written
an acceptable story about credible
Dublin people. There’s plenty of
homely wit in the lines, and situa¬
tions which are not unduly con¬
trived.
The direction is slick and pre¬
vents dragging, and performances
are on good level. Bill Foley is
standout as the son who never
thought much, about matrimony.
Excellent comedy is supplied by
an expectant father, written with
avoidance of stock jokes and well
played by Philip Flynn, and T. -P.
McKenna is gobd as a friend of the
family..
Vincent Dowling has the right
air of whine and bravado to make
him thoroughly disliked by the
audience yet acceptable as a char¬
acter, Joan O’Hara is a credible
dance band singer with a kindly
eye to. the future. Eileen Crowe,
who has now played so many ma¬
ternal roles for the Abbey that she
must feel like the mother of the
whole company, has a sincerity
about her playing which adds con¬
viction and charm. The only cast¬
ing lapse is Derry Power as the
Englishman whose daughter has
been deserted.
Mac,

WANTED TO BUY
Copies
of
Julius
Caftn's
Official
Theatrical Guide. Also, theatre book* .
dealing With U.S. cities'(except N.Y.C.) .

SAM STARK
78 North La Soada Drhro
Sooth Lagena, California

London, Dec. 5.
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre and Tennent Productions presentation of cOmedydrama by. William Shakespeare. ; Stars
John Gielgud. Staging, decor and music,
Peter Brook; choreography,. Raimotida
Orselli; lighting. Joe Davis. At Theatre
Royal, .Drury Lane, London, Dec. o, '57;
$2.80 top.
:.
Ship Captain
Peter Palmer.
Boatswain
' Ron Haddrick
Alonso ....: Robert Harris
Antonio .;.. .............. Mark Dignam
Gonzalo ..Cyril Luckham
Sebastian
.IRobin Lloyd
Adrian
Tony Robertson.
Miranda.- • Doreen Arts
Prospero ..............
John Gielgud'
Ariel ;. ...
..... Brian Bedford.

Caliban

Alec Clones

Ferdinand .........
ichard Johnson.
Trinculo ........... _
Clive Revill
Stephano.Patrick Wymark
Iris
..:..
Olive- Gregg
Ceres _Stephanie Bidmead
Juno
...
. EUen McT tosh

One of the highlights of this
year’s season at Stratford-On-Avon,
“The Tempest,” has been brought
into London for a seven-week holi¬
day run, and its: a welcome addi¬
tion it is to the current legit calen¬
dar. It will, in any event, make a
pleasant, contrast to the spate .of
pantomimes and seasonal children’s
shows being readied for presenta¬
tion. It should be a. b.o. smash
despite the vastness of the theatre.
.
Apart from its intrinsic, merit,
-■there’s enough downright comedy
I in “The Tempest” to make this
production a magnet fbr the young¬
sters in the vacation period. The
main comedy roles, as played by
Patrick Wymark (as Stephano, the
drunken butler), Clive Revill (as
Trinculo, the jester) and Alec
Clunes (as Caliban, the . monster)
add up to as fine a piece of panto¬
mime as .is likely to be seen on the
West End Stage.
Peter Brook’s staging—he’s also
responsible for the designs and the
miisic — is . strikingly
original,
clearly imaginative but a little bit
too fussy. Nevertheless, the .fin¬
ished production is; with minor
reservations, a top drawer effort
enhanced by a superb portrayal of
Prospero by John Gielgud. His is
a performance of, high authority
and distinctive quality and in the
best classical tradition.
Other key roles are filled by a
distinguished team including. Bobr
ert Harris, Mark Dignam, Cyril
Luckham
and
Brian
Bedford.
Doreen Aris was largely inaudible
opening night and her portrayal of
.Miranda suffered severely in con¬
sequence. Full marks to Joe Davis
for superb lighting;
Myfo.

A copyright infringement suit
against producer John C. Wilson,
iibrettists-lyricists E, Y. Harburg
and Fred Saidy, and NBC, involving
the Broadway musical, “Bloomer
Girl,” has been placed on the
December calendar for trial in N.Y.
Federal Court. The action, seeking
$2,750,000 damages, was brought
by Ruth Morris, on the claim that
ner historical drama, "The Lowells
. . . Talk Only to God,” of "Little
Women of the. Factory ” was pirated
in the book and lyrics of ‘‘Bloomer
Girl.”
The musical, with book by Sig
Herzig and Fred Saidy, from a play
by Lilith and Dan James, had tubes
by Harold Arlen and lyrics by Harburg, and was produced by Wilson
during the 1944^45 season, later
being sold to pictures and done on
television: by. NBC- Miss Morris,
who was away from New York and
show business when the musical
Was produced, learned of it in 1954.
She was unable to engage an at¬
torney on a contingency basis, so
she brought suit in June, 1956, act¬
ing as her own lawyer!

Levin-Thorn
Continued from page 73 -ss

agreement, claiming that he signed
it under duress and that Thom’s
version of the script was inferior.
Since the agreement was drafted
by Michael Myerberg, producer of
the show, was not filed with the
Dramatists Guild and does not con¬
form to the Organization’s stand¬
ards, the. Giiild is not attempting
to enforce it,.
Thom, whose own play, "Mino¬
taur,” was' tried out by Myerberg
last summer at the Westport
( Conn. ) Country Playhouse, sighed,
a writer contract last week with
Metro-Goldwyri-Mayer and left for
the Coast.
Meanwhile, Levin is the plain¬
tiff in a suit involving still another
legit play, "The Diary of Anne
Frank;” due to begin trial within
a few days in N.Y. Supreme Court.
Defendants in the- action are Otto
Frank, father of the late author
of the original book, arid Kermit
Bloomgarden, producer of the
legit version adapted by Frances
Goodrich and Albert Hackett and
currently playing, an engagement
in Chicago; Levin charges, a con¬
spiracy in the failure of his previ¬
ous stage treatment to be pro¬
duced. The Goodrich-Haqkett dram¬
atization won both the Pulitzer and
The validity of Lucille Lortel’s Critics Circle prizes for the 195556 season.
« ..
operation of the Theatre deLys,
N.Y., has been! established. s The
N.Y. Court of Appeals, highest tri¬
bunal in the state, issued a deci¬
sion Monday (9) reversing an Ap¬
pellate Division ruling and rein¬
^ Continued from page 73 .555
stating the original opiriioji of
(Dec. 23-28), the Broadway com¬
Judge Henry Clay Greenberg,, of
pany of "No Time for Sergeants”
the N.Y. Supreme Court.
(Dec. 17-24), the Rational company
Miss Lortel acquired the offOf "No Time for Sergeants” (Dec.
Broadway theatre . In; 1955, when
23-24), "Separate Tables” (Dec. 23her husband, Louis Schweitzer,
25, traveling from St. Louis to
purchased the ..three-year lease
Los Angeles), “Waltz of the Torea¬
held by Senor Estate, Ltd. A legit
dors” (DeC. 20-25) and the tryout,
pressagent. Max Eisen, a 50%
"Two for the Seesaw” (Dec. 23stoi&tiolder in Senor Estate, con¬ 24).
tested the Lortel deal, claiming
Besides "Fella” three other
that it was negotiated without his
shows, all tryouts, are hitting the
consent or knowledge. .
road
Christmas week, but after the
Besides operating the deLys,
holiday. "Body Beautiful” and
Miss Lortel. is co-producer of
“Sunrise at Campobello” are sched¬
"Threepenny Opera,” which has
uled; to open Dec. 26, while Dec.
been running at*the small-capacity
28 is . the out-of-town preem date
house since she acquired it. Miss
for “Maybe Tuesday.”
Lortel also operates , the White
The Broadway productions of
Barn Theatre, at Westport, Conn,,
“Marne” and “Journey” are also
as a weekend tryout spot for off¬
taking layoffs, the former Dec. 18beat plays.
25 and the latter Dec. 16-21.

Confirm Lucille Lortel
Deal on Theatre deLys

Pre-Xmas Layoffs

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS

WHAT Theatre Shortage?
Now Available for Rental
NEWLY REFURBISHED
1,753 SEATS
FULCY EQUIPPED
40' PROSCENIUM

The New

PHYLLIS ANDERSON THEATRE

65 Second Ave., N. Y.r OR 4-1976

BROADWAY

(Theatres Set)
Music Man, Majestic (12-19-57).
Miss Jsobbl, Royale (12-26-57).
Two for Seesaw, Booth (1-16-58).
Summer 17th, Coronet (1-22-58).
Body Beautiful, B’way (1-23-58).
C^pobello, Cort (1-30-58).
♦Oh Captain, Alvin (2-4-58).
Blue Denim, Playhouse (2-27-58).
Who Wes That Lady, Beck (3-3*8).
Love Me Little, Hayes (4-^58).

;

(Theatres Nat Set)

Wlnesburg, Ohio (wk. 1-27-58).
Maybe Tuesday (2-1-58).
Portofino (wk, 2-3-58).
Interlock (2-6-58).
.
Venus at Large (2-11-58).
Cloud Seven (2-12-58).”
Entertainer (2-12-58).
This Js Goggle (2-13-58).
DMr Money Stopped (2-20-58).
Aftress In Love (2-24-58). **
Back to Methuselah (3-17-58),
Say Darling (4-3-58).
Hearts A Dollars (4-3-58).

OFF-BROADWAY
Tobias A Angel, Theatre East (12-27-37).
Garden District, York (1-7-58).
Winkelberg, Renata (1-8-58).
Chairs A Lasson, Phoenix (1-9-58).
Penny. Candle, Circle (1-15-58).
Endgame, Cherry Lane (1-21-57).
Dmitri . Karamazov, Jaa Hus (1-27-5^.

Wednesday, December 11, 1957
sure nose for good shows wher¬
ever they are.

London Legit Bite
London* Dec. 8.
"Men* Women and Daughters,”
by Charlotte Francis, will be pro¬
duced first in the U.S. to. avoid
possible censorship by the British
Lord Chamberlain.
“A Lonesome Road.” by Philip
King and Robin Maugham,, banned
by the Lord Chamberlain for
public performance after being
played at London’s Arts Theatre
Club, will get its first commercial
showing in Dublin.
Prudence Hyman, ballerina as¬
piring to straight acting, will -play
Fairy Queen in "Goody Two
Shoes,” panto' opening Dec. .26 at
Richmond Theatre, Surrey.
American playwright Shirland
Quin has a new play, “Here’s to
Us,” slated for production at the
Queen’s, Hornchurch, lively Lon¬
don nabe theatre.
Princess
Grace and Prince
Rainier of Monaco paid a surprise
visit to the revival of “The Enter¬
tainer” at the Palace, London,
when Geraldine McEwan joined
Laurence Oliver in the cast

Chi Lyric Opera
Continued from page 73 ==
to the blueprint of general manager
Carol Fox. Even if there were a
106% sellout the company would
have finished in the red. Lyric’s
auditing won’t be available until
the end of its fiscal year, around
Jan. 31, but based on Miss Fox’s
pre-season guess that the 29 per¬
formances
would
cost
around
$800,000 the deficit figures to be
slightly over $200,000.
Lyric’s seasons have grown from
three weeks in 1954, when the
organization was formed, to five the
following year, five-ahd-a-half the
next, and seven-and-arhalf this year.
Lyric officials are now thinking of
extending to eight weeks next sea¬
son, feeling that the public has
been properly stimulated and that
opera is on the upbeat here.
Miss Cassidy had^an answer, for
the Chicago public’s acceptance of]
the past season, as reflected in the
gross. “The Lyric, like thh Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, does not
exist to follow public taste, but to
lead and develop it,” she com¬
mented. “Otherwise, it will have
failed even if it runs for seasons
to capacity houses!”

But Unquestionably one of the
season’s most intriguing sights is
to see minks and black ties squash¬
ing into the Rooftop’s not-so-commodious elevators for the journey
to the sixth-floor * theatre.' Who
knows? this may be one of the
healthiest manifestations to hit the
local theatre scene in years.:

Wolin-Schiff Entering
Caracas Biz Ventures
Donald Wolin and Harold Schiff;
Operators of the Theatre by the.
Sea, Matuiiuck, R. I., are exiting
the strawhat field. They are. put¬
ting their lease oh the barn up for
sale to concentrate on other busi¬
ness ventures, principally in Ca¬
racas, Venezuela;
’. Wolin is opening an office in the
South American city, where the
partners have purchased the -only
frozen food processing plant in
Venezuela. Investing in this proj¬
ect with them is their longtime as¬
sociate, Donald Flamm, as well as
Amable Espina, president of Radio
Caracas TV,
Schiff, also an attorney, will con¬
tinue his law practice in New York
and commute to Caracas when ne¬
cessary.
Besides his interests
with Wolin, he’s also representing
Burt Harris, of Harriscope, Inc.,
Los Angeles, in negotiations for
Caracas’ only closed circuit televi¬
sion channel.

(Dec. 9-22)

. Auntl* Mam*. (2d Co.) (Constance • Ben¬
nett)—Royal Alexandra, Toronto (9-14);
Her Majesty's Montreal (16-21).
. Canadian Players—University Aud., Al¬
lred, N.Y. (9); Aud,. Binghamton, N.Y.
(10); Kleinhans. Buffalo (11); Avon, Strat¬
ford. Ont. (12-13); Royal Alexandra. To¬
ronto^(16-21, closes),
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Victor Jory)—.
Shubert. N.H. (9-14); Locust. PhUly (16-21).
Diary of Anne Frank (Joseph Schildkrtut)—Erlanger, Chi (9-21),
Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon)—
Biltmore. L.A. (9-14); Curran, S.F. (16-21).
.Long Day's Journey Into Night (2d Co.)
(Fay Bainter,- Enaw McMaster)—Hanna.
Cleve. (13-21).
Middle of the Night (Edward G. Robin¬
son)—Cass,
Det.
(9-14);
Ford's Balto
(1821).
Miss lsobel (tryout) (Shirley Booth)—
National.
Wash;
(9-21)
(Reviewed in
VARIETY, Nov. 27, ’57).
Music Man (tryout)—Shubert, Philly
(9-14) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Nov. 20. '57.
My Fair Lady (2d Co;) (Brian Aherne,
Anne Rogers)—Shubert. Chi (9-21):
^My Fur Lady—Grand, London, Ortt,
(9-14).
r w
.No Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)—
Memorial Aud.> Burlington. Vt. ( ); War
Memorial Aud., Providence, R.I. (10-11);
Shakespeare, Stratford, Conn. «2); FabianPalace. Albany (13); Lyric, Allentown, Pa.
(14); BushneU Aud,, Hartford <16, then
=5 Continued' from page 73 S55 lays off).
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Shu¬
ran all season, "Arms and the bert. Det. (921). .
Rivalry
(tryout)
(Raymond
Massey,
Man” survived mixed notices for
Agnes Moorehead, Martin . Gabel)—Lyric,
three months, and a new musical, Balto (JO); Rajah, Reading. Pa. (11);
“By Hex,” lasted the summer. It Academy of Music, Phflly. (12-13); Mosque,
(14. then lays off).
was the strongest season’s start Newark
Separata. Tables (Eric Portman. Geral¬
off-Broadway until then and pre¬ dine Page)—Shubert, Cincy (9-14); Ameri¬
can, St. L, (16-21).
.
saged a busy winter and spring.
Tunnel of. Love (Tommy Noonan, Wil¬
This year so far there have also liam Bishop)—Alcazar, SJ. (9-21),
Two for;the Seesaw (tryout) ..Henry
been 23 openings off-Broadway,
Fonda)—Shubert. Wash. (9-21).
six of which have been new shows,
Waltz off the Toreadors (Mclvyn Doug¬
and three others like "Cleram- las* Paulette Goddard)—Lyceum, Mpls.
(9-14); Memorial Aud., L'vUIe (16-19, then
bard,” new to New York.
The lays off).

Off-B’way Revivals

split this
year has
had
an
unusual specific in that comedies
have outnumbered dramas 11-to10, musicals excluded.
This season’s shows that have
revealed promise have shown an
improvement in standards for the
at large theatres. A healthy ad¬
vance sale aided the tepidly re¬
ceived “Tevya and His Daughters”
to weather 11 weeks, and the
Phoenix "Mary Stuart” was an
early-season critical success. The
Shakespearewrights "Julius Cae¬
sar” garnered excellent notices
business jumped off so satisfac¬
torily that the announced limited
run has been extended.
Although received from varying
critical fervor "The Girl of the
Golden West,” since closed, at the
Phyllis Anderson Theatre and
"Clerambard” at the Rooftop The¬
atre, the latter seeming to be tak¬
ing hold. It’s weekend business
that counts off-Broadway, however,
and the next several weekends
should give each of these shows its
individual tip-off.
But while the new; playwright
is still not as much in evidence, as
predicted, the calibre of Cast and
production off-Broadway is perking
up. Going up. with the standards,
of course, are costs, and it’s an open
question whether the tyro produ¬
cers who gave early off-Broadway
its prolificity will be able to sur¬
vive a high-budget market.
The trend is noticeable at open¬
ings, which are becoming increas¬
ingly "smart.”- -The uptown public
in going downtown in a big way,
and no longer with a snobbish air
of slumming. Thus, the criol sea¬
son -on Broadway may be helping
the basement-andJoft circuit, for i
theatre-minded audiences have ' a
*

vu.v i

Tti y

hot el president

!

48th St./West of Bway
Circle 6-8800

7th Ave., New York, No. 850, near
Carnegie Hall, 3h rm studi , ideal for
vocal or music Instruction* dramatics,
art, etc.* $100 iiionth, Mr. Davis on
premises or Miss Grand, TR 9-2000.

FARBER-WITTMAN, INC*
DESIRABLE OFFICE SPACE
FOR R E N T
Suitable for Prodecor, Press Agent
or Orhor-Theatyicol Enterprise

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
137.-West 4Sth St^ New York

a 5-eoee

*
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Literati
Barrie’s Scripts Auctioned
the Eisie Silver saga which started
Typescript of a proposed scenario out as “a big work about a little
actress.” Now Lili Palmer in Berlin
for a filntization of “Peter Pan” was is planning to do the title role of.
sold by auction for $1,030 in Lon. “The Glory of Elsie Silver” (in
doh. It was originally nixed by a her mature period), set in the War¬
US film company,; which later saw ghetto, during the heroic resistance to the Nazi blight.
bought film rights and produced a
Yoseloff is combining “The Dan¬
film of the J. Mi. Barrie children’s gerous Places” and “To, the Quai
fantasy.
Side” into one large book for
Manuscript was part of a third American consumption, and While
and final porUon of a collection of only European publishers • so far
Barrie’s autograph manuscripts and . have combined all five Elsie Silver
typescripts, , joint property of Lady stones into a giant ..'omnibus this
&ia Asquith and Peter Davies. may not happen, until later in the
Pollection realized approximately U.S. Individually, Farrar & Rine¬
$13,500. More than 40. lots, so*d at hart, Dial Press and Viking previ¬
$9,000 in all, will go to the U.S.A. ously published the works,. Yoseloff
will probably do it in its entirety.
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ACLU; would cooperate with- any- j♦♦♦»♦»»♦♦•♦♦»
one willing to assume this respoii- I ?
,!
confinement, wrote Malin.

U ^ t SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK I
j

j.
Chatter
.j j-.
<■
.
<.
Ray Seery working on a book, > T♦ ♦.♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ *♦♦♦♦♦♦♦’ I>y rrailK OCUliy
“The Legend of “Laurel & Hardy.” I
„
,
Neville Financial Press Corp. au- j
Hollywood* Dec. 10.
thorized to conduct a publications
Though some surviving native of Sleepy Hollow may suspect that
busmesskn N.Y. ^
.
the Brothers. Sputnik are dubious by-products of the late Robert L.
Bipley’s offbeat researchers, most people believe by now they are
tere st jn thePoster™ on 1
good aetices they may even force

tte vratra-n’heroes aonnvideod° " llh I
Except, for a few items like “I Was A Teenage Martian,” “Stay Off
. Conrad. N! Hilton hosted a third The Saucer of Geoffrey Chaucer/’ and “Where, Oh Where Has My Litpress; cocktailery to launch his tie Dog Gone?,” the plague has not hit Hollywood too hard as yet, but
Preritice^Hall autpbiog, “Mr. Hotel.” there are signs that the natives are getting more, restless than the catSimilar , fetes were staged at . his tie.
,
Waldorf-Astoria in New York arid
That the comedians have long grown discouraged in all branches of
the Beverly Hilton, in Beverly entertainment by the mad retreat to the wide open spaces, would not
Hills.
cause.producers , to dri likewise. Frankly, for all the sentiment that is
Joel.Harrtett, who has been man- served after the ice-cream and .coffee, producers don’t give a Hoover
aggr .of advertising sales deyelop-jDzm what makes; money as long as it makes it. So for them to switch
*or H°ok
■ from comedians to cattle is not news. They might even make Buck BenS
l*wr
again or get trampled in the stampede. If trade critics crack a
12th Ballet Annual
motion, according to an annouSce- [ Production's knuckle npw an^ then, what of it? “Who reads them?” is
Baliantine’s 4The Rcick’
“The Ballet Annual,” edited by
merit^ by' Vernon C. Myers, Look’s (the^ entrepreneur s rejomder..
.
. ■■■
.
Arnold Haskell (Macmillan; $51, is
“The Rock,” British bestseller, publisher’
But when daily columnists start shooting .westerns in the back, prothe 12th issue of a series, contain¬ which Paul Monash is discusring
Hawthorn Books’ v.p. and g.m. ducers suspect that iriay be the signal to swing frbm “High Noon” to
ing photographic and textual rec¬ filmscripting, will , he published in | Keh Ginigbr saw Deborah Kerr’s “High Moon.” Enough: to form a sheriff's posse have been doing this
ords of the year’s ballet activities, America by Ballantine,' in hard¬ : contribution to the N.Y. Post’s of "late. '
; .
with contributions from Such ex¬ cover only, no paperback edition, as series of essays on “Life After
They iriclude not only journalists who specialize in entertainment but
perts as Alexander Bland, Peter is a frequent policy with! this house.. ! Death?” and was so impressed with those who usually find less important things to write about..Those go
Brinson, Ivor Guest, Yuri SlonimWarren Trite, London , author of I the writing that he has requested an the way from Stan Delaplane of the San Francisco Chronicle to B.
sky and others. Mary Skeapmg “The Rock,” was. in New York .* ; the acertss to do a book on her jl Atkinson of the Louisville Times. Most of them wouldn’t mind at
writes of visits to Moscow, and October and plana to come, over
philosophy.
all if the Brothers; Sputnik not only blew up" the ranch but the whole
Leningrad; Haskell submits a. trib¬ again next fall,, shortly after the
formula of westerns as well.
ute to Ulanova; Ann Barzel treats scheduled summer publication of b
' forSl d“ic or; will iso eontiime
Attoso”, who conducts a sprightly pillar called. “Down Drafts,” reballet in the US. There is an obit his book in the U.S.
to edit the company’s Movie Stars sponded to the plea to . save the western by tossing into the hopper a
section! a list of new ballet books,
Parade. In another appointment maliciously guided missile called “Boot Hill Bob of Coffin Corner, Colcheck lists of ballets and companies
’57 Readers to Judge ‘Pz’
appearing in London during the;
disclosed by v.p.-editorial director orado.”
Widower, No Doubt
Detroit Times is serializing L. Muriel Babcock, Joan Ketchum.
past year (book is British in
origin)’ a report on the Royal Bal¬ Frank Baiini’s “The Y/izard of Oz” was nairied associate, editor of
It concerned an 83-year-oid U-S. Marshal “who* had palsy, cataracts
let, and notes on decor. The 100: —“so that : today’s children can Movie Stars Parade; .
and a beautiful daughter.” Into this menage swaggered Dung Hill Dan
illustrations, principally from top judge the book for themselves.”
• ■ - ■'
: with & complaint. It seems the ritarshal’s daughter hit him over the
dance photographers, are unusually
j head with a chair, said she hated handsome gunslingers and was goRalph Ulveling, director of pubgood..
^ lie libraries, had denounced the Oz
Ld§it BifS
: mg to marry the man of her choice, a furrow-polisher named Ned ClodBook, is a fine addition to every books, as. “having no value” arid
“not uplifting or elevating,” -and ;
dance and theatre collection. ;
continued from pige ?4 ■ - ■
“Every other marshal’s daughter has'been crazy about me,” said
Rodo.
they . are barined from Detroit | ■
.
]; Dung; Hill Dari and you’re going to pay for this. Now drawl”
libraries; Russell M. Nye, chairman ition of Norman vKrasna^s comedy: i
Boot drew, and before the bad man could decide which of his two
of Michigan .States U.’s Eriglish de¬ i formerly titled “My Wife and I- ! guns to use he was rolling, arid screaming cn the floor with a slug in
‘Discover/ * Louis Golding
partment, opposes Ulveling and, in j The production, scheduled to open. tis wrigt
British novelist Louis Golding, in his book. “The Wizard of Oz and
vAw, come now,’’ appealed the marshal, “let’s don’t overdo it,”
the U.S. for several weeks on be¬ Who He. Was,” rates Baum’s origi¬ , March 3 _at the Martin Reck, N. Y.,
eg .
But:Dari howled that the wound hurt. The marshal protested, “I
half of Bonds for Israel, found h'm- nal series (carried on by another will be directed by. A Acttes, Mfidred Dunnock^ v,iii didrl’t dQ anything but put a .44 ;slug through your arm and shatter
self suddenly “discovered,” not .writer after his death) as “just
only by American book publishers about the greatest,” theTimes says. get .2,-2/o of trie prohts on _ l^oo uoth. bones arid sever three major/arteries and tear loose a yard of
but also in Berlin and Buenos Aires
S^frrfnt to th^attention of pro- skin* You’re just supposed to tie a handkerchief around it and head
where his works have just been
l&nit^Bioomearden
for the saloon. That’s the way all the rest of the gun slingers do.”
Sputnik A La VARiETYese
contracted for translation. Author
Ciollo
DC1U1C DUiig XUU UdU LUU1U bdj, llidt UUglilr DC dU ligUl 1UL ULUCIT
of “Mr. Emmanuel” (Two Cities
Lori don press headlines on the Ho?S°PpSe a West Sid/vom'valked Doc Barneswhp took a look
Films) and other celluloid versions American satellite’s abortive take¬
“unity
theatre
in
New
York,
on
a
at
the arm and told h.m it was nothing to woiry about. “It's ruined
of his books also gave readings off -read like something out of
vear-round basis She was tagged Tor farming but m two weeks-you 11 be faster with that gun than ever.”
from his works, at; the Theodore ■ Variety.
for the assignment by the RiverHis prognosis, which might have been Tighter than Carroll Highter,
Herzl Institute in New York and
London Daily Herald’s: “Oh, Side Neighborhood Assembly, a was drowned out. by a rattle of guns from the Martha Washington
similar, cultural centres.
What a Flopnik ” London Daily group representing numerous or-. Saloon next door: Tex Buchanan and three cowboys, gushing, blood,
Meantime Vanguard contracted Mirror: “Ike’s Phutnik.” London
for his “The Little Old Admiral,” Daily Express: “U.S. . Calls It gariizations in Manhattan’s West stumbled into Boot’s office. Tex \yhimpered that the marshal would
Side/
J have to do something about the farmers, especially Ned, Clodbuster,
his newest,
which
Hutchinson Kaputnik.”
London Daily Mail;
John Fearnley and David Gray ; the country jake the marshal’s daughter was crazy about.
(Britain) has also yet to bring out. “Phut
Goes
Satellite.”"
Daily
Jr.
have
postponed'their
scheduled
j
“what chance have a group of honest law-abiding cowhands against
His current British bestseller, “Mr; Mail: “Puffnik;” News Chronicle:
Broadway production of “Cut of1 a differ like him?” Tex. complained.
Hurricane” (Hutchinson), 'will also “Stay-Putnik.”
the
Axe.”
The marshal said he. would speak to him about it “But you . got to
be published by Vanguard in the
In America{ the _ Hartford CourU;S.
"
Prior to embarking on -an exten- remember, Tex, that, they were here first.”
ant captioned an editorial “Major
As ’he started toward the saloon he was stopped by a blue-eyed kid
... His “Elsie; Silver?’ saga is slated Pratfall” and.the N.Y. Daily News sive U. S. tour, French iriime Mar-1
cel. Marceau will play the N. Y, nained Mole Hill Dari.
for simultaneous publication in called it “The Vanguard Pfft.”
City Center for four weeks begin-.
How To Get Rid Of A Menace, J. G.
London, Paris : and Rome. “Mr.
nirig Jan. 2. The Center will.f.oliow
“i just Heard you shot my older brother,” the kid said. “Now I’m
Emmanuel” was one segmeht. of
Griffith-Mayer Sales OK
that booking
2 musical com- gQnna shoot you...
The
Richard
Griffith-Arthur edy sea$on. scheauled to get u
.r
• “gon.»
marshal began iii a fatherly way, “have you ever been in
Mayer book on “The Movies,” a S15 way rep. 19.
,
'k gun fight before? Have you ever killed a man? In fact, have you ever
item,. has ; outsold expectations,
James Starbuck hasi ^succeeded shot at anythmg but tin cans?”
especially at the $11.95 pre-publi¬
JUST PUBLISHED
ZaclJ^ y?0l?v- »s ch0 eog phc
The kid didn’t think that made any difference.
cation price, with result that Leon for Oh Captain.
“Oh yes it does,” said the marshal, “and with that he drew and shot
Shimkin, co-head of . Siriion - &
Jerome
Mayer,
managing^direcjj0y ^ight uet\veen the eyes. This took a few minutes to clean up
Schuster,, is rushing another edition
tor of the Hopmulii Coinmuni y aftd ^y the time he got to the Martha Washington Saloon, Ned Clodto press.
;
I'YHeatre, is m.Melbourne, A. ■ _ , buster and his gang of drunken farmers had gone. So in fact, had his
The -original. 15,000 edition was
C^^Wimainson^^TheRtres. daughter. But everyone else was there to tell him the bad news. And
oversold by 3,000 copies.
Roger Livesey. and Ursula Jeans worse coining up.
.
...
will costar in the Australian proWe just heard that Kansas City Kenneth got out of prison and is
. Ezra Pound’s Confinement
Ezra Pound, 72-year-old Ameri¬ duction Mayer returns Jan. 12 to coming to town on the 3:10 this afternoon,” said Martha Washington,
can poet, in. effect has been given Honolulu for the Community The- “arid he’s gunning for you.”
-‘Well, so long everybody,” said the marshal, “I’ll be leaving on the
a life sentence of confinement be¬ atre’s presentation, of “Diary of
cause his “certified insanity” has Anne Frank.”
,i2:10.”
%
kept him from, standing trial on
Allan C. Dalzell is doing the ad-'
“That won’t be necessary,” said 28 stalwart citizens, “we will helpcharge of treason. This point is varice promotion for the touring you.”
made by the American Civil Liber¬ production of “Long. Day’s Journey |
Arid they did, top. In fact, they had a very original idea. They went
ties Union, as the situation involv¬ Into Night,” pnd not Joe Shea, as to the station to meet the tram and they killed Kansas City -Kenneth
ing Pound again has come into erratumed
Cleveland Chatter while, his back was turned arid he was tipping the porter,
prominence • as it has oil. and on
last week
.
Columnist Atkinson is saving fa» a series the rest of Boot Kill Bob’s
through the. years.
Glen Allvine is out on the road, adventures, but producers better riot horse around as a marshal of 83
Indicted on-19 .counts (propa^
in
advance
of
the
upcoming
tour
ot
can*t
be expected to last forever. And knowing that himself lie may
ganda broadcasts m Italy during
Who be^the flrrt to volunteer lo fly to the Moon and introduce law and orWorld War II), Pound, because of
his mental condition, went untried
arid is now restricted to St. Eliza¬ ttieV f Olk^oet \nd taabo°rUtorglntter,
Though jit may seem, that westerns are as hard. to kid as the Rock
beth’s (Federal) Hospital, Washing¬ has been’ optioned for Off-Broad- of Gibraltar, they haven’t been around qPite as long and, after an, the
ton, D. C. He is free to move about way production by Irving Strouse, producers, writers,, stars and even the relatives grow old and die. The
the grounds and receive visitors. in association: with the Stage and only one I know Who carried his romantic ftotions into the 20th cenSparking new interest in the Arena Guild of America. Strouse tiiry and fought for issues; vital to his trade’s survival was the iaie
case was an Esquire piece by is president of SAGA; .
Harry Carey; .
r:
Richard H. Rbvere which asked,
Claudette Colbert will, be^ cpBorn himself in the Bronx, the son .of a judge, and classmate in law
whether the. poet might still be.
starred with Charles Boyar in “The school, of Jimmy Walker, Carey not only played westerns hut ranched
released despite wartime activities.
Marriage- Go - Round,
scheduled
a huge scale about 40 miles from Hollywood. One day his wife OlAlso,'- newspaper stories have had
it that Pound had. encouraged for Broadway production next sea- ue. who is ^still in pictures. bought a milk cow. She was transporting
it to the ranch on. a truck, but the roads were so bad in those days she
segregationist John Kasper in his
. racial crusade in the south.
th. cow several times.
In a letter to Esquire, ACLU. (27th anni) Awari fm Eminent t One tine whtie seeing, how to keep the ammal from failing off the
executive director Patrick Murphy Achievement. It’s the first the back of the truck, she stopped in front of a piano shop. It gave her an
Malin states that .the Pound case award has been given to an actress, idea. She. figured a second-hand piano would hold the cow in the truck
involves a broad legalistic matter with AWA providing two $500 and could be used afterwards on the ranch. So she made the buy and
JP Foreword by Custom Fasman.
York and scholarships on Miss. Menken’s be^ arrived; home with a milker and a piano badly in need of a tuner,
half for a student at the American
Harry Carey And Telephone Poles
v: Prize pleyi including
for •
other stated he notes, a Person Theatre Wing arid another at the
On another occasion Carey spotted linemen stringing telephone lines
£ f wcvuulgAr by ltod UtOag. Th*
must remain in confinement tt
g: **8«B*rggnShow,Ih9G0OwGoM
Ariieficart
Shakespeare Festival. and sinking poles across the lower end of his ranch. He protested that
sanity is not restored or be deliv¬
the telephone poles not only ruined the landscape for him but they
gft* n^-l*"**
to*** NIm,
ered to trial upon achieving mental
i**t*J*** brrwuethlblb,
Clifton Britton, director of
loused up his sorlpts. In fact, he went to court and argued that he made
te
V J«mee Bbrud, A
hej^U for long has taken the IS ThStre Ql^rioke Is westerns for a living. They were set in an era of American history pre***** (o iimwbr, end 5 others.
position that even if it can be ”dCG frota1 W53^«UwiU re- vious to the inventton of either the telegraph or the telephone. He had
* l«»r bedbtore,
concluded that Pound, upon re- tS^in fhatriSpacity nSt
every potat In his tavrir except the inarch of progrts So he lost,
leas*, would not jeopardize the replacing Burnet Hobgood, who
There’s satire in this too, but who wants a show that dies on Saturwelfare of hlmse* or society, he
had the assignment last season.
day night?
1 still Would require special care.

The complete scripts
of the plays that won

The Writers Guild
of America awards j

I
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CHATTER
starring role in an Anglo pic,
“Room at the Top,” to roll in Lon¬
don next spring,
Danielle Darrieux accepted title
foie, in film director Jean. Renoir’s
second play, “Judith,” which Will
be done here next season. '
Curt Jurgens;, now on “Me and
the Colonel” (Col), being made
here, next has a Gallic and . West
German stint. Then he may play
opposite Marilyn Monroe in a re¬
make. of the 1930 Geraiano pic,
“The Blue Angel ” for his fourth
Yank film.
. Robert Kronenberg, Yank indie
distrib of foreign pix, picked up
the musical, VFolies-Befgere,” with
Eddie Constantine and Zizi Jean¬
maire; “The Count of Monte
Cristo,” and Leonide Moguy’s pros¬
titution yarn, “Along the Side¬
walks” for U.S. release.
Yank participation in the Thea¬
tre of Nations, Which starts next
March at Theatre. Sarah Bern¬
hardt; for six months,, is expected
to be big with Marlon Brando do¬
ing A Tennessee Williams piece, a
Yank musical coming over intact
from London, and probably a prer
sentation of Thornton Wilder’s
“Our Town.”

London

ing a boff preem of . Rank’s. “Rob¬
bery Under Arms,” in Perth early
in December.
Local exhibitors are still plead¬
ing with the authorities to intro¬
ducer a 25% right-of rejection on
British films.
Lee Gordon due for further plas¬
tic surgery following auto crash.
Gordon, ex-GI, operates the Sta¬
dium loop here.
; Keith Calvert, local moppet, se¬
lected by Anthony; Kimmins to star
in “Smiley Gets a Gun,” locallymade pic for 20th-Fox distribution.
Dame Sybil Thorndike and Lewis
Casson winding up solid run of
“The Chalk Garden” at Comedy,
Melbourne, for J. C. Williamson
Ltd;
Dan Casey,, general sales man¬
ager for Universal, appointed prexy
of the Pioheers Club here. Club is
for all those who have been* in the
film biz for 25 years or over.
Paramount is blueprinting ' a
smash publicity campaign for “10.
Commandments,” due for Sydney
showcase; Prince Edward, shortly:
Joe Joel, formerly with RKQ, is in
charge.

Vienna Boys Choir (22) in for
(COVerit Garden 0135/6/7)
16 weeks via Sol Hurok. Play
Tonia Bern opened a cabaret run
Town Hall Dec. 27-28.
at the Society this week.
Susan Levine, daughter of Mar¬
,
Elmer C. Rhoden, National Thetin Levine, exec v.p.-general man¬
j atres prexy, here for the launching
ager of Brandt . Theatres, engaged
of Cinemiracle.
to Jordan. Lourie. Spring wedding
American actor Harry Green,
planned..
long resident,in LondQn, back from
Doing something unusual, Dimi¬
N. Y. after a fourweek visit.
tri Mitropoulos, retiring senior
i John Cassavetes in London to
conductor of N. Y, Philharmonic,
complete his film role in “Our Vir¬
wall lecture Dec. 16 at New School
gin Island” after a Caribbean loca¬
For Social. Research.
tion.
...
...
Canadian Reader comments on
Billy Butlin, prominent figure in
Variety's Dec. 4 issue: “Scentovithe London Variety Club, off to
siori was predicted (as “The SmellMiami for his annual biz-cum-vaeaies”) by Aldoiis Huxley in “Brave
tion trip.
_
New World" 3.0 years ago,”
Wilbur Clark, owner of the Des¬
CBS newsman Marvin L. Kalb,
ert Inn, Las Vegas, in on quickie
formerly press attache with the
talent prowl' before heading for
U. S. Embassy in Moscow, engaged
Continent.
to Madeline_Jane Green; wedding
Frankie. Vaughan set for a season
next June. Singer Alan. Chester’s,
at the Palace Theatre, starting
son. Jay Lionel Chaskin, engaged
Jan. 20, under Bernard Delfont's
to Barbara Muriel Seidman.
management:
The Artkraft Strauss illuminated
I
The Disney Organization reviv¬
signs in the Times Square area will
ing its annual Christmas party for
contribute to the city’s anti-jay¬
children with a twohour film show
walking campaign, by intermittent-,!
next Saturday (14).
ly running slogan “Be a Safe Pe¬
; John Wildberg guest' Of honor at
destrian. Cross on the green-—not
I a cocktail partly last Monday (9>
in between.”
before returning, to the U.S.
Doris Bronson, widow of Arthur
. Victor Mature, who lias just com¬
Bronson (Variety), has accepted a
By Robert F. Hawkins
pleted a British film assignment
post to manage the millinery de¬
for Warwick, sailed for N. Y. on (Foreign Press Club; Tel. 65908)
By Lafy Solloway
partment of Saks 5th Ave., Phila¬
the
Queen
Mary
last
SatuVday
(7).
Vittorio Gassmann set for a tWo(1755 Calais Dr.; Unioii 5-5389)
delphia
She gave it a months
Tommy Steele, Britain’s .top week legit stint in London next
trial and finally decided to return . The Phil Silvers spending the rock-'n’-roller, with Lionel Bart spring.
month at the Thunderbird.:
to her home-town.
iand
Mike
Pratt,
is
writing
a
stage
Vittorio
Gassmann
is
now
Marion Colby to New Orleans
Nola Luxford, social, fashions
musical and two filrnusicals, none handled by! the John Mather Or¬
and general publicist for the Hotel for run at the Roosevelt. with Joe 1 designed for himself.
ganization.
E. Lewis.
Pierre, off to her native Auckland,
Hammer
Film
Productions,
the
Italy so: d 30-odd feature films,
Chuey Reyes orch returned to
N.Z., on a sabbatical leave, directly
the Beach, this time at Americana’s indie outfit headed, by James Car¬ all made in the last few years, to
after the first Of the year to visit
reras, has completed .its ..50th pro¬ Yugoslavia.
Carioca Room. :
with her family and do some spe¬
Carmine Gallone will remake the
Dorothy Donegan set for a long duction “The Camp on Blood Is¬
cial writing before returning to the
famed German pic, “Das Indische
run at Harry’s American Bar of land,” for1 Columbia, release.
hostelry.
Bob Mbnkhouse
and
Jimmy Grabmal,” for BeiTrt’s CCC Film.
the Eden Roc.
Concert Associates Inc. has been
Wheeler played the roles of Father
Elena
Giutsi, Italian singerHavana Riviera junketing local
formed as a consolidation at Ken¬
press and biggies over on Dec, 10. Christmas at the Variety Club’s dancer, off for series of: Yank book¬
neth Allen Associates Inc., The
annual Xmas luncheon at the Sa¬ ings. She did well; o.n her debut
for its official preem.
Concert Theatre Ltd. and Concert
voy Hotel yesterday (Tues.) when at N.Y. ,- ,
Tropical Park opened winter
Associates Inc. Per certificate filed
Raymond Rouleau will direct
season with Thoroughbred Racing they collected toys for British hos¬
in Albany, by Lauterstein & Lau“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” with Lea
Assn., meeting at same time at the pitals and orphanages.
terstein Manhattan. Capital stock
Fadovahi, Gino Ceryi and Gabriele
Americana.
is. 200 shares, no par value.
Ferzetti; Opens in Milan Jan. 10.
Hotelmen happy, with flood ...ofj
Overseas Press Club heard a jazz
Lex Barker may take a role
reservations for the yearend holi¬
combo made up 100% of pressoffered him in “Imperial Venus,”
days. It looks like a record break¬
By
Guy
Livingston
agents, “The Many Splendored
er, despite opening, of several new 344 Little Bldg.; HAncock *6-8388) Gina Lpllobrigida starrer, ten¬
Stompers” being led by Larry
tatively slated to roll in January.
Lowenstein of CBS-TV backed by hotels.
“Auntie MamC” opens Dec. 28.
: Maria Gambarelli back in Rome
Hy Gardner at the FountainHal Davis (Grey Agency), Les LieNew stage floor going into Wil- for an extended stay; at the Flora.
bleau for a rest but making kine?
ber (This Week), Bill Hecker and
. ..
During her last visit she acted in
scopes for his WRCA N. Y, pro¬ | bur Theatre.
Ed Slavas (National Biscuit) and
Elsa
Maxwell
guest
speaking
at
several Italo pix, notably “Le
grammer, .with state and local dig¬
Bill Orsmbee (AT&T).
Ad Club of Boston luncheon.
Amiche.” .
nitaries his interview subjects.
A communique to all periodicals,
Al. Vegas. Trio on first date in
Victor McLaglen waiting for his
Club 18 (of pre-war days in New
Variety included, from the P.Q.
local production, “Gli Italiani Sono
York) revue idea revived at Murray Hotel Toiiraine Sable Room.
Dept, speaks for itself in re late
Victor Borge! sold out in two Matti” (Italians are Crazy), to
Franklin’s, with Pat Harrington
deliveries of the paper. It’s titled
performances
at
Symphony
Hall.
move to Spain so . he can finish
and Roy Sedley of the original“Temporary Discontinuance of In¬ plus Bert: Wheeler, Dick Havillahd,
Tina Robin current at Blins- Work on it.
vestigation of Complaints Of Late
Fred Zinneman planed out after
Linda Bishop and Sue. Lawton trub’s: Four Voices open Monday
Receipts of Newspapers During
(16).
f
brief local stay setting of his forth-:
added.
the Holiday Season” and time¬
Ed Sullivan iti for emsee chores coming “The Nun’s Story,” inte¬
tables that nothing until Jan. 2
at
WNAC-TV’s
sports
awards riors of which Will be shot in Cinewill be processed,, for obvious rea¬
night
citta Studios.
Shai K. Ophir in for Boston
sons.
By Hal V. Cohen
Hadassah donor, luncheoh at Hotel
Press - and VIP. junketeers to
Tyrone Power in “Back to Statler. .
Panama City, on occasion of Con¬
rad N. Hilton’s management take-, MethuSaleh” at Mosque Feb. 3-4.
Amby Hughes booked for Mon■ —--rEdward Mack, Playhouse vet, set ticello, Framingham, opening Mon¬
'over of El Panama Hotel from
By A. P. Scully
Kirkeby, doubled back to the Flor¬ for lead there in “Finians Rain¬ day (16). ..
(Fairview 4-1829)
■ ■ ■.
April Olrich in for Harvard date
ida mainland over the weekend, bow.”
Rudolf
Friml back from a radio
Charlie Eagle chalked. up 21 and press interviews on: “Pursuit of
and then shuttled over to Havana
recital.
. for the new Riviera premiere last years as manager, of Stanley Thea¬ the Graf Spee.”
Jack
Benny
asking 79G for his
tre
downtown.
.
Hub film crix off to Manhattan
(Tues.) night. This week also marks
Parents of New . Nixbn owner for preem of “Bridge on River hacienda,.
eighth anni of the Caribe Hilton’s
. Mike Todd Jr. working with Art
Gray
celebrated
their Kwai” Tuesday (17).
unveiling in Puerto Rico and the Harold
l
Billy -Fellows, Haverhill native, Cohn on script of “Don Quixote.”
first anni of the new Continental golden wedding anni. ,.
Frankie (Mrs: Leo) Spitz’s place
Dave Kraft, son . of Mrs. Karl booked into Lou Walters Cafe de
Hilton, Mexico City,;
Krug, Wife of critic, : re-rentering Paris, formerly Copa City, Miami, leased to Liz and Mike (Todd, that
it).
.
,
Penn State in February.
Dec. 1».
Mrs. Louis B. Mayer and daugh¬
• Playhouse will star Kathleen St.
Daisy WeiChel from “Raintree
George, how in “Smilin’ Through,” County” at Astor to handle party ter Suzanne tried La. Paz for three
By Forrest Duke
in “Summer and Smoke.’’ '
biz for “Bridge on River Kwai” days.
Cold weather in the east being
(DUdley 2-61Q.0).
Steve Gaynor has rented a home upcoming at the Gary.
played up, though it hits freezing
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Katsman! relax¬ in. Squirrel Hill and will move his
nights here too.
ing at the Riviera.
family here from New. Jersey. ;
Chi Chi putting $5.50 floor on
Jack Rael, Patti Page’s manager,
Many of Walt Framers’ local
Eaitha Kitt show, which includes
on a brief vacation at the Desert friends going to NY Dec. 21. for
By Jerry Gaghan
dinner and cover.
Inn.
marriage of Jill Framer to Irwin
Charles Laughton, Elsa LanchesPlane builder Jack Frye eyeing Cohen.
Aase Nordmo Loevberg, Norwe¬
the strippers at Monte’s Girls-aMargaret Whiting heads back to gian soprano, made her U. S. debut ter, Burgess Meredith and Peter
Lorre took some sunning, at Rancho
Poppiii’ Club.
Hollywood, after Holiday House with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Dave Siegal at the Flamingo stand to spend Xmas With her
Chic. Johnson, now at the Celeb¬ Mirage:
Ray Ryan who owns the El Mirauditioning chorus girls for his daughter.
rity Room with “Hellzapoppin,”
club at Lake Tahoe.
celebrated ,37 th Wedding anni at ador posing for all the freak photos
plugging the Wednesday beer-andProducer A1 Zimbalist, a fan of
Chancellor Hall.
Lenny Kent’s,, in to see Kent’s act
The Satellites, instrumental nov¬ pretzel nights:
at the Riviera lounge every night.
Luis Escobar is preparing a his¬ elty combo, returned from a 17It’s all “O-Kay” these nights at
Week run at. the Fremont Hotel,
tory
of
his
Teatro
Eslava
for
pix.
the Sahara where Kay Starr, Kay j
Las Vegas, and; eight weeks at the
Producer - director-actress Ana
Martin, and the Mary Kaye Trioi
Wagon Wheel. Lake Tahoe.
hold forth.
'
. , Mariscal given a big part in Benito
MUsic-Art Corp. making installa¬
Miguel Frank bought the Maru
Count Albert Carlo, who did the Perojo’s “La Violetefa,” which stars tions for recorded music in Philiy’s Theatre.
murals for the Sans Souci and New Sara Montiel. Ljuis Cesar Amadori new $4,000,000 center city Ambasr
Vicente Salas Viu, director of
is
director..
V
Yorker bar here, opens Count Car¬
sador ToWhe House. to be heard in Musical Extension Institute, re¬
Director Ladislao (“Marcelino”)
lo’s Castillo club in Mexico City
the sun deck, laundry, hallways signed.
Vajda
to
Switzerland
with
camera¬
Jan. 17. Art Rosen of Las Vegas
and lobby.
Peter Townsend, world touring
man Enrique Giierner, where he
will be his partner,
j
(Chubby Stafford,, .whose New in his jeep, passed through en
will direct a GermaarSwiss co¬
Jersey musical showcase Was de¬ route Buenos Aires.
production.
Claudia Parada, Chilean chan-;
stroyed by fire last spring, starts
Rene Claif in Madrid with. , his
rebuilding West Collingswood spot teuse, returning to La Scala, Milan,
wife for preem of his “Porte ides,
this week. Armand Carroll Has de¬ after hometown visit.
By Gene Moskowitz
Lilas” at the Cine Callao.
Pro¬
Position of artistic director of
(28 Rue Huchetie; Odeori 4944) ceeds for the. original-language signed the hew operation.
Municipal Theatre, held by Carlos
Hildegarde Neff in for her first version preem. night only, Went to
Melo. was eliminated.
film in five years, Edmond Gre- the victims of the Valencia flood.
Valparaiso
Chamber . Choral
ville’s “Train Bleu.”
Carlos Ramirez singing at caba¬
Group and the Santiago SingZizi Jeanmaire and Roland Petit ret Fontoria. & -Joan Rhodes;
By Eric Gorrick
skreis Chorus heading,:for Euro¬
will do a music hall show at the strongest Woman in world, whom
{Film. House, Sydney)
pean tours next month.
Alhambra next February.
Bernard Hilda; presented at CastelLarry Adler concerting here for
Jorge InOstroza, author, of pop
Raymond Rouleau may direct a lana Hilton’s Rendezvous recently, Australian. Broadcasting Commis¬
novel, “Farewell to the Seventh of
play for* the Comedie-Francaise. held over at Parrilla del Alcazar. sion.
the Line,” dramatizing his fourth
Armand Salacrpu’s "The Earth Is.
Director Jose Maria Forque
Cinema biz continues brisk in volume of the hovel for Radio
Round.”
started shooting “Siempre Con- New Zealand presently; Country is Corporation.
French-American b a 11 e r i n a- tigo”: (Always With You), which tv-free; .
German Becker, artistic direc¬
actress Francine Berge in her first stars Francisco. Rabal, Argentina’s
Pre-Yuletide
cinema
biz
on tor; Donato Roman Heitman. musi¬
legit role in Shakespeare’s “Peri¬ ZuHy Moreno, Mexico’s Rosita downbeat and a headache to show¬ cal director, and Osvaldo Undurcles” here.
Arenas and Portuguese Antonio men generally.
. .
raga, production chief ankled Ra¬
Simone Signoret slated for a Vilar. Producer is Euro-Films.
i
Greater Unioii • Theatres ready-. dio Coiporacipn. s

Rome

Miami Beacli

Boston

Santiago

Paris

Hoflywood
Eddie Fisher stricken with, virus
during tv show rehearsals.
Joe Frisco into Cedars of Le¬
banon for major, surgery.
Leif Erickson had name"iegally
Changed from Wyecliffe Anderson.
Mike; Todd to receive. American
Society of Travel Agents’ annual
award for “80 Days.”
George E. Stone at Cedars for
eye surgery, his 22d operation in
10 years.
Danny Richards, formerly asso¬
ciated with Omega Artists and Bert
Marx, opened his own agency.
Don Murray, named for 1957
“Accent on Youth” award of B’nai
B’rith’s southern area conference.,
Jane Wyatt: and Robert Young
to ride in US. Army Recruiting
Service float in Pasadena Rose pa¬
rade. .
George
Stern,
administrative
veepee of Revue, in Santa Monica!
Hospital for. treatment of a sciatic
nerve, condition.
Anna Marie Alberghetti and. per¬
sonal manager Pierre Cossette in¬
corporating to handle-hef pix, tv
and music pubbery activities.
Eugene Arnstein, Allied Artists
stiidio manager, replaces E. L.
DePatie as AMPP rep on direc¬
torate of M.P. Health & Welfare
Fund.
Joseph S. Dubin, Universal stu¬
dio counsel, discussed: “neighbor¬
ing rights—the protection Of per¬
forming
artists,
recorders . and
broadcasters”* at a meeting Of the
L.A. Copyright Society.

Minneapolis
By Les Rees
2i23 Fremont Ave. So.; FR 7-2609
20th annual. Ice Carnival at
Arena.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre¬
senting “Belvedere.”
“Bull Moose!’ Jacksoh orch with
Vi Kemp into Kay Club.
Pianist RamOpa Gerhard into
Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Royal Ballet into Northrop Audi¬
torium for three nights this week.
Don McGrane. orch starting; sixth
year at Hotel Radisson Flame. Rpom
Room. .
'
.. ' '■
James S. Lombard, Minnesota
U. concert . director,! recovering
from heart attack.
Les Brown orch into Minneapolis
Armory and Kato Ballroom, Man¬
kato, Minn- one-nightefs.
Tv’s Dagmar to head stage por¬
tion of Minneapolis’ second Auto
Show at Auditorium here next
month:
Bob
Scobev’s San
Francisco
Di ielahd band here for Minnesota
U. dance and Lakesyiew club ap¬
pearance.
With
newspaper
folks’ roles
played by members of Minneapolis
Star and Tribune editorial staffs,
“Front Page” offered for three per¬
formances at Lyceum by North¬
west Variety club’s women’s auxili¬
ary for club’s, charity fund benefit

San Francisco
Conductor Enrique Jorda has
promoted Frank Howser to acting
concertmaster of the San Francisco
Symphony to replace the aiilirig.
Naoum Blinder.
Henry Schweid
was named acting assistant concertmaster and Peter Heyes will head
the second violi
. Paul Renzi. has
been named principal flutist

(Delaware 7-4984)
Royal Ballet Co. opens its three
week run here Dec.. 16.
Betty Jones gave up her flackery
ahd now is copywriter for Field*
Enterprises.
Silver Frolics, deluxe strippery,.
closed last weekend for the Xmas
holidays, per usual, reopens Jan. 6.
Herb Carlin off to Orlando, Fla,
this, week ahead of “Back to
Methuselah,”, which Will play 42
cities in 70 days..
. Willard Swire/ exec director of.
ANT A, here today (Wed.) and
tomorrow and saturating the town
with radio and tv interviews.
Frank McNaiigton, former TimeLife Washington : correspondent
opened a public, relations office
herd: in association with Florence
Abrahamson, ex-AFTRA and SAG.
Jerry Colonna appearing on
WBBM-TV this week as host of
late feature-films; then leaves to
join the Bob Hope troupe headed
for Far East military bases.
rHots Michels, keyboarder at
Hotel ShCrman College Inn lounge,
who raises pigs on the side; copped
a blue ribbon for an entry in Inter¬
national Livestock Show last week.
Jimmy. Durante, Johnny Mathis;
Anne Jeffreys, Bob Sterling, Jana
Mason, Tony Bellus. plus calypso
dancers from Blue Angel and Lou
Breese ofch performed for Chi¬
cago Federated Advertising Club’s
annual Off-the-Street Clubs benefit

last-,W£?l£* v
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OBITUARIES
FAYETTE W. ALLPORT
T?avette Ward Allport, 64, Euro¬
pe^ manager of the. Motion-Pic,

i professionally as. “The Sensational
iprton fell to his. death in Dallas,
Tey. Dec. 1 while.-practicing a new
aerial act .for a tour of'Europe next
spring. He had lived in Ortonville
a small Iowa community. where
ea5y day circus people, wintered
and the.home site of the Orton Cir¬
cus for 24 years,
,.

79
jectionist at the Tivoli and Dum¬ Joe Public,, write to Victoria sobarton Theatres, D. C. mabe houses. ions for permit to Apply to buy
He retired five years ago.
the liquid (minimum, purchase,
12-bottle case); take written okay
J. M. Cappel, former theatre to, local liquor outlet and place
owner and manager, died of a heart order, part-cash down;, wait six
attack recently in Seattle, He man¬ weeks*.
aged a house last summer in Du¬
Artie’s Ken Stauffer here re¬
buque, la,, for Central States Thea¬ ports: steady demand for the So¬
tre Corp.
viet-style hooch, saying/ “At first
there was quite a flurry for vod¬
. Edna Marion; Naisbitt, 50,. silent ka but it’s settled down now/’
film actress under the name of
Edna Marion; died Dec* 2 in Holly¬
wood. Widower and sister survive./
She was for a time leading woman
in Charlie. Chase comedies..
—± Continued from page 2 —

ture Assn, of America since 1933,
iied Dec. 5 at his London home
AvMie his wife was visiting her
family in New York.. An authority
nn Anglo-American film issues, he
\vas familiar with all continental
problems and was the MPAA’s tep
Liedtke had. been an aerialist for
oti the Council of the Federation 27 y?,a.rs- He had traveled with the
of International Film Producers old Ringling Bros, and Cole Bros,
Assn He attended his last Council circuses and also performed in
Adrienne id’Ambricourt, 69, for¬
meeting in Paris a few weeks ago.. [many state fair and indoor cir¬ mer character actress, died Dec, .6
Allport entered the film industry cuses.
in Hollywood when her car struck
ju 1933, moving over from the
Surviving are two daughters and another auto; A heart attack was
Diplomatic Service.. His previous a brother. ,
tentatively given as cause of her
death,.
training stood him in good stead
in the postwar crisis, periods, stem¬
MARSHALL GRANT
ming from the imposition of an ad
J. Raymond Chamberlin, .71, for¬
Marshall. Grant: 47, film produ¬
valorem duty in 1947. He was vir¬
cer.and. t-v.. pioneer, died at his Hol¬ mer director [and actor foir the did
tually the architect of the Anglo^
lywood home Dec. 4 of a heart at¬ Lubiri. Co., died Dec. 2 in Norris¬
tack. : Ail exec at Universal for town, Pa. Wife and daughter sur¬
years, he left the studio in the mid- vive.

IN MEMOR1AM

EDWARD B. MARKS ]
1865-1945

forties to enter indie- production.
Grant moved into tv in the.me¬
dium’s early years . and produced
one of the. first Emmy. award winnerS^ on the “Your Show Time” se¬
ries in 1948. He also was exec pro¬
ducer on “Big Town” and. “Lux
Video Theatre” ‘and producer-ditector of “Mayor of the ' Town.”
Most recently, he had been devel¬
oping hew
rojects for GrossKrasne Inc.

American Film Agreement which
resolved that Crisis and which has
controlled the convertibility of film
earnings ever . since. He. went to
Washington last'; September .when
Surviving are his wife, daughter
the Agreement Was renewed for and son.
another year.
His wife and. two sons survive.
CASWELL ADAMS
RONALD TRENOUTH
Ron Trenouth, 26, blind disk
jockey with the Canadian Broad¬
casting Corp., died of diabetes
Dec. 1 in Toronto: He lost his sight
three weeks before graduating in
business administration from, the:
U. of Western Ontario, He started
a daily 30 mins., radio program on
CBL, Toronto; last January, tagged1
“Getting to Know You.”
This
consisted of records and news of
interest to physically-handicapped
persons.
trenouth also tape-interviewed
celebrities (the last Perry Como
and Jaye P. Morgan during their
Toronto visits) plus a group of blind

Caswell. Adams,: 51, sports writer,
died Dec. 9 in Manhasset, L.I.
Adams iiad been .writing sports
for the Journal-American until his
illness last February. He began
doing sports for the, Herald Trib¬
une in 1927; continuing as. a reg¬
ular staff member after his grad¬
uation from Fordhaim University
in 1929.
^
At one time, Adams did publicity
work' for sports organizations, col¬
leges, magazines and other groups.
He did publicity work for United
Artists and ..Screen Gems before
joining the. Journal-American in
1953.
Wife, two sons, brother and two
sisters survive.

HARRISON FORD
. Harrison Ford, .73, leading man
in; silent films, died Dec: 2 at Mo¬
tion Picture Country Hospital on
the Coast. He had been ill since
an accident in 1951..
REST IN PEACE
Ford, who appeared with such
stars as Marion Davies, Norma and
Constance Talniadge, was best
known for liis performance oppo¬
golfers at their recent tournament site Norma Talniadge. in “Smilin’
Through” in ,1922. He was under
at Hamilton, Ontario.
contract to Famous Players Lasky
Survived by parents and two
and later was on kage/ appearing
brothers..
with the Henry Duffy company on
the Coast. During the war he
jack Williams
toured for the U$0. He had been
Jack Williams, -79, publisher and in retirement for the past 10 years.
editor of The Waycross (Ga,) Jour¬
nal-Herald for the past 42 years
BILLY HUESTON
and president and
owner of
Billy Hueston, 61, songwriter and
WAYX, Waycross, one of Georgia’s ASCAP member since 1635, died
oldest radio stations, died Dec. 2 Dec. 5 in Los Angeles, Originally
in that city following an illness of a radio and nitery producer in
several weeks.
Boston and Chicago after reurning
Williams served in the state leg-, from World War I with a French
islature. While in the Georgia Croix de Guerre, he turned to
House in 1939 he wrote and guided, spngwriting.
Among Hueston’s tunes were
to passage a liberal libel bill which
required, five-day notice of a libel “For Every .Smile on Broadway,
suit and permitted a publisher 10 There’s A Tear at Home, Sweet
days to print a correction or re¬ Home,” “Nobody Knows But My
traction. This bill was repealed by Pillow and Me,” and “The Nearest
Thing to Chicken is. the. Feather, in
the 1949 Legislature.
.
Wife, son, Jack, Jr., managing Your Hat.”
: His. wife and sister survive,

RAYMOND IiUBBELlJ

LOU HANDMAN
Died Dec. 9t 1956.
Mrs. Lou Handimm
editor of Journal-Herald, and three
daughters' survive.

FRED S. MEYER .
Fred S. Meyer, 66, executive m.
charge of industrial relations and
personnel at 20th-Fox for 20 years,
died Dec. 9 in West Los Angeles.
Meyer had been in the film in¬
dustry for many years and served
as director and chairman of both
the legislative, committee- and mil¬
itary affairs committee of the. Assn,
of Motion Picture Producers. He
went to HollywotM in 1933 ^as gen¬
eral manager. of Universal Studios.
Several years later he joined Fox.
His wife, son Stanley, film exec,
[ and daughter survive.

ANTHONY IRELAND
Anthony Ireland, 55, actor, died
Dec. 4 in London. He had been
appearing in “Roar Like A Dove"
at the Phoenix Theatre. Born in
OTTO HARTMAN;
Heru, he studied drama at the
Otto Hartman, longtime member
Hoyal Academy of Dramatic Art
Before making his first appearance of the association of. theatrical
as Jack Absolute in “The Rivals” press agents and managers, cued
Dee. 3 in Jamaica, L. I. He. had
1925*'
Lyric* Hammersmith, in
been for many years^withYhe Na¬
Ireland made his first American tional Theatre in N. Y , and.at one
appearance at the Henry Miller time worked for Henry W. Savage,
S^alre,. New York, in "The Sex Harry Sommers and the Shuberts.
His daughter survives.
m 1931. Later in his ca*fer he joined the, Shakespeare
. GEORGE MURPHY
Memorial Theatre Company,. He
irge Murphy, 72, motion pic'v’aa seeP frequently on television
projectionist for halLa cenana made several pictures,
died Dec. 3 at Mt Alto Vet: Hospital, near Washington,
v VERNON A. LIEDTKE
For years he had been pro*
Vernon A. Liedtke, 45,-knoi

'

Dan Thompson, 67, stagedoor
keeper of the Geary Theatre,
Frisco, for the past decade, died
Nov. 26 in Oakland, Cal.
Lester C. McFarland, 45. Youngs¬
town, O., musician, died Dec. 5 in
that city. His wife and three chil¬
dren survive.
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$12 Tops
M Continued from page 1

more of a reflection on the .quality
of the stars involved than the plays.
The $12 top for ’’Nude" will be
equalled this year only by “Ja¬
maica,” musical costamng Lena
Horne and Ricardo Montalban, In
recent years, however, other tuners
have jacked up their New Year’s
Eve prices to near that amount,
ranging from $10.50 to $11.50. The
holiday eve ticket boost off-Broadway \yill hit its peak with the longrun “Threepenny Opera,” Where
couldn’t. be released here at all. the scale will pump from a usual
The /East Germans took that point $4.15 top to $6.25.
up with the Motion Picture Export
Assn/ at a. time when negotiations
for the sale Of American films to
East Gennahy were going on. They
have now, fallen through. At the
Continued from page 2
Cannes festival iii May this year,
the DEFA reps stressed they a film. Victor Marguerite’s sensa¬
wouldn’t make a deal unless their tional, novel of the times, “La Garfilms Were free to circulate; in the conne,” has been turned into a pic
and deals with early physical, mor¬
States.
Licensing a film from the Otflcfc al and social attempts at female
of Allen Property means that the emancipation.
Revues are coming back intq
distributor must pay to the; Govern¬
ment 50% of his rentals, this in favor and such entries /as the Follieu of; payment-to the DEFA. After ies-Bergere and Casino De Paris
the wary the bureau licensed pic¬ have not changed since then. And
tures of which it held ' prints/and the recent renaissance of the oldnegatives. With DEFA: the case is time vaude is another example o£
different since the U.S. obviously returning tastes.' So. sentimental
doesn’t, hold any new DEFA nega¬ Yank oldtimers can find plenty
tives. It’s considered highly un¬ here to remind them of the solikely under the circumstances that called ‘good old days.”

East German Fix

Paris Reprises

Father, of Gloria Abdou, direc¬
tor of women’s activities at WCAE
in Pittsburgh, died Dec. 4. in that DEFA will , sell to American dis^
city.
tributors.
Leo Szaboj a distributor/ recently i Priscilla Pavelka to Bill Dem. William. Zolkowski, ight super- purchased two DEFA films and
John, Steubenville, O., Nov. 30. He’s
intendent of the Penn Theatre in made part payment for them, it
an announcer on WEIR in WeirPittsburgh for 18 years, died, there was only Upon his return to the ton, W.Va.
Dec, 2 after a long illness.
[ States that he became aware of the . Patricia Pattenick to Jack Alpert,
restrictions on [the release of these Toronto, Dec. 5. He’s director of
Father, 78, of Dr. Bergen Evans
films for which he now must make, photography at Meridian Studios
who authors questions for “64,000
[ and. president of -Canadian Society
Challenge” and /other tv quizzers, arrangements with the Office; of
of Cinematographers.
Alien Property.
died Nov. 29 in Cleveland.'
Elizabeth Beattie to Antony Parr,
! Toronto, Dec. 7, Bride’s a tv actress;
Theodore Johanson, 53, a mem
he’s an actor in “My Fur Lady.”
ber of the Paramount scenic de¬
Elizabeth Boyd to Roy Seymour,
partment for the last. 15 years, died
Blackpool, Eng., recently. Bride’s
Dec/ .3 in Hollywood.
mmim Continued from page. 1'a— a member of a vocal trio; he’s
musician,
. Ernest S. Watson,, radio and Inc., packagers of “Ted Mack’s
Denise Lucas to Brian Douglas,
nitery bandleader, died Nov. 26 in Original Amateur Hour” took Rugby, Eng., recently. Bride’s a
Burlington, Vt.
«
Hazel Bishop Inc., the program’s dancer; he’s a stage and tv singer,
Winnie Butler to John Skehan,
NBC sponsor this season, to arbitra¬
. Gustavo Carrillo, 65, Mexican
Dublin, Nov. 23. Bride’s a model;
legit actor, died Nov/ 30 in Mexico tion- last week after Hazel Bishop he’s a news gabber for Radio
cancelled the show (The contract
City;
■ '
between Remack and the sponsor Eireanh,
Rita Scheinker to Gene C of sky,
. Manuel B. Aguirre, 50* Mexican called for arbitration in the event
Dec. 8, Forest Hills, N. Y. Groom
• film actor, died Dec. 3 in Mexico one party felt injured).
is an account executive with the
American
Arbitration
Assn,
City.
Monroe Greenthal ad agency.
called for. k. session last Friday (6)
Judy Gordon to Ronald K.
Mother, 86, of actors Hal Gerard to select a panel from' a list of HO\yie, New York, Dec. 7. - Bride
and Jack Kramer, died Dec, 3 in names of show people, principally is administrative assistant in the
Hollywood.
in radio and. television. Emil K. ! WCBS-TV operations dept; he’s a
Ellis, attorney for Hazel Bishop, stockbroker,- “
objected to the use of show people
on the panel because of the MCA
influence; MCA is involved since it
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin (Buddy)
tSmmmm Continued from page 1 .-jsssss is the sales agent for Remack and Aryey, son, Chicago, Dee. 3. Father
“Amateur Hour” and collects com¬
has promoted music shows in that
prohibits the sale of Whiskey in missions on the show.
city; mother is former model Cel¬
quantities of less than one-half pint
: Ellis thereupon went Into N.Y. este Ravel.
and /prohibits . the consumption of
Supreme Court for a show cause
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Pillot, son,
whiskey oh. the premises where order served on Remack attorney
Hackensack, N. J., Dec. 4. Father
sold,” the decision stated.
Sidney Wolff/And in a hearing Fri¬ is exploitation director of Rank
“ThA fact that the whiskey is day morning came to an under¬ Film Distributors; mother is a for¬
mixed with other ingredients in a standing, under which it was agreed mer, dancer,
glass and then served to the con¬ that the panel would consist Of
Mr, , and Mrs. Lon Fisliback,
sumer does not change its charac¬ non-show biz people. It was also daughter, Hollywood, Nov. 22. Fa¬
ter from whiskey to something else promisesd that a threerday notice ther is account exec at KTLA.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Wright,
so as to render the sale; and con¬ of hearing would be set by the AA A
sumption thereof not. subject to aid that^attorneys on both sides daughter, Dundee, Scot., Nov. 24.
Father’s a cinema circuit supervi¬
regulation,” it also said.
would be given time to object to sor.
Meanwhile, Atlanta officials were panel members.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hourihan,
seeking, an opinion from the city
daughter, Studio City, Cal., Dec. 4.
attorney as to what effect the
Father is controller of AnthonyCourt of Appeals decision would
World Wide Productions.
have on sale, of miked drinks here.
Mr. and Mrs. William Landis Jr.,
E. A: Gilliam chairman of alderContinued from page 2 55SS son, Pittsburgh, Dec. 1. Mother is
manic hoard’s police committee,
Pat Murphy, Playhouse actress.
asked for the clarifying ruling, Of¬ slender, bony girls with the tooth¬
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Vince,
ficials refused to predict whether pick look for their models,” says daughter,
Pittsburgh.
Dec.
4.
the ruling would affect city’s $1,000 the professor, “Everybody likes to Father’s with Tommy Carlyn Orch,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Serrao, son,
wine license, -\$;hieh permits wines look healthy; Examples: Miss Mon¬
Pittsburgh, Dec. 3. Father’s a thea¬
to be served on premises.
roe and Jayne Mansfield,
tre owner.
Gilliam observed that the city
’’Artists such as Renoir and Pi¬
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Nicholas, son,
law, sometimes called a ’.‘pouring
casso portray the buxom types. Pittsburgh, Dec. 2. Father’s the
ordinance,” had been used “as a
There is a better chance to oVer- brother of Zeke and Tony Nicholas,
lever to sell mixed drinks.”
! exaggerate and focus the attention* Pitt booking agents.
Immediately following decision,
Besides, the slender* bony girls
Mr. and Mrs: Duncan Mounsey,
Fulton . (Atlanta) Criminal Court
with the toothpick look resemble son, Albany, Nov. 15. Father is v.p.Solicitor John I. Kelley said he is
nrien and it’s hard to believe the general manager of WPTR.
’’ready, to go” with a crackdown
Mr. and Mrs. Morris ..Klein,
male prefers the starved look in
on mixed-drink sales in Atlanta their women;”
daughter, Albany, recently. Father
“if the other enforcement officers
is an exhibitor*
arc. This will. be a period of watch¬
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Schwartz,
ful waiting,” he said.
twins, son and daughter. New York,
Dec. 3.
Father, is luncheonette
impresario on 46th St. for Variety
Vodka & Vancouver
Vancouver, pec. 10.
Continued from page 2 'siS^ and Loew’s personnel.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cohn,
Exceptional procedure - needed
St
Louis,
Dec.
4.
for buying vodka is making Lower giving two performances, Wednes¬ daughter,
Mother* Rochelle, is a former
Mainland club, nitery operators day (4) and Friday (6), to SRO.
staffer
with
Eagle
Lipn
and
Me¬
The Hall, with 2,631 seats, was
and tab-lifters see red.
Other
tro;-father is a Columbia salesman.
liquors come over government li¬ scaled for $11,000. Borge grossed ' Mr. and; Mrs. Bill Berfenshaw,
quor outlet counters by the bottle, $22,000 for the two nights, and ad¬ daughter, Maplewood, N;J., Dec. 5.
but Vodka blue rule requires more vertisements were taken in Boston Father is a radio-tv producer.,
form-filling, rubber-stamping and newspapers reporting the engage¬
Mr. and Mrs.; Alan F. Ludington,
delay than cbrii^s with a prescrip¬ ment was “sold out.” Borge’s dates son. Yonkers, N. Y., Nov. 29. Moth¬
With Thursday in Between came. er is Pat Phillips, formerly with
tion for morphia.
Four-five spots here Where vod¬ about because of a previous date /i the: “Howdy Doody Show,” Father
i is a producer with ABC.ka is currently elbowed must, like for that night,

MARRIAGES

MCA

Mixing Banned

*

Jayne-Bait Style

Borge’s 42G

BIRTHS
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appeared November 2jth

Greatest Play

in British Newspapers
with a combined

'I)eafli<fA

circulation of

7,471,128

some of the British Press reviews...
Arriving late on English television, Mr.
Arthur Miller’s “ Death of a Salesman ”
has not been permitted to drop un¬
noticed among routine programmes.
Granada, in last night’s' production,
really did the play proud. Besides
bringing over Mr, Albert Dekker to
play Willy Loman (the part he played on
Broadway), they managed, for the first
time, to mount a two-hour production.
THE TIMES
TV PLAY TRIUMPHS
This morning the men behind Granada TV
must be congratulating themselves. Silvio
Narizzano’s production got the kind of
television theatre that is all too rare.
DAILY EXPRESS
Probably the best television play of this
year and most other years.
NEWS* OF THE WORLD

GRANADA PRODUCES THE BEST
PLAY SINCE ITV BEGAN
Arthur Miller’s “ Death of a Salesman”
took the entire ITV output of plays
since the service began 26 months ago,
wrapped it in plenty of stout brown
paper, sealed it, and booted it smartly
over the horizon. The company was
Granada, the director Silvio Narizzano.

ITV’S LONGEST PLAY IS
A TRIUMPH
Last night’s production of " Death of a
Salesman ” will be remembered for a
long time.
In 12.0 minutes—longest ITV time ever
allotted to a play—Granada TV consolida¬
ted its reputation as the television company
with the most courageous policy.
DAILY SKETCH

The whole production was some¬
thing to remember and to be deeply
grateful for.
MANCHESTER GUARDIAN

Independent Television gave two hours
of Arthur AMer’s "Death of a Salesman”
last night— and it wasn’t a moment
too much.
DAILY MIRROR

NEW LIFE FOR ‘ SALESMAN *

Last night Dekker gave a performance
that will long be remembered by those
who saw itj and he can return to
America certain that never once did
he let Arthur Miller down.
LIVERPOOL EVENING EXPRESS

The Theatre landmark remained a con¬
siderable event last night in Granada’s
two-hour production for ITV: a solid,
sustained achievement by any standards.
NEWS CHRONICLE

Nielsen Network Rating 64%

GRANADA TV NETWORK
36 Golden Square, London, England
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Heatres With Special Coke Breaks?
In some of the lesser theatres in
■the midwest, where it is customary
tcmflash ft slide announcing an “in^ermission”for candy, popcorn and
:sbft drinks, ihftre have been some
q.t. but hot too subtle experiments
going on with exhibitors along the
lines Of the subttmiirf advertising
pitch. It is not traeSPflp, as yet,
whether the candybarYmanufacturers or one particular cola drink
is sparking it, but there are infre¬
quently flashes of a candy or-soft
•drink brand name: superimposed
’on the screen, as the feature is un¬
ifolding.. It’s only a quick flash, as
Jf by accident. Statistics show, that
whichever brand name is flashed
does the sellout business, so vivid is
this. unconscious impact on the
movie fan.v
Before “subliminal” was thought
cf. Jack L. Warner adhered to a
personal filmmaking credo in his
pictures,, and that had to do with
the elimination, as fast as possi¬
ble, of action which revolves
around drinking or smoking.
He knew that the latter was most
difficult, because if a cocktailery
scene were shown it undoubtedly
was necesary to the plot motiva-.
tion, but the no-smoking was easier
to handle.
* His
showman’s
instinct
had
taught him long ago that, anybody,
shown smoking makes the smokArs-in-the-audience
restless
and
tends to; create needless disturbance-because of traffic to the smokingrooms for a “drag,” which, he
felt was superinduced, strictly by
the action on the screen. This was
long before “subliminal” became a
merchandising identification.

$42 Milfion Cable Tab
For Transatlantic TV;
Mebbe Reality By ’62
London, Dec. 17.
TJie possibility of tv broadcasts
from across the Atlantic within
four years was. stressed at an elec¬
tronics
exhibition
in 4 London.
C. -O. Stanley, boss of the Pye
radio group and a comrAercial tv
exec, told this to members of a
Canadian trade delegation.
Stanley,, who is a member of the
government’s tv advisory commit¬
tee, said that he would recommend
the - project at - the committee’s
next, meeting.' He said* “It is a
(Continued *dn‘page .61)

SputnikPic m W. Germany
'■* "Frankfurt,-Dec. 10..
The'Soviet’ Union’s Sputnik film,
ft -documentary titled “The Red
Moon,’/ is to be introduced in West
Germany next Febniary during the
first West German r Cultural Film
Days in Oberhauseh.
This is the first time that the
pic will be shown '
Western
Europe.

The Hottest Guitar
Honolulu, Dec. 17.
A “hot” jazz session really
sent Tom Otake, student musi¬
cian, right into the hospital,
Otake received several, elec¬
trical jolts when his. electric
guitar short-circuited..
He’s recovering.

TV Aud Reaches
33,975,360 Wkly.
The world’s* largest single news
medium is now a network televi¬
sion newscast, CBS-TV’s “Douglas
Edwards With the News.” The Ed¬
wards news show, which has shown
strong audience gains this season,
now reaches 14,155,400 viewers per
day and 33,975,360 per week, top¬
ping the leading journals in the
daily newspaper and weekly maga¬
zine class.
In. the weekly field, Life mag,
with a circulation of 5,851,168,
comes closest, by virtue of its 5.2
readers per issue, to reach a. weekly
audience of 30,426,076. In the
daily newspaper field, the London
Daily Mirror reaches 12,421,834
readers per day, via a circulation
of 4,723,131 and a. readership of.
2.63 per issue. In the U. S., the
New York Daily News’ 2,083,927
circulation gets a total readership
of 5,480,846 a day.
The Edwards new show has
climbed to the top of the heap in
network news programs; and in
the latest Nielsens showed a total
audience rating of 18,6, the equiv(Continued on page 34)

Tattered
Waving; ‘Old Ironsides’
As Amus. Park? Never!
Boston, Dec. *17.
A move by a California promoter
to move “Old Ironsides” from
Charlestown N.ayy Yard to be used
as an amusement park attraction
has plunged Boston into; a tizzy,. The
angry;roar of protest from Boston
balked the effort and the historic
old man o’ war, officially called the
Constitution, will stay where it is,
it was revealed last week.
Mayor'John B. Hynes said: “Los
Angelas * might have stolen the
Dodgers’ from Brooklyn, but we
won’t give- up the ship.”
Quiet negotiations were underway
and came to light when the LoS
Angeles mayor’s office said Capt.
J. D. LaMade, deputy chief of in(Continued on page 62)

4- If the current season Is ft. dud,
Persistent rumors about person¬
nobody bothered to tell the publio
nel changes in the American mo¬
about it, with television viewing
tion picture business, heard over
continuing its climb. As a result,
Havana, “Dec.' 17.
the past several weeks, are about to
CBS-TV is going to the advertising
A commentary on* talent
materialize as confirmed fac^. One
fraternity with the evidence to
costs was revealed in this dia¬
startling shift is brewing at Para¬
point up the picture of increased
log:
'
.
*
mount Pictures.
audience and to combat the “ac¬
Sam Bramson, head of the
George Weltner, Par’s y.p. in
cepted impression” that this is «
William Morris Agency cafe
charge of global distribution, is
“dud” season.
department,
was ' watching
headed for the company’s .top pro¬
Flamingo (Las Vegas) prexy
There are several yardsticks by
duction job, with his replacement
A1 Parvin gaining at the Hava¬
which to determine a dud, CBS-TV
in sales to .be Jerry Pickman, pres¬
na Riviera, and remarked that
veep in charge of sales administra¬
ently ad-pub V-Pwith his losings he cbuld build
tion Bill Hylan observes, and later
Apparently this change is : set
another hotel. /
-i
this week-a letter to agencies and
for early 1958. Unclear is whether
“0r mayb'e buy another act,”
clients will go out under Hylanrs
Weltner would work with studio
he Cracked.
signature making the following
chief Y. Frank Freeman or take
points: *
over the entire Hollywood opera¬
1. During the past year, televi¬
tion.
sion homes have increased, accord¬
Anticipated overhaul would rep¬
ing to Nielsen, by 3,500,000 homes,
resent the first time for a distribu-)
to 41,200,000.
tion exec to be given full command
2. Per-home viewing of night¬
over film-making, at . a major com¬
time
television has risen again, by
pany. Important consideration is
some 2% over last year.
that Weltner has had wide exper¬
ience in the foreign field which,
3. The network share of night¬
of course has taken on considerably
time viewing has increased over
more fiscal meaning to the Ameri^
last year, from 68 to 69%, which
can producers in light.’ of the dor
combined with per-home viewing
mestic market falloff.
increase,' compounds the overall
Also, the Par operation calls for
Roger L. Stevens expects to make network upbeat.
a “business” man at the. studio about $500,000 profit from legit
Specifically—and Hylan’s letter
rather than a “production” man. during the next year. The producer-]
(Continued on page 62)
This is because the bulk of Par’ realtor-theatre, operator .. figures
product comes from, producers he’ll get a major portion of the
(Continued on page 18)
cleanup from his one-sixth Interest
in “West Side Story,” which will
net about $20,000 a week when it
gets into the black, and the balance
from several- other -indicated 'hits,
plus theatre revenue. *
Other current Broadway shows
It’s understood that father Joseph
in which Stevens hag a financial
P. Kennedy,. former U-S- ambas¬
interest are “Time Remembered,
sador to the Court of St. James,
“Ldng Day’s Journey Into Night,
was more burned up about the al¬
(Continued on page 63)
Paris, Dec. 17.
legations made by Drew Pearson
Sources here claim that Princess
on Mike Wallace’s ABC-TV show
Grice of Monaco, the Yank film
Saturday (7) than was his son. Sen,
star Grace Kelly, may go back into
John
F.
Kennedy,
the
man
pictures with the blessing and
maligned. The elder Kennedy, after
backing of her husband the Prince
the columnist said to Wallace that
q£ Monaco, It would be in a film
the senator didn’t write his Pultizer
made under Catholic auspices. The
Prize winning tome, “Profiles in
production supposedly, was dis¬
Courage,” demanded a transcript
London, Dec. .17.
cussed with the Pope on a recent
of the half-hour program.
Harry Belafonte’s waxing of his
This past Saturday, night the ap¬
Visit by the royal pair to the Vati¬
own- composition; ““Mary's * Boy parent: p^eSsUre led Oliver Treyz,
can.
Another Princess of Monaco, the Child,” on the British RCA label veep, in charge of ABC-TV, to take
(Continued on page 62)
wife of Louis II, the late grande has- topped- the 1/000,-000-sales markfather, of Prince Rainier, Ghislaine in just over.seven weeks. This, it’s
De Monaco, will be returning to: claimed,, entitles it, to the reputa:
show biz soon also.
The latter tion of “the fastest moving disk in
princess will not use her royal- the history of the British record
Henry Jaffe Enterprises and Ex¬
monicker but will do Paul Nivobt’s business.”
The Decca compatiy, which re¬ quisite Form have come to a mu¬
play, “Les Diamants De Madame
Ayril,” later, this season in Nice. leases on the RCA label here, is tual decision to call it quits on the
Her stage name will be Ghyslaine making preparations to present two remaining Las Vegas tv spe¬
Belafente* with -a ‘gold- disk as -a cials left - under their three-show
(Continued on page 62)
mark of the achievement, but a contract. The bra company and its
London .spokesman. foe .the. British, agenry. Grey. .Advertising, have
outfit, which took over the Amer¬ already begun shopping for two
ican label last Junet told Variety other . vehicles, tp. fill the time
Brainerd, Minn,* Dec. 17.
thaVthe company would have* 16 they’ve bought on NBC-TV.
The Brainefd' theatre here
consult RCA first ftbout making
Jaffe himself proposed the deal
is providing a hew line of at¬
the award.
be cancelled, following the critical
tack on its television foe.
The Belafonte , recording has raps of the first show,, which
All of its newspaper ads
topped the British'disk hit parade starred Ann Sothern and Jayne
carry .the lines: ‘‘The light, you
for the past four weeks. Its only Mansfield. Jaffe felt that any re¬
see on our screen is from pure
-rival with ° a Christmas' flavor is petition of the first fiasco wpfllfl.
carbon and: is pure light which
the Elvis Presley rendering of be damaging to the prfeattfr^
will not cause cancer:-Can tv
“Santa, Bring My Baby Back To operation, and Exquisite Form was
guarantee the same?”
Me”-H»ls0 on the RCAlabeL
glad to go along vmh ht™,

Quip at a Flash

Will Make 506G
legit Profit,'58:
RogerLStevens

Pearson’s Ghostwriting
Crack Vs. Sen. Kennedy
Cues 2d ABC-TV Apology

Jary’s Boy Child' Brit.
All-Time Fast Seller;
Belafonte’s 1,000,000

Bra-Bra Black Sheep

Jibe at TV Cig Ads
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Lifetime-crf-ADthor-PIus-50 Years
|
May Be New D.S. Copyright Law
Washington, Dec. 17. 4
Congress may be urged, in the
session beginning next month, to
lengthen the copyright terms for
motion pictures, plays, music, and
Nuernberg*’Dec. 10.
other copyrightable material; This
Pfc. John J. McCullough, sta¬
is indicated in the third of a series
of Studies on revising the copyright tioned with the Third Armored
law, prepared by the U. S. Copy¬ Cavalry here, has turned down a
right Office at the request of Con¬ role in the Universal pic, “A Time
to Love and A Time, to Die” cur¬
gress.
American law provides a copy¬ rently filming near here, because
right period of 28 years, plus an the part offered him was that of
.
extension for a second 28 years her a Communist.
The soldier rejected; the offer,
(Continued on page 63)
saying: ‘T wouldn’t be a Commu¬
nist on the screen any more than
I would off.”
'
Douglas Sirk is directing the
filmization of the Erich Remarque
novel at Grafemvoehr, training
area for the. U.S; forces in. Ger¬
many. For McCullough, it meant
turning down a chance for leave
Paris, Dec. 17.
A U. S. aqtor who wants to live to play the part, a film salary, and
in Paris cannot live, by thesping a chance at a Hollywood career.
alone, according to Joe Warfield,
Who is also a songwriter, painter
and playwright. Warfield does pic
roles, usually small ones, and dub¬
bing,' but says the bulk of his in¬
come now is from his cleffing.
He wrote “Jolie Jacqueleihe” in
Hollywood where ft was used in a
1952 pic, “Glory Alley”.(M-G) and
Exhibitors, Who at times have
(Continued on page 62)
been attacked for not skedding
more children’s entertainment, sAy
the fault lies as much, with the
parents as it does with the film
companies.
Theatre operators argue that, in
the face of sometimes unfavorable
Washington, Dec. -17.
circumstances, they’ve tried to arHopes for reducing the 20% bite
(Continued on page 63)
on nitery checks. and of further
reducing or eliminating the 10%
levy on admissions tickets have
been completely ended here.
'Administration spokesmen made
Joe Ei Lewis will be farewellthis clear to Congressional leaders partyed at the new Friars Club¬
last week. It was explained that house, N^Y.f Sunday (22), prior to
all excises and corporate ' taxes going to Las Vegas where he opens
will have to be continued to help for the holidays at El Rancho
meet the heavier new bill for de- Vegas. He’s the Abbot of the
♦nse weapons. Up to last week, sev¬ Friars. .
eral major figures in Congress
Last Sunday the club partyed
were seeking some tax cuts for Buddy Hackett, With Jack Barry,
1953, a Congressional election year; acting as emcee.
. |

GI in Germany Nixes
Commie Role in Film

Wanna Be An Actor
In Paris and Lire?
Better Have Sideline;

Don’t Support Special
Films For Children

Sputnik Kills Hope
For Cut in Cafe Tax

loe L’s Fto-LV. Sendoff

Actress’ Santa piea || Russians Discussing Purchase of Yank
Films ill TllltUral Exchange’ StCpUP

Dear Santa, please send me an
Santa pleaae sant. me an
agent.
The most astute of the breed,
A high class, hustling,0 huckster
man
Is really what I need.

'

Norm Reader, Col. Pozzy
Form Int’l Publications

Some guy who can spot rare talent,
Norman Reader, for 11 years
. And says the minute, we meet:
•‘Why, you were bom for stardom,. public informatiQn director of the
French Government Tourist Bu¬
I’ll put the world at your feet.”
reau in North American and Col.
Okay, I’ll stop the hammering Thedore J. Pozzy, industrialist and
during World War II chief o£ Food
around, 7
& Agricultural Development in
I'm being silly, I know:
My little heart would leap with joy Australia for General MacArthur,
have formed Pozzy-Reader Inc. to
For a hit in any show.
engage in international industrial
Tom Weatherly,
and public relations. Col. Pozzy’s
postwar activities also embraced
the Economic Corporation Admin¬
istration’s Chief of Travel Devel¬
opment for all the Marshall Plan
countries.
Pozzy-Reader’s clients include
Eastern Carp, of Bangor, Maine
(paper), Paris Hotels Assn., Inter¬
national Federation
of
Travel
Agents, Intercontinental Distribu¬
tors, Ondine (perfumes), the ca¬
sinos at Nice and Menton, the spa
Enghien-les-Bains
(situated
Pro-egghead propaganda is tak¬ at
ing effect. New York’s. Village Van¬ some 10 miles outside of Paris).
guard plans a return to its original
Their Paris affiliate is the
function as a poetry rendezvous. Comptoir International de PubOperator Max Gordon is emulating licite, a. 100-year firm, now headed
the trend in San Francisco jazz by Peter M. Pozzy, sor of the
spots which have instituted, poetry colonel.
reading ’ sessions . depicting the
plight of the present “beat generatiSn/’
Gordon has signed Jack Kerouac
to start tomorrow (Thurs.). He’s
the author' of the novel, “On the
Road.” Readings will include se¬
lections from his novel as well as
him poems. Rest of the bill com¬
London, Dec. 17.
prises J. J. Johnson Quartet, sing¬
For the first time the Eurovision
er Beverly Kenny and the Ellis
Larkin Dub;
hookup will be used to cover 11
It’s the second time in recent countries, simultaneously bn New
years that Gordon has brought in
Year’s Eve. The program will be
readers, who Have included John
Carradine and Albert Dekker. Dur¬ called “Pictures In The Sky,” and
ing the depression years; this base¬ will be produced on behalf of the
ment bpite was the haven of such European Broadcasting Union by
Village lights as the late Maxwell BBC-TV staffer Francis Essex.
Bodenheim, Abraham Lincoln Gil¬
The show will run for 75 min¬
lespie and others who declaimed utes with contributions from Brit¬
on the plight of the arts during ain, Holland, Belgium, Luxem¬
tbeTong economic droop.
bourg, France, Switzerland, Italy,
Morihco, Austria, Germany and
Denmark. Britain’s contribution, to
the show, which will feature a
host of European headline artists,
will be the finale.
Essex recently got back from an
18-day tour of the . participating
countries where he discussed the
coordination of items, with foreign
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
ttv producers.
Frank Sinatra is accepting Look
Magazine’s! “good faith” in pub¬
lishing its profile of him. but will 5
Schary’s Chanukah Script
attack its privilege to invade his
Philadelphia, Dec. 17.
privacy; This is the essence of
The Third Annual Chanukah
Sinatra ending his libel action and j
Festival at Convention Hall Sun¬
substituting a different suit.
H
day (15) featured a pageant espe¬
It is thought here that the
cially scripted for the occasion by
Sinatra case, once tried on the j
Dore Schary, . Heading the pro¬
broader question of privilege and *
gram: were Jan Peerce, Victor
removed from the narrow issues of I
Jory, Mischa Elman, and members
“.truth” and libel damages, iiiay set ^
of the Philadelphia Orchestra
a unique precedent.
®
conducted by Franz Allers and
Look is ideal as a test case since ®
Pearl Lang.
It is not "gossipy” or “scandal- 1
mongering” by character, a la , Admission was free to all Israel
Confidential.
*Bond purchasers and workers in
1957.

At N.Y. Cafe‘By
Popular Demand’

Eurovision Linking
11 Countries for Its .
New Year’s Eve Show

Sinatra: Is My

Gilt Subscription
Enclosed find check or m.o.
for $.• •
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Albany, Dec. 17.
Frank M. Folsom, chairman of I
the executive committee of RCA,
is the new chairman of the Sara¬
toga Springs Commission, which
operates the mineral springs, the
bath house, the Gideon Putnam
Hotel and a recreation centre at
the Spa.
Gov. 'Averell Harriman appoint¬
ed Folsom Thursday (12) to the
non-salaried post. Folsom, who had
been a member of the 12-man com¬
mission for some months, succeeds
Dr. L. Withingtoh Gorham.

HARVARD HUMOR PRIVATE
:

• •» Zone..• ♦ STATE.....»

One Year — $10.00
Two Years - $18.00
Canada and Foreign — $1 Additional per Year
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•. :
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Cambridge, Mass., Dec. IT.
A well rehearsed Harvard Lam¬
poon stunt, in which one actor
slugged another, garbed as Santa
Claus, failed to bring any humor
to Judge Harry M. Lack of Cam¬
bridge district court Thursday

(12).

llWr

N.w Y*rk M. N. Y.

His Pop; European liP For
U.S., Army Revue, TV
Stuttgart, Germany, Dec. 17. .
Pfc.
Gary
Crosby,
currently
serving his two years of Army fluty
with the Seventh Army Headquar¬
ters Special Services here, has just
had an album, recorded in'Europe,,
released in the States. It’s a World
Pacific LP, recorded, in Remagen
on the Rhine earlier this year, and
it marks the label’s entry into the
pop music field.
Crosby sings “If I Could Be With
You,” “Love Is Just Around the
Corner,” “Exactly Like You” and
“Skylark” oh the record. Bud Shank
is musical. director, also playing
Hans Roller, one of Europe’s mosti outstanding, musicians. This also
marks the initial LP for Crosby.
The soldier-singer is making his
European tour pay off with a flock.
of entertainment activities. He’s
been appearing with a Seventh
Army unit revue called “Get
Happy,” did several tv shows in
London, appeared on a Bob Hope
video show .filmed in North Africa,
and produced several musical shows
over Armed Forces Network.

Harry S. Truman Expects
To Double as Organist
An indication that former Presi¬
dent Harry S. Truman, an accom¬
plished pianist, is taking organ
lessons emerged from an inter¬
view which Dave Garroway held
with consolist Bill McBaines on
“Today” over NBC-TV Friday (13)*
McBaines, who played, the organ
at.the 1952 national conventions
and again at the Democratic na¬
tional conclave of 1956 in the
Chicago Amphitheatre, said that
the latter’s organ had been pre¬
sented to the ex-Chief Executive
and had been installed at the Tru¬
man Library in Independence,. Mo.
It is “identical” with the one
which McBaines played on the air.
McBaines pointed out that Tru(Continued on page 61)

FOLSOM NEW CHAIRMAN
OF SARATOGA SPRINGS

Cambridge Not Amused by Staged
Slugging of Santa Claus

CITY ........c**v.«......• •

|

The Russians are having conver¬
sations with the State Dept, re¬
garding the purchase by them of
a number of American films under
the cultural “exchange” program
which supposedly they wish to see
stepped up.
This was confirmed in N-Y. last
week by Motion Picture Export
Assn, president Eric Johnston who
said he was aware of the discus¬
sions, but was in no position to
comment bn them.
The film purchase talks are go¬
ing on at. a high diplomatic level,
Johnston reported. He would give
no indication on whether! or not
the Soviets had gotten off their
“let’s swap” pitch which has been
customary with them. In the past,
the Russians have insisted on ah
“exchange” arrangement, or. at
(Continued on page 63)

The mock sock of Santa brought
a $35 fine to the soph actor Who
staged the pseudo Santa Clau£
(Continued bn page 61)
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Key investors In. Loew’s, particularly the major banking inter¬
ests, have found themselves in the position of parents with a “dif¬
ficult” child. And while they’d like to provide the necessary guid¬
ance, they’re bewildered as to that form this should take.
This was the explanation given by a prominent Wall Streeter
this week'—offered as an insight on. the behavior mainly of Leh¬
man Bros, and Lazard; Freres. These two outfits have seemed run¬
ning hot and cold on the Joseph R. Vogel management at Loew’s,
there being no consistency.
The Wall St. source said that, both would like to be out Of the
Loew’s situation but the losses that Would be entailed militate.
against unloading their 300,000 shares at this time.
Their objective is raising the stock price up to the nearly $22 '
per share which was the high trading level of the year, as compared
with last Week’s closing quotation of $11.62%. According to the “in¬
side” source, both Lehman and Lazard. would unhesitatingly sell
.put if that high level is again attained.

Loew’sProxy Tiff Off as Vogel Makes

By GENE ARNEEL
Three-way parleys are oh look¬
ing to an. amalgamation of RKO,
Allied Artists and Republic. Pro¬
jected merger, as reported, will go
hand in hand with the bowout of
Herbert J^ Yates as president of
Rep, effective within, the next
couple of months.
. Idea behind the move is to form
one important motion
picture
cOmpahy out of three whose pros¬
pects, individually, are not particu¬
larly bright.
Importantly, each
has something of strong value to
offer. And no major legalistic ob¬
stacles ’bre figured on.
As reported from within, all in¬
terested parties have taken, note
of: Ci) the well-equipped studio
and laboratory facilities owned by
Rep, whereas RKO has no studio
and AA’s lot' is limited to only
three sound stages; - (2) RKO’s
strongly organized foreign opera¬
tion, ahd (3) a joint production
.and financing program that can be
put together by. AA and RKO.
Domestic offices run by AA ami
Rep would be integrated.
Rep has been inactive produc¬
tion-wise for some time but has
taken on distribution rights to the
increasingly important pictures be¬
ing turned out by American Broad¬
casting-Paramount Theatres.
AA
has 'been trending toward an
United Artists type of policy—that
is, financing and distributing inI dependent product. RKO is engage
(Continued on page^.19)

Trade Sees Banker Semenenko
As Main Influence Behind Cuts,
Warners-Universal Paired in Rumor
♦.

Critics Disagree
“Eighteen
and
Anxious,”:
first picture on the American
Broadcasting-Paramount The-,
atres production lineup to play
the company’s flagship thea¬
tre, the Paramount on Broad¬
way, was given an unusually
mixed press reception. Star¬
ring Mary Webster and Wil¬
liam Campbell, film was re¬
garded as a filler booking.
Said the Herald Tribune: “A
quickly made, badly rehearsed,
nonsensical movie
. .”
The Times: “A surprisingly
decent and, absorbing case
History that , rings true."

Banking houses are thought, to
be the major influences behind the
film industry’s current belt-tight¬
ening campaign. Believed to bo
playing the most Important rola
in the retrenchment program it
the.First National Bank of Boston,
of which Warners-identified Sergo
Semenenko, is a vice-president.
The First National is one of the
leading, perhaps the leading, banksource in the country for film
financing, with Semenenko being
the key contact man.
Semenenko is reported to be
calling for more than, just a mas¬
sive economy program. He is pro¬
posing: “mergers” in light of the
declining boxoffice. Most persist¬
ent expectation respecting Semenenko is a possible future amalga¬
mation of Warner Bros, and Uni¬
versal.
Semenenko, one of the
principal owners of. Warners, also
has close connections With U and
Decca Records, the latter being
the major holder of U’s stock. This
connection stems from Semenenko’s association wi’h the First Na¬
tional of Boston which has provided
long-term financing for U and
Decca, In addition, the First Na¬
tional of Boston has provided
financing for a number of other
film companies, including Colum¬
bia.

The threat of a new proxy fight,•£
which has been hanging over'
Loew’s Iric., is reported to have
completely dissipated. Prexy Jo¬
seph R. Vogel, who has been mak¬
ing efforts to patch up his differ¬
List Industries board of directors
ences with the Wall Street bank¬ this week declared a dividend of
ing groups, may have made peace, 25c per share oh the common stock.
with Lehman Bros, and Lazard
It’s. payable J ah. 13 to stockhold¬
Freres.
ers of record on Dec. 3L
. As a consequence, it’s expected
Eric Johnston said last week he
that Lehman and Lazard along
knew of ho problems encountered
with Vogel’s former arch opponent
by the industry in its dealings with
—Joseph Tomlinson, the Canadian
the International Media Guarantee
industrialist who- is the largest
program of the U; S. Information
single holder of Loew’s stock (180,Agency. He said an IMG deal was
000 shares)—will vote to continue
being worked out now with Poland,
Some industryites attribute the
Vogel in . office, for another year
and may be applied also to Hun¬
Current layoffs and retrenchment
to give him an opportunity to car¬
gary.
ry on his revitalization program.
directly to the influence of SemenCharles K. Feldman, veteran
The Polish deal, jpnhstpn dis¬
(Continued On page 61r
A new ally is reported to have agent, indie producer and "pack¬
closed, was being held up for the
Whodunit Cxpoit
joined the Lehman-Lazard-Tom- ager,/has terminated his negotia¬
moment by “technical details” in¬
linson combination. He is Wall tions with Loew’s. Both Feldman,
volving use of the funds that would
Streeter David J> Greene, believed who has been in New York hold¬
be available. Under the . IMG pro¬
to have acquired. 100,000 shares of ing talks with Joseph. R. Vogel,
gram, the local earnings of film
Loew’s stock and is reported to and the Loew prexy called off the
explores tke words A guts writing
companies are turned over to the
be aiming to ’bring his holdings up deal because Vogel could not meet
profession in his pi
USIA, which in turn reimburses
to 500,000 shares. Greene, it’s as¬ •the conditions and terms that
the distributors in dollars in New
serted,- will vote with the Lehman, Feldman had stipulated for join¬
York.
Lazard and Tomlinson to continue ing the studio.
Johnston’s reference to Hungary
Vogel, although he had the ap¬
Vogel in -office at the annual stock¬
gave the first hint that such a deal
- Hollywood, Dec. IT.
holders’ meeting in February.
proval of his board of directors
may. be in the offing for that coun¬
Personnel cutbacks at the 20thHowever, it’s understood that to negotiate with Feldman, is un¬
another Editorial Feature/
try.
He
stressed
that
nothing
Fox
studio
were decided on here
the Loew’s board, which Was in¬ derstood to have felt that his ’board
in the upcoming
definite was set. on it. The . Hun¬ over the weekend as the 20th top
creased to 19 at the special stock¬ would not accept the stock option
garians haye been huddling on the ' brass from East and West huddled
plan
or
the
lorigrterm
arrangement
holders’ meet in October, will be
52d Anniversary Number
purchase of American films with on company affairs. It’s understood
reduced to 10 at the February ses¬ that Feldman demanded. In addi¬
Marc Spiegel, the MPEA Continen¬ that all department heads, will be
of
sion. The increase in the board tion, Feldman, who operates one
tal manager, in Paris. MPEA is ordered to pinkslip 10% of their
was brought about in an effort to of Hollywood’s most successful tal¬
currently operating under IMG staff.
give; Vogel a working majority. ent agencies, has had reservations
PSstlETY
(Continued on page 19)
Proposed firings are attributed
Tomlinson, Samuel J. Briskin, who • ail along about his admittedly
“tough”
conditions
being
met.
to the end-of-the-year slowdown at
is the Lehmafi-Lazard representa¬
Highly successful agent insisted
the studio which should, however,
tive on the board, Greene and a
be replaced by considerable activi¬
still-to-be named director will oh certain conditions for self-pro-,
ty during the first quarter, of
make up the so-called opposition tection. Since his entire negotia¬
1958. 2Qth has two currently shoot¬
. group. Vogel, will name six direc¬ tion was based on a 150,000 share
ing—“Ten North Fredrick” and
tors, giving him a working major¬ stock option consideration, he want¬
ity; of two. Stanley- Meyer, Tom¬ ed to make sure that whomever Pre-Xmas Bops Biz; ‘80 Days* Still Champion, ‘Joey’ “The Townsend Harris Story,”
latter being before the cameras
linson’s associate . .in the fight Metro brought in as a producer
in Japan.
2d, ‘Nelson’ 3d, ‘Wonder*/ ‘Woman’ Next
against Loew’s, will not be on the will not dissipate whatever earn¬
ings he hoped his energies would
new board, it’s understood.
produce. In short he sought insur¬
Activity of Greene was noted by
$5,000,000 FOR 'ALAMO'
ance against, studio ineptness and
Many, first-runs over the country, around, and “April Love” (20th)
the increase in the value of Loew’s
staggering costs, .against whatever this stanza are marking time await¬ are the runner-up pix.
shares on Monday (16). On a day
profits his own pictures earn be¬ ing the arrival Of Christmas week •. “Peyton Place” (20th) looms as One of Biggest Budgets Ever . For
when the Dow Jones average was
John Wayne Film
ing used as a “standoff” value Since potential customers are rush¬ one of the smash newcomers, pre¬
down about $6, Loew’s stock was
very active and went up'%’s to which would not help the hoped-for ing to department stores rather dicated on its showing this round.1
Hollywood, Dec; 17.
12%. Greene recently sold out well appreciation of the 150,000 shares than to the cinemas. It—happens It is sturdy in opening week at the
A production budget of $5,000,every year, and exhibitors long N.Y. Roxy and smash in L. A.
over 100,000 shares in List Indus¬ of Loew’s stocks..
000, one of the biggest in industry
tries, parent company of RKO The¬ * Feldman’s salary would have have realized. there is little that “Teen-age Frankenstein” (AI), also history, has been set by Batjac
been “low,” i.e., the reported $75,- cab be done about it. Also that, new, is okay in Minneapolis: and
atres.
Productions for “The Alamo/’ John
000 a year drawing account Was come Christmas Day and the year- .good in Frisco.
Meanwhile, the meeting of the moderate compared to the usually
“Wild Is Wind” (Par) also shapes Wayne starrer slated for filming
end holiday period, biz scars.
present board of directors, sched¬ double-that-amount for studio; top¬
next
summer in one of the wide¬
“Around the World in 80 Days” as a potentially high- grosser, being screen processes. Four other top
uled for late this month, has been pers and/or successful producers/
(UA). again is champion nationally, great at N.Y. Astor and socko in stars will be sought for the film
postponed to Jan. 9.
Apart from these considerations making the ’steenth week it has L. A. “This Is Russia” (U), good in
there were numberv * of obvious led the pack. Actually this .'will be Denver, looks neat in Chi and sock which, will be released through
..hurdles before any deal could hap¬ the seventh month the Mike Todd in N.Y. “18 arid Anxious” (AB-PT) United Artists.
Wayne plays Davy Crockett in
pen.
production has been champ. It is is disappointing on two -initial
the picture, his . second major
For . one thing, separate and way ahead Of its nearest competitor playdates this stanza.
apart from bankers like Lehman this round. Incidentally, “80 Days"
“Slaughter on 10th Ave.” (U), starrer for UA. First wTas “Legend
Bros: and Lazard Freres being tra¬ just completed the 61st week of its torrid in Chi, shapes fair in Omaha. of the Lost,” which goes into re¬
ditionally. opposed to any stock-op¬ record run at the N.Y. Rivoli.
“Sorority Girl” (AI), hep in Provi¬ lease in th" next few weeks.
tion deals, any such proviso must
dence, looins nice in Seattle^ “Tin
“Pal Joey” .(Col) agai is finish¬
go to the stockholders for approval.
Star" (Par) is good in Providence.
For another, the only authority ing: second, same as a week ago.
^Bombers B-52” (WB) is rated
“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) rushed okay in Providence. “Jamboree,”
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
that Vogel has been given from
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
American- International has his executive committee—and not up from seventh place to capture from same company, is not doing
Bill Dover, wrho reorganized
pledged no sale-fo-tv of product for the entire board—was merely to third spot.
so well currently in four locations.
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cine¬
10-year period. In letters to Thea¬ explore a negotiation. Feldman, for
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” Universal’s story department since
tre Owners of America’s Ernest a time, thought he enjoyed the rama) is landing fourth place, “And (AA) still is solid in third Chi week. his takeover 14 months ago, left
Stellings and Allied’s Julius Gor¬ entire board’s approval, including God Created Woman” (Kingsley) is “Sad Sack” (Par), okay in Chi, the studio on Friday (13).
don, A-I made the promise/.
Joseph Tomlinson, Stanley Meyer pushing to fifth position, amazing shapes trim in N.Y.
In addition to 33 films completed
“Mah in Shadow” (U) is rated and waiting release Universal,
Additionally company reported and newcomer Samuel J. Briskin. in view of so many arty theatre
playdates.
fair'
in
Washington.
“Perri”
(BV)
They,
too,
may
not
object
to
any¬
through
Dover’s story operation,
It has upped , its 1958 output to
“Les Girls” (M-G), long high on looms fancy in Tororito and Port¬ now has a total of 27 scripts await¬
30 to 36 features front 22 made in thing Which will improve the flow
land.
list,
will
be
sixth
while
“Search
of
film
merchandise.
Obviously,
ing
production.
With Dover's de¬
1957.
“Girl, in Black Stockings” (UA) parture, the studio is halting the
common sense would dictate any For Paradise” (Cinerama) is wind¬
forward-step in that direction.
ing seventh. “10 Commandments” shapes , okay in Cincy as does “My buying of new material since It
Burt Steiner, N. Y. actor turned
Understood
Feldman
felt
a (Par) is finishing eighth; with “Graf Man Godfrey" (U> in Cleveland.
has
an
adequate
supply
of
{Complete Boxojfice Grosses x>n properties through 1958 and.much
dialog director, starting on. “Kings five-year term would be “right” Spee" (Rank) taking ninth position;
, “Rodan”
(DC A),
just
getting Pages 8-9'):(Continued on page Id)
i of 1959.
Go Forth” for Delmer Daves.

List Pays 25c

|

John Roeburl

Murder By Paperback

National Boxoffice Survey

No Pix-to-TV
Sale Promised

Bill Dover Exits U
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Perspective Vs. Hysterics
Seven years ago, in 1950/which already seems prehistoric, the
film industry was in such a state of convulsions from psychosis
teleyisionitis that Variety broke forth with an editorial borrow¬
ing from FDR’s classic perspective ■proverb, ”We Haue Nothingi
to Fear But Feccr Itself”
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
No Dancer Oscar
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Despondency within the Ameri¬
There aren’t enough films
can
motion
picture : industry
made
annually
involving danc¬
reached something of a hew “high”
ing to warrant inclusion of
—or, if .preferred, “low”—last
Best
Dancer
and
Best Chore¬
week and trade pundits seem dit
ographer awards in the annual
vided as to whether the patient
The Writers Guild has awarded
Oscar sweepstakes on a regiiWill get worse before any improve¬
Dale Wasserman and Calder Wil¬
las basis. Academy of Motion
ment, sets in.
lingham the screen credits for the
Picture Arts, and Sciences has
In a period of sensational , com¬
recently; completed “The Vikings,”
decided. Board of Governors
ments on the state of its own
nixed the two year campaign,
a Bryna Production starring Kirk
health, the industry heard the most
Conducted by James Selva, ed- • .Douglas...
sensational of all perhaps from
itor of Dancer’s Notebook, for
Chicago where circuit operator Ed¬
V Following a prolonged arbitra¬
the terp awards.
die Silverman predicted the foldup
tion hearing, the credits committee
ACad
in
the
past has
of all but. one major studio in
of the Guild ruled that Wasserman,
occasionally
tendered
choreo.
Hollywood. His reasoning: banker
who wrote the first screenplay of
awards on an honorary, basis
pressure will force a 1958 selloff
“The Vikings,” is the rightful au¬
and
intends
to
maintain
that
to television of. post-1948 product
thor and that Willingham should
practice whenever the situa¬
and that theatres will be cheek-byshare the credit; At the same time,
tion
warrants.
jowl with their air rivals.
the committee' found that- Noel
“Protection” clearance of at least
Langley is not entitled to screen
five years, and hopefully longer,
credit for his contribution to the
has in recent weeks become a cause
•'film.
celebre among showmen, but only
The dispute between Wasserman
20th Century-Fox has been explicit¬
and Bryna, headed : by Douglas,
ly soothing. Meantime television
:
originated
When Distributors Corp.
syndicators, and especially local
of America sold “The Vikings”,
tv stations* are doing their imagi¬
screenplay, written by Wasserman,
native best to convince the public
to Douglas arid Bryna Productions.
that “old movies” (pre-1948) are
Douglas hired two writers to adapt
really current attractions.
Wasserman’s script to the star’s
Cannibalism!
requirements. Examination of all
Nobody has thus far used the
the written material, however,
Washington, Dec. 17.
analogy but it may be justified to
^caused the; Guild to reinstate WasA small skid in the motion pic- feman’s screen credit for story and
describe the television threat to
Hollywood as a form of economic tutte business is, reflected in film adaptation.
cannibalism—the industry eating industry dividends for the first 11
“The Vikings” Will be released
itself alive; So far as trade mem¬ months of this year, which trail by United Artists in the spring of
ories and files go, there is no pre¬ comparable figures for 1956.
1958.
Publicity reported dividends for
cedent for “revivals” Choking new
product. Only the television par¬ the period aggregated $24,401,000,
lor-trap has made such a fantasy or more than .$600,000 shy of the
total
for
January
come real.
Small wonder show-; $25,057,000
men cannot quite get their bear¬ through November, 1956.
The November figures alone
ings..
Another trouble with the pres¬ were behind last year’s, the.U; S.
. Theatre Owners of America will
ent troubles of the film.industry is Dept, of Commerce discloses. Last
retain a new public relations di¬
not only conflicting diagnoses but month, stockholder, melons totaled
rector within the next 69 days,
The year earlier, it
inadequate information. Probably $1,378,000.
TO A pr.exy Erriest G, Stellings re¬
many of the most potent influences was $1,740,000.
Company
payments for
Iasi vealed last week. Although he de¬
operating against motion picture
clined to issue the name of the.
status quo are entirely apart from month, compared with those for [ individual hired for the post, Stel¬
November,
1956:
Columbia
Pic¬
television movies, whether old or
lings said he was a theatre execu¬
new.
Nor is “orderly Release,” tures, $63,000 each time; Loew’s tive who has had. newspaper ex¬
though it might be constructive, Boston Theatres, $23,000 this No¬
perience.
one-half so crucial as America’s vember, $39,000 the year before.
Thb new p.r. staffer, according to
creeping inflation, the population National Theatres, nothing this No¬
shift, the high birth rate, baby vember (payment was in October), Sterlings, will publicize theatres in
sitter and perking fees added to in¬ compared with $346,000 in Novem¬ general as Well as provide services
ber,; 1956. Stanley Warner, $550,- to TOA’s members.
flated admissions.
There are those who suspect that 000 each November. Warner Bros., . Jack Barrington, who was pj\
chief since last August, exited TOA
the film: industry has one big blind $742,0001 each November.
Commerce says publicity reported last, week; Barrington, it’s under¬
spot—it’s emotional block against
any consideration of whether its dividends in any industry usually stood, was not happy in his. post
own admissions are too high for amount to 60% to 65% of all divi¬ because he was not given the
proper authority by TOA officials.
a domesticated generation mort¬ dend payments.
gaged to its next paycheck and be¬
yond.
Showmen condone raised
admisisons whenever a “big” pic¬
ture comes along, but shy from the
question of adjustments down¬
wards for lesser quality. The "ceil¬
ing” operates hydraulically but the
“floor” is cement.
Somebody Had to Scare Industry Off That Suicide
Not Us! Them!!
Ledge, He Argues
There has been a partial curtail¬
ment during 1957 of the really
nasty cracks flung from both ram¬
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
ures the estimate of. $60,000,000 net
parts of the industry-exhibition
Indie Hollywood producer Wil¬ loss to pic companies by selling
and production—and yet this con¬
their ^backlogs to television is an
tinues a business of vanity, and liam Perlberg yesterday applauded accurate one. “Studios were fool¬
vanity's inclination is to reject Chicago exhibitor Edwin Silver- ish to sell in. the first place,” he
blame and place it elsewhere. A man’s cloudy propflecy of pic in¬ said.
few studio czars of. the past were dustry’s future as “justified if for
Producer expressed surprise that
close to absolute monarchs but no other reason than to awake Hol¬
TOA last month didn’t oppose with
even in those days with their un¬ lywood to the terrible dangers in¬
resolutions 20th-Fox’s guarantee of
disputed power, flops were always volved in selling- its post-’48 pic¬ five-year clearance between theat¬
somebody else’s fault.
tures to television.”
rical release and tv. “We’ve got
It’s been a long time now since
Producer added it’s his belief 10- to 15-year-old pix on tv now
‘‘divorcement”
but
the
conse¬ Silverman, who; predicted all stu¬
that are .putting us . out of busi¬
quences are still being felt. Take dios but one would close in next ness:” *
divorcement in tandem with the six months, was not quoted cor¬ .. Industry, he saysi can weather
country’s inflation. This may be rectly.
“He’S too smart a fhea- the storm over the next two or
all the explanation anyone needs treman and businessman to make three years “hopefully,” by then
for the insecurity neurosis of the that prediction without some quali¬ the present theatrical pix on tv
industry.
fications,” Perlberg said.
having run stale.
Meanwhile the failure of the
Producer explained, “There’s a
film trade to provide itself with
good chance studios will close,
better information shows again and
probably not in six months, but
again. For instance, what about
in the next three, years or so, only
participant sports like bowling or
if the post-48 pictures are sold to
spectator sports like basketball?
tv, with the resulting close of per¬
Details Publitliara1
Is there any cdmpafable-to-theatres:
haps 10,000 theatres, and also pro¬
slump in those sectors? Apparent¬
viding pay television is not yet iri
ly not. But why not—nobody can
force
throughout
the
United
say.
States”’
Who knows for sure, the statis¬
Perlberg
called
Theatre
Owners]
tics on'theatres? If the tradepapers keep reporting closings it of America org “stupid” for fight-!
ought also to be remarked that ing tollvision. “It’s the one thing
they keep reporting re-openings. that can save them/’ he explained,
another Editorial Feature
And by no. means, has the con¬ adding it should be the theatremen
. in the dpceiitlag :
struction of brand-new brick-and- who seek the pay tv. franchises..
TOA’s notion of buying Para¬
mortar theatres ceased in this
52d Anniversary Number
country.
As for drive-ins, they mount’s backlog is “a goOd idea if
they can swing it,” producer views.
blossom like dandelions in May.
of
Realistically, note must be taken “To keep as many pix off tv is a
of the substantial earnings of many benefit both to theatres and pro1 during companies. : Perlberg fig(Continued on page 18)

To Share‘Vikings’ Credit;
Nod Langley Omitted

On 11 Months,’57

',000 From’56

TOA ALREADY HAS ITS
NEW PR MAN PICKED

Horace S. Manges
Progress In Fight
Against Book
Censorship

Variety

So here we are again at year’s end 195T. Outwardly the morale
of the motion picture industry is again—emphasize the again—
flatter than a pancake. Prophets like. Eddie Silverman of Chi¬
cago make Jeremiah of the Old Testament look like a charter
member of Kiwanis singing “There' Are Smiles That Make You
Happy.’’
The thing which has discouraged the film trade in recent
.months has been the failure of “good” pictures to do expected
business. A vacuum area has opened up between blockbusters
on the one extreme, with their capital risks, and exploitation
cheapies at the other extreme. Understandably many showrnen
have had trouble adjusting their bearings.
But the fact remains that there have been plenty Of big money¬
makers during 1957, “Ten Commandments” may end up top
grosser of all time. “Around the World” is a world wow. “Giant”
was true to its title. Enough to say that Variety’s own check of.
the top releases for. 1957, now in compilation for publication in
the forthcoming Anniversary Edition, does not support the case
for despondency.
An actor, Burt Lancaster, may have summed, up the present
crisis period with shrewd simplicity, “The film industry is hot
dying; it is changing character.” And this should remind all
and sundry that the film industry has changed character many
times in the past. In the beginning there was a “Film Trust”"
and there was a special Way of life that Went with that epoch.
States rights once was dominant, only to fade* with great eco¬
nomic change. The silent era faced conversion to sound, black
and white, films faced color. Divorcement became a major alter¬
ation of reality. More recently there was the widescreen re-tool¬
ing, a great economic adjustment by itself.
In the light of. what, it has already survived, why is. the distress,
admittedly Veal, of ' the present moment any reason to suppose
that the motion picture industry is doomed? Nonsense, The fu¬
ture of the film industry Is highlighted by the very dependence
of its chief amusement rival, television, upon this source of sup-,
ply. Let the high praise of that fact not go unappreciated.
Something more: to repeat a point in thb 1950 Variety edi¬
torial: Americans are gregarious. They are not going to stop
going out for the afternoon, of for the evening. Theatres are
not going to disappear. “Overseating” there may be; but that
has been a perennial problem for 40 years, only briefly forgotten
during the war boom years with its factory swing shifts and
gasoline rationing;
The moving picture industry has been, like the United States
in Joe Gannon’s phrase, one helluva success. Present and future
tenses are included.

Ostrich Psychology Within Trade
Facts Admitted True, But Some Execs Complain
About ‘Public Knowing’

N. Y, to Europe,
Robert Bruckner
Ava Gardner
Tyrone Guthrie
Lionel Hampton!
Stanley Holloway
Patricia Jessel
Kitza Kazacos
Greta Keller
Mike Sloan
Kim Stanley
Cilli Wang
Irene Worth

N. Y. to L. A
Harry Belafonte
Richard Brooks
Frank Cooper
Jack Dunning
Clark Gable
Norman Granz
George Jessel
Dean Jones
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Mike Merrick
Charles O’Cufran
Patti Page
Barbara Perry
Tony Travis
Paula Truemari

L. A. to N. Y.
Gene Autry
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Bonita Granville
Jack Hawkins
Sessue Hayakawa
Kim Hunter
Ted Husing
Earl Rettig
Hal Roach Jr.
David O. Selznick
Rod Steiger
Joanne Woodward
Emerson Yorke ’
Jerry Zigmond

Europe to N. Y,
Prof. Robert Gessner
Victor Mature
Toby Rowland
Don Sharpe-

As has been its customary be¬
havior, the film biz is again crying
“foul” as reports of the economic
conditions of the industry begin to
seep into the daily press. While
the major companies lay off em¬
ployees, close down, or curtail stu¬
dio operations, and launch a gene¬
ral retrenchment program, many
industry officials are raising a howl
because of the downbeat and pessi¬
mistic stories . that are beginning
to qppear in the press.
Eddie Silverman, the Chicago exr
hibitor who! predicted a major shut¬
down on Coast studio operations in
six
months,
was
immediately
branded a “traitor” to the. business
by some showmen for dramatizing
a situation with which everybody,
is acutely aware. The Wall Street
Journal, which is influential in
financial circles, is denounced for
summarizing the economic, plight
of the film business:
The industry, as has been its
policy, would prefer to take an
ostrich-like position. Every time a
trade or daily newspaper reporter
records exactly what is happening
—the layoffs and the retrenchment
program—some top-echelon execu¬
tive is sure to comment: “Why do
you have to. write such , things?”
If he Is asked whether or not the
facts are true, he is certain, to re¬
port: “Yes, they're true. But why
must the public know about it?”
" It appears to be beyond the.
comprehension of the powers-thatbe of the industry1 that perhaps the
present situation as well as the
economic upheavals of the past
were largely self-created panics.
In the history of the industry, no
attempt has been made; to take a
long-range view of the industry’s
future and to prepare in advance
for the emergencies that may
come up. In 1949, just after the
(Continued on page 18)
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Hfelive ina Profit & Loss Society;
Skouras Chides Chi Blastoff

Showmen React To Eddie Silverman
By ABEL GREEN
The downbeat note struck by. Chicago showman EdwinSilverman,
head of the Essaness chain, even discounting the deliberate “shock
values” which presumably inspired the veteran theatre man's dire
.'prognostications on Hollywood's future, has found , the expected echoes
throughout the picture business. There are a number of dissidents,
as reported in this issue, disagreeing. With Silverman. that “the picture
business is about to blow over:”
However, there is an affirmative approach in the; merchandising of
pictures which several film executives have voiced. They are exempli¬
fied by. Paramount’s Jerry Pickman, for example, who deplores-the
backwardness of the picture business in relation to, for example,. de¬
partment stores and the modern supermarket methods of selling.
“The department stores long ago learned to go out and. meet their
customers,” Pickman observes. First it was only Greenwich and. Stam¬
ford and Westbury,' but soon the ‘downtown’ stores, whether Manhat¬
tan or Brooklyn; realized that their real volume came from Short Hills
and Elberon, N.J., the Hamptons, Roslyn, ManhaSset, Garden City,
Jamaica and other fOcal shopping, centres on Long Island. Westchester
and. near-Connecticut long have had their thriving branches, of. the
best and mass department stores. And it’s true hi Grosse Pointe; Mich.,
Shaker Heights, O., Beverly Hills and Westwood, and all over the .U.S:
“But what has the picture business done? Nothing. We have not
made, it convenient for our customers. The downtown deluxer no long¬
er means what it used to. We have had only a sampling of what ‘con¬
venience for the customers’ can mean via the ozoners—whatever good
consistently business we do is in the driVe-ins.”
Othey film men. agree that the picture business isn’t fighting tele¬
vision only. TV is a tough competition and no kidding about that, but
says one, “Any city over 100,000 population-makes ‘coming downtown’
a liability.” He is typical of showmen who advocate “selling each pic¬
ture differently: ahd with a different approach. The saturation idea is
okay but somehow the public knows that we only do it for a ‘panic’
picture. Let’s do it; maybe, by staging three or four or five ‘premieres’
in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Richmond County, Westchester and let’s say
Newark. The department stores do that—they have the same commod¬
ity selling in five or six different branch stores, all merchandised un¬
der one advertising campaign.”
Stars For The Masses
Says another, “You don’t fool the people with a ‘downtown’ hoopla
if it's a stiff. Maybe if it's a ‘nervous’ picture, then saturate the metrop¬
olis and get it quick." Says, still another, “Certain stars are for the
masses, Martin & Lewis for example, so why not take this type of film
right to the backyard, of the mass public.”
Distribution proponents feel that the “last” 4,000 theatres yield only
4% of the revenue “and you can handle that kind of ah account with
an IBM machine—why the needless expense to service, them?”
A distribution topper who doesn’t want to be* named can’t- under¬
stand “why this should be a business that requires 100% overhead to
sell the goods; in short, a $1,000,000 picture must get back $2,000,000
to break even. Whoever, heard of that?”
From the same fear of “collusion” these anonymous theorists say it’s
better to go down; fighting than to go down period. This refers to the
strong feeling that, none should sell to television “and'to blazes, with
the bankers who forced most of them to seli.in the first place. If we
sell any of opr. strong post-1948 pictures we’re Just out of business.
Whoever: heard of giving away something which is going to be . our.
worst competition?"

FromSOverman
Chicago, Dec. 17.
Another salvo from Chi exhibitor
Edwin Silverman charges film pro¬
duction execs with overlooking ob¬
vious facts. in criticizing his pre¬
diction. that major production stu¬
dios are due to fold in six months.
“It’s because I have such a large
interest in the business that when
I see a fire I sound the alarm and
try to put it out,” he said. “Much
of. the information I have is avail¬
able in nosediving theatre, grosses.
Shrinking film rentals and stock¬
holders’ reports.”
Iii an open reply to Spyros P.
Skouras,
Silverman
asks why
Skouras, who had promised that
none of his pix would go to tv,
did an about-face on that matter.
If a. film company has tv produc¬
tions, let them sell it, or if they
have a $5,000,000 spectacular, let
them sell that to iv too. But by
doing so they’re ruining theatres
that pay up to 95% for rental.”
/ Silverman says he has no baiikers to force him to sell to tv the
two pictures in which lie has con¬
trolling interest, namely,
“711
Ocean Drive” and “Phenix. City
Story.” He reasserts that sellingpost-1948 product to tv is a sure
way to suicide. Hs asks produc¬
tion company heads whether sell¬
ing ranches and oil. well properties-]
is going to save the film production
business or if it Will just show, a
temporary profit on the stockhold¬
ers’ reports.
George Stevens has been . ap¬
pointed to the 100-member U.S,
National Committ'',** for UNESCO
by the U.S. State Dept.

The film Companies lost an esti¬
mated $60,000,000 in rentals be¬
cause of the sale of backlog pic¬
tures to television, according to
Ernest G. Stellings, president of
Theatre Owners of America. Stel¬
lings, as spokesman for TO A Which
has launched a campaign to pre¬
vent further sales of feature pix tu|
tv, bases his estimate on the fact
that the natioh’s boxoffice is cur¬
rently off$350,000,000.
Maintaining that this total would
have , come into theatres if the
pictures hadn’t
beep
dumped,
Stellings said last week the film
Companies Would have received
$130,000,000 in film rentals, based
on an average film, rental charge of
35%.. According to the TOA top¬
per’s aritmetic,. the film companies
received a total of $70,000,000 from
tv sales; He therefore reaches the
conclusion that the film companies
suffered a net loss of $60,000,000.
Statistics Due
Stellings
acknowledged
that
TOA will present statistics in midJanuary to the distributors Which
Will prove the exhib brg-’s conten¬
tion that “it is shortsighted and
economically unsound for distribu¬
tors ahd producers to sell limitless
boxoffice potential to a competitor
for the amusement dollar—for the
sake of an immediate gain.” TOA,
he revealed, had retained Sindlinger & Co.—“at bur own ex¬
pense”—to verify its conclusion
that the sale of pix to tv is “detri¬
mental to ail segments of the in¬
dustry.”
■■■'
• Stellings declared that the seri¬
ous boxoffice decline was noted
during the past summer When the
expected b.p. pickup did not ma¬
terialize as had been expected. At
that time, he said, the bulk of the
important old pictures were being
shown on tv. In contrast, he.noted
that during the summer of 1956,
when the important tv shows went,
off the air, there was a tremendous
spurt in theatre business since the
pictures available bn television
Were not as strong as those offered
in the summer of 1957. Stellings
(Continued on page 18)
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LOVELY HOSIERY
Gera’s

Kayser Shares
RKO. Theatres

to

In an intramural stock transfer,
Gera Corp., subsidiary of List In¬
dustries, has soldi all of its 96,671
shares of Julius Kayser & Co.,
hosiery manufacturer.
The buyer is RKO Theatres, also
a List subsidiary. Gera is in the
textile field,

[Hecht-Lancaster’s
$25.(HKM«)0 Wad
Of Faith in Pix
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
As Evidence of its faith in the
future of films, Hecht-Hill-Lancaster will invest $25,000,000 in the
production of 12 films in 1958, de¬
spite the fact that 1957 was the
worst year in the company’s his¬
tory during which its “Sweet Smell]
of Success”-became “the first pic- ]
ture we ever lost money on.” Prbgram outlined by Harold Hecht at
a press-conference includes the in¬
die’s first venture into a series of
low-budget films, with producerwriter Harry Kleiner joining the
company to turn out a quartet of
pix with a total budget of $l,500,
000 for the group,
(At least three of the 12 films
listed by Hecht were named by
the company a year ago when it
reported it. would undertake: a twoyear schedule of nine films costing
a total of $25,000,000. One other,
“Separate Tables,”, now is In pro¬
duction and the indie made no
(Continued on page 61)

OUT SOON!
The

52nd Anniversary Number
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Film business Is now divided
into three types of people; Those
who’ve pushed the panic button,
those who maintain that all’s well
and that there’s no handwriting on
the wall, and the third, inbetween
group which admits to concern but
holds that the two other factions
lack perspective in terms of. both
the industry and the overall econ¬
omy of the country.
Within this last faction is Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America. In New
York last week, Johnston took the
realist’s view of current film biz
conditions, saying there obviously
was reason for apprehension on
the part of the industry, but that,
the situation was hardly as black
as some liked to paint it.
‘We live in a profit-and-loss so¬
ciety,” he held. “That'means that,
occasionally, we must get used to
the idea of taking a loss, or at
least not making a profit. Showbusiness for so long as been used
to showing a profit, that we’ve for¬
gotten that this is not a perma¬
nent state.”
MPAA prexy drew a comparison
with his own business out in Spo¬
kane.
“Some yeafs-.. we’ve done
(Continued on page 18)

Hollywood, Dec. 17/
National Theatres Inc., racked up
net profit of $2,266,096for52weeks
ended Sept. 24, 1957, amounting to
84c per share on 2,699;486 shares
common outstanding, per prexy
Elmer C. Rhoden in annual report.
Figure compares to $2,277,254
earnings for 53 weeks ended Sept.
25, 1956 exclusive of net gain on
sale N.Y. Roxy Theatre or also
84c per share.
Rhoden stated that theatre opera¬
tions produced 74c per share dur¬
ing 1957 fiscal year as against 63e
in 1956. Balance of earnings in
both years was derived from salo
of real estate, capital assets. “Im¬
provement in theatre earnings re¬
sulted from reductions of expenses,
increases in admission prices made
possible by revision of federal ad¬
mission tax rates.”
National’s gross for 1957 fiscal
year Was $58,927,856, as against
$59,707,251 previous year. Grosses
for first half 1957 were above cor¬
responding period previous year,
but decreased , in second six
months.
Rhoden pointed out that because
of nation’s tight money markgt,
company’s policy of converting into
cash unprofitable properties assets
not needed in business, moved at
a slower pace' during 1957.

JACKim HITS STICKS
ON‘BONJOUR’RELEASE

Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages Copy and space reservations may he sent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 36
154 W, 46th St.

HOLLYWOOD 28
6404 Sms* Bfvd.

CHICAGO 11
612 N. Michigan Aye.

LONDON, W. C. 2
8 St. MarHe’s ffoce
Trafalgar Sqaari

Undertaking a new individual¬
ized sales approach, Columbia: gen¬
eral sales manager Rube Jackter
has mapped a tour of the country
for the purpose of meeting with
Col field men regarding the mar-,
keting of a single picture. Focal
point of this attention will be
“Bonjpur Tristesse,” recently com¬
pleted in France by producer Otto
Preminger. '
Jackter’s
personal
campaign
starts today (Wed.) in New York
with a screening of the picture and
sales-merchahdising huddle with
homeoffice execs and division man¬
agers from around the eastern
states and Canada, and exploita-.
tion managers.
Jackter is to follow this with a
swing of sessions with division
and branch managers in the south¬
east,
southwest,
Coastt
Rocky
Mountain and northwest areas, a
return to Gotham and then more
meetings in the midwest.
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HARVARD X-RAYS CENSORSHIP
Censors’ ‘General Principles’
Memphis, Dec. 17
Memphis’s topsy-turvy censor board has come^p^withMother
come up with another
baffling “reason.” It. is nixing two juvenile delinquency films be-,
because of “general principles.”
Two films were skedded to open at the downtown Loew State
house here on Jan. 16. They are indie “Street of Sinners,” and Uni¬
versal’s “TheCareless Years.”
Mrs. Edwards said that she and her three femme members saw
both pics and agreed they were bad and should not be shown in
Memphis or Shelby County for “general principles.” She refused
to explain what that meant.
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By FRED HIFT
“In recent years it has become
Bowled Over
Film industry needs diversifiesextremely difficult to obtain from
Toledo, Dec. 17.
tion in its advertising approach
motion picture censors any detail¬
ed information on the specific
There may be a moral hidsince it isn’t reaching the necesscenes which have been ordered
d6?oi?
sary audience, Charles Emfeld, adLast summer the Avalon
.
, _ A.. _
cut from films, or even the names
Bowling Co. took over the . pub yp- at 20th-Fox, said in New
of the films rejected entirely.
darkened Avalon Theatre, here
York last Week. One of the new
Since their positions, are placed in
in Toledo, and made itMnto an
directions in which to move is off
jeopardy by each caise which finds
its way into the courts, ihe cen¬
eight-laiie bowling alley. Now
the amusement pages of the newsthe same firm has taken over
papers, he held,
sors are understandably reluctant
to publicize-their actions lest mo¬
the old Park Theatre, nsed re“The amusement" pages have betion picture distributors be forced
cently by a religious groupTor
come nothing more than just diinto court to defend, their reputa¬
its services, and will convert it
rectories/’ EInfeld opined. “Tele^a^a aDother tenpui estabhsh.
w-sl6n ls making us ^ siII with
tions.
Furthermore, the censors
do not wish to stir up public con¬
ment, to be opened about Jantheir ads.” He said 20th would
Universal, which has closed*- —■ - --——-— - troversy which gives free publicity
Uary 15.
gradually seek to place its ads in
to sensational films. It has also
———————— other parts of the papers where
been suggested—less . charitably
A-1
|
.||#
| they’can get proper attention.
edly because it has a full year s
Chicago, Dec! 17
but perhaps with a considerable
supply of product for release, is
A hearing on a request by
Ilth KankrA ina
Los Angeles, one "paper puts
measure of truth—that the censors
UUI 1/fUlIU vlllllg
. the amusement page into the sports
paradoxically in search of. outside
Times Film Corp. attorney
are loathe to risk public criticism
section, where women aren’t likely
indie films. As of yet, U is not
Abner J. Mikva for a ternof decisions which may; be arbi-.
fl.
■ /If
. )
to spot it. In Toledo, pix ads and
trary and picayune.”
making financing-production deals
p°rary. injunction against the
MlUHTl
InPTP C
ads for
frec films on tv run
with independents, but is comChicago's, refusmg to
The foregoing statement is ex¬
L/iUCU l vlUvlv O
together on. the same page. Einfeld
cerpted from the December Har¬
pleteiy in the market for the acp,?r™tJ>!e s^lne,?l Nailf
feels this hurts the pix biz and prequisition of finished pictures.
skeddrf for Friday (13) in Cluvard Law Review. It is part of an
| f •
IT
1 vents its ads from being fully eft,
,T
•,< 1.
cago .Federal District Court,
article on “Control of Entertain¬
EyMarchor April, U willhave
w
postponed to await a
Arrirait IVavp) fectivement” by Thomas B. Leary ’and J.;
completed the release of all of the
thanee nf
•
1WTvl
Also, 20th is rediscovering raRoger Noall who had a Law School
11 RKO pictures which it had acCase will be heard by Judge
,
.
dio. It’s Einfeld’s feeling that, in
grant which enabled them to in¬
Stuart Cloete will spend a year not doing more plugging on radio,
quired for distribution, Smce its ■, Periy who previously upheld
terview .censors, attorneys, pro¬ in South Africa, his native land, the industry is losing out on a
own slate, although completed and
the city's ban on “Game of
ducers, distributors and exhibitors; writing a new novel, “Hills of the good bet. “It reaches customers
ready for release, is. thought m
Love” when that case came up
all .over the -U,S.
need of some bolstering, the comtwo years ag0
Hunter,” financed by. an advance in their cars, going to and from
Following the Burstyn victory payment* against an option to buy work, and it reaches the women in
pany is taking a look At every possible entry, submitted by an indie.
before, the U.S.. Supreme Court, the picture’s rights, put np by 20th the homes. That’s ari important
As of now; U has sufficient pic- |\ I I*
Hi
ft .
the constitutionality of state, cen¬ Century-Fox. In effect, this means segment of our audience,” he mainsorship became suspect and. state the author is being subsidized to tained
tures to release at the rate of two rllnlirilV .MSllQ
a. month. However, since few of X. UUUWlJ UUUIO
courts outlawed it in Massachu¬
'S?l,3ndFor* “Enemy Below,” 20th is
these pictures are considered to
setts, Ohio and Pennsylvania. The
buying a big chunk of radio time
be in the blockbuster category, the
<l)
1* ■
|)
• ■ authors of the Harvard report find
dnf
on the American Broadcasting Co.
submit
a written outline of any web
The plugs will mostiy be
company reportedly feels that it
KlTJIPAfl ||| KPCICf censorship by “prior restraint” u*
i
yveu.
me yi ugd win mudiijr uo
requires additional films to add to
III llvulul (Le., exhibition cannot occur with“live/’ On Dec. 27, Dick Powell..
Assun^g 20th goes through with
out a license) in retreat, hardly a
its distribution income, during
surprise to the readers of Variety
nintnro
Tho next day,
rtnv he’s
As its first outside acquisition, U
(.fll
/{Ini \|f}C|l which , has probably carried more be shot m I959, in color, Cmema- .his picture.
The
obtained the world-wide distribuHvUI V/lllull news on the censorship war than Scope and in the South African stu- guesting on the Perry Como show.
any one, or several, publications.
tion rights last* week to “The Mark
^
_ ....
, _ .
buyihginon'a
of the Hawk,” a SuperScope-TechPub-ad staffers at Columbia and “The number of localities /censor*
t0 send
WOrd about
nicolor film starring Eartha Kitt, 20th-Fox, where rumblings of pos- iiig on the municipal level, once Cooperation o£ ?hTgo^ment wm
y' .
*
Sidney Poitier'and Juano Hernan- sible cuts are being heard, have estimated as high as 90 has now de¬ be needed in filming the production, epic in sweep. It will drama- .
We fina that women Are more
clined
to
probably
less
than
20,”
dez. Filmed in Africa and depict- g01;ie on record; as being detertize the 1837 “trek” inland of the interested in adventure films than
declare the Harvardmen.v
inB-Jh®_sur.fe t?vvfJd
mined to fight dismissals “all the
Dutch Boiers, a conquest of the F}en» Provided they aren^t the
Secretive Virginia
on the Continent, the pictqre was way,” Both units, associated with
wilderness comparable both in blood and thund-er variety,” Emfeld
made by World Horizons Produc- the Screen Publicists Guild, voted
Here is a fact-packed report, character and time to the winning
‘Enemy Below’ we have
that kind of film, along with two
ti.° tS,
*?e
at separate meetings not to become useful for bringing into one. handy Of the Americari west.
of.Lloyd Yourtg. U lists the film parties to.any compromise agree- repository a great .variety of data.
One . anticipated technical diffi- attractive leading men.
It’s a
?ne
com?any s
ments similar to that which the It is arresting to have it said that culty in filming may be the gath- Message that we can punch across
offerings for the. coming year.
staffers at Warner Bros, made with most, censor boards have neither ering of a sufficient number of the s^®®gly 0,n rad(° and reach. the
In addition, U has acquired two their company.
j the manpower nor the patience to old Oxen for teams. These are be- rigPt people,
other films; Both are low-budgetAccording to Guild officials, the review all features. They single irig rendered defunct by. mechaniApart from all that, Einf eld
ed Items which were filmed on the WB pub-adders were on the thresh- out thosp films first called to their zation.
stressed that ad-pub coin must be
company’s lot by. Jewel Produc- hold of a complete, victory when attention by the Legion of Decency
Cloete will be writing his 12th spent in other directions. “Ways
tions (Harry Rybmck and Richard they , accepted the compromise and/or other check-lists. Also that novel.
He dealt primarily with must be found,” he said, “to reach
Kay). The films
Take Five terms ,of the management.
WB “Information on Virginia censor¬ Spyro.s Skouras in N. Y. in setting our public wherever it is. Weshoul(f
From. Five
a°d
Gurls . of. 1the gave the dismissed artists an extra ship is most closely guarded; the his deal. Both he and Skouras. use radio, buses, streetcars, streetRoad.7‘are , bu£lLe*e,d at. j ?u: six weeks of severance pay and censors ■ publish no reports what¬ and. the South Africans, anticipate, floats, shopping news, heralds, and
$250,000 each. They re .scheduled agrge<j to retain three of eight soever” ■ (Shades of Thomas Jeff¬ a heroic saga of world marketahil- supermarkets. We should reevalfor release in April or May,
pinkslipped publicists. The WB erson!)
ity. There are no “race” angles in bate our whole approach to adverUnder’ attack from. the Supreme the proposed story, as in some of tising. Maybe we are expending
offer, it’s said, .was prompted be¬
cause of fear of the union’s ac¬ Court, sponsors are “presently Cloete’s earlier woWcs, notably a lot of energy in wrong and usetion at the Opening of “Sayona- making few deletions and almost “Turning Wheels” of 1937, which less directions. It’s time we found
out. Selling pictures today takes
ra” at the Radio City Music Hall. no pictures being banned entirely," established his literary name.
During his recent residence in ingenuity and we better adopt
The Guild had warned the MH During the gangster reign in the
that it would.stage a mass demon¬ Prohibition era, censors were anx¬ the States, Cloete has done nine some new concepts to meet new
stration in front of the theatre on ious about scenes of crime and; stories for the Satevepost and conditions.”
the day the picture, WB’s most brutality. “For all practical pur¬ some specials for Life. He is an
Einf eld said the merchandising
Sweep of veteran top-level ex¬ important current entry, opened at poses censors are now concerned established writing authority on of films today loomed more imp nr-'
ecutives at Loew’s Inc. continued, the Rockefeller showcase. In addi¬ alviost exclusively with the treat¬ Sbuth Africa, though British by tant than ever in the face of a
ment
of
sex
on
the
screen."
(Au¬
this week with resignation of Mar¬ tion to Its own membership, the
descent.
slack market.
“We have proven
vin Schenck, v.p. and a studio Guild had obtained support for the thors speculate that World War II
Proceeding first to England to over and over again that people
executive for the past 12 years. demonstration from its parent itself, and the war movies, may meet his publisher whom he knows will respond to a strong camSchenck will leave the company on union. District 65, Retail, Whole*? have raised public tolerance for only by mail, the novelist will be paign,” he declared. “But the camthe expiration of his contract in sale & Department Store Unions violence, per.se.;)
accompanied by his American- paign itself is ho longer the prime
Maryland and Kansas sometimes painter-wife who “turned writer in factor. It has to be aimed in the
AFL-CIO. Members of locals af¬
/March,
censor film cartoons, the authors ; self-defense” and has her second proper direction. We can’t allow
Schenck is a nephew of former: filiated with District 65 were’
point out
book, “To Catch a Man,” now ih ourselves to get lost, and that’s why
prexy Nicholas M. Schenck; His scheduled to participate in the
Censors are not extravagantly its fourth printing.
I, for one, am all for taking our ads
departure from the company had demonstration.
compensated,
salaries
ranging
-—— -—;—
off the amusement pages. People
According
to
Guild
sources,
the
not been unexpected in light of
from $2,100 in Kansas (where
MaIta Arefinnhlirv fnfn
reject directories. They want inthe complaints of stockholders and union had heard reports that the
(Continued on page T9)
ITICUU xiLLUIUltdllvjr IUIU
dividual attention. The. tv ads prodirectors, relating to “nepotism” at MH suffered a decline in business
ILJ.IaJ
vide it. It’s time for us to break
When the SPG distributed leaflets
Loew’s.
Updated
DUlldlI10
in
JO.
with
precedent.”
in
front
of
the
theatre
several
days
Ex-VARlETY Staff"
Vogei's. aim is also to cut down
on executive salaries , and it’s un¬ before “Sayonara” opened. In ad¬
dition,
the
union
reported
that
it
derstood that there -will Tie no
replacement for Schenck in the had learned that the MH was de¬
Hollywood,, Dec: 17.
new Director at Infermati , National
termined to pull “Sayonara” if it
$tudio management lineup.
Loew’s Inc. plans to erect a new
Air Defense Command
had to face demonstrations during
accounting
building
at the Metro
Schenck, who started with the
the holiday period. Fear that the
studio this spring. The 'new struc¬
recalls more frivoleu rimes In
Marcus. Loew Booking Agency
Testimonial dinner for Jack L.
MH would terminate the engage¬
ture,
which
will
be
erected
at the
when he was 15, will embark on a ment of “Sayonara,” it’s said,
cost of $117,000, will be equipped Warner, prez of Warner Bros., in
^European vacation after he com¬ caused WB to Offer their staffers
with the most modern business recognition of his “valuable con¬
pletes his activities at the Metro the compromise agreement.
machines and accounting equip¬ tributions to human welfare,” will
studio. He disclosed that he has
be held In New York at the Wal¬
ment/
for some time been discussing with
Leila Theatre Productions Inc.
New operation should result in dorf-Astoria Jan. 21, with proceeds
Abe Lastfogel the possibility of an has been authorized to conduct a
a considerable sayings in the long going to the N. Y. March Of Dimes.
anoriior Editorial Faatura
affiliation with the William Morris business In theatrical productions,
run and will do away with a lot of
According to Gerald M. Loeb,
la tht apeomlag
Agency; His forte has been the broadcasting and motion pictures,
bookkeepers currently on the com¬ partner of E. F. Hutton & Co., War¬
discovery and development of new in New York. Capital stock is
52d Anniversary Number
pany’s payroll.
ner will receive the annual March
$101,100,. consisting
of
10,000
talent.
of
Understood that one of the old of Dimes Humanitarian Award.
shares of preferred at $10 par
buildings on the Metro lot will be Prior recipients have been Spyros
• Metre has scheduled a black tie Value, and 10,000 shares of common
razed to make way for the new P. Skouras and Leonard Golden*
P"eem for: “Raintree County’s” bow at one-cent par value. Howard H.
structure.
son.
at Loew’s State tomorrow CThurs.). Rayfiel, filing attorney at Albany.

Its Own Plant Shuttered, Universal
Still Open to 'Outside Product
k“di,T vPeraliH,as?rJ'I
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Marvin Schenck Out At
Metro Studio; Vet May
Join Win. Morris Agency

■Col. Barney Oldfield

Those *Location9
Premieres

Updated Building in ’58;
Foresee ManySavings
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Robust 10G,
LA Off Pre-Xmas But Teyton Wow ‘Nelson’
Denver ; Russia’ $3,000 H.0.s Pacing Hub; 'Graf Spee Lofty
$18,(100, 'Sorority 16G, 'Joey 22G
$50,000; Hlfind’ SockeroollG, 'Nelson
Fast I8%G, '80 Days’ Boff 22G, 52d
Key City Grosses
Los Angeles, Dec. 17., •
Local first-runs are mainly off
this week despite start of school
vacation because of seasonal drop¬
off, continued bus strike and rainy
weather. However, “Peyton Place"
Is smash opening week with $50,000 in sight at three theatres.
“Baby Face Nelson” also is faring
remarkably well, with a fancy $18,600 in three houses.
. “Wild Is Wind” also is socko
$11,000 at small Four Star. Balance
of openers are doing only fair or
worse. These include “Jamboree”
In two spots, “Abominable Snow¬
man,” in three; and “Escapade in
Japan” in two sites.
Two hard-ticket pix are doing
well, “Around World in 80 Days”
landing $22,000 in 52d week, and
“Seven
oeven Wonders
wanuers of
oi World”
worm head¬
neaping
Ing for $18,000. “10 Commandis pacmg regular hoidovers
With $16,7MTm view f6r three locations. “Pal Joey” and “Les Girls”
^oare^dingnicriyonlongruns.
Estimates for This Week
V

Denver, Dec. 17.
Christmas shopping Again Is tak¬
ing its toll at the boxoffice here
this round. One of few newcomers
doing anything is “Baby Face Nel¬
son, good at Paramount and pac¬
ing the city. “This Is Russia” also
is rated good at Aladdin. “Around
World in 80 Days” is the only pic
holding: It is going into 32d week,
at the Tabor after a fair 31st
round.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90) —
Estimated Total. Groat
“This Is Russia” (U). Good $3,000
or near. Last week, “Loser Takes
This Week, ..
.. .. $496,300
All” (DCA) and “Scandal in Sor¬
(Based on 23 theatres)
rento” (DCA). same:
Last Year
$559,300
(Bised oh 22 theatres).
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
“April Love” (20th) (4th wk). Mild
$4,000. Last week, $8,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 70-90)
—“Zero Hour” (Par). Sad $5,000.
Last week, “Tin Star” (Par) (2d
wk), $6,000.
Orphenm (RKO) (2,596; 70-90)—
“Escapade in Japan” (U) . and
“Daughter of Dr. Jekyll” (AA).
Dim $5,000.. Last week, “Les Girls”
LouisviUe Dec 17
(M-GI
(M-G) and
and-uell
“Hell Canyon Outlaws”
Outlaws"
First.run biz is iUst moderate <ReP> <3d wk), $6,000.
^
reflecting the Xmas
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70shoDPing h abfte Of cu stomerhS 90)—“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) and
^“^>Ptin^
°^tchus>°^r?1^ “Jungle Heat” (HA). Good $10,000.
^«Son of counle Last week. “TaU Stranger” (AA)

‘Nelson’ Nice 9G.
L’vffle; ‘Spee’ 5G
wun

exception oi coupie

.

„

/ a a.\

a.MO; 1.&8; 825; 90-S2M}-^Tey-;[° ^ week at thc'BrowS^Se- $ Vo*“' Art (Sher-Shglmao) (442;
ton Place" <20th) Smash $50,000.
To saa somewhaT^ "Ba^ 75-90WTwo Loves Had I" (Indie).
JftK* BeWrly 2d run- 0thCTS Face Vise”8 S kew's look?
f.1'™0; ,Last week. "Naked
in

d‘y- %alK,r ?Foxf?930; i$l*25.».50)-

$3 200
Orpheum, Hawaii, Rizt (Metroolitan-G&S-FWO (2,213; 1,106;
320; 90-$1.50)—“Baby Face Nel■on” (UA) and “Iron Sheriff” (UA).
Fast $18,500. Last week, Ritz, with
Hillstreet, New Fox, “Slaughter
10th Ave” (U), and “Criss Cross”
(U) (reissue), $11,500. Orpheum,
Hawaii, with Uptown, “Walk Into
Hell” (Indie) and “Guns Don’t Argue” (Indie), $11,300.

Brown (Loew - Fourth Ave.) F^50TrI^U^ei3i3^
w?d’ouo*
<1,000; $1.25-$2)—“Raintree Coun- Holds for 32d week‘
ty” (M-G) (11th wk). Down to mild
$5,500 after 10th week’s $6,500.
if i
f
J 11L V
Kentucky (SwitOw) (1,200; 50-85) IfiPlS.
AlDClt
^"Love Slaves of Amazons” (U)
jl
, *
,
»
and ‘ Monolith Monsters” (U). Fair
Ijovc K/inH
S(l|| /7|J«
$4,000. Last week, “Omar Khay-W* W«U f O, JUU, LJQ,
yam” (Par) and “Short Cut to
i CAA
Hell” (Par), $5,000.
HErS UK&Y 41 MtdUU
Loew’s (Loew-U.A.) (3,000; 50-85)
MinnpannTic tw i?
—“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) arid
The tradkiKlJPwnXtwL

(2,^7;A1I1?15;

tS^^

(U)

r

Tears’ Okay at $4,500

wk)!
(ABPT-FWO (3,300; 965; 9Q-$l.fi0)
—“Jamboree” (WB) .and “Green
Eyed Blonde” (WB). Lean $7,500.
Last week. Downtown Paramount,
with Vogue, ‘‘Bombers B-52” <WB)
■rid “Black
ack Patch/
Patch’/ (WB) (2d wk),
$5 800. New FoX/in other unit
State (UATC) <2,404; 90-$l;50)—
“Hell Canyon
^ Outlaws” (Rep) and
“Panama Sal” (Rep). Light $5,500.

’

“Inviri We Boy/e,(M-G) ^nd^Deci■ion Against Time” (M-G), $10,500.
Hillstreet,
Hollywood
(RKO(Continued on
on page
page rn
17)
(continued
-:---<H.La_5 1T’ _ .1
AAA
neison
al ^lO^UUU
t
m
tt* if
« ait

rllCc

■?* Joey”

aa IS-iSMS

(Rank) and “3rd Key” (Indie). Okay
$5,000 or near. Last week, “Jamboree” (WB) and “Raiders of Old
California” (Reph same.
•"
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-85)—“The Deerslayer”
(20th)
and “Forty Guns” (20th). Fairish
$7,000 or less. Last week: “Aoril
Love”
(20th) <2d
(2d wk),
wk), $8,000.
$8,000.
Love>r (20th)
,
- - ■ .
' •.—-

S§-damned “Sto^ o^ Mankind ”
fresheritries are Snfined^o twfn
HmfoLshoSere QOnfined ^ twm
Even the holdnvpr.; arP
0f cou^^ but thev’re^utt^p n?^’
bkve
brave uSnt
Wt lt’s thr
thP Vls^Sfd
71stflnd 23d
w^ek re?oecU?elv for th^ h^d

SS. /Arourid: World :in.fo Da^/
the sixth for “Les Girls,” fourth for
‘Pal Joey” arid first moveover week
for “Baby Face Nelson.”
ft
ui
m•,> hi
Estimates for This Week
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.50-2.65)
Seattle, Dec. 17.
—“Around the World” (UA) (23d
Not much h o, excitement here Wk). Considering it’s just before
this round. “Sorority Girl” is do- Christmas, there’s nothing to coming well at Coliseum while “Around plain about here.. Good . $8,500 or
World in 80 Days” still continues near. Last week, $9,000.
amaz« ^ ife 25th week at the
Century (SW-anerama) (1,150;
Blue Mouse. “Baby Face Nelson” $1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
is rated fine at Orpheum while (Cinerama) (71st wk). Close to a
“Seven Wonders of World” still is year and a half, and still no anhot in 17th round at Paramount nouncement of opening for “Search
Estimate* for This Week
for Paradise.” Okay $6,000. Last
(Hamrjck)
(800; week, $8,500.
Airound the World”
Gopher (Berger) <1,000; 85-90)—
<25th 'Wk).
Nice $5,900.. “I Was a Teenage Frankenstein’?
Last week, $6,600.
(A-I) and “Blood of Dracula” (A-I).
(EyergLe.e^ <1,870; 90- Okay $4,000, Last week; “Bombers
$1*25)—Soronty Girl
(AA). and B-52”. (WB) (3d wk), $2,000.
Motorcycle Gang” (AI).
Okay
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
85-90)—
V“Last Para:- “Careless Years” (UA) and “Jungle
dise (UA) and Hell Bound (UA)* Heat” (UA). “Years” sold daringly
$7,800.
arid effectively and'Counted upon
F™ Avenue (Evergreen) (2^00; for whatever draw. Satisfactory
$1*$1'50)~“Pal Jpey” (Col) (3d $4,500. Last week, “Black Patch”
(Continued on page 17)
|
(Continued on page 17)
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fNelson’ Neat at $8,000,
Seattle; ‘Sorority’ 716

In --Lleye.: uOdire?
UK to
”
. V.
T IC
HU;

IWirc’ Pof 7(1
Oy 1/ajo ral IU
Cleveland, Dec: 17.
Pre-Xmas influences are taking
a toll here this round but some pix
are okay. “Baby Face Nelson”
looms fancy at State,for best showIng of newcomers. “Graf Spee” is
just okay at Stillman. “My Man
Godfrey” also is doing fairly well
at Hipp. “Around World in 80
Days” still is hep in 27th session at
the Ohio:
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 70-$l) —
“Land of Lawless’* (U). Mild $7,000.
Last week, “Story of Mankind'*
(WB) and “Jamboree” (WB), $9,000.
Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70-

Nelson Fairisb
ws Out; 'Nelson
$9,000,t 'Spee
“Spee’ OK 86,
8G, ‘Joey’
'Joey’ %,
7G, 4th

(Col) (5th wk), $10,500.
■
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
Cincinnati, Dec. 17;
1 (Cinerama) (2d wk). Okay $14,500.
(925; $1.25)—“Four Bags Full” (InPix biz is thawing out this week Last week, $15,000..
die). Fair $1,900: Last week, “Last of the windup Xmas shopping after
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)—
Bridge” (Union), $2,500.
Cincy’s coldest snap for some time. “Girl in Black Stockings” (UA) and
Lower Mall (Community) (500; Grosses generally are in fairish “Enemy From Space-’ (UA), Oke
50-90);—“Fruits of Summer” (Indie) trend, “Baby Face Nelson” at the $6,000. Last week, “Chicago Conand “Sorcoress” (Indie) (reissues). Albee shapes to, lead the newcom- fidential” (UA) arid “Street of SinPoor $1,700. Last week, “Perri” ers, including "Pursuit of Graf ners” (UA), $5,500.
(BV) (2d wk), $2,800.
Spee” at Palace and “Girl in Black
Guild (Vafloe) (500; 50-90)—
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50) Stockings” at the Grand. “Pal “Stella”; (Indie) (3d wk). So-so
—“Around World” (UA) (27th wk). ] Joey” still is. lively in fourth round $1,000 after $1,300 second stanza.
Hep $7,000 after $8,000.
,
at Keith’s. “Search for ;Paradise”
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
Palace
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,523:. is the town topper in third week. “Pal Joey” (Col) (4th wk). Eight
$1.25ii$2.40) —“Cinerama Holiday” “Around World in 80 Days” .is re- days. Good $7,500. Last ‘week,
(Cinerama) (24th wkh Trim $8,500. bounding after reaching 26-week $8,000.
Last week, $11,100.
low at suburban Valley, which felt
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)—
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) — the sting, of zero wave more than "Pursuit of Graf Spee” (Rank). No
“Baby Face Nelson” (UA). Fast .downtown houses.
complaint at $8,000. Last week,
$15,000. Last week, “Les Girls”
Estimates for This Week
“April Love” (20th> (2d wk), at 90c(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— $1:25 scale, $7,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— “Baby Face . Nelson” (UA). Fairish
VaUey (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50“Pursuit of Graf Spee” (Rank). $9,000 or near. Last week, “Les $2.50)—“Around World” (UA) (27th
Barely okay $6,000. Last week. Girls” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,500. .
wk). Rebounding to $7>000 favor“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and “Hear
Capitol (SW-CInerama) (1^76; able level after last week’s $4,500,
Me Good” (Par), $4,000 in 5 days. $1.20-$2.65)—“Search for Paradise” low for halfryear run*

>■

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . $1,838,100
(Based on 20 cities and 219
theatres, chiefly first runs, ineluding AT. Y.)
Total Gross same Week
Last Year -- $2,147,200
(Based on 23 cities and 230
theatres,)

'Sorority’ Slicb
$%000Paces Prov.
Providence, Dec. 17.
Majestic’s “Sorority Girl” is live¬
ly this week but other stands are
down to just ‘average or below.
Now hitting just okay take, is 10th
week of “Around World” at the
Elmwood.
State's “Decision at
Sundown” shapes drab. "The Tin
Star” is mild at Strand. RKO . Al¬
bee is fairly good with “Graf Spee.”
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 60-85)—
“Graf Spee” (RI) and “Hell Can¬
yon Outlaws” (Rep). - Fairly good
$7,500. Last week, “Unholy Wife”
(RKO) and “Under Fire” (20th),
$4,500.
Elmwood (Snyder) (745; $2-$2.50>
—“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (10th wk). Okay $7,000 after
$7,500 in ninth.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 60-85)—
"Sorority Girl” (E) and “Motor¬
cycle Gang” (E).
Likely $9,000,
fine for hefeT Last week, “Kiss
Them For Me” (20th) and “Ride A
Violent Mile” (20th), $8,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 60-85)—
“Decision at Sundown” (Col) and
"World Was His Jury’* (Col). Drab
$6,000. Last week, “Long Haul”
(Col) and “Hard Man” (Col), ditto.
Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
60-85)—“Tin Star” (Par) and “Af¬
fair In Havana” <AA). Mild $6,500.
Last week, “Pal Joey” (Col) (3d
wk); $7,500.

HID Bolster Det ffi?
‘Nelson’Bangup $14,000,
|
‘Joey’ Fine 106,6th
Detroit, Dec. *17.
Pace slackens somewhat this
week with four newcomers doing
only fairish biz. Holdovers are
mostly good. “Noah’s Ark” shapes
fair at the Fox. “Story of Mankind”
is slow at the Michigan.
“Jam¬
boree” looks, below par at the
Broadway-Capitol.
“Baby
Face
Nelson” holds fancy in second
round at the Palms. “Pal Joey”
remains strong in sixth stanza at
Madison. “Around World in 80
Days” is good in 51st week at the
United Artists as is “Seven Wond¬
ers” in 72d week at Music Hall:
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25))—“Noah’s Ark” (Indie) and
“Frontier Gambler” (Indie). Fair
$17,500. Last week, “April Love”
(20th) and “Deerslayer” (20th) (2d
wk), $13,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
90-$1.25) — ‘Story of Mankind”
(WB) and “Woman in Dressing
Gown” (WB). Weak $12,000. Last
week, “Bombers B-52” (WB) and
“Gunsight Ridge” (UA) (2d wk),
$12,500.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25) ,—
“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) and
“Hell Bound” (UA) (2d wk). Fast
$14,000. Last week, $20,000.
Madison (UD) (l,9dD; 90-$1.25)—
“Pal Joey” (Col) (6th wk). Fine
$10,000. Last week, $13,000,
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25) — “Jamboree” (WB) and
“Green-Eyed Blonde ” (WB). Below
average at $10,000. Last . week,
“Rodan” (Indie) and “Disembodi¬
ed” (Indie), $18,000.
'
United ArtistsUUA) (1,667; $1.25$3>—“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (51st wkL Good $9,000. Last
week, same.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25
to $1.50. weekends)—“Les Girls”
(M-G) (6th wk). Mild $5,500. Last
week, $6,500.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205;
$1.50-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) <72d wk). Hep $9,600.
Last week, same.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25) —
“Silken Affair” (Indie) and “Doctor
In House” (Rep). Slim $5,000. Last
week, “Perri” (BV) $5,000 in fourth
week.

Boston, Dec. 17.
Clear, cold weather and preXmas shopping are sloughing trade
this round..x Five newcomers but
few mean iniich. “Eighteen, and
Anxious” is biggest flop at the
Met.
"Pursuit of Graf Spee”
shapes standout at the Memorial
with heavy- exploitation boosting to
a solid total. “Sorority Girl” is
good at Paramount and Fenway.
“Girl in Black Stockings” looms
slick at Pilgrim.
“Search for Paradise” continues
With big take at the Boston. “And
God Created Woman” is still amaz¬
ing at the Gary in seventh Week.
“Around World in 88 Days” con¬
tinues way up there in 36th time
around.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.65-$2.75)
— “Raintree County” (M-G) (9th
wk). Eighth week was oke $8,500.
Last week. $11,000.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$l:25)
— “Perri” (BV) (4th wk). Slick
$5,000. Last week, $6,000.
Boston (SW-Cinerama)
(1,354;
$1.25-$2.65) — “Search For Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (4th wk). Solid
$18,000. Last week, $20,000.
Copley (Indie) (961; 90-$1.25) —
“Miracle Of Marcelino” (UMPO)
(13th wk). Oke $2,000. Last week,
$2,300
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)
—“Novel Affair” (6th wk). Good
$3,500. Last week, $5,500.
Fenway (NET) (1,378; 60-$1.10)
—"Sorority Girl” (AI) and “Motor¬
cycle Gang” (AI). Modest $3,500
or less. Last week, “Jamboree”
(WB)
and
“The Green
Eyed
Blonde” (Indie), $2,500.
:
Gary (Sack) (1.340; 90-$1.80) —
“And God Created Woman” (Kings)
(7th wk). Amazing $15,000. Last
week, $17,500.
Kenmore ■ (Indie) (700; 84-$1.25)
—“Miner’s Beautiful Wife” (DCA)
(3d wk). Oke $5,500. Last Week,
$7,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
—“Sorority Girl” (M) arid “Motor¬
cycle Gang” (AI). Nice $12,500.
Last week, “Jamboree” (WB) and
“Green Eyed Blonde”
(Indie),
$7,500..
Pilgrim (Ate) (1,100; 65-95) —
“Girl In Black Stockings” (UA) and
“Hell Bound” (UA). Smooth $8,000
or near. Last Week, “Baby Face
Nelson” (UA) and “Satchmo The
Great” (UA), $6,000,
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30)
— “Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (36th wk). Sock $18,000. Last
week $22,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.25)
—“Graf Spee" (Rank) and “Un¬
known Terror” (UA). Solid $18,. 000 or close. Last week, “Kiss
Them For Me” (20th) and “Ride
Violent Mile” (20th), $8,000.;
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90*
$1.25)—“18 And Anxious” (AB-PT)
and: “Girl In Woods” (Col). Sad
$7,000 or close. Last week,* “April
Love” (20th) arid “Restless Breed”
(Indie) (2d wk>, $8,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$1.25)—
"Street Df Shame” (Indie) and
“Too Bad She’s Bad” (Indie).
Sock at $6,200. Last week, “Bride
Much Too Beautiful” (Indie) arid
“The. Sorceress” (Indie), $6,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75^$1.25)
—“Pal Joey". (Col) (4th. wk). Great
$14,000: Last week, $17,000.
State (Loew) <3,500; 75-$1.25) —
“Pal Joey” (4th wk). Lively $8,000.
Bast week, $10,000.

‘80 DAYS’HEP $8,000,
Hi ‘WOMAN’ SOCK 76
Washington, Dec. 17.
Main stem biz continues at low
ebb, with the average seemingly
worse than usual even for this
perennially slow season. Much
solid product is being held back
until Christmas week. “Land Un¬
known” and “Slim Carter,” diialer
at RKO Keith’s, is rated sluggish.
Despite
slump,
“God
Created
Woman,” in 6th stanza at the Plaza,
continues to amaze With its solid
take. Everything else down. “Ro¬
dan” looms okay in two spots.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador, Metropolitan (SW)
(1,490; 1,100; 85-$1.10)—“Rodan”
(Indie). Okay $10,000. Last week,
“Battle Stripe” (WB) and “Armored
Attack” (WB) (reissues), $12,000.
CapHol (Loew) (2,434; 85-$1.25)
—“Les Girls” (M-G) (4th wk). Oke
$12,000 in final 9 days. ‘Teyton
Place” (20th) bows Friday (20).
Columbia (Loew) (1,154; 85-$1.25)
—“April Love” (20th) (3d wk).
So-so $6,500 after $8,500 last week.
Stays.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 70-90)—
“Land Unknown” (U) and “Slim
Carter” (U). Sluggish $6,500. Last
week, “Monmouth. Monsters” (U)
(Continued on page 17)
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THE GREAT SAHARA ADVENTURE/

wim KURT KASZNAR • sonia moser •Angela portaluri* ibrahim el haoish • Screenplay by ROBERT PRES NELL, JR,
•nd BEN HECHT Produced end Directed b» HENRY HATHAWAY-A BATJAC Productions, Panama. Inc. Presentation
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CUBAN STAR TO RUSSIA
Alicia Alonso to Perform With
Russian Ballet Companies

19G, Holiday Wow $15»500 m 97th,
London, Dec. 10.
.The smash start by "10 Com¬
mandments” at. the Plaza was the
highlight on the first-run scene
last week. The Cecil B. DeMille
opus opened with a giant $19,000
In its first Plaza session, where
it’s running on a two-a-day basis,
with only a single performance on
Sundays.
The return is for 13
shows with an orchestra playing
each presentation. This qualifies
the theatre for a cut-rate in ad¬
mission taxes.
Other top results for the last
stanza came from among the. hold¬
overs, with “Around World in 80
Days” hitting a fancy $14,000 in its
23d Astoria sesh. “Cinerama Holi¬
day” is still amazing with $15,500
in its -97th Casino week. “Bolshoi
Ballet,” in its eighth Gaumont
frame, looms fancy $6,500.
“Stopover Tokyo” shapes a mod¬
est $5,000 at the Carlton in second
week. “Man on Fire5' looms niild
$7,500 at the Empire in second.
“Until They Sail'5 looks moderate
$6,000 at the Leicester Square The¬
atre, also on first holdover frame.
Estimates for Last Week
Astoria (CMA)' <1,474; $1.20$2 15) — “Around World in 80
Days” <UA) <23d wk). Stout $14,000.
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—
“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) <2d wk).
Moderate $5,000. Last week, $5,600.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
"Cinerama Holiday” (Robin)- (97fti
Wk). Wow $15,500.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“Man on Fire” (M-G) (2d wk). Be¬
low average at $7,500. First was
slow
$8,200.
“Barnacle
Bill”
(M-G) follows Dec. 11.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-51.70)
—“The Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) (8th
wk). Stout $6,500. Seventh was
$7,200.
“Blue
Murder
at
St.
Trinian’s (BL) opens Dec. 19.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,376; 50-$l.70)—“Until They Sail”
(M-G) (2d wk). Moderate $6,000.
Opener was $7,000.
“Windom’s
Way” (Rank) preems Dec. 19.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$1.70)—“Tarzan° and Lost Safari”
(M-G) (2d wk). Mild $4,500 or
near. First was $5,000. “Careless
Years” (UA) follows Dec. 13,
Odeon Leicester .Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70) — “Tarnished A.hgels” (Rank) (3d wk). Modest $4,200. Second was $4,500. “Danger¬
ous Exile” (Rank) bows Dec. 11.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) -<2,~
200; 50-$l,70)—“Tin Star” (Par)
(3d wk). Fair $5,400. Second round
was $5,800. “The Sad Sack” opens
Dec. 12.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 95-$2.80) —
“10 Commandments” (Par).
Terr
rific $19,000 in opening frame-for
13 performances. In for indefinite
run.
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$L30) —
“Anastasia” (20th) (2d wk>. Average
$3,900. Opener was $4,200.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30) —
“Flesh is Weak” (Eros) (3d wk).
Solid $3,400, same as previous
sesh.
Holds.
Warner (WB) (1,785; 5&-$l:70) —
“The D.I” (WB) and "The Exploion” (WB).
Slow $6,700.

Sees Blockbusters As
Boost to Short Filmsj
Tokyo, Dec. 10.
Universal short subject director
Arthur Cohen feels the blockbuster
feature will prove a boon to the
abbreviated film making them a
natural coupling. Cohen, who com¬
pleted two short subjects in Japan
before moving out to Hong Kong
yesterday, declared that the long
and short of film lengths off£r a
more attractive package than the
double feature. He added that
shorts should be light in subject
matter*
Cohen, who has had some 90
shorts to his credit since 1946
when his “Brooklyn, U.S-A:” netted
an Oscar, thinks travelogues can
supply at least part of the answer.
In Japan, Cohen made one short
called. “Honorable Myrtle” with
the definite Brooklyn accent that
is his stamp, and another with a
^lightly more serious cultural ap¬
proach.’ He’ll swing through 'South¬
east Asia doing the same at various
stops.

No Ulcers in Spain?
Madrid, Dec. 17.
Ignacio de Morites-Jpvellar,
film columnist and critic for
p. m. daily Madrid and Radio
Esparia, has two additional-as-,
signmehts, taking over film sec¬
tion for news weekly Actualidades and heading cinema de¬
partment for the local televi¬
sion station.
In his free time
(a
novel?)

.

Mexico City, Dec. 17.
Ballerina Alicia Alonso, who
lives and' conducts a school in Ha¬
vana with her husband Fernando;
Alonso,, flew directly from Mexico
to fullfill dates in Russia. Hus¬
band accompanies tq Moscow, Len¬
ingrad and Kiev.
After the Soviet dates Miss Alon¬
so teams up in Helsinki, Finland,
with Igor Youskevich for a sixmonth; tour of European metroppli.

Entertainments Law in
Britain As Hypocrisy

French, Encouraged by Recent Fdm
Hits, Predict Wider Distrib in D.S.
4-

"Salad’Tops 1875 Mark
London, Dec. 17,
“Salad Days,” the British
musical which has been run¬
ning for over three years and
four months, set up a new rec¬
ord at the Vaudeville Theatre
last Wednesday (11) when it
became the all-time champ to
play that house.
On that day it notched 1,363
performances, thus overtaking
the record previously held by
“Our Boys” which was staged
in 1875.

London, Dec. 17.
. The Sunday Entertainments Act,
which compels exhibitors to pay
“conscience money” for the privi¬
lege of opening their theatres on
Sunday, was described as “the most
disgusting piece of hypocrisy that
has ever disfigured the Statute
Book:” Such comment was made
by Sir Alan Herbert, playwright,
novelist and poet and former Mem¬
London, Dee. 10*
ber of. Parliament, when speaking
Frankfurt, Dec. 10.
A special meeting of the British
“Oklahoma,” in Tbdd-A-0 has as guest of honor at the annual Film Producers Assn, has been
broken all records for any pic¬ dinner of the London branch of called for Jan. 13 to discuss tele¬
vising of British feature pictures
ture on its Hamburg run. During Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.
Either it was a good arid proper in the ' United Kingdom*
The
16 weeks at the Savoy Film Thea¬
tre it grossed 555,000 German thing to exhibit moving pictures meeting, it is hoped, will pave the
marks fabout .$137,000), which is on Sunday, or it was not. He ap¬ way for an industry policy and at
even more business than the ex¬ pealed to exhibitors to . take mili¬ the same time, end the rift which
ceptional run of “Gone With The tant action and to .make a bid to is now dividing the trade.
Wind” (M-G) here.
The film ■ get rfd of the legislation by “shut¬ . The controversy began over a
broke another record at Munich's ting their cinemas on Sunday and year ago when the BFPA and the
other trade associations came to an
Royal Palast; where it played 18 | see. what happens.” .
He also lashed out at the admis¬ understanding with the state tele
weeks. It’s been ire-hooked at the
same house for a minimum of four, sion tax toll and suggested there outlet, whereby the BBC would
was nothing in the Act which com-, be supplied with a maximum of
added weeks.
In both Hamburg and Munich, pelled exhibitors to collect the tax 20 pictures a yqar for airing. That
film rates as the biggest RKO pic¬ for the treasury;.
deal went cold without a single
On this issue he. gave this advice film being offered*
ture since the war for any one
to the industry: “Tell the Chancel¬
theatre.
The dispute was sparked again
In view of its. exceptional busi¬ lor to let the treasury put its own more recently when it was dis¬
ness here, in Germany, RKO is men inside the cinemas and to stick closed that Ealing Films were dic¬
using it for - added Christmas their filthy stamps on the tickets kering a deal wi h one of the
grosses. Its opening, the. new 759-. themselves:”.
comiriercial tv programmers for the
seat Scala Theatre in Mannheim;
sale of its pre-1945 backlog. This
in the Todd-AO version,, for Christ¬
brought a .threat from exhibitors
mas. Similarly, it’s , set for holi¬
that they 'would boycott all fu¬
day openings at the Admiral Palture Ealing films if the deal went
ast in Nuernberg, the. Rivoli in
through.
Hannover and the Scala in Col¬
ogne.
Mexico City, Dec. 10.
As another record-breaker, it’s
: AnglnMexican reciprocal film
booked to open Dec. 6 day-date in exhibition pact starts, rolling , here
25 Hamburg theatres
Cinema- soon as the J. Arthur RankOrganiScope.
zatiori has obtained a showcase,
the Cine Metropolitan, a local firstGlasgow, Dec. 17.
run. British side of deal involves
A performing hippopotamus Is
15, pix, already here. Agreement | earning plaudits in a Moscow cir¬
remained dormant because of dif¬ cus, according to a Scot miner, Wil¬
ficulty, aggravated, by the July 28 liam Taylor, newly returned from
earthquake that shuttered 27 cine¬ the Soviet Union. He saw .the act
mas here, in getting the right kind When he attended the Moscow and
Paris, Dec* 17.
The series of strikes by techni¬ of showcase.
Rostov-on-Don Circuses as part of
Setting of the Met will make Soviet miners’ hospitality.
cians, the many actors and actress¬
“The hippo lay down, knelt and
es quitting to go into private -the¬ three local cinemas which play Eu¬
rolled over, at bidding of its train¬
atre and film work, plus intra¬ ropeans exclusively.
mural rivalries between the old
er,” he said. “The act was quite
brief, but It drew much applause,
and new guard, have so weakened
Plainly because the hippopotamus
the state subsidized Comedie-Fran¬
was such an unusual animal to see
caise that a sweeping reform is
in a circus ring.'
expected in the near future. Gov¬
Manchester, Dec. 10.
At Rostov-on-Don, the most mem¬
ernmental economic troubles have
“Where’s Charley?,” musical orable act was the one in which
made the growing C-F deficit more
of a problem. -The two C-F. thea¬ based on “Charley’s Aunt,” which a number of-lions rode round the
has opened here on pre-London ring on horseback.
tres cost. $1,257,000 annually.
Among the new steps envisaged tuneup, is set for two more en¬
are to divide the two C-F houses gagements before starting at Pal¬
completely with the Salle fiichilieu, ace, London, Feb. 20.
Currently at Opera House here
giving only classics under the di¬
rection of Pierre Descaves, and the oh a threeweek stint, it is skedded
London, Dec. 10.
Salle Luxembourg given over to for, six Weeks at King’s Glasgow,
Major changes are announced in
the progressive Jean Myer and the over the holidays. It will then play
younger element for new plays; two weeks starting Feb, 4 at the the publicity division at Pinewood
This would mean new crop of read¬ Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, Studios by the Rank Organization.
ers for the C-F instead of only Stratford - on - Avon. The riiusical Theo Cowan has relinquished his
one. Wages will be hiked all around stars Norman Wisdom, English post of publicity controller and ap¬
and C-F actors will be allowed film comedian. It was presented by pointed to the newly-created posi¬
more outside, work. The C-F might H; M. Terinent Ltd. and Bernard tion of director of artists’ publicity,
in which position he will carry
even start making films on its own. Delfont. overall responsibility for the pro¬
A more intensified publicity setup
vision of material and facilities'in
will be. inaugurated to win more
connection with artists’ publicity.
public interest.
Succeeding him is Norman Har¬
Berlin, Dec. 10.
dy, who joined the studios earlier
Herzog Filiriverfeih, top West in the year as press officer. Hardy,
German film distributing' company,
in turn, is succeeded by Gerry
has been given the name UFA Lewis.Filmverleih here. Herzbg became
Karachi, Dec* 10*
UFA property last May.
The West Pakistan Board „of
. Pix and cinemas now are riding
Film Censors has declared four
under the bid UFA SEtup.
American films as unsuitable for*
Kirigscourt, Dec. 10.
exhibiting.
They
are, “Storm
NEW BANGKOK HOUSE
The
song
hit„
“Doonaree,”
Rider” (Indie), “Desperados in
cleffed by local girl Eilish Farrelly,
To\vn” (Indie), “Gunfight at O.K:
Corral” (Par) and “Stagecoach To Will Play Chinese Features. Made has parlayed, tourist biz of this
In Horig-Kong
town, population 700, from nil to
Fury.” All. these had previously,
around 6,000 in one season: The,
been shown at Karachi after obr
Cathay Organization has opened song’s title is based on the town’s
taming an okay certificate from the
its first theatre in Thailand. It-s Irish named Dun-na-Ri (king’s
Karachi censors.
West Pakistan Board of Film the Cathay Cinema in Bangkok and Fort), and tells of a local wishing
Censors is much more strict in it preemed Nov. 21 with many dig¬ well in nearby Cabra River.
Regular bus trips brought the
censoring films than the Karachi nitaries in attendance.
The Cathay has 1,238 seats and visitors, the local hotel has ex¬
hoard. It objects to most gangster
panded
to meet the new. biz, and
films and pix which depict too is airconditioned. It will !play ex¬
much quick-gun. drawing- arid kill¬ clusively Chinese pictures made by new industry is making souvenir
models
of
the well.
Cathay
in
Bong-Kong.
ings.

*0kla/ Sets New

Pix (or TV Soon

Showcase for His Fix

Reds’Performing Hippo
Scores in Circus Ring

Many Comedie-Francaise

‘Charley’ Headed For
London Via Scotland

Rank’s New Pinewood
Publicity Alignment

Now a UFA Distributor

West Pakistan Bans
Four ‘Rough’ Yank Pix

Paris, Dec. 17.
French film circles are elated
over recent Gallic pic clicks in the
U.S. Many foresee that the longawaited millennium of depth dis-'
tribution in the U.S. is at hand.
They feel that even a moderately
successful pic on more extensive
playdating could bring back to
France in actual cash as much as
it can hope to draw on the Con¬
tinent or via the distant Common
Film Mart.
However, one drawback'may be
the difficulty in getting the Cbde
Beal for some Gallic pix which
stand to cash in on the increased,
interest in French pix Stateside.
But this may pe a false fear. Fill¬
ing needed exhib demands for
more film fare, which Hollywood
is riot providing currently, is an¬
other plus in favor of the French
film.

So film people are now press¬
ing the Centre Du Cinema to try
again for that coveted. U;S. Pro¬
duction Code seal for offshore pix.
The sexy Gallic pix, as well as the
better ones, in their franker treat¬
ment of morals, may come into
censorial conflicts in the U.S. The
recent Chicago victory on “Game
of Love” is acclaimed as a hearten¬
ing happening by most filmites.
here:
The socko success of “And God
Created Woman” (Kingsley), which
is mainly on the loose virtues arid
photogenic qualities Of Brigitte
Bardot, also has led some, to real¬
ize that the smaller-capacity thea¬
tres in the U.S. can still run up big
grosses.
Payoff is that “God
Greated Woman” may get 4,000
playdates in America. The click of
“Gervaise” is also an indication
that more intellectual fare can also
be served to the U.S, general au¬
dience. :
. So the French will put the extra
coin, from upped visa taxes on
U.S. films and on grosses, into a
big try for becoming a generally
accepted product in American
cinemas..
'
Big returns from “The Hunch¬
back of Notre. Dame,” which Vhad
an Anglo version made here by
Allied Artists,, and the dubbed Ver¬
sions of “Rififi”
and “Silent
World;” are also convincers here
that big ihcome will soon be roll¬
ing in from the U.S. to give the.
whole French film the heeded fiscal
balance it has not quite achieved
so far.

In Amsterdam: Cinema
Amsterdam, Dec. 10.
Contrary to his first decision,
when Mike Todd Visited Holland
several months ago and said that
none of the existing cinemas were
worthy to showliis “Around World
In 80 Days,” this opus preems Dec.
20 at the comparatively small (500
seats), Noggerath Theatre. Same
house first showed Disney’s “Snow
White,” a sensation in 1939.
Advance sale has begun", with
50c-$1.25 scale against usual scale
at Noggerath . Theatre of 25c-50e
prices. “Around World” will not be
projected, in the Todd-AO system
but in the 35m used when it wai
presented at the Canries Film Fes¬
tival.

Int’I Newsreel Assn.
Blasts Soccer Setup
Rome, Dec. 10.
: The interriational Newsreel Assn,
at its local annual meet voted a
protest against the organizational,
committee for the 1958 football
world championships (soccer) to be
held in Stockholm in 1958. Beef is
based on the fact that the commit¬
tee already has sold out. film rights
to the event to a private company.
Newsreelers
feel
this
an
fringement on “right of informa-,
tiori, which is the basis of all news¬
reel activity.?’
The International group admit¬
ted that; recent developments in
news release means,, notably in the
Video sector; have made. the imme¬
diate. 24-hotir impact of the oldstyle newsreel obsolete, Therefore,
it suggested that newsreels in the
future present its fare in more
developed and elaborate form, with
an editorial content, not covered by
tv crews,

pictures
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Films Arrive in Spain

End Hay Be Aid
To MPEA Return
Madrid, Dec. 17.
A general assembly of the Span¬
ish distrib asssociation imder the
aegis of the Sindicato Nacional del
Espectaculo,
after deliberations
lasting a day and a half (Dec. 11
& 12), voted dissolution of the Cen¬
tral de Compras(filin' purchasing;
unit). Vote climaxed a showdown
conflict brewing for weeks between
ine Central companies and re¬
maining. local distribs outside the
bloc.

Madrid, Dec. 17.
The eight RKO features
, about which so much ink has
been spilled in recent weeks
have reportedly arrived in
Spain. That, fact was hailed as.
something of a national victory
via billboard and newspaper ,
display ads by Jose Garci
Ramos.
Latter informed
Variety
here that RKO’s Tom O’Neil
had fully honored the Contract.
Films', in- question, are- “Jet
Pilot,’’ The Conqueror,” “Bun¬
dle of Joy ” “The Bold and the
Brave” and four not identified
here.
Ramos refused all comment
on tactic employed to get
. O’Neil to cancel cancellation.
He did say only change inittr
ated since takeover was sub¬
stantial wage increase to all
employees and that he hoped
to release RKO product in the
years to come.

SUE COBER PARTNERS
Actors Carey, Dailey, Sterling
Claim Contract Breach

Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
Three breach of contract suits,
seeking a total of $254,800, were
launched in Superior Court here
by MacDonald Carey, Dan Dailey
and Jan Sterling over the unpro¬
duced “Ride the West Wind."
Named defendants were Cobef
Productions, sued as both a corpor¬
ation . and as a partnership, and
Earle 'C. Manning, John Ward,
David S, Garber and William D.
Coates.
Suits allege the plaintiffs signed
contracts last June to make the
film in Hawaii with payment^ to
be made in installments, begin¬
ning in August; Dtuley said he was
to receive $75,000 plus. 20% of
the net profits, which he estimated
would be $500,000, so he asked for
$100,000 in addition to the salary.
Carey asked for $50,000, represent¬
ing $25,000 salary and a promised
. Kansas City, Dec. 17;
5% of the net. Miss Sterling sued
Theatres, of Mid-Central Thea¬ for a salary of $25,000 plus $4,800
tres Inc., have been acquired by she laid Out to buy back summer
Commonwealth Theatres, Inc., -in Stock commitments
a deal that took effect Sunday (15).
Switch now gives Commonwealth
a total of 102 theatres of both in¬
door and drive-in types and makes
it probably the biggest; circuit
headquartering :here, at least, in
number of theatres.
Most of the theatres involved in
the change are in Kansas, although
two are in Chillicothe, Mo. Biggest
center of Mid-Central operation
Chicago, Dec. 17was Manhattan, Kansas, where the
Even Edwin Silverman said . he.
circuit had five theatres and Par¬
sons, Kansas, where it had three. doubted that theatre operators
Two theatres each are involved in would tackle the job of raising the
sum being asked for Paramount’s
Beloit, Hiawatha, Junction City and
Lawrence, Kansas, a total of 18 backlog of films to keep them off
tv. However, certain indie distribs'
which are now in the Common¬
in key cities are being sounded out
wealth fold.
to establish a distribution setup for
Commonwealth operations fan into these pix through which theatre
six-states, including Missouri, Iiwa men could recoup some of the cost
South Dakota, Nebraska,. Kansa of keeping .them off tv.
and Arkansas, ..Its territory is di¬
It i&tcontended that a consider¬
vided into two districts, one being- able number of the 700 films are
handled by Doug Lightner, who suitable reissue . product, which
formerly had his office in Colum¬ could mean a substantial relief in
bia, Mo., but recently moved to meeting the $40,000,000 asking
the . headquarters here.
price attributed to Barney. Balaban.
The other is headed by Roy Tuck¬ By an assessment of three dollars
er, who has just been made dis¬ per week per theatre, the price
trict manager. He had .been su¬ could be met_ for the purchase of
pervising the other, district jointly these films, opined one distributor,
with M. B. Smith, who also handles and this would make it worthwhile
advertising and will continue as to keep even a few of them off
advertising chief. Announcement video. However, it is admitted that
of the change was made by Rich¬ unless the big theatre circuits
ard Orear, Commonwealth vice- come through in this purchase
president, and Louis Higdon, Mid- scheme, there is little chance of
Central president.
its success.

General assembly was Invoked
when government authorized a.
half-million dollar currency allow¬
ance. to a Central buying commis¬
sion scouting for some 20 U. S. pix
in London and Paris while with¬
holding 14 import licenses and dol¬
lar payment for U. S. films con¬
tracted by other indie distribs.
Central de Compras had planned
to extend scope of purchases by
invading U. S. shores but Were
forestalled by emergency distrib
sessions paneled by incensed in¬
dies.
Successful assault on Central
was spearheaded by Jose Luis de.
Navasquez, director of producerdistrib-film studio combine Charmartin; Alvarez Vfllamayor and
Enrique Aguiar, chairman of IJ.S.
distrib toppers here. American
..companies are distrib association
members but were fundamentally
neutral in the dispute.
First, resolution voted was pro¬
hibition of , all distrib groupings
within the association, . soliciting
official or semi-official govern¬
ment. aid or concessions Or having
direct dealings with government
bodies on matters affecting the in¬
dustry branch as a whole. Second
part of this resolution accepts
alignment of two or. several com¬
panies for pic purchases in the
normal trade manner, provided tie
is strictly commercial and visual¬
izes no privileged bloc designs
detrimental to others..
In another vote, distribs opposed
extension and incorporation of
bloc-buying principle for the distrib
association as a .whole on the
grounds it was contrary to liberty
of commerce and ran counter to
basic individualism pertinent to all
distrib dealings.
Final vote (all three unanimous)
asked competent government au. thorities to issue specific regula¬
tions and quotas for the importa¬
tion and exploitation of foreign pix
in Spaing without which the distrib
wing cannot conduct business With
method and stability;*
Since Spain has formal agree¬
ments with Italy, France, Germany
and England which clearly indicate
distrib modus operand!, with these
countries, final resolution in effect
asks government to define a clear
‘policy with respect to Yank pix.
Prior to . votes, several distribs
asked RKO-purchaser Jose Garcia
Ramos how come his Radio Films
received eight Yank import licenses
when
other
indie
companies
formed. .several -months earlier
The Motion Picture Export Assn,
had been denied import documents will “never again” undertake em¬
for U. S. product already signed
bargo moves of the sort instituted
for and, in many Cases, already in
in Spain unless the arrangement
Spanish customs.
includes
penalties against default¬
Trade reaction to the marathon
distrib meet were varied. At least ing companies, Eric Johnston, prez
three U. S. agency managers of the Motion Picture Export
thought showdown sessions had Assn;, said in Gotham last week.
Without
actually
saying
so,
cleared the air for a more favor¬
able reconsideration of .the Motion Johnston implied he was unhappy
Picture Export Assn, position. For with the situation created in Spain,
them, meeting proved distrib con¬ where RKO, despite American
ditions, in Spain will continue mal¬ pleas, now appears set to sell eight
adjusted and harmful to industry films as . a starter, thus breaking
as a whole until: a pact is forth¬ tl-e MPEA “united front.” He plans
to see RKO. proxy Thomas F.
coming.
.
;
A prominent industry parties O’Neil' sometimes this week, but
ipant interpreted the first resolu¬ there is slight hope that the sale
tion banning group dealings with of the pix can be averted.
As a matter of fact, the Johngovernment officials’ as affecting
MPEA too. MPEA spokesmen he ston-O’NeiT parley probably will
revolve
to a greater extent around
felt, will henceforth be obliged to
negotiate with distrib leaders with RKO’s futuro-^MPEA status, specificaUy
O’Neil’s , whole attitude
results subject to final, government
towards
RKO’s
responsibilities
approval.
,
within
the
association in the light
He nevertheless went; on to say
dissolution .of Central de Compras of its diminished status. Company
had created a new climate within at the moment isn’t producing, it
the distrib^ association by eliminat¬ isn’t in domestic distribution, and
ing a major obstacle to ah MPEA it’s beginning to close up its ex¬
pact and to normal film relations changes abroad.
Whatever his eventual attitude
with the U. S;
Other trade sources cited failure may be, Johnston for the moment
of Central buyers on their initial is for unity and against any move
junket to* London and Paris and to toss RKO out of MPEA. This:
empty-lianded return to Madrid. became clear late last week at a

Commonwealths

Some Par Oldies

Theatre Re-Sale

Hawaiian Admissions
Honolulu, Dec. 17.
In an effort to spark Satur¬
day attendance, Mamo Theatre
in Hilo, Hawaii islsmd, is pro¬
viding bargain rates for its
morning matinee.
Children are admitted for 5c
and adults for 20c. Program
consists of an action feature
and cartoons.

For ‘10 Cs
Minneapolis, Dec. 17.
Record-smashing “The Ten Com¬
mandments” will have chalked up
in the Twin Cities by .the end of
this month more than 90 weeks
playing time in 18 neighborhood
houses to by far the largest total
uptown gross and distributor- rent¬
al return in .• all Minneapolis and
St. Paul film industry history.
This is oh top of ifs local down¬
town 13-wreek hard-ticket run and
St. Paul loop eight-week initial
showing.
In the neighborhoods percentage
accruing to Paramount here is re¬
ported to have started at a mini¬
mum of 60%; From all sources in
this territory to date the local
Paramount, branch’s . yield from
theatre engagement is conserva¬
tively estimated to be well in the
six figures.
Picture will reopen Dec. 18 in
its third Minneapolis and second
St Paul round of neighborhood
houses—four more here and three
additional in St. Paul day and date:
Houses getting it (in their winning
competitive bids this time are.
United Paramount’s Uptow’n and
the. independent Richfield, Heights,
Uptown and Broadway here and
the St. .Paul independent Faust,
Hollywood and Mound.
0
In distributing “Co mmand m ent s’ ’
under a’new and novel plan Para¬
mount divided Minneapolis and St.
Paul into four and three, respec¬
tively, widely separated neighbor¬
hood areas; . It has been going to
one house in each area on com¬
petitive .bids. A uptown theatre
landing it in one round isn’t eligi¬
ble to hid again. ■
The; plan thus has It playing at
not njore thain four Minneapolis
and three St, Paul neighborhood
houses day and date at one time.
On the third Minneapolis round
it’ll be going into its ninth, tenth,
eleventh and twelfth theatres; in
the second St Paul round, in its
fourth, fifth and sixth.

No Cure for MPEA's Embarrassment
Due To ONeil's Walkout In Spain
luncheon meeting of the board pointed out the lack of legal sanc¬
which preceded the MPAA discus¬ tions against RKO, but made it
sion of the business building pra- emphatically clear that he thought
gram. Powwow at the Harvard such a. lack of “teeth” in the Spain
Club heard a report from four resolution had been -a mistake.
company proxies on RKO. Many Asked what he thought MPEA
opinions were voiced, including should do now in Spain, he replied
several strongly advocating that that he was still hopeful of an
agreement henefitting both the
MPEA expel RKO.
Americans and the Spaniards.
Favors fUnity*
The companies aren’t as san¬
However, Johnston spoke out
Strongly for maintaining unity de¬ guine. In fact, they see the avail¬
spite the RKO defection. He ability of the RKO films as a heavy
stressed that, under current condi¬ blow. There is fear; too, that some
tions abroad, such unity was more of the United Artists independents
important than ever. Implication may decide to go- their own way
was that MPEA, which has just in Spain; In any case, the MPEA
lost Republic, couldn’t afford io members have nixed any thought
Of going; for the RKO plan, i.e. to
split its ranks further.
This is definitely not a unani¬ pay $1,000,000 to “settle” the de¬
mous view among thb companies. mands of Jose Garcia Ramos /who
Some feel that, because of upset¬ has . purchased the RKO setup,
ting the applecart in Spain despite along with the pictures, in Spain.
a firm agreement to abide by the Of the $1,000,000, Ramos report¬
eihbargo resolution, RKO should edly was wiling to accept $750,000
nd longer remain as a member of in lieu of releasing eight films.
the MPEA. These executives feel
The Spanish purchasing commis¬
that RKO has demonstrated its sion With $500,000 is expected in
contempt for common agreements: the States soon. One of its .objec¬
and that, for the future* it has tives will be to obtain a picture
everything to gain and little to from Universal. This is the only
lose via MPEA membership, The film that was committed under preassociation, on the other hand, embargo arrangements, but was
may well be embarrassed again at never delivered. Now, with a li¬
some future daite by RKO’s desire cense and dollars, to cover it, the
Spaniards can legally call on U to
to take individualistic action.
Speaking to Variety, Johnston make the, film available.

By HY HOLLINGER
Possibility exists that one, or
more than one, major film -com¬
pany may sell several post-1948
pictures on television without mak¬
ing a deal with James C. Petrillo,
head of the American Federation
of Musicians, over payments to the
Music Performance Trust Fund.
This action, if it takes place, will
have the purpose of testing exactly
what Petrillo would or could do
under the circumstances.
The film companies have long been unhappy with the 6% cut that
goes into the fund under their con¬
tracts with the AFM. Some industryites feel that actors, writers and
directors will not support Petrillo
in any strike action since they be¬
lieve that their take from the tv
runs has been considerably cut
down because of the amount that
goes to the musicians’ fund.
A major deterrent m making
deals for the post-1948 backlog has
been the inability to %each an
agreement with tlie various guilds.
There is currently a move afoot
among , the film companies to cut
down the musicians’ percentage. If
Petrillo demands can be reduced*
it’s felt that a better deal could be
made with the actors, writers and
directors groups. Thus the post-’48
pictures would be free for tv ex¬
posure. It’s estimated that on the
basis of the present amount paid
the musicians plus the demands of
the other guilds, the . film compa¬
nies would have to pay out 40% to
45% of their income on post-*48
pix.
So far Loew’s and Columbia have
held but in making any deal with
Petrillo. In computing its income
from tv licensing «f old films,
Loew’s deducts the 6% demanded
by the musicians and holds it in
escrow in case it ever has to pay
it. Some months ago, however,
Loew’s feared that Petrillo might
call out the musicians at the studio
or possibly go after the tv stations
playing the Metro films. As a re¬
sult, Loew’s paid into the fund
$i50,000 on account, but made no
contract with the AFM. This was
about one-third of the actual
money tjue the fund.
Lqew’s position, as far as could
be ascertained, remains the same.
Meanwhile, film company presi¬
dents have had meetings with
Petrillo in an effort to reduce the
6% take.
V
.
Other film companies have either
made deals with Petrillo or when
they make an agreement with a’ tv
outfit they deduct, the sum that
goes into the fund and the tv firm
pays it directly to the musicians
fund.

ALLIED ARTISTS GUNS
4 PIX IN JANUARY
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Allied Artists will usher in the
New Year with another production
spurt-gunning four films during
January, the second biggest month¬
ly production effort at the studio
in two years. Figure is topped only
by the current month’s activity
with five films launched.
January starters are “Queen of
the Universe,” “The A1 Capone
Story,” “Joy Ride” and “Franken¬
stein, 1960.” Currently shooting
are “Tucson,” “Hell's Five Hours,”
“Teen-Age Mother,” “War of the
Satellites” and “Dateline Tokyo,”
Studio currently has a backlog
of 16 films.

COLUMBIA PASSES
But

Votes

2Vzfc Dividend
Stock

Columbia Pictures board at a
New
York
meeting
yesterday
(TUes.V voted to omit the regular
quarterly dividend of 30c on the
common stock because of “business
conditions at this time.” Board,
however, declared a 2Vi% stock
divvy on the common and the reg¬
ular. $1,06J2 per share on the pre¬
ferred.
It was also disclosed that Col
had a net loss after taxes of $425,000 for the quarter ended Sept. 28,
compared with a profit of $843,000
for the corresponding period of
last year;
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Munio Podhorzer Thinks
Germans Foolishly Held
Back Besf Films From U.S.

Week Ended Tuesday (17)

N.

Y. Stock Exchange

1957
High
Low

Net
Change
forwk..
■.+174
— %
+ %
%
— %
—.%
— %
—2%

Refusal on the part of the Ger¬
man industry to make available
some of its best pictures for disr
tribution in the U.S. was scored
this Week by Munio Podhorzer,
prei of United German Film . En¬
terprises; which devotes itself to

PICTURES

15

Strike at Theatre, Not Films"
New Advice Given to Priests
♦

An oral campaign by priests,
urging parishioners to stay away
from theatres that play “B” or “C”rated films, is. urged.in the forth¬
Manchester, fo H.iDec. 17.
A new curfew Taw which
coming December issues of the
has become effective here bars
Roman Catholic magazine
the
minors under 16. years old
American Ecclesiastical Review.
from any public street or pub¬
In an article on “Pope Pius XII
promoting the German product in
lic place between 10 p.m. and
and The Legion of Decency.”
the States^
8 a m., unless accompanied by
Father Francis, J/ Connell says the
a parent; guardian or other
Noting that 1957 was the-first
Catholic campaign for a “clean
responsible adult.
year of real progress for the Ger¬
—
screen” should be directed “agaipst
The ordinance, adopted by
mans in the American market,
— %
the Board of Mayor and , Alder- ^ the theatres that regularly show
Podhorzer said future advances de¬
such pictures” rather than against
man, provides fpr fines or im¬
+1
pended largely on a changing atti¬
individual films. . “To make this
prisonment or both for adults
— Va
tude among the German producers.
campaign successful we must fol¬
who permit violations of the
—Some of them simply don’t seem
low the procedure adopted by ad-,
new regulations.
—1
to care whether their pictures are
Exceptions will be m*de to
vertisers, bringing our admonition
—3%
shown in the States or. not, and
the case of youngsters sent on
over and.over again to our people.
—3%
others demand impossible terms,
emergency errands , or legiti¬
The
written word is not nearly so
— %
he said.
mate business after curfew
effective as the spoken word,” hs
%
Podhorzer cited the example of
time.
writes;
— %
the 72nd St, Playhouse which, he
The Ecclesiastical Review goe*
— %
held; should have: gone into its
primarily to priests. What Father
—1
presentation of German product
Connell,
is Suggesting is the typs
—2%
with the best available pictures.
of “boycott” which ha's been im¬
— %
Instead, the. theatre had to be con¬
posed in the past by individual
—2%
tent, with average releases. House
bishops and which infuriates soma
•— 74
has been bnilding its attendance,
non-Catholics who claim that thii
—
but is still losing money. Its policy
sort of economic pressure goes be¬
aims at attracting the “Stt” audi¬
yond the permissible realm of
American Stock Exchange
ence.
Church activity.
3%
3%
+ %
274.
2% Allied Artists 131
4%
Also the Export-Union represen¬
-. “I. do not hesitate to say that
7%
7%
6% Al’d, Art., pfd.
7%
4
10%
tative in the States, Podhorzer said
if such a process were carried
774
874
87
Assoc. Artists 661
+i
1134
he was convinced that the current
on in our country, at least in
—i/16
'
%
%
%
'78 C.^& C. Tele . 549
1V4
German effort to get behind the
. places where the Catholics are
Albany, Dec. 17.
3%
—■
3%.
3%
DuMont Lab. 94
6%
3
German films in the U. S. was in¬
suffiden" ly numerous to make
- %•
2%
2%
2%
98
Federal Judge James T. Foley
sufficient. “The German industry
4? g
2% ..Guild Films
a considerable difference in
—' %
6%.
.6%
, 634
will have to make up its mind on last week.tossed out a $370*566 an¬
93.4
55S Nat’l Telefilm 32
the patronage or non-patron¬
—1%
5%;
57!
6%
90
Whether or not it. wants to take ad¬
3%8 Skiatron
9
age of the ' theatres, there
titrust
suit
brought
by'the
Web¬
— 7k
'3 ;
3
3%
vantage . of current
conditions
Technicolor
200
3V'
834
would soon he a nationwide
ster
Rosewood
Corp.
against
the
—
74
3%
4(8.
which are favorable to the foreign
25
37i Trahs-Liix
57 s
cleanup
of the screen, and tli
film,” he maintained. “This is a eight majors,. Schine Chain The¬
percentage of . ‘B’ pictures
bvef-the-Coiinter.Securities
crucial point. I am convinced that atres Inc. and three of its subsidi¬
would
speedily
diminish," says
Ask
Rid
we can go up from, here, but: it’s aries as well as JT* Myer Schine
the author.
+2%
...
44% 4774.
Amnex ...
largely up to the producers, be¬ and former Schine treasurer John
2%
•Th
w
article
makes
two other
—
%
174.
A.
May.
In
a
15-page^opinion
the
Chesapeake Industrie! • •... . ...
cause without the top product we
2%
-rr %
.1%
Cinerama Prod.
can’t do much more' than preserve jurist held that the plaintiff cor¬ points. .“The positive approach oi
"—74the
Sovereign
Pontiff
.
fin
his latest
6%
7%
poration,
headed
by
Max
Fogel,
DuMont Broadcasting
the Status quo.” .
+ %
174
17k
Magna Theatre
Podhorzer pointed to several Sig¬ had failed to prove the defendant Encyclical) to the problem of mo¬
tion
pictures,
radio
and
television
1%
1%
distributors
had
discriminated
Official Films
nificant; advances during *57, such
-4 "■
37!
as the German Film Week at the against the Webster Theatre, should serve to remind those who
C, A. Theatres
Museum of Modem Art, the ac¬ Rochester, in favor of Schine’s write or speak or. these subjects
that they should not content them*
* Actual Volume.
quisition of several' German pic¬ nearby State.
w.vk.u-ux
•.auui,w,c«? selves with merely condemning qbCritical
of plaintiff’s •“simplified”
tures by the distributors* the rise
(Quotations furnished. by Dreyfus & Co,)
of some German stars (Maria approach and of portions of Fo-i jectionable movies or programs,
Schell, Curt Jurgens) in U. S. films gel’s testimony. Judge Foley held < ^ BPsi *ve e^,01rt to encourage lha
and the stepped-up release of Ger¬ tliat there was “not sufficient j production of good pictures and
showing” that the defendants, by j Programs should, be the primary
man product.
the unlawful use of monopoly buy¬ Catholic attitude.’’
And the priest further speaks
ing power of film with the alleged
co-fconspirators (the major distribu¬ put .against the attendance by
tors), had“conspired” in. the 1942- priests of “B” rated fims. Many,
50 period to “arbitrarily deprive lay people, when they see a wriest
Loew’s Theatres may handle the
plaintiff ffom its first neighbor¬ going to see a “B” pic lire will ar¬
candy concessions of its theatres.on
hood
run, or the right to compete gue that this excuses them in their
That
saturation
bookings
can
its own when the company’s pres¬
attendance of “B” films,.
“Of
ent contracts with People’s Candy provide important payoffs is evi¬ for first? neighborhood run in the
course, it is an illogical wry to
city
of
Rochester.”
denced
anew
by
Allied
Artists’
ex¬
Co. expires on Dec. 31. People’s
argue, but in many cases if Will
The conduct of the defendants
contract is not being renewed be¬ perience with “Hunchback of Notre
Though the Philippines gol<£ deal, cause of stockholder complaints re¬ Dame/’ according to Morey R, during the two periods they were outweigh completely the direction
of the Legion/’ Father Connell
looking to the partial liquidation ; lating to nepotism in awarding con¬ Goldstein, film company’s ’ sales involved in operating the Webster,
writes.* “It is surely inconsis ent.
and the circumstances surrounding
of accrued American film funds tracts to outside firms. Principals
for a priest, a leader in the'Churcli,
Seven-day run of ‘‘Hunchback” their operations, as well as the to caist a'vote lor a pictures that
there, has gone through, the prob¬ of People’s Candy are relatives of
former Loew’s Iiic. prexy’Nicholas at 83 theatres , in the New York evidence as a whole, “rebuts any .jjias been disapproved.”
lem of tax assessments reriiains. An M. Schenck.
area brought $352,000 in total presumption or inference of con¬
Act of Obedience
American industry delegation probWhen Joseph. R. Vogel assumed gross, claimed Goldstein, He said spiracy afforded by the . consent
The.piece discusses the question
abiy 'will have to go.-to Manila in the presidency of Loew’s, one of this Represents the best kind of decree in# the Government case of whether it is a question Of an
his first acts was to terminate all business of recent months, with a (against trie Schines) particularly act Of obedience on the part Of
the spring to deal with it.
Film in most during the claimed period 1942- Catholics to follow the Legion
contracts .with' suppliers who had saturation policy.
th¬
The
Motion, Picture
Export any association.. with Loew’s ex¬
situations played with AA’s "Naked 50,” Judge Foley wrote.
ings. and comes to the conclusion
Assn., which had its secretary and
ecutives, past or present,
in the Sun” as lower part Of the
The jurist, whose mild' court¬ that “this does not follow heces-.
tax expert, Herbert Erlariger, in
Loew’s Theatres has been nego-' bill.:
room manner belies a lively, and sarily from the words of the Pope.”
Manila during the past several tiating with ABC Vending Corp. to
soinetirhes humorous, literary However, says the article, the ob¬
months, has filed an appeal in take over the candy concessions in
style, held that “there was bo de¬ ligation to obey becomes evident
court against., the claims of the the theatres. However, officials of
mand or request by the plaintiff when an individual bishop directs
Philippine tax collector who wants
the theatre chain are understood to
for
first-run neighborhood pic- i that the Legion ra ings” be folthe companies to pay some $16,500,-; feel that ABC’s offer is not enough.
tuves, and the evidence indicates, lowed.
Omaha, Dec. 17.
000 in back taxes.
As a result, Loew’s Theatres has
willingness and contentment to ;
Catholics across the country
Kermit. -Carr,.' former general
Actually, the tax rate hasn’t just about decided to take on the manager of the Ralph D. Goldberg follow the. State.. . with a lower j were asked last Sunday (15) to
changed, the collector wants to concession management on its own. theatre chain here, last week rental.
j take the pledge of loyalty in sup-.
apply the tax oh a different basis, I
claimed damages totaling $230,500
No
“credible”
evidence had ; porting the Legion ratings. Pledgedisallowing the coinpanies’ past pol¬
from his former employers. Carr been presented, Judge Foley con-j taking lias been an annual routine
icy Of deducting the proportionate
filed two lawsuits in U.S. District tinued, to “convince” that the Web-j for more than 20 years,
share of negative cost. Also, he
Court*, naming as defendants Mrs,. ster was rated a better theatre, !
Father Connell say that “not
wants a 24% withholding tax on
Hermine Goldberg, widow and from the distribution point of; onty as Catholics, but also as
the New York share. Assessments
executrix of the estate .of the late view, than the State, and. that “a j Americans” should the faithful do
San
Francisco,
Dec.
17.
have been issued against both the
The . 16-year-old daughter of Ralph D. Goldberg; the theatre different pattern of the distribu¬ something decisive and nationwide
New York companies and the Phil¬
Eugene Emmick apparently will company and the Esther and Her- tors” would have produced more to “clean up the screen.” He com*'
ippine subsidiaries, >so that the to¬
revenue for them. In fact. Judge,.plains that “So many Catholics arc
get. a settlement of $200,000 from mine Goldberg Foundations.
tal tax amount actually represents
TKS petitions alleged that Carr, Foley thought the^ opposite was the i afraid that they will become -he
the $2 million estate of the late
a certain overlap..
I
co-founder of the 100-theatre Unit¬ was hired by the company on OCt. case, citing testimony, by “top men j object of the'charge of the ‘libThere’s a dispute, too, over the ed California (Naify) circuit. .
15,1956, on a five-year contract at Of the movie industry” (chiefly El ! erals’ that wYe are destroying freoretroactive tax. claim, with the
Lawyers for: Marilyn Wilson, of $350 a week plus bonuses but, that, K.. (Ted) O’Shea and Charles i dem by imposing, our notions of
Americans holding that the statute Culver City, said tentative agreer he was discharged Nov, 19; of this Boasberg), that the State topped I decency on our fellow citizens.”
of limitations precludes any. earn¬ ment had been reached on settle¬ year.
the Webster in grossing possibili- And he goes on to say:
ings going back more than, three I ment and that all 27 other heirs
Carr also , accused Mrs.; Goldberg ties.
|
“it is incredible how diffident
years, ' The tax collector says it’s are being asked to sign . legal of slandering him in oral : state¬
■*:——-—.--,—j we Catholics are to use our power
five years. In any case, MPEA fig¬ papers before settlement goes to ments to persons in Des. Moines,
# .
t
#
\ and influence in our land toward
ures the total assessment can’t San Mateo County Superior Judge Chicago and New "York.
tlie S°od Of morality and file good
come to .more than $8,750,000, Edmund Scott for approval. .
Carr held one of the key execu- ;
T_ TT O
our ha.!ion.” Non-Catliolics frewhich still is prohibitive. There Is
ln U.O, rroin Kanfc Urgj quentlv will agree that Catholic
She, is the: daughter of Emrnick’s five positions in the TrirStateS
a strong expectation that- the tax second marriage and was put out Theater Corp. in Des Moines prior
Rank Film Distributors of Amer-i morality in effect represents genclaim, which includes penalties, for adoption at birth because EnT- to taking the Goldberg job. He was - ica has acquired the Swedish com-* era! and accepted morality. What
will be sharply reduced in the end mick* then in. his 60’s, said he was succeeded as the Goldberg g.m. by edy, “Smiles of a Summer Night/’ the “liberal” element has been
on a compromise basis.
“too old to have a child around the Jack Gelfand, Who owns and oper¬ for distribution in the U.S. Picture charging is that the Church tends
This still leaves the question of house.” She never knew Emmick ates the Muse Theater in Omaha. vtas writtern. and directed by Ing- to ignore divergent views in areas
;.where such agreement does not
. The Goldberg chain includes the mar Bergman;
was
her father until after his
the future tax rate, which probably
“Smiles” is due to preem at the exis", and that Catholic “morality”
will have to be settled via legisla¬ death in January* 1956. Her moth¬ State, Town* Dundee, Avenue, Mil¬
Sutton
Theatre,
N.
Y.
It
was
pro-'campaigners
see nothing wrong in
itary
and
Ames
theaters
in
Omaha
er,
25
years
Emmick’s.
junior,
later
tion. Under the gold deal, frozen
land the Broadway id nearby Coun¬ duced by AB SveBsk Filmindustrii imposing their views in dogmatic
earnings of the companies can be divorced the showman.
and
has
had
successful
runs
abroad!
fashion
on
the
rest of the comcil
Bluffs,
ia.
Ted
Emerson
held
Four
of
Emmick’s
nieces
and
used to purchase “raw.” gold from
Rank is holding a special prevue: njunity without concern or regard
Philippine mines which, in refined nephews have -contested his will, the general manager’s post follow-,
ing
Goldberg’s
death
in
the.
sum¬
for
“Smiles”
aboard
the
Swedish
.
for
various
freedoms
of expression
and
the
will
contest
brought
out
form, can then be sold to the
liner. Gripsholin, Friday (20).
J guaranteed under the Constitution...
mer of 1956 until Carr, was hired.
the fact that he had a daughter.
Philippine Central Bank..
Weekly Vol.
in 100s
ABC
Vending
83
11%
17 W
24% 11% Am Br-Par Th 395
107
;36Vs 23% CBS “A”
58
35% 22% CBS ”B”
51
20% 12% Col Pix.
Decca
19^8 13-%
Disney
139
15% 13
,8174 Eastman Kdk. 123
115
43/
-227
3Vb EMI
List Ind.
65
7%
107'
Loew’s ;--633
22
11%
Nat. Thea..... 100
7
Paramount
191
3678 28
Philco
84
18?8 11
Polaroid ....1361
5334 30
RCA
......511
40
27
58
4-r ■ Republic
.8%
9
Rep., pfd8
13%
16% 13% Stanley War. .48
50
29% 19% Storer
3074 217& 20th-Fox . 117
United Artists 48
257« 15
2
307 a 20% Univ. Pix
73.
65% Univ., pfd.
*90
28% 183% Warner Bros. 37
48
91% Zenith
140

Weekly Weekly Tues.
Low
Close
High
15%
14%
137a
12%
ii34
25
■ 24
2474
24%
2474
13%
13
127a
1434
13%
14
1474-r
.141 'b
15%
9914
95
95
37 s
374
334
.8%
734
. .7%
12%
.127'
. 117a.
7?"
' 7
• 7.%32 ,
32
35
12%
12%
137-8.
45
45%
53(4
3234
283/4
283-4
4%
47/8
5%
9%
9%
16
14%
14%
.50
19%
20V
19%
22V
,21%
21%
15 ;
15%
15%
21%
21%
2174
65%
68(2
657 s
1874
1874
19(4
121
121
134(4

Under-16’s Curfevved

Ct IlnconvincefT
In Antitrust Suit

Nick Schenck’s Family
]
I Oat, Loew’s Itself May
Operate Candy Statuls BUNDED HUNCHBACK’
RACKS UP $352,000

Tax Rap Remains

In Filipino Plea

V.p.

Kermit Carr in Damage
Action Vs. Mrs. Goldberg

EMMICR’S DAUGHTER
TO GET $200,000

j

J

Swedish ‘Smiles’ Radiates I
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HAIL KING
“KARAMAZOV”
Film Research Surveys reports one oi tLe
highest ratings of all time at first theatre
Preview in New York, confirming every fore¬
cast of its greatness from Coast Previews, The
famed novel lias now become a memorable
motion picture.

M-G-M HAS WHAT IT TAKES FOR THAT INDUSTRY SLOGAN.
"Get More Out Of life... Go Oof To A Movie”

Wednesday, Dfecember l8t 1957

SEATTLE

‘Spee’ Lively $11,000,
Buff; ‘Search’ Oke 6G

PICTURES

_P^RtEff

BROADWAY
(Continued from page 9 >
Holding eight days in order to
open “Rairitree County” (M-G)
tomorrow (Thurs.) night. With
regular run beginning Friday (20).
Final week of “Sack" looks like
nice- $16,000 after $24,200 for
second.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$l,75) —
“Across Bridge” (Rank!. (8th wk).
Seventh week:.. elided yesterday
(Tries.) slipped to slow $3,500.
Sixth was $4,600.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1;50) — “Please, Mr. Balzac”
(DCA) (5th Wk). Fourth session
elided Friday *(13) was nice $7,000
after $8,500 in third. “Old Yeller”
(BV) opens Dec. 25.
Victoria (City Inv,) (1,060; 50*
$2)—“Mad Ball” (Col) (5th-final
wk). Fourth session concluded
yesterday (Tues.) was okay $11,000
or near.
Third was $14,500.
“Paths of * Glory” (UA) .opens
Christmas Day (25).
Warner (SW-Ciherama) (I'fiOO;
$1.80-$3.50)
“Search For Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (13th wk). . The
12th stanza ended ' Saturday (14)
WSs nice $27,800 for 16 shows; The
Iltft Week was $31,400 in same
number .of performances.
World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50)—
“Razzra” (Kass) (5th wk). Fourth
round ended. Sunday (15). was trim
$5,600. Third week was $6,000.

.

(Continued from page 8)
wk). Swell $8,000. Last week,
$9,400.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Monolith Monster” (U)
and “Lone Slaves” (U) (m.o.).
Mild $3,000; in 9 days. Last Week,
‘■Bombers B-52” (U) and “Pawnee”
(Rep.) (2d! wk-5 days), $3,100.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Green Eyed Blonde” (WB)
and “Jamboree” (WB).
Drab
$4,500. Last yreek, “Les Girls”
(M-G) (2d wk), $6,400.
. Orpheum (Hamrick) (2;700;. 90$1.25)—“Baby Face Nelson” (UA)
and “Lady of Vengeance” (UA).
Fine $8,000 or close. Last week,
“Monolith Monster” <U) and ‘‘Love
Slaves. Amazon” (U), $5,800 in 5
days.
Paramount
(SW - Cinerama) (1,282; $l:20-$2.65)—“Seven Won¬
ders of World” (Cinerama). (17th
wk). Hotsy $8,000. Last week,
$9,700,

17

Same Town, Same Riotous Kids;
This Time Theatre Will Prosecute

Baytown, Tex., Dec. 17.
A bombardment of eggs, waterfilled balloons, and B-B pellets
Buffalo, Dec. 17.
hurled at the stage & screen of
** Albany, Dec. 17,
the-Brunson Theatre here during
Boxoffice takes are droopy this
‘ Fearori Hust, a local drug¬
a Thanksgiving eve midnight show,
stanza. There are very few bright
gist, has taken possession of
spots as potential. patrons crowd
by.
teenagers, has lowered the curthe former. Smalley Theatre in •
the stores doing their Xmas shop¬
tairi permanently on local 12 a.m.
Norwich and will relight, it
ping. “Graf Spee” .looms as best
showtimes.
I
following redecorations arid
bet among newcomers, with a good
modernization..
Rufus Honeycutt, area manager
session at the Paramount. “Jam¬
Gordon,
Gypson,
formerly
for East Texas Theatres (Beau¬
boree” is rated fair at the Center
associated with Smalley Thea¬
mont), said the ban covers not only
but elsewhere, biz is quite light.
tres in neighboring “(Coopersthe Brunson, hut Bay -Theatre and
An exception is “Pal Joey,” good
town), is aiding Hush He conDecker Drive-In as well:,
in fourth Century round.
ducts
a
/pharmacy;
top.
Latest outbreak of rowdiness
Estimates for This Week
will result iri prosecution of the
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) —
teenagers
responsible, it he has
“Battle Hell” tlridie) and “Hell in
ariy say in the matter, Honeycutt
Korea” (DCA). Mild $9,000 in 6
added.
days. Last week, “Les Girls” (M-G)
“A year ago, something similar
(2d wk), $11,000 at : $1.75 top in
WASHINGTON
happened, and more- than 50
(Continued from, page 8)
youngsters were charged,” he
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70said. “But the parent^ paid the
90) — “Graf Spee” (Rank) and
and . “Love Slaves Amazon” (U),
damages, and nothing; ever came
“Brass Legend” (UAL Good $11,$6,000.
Cincinnati, Dec. 17.
qf
It. This time, we have the names
000 or close. Lastweek; “Sorority
Palace (Loew) (2,350; 85-$1.25)—
jShor Theatres, Cincinnati circuit I
Girl” (AI) and “Motorcycle Gang”
‘‘Man in Shadow*’ (U) (2d wk). Fair headed by Rube Shor, has been j of about seven boys who are con¬
(A I), $12,000.
$8,500 after $ll;000. in. first.
sidered
adults under Texas law,
Plaza (T-L) (275; 90-$1.35l—“God told by Allied Artists that the lat¬ along with several dozen juveniles.
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-90)—
Created Woman” (Kings) (6th wk). ter will not go along with Shor’s J We’re definitely goirig to follow
“Jamboree” (WB) . and “GreenOnly one in town holding its own stated intention of reducing adver¬ this to the end.”
Eyed Blonde” .(WB), Fair $9,000
with sock $7,000 for third consecu¬ tising budgets. As previously/r eor less; Last week, “Silver Chalice”
Juvenile, explosion took place
ported; Shor told filrii companies:
tive week. Holds oiu
(WB) and “Helen of Troy” (WB)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.50) that first-run budgets for ads are when 1,200/seat Brunson had the
(reissues), $7,000;
S.R.CX
.sign put. Film, “Disembod¬
—‘‘Pal- Joey” (Col) (6th wk). Oke to be cut 'by about 50% as of
. Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)—
ied,'1 shared bill with hourlong
$6,500, Ditto last, .week.. Staying Dec, 23.
♦‘Walk Into Hell” (indie) and “Guns
stage,
shqw'
out of Houston called
over.
:
AA wants to share equally ad
Don’t Argue” (Indie). Slow $6,000.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)— expense after, previously-estab¬ “Shrieks In The Night,” featuring
Last week, ‘‘Teen-Age Doll” <AA)
gag
hypnosis
bit ’ & magic acts.
‘‘Around
World,
in
8Q
Days”
(UA)
and “Undersea Girl” (AA) (5 days),
lished house budgets with the ex¬
LOS ANGELES
(37th wk). Good $8,000. Last week, hibitor company. And if Short re¬ Rain of eggs started immediately
$4,800.
&
continued
thrustage offering
$8,5u0.
(Continued
from
pager
8)
Century (UATC) (2,900; 90t$1.25)
..Warner (SW-Ciherama) (1,300; fuses tio go along- with themr said and film.
—“Pal Joey” (Col) (4th wk). Good FWC) (2,752; 756; 90-$l.50)—‘Es¬ $l,20-$2.40)—“Seven
Wonders of AA .eastern ad-pub director Martin
“The
stage
was
a
mess after the*
$9,000 or clOse. Last week, $12,000; capade in Japan” (U): and “Win¬ World”
(Cinerama) (51st wk),: Slight S. I>ayis, “I see no recourse but to show. It. was covered with eggs,
Teck (SW - Cinerama) (1,200; chester .73” (U) (reissue). Fair*]
for second consecutive week,, forget about participating iri any¬ pickles,, and B-B’s,” Honeycutt
$1.20-$2,40)—■. “Search For Para¬ $6,000 or near. Last week. Hill- $5,000
- : ..
lowest in 4-year history of thing.”
dise” (Cinerama) (10th wk). Off to. street in other unit.. Hollywood, and
said. “Some of. the stuff the kids
Cinerama here. Stays on.
Shorts new policy would.'mean threw went through the screen.
Oke $6,000. Last week, $7,500.
with Los Angeles, ’ Loyola, • “April
more ad money contributed by film’ We’re .going to have to replace it.
Love” (20th) and “Under Fire”
companies, - and commensrirately They also cut up the seats and tied
(20th), (2d wk), $10,600. v
Minneapolis
less by Shor, if the overall ad ropes In the aisles.”
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25budgets of , past were to bfe con*
(Continued from page 8)
Honeycutt said total damages
tinued. * Ort pf course, the com¬
(WB) and “Johnny Trouble” (WB), $2.40)—“Kiss Them for Me” (20th)
(5th
wk).
Sad
$2,500.
Last
week,
panies would simply reduce, their .will run to $1,500—a -big bite con¬
$3,000.
sidering
90c top for show. He said
antes just as Short is threatening.
Radio City (Par) (4,100;90-$l-25) $4,300.
1 this is the second time in recent
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
In a letter to Robert F. Morrell, weeks the Brunson screen has tak¬
—-“Pal JOey” (Col) (4th-wk); Has
been a boxoffice honey. Good —“Happy Road” (M-G) (5th wk).
general manager of the local chain, en a beating. The first time, a pa¬
Dull $1,100. Last week. $1,700.
$6,000, Last week, $9,000.
Davis, said that cutting .budgets on tron threw a cowbell through it
“such an arbitrary basis’-’ is not to during unreeling of Presley’s
Pantages (RKO) (2,912; $l,25-$2)
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 7590) — “Abominable Snowman” —“Les Girls” (M-G) (6th wk). Nice
be desired at this time. It would “Jail House Rock.”
(20tb) and “Ghost Diver” (20th). $8,500. Last week, $10,700.
mean a cut in the exploration of
There’s often a following for this
DowntoWn, Wiltera, Hollywood
Contention that; dubbing proc¬ new ideas and profits at the boxkind of stuff in “horroscOpe.” But Paramount (SW-F&M) (1,757; 2,- esses in Europe are superior to office. Each picture should be,
NG $4;000 looms. Last week, “Baby 344; 1,468; $ll25-$2.50)—-‘‘10 Com¬ those in .the U.S, was attacked as judged on. its own potential and
Face Nelson” (UA); $8,000.
mandments” (Par) (8th Wk). Solid “a'^poyth” in New York last week then the ad budget should be ■
RKb .Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-85)— $16,700. Last week, $17,600.
by David D. Horne, vip. and gen¬ . shared by exhibitor and distribu¬
“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) into.);
eral manager of Titra Laboratories, tor, stated Davis.
Here after profitable Orpheum . Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.50- the; major .dubbing plant in; the
AA.exec further noted that the
stanza. Satisfactory $4,000. Last $2)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (8th wk). East.
distrib’s promotional costs exceed
week, “The Virginian*’ (Par) and Strong $9,000, Last week, $11,500.
-Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Horne, whose outfit dubs itself by far the amounts spent in co¬
“Two Years Before Mast*’ (Par)
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; and
Stanley Krariier has signed a
also rents out facilities (it
(reissues), $3,500, .
$1.50-$3.50) — “Raintree County” hired Peter Riethoff to direct the operation with theatreriien. Lat¬ new releasing deal with United
ter,
he/said,
never
are
asked
to
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Story (M-G) (10th wkK Tepid $6,000.
“Li/Strada” sync. job! there), said share distrib. expenses for press- Artists calling for two pictures a
of Mankind” (WB). Array of cast Last week, $7,400.
I ;. .
American dubbing was technically books, television trailers, radio year for the nex* three years, be¬
names apparently insufficient to
Warner
Hollywood
(SW-Cineraand artistically superior to any¬ spots, employment of field repre*; ginning with “Inherit the Wind,”
put this oyer, but its main comfilm version of the long-run Broad¬
petish is Christmas shopping. Lean ma) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65) ^“Seven thing done on the Continent..
sentatives, etc,
“In dubbing a foreign film into
way play by Jerome Lawrence and
$5,000. Last week,. “April Love.” Wonders” (Cinerama). Started 28th
week Sunday (15) after fine $14,400 English, we have a tremendous ad¬
Robert E.. Lee. Kramer will pro- (20th) (2d wk), $6,000,
/Suburban World (Mann) (800;. 85) last week*
vantage here- in New York since we
duce all six films and will person¬
_“Game of -Love”, (indie), and
Carihay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75 arc? in a positiori to Call on a file of ]
ally direct three of them,
“One Summer of Happiness” (In¬ $3.50)—“AroUnd World in 80 Days” some 5,000 actors,” Horne stated.
j In addition to “Wind,” Kramer
die) (2d runs). Both of these pic-, (UA) (52d wk). Good $22,000. Last “In Europe, the pool of available
[ also is preparing “On the Beach,”
tures wdre seen singly previously week, $18,300.
American voices is much, more
based on Neville Shute’s best-sell¬
San
Antonio,
Dec.
17.
at this house for good-sized runs.
limited. Also, our equipment is the
Carion
(Rosener)
,(533;
$1:50)
—
Okay $1,200. Last Week, “Woman
Statewide Drive Iri Theatres, op¬ ing novel, and “Invitation to a
latest and much more modern than
of River” (Col) and ‘‘Woman of “Constant Husband” (Indie) (2d anything you find in Europe.”
erators of the Alamo, Mission/i Gunfighter.” suspense melodrama
wk). Brisk $3,000. Last week,
Originally done on CBS-TY’s “Play¬
Rome” (Indie) (2d runs), $1,000.
The Titra exec said the price of Rigsby and South Loop 13 Drive-In i house 90,” . Kramer currently is
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)— $4,300..
dubbing the average picture ran Theatres are giving 20c passes to!
“Les Girls” (M-G (6th wk). Still
Crest - Sunset (Lippert - Cohen) between $14,000 arid $15,000. That’s the ozoners via Handy Andy Food negotia'ing for three other top
good at $3,000. Last week, $3,900. (800; 540; :$1>25-$1,50) — “Three quite a bit more than what it costs Stores here. Passes are had for the properties.
New Kramer-UA contract is an
Feet in a Bed” (Indie) and “White to. do the job in France or Ger¬ asking at the check-out counters.
Sheik” (Indie) (4th wk).
Shaky many, but—he Insisted—the end They- are good Monday through extension of the producer’s deal
SAN FRANCISCO
with
the distributor which has
$2,700. Last week, $3,400.
Friday.
.results are worth the greater ex¬
(Continued from page 9)
pense. Furthermore/ Home held, a
Most of the other local ozoners Kramer’s “The Pride and the Pas¬
and “Lovfe In Afternoon” (AA),
distributor dubbing on the Contin¬ are accepting passes from other sion” in current release. Produ¬
CHICAGO
$2,500 for 8 days.
ent loses control of the work where-; ozoners so this* means that the cer has been closely associated
(Continued from page 9)
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.25)—
las, if dubbing is done in New York, passes are practically good at iriore with UA since launching his career.
His first five releases were under
“Game of Love” (Times). Okay $1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders of he can correct tracks and improve than 11 of the. 18 local drive-ins.
the. UA banner, “Champion,”
$3,000.! Last week, “Only French World”. (Cinerama) (52d wk). Live¬ them.
“Home of the Brave,” “The Men,”
Can” (Indie) (3d wk), ditto.
ly $23,000. Last week, $27,500,
Horne said he saw “no real re¬
“Cyrano de-Bergerac” and “High
Clay IRosener) (400; $1,25)—
MALICIOUS MISCHIEF TRIAL
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 75-90)— lation” between the amount of dia¬
Noon.” He produced “Not as a
•‘Only French Can” (Indie) (4th “Slaughter on 10th Ave.” (U) and log in a picture and the question
wk). Fine $1,900. Last week, “Grin Mari. Down” (UA). Torrid of whether or not- it should be Ozone Operator Accuses IATSE Stranger” for United Ar ists re¬
lease after “The Caine Mutiny”
$2,800.
$13,000. . Last week, “Tin Star” dubbed. “La Strada” was dubbed
Of Throwing Spikes
for Columbia. *
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; (Par) and “Short Cut to Hell” (Par) into English, and it had a lot of
$1;25-$1.50) — “12 Angry Men” (2d wk), $9,000.
dialog, he said. , The determining
Dallas, Dec. 17.
(UA) ‘‘Bachelor Party” (UA) (re¬
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- factor really is whether a film has
Frank Gillespie, owner of the
issues). Fair $1,500. Last week, $1.80)—‘Pal Joey” (Col) (8th wk). universal appeal. If it does, it can Linda Kay Drive-In Theatre at German ‘Dreaming Lips’
“Panic In Parlor” (Indie) (3d wk), Mellowed $11,500.
Last week, and should be dubbed. Horne added Kleberg, Tex:, testified here that
Set in States Via DCA
$1,900.
$17,000.
that, the circuits now definitely wire spikes were thrown on his
Distributors Corp. of America,
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1,25)—
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50) were showing a greater degree of ozoner property after he refused
•‘Brothers*’ (Indie). Fair $2,009. —“Game of Love” (Times) (4th receptivity towards dubbed hir to hire a union projectionist. Gil- which already has acquired a num¬
Last week, “Letters From Wind¬ wk). BOiiricy $6,500. Last week, •ports.
Tispie said the spikes damaged ber of German.’films for the US„
mill” (indie) (2d wk), $2,400..
Nevertheless; he acknowedged about 150 auto tires at bis drive-in has now added another—“Trau$8,000;
Coronet (United California) (!,Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; that a dubbed film loses, and gains. on Aug. 17 and six tires on Aug: 31. merider Mund” (Dreaming Lips).
.Film stars Maria Schell and O. W.
250; $1.50-$3:75)—“Around World” $1.75-$3.30)—“Around World in 80 “It loses uniqueness, but it gains
He. testified at the malicious mis¬ Fischer. It was made in 1945.
(UA) (51st wk). Hot $19,000. Last Days” (UA) (37th wk). Mighty wider acceptance,” he opined. It’s
chief
trial
of
.
Joseph
B.
Parnell
of
Deal was negotiated by Emile J.
week, ditto.
$22,000. Last week, $25,200.
up to the individual distributor to
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- balance out the two. Horne said he Sari Antonio, a member of the Lustig who's also in negotiating
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10)—“Let¬
ters From My Windmill” (Indie). $1.50) —; “Hunchback of Notre had been disturbed by the reported stagehand’s union. Parnell was ar¬ with DCA re Real Film’s “Haupt¬
Okay $2,000, Last week, “Lady Dame” (AA) (3d wk). Fancy $10,- $25,000 dubbing cost figure for “La. rested Aug. .31 at the Ozoner after mann vori Koepeniek” “TraumenChatterly’s Lover” (Indie) and-“Too 000. Last-week, $17,500.
Strada.” It went up that, high be¬ Gillespie said he saw the spikes her der Mund” is a remake of the film
Woods (Essanes's) (1,200; • 90- cause of special circumstances, ing thrown from an auto.
Bad She’s Bad” (Indie) (reissues),
that first made Elizabeth Bergner.
$1.25)—“Les Girls” (M-G) (7th wk). such as the prescribed use of two
$1,400.
Gillespie testified a represerita- famous.
According to Lustig, DCA rnay
Presidio (Hardy-Parons) (774; Trim $10,800. Last week, $12,000. actors in the cast, one of whom— tive of union projectionists of Dal¬
World (Indie) (606: 90)—‘Rich¬
$1.25-$1.50) — “Happy
Roads
Anthony Qumn—could only do the. las talked to him twice about hir¬ dub the picture, but first will re¬
(M-G) (3d Wk). Good $2,700. Last ard III” (Lopert) (6th wk). Good job on the Coast
lease it iri its original version.
ing a union operator.
$3,000.
Last
week,
;$3,500.
Week, $2,800.

Pharmacist-Showmen

Allied Artists Spurns
Robe Shor’s Ad-Cuts j
In Booking Contracts

Kramer’s UA Extension;
Will Produce Six and
Personally Direct Three

20c PASS^ TO OZONERS
AT GROCERY CHECK-OUT
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Despondency Complex In Films

FHmExecs
I

Continued front pace 1

! Continued from pace 4 ;
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'Realpments at Varners
Realignment In the Warner Bros, sales department* involving
a number of executive promotions, goes into effect-Jan. 1.
According to Charles Boasberg, the new WB general sales man¬
ager, Jules Lapidus, now Eastern and Canadian division manager,
becomes assistant general sales manager under Boasberg. Norman
Ayers, Who is Eastern sales manager/.succeeds Lapidus.
Ralph Ianuzzi, midwest division manager, shifts to become East¬
ern division topper. Ed Williamson, now southwest district mana¬
ger, is promoted to become midwest division sales manager;- and
Grover Livingston, southeast district manager, becomes assistant
southern division sales manager under Ollie Williamson who Is the
southern sales topper.
Roy Haines, former western division sales manager who had been
shifted Into New York to become sales head, now returns to his
western division.

Working on a partnership basis with
of the theatre circuits in 1957 and companies. They have been cir¬ the company, rather than the stu¬
their applications to the Dept, of culating extensively, singing the dio's own properties.
Justice for consent decree exemp- blues, waving their pink slips and
it’s .understood, that Freeman
in order to buy or build in choice thick With pessimism.
himself will halve a major voice in
situations. None of this suggests
Hundreds bf employes, many how the new modus , operand! will
a withering away. Nor did the veterans, were wiped out at RKO. be blueprinted and Who’s to be
delegates to the Miami conven¬ It was not just Hollywood and given what , duties.
tion of the Theatre Owners of Manhattan. On every Film Row in ■ The Pickman blevation would be
America resemble sad sacks.
the exchange centres of the. coun¬ another “first,- there being no
try the withdrawal of RKO. from precedent, for an ad-pub director
Despondency Talk
Yet despondency talk is heard among the majors to become, in taking over a worldwide sales
predicting the reduction of Chicago RKO’s own words, “the new major organization. However, he’s not
to 50 of fewer film houses, or the independent” left, behind dismay without experience. And, as a
nation presently served by but and anxiety. A Variety: headline practical. Thing, air advertising and
2.000 theatres in all, implying the on an interview with the head of publicity bally is closely linked to
RKO read: O’Neil Concedes Dras¬ sales.
extention of 14,000 properties.
Recent efforts to offset despond¬ tic Action Seems Cruel; Argues
Pickman has; worked closely with
ency have not been fortunate. Nor Stark Need ”
the distribution end for some time
Republic went idle completely and has had a particularly strong
Continued from page 5 have they perhaps been, very orig¬
during
the
year
and
•
groups
of
inal in concept. Apart from that,
role in the marketing of “Ten Com¬ very well, and some years we
•‘divorcement's’* influence is appar¬ stockholders readied to : unseat mandments.” And in recent months haven’t. A lot of factors in¬ very, few will admit' publicly is
with the advent of tv, with
ent. No alliance between studios Herbert Yates, if they could. That he has traveled around the world fluence conditions. But the years that,
the current high price levels, and
minor key version of the acquainting himself with the opera¬
and theatres, no block booking has was
when We haven’t done well, even the new deinarids on individuals*
meant the rise of the freelance snarling battle in the den of Leo tion.
if we had to let some people go, time* the ; entertainment business
producer and the freelance star. the Lion. Compounded of such ele¬
Changeover will mean, of course,
is u nd ergoin g revolutionary
Each for himself today to start ments as the foregoing, the film need for a replacement in the top didn’t mean to we’d go under-and changes.
wifh; and after that whatever in¬ trade hardly could call its soul, or ad-pub post and no decisions have close shop. It’s plain silly to fig¬
Whether the film industry,
ure that way.”
dustry-wide thinking remains is its future. Its own. There was . a been made, as yet.
it stands today, can. survive these
Need E'aith
haunted by a fear of the Dept- of feeling that forces greater than,
changes/ whether it can adjust to
Herb Steinberg, in another im¬
showmanship, vast tides of eco¬
Justice.
Johnston
said
what
was
needed
conditions without changing shape,
move, is being given the
Flying as it is by the seat of its nomic shift and technological portant
a greater faith in the industry form arid approach, the coming
of head of publicity at the stu¬ was
private pants, film showmanship is threat, were altering the map of job
and. in motion pictures as purvey¬ two years will establish. The fact
dio,
moving
up
from
exploitation
desperately interested in the wea-r] public entertainment trends.
director. In the Coast spot he’ll be ors of. superior entertainment. He is that money is tight on both the
ther ahead and fears itself “sock¬
Voices have been raised to sooth:
Teet Carle Who, it’s be¬ also doubted reports of attendance producer and the . customer level,
ed in” above terrain suddenly be¬ the worried. Barney Balaban said replacing
hitting rock bottom: “I get re¬ and the combination of these two
lieved,
will shift to unit Work.
come unfamiliar. The old tribal he was "confident” rather than
ports from the companies and they
Pickman and Steinberg have don’t indicate anything like the factors is turning the film busi¬
rites of ballyhoo, when invoked of “optimistic.” A1 Daff declared that
ness into one of the greatest risk
late, too often have lacked the "Hollywood is not moribund” de¬ worked closely for some time, hav¬ ‘disaster’ notices being sent, but,” industries extant.
magical powers. Is there a new spite of crepe-hanging in that sec¬ ing been together at Eagle Lion he said. “When an industry gets
sophistication In the American tor. There were those who said before they both werit to Par.
over $200,000,000 net from abroad,
Lipion's Status
film-going public? Again very that the ‘‘false prosperity” of the
and maintains a weekly, audience of
little information is available.
Changes are in the offing or al¬ some 40,000,000 at home, you can’t
War years had ever since misled,
Comment* reaching
Variety the idustry’s own pnudits who were ready have taken place in; other call that a bad showing:”
clearly suggests that the despond¬ constantly taking the artificial directions, David A. Lipton, veteran ^Of course, he added, the film
« Continued from page 4
ency cries of recent weeks are criteria of success to prove today’s head of Universal’s ad-pub depart¬ business had to dip and rise with
causing many tradesters to stir film business in irreversible de¬ ment, headquartering On the Coast, the general economy of the coun¬ peak business of the war years,
uneasily, reluctant to accept a cline.
is; reported seeking a new. position try. And there was no question the industry went , through a panic
similar to the one that exists to¬
•'terminal Illness” diagnosis of
The American community, ac¬ elsewhere (separate story). Herbert that it was hurt by television and
their industry, and certainly un¬ cording to the psychologists, has L. Golden has shifted from. Bankers other Competition. Furthermore, day. Production was curtailed,
some
salaries were slashed arid a
willing to drink the hemlock of two overwhelming, morbid; per¬ Trust v.p.-ship to United Artists’ Johnston felt, readjustments would
batch of small-fry employees were
despair.
sonal dreads—cancer and unem¬ top echelon (details in television probably be made during the com¬ fired..
ing years on the distribution and
Why Over Budget?
ployment The last-named afflic¬ section). .
With the coming of widescreen
Warrieris is contemplating a new production levels.
Meanwhile, what to do? At the tion; abrupt severance from pay¬
He had no direct comment oh and Cinemascope, there was a gen¬
very time when distress is expres¬ roll, has characterized the film (as yet undetailed) type of promo¬ thb interview of Edwin Silver- eral business pickup arid the in¬
tional
operation
under
v.p.
Robert
sed in term notable for their lack business during 1957, and now in
man, circuit operator of Chicago, dustry as a whole returned to Its
of restraint, the number of films these last weeks before the “peace Tapllriger.;
well-known extravagance. Top ex¬
On the exhibition front, Harry last week, in which Silverman pre¬ ecutives in the industry received angoing over-budget in production on earth, goodwill to all men”
' f ... '
Mandel, ad-pub director of RKO dicted the closing of all but one riiial salaries tnat were way out of
constitutes a perverse mystery. It Yuletide.
of
the
studios
Within
the
next
six
Firings, and rumors of firings, Theatre^, is now being given a
almost seems that there is an aw¬
months. Johnston said he hadn’t line with other industries whose
ful recklessness among certain pro¬ do not, however, account for the broader assignment.. In addition to fully read the..story, which broke grossing potential was considerably
ducers. Related to this is the. fan¬ prevailing uncertainty in the mo¬ the promotion job, he's been named in both the trade and the lay press. higher than that of the film biz.
tastic participations and salaries of tion picture industry, but are side- exec assistant to president SoL A. He did not think, however, that However, ' no attempt was ever
the two-handfulls of stars who to¬ effects. It is hardly a discovery Schwartz and as. such will take part the Silverman statement Con¬ made to adjust these astronomical
day dominate all production think¬ that the film business has .. always in top management affairs more so stituted “good public relations” payoffs. While executive payrolls
ing, The other day Variety al¬ been nervous, and frequently neu¬ than in past.
for the business which relies to were higher than other industries,
luded to “Hollywood’s ‘Suicidal’ rotic. There, is an ingrained habit
Cither significant changes around such a large extent on public con¬ the salaries of the lower echelon
Vanity” in the sense of demands of screaming. The mental ariquish the. industry appear forthcoming; fidence in the quality of its prod¬ were frequently lower, than
based bn actor pride and agent is sometimes , greater than the ac¬ it’s difficult to distinguish the fact ucts.
other industries and many em¬
aggression rather than economic tual fever. Walter Wanger put it from rumor at this time,
ployees abandoned the film biz as a
Skouras’ Scolding ’
beautifully not long back .when he
sanity.
result.
Another statement of “faith in
Almost any issue of this publi¬ cornmented, “Semi-annual hyster¬
Despite the many opportunities
the industry” came last week from
cation contains, sometimes side-by- ics is no way to run any business”
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prez. that have existed for realistic ad¬
side stories indicative of financial
justments,
the industry as a whole
Skouras
said
he
was
“surprised
and
mop-up and morale breakdown. If
Continued iron! page 5 :SZSZS shocked”, at the Silverman state¬ did not take, advantage of them.
the “negative” stories were drop¬
Instead, there are the. Usual beefs
ment.
“A
man
with
such
a
large
ped out one week and only the
flatly stated that if the big oldies
investment in our industry should when a story reporting the facts
“prosperity” news werer printed,
were not available oh tv, theatre give facts concerning a matter of appears in the press. The Wall
the reader Would suppose movies
business
would
not
have
fallen
off
this kind. He ought to tell all he Street. Journal, of. course, is riot
Los Angeles, Dec. 17,
a booming industry indeed. Writers
Suit to establish its rights in the
disastrously as it did this knows and advtse everyone of any singling out the film industry. As
might surely think just that if
a service to its readers, which in¬
reading the “Happy Days For Nov¬ British-made film "The Weapon,” year. The TOA chieftain added details he may know which are so cludes investors and the. investing
elists” story which detailed the was filed In Superior Court here by. that he had been told by repre¬ vital to all of -us,” Skouras held. field, the newspaper reports on
He
went
on
to
cite
the
top
films
lush terms for some 44 books set Steve Cochran’s indie, Robert Alex¬ sentatives of all the film companies coming from the 20th lot.
the trends of all industries: Not
ander Productions. Cochran starred that the biggest mistake the indus¬
for filming in 1958.
in the film.
was noted that Skouras was too long ago-, it reported on the
Confusion in the news has iriarkr | Action names Filmakers Releas¬ try made was selling its backlog theIt only
one of the presidents to recession in the automobile in¬
to
television.
ed 1957. The once-greatest com¬
dustry. The film biz, however,
Stellings. voiced the hope that respond promptly to Silverman’s can’t seem to uriderstand that re¬
pany, Metro, wras in the most trou¬ ing Organization and attorney Mar¬
This created comment
ble. An upstart firm founded by an shall H. Sevifi as defendants, con¬ further sales to tv would be With¬ contention.
ports of Its economic position, are
inasmuch
as
many
felt
that,
in
tending
that
under
the
original
con¬
held “until they are acquainted
actor and a literary agent, Hecht
citing his single exception re stu¬ bound to appear in the press when
Lancaster, was stretching its arms tract Cochran was to receive $20,- With, and have had. the oportunity dio closings, Silverman probably it Commits acts that make such
000
in
cash
and
$30,000
deferred
in every direction like a teenage for his role in the film. Subse¬ to study the facts which, will be was referring to 20th.
news. It is difficult to fire hundreds
octopus. Some stars were Holly¬ quently a controversy arose over contained in a report to he pre¬
Even those who proclaim their of people and to shut down studio
wood tyrants. Other stars were the pact and negotiations were be¬ sented next month.” He said that faith in the business and deplore operations without the trade and
Hollywood fugitives, on the make gun to settle all claims. Complaint TOA is certain that this report what they maintain are exagger¬ lay press finding out about it. It
in telepix, in Europe, on Broadway! said Sevin offered to buy all of “will conclusively substantiate thji! ated reports of downbeat condi¬ has been suggested that if the in¬
Seldom has personal uncertainty Robert Alexander Productions’ economic soundness of bur posi¬ tions within the film biz, are con¬ dustry met its economic difficul¬
tion.”
been so widespread.
scious of the deep concern about ties in a more realistic manner,
rights in the film and later claimed
Some of the present atmosphere that he owned those rights.
The TOA. spokesman also pre¬ the future that has seeped into the linpression of panic would not
In the industry can be traced to
Plaintiff contended at has. not dicted that by Feb. 20 all organi¬ the rank-and-file. This negative be conveyed as it has been iri re¬
the less-than-top personnel of the assigned any rights and asked the zations associated With the: Joint feeling gains added fuel from re¬ cent weeks.
court to declare the original con¬ Committee on Toll TV will take ports such as the closing bf the
tract in full force and effect and positive, action that will result in a Universal studios and the firing of
to order .an accounting to deter¬ statement from the committee reg¬ publicists.
It is picked tip by the general
mine how much is due on the de¬ istering its opposition to all forms
of toll tv, both broadcast and cable. press and columnists who now free¬
ferments.
TOA Is already on record in taking ly refer to the “waning” film in¬
such a position. Answering the dustry. There is a strong belief
Batch of 10 Greek films has been
charge that some TOA members that the next two -years will see acquired for. U. S. distribution by
LOCAL B O, TAXES
Rockefeller Center • Cl 6-4600
had filed for toll tv franchises* thoroughgoing changes in the film Norma Associates Inc. Deal also
MARLON BRANDO
Stellings. maintained that these ac¬ business, particularly on the ad¬ takes in the future product of
Relief Granted Theatres In
inSAYONARA
tions were “only, protective meas¬ ministrative level, as the compan¬ Philopimin Finos Productions In
Richmond and: Lancaster
ures” and that the majority of ex¬ ies contract to adapt tQ present Athens,
U Tictalfwi® ari titUctfir®
hibitors
are opposed to pay tv "in market conditions. Inevitably, this
Local exhibitors have succeeded
Norma, headed by Chris YianiA Woratr Brat Picture
| cod THE WStt BUI’S Cgil CXtSTMAS STAfiESttflW I
in obtaining reductions in munici¬ any and every form.”
implies a reduction in staffs due los, will release all 10 films with
English titles during the middle of
pal amusement taxes in Richmond,
Stellings also reported that-TOA to mergers, etc.
; Va. and Lancaster, Pa.
Men like Johnston point to the January, '58. Deal was signed by
is ready to proceed with its busi-.
Richmond, the city council ness building program pending the fact that “the good pictures still Apolon Manglis, Finos production
THEATRE SEATS FOR SALE jj byIna vote
«f seven to 2 removed action of the Motion Picture Assn, are doing big business.”
How¬ chief; James Paris, v*p. and gene¬
All or part of 400 .upholsftrtd seats
! the city amusement tax of 5% on bf America! TOA has pledged to ever, there are those who counter, ral inanager of Norma, and Chelli
with or without risers and. platforms.
It becomes ef¬ put oup half of the $3,500,000 pro¬ that only some of the top quality Wilson, a Greek film distributor.
Excellent condition. Will sacrifice for : tickets up to 91c.
quick sale. Financing possible.
Several Greek films, recent¬
fective July 1, 1958.
posed cost of the campaign. As product really has evoked that
Write
i In Lancaster, the admission tax soon as the MPA A gives the green- sort of • b.o. response, arid that ly have come: to attention, in-.'
THE FOOTL1GHTERS. INC.
eluding
“Bed of Grass,” “Woman,
some
very
good
films
have
per¬
;
will
be
reduced
from
10%
to
5%
light,
TOA
will
uroceed
with
its
Wayne, Pa.
i beginning Jan. 6, 1958.
formed disappointingly. What in Black” and “Stella.”
fund collection, Stellings stated*
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‘Subsequent Runs Called Victim

DEwwi!ii
jScreen Actors and Equity Pro-Toll;
TO‘MENACE’OF TOLL
AFL-CIO Otherwise Favor TV As Is

Washington, Dec. 17.
American Citizens Television
Committee, a propaganda organi¬
zation opposirig subscription - tv,
indicated last week that public
apathy might prevent action by
Congress next session .on bills to
stop. on-the-air tollvision.
With Congress, concerned prima¬
rily With natibhal defense and the
coming elections, said a statement
by ACTC, there’s little likelihood
the legislators would find pay-tv
legislation pressing “if the people
continue to bask in apathy and
complacency.”
Committee advocated that the
concept of the radio spectrum as ;
a natural resource belonging to the
public “must be hammered horiie
so that the people can become
aware of their responsibilities to
protect their rights.” The Federal
Communications Commission in
its decision to allow pay-tv tests
has gone “far afield of its original
purposes.”

Hollywood.Dec. 17. «*•--—
The day of the subsequent run
w
«
. m ir
neighborhood theatre is at an end,
-lullf JjXtOlS 1 Oil
and we must convert and renovate
what nabes we intend to keep open
TT
, „ Hollywood^ Dec. 17.
into first class first-run houses.
Home-toll is only salvation of
n r* ■ »ia the major studio lots, biz manager
This was stated by B, Gerald Max Krug told membership of Of-

Atlantic City, Dec. 17.*
Second constitutional convention
of AFL-CIO unanimously approved
Acknowledging that progress ini a resolution opposing toll video,
Bartlesville, Okla., pay-tv is slowr,* thereby reaffirming the stand the
!HenTy S. Griffing, proxy of Video* body took-two years ago at its ijst
;Indipendent Theatres, writes that
;it’ll be “fully a year to 18 months.conclave.
'SitliSSfiH- fiiic- E.m-ploiy e« s' International
bankin^ firm of Captor, Fitzgerald Union Local d74, at membership
The 130 uriions comprising AFLbefore we can reach intelligent;
T ?2rW5«0 ,oik°flslrt£e1ieqoPd meeting last weefe.
Recent cut,conclusions.”
CIO okayed a statement which said
Bartlesville experiment started^ that the congress unreservedly op¬
Sti“eaatrr®
ctUy
^
Oct, 1.
poses pay-tv, and urges that the
°" COmi
A« meetin6. does hike was voted
pany s. board of directors).
in, to range between 25 cents arid
membership use its efforts to de¬
,
feat those who are trying to penal¬
Cantor, who considers most of.$1.25 monthly, to mount ah Organize the public: and destroy free tv.”
today’s nabes to be of the same vin-1 izationai campaign:
tage arid practicality as . silent ]
—.. _
Issue was raised this time, because
flickers, Occupies the thought that!
.
key AFL-CIO leaders felt that the
subscription television issue had
exhibs “better start cleaning up! ^IT IT
T1
become critical since the last time
their, houses and where possible,! I V«VC ■ I ltA2)f 1TAC
maintain a first-run policy.
' * " ? ui A IlVClIl vo
> a resolution was passed.
One part of the new resolution
“We have disposed of a number
Washington, Dec. 17:
was deleted before the delegates
of non-profitable houses, and < are
P
i .
r 1\
A. Julian Brylawski, of Stanley voted. Originally, at the suggestion
seeking aggressively to dispose of
I f|f|f|fQCT ||irQlA7f|
others to; enhance our present cash
Willi Uul MJM U If 11
Warner Theatres here, was reelect¬ of a delegate from the National
Status. National has had a diverisfi. .
ed last week to his 36th consecu¬ Assn, of Broadcast Employees &
171
cation program underway , for some
, Minneapolis, Dec. 17.
tive term as president of the Mo¬ Technicians, the ABC-NBC union,
tion Picture Theatre Owners of the words “wired tv” were written
time and will be broadened as we
Exhibitor leaders here are joirijoinMetropolitan Washington. Brylaw¬ in next to “pay tv.” They were
find new opportunities. We are con- ing in the national fh'eatreowners’
Continued fromi page. 3
tinuing to renovate the most impor- cry for discontinuance of further
ski also serves as - unpaid D: C. later withdrawn, as one union of¬
tant theatres in each area,” he library film sell offs to television, guarantees in Viethnara, .Turkey lobbyist for Theatre Owners of ficial explained, because W'ired tv
was too broad in its implications,
America.
stated.
One such leader, Martin Lebe- and Yugoslavia.
“We do, of course, prefer to
Cantor definitely sees a situation doff, is rallying support ip the terAlso reelected, by the Washing¬ touching on things like antenna tv
Where it will be “first-run, or no ritbry for present efforts to induce riiake our own arrangements and ton MPTO were Marvin Goldman, and closed-circuitry! The NABEF
run.” He said, “the neighborhood Hollywood to quit supplying “anti- deals, but there are countries of. K-B Theatres, vice president; official, it was said, was really only
theatre, showing a third-run Of boxoffice ammunition” for the the- where we are very grateful to be Lloyd! Wineland. Sr., of Wineland trying to oppose wired circuits for
fifth-run, or tenth-run film, is like atres’ all-time stiffest competition, able to avail ourselves of IMG,” Theatres, treasurer;, and Jerome toll video.
Though the vote was unanimous
a man selling ice from door to door.
He and others point out that, for Johnstbn said. He added that he Baker, manager of RKO-Keith’s
He may.find a few customers but example, on a typical Sunday, the knew of no “censorship” problem? Theatre, as secretary. Chosen for in favor of the resolution, two AFLhe can’t hope to put refrigerators 15th, local film fans, without leav- in connection with the IMG opera- the executive committee were Or¬. CIO unions, Screen Actors Guild
ville Crouch, George Crouch, Ber¬. and Actors Equity, opposed it. The
and home freezers out of business,” ing their homes, had their choice tion.
The coiripanies say that IMB ex- , nard Lust, Gerald Wagner, Paul[ Equity and SAG votes, however*
He pointed to the conversion of 0f 14 theatre films on the four
the Fox Beverly from a subsequent- Twin Cities’ commercial tv sta- ericiises censorship in that it defi¬ Roth, Frank Storti and Ed Rosen-. only counted as two-fifths of the
one full vote that was given to the
run to a first-run (for “Peyton tions, riot to mention the “live” nitely has the right to pass on in¬ feld.
dividual titles in countries where
The exhibitors passed resolutions. Associated Actors & Artistes of
Place) as symptomatic of the trend shows.
its
guarantee
program
applies.
This
which will be followed in.L. A. and
T*,a *.rt,*
to oppose; all forms of tollvision, America. The other unions, each.
up recent'y in Yuogslavia, including the wired variety; and[ With a fifth of a vote cast in favor
^wh.r.toap^U* ^burta" While Se V^STehture Lrtek came
Where the distributors demanded to Cooperate with the Academyr of the anti-toll- resolution, were
American Federation of Radio &
“We have to, take a leaf tram
^ ^ to have access to ail; American Award telecasts.
Television Artists, the American
films aitd not just to a selected listthe merchandising methods of the fSStSXJSSSS-£
!
Guild, of Variety Artists and the
department and chain stores, which
jV SCvi Under the IMG program, this can’t
American Guild of ’Musical Artists.
moved to the customers once they
. ®rv
and be done and pictures deemed
harmful
to
the
reputation
of
the
discovered the customers weren’t
qu J ty
AFL-CIO also was called upon,
coming to them in the metropolitan p®r.tant: cast pames and .worthwhile States automatically are excluded.
to notify the FCC “of opposition
area,” he stated. ..“The important seemS °ver.
It’s reported tha‘t, in one in¬ 5555- Continued from page ? sss». to pay tv.”
suburban theatre, like the branch
At the - same time, those who stance, a company offered to send irig in co-production deals with
store offer better parking facili- were willing, .to. brave the cold, pictures into one of the IMQ American and foreign interests.
ties.”Poor, costly and infrequent trans- countries without taking advantage
Outside ‘Consent*
NatiohaL he advised,, is con- portatiop and driving and parking of the IMG exchange. The State
Legal hardships are not antici¬
stantly working to better the thea- difficulties-, and leave their fire- Dept, nixed the idea on the theory pated—-as: would obtain with other
tres’physical standards so that pa- sides to patronize a downtown that it’d wreck its “program.’*
' of the principal companies—be¬
trons.will have the ultimate in com- showhouse found that, their pew
Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
cause neither Rep nor A A Were
fort and viewing.
Comers selections confined to the
Previous vote of Los Angeles
party to the. decrees in the indus¬
He expressed confidence in Na- somewhat weak boxoffice sister,
try antitrust action. Further, RKO, City Council, to put off considera-.
K tional’s new wide-screen process, “Story of Mankind,” and three twin
while having beep a. defendant in tion of pay-tv franchises for 90
' Cipemiracle, which will be used by bills of low budgeted “B” orlesser
this case,, has ceased as a major days, was reversed the following
Continued from page 3
Warners next year to film the Max pictures.
entity in the motion picture day, when Council voted 12-3 to
Reinhardt play, “The Miracle.” - .
When it’s further taken into to prove his potentials, cancellable scheme of things;
consider matter tomorrow (18).
Most important of National’s di- consideration that downtown .thea- by either end at the end of two
It's said that talks anent the. tri- Councilman Ransom Callicott, Who
versification moves, according to tre attendance involved consider- years! All these details, however, . partite - get-together have taken introduced reconsideration resolu¬
Cantor, was the company’s substari- able boxoffice and other expense are conjectured and WerC not of¬ place among only a few individuals. tion, said 90-day setback was un¬
tial entrance into tv with the $7 and the tv entertainment was free ficially divulged by. either side.
In other words the matter hasn't fair to franchise seekers, includ¬
million-plus purchase - of radio-tv in the video sense, the odds against
“Head of studio” was also report¬ reached the point of formal board ing Fox West Coast Telemeter arid
station WDAF, NBC outlet in Kan- the b.o. should be considered about edly a misnomer because,, in the of directors action. But those who Skiatron.
sas City.
*
100 or more to one, Lebedoff and present climate of film production, have engaged in the conversations
Bitter complaints were voiced by
Cantor in; May of 1956, took ah others felt:
that is now a loose term as;against are-in key positions and their rec¬ pay-tv reps at earlier meeting, es¬
option on the purchase of Republic
• ••'••••
_ the time when an Irvirig Thalberg ommendations likely will be ac¬ pecially from Jerome Doff of Skia¬
at $10.50 per share, but deal fell
or a Louis B.: Mayer was the auto¬ cepted:.
tron. He pointed} out if franchises
through.
cratic “head” of a studio. Today’s
With the exception of Yates, were approved 9i)j days hence, this
setups must be governed by too who will continue as a Rep board would give his group little time to
many independent deals with stars, 1 member after leaving the presi-. install gear before start of 1958
directors and producers owruing in¬ dehey, no personnel decisions have L.A. Dodgers baseball season.
/vn iapo CD AM OATH
Closedcircuit Telecasting System, terests in their own units.
1 been riiade.
Dodger games are expected to be a
Ur 195o rKUM ZUlll a firm deyoted exclusively to “enmajor source of income for pay-tv
trenous” colorcasts, staged a session
here, if deals, with. Walter O’Malley
i
Up^nd Production lagt wgek for a greater N Y. dental
management can be finalized.
skeds, 20th-Fox will release.a xec- meeting. it was the first closedOpposition to pay-tv within the
ord 14 films during the first quar- circuit event for the new company
City Council seemingly follows pro
ter of 1958, according to Alex Har- headed by Fanshawe Lindsley.
and
anti-Dodger divisions. Sup¬
rison, general sales manager:
About 1,500 dentists, gathered in
porters of deal to give Chavez Ra¬
There’ll be four releases in Jan- two rooms , at the Hotel Statler,
vine
area
to Dodgers also’ support
nary, four in February and .six in N.Y., actually witnessed mouth surpay-tv; opposition, centering
March. “Farewell to Arms” is list- gery on two screens set up in the
around
four
cbuncilmen headed by
ed for February.
Statler. The program originated
The Joint Committee on Toll-TV* tv, be it the broadcast or cable va¬
John Holland, also seem against
from the Institute of Pathology at the exhibitor group opposing pay- riety. .
tollvision
proposals.
the Walter Reed Hospital in WashInsofar as “cable” is concerned,
see-tv,/is organizing a nation-wide consensus
California
Theatre
of those present at the ; Southern
Harvard & Censors
Firm has two more Closed-circuit grassroots campaign so that every meeting is that it be fought lo¬ Owners has injected itself into the
Theatreinen
said
^.
• .: colorcasts scheduled. Both "will legislator will: be urged by his con¬ cally where theatremen can op¬ controversy.
there is no reason to “rush” into
g' . '' Continued from page 1
originate at the WalterReedHospistituents to get behirid and vote, pose the graritirig of franchises by tollvision since even if the ordi¬
booze scenes are the most carefully tal and wilt be . piped to Northmunicipal authorities.
The ex¬
watched) to $6,460 in New York western U at Evanston, Ill. (Jan. 29) for bills that will ban and outlaw amples of the fight being conducted nance were passed at once it would
Introduction . Of . such in Sari Franciscp and Los Angeles not be possible for the various sys¬
where a college degree and knowl- and to the American College of tollvisiori.
tems to be in operation in time for
edge of at least one foreign lari- Radiology, at the Drake Hotel .in bills are contemplated by members “with; much success” were cited.
of both the Senate and the House,
guage are, prerequisites for civil Chicago (Feb. 8).
The Joint Committee will pre¬ the 1958 baseball season.
Theatre organization also cited
'
Plans,
for
the
natiOri-wide.
drive
pare
special
material
for
distribu¬
service status. For all its superior
•
, «
\
the results of various polls show¬
criteria the N.Y. censbfship “has
HrAKPr C Fltflll Ac Film were Outlined at a special meeting tion! to exhibitors and community ing overwhelming public opposi¬
In addition, the tion to feevee.
demonstated that it is responsive
cldC1 d A,|au
1111,1 in N,Y. under Philip F. Harling of organizations.
Theatre Owners of. Ajrierica and 1 committee plans to produce a spe¬
to public pressures.”
. Hollywood, Dec. 17.
(Authors speak of tendency’s of
Theodore ^Dreiser’s novel “The Trueman RembuSch: of; Allied j cial film on toll tv for distribution
states to reappoint tensors iridefiri- Titan” ill be filmed next Spring States Assn. Leaders and reps tp: civic and social organizations., j Presley 4th Starts Jan. 20
The committee will also launch
itely but do not allude to the fact by Anthony Marin Productions arid of all exhibitor groups attended
Memphis, Dec. 17.
a new drive for funds based on the
that many are widows of politi- Security Pictures'in a third co- the meeting,
Elvis Presley’s fourth film, “Sing
All at special session were said seating capacity . of each theatre. You Sinners,” is skedded to start
cians.)
production venture. Firms previto
have
voiced
disapproval
of
“ca¬
The original formula wrilL be fol¬ shooting on location in New Or¬
Harvard article devotes most of orisly turned out “Men in War”
Its text to films because “effective and “God’s Little Acre,” recently ble theatre” as weiL As a result, lowed. Theatres having up to 500 leans on Jan. 20. Michael Curtiz
prior restraint on expression in completed film version of the it was decided that reps of Allied,. seats Will pay $7.50 annually; up will direct with Hal Wallis again
Metropolitan
Motion
Picture to 750 seats, $11.25; up to 1,000 producing for Paramount release.
this country has: been confined al- Erskine Caldwell novel.
most exclusively to motion, picPhilip Yordan will write the Theatres Assn, and the Independ¬ seats, $18,75; Up to 2.500 seats. Dolores Hart, who made her debut
tures.,> However, there is inter- screenplay and Anthony Mann will ent Theatre Owners Assn, will take $37.50; over 2,500.seats, $75. Drive- with Presley in “Loving You/' will
hsting addenda on the related direct after he completes a direc- the matter up with their respective in formula is similar in relation, to co-star.
questions pf magazine, comic car- torial chore on “Man of the West,” groups for appropriate action. TQA 300 cars, 500, 60Q, and- over 600.
Presley is currently at home here
toon and book Suppression;
Gary Cooper starrer for the has officially taken the position that No drive-in, however, will pay more arid will vacation with his familyit is opposed to ;all form of; toll than $37.50.
Land.’
Mirisch Companyover holidays.

TV-Vs.-Theatres
Contrast Drawn

*♦

Griffin;: ‘It’s Slow’

Wadiii^toirsTOA
Unit Agin Toll

Hungary

3>ln4 Merger

LOS ANGELES CANCELS
DELAYED HEARINGS

I

No. Feldman

Closed-Circuit TV

14 IN FIRST QUARTER
OF 1958 FROM 2011

Plan Use of Home Area Political

Harvard ft Censors
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In iOth Place Or
25th, There’s Not
Much Difference

Unit to Tip Off a Costly Service
The CBS News & Public Affairsf |
department — which this week
changed its official name to merely
Alan Lipscott
CBS News—will begin operating
on its own budgets the first of the
(who Is one) soliloquises
year. In effect, the switchover to
a budgeted. operation will consti¬
tute CBS News as a separate op¬ So You Wanna Marry
erating division of CBS Inc.,
A Comedy Writer
though the official word, hasn’t
come down yet on that score.
The move to operate CBS News
q bright Editorial Feature
and its four constituent depart¬
ments, news, sports, public affairs
in the upcoming
and special events. Under its own
budget and accounting setup has a
52d Anniversary Number
dual purpose. One is to set it Up
as a powerful public relations and
of
bargaining point for CBS in Wash¬
ington, with the web able under
yARlETY
the new setup to cite actual redink figures and chapter & verse in.
pointing to the real sacrifices made
by the w eb in order to provide in¬
formational services to the public.
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS prexy,
tipped this at his recent speech
before the Radio-Television News
Directors Assn, in' Miami, where
he said that the webs can’t be ex¬
pected to maintain and improve
their news services when Govern¬
ment and others seek to chip away
at the economic base of networks
Ing the specifically cited the BarAmerican Broadcasting Network
row report!. Under the new set¬ has turned down a prof erred offer
up, CBS will be able to make a
by
Mutual to buy out ABN.
case on hpw much it actually puts
The offer was more in the form
©ut in terms, of unrecovered ex¬
penditures on radio & tv news and of an exploratory; pitch made by
public affairs.
MBS prexy Paul Roberts to Leon¬
Heretofore, there’s been no real ard Goidenson, prez of American
internal cost accounting setup to
determine how much money actu¬ Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
ally goes down the drain in these No dollar figure, was quoted, but
sustaining services. Television arid it was suggested that both oper¬
radio networks have covered the ations set up a committee to ex¬
costs of the news & public affairs plore the takeover aivd set a figure.
services they’ve wanted and at the The initial Roberts-Goldenson talk
end of the year those costs, mainly Was followed up with conversations
overhead, not covered in program between execs, of the respective
charges, have been apportioned be¬ nets.
tween the two networks by parent
From. Mutual's point of view,
CBS Inc.
the buyout would offer it a chance
Now, the CBS News division un¬ to get into some 150 markets , now
der v.p. SIg Mickelson will consti¬ not covered by MBS affiliates. It
tute itself like any outside pack¬ also was a chance to build the po¬
ager budgeting its own shows and sition of MBS, get ABN’s current
selling them to CBS-radio-tv net¬ biz and goodwill. MBS,1 since the'
works like a packager.-. Difference Roberts takeover , has been build¬
between CBS News and a packager ing its sponsor support with its
is that exclusive of CBS Newsfilm accent oh news format, and cur¬
sales, all package sales will be to rently is in the stage of feeling
only two customers, CBS Radio its oats, expanding its program¬
arid CBS Television, so that the ming and on-the-air service, and
program charges will not be able now its rejected bid to take over
to cover overhead and staff costs. the ABN . operation.
This loss will be carefully account¬
ed by the parent company, as wall
the sustaining charges parried by
the network “customers.”
End result will be a complete
accounting breakdown on the en¬
tire operation, which can and prob¬
ably will serve as a key weapon of
the network in its Congressional
CBS-TV has found a sponsor for
and Governmental relations.
its “Richard Diamond, Private De¬
A second factor, no less import¬ tective” scries but at the same
ant, is that CBS itself for the first time has lost one for “Assignment
time will have an accurate index to Foreign Legion.-’ Effective Jan. 2,
the costs of its new services, some¬ P. Lorillard switches from the
thing that’s of the first importance Tuesday night; “Legion” to the
in terms of corporate operations. Thursday night “Diamond;” and
As to the divisional status 6f CBS will turn the Tuesday at 10:30
period back over to its stations for
(Continued on page 38)
local programming.
’Diamond,” which bad a summer,
run on CBS this year, replaces
“Harbourmaster,” which is switch¬
ing over tb ABC with R. J. Rey¬
nolds after the Dec. 26 show. The
P. Lorillard deal, set via the Lenrien & Newell agency, is an un¬
usual case in that one cigaret man¬
ufacturer is replacing another in
Colgate will pull out of its, alter¬ the same time slot. But Loril¬
nate-week sponsorship of "Mr. lard Was unhappy with "Legion1
Adams & Eve” next month, with and its Tuesday time slot' and wel¬
skip-week sponsor R. J. Reynolds comed the chance to shift. As for
picking up the full tab at that time. "Legion,” that will revert to CBS
The Colgate cancellation, which has Television Film Sales following the
been a long time coming, represents] Dec. 24 telecast.'
no dissatisfaction with the show,
itself, but a desire by Colgate to
spend the “Adams & Eve” coin on
its toothpaste. It wouldn’t do this!
While sharing the tab with a cigaret
company.
Idea was to pull out at the begin¬
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
ning of the season, but Colgate
Harry Tugend is the new pro¬
had a change of heart and decided
to stick with the CBS-TV’er until ducer of the George Gobel show
contract expiration in January. on NBC-TV, replacing Alan. HandReynolds will take on full sponsor¬ ley who resigned last week.
Tugend, who begins his new
ship, but only because it's committed to do so under its contract. It chores with the show of Dec. 31,
has asked CBS for relief, that is, is producing a “Suspicion” vidfilm
for CBS to find a bankroller willing i at Jtevue, and is a former screento take over the Colgate, portion, writer.

One of the. , more interesting
aspects of the ARB November list¬
ing. of the top 25 tv shows was not
so much the way the programs ran
but rather the slight point rating
difference between fourth and
25th place. Perched ’ comfortably
in fourth place was “Tales of Wells
Fargo” while some 21 shows to the
rear and rounding out the list of
the top 25 shows was NBC’s “The
Price Is Right.” The sum differ¬
ence between these two. shows was
7.3 rating spread and ‘a total
viewing audience of approximately
six; and one half bullion viewers.
Rounding out ARB?s blue ribbon
top .10 was Ernie Ford tied with
’What’s My Line” and the differ¬
ence between the 10th placed prograriis' and the 16th, which comes
under the also ran category, was
a mere nine-tenths of a point!
Give or take a little promotion,
or even, .an added star, and the
lineup could be juggled better
than even Casey Stengel’s on a bad
day at the stadium.
All. this is seen lending convic¬
tion to. the" recent arguments of
the clan that contends ratings tak¬
en by themselves as a. sold consid¬
eration for measuring the success
of a show doesn’t mean a thing.
Second factor is the promotion
angle, recent trend being for the
sponsor to plug his tv programs
and not solely rely on the network.
With a little push the ARB rating
would seem to indicate that a tv
show could move up from the “also
ran” ciategory; Into the charmed ]
tv winners circle.

Lorillard Axes ‘Legion’
To Sponsor ‘Diamond’
To Even CBS-TV Score

TUGEND HELMS G0BEL
SHOW VICE HANDLEY

First "equal basis” affiliation
with all three television networks
will be incepted On Jan. .1 by
WJ1M-TV in Lansing-Flint, with
the Harold Gross outlet henceforth
accepting programming on an equal
basis from all three webs.. Station
is dropping its basic NBC affiliation
because “an important part of our
audience is limited to single station
reception and we feel, that in the
public interest we should present a
well-baianced schedule of the best
programs from all the networks.’
Station currently schedules 58
hours a week from. NBC, 24 from
CBS and 14 from ABC under
basic NBC contract arid basic op¬
tions with CBS and ABC. As of
Dec. 1, station had orders for the
entire NBC schedule, 71% of all]
CBS programs and 87% of the ABC
commercial schedule, amounting to
an unfilled order list of, 60 pro¬
grams. Station, incidentally, re-|
cently opened new studios, in Flint
and is originating 30 shows a week
from the new Mott Foundation.
Bldg. site.

Is It On? Is It Off?
Latest Scoreboard On
‘Dick & The Duchess’
Dick St the Duchess” is now on
CBS-TV to stay its minimum 26
weeks and perhaps longer. That
was decided last week when two
new films arrived from Sheldon
Reynolds Productions in London
incorporating the changes discussed
with the CBS programming brass
during Reynolds’ recent visit.. On
the basis of the two new films, CBS
and. sponsors Mogeii David and
Helene Curtis now feel that Rey¬
nolds has hit the right formula and
have decided to go ahead with the
show.
Moreover, the network and spon¬
sors are nOw arranging to bring
Hazel Court, the British star of the
show, over .to the U. S. after the
first of the year ^for an intensive
publicity-promotion tour as. part of
an overall upgrading of the promo¬
tion effort on the show, it’s now
felt that with the leadiri “Perry.
Mason” drawing down a big audi¬
ence (25.3 on the latest Nielsen),
and Gale Storm at 9 o’clock Satur¬
days continuing strong, it’s just a
matter of time before “Dick*"
builds. ^That. is’ provided the show
is rightf which the CBS and spon¬
sor brass feel is happening now in
light of the two new episodes.

CBS’ Wimah Status on Specials
CBS-TV* Is beating NBC at its own game, Columbia, ..never an
enthusiast lor spectaculars, nonetheless has gone ahead with more
of them than ever before in its histoiyr and there’s been a double
payoff. Not only has the network done extremely well for itself oii
the rating level, well above the nighttime average, but has had the
satisfaction of topping NBC’s specs on a Nielsen basis as welL
With the first November report, Nielsen has rated eight specials
each for both NBC and CBS. The Nielsen average rating for the
eight CBS specs has been 30.8, while the average rating for NBC’s
eight specials has been 24.0. Difference means that the eight CBS
entries have been seen in an aggregate of 21,000,000 more homes
than the NBC shows. Oh a comparative basis, CBS took four out
of the top five, with only Bob Hope placing for NBC. Spec lineup,
dates and ratings follow:
1. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz ....
CBS
47.0
2. Edsei Show... ...
CBS
38.5
3; Mike Todd Party
CBS
32.5
10/17
4. Bob Hope Show —*.....
NBC
32.3
5, Miss America Pageant ...............
CBS
30.6
9/7
6. Standard Oil 75th Anniversary ..,
NBC
30.5
7. Crescendo
9/29
CBS
27,8
8. Pinocchio ..,._______.......; ■i.U: 10/13
NBC
27.8
9. Jerry Lewis Show ...
11/5
NBC
27.4
10. Shower of Stars
.......,.,
10/31
CBS
24,9
11. Prince & the Pauper .... .... . .,..... 10/28
CBS
24.0
12, World Championship Rodeo
9/14
CBS
21,2
13. Texaco Command Appearance ...
NBC
20.0
14. Green Pariures____...,..;. .,
NBC
,10/17
18.7
15. Dean Martin Show..
NBC
18.1
16. Eleven Against the Ice_
.....
9/30
NBC
17.0

AB-PT Board Meet Leaves Major
Radio-TV Issues Unresolved
1^

Three, radio and television issues
' confronted the American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres board
Carroll Carroll
of directors when it met for the
dloos
latest of its monthly meetings a
week ago. But at least two of the
A Little Primary
issues, directly concerning the7
earning power of American Broad¬
Thinking
casting Network in radio and ABCTV, were deferred, seemingly be¬
cause there was a more pressing
area of concern in ABrPT’s. the¬
atrical division.
in his Editorial Feature
Several tradesters expected an
in tho upcoming
eruption to: occur over either thq
radio or the tv network or both,
52d Anniversary Ntimber
but official reports of the toplevel
session only said that It: was “pla¬
of
cid.” In the face of the antici¬
pated trouble fronts; it was as¬
t'SstlETT
sumed in some quarters that the
board put ABN and ABC-TV "on
trial.” The board members who.
could be reached after ttye meet¬
ing were Vague on tfie length of
the trial - period, if it could: he
deemed a trial.
The third issue, apparently
never came up formally, although
it was reported that .it would be a
topic during the November board
meeting: The entire trade has. been
speculating for better than two
months over whether Oliver Treyz,
veep in charge of ABC-TV, would
Hollywood, Dee. 17.
be raised to rank of network presi¬
Hitting at destructive Inters dent, and also whether program
ferenCe,” producer-writer Charles veepee James Aubrey would get
Isaacs, who resigned from the the nod as exec veep in ' charge of
Gisele MacKenzie NBC-TV showlast week, took a hefty swipe at administration.
MCA, sponsor Scott Paper and . It was widely assumed, on the
basis of some fairly authoritative
agency J. Walter Thompson,
reports, that both names had been
Said Isaacs: "It seems to me put before the board for action
MCA and Miss MacKenzie’s agents weeks ago, even before the No¬
should be out to. protect her and vember meeting. However, Leon¬
the show, which 90% of the press ard Goidenson, prexy* of the pa¬
thought was exciting and good. rent AB-PT, said the. other day
In my estimation, MCA has not
neither name had . been
protected her and has gone along that
with everything that has been brought up by him for job hikes.
(Continued on page 38)
thrown at the show by Scott. Scott
sought to restrict Miss MacKenzie’s
talents by not letting her do cer¬
tain things on the show we think
show of her versatility.
About
the only thing we are in accord
with is she’s a great singer.
“After our second show we-got
unanimous raves, received calls
from JWT and MCA that this was
(Continued on page 36)
CBS-TV is planning a revamp
of its Saturday morning structure,
with the highly-touted but spon¬
sorless Chicago origination, “Su¬
san's Show,” due to be axed in
the 11 a.m. time slot, along with
the. “Schiitz Playhouse” reruns
ABC-TV is collecting 10 of its at 11:30. No date set yet for the
staff correspondents in New York cancellations!
Sunday (29) for a year-end news
In their places, CBS will sub¬
wrapup. ABC . news chief John stitute “Heckle & Jeckle” the
Daly will front the hourlong show, CBS-Terrytoons series which has
“Prologue 1958,” an attempt, to tie ridden the web in the past on
1957’s top news stories to 1958.
Wednesday nights and Saturday
Besides Daly in the roundtable afternoons, going in at 11, and
will be ABC chief European corre¬ ‘‘Adventures of Champion,” an¬
spondent Robert Sturdefant from other ex-network package, moving
Paris, Yale Newman from London, into thq 11:30 period. “Champion”
George Bailey from Vienna, Wash¬ is being taken from CBS'Televi¬
ington bureau chief John Secon¬ sion Film Sales, which has- the
dary plus Edward P. Morgan, John rerun rights but didn’t syndicate
Edwards, Robert Fleming from the series, hoping for a network
Washington and roving reporter rerun deal on the show. Of the 26
Don Goddard and Quincy Howe “Champion” films in the can, only
from N. Y. Sixty-minute show will about 18 actually ran on the net¬
work, others being first-run.
be seen at 9 p.m.

Ax'Susans Show*

ABC-TV’s Year End News
Roundup as Hour Show
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TV SPONSORS’ 1-A-MONTH YEN
. There’S no doubt shout-the impact of westerns on tv now. The,
pew Nielsens, covering the two weeks ended Nov. 9, place four of
the paters in-the Top 10, including two ne wcomers, “Tales of Wells
Fargo’* and “Have Gun, Will Travel:” Others are the old standby,
“Gunsmoke,” and ABC’s occasional Top iO’er, “Wyatt Earp.”
Otherwise, it’s a CBS walkoff, with Columbia taking seven but
of 10, NBC getting two (Perry Como and “Wells Fargo”) and ABC
piie (“Earp”). Once again, indication of rapid audience shifts shows
in the fact that the Monday at .8:30 NBC entry, “Fargo,” places
third, while thb Monday at 9 CBS show, Danny Thomas, is right
behind it in fourth place, with only five-tenths of a point separat¬
ing them.
TOTAL AUDIENCE
Lucille Bali & Desi Arnaz (CBS) .....................57.5
Gunsmoke (CBS)
,. . . .... i............... . 44.1
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) ......____................,...... .41.fi
Perry Como Show (NBC) .!_______,__40 9
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC)
...i.........:38.6
Danny Thomas Show (CBS) .;,...... .’v.................... . .37.6jack: Benny Show (CBS) __.......k;........,37^2:
Cheyenne (ABC)
......37.2
Wyatt Earp (ABC)
........36.3
Jerry Lewis Show (NBC) ...... . V... .„............ .36.1
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz (CBS) ..:......................47.0
Gunsmoke (CBS) ....... •___..............'........... .42.0;
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC) ......'......,................'. 36.0
Danny Thomas Show (CBS) ....................... i.... . .35.5
Jack Benny Show (CBS) . . .:._...........................34.2
Wyatt Earp (ABC) ......
i.... .....v.36.3
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) ... . .32.2
Perry Como Show (NBC)
. .32.0
I’ve Got Secret (CBS) .......................... v......... .31.9
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS) ................ 31.6

By GEORGE ROSEN

What may mature into a full¬
blown trend next season (and cre¬
ate economic turmoil insofar as
the networks are. concerned) is the
growing sponsor yen. for once-ajnonth exposure with full hour or
90-minute tv specials instead of
weekly or alternate-week shows.
It’s reported that at least half
a dozen, major advertisers current¬
ly riding the tv networks with
weekly or alternate-week program¬
ming have been making overtures
in. recent weeks toward embracing
the new sponsorship formula—and
under circumstances which even
bypass , the networks on discussion,
for the talks have been with out¬
side packagers who have been re¬
sponsible for turning out most of
the hour and 90-minute produc¬
tions.
The idea; of course, is not new.
Hallniark, for. one*, has long been;
a devotee of once-a-nionth pattern
on specials. There are a number of
others, such as Warners, manufac¬
turers of foundation garments. This
season Ford has Come into the pic¬
ture with its monthly Lucille Ballf-Desi Arnaz hour series on. CBS.
Plymouth has now joined: .the pa¬
rade with its one-a-month Bob
Hope entries : (replacing Timex).
In the 90-minute area of oncemonthly
programming,
duPont
has put its entire “tv budget in the.
CBS-TV series of 10 productions.
Any wholesale invasion into the
formula at the expense of weekly.
Or
alternate - week
sponsorship;
would raise havoc with the net¬
CBS-TV has plucked a major works, not only , by virtue of the
political plum In lining up Vice fact that the weekly bread-&-biitPresident Richard M. Nixon as the. ter shows represent the bulk of
opening day speaker for its annu¬ network income, but invariably the
al affiliates meeting in Washington Slotting of “specials” add up to a
Jan. 13 and 14. Nixon will speak loss for the networks.
In the case of duPont, for ex¬
at the opening-day luncheon at the.
ample, CBS recognizes the need to
Hotel Shoreham.
Web is hoping to make its D. C. slot the monthly: shows as ptes-r
session a major showcase in terms tige items. It’s also sound think¬
of better . Congressional-network ing in terms of Nielsen-Trendex
relations, and Nixon’s presence is payoffs. But there’s no money in it.
a definite plus for the web in that, What duPont , pays for, the shows
direction.
'1
(Continued on page 36)

WCBS’ Hus Is New York’ Boh-In
Fnmiat as ‘Newspaper of the Air’
By BOB CHANDLER
While all the other New York
stations were covering last week’s
subway strike via special bulletins,
break-in announcements and regu¬
lar news shows, the CBS Radio flag¬
ship, WCBS, was devoting a solid
hour each night to the strike story.
. It was able to .do so by dint of hav¬
ing a ready-made full-hour vehicle
. right on hand in the form of its
onetime interview-feature show,
“This Is New York,”
Without fanfare, the station has
quietly converted the old Bill
Leonard segment into a solid news
vehicle, fully staffed to handle any
local story that comes along and so
programmed as to follow the CBS
network “The World Tonight" With
the same kind of treatment for
. New York news. With Jim McKay
as anchor , man, a hustling young¬
ster out of Erie, Pa., named DaVe
Dugan as the legman (with all the
word connotes), vet WCBS news
director Dave Driscoll as exec pro¬
ducer and Norman Kramer .as man¬
aging editor and a writing and re¬
search Staff headed by' Leonard’s ,
old sidekick, Lee Hanna, program
is now handling up. to 50% hard
news and features on normal nights
and throws out the scripts, on
breaks like the subway strike,’ the
Albert Anastasia murder, etc.
Dugan has been a key to the en¬
tire new setup, turning in a geewhiz job with his portable tape
units. Unencumbered by anything
(Continued on page 34)

As TV‘Sleeper of the Season, But
Not a Standout New 30-Min. Click

NIXON TO ADDRESS
CBS CONVENTION

Heyy Lookit ‘Lassie’
The fop ten Trendex ratings
for evening programs for Dec.
1-7, 1957, are as follows:
Gunsmoke ...... CBS 33.6
Lucille BallDesi Arnaz.... CBS 32.2
Perry Como..NBC 31.5
Person to Person. CBS 27.8
Dinah Shore
NBC 27.2
Lassie .......... CBS 27.0
$64,000 Question. CBS 27.0
What’s My Line.. CBS 26.7
Danny Thomas
CBS. 26.4
I’ve Got a Secret. CBS 26.0

Godfrey Audience

Arthur Godfrey, once in a class
by himself as television’s top per¬
sonality, is now just another per¬
former in terms of his audience
appeal. For years the most power¬
ful of television’s talents by virtue
of his Week-by-week Top 10 status
of all his various shows, Godfrey
not only no longer sports a Top 10
standing - but . doesn’t even come
close. In fact, he’s now being
soundly beaten by the competition
on each of his television shows,
and even his radio. status is being
threatened fdr the first time.
Tipoff came last week, when- the
pew Nielsen ratings, covering €he
two weeks ending Nov. 9, showed
NBC-TV’s “Tales of Wells Fargo”
as the No. 3 rated show in the
country- "“Wells Fargo” is on. op¬
posite Godfrey’s longrunning Mon(Continued on page 36)

OUT SOON!
The

Anniversary Number
Of

"Person to Person
Gets Florist Coin
“Person to Person” has landed
an alternate-week sponsor in Flor¬
ists Telegraph Delivery Service, |
which moves into the Ed Murrow i
stanza the first week in Aprils fol¬
lowing the expiration of the split- j
network sponsorship by Amoco
and Hamm’s Beer. This is the .first
series sponsorship in tv by the
service* which in the past has spon¬
sored part of a couple of Tourna¬
ment of Roses Parade telecasts
and has had a couple of one-shot
relief deals.
“P to P” is considered a natural
for Florists Telegraph Delivery In
that Muxtow’s remotes to homes
of top personalities suggest an at¬
mosphere of good living which ties
into the floral sales pitch. Sendee
was fepped in the deal by Grant
Advertising. Time-Life: has the
“P to P” skip-week.

■ Apropos the new sponsorship
yen toward once-a-month exposure
on tv specials (see separate story)
among advertisers presently or in
the past committed to weekly iden¬
tification, it. is particularly signi¬
ficant to note that not a single
new half-hour entry of major hit
proportions has emerged.this sea-,
son. This is unquestionably a fac¬
tor in sparking some client disillu-?
sionment in the 30-minute program
sweepstakes.
(There are, of
course, some surefire Top 10 Niel-’
sen entries in 30-minute form, par¬
ticularly among the westernsf~but
it’s interesting to note that in each
instance they’re holdovers from
previous seasons.)
On the other hand, most of the
“big noise” has been generated by
the occasionally-spotted full hour
or 90-minute presentations and the
old concepts in programming that
had their inception in tv way back
when
Pat
Weaver
flourished.
Perhaps the closest thing to a
‘‘sleeper” this season; for example,
is the “Tonight” show, which is
nothing more than an old Weaverinspired formula in new dress, new
faces. The only Sunday afternoon
“commercial success” Is another
oldie, “Wide Wide World” (and it’s
no deep secret that the sponsor or¬
ders or the alternating “Omnibus”
were contingent on NBC’s
“WWW” sale to General Motors).
But primarily it's the “coming
alive” again of the special (or
spec) rather than the conventional
half-hour advertising pattern that’s
provoking new-found respect up
and down Madison Ave. Just as
duPont scrammed the weekly halfhour exposure for its 90-minute
monthly CBS series, Pontiac, an
ex-devotee of the weekly or bi¬
weekly pattern, is now going for
such occasional items as' “Annie
Get Your Gun” or Victor Borge.
Plymouth abandoned Betty White
in weekly half-hour form for the
one-a-month Bob Hope displays.
Monsanto Chemical bowed but of
the biweekly “Cheyenne* for the
less frequent “Conquest” scientifics.
United Motors, which pre¬
viously pledged allegiance to “con¬
ventional tv,” now subscribes to
the occasional Lowell Thomas
travel segments* National Dairy,
ex-champion of the weekly for¬
mula, is now riding with the onea-month “Shirley Temple Story
Book” series. Etcetera & etcetera.

ABCs "Maverick’
Dethrones Benny
“Maverick” topped Jack Benny
for the first time and beat its com¬

Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and

spate reservations may be sent to any Variety office

NEW YORK 36
.154 W. 46th St,

HOLLYWOOD 26
6404 Sauat Blvd.

CHICAGO 11
612 N. MichiganAve.

LONDON, W. C. 2
D St. MarttaV Plaee
Trafalgar Square

bined competition again; Steve
Allen topped Ed Sullivan for the
third week out of four; “Hallmark
Hall of Fame,” with its ‘Twelfth
Night” production, hit an alltime
rating low. That's the weekend
Trendex story in a nutshell.
ABC’s western moved in front
of Benny for the; first time with a
25.6 to Benny’s 21.1, with “Twelfth
Night’s” last half-hour down to a
4.1. At 8, “Maverick" dropped to
a 22.7, vs. 18.7 for Sullivan and
17.0 for Allen. But at 8:30, Allen
jumped to a 26.2 while Sullivan
rose to a 22.7* so that the hour
average was 21.6 for Allen and 20.0
for Sullivan.
The Hallmark spec averaged out
to a 5.1 for its 90 minutes, getting
swamped at 6:30 with a 5.0 to 17.0
for “Twentieth Century,’’ then be¬
ing clobbered by “Lassie,” which
pulled down a 26.3 vs. 16.6 for
“You Asked for It” and 6.2 for
“Twelfth Night.”
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Dearth of Pilots Available
For Quick Sponsor Replacements

TV Film Chatter

Reuben Kaufman, Guild prexy,
back at desk after a* short bout
with minor surgery.. . . Edward ^E.
There is only a comparative*
Hewitt, formerly an account, exec
handful of pilots kicking around
with KGO-TV, San Francisco, has
for possible January replacements
been appointed manager of CBS
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
jFilm Sales San Francisco office.
for axed shows. Those networks
Desilu Productions is readying a _Hewitt, will replace Glenn H. Ticer,
and sponsors seeking quick substi¬
new vidseries, “Graind Jury,”
tutes won’t have too much in tele¬ based
On a grand jury’s activities Jwho is retiring after 16 years with
film quantity to choose from.
and investigations. L. A. is locale £CBS . . . National Television Film
Council will hold its annual Christ¬
Among the available pilots: are of the new project.
.
r
party tomorrow (Thurs.) at
In disclosing the project, Desilu the
.mas Warwick
some which didn’t make it during
... .. ABC Film Syndi¬
the spring selling season, aug¬ prexy Desi Arnaz said he has as- tcation has racked up additional
mented by a few fresh ones. The signed Mort Briskin as producer- ssales on “26 Men,” including
pilot pool includes: CBS Film writer ph the series and the pilot ^WEWS-TV,
Cleveland;
KWTV,
. Sales* “Firefighters/'! and “Colonel will , probably roll the end of Jariu- \Waco; ZBM-TV, Bermuda and to
Flack”; Metro TV’s “Min and Bill-”; ary;,
IDrewry’s Beer on WMT-TV, Ce¬
Television Programs of America’s.
-. ' ..
: ■cdar Rapids . .. Sterling Television
has sold “Abbott & Costello*’ to
.“New York Confidential” and
'
Chicago, Dec. 17.
KFJZ, Ft. Worth and KSIX, Cor¬
“Tugboat Annie”;. Goodson-Todpus Christi . . ; WPIX, N. Y., tele¬
For some time -stations here
man’s “The Quill and the Gun”;
cast an industrial film “This Way
have been taking a rap frorn view¬
ABC Film Syndication’s “Exclu¬
Up,” produced by Marathon TV
ers and local press for over-com¬
sive/* and a few properties from
Newsreel, dealing with helicopters,
mercializing their feature film
National Telefilm Associates, which
Us a booster for its “Whirlybirds”
shows,.albeit all have been running
is in production on at least three
series ... WOR-TV, N. Y., will pre¬
DreWrys Ltd., buying a 14-mar¬ Well in bounds of the NARTB
series.
sent a special 15-minute film on the ket spread, became the second ma¬
" S
of a one-minute blurb per
The dearth of pilots Is reflective
meaning of Chanukah, titled “A jor regional brewer riding on Ziv’s quota
five minutes of show. While the
of things to come, according to
Time for Valor” today (Wed.).
“Target,”
starring
Adolphe
Menjou,
code
rule
of thumb has proved to!-,
most telefilm operators, who say
slated for airing in March.
erable on participation shows of
there will be far fewer pilots for
general
nature,'
it has. reflected
The
markets,
which
Drewrys
spring pitching in 1958, compared
Many syndicators have changed ]
Will use include Detroit, Chicago, darkly on feature films because of
to the previous year. In the spring their views favorably regarding; the
Indianapolis; and other markets inc a need for double and triple spot¬
and summer of 1957, there were handling of One-hour filmed shows
Indiana, Illinois and Michigan. ting and because of the consistent
about 165 pilots being peddled, such as “Maverick” and “Wagon
Drewrys currently is sponsoring rupturing of the storyline.
only a small fraction registering" a Train,” as rerun properties. The
■New Adventures of Martin Kane,”
VieWer objection, to toe overnational sale. There is less risk network rating successes, of the 60another Ziv show.
crowdirig of s^ots in the cinematics
money around this year from both minute filmed shows have: been a
Cincinnati, Dec. 17.
domestic and foreign sources and prime reason for their altered posi¬
The first regional buy sewed. up precipitated a formal anriouriceBowing
to
protests
of
Cincy
ex¬
ment from WGN-TV veep Ward
many of the burned Syndicators tion.
khibitors, WKRC-TV has halted it* on “Target” was to Olympia Brew¬ Quaal last week that his station
who came in last year with a pot¬
it’s now felt that with the track bbillboard advertising splurge, on ing for 35 Coast markets. “Tar¬
ful of pilots are now playing it record established by the prime 60- 1late night feature films after the get,”, an anthology/ is keyed to dif¬ was voluntarily reducing the code
more cautiously.
ferent types of adventures weekly, allowance by one-third. Henceforth,
minute telefilm series on the net- ssecond Week.
suspense, mystery, westerns and he said, WGN-TV’s films would
works,, the one-hour series once
Theatre operators griped about detective stories.
take no more than 12 one-minute
they come off the network will ;fthe station’s claim of 1952-1957 re¬
participations per feature, riot
readily find an available place in jileases, of 20th-Fox, Warner Bros,
Coiiriting 10-second IDs.
syndication. Most syndicators feel aand United Artists prqduct, alleged
Actually Quaal’s move did not
that the 60-minute filmed shows ^to be untrue.
’
start a trend here but completed
will be slotted by loeal station in
Ruben Shor, former president of .
one,, making the i2-spot feature.
their feature programming periods, jNational Allied, carried the ball
Unanimous. WBBM-TV for nearly
. Syndicators, in the main, in their ffor Cincy area exhibs in talks With
a year has had a 12-spot limit on
pilot preparations for the spring jDavid & Taft, WKRC-TV general
its latehight films of ordinary
The sale of Spanish-dubbed network selling season . are sticking rmanager. He is also one of several
length ti e. around 90 minutes) but
closely to the 30-minute format, ttheatre owners who advertise bn.
“Sheriff of Cochise” in all Latin At this stage, only MCA, Metro TV t
has expanded it proportionately on
the station.
longer films like “Great Ziegfeld,”
American markets with the excep¬ and Warners appear heavily in¬
According to Shor, he was told
which
ran over three hours.
s
tion of Dominican Republic and volved in the 60-minute filmed someone
in the WKRC-TV adver¬
WNBQ and WBKB sales departs
ttising department ’“got too much of
Columbia has been racked up by format.
ments
both
revealed that they had
But accepting a one-hour “Mav- a.
- competitive urge” for copy to
Sam Gang, National Telefilm Asso¬
London, Dec. 17;
settled on the voluntary 12-spot
ciates foreign sales exec, who rer [ erick” for a rerun syndication ride ;vie with . the late night movie ad¬
quota in recent months.
A
formula
for
the
presentation
is
another
matter,
with
most,
syn^
vertising campaign of WLW-T.
cently returned from a south-ofSiiice the. viewer-press criticism
[ dication houses eager to get their The competitive. Crosley station’s Of . feature films on tv, which, it is
the-border tour.
feet wet iri the upcoming develop- ttheme, “Big M-G-M;/Hits,” has generally regarded, presages a has not been directed only at
NTA’s “20th Century-Fox Pack¬ ment.
Quaal’s station but at all of them,
A
few
syndicators
feel
that
t
been
extended
to.
a
series
Of
fuH-1
age*’ of features'also was sold in the 60-minute telefilms, being j
climbdown over the dispute on the the 12-spot plan evidently isn’t
I
Puerto Rico and Cuba, as well, as specially made for tv, , as opposed page newspaper displays,
sale of the Ealing Films. backlog solving the Whole problem, for it
cartoons in seven Latin-Americari to old feature, will demand heftier a Taft, in a statement in the affili¬
to
commercial tv, Was agreed by has been tested already. The view¬
ated Times-Star, said: “It was
markets. Two Far Eastern coun¬
coin <— an -opinion rnever our. intention to hurt the the general council of the Cinema¬ er, let’s face it, doesn’t care.; how
tries recently also inked for NTA’s participation
the film is paid for as long as he
challenged;
by
the
pro-feature
t
theatres in any way. Our features
cartoons.
execs...
; cdo not start until 11:15 p.m., when tograph Exhibitors’ Assn, last cari see it without interruption. .
“Cochise” first year production
Week. The Association is asking
With toe 12-spot plan in effect,
As for making a first-run 60- rmovie boxOffices are closed.”
skein is scheduled for telecasting minute filmed series for syndica¬
Then he added this station plug: other trade bodies ;to agree a and the brokers of old pix now
in Puerto Rico, Cuba, Mexico,; tion, it’s economically unfeasible at 11“Anyway, accredited rating reports
dickering
in five figures per, new
Guatemala, El Salvador, Panama, this point/ bogged doWn by lack of ttell us we had the lion’s share of pattern, for complete control on film packages may hecome harder
Venezuela, Argentina, Peru and sufficient clearances, and insuffi- tthe late night tv audience, almost the screening of motion pictures and harder for the stations, to afBermuda. The second series of 39 cient station and sponsor monies.
oyer the airwaves.
cdoubling our competitors,
(Continued on page 36)
“Cochise” episodes now are being
Originally, the CEA had threat-.
Shor said he was given to under¬
dubbed in Spanish and Will be
stand that word of the clarification ened to impose a boycott on Eal¬
ready for Latin-American tele¬
Will, be spread by WKRC-TV to its ing, or any other production outfit,
casting shortly. NTA’s “Official
Viewers. And. that he has dropped
Detective” also is being prepped
intentions of carrying the matter which sold its features for televi¬
for Spanish dubbing.
to the Better Business Bureau or sion. For more than three months
The package of 20th-Fox fea¬
to courtthe deal between the studio com¬
tures, for which NTA has confined
pany and ABC-TV had been delay¬
foreign rights in some Latin-AriierBoston, Dec: 17.
<
ed pending negotiations between
ican countries, includes “How
With three commercial stations
the exhibitors; and the production
Green Was My Valley,” “The Ox- now going, latest addition. WHDHChicago, Dec. 17.v
Company.
Bow Incident/’ and “Lifeboat.”
National. Telefilms Associates
TV, Channel 5, emphasis is on pic¬
Right from the outset Ealing in¬ this past weekend sewed up a com¬
Gang said that as Latin Ameri¬ tures ahd battle is underway as to
can markets groW in their tv cov¬ who can come up with the biggest j Another horror pic has made the timated that the company was not bination deal With Chicago indie
erage and programming, they are array of films for late night auds. 4rating grade. “Mighty Jpe Young,” proposing anx outright sale,, but WGN-TV for. its “Champagne Pack¬
telecast by WOR-TV, N.Y., on its were only licensing their pix for a
using additional American pro¬
WNAC-TV, Channel 7, which has '“Million Dollar Movie” multiple single screening at times to be age” of 20th-Fox features and; for
gramming.
Gang is slated to
a pair of half-hour telefilm skeins,
big backlog of films, bought an- . showcase
,
Now,almost equaled the record agreed with the network;
leave for a tour of the; Far Eastern aother
heavy package this week, a ]set by “King Kong” on the station after weeks of deliberation, the “Official Detective” and “Coinbat
tv markets next month, with sched¬ batch of
Sergeant.”
It’s understood the.
58 feature films from the \during the first two nights of its CEA “unwillingly” concedes that
uled stopovers in Japan, Hong
Chi Tribune-owned station shelled
David O. Selznick, Stanley Kramer ,one-week showing.
fresh thoughts are necessary and out nearly $600,000 for the threeKong, Korea, the Philippines and and
20th-Fox
outfits.
According to advance figures on a that it is prepared to consider the
Australia.
The films, set to start early in ,special; Telepulse survey, “Joe controlled supply of films for tv. sorne, with, slightly over $500,000
of that figure going for the pack¬
February, include “High Noon,” Young” registered a cumulative
Pinkney, general secretary age of 58 cinematics.
“Bells of St. Mary’s,” “Rebecca,” ,41.6 for the first'four evening show¬ of Ellis
the Association, after the gen¬
According to Joriny Graff, mid¬
“Spellbound/* “The Third Man” ;ings, almost near the 42.2 estab¬
and “To the Shores of Tripoli.” ;lished by “King Kong” in *56 for eral council meet, said that original west NTA topper^ the average of
boycott resolution of 1952 Was still $9,000 per feature .is the highest
WNAC-TV has. in its vaults a hefty the same comparable telecasts.
on the statute book and they were yet paid by a Windy City station
collection of Metro films.
not taking it off until it had a re¬ for film, despite, the brouhaha sur¬
Medallion Pictures, which has; In a new wrinkle here, WHDHplacement. Their new proposal rounding previous film-buys here.
been distributing the 35. Para¬ TV breaks into its film at 11:15
Radio-TV Voleran
might prove to be an amendment WGN-TV got cut rates on the vidmount Pine-Thomas features to p.m. for a presentation of the news,
to it arid riot a Substitute.
tv, has acquired all rights to the then returns to the film.
pix in the combined deal, With tWo
Alan M.Fishburn
package. Medallion bought out . WBZ-TV, Channel 4, has made
runs of “Official Detective.” going
for. around $1,750 per episode and
Wintfee Productions, which early its selection of its late evening film
ia 4 aferSbvoyord mood
this year purchased the Pine- for New Year’s eve. It'S “The
“Combat Sergeant” around $500
Thomas features, now sold In over Horn Blows at Midnight/* with
per installment for two runs in the
James A. Schulkej former talent 13-episode series.
80 markets.
Sings A Song Of
Jack Benny.
and advertising exec, has joined
Medallion also purchased seven
NTA also sold the “Champagne
Paramount to assist in the develop¬ Package*’ to WWJ in Detroit and
Nightmares
features from William A. Broidy
ment of the film company’s tele¬ to KMOX-TV, new CBS outlet i
Carp. These seven, all 1953-’54
vision activities, according to Paul St Louis.
releases, are currently in distri¬
Raiboura, y.p. of the parent organ¬
another Editorial Fectora
bution by Allied Artists and will
WGN-TV had
outbid
both
London, Dec. 17.
ization arid key officer in the tv WBBM-TV here, which had cash
in tba ■pcoming
-be available for tv in the near
Cashing ha on current vogue in
field.
future.
offer, and WNBQ, the NBC sta¬
Britain for “horror” entertainment,
52d Anniversary Number
Medallion at its annual board producer Sydney Box is contem¬
Schulke has been associated with tion. Likelihood is that the biggies
of directors meeting elected the plating a series of tv pix . based on
the James L. Saphier and Rosen- in the package, such as “Bells of
r berg-Coryell agencies alorig With St. Mary’s/’ “High Noon.” and toe
following as directors: Ben Sclirift, London’s Madame Tussaud’s Musee
Young & Rubicam, latter as mana¬ 'like, will be played in the Sunday
Medallion prexy; Fred Moritt, Nat and the Chamber Of Horrors.
VftRIETY
ger. of account planning for radio night “Courtesy Theatre” slot at
Gassman, Dr. Franco Colombo and
Box is confabbing with Robert
an* *y.
, iO p.m.
Wilton Jaffee.
Siodmak on this deal

Desilu’s 'Grand Jory’

.

Inside Stuff-^-TV Films
Eight-month association of teleblurb Robert Lawrence and animator
Ernest Piritoff has been; busted up, and Lawrence Will begin his own
animation branch after the. first of the year. Frequent clashes broke
up Pintoff-Lawrence animations, it is said.
Lawrence, who apart from his own telefilm commercial Production
company in New York has ties with four other outfits (including Grantray-Lawrence fop Hollywood animation), feels his org needs a Goth¬
am cartoon branch; hence the establishment of the new animation unit
at his studio. Other Lawrence Companies are Robert Lawrence Pro¬
ductions (Canada) Ltd., Lawrence-Schnitzer, for live Hollywood pro¬
duction, and Loucks Sc Norling, in N.Y., for industrials and special
effects.

;

How Many Spots Should TV Feature
Have? Chi Has 12-Per-Pic Pattern

Syndicators Now !
Bullish on Hour 1
Reran Prospects5

Second Regional Brewer
Buys Ziv Target’ Stein

Beefs by Cincy Exhibs
Oxer Drambeatmg Of
Featnres by WKRC-TV

'Cochise’Red Hot
South of Border

Resolve Pattern
For TV Feature
Supply in Britain

Preem of WHDH-TV
!
In Hob Intensifies
j
‘Battle of Features’'
IWIGHTY JOE YOUNG’
HITS RATING JACKPOT

WGN-TVShells Out
600G for Features

Medallion Gets Rights
To Pine-Thomas Pix

Schulketo Par TV

Wax Hot on Tussaud
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AH That Barter & No Butter
Guild
Id Films owns an approximated $5,000,000 worth of barter
time and
has no sponsor to buy It,
it, jt!s
mdJias
it’s understood; The distributor
got the
free telefilm stanzas to stations.
e time ip return for giving iree
Apparently,
•arently, there have been no takers for the time for some
weeks,, since anxious stockholders are getting into the.act
the .act of trying
to sell1 it off to some manufacturers. A few.Of
few of the major stock¬
stockholders,
who
are
not
officers
of
Guild,
have
been
contacting
^’ih}10!"^1104 ®fflchers,,o£ °ul,d- have been contacUng friends
friends
fOr possible leads as to bankrolled;
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By MURRAY HOROWITZ
«
KAlnAII.P AllC I A 21111 KA1?C P YTItlllClAVI
good business,
business.
UV1UCU LCllO ICOlU ftCjO JjA|Mll5IUU
Despite generally good:
a new note of caution has hit. syn¬
- A deal looking toward United
dication, stemming from what is
Artists’ acquisition of stock con¬
Sol Saks
trol of Associated Artists Produc¬
felt to be. the levelling off in the
tions has been consummated in
economy, the mark of softness in
humorously recalls a scrlpter’s
Canada.
..network television, and other TeaMedical advice
Board chairman Louis Chesler
sons, depending oh which particu¬
and his group,, principal stockhold¬
lar Syndicator is sounding off.
‘Don’t Worry Or Eat ers in AAP,. have agreed to sell
The; caution mainly is reflected
their 51% holdings in AAP to a
Highly Spiced Foods’
newly created corporation, de¬
Many tv drama scripters head-j-r^——;—• " ■
;
In the go-slow policy of many syn¬
scribed as “friendly” to UA. It
quartered in New York who. just
idea fmpntaHo
dicators in releasing new product
was the same Chesler group that
a few months ago felt that the
•_
.
for January-February, a period in
made
and then refuted a similar
bottom had dropped out with the
Max Uiebliiail
another Editorial Featere
which about 12 new properties had
' deal with National Telefilm Asso¬
exodus of network shows to the
.
In the npcbrafng
ciates, generating a dispute now
Coast ahd the shrinkage of live
la a somewhat quinical mood
been slated by a variety of tele¬
being fought in New Ybrk Supreme
film houses. Instead only about
net drama shows, have found a
ponders
52d Anniversary Number
Court.
three properties will be brought
windfall in the upbeat of New
f;
w. m i
York telefilm . production.
What Doeslt Take
out in that January-February peri¬
The newly-organized corporation,
od,
with
another
three
still
in
the
understood to be a “dummy” front¬
Agent Flora: Roberts reports ad-m vf/» o
questionable area.
ing for UA, will pay $6 in cash
ditionally that many of the net
i O W Ml#
WRIETY
The stop-look-and-listen attitude
and $6 in debentures for each of
live drama showcases although
does not encompass all syndicators,
some 700,000 shares of AAP stock
produced at the Coast draw their
but
even
some
of
the
bullish
ones
involved.
The debentures, it’s um
wiring talent from new York,
ftwiira
another Editorial
Editorial Feature
Coming through with- a .new entry
derstood, are guaranteed by UA.
(bringing the senpter to the Coast
, ■ in the ■peonuag
upcoming
shortly, wonder, privately whether
The cash involved amounts to $4,for. about a five-day stint for telethey’ll be loved just as Warmly in
200,000. Identified with the .Ches¬
play polishing. In that category
$2d
52d Anniversary Number
winter as they were in the late
ler group are Max Goldhar, exec
are such showcases as Playhouse
spring-summer season, When the
v.p. of AAP, and M. Mac Schwebel,
90/’ “Climax” and “Matinee,"
of.
market, had 12 new entries
:
secretary and general attorney of
N. Y. Scripting talent - out of the
f/fcrPTV
launched. for fall airing.
AAP. It’s understood that Chesler
VARIETY
Roberts house now working in
k
K
Taking a hiatus until next spring
will bow out as board chairman,
telefilms includes David Davidson, -■
—■■■ ... —-—
; ■ or summer in the release of new
and Goldhar will resign as a direc¬
employed on a CBS telefilm projn
v\
product are CBS Film Sales,
tor. Eliot Hyman, under the new
ect “Front Office.” CBS-TV also L
\$au kVAIU*
Screen Gems; MCA TV, and a few
setup, will continue as AAP prexy,
is reviving the “Suspense” series rijlll JMI J ICUtf
others, all of which had said in the
Hal, Roach Jr., in N.Y. in con¬- and Ray Stark, a principal AAP
on telefilm for production in New
A
fall that they would have a new nection with his first public offer-,. stockholder, will continue on the
York. Scripters Mel Goldberg and
. ■
f* Y7* 1
mid-winter show for sale.
ing of stock imHal Roach Produc¬. board.
Lillian Andrews are working on
Ua1aL Ai If inniir
Some of the individual syndica¬ tions, said his company Will filmi
The $6-in-cash and $6 debenture
tors claim internal reasons for six new pilots for the upcomingl deal also will be offered to other
foregoing the planned release, of
AAP stockholders. The UA deal
“Decoy” and “Big Story” are be«
«
9^0 new series.: Others say that in ad¬ season.
is also seeking studio facilitiess represents more dough for the
Ing produced by Pyramid ProducL vb|»mAa (av kV dition to the general feeling of in He
N.Y. for the outfit’s growing com¬■ Chesler group than the NTA deal,
tions for Syndication. Scripter
caution, there aren’t too mahy mercial film operation, which now7 which provided for $4,375 in cash,
Doug Taylor; also is engaged in
large regional deals around. The accounts for 25% of the company’s5 $4.4 in debentures and one-tenth
the “Big Story- skein.
Hollywood. Dec.
Dec. 17.
17.
Hollywood,
latter argument .though is chal¬ gross revenues. S. D. Fuller & Co.. share of NTA stock for each share
Screen Cots .150.1s prepplnge
Eoup star.
Four
Star .Production*
Productions, Indie
indie lenged, one sales exec pointing to is leading the underwriting of 375,-■ of AAP stock.
telefilm project to be shot in Florr
.
. jthe
recent regional deal on MCA 000 sbares of common Stock in Hal
telefilmery headed by Dick Powell,
Ida, with scripters to be taken telefilmeiy
In apparent anticipation of the
TV’s “Mickey Spillane” as an ex¬ Roach Productions, offered at $3.
new deal, trading of AAP stock
from New York. SG project is David Niven and Charles Boyer, ample of the many breweries in per share,.
titled “The Law.”
is upbeating its production program the market for fresh properties
Roach waxed optimistic about has been very active on the New
the future of telefilms, pointing to| York Stock Exchange,. with AAP
Other, projects for. which pilots with
With preparations to launch from which they like.
Whatever the; reasons though, the good year enjoyed by the in¬ stock selling at 894 (Tues.).
have been completed which would seven to 12 new vidpix series. CoinCom¬
Appointment of Herb Golden as
the fact, remains that syndication dustry in 1957, and the future po¬
which cuirentl,
currently has
Sltl?Ml or a iarge^rXiona sale h pany, »«ch
has five
five net¬
net- as a whole is .reappraising its tential in the growing field. . Citing prexy of UA TV last week appears
to
tie in with the Chesler & Co.
work
series
before
the
cameras,
concluded, includes CBS Film
cameras. sights to what it thinks to be a the. growth of his own company,
Sales’ “Firefighters" and “Colonel has in
In various stages Of
of production, more realistic level, somewhat low¬ Roach said that his Coast studios buyout. Golden, as veep over mo¬
tion
picture investment at Bank¬
Flack,” and. Television Programs the following new.
new pilots. “The Tall er than what had been forecast in now employ about 550 persons in
of America’s “New York Confiden- Man;” and “Doc:
“Doc Holliday,” two the fall heyday of optimism, but various departments. Besides prep¬ ers Trust, had reportedly helped
in
engineering
many AAP deals, in¬
aration
of
new
pilots,
the
Roach
tial.” Official Films is planning to western properties which Aaron still at a higher level, when com¬
organization is presently producing cluding the original tieup of Ches¬
do a series based on the exploits Spelling, former story editor of pared to previous years.
of the New York police force, Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre,
The winter sales push will en¬ “The Gale .Storm Show” and ‘Tele¬ ler and Hyman, .and hence became
deeply aware of the distribbery’s
which, of course, would be shot in is scripting. “Wanted, Dead or compass Television Programs " of phone Time” for the nets.
A new phase of Roach activities internal operations. Golden is a
New1 York. Additionally, there are Alive,” another oater, is the proj¬
proj- America's “Tugboat .Annie,” Ziris
friend
of Dr. Wilgm Zwillinger, fi¬
a number of Other -telefilm proj- ect of Vincent M. Fennelly, who “Target,” and California National is the preparation for theatrical re¬
ects, still in the formative stage now produces “Trackdown"
“Trackdown” and Productions’ “Union Pacific.” It’s lease and subsequent showing on nancier and close associate of Hy¬
man
in
various celluloid dealings.
slated for New. York production. “Turn of Fate” for Four Star. Other doubtful whether. ABC Film Syndi¬ tv of “The Golden Age of Comedy,”
Reportedly he figured in finalizing
1 Reluctance of many scripters to projects include “I Love A Myst¬ cation will come up with a series a feature compiled, from the old the Chesler deal.
comedies
produced
by
Roach’s
ery,” “Night Court,” “Battleflag,” for sale in that period. National
Join the trek to the Coast stems eiy,
In the midst of the Canadian
and “The Adventures of Mike Telefilm. Associates may have father,
from other than personal reasons. -“4^
deal, Bruce Eells, the- newly-ap¬
Many scripters like to be close to ■Scott.”
$«>%. Latter
Matter show
show toplines
toplines Eddie
Eddie “George Jessel’s Shpwbusiness,”
pointed exec v.p; of United Art¬
Broadway and in the center of the Albert, who essays a freelance but nothing definite has been de¬
ists Television subsid, outlined UA'
cided; There's one or two from
publishing world, two alternative writer;
TV telefilm plans. The first proj¬
outlets for their work. Others don’t
According to Four Star toppers, other houses in the indefinite cate¬
ect of the newly-activated branch
gory,
Tearing
the
scoreboard
with
it
will.be
their
biggest
simultaneous
want to be confined to the Hollywill be
will be a half-hour anthology series,
wood celluloid treadmill.
production boost . since company’s three nods, and about three maytentatively titled “UA Playhouse.”
formation. All the new pilots Will bes, as compared to the 12 fore¬
UA hopes fo get motion picture
be completed in time for the up¬ cast in the fall-when, the outlook
(Continued on page 36)
I was more bullish.
coming buying season.
Boston, Dec. 17.
TPA probably will kick off; “Tug¬
Four Star’s current production
WHDH-TV inked for first tv
boat
Annie,”
now
being
telecast
includes “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
Theatre,”' “Trackdown,” “Richard in Canada, in" this country in the rights to “Melbourne Rendezvous,”
Diamond,- Private Detective,” ‘,‘Al- second week of January, at one of color film story of the 1957 Olym¬
coa-Goodyear Theatre,” ‘Turn of the outfit’s sales clinic. CNP will pics, for unreeling Sunday <22') at
Fate,” and “Mr; Adams and Eve,” a release “Union.Pacific” in syndica¬ 2 p.rit
Bridget production which uses tele-: tion Jan. 2, The NBC subsid also
Pre-theatrical exclusivity was
is in the final stages of negotia¬ bought
Major regional sponsors of syndi¬ filmery’s facilities.
by the new station, Chan-,
tions for the release into syndica¬ nei 5.. Joe-Levine,
cated product can Come up with a
film buyer, who
tion of “Medic,” which went off closed the deal, said
cost per thousand equal to some of
it' took ,10
A. portfolio of possibly eight
the
net
in'
’56.
Ziv
has
done
some
the most economic buys on network
months
to
score
and
edit the film. projects for 1958, repping the total
preliminary, selling on “Target,”
television.
“Melbourne Rendezvous” World for both network, and syndication,
its
new
show,
but
the
big
push
will
That was shown by a 36-market
preemed in Philadelphia.
The is foreseen for ABC Film Syndica¬
fall in the January-February WHDH-TV:
purchase, first of its tion by prexy George Shupert.
study conducted by CBS Film Sales
period.
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
on “I Remember Mama.” The
kind, has the film playing tv be¬ . He made the forecast after a
On.Desilu schedule for next year
series, consisting of 16 new epi¬
fore Boston theatres. The Hub sta¬ Coast visit, where, he conferred
sodes and 10 reruns off network, is proposed skein entitled “U.S.
tion has the only 16m color print of with ‘telefilm producers on new
was purchased for a 52-week ride Marshall;” based; on modern-day
the film which wall be telecast in projects. He didn’t set any deals
by Nationwide Insurance Co., in 36 adventures of the Federal officers
compatible color.
though, saying that negotiations
major eastern markets for about in Western U.S. Mort Briskin has
with a number of producers are
$800,000, the figure including pro¬ been set to produce, With location
continuing. On the types of pro¬
Don L.. Kearney has resigned as
gram and time charges.
Iensing to commerce shortly.
gramming offered on the Coast.
Meanwhile, exec Bernard Weitz- v.p. in charge of sales for. ABC
Shupert reported that there doesn’t
According to a recent American
Hollywood, Dec. 17. ;seem to be any definite trend, with
Research Bureau study, the show man, scripter Frank Moss and pub¬ Film Syndication, effective Jan; 1,
For fourth consecutive year, ]high adyenture formats most plenti¬
has cost a per thousand of $1.94, licist Ken Morgan from Desilu moving over on that date to the
a cost per thousand comparable on heirachy trekked to Washington Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., as Ronald Reagan has been pacted as ;ful, followed by suspense, mystery
host-program
supervisor-occasional jand comedy.
director
of
sales,'
over
weekend
to
firm
up
Air
Force
the networks to the $64,000 Ques¬
His successor at ABC Film Syn¬ star of Revue. “General Electric
cooperation, for another Desilu: se¬
With the success of syndicated
tion.”
Theatre” series.
dication
will
be
named
shotrly.
properties
this
fall
such
as
“26
ries
“United
States
Air
Force;”
pi¬
In the 36 cities, “Mama” had an
New ticket with GE allows, two !Men,” more producers are more
average rating of 12.4, reaching, an lot for which is already in the can; Kearney had been sales v.p. at ABC Outside
pix
assignments
annually
i
since
the
organization
of
the
corm
favorably
inclined
toward
syndica¬
Briskin
also
is
producing
this
se¬
estimated 2,526,027 of the potential
20,371,195 homes in the 36-market ries* with Beime Lay the scripter pany, reporting to prez George for Reagan, in place of one one 1tion than heretofore, Shupert re¬
feature, previously.
-1;ported.
Shupert.
on the initialled

Scripters Heartened by Upbeat
In Gotham Telefilm Production

Plots & Public
Stock Offering

Four Star Preps

ttalcn 01 VM,PK

ElltTlES IOF
JO
Entries
(or ’58

’57 Olympics Tintpic
For Hub’s WHDH-TV
Prior to Theatres

‘MamaY 36-City
Insurance Payoff

'Not a New Trend
In S^ht’rShupert

1). S. Marshal’ Series
On Desilu Schedule

Kearney Exits ABC
Films for Corinthian

Reagan’s New GE Ticket
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Draw
your own
conclusions
As television’s biggest season
gains momentum, clearly-drawn
nighttime viewing habits are
taking shape. In New York, they
follow a familiar pattern.
The WCBS-TV average nighttime
audience is U% greater than
the next - best network station's
—209% greater than the third!
WCBS-TV’s nighttime audience
growth over a year ago is more
than dovJble any other station’s!

WCBS-TV delivers the biggest
[audience more than 75% of the
time (Sunday through Saturday,
7:30 to 11:00 pm)!

^

And WCBS-TV’s early arid late
evening heal programs are
matching network originations
in commanding notably larger
audiences this year: The Early
Shaw, up 30%; The Late News,
up 45%; TheLate Show, up 47%!
Where can you get the biggest
dollar return on your advertising
investment in New York? Draw
your own conclusions...

WCBS-TV

CBS Owned
Channel 2 in New York
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

PfiltlEff
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NO SIESTAS FOR SETTEL
Pictorial History of Radio-TV,
Comedy Tome 3 In A Row

By JACK BERNSTEIN

Irving Settel, promotional-public
relations Consultant and associate
professor of television at Pace Col¬
lege, N. Y., whose “Best TV Humor
of 1957” is currently in the book¬
stalls (“and doing very nicely,
thanks”), has two more on the
griddle for *58 publication, most
ambitious of which is his “Pictorial
History of Radio & Television,” be¬
ing published. by Citadel Press.
BOok will be a history of the in¬
dustry in photos and text, with the
major networks lending an assist
in opening their files to the
author.:
More imminent is Settel’s “How
To Write TV Comedy,” being pub¬
lished next month and carrying the
Writer Publishing Co. imprint.; It
wilL contain, material by Goodman
Ace,.Sidney Reznick, Bob Howard,
George Tibbies, Art Henley, Eric
Heath, Ann Howard. Bailey, Mort
Green, GeOrge Foster and JayJBurton.
Settel’s “Top TV Shows of the
Year” anthology was published two
years ago by Hastings House.

flV AW

. .

Grey Advertising Agency: lost, lost the Vat Dye Institute business
YORK CITY
$300,000 worth of Whitehall Phar- which was housed at Marschalk &
Joan Sinclaire, mgr. qf radio-tv film dept, of Maude Lennox Agency,
macal business Over l’affaire Koly- Pratt, a division of the agency,
starts her new TV-Radio Workshop at Ballard School of 53d St. YWCA
nos but what is more important is
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan
Jan. 6. It wilL be a 12-week session on writing, programming and an¬
that ad men say the agencies "have appears to have lost the $3,000,000
nouncers, with guest speakers lined up so.far including Jay Kacin (Mc¬
lost their right to tell their unre¬ Sun Oil account. ,
Cann-Erickson), Jaek Atherton (& Currier), Jim Gaylord (Carl Byoir
Shifts:
Julian
LWatkins
moves
hearsed story to the public.
office),; Lon Florence (Lennen & Newell), Norman Baer (Mutual), Steve
There are not too many people over to the Leo Burnett Agency as
Kaplan
(BBDO), Joseph Kenas, (film writer), Dick Eckler, Paul Bel¬
a
veepee
in
the
copy
department
in the field who won’t admit that
anger, radio-advertising and TvB execs . . , Gremlins messed, up the
the agency men run gunshy and and as a member pf’the plans
‘Nielsens
Rate The Ciggie Shows* box in . last week’s Variety. Second
board.
He
was
formerly
associ¬
after the latest incident it’s consid¬
place "I’ve Got A Secret” is R. J. Reynolds (for Winston), and third
ered a good bet that an agency ated with Campbell-Eyaid in De¬
place
Jack.
Benny—-“Bachelor Father” is American Tobacco—instead
troit.
man has made his last appearance
of vice versa.
Mark Byrne, v.p. of William
before the tv cameras. 'Like the
Esty,
has
been
appointed
director
Dr.
George
N. Shuster, former Bavarian High Commissioner; Saul
turtle, individual agency men will
K. Padover, of the New School for Social Research, and CBS newsman
in all respects again hide under of media.
Frahklyn
Ferry
has
left
Paris
Richard
C.
Hottelet
will form the panel for tomorrow’s (Thins.) “Your
their shell and the trade feels that
World in Crisis” morning show, produced by the Metropolitan Educa¬
any pronouncements that come & Peart to join Hilton & Riggio as
a
Vice
president
and
as
a
member
tional
Television
Assn,
and .telecast on WPIX . . . ©n Friday (27), Ful¬
from the agencies will no doubt be
ton Lewis Jr. celebrates his 20th anni as a Mutual news commentator screened by a battery of top execs of the executive plans board.
Anderson F. Hewitt, senior vee¬
. ... .WLIB, N.Y.; last week subbed three public service programs for
and pass through the legal corps.
pee and director of Kenyon & Eckits regular early evening commercial programming. Broadcasts fea¬
Agency men themselves’ will tell harut has been elected to the agen¬
tured Gov. Harriman’s address to the Civil Rights Conference, the
you that they have done a poor job cy’s executive committee.
LaGuardia Memorial Award to Omar Carmichael, school superintend¬
of selling themselves to the public
Dan Potter has been selected , to
ent of Louisville, Ky.; and the Irving Ives Award ceremouies, featur¬
and they feel that when a leading head up Norman, Craig & Kuming' the recipient Vice-President Richard Nixon . •. . Snow conditions,
figure in the field consents to the mel’s corporate media planning
and the weekend outlook for the major ski areas will be presented
crossfire about the slick hucksters and analysis department: He was
by vet ski instructor Frank Ellis each Thursday and. Friday On WOR’s
from Madison Ave. and explains formerly director Of broadcast
“Radio
New York.” ... Doris Storm, commercial commentator arid
in a creditable way that, his busi¬ media.
'
wife of Frank; Jacoby, head of production for the Metropolitan Edu¬
ness is not much different from
William R- .Henderson takes on
cational Television Assn., has returned from a 10-day rest in Miami
any other type of business, and the new title of veepee at $mith,
Beach, recuperating from a severe automobile accident.
gets burned in the process, then Hagel & Knudsen.
it’s more than a shame.
James Starbuck taking a seven-week leave as choreographer of CBSRobert J. Brewster has been ap¬
TV’s “The Big Record”, to stage the dances for Jose Ferrer’s upcoming
Fatt. himself never commented pointed senior group head of radio
First . Pat Weaver package , for Broadway musical, “Oh, Captain,” June Taylor subs . . . Jack. Farrell,
publicly after the affair with the and tv in. the Chicago office of J.
feeling by agency men that it was Walter Thompson. He had been the regular network television CBS Radio page, debuts tonight (Wed.) in the . title role of “Whitebeen optioned off On a headed Boy” at the Marymount Playhouse . . . Irving Gitlin, director
not a slip of the tbngue but a veep in charge of radio and tele¬ route has. deal
to ABC-TV. It’s an of CBS pubaffairs, speaks on “Science and the Mass Media” at the
rather a forthright honest state¬ vision in the Chicago office pf Mc¬ shortterm
audience participationer ^called American Assn, for the Advancement of Science convention in In¬
ment.
,
Cann-Erickson.
‘Make Me Laugh,” which report¬
Eldon Sullivan joins Cunning¬ edly was originally mapped out by dianapolis Dec. 27 . . . Three new actor clients at the Frank Cooper
Those close to Fatt state that he
sincerely feels that he should try ham &. Walsh, as v.p. and account, the former NBC prexy for his own office, Robert Alda, Maureen Stapleton, and Maurice (Doberman) Gosa lot of products and what’s more exec , on the JergehsrWoodbury ac¬ limited network operation, the 15- field . . / Watson Davis, director of Science . Service at CBS, does a re¬
important than that, he felt that count;
city Program Service, for which view of major scientific achievements in the past year on CBS Radio’s
Charles E. Coe has shifted oyer no program sales have been made i "Adventures in Science” next Saturday (21) . ... Bobby Scott set for the
it was his duty to tell the advertis¬
(Timex jazz spec on NBC-TV Dec. 30 . . Jim MacAllen, director of
ing story. It is known that the to Reach, McClinton as veepee and yet
4 A’s backed Fatt’s position and director of marketing research;
ABC has it up for sale after the CBS-TV’s “Lamp Unto My Feet,” back from an extended European
felt that he did a service to the Coe was client service supervisor first of the year, ih the probability ( tour where he surveyed church architecture fOr a special “Lamp” pro¬
Of Communication Counselors.
industry.
that some of its current bankroll- gram early next year . . . Norman Poller, ex-RKO, joined the David
ers will cast off their, stanzas after O. Alber flackery . . . CBS-TV to present special Christmas day hour
Terry Clyne, v.p. in charge of
tv-radio for McCann-Erickson has
the first 13-week cycle. “Make Me program of rarely heard Yule music, with Martha Lipton and Cesare
Laugh,” as it was described by its Siepi as soloists and Alfredo Antonini conducting the CBS Orch.
been named a senior vice president
producers, employs three of four
WHOM topper Fortune Pope (also boss Of II Progresso Italo-Aineriof the agency and will be in charge
comedians per stanza, who are in¬ cano, Italo paper in New York) now .a director, of Sterling National
of the agency’s worldwide radio
tegrated into a format using audi¬ Bank & Trust ; . . NBC “Monitor” feted musical director-restaurateur
and tv activities.
ence participants. Weaver will pull Paul Taubman’s 25th anni in broadcasting the other weekend with anr
George Haight, vice president in
his supply of comedians mostly in-depth interview ... Elliot Saunders and Ted Hudes ready with their
charge of program service will
from outside of tv, although some: radio travelog, “People & Places,” with Don. Morrow emceeing . . ..
move into Clyne’s slot and will he
of them have done limited tv en¬ AFL-CIO radio-tv consultant Morris Novik doubled at Atlantic City
veepee in charge of radio, and tele¬
Chicago, Dec. 17.
gagements on Ed Sullivan and the last week as delegate for Radio-TV Directors Guild when execs of 130
vision programs. Haight has also
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) again like. For each second a participant AFL-CIO unions parleyed . . . Mike Wallace interviews 11-year-old
been elected to the Plans Review
is underwriting 13 Big Ten basket¬ keeps a straight face; while the Leonard Ross, “$64,000 Challenge”-“Big Surprise” winner on stock
Board.
Clyne will continue his duties ball games this season on a re¬ comedian is attempting to make' market queries ... Will Geer tonight’s (Wed.) Show biz guest bn “Night
as chairman of the home office gional network of 30 stations in Il¬ him laugh, the contestant will be Beat,” tomorrow’s Is Barry Jones
review board and as management linois, Indiana, Ipwa, Michigan, paid $1. Occasionally, there will
Mary Margaret McBride does a return engagement on the Ja'ck Paar
be ’‘mystery comedians,” presum¬
service director of the Liggett &
show Dec. 23-24-25 .. . CBS Radio Press Info moved into its new quar¬
Myers and Bulova Watch account. Minnesota, Missouri and Wisconsin. ably from among the top ranks.
ters atop the Chateau Richelieu . . . Lester Lewis set Kay Thompson
Saturday
afternoon
telecasts
start¬
Compton this week acquired the
on the Perry Como show Dec. 28 and the Patrice Munsel show Of Jan.
business of the Western Advertis¬ ed last weekend (14) at 3:30. p.m.,
24, and Maria Tallchief on the “Seven Lively Arts” presentation of
ing Agency of Los Angeles and two hours later than last year.
“Nutcracker” Dec. 22. He also set hew commercial deals for Jean Sul¬
Wesley I. Nunn, Standard Oil ad
will bring their, combined billings
livan and Bob Williams for Fluffo, Caroline O’Connor for NuSoft, Ed
in the Los Angeles and San Fran¬ manager; said he believed the new
Bryce for Carling’s Ale; Pat Hemon for Kellogg’s and Kit Kirine fox
cisco office to approximately $4,- hour would increase viewership by
ABC-TV is looking for a daytime Florient . .... Bob Refcbock, tv producer with the. Compton agency, Off
000,000 a year. Edward E. Keeler, about two million additional homes sales manager, the first the net¬ on a three-week Caribbean cruise . . . McGuire Sisters guest on the
prexy of the Western, will join inasmuch as the college cage games work has had in its history, and; Dinah Shore show Jan. 19 . ; •Shari. Lewis signed ;with RCA Victor
are now Out of direct competition
Compton as a v.p.
among those being mulled for the Bluebird for an LP album of 12 songs written by Lan 0*Kun, who does
BBD&O, which earlier this year with hockey and pro basketball.
job is Robert Murcato; of ABC her tv material . . . Art Fleming completed nine radio spots for Pabst
picked up the ballpoint account
Film Sales; New man will report arid three for Gallo Wine . .. “Climax” to do an adapation of George
from the W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.,
directly to network sales, veep Batson’s mystery play, “Brook Hollow,” while the new Broadway firin
is scheduled this week to announce
Thomas Moore.
of Johnson & Wood have renewed their option on Batson’s play, “Ce¬
that they have acquired the rer
Greensboro, N. C., Dec. 17.
Insofar as the sales changes of lia” . . . Nicholas E. Baehr has been assigned to adapt. “The Picture of
mainder of the $3,000,000 account.
Winston-Salem’s biggest Christ¬ last week at the network, concern¬ Dorian Gray” for a January “Matinee Theatre” production.
'
Business was formerly handled by mas tree this year isn’t a tree at ing Henry Hede and Gene Wyatt,
Mike Wallace and his son guesting on Joe Franklin’s WABC-TV
Keyes, Madden & Jones..
all; it’s a television tower covered there has been clarification On that “Memory Lane” Monday'(23); son will also be one of 75-voice Trinity
Fletcher D. Richards has made with 3*600 twinkling lights.
front by .a highly-placed web Boys Choir on midday stanza . . . Arnold Cohan becomes exec veepee
its second international “union” ir
The multi-colored bulbs stretch¬ source. Wyatt has definitely be¬
recent months by joining with Pil¬ ing over the . 58Q:foot tower reach come ABC-TV eastern sales man¬ and chairman of plans board at Pan-American. Public Relations . , •
lion-Cousins
Assoc.
Richards 200 feptr above the. tallest building ager* a job which he had* in prac¬ Zina Bethune, regularly on CBS soap, “Guiding Light,” will dance j,uve
agency bought stock in Dillion- in town. The “tree” is visible, from, tice, throughout the time he was lead in N.Y.C. Ballet’s “Nutcracker Suite,” both at City Centre and :
Cousins which doe9 $9,000,000 in a ground distance of 15 miles and national sales chief. According to CBS’ “Seven Lively Arts” Sunday (22).
Latin American billings. The joint for a radius of 50 miles from the the network spokesman, there was
union represents over. $30,000,000 air.
much, duplication between Wyatt IN HOLLYWOOD
ih total billings.
Fourteen meh worked; a. total of and Hede; who until last, week ac¬
Chick Hearn named, sports director Of KRCA,.the NBC-TV station
A saturation schedule pf partici¬ 680 main hours stringing the more tually held the title of eastern sales
in Hollywood . . . Steve Dunne drew the emceeing chore on the night
pations has been purchased -by than three: miles of wire used in manager.
time
“Truth Or Consequences” when Bob Barker of TOC daytime wag
20th-Fox to hypo its new feature, lighting the metal tree. They esti¬ . As for Hede, he now becomes
“The Enemy Below.” The 100 mate their tree to be about 350 administrative sales, managex, scratched because of product conflict ... Three new live shows were
slotted
in the early ayem two-hour span on’KNXT vacated by “Pano¬
participations
were
purchased times larger and brighter than the which wa& defined as the head of
rama Pacific” after four years . . . Jack Douglas was firmed for two
over ABN for the Week of Dec. 23. ones they have at home.
business affairs in sales.
years
by
the new owners of KCOP. He has two travel programs bn the
Bristol Myers and Carter Prod¬
station, with a third coming up. His fourth show of the same genre
ucts have inked contracts for NBCrides
the
ABC-TV network . . . ABC’s local radio station will go com¬
TV’s Saturday’s, pro basketball ses¬
pletely deejay after first' of the year. Runs counter to the network poli¬
sions for the 1958 season.
cy
of
basically
live . . . Tom Velotta parked his veepee stripes at ABC’s
Trash ay, made by Bristol-Myers,
Television Center and will operate in the area of station relations . . .
has a year’s campaign mapped out
Harry Ackerman, now an indie tv producer, has two new shows in the
over NBC Radio. The company has
Flop of CBS-TV?s “Seven Lively Arts” as a commercial entry
hopper for next season. One is “Mrs. Mike,” the other an adventure
also signed for six weekly 7^-mindoesn’t mean that Madison Ave. has written Off cultural program¬
series rooted in a government agency . . . Gil Paltridge, former man¬
ute units of CBS Radio Soap
ming
as a dead issue. In fact, same week that CBS-TV made its de¬
ager of KROW, Oaklarid, moves across the bay to head , up KGO in
operas.
cision to cut “Arts” down to 10 shows, the network made two sig¬
Frisco for ABC radio . . . Young & Rublcam prexy Sigurd Larmon
/ Lost and Found Accounts: Hil¬
nificant sales, that of the Dec. 30 “See It Now” On Marian
flew in just to wish the office staff a happy holiday and give them a
ton & Riggio has picked up the
Anderson’s Far East tour, to International Telephone & Telegraph,
Minute Maid Show Crop line of
report of his stewardship. He did the same at the agency’s five other1
and sale of the 90-minute Jan. 5 news special, “Where We Stand,”
frozen orange juice. Other prod¬
domestic offices, .making his flights on a tight schedule . . . George '
to Prudential.
ucts of the firm continue to be
Burns and Frederic Ziv broke bread but no news . * . Eddie Beloln.
Moreover, latest Nielsen figures show a remarkable "comeback”
handled by Ted Bates;
took time out from producing MGM-TV’s “Thin Man” to go for a cut¬
for “Omnibus” in its-new NBC 4 to 5:30 Sunday time slot. Where¬
Fuller, Smith & Ross "have net¬
ting job at St. John’s hospital.
as ’‘Omnibus” was averaging some 9,000,000 viewers per show last
ted the Lufkin Rule Co. account.
season in its ABC nighttime slot, it’s how reaching an approximate
BBD&O has acquired the Lilly
CHICAGO
15,000,000 viewers. That’S figured on the basis of .5,850,000 homes,
Dache, Lucien Le Dong and Marie
NBC announcer Louis Roen retiring Jan. 1 after 24 years at the Chi
or a 15.3 Nielsen average audience rating, not bad fpr a Sunday
Earle lines packaged by General
plant
to live In Naples, Fla. .. . WBBM-TV’s Lee Phillip in New York
afternoon,
with
professional
football
as
competition.
On
the
spon¬
Beauty Products,
yesterday (Tues.) for an appearance on. the Arthur Godfrey day timer
sor end. Aluminnium Ltd. is now in its fourth “Omnibus” season,
McCann-Erickson broke even for
...
Ed
Hitz, NBC-TV veep in charge of Cen'-'al division sales, has been
while
Union
Carbide
is
in
its
second.-So
Madison
Ave.
hasn’t
quite
the week having gamed the Geor¬
turned its back on .the lively arts, only- “The Seven Lively Arts.”
gia-Pacific account and having
{Continued on. page 40)

Pat WeaverVIMake Me
Laugh’Comedy Package
Being Peddled By ABC

TV Hoop-De-Do

ABC-TV on Prowl For
Daytime Sales Chief

Twinkling TV Tower
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FLOCK OF NEW 60-MIN. SHOWS
1,000,000
The “myth” that nighttime radio audiences are “inferior” in
terms of buying power to AM’s daytime listeners is just that-r-a
myth—according to a Pulse survey of audience characteristics un¬
dertaken for NBC Spot Sales. Survey, comparing listener char¬
acteristics among 1,620 listeners in New York, Chicago and San:
Francisco, covered people who listen at 6 to 9 a.m. and Compared
them to 7. to 10 p .in . listeners. The findings for the three-market
composite were as follows:
Television ownership: .93.8% of the morning listeners had sets,
92.0% of the nighttime listeners did. Automobile ownership: 77.4%
of morning listeners had autos, so did 75.3% of nighttime listeners.
Socio-economic level: 25.4% of the morning audience lay in the
upper-income bracket while 26.0% of the nighttime* group was in.
that bracket; 26.5% of morning group were, upper-middle, as con¬
trasted to 24.5% in the nighttime group; 24.8% of the morning au¬
dience were lower-middle, vs. 23.6 for nighttime- audience; 23.3%
of the morning group were lower-income vs. 25.9% for the night¬
time group.
Other characteristics included age of housewife, with the morn¬
ing group showing 30.6% in the 25-34 bracket vs. 30.0% for the
nighttime group; education of head of household, with 21.1% of
the morning group with a college education' vs. 22.8% of the night¬
time audience apd 532% of the morning listeners with high school
education vs. 54.3% for the nighttime audience; in size of family,
the family of three comprised 20.0% of the morning, listeners but
22.8% of the nlghttime.group.

Buick-GM Account; Proxy Jnn EBis,

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Everybody—ror nearly everybody
—out here is talking about full
-. One of the major ad agency re¬
hour program production for next
versals of the year, is on tap, not
season. Undoubtedly Inspired by
only involving the loss of a $20,000,000 account but a complete re¬
Actor Henn Dinkin decided
the success of “Wagon Train,”
shuffle of the agency’s high echethat his name didn't have
“Maverick” and the> manner in
Iori. Agency is Kudrier. Account
quite the professional ring a
which “Perry Mason” is faking
is General Motors. Exiting are
few weeks ago and decided to
hold, a whole flock of 6Q-minute
James H. Ellis, Kudner*s prexy,
change it. But before making
and.
Mike Kirk, senior vicepresi¬
a
final
choice,
Dinkin
decided
stanzas designed for network show¬
dent in charge of radio and tele¬
to do some “market research.”
casing are currently in the works
vision.
He sent out questionnaires to
or in. the blueprint stage.
Ellis Is liquidating his stock as
friends, casting directors, et
Warner-TV is mounting still an¬
of Dec. 31. Kirk is timing his
al., asking first whether he
other hour-long, oater telepix se¬
own resignation with that of Ellis.
should .chance it, then offer¬
ries: for ’58-’59 entitled “The
Both are veterans of the Kudner
ing four, choices of names
49’ers,” with the pilot to roll Jan.
org, Ellis, in fact, having been
froiri which the respondents
15. In all 39 segments are planned.
there since its inception in 1935,
could choose. He also asked
No lead has been set, but accord¬
for write-in choices and com¬
the year Buick and the GM busi¬
ing to topper William Orr, series
ment.
ness moved into the agency follow¬
will have alternating co-stars a la
ing the breakup of the old ErwinName’s now Herb Duncan.
Wainers “Maverick” series. Also,
Wasey gang. Ellis, it’s Understood,
no producer has as yet been as¬
is retiring. Kirk plans to take a
signed to the project.
protracted rest before announc¬
ing a new affiliation. Only this
An hour-long oater series is also
week Mert Rohrbaugh was desig¬
being prepped . by CBS-TV, with
nated as chairman of the agency’s
Charles. Marquis Warren signed to
executive committee.
do the filmed series. Les Crutch¬
Buick-GM biz has been" the
field is scripting the: pilot and War¬
WABD, the DuMont television
heartbeat
of the Kudner org. Ap¬
ren: is now casting. Project is one
station in New York, has sufferedparently not even the Kudner boys
Of several announced by Coast veeserious blows to its live program¬
.
know
the
precise reason for GM
pee A1 ScalpOne, with a private
ming aspirations.. The outlet, the
[ defection, although it’s understood
eye series and a panel show among
only tv indie in town with any subthat
Buick
dealer dissatisfaction
other entries (though latter two
stational share of live program¬
and pressures prompted the deci¬
are in the 30-minute category),
“Omnibus” goes nighttime for a
ming in its prime hours, has lost
sion
to
shift
to another agency.
Season’s
flock
of
new
shows—55
Mickey Rooney will star in ’“Per¬
two sponsors in prime time and one-hour one-shot on NBC-TV
GM, meanwhile, is shopping
of them iri all.on three networks—
faces the loss of a third. Cutbacks dam 14, when it preempts . the sonal and Private;” a private eye
around.
Understood
it has been
by, the three bankrOllers chop ap¬ George Gobel-Eddie Fisher 8 to 9 series in which locate will be Santa have resulted in mixed blessings talking, among others, to Benton
MOnica and its environs. The for the Webs, depending on which & Bowles, Leo Burnett, Lennen &
proximately $9,000 a week out of hour to present a musical revue, panel
show will be live, from Hol¬ network is involved. The Decem¬ Newell and BBD&O. Latter has
gross station revfenue, at $3,000 per Producer Bob Saudek is. Currently
negotiating both properties and lywood, and a kine pilot is planned ber Trendexes show that the new the DeSoto biz, but would prob¬
show.
for that entry.
ably be willing to relinquish it in
First blow came when Bailari- talent, with none of the ingredi¬
Richard and Mary Sale are entries at NBC and ABC have in¬ favor of the $20,000,000 GM biz.
tine walked Out after the Friday ents yet .finalized, but the idea is
scripting pilot of another new CBS creased the ratings for their time
Pending resignations of Ellis
(13) telecast of the 8 p.m.- Friday to stage an intimate revue.
Show will be done in color, series, “My Love Affair With the periods well over those of the and Kirk come as a major sur¬
“Fiesta Americana” half - hour.
Then Block Drug gave notice that “Omnibus’” first tine effort. The State of Maine,” Other jew prop¬ predecessors, but CBS’ newcomers prise. .About a year ago Kirk was
all set to quit but E lis persuaded
it was ankling the 10 p.m. “Aft nighttime one-shot was arranged erties being readied by Scalpone have depressed the ratings.
On NBC, total of 23 new shows him to remain. Apparently Buick
Ford’s Greenwich Village Party,” in the original NBC-Saudek deal. and his staff include “Sergeant and
the
Lady,”
about
the
San
Diego
preriiiered
this
season.
The
over¬
and
GM stake in video program¬
also Fridays, after the performance
cops; arid “Collectors’ Item,” star¬ all average rating for the 23 en¬ ming is not a factor, since the car
of Dec. 27. In doubt is the status
ring
Vincent
iPriee
and
Peter
tries
is
16.1,
which
compared
to
the
company
rides with a Top 10 en¬
of Baraccini candies, which under¬
Lorre.
13.8 average for^ the shows they try, “Wells Fargo” and, despite
writes “Entertainment Press Con¬
Meanwhile.
CBS-TV
is
dicker¬
replaced
has
resulted
in
a
17%
the
ratings,
appears happy with the
ference," a live interview program
ing with Rod Serling for an hour- increase in ratings for NBC in Patrice Munsel show on ABC. Fur¬
Thursdays at 7:30. It comes up
long filmed dramatic series dealing those 23 tune periods. At ABC, 19 ther, the recent General Motors
for renewal shortly, but nobody is
with fantasy and science-fiction. new prograiris premiered, raising 50th anni spec on NBC-TV oc¬
holding out much hope.
The top tv writer would co-produce the ratings for those, time slots by casioned lots of hosannahs from
These are the only three weekthe. series and also supply most 36%, from 8.9 to 12,1. At CBS, 13 the GM.exec family.
night shows that the station pro¬
of the scripts. Serling would be shows preemed, dropping the rat-,
Still recalled, however, was
duces live from its studios in. prime
in on a participation deal. It’s irig for the time slots involved Quick’s displeasure and subsequent
evening tv time. The 11-to-midlikely that John Frahkenheiiner from 18.4 to 16.0, or 13%.
public apology last August in its
night “Probe”-“Night Beat” strip
will direct: some of the shows, if
to their competitive aspect, sponsorship of the championship
is still virtually: SRO. oil participa¬
New letter was sent by the a deal is finalized. Serling talks of As
NBC’s 23 new shows, seven of bout between Floyd Patterson and
tions, the station reports.
American Federation of Radio & have been held with CBS program them
now
lead in their time slots, Hurricane Jackson, when the'clos¬
WABD will retain the unspon- Television Artists demanding that veepee Hubbell Robinson and Bill whereas none of their predecessors ing commercial on the NBC-TV
tored “Fiesta Americana” at least NBC-TV specify Which tv programs Dozier, Coast exec with the web. did.
These
are “The -Chewy pickup practically wiped-out all
were sold to foreign tv operations
At : Rpyue Productions, already
the dramatic tension on the stop¬
(Continued on page 34)
before the sale of the Perry Como the busiest tv company here, plans show,” “The Price Is Right,” “Club ping of the fight: Kudner agency
Oasis,”
“Tic
Tac
Dough,” “The
and General Motors 50th Anniver-] are proceeding for an hour-long
blamed NBC for the intrusion:*
sary shows in England. The demand western,. “Cimarron City,” tO be Restless Gun,’ “Suspicion” and the network blamed Kudrier. Buick
was the union reaction to a letter produced by Felix Jackson (ex- “M Squad.” Three of the 13 CBS burned.
AFTRA received from the network CBS). Vidfiltriery seeks one of newcomers lead in their time pe¬
explaining that NBC had previ-| three stars for lead role—either riods, “Leave It to.Beaver,” “Dan¬
ny Thomas Show” arid “Have. Gun,
ously sold kinnied shows abroad.
Fred MacMurray, Dan Duryea or Will Travel.” Two ABC shows
NBC executive said that the new Joel McCrea. Locale is a frontier lead Iri their time slots, “SugarAFTRA missive had not reached town. There will be three stet foot” and “The Real McCoys.”
him yet. When apprised of its con¬ characters in the yidfilms, with
tents, he said, however, that NBC name guests used; as they are in
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
End of an era will Occur after “has sold tv programs in Canada, Revue’s “Wagon Train” series.
KTLA covers New Year’s Day which is certainly another country, Production starts next month.
Rose Parade in Pasadena. Show and reiterated a previously estab-| Projected foreventual hour
CBS Radio pulled down $1,250,will probably be last colorcast to lished point by the network; that showcasing on NBC-TV is the Met¬
QPO In sales this week, with Milner
be jnounted by station, manager the AFTRA pact doesn’t specify the ro TV “Northwest Passage” series,
Products Co. showing the way with
which will preem as a half-hour
(Continued on page 36)
Lew Arnold disclosed, with the
entry on Sundays in March and
Paramount^owned outlet to put its
Directors Tom Donovan and a $900,000 purchase of to 7ffcprobably go 60 minutes next fall.
tint equipment up for sale.
Jack Sought will move to the minute daytime units ov* a 52At least'two inajor syndication Coast iwith “Studio One” next week span. Milner deal, via Gor¬
Arnold points out that color op¬
companies are talking about full month* alternating on the first
eration costs approximately $750
hour science fiction series for next eight productions out of the Coast, don Best agency, starts Jan. 6.
an hour more than black-andAero-Mayfiower Co. increased its
season.
white, and station hasn’t been able
which Gordon Duff will produce.
to find enough sponsorship to make
Following Duff’s octet, which lineup from 111 stations to the full
the effort economically feasible.
starts with Dele Wasserman’s CBS network for its two five-min¬
On Jan. 1 ABC-TV shifts Ply¬
adaptation of David Karp’s’novel, ute newscasts over a three-week
RCA has made tentative bids;
“Brotherhood of the Bell,” Noririan
toward support for color' program¬ mouth’s “Date With the Angels”
telefilm
skein, with Betty White as
Chicago, Dec. 17.
Felton takes over as producer for Span; Knouse Foods purchased an
ing Arnold discloses, but has fad¬
star,
to
Wednesday
in
the
9:30
slot
alternate-week quarter-hour in
In anticipation of late January the next 10 shows. '
.
ed to come with anything concrete.
Duff has already set . four other Arthur Godfrey for 26 weeks; Hud¬
Result is forthcoming sale of KTLA currently held by Walter Winchell. negotiations with^National'Assn, of
son
Vitamins added one “impact”
Then,
as
of
Feb.
5,
the
celluloid
Broadcast Engineers & Tech¬ properties, aside from “Bell,” which
gear, with observation by Arnold
that presenf circumstances make format Will be axed and so Will nicians, and. the posibility of a will star Cameron Mitchell, . Joanne segment per week for 13 weeks,
and
Woodbury
Soap picked up five
Miss
White’s
costar
Bill
Williams,
strike
therefrom,
ABC-TV’S Dru and Pat O’Brien. Ted ; Apit impossible for an indie station
to make it alone In color program¬ so the femme can go live in a va¬ WBKB began its series Of classes steiri’s adaptation of a J. B. Priest¬ 71/fi-minute daytime units per weekfor
four
weeks
starting Feb. 19.
riety
format
for
the
same
sponsor.
last week for administrative per- ly novel, “The Other Place,” is set
ming.
In other changes, now confirmed sonriel who will double, as tech¬ fbr Jan. 13, with Marilyn Erskine
KTLA color equipment was con¬
structed. by late Station manager by the network, Patrice Munsel nicians in an emergency. Lessons starring; a Roger Hirson original,
Brinkerhoff Upped
Klaus Landsberg. Acknowledged will take “Angels” place on Jan. in manning the cameras, booms,, “Trial by Slander,” is set for Jan,
a Max Erhlich adaptation of a.
as one of leading technical minds 3. as the ABC-TV Friday 9:30 etc., are expected ^to be completed
Chicago, Dec. 17.
Peter Shaffer play, “Balance of
Robert H. Brinkerhoff last week
in the industry, Landsberg built stanza. Winchell’s own telefilm by the time negotiations begin.
It’s understood other ABC o&o’s Terror,” is the Jan. 27 entry, and was promoted to vice president in
the unit himself out of component show will move on the same night
parts, housing it in a converted into Miss Munsel’s . present 8:30 are doing likewise. WBKB was a Sumner Locke Elliott original, charge of Young & Rubicam Chi
moving van. This is only indie- post, thus completely the three- forced to alert its deskmen sev¬ “The Laughing Willow,” is the Feb. office. Brinkerhoff. joined the ad
owned mobile unit West of the way switch. Frank Sinatra will eral mohths ago in a short-lived 3 presentation. Joseph Scully has’ agency in 1947 and has been a
stay where he is on Fridays at 9. NABET walkoff.
been set as assistant to Duff.
1 veepee since 1953.
Mississippi.

What’s My Name?

55 New Shows
On Webs Invite

On Some Major Live Entries

With Nighttime Slot

AFTRA Demands
The Facts’on NBC

$1250,00# Into

Quits on Tint TV

Donovan and Smight’s
Coast ‘Studio I’ Berths;
Flpck of Properties Set

ABC-TV HasaNew
Date With ‘Angels’;
Finalize Otter Shits

WBKBVJnstln Case’
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Sing “Rah !” for the Yuletide! A noggin of cheer !

Quaff a deep quaff, shout4‘Mud in your eyes!’’

Here’s luck, syndicators, throughout the New: Year!

For cross-the-board strips and multi-run buys,

A toast to Gross-Krasne, to Films of Official,

For rerun on rerun in unending cycles!

To all of our colleagues known best by initial:

Here’s hair of the dog for Africa’s Michaels!

To MGM, AAPi also MCA,

And yet a few more we’d like to make known—

To TCF, ABC, likewise TPA,

Noel! E. H. Ezzes, Irv Lesser, Ralph Cohn,

To CBS, C&C, and good old NTA.

David A. Bader, John L. Sinn, Bob Rich, Henry Zittau,

May all who have pilots enjoy happy landings.

Charles “Bud” Barry, Lou Friedland, Pierre Weis, Ely Landau,

May everyone’s series rate first in all standings.

Milton Gordon and Jack Wrather,

Wassail a wassail I Ho, bottoms up !

Ev Rosenthal, and “Life With Father.”

Elbows a-jostle, drain dry the cup !

Hot toddies all ’round, come, stoke up the boilers,

Oh, Interstate, vrith your Popular Science;

Lest we forget our own vineyard toilers,

On, Manny Reiner, with your Far East alliance;

“Boots and Saddles -The Story of the Fifth Cavalry,”

; On/.Schubertj; On, Weinfrauib; on, Martin Leeds;

*

to be specific,

On, Robert H. and all upstanding Reids:

Also “The Silent Service,” and “Union Pacific”!

On, T-Men; on, G-Men; on, Mickey Spillane;

To name you, each and every one, was our numerous intention.

On, Sacket; on, Hackett; and on, Martin Kane!

But lots of names must go unsaid - too humorous to mention.

Hail client decisions for option renewal!

May all recover their negative cost;

To thee, 6 Screen Gems, a jewel of a Yule!

May all be profit, no penriy lost ;

All good things the fates can give

May all new stories, all new formats,

To Screencraft, Cavalcade and Ziv.

Find open doors and “Welcome” doormats;

A double order of the same, by jingo,

On every network, each independent,

To Sterling, Schwimmer, Guild, Flamingo.

May every star shine in the ascendant;

Hey! Stir the punch bowl ! Toss a fresh lime in

Kind words flow from critics-a true cornucopia.

While we raise high the goblet to.Ellipt Hyman*

High ratings from Nielsen, a new-born Utopia!

To foreign markets as widespread as Holland’s

Ring out, wild bells, this year was great,

To David Sutton, Bud Rifkin, Earl Collins,

But here’s to a record-breaking, series-making,

To Shupert, Reub Kaufman and all other bosses,

deeply industrious, highly illustrious, unlitigatedly,

A1 Sambrookj Don Kearney (on whom grow no mosses).

unmitigatedly, glorixm1958 !

To the Harrises^ Joe and Leslie,

NBC TELEVISION FILMS A DIVISION OF

to all members of their clan,
To John Mitchell, Saul Turell* Paul Talbot,
to Michael Sillerman !

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS. INC.

( With apologie* for violating the Sullivan Lore)

PErlEff
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-ABB FEATUBE FILM CHART

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau's latest reports on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining, the effectiveness of a feature shoio. in a specific market have, been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features ds their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. , Attention should be paid...
to such factors )as the time and day, the high and. low ratings for the-measured

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature: programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given* the total rating not. taking into account
the duplicated homes factor.. Barring Unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from d multiplicity of station and other data*

Variety's

LOS ANGELES

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE
57.9

NOVEMBER, 1057
TOP COMPETING SHOWS
What’s It For ....
. . KRCA
Your Hit Parade .... .KRCA
News—Lee Giroux
./...,KRCA
Town Hall Party ......KTTV
G. E. Theatre 1...........„KNXT
Alfred Hitchcock
KNXT
$64,000 Challenge ............ KNXT
What’s; My Line -...... KNXT

ARB
RATING
12.7
8.8
5.7
1.7
27.3
27.6
18.6
23.1

23.7

Mr. Adams & Eve .....KNXT
Schlitz Playhouse ..........,: KNXT
Lineup .........KNXT
Person to Person ..KNXT

158
21.8
15.9
17.5

6.3 *

13.0

My Friend Flicka ............KRCA
Lassie ................KNXT
Maverick .
.KABC
Ed Sullivan.. .KNXT

14.4
26.0
17.5
23.4

7.0

4.2

36.0

Big News .
KNXT
News—Baxter Ward;..
KCOP
Big Hit Movie:.......,..,... KNXT

11.8
3.1
2:3

5.7

6;3

5.5

22.0

Cartoon Carousel ........,..... .KTLA
“Mickey Mouse . Club
. ...... .KABC

6.3
18.2

Early Show
Fri. Nov. 8
4:30-5:55 p.m;
KNXT

5.2

6.0

4.7

20.9

Cartoon Carousel ............KTLA
Mickey .Mouse Club ........... KABC

7.9
19.5

8. NIGHT IN CASABLANCA—
Marx Brothers; 1946;
United Artists; M&A
Alexander

Early Show
Wed. Nov. 6
4:30-5:55 -p.m.
KNXT

5.1

5.7

4.4

18.5

Cartoon Carousel
,.KTLA
Mickey Mouse Club ....KABC

8.3
22.1.

9. TRADER HORN—
Harry Carey; Edwiria Booth;
1931; MGM; MGM^TV

Wednesday Theatre
Wed. Nov. 6
7:00-9:00 p-.m.
KTTV
First Show
Tries: Nbv. 12
10:30-12:00 a.m.
KTTV

5:0

5.7

4.2

7.5

Big Record....i...KNXT
Wagon Train ..........,.,., .KRCA
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz ....... KNXT

19.7
24.7
33.1

4,6

5.7

4.2

24.7

Big News ....; .KNXT
Nightmare ... /'.....:KTLA
Big Hit Movies .,..,. ..;;... KNXT

9.9
9.4
3.0

1. I’LL BE SEEING YOU—
Ginger Rogers, Joseph Cotten,
Shirley Temple; 1945; Selznick t
Studio; NTA

Showcase Theatre
Sun. Nov. 10 V
4:00-5:30 p.m.
WJW

19.0

21.0

17.9

4L7

2. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson,
Robert Walker; 1944;
MGM; MGM-TV

Best of Hollywood
Wed Nov. 6
11:30-2:00 a.m.
KYW

17:6

19.4

11.6

81.0

Tonight .....WEWS
Nite Owl Theatre .........:.WJW

3. MRS. MINIVER—
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon;
Teresa Wright; 1942;
MGM; MGM-TV

Acadeiiny Aw’d Theatre
Sun. Nov. 10
10:30-1:15 a.m.
KYW

16 3

20.4

10.3

54.3

What’s My Line ..._______ .WJW
News Final; Sports: .WJW
Weather; Nite Owl Theatre .WJW

24.5
17.9
6.0

4. BILLY THE KID—
Robert Taylor, Brian Donlevy;
1941; MGM; MGM-TV

Home Theatre
Sat. Nov. 9
11:15-1:00 a m.
KYW
L O’clock Playhouse
Sun. Nov. 10
1:00-2:30: p.tn.
KYW

13.9

15.0

.11.9

53.7

Weather; Premiere Theatre ..WJW

8.8

13-6

14.7

.12.2

49.8

Rings on Her Fingers,
Family Theatre.. WJW

ip.5

ARB
RATING
17.2

HIGH
19.1

15.6

17.0

11.2 _

28.7

Colgate Theatre
Fri. Nov. 8
8 :00-10:30 .p.m.
KTTV

i3;o

13.8

10.7

Wallace Beery Theatre
Sun. Nov.: 10
6:30-8:30 p.m.
KTTV

78

8:9

First Show
Wed. Nov. 6
10:30-12:15 a.m.
KTTV
Early Show
Mon. Nov. 11
4:30-5:55 p.m.
KNXT

6^3

7. I WAKE UP SCREAMING—
Betty Grable, Victor Mature,
Carole Landis; 1941;
20tfi Century Fox; NTA

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE—
Tyrone Power, Jean Peters;
1948; 20th Century Fox; NTA
t. THE KJRPLE HEART—
Dana Andrews, Richard Corite,
Farley Granger; 1944; 20th Century
Fox; NTA Film Network
3. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson,
Robert Walker; 1944;
MGM; MGM-TV
4. THUNDER AFLOAT—
Wallace. Beery, Chester
Morris, Virginia Grey;
1939; MGM; MGM-TV
5. • THE BRIBE—
Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner;
1948; MGM; MGM-TV
6. THE KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL—
Jane Wyman* Joan Blondell, Fernand
Gravet; 1937; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

10. MARRIAGE IS A PRIVATE AFFAIR—i
Lana Turner, John Hodiak,.
James Craig; 1944;
MGM; MGM-TV

CLEVELAND

5. HONOLULU—
Eleanor Powell, Robert Young,
George Burns, Gracie Allen;
1939; MGM; MGM-TV
6. BEST OF THE BAD MEN—
Robert Ryan, Claire Trevor;
1951; RKO; C&C
7. RINGS ON HER FINGERS—
Gene Tierney, Henry Fonda;
1942; 20th Century Fox; NTA
8. KEEPER OF THE FLAME—!•
Spencer Tracy, Katherine
Hepburn; 1942; MGM; MGM-TV
9. FLIGHT COMMAND—
Robert Taylor,. Ruth Hussey,
Red Skelton; 1940
MGM; MGM-TV
10. PICTURE OF DORIAN GREY—
George Saunders, Donna Reed.
Hurd Hatfield: 1945;
MGM; MGM-TV

TME SLOT
Fabulous 52
Sat’ Nov. 9
10:00-12:30 a.m.
KNXT
Premiere Performance
Sun. Nov. 10
9:00-10:55 p.m.
KTTV

Men of the West
Sun. Nov. 10
2:30-3:45 p.m.
KYW
Family Theatre
Sun. Nov. 10
1:00-2:30 p.m.
WJW
1 O’clock Playhouse
Mon. Nov. li
1:00-2:45 p.m.
KYW
Best of .Hollywood
Tues^ Novi 12
11:30-1:45: ajn;
KYW
. Best, of Hollywood
Fri. Nov. 8
11:30-1:30 a.ih.
KYW

LOW
12.0

-Wide Wide World ...., ...,.. .KYW

18.6

4.5
2.9

11.9

13 8

9.4

52.7

Feature Film ....WEWS
Twentieth Century........WJW

6.6
7.2

10.5

11.3

.9.4

38.5

1 O’clock Playhouse ... .KYW

13.1

95

10 7

6.9

55,6

1 O’clock Club .............. WEWS.. 5.5
Trouble With Father ........ WEWS _ 3.8
Art Linkletter .................WJW ..,....
5.0

9.3

119

8.3

61.6

Tonight

9.0

10.3

7.3

45.9

Tonight
..
WEWS .......
Premiere Performance..WJW

.;........ ......... .WEWS

6.0

T5
6.8

MULTI-STRIPPED SALES
LOS ANGELES, NOVEMBER, 1957
TITLE AND OTHER DATA
Nov. 6-7-8-10—EASY LIVING—
Victor Mature, Lucille Ball;
1949; RKO; RKO Teleradio
Nov. 11-12—CARIBOO TRAIL—
Randolph Scott, Gabby Hayer,
1950; RKO; RKQ Teleradio

STATION
KHJ

SHOW
Channel 9
Movie Theatre

TOTAL
RATINGS OF
All showings
29.6

TOTAL
SHOWINGS
7

*

AVERAGE.
RATING PER
SHOWING
4.2

HIGHEST
RATING PER
SHOWING
12.0
Mon. Nov. 11
9:00-10:30 pjn.
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WABD Client Casualties
; Continued from. page 27 ;

through this coming Friday, but
was not certain Whether the Wil¬
liam B. Williams-fronted half-hour
would remain beyond them. How¬
ever, the station said that the
other musical variety package it
produces. Ford’s 10 p.m. stanza,
would remain indefinitely beyond
the Cancellation date of Block
Drug. The same is probably, going
to be true of “Entertainment
Press Conference.’'
Reason for the Ballantin'e axing
was two-fold: Ballantine agency,
William Esty, said that the brew¬
ery was cutting its budget and the
smaller, budget did not allow for
"specialized ‘programs like ‘Fi¬
esta’.”
WABD contributed the
Other factor—that while the show
didn’t have bad ratings, the station
and the agency constantly waivered between producing a show in
Spanish for the Puerto Rican mar¬
ket or a show in. English for the

broader tv market. Program was
delivered .largely in English but
with a noticeable amount of Latino
as Well.
Station, Which instituted both
cancelled variety shows about
three months ago, said that it in¬
tended to- continue with live shows
to some degree, since they afforded
a “flexibility” for sponsors that
Madison Ave. couldn't necessarily
get qn film. “Fiseta" and Ford
were^each offered at $3,000 a week
for time and talent, which, WABD
states, is almost the same as the
price on: a WABD film show.
Meanwhile, to compensate in
some measure for the Block-Ballantine losses* WABD inked: Marl¬
boro, ciggies to co-sponsorship of
the reruns, of “Sheriff of Cochise”
and to half of the first-run “Of¬
ficial Detective.” “Detective” is
still half available but “Cochise” ,
is co-owned by Gallo winery.
: I

Chicago, Dec. 17.
WGN radio here is boasting a
- WGN
record
‘ord sales spree these fall
rnths with its daytime a sellout
months
from signon at 6 a.m. until 7 p.m.,
as of November, and with the 7-11
p.m, period 72% sold. Weekends,
the station claims, are 80% sold,
day and night combined.
Overall biz in October at> the
station was up 39% compared with
the same month in 1956,

CHeyne’s Hul> Slot
Boston, Dec. 17.
Robert B. Cheyne, formerly veep
in charge of sales for Allied Appli¬
ance Co.. Boston, has been appoint¬
ed director of sales promotion for
WHDH radio and WHDH-TV, Wil¬
liam B. McGrath, veep and mng.
dir. of the stations announced Mon¬
day (16),
Cheyne. was formerly sales.man¬
ager of Allied’s Columbia Record
division.

Introducing... the World’s Most Magnificent Radio. . .
There can be
finer gift!

Smallest and
lightest Standard
and Band Spread
Short Wave Portable
Radio ever produced I
transistors provide
this hew Trans-Oceanic
Radio, with a spectacular
reach. And, at the same
time, they have made it
possible for Zenith to whit¬
tle down size and weight to
virtually half that of con¬
ventional short wave port¬
ables. With this All-Tran¬
sistor Radio, there’s no
need for tubes* bulky “B”
batteries,, or AC/ DC power
supply.
Its tindistortcd power
output is 92% greater than
any tube, type short wave
ortable. Performs in steel
.liildings, planes, trains,
automobiles... ship-to-ship
... ship-tp-shore. The new
TVans-Oceanic Radio is
truly astounding.
Perfect gift for the yachts¬
man, traveler* sportsman,
diplomat, or for the man
“who has everything.” Per¬
fect, indeed, for anyone
whom you’d especially like
to please.

POWERED TO TUNE IN THE WORLD
8 Individual Wave Bands!

?250*

• SUPER-SENSITIVE BANDS
on the dial for every short wave sta-.
... including International Short - tion. Makes tuning more accurate,
Wave, Standard Broadcast, Marine,- easier.
Weather, Ship-to-Ship, Ship-toROTARY BAND SELECTOR
Shore, and Amateur Short Wave.
Slide-rule dial. One knob tunes all
The Trans-Oceanic Radio also gives
bands. Dialite for operation under
you the finest in domestic long¬
adverse lighting conditions.
distance reception:
OPERATES ON LOW COST
FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES

.. . available anywhere, here or
abroad. No tubes, no “B” batteries.
Operation costs only a fraction of a
cent per hour.
BAND SPREAD TUNING

... provides up to 1400% mote room

WAVEROD ANTENNAWAVEMAGNETO ANTENNA

far. greater sensitivity for standard,
broadcasts.
ICALLY TREATED

to perform even in high jungle
humidify!
EARPHONE ATTACHMENT

(optional) for private listening,
extra.'
PHONO JACK

.. . the handle itself unfolds and
telescopes fo a vertical Wayerod An-, po you can plug in your record
tenna, for the world’s most sensitive /player,
aind powerful short wave reception.
REMEMBER ...
Zeriith detachable Wavemagnet An¬
a batttry powtrcd portibl* » tt ncctuiry in your homo
tenna for use in trains, planes, auto¬
•i a (loshlitht in tu« of power fiilura coined by eir raid
oratber ameriency.
mobiles. Fastens on window. Assures

The quality goes in before the Zenith name goes on
♦Manufacturer's suggested retail pries* Including hattsrlss.
Price, and specifications subject to change without notice.

r

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION • CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
America’s pioneer In fine, radios for the home.
Also: makers of Television, High Fidelity Instruments, andHeari

iThi$)sNewYork’ N.J.‘Interested’
—— Continued from page 21
21 .
• m <
»
like aa specially equipped automo¬
automoIlfO l |||o| rflllP I
bile, Dugan hauls his tape unit
bile.
111 Cl l/tl€U IdllUvIe
through the subways and into cabs
to tape as many as eight stories a
day in a one-man reportorial binge
that even has the WCBS oldtimers
agog. With McKay handling the
interviews live oh the show and the
N. Y. State Board of Regents is
hard news and features, Dugan’s hoping to turn WATV, on Channel
tapes cover the on-the-spot stuff,
and as in the case 6f the subway 13 in the metropolitan area, into a
educational
operation.
situation, involves hustling back bi-state
and forth to the point of getting Lawyer Jacob Holtzman. the mem¬
the same interview twice follow¬ ber of the Board of Regents who
ing a late development.
instituted the move to keep WATV
The new format, incepted quietly from being transferred from At¬
last spring (Dugan and Kramer lantic TV to National telefilm As¬
were both hired for the new show), sociates, said that he had conferred
is still something of a commercial with Jersey Gov. Robert Meynei*
gamble, in the eyes of general man¬ and that the governor is “very
ager Sam Slate (who was. program much interested" in a joint educa¬
manager at the time he indepted tional video venture with N. Y.
the show). But, he recalls, all the
-Meyner two years, ago expressed
Gotham stations including CBS last officially, that he was against edu¬
spring were playing in the 9 to 11 cational tv. and when reminded of
area, and with some 2,000,000 to that Holtzman said that “things
3,000.000 New Yorkers running out change” and that Meyner was inof the house every night abound l terested because the tv plans for
9:30 to pick up the morning pa-‘ WATV laid out by the N, Y, State
pers, he figured there must be some Board W'ere more sensible than
kind of audience for a “newspaper anything Meyner had been exposed
of the air.” Next step was to con¬ to two years ago.
vince the network to let WCBS de¬
NT A filed a statement With the
lay-broadcast the web’s^S: 30-10
public affairs strip so that^This Is: FCC last week in which it re¬
minded
the; commission that the
New York” could slip in at 9:30.
This was accomplished this fall, Board of Regents had been given
seven
UHF
grants in New York in
with the pubaffairs shows going
later at 10:30.
, 1952 and had not acted on any of
them. Holtzman later contended
Slate figures that “This Is New that “we found that UHF, even in
York” is the most expensive hour, Buffalo and Albany (Where the con¬
production-wise, in N.Y. radio, but version factors 60% arid 80%, re¬
he also feels the experiment spectively), would be virtually dis¬
is a long-haul one, with no con¬ astrous for us to use.”
crete! results to be expected for
Regent Holtzman said: that iri
several months yet. But the sta¬
tion’s ratings have held up strong¬ 1952 the commission stated that
VHF
ultimately “Will have to fgo
ly and the show is now at about
the break-even point. More im¬ and that UHF is the tomorrow of
tv.”
Holtzman
said the Board of
portant is the prestige factor, with
the program, via Dugan’s hustling, Regents also accepted the seven
U
grants
in
order
to stop “pro¬
getting its share of news exclusives
and getting newspaper pickupsr moters who were stepping in
behalf
of
so-called
educational
inwith credit, as well. During the
subway strike, UP picked up two stitutionals,” in order to preserve
the
channels
for
prriper
educational
Dugan exclusives, AP one* both
use.
giving WCBS credit for them.
Holtzman. said that if the pres¬
On Dec. 26, the show will do a
year-end wrapup of some 10 top ent owners of WATV proved that
they
were being financially hurt by
N.Y. news stories and 20 other seg¬
ments, either. minor stories or top having to sell the station to N. Y,
state
rather, than NTA, a commer¬
features recorded by Dugan. As an
indication of how hustle pays off, cial tv outfit, the Regents would
probably
withdraw' their request
every segment and story on the
show will be covered by the orig¬ of the FCC, since “we dori't Want
to
hurt
them.”
inal tape job turned in by Dugan,
Te lawyerreducator said further
that if it was just a question of
having- to buy WAAT, Newark
radio station, in a package With
Continued from pare 1 === WATV, the way NTA plaris to do*
he said that either private individ¬
alent of 7,086,000 homes per day. uals or a corporation that has an
Program has 2.0 viewers per home, interest in the Board, of Regents'
which accounts for the daily view- cause, would “buy it in trust un¬
ership of 14,156,400.^-On a weekly til we could resell it.”
basis, the program has a turnover,
NTA; also raised the question of
of 2.4, Which means that through whether the Board of Regents was
a five-day week 16,987,680 differ¬ prepared to pay for the $l*00(h000
ent homes watch the show at least Worth of 20th-Fox films, which
once, and at 2.0 viewers per set, NTA, as a distributor, sold for 20th
that comes to a total audience of to WATV. Holtzman replied that
33,975,360 per: \yeek.
an. educational WATV “certainly
As to its comparison with would use. them,” but he was not
straight newsweeklies, as opposed prepared to say further what steps,
to the Life picture-news setup, he and his confreres would take to
Time, with 2,170,723 circulation solve that issue, since he had not
and 3,75 readers per issue, reaches investigated it.
only 8,140,211 each week and
(NTA is paying Atlantic, >the
Newsweek,: \vith 1,119,125 circula¬
tion and 4.0 readers per issue, hits owner of WATV aiid WAA'K $2,«
4,476,500. The; Edwards count, in¬ 550,000 immediately for the. sta¬
cidentally, doesn’t include his tion, if the FCC okay comes
Canadian viewership, which brings through, plus an additional $1,000,up the levels substantially. As to 000 out of station profits later on,
his television competition, latest and the distribbery has also as¬
ratings give the Chet Huntley- sumed $950,000 in debts from
David Brinkley “NBC News” an WATV.)_
11.4 total audience rating, or 3,832
homes.

Setup Re WATV

Doug Edwards

WINTER SUBLET

Don Lee Axes Hayes
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Vet newscaster Sam Hayes has
been axed from the new Don Lee
program lineup, effective Jan. 31;
after seven years with the net.
Hayes, the original “Richfield
Reporter” on NBC Radio* is
mounting a new tv news format
writh Sam Sutherland and is also
dickering for another radio outlet.
Seattle—Miller C. Robertson,
manager of WTCN-TV, Minneapo¬
lis, has been named station man¬
ager of KIRO-TV here by Saul
Haas* president and general man¬
ager of Queen City Broadcasting
Co., operator of KIRO and KIROTV, which is due to go on the air
in February. Robertson was man¬
ager of KSTP television station in
St. Paul before becoming manager
of WTCN-TV. the ABC station in
Minneapolis.

in MIDTOWN MANHATTAN
Attractive l'/x PENTHOUSE SUITE.
1 Vz Baths—Dining Arbor and Ter¬
race fujly equipped, Including -ho¬
tel svee.—new modern furnishings.
Quiet Country Living in City !
Perfect Spot for Writer-ArtistComposer—Etc.
Tree on Terrace Ready for Xmas
Avail. Immed. Until June 1st
$500.00 Mo.
PAT PALMER, 22 E. 67th, New York
TE S-428f.

BROOKS
COSTUMES
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Per average evening minute:
0

0

*

elevision probably is measured and evaluated
more frequently than anything else in America.
Yet most of this evaluation is reminiscent of the six
fabled blind men and the elephant. Each touched a differerent part of the animal—the trunk, the tail, the ears, the
tusks, the side, the legs. None, of course, could tell what
the whole elephant was like.
Individual TV statistics rarely tell what the whole net¬
work is like.
However, one such uncommon statistic is found in the
latest Nielsen Report* for the ’57-’58 season. The facts are
these: since one year ago, one network has lost audience
and two have gained.
Today, 56% more homes watch ABC-Television
than did last year.
ABC-Television’s gain ^ bigger both in percentage and
absolute millions of new homes-is television’s most star¬
tling, most vital statistic.

Neilaen Television Index for the two-week period, ended

* November 9,1957, versus the comparable Nielsen meas¬

ured two-week interval in 1955. (This analysis reflects
the average audience per minute delivered to all sponsored
evening programs from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. NYT, Sunday
through Saturday, by each network.)

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK

Cl

36
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difficulties can he cleared up. I
[would love to, but I don’t know
whether my stomach is good for
37 weeks., It ., might M that a
Continued from page 22 —aaa
good, man who. hasn’t been through
E=====si5 Continued from page 21.*""*
the last three months of -combat ford. Top participation rate [in.
here
,
might
come
in
and
he
able
day night “Talent Scouts,” for 0.3 to 5.9 in the second 15-minute
Hollywood, Dec* 17. ,
town is a flat~$900 per minute on
years an invincible property segment.
. to placate everybody,: I hope so WBBM-TV’$ “Best/of MGM” Sat¬
Bob Crosby and his Bobcats will
for Gisele’s sake/’ said the pro¬
against which NBC threw count¬
If Godfrey's influence is wear¬ ducer-writer.
star in Jack Webb’s new telefilm
urday evenings. Station’s Sunday series, “Pete Kelley’s Blues,” if
less shows and millions, of dollars ing off in terms of numbers of
In a fruitless effort to top it. While viewers, it doesn’t show up in his
film,
“Prestige
Performance,” Crosby can obtain his release from
“Wells Fargo/' which did succeed, sponsorship status,. He’s still fully
goes from $550 for a one-shot to his CBS pact, which runs until
is the third rated show in the sponsored on his “Talent Scouts”
slightly under $450 in a combina¬ next Sept. 22. Thus far, however,
codntry with a 36.0 Nielsen, “Tal¬ show. (by longtime bankrollers
tion buy, and weeknight . prices Crosby has been unable ,to wrangle
ent Scouts” ranks 51st with a 23.0 Toni and Lipton), and is virtually
Continued from page 23 SSSSS scale down from $375 to $276 With a release from the nfetwork. Webb
rating, something like half its au¬ SRO in the morning. . All of which
discounts..
plans to go into production on the
talent, producers,, stars, etc., ordi¬
dience four years ago.
adds up to a remarkable testimony narily. releasing through UA to
WNBQ gets $750 per spot bn its new series next year, aiming for
Much the same situation per¬ to Godfrey’s eloquence and persua¬ come into thb “Playhouse” project/ premium Sunday: evening film and the fall of l958r but .hasn’t set a
tains to Godfrey's morning show siveness as a television salesman UA TV’s goal is a full blown teler $225 per on its weekday reruns, production date.
the gave up his Wednesday night and to the fierce brand loyalty of film operation,'covering both syn¬ or $1,550 for the whole weeklong j . “I haven’t changed my .mind on
“Godfrey & Friends” hour at the his remaining audiences.
“Movie 5” package. WBKB has just Bob being just right for the series,
dication and national net sales.
end of last season.) For years com¬
[two spot carrier films (the others
HOW the decline & fall of God¬
Golden, who also will be a v.p. are. single sponsored), getting a hut if we have to go into produc¬
pletely dominant during the 10:30 frey began is a matter for conjec¬
tion and he’s not available because
to 11:30 across-the-board period, ture, of course, blit there are three and a director of the parent UA $500 top, sans discounts, for its of his CBS pact, we will be forced
the morning “Arthur Godfrey main areas of. speculation to ac¬ company, handled motion picture Monday show, and a $700 top for to get someone else. I have talked
and
telefilm,
financing
at
Bankers
Show” is now being soundly count for the falling-off of his au¬
the Saturday night “Shock” film. with Bob about the series; he wants
drubbed by Jan Murray’s “Treas¬ diences. One reason is his bad Trust, moving over, to the hank WGN-TV’s rates are roughly com¬ to do it, and I would like to have
ure Hunt” and “Goodson-Tod- press over the years, from his cast from Variety, where he had been parable to WBKB’s on its four par¬ him’ in it, if it’s possible,” said
man’s “The Price Is Right” on firings and from his run-ins with a member of the editorial staff for ticipation films.
Webb.
NBC-TV. Both the NBC entries ■the Civil Aeronautics Board. An, 14 years.
In announcing his 12-spot film
Webb limned the leading role in
UA TV has been engaged in fea¬ policy, Quaal, who helped write
are comparative newcomers, other is the seemingly inevitable
the radio version, on NBC over
tures
for
tv
distribution
under
“Price” having bowed less than a toll television takes oh the popu¬
the NARTB code, stated: “At the
year ago and Murray's show just larity of its artists, with time alone John Leo for well over a year. Leo time the code was conceived, there five years ago/Mark VII, his com¬
pany, will produce the series,
begun in August.
rendering an erosive effect. Final¬ will definitely continue at the helm was no way of anticipating the Webb will direct one or two- epiThe Nielsens show that at 10:45 ly, with NBC throwing new show of the feature distribution opera¬ tremendous popularity, of movies i sodes; George Stevens Jr. will di¬
tion,
which
is
now
prepping
a
new
to 11, “Treasure Hunt" scores a [after new: show against Godfrey. package for release after the first on television and their subsequent rect some. James Lee Barrett is
sponsorship, in many cases, on a writing several scripts for the. ser¬
1Q.8 to Godfrey's 6.0 (the 10:30 I at night and in the daytime, it Was
participation basis.” He referred ies. Webb produced, directed and
quarter-hour isn't rated in the [ just a matter of time before One of the year.
Tipoff of UA’s big tv plains, to the,code’s one-to-fiye ratio on [starred
case,; of “Treasure Hunt” because of the formats caught; On.
in the theatrical film
came with Its recent attempt to participation shows as “impracti¬ version for
it's sustaining then, but Godfrey
But even, Godfrey’s radio efforts hujr
Warner Bros.
Associated Artists Produc¬ cal” for feature films not only be¬
has a 6.2 in that segment). At 11, appear to be on the wane* though
Webb
has had conversations
“Price” tops Godfrey by 10.0 to he continues to show great tions, now highlighted by the Ca¬ cause they are a viewing aggrava¬
6.0 in the first quarter hour and strength in the aural medium. His nadian deal. In light of the legal tion but because they do a disr with NBC anent the hew series,
and the web is interested in the.
morning simulcast/ once a tower wrangle, the new UA-Chesler proj¬ service to the advertiser.
project. His “Dragnet” series is on
of CBS strength, shows at least ect is open to dispute. NTA, amorig
NBC.
its
many
other
contentions,
claims
one crack in its armor, with NBC’s
“My True Story'* topping Godfrey an enforceable contract with the
for purchase of a
in one of its two quarter-hour seg¬ Chesler group
sitock interest in AAP.
ments/according to the radio Niel¬ majority
’ Continued from page 27 ^—^
Today
(Wed.),
in New York Su¬
sens,. Godfrey tops NBC’s “Band-; preme Court, NTA
is slated to file network must pay residuals on for¬
stand” by a comfortable margin,
a
brief
on
the
merits
of
its
contract
eign sales of live tv programs.
though “Bandstand” shows contin¬
the Chesler group, a deal
Boston, Dec. 17.
He said that the network “doesn’t
uing improvement. And at 5;30 to with
the Chesler group bowed want to .catalog any program sales,”
A special one-day sesh of radio
6 p,m. in his new “Ford Road which
out
of.
.
Opposing
briefs,
in
an¬
broadcasters from all sections of
Show,” Godfrey ^trails . the local, swer to UA arguments, are due to but that there were some in. ty*
New England is set for tomorrow
programming of the NBC affiliates, be filed Friday (20). Arguments
AFTRA pointed out recently that (Wed.) at Hotel Vendome, by the
though the show indicates signs of may be called for before a. deci- it received payments on radio pro¬ Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn.
building.
grams sold1 overseas by NBC. Pay¬
sin. is rendered.
Purpose is to discuss plans to
. At/last Wednesday’s (11) hear¬ ments, however, were apparently promote the many assests of
ing in New . York Supreme. Court, not.arranged on all NBC shows sold Yankeeland, not only to New ErigAAP minority stockholders who abroad, but the union declined to landeTs, but throughout the. U.S.,
initiated the- case- withdrew their say why. It was also pointed* out Roy V Whisnand/ WCOP, Boston*
Very important, . .
that the tv issue that has arisen is mgr,, and prexy of the Mass. Broad¬
Continued from pase 20
request for a temporary injunc¬ far
more important to AFTRA since casters said.
tion to block the sale of the Ches¬
a great show.. Subsequently, the ler majority stock interest in it cbuld entail many more sales for
The 100. reps from N. E, stations
much
more money than radio ever will be .welcomed by Mayor John
other agency, Benton & Bowles, AAP to NTA. They pointed out
Unavailabilities are something
particularly since radio B. Hynes. John T. Burke, Mass..
received a letter of congratulations that the Chesler group had with¬ promised,
sales were by and large limited to
a station has to sell that
from their sponsor Schick then Gi- drawn from the deal, but asked English-speaking countries while tv Dept, of Commerce Commissioner
will speak at the a.m. sesh on “New
the court to reinstate their in¬
isn’t for sale.
sele received a letter from the head junction bid, if NTA wins in its shows are not.
England Area Development and
AFTRA has maintained that it Planning.” Mayor Richard C. Lee
of
Scott
Paper
saying
his
son,
the
‘
suit.
to
,
make
the
Chesler
deal
Sometimes they’re; pointless
ad manager, said the second show binding. Arguments also were has the contractual right clearly of New Haven, Conn., will address
implied in its network contracts
bragging. \ou know the kind. ..
was better than the first This all heard ori the procedural question that it is (entitled to foreign pay¬ the group on “How to Revitalize a
City” at luncheon.
of whether, [to make the . NTA suit
happened in a few days after ihe: against UA, and others, part of the ments on U.S.-produced live tv
"Continually sold out since 1948.
show. Then a couple of days, af¬ minority stockholders suit.
shows* Issue was first raised, about
Sorry... ho.. .ho... ho.."
ter this, MCA threatened to fire
Kansas City-—Two. Kansas City,
Edgar A. (Ted) Manning, as¬ a. month ago, when AFTRA took
me if I didn’t do the type of show sistant v.p. of the Bankers Trust action in an original letter to the broadcasting executives have been
appointed
to posts with the Mis¬
they,
wanted.
I.
asked
them
what
network
asking
.for
information
on
Who cares?
Co.i will succeed Golden as head of
souri State March of Dimes Com¬
happened to all this praise; how the amusement industries depart¬ the Como sale.
mitted. John T. Schilling, exec
did .it reverge Itself in three days; ment. This division handles loans
Von.
v.p. of KMBC-TV, will be working
there has never been an [answer for theatrical and telefilm pro¬
with the 30 tv stations in the
to this in all. this time; So it’s ducers.
Unavailabilities tell you about
state,, arid Richard W. Evans; com¬
been a running battle of trying to
Manning had been second in
mercial manager of KCMO, will
do What We think is the right kind command to Golden.
a station’s programming, your
coordinate activities of the 71 ra¬
Continued from page 21
of show at 9:30 p.m. Saturday fol¬
dio stations./
potential rating, the calibre
lowing an hour-and-half of similar
(over and above time costs) doesn’t
programming.
of the station itself—like
Hollywood—In another personr begin to balance off production
“In our estimation, MCA never riel change at KABC, American costs,; with CBS saddled with the
KTTV’s News and
clearly defined what they, wanted Broadcasting Met station here, added budget rap. Frequently these
News Feature programming.
to change the show to, They sug¬ Roy Cordell, former KlOA, Des run into ’* stratospheric figures.
gested letting Gisele talk to the Moines, station manager, succeeds (NBC reportedly took a $300,000
William Baxley as sales manager.
Award-winning superb local
audience more, and we were in ac¬ Baxley
second of Station's top production loss on the General Mo¬
cord
with this. But aside from'that echelon is
to depart in N.Y.-ordered tors anni show, despite the . $750,remote coverage, fast-breaking
there haven’t; been any specifics realignment, with former, general 000 GM investiture.) True, as
film to supplement the national
except a general pressure to dp (manager John Hansen already things turned out, NBC's prestige
less comedy, and this came to a cli¬ ankled.
was enhanced , considerably and
and international news,.. with
max when we hired a wonderful
GM was happy—but how many
the news features to round out
performer like Cesar Romero, and
such losses can a network incur?
then
Were
told
to
deemphasize
the
Add to this the fact that, when¬
he news in depth.
guest star and comedy,... with the
ever and wherever a special is
result we had a. pleasant but quiet
, For some unfathomable rea¬
scheduled,, it entails preemption of
Personalities...
show.
son, CBS-TV daytime shows
regular half-hour programming,
seem to deliver fatter ratings
necessitating time & program re¬
“I’ve tried to pi down whOr—
Putnam.. . Coates.. *
after they’ve received Word
bates to clients. Over the span of
what man—is really giving orders,
they’re being cancelled than
a season Jthis. means millions.
and we just don’t know. I had a
Joy . > . Welsh. Four shows
during their unharried run.
meeting with an ad agency man
But the real poser and trouble¬
you can’t buy.
[This was the case, nearly a year
who some connection with the
some area would lie in ainy serious
NOT SHIMS NATIONAL PARK; ARKANSAS
ago, when the Will Rogers Jr.
show, was quoting these .same
defection
away from regular week¬
It’s top-quality programming
things, arid said ‘they said so-and- . “Good Morning” show got the
ly programming,, for where would
axe—up
shot
its
ratings.
High
blood pressure? Taut nerves?
so.’ and-he said *who are ‘they.* I
like this that gives your Sales
the new advertisers come from to
Same thing happened this
had: no~ answer because I thought
take up the slack?
Arthritis? Rheumatism? Are these
message a running start...
0
month
with
its
successor,
the
be was one of ‘they.* It turned out
Once-a-month sponsorship car¬ your symptoms? Then relax in the.
Jimmy Dean stanza, which
his thinking was along entirely
that builds the audience, the
ried to any extremes would thus
bounced up on the Nielsens
different lines of thinking than that
create
an economic. crisis within soothing radioactive thermal waters
atmosphere and first class;
after getting “the’ word/’
at. Scott. MCA has gone along
the networks, particularly at a at this spa. At the Arlington , relaxa¬
’ with every bit. of criticism,. even ■ ■ [ Now it’s “Strike It Rich,”
availabilities.
time
when
network tv is falling to
though MCA and JWT men on , which in the current first No¬
attract any new advertisers of con¬ tion and luxury are yours. The
vember Nielsens pulled a 7.2
. occasion Thave liked the script,
Oh yes, your K FT V sales rep
sequence,
as
it did,, for example, new Dorothy Draper decor is
average. audience and an 8.3
then .reversed their opinions when
in the days when new program
has availabilities, too.
total audience, though its share
the: east didn’t- like them. I don't
patterns
such
“Today,” “To¬
dipped slightly* from 34.7%
know the answer to this whole
night,” “Home’* and “Wide Wide
to 34.1%. According to pack¬
thing unless it’s pay ,tv.
World”
Were
initially
evolved to
ager
Walt
Framer,
that’s
the
I was going to quit before but
ipvite. new and fresh coin into the
best it’s done in a year. And
they asked for an extension on my
medium.
Los AngelesTimes-MGM
unlike
CBS
house-owned
pack¬
option .for a cooling off period,
ages which once dead lie dead,
. and it extended to Jan. H, but now
Television
“Rich” is stirring new spon¬
I’ve asked they replace me im¬
Tulsa—Frank S. Lane, general
Rtprestnttd nationally by BLAIR-TV
sor interest, according to Fra¬
mediately, I’ve canceled the ex¬
manager of KRMG, has been
mer, on the basis of its rating
tended option., Giesele asked me
elected .president of the Tulsa
upbeat
sfay on the show, she thinks the'
Press Club for 1958.
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TV Followup Comment
Cdntfnued from page. 31

future scientists will be coming
from the answer could partially be
found in this informative, absorb¬
ing session in which more than a
score of students from some 12.
N.Y. high schools participated. On
hand were a variety of props, which
the pupils themselves constructed.
This equiphient ranged from homer
made telescopes to a Plexiglas
model of an earth satellite com¬
plete with gadgets' to take atmos-.
pheric temperatures and other
scientific data.
Under “Carousel” host Paul
Tripp’s easy-going questioning -the
embryo scientists relaxed and dis¬
played ho sign of nervousness des¬
pite the multitude of studio lights
and cameras. They were talking
in terms of “solid fuels, thrust,
velocity, sputniks” and a variety of
kindred words. But the discussion
never became too technical thanks
to . Tripp who expertly kept the
subject down to the layman’s level.
“There’s a new world waiting to
be explored,” Tripp remarked at
the start of the program, “arid
these students will show how • to
reach , it.” In fact the teenage
scholars, who included one girl,
made science appear so fascinating
via their demonstrations and com¬
mentary that, this reviewer feels
most youngsters who saw the show
will be on a definite “have rocket,
will travel” kick,
At the windup Tripp read a
letter from Vice President Nixon
in which he. stressed the value of
youngsters’ work in science: Nixon
has a point and .on the strength of
this one-shot on science why not
have a regular weekly program
based on physics, chemistry, etc.
aimed at sub-teeriers in terms they
can understand?
Gilb.
Look Up and Live
“Look Up and Live” got into the
holiday spirit last Sunday (15).
The half-hour GBS-TVer put the
spotlight on gospel siriger Mahalia.
Jackson, who: belted out a flock of
traditional Christmas tunes in
What was probably a preview of
her upcoming Xmas Concert at
Town Hall, N.Y., next Sunday (22).
Most of the program was devoted
to Miss Jackson’s solid brand of
Songstering and on that score its
was tops.
Guesting on the show, which, in¬
cidentally was subtitled “Christ¬
mas With Mahalia Jackson,” was
Bev. Hansom Hammond; pastor of
the East Harlem Protestant Parish
in New York. His verbal exchange
with Miss Jackson followed a con¬
trived question-and-answer pattern
and paved the way for sermonizing
cues. Giving Miss Jackson fine in¬
strumental backing were pianist
Mildred Fall, guitarist Johnny
Smith, drummer Ossie Johnson,
bass player George Roumanis and
organist Dick Mitchell.
The stanza, produced by the

CBS Public Affaire Dept/of CBS
News, was presented in coopera¬
tion with the National Council of
Churches of Christ.;
Jess,

Z'Mn&rr
brought out every last ounce of
anxiety and frustration of a. man
who was one minute riding high
at the top of his profession and in
the next was being brought down
to earth for an act of kindness
which had involved forgivable false
testimony years before.
A well chosen cast gave firstrate
support to the American, with
notable performances supplied by
Barbara Chilcott as Simon’s highly
efficient, but. warm hearted secre¬
tary, Joyce Heron; his cold hearted
Wife, Cyril Shaps and CMrles McFadden.
j Rudolph Cartier’s production
was set at a brisk tempo which
perfectly suited the action, and
Stephen Taylor’s sets of the pros¬
perous. New York law offices were
convincing.
Bary.

Omnibus
Although it was episodic: and epigramatic, James Lee’s adaptation
of James Boswell’s “Life of Samuel
Johnson” on NBC-TV last Sunday
(15) etched a convincing and under¬
standing characrer study*of 18th
century England’s literary giant.
It was an exceptional feat to
whittle down Boswell’s bio to a 90riiiriute runningtime (with- time
out for commercials) but Lee -got
to the heart of the matter with
finely etched scenes that made
Johnson real and engrossing.
And the life-like dimension was
added by Peter Ustinovs exciting Sunday Night at the Palladium
interpretation of.the pivotal . role.
Radiant Janet Blair,
hit in
In .a fabulous makeup job that “The Bells Are Ringing” at the
stressed: Johnson's. deformities
Coliseum,
moved
over
the
Palla¬
Ustinov captured the man right
down to the tic. With lines loaded dium to make her British’tv debut
with epigrams and witticisms, in this show (8) and her peppy
Lstinov had no easy job in making
the character come to life but he personality made this one of the
made each often-heard Johnson- cheeriest stints of this series. With
isms fit into the creation of the George Gaynes, her costar in
complete man: It was a standout “Bells,” she sang a couple of num¬
thesping achievement.
bers from the show, “Long Before
As the young Boswell, Kenneth I Met You” and “Just in Time,” and
Haigh, too, scorch effectively. finished with the theme song of
Brash, eager, inebriated but always “Bonjour Tristesse.” This was not
completely devoted to Johnson, only a persdnable tv appearance
Haigh’s Boswell was an excellent but must have stimulated consider¬
complement to Ustinov’s Johnson. able interest iri the Coliseum musi¬
Producer Robert Saudek went cal. .
ail out on. this orie and everything
Star of the first half was Paul
worked, . A; topnotch supporting Anka, the young U.S. warbler who
cast and all the production trap¬ ; is visiting Britain for a vaude tour,
pings helped develop the atmos¬ Anka made a slapup attack on the
pheric mood of London in the mid- susceptibilities of the teenagers
eighteenth , century. Its taverns, its with a number of songs dealing
streets^ its homes and its theatres exclusively with love. “I Was So
became as important a part of the in Love,” “I Love You, Baby” and,
Johnson story as the man’s words. of course, his best seller, “Diana”
Co-directors Alan Schneider and were the core of an act that had
Seymour Robbie kejpt everything, the
of youth but must
going in an orderly manner and haveexuberance
left viewers pondering on the
Alistair Cooke was corafdrtable and alfnighty
power
of the disk. Sup¬
easy with the'brief intro chores.
porting acts were the Nordics,, a
Gtos.
trio of conventional tumblers, and
the Compagne de Paris, a neat
puppet act, which was distinctive
partly because of a more than usual
use of closeup lensing.
Alfred Marks, making his debut
as emcee, did little to enhance his
COUNSELLOR AT LAW excellent, tv reputation. His wise¬
With Eli Wallach, Barbara Chilcott, cracking was tired stuff and his
Joyce Heron; Patricia Webster, handling of the “Beat the Clock”
David Saire, Eileen Way, Mark feature a shade heavy handed.
Heath;
Mary Laura Wood, Marks will probably settle dowri in
Brenda Dunrich, Cyril Shaps, the next show but previous emcees
Roger Delgado, Tamba Allen, have set a pace which this particu¬
Brian Hankins, Kerry Jordan, lar comic failed to maintain. The
Kathryn Sadler, Robert Ayres* John Tiller Girls and Cyril OrdaNatalie Lynn, Redmond-Phillips, nel’s Palladium orch were well up
George Mikell, David Rayner, to. their usual standard.
Rich.
Vivian Matalon, Frank Ellement
Writer; Elmer Rice
Producer: Rudolph Cartier
TV adaptation: Ian Dallas.
105 Mins., Sun., 8 p.m.
American Broadcasting Network
BBC-TV, from London
The practice of bringing over has evidently lost WJW, its Cleve¬
land.
radio affiliate, for keeps.
headline American actors to appear
in Yank plays Ms proved a wise After several weeks of negotiation
policy. A point in fact was the to hold onto the 5,000-watt Storer
outstanding perforinance given by outlet, the station’s management
Eli Wallach, whom BBC-TV had decided to leave, it's reported.
imported to play the lead role .of . ABN is replaeing WJW with the
George Simon in Elmer Rice’s 250-watt WSRS, until now an indie.
‘‘Counsellor At Law.” ^Although
the play had been aired*in Britain
several times before over a period
BURRUD'S KCOP DEAL
of years, the current production
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
was full of suspense, and even
Bill Burrud, travelog producerthough it was performed without an host, has inked a new two-year
intermission, maintained a gripping
hold on the audience throughout. pact with new management of
The many facets of George KCOP for his exclusive services at
Simon’s complex personality as a a packager arid personality.
Burrud; who already has two
high powered self-made criminal
lawyer of the ’30’s, were beauti¬ shows on KCOP, will bow a third
fully conveyed by Wallach. He tagged “Treasure” early next year.

Foreign TV Followup

Foreign TV Reviews

Clere.-ABC Pfft
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Lowther’s’Gee Whiz’
Record—18th Script
ContMiied from pace 20 —.
v.. i
k Single Year’s Span
Goldenson said that making Treyz

AB-PT

president of ABC-TV was of no
George Lowther will rack up
iirimediate importance to him, but1 some sort Of record—or add to hi
he wanted it clearly understood
that, with or without a presiden¬ mark, at the very least^-when
tial stripe, Treyz was in complete NBC-TV’s “Matinee Theatre” does
charge of the tv web.
his 18th script of the year. LowIt’s understood fhat ABC-TV, ther’s agent, Blanche Gaines,,
with a $65,000,000 outlay in pro¬ thought she already hit a peak with
gramming and facilities, has not
been running at a profit under one of the whitehaired boys out of
Treyz. The board members had her literary stable when she sold
taken note of that fact before their his 17th story to “Matinee,” to be
latest legislative session, leading given tomorrow (Thurs.). Then in
to the belief that some kind of ac¬ came the 18th sale, as yet untitled,
tion, if only a dressing down of the to be presented early in the New
principals, would occur at the Year. The 17th is Lowther’s adap¬
board meeting. It Was suggested tation of a short story titled “The
by one source* that, apart from the Gentleman Caller.” Of the 18,
critical state of Paramount The¬ two were originals, with one of
atres, remonstrative action was them repeated.
stayed because some pretty hot
Also out of the Gaines shop,
Nielsen figures were delivered up Frank D. Gilroy is fashioning
by ABC-TV the morning of the “Point, of No Return,” Paul Os¬
meeting. Network was running borne play based on the J. P. Marquand book of that name, for CBSTV’s. “Playhouse” '90. It goes iri
February and will mark Gilroy’s
ABC Consolidation?
second tv work from a Marquand
There is heavy, speculation
novel, the first having been “Sin¬
this week that the board: of di¬
cerely, Willis Wayde,” also done on
rectors of American Broad¬
“90,” “A Man After His Own
casting. - Paramount Theatres
Heart,” original by Henry & Made¬
has requested a reconsolida¬
line Misrock, has been bought by
tion of ABC-TV and American
Norman Felton as one of his pro¬
Broadcasting Network, the
ductions for the .upcoming Holly¬
AB-PT r^dio network, Which
wood-based- version of “Studio
wrere separated last May When
One.”
Robert Eastman came in as
prexy of the latter. Addition¬
ally, it is reported, the board
is seeking a toplevel executive
to head the combined broad¬
casting divisions, leaving ABPT prexy Leonard Goldenson
free to devote his time to the
administration of the Para¬
mount Theatres.
Such a step would return
ABC to the status it had under
Robert Kintner, who, before
leaving for NBC as exec veep,
was president of the combined
radio and tv networks.
Goldenson declared Monday
(16) “1 have. always been iri
charge of all divisions (of
Very important..
AB-PT) and I shall continue
td.be in charge of them.”

un'a’vail'a* bil'i • ties

56% ahead of the 1956-1957 sea¬
son on the average minute returns
for its nighttime commercial
shows, indicating to the board
that the web is in a fully competi¬
tive audience situation with the.
other two tv networks.
It may be that the Treyz and
Aubrey promotions were kept
from board action until the money
situation changes also.
In radio, the situation could be¬
come much more critical *than in
tv, because it not only portends a
change in management, but the
possible ejection of an entire
ejection of an entire theory of pro¬
gramming — ABN; prexy Robert
Eastman’s live musical stanzas. If
for no other reason than ABN has
spent a small fortune to get the
new shows underway, it is reported,
the hoard feels it has to wait a
while, longer to .see if the format
will click. ABN program expendi¬
tures on a year-long basis could
well exceed $2,000,p00, and at pres¬
ent the radio web is earning only
the merest fraction of that on
sales in the programs for- which
the money is being laid out.

CBS News
Continued from page.
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Unavailabilities are something
a station has to sell that
isn’t for sale.
Sometimes they’re pointless
bragging. You know the kind...
"Continually sold out since 1948.
Sorry. < .ho.,. ho... ho..
Who cares?
You.
' Unavailabilities tell you about
a station's programming, your
potential rating, the calibre
of the station itself—like
RTTV’s News and
News Feature programming
Award-winning superb local
remote coverage, fast-breaking
film to supplement the national
and international news ..with
the news features to round out
the news in depth.
Personalities...

CBS News, that’s still up in the
air, so much so that it’s not yet Putnam... Coates...
clear whether it is a “division” of Joy... Welsh, Four shows
CBS or still a “department.” A you can’t buy.
memorandum last spring desig¬
nated it as a department arid called
Mickelson v.p. and general man¬ It’s top-quality programming
ager, but that memo ,was never like this that gives your sales
“ratified” iri -the sense that the
message a running start.,.
CBS board took official action.
And as to the riew name change, that builds the audience, die
from CBS News & Public Affairs atmosphere and first class
to CBS News, decision to shorten
it wa$ made for the sake of con¬ availabilities.
venience, merely to chop three
words off a cumbersome title. Oh yes, your KTTV sales rep
Structure of the unit under Mick- has availabilities, too.
elson remains the same, with John
Day as. director of news, Irving
Gitlin as director of public affairs;
Bill MacPhail as director qf sports
and Paul Levitan as director of
los Angeles Times-MGM
special events. Credits and adver¬
tising will bear the “produced by
Television
CBS News” tag, or In the case of Reprrtented nationally by BLAIR-TV
pubaffairs or sports shows, “pro¬
l-J
duced by the public affairs divi¬
sion v. * ..of CBS News.”
-
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WHOM Stadies Radio
CBS Radio prexy Arthur Hull Hayes yesterday (Tues.) presented
397 reels of tape, representing two full weeks of network program¬
ming, to the Library of Congress. Material, the entire network feed
(7 a.m. to 11 p m.) during the May 13 to 26 period, will be stored in
the Library's collection of Audio-Visual Reference Materials!
. Hull turned over the tapes to. Librarian L. Quincy MUmford in a
ceremony in Washington, Included in the tapes were two Presidential
reports to the nation, on budget and foreign aid, and the CBS docu¬
mentary, “The Galindez-Murphy Case,” both broadcast during that
period.
Talent Associates has signed with the William Morris agency for
television and motion pictures represention. Until now, the David
Susskind-Al Levy packaging operation had been handling its; own sales,
..but moved in with Morris in order to expand its scope of operations.
TA did one film, “Edge .bf the City,” for Metro release, but is hop¬
ing to expand its picture operations with the Morris office fronting
it. TV package sales already set by TA aren’t affected by the deal,
but Morris will rep TA in all future .sales.
Douglas Edwards will do his 10th annual “Report from the North
Pole” on CBS Radio Dec. 23 at 9 to 9:15 p.m. (New. York will carry at
11:15 to 11:30). Report is a tongue-in-cheek affair which started out
as a one-shot but has become an annual must for CBS on the basis
of the mail pull and the annual request for reprints of the broadcast
Edwards does the report straight-faced, telling of his “flight,” the
weather" conditions, of his interview of Mr. and"Mrs. Santa Claus, etc.
Last year, requests for reprints totalled 15,000.
Board members of the National Assri. of Radio and TV Broadcasters
will journey to Arizona for their winter meeting. Sessions will be held
Jan. 19-24 in Phoenix, at the Camelback Inn.
Prior to Board sessions which start Jan. 22, there will be meetings
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Conventions and Conferences, the tele¬
vision Finance Committee, the General Fund Finance Committee, and
the Membership Committee:
Homeless European Land Program gets some unexpected coin via
unprecedented contributions stemming from the “Playhouse 90” tele¬
cast “For I Have Loved a Stranger” tomorrow (Thurs.) night. Show,
specially written for “Playhouse y0,” depicts the problem of displaced
persons that led to the formation of HELP with United Nations spon¬
sorship. Husband and wife acting team of Don Murray and Hope
Lange is donating all salaries in connection with the show, and the
William Morris office is foregoing its usual commission. Coin will help
pay for farm land recently acquired in Sardinia by HELP.
Bing Crosby’s only scheduled “spec” appearance, on CBS-TV—the
Jan. 12 pickup of his Pebble Beach Golf Tourney, being billed as “Bing
Crosby & His Friends”—will probably be \ expanded from an hour to
90 minutes. Chicago-based Easy Washing Machine Co., which wili spon¬
sor the telecast, wants the extra 30 minutes and CBS is ^working out
the. details.
Telecast, originally set for 6 to. 7 p.m. that Sunday, will expand from
5:30 to 7.

Puerto Ricans in N.Y.

Radio Reviews

A special Pulse survey of New GLASS MENAGERIE
on the proceedings, orchestrating
York Puerto Ricans, done for for¬ With Mildred Dunnock, Kim Stan¬ the tone poem inherent in Williams
ley, Eli Wallach and Karl Malden work, with precision, clarity and
eign language radio indie WHOM,
Producer: Edward M. Goldbqjrger
directness.
Horo.
revealed that 100% of the families Director: Gerald Kean
own radio sets arid 79% own ty. Writer: Tennessee Williams
WHOM says, basing the approxi¬ 90 Mins.; Fri. (13)
VOICE OF AMERICA
I
mation on several N. Y. C. bureau
The English-speaking world out¬
and church reports, that there are side the U.S. was treated to a fine
Barry Gray Show
735,000 Puerto Ricans in the metro¬ radio adaptation of Tennessee
-Williams’ “Glass Menagerie',” pro¬
Dore Schary would make an ex¬
politan area.
duced by the Voice of America in cellent
emcee,
tv panelist or the
'Report by Pulse indicated , that cooperation with the American
like. Personalities with show bix
P. R. radio listening is high National Theatre and Academy. authority and professional delivery
with ffnesse by VOA staff
throughout the day and:
ing Adapted
writer Don Agger, it was broadcast are hard to cbme by. That’s always
with 29% of; the homes Using ra- via the State Department branch’s been one of the shortages in this
type of program “casting,” dating
! dio at 7 a.m. and 30% using it at facilities Friday (13).
back to that oldfashioned thing
The Williams’ play was the sec¬ called radio and truer even in tv.
! 7 p.m. At 9 p.m., 24% of the Latino
ond outing for VOA’s “American Schary should, be very much right
radio homes, 67% of which , are bi¬ Theatre
of the Air,”, the first being up there oh the lists. He proved
lingual, Use radio.
Thornton Wilder’s “Our Town” it anew Monday (16) with a . skill¬
WHOM, which pro g r a ms in last June, which served as a click ful interview on Barry Gray’s
Spanish from 6 to 8 a.m. and from beginning for the ANTA-VOA WMCA (N. Y.) midnighter, a re¬
2 to midnight, was first in 46 out series.
laxed, professional gabfest about
of 48 of its daily Latino quarterAgger’s adaptation captured the: Hollywood, the future of motion
hours. WWRL tied once and won warmth, the sensitivity and the pictures, tollyision, and the like.
once in competitive time.. (The sadness of Williams’ work, the first
ScHary was by no means of the
WWRL Spanish sked runs daily to make its commercial way on Eddie Silverman genre, writing off
from 5 to 10:30 a.m. and from Broadway in 1945. The author the picture business.. He does con¬
himself was on hand for the broad¬ cede the terrific inroads ottv but
5:30 to 9:30 . p.m,)
cast with a few words of introduc¬ cannot reconcile himself to the
Pulse states that 71.3% bf the tion.
Hollywood brand of film produc¬
P.R. families in New York did
With a few broad, poetic strokes,
“designed for a 24-foot screen
“some listening” on WHOM. the son of the torn family, Tom, tion,
being entirely Satisfactory on a
Period covered by. Pulse was in played by Eli Wallach, set the 24-inch screen.” Motion pictures*
late October.
stage. From. then on, over a 90- mass—meaning highly successful—
Meanwhile, competitor WWRL minute span, life as Williams en¬ acceptance was pointed up by him
sales chief Selvin Donneson said visioned it, captured your attention. through the fact that, since tv,
he has been “amazed at the coinci¬ 1 Wallach, in the son’s role, was dis¬ there have been more “golden cir¬
dence of leadership in a .rating gusted, hurt and helpful, as de¬ cle” grossers—meaning .films in
with who paid for it. I have become manded by the script. The mother, the $4,000,000-and-upwards boxwith telling effect by Mil¬ office class. Likening this selec¬
convinced that ratings, taken by an played
dred. Dunnock, was enduring,
brand of motion picture pro¬
individual station, dnly helps to foolish,, noble and annoying. All tive
duction to the diminishing number
confuse , the time buyers. The the pity, in her role was delivered of legit production now, as against
only way an honest picture of lis¬ by Kim Stanley,, as the crippled, 25 years ago, so too films will be
tening habits can be obtained is to sky, dream-ridden daughter. Karl fewer but better, and earning
have all stations in a market Malden was Mr. Reality, “the more* He pegged a 150-per-annum
jointly subscribe to a rating, with gentleman caller;”
production schedule ts against the
all groundrules spelled oUt before
With one or two exceptions, 450-500 new films made annually
haUd.”
every scene and every evoking in Hollywood’s heyday. Schary
A top WHOM exec countered by mood came off well.. One exception didn’t see “coin-television around
corner” and observed that
saying, that several months ago was the hysterical, blowup between; the
and mother in the' beginning- there will be other “psychological
his station approached WWRL to son
resistances” to tollvision, presum¬
which
had
more
theatricality
than
do a joint Latin radio study, but perception, all done in one high- ably meaning public objection to
that WWRL “stalled," and then did pitched strident key. But what fol¬ paying for something they have
its own. He said, latter station lowed easily made Up for the be¬ been so long conditioned to ex¬
hence has no. right to plead for a ginning flaw, director Gerald Kean pecting and accepting for free.
joint rating venture.
Abel.
on the whole keeping a firm grip

Radio Followup

Hi Mom ... is a delight .>, the main chores on ‘Hi, Mom’ are
shouldered by a girt named Shari Lewis/ who is all eyes and
mouth and charm and talent. She’s a ventriloquist who sings
songs, tells stories arid is altogether too good for your pre-school
children and should have a show aimed at older children, like,

JOHN CROSBY
New York Herald Tribune
Dec. 16, 1957

• HI MOM
Monday through Friday
9-7Q A M.

WRCA-TV

• SHARILAND
Saturdays, 8-9 A.M.

WRCA-TV

• RCA VICTOR
BLUEBIRD ALBUM

Special Material and Songsi

LANO'KUN

Personal Representatives!
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LESTER LEWIS ASSOCIATES: « EpsHSHi Street. New Ye* —Man 3-5082
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Radio-TV Production Centres
Continued from page. 26
named member of the administrative board of directors Qf Travelers
Aid Society of Chicago . . . Ron Terry preemed new latenight variety
stanza oh WBKB last Sunday (16) .. . WBBM’s “Frankly Speaking”
doubling as a Sunday video pubaffairs entry en WBBM-TV starting
Dec. 22 .
Arthur W. Schultz, supervisor of General Foods account at
Foote, Cone & Belding here, got his veep stripes last week ., Sterling
(Red) Quinlan, ABC v.p. in charge of WBKB, received citation for “Re¬
port to the People” from Chi Commission on Human Relations last,
week . . . Joan Kohn, publicist for. educational station WTTW, in Mi¬
chael Reese Hospital as of last weekend or observation..

IN WASHINGTON
Robert Montgomery; White House tv adviser, skedded to speak on
that subject at training school of Young Republicans Jan, 15 . . . Jo¬
anne Stressenger, former Girl Friday, to musical director of Mutual,
now associated with the newly-organized Capitol Transcription Service
here . . ; Barbara Bell, ex of National Geographic staff, now in con¬
tinuity department at WTOP . . . Milton Q. Ford, WOL d.j., slated to
ride a helicopter with Santa Claus Christmas morning as part of pro¬
motional tie-in between station and a Teal estate development
: .
WTOP-TV will go’ on a “bowl” kick during holiday season, with fol¬
lowing lineup of big grid games: Holiday Bowl, Dec^ 21; Gator Bowl,
Dec. 28; Orange Bowl, Jan. 1; and Cotton Bowl, Jan. 1 . . . Steve Alli¬
son Show,-WWDC’s hep late night (10:35-1 a.m.) show, moving to Occodental Restaurant this week . . ; Sixth annual U.S. Dept of Agri¬
culture Visual Workshop will be held here Jan, 27 & 28.

IN LONDON . .
Dorothy Tntin to star in ATy*s Television Playhouse production of
•‘Invitation to a .Voyage” on Friday (20) . . . BBC to feature “The Best
of Benny,” new Jack Benny film series from Jan. 2 . . . 14-part, weekly
serialization of ‘The Diary of Samuel Pepys” scheduled for January
by BBC. Filmwriter A. R* Rawlinson has access to hitherto unused
material.. >. Sir Laurence. Olivier will speak a Christopher Hassall nar¬
ration leading up to the Queen’s BBC telecast on Christmas Day. ..
Gene Kelly film hits will be featured in a BBC Christmas Day film pro-,
gram . . . Grade Fields starred in “Sunday Night at the Prince of
Wales” (15)
.. . Margaret Lockwood and daughter. Julia featured in
“The Lockwood Look,” on A-R-TV. This, will ‘trail’ future commercial
tv shows . .
Los Indios, musical quartet, will be featured in BBC’s
“In Town Tonight” and ATV’s “Saturday Spectacular” on Sat. (21)
and on BBC’s “Music For You” on Christmas Day.

IN' BOSTON

PSxi&Ff

NBC flitches Its Radio
'Wagon to a Star as Olds
One way to develop new network
radio business, apparently, is to
sign on a television performer for
radio work and then convince his
tv sponsor to double over into AM
for completer identification with
the star. That, at any rate, is what
NBC Radio has done with Jerry
Lewis, : andt the result is a new
$350,000 deal with Oidsmobile,
Lewis’ tv sponsor:
Olds, , via D.. P. Brother, has
signed to sponsor Lewis in his 10
weekly five-miniite “Stardust” capr
sules on “Monitor’’ and “Nightline.”
In addition, it is picking up 15 oneminute and five 30-second partici?.
pations per-week in “Nightline."
Contract runs for 13 weeks, so it’s
not the customary saturation type
deal from the automakers:
Lewis signed to do the five-min¬
ute comedy capsules a couple of
months back. Only other NBC ty
star currently under contract for
the “Stardust” campaign is George
Gobel, though NBC Radio is now
working to sign other tv person¬
alities: for similar segments.

IN MINNEAPOLIS
Under a joint multi-plexing venture, commercial radio station WLOL,
supplying the FM, and non-commercial U. of Minnesota radio station
KUOM the necessary AM, hi-fi hroadcasting being made available over
the air for Twin Cities’ music fans for the faist time. This is thought
by them to be the first time anywhere that two stations thus have joined
forces for this sort of public service ... WCCO Radio broadcasting
all Minneapolis Lakers professional basketball games play by play
exclusively . .... WDGY disk jockey Don Kelly and the wife celebrating
arrival of a five pound 13V6 oz. baby boy. Prior to the birth the father
had a guessing contest over the air re the expected’s weight . . .. KSTPTV photo director “Skip”1 Nelson filmed pictures of Sputnik II as the
satellite streaked across the sky just east of Minneapolis . . . WDGY
lengthening its nightly 10 p.ni. multi-phone show one hour to 1 a.m.
Monitored by George Rice, ex-stellar Minneapolis Starnewspaperman, program gives dialers chances to voice opinions arid gripes di¬
rectly over the Sir.

IN DETROIT
WWJ-TV has pacted “Mr. and Mrs. North,” co-starring Barbara Britton and Richard Denning, to replace “The Ray Milland Show,” at 5:30
p.m. cross-the-board . . . Mary Morgan, CKLW special features editor,
presented the first Fig Leaf Award of the Detroit Fashion Group for
“contributing the most to the promotion and furthering of interest in
women’s ’fashions.” . ; . Announcer Ron Tindall has left WJLB for
WJIM-TV in Lansing, being replaced here by Truman Walrod who
comes in from Port Huron . . „ Bob Martin is: WJBK’s new program
director . . . “John Wayne Show,” hour-long feature film entry,: new
WWJ-TV Saturday afternoon fare.

i

-

IN CLEVELAND
Dick Druy, KYW disker, exiting for WRRB assistant managerial
berth ..... Rod MacLeish, Westinghouse news chief in Washington, cov¬
ering NATO for KYW
. • Doc Lemon, ex-Detroit, now with WCUE
rumored to move into radio-tv market here . . . Joe Finan, KYW disker,
appearing in Hollywood’s “Jamboree” ; .
WEWS, ABC affiliate, car¬
rying “Bob Cummings:Show’’ along with NBC’s “Tonight” , . . Arthur
E. Jost, ex-WGAR, named WTNS sales manager . . WERE’s program
manager Sam Elber producing “Chanukah Festival” at Public Hall
with Howard DaSilva, Anna Maria Alberghetti and Jan Peerce . . . J.
Harrison Harley,; former WEWS station director, now with Connecti¬
cut Mutual Life
. . WDOK’s Norman Wain, pacted for commercial
jewelry spiel on WEWS ... . . Lynn Sheldon “Barnaby” on KYW-TV’s
“Popeye-Barnaby Club” chalked up his 25,000th member . . . Radio-tv
editor George Condon, Plain Dealer, and News staffer Donna Onasch
back from Manhattan writing tours.

WNAC-TV receiving a van load of 724 MGM films trucked from the
MGM lot in Culver City, Cal. across country to Hub. Progress of the
vanload of films was shown each night on: Channel. 7. The first of the
new batch of films will be unreeled on 7 shortly after Jan. 1 . . Rfex
Trailer, WBZ-TV cowboy personality, installed a pot belly stove for
western cooked breakfasts on WBZ-TV’s “Boom Town” Saturday morn¬
ings.from 7 to 10 . . . Morgan Baker now with two programs on WEEI,
“Sunrise Salute," 5:30-6:30 a.m., and again on from 4 to 4:20 p.m. . . .
WNAC-TV presents its third anni edition of Channel 7’s “Noel New
England” Saturday (21) from 6:30 to 7 p.m. Filmed in N. E. by the
WNBC-TV public- affairs dept., it is sponsored this year by JordaU
Marsh Co. . . . Duncan MacDonald interviews stars from.the “Ice Capades” at Boston Garden on her Tuesday (17) WNAC program, “Yank¬
ee Home and Food Show” . . . The two Conelrad alerts ordered by the
FCC gave WEEI an opportunity, to test its new ON AN 35KVA emer¬
gency generator power supply. The new ONAN unit supplies all the
.power needed to keep WEEI on the air at full power output.. . WHDHTV, Hub’s new Channel 5, has its first Xmas press party at the Im-:
Glamorene, . the rug cleaner
perial Ballroom of Hotel Statler Tuesday (17), with William B. Me-.
which heretofore has spent its coin
Gratb, veep and mng. dir., hosting,
primarily in the spot field, has
purchased alternate-week sponsor¬
ship of the nighttime edition of
KING-TV is now using a production model Ampex VTR 1,000, .video
Hunt”
NBC-TV.
tape recorder, installed Thanksgiving Day, said to be first nori-net- “Treasure
work-owned station to install and use the new system. KGW-TV, sister Glamorene’s only prior network tv
station in Portland, came along next, installing first of December . ,
was a couple of inserts in the
KTVW telecasting home games of Seattle Americans in Northwest Steve Alien show on the same
hockey league ... KTNT-TV set to. telecast Seattle U. basketball
games, beginning in Jan, . . . KING-TV will again telecast annual web.
The Jan Murray, starrer, alChristmas Eve services at St. Mark’s Cathedral here . . . Bill McClean,
KTNT’s “Brakeman Bill,” is doing a series of special holiday shows at . ready an NBC-TY daytimer, starts
Dec.
24, biit Giamorene won’t
six childrens’ hospitals in the Puget Sound area. Shows will feature
Joe Coyle, clown, and filmed cartoons . . . Dr. Will Menningef, director move into the show Until Jan: 28,
when
it takes over 18 shows, or
of the Menninger Clinic, Topeka, appearing on KING-TV’s “Commu¬
As
nity Workshop” . , . Jack River’s swingshift “Studio R,” off .KTVW . . . carrying it through summer.
Claude Raye, of Raye & O’Dare, doing daily commuter program, “Head¬ to the other half of the sponsorship
of the Tuesday night Nat King
in’ Home Club” on KIRO.
Cole replacement, NBC. may offer
it up for local ccnop, as it did with
the Cole: show. Product Services
WBAL-TV, WJZ-TV and WMAR-TV set nice example of cooperation agency set the deM for Glamorene.
among channels over weekend. All three stations, plus two radio sta¬
tions, WFBR and WAYE, carried Cerebral Palsy Telethon froin. Sat¬
urday eve to Sunday afternoon. Randy Merriman was emcee
. Lit

GLAMORENE SPONSORS
TV TREASURE HUNT’

IN SEATTLE

IN BALTIMORE ...

CBS-TV^ Foursome

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Sales Mgr.
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Calfee, wife of: Ken Calfee and both of WJZ-TV,. has left the channel
to await birth of an heir and doing commercial spots for her while she
is gone is Anita Bakey, wife of Ed Bakey of the staff. Mrs. Calfee re¬
turns in March . . . Buddy Deane of WJZ-TV, whose “Grandstand” has
swiped all afternoon ratings in town, has been appointed adult general
chairman of Teens Against Polio Committee of 1958 March of Dimes.
He’ll help organize teenage participation in January drive . . . WMARTV has purchased Warner Bros, package. They’re giving films spot
showings rather than cross-the-board presentation which is what WJZTV is doing with MGM pics . . . Perry Andrews is new morning jock¬
ey for WBAL Radio. Comes from KLIF in Dallas and before that,
WTNJ in Trenton . . . Local boy John F. Burke Jr., has joined WJZ-TV
sales Staff as an account executive i . . New bowling program, “Strikes
’N’ Spares” with Bailey Goss at the helm, has replaced “Corralin’ The.
Colts” on WBAL-Tv Monday eves.

Despite the overall slowness
of the network television pic¬
ture at this pre-Christmas junc¬
ture,
CBS-TV
last
week
brought in four sales, two of
which are significant in terms
of television “firsts” for their
.respective advertisers. Quar¬
tet of deals comprised P. Lorillard for “Richard Diamond,”
Florists Telegraph Delivery
Service fpr “Person to .Per¬
son,” Prudential for the 90minute news special, “Where
We Stand,” and International
Telephone & Telegraph for the
special “See It Now” on Mar¬
ian Anderson.
Of the four, IT&T is com¬
pletely brand-new to television.
Florists Telegraph Delivery;
has had a couple of specials,
but never a sustained televi¬
sion effort in terms of any¬
thing like a series. Even for
Prudential, the “Where We
Stand” deal marks its first 90minute buy.. Things are slow
and soft, -but CBS execs are
taking heart from the new
blood that’s ..showing interest
in tv.

Hollywood—Alex M. Victor has
ankled as radio^tv director of
Francis D. Gonda ad agency to be?
come sales promotion topper of
KMLA (FM).
Previously, Victor
was on staffs of KTLA and KTTV,
and operations director of WMINTV, Minnesota.
__

Conoway in Cincy Strike
Cincinnati, Dec. 17. ’
Bud Collyer, president, and Don-ald F. Conoway, executive secre¬
tary of the American Federation
of Television and ^Radip Artists,
during a meeting of local members
Friday (13) night were subpoenaed
as defendants in a $19,500 damage
suit growing out of the . fourmonth-old strike by the union
against WCKY.
'
They were summoned to appear,
here Dec. 19 for depositions.
L. B. Wilson, Inc., owner of the
station, included the international
iinion and its two officers in a supplement suit filed in Common
Pleas Court a few hours before
Collyer and Conoway arrived from
New York.
Virginia Payne, a member of the
international board, who accom¬
panied them, hid, in a telephone
booth when the subpoenas were
being served, nOt knowing there
wa& none for her. Meeting was in
the Netherland Hilton.
Damages sought are for. alleged
“deceit and restrictions in com¬
merce and less of revenue.'*

CunnifFs TV Column

Boudreau's WGN Pact
Chicago, Dec. 17.
Latest ballplayer to make the
switch to the radio mike is Lou
Boudreau; former player-manager
of. Cleveland Indians and later
with Kansas City Athletics, who
was signed to a year-round con¬
tract by WGN last week.
Bou¬
dreau’s main chore will be to de»ver the color on the Chicago Cubs
hopierand-away broadcasts,' which
WGN wooed away from WIND
earlier this year.
The Tribune-owned station also
signed Jack Quinlan-for the playby-play. Quinlan had covered the
Clubs on WIND for several years.

j

Bob Cunniff joins the NEA syn-.
dicate just after the first of the
year to put out a television col¬
umn, with the World-Telegram &
Sun as the outlet in New York,
when, as and if. Hell be grouped
in the NEA sector with Dick Klein¬
er, who formerly did gossip and
interview stints but,, in recent
months has become established
as a “tv highlights” columnist and
who also writes a weekly article
on records and disk artists.
Cunniff most recently was a. pub¬
licist with the NBC Opera, prior
to which he syndicated a tv col¬
umn.
Boston—Carl Moore, vet WEEI
broadcast and host of “Beantown
Matinee” and “Carl Moore Remein-.
bers,” cut a new LP, “Carl Moore
Remembers,” with Gloria Carroll
and Frank Bell’s WEEI combo on
WEEI label and available only at
the station.
j
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BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

YOUTH + TALENT + 23 YEARS* EXPERIENCE =
"Darla
way/-

Hood sells all the

P'AHIETY

Sweetheart of

“OUR GANG COMEDIES’”

RADIOCC/RRENTir-Wl KEMP'S SHOW
AMERICAN BROADCASTING
NETWORK
COAST TO COAST
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
•:00 to t:00 p.«.

TELEVISIONKEN MURRAY—3 Year.
EQ SULLIVAN SHOW
PAUL WHITEMAN SHOW
ARTHUR MURRAY SHOW
JACKIE GLEASON
ART LINKLETTER SHOW
JOHNNY CARSON SHOW
STOP THE MUSIC
ARLENE FRANCIS

PICTURES"OUR GANG COMEDIES”—9 Yeart.
...

LATEST RELEASES.

"CALYPSO HEAT WAVE"—Col.
HELEN MORGAN STORY"— W.B.

CLUBSCOPACABANA I SANDS
GIRO'S
SAHARA
MOCAMBO
IEL RANCHO VEGAS
COCONUT GROVE
FAIRMONT HOTEL

"Sensational
Darla
Hood
brought down the house."
COBIN A WRIGHT.
jHtraTcl' 4 Express.

"Bundle of dynamite."
DAILY VARIETY.

"Knock 'em cold
Darla Hood/'

ice of

CITIZEN NEWS.

"Punched out for d rousing
finish."
BILLBOARD.

"Miss Hood steals the spotlife with her' vivaciousness
and knowledge of selling a
song."
“Coconut Grovo"
LOS ANGELES EXAMINER.

"Dynamic Darla Hoodstopped
the show cold."
Fairniount
Room.

Hotaf, Vonati

SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER.

Personal Management:
JOSE G RANSOM
333 W. 57* St.

JUdson 2-2297
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
-By HERN SGHOENFELD.
ingly by Faron Young. “SNOW¬
BALL” (Fairwayt) is a fair rhythm
item.
Dick Hyman Trio (MGM):
“GOOD TIMES” . (Cromwell*), a
catching melody, gets a first-rate
slice with harpsichord ‘and whis¬
tling chorus. Could break big.
“MANDOLINS OF VENICE"
(Cromwell*) is a pretty, Italoflavored instrumental.
Dick Todd (Todd): “YOU’RE
DEEPER IN MY HEART" (Am¬
ber*), a big ballad, gets a good
straightforward workov e r by

LAWRENGE WELK

... EVER SINCE I MET LUCY
.There's Nothing to Do About You

AN: ALONE" (Tigert). “SHOULD
WE TELL HIM” (Acuff-Roset) and
NIGHT MY SOMEONE" (Frank*), crooner Dick Todd. “THE NIGHT “BE BOP A-LULA” (Lowery!) add
from “The Music Man" score, is IS YOUNG AND YOU’RE SO up to standard, rock ’n’ roll fare.
another fine ballad with strong po¬ BEAUTIFUL" (Words & Music*),
Pat Boone “Merry Christmas”;
tential.
the oldie, is also .handled in okay (Dot): . Pat Boone sings “WHITE
The Diamonds (Mercury): “THE style.
CHRISTMAS” (Berlin*) and tradi¬
STROLL". (Meridiant), a new tag EXTENDED-PLAY PACKAGES tional "SILENT NIGHT” in sim¬
for a rock ’n’ roll dance, shapes as
Everly Bros. (Cadence): This hot ple, tasteful style. He lends a good
a strong commercial bet in this vocal duo has a good commercial beat, however, to a couple of other
combo’s slice. The Lancers also bet in “THIS LITTLE GIRL OF oldies, “JINGLE BELLS" and
have a good version of this number
MINE’’ (Progressive!), . a - fast “SANTA CLAUS IS COMIN’ TO
for Coral.
j
rhythm item tailored for this duo!s TOWN" .
Mark Stone (Kapp): 'TSVER mannerisms. “LEAVE MY WOM♦ASCAP.
tBMI.
SINCE I MET LUCY" (Bourne*),
an attractive rhythm ballad with
an. oldfashioned quality, has solid
impact via this colorful rendition.
“THERE’S NOTHING TO DO
ABOUT YOU” (Garland*) is a
pleasing slow - tempoed item
crooned in smooth style.
Bill Haley & His Comets (Decca):
o
“MARY, MARY LOU" (Cham¬
U
pion!) is . a swinging rocker that
1
o
6
could put this combo back into the
Ui
VARIETY
U
3
click groove. “IT’S A SIN" (MiSurvey of retail disk best
s
■ & 3.
lene*) is an okay ballad for this
0)
sellers based on reports ob¬
genre.
«
tained from leading stores in
3
'S
Gene Austin (RCA Victor): “I’M
20; cities and showing coni'
W: <
NOT THE BRAGGIN* KIND"
o
parative sales rating for .this
(Austin*), a lightly swinging num¬
«
and last week.
g
ber with a clever lyric, is delivered
4
In winningly smooth style by . this
g
veteran singer, who also cleffed.
National
2
“WONDER" (Austin*) is a pleasing
Rating
bll
straight ballad.
- C
This Last
o
Della Reese (Jubilee): “HEADIN’
wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title
J
HOME” (Panther*), a strong blues
ballad, gets a powerful revivalistPAT BOONE (Dot)
type delivery for attention-getting
2
April Love.!,.
1
6
2
4
i
impact. “DAYBREAK SERE¬
SAM
COOKE (Keen)
NADE" (La Salle*), the oldie, also
2
1
Yon
Send
Me,........
1
1
gets an arresting interpretation.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Guy Lombardo. (Capitol): “LIDA
3
AH the Way:*..'.
.*!. .V.,...... 9
2
3
■7'
ROSE!’ (Frank*), from. “The Music „ 3
Man” score, is a lilting number
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
neatly packaged by the Guy Lom¬
4A 17
At the Hop...
.
1
4
9
1
8
bardo orch with Kenny Gardner on
BILL JUSTIS (Phillips)
•
vocal. “RETURN TO ME" (South¬
.
4B 4 Raunchy
.
4
2
7
ern*) is a ballad with good poten¬
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral)
tial, Don Rodney vocalling effec¬
9
6
Peggy Sue......
€
6 3
tively.
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun)
Lawrence Welk Glee Club
12
7
Great Balls of Fire..-...
.
(Coral): “AVA MARLA" (Cham¬
4
5
7
pagne*), the familiar Bach-Gounod
ERNIE FREEMAN (Imperial)
hymn, gets an excellent straight
8
8 Raunchy ........... ._..._
6
rendition by this chorus. “HE’LL
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
BE THERE” (Champagne*) is an¬
9
6
Kisses Sweeter Than'Wine ..■■.. .. _
3
10
other religioso entry handled with
taste.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
7
Jailhonse Rock.. . _ __ _
..... 5
4Angela Drake (MGM): "ACCENT 10
ON YOUTH" (Famous*), the fine
WILL GLAflE (London)
,
oldie, turns up in a slice that could 11
Liechtensteiner Polkar.....
7
11
hit big with teenagers even though
RAYS
(Cameo)
this jUve-angled lyric happens to be
12A
5
Silhouettes
.
.....
literate. “ONLY CLASSMATES"
(Broadcasts is a cute ballad de¬
BOBBY HELMS (Decca)
livered in okay style by this song¬ : 12B 10
My Special Angel.__
_...
stress.
GEORGE HAMILTON IV (ABC-Par)
Eartha Kitt (RCA Victor): “PRO¬
14
Why Don’t They Understand? ...
19
10
7
CEED WITH CAUTION" (Reis*),
AMES BROS, (yictor)
a long traffic metaphor with some
Melodie
D’Amour..
,,.
13
15
io
8
clever turns,, adds Up . to good ma¬
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
terial for Eartha Kitt. “IF I CAN’T
TAKE IT WITH ME" (Ross JungChances Are .........
...;
15
8
16
nickel*) is another okay piece of
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
material, with a light calypso beat, 17
20
Twelfth of Never.. .
•> • • •
...
tailored for Miss Kitt.
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
The Sophomores (Epic): “CHA¬
Rock
’n'
Roll
Music....
5
18A
24
9
RADES” (Cheriot.), a catching rock
LEE ANDREWS (Chess)
*n’ roll tune with a good teenage
18B ..
Teardrops .., ...:
idea, is belted in the usual style
9
by the vocal combo. “WHAT CAN
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
I DO" (Cheriot) is an interesting I 20
Tin
._.......
5
Latin-styled item.
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Judy Faye (RCA Victor): “SEC¬ 21A ...
No Love.. . *.
2
OND ANNIVERSARY" (Remit),
BILLY VAUGHAN (Dot)
another entry in the unending se¬
21B
.
8
ries of teenage-slanted songs, is
par for the course, not breaking
THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin)
any new ground. “ROCKY- 23
...
14 Little Bitty Pretty One ..,
. 8
ROLLY-LOVER BOY” (Remit) is
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
an uptempo item delivered vigor¬ 24
The
Joker..
.
.
....,.....
ously by brassy-piped Judy Faye.
EYERLY BROS (Cadence)
Faron Young (Capitol): “THE
.....;..
18 Wake Up Little Susie....
LOCKET" (Lancaster! > is a good 25
juve-ahgled ballad belted appeal
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Hollywood

Washtngto n—(Super Music

Albany—(

Boston—(Mosher Music)

New York-

BETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
Kansas City—(Katz Drug C

..LOVE ME, IF YOU WILL
......It’ll Be Me
.., SONG OF GERVAISE
..... .. ... .Goodnight My Someone
........ ............ .THE STROLL

ingly breezy manner give this
songalog a highly attractive qual¬
ity. In addition to the Cole Por¬
ter title song, this set" includes
some standards, such as “Just One
of Those Things” and “Between.
The Devil and Deep Blue Sea”
and a flock of fresh songs, includ¬
ing “Bang Goes The Drums," “The
Riviera” and “Plus Je T’Einbrasse." A slick rhythm combo
backs up.
“Bernie Green Plays More Than
You Can Stand In Hi-Fi" (San
Francisco). This set is a colorful
instrument display on a series of
original compositions by Bernie
Green, musical director and cleffer
for numerous radio and tv shows.
A series of offbeat instrumental
and vocal effects on the flashy
compositions give this set strong
impact. In addition to the Green
opuses, set includes a sock ver¬
sion of “The Peanut Vendor” and
a medley of brief classical pieces.
Ethel Smith: “Galloping Fin¬
gers” (Decca). Ethel Smith’s vir¬
tuosity on the organ, gets another
brilliant workout in this package.
Miss Smith flashes her technique
in a dozen tunes ranging from
“Hora Staccato” to “Steamboat
Rag.”
“The Perry Bradford Story"
(Crispus Attucks). The story of
Perry Bradford's role in the birth
and rise of the blues is told in this
unusUal package via narration
and a series of old recordings.
Bradford, in conversation with No¬
ble Sissle, traces his recording ca¬
reer as promoter of the early Ma¬
mie Smith disks and- as leader of
the Jazz Hounds and Perry Bfad(Continued on page 48)

Cleveland

DON CHERRY
(Columbia) ......
FELICIA SANDERS
(Decca)
.......
THE DIAMONDS ....
(Mercury)
MARK STONE .
(Kapp) ..........

And Hit CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
3rd Consecutive Year
Dodge Dancing Party
ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
For Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and New. Talent
ABCrTV Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm, E.S.T.
Dodge and Plymouth
Coral Records
Thesaurus Transcriptions

“Sayonara” (RCA Victor). The
Franz Waxman score for the War¬
ner Bros, film, “Sayonara," Is one
of the occasional dramatic pic
tracks that have impact on wax.
Waxman’s music succeeds in weav¬
ing an atmospheric spell, that’s in¬
dependent of the visual image.
The title song, with words and mu¬
sic by Irving Berlin, is an import¬
ant highlight ini Its several instru¬
mental reprises and vocal chorus
by Mnko Taka.
“Slaughter on 10 th Avenue”
(Decca). The Richard Rodgers bal¬
let score, originally written fof the
legit musical, “On Your Toes,” has
been adapted and lengthened into
the soundtrack for the Universal
film titled after the music. Vari-.
ous themes from the Rodgers opus
have been arranged by Herschel
Gilbert Into striking instrumental
productions. Joseph Gershenson
conducts the studio orch. *■
Pat Boone: “Hymns We Love"
(Dot). Fitting into the recent up¬
beat in the religioso market, this
package spotlights Pat Boone in a
reverent mood.
This popular
belter sings with appropriate re¬
straint such numbers as “The Old
Rugged Cross,” “It Is No Secret,”
“In The Garden,” “Have Thine
Own Way,” and others.
Billy
Vaughn orch and chorus supply
fine backgrounds.
Blossom Dearie: Give Him The
Ooh-La-La” (Verve). Blossom
Dearie, a cafe songstress who has
developed into a name around the
small New York clubs, is. a savvy
stylist who gets a lot of mileage
out of her relatively narrow vocal
range. The subtlety and variety
of her phrasing and her ingratiat¬

da—(A. Williams

Don Cherry (Columbia): “LOVE
ME, IF YOU WILL” (Ludlowt), a
fine ballad adapted from an Italo
tune, is belted with plenty of coriiinercial impact by Don Cherry.
“IT’LL BE ME” (Cromwell*) is a
bright revivalist-type entry han¬
dled effectively.
• Felicia Sanders (Decca): “SONG
OF GERVAISE” (Rayvenf), from
the French, pic, “Gervaise," is po¬
tent material for Felicia Sanders.
It’s in the same groove as “Song
From Moulin Rouge" with which
she hit several years ago. “GOOD-

Denver—(
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TO COURTS?
Col Jet-Bent Via S. Korea,
ID SEEK BELIEF BWfcOseas AffiL Philips New Label

Looks Like Another Year Without a Click Holiday
Entry—WhoV to Blame?
While the music industry now
has virtually givenup on .this
year’s Chnstmas hit,” the publish¬
ers and recording companies are
putting the blame for the lag over
the last few years squarely on the
shoulders of the disk jockeys while
the platter spinners, in return, are
saying that it’s the fault of the

Glaser’s Jazz Tuition

Joe Glaser, president of Associ¬
ated Booking. Corp., has set up a
jazz scholarship fund at Boston’s
Berklee School of Music. The
scholarship is for one year at the
full $700. tuition fee.
An international competition will
be held annually for jazzsters vy¬
PUpubUshers and diskeries are ing for the scholarship.
squawking that the deejays aren't
giving the new Yule tunes enough
spinning time arid the jocks con¬
tend that an early spinning start
on Yule product is meaningless and
jiot in keeping with proper pro¬
gramming concepts, station man¬
agement protocol and sponsor’s in—j
terests.
„ . ...
According to Jerry Marshall,
d.j. at New York’s WMGM, the
post-Thanksgivirig Day kickoff on
Xmas songs became modus: oper¬
and! for the deejays after beefs
Hollywood, Deb. 17.
had come in from listeners that
Having failed tp get an answer
the music industry was commer¬
cializing Christmas.
from James C. Petrillo, a musi¬
Many deejays agree that if the cians Committee for an Integration
“right” Christmas song Comes
will
go to AFL-CIO proxy George
along, spinning period between
Thanksgiving Pay arid Dec. 25 is Meany to seek an end to segregated
adequate time to get it Off the locals/within the AFM. They will
ground. MarshaU states that this ask that the.matter be turribd oyer
year the ruriiblings have been on
Bobby Helms’ “Jingle Rock” (Dec¬ to the AFL-CIO civil rights com¬
ca) and Ruby Wright’s “pet’s Light mittee. MCI asked Petrillo for a
The-Christmas Tree” (Fraternity), definite answer to a previous com¬
but that they are not runaways, munications oiv integration.. With
yet.
5
a no response forthcoming, they
The albums, he adds, are show¬
ing up better on the programming moved to take matter, up with
Meany.
level, which nibs off in the retail
areas. The disk companies are safer
MCI Is headed by Marl Young,
when they send in Yule albums who is ori board of directors of
early than with singles, he. said, be¬
cause the jockeys and librarians Local 47 here, but his MCI. chore
can file an album properly whereas is as an individual musician. He
many of the singles that come in also authored the resolution pre¬
long before spinning time get lost sented at AFM convention last
in the shuffle. Among the Yule al¬ June, and referred to Petrillo, ask¬
bums that are getting top action ing abolition of segregated locals.
MCI position is that Negro locals
are those by the Ames Bros, and
Elvis Presley on RCA Victor, Fred in the south which want segrega¬
Waring, arid Frank Sinatra on Cap¬ tion can have it, but that traveling
Negro members or transfer mem¬
itol and Bing Crosby on Decca.
bers should have the right to af¬
filiate with a local of their choice.

Columbia Records is spreading
its global wings. Diskery has set
deals for . representation in South
Krirea, Chile, and the British West
A1 Kelly, one of the top double indies. Col, Incidentally, Will be
talkers, has been /signed to do an the first U. S. diskery with a licens¬
album for RGA Victor.
ing deal in South Korea.
It’s been called “Al. Kelly Sings
In another aspect of its inter¬
Rock ’ri’ Roll."
national buildup, Philips, Cols Eu¬
ropean affiliate, is launching a subsid Fontana label, to get wider
exposure for the Col catalog over¬
seas. Decision to start the Fontana
label was made because of the
overload of inaterial stacking up
in the Philips catalog. The' Fon¬
tana line, which: is now active in
France, moves Iri to Holland Jan.'
1 and by April will he rolling in
Sweden, Austria, Spain, Italy and
Belgium.
The Col artists already set for
the Fontana banner are Johnny
Songwriter Ivory Joe Hunter, in Mathis,
Isaac Stern and Rudolph
a suit against St Louis Music Serkln.
Latter two have been
Corp.,. won his point in N.Y. Su¬ switched from the Philipp lineup
preme Court last week that any to give Fontana some longhair
cleffer contract with Broadcast] strength. It’s expected that about
Music Inc. has no effect upon any 75% of Fontana’s releases will be
;
special deals with BMl. publishers. by U. S. diskers.
Under Hunter’s contract with St.
On the Europe-to-U.S. level, the
Louis - Musie, he was to receive a Col line will be bolstered further
half share in the publishing and via the recent tieup between the
performance rights to the hit tune, Italian label, Duriem, and Philips.
“I Almost Lost My: Mind.” Later. Duriem previously had been affil¬
Hunter entered into a direct song¬ iated with British Decca which still
writer pact with BMl under which represents the label in many coun¬
the latter also paid him for per¬ tries, but as soon the licensing
formance rights..
deals expire they will be picked
. Judge Sainuel S. Coleman, in up¬ UP by Philips. First big push by
holding Hunter’s claim to collect] Col in Duriem tie will be on croon¬
Harry Meyerson, longtime ar¬ from St. Louis Music, said: "What-] er Marino Marina* Duriem’s top
tists & repertoire Chief of MGM; ever the nature of the relation be-1 artist. Col is propping an IP re¬
Records under the regime of Frank tween the songwriter* the defend-] lease for him in the U. S. some
Walker, has moved over to Decca?s ant (publisher) and BMl, that re¬ time in April.
According to Arnold Berry, Col’s
a&r staff, Meyerson, who was re¬ lation being far from clear, it is
placed at MGM by Morty Craft plain that BMI’s obligation to the director of foreign operations,
when Arnold Maxin Was brought plaintiff (Hunter) was a separate label’s overseas sales is 50% higher
in to head the diskery, will work and independent one:” He pointed for the first six months of 1957
under Milt Gabler, Decca v.p. and out that BMl made no complaint; than for a similar period the pre¬
about paying Hunter twice for the vious year. “And that’s all in vol¬
a&r chief.
Decca’s recording staff in New performance rights and if there’s ume,” he pointed out, “because
any
grievance against Hunter, BMl there’s been no increase in fee
York now consists of Gabler, Mey¬
rates.” Also booming for Col is
erson, Marvin Holtzman and Hal had it and riot St. Louis Music.
Under BMI’s mode of Operation*. | Its LP Record Club -in Canada
Webman. Meyerson will cut both
singles and albums in his new spot separate deals, are. riiade with (separate from the U. S. club),
with Decca. Before joining MGM writers and publishers; and on any and its . wholly owned siibsids i
around 10 years ago,. Meyerson given tune. If . payments are. made Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and Can¬
was: associated with Decca arid direct to the writers, no deductions ada.
Associated with Berry iri the for¬
are made to the publishers.
RCA Victor.
eign activities, is Nat Shapiro, co¬
ordinator of international artists
& .repertoire.

Negotiations between the Ameri¬
can Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers and the indie tele-1
vision statioris for a new licensing
agreement are now heading into a
blind alley. With the current pact
running out at the end of .this
month, it now appears likely that
the matter will wind up for settle¬
ment in the Federal courts.
Under the ASCAP. consent de-1
cree, a music user, who is Unwill¬
ing to meet the Society’s, terms*
has the right to submit the matter
of ASCAP’s licensing rate; to the
Federal courts for determination;
ASCAP, however, does not have
the privilege of running to the
courts even if . the music user turns
downs ASCAP terms arid blacks
out the Society’s inusic.
. The possibility that the ty in¬
dustry will black out ASCAP music
is remote; In the- event of a stale¬
mate. and
recourse
to
the
courts, the tv statioris and webs
will be able to Use ASCAP music
under an automatic extension
clause in the current deal, as well
as afterward, under an interim
agreement.
It’s understood that two main
(Continued on page 50)

A1 Kelly As R&R’er

MEYERSON EXITS MGM
FOR DECCA A&R SPOT

Feb. Vs. TV Tracks
Hollywood, Dec. 17.
First high level inter-union talks
aimed at halting use of imported
soundtracks for vidfilms are slated
. for Miami iri February. AFM proxy
James C. Petrillo and IATSE’S
Richard Walsh will be Ori hand \yith
Herman Kenin of AFM interna-1
tional exec board; Eliot Daniel,
proxy of AFM Local 47, Los An¬
geles; Tom Carmen* business agent
sound technicians local; Johnny
Lehners, business agent for film
editors.
Forthcoming talks are an out¬
growth of Walsh's promise of co¬
operation at AFM convention last
June arid come as a result of . a
drive by Daniel to launch all-out
labor war against the practice of
using canned tracks for vidpix
which Local 47 says has virtually
eliminated use of live musicians.

OUT SOON!
The

52nd Anniversary Number
Of

TAIR LADY’IN STEREO
COME LONDON PREEM
“My. Fair Lady?’ is due for the
stereophonic trinuhihgs. A new
original cast season of the click
turiejr. has been set for the stereo¬
phonic taping , by Columbia Rec¬
ords "when the show Opens in Lon¬
don next April..
The stereo package will feature
me same leads, Rex Harrison, Julie
Andrews arid Stanley Holloway, as
in , Col’s “original” original cast
set. Practice of the diskeries in
the past year is to cut for the regu¬
lar LP market and the stereophonic
tape and/or disk at the same ses¬
sion.
Col’s “My Fair Lady” set has
already passed the 1,300,000 sales
mark.
■ * ■

Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 34
154 W. 44»h St.

HOLLYWOOD 28

Publisher Gene Goodman went
on a buying spree last week and
locked up the Bally Records cata¬
log. Bally, an indie diskery operat¬
ing out of Chicago, decided to call
it quits a couple of months ago.
Goodman gets all the Bally mas¬
ters except for those cut by Betty
Johnson. Thrush recently signed:
with Atlantic Records. In the buy
ere close to 300 single masters and
a flock of LP’s, all unreleased. The
material, is now on its way from
Chi to Goodman’s N.Y. hq.
Goodman’s interest in the Bally
material stems from the fact that
;many of the tunes recorded are
published by his music Arms. He
plains to sell or lease the disks to
Other recording companies.
Deal was sset through Goodman’s
attorney Harold Omstein and Bally
toppers A. Jr Wren and Jim Yates.
The sum was undisclosed.

CHICAGO 11
412 N. MIcMgaa Avqv

LONDON* W. C. 2
S St. Martla's Place
Trafalgar Square

ANNA MAGNANI BOWS
IN IT S. VIA VERVE D^AL
Anna Magnani will get a crack
ait the U. S. disk market under
Norman Granz’s Verve banner.
Granz has picked up the sound¬
track rights, for the tune the Ital¬
ian screen actress sings' in Para¬
mount’s "Wild Is the Wind” and
has coupled it with a song he recehtly recorded with her in Rome,
Time from the pic is “Scatricciatiello” While the side waxed in
Rome with a six-piece combo back¬
ing is "Aggio Perduto O Suonno.”
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Inside Stuff-Music

yitf Vltnnef* Compottr

Englander, CBS-TV producer-director, is on a musical bicycle
this Yule season. He’s huddling with Leonard Bernstein on the Upcom¬
ing CBS remote telecasts of “The New York Philharmonic Young Peo¬
ple's Concerts” from New York’s Carnegie Hall, rehearsing with Thom¬
as Scherinan and the Little Orchestra Society for a series of children’s
concerts which, he’s producing arid staging, arid confabbing with Al¬
fredo Antonin! on the special Christmas telecast, “The Gift Of Mu-• ” which he’s producing for CBS Public Affairs, Dec. 22.

Robert Stoife

Roger

MGM Records has teamed up with N. Y.’s: RKO Palace on a mutual
proiriotion for “The Bridge on the River Kwai” film and the Art
MoOney disk of the pic’s, theme. Diskery has arranged for 100,000
hard ticket envelopes to carry imprint plug for the-MGM platter.
RKO neighborhood theatres are playing the Mooney disk in their
lobby as well as using the record for recessional music. And patrons
buving “River Kwai” premiere tickets on sale at nabe RKO houses
will receive copies of the platter.

In Bally (or Lemer & Loewes ‘Gigi*

interestingly traces sonta musical
masterpieces and patriotic
perennials to detail
,'
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The suit to knock out ASCAP’s Lowal Corp., the M-G exploiters
: weighted voting system, filed irt l ar£ drumming up a promotion that
Y Supreme Court bv songNvrit- will tie In disks, albums, jukeboxes,
■'
songwit record, retailers and disk jockeys to
er-publisher. Hans J.- Lengsfelder, gej the “Gigi’r message across.
will come to a head next week
Already in the works is a record
when ASCAP attorneys will file dealer-theatre manager contest for
, their reply to the plaintiff’s brief.
best window/lobby display of
Before Judge OwenMcGivern last
disks and albums, with cash

-

rJ+RIETY
UKrIETY

l:.
... ..
/ •■■■ Paul Anka, young .Ottawa chanter currently riding high on disk sales, tfi TV i h i P
II
was voted hi? hofetown’s “outstanding citizen of 1957” by the Knock¬
er’s Club, a large (around 500 members) group of business; association
_
__
.
■
' „
and government men devoted to entertaining at orphanages, shelters,
Tan
lap MjIaI
mjiei a«
as fnntrnlW
tomrouer
hospitals, etc. Award was preseried to his father, Andy, Anka, Ottawa
Bob Carroll, singer who has
restaurateur, since 16-year-old - Paul had just reached London f6r
singing dates. It was a silver dish.
worked for various labels, has become r the third artist to poin the
Hazel Guild, Variety correspondent in Munich; writes:. “This may United Artists’ disk roster. Combe ancient history in the U.S. but this Christmas card record at one pariy’s initial disks by Joe Valino
mark (25c) is going like mad in Germany, selling through the top chain and Wes Bryan hit the
of department stores, the Kaufhof (like Macy’sj. Punch out the hole week. Along with the inking .of
Carroll, the
Uiv UA disk
uipa subsid
euuniu Juan
has
in the centre, set the record player at 45 rpm, and play the thing with VU1XU11,
the picture. (Black Forest wintry scene) facing up-^tis 'Silent Night’ hired a controller, Si Mael, to look
after the diskery’s finances.
in German.”
A1 Tamarin, exec assistant to
Max Youngstei , prexy of the UA
Sputnik has inspired a Dutch composer to write a song titled “Song ' music hiz operation, is leaving this
Of The Second Moon.” Kid Baltan has cleffed an electronic score, week to meet with distribs in the
which irieans that “concrete music” for the first time is used for a midwest and on the Coast. InChiSong instead of the usual symphony. Also waxed is an electronic “Night- cago, the UA distrib, Garmise Dis¬
train Blues” which will be on the Dutch market soon.
tributors, is hosting a party for
the trade Friday (20) night which
Mills Music has acquired the catalog of Edition Carizonetta, Berlin Tamarin will attend/
firm, for the U.S. and South America. Catalog, includes, eoriiposjtions
by Hans Berry, Werner Bochmann, Heinz Kiesslingv Simon Knapp, . Bill Haley currently on a promo^fosef Niesseii, Peter Thomas, Gustav Trost and Will Williams, among tiori tour through; the' midwest for
others.
his latest Decca release.

week, ascae
S,taf£
UA Pacts Bob Carroll;
an extension of time to file them screenings are Deing planned tor
answer, but did stipulate certain music editors
Tap Mael as Controller objwtioM tte validity of tbc the country and the cleffersaround
have

suit oh the grounds of the statute eommitted themselves to- a 10-key
of limitations and the fact that Clty tour visiting the platter spinLerigsfeider was not a member of ners.
Metro’s concentration on the
the Society at the time the weightscore will also be evidenced in the
ed vote Was adopted.
Lengsf elder, one of ASCAP’s 2,.™V alo?2
st1?rs»
most persistent Critics, sued to end Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,
Louis Jourdan
and Hermipne
Ginthe
me..:: weighted
vvcigiucu vote
vuu: «M1U
and UUiei
other addU,
, ...
,
. . ,
,,
ministrative procedures of the
the legend to tht
Society on the' grounds that they ef
ttlls ls Lerner & Loewere “undemocratic” arid favored jvef
scpre smce
Falr
the top publishers and writers.
A, .
. „ , „
_ , .
EengsfSder Is
rewedX
attorn^ ■■
Lengsfeider
Is repped
by attorney
'“J Sn t d ^
Frank
produced S
5,000 LP demo platters,
Frank; Weinstein.
Weinstein.;
»
/ ■■■
.
, featuring ewht tunes, for dee,ays.
music editors and recording men.
Jubilee Records is swinging into
the rockabilly groove with the pactmg of PatJCeUy.
. Morty.
Morty Palitz,
Palitz. diskery’s
diskery s veepee
veepee,
latched
bn to the singer m
in NashNash
iatched on
ville.
_._
" ■ .
“
:

uled to bow in New. York in lata
April. Original soundtrack set will
be issued by MGM Records and
with other companies set for their
own treatment. RCA Victor, for example. Is nqw lining up. a jazz aibum workover of the score. Seven
single platters Of the title tune already have been set.for the Feb.
| 14 kickoff; Chappell is publishing
I the tunes.
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RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS
mwj

-Variety

——

BM1 Awards Fete
o Gets a Load Of
f hti-ASCAP Talk

—

Survey of retail album best
sellers based oii. reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.

' National
Rating
This Last
Wk, wk.
1
2
3
4
5
:
6
7
8
9
1QA
IQB
12
13
14
" •
15
16
_
17
18
,
19A
19B
21
2*

23A
oo»
ggB
00_
230

iJ jg IQ *i tos-

*
- Artist; Label, Title

y

AROUND THE WORLD (Decca)
2
Soundtrack (BC 9046)....
.....
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
4, Soundtrack (W 192)..._
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
1
Original Cast (CL 5090)...............
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
3 . Where Are You (W 855)..;____.... ■
PAT BOONE (Dot)
9
Pat’s Great Hite (DCP 3071).;.....
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
”
5
Ricky (IMP 9048)....JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
fi
Warm (CL 1078),.,..
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
8
Christmas Album (ELC 1037).....
BING CROSBY (Decca)
10 -Merry Chrlstmaa (8126),;..;
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
13
Soundtrack (SAP 595)....... . . .
..
. NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
17
Love Is the Thfag (W 823).
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
11 -Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000)....... ♦..
GOGI GRANT (Victor)
18 Helen Morgan Story (OLC 1030)....
7 JQHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
7
Wonderful, Wonderful (CL 1028)..
‘
JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
12 Fascination (KXL 1066..-...
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
..
Jimmie Rodgers (25020)... ........ -.. t
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
22
One of Those Things (W 903).,>..,.
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
19 Hymns (T 756)1'.... .1___.... ♦....
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
14 Sings the Carribbean (LPM 1050)-MANTOVANI (London)
..
Christmas Carols (913).;....
KING fc I (Capitol)
24 Soundtrack (T 740).....
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
25
Spirituals (T 818)...... ......
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
16 Loving Ton (LPM 1515)
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia)
20
Soundtrack (DL 5210)___________
JACKIE GLEASON (Capitol)
Oooa (W 905),-...............•-
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The ASCAP songsmiths who
have been rapping Broadcast Music
Inc. were bitterly counterattacked
last week by BMI board chainnaii
Sidney. M. Kaye at the organization’s sixth annual awards dinner
at. the Hotel Pierre, N. Y. Kayo
stated that the “campaign of slan¬
der, against BMI is generated out
of jealousy, self-defeating jealousy.”
Reprising in part the answer ho
gave to the ASCAP critics last
year, Kaye stated that BMI writers
and publishers were here to stay
because they represented a musical
force that was “fresh, new and
vital.” Robert J. Burton, BMI v.p.,
also hit the same note in present, ing the awards to the BMI hits for
1957, stating, “we are in the big
leagues to stay.”
*
As a memorial gesture to tbo
late Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey.
both of whom played regularly at
BMI affairs, their 83-year-old moth¬
er was introduced. She broke down
as she made a plea “to play my
boys’ music.”
A more humorous note wai
sounded by publisher Howie Ricbmond when he was given the award
for “Hisses Sweeter Than Wine.”
Richmond said: “1 want to thank
Morris Levy and Phil KaRl of Rou¬
lette Records (which produced
the hit . disk with Jimmie Rodgers) for treating this song as if it
were their very own.” It was an
inside reference to the fact the
Levy and Kahl thought the tune
was in public domain and so they
put it into one Of their owrn pubQshing firms.

~
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_Verve Records* distributors and
salesman wall converge on the
_J_o Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, Dec. 2022 for the. diskery’s second annual
14 sales meet. Norman Granz, Verve
prexy, will host 30 distribs and 100'
12
salesmen at the meet
—^
Granz will blueprint firm’s 1958
1Q album and singly plans as well as
— report a $7,000,000 take for 1957.
_1P
10

Walter HendL in his ninth year
as inusical director of the Dallas
I Symphony Orchestra, has resigned,
r effective close of 195T-58 season.
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MacLeod Exits
EMI in Britain
John N. MacLeod, managing di¬
rector of Electric & Musical In¬
dustries (EMI) of England, has
exited the company, according to
word, received in New York from
London by Dario Soria, president
of EMI in the U.S,—Angel Records
—which was recently sold to Capi¬
tol. MacLeod was responsible for
the setting up of Angel in the U.S.
and also for British EMI's buyout of
Capitol. It’s expected that J. F.
Lockwood, chairman of the EMI
board, will direct EMI’s disk busi¬
ness, according to Soria.
MacLeod had been with EMI for
29 years in various exec capacities.
In conjunction with Soria, he
launched the Angel label in the
U.S. in 1952 after EMI’s pact with
American Columbia ran out. He
had been managing director of
EMI, in charge of the record phase,
since 1956.
MacLeod’s exit rom EMI in Ldn-|
don ties in with the decision of the
company to buy out Soria’s 25%
interest in EMI in the U.S., since]
both were closely allied. Under the
new setup, the Angel line will be
distributed in the U.S. starting next
year by Capitol Records.

Sarah Vaughan Playing
Hometown Newark Date
Sarah Vaughan Is currently mak¬
ing her first cafe appearance in
her hometown of Newark, N; J.,
at Gil Blum’s Sugar Hill jazz spot,
since she hit the bigtime about 10
years ago. The songstress, who is
playing the Sugar Hill for a week,
received her early vocal training
at Newark’s Mount Zion Baptist
Church.
In an unusual coin splash for a
suburban jazz spot, the Sugar Hill
has booked Dizzy Gillespie and a
17-piece orch to follow Miss
Vaughan for the New Year’s week.
Following this date,. Gillespie Is
breaking up his orch.
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( Sam Cooke ......
I Teresa Brewer .

1. YOU SEND ME (8)
2. APRIL LOVE (6)
3. RAUNCHY (4) ...........
4. JAILHOUSE ROCK (10)
5. SILHOUETTES (8)
6.
7.
8.
9.

PEGGY SUE (1)
KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE (4)
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE (1)
LEICHTENSTEINER POLKA (1)

10. MY SPECIAL ANGEL (1)

.. .........

\ BUI Justis __,
........ {Billy Vaughan ..,
| Ernie Freeman ..
Elvis Presley
[Rays ...........
\ Steve Gibson ....
Buddy Holly
Jimmie Rodgers .
Jerry Lee "Lewis
Will Glahe .
( Bobby Helms
[ Sonny Land Trio .

... .Keen
.... Coral
Dot
..Phillips
...... Dot
tImperial
.... .Victor
... Cameo
.ABC-Par
. Coral
:.Roulette
... . .Sun
... London
.. -.Decca
.Prep

Second Group
WAKE UP LITTLE StJSIE
ALL THE WAY
_£HANCES ARE
I’M AVAILABLE
AT THE HOP
MELODIE D’AMOUR
TILL
LITTLE BITTY PRETTY ONE
STORY OF MY* LIFE
JUST BORN

Everly Bros. ........ , . Cadence
.Frank Sinatra
.Capitol
Johnny Mathis....... Columbi
Margie Rayburn ..... . .Liberty.
Danny & Juniors ....... .ABC-Par
... Victor
(Ames Bros.
[ Edmundo Ros . .. . . .London
Roger Williams ..... i....Kapp
Therster Harris
.Aladdin
Marty Robbins ....... Columbia
Perry Com
Victor

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

sicians’’ by playing at a highschool
Name Charles Cowley
FRISCO LOCAL STOPS
club rally in suburban Novato.
Group, instructed by highschool
New Muzak Corp. Prez
‘CLUB DATE’OF STUDES music
teacher Gerald Ring, had
been playing for about an hour at

San Francisco, Dec. 17.
AFM’s Local 6, third biggest in
U.S., apparently is stepping up its
drive to insure that no music will
be played outside its jurisdiction..
Latest manifestation of cam¬
paign came when a. five-piece pops
group composed of Novato H.S. stu¬
dents was asked to stow its instru¬
ments because it was “jeopardizing

a shopping center to attract crowds
to. purchase tickets for the school
club’s dance. At this point, Cyril
O. Evnon, Marin County rep of
Local 6, informed the teacher that
the teenage combo not only was
violating AFM jurisdiction but also
had violate da state law by remov¬
ing state property (the instruments)
from the highschool.
Teenagers stopped playing and
returned instruments to school.

Charles C. Cowley has been
named prexy of Muzak Corp., sup*
pliers of background music. Cow*
ley, formerly exec veepee in
charge of Muzak’s franchise opera¬
tions succeeds Harry E. Houghton,
who recently ■ Sold his interest in
Muzak.
Jack D. Wrather, chairman of
tire board, headed the group which
bought out the company.

Corn-Poem Music
Des Moines, Dec. 17.
In an interview here, Ernest
Tubb, who has been with Grand
Ole Opry since 1943, said there’s
a lot of difference between hill¬
billy music and country music and
that the term “hillbilly’' has hurt
the country music business.
Said Tubb: “There are some
real artists in the country music
field today and their music isn’t
the whisky - drinkin’, tobaccochewin’ thing some people think.
It’s modern folk music and its get¬
ting better all the. time.’’ He said
Country music, embracing all rural
areas, is immensely popular. “A
lot of popular music is ignored or
just tolerated by adults, but you
take this country music-—Our fans
all like it whether they’re 4 or 80.”
Tubb predicted country music
wiR continue to contribute power
to popular music and accept soma
of the latter’s smoothness. Ha
pointed out that many top pop
songs originated in country music.

Court Nixes Oberstein
Claim on Stockholding
Eli Oberstein’s claim that he was
a stockholder in the music firms re¬
cently purchased by Gene Good¬
man was negated by Judge Owen
McGiyern in N. Y. Supreme Court
last week.
On a motion for summary judg¬
ment, a declaratory judgment was
granted in which Judge McGiyern
held that Oberstein was not. a stock-'
holder in any of the companies in
dispute. The companies purchased
by Goddman in which Oberstein
claimed stock ownership are Jewel
Music, Encore Music, Allied Music,
Robert Lee Music and East-West
Music: Goodman bought the firms
in October, 1957.
Jay Levison represented Good¬
man and the firm of Wilzin & Halperin represented Qberstein.
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To you who have helped to make 1957 the greatest year
in RCA VICTOR RECORDS’ history, our best wishes foi
a Merry Christmas, and a wonderful 1958!
rc-iB ■
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the individual to enjoy the pursuit
of happiness.
“Much of the happiness afforded
to many people is their love and
appreciation of good music. While
S3 Continued from pare 42 s
Hub Station’s Scrapping of That & Longhair Brings L these people might represent a
■jl 1^. " ,6 ^
■•£**/*.*#
utihority
umiprity group, the/certainly
thej certainly are ford’s Phools. Also included are fact that these songs were sold and
A Dirge by GeorgeJ Wem
■noVa smay or insignificant segment -sides by Louis Armstrong. Bessie i circulated via single broadside
rbf our population.
lii.
Smith, Jelly Roll Morton and other sheets.
Hank Sylvern:
Boston, DeeUfc- . ..howevfer, that:Hfe'Topth.
2reats* Unfortunately, the quality Hi-Fi” (ABC-Paramount).- Hank
•Jazz got the bounce fronts
radio presentation, which>eidenU ^aid Standard of the old recordings on this disk Severn h« ^e^cWmes bells
WEZE radio station, formerly ally has been adopted by practically musical albums.- If; the radio sta- » far below that of reissues made
WVDA, last week with dropping nf every statiott in the city, has Wore tions of the countrjr insist on des- by the major companies from the mas Reason It adds Up to an innightly show from 10 to 11 feat rsocial v connotations -than troying the individual right of same
vigorating sound
Sound that fits the seame period. '
lrnr Georae Wein - iizz exhert Hi
continual exploitation selectivity of programs -it appears
Paul Claytont ‘‘British
“British Broadside sortal
sonal attitudes. Diskery wisely has
ing ueorge vvein, jazz expert, d 0fbad music.
to me that we, as a society, are Tradition’* (Folkwavs) P^ced the lyrics to the carols on
Popnlar Traditton"
(Folkways). the
{h“bfckhcovS'S
t0 th® carols 0,1
rector of the Newport Jazz Festival,
«jt’s triK that one of the ideals doomed to the life prophesied for “ P®puI",*
aoition (Folkways).
back qovei;
ils is anotner
another Interesting
^
(ffi „
operator of jazz spot Storyvne of a democracy involves Hhe great- hs ;by niany, of our science fiction This
lnterestmg collec.
coilecJazz Erotica»» (Hi
Fi Rec<)?d).
Rec0^d)>
here, and instructor in jazz at B. U. es^ good foi* the greatest number,’ writers. ' tioii of folksongs to be released by. With a nude painting on the cover
WEZE is changing its‘format to a and the music being shoved Out
“It is conceivable that we’ll all this label. Paul Clayton delivers and this kind of title, it’s tough
rohHhi.mtc
over the ah>wayes seemingly ap- wear* the-same clothes, live in the this repertory with a clear voice for the sounds in the groove to
continuous music station with jazz, p^is to 'the greatest number of same, style houses, eat the same and unpretentious style, to guitar llve up to expectations.. Actually,
opera and all classical music cut people. However, another facet of food arid -perhaps all die at the accompaniment.
The category, this is a smooth, swinging display
from its programming.
democratic idc *ls is the freedom of same age.”
broadside baUads, derives from the of jazz, by a modem Coast group
____with
Richie Kamuca on sax, Conte
Wein, commenting
on the situa¬
-■' "
I Candoli and Ed Leddy on trumtion, said “This policy ‘le
no doubt
pets, Frank Rololino on trombone,
will prove financial1/ successful and
and other fine sideinen. Herm.
I wish the owners well in their
enterprise. I can’t help but feel.

Jazz What Used-to-AM, Ain’t

Album Reviews

Pj^RIETY Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
CHUCK ALAIMO
QUARTET

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

WHERE’S MY
BABY

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety! The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored,, tibo ways in the case of. talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

Thank You

VINCENT LOPEZ
for letting m* do tho narration In

WHISTLIN' OTTO
(tho Baby Ralndaar)

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

"Christmas Music" Album
DENNIS BALLABIO

TUNE

PAT BOONE (Dot) ..............___.. A]Dril Love*
SAM COOKE (Keen)
You Send Mef
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Jailhouse Rockf
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral) ..
Peggy Suef
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) , ............. All The Way*
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun) ......7^..... Great Balls of Firef
ERNIE FREEMAN (Imperial)............... Raurichyt
BELL JUSTIS (Phillips) .... Baunchyf
Danny & JUNIORS (ABC-Par) .,....... At The Hopf
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)________ .Kisses Sweeter Than Winef

NOW ...
AND ALL THROUGH
THE WINTER SEASON

Lerov Anderson's

Sleigh

Ride
MILLS

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week.

PUBLISHER

* APRIL LOVEr~£April Love”-F .......,
---.................
....... Feist
Feist.
fYOU SEND ME
.........Higuera
fALL THE WAY—“Joker Is Wild”-F -........ .>•*;.......... MaraVille
fJAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F ,Presley
fPEGGY SUE
,. .... ......... «-. «tt» a «
Nor-Va-Jac
f KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE
..
.. Folkways
♦LIECHTENSTEINER POLKA-....................n,, Burlington
fSILHOUETTES ....... ---- •
>n
.Regent
fMELODffi D-AMOUR ............ .....
Rayven
*CHANCES ARE ..L..______
..Korwin
(*ASCAP fBMI

t★★****** ***************************
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(LOUIS ARMSTRONG)
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Toronto, Dec. 17.
After 26 years as president of
the Canadian Musicians Assn., Wal¬
ter Murdoch was relieved of his
post last week by members of Local
149, American Federation of Musi¬
cians, with George Anderson, 36,
trumpeter for Canadian Broadcast¬
ing Corp. orchestral groups, elect¬
ed in Murdoch’s stead.
Move began some months ago
when fulltime., musicians decided
to take a more active part in'the
.operation, of their union.. Despite
his election defeat, Murdoch re¬
mains as executive officer for Can¬
ada on international hoard of AFM.
Last season Murdoch was tendered
a testimonial banquet here by the
musicians to mark his 25th year as
president, He was given an auto¬
mobile and hi-fi set; his wife, a
mink coat.

Anoll.tr lig Hit

FORGOTTEN
DREAMS
Raeordad by:
• LEROY ANDERSON (Dacca)
• CYRIL STAPLETON (London)
» FREDERICK FENNELL (Mnrcnry)

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

I

Sensational!

F-Filifis)

ANDERSON HEADS AFM
IN CAN.; BEATS MURDOCH

LEROY ANDERSON

Victor's Staffer Gabs
RCA Victor’s disk field men for
both the single and album divi¬
sions have been brought; into New
York tills 'week for a briefing on
the company’s plans for next year.
Over 25 staffers from various
points around the country have
been meeting with the homeoffice
execs.

THE STORYl
OF
MY LIFE
MARTY ROBBINS
Columbia Records
FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION I

WAIT!...
For the New Christmas Song Hit

"It'* Different"

"Lord -You Never Know"

By Larry Langenderfer, Writer of

”1 MISS HER PAL OF MY ROCK-A-BYE DAYS"
and "REMEMBER"
__
U. UNGENDERFik
1520 South Street
Toledo 9. Ohio - WA. 1281
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AFM TO OPEN TALKS
ON PIX PACT IN FEB. AFM on Policy of Forcing
Bandleaders Into Union

sixth week . . ; Reef in Revere
featuring Sunday afternoon jam
sessions With tenor saxist Tommy
Walters, drummer Tony Dell, trum¬
peter Dick Wetmore and pianist
New contract negotiations be¬
Marty Goldman ... Johnny Vacca tween the American Federation of
Trio and pianist Johnny Ward at Musicians and the Motion Picture
Omaha, Dec. 17.
Sotob
Louilge,
opposite
Shubert
Las Yogas, through Jan¬
Assn, of America will , get under
New York
I Tropicana,
Theatre . . . Pianist Bill Chamber-1 Way in New York in February.
Don S. Cosentino, Omaha musi¬
uary,.
- ■
lain
at
Lucky
Star
;.
.
Rip
’N’
Typo in last week's disk reviews
LaVern Baker in town for At¬
cian who has lashed out at the
organ' duo, to Hawthorne Talks will cover such questions as
put The Escorts on the OP label lantic recording sessions . ... Nat Rick,
Club for month of January
. . studio quotas for musicians as Well American Federation of Musicians
instead of OJ Records ... Dick Wny Cole set for a Copa stand Hillaryl Rose Quartet in 28th week as scales.
several times since he was ban¬
beghming jan. 9 ,.. Gene Shefrin,
Prior to opening of the .negotia¬ ished from the orjg early this year;
Gersh on a plugging trek through veep at Dave Alber’s office, wound at Stage Bar .... Fred Petty Agency
the midwest and due back, at his up 10 days hi Miami Beach setting handling thrush' Pat O’Day for her tions, a committee of studio musiN.Y. desk Dec 23 . . . Son, Jeffrey up originations for Rate Smith's date at Jay's in Bridgewater.
, cians from Los Angeles Local 47 last Week told the Nebraska Legis¬
Gallant, born to .Jim and Elaine MBS radio show > . . Count Basie,
will come east for talks with AFM lature’s secondary boycott inves¬
Gallant Dec. 12. Father is the nee* currently at Birdland, set for Jerry
prexy James C. Petrillo and the tigating committee in Lincoln that
*
Chicago
Jay-emcee of WNHC-TV’a “Band¬ Lewis* Dec. 27 show over NBC-TV,
international exec board to iron
stand” in New Haven . . . Sam originating from the Coast . . .
Dorothy Donegan Trio inked for out the specific demands, At the the AFM is “the only union in theCooke staying east for another Marshall Stearns starts a seminar Embars, Ft. Wayne, for two weeks, last AFM convention, Petrillo World” which' requires employers
week to do tv shots and personal Feb. 10 on “The Bole of Jazz iu Jan. . 6 . . . Don Thompson Quintet
to join the union.
appearances . . Damu Davit cur¬ American Culture" at the New packed for Club Alibi, New Or¬ promised Local 47 a bigger voice
Cosentino,. who uses the. pro
rently at the Golden Slipper, Glen School for Social Research.
leans, for four weeks, Jan. 9 . . . in the negotiations with the pic
name of “Gosey/’ and bandleader
Cove, L.I. . . . A1 Parker handling
Dukes of Dixieland open-at Blue studios.
Lee
Barron of Omaha .were soentertainment activities at Miami
Note for one week, Jan. 15 .... Slim
called “management” witnesses
Beach's Shore CIui) for the winter
Gaillard opens tonight (Wed.) at
London
heard by the committee, headed by
Hotel Sutherland for three frames;
season.
„ „
;
Humphrey Lyttelton to do a solo ... Carl Sands orch takes oil from
Senator Ray Simmons of Fremont,
Erroll Garner copped Prance's
"Grand. Prlx du Disque" . . . trip to U.S. for tv and jockey shows, Shamrock Hilton, Houston, Jan. 6
Neb.
Pianist Marshall Grant and his tHo hand exchange With Buek Clayton’s to play four frames at Brown Sub¬
Cosentino, who was. ousted by
backing Julie Wilson on her new outfit haying sundered ... Julie urban Hotel, Louisville and returns
Larry Shayne has exited his post the union last May, said that two
Vik album, “Julie Wilson at the St.'
to the Shamrock April 3, for 12 as Coast head of Decca Records’ ballrooms near Lincoln cancelled
Regis Maisonette" .. . Cindy Tyson, London has turned down all tv more weeks.
Northern Music firm to partner in contracts with the Jackie Ray baud,
Copa thrush, pacted to Independent offers because of a film commit¬
a publishing operation with defi¬ led by. Jackie Ray Kosmacek, after
Artists Corp . . . Connee Boswell ment ... Kenny Baker and Jack
ers Jay Livingston and Ray Evans. Union officials advised the ballSeattle
begins a two-week stand at the Parnell, founder members of Ted
The trio will start their publish- rooms they would be iii trouble
Colonial Inn, St. Petersburg, Dec. Heath orch, returned to the outfit
Don Ragon orch; with Alice
24 . . .. Don Rondo, Jubilee disker, for one day for an LP sesh tracing Raye; into Brigadier Room of New ing activity rolling with the score for employing non-union musi¬
headlines at the Shell House. history of the Heath combo
Washington *Hotel for month of for the upcoming tuner, “O! Cap¬ cians.
Queens, Dec. 27-31 . .. Jazz pianist Joan Regan and Edmund Hockridge December . . . Jackie Sands at tain,” by Livingston & Evans.
Bernie NIerow held over at the unooked. for Bernard Delfont's Roughrider Room Of Roosevelt Shayne, who was in New York last
Blackpool show, “Show Time,” next Hotel . . . Jennie Chase, pianistr] week, set a deal with Columbia
summer:. . . Marion Ryan signed and vocalist, into Clark’s Red Car¬ Records for the original cast album
for. another two years by Nixa pet . . . Ruby Bishop at Ivar’s 5th rights:
Disks ... Johnny Dankworth to Avenue:
The tuner stars Tony Randall,
have U S. disk released on Verve'
Xavier Cugat and Abbe Lane. It is
to tie up with his American tour
an
adaptation of “The Captain’s
Vancouver
slated for Feb. 21.
Paradise” film and is slated to
Sydney Kelland is back on organ, preem on Broadway Feb. 4.
mornings over CJOR, from Capitol
Hollywood
Theatre where he teed off his pro
Liberty Records signed Jack didpasoning at theatre’s inception
Marshall to arrange and conduct a 30 years ago . . . Doug Hepburn,
session for Margie Rayburn . ; . contending world champ weightSinger John Drexel joining the lifter; auditions with vaude bookContinued from page 43 'sssstm
Betty Grable show . . . Stan Ken¬ eries as a balladeer, has cut sam¬
ton’s Rendezvous in Balboa has be¬ ple disk “Night and Day” . .
problems are still , blocking a new
gun featuring Sunday matinee Claude Hill elected prexy of AFM
datices starting at 4 p.m. .. . Hugo Local 145
. Ken Hole and Wally agreement. First hurdle is the
FriedhOfer on the: 20th-Fox lot Lightbody shutter their uptown $150,000,000 suit of the 33 ASCAP
scoring “The Young Lions.”
jazz-policy Cellar, dicker for an es¬ songwriters against Broadcast Mu¬
Imperial Records plans a heavy re¬ tablished downtown nitery . . ,
p,l;n.
.M G M I**-Jui non
lease sked of instrumental singles Herb Jeffries teamed with new sic Inc.. and the broadcasting net¬
■ RA1NTK1T COl'NTY '
for 1958 Y . . L. Wolfe Gilbert in Bill McGonigal to cut, press and works. The tv industry has indi¬
Gotham for ASCAP board meet. . . distrib a new, unnamed label from cated to the ASCAP negotiators
Richard Linke has added Connie here
Ella Hess, onetime Euro¬
the existence of thfe suit
Russell and Oatunester Ray Price pean diva, now teaching, back from that
place any agreement under
to his personal management stable three-month tour of world oper¬ awould
shadow of future legal recrimina¬
. . . Hugo Peritti, a&r: topper for atic capitals ,
. Bud Henderson
tions.
ASCAP negotiators, on
Roulette Records, in town to set pinch hits for bedridden Chris
up disk dates for singer Jeri Gage at Arctic hospice and tv dates their side, have made the point
that
the
Society,
as such, is not re¬
Johnny
Lester
Trio
playing
Southern.;
• Merry Christmas *
poirit-of-sate bounce sessions at sponsible for the suit filed by some
city’s majbr disk-horns outlets, of its Writer members.
Boston
Saturdays overrCJOR.
| The second hurdle to a deal is
| WISH THAT I COULD PLAY PIANO
the question of the licensing rate.
It’s understood that ASCAP has of¬
in Merry^So Round lounge of
JUST LIKE PETER DE ROSE
the Sheraton . . > A1 Vega Trio
fered to continue the present rate
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
current in Sable Room of Hotel
over a long term. However/the tv
I'D PLAY HIS MUSIC EV'RYI
Touraine . .... “Wild Bill" Davis. &
Seeco Records has pacted Elsa stations are demanding a ' lower
His Dixie orch reopened the" old Maxwell, for an album in which rate. The tv networks, , on the
10 SHOWS
Saivoy, now named the Big “M” ... she’ll sing a Rock of original tunes. other hand, are more, inclined to a wonderful
Charles Kearns handling the; Bob Her platter will be. part of Seeco’s go along with the ASCAP pro¬
MY FAVORITES ARE “DEEP PURPLE"
Bachelder and Freddie Sateriale Celebrity. Series which includes posals. ASCAP talks have been seasonal tong
orchs . . . Jay Carlyle disbanding Hildegarde, Skitch Henderson, Cy
"WAGON WHEELS" I GUESS
going on with separate tv commit¬ STYNE AND CAHN'S
present dance crew in favor of
and other names.
tees representing the individual |
small dixie group ... . Gerry Mul¬ Coleman
OR “HAVE YOU EVER BEEN LONELY?"
With
the
inking
of
Miss
Max¬
stations and the networks;
ligan Quartet and former Basie
well, Seeco now has nabbed two
'/MARSHMALLOW WORLD" AND THE REST blues piper, Jimmie Rushing, to
Bob Thiele, Coral artists & . rep¬
Storyville opening Dec. 26 ... Pi¬ regulars from the Jack Paar “To¬
anist Barbara Shearer and bassist night” show on NBC-TV. Jose ertoire chief, to the Coast on a
"LHEARD A FOREST PRAYING"
Mona Neves featured With drum¬ Metis, pianist and maestro on the quickie for coufabs with artists and
studio personnel in Hollywood.
mer Ernie West at Valli’s in their show, was previously signed.

Larry Shayne’s Pubbery
With Livingston & Evans

ASCAP-TV

THE SONG OF

Elsa Maxwell’s Album

“STARLIT HOUR"

"LILACS IN. THE RAIN" AND

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

"LAMP IS LQW"
"WHITE ORCHIDS"
HIS LOVELY “FOUNTAIN IN

-PfatlETT-

CENTRAL PARK"

Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com¬
parative . sales rating for this,
and last week.
• ASCAP
t BMt

"MUDDY WATER" AND. "OVER THE SEA'
IS WONDERFUL .“AUTUMN SERENADE"
'IT'S Tl
(HE WROTE THIS WITH ME)
"WHEN YOUR HAIR HAS TURNED

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

THEY BRING THE SWEETEST MEM'RIES
TOO SWEET TO EVER CRY
10, MAY I WISH YOU MERRY XMAS
WITH A HAPPY NEW YEAR NOTE
SI

“GOD IS EVER BESIDE ME"

SWEETEST SONG HE EVER WROTE

' i:...' 3
2 .. 2
4
3
4
1
5
5
6

7A
7B

9
MAY SINGHI
BREEN DE ROSE

TO
11A

8
10
6
12

7

ilB 11
13 A 9
13B 13.
15

.a"

Title and Publisher
♦All the Way (Maraville)....;... 2
♦April Love (Feist)....
...... 1
♦Around the World (Young)...;. 4
♦Fascination (Southern). • •... • ;
5
♦Tammy (Northern).....:>.:.,
7
3
♦Liechtensteiner Polka (Burl.)..
tMelodie D’Amour (Rayveil) .:. >;
tYou Send Me (Hiquera)..:. 8
♦Chances Are (Korwin)...___:
♦Ivy Rose (Roncom)....... ....
tSilhouettes (Regent).....,. . ..
•fKisses Sweeter (Folkways)- ~~6~
♦Till (Chappell).;..;.....,..,...
♦Affair to Remember (Feist).
...
♦Twelfth of Never (Empress)..
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ilMi DAIQUIRI, WILL TRAVEL
!' IAGYA Polling Natl Bd. on Whether
[j{(j ||||f[K||JK Dick Jones Libel Award Vs. Bright
By ,0^e 17
Should Be Shouldered by the Union

(This Years Hotel’ as Talent Tipoff
In Miami; Carillon Rings in Names
,Miami Beach, Dec. 17.
The 620-room Carillon- Hotel,
which is in the race for the title of
"this year’s hotel,” has gone , the
way of all new plusheries. Depart¬
ing from an announced intention
to avoid competition for names
for its big (750-seat) cafe, it has
booked the .Andrews Sisters, plus
plus Harvey Stone and the Johnny
Conrad Dancers,, to open its sea¬
son Dec. 27:
; Entry of this biggery brings the
lineup of hotels using acts of as¬
sorted stature, for one week and
longer terms, to 10. The indepen¬
dent spots such as Cafe de Paris,
Latin Quarter and Cotton Club
: add to. the competition. There are
also the scores of small club-bars
with musical units. and entertain¬
ers; all-nighters such as Murray
Franklin’s and the hotels featuring
ightly change of aqts..
All will preem their seasonal
runs within the next 10 days; the
Americana with Jose Greco and,
Jack Carter, then Victor Borge;
Eden Roc with Louis Prima-Keely
Smith, Steve Lawrence and Mata &
Hari, followed by Billy Daniels
and Myron Cohen. Jaye P- Morgan
is current at the Fontainebleau, the
big-dough names .to begin next
week with Gordon MacRae.
The
Carillon, goes on. the 27th, as
noted, and the new Deauville this
Friday (20) with elaborate produc¬
tion staged by Leon Leonidoff.
The Shelborne has the Vagabonds;
the Empress, Sallie Blair and Col¬
lins & Graham; the Sans Souci be¬
gins with Mickey Katz, while the
Lucerne enters its new edition of
longrun
click
“Havana
Mardi
Gras” with Diosa Costello.
Indie night clubs are topheavy
on revue-productions, although
there’ll be some names on. hand,
such as Dick Shawn at the Cafe de
Paris; Sue Carson and then Milton Berle (for a six-weeker). at the
Latin Quarter, and the Cotton
Club with Cab Calloway,, the Step
Bros., and an assortment of acts.
From rate of travellers current¬
ly arriving, the holiday season
looks to have enough of a jampacked load of cafegoers to send
the . majority off to a profitable
start. It’s the early-Janiiary lulldays that will separate the. clicks
from the duds.

Alamo Club to Bow
San Antonio, Dec.. ly.
The Alamo Club will be opened
In the Hiltort Hotel here with
membership restricted to business¬
men, executives and professional
people.
More than 700 persons
have signed up.
Tom Powell, club prez, is also
k manager of the Hilton.. Manager
| of the club will be A. L. (Skip)
1 Ward. Larry O’Brien orch will be
\ featured on the bandstand.

Season's Greetings

Persian Room‘Extends’
Jana Mason’s Pinchhit
Jaha Mason, who subbed for the
ailing Marie McDonald during lat¬
ter’s recent, date at the Persian
Room of Hotel Plaza, N.Y., has
landed a spot of her own at. that
hospice. She’s been signed for a
two-weeker . starting March 26.,
Miss Mason worked three nights
and Varel & Bailly and Chanteurs
de Paris filled out the rest of the
engagement for Miss McDonald.
Miss Mason has also been sign¬
ed for a stand at the Shamrock,
Houston, Jan. 23.

Royal Nev. Folds
Casino Amid Rap

By JOE COHEN

Havana, Dec, 17.
Havana is the new melting pot of
show business. Revolutions and.
political unrest notwithstanding,
the entertainment industry is mov¬
ing ahead at a pace rivalling that of
Las Vegas in 1955 When more
hotels opened than at any previous . Russell Markert, associate pro¬
time in history.
ducer of New York’s Radio City
To meet the needs of the ex¬ Music Hall, has been signed , to
panded show biz brought on by the stage the shows at the Western
preem of two hotels within an equal Canadian fairs. Deal for Markert
number of weeks, the new Cubano Was negotiated by Leon Newman
magnates have called upon the With the Jimmy HetzCr Agency of
hotel industry skills from Toronto, Huntington, W. Va., which holds
Miami" Beach, New York, Las the grandstand, contract for the Ca¬
Vegas; the dining roorii entourages nadian circuit.'
from New York and Havana; the
. Hetzer is lining up other com¬
casino know-hoW from Las Vegas;
and more , important; the entertain¬ ponents of the show, whose tour
ment skills from all over the world. will open June 30.

Las Vegas, Dec. 17.
Plush Royal Nevada Hotel’s gam¬
bling casino which was closed
down voluntarily last week (9)
will continue entertainment on a
limited basis in the. lounge. Maury
Friedman, general manager of the
hotel, said that the Dukes of Dixie¬
land will be kept on, and the Eddie
Bush Hawaiian group, which was
terminated when the casino closed,
will be brought back as soon as
the casino reopens. Entertainment
in the main (Crown) room was dis-:
continued Nov. 30, but hotel of¬
ficials are optimistic about a preChristmas reopening, arid have
inked George Jessel to headline
the New Year’s Eve show.
Hotel prexy T. W. Richardson
ordered the gambling tables shut
down “because of lack of money,”
in the midst, of a hearing before
the State Gaming Control Board at
Carson City;
Nevada gambling
(Continued on page 54)

‘Liz’ Date for Chavales

Marker! to Stage Show
For W. Canadian Fairs

r

Machinery has been put into mo¬
tion to have the American Guild
of Variety Artists assume the libel
rap. levied against Jackie Bright,
national administrator of the union,
in favor of former eastern regional
director Dick Jones by a jury in
the N.Y. Federal Court recently.
A basis for a negotiated settlement
of $20,000, plus restoration Of
Jones’ membership in the union,
already hgs been made and letters
have been sent out to the members
Of the union’s national board asking
them to vote on the issue.
Actually, according to the court’s
ruling made in the case, AGVA is
not a responsible party to the ac¬
tion and therefore has no obliga¬
tion to pay. The court, going along
■on a precedent, ruled that since the
union did not vote on the publica¬
tion of the articles in question,
written against Jones in the house
organ, AGVA News, it wasn’t re¬
sponsible. Therefore, Bright and
Jack Irving, then national admin¬
istrative secretary* since* replaced
by Bright, Were the only defendants
in the action.
The jury subsequently voted
$30,000 general damages against
each of the defendants, in addition
to punitive damages of $35,000
against Irving arid $15,000 against
Bright. The national board referen¬
dum is only designed to take care
of Bright’s end of the obligation.
Jones will still have to process his
claim against Irving, now retired
and living in Florida,

The during room staffs of the old
Versailles, La Vie en Rose and
other N.Y. spots are now at the
Riviera. ..
This new. bustling state of affairs
was revealed to an international
corps of newsmen and celebs dur¬
ing last Week’s junket down to
Havana financed by the Smith Bros,
on behalf of their newly construct¬
ed $12,000,000 Havana Riviera and
executed without a hitch by the
Carl Erbe public relations office.
One National DC-6 carried one full
Just how many customers came
load from New York last week (9)
and another came in from Miami to niteries .on the subways couldn’t
Airport the following day.
be determined during the New
The Havana Riviera, according to York subway strike settled at 7:30
hotelmeri from Miami Beach and p.m. Monday (16) after eight days.
elsewhere, is a unique construction.
Business, generally, was not so
In concept, it exceeds most of the |
good, a normal condition at this
existing hotels. It’s of stone and
time of year when, bad Weather
glass built along Havana’s Malecon
arid Christirias shopping just mur¬
Legal Aid Enters Case
on several city blocks and rising 20
der the bistro b.o.
stories. There are all the luxury
A movement to stymie the
Some have, come to the conclu¬ union’s assumption of Bright’s end
accoutrements, including swimming
pool, steam rooms, and decor by sion that, in broad terms, the ni- of the rap has been started by an
A1 Parvin, who’s president of the teries are no longer within reach AGVA member Victor LaMonte,
Flamingo Hotel,. Las Vegas, and of the citizenry forced to rely on who has gorie to the Legal Aid
who has dpne his specialty at most underground transportation. Others Society in an effort to stop What
of the Nevada luxury inns. Con¬ feel, that it just ain’t so. Since the he characterized as “a raid upon
sensus of natives <as well as cost of running and parking a car the union’s treasury for personal
travelers is that the hotel is one-of in Manhattan is murderous, a good purposes.” Legal Aid has assigned
the major hits of the industry in
(Continued on page 52)
(Continued on page 52)
iriany years.
A La R. C. Music Hall
The inn is warm despite the
lavisR use of marble. Coloration is
that of the tropics, warm and lush;
the decorations and statuary, artful
airid imaginative. Therels freedom
Starring
of space with an accompanying
cheerfulness, and a wealth of art
work in the grand manner such as
displayed in the decor of New
York’s Radio City Music Hall.
Opening Dec. 20, COTTON CLUB. Miami Beach
The construction of inany items
are models of ingenuity. For ex
Mgh BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway. New York
(Contmued on page 54)

Berle $ Birdie;
Beaucoup B.O.
Sans Subways

1958 EDITION

COTTON CLUB REVUE

Los. Chavales de Espaha have
been signed to preem at the new
Queen Elizabeth Hotel; Montreal,
an addition to the Hilton. Hotel
chain which is slated to open in
mjd-April.
Hotel is being built by Canadian
National Railways and will be op
erated by the Hiltons.

CAB CALLOWAY

NOW IN FOURTH RECORD BREAKING WEEK!
The Nation’s Capitol Went Wild!
FIRST TIME IN THE HISTORY OF WASHINGTON'S
CASINO ROYAL — SUCH A SMASH RU.N I
".. . . it manages to out-dazzle most of the razzle-dazzle yeti might run
across

on

the

floor

of

M.nh.»,n.»

the

flossy

Latin

.

Quarter

WASH.

In

Mid-town

IUV N.Ws

World’s Most Unusual Show *. .
HAS BEEN BREAKING RECORDS from Coast-to-Coast I
.. as beautiful costumes as the town has seen In many months/.,
that Includes the recent visit e# the "Zlegfeld Fellies."
CINCINNATI TIMES-STAR
"Female rmpersonatlen, when weir done. Is -e fascinating thing to
watch, and Danny, and Dec's Jewel Bex Revue handsomely revives
an almost lest •rtHar<?|d v cohCn, PITTSBURGH POST-OAZITT■

MAURICE SEYMOUR
The

Star's

Photographer
Decades '

For Throe

Invites you to grand opening, of liis
new location In Chicago—II I E.
Chicago Ave.,
Eta ware 7-2251.
December 20
Entertainment, Refreshments

"It Is a very long time since this area has been treated fe costumes
comparable to.those In the Jewel Bex Revue. The production numbers
are presented with far niore skill than this town , has seen. In a long
time, and the lighting effects far surpass any which hay# been staged
In a local elute as far back as I can remember."
Paul Bruin, THE MIAMI SUN

FOR FUTURE BOOKINGS:

Irving Gharnoff
SUITED 16. 161? BROADWAY, N.Y.C.
PLAZA 7-4345— PLAZA 7-4572

*§VUE
25 MEN AND

AGIRL

vnmw

CARTER /

-

r'
.

*

:.:cvm

:

AMERICA'S MOST OUTSTANDING
FEMALE IMPERSONATORS
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AGVA Poll on Libel Award
; Continued from page 51 •;

an attorney to LaMorite and the the iiational board at its February
case is currently being studied.
meeting in order to state his case,
Bright and his wife had been such appearance not to exceed one
slated to go down to Havana last hour.
week on a junket to the Havana
“In consideration of the afore-:
Riviera Hotel, but had to call off mentioned ’settlement agreement,
that trip because of the scheduled the plaintiff Dick Jones will release
meeting of the national executive all defendants in both the libel
board the following day. That j action arid the presently pending
board passed the resolution which injunction action excepting the
enabled Bright and vthe AGVA at¬ defendant Jade Irving. The plainT
torney Harold Bergv ter* proceed in tiff will also sign'a” discontinuance
executing the settlement which, had i arid withdrawal of the injunction
already been arranged between action which has presently been
attorneys for both parties. The set for trial March 15 in the U.S.
resolution. No. .84, is as follows:
District Court,' Southern district of
“Resolved that the national board New York;;.
accept the following conditions of
“Approval or disapproval of the
settlement of the Dick Johes case foregoing shall be sent .by telegram
to be redrawn; by Harold Berg, to the AGVA National office:”
national counsel, so that it will con¬
Just how the balloting is going
tain all necessary provisions.
or whether the votes are in haven't
“The provisions in substance are yet been revealed.
as follows: 1. The settlement
The present emphasis on the
amount to be $20,000; $5,000 in deal lies; in Jones’ injunction suit
settlement of the libel case and on which no award has yet been
$15,000 in present settlement of made. Some attorneys feel that
the presently pending injunction since Bright only gets’ the benefit
case.
of the Union’s payment on the ac¬
"2. Restoration of Jones' regular tion, Irving will be free to sue in
membership in AGVA (which had order to have the union pick up
been offered to him on various his tab as well since, like Bright,
occasions over the last two years). his part in the suit occurred while
“3. The June convention to be in office and employed by AGVA,
asked if they desire to hear Jones just as Bright was in office at the
with respect to his. request for re¬ timej and both, they felt at the
time, were acting pn behalf of the
turn of his life membership^
union.
Offer of Fornin to Jones
Gus Van Precedent
“4. Jones to be given the right
and opportunity to appear before
There is a precedent in AGVA’s
history for picking up the tab in.
a damage suit. Some years ago, Gus
Van, then president, struck a mem¬
ber during the course of an argu¬
ment. Court awarded the member
$2,500 damages Which was paid by
the union in addition to the mem¬
ber's legal fees.
HELD OVER 4tlr WEEK
Thus far, all the foregoing activi¬
DUNES HOTEL
ties have been hush-hush. All exec
■board members have been sworn
LAS VEGAS
to secrecy and it's reported that
national board members have been
warned not/to reveal the contents
of the resolution, the course of
action being taken, or the
:tents of the letters accompanying
the resolution.
The letter, dated Dec. 11 and
signed by Bright, is as follows:
“The enclosed letter and resold
tion being sent ..to you for yoUr
approval or disapproval by the
LOU'S VILLAGE
direction of the national executive
SAN JOSE. CALIF.
committee which met in quorum
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP. Dec. 10, 1957, is self-explanatory.
I urge you to read arid digest the
JOE GLASER, Prat.
letter from Harold Berg, our na¬

tional counsel, as "well as, the na¬
tional executive committee resolu¬
tion very carefully, arid that you
evaluate the problem strictly on its
merits. I feel as did the national
executive committee as well as our
national counsel that this is the
best final settlement we could ar¬
rive at. I, hope that you will vote
favorably on the resolution. As
time is of essence, it is imperative
that you wire your answer to me
collect, to wit: T approve or dis¬
approve resolution number 84.'
Please send the wire out imme¬
diately. Kindest personal regards
to all of you. Sincerely and frater¬
nally, American Guild of Variety
Artists, Jackie Bright, national ad¬
ministrative secretary.”
Atty. Berg’s Letter
From Berg came the following
supplementary letter:
“Supplementing letter to you
dated Nov. 1,1957, regarding Jones’
libel suit in the U.S. District Court,
New York, Jones accepted the re¬
duced verdict ordered by the court
and judgment was entered on that
,basis. This judgment was for $20,general damages against Bright
and Irving jointly, plus $35,000
punitive damages again Irving, and
$15,000 punitive damages against
Bright.; (Editor’s note: The court
later reduced the total from $110,000 to $70,000.) There is also pend¬
ing the same court, the injunction
action against AGVA and the na¬
tional board, of AGVA, wherein
Jones seeks restoration of life:
membership, his position with
AGVA, and also damages for all
the time he has lost since his dis¬
charge and expulsion. This case is
noiy. set for trial March 15, 1958.
“It is contemplated that if the,
injunction case does go to trial, it
would take a long trial, possibly
even longer than the previous trial
in the libel case because of the
necessity of producing a number
of witnesses, and extensive records,
etc: which would cost approxi¬
mately $8,OOO-$1O,0OO and expenses.
“If a .libel case judgment is ap¬
pealed, it would also entail ex¬
penses running to approximately
$10,000 plus legal fees.
Pessimistic View
“It is niy opinion that the possi¬
bility of obtaining any relief from
this appeal court, id very slight, par¬
ticularly because I succeeded in
knocking out the special damages
of $30,000 in the original court.
There is also the remote possi¬
bility that the Appeals Court might
reinstate the original ve&iei and
in such an event we would be right
back where we. started.
*
“After extensive argument and
discussion with Jones’ lawyer, I
succeeded in arriving at a proposed
settlement which under the circum¬

000
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BOB GANJOU PROUDLYv PRESENTS HIS NEWEST ADAGIO QUARTET SENSATION

DIOR DANCERS

The

(Sometimes Colled "The Dior Foer”)

Currently 4th Week

EMPIRE ROOM
Palmer House, Chicago
Closing Dec. 21

STATLER HOTEL
j

Cleveland
Dec. 31-J(Bn. 11

statler Hotel
Detroit
Jon. 13-26
Sttmmer IfSB Season Booked with Bernard
—di
Delfont Productions of London, England
Devised, Produced aed Choreographed by Bob Goafon (Recently of Gan|ga Bros, and Juanita)
"Diors are tops."—Chicago Daily Now*
"Brilliant precision."—Chicago Tribune.
"PmI hraath tab»K"
weoni'reicn).
,
-Chicago

‘

^

American.
7
•.. > .
"Dior dancers one of her (producer Merrial AhhaHl Iim» ehomM 11
Tiel
ADDOTTJ DeSf. cnoices.
#llkA

*

• i

_Varietv 12/4/57
,
.
TariBTy, IX/^/D/.
,VA ceduetive odfioio routine.
A seoucriYC osragra roNTine.

—London lime*.
sol Mgr.: BOB GANJOU
Persouol
400 Tlbbett A
venae
3400
Avenne
Mew Yprk
York 43,
43. N. Y.
Y,
N,ew
^

Ad2ieDANCE*S (4>
• Min*.
Gatineau, Ottawa
fci*o«ko staging, showmanship and taxability soar fho
®,or. ®?nctr* Bero-adaglo stint to high level, keeping
the customers mlttlne throMhout* Act uses three males
end e tiny brunet, the males tossing, twlrtlrtg and rifting
»**• Vl^oueh. a thriller routine that Is tightly knit
end fast-paced. She's spun through the air over her
partners' heads and flipped Into bone-tcarlng postures,
even used as a skipping rope end:yo-yo at times, but
shetcomes up grinning.
Stanm is solid for any sight media.
Gorm.
—variety, n©v. is, 1*57.

Above dotes with Merrlel .
Tbraagk Our
Abbott Booked Tbroogk
Eeropedn Rep. Geo. GoUldu,
Eeropedi
GoUldu.
Ltd., 24 Albemarle St.,
Lbndofl. W. 1

Ed ShIIIvor Oct. 20
TV Appearance Through
Al Dobrltch. 250 W. 57th 3f.,
New York IT* N. Y.

stances should be. considered excel¬
lent, arid it will save AGVA many
thousands of dollars. It would not
only dispose of the libel judgment,
but also the present injunction case
as well, at a figure less than it
would cost AGVA to appeal the
libel case and to defend the injunc¬
tion case. These matters were fully
Las Vegas, Dec. 17..
discussed at the last two national
Beldon Katelman, operator of El
executive committee meetings and Rancho Vegas here, is tryirig a
at the last meeting, Dec. 10, 1957, novel promotion. He has sent out
the enclosed motion was unani¬ a batch of gold tickets entitling
mously adopted.
the receiver »to make a New Year’s
“It is my opinion that we cannot Eve celebration reservation ori the
possibly arrive at a .better settle¬ house. Each ticket is valued at $25.
ment. I have explored, every con-: Celebration extends from Christ¬
ceivable possibility. It is also my mas Day to Jan.- 5, Inclusive, with
opinion that this settlement should explanation that the big night has
be approved, particularly in view been stretched out because of the
of the situation involving unions heavy demand for: tickets.
all over the country today. On ac- ; El Rancho op has asked the re¬
cepting this settlement, we would ceiver of the tickets to give an al¬
dispose once and for all of the ternate date so that the hoUse can
judgments insofar as it affects have some freedom in making its
AGVA and the present injunction arrangements. Bill will be headed
case responsibility against AGVA by Joe E. Lewis and Eydie Gorme.
and its national board metnbers
and employees.
Nitery Dancer Killed
Berg's *2 Birds, 1 Stone*
“In short, we are disposing of
In Truck Collision
two cases in one, and taking these
Albany, Dec. 17.
factors into consideration, it should
Betty Jean Cokley, 28, of Pitts¬
be quite apparent that the disposal field, Mass., arid Miami, Fla,, a
of these two cases brings to an end dancer at the Show Boat in New
the. Jones legal actions,
Lebanon, N. Y., was killed, and
“I strongly urge that you wire Juanita Given, 28, of Brookline,
your approval or disapproval imme^ _ Massiy also a dancer at the night
"Hub^jwas seriously injured early
diately.”
All the correspondence emanat¬ Thursday (121 fnoming when an
ing from the union appears to iridic eastbound automobile, carrying
cate that AGVA Is a party to the them swerved on a. storm-swept
libel action, a view which is at highway and crillided with a truck.
.Nicholas M, Horbiil, 40, of Pitts¬
Variance with the ruling by the
court. Precedent was a case involv¬ field, driver of the passenger car,,
ing the National Maritime Union also was killed, and Nicholas Daligpublication, in which the court iari, 39, of. Pittsfield, suffered a
voiced the opinion, upheld In the fractured skull.
Miss Given was taken to St.
Jones vs, AGVA, Bright, Irving,
etc., case; which declared that the Luke’s Hospital iri.Pittsfield, where
union must vote on the contents of her condition was listed as “seriits publication if it’s, to be held pus.” Daligian’s condition was de¬
responsible for libel actions result¬ scribed as “poor.” The driver of
the truck, owned by the Cargo-Im¬
ing from publication of articles.
perial Freight Lines, escaped with¬
out injury.

Vegas’12-Day
New Year’s Eve

MAX LOEW’S 3D CAFE
MAKES HIM N.Y. GIANT
Max Loew, operator of the Vien¬
nese Lantern arid the Casanova,
both N. Y„ is readying his third
nitery operation in the same Yorkville area. Loew, who. owns . the.
property on which the former Lit¬
tle Bohemia was located, is plan¬
ning a cafe on that site. Spot will
have ah Oriental motif in keeping
with the. upbeat of interests in
Japanese items. Loew is going to
Hawaii to audition talent, .design¬
ers and chefs.
Opening of the third spot, still
untitled, will make, Loew the opera¬
tor of most talent spots in New
York.
' ;

G LAS ON'S

FUN-MASTER I

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
.for all Theatricals
"We Service .the Stdrs"

Big Clean-Out Special on All
35 Gag Files for Only SI 5
fjas ST.00 Postage
# 3 Parody Books, Per Bk.... $10 •
O 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk:.. $25 •
O Minstrel Budget.:. :... $25 o
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
No C.O.D's .. . . . "Always Open"

BILLY GLASON
J00 W. 54th St , N.Y.C.,
Circle 7-1130
(W€ TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
(Let a Real Professional Triln. You)

Berle’s Birdie
—; Continued from page 51

^

many patrons find it more conven¬
ient to go by public transport.
The major nitery attraction in
New York at this time is Milton
Berle at the Latin Quarter. Busi¬
ness there held up excellently dur¬
ing the strike, with capacity shows
at dinner and fairly good houses at
the late sessions. Otherwise, there’s
paucity of top money names local¬
ly. Biz was sloughed, soirie feel,
by the period of the year rather
than by anything having to do with
the public conveyances. It’s felt
that the public wouldn’t be kept
away, subWays or no, if there were
a Frank Sinatra for example; to
lure the trade.
The operators aren’t committing
themselves on just how much the
subway strike contributed to the
sub-par biz. This pre-Christmas,
throughout N.Y., was neither
worse nor better than any other
similar period, according to some.
But it’s still better with subways
running—certainly insofar as the
help is concerned, anyway.

(Hi RETURN ENGAGEMENT

VALLEY STREAM PARK INN
Long Island—For 3 More Weeks

M,M St. ft Will Water. Ntw t<yk

SENSATIONAL! FABULOUS!
A Veritable Fort Knox of Classified
Comedy , material# Took 3 .years to
compile each of the first two editions.
Five years spent on third edition.

FUN MASTER'S
Giant Classlflad Encyclopedia of Gags
. • 3 Different Editions o
Edltlan Na. 1—3 Val». .,.......$300.00
Edltla* Na. 2— 5 Vail. .. ......9300.00
EdltlM Na. 3—10 Vala. .$300.00

All 3 Editions—20 Vols.—*1,000.00
No C.O.D/i
Fully classified, covering every corn
colvabie subject from A to Z. Tno last

■ILLY GLASON

200 W. 54 St., NewYork 19 Circle 7-1130

Byron STEELE •-Virginia CARROLL
Currently Appearing at

HAWAIIAN COTTAGE, Merchantville, N. J.
IMpM Ora, Until Jap S. 1*5«l
rifles Acclaim Them

os

the

Finest

Musical Comedy St

ing Duo in YearsI

YOUTH PERSONALITY VOICES
Pert, Agf—OSCAR LLOYD, 1564 Broadway. New York 34, N. Y.
PL 7-3521
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ally invests in a name, get along
handsomely sans headliners.
[the.. Nacional, which has been
going along with rather middlebracketed talent, has signed for it¬
; Continued from page .51 ;
self such names as Jimmy Durante,
New York
ample, one kitchen can service ther its operation. Casino di Capri has Anna Maria Alberghetti, Georgia
Chicago, Dec. 17,
Bobby Short- moves into the
nitery, main dining room and bar. been dropping a load of loot.
Gibbs, and Katyna Ranieri. The
Blue
Angel,
Jan. 15 . . . Tom
A mournful wail, “There ain’t no
The layout of the culinary dept:
The winnings and losses in this Riviera, , after jean Fenn, has Marie
is such that with the delivery of part of the world can. even exceed McDonald/for Dec. 24; Vagabonds Lehrer opens there tomorrow Santa Clauses,’’ rises this, year
food, immediate processing can Las Vegas. The; house for example, and Elaine Malbin, Jan.. 7, and (Thurs.) . . , Johnny Mathis goes from disillusioned ciub date hook¬
the Crescendo, Houston, Jan.
take place so that, by the time , it I must hold a $400,000 . bank as com¬ Sammy Davis Jr. afterward. The into
17 . ... . Bill Kenny pacted for ers and talent, who have looked
reaches the main kitchen, it’s ready | pared to $250,000 reserve m Las Ve¬ Capri has Gordon MacRae to fol¬ Blinstrub’s,.
Boston, Dec 30 . . . forward. to the Xmas season as a
for preparation. Hotel is equipped gas. The casino in Cuba is an end in low, with others to be bought.
Gogi Grant moves to the Ameri¬ 'time of joyous and.profitable book¬
with its own laundry. The 400 itself. Apparently, it’s not going to
Native Vs. Imported Acts
cana. Miami Beach. April 31
. ings at office and store parties.
rooms are large, airy and. air-con-1 payoff the losses incurred in the
Despite a rather lively bit of bid¬ Paul Carter named * assistant to The unsentimental culprits who
ditioned, and decorated in varied hotel and dining room operations. ding
Larry Auerbach of the record di¬ have saddened these faces are al¬
now,
there’s
an
uneasiness
in
hues to accentuate the feeling of The rates at both the Riviera and the Cuban situation on the part of vision at William Morris Agency
legedly the Chicago police cqmnfistropical luxury.
Capri idicate that the rooms will talent agencies. They know that ... Denise Darcel inked for the sioner and the musicians’ union/
Harry and Ben Smith, heading have to take care of themselves. .Cubanos like native shows, from St. Regis, Feb. 13 . . . Cindy &
the inn, did plenty of shopping; The dining room’s prices also in¬ which bonifaces cannot make a Lindy to the Elegante, Brooklyn, . Several factors are apparent in
the dearth of Christmas parties in
around'for architects before tap¬ dicate that there are no subsidies quarter. More important is the fact Jan 22.
Boh Hale, formerly in the pub¬ Loop office buildings, factories
ping Igor Boris Polivetsky (& coming from the gambling rooms. the. the Cubanos are good players
and
stores. Layoffs have been ex¬
licity
dept,
of
Music
Corp.
of
Amer¬
Johnson). They hired one designer
Penalty on High Bets
and patronize the casinos rather ica, has been shifted to the cafe tensive and business has been gen¬
Who worked on plans for three
Another factor that hints at . a frequently.
field
where
he
will
agent
.
.
erally
slow. Consequently, the en¬
months and upon complete exam- potential richer than, at Las Vegas ; Other new operations in Havana
ination the Smith Bros, felt that is possible lies in thO operations Will include the 150-room Deau¬ Helene Darcel has been signed for thusiasm for entertainment with
the
Casa
Marine
Hotel,
Key
West,
acts
and
Santa Clauses has dimi
such a hotel was inoperable and
For example, the mini¬ ville, also on the Malecon in the Fla., during the forthcoming holi¬ ished, and office budgets are be-:
uneconomic. They paid him off to themselves.
downtown section, which' is slated day season . . . Sallle Blair goes ing tightened to exclude talent as
mum
at
the
dice
tables
is
$5
where¬
the extent of $60,000 and .started as one can plunk dqwn a $1 chip or to be Open before jan, 1. Bill Miller into the Latin Quarter starting
unnecessary expense.
anew.
dollar in "Nevada. Black¬ is going out to the Rancho Boyares either April 1 or 15 . . Lily LaBut most important, a series of
The casino is, appropriately a silver
minimums are $2 against $1 section in the suburbs -to build a Mont, new at Village Paradise.
articles has appeared in the daily
enough, a golden color. It’s en¬ jack
650-room
Monte
Carlo
Hotel.
in L.V. The limit here is $200 and
cased inside a dome. The payoffs if;
papers
inspired by the police com¬
With, all these additions to the
a player wants to go oyer that
Chicago
in the slot machines seemed to be amount, there’s a . 5% penalty on hotel industry opening at one time,
missioner’s office to the effect that
Gene Allison signed by Shaw employers are. urged to avoid hold¬
rather lavish on the first day. On the overages. Therefore, to wager there is little fear in Havana that
the other hand, Nicky Hilton, son $300; a player Will have to plunk a situation like Las Vegas of two Artists . .. Jimmy Ames pacted for ing such parties because of acci-.
Monteleone Hotel, New Orleans, for
of the hotel operator, who came in
No such levies are ini years ago will arise. Then, five inns two frames, Jan. 21, and then to dents resulting from drunken driv:
with his bVother, Baron, dropped down $305.
in »Vegas. Odds and other] Were opened within a short period] Lackland A.F.B., San Antonio, for ing, etc. The musicians’ union is
quite a wad, but that was counter¬ effect
reportedly insisting, although there,
jof
each
other
and
more
closed
I
acted by several winners. At times, technicalities are the same as those shortly af terward. In the first place, I one frame, Feb. 8 . . . Dolinoffs & is no written rule to this effect,
Raya Sisters Inked for Denver Auto
it was difficult to get near the dice in Las Vegas.
Havana
doesn’t
depend
completely
Flamingo that party prpgrarns include one
However, it’s evident that the upon a transient turistas.^The city Show Feb. 9-15 . .
tables. The blackjack and roulette
Lounge reopened Dec. 11 under musician for each act, thus limit¬
spaces were similarly loaded. First nitery rooms and the casino are inr has a permanent population of l,-5 new management with an act and ing the number of acts in some
day’s .play ended at 8 a.m., many tertwined. Ginger Rogers’ salary
,000, in itself a- healthy market combo policy and with Arthur cases. Most seriously affected seem
hours past the normal, closing hour. at the Riviera, for example, cannot winch contains a lot of wealth, with Blake headlining first bill for two to be parties held in tlje afternoon.
Which will probably be around be earned from its Copa Room more being brought in by tourists weeks . . . Lee Folfberg now with1 Evening parties, usually of com¬
which
at
its
maximum,
with
ban¬
4 a.m.
foreign capital. And since the General Artists Corp. cafe dept, pany execs, are running at about
quet. styled arrangements, seats and
Capri Also a Click .
Cubans love their sport, that situa¬ here replacing Harry Bloom, who the same rate as last year, by most
Although the Hotel Capri, built around 350. The Capri, a smaller] tion is healthy.
. left for New York office . , . Pat reports.
by Miami Beach interests, is known operation with 200 seats, by the
As far as the political climate is O’Day set for Drake Hotel for five
as “last week’s hotel,” is smaller, | same token cannot earn back the concerned, the general consensus frames, Feb. 21.
Harrison Sc Fisher Return
with only 200 rooms, it has also price of Jose. Greco plus accom¬ of those that put up the money, as
hit. The smallness gives it a natural panying production.
Alter a year’s engagement at Le
well as many of the native sector,
The high costs of the shows at is that no matter who are the politi¬
intimacy. Everything in the inn is
Lido, Paris, dance team of Alex;
geared for convenience, and. yet the new hotel has the new inn¬ cal ins, the tourist business is a
Harrison & Ruth Fisher return to
with a great deal of privacy. One of keepers as well as the oldline es¬ major item in the Cuban economy. 'SS5 Continued from* page 51
the U. S. on Dec. 20.
the features is a rooftop swimming tablished hotels, such as the Na¬ It is said to account for about 20%
: Team is contemplating a part¬
authorities
had
accused
the
Royal
pool. The casino and nitery activi¬ tional, scratching their collective of the national wealth. Any govern¬
nership
in a. new Paris nitery for
ties are. overseen by Nat Harris, domes. Should prices rise, they feel ment that fails to take this factor Nevada of cheating, specifically, which they may return to Europe
onetime manager of the Latin they will be able to dispense with into Account is playing with its own stating that a blackjack dealer had later.
_
’ >
Quarter, and La Vie en Rose, N.Y., names if only out of season, and demise, they say. Anything that been observed “peeking” and “sec¬
as well as sundry operations in concentrate on native shows, which brings in hew money, new industry ond carding.” The board was Un¬
Miami Beach. The rich reds in the the Habaneros likfe best anyway. and lotsa travelers is to be desired. able to make the cheating charge
casino make; it an easy place to The niteries, except for a situation
Meanwhile,, the Cubans them¬ stick, although seven other, charges
Give a Year's Subscription To
convene; In the first two weeks of like the Tropicana, Which occasion- selves-are proud of the new addi¬ are pending. They include asser¬
"THE COMEDIAN”
tions to their skyline and architec¬ tions that the hotel permitted .‘urn*
The Only Professional Monthly
ture. In the latter respect, this city] savory persons to participate in the
Comedy Service
is one of the most impressive in the' operation, that it permitted per¬
$15 PER YEAR (12 issues)
Caribbean. The skyline as well as sons ineligible for a gaming license
the drawing, boards are full, of to have a part of the management
(3 YEARS $40)
RATES SOON QOING UP TO
dreams and dream buildings. The and that its owners didn’t exercise
$25 Per-Year So Subscribe NOW
architects are imaginative and re¬ discretion and sound judgment in
SAVES Si
sourceful, and lest anyone think financial matters.
See detailed contents.In ad below
This is the second time in less
that the buildings can be cheaply
constructed here, they are dead, than two years that the million dol¬
wrohg, since each edifice must be lar Royal Nevada has had to close
able to withstand 28ff.mph winds because of financial problems. The
“THE COMEDIAN”
during the hurricane season. The first time, on New Year’s Eve in
The Only Real Monthly
amount of concrete used in .each 1955, the hotel was under different
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICI
structure is staggering. A new Ownership.
Closing of the casino puts, about THE LATEST — THE GREATEST—
athletic stadium being constructed
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
on the road to the airport has a 130 persons out of work. Skeleton
Now In Its S7th Issue, containing
concrete dome and flying ramps of crews are being maintained to op¬
stories, one-liners, poemettes, song
the same material, that expresses erate the hotel’s 200 rooms and its
titles, hecklers, audience stuff; mono-,
logs,
parodies,
double gags, : bits,
some of the latest trends in build¬ food and bar service.
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and. Im¬
ing design. The newly constructed
personations, political/, interruptions.
Thank you, Frank Darling,
American Embassy is along the
Thoughts of the
Day,
Humorous
Ruth Price scheduled for Circus
Views of the News, etc. Start with,
lines of the UN Building. Harrison Lounge of Ottawa .House, Hull,
for a wonderful engage¬
current Issue, $15 yearly — 2 years
& Abramowitz worked on both Que., Dec. 27-Jan. 4, followed by
$21 — 3 years $40 — Single Copies
structures;
.
_ . Toni Carroll (Jan. 13-22) and Ann $2.00 — NO C.O.D/S.
ment at the Electrical Work¬
The American Ambassador, Earl Weldon (23-29).
Canadian Jazz
BILLY GLASON
Smith,
is
anxious
to
promote
AmerQuartet hacks all shows plus its
200 W. 54 St„ New York It
ers' Union Show; Chicago;
ican-Cuban amity. The Ambassador own stints.
threw a cocktail party to the visit¬
ing junketeers on Tuesday (10) just
before the Riviera preem. Mrs.
Smith has a show biz. history. She’s
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
the former Florence Pritchett, of
9th International Tour
‘‘Leave It to the Girls,” ope of the
glamor panels in early video.
Most of the junketeers had to
HAPPY HOLIDAY
leave the party early since the plans
TO ALL
were to start serving at the hotel
at 7:30. Perhaps there was never a Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
hotel or nitery built that got off
fen. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY
on time during the preem. Many of
the
guests
were
still
being
served
Houston, Tex.
at midnight. But most of the
visitors, accustomed to- opening
Dec. 24
nights, expected the delay.
Some of; those coming in for the
THE FASULOUS
preem included Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Bolger, Mitzi Gaynor, ex-champ
Rocky Marciano; Treasurer of the
United States Ivy Baker Priest and
Roy Priest; Harry Mufson, operator
Dec. 23rd, Town Coslio, Buffalo, N. Y.
Palm Springs
of the Eden Roc, Miami Beach; a
Doc* 30th, Barclay Hotel, Tor., Coo.
party from Toronto to pay tribute
Jao.
6Hi, Gay HaVt* Supper Club;
Jan. 17
to the Smith twins, who hail from
that city, as well as industryites
■ No change In personnel 111
Personal - management: Art Snider/
from Vegas.. The consensus from
•St Bloor St. W. Toronto, Canada
the party whs that the hotel is a
top hit, even if the show isn’t. But
anything that goes on in the nitery
_ After sue*
can be corrected. The Smith Bros,
| cessful Tele*
Phoenix
seem well satisfied in that respect.
vision and
Civic Club
There was one unauthorized
appearances
Feb. 3
break, A pipe feeding water to the
In Canada
, Januarytd
airconditioning plant burst Over the
I March tourregistration desk, flooding that part
" Ing Florida
of the lobby.. The damage was
Pres. Addr. Model. House, lit Third St. Lakewood, N.J. Phone LA i-053t
smalL
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House Reviews
Roxy, N. Y.

Robert C. Rothafel presentation
of "Alice in Wonderland,’ .with
Nancy
Lee Parker; Nicky Powers,
Numaralt -In cunncctlon with bills , below Indicate opening day of show
Diane Corby, Winged Victory Cho¬
whether full or split week
Alma cogan
rus,
Roxeyettes,
Squires, Robert GINGER ROGERS
Letter In parenthe*** Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; <L> Loew; <M> Mossr
Songs
Boucher Orch; "Peyton Place" With The Toppers (4)
<P> Paramount <R) RKOi (S) Stoll; <T). Tivoli; (W) Warner
43 Mins.
(20th- reviewed in current issue of Songs
Hotel Plaza, New York
40 Mins.
Variety.
Havana Riviera, Havana
“Alma Cogan Sings” will be an
Tune Tattlers (4)
London House
NEW YORK CITY
Charlie Fisk Oro
Ginger Rogers, for many years LP album which Capitol plans re¬
Dorothy -Donegan
Robert Rothaf el has put on a
Drake Hotel
Mister Kelly's
Raymond False Ore
Music Hall (P>; II
tremendous splash for the holiday Oiie of the top names in musical leasing. in the U.S. next month,
Jana-Mason
Mort
Sabi
Roxy IS
Marvin Worden-:
Jimmy Blade Oro
Helen Merrill
season at the Roxy. The house has films; is remembered as the terp printed from the HMV masters in
Marjorie Smith.
Gate of Horn
Winged Victory
Marty Rubensteln S' invested in lush scenery describing
Adriano- Vitale
Josh White
partner of Fred Astaire, and as a her native England. The platters
Palmer House
Chorus
Half . Bros.
Sam Gary
Christmas -with: a Central Pari*
Anne
Jeffreys
Sc
Diane Corby
Elly Stone
Hose Bryun
Bob Sterling..
background, and good movements singer and (dramatic actress as well. Will unquestionably reflect all the
Manuel Del Toro
Eileen O'Dare
Paul Clayton
Dior
Dancers
(4)
Skating Squires
by the talented skaters provide a Miss Rogers’ long lists of credits plus values in this London import’s
Bryan William
Jo Mapes
Ben Arden Ore.
Roxyettes
Wm. Upshaw
good stage accompaniment to the also includes a stanza in vaudeville song stylings, and to better advan¬
Roxy Orcb
Rockettes
LOS ANGELES
preem of "Peyton Place" (20th)..
piibr to her big click in the legiter; tage than in her Persian Room
There’s an "Alice. iii Wonder¬
Giro's.
Shelly Maime Ore
AUSTRALIA
“Girl Crazy.’- With this back¬ showcasing at the Hotel Plaza.
Amin Bros. (2)
land” theme running through the ground,
Largo
Miss Rogers chose to carve
Bonaires (4) -'SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
Not that her impression isn’t fa¬
Arthur L; Simpkins proceedings.. Alice (Nancy Lee a new niche for herself as a cafe
Gen Galian Ore
Tivoli (T) 23
Tivoli (T> 13
Parker) and Jack Frost (Nicky singer, prior to going put in the vorable here hut, apart from its
Shirley Bassey
.-Coconut'Groy*
Jimmy. Grosso .
Bob Crosby
Larry driswold
Powers) , move in and out of the nationai company in "The Bells are lack of socko, it is almost a handi¬
Archie Robbins
A1 Escobar Ore
Modernaires
Margo
Mocanibo
.Eagle. & Man
show, to provide a degree of edn^ Ringing.”
F: Martin Ore
capping booking considering the
Peggy King
Johnny Lockwood Lili Berde
tinuity. Their big moment is hit
Crescendo
Neal Sc Newton.
Paul Hebert Ore
A Robins
Miss Rogers has taken this phase lack of buildup for Miss Cogan.
Mel Torme
Buster Flddess.
.
Moulin Rouge
toward the finale, when they front
Rayes & -Faye
There have been better pre-selling
o?
her
cafe
career
quite
seriously.
Rigoletto Bros: Sc A Easton . Harmonica 3 Billy Barnes. Revue Billy Daniels
a pas-de-deux that has style and
Dave Pell Octet
Jimmy Jeff ■
Statler .Hotel
Anny Berryer
Some top talent was retained to impressions for most of the French
elegance.
. Interlude..
Fran Warren
Medlock & Marlowe Christine & Moll
chantootsies, to which the plush
Frances Faye
Ed. Bergman Ore
Winnetou A Squaw Darryl StewartThe production is the star of the 'write, stage and create a cafe turn hostelries generally are partial.
Johnny.
O'Connor
for
her. Kay Thompson apparently
Jimmy Parkinson
show. Costuming and movement
Alwyn Leckie
Barton: AStUtchRENO
had the most to do with the act. Then, too, by some reverse logic,
are
ah
excellent
blend.
The
rou-:
Rae
Morgan
'
berry
the Gallic thrushes have a linguis¬
Reg Priestman
Holiday
Edit Juhasz
Mapes Skyroom
tines are colorful, Especially dur- Her trademark. is strongly regis¬ tic advantage, despite that native
Norman Thorpe
Frank Ward
Smith & Redheads 3 Jo Ann Jordan 3
ing the latter part of the show tered upon Miss Rogers’ offerings. lingo handicaps/ With Miss Cogan,
Dubonnet 3:
Several, schools of thought are' repr
Tommy. Gumlna 4
when
lively
Viennese
waltzes
sup¬
Bachelors Sc Nancy
BRITAIN
with the since she is hip in the modern song
Strolling. Starr.
Lee (5)
ply the background. Another good resented in her act
stylings, she must perforce suffer
Kings (2)
Jack Melick 3
LesKamara
ASTON
moment Comes with a flock of line possible, exception of Ginger Rog¬ heightened comparisons with the
Harolds Club
New Golden
ers
Who
seems
not
to
have
been I
Hippodrome (I) 16 Blue Notes
girls doing a dance in red flannels.
Carmen Cavallaro
Louis Regis Ore
seasoned Yank brand of femme
NORTHAMPTON
Pauline Penny
the
least
consulted
about
it
all.
Don. Dick *n’ Jim’y Charlita
Still another good touch is the
New Cl) 16
song interpreters.
Barry Piddock
Patsy Shaw
New Yorkers
Wilton Family
Annette; Sc Noel
ballet of reindeer, all of which; prof There, are times during her - 40Harrah's
Riverside
Also, unless you’re a Parisian,
minute
stand
when
it
seemed
that
Iris Poliakova'
Holloway & P^t
Jig Adams Dixie¬
yides a pleasing interim.
Gateway Singers
M Sc S Davis.
babe
of classic knockout propor¬
Jackson & Collins
Miss
Rogers
had
borrowed
Miss
land (6)
Johnny O'Brien
. The vocal requirements are am¬ Thompson’s act. The Four Toppers tions of the Fernanda Montel
Reigals.
Jackie Foy
Moods (2)
Trio Cottas
Gladiators
BIRMINGHAM
ply
met
by
Diane
Corby
and
the
Chamako 3
Starlets ‘built”
the reverse is acceptable—
hacking
her,
a
la
the
Williams
Hippodrome (M) 16 Rdth Reynolds
Denis Sc Roger*
Winged Victory Chorus. The Bob
BiU Clifford Ore;
Lake Sc Rose
Vipers
the sidesteps trademarked the almost sleazy dresses, the bi¬
Boucher backgrounds . are. well Bros.,
Betty Fox Dancers Yvette
zarre coiffs ’n’ the like. Again, if
by
the
mentor,
all
helped
to'
MS
VEGAS
Jim Dale
NORWICH
done. The settings by Bruno Maine
the illusion that very little you’re a British singing babe you
jimmy . Edmundson Embassy Girls
are sometimes , breathtaking, and provide
Desert fnri
Royal Nevada
Stan Van '-.
of Miss Rogers ' was coming must stack up pretty well along the
Sharpe & Iris
"Oriental Fantasy* Dukes .of Dixieland Winbiford* Mdrtdn's costumes are. tlirough..
S Sc V Pardcie
Gvril Dowler
domestic brand—and they’re all
Jane Froman.
Campbell & Roger- Mo da Rogers
Jose.
bright and cheerful..
Eddie Bush . Sc;.'
Carlton -Hayes' Ore
Eve Valere.
There are some basic errors in over “the video for all to hear and
Dunes
see and compare.
FINSBURY PARK
Hawaiian*
Billy O’Sullivan .
the
construction
of
her
turn.
In
"Holiday
for.
GEmpire (M) 16
Paulas
Metropole, Glasgow
Sahara
So, Miss Cogan . meets that in¬
a situation like Haiyana, where
Strings''
Colin Hicks Co.
Ron & Rita
Betty Hutton
Carrie Finnell
Glasgow, Dec. 17.
Ravic Sc Babs
there’s Always a core, of people to tangible but none the less vivid
Dorothy Reid
Jean Terry
Cee Davidson Ore
Marty Wilde Co. .,
Gratae Clark & Colin Murray, whom English is secondary lan¬ standard — the couturier depart¬
NOTTINGHAM
Taffy
O'Neill
Mary
Kaye
Trio
Miki Sc. Griff
Empire (M) 16
Harbor Sc Dale
Njcicy. Kidd, Francis Langford’s guage, special and nr unfamiliar ment, the manner in which she fills
The Characters
P Sc P Page
Peaches Page
The Elegantes
.Sands
Most Bros.
Singing Scholars (12)-, Danny | materiaL is a mistake. Again Miss the glad rags, and the like. In that
Eno Sc Gray
Tommy Raft
Will Martin Trio
Heihkes'
2
Rockfelds
Regan Trio, Bernie Lewis, Hugh Rogers- voice isn’t strong enough: department Miss Cogan, for all her
Geo.
Murray
Sammy
Davis
Jr.
Johnny. Lesley
Alan. James
Gautier's . Steeple-.
Rowan Sc Martin
Edorics
Mcllroy, Dagenham Ladies’ Pipe to project this type of lyric. The youth, is inclined to those extra
Cassandra*
..
■
chase
Copa
Girls'
LONDON
turn is made up of pops, some ounces, and so the svelte sylph is
Karina
Sc Rosandro Dick Dana
Antonio Morelli Ore Band (8), St. Dennis Sisters (2), Uovelties. There’s French song, a a losing battle in. certain spots.
Metropolitan (I) 16
SOUTHAMPTON
Garwood
Van
Oro
San.
Soucl
Lucille Mapp
Bentley Sisters ( 2 ) , George Buxton,
Grand (D U
El Cortez
candlelighted "Erabraceable You,’
Herkie Styles
Possessed of a natural mike
johnny Silver
Moxoh
Ladies
(10),
Jack
Masterton
"Rhythm
on
Ice"
Pauline
Penny
Daraita.
Jo
Cardew Robinson
and a long tribute to Sinatra prior voice she knows how to belt ’em
George Arnold
Orch.
Jennie Lee
Don Rennie
. Barry Piddock
to doing a tune he essayed, in 'out,, whether it’s the pot-pourri oi
Buster
Hallett'.Ore
Jackie
Foy
'
.
San
SoucL
Dancers
Zodias
El
Rancho
Vegas
Annette
Sc
Noel
Hoyt
Henry
Ore
"Joker
is
Wild,”
all
of
Which
added
Skating Webster*
British-born pop hits in America
Holloway & Pat
LIU St. Cyr
The Aiild Lang Syne element up to a mishmash that had no (from the pianos of Ray Noble,
Showboat
George Durac
Mlcki Mario
Antone Sc Curtiss
* 4 Lovelies
I Jackson Sc Collins
takes a trick at the holiday season, sense of pace, no focal ppint and Eric Maschwitz, Jimmy Campbell,
Jimmy Ray
particularly
with
customers
who
Playmates
Garr Nelson
a one-level tempo ' that . made Reg Connelly, Jimmy Kennedy, el
Dick Rice Orch '
Showboat Girls
flock to city lights in organized for a. monotony long before the al.'), the Cole Porter medley
Flamingo
Vic Artese Ore
groups. This gaily-hued tartan completion of her 40-minute turn. (wherein she salutes the songDebra Paget
Silver slipper
spectacle, with lotsa local earthy
Mills Bros. . .
Hank Henry
Miss Rogers’ letdown in this sit¬ smith), and all that goes with her
Joey Cowan.
Flamingoettes .
comedy and lilting Scot medleys, uation is all the more surprising songalog/ She has skilled assist by
Jack Cathcart Ore. Patti Waggin
is another in safe format of annual inasmuch as. she has been a majpr Ted Straeter’s expert band (al¬
Fremont Hotel
Annie Maloney
Nitecaps .
Jimmy Shaw.
winter layouts, and is again headed click, in her tele appearances, no¬ though betimes the traps tend to
Make Believes
Jfmmy Cavanaugh'
NEW YORK CITY
by Grade Clark, toothy Scot co¬ tably With Perry Como.
drown her out for no reason that
Sparky Kaye
The Victors
medienne who's now an established
The Castles
Mac Dennison .
Hotel Statler
Miss Rogers wore a strikiUg couldn’t be readily corrected), arid
Bon Solr
.Golden Nugget
Geor Redman Ore
favorite at this downtown vaudery. \yine-colored gown and during an knows her way around a class cafe
Les Sc Larry Elgart
Kaye Ballard :
..
Thunderblrd
Hank Penny
Hotel Taft
Tony Sc Eddie
Femme scores with her popular intermissioU, when her boys car¬ floor with the proper ease and re¬
Guy Scalise :
Sue Thompson
Vincent Lopez Ore
Charles Manna
nagginlg-wife routine, working in ried on, changed to a gold lame pose. “Classing” up the Wardrobg
Tropicana
Harry Ranch '
Hotel St. Regis
Three Flames
Dorothy Kirsten
Billy Regis
sketches -and comedy doubles with slieath that indicated that girl is aspect would further assist but sh«
Julie Wilson:
Jimmie Daniels
Dick Shawn.
Marshall Grant 3 >-■ Charlita
Blue Angel.
her husband-partner, Colin Mur¬ well stacked.
is not lacking for authority.
. Riviera
Neile Adams
Milt Shaw. Ore
Tom Lehrer
ray. Her own rock ’n’ toll travesty
"Damn Yankees’*
Nat Brandywynne
Ray Bari Ore .
This is Miss Cogan’s double-bar¬
Dorothy Loudon
There was one moment in which
wins sturdy yocks.
Latin Quarter
Felicia Sanders
the act almost came, to life.. Her relled debut—her firsttime cafe
Milton/Berle
Mike Nichols
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
On musical side, Nicky Kidd, rendition
booking in America and her bow in
of
"New
Fangled
Tango”
Betty George
Elaine May
singer-pianist, Wins appreciatioU teased the customers into the idea: the niteries anywhere. She did
Metropolitan 6
Jimmy Lyon Trio
Americana
Mai Malkin Ore
Dunhills
fOr pleasant songalog ranging that she might dance. Some may make her tv debut for Ed Sullivan
Casanova
Chico . Cuban Boys
Eartha Kitt
Stan Fisher
Virginia Craig
Billy Vine
Fontainebleau .
through pops and: ballads to! Scot have; even dared to hope that she last spring. Her background is
Bob Kennedy
Chateau Madrid
Davis & Reese
Jackie Heller
Syncopated Waters- Lee Martin Ore
Lucy Fabery
Chiquita Sc Johns*n tunes. More vocalism frdm Bernie would recreate some of her dances radi television and the disks and
Jo Lombardi Ore : Chuy Reyes Ore
Goyo Reyes Sc
Lewis, tall Welsh, chirper, and from with. Astaire/ .
Trude Adams
the varieties. A review of her
B Harlowe Ore
Pepita
Sacasas Ore
Stan. Russ Trio.
Hugh Mcllroy, who leads company
Opera House, Blackpool, England,
Le Cupldon
Eddie Garson
Pup! Campo Ore
Balmoral
in nostalgic farewdl to disbanding . Unfortunately, Miss Rogers near¬ stint by Variety’s Gordon Irving
Abbey Lincoln. .
Ralph Font Ore'
Latin Quarter
Charlie Farrell
Old Romanian
El Canay
Scot regiment, the H.L.T. (Higli- ly all but destroyed her cafe future in July of 1955 prognosticated her
Sue Carson
Rosina Aston
Candi Cortez
Jackie Miles,
Sonny. Kendis Ore. Bernard Bros.
land Light Infantry),' giving out)] by turning her back on her past. as a "useful bet for overseas mar¬
Sunny Gale
eopacanana
Bob DeVoye' Trio
Tana Lenri
are a lot of songs and dances
with the specially-written number, There
McKenna Line
Buddy Hackett
ket” which may have cued GAC’s
Rudy Cardenas
. Cafe De Pfcrls
Marion Marlowe
Quito Clayero
"The Last Piper of the H.L.I.," a that many would have liked to see Tom. Martin into importing her,
Senor Wences
Show Place
again.
\
The. audience also came to but the ‘pre-Xmas spotting is an
Teddy Randazza
Gina Guardi
The Szonys
Karen Anders.
dirge-like melody. Mcllroy also see Ginger
Cindy Tyson
Martha .Errole
Rogers
and
not
Kay
. Barbara . Sharma
Nejla Ates
offers a tune.slotting-about Isle Of Thompson; She shoulda been her obvious economic handicap to even
Sammy Devens
Walter Nye Ore
Danielle LaMar
Wm. Graham .
Elaine Deming
Lucerne
Choppy Sc Models
Skye.
Kenneth McMlllen
better known singers. The forecast
Jose.
Michael Durso Oro Wm. Nix
Havana Mardi Gras
Billy Fellows "
Qn song & daneb side, Danny old. self.
by Gord of Variety may have bet¬
Frank Marti Ore
Diosa
Costello
Jet.
MacDonald
Natalie Charlson
Regan,
lithe young dancer, leads
' Downstairs Room
Miles
Velarde.
ter support after some of her plat¬
Dick
Estes
Town A Country
Julius Monk
Don Casino .
Ilona
Nagy
'
terpiug
with
his
trio.
Sister,
soubret
Johnnie Ray
NORMA WALLACE & GENE ters get into the U.S. air.
Ronny--. Graham
Tonia Flores
Chickie
i
James
•Jean Carroll
Ceil Cabot
Tony & Francella.' acts are Mae & Margo Bentley, and
COOPER
No gainsaying Miss Cogan’s vo¬
Doug
Scott
Terrace & Gray
Ellen Hanley
the blonde St. Dennis Sisters, who Dance
Juan Romero .
Croft Twins
cal prowess and thoroughly pro¬
Buster Burnell
Jenny Lou Law
David. Tyler. Ore...
Ruth Wallis
ain’t chickens. George BUrton. vet 12 Mins.
Ned Harvey Ore
fessional qualifications otherwise.
Gerry. Matthews •
Luis Varoua Ore
Lyda
Fairbanks
Sicaris Ore
stooge, helps out in the yock dept. Steuben’s, Boston
Stan Keen
Murray Franklin'S
Abeh
Freddie Bell Bell¬
Gordon Connell
Viennese Lantern
Bert Wheeler.
Dagenham Girl Pipers, from Eng¬
hops
Pair of local youngsters who for¬
Daphne Heilman
Pat Harrington,
Vicky Autier
Cotton Club :
land, fit the bill with their tartan merly
El Chico
Dick
Havilland
Jose Duval
tei*ped in Buddy Thomas’
Cab Calloway
blarings.
Marla Antinea
Roy Sedley
guizar
Ernest. Scboen Ore - Step Bros.
at the Frolic, Revere, have LELIA Dancing
Rosita -Rios
Paul Matin
Linda Bishop
Francis . Langford’s S i n g i U g revue
Paul. Mears Sc
„No 1 Fifth Ave
put togetheir a bright, updated and Songs,
Sue Lawton.
. LaRaine'
Village Barn
Scholars,
all
youths,
combine
fresh¬
15
Mins.
Betty O'Neill
Eddie
Bernard
Slappy.White . '
Ralph Michaels
. Bob Downey
ness of teenagers with: lively en¬ nicely tempoed dance act; which Adolphus Hotel, Dallas
Nautilus
Jimmy Randolph
Susan . Brady
Harold Fonvillei
Sonny Sands
Marl Leighton
semble vocalizing. The Moxon looks good fpr opening spots.
Zeb Carver Tito Guizar’s comely sprig, Lelia,
Joan Bishop '
Gloria Blake .
Hines Eros.
Ed Smith
Young
Ladies (10) are attractive Norma Wallaee, pixiesh femme who
. Hotel Pterro
Mario
Sc
TonTa
Norma Miller Dncrs
Piute Pete
.
Stanley Melba Oro
lineup.. Fraser Neal has staged was also formerly; with Johnny who’ll be 18 this month, bows
6yd Stanley Or*.
Bojbby Meyers. Ore Tune-Drops
Conrad
Dancers,
put
real
zing
into
Joe. Ricardel Ore
Seville
as
a nitery act in a fortnight here,
Ed Barefield Ore
with appreciation of outfronters^
Rosalynda St. John 'Village Vanguard
Bob Sennett :
Dl Lido tastes, and Jack Masterton handles heir modernistic impresh of calypso/ and she’s a nice asset for the
Jack Kerovac
Hotel pita
Murri Sc Ruth.
Mandy Campo Orc
Cooper,
whp
formerly
terped
as
a
J. J. Johnson 4
Alma Cogan
JohnnySilvers
Ore
baton
over
house
orch.
Layout
is
Gloria Blake
bistros. By expanding her stint
Ellis Larkin
Ted Straeter Ore
Rey Mambo Ore
Jane . Moore.
set for heavy booking through; to single and toured with Sam Sny¬ she’ll rate headliner status.
Beverly Kenny
Majk Monte Ore
. Saxony
Bernie Sager
der’s "Water. Follies” in Australia,
March..
Gord.
•"i, Hotel Roosevelt
Weela Gallez
Waldorf-Astoria
.Jack Barcena Orc
Shapely blonde senorita, beaiuti-.
is
strong
With
leaps,
spins
and
bal¬
Guy. Lombardo Ore Harry Belafonte
Charles
Sc
Faye
Eden Roc .
_
RSVP
Henry Levene Ore
Emil Coleman Ore
let taps. Pair have nice floor fully gowned in a net hoop skirt,
Eydle- Gorme
L’Olympia, Paris
Mabelle Mercer
Jimmy Grippo
Bela Bahai Ore
Dominique
appearance
and
open
with
musico
Fred
Thompson
abetted by Mexican embroidery,
The Duanos
Paris, Dec. 16.
comedy terping to "If I Were a
Tommy Angel
Lord Flea
CHICAGO
Gloria Lasso, Erroll Gamer, Bell” with: femme in white and enters with husky-toned vocal of
Rene-Louis Ldfforgue, . Maurice green cocktail bouffant gown, and "El Quibole” in Spanish. Patter
lack orchid
Betty Summers
HAVANA
between songs (“I’m scared, but
Irwin Corey
Jack Roth ..
Hotgues,. Amandis 15), Dany Ray, Cooper in tux.
Sans Soucl
Chez Adorable* (6)
Capri
not too much”) helps weld the
• Jerri Adams
Houcs (3), Milou Duchamp, Bassi
Alan Dean
Ted Flo Rito Ore 13 Jose" Greco Sc Co..
While Gooper does a solo, femme tablers, and she interlards each
Joe Parnello C3)
Gloria & Rolande
Cloister Inii
(3>; $2.’50 top.
Ethel Martin
goes off to change into bright vocal with some nifty terping.
Rolando La Serie
.
Blue Angel
Pat Moran (4) ,
Teal
Joy
Victor Alverez ,.
orange calypso outfit returning, as
'Calypso ExtravaRamsey Lewis Trio Dick Curry. .
of "Cachito” and
Miriam Barreras
Olympia. prexy Bruno Coquatrix partners goes off, for solo modernr Spanish lyrics
Lorez Alexandria.
National
Pan y. Vino” divert
La Serie Ore
Princess Abllla &
Conrad Hilton
has blended a savvy program istic calypso impression with “Marcelino
Janies. Melton
Ortega Ore;
King Christian
the
fans
to
the
idea that she’i
"Ice. Review Spec" • Raiy Carson
whicli should be in for three weeks kibitzes and flirtatiohs to males in strictly Latin in vocal
: Tropicana
Lord Christo ■'
Glenn & Colleen
endeavors.
Antonia Moren
Lord Rafael.
Erlinda Cortes
of solid biz. Topliner is; French aud. Cooper returns at end of her But she quickly swings to
Miss Lucille
Maria Magdalena
English
Alberto Rocbl
Candelas Trio
Jo Ann McGowan
disk fave GloriA Lasso, with Erroll number in matching calypso cos¬ lyrics, for a ringside tour of
Parisien Dncrs
Blanca Varela
Roger McCall
Ros Pettinger -.-.
male
Dancing Waters
GaTner in second slot for. the jazz tume and pair go into modern jazz hair-mussing, with "Make Love
Gladys. Sc Freddy
■
Blue Note
Bill Christopher
To
Re.ves Ore
' .Riveros .
Duke Ellington
Fred Napier.
set.
Advance
sales
are
big.
mambo culminating with floor spin Me” for hefty mitting. Still hep,
Guaracheros,
T:
Chez Pare*
GU Shepard Sc De
Miss Lasso is a sleek, well from air. split jump,. Potentials
Ginger Rogers
Monica Castel
Jimmy Durante
Soto Sisters 13)
in faster tempo, she belts
Jack Cole .
Tropicana Ballet
groomed Hispano singer who has loom big : with development guar¬ and
with Ed Jackson Pap! Gibbon &
"Somebody Stole My Gal” and has
Anita Ellis.
S Suarea -Orq
Sonny ■ King
Sully Kothman
(Continued on. page 63)
, anteed by exposure.
Guy.
% Romeo Orq
to beg oft.
Bark.
Tybee Afra
Jules Buffano
Norman Crider
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paper is rendered under New Acts, Ambassador Hotel, L. A. things—most good but nothing
Copacabana,. N. IT.
Royal York, Toronto
definite. This time, Miss Van Voo¬
Jules Podell presentation of is undoubtedly an International
Toronto, Dec, 11.
Los Angeles, Dec. 12.
strikes out in bolder style, has
draw*:
She’s fondly remembered
Louis Armstrong All Stars with
Cindy Sc Liridy, Moxie Whitney
Bob Crosby & Bob Cats (5) ren
control over her material Orch (12), Irene* Hall, Ralph.
Velma Middleton; Paul Gilbert; from her long string of pix as, the Modernaires (5), Freddy Martin better
arid offers both comedy and ballad
Holly Twins, Line (10), Michael dance partner of Fred Astaire, and Orch (14);
$2.50 cover.
items with plenty of pro overtones Richards; $2.50 cover, $3 miniDurso & Frank Marti Orchs; $5.50 she has apparently taken the cafe
that establish her as a click per¬ mum.
turn seriously, as evidenced by its
minimum.
The Yule season is the time for sonality for the more sophisticated
production, careful arrangements, warmhearted musical nostalgia and boites anywhere on the circuit.
On their first Canadian, visit
With holiday time approaching, cdutouriering, and virtually every the Cocoehut Grove dishes it up in
Sporting a new hairdo which is Cindy & Lindy (Cindy Lord and
Jules Podell has himself a power¬ other element that's poured into a a bubbling package with this. two- attractive, a healthy Havana tan Lindy Doherty) move into the
ful attraction for the vacationing new and expensive tujrn. But there week booking of Bob Crosby & Thp arid a simple but revealing gown, posh imperial Room, 600-seater of
collegians as well as. the bulk of are a lot of buts in the Overall re¬ Bobcats and the Modernaires. It’s songstress skips nimbly through a the Royal York Hotel, arid are over,
sprightly entertainment for the songalog loaded with neatly turned big with the carriage trade on -her
the adult trade who have never sult.:
;
lost a feeling for the powerful,
Cole, who has done much, film generation that learned its dancing lyrics and delivered in a deft and hoydenish chirpirig arid behavior
sprightly and humorous jazz dis¬ and legit choreography in. the last when the . bands Were in their pleasing manner. Preamble during and his madcap clowning. Both the
pensed by Louis Armstrong, Hav¬ few years,, has had a. lot Of ele-^ prime, but there’s nothing creaky intro periods is amusing arid on bruriet looker, and the masculine
ing done the cause of American ments to overcome on the initial, about it; there’s a bounce that will night caught; she scored with. a blond are notable for their extraculture a tremendous amount of show/Problem of properly working fldso register with the home-for- new ballad by Bart Howard titled special Vivacity/.
good in hiis recent world travels, put entrances and exits, for Jone Tbe-holidays crewcuts.
“Ini Other Words” and a rambling
They’re a fast song & dance act
Crosby’s local nitery debut has cpmedy bit about Marie and her that has no difficulty getting over
Armstrong has become, perhaps, thing, npeds further study. There
one of the best-known exports from was ope serious flaw in the music. been too long delayed, on the basis mink coat. A near-capacity .room on timing and delivery, plussed by
of
his
initial
show.
He’s
an
easy,
the United States. He’s the “Have The Hal Schaefer Quintet works
was generous with applause and the White and gold evening gown
Satch. Will Travel” goodwill emis¬ behind the choreography, while the assured performer, as his years on singer was equally generous with of the girl, with male in evening
radio and tv attest,, and he’s put her encores doing a solid 35 min¬ clothes. Pair open with bouncy
sary to the hep world.
>
major
orchestra
conducted
by.
Felix.
together
his
offering
with
plenty
of
utes before bowing out. Newt.
He’ll do the cause of boniface
Alexander’s Ragtime Band/' then
Podell a iot oi good, too, wnen tne Fuerrero Works on the side, of the savvy. There's a judicious mixture
into their hep “Language of Love”
kids start returning from studies house. The two elements rarely Of material from the . Bobcats and
recording. Youngsters also do
Americana, Miami B. "April
this week. The Copa should get jelled, to the detriment of the pro-r Crosby’s own singing, the former,
Love” in baited style, she
Miami Beach, Dec. 15.
the bulk of the youngsters' biz, as duction. The motifs used by Cole of course, geared almost entirely to
the contralto and he the baritone,
of numbers that the origi¬
Eartha Kitt, Billy Vine, Jackie to a rousing reception.
well as that of their elders. Arm¬ were borrowed from his former reprises
strong sjdms over the great mo¬ stage turn. There, was his Oriental nal crew made famous. As Crosby Heller, Lee Martin. Orch; $5 'mini¬
Pair are many clowns again in
they Play what Wingy mumments of jazz. He’s a traditionalist b;t in jazz tempo, and the black- remarks,
“I Never FClt Better” and then go
calls “the truth,” and they
from one of the most celebrated suited ballet, both of which were Marione
into a. mixed “My. Fair Lady” med¬
peddle
the
twtebeat
stuff:
With
a
schools in the jazz firmament. His sock in its day. Probably they
There was some doubt about ley for a switch in mutual timing
vigor that keeps ring- Eartha
work has the sepse of solid Crafts¬ could: still be as potent with prooer dedicated
Kitt making an appearance of pathos and cockney comedy;
foot-tapping.
Crosby also in this hotel’s
manship laden with humor and dis¬ breaks in the other departments: siders
posh Bal Masque at Back for encore after vociferous
has
a
good
routine
ih
“Songs
My
pensed with vigor, style and show¬
There was also an appalling lapse Brother Taught Me,” a medley of all this season. The “yes” decision applause, they cany On With
manship.
was
a
good
thing,
both for any “Who's Got the Suitcase?” written
when, after 40 minutes of Ginger some of Bing’s early hits, plus “In
The Satch recalls: some, moments Rogers in a singing act, Anita El¬ the Middle of an Island” and “All doubts Miss Kitt may have had by Sherman Edwards and Ben
Of his recent picture, “High So¬ lis went on for more of the same., the Way.” He winds with a routine about reception, here and for the Raleigh, and a. happy blend of
ciety,” along with such pieces as A young and. vigorous vo'ce belt¬ with Paula Kelly on “Penny in a room, Which saw its biggest open¬ “You” songs, for a rousing begoff.
“Sleepy Time Down South,” “Back ing out familiar numbers was a Gtim Slot” that’s a little too cute ing night crowd in months and a These youngsters, are a natural.
Home in Indiana/’ “St Louis somewhat unfair touch. Tybee and a fine “S’Wonderful” with the strong weekend kickoff for the just
Moxie Whitney’s orch lends able
starting name lineup booked for
Blues” and, of course, the famed Afra is a looker—-and so she let Modernaires.
backgrounding to. Cindy & Lindy..
rest of winter.
getoff piece, “Saints Come March¬
On their own, the Mods have a
Miss Kitt’s impact on the some¬ arid, in addition to its “society”
ing in.*’ Velma Middleton assists ’em look while rigged out in an fine half-hour song layout spiced
what conservative crowd that, dancing, is putting on a nice show
toward the latter part of the turn Oriental job.
its own. This includes his blackThe orchestra conducted by Fuer¬ now by some excellent trumpet makes the Bal Masque a habit was of
with her vocalizing, and the dance
clad Irene Hall, a Scottish brunet
Stuff from Dick Cathcart,. newest
bit, while, adding some humor, rero filled the requirements well member of the quintet. Group’s in show-stop class throughout her of two-weeks’ importation who’s 'a
varied
stint.
She
adds
up
as
an
seems unnecessary in lieu of the for Miss Rogers, but was unable fo fine harmonic blend gets an added adroit performer Who blends her click with sexy ^Fascination” and a,:
basic rymor which Armstrong is; overcome the technical difficult’es zing from exceptional arrange¬ catalog into a shrewd, winning ses¬ Charleston taRoff; Ralph. Rich¬
hble to fuse into his work. His imoosed bv the long-distance mesh ments, whether on such pop tunes sion
of straight, tongue-in-cheek ad ards on ballads arid his work at the
gravel-voice song style is also well with the Schaefer group. One of as “C’a C'est L’Amour” or a bar¬ special-lyric
that jell into a sock piano, and: Luigi Antonacei cn
received; as are the solo efforts of the major production, lifts was-ihe bershop medley. And the “Salute, whole. Command
of fablers is accordion. This also marks Whit¬
all his sideman.
costuming of Irene Sharaff, Who to. Glenn Miller” medley that re¬ evidenced from walkon, with de¬ ney’s ninth winter season at the
Paul Gilbert is a new comic for brought a lbt of imagination into prises such tunes as “String of liberate waits between numbers; Royal York, following his 12th sum¬
the Copa, and he seems to have the effort
. Pearls/’ “Perfidia” and “Chatanoo- breaks during song bits for dead- mer season at the Banff Springs,
learned well his lessons in projec¬
Stage facilities include one of ga Choo Choo” is a natural high¬ panned stare-irito-breakup with a record for both Swank hostelries.
McStay.
tion through his tours around the the most lavish lighting boards In light, that evokes both memories ringsider, bordering on chance of.
country. However, he shows a need any nitery which can enhance the and sustained applause.
attention loss. In her case it was
As. usual, .the Freddy Martin carried off for full measure of
of material more in keeping with looks of any production. Also a
Chateau Madrid, N. Y.
Coph standards. There -are some rain and steam curtain, thpugli n°t band does a top job. of handling steady aud build, to the point of
Lucy Fabery, Goya Reyes Jc Pcdance rhythms and gets the show palm-pounding winds to her stand¬
blue lines that could easily De ready for the. preemi.night. Jose.
pita,
Eddie Carson, Harry Bell, Theoff
to
a
fast
start,
with
a
nifty
ar¬
ard
record
clicks,
and
the
clever
^dropped. His “Know Your Doctor”
4
Senoriias, Ralph Font and El
rangement of “Malaguena.” Kap.
specials tailored to her slinky style,
bit' has an okay comedy format,
Golden Slinper.
from Which she breaks for added Caney Orchs; .Candi Cortez; $4-$5
but the lines sometimes fail to hit:
Jack. Wallace, Three Chicks & A
via highsoaring blues minimum.
Overall, he looks like he couid
Beverly Hills, Newport impact
chants. She can name her own
make it with further study of cos¬ Chuck; Danny Davis & Bill Diablo
Newport, Ky., Dec. 10.
Current Chateau Madrid layout
return date here, as far as crowd
mopolitan tastes.
Qtchs; $2.50 minimum.
Sam Levenson, Terri. Stevens, is concerned.
is satisfactory. Topping: the bill is
The Holly Twins, a blonde and
Billy Vine, a vet Beach returnee, Puerto Rican singer Lucy Fabery,
Harold Snyder, operator of this Dcmn Arden Dancers (10). With
brunet, sing and provide their own
his Way around the foibles whose savvy songstyling was re¬
accompaniment. The ladies are Long Island large-sCater doesn’t Chris, Roberts, Ronny Meren, knows
Of its mixed groups. The know¬ viewed in New Acts last week, and
lookers, their voices blend well believe iri using names. “Why Marlene Powers; Gardner Benedict ledge
pays
off in spades for Vine, ditto Harry Bell & The 4 Senoritas.
Orch;
(i0),
Jimmy
Wilber
Trio,
should
I
make
actors
my
partners
and hit some good moments. The
The balance of the bill takes in
who mixes a loa*d of new gags with
girls also show ability to trick up sp that I have to work three days Larry Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Sat. his
standard drunk and dialect two other acts, flamenco terpers
their voices into jungle sounds. to pay them off.” His entertainment
stories, to keep the laugh rise on Goyo Reyes & Pepita and ventro
policy
is
geared
primarily
to
turns
Picking
up
where
he.
left
off
a
Some of it is in the humorous vein,
high all the way. Jackie Heller’s Eddie Garsori. Reyes is a familiar
but their best exhibits would be in that go well in the neighborhoods year aga on his first visit tp this balladings belong in a show of this figure at the drib, having appeared
the record rooms patronized by the and cut down the size, of the room swahkery, Sam Levenson bids to i type, arid the little guy makes it there several times, but not al¬
juves. They figure to get their best to intimate proportions. With an surpass that heavy draw in‘the cur¬ big, ratirig added bows.for getting ways with just one partner. He’s
response during the vacation pe¬ active banquet department, he ap¬ rent fortnighter, already high with the big croWd into attention mood an excellent stepper, with a fine
parently makes out well in filling, pre-Noel party reservations. With half way through his song turn. He’s
riod.
dramatic flair. Teamed with him
The Copa production holds up a profitable portion of the. 700 the master mohologist is newcomer a plus factor in the emcee slot this round is Pepita, a comely lass,
Terri Stevens, eye-ahd-ear pleasing when he’s playing it on the more
well with Sammy Devens and Cin¬ seats.
who also clicks with her footwork.
dy Tyson doing the vocal chores,
The present shbW policy is some¬ chirp, and the Beverly crew of subdued side, which fie does iri this
Garsori’s voice - tossing with a.
and Peggy Womack, replacing what reminiscent of the old Leon Arden Dancers and Benedict toot- outing, to tie the proceedings into Spanish-styled dummy is okay.
Elaine Deming. doing an excellent & Eddie’s. The emcee makes a lot ers to: whip up a great Cabaret a smooth-flowing affair.
Lory.
Showbacking
by Ralph Font’s orch
bit of terpobats. The music -by Of the visiting Parties. Suddenly presentation,
is good, as is the music dispensed
Michael Durso in showbacking hits the air fills with a lot of jokes .. Pounds lighter and sporting a
by the Caney orch for the hipBimbo’s
365
Club,
S.
F.
crew
hairdo,
Levenson
also
has.
re¬
its. usual peak , of excellence,: and about a couple celebrating an an¬
swingirig patrons.
Jess.
San Francisco, Dec. 10.
the Latino music by Frank Marti niversary, or some industrial plant juvenated his material- He’s oh the
Harry (Woo-Woo) Stevens, Bob¬
hits it welL The Copagals decorate in the area, and there’s laughter in boards for 43 minutes arid the
Black Orchid, Chi
the floor; nicely, per usual. Jose.
various sections of the house. The Jocks keep up a continuity that by Winters, The Double-Daters (4>,
commercials pay off handspmely: Would wear down the needle on a Allan Cole with Dorothy Dorben
(FOLLOWUP)
Chicago, Dec. 12.
axiom, here that this nitery laughmeter.. Mother and his severi Dancers (10), Al Wallace Orch
Havana Riviera, Havana - It’s-ah
doesn’t thrive on comestibles and brothers and sisters continue to be (9); $1-$1.50 cover.
Jerri Adams is the first fully au¬
Harry & Ben Smith presentation entertainment -alone. There’s has the springboard fur most of his
thenticated femme performer to
of Jack Cole production starring to be a lot of extracurricular hon¬ stories and sayings. A highlight is
Corn is the stock-in-trade of get on the Black Orchid platform
Ginger Rogers and The Toppers ors bestowed on. the partyites to the reading of frightening mes¬ barijo-playing
Stevens, and in a month. The buxom, redhaired.
sages from -junior in boys’ camps. “woo-woo” is Harry
(4); Jack Cole, Anita Ellis, Tybee insure, repeat trade.
his standard audi¬ chirper comes in 'following the
Miss Stevens, brunet looker, em¬ ence-participation
Afra, Hal Schaefer Quintet, Felix
Singer-bandleader Danny Davis phasizes
gag.
a record business done by Johnny
an hour-glass figure with few minutes of hesitation,After
Fuerrero Orch; $3:50 minimum.
does excellently in this respect.
crowd Mathis over nine days, while Prof.
But his big punch is still'his.sing¬ a black and white chiffon creation, goes for it Wholeheartedly and Irwin Corey, held over from the
The Havana Riviera is probably ing. He dotes on novelty with a making her. an . attention-arrester Stevens, when he winds up his 25- previous bill, moves up to the head¬
line spot. Since the name appeal
the most impressive hotel built on trick rendition of “Object of My through a highly.; pleasing 17-min¬ miriute stint, gets a big hand.
of the former show is lacking here;
the ocean-to-ocean Havaria-Miami Affections” as his forte which he ute song cycle. Makes a nifty spe¬
He gives out first with a full-dress both
cialty
of
“Flower
Song”
and
has
performers are working under
Beach circuit, . The Smith. Bros., recorded for Cabot. He’§ well liked the sitters handclapping on a version of “Hey, Mr. Banjo” and
an obvious psychological handicap;,
. .
for
most
of
the
rest
of.
his
act
plays
Harry & Ben, who also operate the here.
rhythm tune. Racks up comeback and sings just bits and pieces of in a sense both have to show that
The
topliner
on
this
layout
is
re¬
Prince George, Toronto, have car¬
insurance.
they can “replace” Mathis.
ried out their dream hotel in the peater Jack Wallace, a disk-pan- . Chris Roberts, personable bari¬ other tunes such as “Put Your
Miss Adams-acquits herself well
tropics. It has a look of opulence, tomimist who works costume tone, is the new. emcee with the Arms Around Me, Honey," “Dark- in her first Chi performance in
changes
with
the
rapidity
Pf
Owen
elegance, taste and careful plan¬
Arden group, which has tal¬ town Strutters Ball,” “Yessir, some time. Her slow tempoed bal¬
Wallace starts off with Bonn
That’s
My
Baby/’
“If
You
Knew
ning, So has the Copa Room, the McGivpey.
lads are 'well controlled, pleasant
Elvis Presley and segues ’into sun¬ ented Ronny Meren and Marlene
major nitery operation of the inn. dry characters; including “Eloise,” Powers. as featured terps team. Susie,” etc. Everything moves ter¬ but pablumized * during the first
so that if one . old part of her stint, with nothing to
Unfortunately, as the: show’ situa¬ Helen Kane, Patti Page, and Works Jack E. Leonard tops the show rifically/fast,
joke
lays
an
egg,
another
one’s
KolU
really stimulate the audience. Not
tion presently shapes up, the hotel effectively in a lengthy stand in opening Dec. 20.
waiting for a laugh, and the. same until she gets to “Love for Sale”
is a tremendous hit, but the Show which he shows his, skill in many
is true of his singing and playing.
isn’t. However, the latter can al¬ characterizations. There are some Rite Carlton, Montreal Crowd appreciates hefty efforts of does the girl show, some fire. Her
set of carefully worked out stage
blue touches, but they: seem within
ways be fixed.
Montreal, Dec. 10.
this pleasant personality who is
Monique Van Vo&ren, Johnny living proof that talent ’ isn't a nuances on this one make it a fine
In the first show for the; hotel, the bounds of reason ih his charac¬
A few more danseusthe Smiths got Ginger Rogers to ter developments. He carries a Gallant, Paul Notar Trio; $2-$2.50 prime necessity in show business. showpiece.
tics in her songalog should be no
play her first cafe stand. Jack Cole multitude, of props,, artfully, ar¬ cover.
Bobby Winter^, rubber-faced and challenge to this performer and
relaxed, gets nice hand for exceed¬ could make the very competent
was coaxed out of virtual retire¬ ranged to facilitate his quick
The pre-Christmas doldrums, ap¬ ingly skilled and humor-tinged routine a really exceptional one.
ment as a performer to stage the changes* and he gets a steady
,
parent in most niteries around juggling, and the Double-Daters,
show and put on his dancing shoes, string of laughs.
Irwin Corey continues his come¬
Completing the session are Three town, mean nothing at the Ritz two guys and two gals, sing and dies
Apparently, these major cogs in
but this time he shows weak¬
the layout have been out. of touch Chicks & a Chuck; Who worked the Cafe with Monique Van Vooren in dance well—it’s hard to say which nesses, dropping out of his stage
N. Y. In this show- for a three-week stand. Current they do; better*
with the nitery orbit. Again the Copacabana,
personality of the libidinous pro¬
illness
cut
.
down:
the
act
to
tWo
engagement
is
third
time
around
Dbrothy
Dorben
line,
turned
out
Veiy design of the stage,: which is chicks. Despite the improvisation
fessor with a performance that is
this blqhde beauty arid present stunningly, as usual, is a little con¬ sometimes less spontabeaus and
too deep for. its width, militated needed tb'fill the gap, the chore¬ for
is by far the best of any fused in first number out. of “Les seems a bit disjointed. A few fresh
against free movement In the en¬ ography. and performance held up offering
seen, to date. : ,
Girls” but recoups handsomely in quips save the show for him in
trance and. exit, department, and excellently. The. trio contributes a.
Previous dates for Miss Van finale. Allan Cole is a good sing¬
destroying, a lot of the intimacy. routine contrasting classical and Vooren shoWed little more than a ing .emcee and Al Wallace orch such circumstances: “But the U.S.
first to the moon with for¬
Overhead mikes also didn’t seem modern ballet, an artfully con¬ handsomely endowed femme, ele¬ plays hour-long show excellently. will.be
eign-, aid,”, or telling the floral dec¬
too practical.
trived bit that hits top applause. - gantly gowned, breaking in an act Show’s set for three weeks.
orations,. ‘^There’ll be no pollinatMiss Rogers,
Whom a term
Which was a combination of many
Stef.
irig while I'm on stage.” Leva,
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

t© Capidon, Tkm 1.
the citizenry with a show produced
Hotel Pierre, IV. Y.
| tired. Show ran over an hour and
Statler Hotel, L. A.
Abbey Lincoln, Ish Vgarie Trip, by the monomonickered Carlyle,.
(FOLLOWUP)
audience reaction was generally
Los Arigeles, Dec. 13.
Howard Beder; $3 minimum.
W“0 had staged layouts at various
Elizabeth DoUbleday is an added favorable, With much mitt beating
Fran
Wqrren, Lola
Montes ^
n
.
' L_
spots in: the u.s? and at one time starter
tci- a colorful
CUlUIXUi finale.
xiiialc*
I n>r
x vr ; ,
, . .,
to toe Cotillion Strings, the after
standout, of
of the troupe is Lynn
L?nn
®ddte OKT9nmn
Berpmon
Everything about Abbey Lincoln |how
+UC1
The fiddle policy at the Hotel Pierre’s
Standout
suggests a young Lena Horne, She
/ithjose^
posh entertainment room since it Carter whose specialty is imita- °Tch (12)» $2-$2.50 cover,
has all of the physical equipment, tlie ia3t:m/0doffl:went on an economy wave and tions, particularly one of Pearl
,
-*
and then some. The strongbox comnariVPa,^
simulated the romance-arid>-violins Bailey which is good for plenty of ,Fran Warren must have remindpayoff is in the right songalog, gingers ^dancer* an
of policy which has proved so success- laughs. Carter also handles & col- ed the first-nighters, who packed
The Lenas don’t come around often
• dancers and a guitarist.
ful in some Of the less pretentious orfully-costumed production num- the Statlers Terrace Hoorn, of the
in a generation. Dorothy Dand- _ Although this is not one, of restaurants in mid-Manhattan. It her. with the entire troupe, “Think tomboy down the street who got
ridge seemed toe natural segue as Greco s top entourages, he dis- has also spread into the Viennois- Pink.” Broad comedy is supply by into everything. She has that
a straight singing enchantress On P®nses a. full quota Of entertain- Parisian fringe restaurants in the GitaGilmore, who does takeoffs on' bright-eyed hoyden look and at
a few points until she. found more. .^ent- There has been one major near-Yorkville belt. So far, at the Mae West and Sophie Tucker and once disarms her. auditors with a
or less a permanent niche in films, cnangem the concept of the group, piefre, it’s in the “nervous” hit kids the , sponge imbber bras which tossed-off friendliness that makes
Diahann Carroll could make it. tne wiid#vigor of the flamenco.has class, stalemated of course by gen- he and other cast members wear, them easy prey for her melodies
Miss Lincoln is riot orily a eyeful °een softened considerably. The eral conditions. No question but
One member of the Company, and mimicries. She fits this room
but with an expressive face — «ne elegance of costuming is that the Cotillion hasn't the zing Jan Britton, is a fairly accom- like Lena Home to the Grove and
saucy, impertinent, audacious.: She’s "Ef1®11-10■.*“* concept of the wild as wheri it went over-this-present- Plished toe dancer. There is even her three-week stand should gladgot a figure that doesn’t need that Gypsy namenco dancers of Spain, budget for personalities like' Cel- a striptease dancer—a good One— den the conventioners and their
body-hugging hour-glass gown but ^«5^ «“n-clingmg silks Worn by este Holm, Marguerite Piazza. Hil- in "Dorian Wayne.
ladies who take their revelry at
which is a good thing to have Grecoaonot square with the char- degarde, et al.
Storme De Laviere, the iorie this caravansary,
around just in case the lady cusT acter of his numbers. Even the
None the Jess, the traffic isn’t too woman in the unit, eipcees and
For this clientele she’s right
tomere also are interested m seeing: iamea zapateada has undergone a bad although from the waiters’ does some vocalizing in bairtone. down the middle. She eschews
what such couturiering can do for jnange^tn^t ismarked. However, viewpoint there’s a better edge Jewel Box has been held; over for styling for straight caroling and,
tlieir sex.
IyE'a
“at hold when a room. essays a more pre- a third week at the Casino Royal, just as importantly, avoids the speOne little alteration may well
*ew .ltems
tentious policy. The; “romantic”
Lome.
cial material that is considered
transform Miss Lincoln for a Very f}fEe„,1^w® t°?. EefillEd^ most of accent, however, is very much
-r—-smart in certain clubs. Her songs
good performer to one who can tap tomed^Srencth an^ oi/to/basG thl!r,e aI£
^ appealing.^
International, Houston are those that the sitters know and
«n Stardom’s portals and have them ,5:
• °° baslf
Alex Rosatti now helms the CoHouston Dc 17
on such numbers as “Over the
openwide. Every one of the half- ahe^1 the comPany comes out tilliori Strings as;versatile a group
judy Scott, Bob Lewis& Ginnj/, Rain^” thereVmore than a faint
dozen numbers she. caresses, from
n
.
-. -.■■■
.
of Strolling violinists as one would Carl Sands drch coy* no cover or resemblance to the vocalistics of
Whispeiy to”hus£ness, is done
parlyle s femme-fronted proceed- Want, and the maestro’s authorita- SmSS?
n°
° Judy Garland. On the strong beat
ciSwA rminlp of them are tantaliz- inf? are. ingeniously staged.. The tive and sincere singing of French raimum‘
she won her best applause,^) she
fnt-W‘hut over the whnle route the cu^riuces are novel, most of the and Italian favorites — accent on
_ .
.... -“TV
. „ . . asided, "I see you like it loud,’*
deliberateness ^and^^he sultriness performers coming from .well be- the latter—is surefire for the
Pwatery operations are full of Het songs fronT “Pajmna Game”
•can mU 'TJiere*?s sohttte bhange ^ud. the stage which provides a femmes as they group themselves surprises. Business atlnternational and »Soeuth pacific«J whicS she
nf oa?e'as trtrouie wonder wh? colorful . debut. The line forma- around the tables?
- is case, in ijoint, with Continental comes by honestly fshe played in"
hei'Pmentors°hav/mo/seerf to it tlonsand choreography, as well as
Joe Ricardel, also a highly en- Room bragging a healthy-plus-draw both)
a captivating quality
fhit
nursrie a httle sneed-UD costuming, are striking and provide gaging personality, has been shift- throu^ this pre-holiday slack sea- ag4in’st the factPthat holds her
bill
Pthere- this would break * strong appeal to the customers, ed to baton the dansapation group, son. . Customers don t leave the audience and then almost loses
stint of a chhpeT
Among the performers, Teal Joy, mixing up the waltzes and tangos ^them ^ gliding off to a coarS
whohcanneot)laces faster bv de- a Japanese singer, gets heavy mit- with musicomedy bfarid of terp '■ whisper. With her flirty eyes and
moSsSing att more versatili- **8* in a series of pops sexily tunes. IBs group is now augment- Judy Scott s tunes and Bob Lewis the female version of the butch
ti which she must certainly have delivered. Among her top numbers ed by a .little brass and rhythm as gafs- . -c
.
., hairdo, she roams ringside with a
Sithiri he/'
certainly have is the Greek tUne -Misil501i>.. with contrast to the svelte strings which tvni
S
handmike to tease the malek with
lh/ J
^ ,
a Yiddish lyric, and “Cumbachero,” dominate the evening. It’s too bad Will Rogers, while getting off some a faint ed
majes wun
This.smger is made, to order for which gives her a strong exit.
Ricardel, who was a great tablecleverest standup patter heard encj0
fin intimate xoom. but the small
A v.
^ *■- worker and hichlv nroficient in his*
lat^. in these, .parts* A mythical .• niL ^ it; ^
,
«•
cTprdSn is
ieSotVcSSsatUymrde
is Ethel
Bthk muitiUngual vocals is now limited mother-in-law takes the worst beat- tvtJ.
fess aa?v
*?
Le Cupidon
hot necessarily made
1S.
to order for her.
^trirms do ing,
night caught (14),
in bpr ran era fpAn^ tha
*«r
Her. While it’s an hiin- ffi^s tte^toee^SatLlUtes* Mtes to
S the^odmm/S^e
the“Sm“tee toe
ttfstrffi
Wf, and hight
U4). house ed
^te^uge^tte
timery m the^ sense of capacity, it Martin has® a ^m merciallv sOuJid most of the perambulating. For- ^tened hard to catchovery word,
^ore” to toedulcS ba/
spreads well to toe nght and left fan n vas a commercially^ souna
maestro Jospnh Sudv is now v/ithout a breath heard. Apprecia- ,
more to ine auicet oaiof performer, plus the “dcfdtpof’’ /p^laTse^6 WhlCh gGtS offtogood an exec a?de to Stanley Selba, im- tion of cracks usually ran to heavy dressed^Si TTghf-mtine51^?

ifsV

i/w’the’gobs^mig^puttt, it’s
on the portside arid starboard quarters. It is hardly an ideal spot for
toe. faciliastics, posings and undulations of the Abbey Lincoln
stripe; hut this is the fault of the
room in relation to Such a singer
rather than toe perfumer’s™ bk.
Still, that matter of changing of
the pace comes in because it’s
axipmatic that an entertainer adapt
himself to every situation.*
Her opening, starting on the
Staircase, is an eye-popper ^as she
teases .em on the descent with

akSISSS

,his
has made good uselof comparativetLrnewm?SgMdamod1mUo1insd0T^^
“iem wiin gooa proauciions. _ -tn.e
backgroundings are enhanced by
a mixed octet nf singiers. In toe
spots, Dick Curry hits a, good
.S?lde*- wittl a Mt iT01* ^ Louise
Mmjamg_
. The casino and mtery operation
^ a^^12^Jo^k mid^as
generai manaSrofNew York’s
Latin QuaSrf later I*\I,^and
spots in MlamUBeach as well, is
in charge of-the operation, with

noubledav’s ^ stmt accents
operetta arid musicomedy excerpts
.. . ^
pnoagih^lv on the
sj(je steDS which form^n informal
rnstrumfo? this RCA VictordSk■ - thrush Per usual Pasaual^ at^^
gj thrush Per usual Pasqual at
custome?s AnotheV footnote^ to^
^ o teMhou cht It'h ad arealnovelW
hotel tho^btitb^d axeal no^eUy
coektailery^as. the title indicates
—above the foyer of toe main en‘
trance lounge, but ^for reasons
which saloonkeepers bow know, it

hWahs the
withniftybanjo strumming. “Ce- •
cilia”, arid other faves get unusual
handlmg, creatmg impression that
two or three instrumentalists are
working on toe tunes. Imitations
with assist^from banjo helped send
. over the top two en.
several begofis.
Despite fact that single disk retoye^-old
career is^Latino item. Miss ^ Scott
xhr^h?s t?nv but crin^SdAsoft"
^YouShJott^ mve Me Go With
,
Don’t Want To Walk

f?'vn ft"d e?

‘iwtot^S

one
y ^Pra the mike to let out the
^Fiameiico dancfni?Ptoam of T ola
dancing, team of Lola
Montes Sc Manud Verdugo spin
and click their heels as a warmerupper and Eddie Bergman obliges
with a fiddle solo. His sidemen
were applauded by Miss Warren
and toe. hoofers paid toeir respects
more physically.
Helm.
-■
Kelly’s Chi
Chica|o, Dec. 9.
Mort Sahlt Helen Merrill Dick

deployment of face and arms par- m
. ... or will go down into a basement Jm^ving You, reralf in good ^
ticularly those armsr-to punctuate Doini ln the Depths, N.Y. nitery but "the upstairs thing is as
ha^f-0ne comic-happy this
. passage in a Way seldSm puncIsobel Sohins. Sdetta, Don much of a hazard as being on the an||eISXVe*CaH^ San^^^|?oup “aS*
^
or a restaurant.
attoched^the Sait /s rttil snaU’S
reSt are iri the 7ame vroove mixed
v^th a Uttle Datter ^LadvTs A
is a. tabasco corker via updatmgof
the Larry Hart l^ics, but is still
^ W
fl / d TeJrentv^ind °f entry*
.
Miss Lincoln s encores are made
up largely of a medley^ all of them
mental rousers of one sort or another, but with the same basic
objection. Okayv v of course, for a
mood album .(she s on the indie
Liberty label), tout not in-an ideal
groove for a cafe crowd.
There’s this about Le Cupidon’s
contribution: the light changes for
Miss Lincoln’s stint are suDerb. and
VUUXUUL.

*11X00.

Brooks Bros, models, who
•
- ..
Ottawa „
House,
Hall
have
over “ the advertising
Ottawa.
Rouse,
Hull
c^ts. bave moved into niteries as
Hull, Que., Dec. 13.
Canadian. Jazz
weU\ it*1'®- off-Broadway
Sheila Guyse, Canadian
weu\.:toe
ori-unmciway revuettes
aartet; 50c admission.
pr®v^de °"e Phase of ffie mvasion, Quartet;
and n°wtoriy’re going into straight
'
presentation of acts in the manner
Sheila Guyse looks like a stacked
of the Blue Angel.
camine soeJks like a countess and
The newest such excursion into stags likeV conscientious perform^ ca£a fieW is Down “
Depths, patterned roughly along whicb she lias. In the Ottawa
the lines of San Francisco’s hungry House’s Circus Lounge Miss Guyse
abd- suridiY places around toe leaves no corner of the room uncountry. Like most other openings, aware of her shilling presence and
this spot had its quota of difficul- gives firm evidence of her chirp
ties, but none that cannot he cor- ability through each of her three
rected.
30-minute stints a ight.
Located in the Hotel Duane in a
For her style, she needs more
previously unused portion of the space than the Circus Lounge offers
basement, the nitery is a smallie although she adapts her routining
seating around 60, which like its nicely to the small stand available
Madison Ave; counterparts is .to her. From her initial notes, it’s
The4

VVI

JO

packed.. MisS Scott, and Lewis headlining funnymen,
depart Dec. 22, followed by Jane
Mort Sahl has done more time
Morgan and
™
m
Chi niteries this year
than
Morgan
and Trotters
Trotters Biros.
Bros.
in big ^
Burt.
any other laughster, arid
and his appeal
^■ —
is stronger than ever. Still as far
6<u>io(v. lAndiin
out on an intellectual limb as can
Societv.
London
socwiy, M»
be carried
earned through in a club, Sahl’g
m... n
London. Dec. 10,;. . spontaneous wit is -now-given’now given less
Toma Bern, Ted Taylor Trio, to occasional dissipation and has
Gypsy Adam & His Tzxgany Play- become more pointed without lbs$3,50 minimum.
tag its subtlety. His newspaper
V
——
fadings are fresher than the news
Tonia Bern, a tall, slim, elegant- itself. While some of the same
ly gowned chanteuse, is the com- quips reappear in his routines as
plete mistress of the intimate caba- in . previous engagements here,
ret floor technique. EVeri a faulty toey alter abd grow in effect with
mike failed to riiar her smooth de- riach change in context
livery and her. 23-minute act, part . Two new techniques are apparent
pop numbers arid part special ma- in Sahl now; firstly, his quips for
terial, is ideal entertainment for hecklers; secondly, his use of a
toe small hours. Wearing a mid- story line* By tying himself down
night blue , gown, covered with se3 prosaic theme, the account of
qUinS and highly form-fitting, Miss a, pla?®.r:ip» ll?,is,abi6.to range
Bern slithers on; to the floor and^^ even^iartner ana faster with house-
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Snappy finish-offers in . “Got My. small, a la the shoulders, in a Stars.” Backing her is the new^^ Miss^^Bern is demonstrably a man’s aieiy. Audience s only^ discomfort
Love to Keep Me Warm/* “All. the Brooks Bros, garment, but toe pro- version of the Canadian Jazz woman, but she never loses the arises ironi choking its laughter in
Way” and “Wait Till You See Her/* prietor, Larry Tucker, is a largish Quartet, with Champ Champagne sympathetic attention of toe femme
to miss toe next rapidThe eastside bistro seeiris hack gent. The vested Waiters add some on 88 and Pete Fleming on bass, customers.
.
Von « Hn, '
in the swim with appropriate hook- color to the; spot. Altogether, it plus two regulars. Miss Guyse stays
Ably backed by the Ted Taylor oi
,1.™P1^?alon on a new
Ings. Monica Boyer hits the spot looks like a pleasant operation thait until Dec. 21.
Gorm.
Trio, she begins in lively fashion
tEfarmmf' Plainly clad
next for . a fortnight, toen Betty will depend for its draw on the
—-—h-—>
With “This Is a Very Special Day”
spares the '
George, Milton Berle’s statuesque performers booked.
Caslhn Rovnl Wash
and foilo.ws this wito a siick point
stipport at various spots. New
Prospectus of the spot calls for
casino Koyjll, Wai8ft.
number, “I Want a Man—Expert- ^•®f "fBadallJ> v^Y 50W tempo.
Year’s special will bring Monique toe development of promising talr
.
Washington, Dec. 13.
ence Unnecessary.” A ditty about
^ fas.»
Van Vooren, a Cupidon fave. The ent. The acts on the preem bill are _ Jewel Box Revue, with Lynn the virtues of a husband-does not EE6r,GoEs
showbacking and dansapatioh are Isobel Robins, a pleasant singer in Carter, Gita Gilmore, Donan quite register, butshe scores with
expertly handled by the Ish Ugarte the eastsideries, and Don Adams, Wayne, Robbie Ross, Billy Daye, a medley of nostalgic songs in
st?T^n^/rls
Trio (piano, drum, bass). Howard who has also worked the intimes Dale: Roberts; Jan Britton, Storme which “Pigalle”; and “Sur le Pont
Beder who provides toe warmups with Odetta, a Negro balladeer (see De Laviere, Jack French Qrch (8); D’Avignon”,are highlights.
armiratp!^hnnti
nicely with a few ballads, also dou- last week’s New Acts column on $1 cover, $3 minimum.
There follows.“When the World
bles as toe genial host. Spot’s vie- the latter).
—Was Young”; and a smart song by
tuals and service are exceUent,
Miss . Robins has come armed
The Jewel Box Revue is a throw- Eric Spear called “Half and Half,” p°^foa is that^she istJine tbe
with maitre d’Ernest (Lais) fast on with a batch of new .songs, aU of back to the vaude days of female which purports to explain the Bern background role for a concert of
toe trigger.
Trau.
which carry interest both lyrically impersonator entertainers.. . some temperament and probably does, rnooti musie
'»■
--and musically.
The smallish 0f them, such as Caryl Norman, Finally, she stags “A Simple Life
Onlv when the listener relaxes
Caori Hnt«hl na,7ana
blonde does a thorough job in pre- very good. Danny Brown’s and Is Good Enough for Me” in the an(i foregoes a search for vocal
^-'.sentihg- i good case for herself; Doc Benner’s Jewel Box package somewhat conventional manner of^\pWechtacs and trite “persoSSSatPiiit?!^ i?2V Ethel MdrtW,& Her tunes have a touch of being has been .around since 1939, but an average British thrush and then)
traits do the broad effects of
uu the
iuc beaten
uc<ucu path,
pam, ^uu there
uicxc s* a changes
txiaiiges its
ns talent
iaiem and
ana numbers
numoers shows
suuws uow.
uie song "is given.tins
the performance
nerformancecome
T?al
Joy,
DtckCurry,
°ff
howa toe
the [the
come through .ImIjOUlSe
Ma.nni.nri R.
T? Somavilla bit
Kit
nf special
cnoniol matertal
irtoforih gnd
. and pops
nnne for
fnr periodically.
K..
1111rZUiSe Manning,
of
works by
a sexy, , ro^..At;T,n
seductive Pr/m/,!,
French I u‘c
ner^itiblv a clean aridluiuugu.
sharn emoOrch; $3,50 minimum,
an entirely pleasing canto. .
Current edition has 15 female stager. Miss Bern radiates con- SonS textime rises out of eVch
———
Adams kriows his way around the impersonators end one woman who, fidence arid sex appeal and she has song rendered with consistency by
.The Capri Hotel’s Casino looks intimertes, but of late Seems to be natch, is a male impersonator. De- obviously given her act consider- the singer with some fine andartJike , a lush haven fbr entertain- mixing some tint of commerciality spite the immediate reactiori that able attention, even, to the care- fui vocal nuances
A warm and intimate robm “to his optis. Some of the lines in some might have, the show is kept fuily studied asides which link her
The mood initiated by Miss MerS£"a large stage that brings the the latter category have been clean, with very little play on the songs.
rill runs not lust through each
entertainers close to the patrons, around, but they are worked effec- sex inversion angle,, and with some
Apart from helping-the cabaret song, but from the beginning it
i-rf,an ideal setting for the hurly- tively. His football pep-talk pro- good entertainment. There is also the Ted Taylor Trio shares with grows continuously through her
♦h yf tYP® shows that abound iri vides him with a good closer.
a considerable. amount of medioc^ Gypsy Adam’s Tzigany. players, the whole program. Probably the best
inLLa in casirio -country.
The Mickey Leonard Trio show- rity, specially in the four boy— responsibilities of looking after the received number of her repertoire
r°°“ made a strong start backs arid provides the music lull; four “girl” line which, at show dancing, and both outfits keep the was “Lilac Wine,” which she right“caiiy, havmg impressed itself on,
Josecaught, occasionally seemed jather tempo gay and lilting.
Rich.
ly avoids overplaying.
Leva.
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Show on Broadway
The Genius and the
Goddess

1 moralizing, film interest seems lim¬

ited as the script stands, although
the hearing ana courtroom scenes
could provide the framework for
A Shadow of My Enemy a Hollywood version. The title is
Nick. Mayo production of two-act drama drawn from .the line, “To strike a,
"by Sol Stein: Stars Ed Begley, Gene Ray¬ shadow of iny enemy, I must strike
mond; features. William Harrigan, Leon a man.” It’s a good thesis, but like
Janney. Mason Adams, Howard Wierum,
William Zuckert, John McGovern, Anne Oenslager’s set, its treatment has
Hegira. Alma Hubbard, Ulla Kazanova, been confined to blacks and browns.
Tom Gorman. Staged by Daniel. Petrie; J For theatrical purposes, the script
setting . and lighting; Donald Oenslager; 1
choral music, Seymour Barab; conductor. could use more black and white,
Noah Greenberg; assistant to producer, though this might not jibe with the
Michael Shurtteff. At ANTA Theatre, author’s obvious sense of sober
N.Y., Dec. 11, '57; $5.75 top ($6.90 open¬
inquiry.
Geor.
ing).
Man ;..■.....;,, Leon Janney (Closed last Saturday (14) after
Augustus Randall.Ed Begley
five
performances.).
Holly RandaU ............Anne Hegira

_ Courtney Burr On association with
Liska March, by arrangement with Mal¬
colm Pearson) production of three-act
(seven scenes) comedy-drama by Aldous
Huxley and Beth Wendell, in collaboration
with Alec Coppel. based, on Huxley's
novel of the same title. Staged by Rich¬
ard Whorf; setting. Whorf; : costumes.
Virginia Volland. Stars Nancy Kelly/ Alan
Webb. Michael Tolan, Olga Fabian.'Nina
Reader. . Billy Quinn. At the Henry Miller
Theatre. N Y.. Dec. 10, '57; $5.75 top (SS.90
opening).
Timmy Maartens ........... Billy Quinn
Ruth Maartens
Nina Reader 2d Interrogator
Mason Adams
Dr. Henry Maartens ......... Alan - Webb 1st Interrogator./. William Harrigan
Katy Maartens ..
. Nancy Kelly Horace Smith ............- Gene Raymond
Bertha ..........,:.......... Olga Fabian Lawyer
..
Howard Wierum
John Rivers ...'.......... Michael Tolan Prosecutor
William Zuckert
Dr. Hans. Eberhardt ...... John McGovern
Colgrove ......... Toni Gorman
Ini the Playbill last week, play¬ Jasper
Gretchen MuUer
Ulla. Kazanova
wright Molly Kazan had a nercep- Delilah Franklin
Alma Hubbard
Singers: Morris Gesell. Gordon Myers,
tive and provocative article deplorCharles Bressler, Rrayton -Lewis •

Off-B’way Review

The Brandt & Brandt play agency, hitherto officially titled Brandt
& Brandt Dramatic Dept., Inc., has been certified by the Secretary of
State in Albany To change its name to . Harold Freedman Brandt &
Brandt Dramatic Dept., Inc.. The attorney handling the application
was Arthur B. Spingam.
The purpose of the change was presumably to . establish the play
department more clearly in legit and author circles as an autonomous
agency under Freedman. It was already independent, with Freedman as
president and majority stockholder. The play agency, continues its set¬
up of mutual stock, ownership, however, with the Brandt & Brandt
literary agency.
The latter firm was founded by Carl and Erdman Brandt, brothers,
Erdman withdrew some years ago and Carl recently died, leaving con¬
trol to his widow, Carol, and' their son, Carl D. Brandt, Bernice Bauingarten, who has headed the book end of-the agency, is retiring at the
end of the year. She is the wife of James . Gould Cozzens, author of the
bestselling novel,. “By Love Possessed,”

Thomas Hammond, general manager for Ethel. Linder Reiner’s up¬
Pale Horse, Pale Rider
ing the stereotype characters and
Bradley Phillips Sc David Wheeler pro¬ coming production of “Maybe Tuesday,” is continuing his legal stu¬
duction
of
Corinne.
Jacker's
two-act
dies.
He currently has eight hours of classes a week, but finishes pre¬
- the lack of surprises in contempo¬
of a story by. Katherine Anne
Although law books usually Adaptation
rary plays. By coincidence, last'
Porter. Featw.es Douglas Watson, Mar¬ law studies Jan. 11 and, after a three-week vacation,: will attend law
week’s opening, “The Genius and make dull reading for the layman, garet Linn, Johri Reese, Shirley . Blanc, school on a fulltime basis. Until then, he’ll continue "as g.m. for the
Sandy Kenyon;. Staged by Miss Jacker; Mel Tolkin-Lucille Kallin play. When he* becomes a fulltime legal stu¬
the Goddess/' was at least a step court trials often convert into good setting,
Bradley Phillips; Costumes, Min¬
theatre. Because of its wide press erva Farrell;
toward being an exception.
Kuriakos production. Wat¬ dent he will go to Mrs. Reiner’s office about twice a week to 0,0. op¬
coverage,
its
controversial
aspects,
son.
Jari Hus Auditorium, N.Y., Dec. erations.
The comedy-drama by Aldous and its subsequent documentation 9. '57;At$3.45
top.
Huxley and Beth Wendel, in col¬ in books designed for popular con¬
After serving as g.m. for Mrs. Reiner’s initial Broadway production,
Cast: Douglas Watson; Margaret Linn,.
laboration with Alec Coppel, Was sumption, the HiSs-Chambers con¬ Gene Rupert/Robert Prosky, Shirley “The Rainmaker,” Hammond started law. studies. He interrupted that
Emily Horsley, Elinor Fuchs. Dank
nothing much as a play, but at flict of mid-20th century notoriety | Blanc,
Groseclo.se, John Reese, Sandy Kenyon, to handle Mrs. Reiner’s production of “Candide” last season, but then
least it had an interesting premise was bound tO: reach the stage soon¬ l Joseph Boley, Sarah Braveman, Esther j resumed his legal training. He plans' to Join the law firm of Weissand a slightly unorthodox central er or later. A new playwright, Sol
berger & Frosch next summer.
character. Presumably both were Stein,
has elected to make it rela-c
“Pale Horse, Pale Rider” has to
taken from Huxley’s novel of the tively soon.
However,
his
“A
Shad¬
Samuel Taylor, author of “Sabrina Fair,” denies reports from Ot¬
same name and, as a guess, the ow of My Enemy” so closely paral¬ settle for the unfortunately damn¬
play is inferior to the original book.- lels known facts that most of the ing tab, “an interesting experi¬ tawa that the rights to the comedy have been acquired by Broadway ,
producers
Worthington Miner and Kenneth Wagg for adaptation as a
ment”
As
arranged
for
the
stage
If it’s any indication, the three elements that make for suspense¬
collaborators insisted, for several ful drama are missing, for Stein’s by Corinne Jacker, the Katherine musical. The mttsical rights to the play are not for sale, he says.
days prior to the Broadway pre¬ method is closer to the/lawyer’s Anne Porter story is transparently
a labor of love. Miss Porter has
miere, that their names be taken brief than to crackling theatre.
worked long and hard, however,
off the stage version.
Stein has given his subject mat¬ for her unique style on the printed
“The Genius and the Goddess’’ ter conscientiously detailed atten¬ page,
and there is reasonable doubt
fails as a play for a number of tion. Certainly he is a highly lit¬
reasons, including the fact that it erate. author (this/quality, indeed, whether the elements that phe uses
worthless ‘-best friend,” tends to
starts out as a comedy, about the ironically tends to become a theat¬ narratively, descriptively and evo¬ Dinner With the Family overact. Gabrielle Hamilton, Ed¬
London, Dec. 13..
home life of an eccentric genius rical liability) aind he is cliearly a catively can be transmitted into
Donald Albery presentation of Oxford ward Harvey, Gwen Nelson and
stage
action.
and ends as a virtual soap opera thoughtful man. His play is inter¬
production of three-act comedy Jocelyne Page are adequate in less
Starkly put, “Pale Horse, Pale Playhouse
romantic triangle. The basic theme, spersed with colloquies between
by Jean Anouilh; English ^translation by well-drawn characterizations.
Owen Marsh. Stan John Justin;.
almost lost in dramatization, is that the two principals that are some¬ Rider” concerns a love affair dur¬ Edward
Frank Hauser’s direction skil¬
Jill
Bennett.
Directed by Frank Hauser;
ing World, War I between two sen¬
spiritual and creative strength can times profound to the point of sen¬ sitive
young people. The girl is decor., Paul Mayo. At New Theatre. Lon¬ fully brings out the many moods
be transferred through human con¬ tentiousness, high-phrased conqlu- stricken with near-fatal illness, re¬ don, Dec. 12, *57; $2.50 top.
of
“Dinner With the Family” and
.,.-....... Gwen Nelson
tact. It’s a challenging idea, but lit¬ sions are drawn, and the. play is covers, only to find that her young Proprietress
Mayo’s decor is suitably
Georges ....
John Justin Paul
Rich.
tle is done with it. However, it nothing if not sincere: Yet. the warrior lover has succumbed to in¬ Emile .... Richard Date ; sombre.
Delamonte_....... Alan MacNaughtan
could conceivably be material , for grave issues that are debated do fluenza in an Army hospital. List¬ Mme.
do. Montrachet ...... Lally Bowers
screen adaptation, and the play it¬ not reach the audience’s collective lessly the girl turns back into life Barbara .,............... Deleha Kidd
Tiie.
Rape
of
the
Belt
solar
plexus.
M. Delachaume
Edward Harvey
self may be good for a few stock
London,. Dec. 13.
Jacques
..
Ian HendryStein pulls the fug out from un¬ and- its blank future.
Robin Fox Partnership and John Clem¬
and little theatre bookings.
As well as adapting the. tale. Mme. Delachaume.... .GabrieUe Hamilton ents
der himself in the opening scene
presentation of three-act (five scenes)
Esme .....,.. “........
. Jocelyne' Page
The character of the genius is when the' man Who broke with Miss Jacker has also directed the IsabeUe ..... *. Jill Bennett comedy by Benn W.' Levy. Stars Kay
' John
Clements, Constance
the only one in the play worth Communism pleads with his friend production. In a slow-moving way, Doctor ... Michael Bilton Hammond,
Cummings. Richard Attenborough. Staged
bothering about. For one unusual to join him in the break. From using small detail and languourous
by John Clements; decor, Malcolm Pride.
pace,
the
story
develops
in
almost
London,
always
susceptible
to
At Piccadilly Theatre, London, . Dec. 12,
thing, he actually gives the impres¬ then forward there is no question
*57; $2.20 top.
sion of being a genius. For another, of guilty or not guilty to tease an shadow-play fashion. Douglas Wat¬ an author of Jean Anouilh’s emi¬ Hera
Veronica Turlelgh
he develops as a person during the audienqe. The play merely pro¬ son appears as the narrator, tying nence, is likely to give a glad hand Zeus ;... . . . ..,..:..... Nicholas' Hannen
the.
scenes
together
with
threads
to
this
entry.
Indeed,
the
20-yearHippobotnene
__ Judith Furso
several months’ action. Although ceeds through progressive vig¬
.........
xchard Attenborough
he’s like a spoiled child in. the nettes. of Congressional, hearings of story, and how and then leading old “Dinner With The Family,” Theseus
Heracles.
John Clements
lengths to which he will go. to get and subsequent, courtroom trial to the girl through.inscrutable bits of brought in from the Oxford Play¬ Antiope .. . ........ Constance Cummings
house after a cautious tour, de¬ Dlasta>...........Clare Bradley
his own way, he is obviously a man /prove the friend guilty of the trea¬ pantomime.
Anthea ..
...,............ Ann Martin
Margaret Lmn is attractive and serves its elbow-room in the al¬ Hippolyte
of rare intellect,, perception and, in. son Stein has already established.
................ Kay Hammond
a crisis, courage and strength.
Thalestris . :.. ........... Susan Richards
The friend steadfastly denies h>. has tender concentration"’'as the ready crowded West End scene.
Broadway may vote the affair a
The wife in this rather pale guilt, and in the denouement the girl with whom fate deals harshly;
while
John
Reese
.gives
a
studied
With
four
big names At the head
shade
slow
and
old
fashioned,
but
paraphrase of “Candida” is one of author suggests that the public performance that has honesty and
though “Dinner" is not another of a distinguished cast, there is
those supremely assured women, shares guilt with both accuser and
warmth
for.
those,
members:
of
the
enough
potent
marquee lure . to
“Waltz
of
the
Toreadors,”
the
suc¬
accused.
combining superhuman efficiency,
It would be Interesting to get audience who: sit close enough to cess of that piece should encour¬ bring in the customers to see this
bland confidence that she knows
all the answers, and an air of being the reaction to this play, of a per¬ the stage. Eyen: in the small Jan age N. Y. producers to consider new Benn Levy comedy; “The Rape
of the Belt.” Its. b.o. success, there¬
terribly big about the all-too- son who knew nothing of the Hiss- Hus Auditorium, however, hot all seriously the new work.
seats are reached by Reese’s essen¬
It is a typical Anouilh offering, fore, looks reasonably, certain, al¬
human faults of others. Even more Chambers. affair on which Stein has tially
mike-and-camera
perform¬
though
the play itself is far from
so
patently
drawn.
Since
this
is
a
subtle,
bitter-sweet
tragi-comedy,
than Shaw’s classic heroine, per¬
’Gear.
with wit, pathos, fantasy and intro¬ perfect and never sustains the
haps, she’s pretty tough to take/ virtually impossible, suspense is ance.
spection blended. It is affair. The excellent start of its first act.
Not too unlike the third element of the important missing ingredient,
The wit that permeates the open¬
first act is brilliantly funny and
the “Candida” triangle also, the : and the play inevitably suffers
offers magnificent promise. But in ing scenes with such refreshing
youth in 'Genius and the Goddess” from becoming repertorial rather
than climactic.
the second stanza a fresh batch of sparkle gradually dries up as the
is a rather callow specimen.
It’s still the season for video di¬
characters. are too suddenly intro¬ plot develops. By the time the
This is a loquacious and tedious
turning to the stage. Dan¬
duced and the play flounders a second act is through, the author is
show, as the restless, cough-af¬ rectors
iel Petrie Is the latest recruit, and
Dayton,
Dec.
17.
•
shade.. But the belated arrival of clearly straining, and he’s reduced
flicted first-night audience at¬ his staging of “Shadow” has good
Complaintsr concerning the high the heroine hoists it again and the to near-farce to complete the play.
tested. There are a few amusing : pace, sense, of proportion and
cost;
of
stagehands
at
Memorial
short
third act tidies things up In its present~form.it might be a
situations, such as the first-scene cleanout precision.' The mobile,
dubious contender for. Broadway
bit in which the Nobel Prize physi¬ concentric-ringed setting that Don¬ Hall here were presented recently rosily.
The story concerns the dream honors; but careful* revision, par¬
cist works out his young son’s ald Oenslager has so admirably to Montgomery County Commis¬
ticularly
of the third act* might
algebra problem in a complicated provided, with its pinpoint .lighting sioners by Frank Allen, manager world of a dissolute youtn sur¬
(Continued on page 61)
array of blackboard hieroglyphics I also by Oenslager, gives a fluidity of the cdunty-owned hall, and Don¬ rounded by a family of cheats;
liars
and
spongers.
He
meets
an
in not much more time than his that tvrtrained Petrie capitalizes ald -Robinson, director of the
wife solves it by gradeschool meth¬ upon.
Church Federation of Dayton. Al¬ innocent young woman, and invents
a “family”, to impress her. In a
ods.
As the ex-senior editor of Time ien claimed the county was losing hired house he stages a. dinner
There are also laughable lines, who, via an ancient typewriter and money because of cancelled book¬ party
a hired butler, and an
(Dec. 16-29)
mostly involving drily scientific documents produced from a pump¬ ings resulting, from the fees de¬ actor with
and actress impersonating
Auntte Mam* (2d; Co.) (Constance Ben¬
comments on everyday human af¬ kin, convicts his erstwhile friend, manded by the grips.
Majesty's, Montreal (16-21); lays
his father and mother. The plan nett)—Her
fairs. But there’s too much fancy Ed Begley conveys the. essence of
off
Dec.
23-25;
Shubert. Bost. (26-28).
Robinson related how his group misfires aind the young woman real¬
Body Beautiful, (tryout) — Erlanger.
talk, much, of it platitudinous.
a man driven by vying senses of held a meeting in the building for izes that he is supported' by a rich PhUly
(26-28). .
Alan Webb gives an expertly justice and guilt. Begley is not about 90 minutes, with the tab for wife, also has a mistress, the wife
Canadian
players—Royal
Alexandra.
Q6-2L end of lour).
believable and droll performance given scope for energetic histri¬ stagehands running $207. That was of his best friend whom he detests ■Toronto
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Victory Jory>as the genius. Without minimizing onics, but his performance has de* $7 more than the rental of the and vice-versa, and that he has lied Locust,
Philly (16-21); Uya off Dec- 23-25;
tail
down
to
the
nervous-rubbing
Royal Alexandra, Toronto (26-28).
the little selfishnesses, of the scien¬
and cheated her In every, way.
hall, he commented*
Diary of Anno Frank. (Joseph Sehildtist, he makes him diverting, engag¬ together of thumbs as the man
But the starry-eyed girl’? love kraut)—Erlanger, Chi -(16-28).
ing and, as the element on which tries to find his way out of a laby¬
Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon)—
conquers
all,
and
the
play
ends
rinth
of
his
own
creating.
Curran, SJF. (16-28). SCHEDULED N*Y. OPENINGS
the . play’s basic situation rests,
on
the
hopeful
note
that
the
youth
Lone Day's Journey Into Might (2d Co.)
Co-starred with Begley is Gene;
lovable.
BROADWAY
will now be inspired to achieve (Fay Bain ter. Anew McMaster)—Hanna,
Raymond
as
the
accused,
a
govern¬
(Theatres Set)
(16-21); Shubert, Det. (23-28).
Nancy Kelly is attractive and
the life that he was previously too Cleve.
employee who has had the
Middle of the Might (Edward G. RobinMiss Isobol, Royale (12-26-57).
competent as the less-thari-perfect mental
Weak and selfish to earn. The .first soiDp-Ford’a, Balto (16-2D; Uya off Dec.
confidence of the country’s greait /Fun & Magic, Golden 02-30-57).
goddess, but cannot overcome the men,
Two for Seesaw, Booth (1-16-58).
act, in which the hero briefs the
yet
who,
in
Stein’s
play,
is
a
• Miss . fsobet (tryout) (Shirley Booth)—
smugness of the character. Michael Communist whose emotions are: Summer 17th, Coronet 0-22-58).
engaged artists on their, roles as National,
Wash. <16-21, moves to B'way)
Body Beautiful, B'way 0-23-58).
Tolan plays the humorless young frozen m ice. Starting quietly,
respectable parents Is brilliantly (Reviewed In VARIETY, Nov. 27, *57).
Maybe Tuesday, Playhouse 0-28-58).
lover capably, and there are ac¬ Raymond gives a steady, illuminat¬
Most Happy Falla—Riviera, Det. (24-28).
Sunrise at Campebello, Cort. 0:30-58).
fanciful and amusing. Much of the
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne,
Oh Captain, Alvin (2-4-58).
ceptable supporting bits by Billy ing portrait, and it is curious to
credit
goes
to
Alan
MacNaughtan
Anne Rogers)—Shubert, Chi (16-28),
Cloud Saven, Golden (2-5-58),
Quinn and Nina Reader as pre¬ note that despite, the cards stacked
and Lally Bowers, with Richard
No Tlmo for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)—
interlock, ANTA (2-6-58).
cocious (at least by early 192(J’s against- him, the man he plays
Portoflno, Adelphl (2-19-58).
Dare as the hired family retainer. Bushnell Aud., Hartford (16); lays off Dec.
PUyhouse, Wilmington (25-28).
Blue Denim, Playhouse (2-27-58).
standards) children and Olga Fa¬ elicits a degree of sympathy.
These are comedy performances of 17-24;
No Tlmo for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Shu¬
Who Was That Lady, Beck (3-3-58).
bian as a devoted maid.
shrewd insight and rightly earn bert, Det. (16-21); lays off Dec. 23-24;
Say Darling, ANTA (4-3:58).
Leon Janney. Is appropriately
Hanna, Cleve. .(25-28). .
Love
Me
Little,
Hayes
(4-9-58).
frequent
laughter.
Richard Whorf’s staging is busy vigorous and inquiring as a mem¬
. Rivalry
(tryout)
(Raymond
Massey,
(Theatres Not Set)
John Justin has the necessary Agnes
and occasionally hackneyed/ but ber of the public, although the part
.Moorehead, Martin Gabel)—Laying
Wihesbiirg,. Ohio' (wk. 1-27-58).
charm as. the hero, but doCs not off Dec. lGJan. 9.'
his single setting of a St. Louis is dramatically static and relevant
Venus at Large (2-11-58).
Separate
Tables
(Eric
Portmaii,
Geral¬
fully
convince
that
he
is
really
a
Entertainer (2-12-58).
professor’s living room looks prop-, only to the author’s larger moral¬
dine Page)—American. St. L. - (16-21);
This Is Goggle (2-13-58).
cad. Jill Bennett; snub-nosed, pro¬ traveU
erly spacious and informal. Vir¬ ity. William Harrigan uses a heavy
Dec. 23-25; Hartford.-L.A. (28-28).
Day'Money Stopped (2-20-58).
vocatively
plain,
is
enchanting
as
Sunrise
at
Campebello
(tryout)
(Ralph
ginia Volland’s costumes are ap¬ drawl as. a Senator from Missis¬
Actress In Love (2-24-58).
NJL (28-28).
the girl who sees through the tis¬ Bellamy)—Shubert,
Back to Methuselah (3-17-58).
sippi who is as interested in airpropriate.
Hobe.
Tunnel of Love (Tommy Noonan. Wil¬
Hearts A Dollars (4-3-58).
sue, of decadence surrounding her liam
Bishop)—Alcazar, S.F. (16-28).
(Closed last Saturday
(14) conditioning for the hearing room
OFF-BROADWAY
Two
for
the
Sees*#
(tryout) (Henry
loved
one,
but
still
doesn’t
care.
as in the case at hand, Howard
after seven performances.)
Tobias * Angel, Theatre EasJ (12-27-57).
Wash. (16-21); lays off
There is also a splendid showing Fonda)—Shubert,
Wierum has excellent drive as the
Garden District, York 0-7-58). .
Dec. 23-24; Forrest, Philly (25-28) (Re¬
by Delena Kidd as a brittle, un¬ viewed in VARIETY, Dec. 11, *57).
Chairs A' Lesson, Phoenix (1-9-58).
defense counsel, and William .Zuck¬
Winkelberg, Renata 0-14-58).
Waltz of tho Toreadors (Melvyn Dou¬
pleasant mistress Who nevertheless
Nancy Devlin, has taken over the ert has vigor mid humor as the
Penny Candle, Circle 0-15-58).
glas, Paulette Goddard)—Memorial Aud.,
.manages to achieve a certain pa¬ L'ville
Actors Equity council post vacated prOsCeutor.
Endgame, Chetxy Lane 0-21-58).
(18-19); laya off Dec, 20-25; Ameri¬
thetic
dignity.
Ian
Hendry,
as
the
Dmitri
Karamazov,
Jan.
Hus
(1-27-58).
Because of its introspection and
can; St. L. (28-28).
by Polly Rowles, who resigned.
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Big Losses on Big Shows Off-Bway;
‘Piece/ ‘West’ and Tevya’Drop
evya Drop 100G
. •

' .

LEGITIMATE

Hollywood, Dec. 17.

the author and Martin Rosecranz.
realtor and

Off-Broadway is taking a beating4-—-——
■■ . ■—"
■ ■ ' .■—: —”—“—“—Latter,
a San* Francisco
on its more ambitious productions.
t
tt
•
Three of this season’s more costly v>lie U mon 10 .Bargain
off-Broadway ventures have folded
por Program Salp<
at an approximate cumulative loss
-rur^ru^rdlll oate.
openmg in April.
of
000..
Home Office Employees,
of $100
$100,000
Ei”pJ°y«». Local 0

Legit Going Nnttyfor Adaptations;
Several Versi
Versions of Same Material
• ■ ’,

■—!—

—

> Union to Bargain
Ran«yBii«h to Qtoit
For Program Salesmen ran Theatre Frisco, and figure on
Theatre *57 Next JM
May

The most recent closer was the
revival of Noel Coward’s “Conversation Piece,” which ended a fourweek run at the Barbizon-Plaza
Theatre Dec 14. The production,
presented by Havid Shaber, Philip
Wiseman. & William Snyder (by arrangement with Lance Hamilton &
Charles Russell),, is figured to.have
dropped its entire $32,200 capitaliration;
Prior to the opening, the production caused somewhat of a stir in
the trade when it ran a half-page
ad in the Sunday drama section of
the N. Y. Times. That, alone, represented a $3,000 dent in the
show’s ad-promotion budget, an
unusually high outlay for a limitedcapacity off-Broadway operation.
The two Other closings were a revival of “Girl of the Golden West”
at the new Phyllis Anderson Theatre and Banner Production’s multipie project at the Carnegie Hall
Playhouse. “Girl,” produced by
Theatre Four (in association with
Norman Forman and Eddie Rich),
is understood Ho have represented
an approximate $50*000 loss. It ran
a week:
v
The Banner venture involved the
production of a regular play, “Tevya and His Daughters”; a weekend
midnight entry, “Best of Burlesque”; a kiddie matinee preseniini
XI
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(Continued
on page 61)

H-63, of the. International Allianceot Theatrical Stage Employees, has
been certified by the National Labor Relations Board, as bargaining
agent for legit theatre program
sellers employed by Souvenir Pr6gram, a New York company headed by KaJ Efron.. That has been
announced by. union officials. The
recognition followed an NLRB elec^
The HOE, chiefly active in the
motion , picture office field in New
York, is opposed by another union,
Retail Clerks, Local 1115-C, claiming to represent legit souvenir program salesmen. HOE already has
a contract covering out-of-town employees of "Efron’s company.
—
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Paris, Dec.
Dec. 17.
Paris,
may be
The Paris theatre may'
slugged with a technicians’ strike
durlngthe traditionally lush costChristmas neriod Member* of the
Syndicate of Theatre Technicians
are threatemne a walkout beein■ .
®
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.
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nine nert. _
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Broadway dropped,
dropped a bundle last
last'
week, with four of five closings
representing
representmg . a combined loss of
over $500,000. The remaining entry, the longrup “Most Happy Fella” exited to embark on a road
tour. In its 85-week New York run,
the musical had earned a gross
profit of approximately; $260,000
on a $375,000 investment.-.
. The four flopolas included two
shows -that threw in the towel on
the first round. They were “The
Genius and the:. Goddess,” which
racked up seven performances,
mid, “Shadow of My Enemy,”
drhich tallied five showings. “Goddess” lost approximately £80,000
$80,000
at. a $90,000
ton non investment
Woc+i«»n+ (including
on.a
20% : overcall), and “Shadow”
is figured to have dropped its entire $102,0CKJ investment (including
2Q% dvercall).
Thci nfhor turn onfrino nrnrh
two eotaie*
.nlfiue/- wMcfi Had an eight-weak
run and. “Rumple,” which ran six
weeks. Both shows are^ figured to
haVe* ^pe?
th,!irwas
entire
mvaest7
ments.
Monique”
financed
.at

Dallas, Dec. 17.
Ramsey Burch, managing direc*?£■ oi tbe Margo Jones Theatre
57 here since 1955, submitted his
resignation last Wednesday (11).
However, hell remain through his
current contract
cbiitract covering the-30week 1957-58 ending next May 25.
Burch came to the arena
are
playhouse m
in 1951 as associate director
to the theatre’s founder
founder, Margo
Jones, He succeeded as rmanaging
Jonesdirector upon her death,
death in June,
1955.
55»
,.
.
.
He says he
he’ss leaving to
t accept
;He.
an unspecified,
offer,
unspecified other offer.
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New Dramatists
Land 54G Grant
V
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The New Dramatists Committee
has received a grant of $54,000
from, the- Rockefeller Foundation,
The organization, in its 10th year
of operation, is currently coneentrating on the development of 10
member-playwrights. Another 12
associate members are eligible for.
some of the group’s benefits,
The Rockefeller grant will permit the NDC to continue its program of developing* and encouragina new AmoriVnri nloinirriaVitc and
Atiieri&i idfiywriCM, uid
nw-WUC, null
expand its activities to new fields. ;
Will f «™r V.
Since the Committee’s inception*
Will vOVCr U
more thkn 50 plays have been
Moss Hart is on the
th final third
P^duced
on Broadway by former ha.n
of his autobiography, which he’s
NDS
members.
been .writing for two years.' It’S

Moss Hart’s Antobiog,
’Act One,’Won’t Tell AS;
Will Coyer ferly Years

fee rtartrt
onosn Otagers gygjgrag rinrt
'SZJSSLSftJS-.

Toronto, Dee. 17.

W^le the
°n ««■»-: renUy being given pnmaiy con- be published by Random House.
was $240,000 (including 20%
in- He doubts
he'll be able to com%ZSEft.8i w’fgh’teo” wh?ch OTefCall);
i
.
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^
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which is moving its headquarters

iTl
?ea5
(breatemng to quR as
hfad °P>be Theatre Rational Pppulaire, while otiier theatre oper^y+iheif s5°r 1continue
without the technicians. Unfreez^
public.approves^ has been proposed.
“
--' ■ curing additional
rease in technisaiarjes. This,
xma. : however,
xiuwcvei,
would onIy Serve “ * Stopgap
measure to stdl the strike.

from Stratford to Toronto* «=hp
has engaged
engaged ' Denis
Denis Carey
Carey and
and
has
Michel St. Denis to stage next sea¬
son’s touring shows.
The Canadian Players are ap¬
pearing this week at the Royal
Alexandra Theatre here: with their
productions of “Man. and Super¬
man” and “Othello,”
Between
January and March the troupe will
tour as fbr south as . Texas and ;
Florida, returning to Toronto via ■
the Maritime Provinces and Que¬
bec Province.
Sweeting, besides representing
Actors Equity in Canada, also oper¬
ates show planes and trains from
Toronto to New York; and is: tak-:
ing over the Avenue Theatre here.
Carey and Denis, are British direc¬
tors, and Denis is to go to New
York next February-April under
sponsorship of the Rockefeller
Foundation, to set up a dramatic
School along the lines of the Lon¬
don Old Vic.

:C«nm««e*

Le® Fuchs to Operate
TT>
, -n
. n
T

(Coauthor with William Kobie ot & west
.. the upcoming Broadway produc- Fair Lady.”
tion of “Blue Denim”), Joseph
The play

Hollywood, Dec
Leo Fuchs has taken over Billy
Cray’s Band Box, long a West
Hollywood nitery, and will open it
shortly as an intimate theatre*
Initial offering will be “Uncle WilHe” in ^Uidi.V will stan.
••
House will have a -seatihg capacity of about 250:
.
, ' •--—-Ben Edwards will design
design me
the
scenery for “The Master of Thorn-

Muller, Sol Stem (author of Shadow-°f My Enemy*, which^opened
and cIosed on Broadwayl^t week),
Robert Thom (uncredited collaborator on the . current Broadway
Prpduchoh °f “Compulsion”) and
Violet Welles.
Legit producer-theatre owner
Roger L. Stevens is president of
the
and is understood
me Committee
uummuiee ana
unu^rsiooa
to. have been instrumental in pbtaining the Rockefeller grant
:

OUT SOON!
52nd Anniversary Number

SUTE LONDON’S’DOVE’
FOR B’WAY NEXT FALL
Lesley Storm’s “Roar Like a
Dove,” currently in its 13th Week
at the Phoenix Theatre, London,
will be presented, on Broadway
early next season by . the Play¬
wrights Co., in association, with
Martin Melcher and Harold MiTisch. The play, produced: in En¬
gland by Murray Macdonald &
John Stevens Ltd. (in association
with L.Q.P. Ltd.), has three Ameri¬
cans in the cast- Anne Kimbell,
Evelyn Varden and Paul McGrath.
The trio may possibly repeat
their assignments in: the Broadway
presentation, which Is slated to
open Sept. 22 In New York. A new
director will be assigned to the
production, which Was staged by
Macdonald in London. Melcher,
Incidentally* is the husband of film
actress-songstress Doris Day.. Mo¬
tion picture and U. S. stage rights
to “Dove” were acquired last fall
by the Mirisch Co., of which
Harold Mirisch is: prez.

II

produ«i™ ol^y

11 wood. Band Hox
H’wood
Box Legit
1

^ ;
adian Players. He succeeds Laurel
Crosby, who held the position the
last four years, but is moving to
Johannesburg South Africa
Robin Patterson; wife of Tom
Patterson one of the founders and
ari exec
eMh^’pf
ah
of HTbe
the .^fra^rd
Stratford ^OntJ
(Ont.)
Shakespeare Festival, continues as

Legit is becoming adaptationhappier than ever.
It’s now
reached the take-your-pick stage,
with different scripters now buck¬
ing each other with different ver¬
sions of the same basic property.
The situation covers both straight
piays and musical adaptations. Moberg’s “Doctor” comedies, which
Robert Wright and George Forrest
musicalized earlier this season as
“The Carefree Heart,” is also the
basis of a new tuner, “The GeniUS>” by James Lipton and Lawrence Rosenthal,
“Heart,” produced by Lynn
LOesser and Shamus Locke, folded
during its pre-Broadway tryout
tour. “Genius”is plannedforoffBroadway production next season
by the newly-formed producing
firm of Richard W. Clemmer and
Cass Stevens,
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel “The
Great Gatsby,” may be developed
into a tuner by the team of Joseph
McCarthy, Victor Wolfson and
George Kleinsinger,
A .prior
musical version of the hook by
Aubrey L. Goodman-Jr. was pre¬
sented by the Yale Dramatic Assn,
in New Haven and at one time was
aimed for Broadway production, by
Harry Rigby and Herbert Ross,
Last summer there were two musical versions of Oscar Wilde’s
(rrmtiniiPd nn naw jm
v^onunuea
on page nn
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tially as a sort of exercise* -with
the idea of maintaining a pattern
v’ork between the authorship
0f plays and the staging of other
show's. Whenever he’s not busy on
a legit assignment he makes a
point of putting in several hours
0f work every day on the autobiog.
will cover only Hart’s
“Act One” win
childhood and early adult years.
up to the opening night of his first
hit play, “Once in a Lifetime.”
written in collaboration with
George S. Kaufman and produced
on Broadway in 1930-31; He Con¬
siders that period the formative
and therefore the significant, and
interesting part of his life. He in¬
sists that he will never write an
“Act Two” sequel, as the conven¬
tional then-I - wrote-such-and-such
sort of book would be dull.
“Act One” will not be a tell-all
autobiog. Hart says, but will be as
frank as good taste permits. He
has already shiwn some of the
candid passages to the people in¬
volved aind has been agreeably
surprised at the favorable reac¬
tion. On that basis, he doesn’t ex¬
pect any particular objection or
resentment when the book is pub¬
lished.
Hart, whose last Broadway, play
was ^‘Climate of Eden,” produced
in 1952-53, is not Writing anything
for the stage at the moment, and
has no . new script in mind. How¬
ever, he has been talking Sporadic¬
ally about a new musical on which
he may collaborate with Alan Jay
Lerner and Frederick Loewe, re¬
spective adaptor-lyricist and com¬
poser of “My Fair Lady.”

JOHNNY CARSON VICE
EWELL IN N.Y. TUNNEL’
Johnny Carson will double from
tv to legit as Tom Ewell’s successor
in the Broadway production of
“Tunhei of Love.” Ewell is vacating
his starring assignment in the
| comedy at the expiration of his
contract Jan. 9. Carson, who’s been
active on television the last couple
of years, is currently hosting the
ABC-TV daytime quizzer, “Do You
Trust Your Wife?”
“Tunnel,” which racked up 43
weeks; at the Royale Theatre, N.Y.,
as of last Saturday (14), is laying:
off for 10 days prior to reopening
Dec* 26 at the National Theatre,
N.Y., as an interim hooking.
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George Freedley
Curator of Hie Theatre CoIIkIIm
of the N. Y. Foblte Library
Is eescmM short Hn Inadequacy
•f, boohs OR
Detroit, Dec. 17.
After its recent splurge with
three touring shows concurrent,
Detroit tapered off to a single en¬
try last week and is down to one
this semester.
However, next Monday night
(23) brings two tourers, “Most
Happy Fella" at the Riviera for a
three-week stand and “Long Day’s
Journey Into Night’’ at the Shubert
for a fortnight. The Cass Theatre
has no immediate bookings.
Estimates for Last Week
Middle of the Night, Cass (D) (2d
wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,482; $35,000)
(Edward. G. Robinson). Recovered
a bit to a fair $22,000; previous
week, $18,400; moved out last Sat¬
urday (14).
No Time for Sergeants^ Shubert
(C) (3d wk) ($4.95-$4 40; 2,050;
$42,000). Over $33,300; previous
week, $36,000; exits next Saturday
(21).
Motor Troupe Adds $32,300 .
Allentown, Pa„ Dec. 17.
The bus-and-truck company of
“No Time for Sergeants’’ grossed
a snappy $32,300 last week in a
six-perfonriance, five-way split.
J
The dates played, with grosses
listed parenthetically, included one
performance Monday (9) at the
Memorial Auditorium, Burlington,
Vt. ($4,500), two performances
Tuesdav-Wednesday (10-11) at the
War Memorial Auditorium, Provi¬
dence. R.I. ($6,240), one perform¬
ance Thursday (12) at the Shake¬
speare Theatre, Stratford, Conn.
($4,899), one performance Friday
(13) at the Fablan-Palace,. Albany
($8,509)) and one performance SatUrday (14) at the Lyric Theatre
here ($8,200).

‘MUSIC’ POWERFUL 54G
IN 4TH PHILLY WEEK
Philadelphia, Dec. 17.
“The Music Man’’ had the local
legit field almost to itself last week
as it wound up its four-week tryout
stand at the Shubert with virtual
capacity at every performance.
Paul Gregory’s production “The Ri¬
valry” came in as a concert offer¬
ing at the Academy of Music for a
two-night visit.
Only entry this week is the tour¬
ing production of “Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof,” at the Locust a Second
return visit for the Tennessee Wil¬
liams drama which premiered here
in March, 1955.' Stage activity is
marking time until the Christmas
holiday period when four produc¬
tions bow. The offerings here are
“Two for the Seesaw,” Forrest,
Dec. 25; “The Body Beautiful,”
Erianger, Dec. 26; “Maybe Tues¬
day,” Walnut, Dec. 28, and “Much
Ado About Nothing,” Locust, Dec.

‘Millionaire’ Mild $21,300;
Got $53,590 Total, LA.
Los Angeles, Dec. 17.
'Happiest Millionaire’’ had an¬
other passable round last week to
close its local stand. The total take
for the 19-performance run was
$53,-500.
Show’s departure over the week¬
end left the town dark again, until
“Separate Tables’’ arrives Dec. 26
to relight the Huntington Hartford
Theatre.
Estimate for Last Week'
Happiest Millionaire, Biltmore
(C) (3d wk) ($4.90; 1.636; $36,000)
(Walter. Pidgeon). Passable $21,300,
previous week, $22,600; left town
Saturday (14) to play San Francisco
and then go to; Chicago.

‘Seesaw $19,809
Washington, Dec. 17;
The pre-Christmas doldrums are
being accentuated here by the
critical pans dished out to the two
current pre-Broadway. tryouts.
However, the Shows are doing sur¬
prisingly well for this time of year.
Shirley; Booth’s strong personal
draw is holding up “Miss. Isobel/'
which opened last week..
There , has been an attendance
decline during the second week of
“Two For the Seasaw.”
Both
plays hold through the . current
week here, and both legit houses
are dark next week. Estimates for Last TVeek
Miss Isobel, National (Didst wk)
($5.50-$4.95; 1,667; $38,000) (Shir¬
ley Booth). Very comfortable $25,500 despite unanimous pans (Carmody. Star; Donnelly, News; Coe,
Post-Times-Herald); tryoUt .is on
subscription; final week is Current.
Two For the Seesaw, Shubert
(CD). (2d wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,550;
$41,000) (Henry Fonda), Pleasant
$19,800 for first full week; previous
week, $14,600 for four; perform¬
ances; holds this week.

Joiy-‘Cat’ Neat $22,400,
Full Week in New Haven

Hew Haven; Dec. 17.
Road, version of “Cat ou a Hot
Tin Roof,” starring Victor Jory;
played an eight-performance stand
at Shubert last weehT:Rr>qpproximately 60% of capacity. Take was
not too bad in view of the weather,
pre-Christmas and competition
from the “Ice Follies,”
j
Estimate for Last Week
Music Man, Shubert (MC) (4th . House is dark until the Dec. 26
wk) ($6; 1,880; $55,000). Tuner preem of “Sunrise at CampoDello.”
tryout nabbed over $54,000; pre¬ January is solid with the opening
vious week, $54,000; left Saturday of “Winesburg, Ohio,” Jan. 4-11;
“Cloud Seven,” Jan. 15-18; “The
(14) for Broadway,..
Rivalry,” Jan. 21-25; “Soft Touch,”
tentative for the final week of
January.
Estimate for Last Week
Cat. on a Hot Tin Roof, Shubert
(D) (single week) ($4.80; 1,650;
Minneapolis, Dec. 17. .. $38,000) (Victor Jory). Held its
Despite the traditional pre- | own at $22,400.
Christmas lull and adverse weather,
the touring “Waltz of the Toreadors” did fairly well here last week
as the second of the season’s five
(Figures denote opening dates)
subscription entries. Next local
booking is “Diary of Anne Frink,”
LONDON
starring . Joseph Schildkraut, due
At Drop of,- Hat,; Fortune .(1-24-57). .
Dec. 30 for a week at the Lyceum,
Bells Ringing, Coliseum (llrl4-57).
also on subscription.
Boy Friend. Wyndnam s (12-1-53)
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-50..
Estimate for Last Week
♦Dear Delinquent, Aldwych (6-5-57);
Waltz of the Toreadors, Lyceum
Dinner With Family, New (12-10-57).
(CD) (single week) ($4.40; 1,800;
Dry Rot. Whitehall «S-31-54).
Egg, Saville (10-24-57).
.
$42,000) (Melvyn Douglas, Paulette
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57).
Goddard). Good enough $25^200.
For Amusement Only. Apollo <6-S-56).

“Waltz Tuneful $25,200
For Solo Week inMpls.

British Shows

•Tables’ Sparse $17,800
For Single Week, Cincy
‘Cincinnati, Dec. 17.
Zero weather arid the pre-Yule
slowdown cut “Separate Tables” to
a $17,800 gross last week at the
2,000-seat Shubert at $4;52 top.
Notices were great for the Eric
Portman-Geraldine Page starrer.
Cincy is without road shows until
Jan. 20, when "Edward G.. Robinson,
in “Middle of the ..Night” opens
week’s stay at the Shubert.

WANTED TO BUY
Copies
of
Julius
Cahn's
Official
Theatrical Gulden Also, theatre books
feeling with U.S. cities (except N.Y.C.)

SAM STARK
78 North La Seoda Drive
$oalh Lag mm, California

Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57).
Grab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
Happiest Mill;, Cambridge (11-15-57).
House by Lake,'York'* (5-9-56).
Kidders. Arts (11-12-57).
Lovebirds, Adelphi '4-20-57).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
New Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
Nude With Violin. Globe (11.7-58).
Odd Man In, St. Martin’s (7-16-57).
Paddle Own Canoe, Criterion (12-4-57).
Plaisirs Be Pairls. Wales (A-20-57).
Repertory, Old "Vic- (9-18-57).'
Requiem for a Nun, Royal Ct, (11-26-57).
Roar Like a Dove, Phbenlx (9-25^7).
Sailor Beware, Strand"tt-lO-SS)..
Salad Days, Vaudeville • (8-5.54).
Sat. Night at Crown, Garrick. (9-9-57).
Share My Lettuce, Comedy (9-25-57).
Tempest,. Drury Lane (12-5-57).
Tunnel of Love, Majesty’s.(12-3-57).
•Transfer from Westminster.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Rape of Belt, Pieadllly (12-12-57).
Happy Map, Westminster (12-13-57).
Stranger in the'Sea, Arts (12-27-57).
ON TOUR
I Was a Call. Girl .
Reluctant De^^ante.
Where's Charley '
Waltz of the Toreadors

the Theatre In
Pictures
another Editorial. Feature
in the upcoming
$2d Anniversary Number
of

PS&IETY
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. Chicago, Dec. 17.
“My Fair Lady” went clean for
the. second straight: week at the
Shubert and goes off subscription
this round.
“Diary of Anne
Frank,” which has been grossing
just fair since it began its run at
the Erianger, was dipped to a new
low last week.
On .tap are “Long Day’s Journey
Into Night,”, due Jan. 6 at the Erlanger; “Happiest Millionaire/’
slated for Jan. 27 at the Harris
next month, and “Compulsion”
with the present Broadway cast,
late in February, probably at the
Great Northern.
Estimates for Last Week
Diary of Anne Frank, Erianger
CD) (8th wk) ($5; 1,333; $35,495)
(Joseph Schildkraut). Over $14,000; previous week, $15,600;' de¬
parts Dec. 28.
. . >
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC) (6th
wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979) (Brian
Aherne, Anne Rogers). Capacity
$72,979 in final Guild week; pre¬
vious week, same.

‘MAME’ RECORD $42,457,
SOLO ROUND, TORONTO
Toronto, Dei. 17.
. Biggest gross for a dramatic show
in the 50-year history pf the Royal
Alexandra Theatre here was pulled
last week by Constance Bennett in
the touring “Auntie Marne.” It was
a sellout at every performance, in¬
cluding matinees Wednesday (11)
and Saturday (14).
All night performances were sold
on mail orders alone and $30,000
more was returned; with only a few
matinee seats held for opening-day
window sale. “Auntie Marne” also
saw all permissible standee room
sold, plus turhaways at all per¬
formances.
Estimate for Last Week
Auntie Maine, Royal Alexandra
-(C) (single week) ($5.50; 1,525;
$42,000)
(Constance
Bennett).
Grossed a straight play record,
$42,457.

Wedheidiy, P^ember 18, 1957

BwayOnPre-XmasB.O. Toboggan;
Hew Girl’ $45JO, ‘Abner $39600,
‘Anger 24G, ‘Game’ 22^G, ‘Rope 18G
The odds were against Broadway
last week. Business buckled under
the pressure of a traditional preChristmas slide, aggravated by the
subway strike, a fresh snowfall and
cold weather. Boxoffice activity is
expected to continue downbeat
through next Monday (23), with a
pickup anticipated for the follow¬
ing night, Christmas Eve.
The lineup of shows selling out
or playing to virtual capacity in¬
cluded “Auntie Marne,” “Dark at
the Top of the Stairs,” “Jamaica,”
“Look Homewood, Angel,” “My
Fair Lady,’’ “Time Remembered”
and “West Side Story.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue i,
MC (Musical Comedy )', MD . (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to iveeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top [prices (where,
two prices are given, the higher , is
for Friday-Saturday nights and the
lower for weeknights), number
of seats, capacity gross arid stars.
Price. includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i,e„ exclusive of taxes.
Auntie Maine, Broadhurst (C)
(53d wk; 421 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,500) (Rosalind Russell). Previous
week, $48,200; last week, nearly
$48,100. Lays off today (Wed.)
and reopens next Thursday (26).
Greer Garson succeeds Miss Rus¬
sell as star Jan. 20.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert
CMC) (55th wk; 436 p) ($8.05; 1.453;
$58,101) ( Judy Holliday). Previous
week, $58,700; last week, almost
$56,200.
Cave Dwellers, Bijou (C) (8th
Wk; 65 p) ($5.75-$6.25; 611; $21,525) (Barry Jones, Eugenie Leontovich, Wayne Morris). Previous
week, $15,700, last week around
$10,000. ,

Previous week, $35,000; la!st week,
almost $33,800, with parties.
Rope: Dancers, Cort (D) (4th wk;
29 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155; $31,000).
(Siobhan McKenna, Art Carney),
Previous week, $21,800; last week,
nearly $18,000. Moves Jan. 27 to
the Henry Miller’s Theatre to make
way for the . Jan. -30 opening of
“Sunrise at Campobello.”
Time Remembered, Morosco (C)
(5th wk; 39 p) ($9.90; 946; $43,000)
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton,
Susan Strasberg). Previous week,.
$41,900; last week, over $42,000,
with parties.
Tunnel of Love. Royale (C) (43d
wk; 349 i>) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000)
(Tom Ewell). Previous w.eek, $17,200; last week, over $13,500. Va¬
cated theatre last Saturday (14) to
make way for the Dec. .26 opening
of “Miss Isobel.” Vacations for 10
days and reopens Dec. 26 at the
National Theatre as an interim
booking.
Visit to i Small Planet, Booth
(C) (45th wk; 356 p) ($5.75-$6.90;
766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Pre¬
vious week, $18,000; last week, al¬
most ,$12,700. Exits Jan. 11, lays
off . three weeks, then tours. “Two
for the Seesaw” opens at the house
Jan. 16.
West Side Story, Winter. Garden
(MD) (12th wk; 92 p) ($7.50; 1,404;
$60,467). Previous week, $59,900;
last week/$59,400, with parties.
Miscellaneous Makropolous Secret, Phoenix (D)
(2d wk; 16 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392)
(Eileen HCrlie). Previous week,
$9,600. for first eight, performances;
last week, over $7,700.
.. Closed Last Week
Genius and the Goddess, Miller
(D) (1st-wk; 7 p) ($5.75; 946; $28,000) (Nancy Kelly, Alan Webb).
Opened Dec. 10 to unanimously
unfavorable reviews (Aston, WorldTelegram; Atkinson, Times; Colemap, Mirror; Kerr, Herald Trib¬
une; McClain, Journal-American;
Watt, News;- Watts, Post); over
$3,800 for seven performances and
closed last Saturday (14) at an ap¬
proximate $80,000 loss on a $90,000
(including 20% overcall) invest¬
ment.
Monique, Golden (D) (8th, wk;
63 p) ($5.75; 800; $25,152) (Patricia
Jessel, Denholm Elliott). Previous
week, $10,500; last week, under
$11,000. Closed last Saturday (14)
at an approximate loss of its entire
$72,000 (including 20% overcall)
investment.
Most Happy Fella, Broadway
(MD) (85th wk; 676 p) ($7.50; 1,900;
$74,297). Previous week, $36,000;
last week, almost $22,000. Exited
last Saturday . (14) • to tour;, has
earned approximately $260,000
gross profit thus far on a $375,000
investment.
Rumple, Alvin (MC) (6th wk;
45 p) ($8.05; 1,331; $57,200) (Eddie
Foy,: Gretchen Wyler< Stephen
Douglass). Previous week, $32,000;
last week, over $20,000. Clo$ed
last Saturday (14). at an approxi¬
mate loss of its entire $240,000 (in¬
cluding 20% overcall) investment.
Shadow of My Enemy, ANTA
(D) (1st wk; 5 p) ($5.75; 1,185; $39,116) (Ed Begley, Gene Raymond).
Opened last Wednesday (li) to two
affirmative notices (Aston, WorldTelegram; Coleman, Mirror) and
five negative (Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News; Kerr; Herald
Tribune; McClain, Journal-Ameri¬
can; Watts, Post); 6ver $5,900 for
five performances and closed last
Saturday (141 at: an approximate
loss of its entire $102,000 (includ¬
ing 20% overcall) investment.
Opening This Week
Music Man, Majestic
(MC):
($8.05; 1,626; $69,989). Kermit
Bloomgarden & Herbert Greene, in
association with Frank Produc¬
tions, Inc. (Frank Loesser), presen¬
tation of a musical, with music and
lyrics by Meredith Willson and
story by Willson and Franklin
LaceyL. production financed at
$300,000, cost about $270,000 to
bring in after breaking about even
out-of-town; can break even at
around $36,000 weekly gross and
net approximately $18,000 at capac¬
ity; opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).

Compulsion, Ambassador (D)
(8th wk; 60 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155;
$36,200) (Roddy McDowell; Dean
Stockwell). Previous. week, $33,000; last Week, almost $30,000.
Country Wife, Adelphi (C) (3d
wk; 21 p) ($4.60-$5.75; 1,434; $40,000) (Julie Harris, Laurence Har¬
vey, Pamela Brown).
Previous
week, $17,900; last week, over .$11*
700. Moves to the Henry Miller’s
Theatre next Monday (23) where it
can remain until Jan. 25, having to
vacate the house at that time to
niake way for the Jan, 27 mover
over of “Rope Dancers” from the
Cort Theatre.
| Dark at the Top of the Stairs,
| Music Box (D) (2d wk; 12 p) ($5.75$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Previous
week, $25,000 for first four perfor¬
mances and two previews; last
week, nearly $33,300, with parties.
Fair Game, Longacre (C) (6th
wk; 49 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,000) (Sam Levene). Previous week,
$25,000; last week, under $22*500.
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (7th wk;
52 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena
. Cleveland, Dec. 17.
Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Pre¬
. The road company of ' “Long vious week, $63,700; last week,
Day’s Journey,” costarring Fay same.
Bainter and Anew McMaster, got
Li’l Abner, St James (MC) (57th
off to a iloW start in its initial wk; 452 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100).
hooking at. the Hanna Theatre here Previous week, $49,800; last week,
last week. The posthumous Eugene almost $39,600.
O’Neill autobiographical drama - Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
grossed almost: $6,400 last Friday- Hayes (D) (51st wk; 306 p) ($6.90;
Saturday (13-14) in the first three 1,089; $30,000) (Fredric March,
performances of a nine-day run at Florence Eldridge). P r e v i o us
the 1,515-seater. The top is $5.
week, $18,200; last week, over $15,The production drew excellent 200. Laying off this week. House
noticed, with business picking up has “Love Me Little” booked for
slightly at a special matinee last an April 9 opening.
Sunday (15).
Look Back in Anger,. Lyceum
(D) (llth wk; 87 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,400) (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh).
OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
Previous week, $25,000; last week,
(Opening date in parenthesis)
Brothers Karamazov, Gate (12- almost $24,000. ‘
Look Homeward Angel Barry¬
6-57).
more (D) (3d wk; 20 p)($6.90; 1,172;
Clerambard, Rooftop (11-7-57).
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square $40,440) (Anthony Perkins, Jo Van
Fleet, Hugh Griffith). Previous
(5-8-56); closes Jan. 5.
hi Good King Charles’ Golden week, $40,000; last week, same,
with parties.
Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
My Fair Lady Hellinger (MC)
Julius Caesar, Shakespear(92d wk; 731 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67,wrights (10-23-57).
696) (Edward Mulhare, JUlie An¬
Pale Horse, Jan Hiis (12-9-57).
Palm Tree in Rose Garden, drews). As always, over $68,700.
Broadway producer Emmett
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) Rogeirs
Cricket (11-26-57).
has been elected to the
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12- (31st* wk; 247 p) ($8,60-$9.20; board of directors of the American
1,297; $59,085) (Gwen Verdori,
27-57); closes Jan. 5.
Richard III, Heckscher (11-25- Thelma Ritter). Previous week, Playwrights Guild, Inc._
$55,400; last week nearly $45,400.
57); closes Dec. 28.
. . Sicilian Capers; Marquee (12Nnde With Violin, Belasco (C)
(5th wk; 36 p) :($5.75-$6.90; 1,037;
10-57). .
WANTED
Simply. Heavenly, Renata (11- $33,000) (Noel Coward). Previous
8^57); vacates theatre Dec. 31.
week, inadvertently underquoted, ! Dune* Instructor* — Coup!* —; ImmqThreepenny Opera, de Lys (9- was over $29,500; last week, over diatftly for Canlro) Florida Golf Rt$26,600.
25-55).
iort. YVintor •eaten.
Good! income,
Closed Last Week
Romanoff mid JnliCt, Plymouth no exhibitions. N.Y. Tel. LO. 5-6780,
Conversation Piece, Barbizon
(C) (10th wk: 76 p) ($5.75-$6.25; 2-5 P M.
1 (11-18-57).
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov).

Touring‘Journey’ $6,400
First 3 Peris, in Cleve
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torial chore, again, megging “Take
a Giant Step,” based on. Louis
Peterson’s play about the problems
of a, Negro adolescent. Julie Ep- *.
stein will produce.
1
Continued from page 58
Kleiner’s program of four pix
T2ic Rape of the Belt
deon Thomson and John Walters.
^ with “Rabbit Trap” one I
Bober’s New Book
If only on the basis of the delicious
skill with which she. (and the
rectify its weaknesses and make it The latter also plays a minor bit
as a delivery man.
crudeness of Mickey Spillaine) kids
a smash. .
,
. it\
Marjorie Weston gives a biting hopes to reunite Ernest Bognine,new play, for Robert Whitehead the self-consdous pretension of
Levy has taken as his theme the
ninth labor of Heracles, whose mis¬ study as . Miss Baxter’s snobbish and Betsy Blair, who starred in i production i*ext fall accepted, is staged readings In a chapter titled
Others Will be “Cry i now rushing a long overdue book. “Don Brown’s Body,” it’s not diffi¬
Anthony. Dawson’S “Marty.”:
sion is to acquire the belt.of the sister-in-law.
Irving pnuiShul i
Queen of the Amazons. This Greek staging .is on leisurely lines with¬ Tough,
cult
havoc Mrs.
x-u.uS<t, based,
w.aacu: on
uu the
uie-muig-<*-S nlin^ * CM11- to
w imagine the
u« uavuc
ivii's.
- £ Said
S&S plans : Kerr, might' create among playlegend, told in costume with mod- out too much evidence of. personal man novel; “The Tall Dark Mari,” i . P?*1*
up legit
ern dialog, has a prolog and epilog authority: Hutchinson Scott’s decor
ev“
is
first
class.
.
Myro.
reviewing.
to almost every scene in the form,
fj”
Hitchhiker,
based . on of. his New Yorker stories, six of
of a commentary by the Goddess
(Under the title* “Every Bed. Is the George Simenon, novel.
Mrs. Kerr is almost unique as a
: thein of the “Benny Greesnspan,
Her*-and the God Zeus, who over¬ Narrow,” the Mary. Jukes play was
Other properties On the list in-; the Agent” jenre, several originals, humorist in that she Seemingly
look the seen* and endeavor fo in¬ originally presented. last seasoii at elude a film version of Turgenev’sone. New Yorker rejection, and makes no effort to be funny. Wit
fluence the action.
the Crest: Theatre; Toronto,, where “First Love,” “The Catbird Seat’’ j‘‘Ya Say You’re Not Satisfied,” just seeins -to be her normal way
The arrival of Hercules to fulfil it was"-seen by Arind Deere Wiman, arid a pair of productions from originally published in a Variety of expressing the ridiculous way
his mission, with the aid of The¬ the producer' of the London edi¬ Williairi Schorr; “The Dreamers,” l Anniversary Number. 'There have life preserits itself to her. Al¬
though -her comedy often takes the
seus, sets the pattern for. most of tion:^—Ed)
a modern witchcraft story; and a j 5.een several booksfOf hi? Bella
the ensuing action. They find that
“maior film whiWi tt-H.t. HoirfiKae Gross of the Bronx
stories, also form of wild exaggeration or pre¬
‘riiajor film which H-H-L. describes:
the territory is populated solely
first published in The New Yorker. posterous anti-climax, it’s really
asa
secret
project.’’,.
impossible to analyze Mrs. Kerr’s
by women, that: a male stud farm
hunior. There’s apt to be a kind
. Hecht said the company may get
is maintained for breeding pur¬
Biirco^te
1 of jeering tone to it, except that
poses and that infant boys are
into, television in. 1959, adding that,
drowned at birth. There’s equality
Hemv Hott & Co j ifi: almost invariably good natured
some of its successful films like bio*an^
Continued from pace 59
J and even affectionate. In any case,
without deference to rank; with
“Marty”: and “Vera Cruz” are be¬ publication
dishonesty as a thing of the past; “The Importance of. Being Ear¬ ing considered as frameworks
a for
tori: Ben Hecht has also signed within
that nothing needs be kept, under nest” in circulation; One, tagged telefilm series. Company also may .Hclt for a book titled “Portrait of
a|“
lock and key and that the desired “Half in Earnest,” wais adapted do a telefilm anthology series.
! a Gangster,” said to be thinly dis- m°?t .vamshed breed (they ye alwajfs been rarities) pf natural wits.
belt—which is part of the crown by Britisher Vivian Ellis and
i guised for individual identification
jewels—is kept unguarded in the
For show biz readers, “Please
j but prime purpose of the hook
toured the strawhat circuit, with
Queen’s bedchamber..
is its expose of the underworld Don’t Eat the Daisies” is especially
Anna Russell starred. The :other;
pertinent in its chapters about lit¬
It’s the influence of Hera that titled “Who’s Earnest,” was writ-'
dynasty in America.
erary life in exurbia, lunching^with
leads to a change in the Utopianten by Anne Croswell and Lee
Continued, from .page, t —
'
producers, theatregoing as a critic’s
like existence. of the state. She
Pockriss. It didn’t play any legit
infuses war-like
intentions
in
matter
for
the
Postmaster
General.
-dates
but
was
revamped
for
a
tv
Frank L. Dennfs appointed A“-i of fetheeIN1UT ^HeraM “Tribune^’
HippPlyte, who Sharps the crown
ctor of public information ipi
for ;school dramatics ;and its parody 0f
arid the British and Canadian gov-.ifactor
with Antiope, and the entire popu¬ outing, on the “U.: S. Steel Hour”
ernments. Reception of U. S. tv;tha
S. Information Agency/ He j prancoise Sagan’s literary style
lation is put into training to launch and is now a. prospect for Theatre
London:
has probably rione moreto swing ;
^ectoro1? the^USlToffice6^ ! A11 the pieces have previously apan attack on Heracles and his men Guild production ‘
Canadian trade from Britain and uty_ director ot the UbiA unice o-1 Dearpd
._ various manyinpg
peared in
various magazines. ’
when they return to claim the belt.
Alexander
Dumas’
“Camille” Canadian trade from Britain and Policies & Plans.
towards America than
other
^
Probably other beleaguered par¬
These scenes, though: they have has been announced as the source single
factor ”
Dennis succeeds, Sidney PL. Fine
ents
will
find
particular enjoyment
an element of comedy, are the par¬ Of two contemplated Broadway
j xi. A
,
• iriformative director. Fine, forticular weak link in the play and productions, one a straight play
He added that the cable, which j mer N. Y.: Times '.staffer* will go in her Various anecdotes and views
emerge as uninspired farce. John and the other a musical. The play, would cost in thd region of $42 overseas on assignment for se\Terdl of how to survive in a house with
Clements, as “stager as well as co- titled “Actress in Love,” by Alan million would operate more - than years. Dennis, a former assistant children, but even a hermit should
star, has allowed this part of the Shiffers, is described as a modern 600 channels instead, of the 36 now managing editor of the Washington I get lahghs. out of those parts of the
action to be turned into nothing version of the classic and is sched¬ used in transatlantic telephone Post and the Oklahoma City Daily book. Everyone, in fact, should
more than a romp, which .is out of uled for production by Curtis Rohn¬ cable. “It could pay . its way by Oklahoman .& Times had been, pub¬ find “Please Don’t Eat the Daisies”
easy arid amusing reading, Hobe.
character With the preceding ac¬
erts. The timer, which Jerry Lynn the sale of live programs which lic affairs officer and counselor of
tion.
plains producing, is titled “French would be linked^ with, advertising. the U. S. Embassy at Rome, before
Kenneth Roberts Award
For the cast there is nothing but Hat.” . The .-writers are John When not used for broadcasting it coming here with USIA.
Doubleday is
establishing
a
praise.
Clements
and .Richard Mitchell, Lil Mattis and Lor Crane. Would be used as an extra tele¬
$5,000 Kenneth Roberts Memorial
Attenborough are on the ton of
.. J?,ps’ Pirated Ben Hogan Book
Dostoyevsky’s novel. “The Broth¬ phone link,” added Stanley.
their iorm, while Constance Cum¬
. The literary agency branch of Award for a first book by an author
mings and Kay. Hammond share ers Karamazov,’’ is another classic
the Charles E. Tuttle Co., a U. S. of American history. Award, in the
i-oyal honors with charm. Nicholas' in the multiple, workover category.
publishing firm brariched in Tokyo, name of the author who died last
Hannen and Veronica Turleigh add It’s the subject of a forthcoming
which also agents translation and July, will consist of $2,500 out¬
right and test as an advance
wit and dignity, and Judith Furse, Metro film, while a legit adaptation
reprint rights for the bulk of Brit¬
against the tome’s earnings.
as the palace blacksmith .who leads by Boris Tumarin and Jack Sydow — Continued from page 2 —
ish and American books and maga-;
the. femme army, gives a typical; is currently. playing off-Broadway
a. continuing
thing, given
zinesy brought suit against the
, It’ll
.• be
.
--man
“actually
has.
fine
piano
heavyweight performance.
publisher
of
a
“pirated
editibii”^'of
whenever
a full-length manuscript
at the; Gate Theatre. The novel is
Funda- . ^ttracts the eyes of Doubleday
. Lesser parts are smoothly played also the basis of another upcoming technique; he studied for years in Ben Hogan’s “The Modern Funda;
judges.
by Glare Bradley, Ann Martin and off-Broadway production, “The Kansas City.” ' The organist con¬ mentals of Golf” bn sale here.
Susan; Richards. The entire pro¬ Trial of Dmitri Karamzov,” by Nor¬ tinued that pianists, switching to
It is believed 40,000’copies of the
duction is. handsomely, mounted man Rose. It’s scheduled, to open the organ often “chop away .. .it bogus edition wer-e printed by off¬
CHATTER
and Malcolm Pride’s costumes and Jan.' 17 at the Jan Hus Theatre:
comes out staccato, rather tlian set with plates made by photo¬
William Raney hack as an. editor
settings deserve fullest praise.
legato,” the inference beirig that graphing the five installments (with at Rmehart; just exited McGrawMyro.
Hie former President was avoiding illustrations) as. they appeared in Hill.
>t
this mistake,. At “the last les¬ Sports Illustrated.
Virginia Fowler shifts from Holt ‘
son,
a
week
ago
Friday;”
Truman
Be My Guest!
The pirate edition runs 50 pages to juvenile editor of Knopf on
asked McBaines to let him know and sells for 250. yen (about 70c) Jan. 1.
. London. Dec. 12;
Anna Deere Wiman presentation of
of the .television, guest date, in or-, w'hiie the original, published in the
.Continued from page 59
‘Diary of Anne Frank,” pocketthree-act (seven scenes) comedy by Mary
der that he might view it. Garro- U. S.: by A. S.; Barnes, has. been. sized edition via S. Fischer Pub.
Juices. Stars Jane Baxter, Dennis'. Pflce. tatiori, “The Littlest Circus,” and
way added., that since he Was in¬ Selling at 1,3.00 yen ($5) each.
Staged by Anthony Dawson; :decor,: Hutch-.
Co. in Germany, has sold out. its
inson Scott.. At. Winter; Garden Theatre; a Monday night “Works in Pro¬ formed that Trumari would be look¬
The Baseball Magazine Co’, of first edition of .500,000 copies.
London/Dec. 11, J57; $2.20 top.
gress” program. The project was ing on, he saluted him with Karida, Tokyo; had translation
Dodie Drummond ..... .Leslie Nunnerley
“The Fly,” the George LenaEleanor 'McCall .,—. Margery Weston capitalized at $31,000, of which an “Ggpd morning, Mr. President.”
rights to the book arid began in- ! gelaari horror story boujght by 20thBruce Wickson............Dennis Price estimated $25,000 was lost.
stallmerits in its December edition Fox after it appeared in Playboy,
Zeiia Drummond ..'.......... Jane Baxter
with a book to come later. Interest won the mag’s second annual best
Banner was .formed by Howard
Frank Braddock ...Peter Sallis
Policemen. .Richard Gatehouse, D. Gideon Da Silva,,* Sanford Friedman, Ar¬
in golf was hypoed after Japan fiction award of $1,000.
Thomson
took- top honors in recent Canada
Detective-Sergeant.John WalteTS nold Perl , and Myron Weinberg.
Doris. Doland upped from p.r.
Cup Tournament here..
Inspector Mathers.. ... .'William Roderick Perl was also the author of “Tevdirector of Look mag, her post for
Donald Burns ........... Gordon Tanner
^ Continued from page .2
the past seven years, to assistant
Delivery Man ............. John Waiters ya,” based on stories by Sholom
Aiwenberg’s
Startling
Takeover
Aleicheiu. The play ran 11 weeks; clobbering in Harvard Square, last
tp publisher Vernon G. Myers, and
Philadelphia was startled by an¬ director of public relations. Miss
This mild comedy thriller might . Columbia; Records turned out an Week.
nouncement that Walter H. Anrie.fr- Doland w'as previously with Tide
have had a modest chance in a original cast album of “Tevya” and
. Never sock Sarita was the morale herg,. publisher of the Philly In- and Collier’s.
cosy intimate theatre, but is un¬ a tour of Jewish community cen¬ of the story.
-quirer, had purchased the tabloid
Following the click of its looselikely to achieve a run at the large ters is contemplated. The “Bur¬
Maurice Ci Thompson Jr., J9, of Daily News from its owner Mat¬ insert coupon advertising prograiri.
lesque” segment was recorded by
(1,580 seats) Winter Garden. H’s MGM Records and is reportedly Ardles on the Hudson, N. Y„ ap¬ thew H. MeClbskey Jr., contractor Pocket Books. Inc. has launched a
and influential Democratic party jiew program, enabling advertisers
the first play by a Canadian news¬ slated for release in January: pealed arid was. held in $500 after leader.
to use four-color gatefolds and
paperwoman, Mary; Jukes, and it There’s a possibility the vehicle being found guilty of assault and
One. of the best kept secrets of four-page spreads, bound into 15
disturbing the peace. The initi¬
has some promising ideas, , but may also., be booked -, for. some
«,
ation stunt, in which Thompson the year,. News publisher; J. David of its December titles.
Clifton Utley; tv news analyst-for
doesn’t add up. to present day b.o. nitery dates.
was supposed to slug another stu¬ (Tommy) Stern (he also .publishes
\VNBQ in Chi, authored the lead
the
New
Orleans.
Item)
wras
un¬
requirements.
dent dressed as Santa and flee writh
aware of the negotiations until In¬ article in a one-shot magazine pub¬
his alms container backfired when formed of the sale. Stem, immedi¬ lished by Cameracraft entitled
The production ran into difficul¬
a gendarme gave. chase and cap¬ ately resigned. Sale price wasn’t “The Race For Space,” due on
ties when several cast principals
tured
Thompson
in
view
of
1,000
given out, but it was rumored at newsstands this week. Among other
became ill during the pre-London
Continued front page 5 sssiss horrified Xinas shoppers, . who like more than $3,000,000.
The' new contributors are ABC-TV’s Mike
tour, but the entire original cast
owner of the News was listed as Wallace and such writers as Carl
played the Winter Garden open¬ mention of the other features orig¬ the cop thought it was for real.
S. It B: TV Publishing Co., a Sandburg and Nelson Algren.
ing. The marquee appeal is of inally listed for completion before
A filin deal is brewing for
wholly-owned subsidiary of Annenaverage standard and the: key per¬ the end of 1958. )
You're Stepping On My Cloak and
berg’s Triangle Publications.
formances are not without merit.
Dagger,” Roger Hall’s . O.S.S. re¬
Highlighting the new progriuh
The main weakness lies in the
First effect of the purchase was
miniscences pubKshed in Septem¬
script, as the ‘ ending not only will be “Colonel Redl,” based on
the elimination of the Daily News’
Continued from page. 3
ber by Norton. Several film com¬
comes abruptly, but is on a dis¬ a true story of Austrian espionage
Sunday and early morning edi¬
pany feelers have been sent out
iii World War One, which Billy
cordant farcical note.
tions;
Second,
effect
wras
the.
trimenko. They point out that staff
but a sale is being held off until
The action is set in a country Wilder will write and direct for reductions arid other economy rning of personneL Harry T. Say¬ a decision has been reached, to put
Hecht said he hoped it
lor, president of thesNews and its a dramatized version on Broadway.
house occupied by/.a Widow and H-H-L.
her teenage ~ daughter. On the Would be the first of several films irieasures have started In compan¬ chief editorial writer, also re¬
Runs in the family: Marge Stern,
verge of leaving for a Jamaican which Wilder will do in associa¬ ies where the First National of signed.
teenage daughter of Fawcetts’ rov¬
vacation, they, unwittingly rent the tion with H-H-L. Charles Laugh¬ Boston has something to say about
ing European correspondent Mike
Jean Kerr’s 'Daisies’
place to a pair of bank robbers ton and Audrey Hepburn probably the long-term financing.
Stern, is editor of Marital, under¬
After reading Jean Kerr’s new graduate paper of the Maiymount
who hide the loot in the house and will topline.
Report is said to have germinated
“Please
Don’t Eat the International School, Rorne, Italy,
eventually break jail to get hold of
Program Will get underway in from suggestion of Semenenko’s book,
Daisies” (Doubleday; $3.50), Moss where the journalist and his family
the money and proceed to black¬ April with “The Unforgiven,” a
saying that perhaps, it would, be
mail the. widow.
modern western based on Alan Le- possible for Warners, to absorb Hart. wrote' the author, “Please make their'home. Mike Jr. recently
Dennis Price gives a familiar May’s: best-selling novel, with Burt soriie of U’s contract, players and don’t ever become a drama critic.” entered Syracuse Univ., his dad’s
suave study of the gentlemanly Lancaster- starred and Delbert properties. As seen by Semenenko, His trepidation is understandable, alma mammy.
head crook. Jane Baxter's per-, Mann directing. Two other top this type of arrangement would be
iormance keeps to a dignified note stars are being, sought for the film; beneficial to both,, companies ‘
and her romantic scenes with Gor¬
Lancaster. also will star, with light pf the fact that U is closing
don Tanner hit a refreshing style.
Lavishly Illustrated
100% Topical
Rita Hayworth, in “The x Summer down its studio operation for an
Lesley Nunnerly makes an. en- of the 17th Doll,” from the Aus¬ extended period until it recoups :
'CONTINENTAL FILM REVIEW*
tnusiastic teenage. daughter and tralian and London stage hit by some of the coin already invested; I
THE ONLY MONTHLY OF ITS KIND IN ENGLISH
peter Sallis a conventional cock¬
* MONTHS 1. DOLLAR «0 — AIR MAIL 2 DOLLARS 75
ney-type crook. The cops are ade- Bay Lawler, which opens on Broad¬ in some 30 pictures which have ! J
12 MONTHS 3 DOLLARS 15 — AIR MAIL S OOLLARS 45
quately_Diayed by William Rod- way next month. And late in the been completed and are ready for ! EURAF Publishing Co- Ltd.
71 Stofc«r> NowHistOR' Rd^ Lbndon N. H
release.
1
year,
Lancaster
Will
essay,'a
direcerick, Richard.; Gatehouse; D. Gi-

misbts U she
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Harry S. Truman
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CHATTER
later this season to do a musical
pic, “Colorado.”
Producer Rapid Levy to turn di¬
rector next year with a film adapta¬
tion of Ugo Pirro’s “Girls For The
Army.”
Charles Chaplinas. “A King in
New York” doing 50% of biz
racked up by “Limelight” (UA)
five years ago.
The 1958 Cannes Film Fest runs
from May 2-18. Only one pic per
country will be allowed With other
outstanding ones invited.
Bobby Weiss picked up a sky¬
rocketing Gallic tune for Edwin
Morris Music Co.,, called ’‘The
Mexican Tambourine,” by Maurice
Mery.
West German author Ernest
Schnabel’s “In Search of Anne
Frank” coming out here. It docu¬
ments talks with people who knew;
her.
Starlet Vera Valmont suing pror
ducers of the pic* “Mademoiselle
Striptease,” because; her body was
used in posters and ads with the
head of another femme.
Femme film director Jacqueline
Audry to make. pic versions of a
Francoise Sagan short story, “La
Recreation,” about a group. of
adolescents at play, ind. Christine
De Rivoyre’s “La Mandarine”, about
the poetic, amoral byplay among n
group of flighty adults; Pierre
Laroches scripts both.

Victor Mature back from Europe
Sunday (15) on the Queen Mary.
Two Italian opera pix-—“Aida”
and “Madame Butterfly”—beading
for tv.
Milton Krasny,. General Artists
Corp. veepee, ailing
Doctors
Hosp.
Lionel Hampton off to Europe
last week on the S.S. Ryndam as
were Tyrone Guthrie and dancerpantomimist Cilli Wang.
Attorney John T. Cahill (RCA is
among his clients) sold his fivestory limestone town house at 15
E. 72 to Mrs. Ruth Goodney.
Skiteh Henderson will be con¬
ductor of Houston Symphony Or¬
chestra in a New Year’s Eve eoncert. Frances Bible guest soloist.
The Charles O’Currans (Patti
Page) to Palm Springs for Xmas,
With Ray Ryan at his El Mirador
Hotel, to celebrate their first anni¬
versary
George Jessel plays probably the
only Las Vegas one-nighter in his¬
tory r doubling from the Royal
Nevada to the Frontier, both shut¬
tered but reopening for the New
Year’s Eve; hoopla
'
Circus Saints &; Sinners is fling¬
ing an. ehd-of-year Waldorf lunch¬
eon on Dec. 30, with the angles
toward tv; and Steve Allen, Harry'
Hershfield, Tex O’Rourke and. Les
Kramer fronting.
Alida Markova, the English
prima ballerina, opened Monday
(16) at the Met Opera in the dance
portions of “Orfeo.” She will ap¬ i^^mm. Continued from page 1 sisys
pear five times, then return to
doesn’t analyze the data—hours of
England.
Gloria Lane, mezzo of. the N. Y. nighttime viewing per home have
City Center Opera, will sing risen from 2.83 in November, of ’56
’"Rake's Progress” at Glyndeboume to 2.88 this November. That rep¬
Festival this sumfner. ; She’s cur¬ resents a sets-in-use rise for night¬
rently at the Berlin State Opera, time from 56.6 to 57.6. And that’s
then hits Switzerland; U. S. and in the face of the fact .that last
back to Berlin.
year’s figures include a Presiden¬
Ted Husing back to the Coast tial Election night, with an unusu¬
after a. Mount Sinai Hospital ally high level of viewing.
checkup which, proved okay. Long
Moreover, the increase in net¬
ailing sportscaster making prog-ress, both With his eyesight and work share from 68 to 69% comes
general mobility. Film producer in the face of adecline in network
Emerson Yorke made the trip east sponsored hours. -The decline, fig¬
uring in last year’s election busi¬
with him.
Arthur L. Mayer doing the tv ness, is 11%; without it, the de¬
interview circuit to plug both his cline still comes to 3%. ' Latter
peture (“High Hell”) and his hook point is important because the in¬
(‘‘The Movies”). Alex HarrisOn, crease in network share of viewing
general sales manager for 20th-. comes without a commensurate in¬
Fcx, has accepted the national crease in network programs—in
chairmanship of the 1958 Brother¬ fact, comes despite a decline in
hood campaign.
network Offerings!
BBC songstress Kitza Kazacos;
The November figures are gen¬
who flew oyer to huddle with MCA erally
accepted as the most ac¬
on U S. 'video potentials, flies back
this weekend to. resume London curate reflections of trends because
in
September
and October, with
engagements. Miss Kazacos suf¬
fered a slipped disk (sacroiliac) the beginning of a . new season,
which curtailed some of her sched¬ public curiosity in new" program-,
ming, along with lavish advertising
uled N.Y. activities.
FOrmer adman Milton Blow, now expenditures by the networks, tend
on a U.S. Information Service mis¬ to pump up ratings beyond the
sion for the Government, had two. regular-season level. By November,
Thanksgiving dinners, en route to things are back enough to normal
Tokyo. -By crossing the. interna¬ to judge the seasonal trend.
tional dateline, two Thursdays
Hylan also makes the point that
merge into each other- Biovv has in the face of increased inter-Uetjust returned from the Orient.
work competition, the. boost in
Dp :ath'y Strelsin (who was Doro¬ viewing gives the advertiser assur¬
thy'. Dennis professionally); wife, of ance that, he can still pull down a
industrialist Alfred. A- Strelsin. high rating, and that rating will,
making a show biz. comeback in
over a decade just for the Xmas- deliver more than ever before be¬
New Year’s safari with Drew Pear-I cause Of the continuing increase in
son. Michael Sean O’Shea & Co. to : television homes. If . shoWs got rat¬
entertain Allied forces in Libya, ings in the 50’s eight years ago
and only pull down 25’s now, the
Morocco and Tripoli.
The N. Y. Post. Office, Via How¬ present rating delivers more than
ard. Conner, regional director, twice. as many homes. as: the old
writes Variety to express appr - 50 did, so that the advertiser is
ciation “for the wonderful lift in still doing better than in the old
'
the theatre and . on radio and tele¬ days.
vision you gave our Christmas Mail
Early Campaign
, Because of
help such as youre, the men and
women of the N. Y. Post Office
can look forward to- a Christmas
at home with their families .
. Continued from page 1 ^

TV Viewing

London
(COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
Samuel Marx, Metro tele pro¬
ducer, due In from Hollywood this
week. .
! R. J. (Bob) O’Donnell in with his
wife to spend Christmas and the
New Year in London.
. Ballerina Nadia Nerina planed
out for Chicago, over the weekend
to join up with the Royal Ballet.
Diana Clare inked, for a feature
role in “Indiscreet,” which Stanley
Donen is producing and directing
at Elstree for Warners.
Peter Cotes will direct his wife,
Joan Miller, in “Look in Any Win¬
dow'/? third Ted Willis play spe¬
cially Written for the star!
Yvonne F.urneaux and Marius
Goring to take. Shakespeare oh a
tour of India and Greece in the
next year.
George Nader here, to make his
British film bow in Michael Balcon’s Ealing production of “No¬
where to Go,” which is for Metro
release.
John .Cassavetes and Virginia
Maskell in from a Caribbean loca¬
tion to complete their roles in
’‘Our Virgin Island,” set for British
Lion release.
Hugh Hastings, author of “Sea¬
gulls Over Sorrentp,” due back in
town over Christmas from Australia with two new plays he just
completed.
Current Palladium revue, “We’re
Having a Ball,” starring Max By¬
graves, transfers tdv the Opera
House, Manchester, on Thursday
(26).
Robert. Maugham cancelling his
projected Mexican trip to complete
a scripting assigniheht of his own
novel, “The Rough and the
Smooth,” for George Minter of Re¬
nown Pictures.
A short season of star cabaret
will open at the Pigalle, Piccadilly/
on New Year’s Day, prior to.
launching of Bernard Delfont’s
new production. “C h a m p a g n e
Shower,”-set for gala preem Jan.
30.

The matron of Lewisham hospi¬
tal,who was the heroine of the re¬
cent, train disaster, feted by the
Variety Club when she was pre¬
sented with a cheque for $280 to¬
wards a Christmas party iind a sil¬
ver powder compact.

ABG-TV Apology

part of Wallace’s airtime, for the
second time since the interview
, program has been on and thereon
By Jerry Gaghan _
! make a public apology; “I wish to
Carol Chanmng to /nake local state that this company "(ABC) has
l\fW
flt the Latin Casmo; I inquired into the charge made by
a
S
■ Mr,- Peaison and has satisfied . itIrena
mght bow at the - sel£ ^ such charge fe unfounded
Jacfc Lawrence in with platter to! “"d .that the book .in quesUoh was
plug his “Maybe Tuesday” preem ! wrj^eh ..hy-vSen. Kennedy, Treyz
at the Walnut (29). Lawrence . said.
cleffed show’s theme song;
j Early in its ABC stint last spring,
Alexander Hilsberg,. former Phil-- Wallace interviewed Mickey Cohen,
adelphia Orch- concertmaster/now . who ran Los Angeles police officials
conductor of New Orleans Sym-1 over the coals by name, Treyz,
phony, stricken with heart attack.; shortly thereafter, took Wallace
The Bryn Mawr Club here spdn- j airtime to apologize.
soring: theatre party at the Locust:.
. .
(30) for “Much Ado About'Noth'
ing” opening.
I

Action in Paris

i sssiSi Continued from, page 2

___ _ By
Moskowdz
. j sung by Leslie/Caron, Since, then
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944) | j. has caught on in Europe and
War and Peaqe (Par) cieanmg ■ ^arfieW ^ j, good stipend from
up in the nabes here.
SACEM here. Frankie Laine took
Modem Jazz Quartet will do a three, of Warfield’s songs stateside
series of concerts here next month. with
/him; “Lonely Larks,” which
Theatre En Rond now- houses a
midnight show in revue - style for he wrote with Gallic poet Jacques
night owls, called “Nocturne De Prevert, and. “Galilee” and “Dim
Daily Dahlia;” “Lark” has also
Copains.”
v
Luis Mariano +» Spain for an been picked up for use Ly Juliette
pmes
back
here
*
Greco and Diahanna CarrolL
operetta stiat .1

By Lary Solloway
(1755 Calais Dr., Union 5-5389)
. Retiring Lbe.w’s veepee-treasurer
Charles Mdskowitz spending De¬
cember at the Fontainebleau.
The Vagabonds didn’t close deal
with Ciro’s and Will open at the
Shelhorne’s new cafe Dec. 24.
Latin Quarter, Cotton Club, Cafe
de. Paris, and Deauville hotel, all
open their show-season within next
five days!
Jose Greco and Co., plus; Jack
Carter kick off “names” run for
the Americana’s Bal Masque, De¬
cember 18.
Mayor of Deauville, France, be¬
ing planed in for official opening
o? the .new Deauville hotel" here
on "Dec. 2Q.
Russell Nype and Marsha Hunt
clicks in Coconut Grove Playhouse
presentation of the national road
company of “Tunnel Of Love.
The Eden Roc sets its big-payoff
roster going With Steve Lawrence,
Louis Prima & Keely Smith. Jaye
P. Morgan is at the Fontainebleau
for the: pre-Xmas peek.
Tony Martin is getting $22,500
pen for his two-weeker at the Fon¬
tainebleau in. February, . and not
the $17,500 figure recently quoted
in a rundown on star-salaries for
tlie Winter.
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another; set of songs 'for RCA at
its local plant.
Isa Miranda will star in film ver¬
Actress Jean Olsen won an an¬
sion of “II Padrone di Raggio di nulment from Robert Bray.
.
Luna,” musical written by Garinei
Jackson Parks and Denny Morri¬
and Giovannini, in which .Robert son dissolved their praisery part¬
Alda starred here some, years ago. nership.
George Sidney cabled the Italian
Rod Steiger to N. Y. to guest at
film industry .and producer Dino the annual Chanukah Festival in
DeLaurentiis to congratulate them Madison Square . Garden.
on artistic values of “Cabiria” and
Sugar Ray Robinson huddling
performance of Giulietta Masina!
with Frank Sinatra regarding the
GioVanni Ponti named the new fighter’s hiopic:
head of the Venice Biennale, or¬
George Stevens guest lectured
ganization whith sponsors the film at Ted Post’s directing class at the
fest, art show and other cultural Ben-Ari Workshop.
events on the lagoon.
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
In - and - out - of - Rome: Frankie LoewC here to. supervise scoring
Laine, Mario ZampI, David Lewis, on “Gigi.”
Ralph Wheelwright ankling the .
John MacNab, Linda Christian,
Gordon. Jenkins and* Frank Farrell Metro praisery after 25 years; he’ll
(iu Lt. Col. uniform).
develop and package film proper¬
“Around World . in. . 80 Days” ties as he did recently with “Man,
(UA) has switched to a! lower- of 1,000 Faces/;
priced, continuous performance in
In the Cutback of personnel at
its local run at the QuattrpFontane Universal, the commissary pastry
Theatre. It also opened recently chef was; among those axed; he put
in Milan.
many, studioites on diet they’ve
Ken Annakin off to Johannes~| been talking about for months.
Nerman Lowenstein, exec secre¬
burg and pic stint directing “Nor
the Moon by Night” with Belinda tary.of the Society of Motion Pic¬
Lee. Next will be “The Singer Not ture; Art Directors for the last 12
the Song” in which Gregory Peck, years, admitted* to the bar; he’ll try
Rod Steiger, Marlon Brando. An¬ to continue his; SMPAD. work in
thony Quinn and others .are inter¬ addition to practicing law,
Andy Razaf birthday - partyed
ested in the main role.
Tuesday (17.) at Club Largo with
Arthur Lee Simpkins singing a
program of Razaf’s tunes, show emceCd.by-George Putnam and Ches¬
ter Washington. Songsmith has
S Continued from page 1 —^ long been in ill health, residing on
the Coast, but Lis prolific Catalog
De Monaco. She is returning to has constantly replenished his
the stage purportedly to give her ASCAP dividends.
something to do.
Xmas Radio Show

Hollywood

Grace Kelly

Her Royal Highness the Princess
of Monaco, nee Grace Kelly, is
back in show biz. Or maybe it’s
only the sweetening up by Swiss
chocolat.e king Auguste R. Lindt
that’s worked the miracle. Anyhow,
Princess Grace ."will, emcee a radio
show on CBS, Christmas Night, at
the behest of Lindt/
It so happens that Lindt, whose
family is in chocolates, " also
United Nations. High Commissioner
for Refugees with headquarters in
Geneva.. .Lindt- has; persuaded
Princess Grace to do the Christ¬
mas show for . the United Nations
Radio. According to UN Radio big¬
gies she personally listened to
many hours of tape recordings
made in refugee camps under UN
aegis in Austria, Germany, Greece
and Italy,, picked the spots that
seemed to her most dramatic, co¬
operated on the narrative for the
program. Show, titled “People in
Houses,” , Will air over the CBS
web Christmas night. 9:30-10 p.m.
and go in in New York over local
outlet WCBS at 10:30 that night.
Another half-hour show about
the life of the refugees will be
broadcast over ABC Radio on
Sunday, Dec. 29—12:30 p.m. over
the network, 7:30 that evening on
WABC, New York!. This one has a
star Cast headed by Julie Harris
and. including Edith Atwater, Karol
Stepanek, Woodrow Parfrey, Jack
Livesey and Connie Lempke. Dra¬
matization, for this airer is based
j 0Dr reaj cases out of Lindt’s files,
1

‘Old Ironsides’
Continued from page 1

formation for the Navy, notified
sponsors of the plan that the ship
would, not stand a long tow and
such a move Would “hazaijd de¬
struction or loss of this great mu¬
seum piece.”
Promoter Lloyd Settle, 32-yearold Navy Vet/said the ship would
raise at least $.1,500,000 in “volun¬
By Maxwell Sweeney
(22 Fariiey Pk: Dublin 684506) tary contributions” on the Coast
Belfast Arts Theatre will receive if California could “borrow” it for
financial support from British
‘few years/’ He said the money
Council for Encouragement of would go into a fund to keep the
Music and the Arts.
ship in condition.
Manuela” (British Lion) and
Capt. LaMade pointed out to the
French import “Wicked Go To promoter that moving the Consti¬
Hell" (Miracle) both rated “objec¬ tution from her. present mooring
tionable” by National Film Insti¬ in Charlestown would, violate.jin
tute.;
London smart-set rock ’n’ roller act-of Congress. A law passed in
Honorable Tony Moynihan staging July, 1954, provided funds to re-1
international cabaret at Bray with pair “Old IronsiHes” and “there-1
Sabrina/David Hughes, and his after to maintain her in Boston,
drummer cousin the Earl of Wharn- Mass.”
The proposal of . the promoter
cliffe!
was to move the ship to the $10,000,000, 28-acre amusement park
being built between Los. Angeles
and Santa Monica, it was learned.
By Robert F. Hawkins
Settle said he had been Corres¬
(Foreign Press Club; Tel. 65906) ponding with Navy officials for
Italian actor Antonio Ciffariello two months' on the proposed plan
off to Far East to shoot some to “borrow” the ship.
shorts, for RAI-TV/lhe Italo tele¬
“Old /ironsides”-—immortalized
net.,
Carl Combs arrived to take over in the poem by Oliver Wendell
publicity reins for WB’s “The Holmes, which starts: “Ay, tear
Nun’s Story ” which rolls Jan. 20 her tattered, ensign down! Long
in Rome , and on. African locations. has P Waved on high, And many
Carol Danell, US finger, set for an eye lias danced to see That
regular Italo radio network show banner in the sky”—remains in
starting next year; also recorded Boston.

By A. P. Scully
(Tel. Fairview 4-1828)
Arthur Loew Jr! at Beachcomber.
Rhohdai Fleming leased a fiat at
Qcotillo Lodge.
. Harry Owens guest starred Lei
Aloha’s opening at El Mirador;
Erie. Stanley . Gardner counting
Racquet -Cltib as last resort.
Eartha. Kitt had Snowball, her
white poodle, with her on this trip.
Villagers getting into the Rose
Bowl float scramble after holding
off alljthese years.
Howard Manor booked Felix and
his MartiniquCs for cocktail and
dinner dancing.
Art Linkletter sold 400 acres at.
Rancho Mirage for an agent’s,
commish of $87,000..
Pete Petito guarding Phillip,
Dennis and Lindsay Crosby at
Ranch Club!
Eilene. Janssen (“Life. With Fa¬
ther”) spliced to Harry Rothschild
Jr., then checked in at Par.

Easy Street, onetime jazz show¬
case, now on Flamenco guitar kick,
with. William Texter kicking it off.
Manny Mauldin and Betty Tait
conducting new radio interview
show from Blue Angel via station
WEAWArt Desmond resigned as press
chief of Sherman Hotel to become,
head publicist for Greater Chicago
Hotel Assn..
Billy.Falbo repeating at Casino
on the southside as headliner of a
bill which includes Heller & He¬
lene and Rock Pryor.
Johnny Mathis broke Black Or¬
chid attendance record over his
nineday stand with SRO every
night.
~
Steve Allen, accompanied by
canine sidekick, Steverino, here
last week for unveiling of new
Greyhound Terminal in Niles, Ill.
David LeWinter’s 12th anni as
Pump Room maestro marked last
week by Mercury’s release of his
new album, “An Evening, at. Pump
Room.”
Jimmy Durante, Eddie Jackson
and Sonny Kiqg, all current at
Chez Paree, helping Junior Red
Cross pack gifts for hospitalized
servicemen.
William B. Schmidt, prez of Riverview Park, elected president of
National Assh. of Amusement
Parks, Pools and Beaches at 1957
conclave here a. week ago.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feyes
UI starlet Judy Meredith here
visiting her family before return¬
ing to L!: A.
“Around World in 80 Days”
heads into a fantastic 35th week,
at Broadway Theatre.
Jimmy Rogers set for a week at
the Frontier Club in Vancouver.
This is his home base.
Harry Carroll & Polly Baker,
Doodles Weaver, The 3 Royal
Rockettes, and The Claydettes at
Amato’s Supper Club.
Gale Storm here . last weekend
on t|ie cuff for the Toy & Joy Mak¬
ers/and the Meier-Frank High
TeCii Club’s annual shindig.
Marty Foster, director of Fbstcr
Circuit here, up. from his homiroffice in San Francisco to look
over operations.
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“Yankee Doodle Dandy,” 1942.
Warner release, had been working
for the. Hollywood Citizen-News
for the last four years.
A brother and a sister survive.

Wattenberg, of the Music Publish¬
ers Protective Assn., who said his
organization favored a single term
—life of the author plus 50 years.
— Continued from pace
Edward A. Sargoy, motion pic¬
Jim Tobin, 42, former' chief an¬ ture attorney,. stated: “As to in¬ least a deal under which the Amer¬
dividual
authors,
I
would
protect
Ann gillis
made yearly tours of Latino coun^ nouncer at radio station CFCN,
icans would “guarantee” them cir¬
Ann Gillis, veterian news, execu¬ tries and Portuguese Africa until Calgary, Alta.:, died; Dec* 3 in Red the work, throughout the life of cuit playdates. They have been
Deer, Alta.. He resigned from the author plus, a stated period of deaf to. explanations of why such,
tive and producer in radio and tele¬ the thirties.
vision, died in New York Dec, 16
Until -1950 VascohcelOs was still CFCN in September to assist in years .. .” For works copyrighted
are impossible.
after a long illness. A veteran of active as impresario and producer establishment of a radio station at by corporations* he recommended arrangements
Regarding the reported stepup
50. years from the time of first
25 years in radio-tv, she had been and as owner of the Portuguese Drumheller, Alta.
with NBC News for the past 13 rights, of the Viennese operetas of
publication, first presentation, or of his activities for the Eisenhower
Administration in the field of for¬
William A. Crabbe, 46, CBS registration.
years, in that time serving as spe¬ his time.
eign aid, Johnston said any an¬
Radio, ^technician on. the Coast,
cial assistant to the v.p. in charge
Sidney M„ Kaye: of BMI, favors nouncements would ‘ have to come
died,
apparently
of
a
heart
attack
]
of news and special events, and
JULES FALK
56-year term.
from the White House. He empha¬
producing special NBC news shows* . Jules Falk, 8.0, violinist, died Dec. 8 while -skindiving in the; one
^Contrary to most of his col¬ sized, however, that whatever his
Her last production job. before Dec. 9 in Philadelphia. .He was for¬ Pacific with his son. Wife, daughter
leagues, Ernegt S. Meyers, attorney position* he’d not give up his
her death was that -of coordinating mer musical director of Steel Pier,; and two other sons also survive.
for
the:, phonograph recording in¬ MPAA-MPEA positions or reduce
the coverage of Queen Elizabeth’s Atlantic City, N. J. In 1928 he or¬
Joan Simons, 37, secretary at dustry, believes we should sit tight his activities.
US. visit in October. Since that ganized the Steel Pier Grapd
time, she had been working on a Opera Co., which gave works in ABC Radio in Hollywood for the . with, the. present law*
Opinions in the industry are
“There has been no clear show¬ about equally divided over wheth¬
new children’s news program as English. At 17, he became a mem¬ last 12 years, died in Hollywood,
producer and has. dope a kinescope ber of the Philadelphia Orchestra’s Dec. 12 of cancer. Husband .and ing,” he wrote, “that the present er Johnston’s outside activities
period Of protection is inadequate don’t leave him sufficient tithe to
on the show last month. Last first violin section: He presented father survive.
year, as in previous election years, the Ballet Theatre and the StraUss
as regards benefits to authors. The
Victor Covell, 62, a member of' fact that other countries employ a devote himself to film biz prob¬
she had worked as: a troubleshooter Festival at the Academy of Music
lems, or Whether these activities
in the national political conven¬ in Philadelphia and also brought the 20th-Fox wardrobe department, life plus 50-years period of protec¬ in fact make him more valuable to
died in Hollywood Dee. 10 of a tion may be explained by their
tions coverage.
.
.
Lyric Opera Assn, there from. heart attack; .
the industry via his contacts and
Miss Gillis started in broadcast¬ the
domeriiic economic policies. , it is influence *
New York.
Washington and
ing with WJSV, Washington, in
my view th^t pur: well settled pol¬
A brother survives.
1932, becoming director of special
MollieoP. Finney, 44,: musician, icy against monopoly, as embodied
events for CBS in Washington be¬
was
killed
Nov.
29
in
an
auto
crash.;
FRED MEYER
in our federal and state antitrust
fore joining NBC in N.Y. During
Fred Meyer, 76, doorman and near Athens, Tex. Hurt in the acci¬
this period, she supervised origina¬ ticket-taker at the Shubert Theatre dent were her son, Leslie, and Rob¬ laws, would militate against adopt¬
tion of programs from the White for 47 years, died Dec. 13 in New ert Howard, another member of ing the lengthier periods used by
other countries , taking a more len¬
House and worked with President York, after: a. short illness;
the trio..
ient, view of monopoly.”
» Continued from pace 2
^
Roosevelt on. his famous /‘fireside
Most theatre regulars knew him
chits.”
range kid show, but that they’ve
Berba Kima, 50, German dwarfas Fritz, and his relationship to
..... She leaves a husband, New York performers arid drama critics Was clown, died of a heart attack Dec.
found a lack of consistency among
Daily Mirror staffer William Slo¬ on a first-name basis. Until his ill¬ 10 In Mexico City, where Jie was
the very parents who complain the
cum, and a daughter.
ness, he had been at his post on a appearing with the Rmgling Bros,
loudest about the absence of suit¬
high stool iii the theatre lobby and Barnum '& Bailey Circus;
able child fare.
sssS-Cont^imed from page 55
BETTY JEAN COKLEY
regularly since the . theatre was
“It’s easy to get lip service,” said
Betty Jean Cokley, 28* dancer opened in 1910.
L’Olympia, Paris
| Ray K. Glenn, 04, pioneer ad¬
one exhib in Manhattan last week.
.at the Show Boat, New Lebanon,
vertising
executive,
died
Dec.
8
in
become
a
French
staple.
She
sings
“I
know of several instances where
N.Y., near Albany, was killed early
E. t. DIMMOCK
Dallas following a heart attack. mainly in Gallic hut salts her stint theatres have tired to arrange
in the morning of Nov. 12; when
E. L. Dimmock, 58, longtime
a bevy of Spanish and Latino permanent showings of pictures for
the auto in which she was a pas¬ senior executive with Granada Surviving are his wife, son, sister with
tunes in which she accomps herself children. The story i§ always the
senger swerved on a highway and Theatres, died Dec. 11 in London and a brother.
with a' white guitar. Authoritative, same. The first couple of shows are
collided with a truck. The driver after a long illness. He joined
Mother, 80, of Harry Aranove with a supple: voice used like an strong;-and then they peter out,”
also was killed and another, dancer, Granada in 1924, and later was head
booker for Warners in Al¬ instrument, she is tops in the Span¬
The big factor, of course,- is the
JUanita Given, seriously injured. released to go to Paramount where bany, died
there Dec. 8 after a long ish tunes where her temperament unavailability of children’s films,
Details in vaude section.
he studied West End theatre man¬ illness.
fits these, smoldering ditties well. whether direct from the companies
agement. He returned to Granada
Her range also gloves an r&b or via the Motion Picture Assn.’s
GRACE A, MARKS
in 1938, where he remained until
Mother, 63, of sound effects edi¬ tune “Without Love.” Miss Lasso Children’s Film Library. Where the
Grace Andrews Marks, 76, one of his death..
tor Kathleen Rose, died Deo. 8 in looks like a-fine bet for plush Yank distributors do still control old
the last links with the seven Marks
His widow survives.
Hollywood. Three other children rooms.. All" She needs is some negatives, they’ve been hesitant to
Brothers, who toured their separ¬
stronger material to holster her
also survive.
A. M. HENDERSON
ate comedy and drama companies
songalog, for there is a plethora of shell out the comparatively few
A. M,. Henderson, 78, organist
dollars to make prints. Many poten¬
across Canada and the U. S. from
saccharine songs;
Gerald Dawtrey, 32; stock actor,
Garner pours out his liquid, sol¬ tial features for kid shows have
died recently in London. Survived idly controlled piano .powers for been sold to tv.. The only steady
by his actress-wife, Ann Green¬ big mitts. Standards and a blues supplier of children’s films is Walt
wood.
of his own had this in for fine audi¬ Disney.
ence reaction:.
Maurice Horgues is a patter
Ted Sharp, 63, bandleader, died
in an accident at a colliery near comedian with politics on his mind,
MARRIAGES
and
he can make it quite funny and
Cowdenbeath, F i f e, Scotland,
Marion Ilionski to Larry Sher¬
yochjul in his diagnosis of its ills.
Dec. 9.
man,
Jamaica,
L.I., Dec. 7. He’s a
Rene-Louis Lafforgue is a hir¬
sute, bemustached type looking former actor now on staff of the
DECEMBER IS, 1950
Mother, 79, of London (formerly' like a lowlife dandy from the films L.T, Daily Press,
Hollywood) film producer Islin and plays, of the 1900s. He has a'
Shirley Hefnstead to Philip
Austerand of Dr. Lionel S. Aus- good Voice and fine-cleffed ditties, Salah, Stowe- V.t., recently. He’s
ter, w.k. in show biz, died Dec. 11 but he has yet to work his mime, a musician.
in Washington, D,C.
songs and delivery together for a
Jean Bayless to David Johnson,
FROM FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES
more telling and personalized songDec. 11. Bride’s an ac¬
Vera Espinosa, 75, of the danc¬ alog. More work will.. probably London,
tress;
ing Espinosas, died recently in San turn him into a regular topliner
Francisco.
singer here. .
Dany Ray is a breezy magiico
the 1900’S; until the alvent of talk-, and musician, died Dec. 9 in Glas¬
BIRTHS
Mother, 77, of Max Allentuck, with a good run of gimmick tricks.
ies,. died Dec. 7 in Perth, Ontario. gow. He studied under Xaver
Bass! (3) are a fast moving risley
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Pulaski,
She was the widow of Joseph Scharwenka in Berlin and 'under legit company-general manager, group
with a sock finale in footing daughter, New York, recently.
died Dec. 15 in New York.
Marks.
Pungo in Paris,
a bed, table and chairs. It is a fine Mother was formerly associated
The seven Marks Brothers also
Former conductor of the Glas¬
Mother, 82, of George Light, filler. Ditto the Houcs, a racy jug-: with Atlantic Television. .
owned nearly all the shoreline of gow Bach Choir, he edited a large casting aide at 20th-Fox, died Dec. gling act composed of a man . and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Burdon, daugh¬
Christie Lake, which they subdi¬ quantity of piano,"organ and choral 9 in Los Angeles.
two women doing multiple change- ter, Peoria, Ill.* Dec. 6. Mother,
vided into large cottage lots, this music;, much of which he discov¬
overs with rapidly twirling clubs. the former Lee Foronda, was talent
still a dominant summer locale for ered and brought to light. His edi¬
A good U.S. bet.
office supervisor and production
Amandis (5) are a teeterboard secretary with NBC Radio, N.Y.;
tion of Russian church music, with
the profession in Canada.
act with fast flying flights and father is creative director, Marvi
Grace Andrews Marks Was born English text, was a valuable reper¬
catches, one of them done with the Hu.lt Advertising, Peoria.
In Grand Rapids, Mich. Only sur¬ toire.
carrier on stilts to. make , this an¬
Continued from pace 2
viving member of the Marks Broth¬
Mr. and Mrs. William Castle,
other filler With Yank potential.
ers troupe is Kitty Marks, actress
ALFONSO BEDOYA
fore the material goes into the pub¬ The only weak spot is Milou Du¬ daughter, Hollywood,. Dec. 7. Fa¬
and widow of the late Ernest
Alfonso (Indio) Bedoya, 53, Mex¬ lic domain. In most countries of the champ, whose attempted imitations ther is a producer-director..
Marks, baby of the family, who was ican actor, died Dec. 15 in Mexico world* however, the study points of known singers misses the mark
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Calm* son,
layor of Oshawa, Ontario, and City.
out, the period. is for the lifetime audibly and also in -the attempted Santa Monica, Cal., Dec. 11. Fa¬
A veteran of more than 40 Holly¬ of the author, plus a specified satire on these chanters, He looms ther is editorial supervisor at
wned two film houses there at the
wood
films
and
about
50
Mexican
time of his recent death:
number of years thereafter. These okay for Small boites but is lost on Desilu.
films, he is best remembered for run up to 60 years after death, with a big stage.
Mosk;
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wieman,
his role in the Warner Bros, film,
daughter, San Bernardino, 'Cal.,JEANNE ROQUES
most nations providing lifetime of
“Treasure
of
the
Sierra
Madre,”
Jeanne Roques, 68, onetime with the late Humphrey Bogart.
Dec. 5. Father is chief engineer at
the author plus 50 years. These
ilent screen actress known as
KRHM.
laws provide one long term, with¬
Musidora, died last week in Paris.,
Mr: and Mrs. Bob Devine* daugh¬
out any extension.
EMILY BARRYE
Originally. a performer in the
Emily Barrye, 61, • silent film
While , the majority of the ex¬ SSSSS.: Continued from pace 1 —— ter, Loma Linda, Cal., Nov. 30. Fa¬
Folies-Bergere, she came to the
ther is program host-announcer on
actress
and
scripter,
died
Dec.
15
perts
surveyed
by
the
Copyright
growing French film industry in
Office or, who testified before "Nude, with , Violin,” “Country KRHM.
1911 and became celebrated for in Hollywood.
Mr, and Mrs. Peter Markos, son,
She entered the film industry in previous Congresses, favor an ex¬ Wife” and “Rope Dancers.” His
her work In two 12-eplsode serials,
upcoming entries this season in¬
1915
as
a
Universal
contract
player,
tension of total time, they disagree clude “Goldilocks,” “Summer of Hollywood. Dec. 7. Father is head
“Les Vampires” and “Judex.”
The expression, vamp,” was as¬ later changing to film writing with on whether it should be one long, the 17th Doll,” “The Pleasure of of Omega Artists Corp.
Mr. and Mrs, Eric Ray, daughter,
sociated with Miss Roques in .light Cecil B. DeMille. She Marked as a term, or. a shorter term plus a spe¬
of the ‘Vampires” title as well as researcher on DeMille’S “Godless cified renewal period. Some coun¬ His CPhipany” a hew Joyce Gren¬ Hollywood, Dec. 13. Father is an
fell show and several other ten¬ ad man; mother is former Lali
_
the name she had in the film, Irma Girl.”
tries
provide quite different tative entries.
Schuchett, actress and later secre¬
Vep. Togged in form-fitting black
periods for still pictures, motion
Besides his financial stake in the tary of Blowitz-Maskell praisery.
ROBERT GARINGER
tights, she became the top star of
pictures and recordings than for
that epoch.
Robert Gaririger, 32, program written works, but American ex¬ operation of the Morosco, Helen
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rocco Jr., son,
Hayes and Coronet theatres, and San Antonio, Dec. 8. Father is with
Miss Roques was seen In various director of XEM-TV, Mexicali, was
feature films and also directed for lolled Dec, 8 In an automobile perts oppose this business of mak¬ the Globe, which is currently being KONO-TV in that city.
ing
fish
of
one
media
and
fowl
of
a tijne until she wed in the 1920s accident at ‘ Calexico, Cal, He
reconverted from, films for use as Mr. and Mrs. Dave Miller, daugh¬
and quit the screen. For the last formerly was a director at KTLA, another.
a musical house, Stevens is a major ter, Philadelphia, Dec. 11. Father
10 years she lectured at the Paris Los Angeles, and later at KQOL-.
At various hearings in the past stockholder ini the Phoenix Theatre Is head of Somerset and TransFilm MuseUm besides doing re¬ TV, Phoenix, and KIVA-IV. Yuma. (the last in] 1940), spokesmen for (a non-profit, venture, however), world Records.
search on the films of her era.
Wife knd two children survive. ASCAP favored, the idea in the ex¬ the Playbill and a number of cur¬
Mi*, and Mrs. Lawrence ChreshHer husband survives.
isting law of the renewal period, Na-. rent and scheduled projects in Lon¬ koff, daughter. New York, Dec. 15,
JAMES H. WRIGHT
than Burkan explained it protected don, including the Watergate Thea¬ Father - is director of Chelsea
ARMANDO VASCONCELOS
James H. Wright, 55, former “improvident authors” and gave tre Club and the imminent pro¬ Closed-Circuit Television Project,
Armando Vasconcelos, 79, Por¬ v.p. and Chicago manager of Bat¬ them a second chance on assign¬ ductions of “The Old Lady’s Visit,” N.Y.C. Mother, formerly Nancy
tuguese actor-manager died recent¬ ten, Barton, Durstine and Osborne ment of copyright.
starring the Lunts, and “Pour Lu- Hartshome Freeman, known pro¬
ly in Lisbon. He joined Lisbon’s ad agency, died Dec. 8 in Chicago.
Spokesmen for motion picture prece,” starring Vivien Leigh.
fessionally as Nancy Harper is
Trindade Theatre in 1900* becom¬
Wife and son survive.
producers and radio broadcasters . Stevens has been associated with WNYC- femcee of “Children^ Cir¬
ing its /leading tenor in operettas
cle.”
favored,
a
single
term.
three
Broadway
failures
thus
far
and revues. In 1915 he became the
EDDIE JOSEPH
In. the new check of top copy¬ this, season. They were “Miss LoneMr. and Mrs. Arthur Penn, son.
Eddie Joseph, 80, former screen
manager and star of his own com¬
pany with the S, Luis theatre (now writer, died at his Hollywood apart¬ right lawyers, most favor lifetime •lyhearts,” “Under Milk Wood” and New York, Dec] 14.. Mother is for¬
of
the author, plus 50'years. Typi¬ the . tryout flop, “Saturday Night mer actress, Peggy Maurer; father
still the most luxurious cinema in ment Dec. 7 of a heart attack.
is a Broadway ^ir^Jtpr.,
Lisbon) as a base from, which he Joseph, whose last credit was cal was the comment of Sidney Kid.”
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TV BEEP:‘COME IN, EGGHEADS!’
ItimeHigh
in ’57; 14% Gan
Washington, Dec. 23.
The radio advertising outlay for
1957 will reach an alltime high of
$650,000,000 for a 14% gain overlast year, the National Assn, of
Radio and TV Broadcasters esti¬
mated last week.
In a highly-optimistic yearend
roundup on radio, the trade or¬
ganization also predicted that when
final figures are in for the year
network advertising will show an
increase of about 20% over 1956.
“Network radio improved its po~.
sition strikingly in 1957:“ NARTB
reported: . “Fourteen of the top 15
pre-television network radio, ad¬
vertisers were back in the fold: In
September, 1956, the total spon¬
sored hours pet week on the four
radio networks was 89 hours, 17
minutes: A year 4atet, the time has
increased 16% to .104 hours, 18
minutes.”
Report noted trend toward great¬
er use of big name stars on live
network musical programs and em¬
ployment of prominent personali¬
ties on interview shows, as well as
a return to more drama and mys¬
tery subjects, particularly during
nighttime hours.
“Network programming,’' said
the report, ‘has added impetus to
the drive for more nighttime lis¬
teners, while, independent stations
have contributed to this effort with
original program ideas including
remote pickups which mirror the
Jife of a city. These have been in¬
corporated into standard. program
formulas which emphasize music,
news and sports.”
Report also pointed to continued
heavy sales of radio receivers and
a steady gain in the 'number of
radio stations. NARTB prexy Har-.
old E. Fellows .called the increase
in set ownership over the last dec¬
ade “spectacular/’ citing a 137%
rise during this, period to the pres(Continued oh page 48)

On Return to Berlin; Fled
Before. Hitler’s ’33 Coup
Berlin, Dec. 23.
After an absence of 22 years,
Rosie Barsony, Hungarian-born G.er-„
man UFA star of the . early 1930s,
had here: an enthusiastically ap¬
plauded comeback. She appeared
in Heinz Hentschke’s revue at the
recently rebuilt -Deutsehlandhalle.
She;gave .out; with, a couple of
•Paul Abraham, melodies and Hahimerstein’s
Always Keep My
Girl Out Late' In the Night.” Her
kong and* dance routine clicked
and earned three encores.
'‘the Budapest'whirlwind” first
came to. Berlin in 1931 aiid her
Teutonic screen debut followed in
“Business With;America.” She was
given a three-year contract with
UFA under which banner she made
several pix. She was on the Vvay
(Continued on page 55) - .

lUf K lTE HOUSE IN Hie Job Money Can’t Buy: Stndw Czan
p|jg|| |Q1|D5 No

hc«c Talent, Vets Lie It Indie'

If Hollywood today were to in¬
sert a composite want ad,, it’d read
something like-this;
Wanted: Top production exec¬
New Time-Life Bldg, on 6th AVe.
utive; young and' energetic
and 50th St., N.Y., facing Radio
with strong administrative
City Music Hall, has contracted
qualities and a creative bentwith Music of Distinction—a wired
must be able to get along with
music service, A la Muzak—for
independent producers on the
Mood Music to Excavate By.
Coast and homeoffice execu¬
There is constant background
tives in New York. Salary:
music both in the Sidewalk Super¬
Tops plus percentage. Appli¬
intendents. Club and in the Timecations will be kept confiden¬
Life display at night.
tial—as long as possible.
Oddly enough, despite the con¬
siderable financial inducement!
(forgetting the* tax rap) and th*
power and the prestige, candidates
for top production job*-in Holly¬
wood- are scarce. The industry’s
long refusal to train manpower and
develop a new crop of top exec
talent finally is cktching up and
hurting the business when it’s
Madrid,* Dec. 23.
U.. S. screen director Irving Rap¬ more in need of imaginative lead¬
per, 1 jumping off from Madrid on ership than ever.
What is happening on .the exec¬
a location survey for his upcoming
Warner Bros, assignment, “The utive level is being duplicated in
Miracle,” added fuel to Greta Gar¬ the talent field where potent new
bo comeback reports with the personalities are scarce and also
statement she-is definitely inter¬ iri exhibition and in film, engineer¬
ested in the Frank Butler script ing. But the worst situation is still
and the Reverend Mother role in in production.
particular.
This has been highlighted by the
Rapper will scout terrain both in percentage-and-all contract 20thItaly and Spain, although as* writ¬ Fox had to hand Buddy Adler in.
ten, “The Miracle” screenplay is order to keep him as head of the
set in Spain’s Salamanca Valley, studio, and/ Metro’s desperate
If. required' exteriors are located search for a top man to take over
and one'of Spain’s famed con-, production reigns. Job’s been of¬
vents made available, Rapper said; , fered to several men, including
“The Miracle" would gb-into prep- j Jerry Wald and Darryl F. Zanuck,
aration next Feb. for a May start. but everyone turned it down.
It’s noted in-New York that,
much as in French politics, the
same names keep rotating in the
» top categpry: Wald, Zanuck, David
O. Selznick, Adler. There are a
couple of new names, like Stanley
Kramer and “outsiders” like Lew
9
(Continued on . page 55)
4*

Sanders Joins Disk Set
George Sanders is the latest
screen thesp tp take a crack at the
disk market He’s been tapped for
a platter showcasing by ABC-Para¬
mount.
His . first album, scheduled, for
the diskery’s winter promotion due
in January, was cut under the di¬
rection. of Don Costa, label’s a&r
chief.

ASCAP-TVNear
The American Society of Com¬
posers, Authors & Publishers and
the television industry are wrap¬
ping up .a new $10,000,000-a-year li¬
censing agreement this week, beat¬
ing the Dec. 31 expiration date of
the current pact. It’s understood
that the new deai calls for an ex¬
tension of the terms now in effect
which calls for an ASCAP fee of
2.05%. of indie stations’ gross and
2.5% of the network gross,
Decision to make up a deal.was
sparked by the networks which
have been more conciliatory to¬
wards ASCAP than the indie sta¬
tions. The webs and the indies
have been bargaining as separate
(Continued on page 16)

By GEORGE ROSEN .
With )the present post-Sputnik
national emergency in the fields
of science and technology, of over¬
whelming concern, to the Eisen¬
hower Administration, and the
i960 elections,* the White House
has initiated a major television
project. designed to. awaken the
consciousness of the American
public to the desirability of science
and engineering as a path of fulfill¬
ment for the younger generation.
High .Governmental
officials
have gotten behind the ambitious
project, which will enlist the serv¬
ices of television’s top creative
talents for a year-round series of
shows, all of them to be' under-;
written by top industry. Tenta¬
tively'titled “Breakthrough,” the
series of programs would have as
its goal: (1) To humanize the scien¬
tist and engineer, take him out of
the common concept" ofi the
“ivory tower-’ and place him in his
true perspective; (2) To show the
tangible as well as the intangible
rewards that come to those who
join in the “great adventure of our
times”;. (3) to achieve all this, by
means of a television series of im¬
pelling drama, artistic distinction
and uncompromising reality. Top
writers mill be “drafted” on. the
basis of national emergency.
The White House has already
initiated discussions for the series
with Ted Granik, producer and
creator of “American Forum of the
. (Continued on page 55)

Steam Shovel Sonatas-

Garbo Interested
In Comeback?

Morrissey Closes Out Era; f Stranded
Better Actors Than Shuberts Starred
Death of the King of West Coast legit shoestringr
er, Will Morrissey, actor-songwriter-author-produ¬
cer,: last week at the California Hotel, Santa Bar¬
bara, Cal., at age 72, points up anew the rapid pass-,
ing of the few remaining colorful-“personal” show¬
men of yesteryear.. They’re of the stripe* to whom
the George Gobelism, “they don't make more like
’em any more/’ coiUd weli apply. ‘
He produced more than 40 revues, often titled
“Will Morrissey’s Shoestring Revue” (with" the year
to distinguish it from a previous fiasco), and in¬
variably every one of them was a flop, and many
stranded Oii the road:. Quoth Morrissey on one Occa¬
sion:
; *
“I have never; stranded a. show which didn’t,
produce a great star. I stranded Marlha Raye
in AsbUfij Pdrk 'with ‘The Crooner/ I stranded
Mickey Rooney in'San Francisco. -1 stranded
Bing Crosby .on a boat in the Pacific, and Wil¬
liam Dollar^ Who. owned the . ship., gave me
$5,00Q-io-start all over again. I stranded Hugh
Herbert: xn-Pebrid:' These ’peqple were better off
being stranded by me than being starred by the
Shuberi ”■
Morrissey was a bland, abandoned, jovially ir¬
responsible showman. His. type of personality once
familiar to Broadway is no/moire. Contrasted to to¬
day’s slick IBM statistics and ironclad legal protec¬
tion for ^uUiors -and players, Morrissey put on. show'

after show; on a sometimes magnificent nerve, from
an “office’-in-his-haL.Living by his wits;and loose
business arrangementsrr—he still somehow managed
to get many a show on the boards and on the road.
Moirissey recalls a. Freeman Bernstein.' or a .Sir
Josef Ginsberg" (Willie Howard’s comedy stooge and
prime benevolent indulgence) .to the comedy boot¬
black on the “sixth floor” (bigtime booking centre)
of the Palace (Keith’s, before it became RKO). Per¬
haps the surviving Swifty .Morgan , (brother -of Roy
Norr) rates as a remnant of that breed.
Morrissey was one of the top spontaneous wits
in show biz. During one of the opening nights of
his shqestringers, a din suddenly occurred back¬
stage. which was heard throughout the house. He as¬
sured the audience it was; nothing dangerous, “Just
Cain’s warehouse horses backing up to the stagedoor.” At the same time there was rarely a situation
that he couldn’t get out. of. On one occasion a cou¬
ple of his acts started bickering onstage, with seem¬
ingly no emPin sight. Morrissey threw both actors
a set of keys and asked them to be sure to lock up
when they finished.
Mon-issey’s private life was haphazard. He totaled
Seven official weddings’.
While in “semi-retirement” in Santa Barbara he
wrote his “Shoestring Memoirs” a coup^pof years
ago. Characteristic of the man it was a makeshift,
offset-press job and he was still batting 1.000—it
was a shoestring literary effort.
Abel.

Jim Piersall Raises Cain
On Mayonnaise Marts In
Supermarket Two-a-Day
JVlbany, Dec, 23.
Jimmy Piersall, Boston Red Sox
outfielder, made his first supermar¬
ket appearance, outside the New
England area, at the new A & P
Warehouse .store in . Colonie ( Al¬
bany. suburb > last Tuesday (17)
afternoon. It was the initial inperson of a-baseball star at an
A & P market in northeastern New
York, but was the second time dia¬
mond names had been booked for
recent>6penings in the* Albany sec¬
tor.
«
Gil McDougald, Yankee short¬
stop/and Frank Torre, Milwaukee
first baseman, “showed” at the fall
premiere of the Latham Corners
Shopping Center, on Albany-Saraitoga Rd.
Piersall, whose life story was
covered in the book, “Fear Strikes
(Continued on page 55)
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Film Slant on‘Music Man Smash;

Ml AMI-BUFFALOJUMP
Airlines Ffejid and' Cafe
Lose A Convenience

Acts

Rise in Havana Cafes Makes It
A Hel Talent Race With Florida

Buffalo, I)ec. 23.
As a result of a hassle between
Capital and National Air Lines, in¬
All the happy talk about Mere-1
terchange midnight coach flights — ^---——-— -Havana, Dec. 23.
iflilh Willson legit smash, ‘‘Music
between Buffalo and Miariii. have I T C t i' Ci
Following the. preem *©f two
Man” following its Broadway bow
been cancelled , indefinitely. Each
hotels in Havana within as many
(19) in turn was followed this week
line is blaming the other for. the:
' rr
• %*
weeks, talent agencies are facing a
by some inter-trade conversation
termination which Buffalo. ’City of
lattOO
dilemma of Whether to set top
(in Sardi and Dinty Moore circles)
cials are laying before .the Civil
“
J ^
• names into the Cuban hospices first
about the new factors cropping up
Tokyo*, Deo, 17.
Eeroriautics Board.
A .
Edinburgh, Dec. 17.
and follow with a Miami Beach
so far as Tights to click plays-are
According to tabulations at the
Midnight air “milk ruris” were
Alistair McLean, genuis behind date, dr vice versa,
concerned.
end of November, eight MPAA pic¬ favorite? .for-years with, entertain¬
Willson’s musical drew raves to tures have^ earned mver 200 million ers; making Miami-Buffalo nitery
| the ramparts of historic Edinburgh
th,fe extent it figures to be in^NeW yen ($1555,555) «- Japan since the circuit, jumps.
Castle, has been invited to help in
York and on the road(n&ftohal beginning of tker Bridie distribution
staging a similar tattoo at the Britcompanies) for two or three years. in January, 1952,
jsh Columbia centenary festival iri
As per Custom, a film adaptation
Hardy coinwrangler "Gone With
Vanrniivpr RP next vear He is Florida by offering them headhnwould not be permitted in exhibi¬ Wirid” (MrG) tops the list, at 421,tion until after the legiter is. played 366,175 yen t$l,170,466). Others
in from Canada after examiriing
mainland ^On th? o1her?
possibilities for a Canadian tattoo,
^ 0han<*r
out. It’s conceivable the pictur- doing well include “War arid
(Par),
“Giant”
(WB),
British troops will be asked to
aSuUvi
ization could not be offered to the Peace”
join in the Vancouver junket. Fest
y -sha11
“Shape” (Par), "The Robe” (20th),
public before 1960.
there will include a film section,
fhlraCt
Similar situation obtains with “Greatest Show On. Earth” (Par)
ballet,
music, drama,
uoixci, uiuon,,
uiniuu, art
nil and jazz l fi^'here before they can get to
other big on-the-boards outings and "East of Eden” (WB).
Hollywood, Dee; 23.
shows.
'
them.
tbemand not to be excluded, of course,
Elvis. Presley will lose a mini¬
* —_—.--The agencies are rapidly going to
is “My Fair Lady.”
mum of $.450,000 in firm piicture
have to settle this problem, espeThe new considerations centre
commitriients for 1958 as a result /II • i
ft
1 .
cially since two prosperous, areas
on the changing directions show
of his draft call. Presley was noti¬
I hncrmac I QV/IC
are concerned, and the offices will
business is taking. Hollywood-ob¬
fied over the weekend that; he is VIU louiiao val Up
have to juggle their bookings deli¬
viously is facing uncertainties; the
Scheduled to report for service on
cately if they are to maintain the
film colony has a future, for cer¬
Jan. 20 in Memphis.
IT
I
pAA AAA
goodwill of boriifaces in both cities.
tain, but who can tell about the
Singer is due to report, to Para¬
PlilmflV
SI
III
IHIIl
The
buyers in both areas
economics of the industry three
mount one week prior to that date
AaIIIMIWT t/VUjUvvj
have known the. score for many
years from today?
to begin work in Hal Wallis’ “King
years;
For
example, the Smith
Could be that properties of the
Creole” (formerly “Sing You Sin¬
C 11 01 / n*ll*
Bros., operators of the Havaria Rivi‘‘Music Man” arid “Fair Lady” cali¬
ners’*) but Paramount studio chief
\Pll / Vo KlIllAllC era and who own the Prince George
ber will prove pic production’s
Y: Frank- Freeman disclosed that
Uvll Id // I/1I11U1IO Hoteh. Toronto, once made a nitery
the studio wilL seek ari eight-week
salvation. Also could be they’d
Rome, Bee. 17.
1 “
room pay off by dropping talent
involve a major element of risk.
The. Italian music world is cur¬ deferment, Parariiount and, Wallis
Some
staggering statistics on and renting out the spot on a fune(Continued on page 19)
In other words, buying a legiter at rently rumbling. Under the effect
the Christmas card business dis- tion basis. Jack Davies, who books
perhaps $1,000,000 (or more) at of a . giant hassle over the -songs ,
closes that the greeting message the Copa Room for the Smith
this time could be interpreted as being selected for the upcoming
industry employed 500,000 skilled freres, is considered ririe of the
a greater gamble than ever, con- !> music event of: the year, the Sari
and
unskilled workers; that 2,500,- more astute indies who has had a
iderinjf the future unknowns..
Remo music festival; .
000,000. Yule cards will be ex- hand in the developirient of major
Also providing beaucoup food
The tremendous difference be¬
changed
in 1957; that the average talent.
.
.
(Continued on page 48)
tween a hit and a. miss iri the tune
family sends out 65 cards .and. the
Nat Harris, of the Capri, has
field in .this country is at the root
average business 145 cards; that
(Continued on page 55)
of it. all. . An .accessory to the fact : Serge Obolensky shifts from offi- 85% of them, cost under 25c, aver-■, .
■
is RAI-TV, the monopolistic Italian cerships arid ownership interests aging out at 13c, but cards range . C -,
^ .
television arid radio network, which, iri the . Hotel Ambassador, New
can make a tune by accepting it, York, and previously in the. Hotels ier^to sf^aTat0hcSayT''gm
break if by refusing it. / A song ac¬ Sherry-Netherland, Plaza arid St.
cepted by RAI is automatically Regis, all iri Gotham, to the execu¬
%
plugged,
under the current setup, tive end of hotel/operation and
—
Akron, O., Dec. 23.
arid
almpst
automatically
becomes
inanagement when he joins William
i
When Nick Yanko, Akron res¬
3c0Sstanips.fi To/ai
Zeckendorf at Webb &. Knapp. He weight of these cards , is 100,000 ]
taurant owner, served flaming a hit.
Los Angeles,
Arigeles,1 Dec. 23.
Hence the tremendous pressure will become a sort of chief of W-eight
sword dinners*and blazing desserts,
tons;
average
card
weights
one
Louis B. Mayer left an estate of
he wanted some extra flourishes. to get a song accepted by the Sari staff- to the W&K prexy in the ounce and it entails 300,000,000! $12,000,000, according to an estiRemo
Festival,
(which
RAI
this
management operations of the man hours to address and mail riiate in a petition filed in Superior
So, early in 1948, he employed
“The Rajah” to assist him. .The year is broadcasting, but not em just-bought Sheraton Astor (in a them.
Court Friday (20) by producer’s
(Continued on page 48)
swap deal for the Ambassador),
turbanned waiter, Albert Cox jr.,
Other protocol and kindred sta- widow, Mrs. Lorena Danker Mayer,
the Commodore and the refur¬
now a student at IoWa State Col¬
tistics:. okay to type busiriess cards In her petition, Mrs. Mayer asked
bished.Manhattan
(riee
Lincoln).
lege, would bow low and deliver
(Continued on page 48)
tor $15,000 a morith family allowWhen the Sheraton chain re¬
a comic monolog while Yanko put
-——— - —;—.
ance, pending distribution of the
linquishes the Astor, famed Times
a torch to the food. The monolog
estate.. A hearirig was set by
Square landmarky it will (1) become
was made to fit the customer, start¬
Conran IriccaFc
AA0
Judge Kenneth Chantry for Jari.
a
sister
operation
to
the
Manhat¬
ing with the words, “Ala kazam,
ueuij’e
10 on the request.
Tokyo, Dec. 18.
kazow, kaze.e, and usually , including
Police here have given the green- tan on 8th Ave.—exactly on the
Fvp P I
Vpffpc Rprnril
Estate is expected to yield an
the customer’s name arid occupa¬ light for bars, cabarets and restau¬ opposite 44thr45th St:, frontage to
IjVC a Lao vegdo liCLUI U annual income of $250,000, petition
tion in the chant. Then the Rajah rants to stay open all . night on the Astor, on the Broadside side.
Las
Vegas,
Dec!
23..
stated.
Mrs. Mayer, under terms
Among
Col.
Obolensky’s
planned
helped put put the fire and serve Christmas Eve, At the same, time,
Biggest one-night salary ever set of late producer’s will, was left
the food.
they okayed an added hour of serv¬ chores will be the re-glamorizing
A Federal tax agent happened ice to these and other places of of'the Astor for the big social func¬ for Las Vegas, where stratospheric $750,000 in cash, the family home
pay for performers is the rule, goes *n Bel Air with its paintings and
to witness this procedure last year amusement arid imbibing from Dec. tions that, call for large capacity of to
George Jessel.
art objects, and all interests iri
and decided the. restaurant was 20 to Jan. 7, a period which spans the grand .ballroom which is ri¬
He’ll get $6,000 for bicycling be- proven or prospective oil, gas and
valled
-only
by
the
Waldorf-Astoria
providing entertainment along with gala period here including heavy:
tween the Royal Nevada and the uranium properties. Mrs.. Mayer’s
the food. Yanko received a notice Christmas traffic through tradition¬ for size and facilities;
The more “cdmmercial”. Hotel New Frontier Hotels New Year’s daughter, SUzanne, by a previous
that he owed the. Internal Revenue al New Year’s,, which is key holiday
Eve, playirig one* performance in marriage,
whom
Mayer
had
(Continued, on page 55)
Bureau nearly $200,000 in excise in Japan.
each place.
adopted, also was bequeathed
tax from early 1948 through 1956.
The Japanese, who have picked
What makes the deal particularly $500,000 in trust,
He fired Rajah and hired an at¬ up the Western holiday spirit with
inteiestirig is that talent in Las
Mrs; Irene Selznick, Mayer’s
torney.
v
a minimum of missionary, work,
Vegas normally is used as a come- daughter by his first wife^ also was
The claim was appealed in Wash¬ will be protected ..'from each other
on
for
the
gambling
casirios—and
willed
$500,000 cash,' but. a second
ington, and a rulirig in favor of during the span by an extra com^
neither hotel currently has a gam- "daughter, Mr?. William Goetz, was
Yanko and the Rajah was obtained. plement. of metropolitan police,
Easterns will be westerns if a bling room operating.
disinherited;
Immediately, Yanka hired a. new bringing total of law enforcers to new arrangement: finalized last
Rajah, John Fitzpatrick.
20,000 for this city.
week by Gold Medal Studios, the
former Biograph lot in the Bronx,
catches the- fancy of film-makers.
Iri an effort to lure feature and
telepix production to New York,
Martin Poll; Gold Medal topper, ,
'... Trade Mark Registered
has closed an exclusive deal with
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invite Scot to utaso
in Vancouver

$555,000 to 8 MPAAPix
In Japan Since 1952

Presley s Draft
Will Cost Him 450G

San Remo Fest
Cues Payola In
Fine Italian Hand

Col Serge Obolensky To
Webb & Knapp as Boss Of
Realtor’s 3 Gotham Hotels

That’s Entertainmwi)?
‘Hammy’ Waiter OK For
B.O., Not (orRevenooers

t l-B.MayersWidow
L.k Mayer’s Widow Asks
$15,080 Monthly
Si ?15>000
Mo«Uy Family
Famfly
Upkeep Pending Probate

Tokyo’s All-Nighter
For Xmas Cup of Cheer
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pictures

H BRIT. SPORT: SPANK-

9 HOLLYWOOD Eoew s Light on (Loins A,) Green;
IS THE PUDDLE Hes Rated Bidder, Not Liquidator;

Aliy Number Can Play This Game

Entertainment and communications professionals served, by Variety
will note the amusements impact ih the following check-list of crit¬
icisms levelled in Britain against Yanks which is part of the “What The
British Think of Us” report, as described in adjoining column.
British dailies, published in
English crooners imitate American crooners.
London,
n, but circulating ih
in the mil*
mil¬
English girls imitate Hollywood sexiness,
immorality and bad lions throughout the United King¬
manners.
dom, deliberately incite
antiThe new heavy investor. in
American feeling oa
as part of their
nmcwvau
nit**.. _
ijeADn'C TUCATDC ell A4C Loew’s
" ° Inc. has
Ilaa been definitely
uwwiww
Americans worship television and Hollywood,
standard newsstand-bait. So de- PAUL. HEARD 5 THEATRE rlUV\5 Identified as Louis A. Green, a
Americans talk too much.
clares the American main-and-wife
—■—- *
member of the Wall Street invests
Americans are biash and noisy.
public relations team of Edward Former Religioso Producer Lines ment firm of Stryker 6c Brown.
Americans are; provincial, nouveau riche, uncultured. L. and Doris Bernays after a recent
Up Screen Scripts
Originally it was thought that large
Americans are self-satisfied.
sojourn there during which they
_■ — ’ •
.
purchases of Loew’s stock were
Americans are given to mass hysteria;
made their own survey on "What
Hollywood, Dec: 23;
being made by David J. Greene,^
Americans don't adapt themselves to British customs.
The
British
Think
Of
Us.”
A
two-year
production
program
wall
St. broker who also has some
Americans disparage.British ways of life.
Bernays’pair fingerpoint tp Brit- .calling for a ipmimum pf four stake in the company.
Americans'shed morality when away front-home. .
ish
journalists
covering
Hollywood
properties
has
’been
set
by
proThe
new “Green” in the Loew’s
Scandals, divorces, and indiscretions .are typical of American adults.
Reporters, oh American papers ars brash and rude and the Queen and New York; who feed their pubr ducer-dirctor Paul F. Heard, vet- situation recently acquired over
lications
a
steady
diet
of
selectiverad
in
the
religioso
film
field
who
iqo,000
shares of stock. (Curiously,
should not be subjected to 'them.
ely invidious interpretations of cer- launched theatrical production re- he is a fellow tenant in, the same
U. S. children are not controlled arid behave badly.
tain American phenomena.
cently with * Hong Kong Incident, par]c Ave. apartment house as
Parents are irresponsible. .
“Favorite subjecfi are sensaitipn-;. n®w
Allied Ar" Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel.)
Youth is characterized by blue jeans,- bubble gum, ill manners; and
al presentations of the lives of tists release.
Green is known to be close to Lehgeneral brashness.
movie stars and aspects of Holly- ,
f^,ur
man Bros, and Lazard Freres, the
wood life involving divorces, con- he The Outlaw, slated to rolL in banking firms with heavy investsecutive marriages and other lurid January and. based on a Frank ments in Loew’s' At the same time,
Confidential-type details; “distort- Gniher movel. He ^has ^also^ ac- be personally has declared that
ed. presentations of 'desegrega- Quired “The Flight ’ and Three he’s “very friendly with Joe Votion crises aiid other unfavorable G^nered ■®5ar*:\ stprtes by Fred gel,”
or sensational aspects of the Amer- J^ank\and Springtime ip CopenIn wall St. circles Green is
ican scene.”
hagen, a musical scripted by Bart^ Jmown as a bpilder and not a liquiOne Englishman told Bernays Granet fromr a story by Heard and dator. His position in the Loew’s
that the tactics of
of national British
British/'Herbert
Herbert Luft.
situation is said to be that of a
Warner Brothers^ is giving the-*:
dailies were “disgusting” and
-peacemaker. Green has been asplayed
a
large
part
in
inciting
antiP,'
II*
.
Q
J
sociated with such companies as
boot to the production of low
RARnFM'C on ArcoiADP
budgdters. In the year to come,
PARDEM 5 2D ACCOLADE
American feeling. Quoting this XMlIllHTC
Grand Union and the Philadelphia
JlCIllllgO uUllllua
and Reading Corp. He is a director
the company will emphasize big; ■
. ,
..
, Englishman now:
important production only. If it re- Spanish WrUer-Director Gets Dual
every incident nossible
of botU and chairmanof theexecumi
II
ft
five committee oi the former. He
quires small pix, it’ll either finance
U.S. Recognition,
them, or acquire them from indies.
New slant on production at WB
_n
5f^a3u.comes at a time when one of its
On the heels of Spanish particifar worse li9ht than an the I; An
regarding Lnow^Tpui "ompanfes^ dSflcompetitors—20th-Fox—is stepping Pat/on.
.Jhe Sfn ** ancisco;
(Continued on page 19)
the future of the film buisness is culty out of tight spots.
up production of all kinds of films’, test with Muerte^ de un cycliste,
including auickies
word was received-here-last week —■ ———---,
- now presented by Ernest G. StelQreen, since his entry in the
^The^arnerhnntention is that that“Calle Maypr” ^ Street)
lings, president of Theatre Owners Loew’s situation, has been atthe low budget picture today was accepted as the Spanish entry
ilrn Producer
of America. He says theatremen *
(Continued on page 10)
believe that boxoffice grosses will
----—*
doesn't pay; that the Wg profit is
S,
in the big films that can overcome, to Oscar best foreign film of. -he
Herbert Wilcox
- improve considerably in 1958. He
Herbert
Wilcox
pointed out that gross b.o. receipts II
I ■ IJ
I
the tv draw. It’s an opinion wide-.
.
. .
it
tho opinion that by mlng
nslng
have been climbing since the low J|pP|ir KQllC J07Qf
ly shared among the other comBd*h
*a
If of th«
panies who leart to the production Wted hy .Juan AiUomo Bardem.
Yank
ballyhoo
reached
in
1952.
For
the
year
endAAvvIll
lllipj
tiUftUl
Yank ballyhoo
Of “imnortant” oroDerties.
“Muerte” was prized at Cannes in
ing 1957j he said that it’s expected 15
View is held by some that, if a ’55. and “Calle Mayor won the
British
Filths Can
merger of Warner Bros, and Uni- JnternationalFiIrn Critics awardat
British Films Can
FfiT DiV8ltillff NfiW
versal is in the talking stages Venice im-56. Pair were produced
Bp
|
Stellings’year-end comments of- A UI A/If Vi
lIvTf
Bp Sold
Sold
(which- WB denies), it may be by Jose Goyanes for Suevia Films-.
fered a . rosy future despite the
complaints of the serious b.o, drop
F
1
IT
1
stymied by the Warner reluctance Cesareo Gonzalez,
onotkor Editorial Foataro
made recently by various theatrerPrllPr IlftVPl
to be loaded down by a large num"
“
anotkor
Foaturo
In The
tkoopeomlnq
men, including Stellings. TO A
I V1UVI ilVvvA
ber of smaller releases. That such ||T •_
p
1
1 J
In
opeomlnq.
__ ¥
. V
.
.
chieftain said ; exhibitors “are disfilms can do very well has been WpitppC KYrl||nPf|
52d Anniversary Number
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
turbed by the unreliable and pesHoUywood,
established by Warner Bros, itself If 1 llvlW liAvlUUvU
simistic reports recently circulat- . Screen Producers Guild’s exec*
via the British “Curse of Franken¬
of
ed” Without mentioning the Wall utive committee may be called
stein,” which stands to gross over
W%
F1»l
jfl II
$2,000,000 domestically.
KrAITI rlllTI tVll*
PfasiEfr
PSSOEfr
(Conttoucd on page 48,
“^who
to‘^2
Accenting its determination to
A 1 will A lull
-i—— ... i - ——- .
-:-——-- literary agent, and agent Irving La“make ’em big,” Warner Bros, re¬
•
>
~
zar
over
Hecht’s
charges"
that
Lacently bought three important and.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
costly properties—“The Dark at. . Scripter John Michael Hayes
the Top of the Stairs” by William (“Peyton Place”) has called upon
_
r
‘Tee Palace” for Hecht-Hill-Lan(Continued on page'19)
Jthe motion picture industry to In’
caster consideration. Property was
-——--•• -itiate a policy whereby writers
mo
.... . //« • n
would enter directly into the sel- 1 st-Run* Still Mark Time; ‘Sack’ New Champ, ‘Days’

See Small Board, No Stan Meyer

lay End Tie-to-Universal Chance

:

Stellings Sounds
The Happy Song

Hecht Raps Lazar
For Diverting New
Ferber Novel

Writers Excluded
From Film Sell

National Boxoffice Survey

Shown With X;
C, So
M
cK- Legion isIs ing”Hayes repbrte<jStuck;
Vexed, Ditto T-LI
UIIUTVll TT1U1 X/f wv
_
Or. I . I mmoAo* In

y&sEfts&x***
w()rld where the’ designer of a

2d, ‘Legend’ 3d, ‘Wonder*’
‘Wonders’ 4th, ‘Enemy’ 5th

—^—-—;
.
. . ..
Pre-Yuletide influences still are dates, is copping eighth money.
mm
“Working on the screenplay of beiiig felt in most key cities cov- “God Created Woman” (Kingsley)
.
_ _ ‘Peyton Place’ with Jerry Wald
by
this; week. HowfS’pSS
\J_ 1 l\'llA T
marked the first time I had en- ever, some communities, which (Cinerama) and “Les Girls” ’(M-G).
V AYPn lllllll l -L countered a thoroughly practical have playdates taking in Christmas are the runner-up films this week.
f vAtrUf Vll-W A mu gttttbde about bringing the writer
The best feature of the current
,
in on the advance promotion disr Day and part of the holiday week.
Trans-Lux Distributing-was do- Clissi0ns—publicity, advertising, ex- note a sharp upbeat for new prod- session is the way some new pix
* rritja
wtor w,
shape up. One of these, “Witness
Ing a burn last week over a Legion notation.”
uct. This indicates better biz just jror prosecution”! (UA ) is rated
of Decency refusal to reclassify the
__;-^-;—in the offing.
torrid in L. A. “Bridge on River
New boxoffice champ
“Sad Kwai” (Col) also looms os a block<?aek” (Par) which was iUst beine buster, judging from its showings
“
in L. A. and N. Y. It is virtually
demned the film. Trans-Lux played
launched in. a few spots last week. capacity on the first slx days at
some dates^ with the''C'’-ratedverAllied Artists, which has a It is doing terrific biz in nearly all n. Y. Palace.
sion. It then approached the Le- «1 00q 000 borrowing on its books cities wheri launched this season.
“Farewell to Arms” (20th) is
gion, rtating; that it w^s wdling to fr0m De Luxe Laboratories, owned
S’1™ objectionaMe sequences if by 20^.^; is negotiating for an- “Around World in 80 Days” (UA). rated hefty on its initial playdate
Iong In No.1 spot, StUUS showing In L. A. “Paths of Gloo"' (UA)
that would qualify the picture for ^ther loan in- thatssame amount,
a changed rating.
,, aA pays an interest rate of .5% enough to wind up in second posi- |).a^s "iJont* °GoP^ear WMer”
The Catholic rating body refused un(jer the original agreement,
tion.
(M-G) looms smash in Frisco.
to even look at the picture, holdit’s, been common practice in : “Legend of Lost” (UA), another
“Abnominable Snowman” (20th)
ing that such a procedure would the business over the years for a
set a precedent Legion’s attitude film pompany to borrow from labs, sparkling newcomer, is easily cap- shapes sturdy in Boston. “Rainturing
third
money,
with
every
intree
County” (M-G) stacks up very
was that such a step would encour-^ paj-t of the tieup usually including
be heard from big playing in two houses in N. Y.,
age others to cash, in on the “C- a provision that the lender is given dication that it will future.
“Seven
both
on continuous run.
additionally
in
the
rated version of a picture and the-borrower’s lab work,
“Wild Is Wind” (Par), also fair-,
then, upon exhaustion pf the marAdditional coin, from De Luxe, W-onders of World” (Cmerama) is
winding
up
in
fourth
position.
ly
new,
is rated potent in Chi, fast
ket, have it cut.:
which would supplement AA’s
“Enemy Below” (20th), also new, in L. A. and sock in N. Y: *April^^
That’s precisely what the Legion bank financing, would be .ear^
is
displaying
enough
strength
to
Love’’
(20th)
looms torrid in Todid in the instance of “Bitter marked for the company’s produceasily land in fifth, spot although ronto.
Rice,” which played the arties in tion program.
not
but
oh
many
engagements.
“Peyton
Place”
(20th) is perking
its condemned form and then was
-:—r—-—* .
n. Y. and is rated rich in:
cut to allow it to qualify for a LeFederal Judge Edward P. Mur- “Pal; Joey” (Col) looks to finish Up
sixth
though
a
sharp
come
down
l
-a.'
it
is
rated
one
of pix likely
gion “B.”
phy has recessed Sam Goldwyn’s
T-L boss Richard Brandt called $l^-million antitrustsuit against from its high estate: of many weeks, to be heard from in the future.
“10
Commandments”
(Par)
is
■
-■
'
,.
_
,„
a
the Leeion’s attitude unfair. He . 20th-Fox, National Theatres and
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on.
safd ^tSrenfcsented “the Ultimate Fox West Coast until Jan. 0 in San taking seventh place. “Perri”
(BY),
with
a
batch
of
fresh
playPabes
8-9.)
in censorship.”.
■ Francisco.

despue

■.

product, has little of no idea about
the market for which he is creat-

| Allied
Ajlied Artists Seeks
| New De Luxe Lab Loan

men?attsuhmitVn““erb2rvn^

gram, with copies to Miss Ferber,
SPG and the Artists Managers
Guild, contending Lazar’s “flagrant” disregard of procedure was
M ^-SSl
to us and to all other aedve ^m*
panieS ”
,
Hecht charged that Lazar had
informed him the manuscript was
available and had offered to submit it, subsequently confirming that
he would submit the story for
consideration by Hecht-Hili-Lancaster. “Yet,” Hecht added, “you
sold it without fulfilling yimr
agreement.”
Agent’s action, Hecht charged,
means that “Miss Ferber cannot
now laiow whether the offer you
accepted was the true market
Blistering assault on Lazar
charged that “no other agent refo?mer^agent^stressed his bel
5fel that “industfv nd S
^
?ooDe?ate to^ Dut an ^d to
your methods of dealing with irriportant literary properties.”
SPG prexy. Samuel G. Engel
said that he is not sure whether
the SPG is in a position to adjudi^ate the beef between one of
its members and an agent, Howeyer, he added, as soon as Lazar
returns from a trip out of the country, he will convene the SPG exec
cohimittee and ask both Hecht and
Lazar to “state their respective
cases.”
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LEAD FILMS TO SUKM-SILVERMAN
By ABEL GREEft
x ?
Chicago, Dec. 23.
Edwin Silverman, head of the
Essaness Theatres Corp,, the Chi¬
cago chain which he says has
shrunk from 44 theatres to 13—
four drive-ins, his flagship ..Woods
Theatre in the Loop (which he
calls “one of : the finest ^extant’*).
and, eight
neighborhoods—has
some footnote views on his homhsheil pronunciamento about Hol¬
lywood’s dim film future.
“I was not talking for pub:

lidiy. I did not go off halfcocked. 1 didn’t create this
prophesy. It was born of dis¬
cussions I have heard hi my
regular trips between my
Chicago base and the Coast.
And IT for one, hope that I
am proved 1,000% wrong.”
Silverman, a veteran exhibitor,
details Haw and why he felt this
downbeat was coming, dating back
to last spring. “From early spring
until early fall our drivedns do
pretty, well,” he continues.
“It
seems they’ve been cooped up all
winter and the family is just glad
to hit the road, get to the outdoor
movies’ playgrounds, have the kids
picnic themselves* the concessions,
do well, and we have done consist¬
ently good business,. from this re¬
latively new phase of exhibition.
The hardtops’ end of it is some¬
thing else again.
“When I saw that wealth of back¬
log film product from Fox and Me¬
tro released to television I had a
dire hunch it would be different.
Sorry to say I was right. Just as
I’m sorry to say 1 told Eddie Small
that, the traditional ‘comes. July 4th
and the kids are out from school
business will , boom in the movies’
credo won’t be so true anymore.
“That’s when I came to the real¬
ization we've just been committing
economic hari-kiri.
“And. I started to think back to
Spyros Skouras and Buddy Adler
making that wonderful trailer of
the new 20th-Fox film product, and
Spyros’ sage statement that he ‘be¬
lieves motion pictures should be
shown in movie houses aind not on
television’, and all the rest of it.
Bankers Behind
“All of a sudden I am faced with
this agonizing reappraisal of film
grosses, and if film grosses aren’t
there then film rentals won’t be
either, and without that income
they Can’t afford, to produce good
pictures, and if the bankers, who
are natural-born liquidators and
turn-it-into-cash guys, keep forc¬
ing the veteran movie executives
to. ‘sell to television, sell to televi¬
sion’ I know it’s got to be the end
of me and my theatres.
“Take it one step further—some
wise-guy producer, meets me in
Palm Springs where, we have a
home because of my Wife’s health
and the children—but that really
doesn’t matter why we are there—
and he cracks, T don’t know-^-

somehow you never see a poor ex¬

'GET THEE TO A CINEMA'

Deputy Chairmen and Managing
Director of the
Rank Organization Ltd. _

Cincinnati Nabes Combine For
<j: P.M. Radio Come-On

John W, Items

Cincinnati, Dec. 23. ..
Greater CSncy’s neighborhood
exhibitors haye taken to the radio
in an attempt to lure folks* from
homes to theatres. They are cohf
tributing to, a three-month trial
campaign on radio stations WKRC,
WCPO and WSAI. Weekly overall
tab is $400 *
- Minute . s p o t announcements,
around 6 p:m., with a "No Business
Like Show Business” theiner, lis¬
teners. to get out of the house and
give, themselves a treat at a movie.
Pitch stresses big screen pictures,
in color, “with the whole World
your stage.”
After the' holidays, another cam¬
paign will be inaugurated on local
television stations with four oper¬
ators of the 21-day suburbah
houses as bankrollers. It calls for
five-minute programs and a $1,000a-week budget.

Void Anti-Check
Law Just Adopted
By Arkansas

li of tho opinion fhot

All People Anywhere
Enjoy Exciting Tales
another Editorial Featurr
in ;tlio opcoming
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Johnstdml Don’t
• Although
he
mentioned
no
names, Eric A. Johristdn, president
of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America, last Week took, a crack, at
industryites who have been making
With the. gloom talk about the state
of the business. The three-alarm
clang from Chicago circuit operator
Edwin Silverman, who predicted a
collapse of Hollywood studios with¬
in six months, is thought to he his
target/
Discussing the trade’s proposed
'institutional.
ad-pub
campaign,
Johnston said this in itself reflects;
film company confidence. He stated
United States exhibition’s 45,000,000 weekly customers “can’t be
wrong; nor can we be wrong when
we have such a loyal audience.”

.

Atty-Gen,
Bruce Bennett
of
Arkansas declared this week the
state’s recently-adopted law. spe¬
cifically barring film companies
from ‘‘blind” checking is “uncon¬
stitutional and void.” The ruling;
Which doubtless will mean the end
of the statute, came as a major
victory for Motion Picture Assn. Of
America legislative execs who have
been in touch. With the situation
right along.
Bill had .been passed in the clos¬
ing moments of the Arkansas legis¬
lative session and signed into law
by Gov. Orval Faubus in March,
1957. It came as a shock to the
film companies, particularly since
there were no previous hearings
or publicity. Exhibitor interests
were said to have been behind the
measure.
. Law meant that the distribs
couldn’t introduce testimony from
checkers in their employ in any!
court
suit
involving
boxoffice
grosses and alleged exhib under¬
reporting of them: This obtained
With “blind” checking—that is,
where theatres are being checked
without exhibitors knowing it. This
practice traditionally : has been
the distribs’ key way of safeguard¬
ing against loss of their: rightful
share of boxoffice receipts.
:
Bennett held
that the
law
“might conceivably deprive a class
of citizens of liberty, equal protec¬
tion and due process of law;.
Texas was the first state to' adopt
an anti-blind-checking; law, which
still stands. Arkansas was the sec¬
ond,
Similar legislation was in¬
troduced in several other states
but defeated/

hibitor* I told him, ‘Suppose all
.the exhibitors were broke, how
Would that improve the production
and distribution end. of our busi¬
ness.’ He shut up fast.
“What I’m getting at is. that I
have executives and people 27
years with Essaness,-and their fu¬
ture also depends on us keeping
our theatres open and prosperous.
And releasing of that post-1948
crop of product is just a surefire
way to put not only us but the
entire industry out of business.
“That’s why I say, if tv is so im¬
portant to Hollywood, let tv pay
the 60-70% that has been knocked
off the grosses per picture. Let
tv contribute that 60-70% and we’ll
take our. chances on the rest—and
you know that’s just slow death.
“But let Hollywood say ‘nerts’ to
tv with the new product, maybe
we’ll have to sweat out another two
or three years While tv eats up the
already large catalog of feature
films available, but we at.least have,
a chance to bring them back into
the theaters.”
“And what really scared the
pants off me is that if they do the
same thing in Europe, . which is
such an important market for Hol¬
lywood production revenue, it’s go¬
ing to do the same, thing over
there and then where will Holly¬
wood get its bankroll for future
production. You see what a Vici(Continued on page 19)

MPAA chief exec said he wasn’t
questioning the motives of those
“who have rushed into, print recit¬
ing dirges over the industry” But
he added, “in downbeating the
motion picture business they are
deceiving; themselves, and worse
still, they are cruelly deceiving the
public. I have heard these dirges
many times in past: This industry
is going to be around for a long
time.”

RCA SOUND SERVICE
ISSUE NEARS TRIAL
Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
Depositions are being taken here
in the.$125,000 federal court: anti¬
trust suit filed by O’. E. Maxwell,7
owner of Northwest Sound Serv¬
ice, against RCA Service and RCA
Victor and which is expected ’to go
on the. calendar for trial at the
next term.
Maxwell. alleges unlawful agree¬
ments of RCA with this territory’s
exhibitors, requiring the latter to
use RCA- service for the installa¬
tion of its. sound and for repairs
when its equipment is purchased
or used.

The plaintiff also . claims that
RCA does not permit other sound
service companies to obtain its
parts on a fair and equitable basis..
In consequence Of thie’se allega¬
tions, Maxwell claims to havd suf¬
fered $125,000 damage.

L A. to N. Y.
Rod Alexander;
Max Arnow
.Pearl Bailey
Donald Buka
Timothy Carey
Joseph Fields
Jane Froman
Mitchell Gertz
Earl Holliman
Mirianr Hopkins
Van Johnson
Bambi Linn
Peggy MCCay
. James A. Mulyey
Lloyd Nolan
Ingo Preminger
Milton R. Rackmil
Harold Robbins
Jules C. Stein
Paula Trueman
Mary Webster

N Y. to L. A.
Joan Collins
Charles O’Curran
Patti Page
Sol. C. Siegel

Ni Y. to Europe
Suzanne Bernard
Robert Wetherspoon

Europe to N. Yi
,

Mildred Murray
John Ringling North
Arnold Picker
Elmer Cv Rhoden
Maxmilian Schell
John Sellers

Ken Engluiid
in appraising ilia Challenge of
Hollywood and TV programming
sums up

The Ten Little Plots
Arid How They Grew!
j

!
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New York Sound Track
Jaclc Warner made one of his rare appearances at an MPAA board
meeting last week. He had. no observations to offer,.simply sat and
listened . . . Beimie Kamber staying on the Coast a month . .
United
Artist^’ annual Christmas party, as usual, the biggest with the mostest.
. George K. Arthur has taken back “Wee Geordte” from Times Film
to handle it on his own. And he’s picked up a couple of more tworeelers, “Passport to Pleasure,” which was made in New Zealand, and
“Grandma Moses,” a reissue. Latter was 'made .by Jerome Hill and
taken out of distribution about three years ago . , . Life mag planning
a four-page color layout on a Charles Earnes short, “Counterfeit Toy
Train.”
Paramount v p. Hugh Owen and Joan Dolores Carpenter were married
at the Stamford' home Of the. George Welthers . . . Edward Harrison
has the American rights to “Pather Panchali” Indian pic Which took
top honors at the San Francisco International Film Festival . . . Ches¬
apeake Industries (Pathe Laboratories) selling its Colonial Trust Co.
subsidiary to Venezuelan financiers, with a substantial capital gain
involved . . . Danny Kaye in from France and immediately off for the
Coast .
./ Redbook bills “Raihtree County” as its “Picture of the
Month.” . . . Jack L. Labow moved up from special sales rep to man¬
aging director of RKO in Australia .
Trans-Lux Theatre on 49th
Street, for many years operated on- a newsreel policy, switches to a
feature, “Bed of Grass,” Greek import, Friday (27).
Quote from Fred Schwartz, prez of Distributors Corp. of America:
“Foreign films are like olives. You’ve got to eat a lot of them before
you get to like them” . . . The Germans are* riding high; For “Mon
Petit,” with Romy Schneider, they’re asking $250,000. guarantee vs.
a percentage
; . Incidentally, Germany’s Film Echo took director
Helmut Kautner to task for speaking out (to Variety) about the medicore quality of the German product . . The Mayfair Theatre reopens
with, 20th-FOx’s “The Enemy Below” by dint of a $25,000* guarantee/
House couldn’t get a tenant, so the landlord set up his own corpora¬
tion. Maurice Maurer will operate the theatre ... French star Brigitte
Bardot got the cover and four inside pages in Look Mag, based on
“God Created Woman.”
Arnold Cohan, once-an. NYU faculty member but in recent years
a public. relationist has joined Pan American PR Ltd; under Sandy
Piofsky . . . Cohan, is widely acquainted in the entertainment media
and enjoys some uniqueness in having worked for Democratic Bob
Wagner before and Republican Bob Christenberry this year.
T. Bradley. Callahan, motion picture projectionist, and former busi¬
ness agent of the Concord. New Hampshire local of the Stagehands’ and
Motion Pictures Projectors’ Union, was given his release from jail* as a
Christmas present. Federal Judge A. J. Connor reduced the sentence;
to enable him to spend the holidays at home. Convicted-on an income
tax evasion charge, Callahan Was given a 60-day sentence arid a $2,000
fine. He had served 44 days of the sentence when released.
Martin Jurow will film Tennessee Williams* “Orpheus Descended”
, ... “The Long Road” in which Sidney Poitier has agreed to appear
for Stanley Kramer, tells a story of, two men—one white, the other
colored—who escape from a Georgia, chaingang, but are tied together
with ten feet of heavy chairi. They start out hating one another and
end up as “brothers” .
- Columbia University’s communications di¬
vision is prepping a film which, among other issues, will deal with the
“Miracle” case. Script, as it currently stands, has Hugh M. Flick, for¬
mer N.Y. censor and now assistant to. the State Education Commis¬
sioner, declaring that N.Y. will retain pre-release censorship and that
other states also will adopt it! Considering the current, wobbly sta¬
tus of censorship, that’s a courageous prediction.
“River Kwai” producer Sam Spiegel soiree-ing after the. pic’s, preem
for VIPs and show biz pals
Jerry Lewis told friends his next picture will be: “Ten Cornmandments & Son.” . . /Telemeter personnel shifting to new quarters^the Paramount homeoffice building space previously held by Show¬
men’s Trade Review
. . “Bridge on River Kwai” “adopted” by the:
Theatre Guild, meaning the legit outfit's 100,000 members are beirig
apprised the icture is a “special attraction” and they’re entitled to
a 10% discount on tickets . . . “Kwai,” incidentally, got a six-page
break in the current Life . . ; Rare type of booking is “It’s Great to
be Young,” British import, into the Paramount on Christmas Day
Kroger Babb’s son, Richard, engaged to Stanford U studerit Helen
Weys.
“Across the Everglades” the Schulberg production now lensing i
Florida, will. be the first picture to have a “director, of snake se¬
quences.” He’s Brad Bradford, owner of a; snake, animal and bird farm
outside Miami . , . Mrs. Elsenhower, attending, a film premiere at the
Lopert Playhouse in Washington/was. handed twO -pink tickets, pink
being her favorite. Color. They were specially printed up for; her . . .
UFA officials in Germany have asked Egyptian authorities, to stop
showings of the Nazi oldie, “Oom Krueger:” Film was recently shown
in two Cairo houses. Two years ago intervened to stop the showing of
the antisemitic “Jew Suss” in Syria.
. French Film Office’s monthly bulletin and bi-monthly newsletter,
both edited by press officer. Donald La Badie, are a hit with newspa¬
pers and mags all over the country. La Badie’s news digests are getting
a wide, pickup arid he’s been behind the flurry of feature pieces on sexpot Brigitte Bardot... 20th-Fox’s “Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?”
has been banned in toto in Colombia, it’s one of the few rejections of
a whole picture in Latin America
.
Traris-Lux Distributing sales
V.p., George Roth, spent most of his stay on the Coast having the flu,
“Peyton Place” was given a premiere in Camden, Me., last week
for the benefit of the town hospital and the incoirie came from, unusual
sources in additjjom to the boxoffice.. Gary Merrill, who participated
along with his wife, Bette Davis, auctioned off director Mark Robson'S
chair for $41. A resident bought the film script for $105 and donated
it to the Camden Public Library. Merrill; cracked he’d like to see more
film-making in .Camden (location site of “Peyton”) because, also a resi¬
dent, he’d have those 3,000-mile trips to Hollywood.
Dorothy Heyward, co-author of “Porgy,” whose key character is the
peddler who gets about via a. goat-cart, has a piece in the current
Harper’s on the backgrouiid of the “Porgy and Bess” film production
being undertaken by Samuel Goldwyn. Her lead is this: “A contract
has been signed for a movie. A great many people took a number, of
years agreeing on;it. I was one of them. While the lawyers and execu¬
tors were disputing about directors, the width of the screen, the color
technique, I was privately holdirig out for the producer who would
offer the best goat.”
Rev. Martin Caldwell, rrictor of Emmanuel. Episcopal Church at
Southern Pin6s,. North Carolina, let loose another blast last week at
a meeting of the boys’ choir in his" church at What lie termed “dis¬
graceful movies.” The movie referred to is “I Was A Teenage Were¬
wolf,” which is playing at the. Sunrise Theatre.
“Vahiety, for which show business is the Bible—also vice-versa—
reports a literary trend. It seems' that during the first half of 1958, at
least 44 novels are destined to be turned into films,. This is the largest
number in a decade, and with its ear to the ground. Variety has .pick¬
ed up the crafty foot-fall of the apparent- reason. The move towards
letters, it thinks, is an effort to lure the ‘book worms* back to the films.
The quotation marks are Variety’s placed there without comment.
“At any rate, some of the titles of the 44 are these: ‘A Certain
Smile,’ -The Nun’s Story,’ ‘Tender Is the Night.’ ‘Letter From Peking,’
‘The Galileans,’ ‘The Last Hurrah.’ And—here turn back the clock.
Time, in your course—aid ’Ben Hur,’ by the General, Lew Wallace’.”
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& PE0PLE-B0TH ‘TIGHT’
Oscar Doob To

O

Discounts Irreversible Trend5
Oscar A. Doob, veteran industry
exec hired by the Motion Picture
Assn, of America as coordinator
of institutional campaign work, is
leaving the post as of Feb. 15. Suc¬
cessor is now being looked, for by
the MPA A ad-pub committee.
Doob was taken
about five
months ago it a salary of $500 per
week. In recent weeks, it's said,
he found the post too taxing, for
he was called upon to spend half i
of his time in New York and the
other in Washington, latter being
where he resides.
MPAA board set up a $100,000
Initial fund to establish promotion¬
al coordination offices both in the
east and on the . Coast. Idea was to
remove some of the burden of joint
industry work /from film company
ad-pub, directors and their staffs.
Coast office never was set up.

VIDEO’S SANDY HOWARD
EYES LOW-COST PIX
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Howard Productions, which has
concentrated on live tv production
in New York for the last few years,
is moving into, the theatrical film
field next year, Sandy Howard dis¬
closed,. with a program of 10 lowbudgeters to be. made between
March 1958 and March 1959.
Howard Productions is ;a subsidi¬
ary of National American Indus¬
tries, Inc., a combine of non-show¬
biz firms.
Firm will continue its live teleShows with “Meet the People," an
interview type show emceed by Bill
Bradley, slated to bow on KTLA
in January. .
Features will be budgeted be¬
tween $125,000 and $175,000. Initialler will be “The First Day of
the Third World War,” to be fol¬
lowed by a film tentatively titled
“The Dictator,"

. She-Evangelist Story
Up for Vanessa Brown
Hollywood, Dec. 23,
Allied Artists is negotiating with
Vanessa Brown’s indie theatrical
film outfit, “The 24th of March,”
whereby it would turn out “Jennie
Angel,’’ about a femme evangelist,
for AA.
Miss Brown would play the lead,
and company has Lee J. Cobb or
Broderick Crawford in mind for
the male lead. AA would hr. and
release.

By FT BOLLINGER
quire five* Or six men to. run. I’m
just guessing; but it’s a possibility.’
Nobody’s happy” about the pres-|
Walsh admitted that there is no
ebt. state of the picture business, necessity for new film projection¬
but there is no panic among the ists, since there is no jobs for them.
industry’s labor unions; according He said that. many local projec¬
to Richard F. Walsh president of tionists' unions, were trying to fig¬
the International. Alliance Of Thea¬ ure out methods to spread the work
trical Stage Employees. Walsh, who around and that demands for
said, that the amusement industry shorter work weeks might be
has weathered many similar set¬ sought.
Although there have been cuts
backs during his 40 years in the
business, declared that he has re¬ among white collarites and back¬
room
workers Iri. the film' ex¬
ceived no complaints relating to “a
great amount of unemployment” in changes, Walsh declared that there
has been no general complaints
the industry.
.: The IA: topper acknowledged about “excessive layoffs.” He rioted,
that; there, were soft spots, as far too, that in the exchanges many.
as unemployment was concerned, in Veteran employees had retired; utilsome segments of the business, but iizng social security, and pension
that local LA unions were explor¬ payments.
Asked if the film biz could afford
ing methods to cope with it. How¬
ever, Walsh reiterated there; was to give raises—as has. been de¬
no fear of general unemployment. manded by some IA unions—at this
In reviewing the current position j time, Walsh said that he believed
of employees in the film business;] that some branches of the business
Walsh pointed out that, the status coUld afford increases. He pointed
of production workers in Hollywood out, however, that the cost of living
and. N.Y. was healthy despite the continues-: to increase and “even if
decrease in feature production. the business is in a precarious posi¬
General motion picture production, tion, a fellow has to make a living.”
he maintained, is plentiful. He He added, however, that the IA
rioted that the slack in feature film considers both sides in negotiations
production had been met by an in¬ for new contracts.
Despite the" general downbeat of
crease in production for television,
commercial—and industrial films, the picture business, Walsh, reand documentaries.
Although theatres are closing
down and projectionists are losing
jobs as a consequence, Walsh as¬
serted that he has not received “too
many complaints” about gerieral
Chicago, Dee. 23.
unemployment in the exhibition
Sole ownership, and lights to
field. “When theatres close down,”
sexploitation
films
“Mom and Dad”
he said, “some of our men. retire.
Others have been able to find jobs and “She Shoulda Said No” were
elsewhere!” The IA chieftain said acquired by Chicago-based Modern
that- in many cases when a hardtop Film Distributors. Filins which
theatre was forced to close, the pro¬ have been roadshowed amid cen¬
jectionists were able to find jobs sorship controversy for years were
in drive-ins. He noted; too, that sold by Kroger Babb and Hallmark
technical innovations have in many Productions. Babb formerly was
instances aided employment.. He associated with Modern Film Dis¬
pointed out,7 for example; that the tributors.
showing of Cinerama required on ] Modern Film Distributors han¬
the average the use of 10 projec¬ dles seven such pix with offices in
tionists. “In the. future,” he Said, as many key cities. General man¬
“the industry might come out with ager Irwin S. Joseph announced
a new projection method similar to the appointment of Dave Friedman
Cinerama. Maybe it’ll be some type to Director of Advertising, Pubof electronic device that will re¬ I licity arid Exploitation.

OUT SOON!

REPUBLICS MADRID JAM

Madrid, Dec.. 23.
Spanish distribution company
CEPlCSA, formerly outlet in this
country for Republic Pictures, is
how suing the company for con¬
tractual noncompliance. It has four
Rep pictures coming—“The Mave¬
rick Queen,” “Stranger at My
Door,” “Santa Fe. Passage,” arid
“Timberjack.”
■
Republic terminated ties with
the company in October and simul¬
taneously joined with DipenfaFilmayer to set up Globe Films
Intfil Iberica.
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Nab Theatre Robber
Lufkin, Tex., Dec. 23.
A Houston man has been charged
in the armed robbery of the. Pines
Theatre here the night of Nov. 11.
Charges were filed here against
Joseph Calvin Goodman, formerly
pf Lufkin and now of Houston. =;
Jim Preddy, the theatre man¬
ager, was held up in his office arid
robbd .of $200 In receipts,
Goodman was arrested in Nacog¬
doches by police shortly after a su¬
permarket was held up. Subse¬
quent questioning in . the Luikm
robbery case produced a signed
confession, according to police.
The robber was identified by Glen¬
da Knott, ticket taker, at the Pines,
as the mtfn who was iri the lobby
just prior to the holdup.

vealed that the overall membership
of the IA had remained about the
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
same, theunion having some 50,000
members in the U.S. and Canada:
-rA matter of 20-odd years ago
“Where we have lost members in the now booming phonograph in¬
the exhibition field, we have picked dustry was tn a mess.
lip in television,” he stated. In
—From 1949 onward the radio
some instances, Walsh said, IA
members who have lost jobs in one, *stations and networks have been
branch of show biz have been able fighting an uphill fioht—but fight•
ing—against television. What tele¬
to. shift to other branches.
vision- did to radio for a while
The present situation, ]Walsh shouldn’t happen to a dog hat-run
commented, is no different than the in the picture' btz,
numerous cycles show biz has ex¬
—If vaudeville is° dead, .its tab
perienced in the past. As far as he
and traditions live on in cafes
was concerned, Walsh, naid, “Thea¬ ents
and
television vapdeo.
tres will be With us as long as there
All of the foregoing is germane
are human beings.” He admitted
that changes would occur. But on to the year-end despondency of
an overall basis, Walsh felt* that the film industry although in their
there would continue to be areas of present 'state of * mind many pic¬
employment in show biz for mem¬ ture showmen may regard such
bers of the IA. Television,, be cited “perspective” reminders as either
as an example, provided full em¬ Pollyanna stuff or gallows humor.
In the wake of the calculated ex¬
ployment.for stage hands at a time
when the legit theatres were de¬ plosions of Eddie Silverman’s sev¬
eral jolts to Industry ostrichlsifi
creasing.
The IA, as well as the AFL-CIO, (see his latest comments in Chi¬
Walsh reported, is opposed jo cago interview herewith), Variety
broadcast forms of toll tv. However; has. been hearing the question
he stated that no position has been raised:. “What about trade leader¬
taken on; cable tv.. He maintained ship?” The related question, cen¬
that the latter was- in such a. state tres on the issue of whether the
of confusion that “‘nobody could divorcement-shorn lamb is now de¬
make a statemenWon it now.” He fenseless to the winter of televi¬
said, however, that cable tv “could sion old movies, new movies or just
hurt us; one way and benefit us in plain “live” programming?
By “trade leadership” apparent¬
other.” It would be helpful on the
production end, he noted, because ly film men are educated to think
in
terms of four organizations—•
it would mean increased produc¬
tion. On the other hand, he added, the Motion Picture Producers of
America,
Theatre Owners of Amer¬
it would: be harmful on the exhibi¬
ica, Allied States Associations and
tion end of the business.
the Conference of Motion Picture
Commenting on over all industry Organizations. All these organiza¬
affairs, Walsh said that “all that is
provide plenty of remarks
needed is a' return to show busi¬ tions
But a frequent
ness.” He urged the industry “to and resolutions.
about them is that they
get off. the assembly line.” He main¬ comment
cannot
deal,
or
be
expected
to deal,
tained, too, that there was trio much with many of the more acute
running of the business from the mo 'e subtle industry problems.and
N.Y; homeoffice and that more
The industry has b®en “snlinautonomy should bo given to local tered” by the combined results of
managers.
“divorcement” and the old movies
The IA, Walsh stated, has no sellbff. Each company is pretty
major contract negotiations coming much a law unto its dividends,
up until 1959. The. present studio each reads only Its own temoeracontract, signed in Oct., 1955 runs ture^ chart murmuring if healthy,
until Jan. 30,1959. Under the pres_ “Praise Jehovah that we are not
ent contract, craft workers will re¬ like the others!”
ceive an automatic 2^% increase
Who’s Got Dough?
on Jan. 30, 1958.
That several of the majors are
strongly led is conceded. But the
current articulation of what’s
wrong with the business is often
symbolized In two phrases, “tight
money” and “bankers.” Both terms
are vague and loosely inclusive.
“Tight money” is a condition
about which the film industry must
seek circumvention. It means hardto-negotiate capital loans for film
production and has created
schemes to borrow money fat 12%)
from the circuits. But there’s an¬
other side to “tight money” whicli
is less mentioned and probably
The
equally significant—the effect of
the nation’s creeping inflation. The
soft spots of unemployment have
been played down as indeed all
negatives under the modern super¬
stition that nobody should throw
rocks at Santa Claus. Eric Johnston
pointed out, philosophically, last
Of
week that we live In a society of
profit and loss, which means ups
and downs.
Some of the most arresting pews
about status quo is Occasionally
hidden in small Items. Wall Street¬
ers today tend to have dyspepsia
about films. Where, are the extra
dividends, chums? For that mat¬
ter, where are the dividends? As
for those disembodied villains^
the- bankers—lovers of cash, sur¬
geons of deficit, backed of success
and haters of bad guesses: this is
Usual Advertising Rates Provail
nothing new. The film business has
been neurotic about bankers for
the past 40 years.
No Best Foot
Another comment reaching
Variety at this somewhat clouded
Christmas of 1957- concerns the
“downbeat press.” Eddie Silverman
is not the instigator of that, al¬
may be sent to any Variety office
though his Accomplishments are
riot slight at the moment." The
point some raise Is this: with an
CHICAGO II
LONDON. W. C. 2
| emotional industry’s most emo¬
612 N. Michigan Av*.'
• St. Martin's ft*#
tional voices so often heard, where
Trafalgar Square
is the public relations for the in¬
dustry which might have influ¬
enced the tone, so runs this partic(Continued on page 16)
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Hemingway World War 1 novel
re-done .with pictorial splendor
and acted by Jennifer Jones
and Rock Hudson. Shapes as
top earner.
20th-Fox release of David O. Selznick
production. Stars Rock Hudson. Jennifer
-Jones. Vittorio De Sica; features Alberto
Sordi, Kurt Kasznar, Mercedes McCainbridge. Oscar Homolka, Elaine Strltch.
Leopoldo Trieste. Franco Intqrlenghi,.
Jose Nieto. Victor Francen, Directed by
Charles Vidor. Screenplay. Ben Hecht.
from Ernest Hemingway novel of same
title; camera (color by De Luxe). Piero
Portalupi and Oswald Morris; muse. Mario
Nascimbene. conducted by Franco Ferrara;
editors. Gerard J. Wilson, John M. Foley.
Previewed at the Roxy Theatre, N.V., Dec.
17. *57. Running time. 159 1(11 NS. '
l£. Frederic Henry . ?.Rock Hudson
Nurse Catherine Berkley. .Jennifer Jones
Maj. Alessandro Rinaldi. .Vittorio De Sica
Father Galli .Alberto Sordi
Bonello-....... Kurt Kasznar
Miss Van Campen
V
Mercedes HcCambridge
Doctor Emerich ......... Oscar Homolka
Helen Ferguson .. Elaine Strltch
Pasnni ................ Leopoldo Trieste
Aymo ............... Franco Interlenghi
jor Stamp! ..
Jose Nieto
ptain Bassi..
George a Brehat
Nino, the porter.Memmo Carotenuto
Boy Scout .
Guido Martufi
Barber
--..... Umberto Spadaro
Ambulance Driver;... .Umberto Sacripanti
Colonel Valentini......... Victor Francen:
Blonde Nurse
Joan Shawled
Arrested Officer.-.. Alberto D’Amario
-1st Carabiniere.Giacomo Rossi Stuart
fed Carabiniere *.........Carlo Pedersoli
Carabiniere Officer,......... Alex Revides
Captain at Outpost>.;.Franco Mancinelli
Medical lieutenant....Patrick Crean
Civilian Doctor...........Guldarlno Guldi
Hospital Receptionist...Diana King
Hairdresser..
Clelia. Metanla.
Lt. Zimmerman..
Eduard Linkers
Mrs. Zimmerman.. Johanna Hofer
Court Martial Colonel........Luigi Barzini
Racetrack Ahnouncer....... sCarlo Licari
firing Squad Commander. .Angiolo Galassi
first Diner .-...
Carlo Hintermann
Second Diner.
Tiberio Hitri
Delivery Room Nurse.... . ...Eva Kotfhaus
Nurse in Catherine's Boom
_
Gisella Mathews
Hotel Proprietor ....... .Vittorio Janmttt
pin Hotel Clerk......f.Peter Dling
JwiM Sergeant ............. Sim Levine

e

At « time when the clamor is for
“big” pictures, David 0. Selznick*
delivers "A Farewell to Arms”
Which, in terms of sheer magnitude
•nd pictorial splendor, has few cur*
rent rivals. New version of the
Ernest Hemingway World War I
itory marks Selznick’s return to
filmmaking after an absence of
fight years, and the results add up
to a dazzling piece Of camera
Workmanship.
Fact that it’s also one of. the
boldest of love stories augurs mas¬
sive public appeal. With Pock Hud¬
son and Jennifer Jones teamed at¬
tractively in. the leads, "Farewell”
has the earmarks of a boxoffice
Winner.
There are things of great beauty
)n this long adaptation, and parts
Of it are handled sensitively, con*
Veying some of the Hemingway
spirit that speaks of the futility of
war and a desperate love that grips
two strangers in its midst. This is
primarily a woman's picture, with
all the emotional strains and
:esse$ that go .to make, up such a
m.
But sweep and frankness alone
don’t make a "great” picture; and.
^Farewell” suffers from an over¬
dose of both. Selznick and director
Charles Vidor, shooting all of the
film in Italy and a good part of it
•n location in the Dolomites, have
concentrated heavily on nature and
War. Following Ben HechVs script,
they’ve also contributed some de*
deliberate shock effects. (“I’ve rtevr felt like a whore before,” says
liss Jones to Hudson in their hotel
room). No hones are made about
their extended affair, and the child¬
birth sequence at the climax is
frightfully realistic.
All this is in the book and it’s
effective picture making. It’s the
Bnore unfortunate that Hecht’s
•ften mature dialog is also riddled
with cliches, and that the relation¬
ship' between Hudson and Miss
Jones never takes on real dimen¬
sions. In part this must be blamed
on Miss Jones’ performance, which
fends to go overboard on the
dramatics. In part it’s the fault of
the director who let scenes run too
long. ‘Tarewell” has an uneven
pace, and though one can readily
Understand Selznick’s reluctance to
part with his footage, it needs
tightening up. Occasionally, too,
some of the Italian actors are diffi¬
cult to understand.
Story, briefly, has American Red
Cross, ambulance driver Hudson
meeting up with nurse Miss Jones
and falling violently in love with
her. When he’s wounded on the
front, he’s brought back to the hos¬
pital, where she joins him; Their
protracted affair ends when he’s
sent back to the front where he’s
caught up in the disastrous retreat
from Caporetto. Arrested as a de¬
serter and sentenced to die, he
escapes to join Miss Jones who by
then is pregnant. Together, they
make their way to Switzerland,
where Miss Jones dies in child¬
birth.
Such, a tragic story requires
great performances to put it across.*
It gets only a few of them in this
picture. The real star1 is the color
camera, guided by Piero Portalupi

S

S

and Oswald Morris. Scene after
scene catena# the breathtaking
grandeur of fh« Alps and of the
men fighting m the .deep snow.
Here, Vidor# direction is superb
aind the
film .craws
draws muen
much or
of its
£?£. i™
strength'fromthese
sequences. The
s^en^h^m^esowuences.The
retreat from Caporetto is Charged
with excitement and expertly
staged. There ij doom In the air,
and eonfllSion and tragedy. By contrast. the scenes of Hudson and
escaping across the la^e
tof Switzerland nave a calm beauty
ft* hat .the quality of paintings.Ditto their moving farewell at the
railroad station.
Hudson
doos a
A creditable
PriPlflfaKfo job
Inh as
DC
Hudson does

during the period between concep¬
Night of the Demon
tion and execution. Instead of being
(BRITISH)
borne on a wave of laughter* “Bar¬
• Hive singer gets the Pyg¬
nacle
Bill”
is
content
with
mere
malion job. Not much.
Clammy
supernatural
meller
ripples. The yarn has Guinness as
Hollywood, Dec. 14.
the last of a long line of seafaring
Republic release X vi^iand'jrbdue. ‘' heroes •’dating back to the stone
Sudf-75^fjj i£Bw2£
Udn. Stars Elena Verdugo, Edward Kern- Age. But he is a sea dog with the
trade
■ Ior
■ ■ orror
mer, carlo* myas. features Harry jack- unfortunate knack of being sick
.
IS’pSyeS^bS^Srfe^jise^GoSaies at the very sight of a rough sea. He
London dpp it
Gonzales, BiUIe Bird. Ukonu and his spent the war as a shore guinea-pig
Columbia release^^Sa^KinJ^ro.
^^f^^^tSedPbyduwemia^ wiSfev1 looking for a seasick remedy: auction. stars Dana And/ews^Peggy
s*crcen^5ar,I^u)i^Beigard?1cSeral
Demobbed, he decides to buy an
Martar art director. Ralphs Oberg; .musi- old Victorian seaside pier and run Bamiet andHa^E. SCheiter y baMhdarlnn
^Jitor. it on naval lines. At last, he has rfory. "CwHng the??eftr £&£
rmpril. Tt^dewed Dec.
his own command, but without the ?4d^aifee-^uri^cwton Mith^nn erAa;
time.
70 mins.
mins.
time. 70
distressing problem of having to- RSa^&^o.^SnS^Si.iif
Sil
_Elena Verduffn- on in cn.
'
time. It MIMS
“
Sal Rcnn
Regan ...
fS KK I g° to sea.
Panama Sal

formance has validity throughout, Barrington C. Ashbrobk;......Joe Flynn
If his reactions are at times nuz.- Patricia: Sheldon-......Christine White
»lincr+K«*^«rf
K25EZ Moray ..Albert Carrier
tu&t s tu0 ffilllt Or tu6 Script Peon
Jose Gonzales Oonzalcs
more than Of the actor. On the Woman Manager ... BUlle Bird
Whole, Hudson Is well cast and this Vkonu Calypsonians..........Themselves
film
^
= —-—
considerable draw^* ^
^eady
The yital personality that sev•
raTmfofr?mhi»«
eral tv seasons of "Meet Millie”
with1?showed Elena Verdugo to be is
boShv S
^ slowed to a near standstiil in her
newest pic, "Panama Sal,” and the
times she’s given full rein
tKfeAbiMNi^vi
aren’t enough to add up. Pic could
^ve engendered some interest in
its Calypso music had it been released when Calypso was the rage,

^
oiJie
make the pier shipshape and aims
tO turn it into an entertainment
cpntrc He is UD n^ninst this lonsl
J°Sn
council which aims to pull down
the pier for its own financial gain.
From then on it’s a fight between
Guinness and his supporters and
the mayor and his rogues, ending
in the pier being wrecked. But
Guinness conquers his sea-sickness
and leads his forces in a "naval
battle” which enables him to justify
his ancestry.
The chief snag about this production is that it is never clear

••MrrKa^bnT;:;;;.\V.VrA&enrsS
Professor Harrington....Maurice Denham
Williamson .....
Ewan Roberts
Professor Mark O’Brien*. . .Liam Kedmond
Kumar
• ...... Peter SSot
Mr. Meek ..
Reginald Beckwith
Mrs. Meek ........ Rosamund Greenwood
.
.
'
Night of theJ)emon has rightly
had an X certificate slapped on
it, which means that in Britain
only adults over 16 can see this
meller with a pronounced "horror”
flavor. Technically it is a reasonably competent job, but the story
and the dial°g have an old fash*
loned ring which wavers uneasily

true. No quesUonfcatheriM Barkt jjj ^a^too’late'to^ash'ta’^CaU whe‘her director Charles Frend is

“*lodramatic and the

SSSf

Sg m&SS haSW* "Sa about the Supernatural
her she freouentlv lacks warmth
Her resolute courace which re*
fuses Hudson’s offers of marriaee
though she S alread? breSSSt is
hard to believe
*
In the supporting roles, Selznick
has cast a group of very good actors
Vittorio De Sica plays the cynicai
Major Rinaldi with dash and in
him the Hemingway spirit comes
alive with full force. He symbolizes
thie waste and futility of war. Alberto Sordi is moving as Father
Galli and Kurt Kasznar comes
through well as the ambulance
driver. Mercedes McCambridge is
brusque as the American nurse
and Elaine Strltch registers strongly to a come Veto as another
American nurse. Oscar Homolka is
okay as the doctor and Victor
Francen has dignity as the chief
surgeon.
In terms of technique, to repeat,
much of "Farewell” is superb. Director Vidor, working with a thoroughly mature script and natural
backgrounds, has turned out a film
that makes magnificent use of the
wide screen and that often rises to
sharp .dramatic, heights. There are
vignettes to this picture that are
gema of
kind and contribute
mightity to the story itself.
This isjmquestionably one of the
year’s, best photographed films, and
the De Luxe colpr—often muted
for excellent effect—is expertly
used. Hechtis script knows where
to balance drama and humor. It is
forever to his credit that: so much
of the picture is Hemingway.
Films emotional qualities are
underscored effectively by Mario
Nascimbene’s
music,
revolving
around a catchy theme.
"Farewell” occasionally runs out
of breath, but Selznick has produced an importent attraction that
cant faff ^_excite. the .publics
npagmatlon. Picture has the mark,
of a master craftsman.
Htft.

Uchujin Tokyo Nl
Araward
(Unknown Satellite Over Tokyo)!
(JAPANESE—COLOR)
Paris, Dec. 17..
Dale! production and release. With
Toyoml Karita. Kaiz'o Kawasaki. Isao
Yamagata. Shozo Nanbu. Bontaro Miake.
Directed by Koji Shim a. Screenplay,. Gen-

Only infrequently does the Ar- with his usual consummate ease but
nold Belgard script offer anything never really seems to have his
to work with, and produce* Edward, heart in it except during the brief
J. White and director William Wit-* opportunities he gets to impersoney only occasionally helped it nate his half a dozen ancestors
aloh*which include a slaphappy Stone
Story is “Pygmalion” set in Bev- Age sailor, one of Drake’s men and
erly Hills and Panama in that a an officer in the First World War.
kind-hearted "gentleman” takes a These show off Guinness as a comswey; low-class broad and tries to edy actor of great versatility.
make a respectable star of her. pie
“Barnacle” is rich in supporting
gentleman actuidly is a playboy performances. Among those enjoywho crasmands ms plane to the jng themselves In the nautical
Pansma jungle with two rich co- goings-on are Percy Herbert and
^or^s* They just happen upon a Harold Goodwin, as members of
Panamanian waterfront dive where Guinness’"crew"; Maurice Denham,
eto out under victor Maddern and George Rose,
J"® slightly clouded spot. He talks gg members of the shifty Town
her mto. going back to the States Council; and Joan' Hickson and
Where, he ll: make her famous.
Charles Cullura, as passengers on
Sub-plot has the two friends us- Guinness’s "H.M.S. Arabella” Miles
tog the relationship to break up Malleson, Eric Pohlmann, Richard
playboy and his socialite fiance. Wattis, Donald Pleasence, Harry
Sal becomes a star, for some unex- Locke and Newton Blick also applained reason returns to Panama, pear in brief but telling cameos^
is followed by the playboy and all
The femmes eet little ehanre to
ends with an . indication that the sjjine except tor Irene Browne
future- willbring more romantic
pier hut owner who becomes
thmgs than did the past 70 minutes. Gutoness’s chief ally A Vourtg
Edward Kemmer, as the playboy, femme named Junia* Crawford,
and his buddies—-Harry Jackson however, shows up well as a local
and Joe Flynn—add some amilsing g00dtime girl.
moments. Carlos Rivas as a night- . ^here is nothimr wromr vath
club owner, is sympathetic m be- D
si0combe”sg leSsfna toe
tween times he’s hauhng out his “ft^fentic art work of SMgWithv
Wood-hungry knife. Christine 4hkh nortrovT vivfdlv^r tvnicbl
White is okay as the socialite.
middle-riass Britirh s^^^^^
Miss Verdugo sings to this one,
c ass ^1?lsn seaside Tgsort.
and hot badly either. But the
. ;, nicn’
dance numbers that surround her
.• .
Forbidden Desert
are highly unimaginative.
foroioaen
lveserc
(COLOR)
. There
are
some
humorous
(COLOR)
scenes—a fight that catches Sal to
, . ■ ... ..
,.
Odd -- lengthened
lengthened featurette,
the middle and a rehearsal lorded
Odd
featurette,
part
drama,
travelog. InIn¬
over by a parrot named Oswald.
part drama, part
part travelog.
teresting footage fits it for
Neither, however, is enough to
filler
spots
with
over-long
top
bridge, the gap.
with over-long top
pictures.*
The black-and-white print* made
•
.
inl Naturama
Hollywood
Kaiwama process, is less than
man
Hollvwood Dec 20
definitive
Warner Bros,
Bros: ^VSction
efinitive. around
around the edges, someWarner
production and-reitase.''
and ‘release.
times
Ron,
stars Rafik shammas; with ^
Abdallah
mes ahnioytogly
annoyingly so.
Sen.
'■

All
Ail Ait
At; Sea
(RRITIQHV
(BRITISH)
(BRITISH)
--

,

Alec Guinness stars in an ami¬
able
cmnedy SSSJhT
which, though
though
abto Gc^edy
disappointing,
disappointing* will garner the
vbeks
in
most spots.
snots
yocks
to
most
yocns in most spots.

Ph>y and camera by Jackson Winter; editor. Robert Warwick; music. Howard
Jackson. Previewed. Nov. .26, J57. Run-

Yussuf

.Ibrahim Mohamed Aly.
Ahmed Abdallah
Ibrahim -Adbei Hamid

Ayd, ---Hamid ..
;,...

dabbles in the tawdry atmosphere
of modern black magic. It has Dana
Andrews as an American psychologist who visits Britain to help a
professor expose the alleged occult power of a rascally doctor at
at special demonstration. The prof
is bumped off under mysterious
circumstances^ and
the
doctor
threatens Andrews with a similar
does Dt>^ l?y °ff'his investigatl°ns.
At first sceptical, Andrews does,
indeed, find himself drawn into a
web ’of unhealthy supernatural
.force. With only minutes to go before the hour scheduled for his
grisly doom* he and the late professor’s pretty niece manage to
turn the tables on the witchcraftraising doctor, who Comes, to a
sticky
end.
Andrews
wanders
through this trivial piece with a stiff
upper lip. Niall MacGinnis is suitably oily as the spook-raising doctor while Peggy Cummins fills out
decorative department charmingly*
Liam Reedmond, Mauriee Denham,
Athene Seyler and Ewan Roberts
also fiive a hand in support,
A major Weakness, is that the
horror is seen from the sky instead of its presence merely being
implied. Despite all the efforts of
the special effects. Vt and musical
departments this, and the other
atmospheric horrors, fail to make
an adequate impact. Jacques Tour*
neiir has directed with heavy hand,
Only Ted'Scaife’s use of heavy
shadows to his lenstog does anything to make this the horrific
piece which the -authors ahd producer clearly intended.
Rich.
---—;—
A Day In
Moscow
in Moseow
(Documentary)
(Documentary) ..
(RUSSIAN-COLOR)
(RUSSIAN-COLOiy
^
An*3,I»}?h-.
^ w

-SSST^S^i^&SSrS.^.
??*?’■- $■..
*.
T^i,’
■:

v’
An
RunnIl,S time, tlMINS.

r
Iliving,

1

-*7wS

Dec*

to*
19‘

„

etc., this one may pass despite almost childlike praise of the

TLondon,
nnHnn Dec.
T)p*» 17
«
a
,,—~— , ,
_ ..
glories of the Soviet Union. Ac.Dionaon,
uec. 17.
i /.
Based on the journal of a daring tually. the photbgraphv is excelS>° Stars Alec Guinness; Directed
KfdS
oddand me
Hie movemeni
movement ior
for suen
such
taro Nakajima; .camera (Daiei Color), duction.
by lpnpfhonoH “fmatiirotfo” eAHMin
to lent,
■»* «na

Shigeo Mano;. editor. Toyo Suzuki. At
Studio De L'Etoile, Paris; Running time,
”^'NS’
.
• Tov mi• KaWfa
fsofe“
Matsuda.
IsaO Yamagata
Komurq
Bontaro Miake
In

this

sphttok' era

,

Charles
Clarke;,

Frend,
editor.

Screenplay, T. E. B. lengthened featurette adds Up to
Jack Harris, camera, a wedding of historicar drama and
Striking photopaphy of
M,NS*
^
*
1?<?ales, with current interest Cm
Captain Ambrose
Alec Guinness
of Turkish-Synan tensions) is
Mrs. Barrinrion .w,......... Irene Browne Strong point.of this.effort, although

Jap-

Yarik efforts, it Is done with a £S5f CV.?A^V.7.V.V.V.V Junf^urn^Sd'
candor and simplicity which makes superintendent Browning.. Lloyd Lambie
it a mnri'Mtrv of thi« tvnp and Major Kent ..
Charles Cullum
it a. good entry oi tms type, ana Mrs. Kent................. Joan Hickson
mayhe sometWng for specialized Adrian
-----.. Alexander Harris
paokagmg ln the U.S.
Flying Saucers from an artificial Frogman ...r.;.—.... .. sam-Kydd
s?t?m^fuand to TokyorWernd peo- Hairy ............Frederick Kper
pie; with one eye to the center of Registrar
Shippiiig:::::RiSd wSuI
their body, come forth. When they Uberamanian consul......Eric Pohlmann.
frighten people, they take the
Mfnager •—--^vNewton B^.
form of earthlings. Then they, 'try •' AiobwifeV-Sik' 'j^^tsTJSSe
to save the earth from a collision
, —■■'!
with another planet,They are from
T. E. B. Clarke has proved with
an unknown planet themselves.
. such pix as “Passport-to Pimlico,”
Film plot has a scientist invent- “The Lavender Hill Mob” and “The
ing a new bomb which can save the Titfield Thunderbolt” that he is a
earth, and unscrupulous.racketeers deft hand at dreaming up screen
or foreign powers trying to steal it. comedy. The combination of Clarke
• There is the usual love interest and Alec Guinness to “All At
And good special effects plus a Sea”, promised more than has been
fine use of color during the near actually fulfilled. Guinness’s name
approach of the flaming planet will undoubtedly draw plenty of
which almost destroys the earth, film patrons. They will be rewarded
Acting is keyed to the general with amiable.Iight enteriainment;
actioner pace of the pic. It emerges
Clarke got the idea for VBarnacle
different enough in the oriental Bill” While sunnintr

a travelog not bad. But the ama*
teiirish SCrtot and anrmvinp narration-by a British*toned narrator
spoils chances excepting for a few
RusSO-language
houses to this
country.

cou^fSBTp%m^makeshift Ca^u^eUesrS^^^
«uate filter fare for bills -Mth.
extra-long features*
'
tv
t i
«?• a
•
Ex-trumpeter Jackson Wmter is
a one-man band here, with script,
,*»4 lensing’ credits .(As
well, according,to studio publicity,
he unearthed the source material
£y ac£ld®nt ”} a Hollywood Blyd.
bookshop). Story is reproduction
of' Journey by John Lewis BurkSwiss • explorer; whp /penetrated dangerous Middle East dis?J?ioed Aas a ?ai®ascen®t
^o!2. As such, he explored the
of-2r®a\ destroyed cities. With
a ?J0V®rmg over his head
i^iw -fi. .Jincloa5ed a^ a” m"
Dy -e lgnorant* superstitous
n*2Y, s‘ v .. .
.
w. .
L n ^rs re"
traces Burkhardt s trail and pano-

riFstm tor

S2?irfXS^gA^m°&i1SfaSewni!iS

belike. Even if done On New. York'
Citv with some American orieinality a documentary of this sort
Sm’wojldI be*'
There is seldom any semblance
of a connected line; Students-at
Moscow’s university are introduced each sneakine his brief introduction to his own native
tongue. Later on; a sequence showing the students saying farewell to
classmates as they head for home
is quite informal aind quite osculationary.
Episode where an ambulance is
called to the scene of an accident
is realistic to have been for real.
And the surgeon really looks ’exhausted When he gets through opcrating on the crash victim. Cam®ra shot frora the speeding am*,
Trlr^e?i.ably buIance is another highlight of this
sequence. Mostly it’s about how
everybody lives- happily together,
^HtG^^fferary style' gets oevrly bow ideal the Moscow apartments
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National Screen & National Film Move Close to An
Amalgamation—Exchange EachOther’f Stock
National Screen Service’s entry
In the backroom handling of films,
via a 50% interest in Philadelphiaheadquartered National Film Serv¬
ice; is regarded as the forerunner
of the future consolidation of back¬
rooms of the distribution compan¬
ies. It has long been argued that the
maintenance of separate backroom
and shipping facilities by each film
company is highly uneconomical.
National Film Service, prior to its
contemplated association with Na¬
tional Screen, had taken over back¬
room room work for United Artists.
Other major users are Warner
Bros; and Paramount and all other
companies employ the service in at
least two NFS depots.
Deal between NFS and NSS
hasn’t been: finalized as yet, but the
principals of both firms—James P.
Clark, and Herman Robbins—are
confident that an; agreement will
consumated shortely. It’s noted that
the new arrangement would not
result in any change, in the exist¬
ing, activities of either firm, mean¬
ing that National Screen will con¬
tinue its highly profitable business
of handling and distributing acces¬
sories and trailers. It’s believed
that National Film. Service required
additional funds to push its expan¬
sion program work in the industry:.
National Screen’s purchase of 50%
of the company’s stock for an un¬
disclosed sum is believed to have
provided the necessary, coin.
New financing, it’s felt, will en¬
able NFS to establish facilities sim¬
ilar to the one in New Haven. At
this new depot, built for the pur¬
pose by NFS* all major film distrib" utors have consolidated their physi.
cal handling activities under one
roof. NFS is the physical handling
organization formed by Clark over
10 years ago. Leading film carriers
make up the greatest part of its
membership. NFS has depots in 33
cities around, the country; ;

.
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Why Can’t the English
Learn to Look At
Pictures?
*

*

another Editorial. Foataro
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To Film Imports

*
Film biz economics and reduced
release skeds during the' coming
year are seen forcing the first real
distribution changes in decades;
That distribution is in for stream¬
lining to conform with present-day
conditions is obvious from three,
new developments:
(1;) The Metro-Paramount plan
to merge shipping facilities, in
Cleveland, which should be put
into effect soon.
(2.) 20th-Fox’s experimentation
with billing machines in Philadel¬
phia, pointing the way to eventual
central billing.
. (3.) The reported Warner Bros,
plan to close; some exchanges
around the country as part of an
economy move.
Distribution . executives declare
themselves fully aware of the fact
that, all things considered, their
individual setups not only are to. a
.degree-Outdated, but also overlap;
Outsiders who’ye. • been called in
to advise, such as the firm that did
the survey on distribution for the
Motion Picture Assn, of Amrica,
have declared themselves aghast at
the “waste” of motion in the film
biz. They have urged. Consolida¬
tion, at the shipping level, and
some of the Companies are At last
listening;
There are several directions in
which to move: (a) Mergers; which,
would leave the actual selling still
up to individual companies, (b)
closing of some exchanges and
4c)'Closing all exchanges and turn¬
ing shipping and some other func¬
tions. over to outside outfits, like
National Film Carriers. Latter di¬
rection was chosen by Walt Dis-:
ney, Rank Film Distributors and
some others.
NFC is strongly
pitching for more business.
Just how much cheaper' an out¬
fit like NFC can handle the job de¬
pends on the . individual com1
pariy. Some Unquestionably would
have their distribution overhead
cut down. Others, like 20th-Fox,
would stand to benefit little. NFC
itself admits that it couldn’t dp the
job inuch cheaper than 20th itself.
However, the company in 1957 re¬
leased some 53 films and probably
will step up its sked to around 55
or 60 in 1958.
There's a point in terms of re¬
lease volume, below a company
can’t go without finding its distri¬
bution overhead prohibitive. Limit
hovers around 15 to 20 pix.
Many in distribution feel that an
overhaul arid updating is sorely
overdue. MPAA prexy Eric John¬
ston, expressed himself along that
line last week, While some oppose
the Closing of branches, otherslike Warner Bros.—take the view
that there’s no reason why thie set¬
up couldn’t be rearranged so that
the shipping Is handled out of one
central branch for a larger sur¬
rounding area. While this brings
up shipping costs some (to: the ex¬
hibitor), the increase isn’t deemed,
sufficient to make enough of a dif¬
ference.
"We’re operating as we did In
the horse ’n’ buggy days,” com¬
mented a WB. exec. “We’ve got to
start streamlining/*

Motion Picture Assn, of America
again is under, pressure to "split”
its seal to make allowance for for¬
eign films. Code Administration at
this time makes no differentiation
between Hollywood pix and im¬
ports, with the result that the latter
frequently stand little chance' of
obtaining a seal.
- There are some among the Com¬
panies, and particularly Columbia
Pictures, who favor some sort of
system under which the Code seal
could be extended to the overseas
product, though it is not specifically
made under the provisions of the
Code. Several of the importers also
have contacted MPAA with a view
to finding a solution.
Last time the issue was raised
was in conjunction with the Code
overhaul and the broadening of the
appeals board to take in indie pro¬
ducers and exhibitors. The commit¬
tee that worked' out that formula
also was supposed to tackle the
foreign film issue*. However, it
Boston; Dec. 23.
never got to that on the theory that
. Joe Levine, Boston based indie it wasn’t desirable to institute too
distributor, branches but interna¬ mariy radical changes at orie time.
tionally in 1958, arid will be plan¬
The committee—in theory—still
ing back arid forth across the exists and is supposed to. continue
ocean acquiring pictures. His first studying the Code structure and.
release for 1958 will be “Attala, operations. However, the group
the Hurt,” spectacular, produced hasn’t had a meeting since shaping
by Ponti de Laurentiis, starring the new appeals procedure.
Sophia Loren and Anthony Quinn.
The indies, more and more anx¬
Levine,, who is the last of the ious to get their product into the
Boston indie distribs; and who has broad market, and finding them¬
been in the biz for 25 years, will selves stymied at' times in circuit
give one of his biggest exploita¬ bookings due to the absence of the
tion campaigns to “Attiia,” with Code seal, would like MPAA to
big emphasis on tv, 24 sheets and come up with a formula that would
radio.
^
. allow their product to get the
Levine’s recent films were “Wire seal, or at least some sort of .: seal.
Most frequently mentioned is the
Tapper,” "Walk Into Hell” and
possibility of creating an. "adult”
“Godzilla.”
seal for certain pictures. However,
exhibitors—eager for the teenage
trade—aren’t enthusiastic about
such an idea. It’s also realized that
there is virtually no way of "polic¬
ing” such a seal and making sure
Paramount .sales department this that it*isn?fc ignored by the theatres.
Some distributors sayprivately
week began readying for a major
“liquidation” push.. Company is that the absence of the Code seal
going over the list of all pictures from their imports is being used
of the past couple years, . riieas- against them for reasons that have
iiriing the sales chalked up by each. nothing to do with booker concern
Of them against playdate possibili¬ over the actual content of the films.
ties and mapping plans to get them Others say they don’t want to sub¬
6potted in situations still unplayea. mit their films to the Code and he
Pursuing this, it’s; understood turned down, since it’s better not
Los Angeles, Dec. 23.
Par is blueprinting. a major-scale to-have a seal (because none was
Cooperative . tieup
has been
campaign which will have division | asked) than to miss it because It worked : out between Fox. West
— Coast Theatres and Ralph's Gro¬
and. branch personnel. competing was refused.
among themselves for. prizes.
cery Co. under which store- patrons
Reflecting the importance ot
will get free passes for children
such a backlog sales drive is the
at the 64 FWC houses in the area
Greensboro,. N. C.t Dec. -23.
money potential. Par moved with
'served, by the grocery chain.
Fire raced through the Capitol [
a similar undertaking a few years
Passes will be made available .to
ago arid racked up domestic rent¬ Theatre in downtown Columbia re¬ patrons who turn In $20 worth of
cently seriously damaging the . in¬ cash register tapes. Chain, one erf
als of over $6,500,000.
terior. Estimated damage is $100,- the largest grocery outfits In SouthHugh M, Flick, executive assist¬ 000 to the building and $40,000 to em California, will bally the tieup
'
ant to the State Commissioner of contents.
in full page ads.
' Blaze 4s believed to have orig¬
Education and former, head film
Only FWC houses excluded, from
inated in a cooling: unit. Theatre
censor in Motion Picture Division,
manager Mi D. Smith said. the the tieup are the Chinese, Fox Bev¬
is a new member of the board oi
building was fully covered "by in¬ erly and Fine Arts, chain’s flag¬
trustees of Home Savings Bank in
ships in various areas.
surance.
Albany.

Boston’s Joe Levine,
Going International,
To Distribute 'Attila’

Par Plots Playoff Push
For Recent Releases

$20 on the Check-Out
Wins Grocery Shopper
FWC Passes for Kids

$140,000 NX. Blaze

Harry Hershfield
henioroaslyr treat* with seme shew
bis lore tadedieg famed back¬
stage feed*: fa on arresting
piece titled

He Who Gets Slapped!
another Bright Editorial Feature
In the upcoming

San Francisco, Dec. 23.
New 20th-Fox distribution setup,
doing away with divisional supervi¬
sion, has been blueprinted arid
should be put into effect some¬
time next year. Revamp has been
In the works for some months.
It got rolling with the retire*
ment of Herman Wobber as West¬
ern division manager.
Wobber
then became special rep for’prexy
Spyros P. Skouras. Next,. Harry
Balance in the South was to bow
out and retire, but a hitch appar¬
ently developed.
■

52d Anniversary Number

Plans to delegate supervision off
its field distribution to the district
managers, with the reigns held at
’the homeoffice, have been brewing
PtfiSRIETY
at 20th for some time, but never
have been spelled out.
Operational Format
Glenn Norris, in charge of the
central, western, and Canadian di¬
visions, has been functioning in -ef¬
fect as asssistant to; Alex Harrison;
the general sales manager, and—
Under this type of loose supervi¬
sion—the district managers have
been allowed to shift for theinselves. There are seven district
offices to supervise 2Qth*s 33 U. S.
and Canadian branches.
Officially, 20th insists it knows
Rome, Dec. 23.
nothing about Ballance’s resigna¬
Italian government is reportedly tion. However, it appears to be
readying a. decree limiting' to six in. the wind and when it-happeps,
years the age of any foreign film the new plan will shift into gear*
circulating in Italian houses. "
This represents an extension of a
prior ruling to the same effect,
hut applying only to first-runs.
Once the time, limit has run out, a
new visa must be obtained,
The Italians, have long been un¬
happy about what they claim to
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
be the large number of old Ameri¬
French film, “Fire Under the
can films in release. They asked
Skin,”
was
again
yanked last week
the. .Motion Picture Export' Assn,
to voluntarily reduce that volume. from Vagabond Theatre, by Rosener theatre chain, after' Superior
Court rulings against house in
current legal battle. City vice gen¬
darmes shut down exhibition. Of
“Fire” Nov. 29 under laws dealing
with “lewd and obscene perform¬
ances,” but showirig was resumed
London, Dec, 17.
few days later under a temporary
Sir Tom O’Brien M.P. has been restraining order.
However, Superior Judge Kurtz
named new Chief Barker of the
London Tent of the Variety Club, Kauffman, who had issued restrain¬
ing order, refused to extend it into
and "will take office next year. He a preliminary injunction in last
will, therefore, head the Tent dur¬ week’s
hearings.
House
then
ing the International Convention yanked “Fire’s” renewed run arid
next April. Other appointments subbed “The Magnificent Seven/*
inade by the newly elected 1958; a Japanese historical film.
crew at its first meeting Wed¬
nesday (4) included Bill Butlin as
First Assistant Barker, Monty Ber¬
man . as Second Assistant, John
Harding as Doughguy and Irving
Allen as Property Master.
Charles Boasberg, the new gen¬
At the election nighj; dinner held !
eral sales manager for Warner
earlier in the week at the Savoy,
the following were named crew Bros., has been elected president
members in addition to those hold¬ of two WB subsidiaries, Warner
ing office: Richard Afton, Sam Bros, Pictures Distributing Corp.,
Eckman Jr., George Elricks, Bill and; WB Pictures Distribution Co.
Levy, Michael Shipman and Harry Ltd. Election is described as rou¬
tine.
E. L. Woolf.
Boasberg has held the top sales
job at Warners since Dec. TO. Prior
to this, he had been assistant to
ALUMINUM THEATRES
George Weltner, worldwide sales
Kaiser
Promotion
to
Utilise topper for Paramount, supervising
“Ten Commandment” sales.
Frank Lloyd Wright
Meanwhile, WB prexy Jack L.
Warner
has
appointed
Cedric
Hollywood, Dec. 23;
America’s famed architect. 89- Francis as administrative assistant
to William T. Orr, WB tv executive ^
year old . Frank Lloyd Wright, producer. Hugh Benson has been
will make his debut as a theatre upped to become exec assistant to
Orr. Francis previously had been
designer shortly.
He has been retained by a head of the WB short subjects de¬
partment.
group headed by Henry J. Kaiser,
of

Won’t Extend Restraint
Against Censoring Cops;

Sir Tom O’Brien New
.Barker of London Tent

Boasberg’s Added Braid
In Warner Command

Mike Todd and Sylvester Weaver
to design the Chain of aluminum
dome theatres which the trio
pjaris
for
global
installations.
First aluminum dome theatre was
erected by Kaiser some time ago
on the grounds of his Hawaiian
Village hotel in Honolulu.
Todd reported that he had
spent $586,000
converting the
Selwyn Theatre in Chicago to'
show Todd-AO, beginning with
“Around the World in 80 Days/’
and indicated the new theatres
to be constructed by the syndi¬
cate. would cost
around that
amount.

Universal has confirmed that It
has closed a deal with Hearst Metrotone News effective Jan. 1 un¬
der which, the Universal Interna¬
tional Newsreel will utilize the
news, gathering facilities of News
Of the Day, in which Metro is part¬
nered with the Hearst organization.
Metrotone News is absorbing the
staff cameramen formerly employ¬
ed by Universal News. The U newsreel, edited by Tom Mead, will be
distributed by Universal as it Ras
been for many years.
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LA. Hypoed by New Product; legend’
Damfy $17,000, 'Arms Loud 23G, ‘Sack’
24G, IHfitness’ Tomed 14G, 'Paths’ 8G
Los Angeles, Dec. 23. 4
Bash of new blockbuster prod¬
uct is giving local first-run . scene a
ab in arm despite traditional week>efore - Christmas slump.
“Sad
Sack” is heading for strong $24,000.
Estimated Total Gross
In three .* theatres^. “Farewell, to
This Week.. . . $572,900
Arms” is rated hefty $23,000 in two
^ (Based on 22 theatres)
houses while “Legend of Lost”
Last Year ......... $715,200
looks dandy $17,000 in three spots.
(Based on 22 theatres)
“Bridge on River Kwai” shapes
torrid $15,000 at the Egyptian
while “Witness for Prosecution” is
hotsy $14,000 at Warner Beverly.
•‘Paths of Glory” should hit a smash
$8,000 at the Fine Arts.
Other
newies are not so good.
“Peyton Place” is pacing the
holdovers with a rich. $34,500 insecond frame in three houses.
“Around World in 80 Days** fin¬
ished first year with smash $1,360,Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
000 at Carthay and expects a tall
"Legend of Lost” at Penn and
$25,500 this week. “10 Command¬
ments” still is showing strength 'Sad Sack” at Stanley, .both of
in ninth stanza for three spots.
which will hold over until the New
Estimates for This Week
Year’s pictures come in, are Over¬
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90- coming the pre-Xmas slump. Also,
$1 .75)—“Witness for Prosecution” “And God Created Woman” is a
(UA).
Hot $14,000.
Last week,
real block-buster, the
Squirrel
“Raintree County” (M-G) (IQth wk;
Hill, a nabe arter. Otherwise things
6 days), $5,700.
Downtown Paramount, Iris, Ritz are as gloomy as expected, Harris
(ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 825; 1,320; 90- is fair, enough with fourth and last
$1.50)—“Sad Sack”. (Par) and “Hear stanza of “Pal Joey” while "Lost
Me Good” (Par). Strong $24,000. Continent” figures, to build at
Last week. Downtown Paramount
Guild.
with New Fox, “Jamboree” (WB),
and “Green Eyed Blonde” (WB),
Estimates for This Week
$6,600. Iris with Los Angeles, Up¬
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)—
town,
“Abominable
Snowman”
‘Monolith
Monsters”
(U)
and
(20th) and “Ghost Diver” (20th),
'Love. Slaves of the Amazon” (U).
$10,900,
Ritz
with
Orpheum,
Slow $2,500 in sight. Last week,
Hawaii, “Baby Face Nelson” (UA),
3rd of “April Love” (20th), $4,500.
and “Iron Sheriff” (UA), $18,400.
Guild (Green) (500; 85-99)--HQlstreet, New Fox (RKO-FWC)
'Lost Continent” (Lopert). Opened
(2,752; 965; 90-$l-50)—'“Monolith
satisfactorily over weekend. May
Monsters” (U) and “Love Slaves of do $3,000.
Last week, “It Hap¬
Amazon” (U). Slow $5,500. Last pened in Park” (Indie) (2d wk),
week, Hillstreet with Hollywood, $1,300.
“Escapade in Japan” (U), and “Win¬
Harris (Harris). (2,165; 80-$L25)
chester 73” (U) (reissue), $8,800.
—“Pal Joey” (Col) (4th wk). No
State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.50)— complaints at $5,500.
Last week,
“Reform School Girl” (AI) and $9,000,
“Rock Around World’’ (AI). Sweet
Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1.25-$3)—
$5,600. Last week, $5,300.
'•Around World” (UA) (37th wk).
Orpheum, Hollywood,.. Uptown Hitting new low, under $3,000, and
(Metropolitan-FW C)
<2,213; 756; ready to come out.
aLst- week,
1,715; 90-$1.50)—“Legend of Lost” $4,000.
(UA) and "Dalton Girls” (UA).
Penn' (UA) (3,300; 80-$1.25)—
Dandy $17,000 or close.
“Legend of Lost” (UA).
Hardy
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.25- marquee draft in Wayne, Loren
$3.50)—“Bridge On River Kwai” and Brazzi and shooting for big
(Col.) Torrid $15,000. Last week, $15,000, very good at this time.
“Pal Joey” (Col) (8th wk, 6 days), Last week, “Baby Face Nelson"
$8,300.
(UA), $8,500.
Chinese, Los Angeles (FWC) (1,
Squirrel Hill (SW) ($900; 85.99)
908; 2,097; $1.25-$2.40)—“Farewell
to Arms” (20th).
Hefty $23,000, —“And God Created Woman”
(Kings).
Brigitte Bardot proving
Last week, Chinese, “Kiss Them
big lure;
Biggest thing here in
for Me” (20th) (5th wk, 5 days),
some time. Should do $6,000; sen¬
$2,500.
sational right before Xmas. Last,
Fine Arts (FWC). (631; 90-$i;50)—
week, “Genevieve” (Rank) (reis.
“Paths of Glory” (UA).
Terrific sue); $2,300.
„
( Continued on page 16)
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-$1.25)—
Sad Sack” (Par). More than, hold¬
ing its own in general pre-Xmas
slump. Will coble close to $12,000
and figures to pick up on the h.o.
It’s staying until Dee. 31, when
“Sayonara”
(WB) opens.
Last
week, “Rodin” (SG) and ‘Help in
Korea” (SG) barely $4,500.
Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
Proximity to Christmas is put¬ $ 1.20-$2.40)—‘Search. for Paradise”
Down to
ting the expected heavy damper on (Cinerama) ■filth wk).
the boxoffice currently. However, rock bottom on pre-Xmas dive;
school vacation time provides at Poorest yet at $4,000. Last week,
least one off-setting factor and, in $5,000.
particular,
*
benefitting
“Sad
Sack” which, in. the face of the ad¬
verse seasonal influences, seems
enroute to a respectable gross,
“Legend of Lost” and “My Man
Godfrey” are well regarded and
should do better in their second
stanzas.
There’s a drop, top, for the hold¬
overs. Down to five, they’re the
Cincinnati, Dec. 23;
hard-ticket “Seven Wonders . of
Downtown trade is hypoed this
World” and “Around World in 80
Days” in their, 72nd and 24th week by two lively new pix with
weeks, respectively. “Les Girls”- is an assist from favorable weather.
in its seventh while “Teenage “Sad Sack” shapes as top coin get¬
Frankenstein” and “Game of Love,” ter with, a rosy reception for prein their second rounds, are mild. Yule week at flagship Albee and.
several jumps ahead of “Perri,”
Estimates for This. Week
juvenile feast at Keith’s.
“Ar¬
Academy (Mann) (947; 11.50mored Attack” is good for an oldie
$2.65)—“Around World in 80 Days”
at Palace.. Heavy advance for hard
(UA) (24th wk). Going into its sevticket “Search; for Paradise” and
month and looks good for a long
group reservations for “Around
time to come. Good $10,000. Last
World in 80 Days,” are encourag¬
week,. $8,500.
ing after seasonal slowdowns.
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
Estimates for This Week
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—
World” (Cinerama) (72d wk); Has “Sad Sack” (Par). Swell $14,000.
far
outdistanced
its
Cinerama Holds , to New Year’s Eve.
Last
predecessors and still no annunce- week, “Baby Face Nelson” (UA);
inent of “final weeks.” Very strong $7,5001
$8,000. Last week, $6,000,
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)^ $1.20-$2.65)—“Search for Paradise-’
“Teenage Frankenstein”
(Indie) (Cinerama) (3d wk). Okay $12,500
and “Blood of Dracula” (Indie). after $14,000 second stanza. V'(Continued on page 16)
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)—

J

Broadway Grosses

Pitt; 'Sack’ 12G

Mpls. Hurt by Pre-Xmas
Albeit‘Sack’ Hep 14G,
lost’8G,‘Godfrey’5G

Wednesday, December .25, 1957

‘Sack’ Smooth $6,000,
L’vffle; ‘Pern’ OK 7'/2G
Louisville, Dec. 23.
Downtown houses are shaping
as average or under currently.
Rialto, with “Perri” and “Slim
darter,” making a pitch for. the
juve trade, is getting nice re¬
sponse. “Sad Sack” at the Ken¬
tucky
shapes, smooth.
Other
houses are just so.so.
“Around
World in 80 Days” is set for re¬
turn on New Year’s Day.
Estimates for This Week.
Brown
(Loew - Fourth
Ave.)
(1,000; $l,25-$2)—“Raintree Coun¬
ty” (M-G) (12th wk). Fair $5,500,
about on par with last week.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-85)
—“Sad Sack”
(Par).
Smooth
$0,000.
Last week “LoVe Slaves
Amazons”. (U)
and
“Monolith
Monsters” (U), $4,000.
Loew’s (Loew-U.A.) (3,000; 50IBSir^'Legend of Lost” (UA) and
“Dalton Girls” (UA).
Medium
$5,000. . Last week, “Baby Face
Nelson” (UA) and ‘Hell Bound”
(UA), $9,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200:
50-85)—‘Silver Chalice” (WB) and
“Helen . of Troy” (WB).
Blow
$4,000. Last week “Pursuit of Graf
Spee”'(Rank) and “Third Key” (In¬
die), $5,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-85)—“Perri” (BV) and “Slim
Carter” (U).
Okay $7,500.
Last
week, “The Deerslayer” (20th) and
“Forty Guns” (20th), $7,000.

Portland, Ore;. Dec. 23.
Trade is starting to perk up cur¬
rently. “Enemy Below” is rated
fine at' the Fox while “Sad Sack”
is solid at Paramount. “Kiss Them
For Me” shapes neat at; Orpheum.
“Around World in 80 Days” still is
good in 36th round at the Broad¬
way..
Estimates for This:Week

Estimated Total Groso
This Week ....... . $1,977,800
(Based on 19 cities and 212
theatres,. chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross same Week
Last Year . .>...... $2,122,900
(Based on 16 cities and 168
theatres.)

K.C.; ‘Sack’ $10,000
•Kansas City, Dec. 23.
Returns this week are in keep¬
ing with the seasonal downturn
albeit a couple of entries are hold¬
ing their own.
“Sad Sack” at
Paramount and ’‘Legend of the
Lost” at the Midland both are very
big, considering the season. “Kiss
Them for Me” in three Fox Mid¬
west first-runs is moderate..
Estimates for This Week
Apollo, Brookside, Vista (Fox
Midwest) (1,050; ‘900; 750; 75-85)—
“Monolith Monsters” (U) and
“Love Slaves of Amazons” (U).
Mild $4,000.
Last week, sub¬
sequent-runs.
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-90)—
“Bob and Sally” (Indie) and “She
Shoulda Said No” (Indie) (3d wk).
Down to $2,000. Last week, big
$3,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
“Royal Affairs in Versailles” (In¬
die) and "Lover Boy” (Indie) (2d
wk).
Fair $1,000.
Last Week,
$1,800.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)—
“Legend of Lost” (UA) and “The
Dalton Girls” (UA). Fast-$9,000.
very big fori season; may hold.
Last week, “Teenage Bad Girl”
(UCA) and “Teenage Wolf Pack”
(DCA), $4,000.
Missouri. (SW-Cinerama) (1,194;
$1.25-$2) — “Seven Wonders of
World” . (Cinerama)
(18th
wk).
Draggy $5,000. Last week, $5,500.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)—
“Sad Sack” (Par). Smash $10,000,'
best in weeks here. Holds. Last
week, “Zero Hour” (par) and
“Hear Me Good” (Par), $4,000.
Rockhill (Little Ait Theatres)
(750; 75-90)—“A French Scandal”
(Indie).
Modest $1,200.
Last
week, “3 Feet in a Bed” (Indie),
ditto.
. Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$1.25)
—“Pal Joey” (Col) (8th wk). Oke
$3,000. Last week, $4,000.
Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox
Midwest) (2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90)
—“Kiss Them for Me” (20th) and
“Taming
Sutton’s
Gal”
(Rep).
Fairish $9,000. Last week, "Abo¬
minable Snowman” (20th) and
“Ghost Diver” (20th), $5,500.

Boston, Dec. 23.
Pre-Xmas slump has been worse
than usual this year, Unusual mild
weather added to holiday rush and
was an extra deterrent. Six new
arrivals generally failed to impress
hut “Sad Sack” shapes nice at the
Fenway and Paramount: “Abom¬
inable Snowman” Is stout ait the
Memorial. “Scandal in Sorrento” is
just okay at the State. “Cabiria”
looms fancy at Copley.
Big, new pictures are being im»
veiled Dec. 25, including “Les
Girls,” “Peyton Place,” “Old Yelleri’ arid “Enemy Below.” Hold¬
overs are hardy, with “Search for
Paradise” hotsy at the Boston in
fifth round and “Around World”
is still sock at the Saxon in 37th
week.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.65-$2.75)
—“Rairitree County” (M-G) (10th
wk). Oke $7,000. Last week, $8,509.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-S1.25)
—“Perri” (BV). (5th wk-5 days).
Fair $3,0000. Last week, $5,000.
“Old Yeller” (BV) opens Xmas.Day.
Boston (SW-Cinerama)
(1,354;
$1.25-$2.65)—“Search for Paradise”
(Cinerama) (5th. wk). Sturdy $15,000. Last week, $15,600.
Copley (Indie) (961; 90-$1.25)—
.“Cabiria” (Indie).' Good $7,500.
Last week, "Miracle of Marcelino”
(UMPO) (13th wk), $2,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1.200; 60-$O5)
— “Admirable Crichton”
(Col)..
Opened Sunday (22). Last week,
“Novel Affair” (6th wk), $3,500.
Fenway (NET) (1,378; 60-$1.10)—
“Sad Sack”.(Par),and “Gun Battle
ait Monterey” (AA).. Sock $9,000.
Last week, “Sorrority Girl” (AI)
and
“Motorcycle
Gang”
(AI),
$3,500.
Gary (Sack) (1,340; 90-$1.80)—
"And God Created Woman” (Kings)
(8th wk-10 days). Terrific $15,000.
Last week* same.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—“Miller’s Beautiful Wife” DCA)
(4th wk-10 days). Good $5,500. Last
week, same.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
—“Sad Sack” (Par) and “Gun Bat¬
tle at Monterey” (AA). Boff $19,000. Last week, “Sorrority Girl”
(AI) and "Motorcycle Gang” (AD(
$12,500.
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30)
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
(37th wk). Fine $17,000. Last week,
$18,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.29)
—“Abominable Snowman” (20th).
and “Ghost Diver” (20th). Stout
$12,000. Last week, “Graf Spee”
(Rank) and “Unknown Terror”
(UA), $18,000.
Metropolitan (MET) (4,357; 90$1.25) — “Cyclops”
(AA)
and
Daughter of Dr. Jekyl” (AA). Dull
$10,000.
Last week,
“18
and
Anxious” <AB-PT) and “Girl in
Woods” (Col), $7,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$lJ25)—
“Street of Shame” (Indie) and ’Tori
Bad She’s Bad” (Indie) (2d wk).
Good $4,500. Last week. $6,200. . ‘
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$1.25)
^“Pal Joey*’ (Col) (5th wk). Good
$10,000. Last week, $14,000. “Les
Girls” (Loew) opens Xmas Day.
State (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1.25)—
'Scandal in Sorrento” (DCA) and
“Cast Dark Shadow” (RCA).. Oke
$7,000. Last Weekf “Pal Joey” (Col)
(4th wk), $8,000. .

Broadway (Parker)
(980; $2$2.50) —» “Arbund World In. 80
Days” (UA) (36th wk). Good $4,500. Last week, $4,200.
Fine Arts (Foster) (425; 90-$1.25)
—“Game of Love” (Indie) and
“Devil In Flesh” (Indie) (reissues)
(2d wk). Slim $1,000 in 4 days. Last
week, $1,600.
Fox (Evergreen) (1;536; $1-$1.50)
—-“Enemy
Below”
(20th)
and
“Rockabilly -Baby” (20th).
Fine
$8,000. Last week,“Pal Joey” (Col)
(4th wk), $6,500.
Guild (Foster) (400; $1.25)—
“Perri” (BV) (5th wk). Fast $2,000
in 4 days. Last week, $3,700.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25)—“Man Godfrey” (U) and
“This Is Russia” (U). Slow $4,000
or near. Last week, “Monolith
Monster” . (U) and “Love Slaves
Amazon” (U), $4,000.
Orpheum ^Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.50)—“Kiss Them For Me” (20th)
and “Young andDangerous” (20th):
Neat. $7,000 or near. Last week,
“Bombers B-52” (WB) and “John¬
ny Trouble” (WB), $6,800.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90$1.25) — “Sad Sack” (Par) and
“Gunsight Ridge” (UA). Big $11;Providence, Dec. 23.
000 or oyer. Last week, “18 and
Most spots are just marking time
Anxious”
(Rep)
and “Girl of this week, with the exception of
Woods” (Rep), $4,000.
Strand and its “The Sad Sack.” It ‘Sack’ Strong $14,000,
is sock,. All others are just waiting
Indpls.; ‘Perri’ 10G
till after Christmas. Majestic has
Indianapolis, Dec/ 23.
“Jamboree,” the State is dragging
with “Legend of the Lost” and
Spread between haves and haveRKO Albee is playing “Love Slaves nots is extreme at first-runs here
of Amazons.” Elmwood is in ilth this stanza, with only the nearly
week with “Around the World in Christmas openings doing respec¬
80 Days.”
.
table biz. “Sad Sack” is getting a
Estimates for This Week
solid play at Indiana to pace city,
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-85) — “Perri” is piling up good juvenile
“Star of India’- (UA) and “Four “Love Slaves of Amazons” (U) and trade at Circle. Otherwise, grosses
Boys and a Gun” (UA) split with “Monolith Monsters” (U).
Shy are rather drab,
“Ride Back” (UA) and “Tomahawk $3,500. Last week, “Graf Spee”
EstimtaeS for This Week
Trail” (UA). Mild $4,000. Same (RI) and “Hell Canyon Outlaws”
Circle (Cockrill-Doile) (2,800; 75last week for “Girl in Black Stock¬ (Rep), $6,500.
90>—“Perri” (BV) and “Gunsight
ings” (UA) and ’-Enemy From
Elmwood (Snyder) (745; $2-$2:50) Ridge” (UA). Good $10,000.; Last
Space” (UA).
.
—“Around World” (UA) (11th wk). week, “Jamboree” (WB) and “Black
Guild (Vance): (500; 50-90)— Oke $5,000. The 10th was $6,500.
Scorpion” (WB), $6,500.
“Stella” (Indie) (4th wk).
Fair
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90)—
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 60-85) —
$1,300 in 10 days. House reopens “Jamboree” (WB) and "Badge of “Sad Sack” (Par). Hefty $14,000.
Christmas, after' two-day closing, Marshal Brennan” . (WB).
Slow [ Last week, “April Love” (20th) (3d
with “All At Sea” (M-G).
$5,000. Last week, “Sorority Girl” wk), $4,500.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1^5)— (AI) and. “Motorcycle Garig” (AI),
Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 75-90)—
“Peril” ,,(BV). . Bangup $11,000. $8,000.“Tammy and Bachelor” (U) and
Stays to Dec. 31. Last week, “Pal
Stdle (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) — “Susan Slept Here” (U) reissues).
Joey” (Col) (4th wk), eight days, “Legend of Lost” (UA) and “Dal¬ NSG $2,500. Last week, “Pursuit
$7,000.
ton Girls” (M-G). Dull $6,000. Last of Graf Spee” (Rank), $4,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$lJ0)— week, “Decision at Sundown” (Col)
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)—
“Armored Attack”
(Indie) and and “World Was His Jury” (Col), “Battle Hell” (DCA) and “Hell In
“Battle Stripe”. (Indie) (reissues)^ same.
Korea” (DCA). Drab $3,000. Last
Good $7,000. Last week, “Pursuit
Strand (National Realty) (2,200; week, “Baby FaceNelsrin” (UA) and
of Graf Spee” (Rank), ditto,.
60-85)—“Sad Sack” (Par) and “Gun “HeU Bound” (UA), $7,000.
VaUei (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50- Battle At Monterey” (AA). Only
Lyric (C-D) (850; 1.25-2.20)—
$2:50)—“Around World in 80 Days” biz in town at. socko $10,000. Last “Around World In 80 Days” (UA)
(UA) (28th wk). . Holding to last week. “Tin Star”. (Par) and “Affair (20th wk), Oke $5,000. Last week,
week’s oke $5,500 mark.
I In Havana” (AA), $6,000.
$7,500.

Sharp 11G,‘Attack’7G, 'Search’ 12G

Pror. Marking Time Bat
‘Sack’ Sockeroe $10,000;
‘Legend’Dollish $6,000
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PICTURE GROSSES

S w tornVc

Hopeful After Pre-Holiday L#
W Windy $15,000; “Kiss’NSH13G,
'KwsT Capacity, ‘Raintree,’ ‘Legend’
‘Wonders’ Lofty 15G, 53d, “Days’ 18G SSStS: Score, Sayonara 180G, Peyton 90b
ExhibsaresuuS^wit.
ing game here, waiting for the preXmas droop to go. Things looked

rhipsffh n»o m
■
.
......
\c*
■
'»
^
:
:
"—“
®°i- pro(iucl in their preRtiiiriaiPt Arm N»t
Estimates
Are
Net
Xmas wmdup round. Chi grosses
wiunaies me net
may wind up near a record, low in:
Film gross estimates as re¬
rea number of years.
ported herewith from the vari¬
varil.e.,
Two new openers due to remain
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
Distrib¬
as holiday fare are “Kiss Them For
without usual; tax. .' DistribOn net take, when
Me ” with first frame heading for
utors share on
a placid $13,000 at Oriental, and
playing percentage, hence the :
‘•Wild Is Wind” which should hit
estimated figures are net inpotent $15,000 including Christmas
come
come.
Pay at Esquire. Only other new
The
The parenthetic
parenthetic admission
admission
entries include “I Was "Teenage
prices however,
howevet as
as Sated
prices,
indicated,
Frankenstein” and-Blood of Dracffide
include the U. S. amusement
ula” combo at Garrick, also sure
f°^1UQe ‘I1® u'
Amusement
tax.
to be hypoed by Xmas rush to nifty
$7,5(H). and “Teenage Doll" plus
■
■
•
••
“Underwater Girl” at Monroe with *1
J) 117
AAp
okay $4,000.
1 .PCTPIIfl W AIA7 //lm
Holdover fare has virtually all "UjJUlIU
IfUff LLXIy
Wrwu

V

‘Legend’Wow 22G,
iftMfiSSn . m I’D- onr
Del;'Sack*
Bet;
Sack Big 20G

on the scene. “Legend of theXosi”
is hefty at Mayfair; “Sad Sack” is
good at the New and “Seven Wonders Df the World” opened strong
at the Town. “God Created Wornan” is still hotsy in sixth at Cinema
but “Long Haul” was slow at the
Hippodrome.
Estimates for This Week
«inn. En

K

a

* 7

(n

7

9 tnA/l

Broadway first-runs saw the
cloud of_pre-Xinas shopping being
lifted slightly Monday (23) night,
With rosy prospects starting Tuesday and Christmas Day (Wed.),
Prior to that, the pre-Yule influences, plus extremely warm
weather for this-season of the year-,
and heavy rains all day Friday
hurt business, especially many of
the newcomers, launched to cash
in
the boKday season.
One of strongest newcomers tb
have enough performances under
its belt. to indicate its boxoffice
potential is “Bridge on River
Kwai’ at the Palace. It’s. figured
to hit a great $25,000 in the 6-day
initial week of eight performances,
which is virtually capacity.

Ftn
fi'a 5“t
Sh?w

Monsters^ (U)
Mansi’
Man 111
Shadow" (U), $5,000.
Cinema (Schwaher) (460; 50$1.25) — “God Created Woman”
(Kings) . (6th -wk).
Good $5,000.
after $6,000 in fiftli.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890$1.25-$2.25)—“Around World” (UA)

®

g

9 AAff

an” (Kings) (10th wk). Ninth round
ended Sunday (22) was solid $12,500. The eighth was $13,500.
Radio City Music Hall -(Bockefellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Sayonara” ..(WB) with annual Christmas,
stageshow (3d wk). With doors
opening at 7:15 a.ra. last Sunday,
6:45 a.m, on Monday and Tuesday.
and 9 o’clock Wednesday (25)
morning, this third week ending
Dec. 25 looks to reach terrific $lj»v000 or better. Second was $162,500,
a
pickup over InitUl staKM.
Stays on.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
—“Around World” (UA) (63d wk).
The 62d week ended on Tuesday
(24) looks like great $42,000 for 15
shows. The 61st round was$36,70B

wSS&w-ife

sluggish at Loop. Longer runs no

,
(4th wk). Fair $2,800. Last week
s iS Play*
Detroit, Dec. 23.
Is uneven
uheven^downtown
.
<w
„ smash *25,000 ill first four days at
Koxy’(Nafl. Th.) <5.717; 65-$2.50)
Biz is
downtown 2?his
this
fine, weefc TwAe^om^S^I Sacb’’ 5o“P^?“5hfH?Sf?<(Colh ISh
llSgth
^ttS“ouse sTaSsSiw
wkT Tto

framesSh0W l0rmer Ule in wiDdup
(> Roadshows

are

fair

to

f^,e

aharoa? T^d°d“cinestageDferS38th the^Lo^atthe Palnis ^rfdoihg fM°G?;(3d “Li
GWs”
“Saint Joan” at the Krim
“Seven Wonders of World”
Mayfair: (Fruchtman) (980; 50KeConVl^w»ar^at'^th^rpal^Cpk ,‘nJnS “MtorioHtifIM0nst^r'’^at the^Brbad l $1-25)—“Legend of Lost” (UA).
trefe CoSty»‘ It Mc^bk^ is s^Sb- W^MSofSSws •aveMle? “Pal- -Wvely$11,000. Before ftat, “Escainr^T^anfiMcVlCkerS
S<HS0 Joev”^
__
Joey” is oke in seventh round at pade^nl-Jspan” (U).--$^500^
for ninth frame..
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50the Madison. “Around World, in 80
Estimates for This Week
Days” gets a lift in 52d week at $1.25)—“SadSack” (Par). Good
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (485; +hp TTnitpd Arti^H: white “SpVpd $9,000. Last week, “April Love”
$1.25 — Subsequent.- run,
Last WondeS’stiv?
Wonders” stays about
about the
the same
same in
in (20 th) (4th wk), $5,000.
week, “Bed of Grass”
Grass” (T-L)
(T-L) (3d
(3d 73d
^ week at the Music Hall.
Playhouse (Schwaher) (400; 50wk), $2,000 in 5 days.
• ?
rrki. S
$1.25)—“Spanish Gardener” (Rank)
Chicago (B&K)
(3,900^ 90-$1.50)
Estimates
(3d -wk); Okay $2,500 after near
W diicago
(B&K)a(3,900r
E®4J“atea for This Week .
—“Sad Sack” (Par) (4th
Fox-Detyoit) 15
000; 90- same in second.
(<Jth wk). Sad A Fox . (Fox-Detroit)
(5,000;
$11,500.
$1,25)—“Enemy Below”
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)—
$8,000. Last week; $li;500.
Below (20th)
(20th and
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (L350; “Escape from Red. Rock” (20th). “Jamboree” (WB).
Light $4,000,
$1 25-$1.50)—“Wild Is Wind” (Par). Mild $14,000. Last week, ‘Noah’s Last week, “Rodan” (DCA), $6,000.
Potent $15,000. Last week, “Span- Ark” (Indie) and “Frontier GamTown (SW - Cinerama) (1,125;
ish Gardener” (Rank), $4,200 in 6 bier”
hler’ . (Indie) $17^00.
$17,200. .
$1.25-$2.25)—“Seven Wonders of
- Michigan (United Detroit) (4,- World” (Cinerama). Good $3,000
days.
Before that,
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 000; 90-$1.25)—“Sad. Sack” (Par) in first two days,
I Was Teenage Frankenstein” and “Hard Man ’ (Col). Great $20,- “Tins' Is Cinerama” (Cinerama)
week, ,“Story
(I6th wk), $5,500.
(AI) and “Blood of Dracula” (AI). 000. ^ Last Ayeek,
Story of Man- (16th
kind”
(WB)
and
“Woman
in
—_——.
Cheery $7,500. Last week, “Baby
* (WB)
and ^ Woman
in
—--.. ■ , ■ ., ■
Dressing Gown
Gown” <WB)
(WB) $12,000.
$12,000.
Face Neison” (UA) (4th wk), $4,000. Dressmg
■
.
^^
Palms (UD).
(2,961; 90-$1.25)—
I 9 ft
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$L25)— -.Palms
(P^).(2*961;
90-$1.25)— <n
1 OA
“Legend of Lost” (UA) and “Dal- \nplr Vmij
“Jamboree” (WB), “Johnny Trou- .Leff-n?,,°fTT^<?st'«i/U^oo n?n
ilRfM iltl/HHIV I /la
Wo’MW
W Mil
000 Tai
Wow $22,000, Last Uflvll UllflUUjf iuU)
‘lie” (WB).
Mildit A
$5,000.
Last week ton Girls”
Girls_ (UA).
(UAL Wo^p.OOQ.
“Ridi
raii vLJnt Mile^* (Gotl
ok and week, “Baby Face Nelson” (UA>
^
Apache Warrier” (20th), $4,500.
“d Hell Bound (UA) $14,000 m |v| •11
(p
) 1
”do;dHe"eek°Und" (UA> $14'00° m
“SKW (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
Tk
nn iSto Tfiv k'v “Pal Joey” (Col) (7th wk). Oke'
(Continued on page 16)
$8,000.
$8^000: Last week, $10,000.
x, * ■
™
23.
•' • '
--r
• Broadway-Capitoi
Broadway-Capitil (UD) (3,500;
... Philadelphia, Dec, 23'
--Heavy rains and holiday shop(U) and “Love Slaves of Amazons” Jbig ^are sioughing first-runi trade
7-ttv ' • * • ■_aia aaa
t
...AAir 1 hprA fhic cpccmn TTnurovor ^Pnnrnv I

S Sr

vwvi
Toronto. Dec. 23.

“M-<;nolith-^onster5::

S3J— Around wona
wk)T Good $12,000.

Last

.

*SS'

Still champ is “Sayonara” With}new schedule of shows starting
Christmas stageshow,’which looks Dec. 20. First week was $81,50$
to soar to a mighty $180,000 or over expectancy.
Stays on, of
betterJn third session at the Mu- course. _
/__
sic Hall. “Peyton Place” and stageState (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75)—
show; is perking to a big $90,000 or “Raintree County” (M-G). First
close at the Roxy in second round, four days looks like smash $25,000.
“Wild Is Wind” likely will climb Holds both here and at Plaza, natto a solid $27,000 in second stanza urally. Opened here with elaborate
at the Astor. Victoria is bringing preem Thursday (19) night. Last
in “Paths of Glory” on Wednesday week “Sad Sack” (Par) (3d wk-8
(25) while the Paramount is launch- days), $15,500, which was down
ing a rock ’n’ Toll stageshow with considerably from first two week*
“It’s Great To Be! Young” the
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
same day.
"Smiles of Summer Night” (Rank),
“Admirable Crichton” did re- Opened Monday (23). In ahead^
markahly
markably well opening week at “Across Bridge” (Rank) (8th wk-5
the Fine. Arts with $8,000 since this days), $2,500 after okay $3,800 in
took in the wrost portioh of the seventh week.
pre-Xmas holiday buying period.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1Hard-ticket pictures, which had $1.50)—“Old Yeller” (BV). Opens
been lagging somewhat in recent Wednesday (25). In ahead, “Please
weeks, all will show greatly im- Mr. Balzac” (DCA) (6th wk-4 days).
proved grosses in current weeks was about $3,000 after fair $3,80®
since: taking in the start of the m fifth full week.
year-end holidays and extra shows.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
Estimites for This.Week!
-^aths of Glory" (UAK Open,
Astor /Citv Inv) (l 3nn- 7S
Wednesday (25). In ahead. “Mad

‘Sack’ Snappy I2G,
PhiDy;‘Enemy
15G JsSSFiS
'SShmts^ PI#:
fiws 156

Toronto NotBoff But

^

obviously8 was handicapped by ex- winding up Wednesday (25) look*

~

week.
to
or close. First
Warner
n #winWarner fSW-Cinerama)
(SW-Cinerama). (1,600;
w¥,$26,000f Holds, natch!. . ;aiRn!^i
LitUe Carnerie (T
rameeie) $1.80-$3.50) — “Search
aearen For
jor Parararadise’’ (Cinerama) (14th wk). The
($50; $1.25-$1,80)
‘Manati’P fTTI One

xuuuu at
lucauc;
/W-accl /Rfh «rlr\
week, Stanley. “Les Girls’^ also is very $1 J0)-“Gervaise” (Cont) (7th wk). ^rLd^S^day Wwas

*.*6:;s5S^gsr^*a

A^oo,

tagVePncwOTmcrsSi*aThrethouse WMk^.500 in five days,
combo to pace city. Also hefty is week, $6,000.
^

Girls" ii sixth stanza are holding
g°9d.
Estimates for This Week
'Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 60-$D—
^Man from Colorado” (Col) and
“Bandit of Sherwood Forest”
Forest' (reIssues). Sad $7,000. Last week,
“Last Bridge” (Col),
(Col), $7,500. ____
ft4D*0,^t0T1'rnSfSSS.M4- 698*
(1l?t5iL9“ 5TF9nv fnd
50-75)—“Battle ^tn^ ^DJ and
“Armored Attack” (lFD> (reissues).
Mogn!»uWtov^sS2
AS^,'^eBmU,ymod.
fFP) (1080’ 1385* 1.485; 50-$l)—
“ADril LoVe” (20th). Smash $25,Ooo Last week "Hear Me Good”
rp&ri
anri ‘‘Rprrrmria
(IFD).
(Par) and
“Bermuda Affair’' (IFD),
$13 000.
■ Imnerial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.50)—
_a. JUCV
_U1/
...
“P^PJoey”
(cil) (5th wk).
Nice
$11,000, ^st^week, '$14';000.
<^

Last

Estimatesior this Week
—“‘f^’nd^'f'Losr^UAi^Firet Tegenf Teilif 116,000
Arcadia <S&S)(526; 99-$1.80)— threelavs endincFH-Mondav(23)

KB
B.yd
(SW-Cineramai
(1,430;
$l;20-$2.80> — ‘‘Search for Paradisc” (Cinerama) (12th wk). Fast
$8,000--Last week, $7,000.
Fox (National) (2,500; 55-$1.80)
—“Enemy Below” (20th). Good
$15,000. Last week, “Forty Guns”
(20th), $8,500,
;^C8CI1® lively
UUU,
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65,
QaaL lir $1-25)—“Marine Raiders” (UA) and
DenYer! OdiCh JOCK i lu “Back to Baatan” (UA) (reissues).
t ripnvpr
.
_
dpc
23
Weak $7,000/Last week, “MonoUth

feS'SSISI

*£ Stea^ &
6°SrrtB '(Krfmi M00; $1.25)—
“Saint Joan” (UA) ’ Poor $3,000.
Last week, “Silken Affair” (Indie)
and <‘Doctor in House” (Rep),
$5 noo.
$5>ooo.
~ -—-r:——
-—-t;——
q .. 1,| • .1*fflO
«1 9 AAA

$3.30)—'^‘10 Commandments” (Par)
(59th wk), This session winding up
Thursday (26) long to reach sock
f.or 19 ^,eoIto^an^lS i-The
bftb
shows.
I?11) week was $24,000 in 15 shows,
St|ys
St^ys on nati^ally.
nn
_ '
J““.
^
^^5^1®roSd endedC|Jiidav
waseood^S 000 dRi SXad
«Cabi?S” (LonertfiTth wS Is 500

Jill,

looks socko at Parampurit while
“Sad Sack” is doing nicely at the
Denham. “Raising a. Riot” is rated
fair at the Aladdin. Both “Legend’
“Legend”
and “Sack” are holding over.
Estimates
Xistuuates for
iu» This Week
Aladdin (Fox)
(1,400; .70-90)
—
(F^) U.400;
70-90) tfR|^ng
.MContk Y«|

„gJ).^l‘'Love Slaves
(U), $7,000.
(759; 75$1.25)
(closed
Sundays)— Blue
Peteri* (Indie) (3d wk). So-so
$2,300. Last week, $3,000.
(1,000; $2Midtown (Goldman) (1,000:
$2.75)—“Around World ln’80 Days”
(UA) (52d
vuw
w*u wk). . MUd
iviuu $7,200. I^ist,
week, $7,000.

,

gohlroUy is Way
Although biz
hiz^Silrta^y
off here currently, there are some Amazon

Randolph (Goldman) (1^59; 65$1.25)—“This Is Russia” (U) and

m? (i ,247; 70-$F125, —

^

h Pwco; Sack Smash
ICC “Wafpr’ Crpnf 91C
*»»OP U^eat ZlU
San Francisco, Dec. 23
New product launched this session, is starting to bring first-runs
here out of the preSmas slumn
“Don't Go NearP
Near’ Water”
Water'* shaDM
great
^eat while “Legend of Lost” lS£S
^Paratively bfgger with a iighty
^ at the United Artists. “Sad
Sack” also is smash. “Enemy BeIow” ^ rated fancF at tbe huge
^ “ “ D‘yS*

S like gM?
eS
200
Si^ unreservedSn?ese?^don two-a-day policy,
oncy, imreserveaseat run.
(450* $1-$17S)—
Guild (Guild) (450;
$1-$1.75)—
” (DCA)
“Panic"in
“Panic'ini Parlor”
(DCA) (2d
(2d wk)
wk).
»mnleted Monday
Mondav
Initial week: completed
(23) was light $4 000 and
“uu will he
supplanted by “Golden jAge
Age of
of

Estimates for This
Week
—Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90$125)—“SUver Chaiice” (WB) and
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (reissues).
Miid $6,000 in six days. Last
week,
^?fTTYee
“Love 1-iuVmf42L^I?l?2/TT\S
;Slave_s of Amazpns” (U) anl
fmnpi (a xjci . «i oc »i cn\

Fox (FWC) (4,651,
$1.2^1.50)fon^v'2

rpfSS'Sr??;
^CAi^Utr SS

"Aro^d Wo^f^Dws-'luA; $f,M0Cr La^t weSk;
:(19th
wk). Oke $9,000. Last week, l20tW
('g')(:^ffS0?i,429; 7040)
ernnnn
liennam hjocktiu;
iu-^u
—“Sad Sack” (Par). Smash $11,000.
Stays.
Last week,
“Zero
••L^krJim^FD). fS
wee“h4sri
flour” (Par), $5,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg), (2,200;.
70-90). — “Legend of Lost” (UA)
'university ' fFP)
and “Dalton
(UA).
$13,$2.40)-“This.Is^Ciuerama’^(Cine$2
40)-^“This is-Cinerama” (Cine- and
“Dalton Girl”
Girl” (UAi-Sock$13,
(UA). Sock
Sock $13,-:
rama) (9th>k)^Fine^ $11,000;^Xast 000. Holding. Last week>4 Eaby
WPP? 1512 000
Face Nelson” (UA) and “Jungle
week, $l^,uuo.
_„
(JTM S1Q 000
Uptown’ (Loew) (2,096;60-$l)—
$1 25 $2 50)_

aas;

Fair,$f,50onk)'

FaCe Ne-0I|f^
> (.
w ’
vS°ir /Trtii fA77*
?.S-$2)—“10
York (FP) (877.?1^5 9.^
_J.u
,
wppk
I. Last weeK,

ifli.QOo!’Last'4ek, $12,000.‘
*
^LOOO.'lLt wed:.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— “Bridge on River Kwai” (Col). Les Girls” (M-G) (4th wk), $7,500.
“Men in War” (UA) and “Attack” Playing two-a-day, with 8 perform^
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25)
(UA) (reissues). Dull .$6,500. Last ances abbreviated opening week, — Long Haul (Col) and “Decision
week, “Eighteen and Anxious” this looks like near capacity $25,- At Sundown (Col). Dull $9,000 or
(Rep>) and “Weapon” (Rep), $7,500. 000 for session ending Tuesday close.. Last week, “Jamboree” (WB)
Trans-I.nx
ROV— g&-«n^V“C2
(24)s Advance sal1
sale %ped
topped ^•
the 'Sofln
jnd Green-Eyed Blonde” (WB),
Trans-Lui (T-L)
(T-L) (500*
(500; 99-lfel
99-$1.80)—
vPerri” (BV) (4th wk). Off to 53,400. ^^,000 mark early this week $9^p°-.
$4000
with'i2-ma^^rew^now
St Francis
(Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25)
Last weev $4,000.
?•
with
12-man crew now operating
operatmg
F
„„ 7
’...
the
boxoffice.
Slavs
on.
—“Sad
/of \ (I’/Mw
0*7 aav
the boxoffice. Stays on.
—Sad Sack” (Par). Smash $15,000.
Viking (Sley) d,000;
66'
(1,000; 75-$1.49)—
75-$1.49)r- thpjSSmoUht'
Paramouht (AB^PT)”
(AB-PT) (3
(3,665;
$1- Last week, “Pal Joey” (Col) (6th
>ad Sack JPar). Happy^ $12,0Q0. $2)—“It’s Great To Be Young” (FA) wk), $9,500 for six days.
^ week, St Jpan (UA)_(2d wk) with rock ’n’ roll stageshow with
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) <1,458;
S2 6bo,k>
$2,500. Last week,«M«d^) ^^^^^^ow^ith
|d
Tj
star
(Par) (3d wk),
Freed. Opens Wednesday (25). $I.75-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of
•wu^ y0gtie Art (Sher-Shulman> (442; $7,000.
In ahead, “18 And Anxious” (AB- World” (Cinerama) (57th wk). Down
PT). (2d wk-’ days), looks to hi
hit mild to $9,500, still good. Last week,
75-90) — “Three Feet in Bed”:
World (Pathe) (599; 99-$ 1.49)— PT)
Thin «i(000 or less. Last “Albert
Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (5th $12,000. First week, $18,000.
$11,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
week. “Two Loves Had!” (Indie), wk). Modest $2,100. Last week J
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90J $2,500.
"
J $1.80)—“And God Created Worn-1
(Continued on page 16)

™‘,Tw»Loves HadT- *ttdie)-lfioore5t *2'109’ —

co-starring

RALPH MEEKER » ADOLPHE MENJOU with GEORGEMACREADY • WAYNE M0JIRIS~R!CHARD.ANDERSON
Screenplay by

STANLEY KUBRICK,' CALDER WILLINGHAM

Directed by

and

JIM THOMPSON

. Based on the novel by

HUMPHREY COBB

STANLEY KUBRICK ♦ Produced by JAMES B. HARRIS • A Biyna Production

"Its potential Is unlimited, critically and commercially !”—film

daily
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IThink Straight on‘Latin America’
Comment on “Latin America”, recently . Addressed to

Mex Film Biz Not

W. German Production
i Holds Up; Distrib Down
But Attendance Way Up
Berlin, Dec. 17.

Mexico City, Dec. 17.
The Mexican film industry is far
from being self-supporting de¬
clared' .Congressinan Jorge Ferretis; chairman of the National Cine¬
matographic Board; He was an¬
swering the boast^made at a local
Rotary Club dinner by Mario Zacarfas, produce^ who is prexy of
the Mexican Academy of Cinema¬
tographic Arts and Sciences. Zacarias clarified the trade, ‘‘has made
its way in the world,, all on its
own, without any official aid.”
Ferretis asserted that the pix .
tirade gets big help from its own
bank, the semi-official Banco Na¬
tional
Cinematographico. . The
bank’s, credits now stand at $12,000,000 and it is backing 90%; of
Mexican film production, he said.
According to the NCB chief, the
government aids and finances dis¬
tributors of Mexican pix in all La¬
tin America, the south of the U. S.,
Europe and elsewhere. He declared
that official help made possible
film pacts with Great Britain,
France, Italy, West Germany and
Austria, and current dickering?
with the Argentine for a similar
deal.
Ferretis denied Zacririas’ inti¬
mation of discrimination by the.
government; in bias, but not. aid,
toward pix of total national inter¬
est. The administration is for any
pic that it deems to be of top
quality and :a good business prop¬
osition, he said.

India Labor Laws Force
Madras,-Dep. 17.'
nder labor laws here, since; fac¬

AT ‘DEPTH’ PLAYOFF IN STATES

Variety:.

, ,,J '^®P*ore' the American writer’s, habit of considering. ‘‘Latin Ameriea as one country about which he can write on general terms. There
is no. such country as “Latin-America.” There is a vast Continent, di■ i-in- A^ny ,count.ries» eabb with ri separate economy and indi¬
viduality. AlthoughT—with the exception of Brazim-there is a common
1S
basically the same, ;as each country speaks Spanish
\yith a different intonation and many words mean quite different things.
There are also great racial differences.
• ''Sometime ago Variety had a headline: "Peons, Pesos and Politics ”
It is the ^sort ot thing that does not build:jup good Inter-American re¬
lations. Why should you refer to South Americans as peons? The dictionary meaning is day-laborer. On. Argentina it means a farm-worker,
and there are precious few of those, left: The average Argentine would
take your headline as an insult, understanding that you looked on him
fu s£?e • -dd
aer^. which he has never been. The man who goes to
the movies is far from being-a peon. Though not in the dictionary
meaning, a peon is usually someone who. is illiterate—though he may
earn good monejr, own land and cattle—but probably lived too far fromj
the school to attend it regularly.
"i
“Argentines may be over-nationalistic arid. have exaggerated pride,
but that is no reason to deal with them tactlessly.
\
“True, 30 years ago all laborers and workers received low pay in Ar- j
gentina, but then .lived better than since Peron brought in his indus¬
trialization and high wages, creating discontent and class feeling where
it had never existed, and killing aH opportunity by transferring enter¬
prise, to the State, Before Peron, however poor anyone was;, it was im¬
possible. to starve in a country of abundant food, and life Was very good:
Today the* cost; of living has gone so high that people like myself need
three jobs to keep going. ..
“Variety during 195? had another headline referring to “Poorly paid
Workers” in Brazil. My relatives there find the cost of living high by
comparison with . Argentina, but their servants or workers get high
wages. Uruguay is a most socialistic country and is very, advanced in
social security benefits. In fact the country is backward because all the
workers want is to get their pensions early in life and be able to. at¬
tend football matches daily. They , have little aittbition beyond that
Chile is and always has been very poor, because -it is a narrow strip
of rocky territory, with nothing but hopper and nitrate and wine to
keep: it going. Peru is currently—and suddenly^-pne of South Amer¬
ica’s most prosperous nations; Bolivia,; unfortunately, is practically a
Communist state.. Venezuela is the land of opportunity and Argentines
go up to work there with the idea of making a pile and coming back to.
live in more comfortable Argentina. Veriezuela is. more expensive than
the United States. .
"The waiters at the Plaza Hotel in B. Aires earn more than I do, or
the cashier in my office, yet he and I can work in four languages.”

Statistics just issued by SPIO,
top organization of the West Ger¬
man film industry reveal that 109
pfx were been, made in 1956 as
against 110 in the year before. Of
these 109, remarkably enough, 78
of them were tinters as against 40
in 1955. There were eight German
co-productions.
The distribution setup for the
1956-’57 season showed a total of
480 films against 496 pix a year
ago. The U.S. again had the biggest
share—205 pix as contrasted with
211 in the preceding (1955-’56)
season. West Germany was second
with 117 films.,
Number of pinemas in West Ger¬
many
(including West- Berlin)
amounted to 6,438 in 1956-’574
season as compared* with 6,239 a
year ago. Of these, 2,973 were able
to show Cinema-Scope pix. Num-.
her of cinemapatrons: was 817,000,000 as contrasted , with 766,000,000
in the year before.

Alec Guinness to Make
Pic for United Artists
London, Dec. 23.
* Alec Guinness is to star in a
British; pic for United Artists. It
was announced last' week that
Knightsbridge Films will make, a
screen version of Joyce Cary’s
novel, “The Horses Mouth,” to. be
filmed in Eastmancblor, with Rom
aid Nearrie as director arid John
Bryan as producer;
To start rolling at Shepperton
Jan. 20, it will be the first inde¬
pendent production by Knightsbfidge Films, a company headed
by Neame and Bryan.

Italo Pix Fest in Africa

Johannesburg, Dec. 17.
es. and
establishments, are
A glamorous air-lift, scheme to.
ged to allot good sums for la- operate between Italy and South
welfare schemes, the number, of Africa will be inaugurated in Janu¬
ary, when a plane-load of Italian
rate film showings has increased
film Stars touches down here for
siderably. It’s the only medium
entertainment followed by ma¬ the first Italian Film Festival in
ty of population. To riieet in- this, country. x
Organized by: William Boxer,,
ising demands frorii the masses
boss of Empire Films Ltd., the fest
Indian films, more arid more
will open with preems at Johannes¬
ve films: are. being reduced, to
i so they can be conveniently burg’s Monte Carlo and Piccadilly
ibited for. the benefit of .work- cinemas on Jan. 20, and will run
two weeks; Some 10 stars, in; addi¬
and others Inside factories,
tion .
Johannesburg personals,
he habit of Indian upper classes
will visit Cape .Town, Durban arid
ving pictures . in their,
wn
j Pretori
les. is also on the increase.

- ■
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From fh, Orient

n. v. E$war
Star? Rule
Rale India, Too

^—r*---—1-By GENE MOSKOWITZ

Kaye Goes
Gray for
for Role
Go6$ Gfdjf
With French income from, and
In ‘Me
‘Meand
anflColonel’;
CoIoneI’; Lyon 1“
Makes Like
Park 1940 tribution
a«ain in America.
Ior ‘de^h
’f15:
Nimes Dec 17
They feel

KdJC

A

motley film crew! cast and
general accessories are assembled
in the sleepy; Southern French
arfothor
'town of Nimes for the exteriors of
arfothcr Editorial
Editorial Feature
Feature
iu
the Danny Kaye starrer, “Me and
iu the
the upcoming
upcoming
K
the Colonel,” being produced by
52d Anniversary
Anniversary Number
Number
William Goetz.for Columbia. Be$2d
•
sides Kaye, in bis first serious
of
role, played with a real graying
mustache and sideburns to match,
there is the Germam star Curd JurPfimETr
; gens, French actress Nicole Mau___
■■
_____rey, the Yank thesp of Russo ori1 rn
#11
gin Akim Tamiroff plus the Anglo
llA J Taha
director Peter Glenville and a
1VCQ I flOC lilUcS
heterogeneous group of actors arid
■ •
••
w3fv
technicians.
m ■ • • m
I
Goetz and Kaye feel .this adds
TA11M Vj--- up to authenticity that would be
n
difficult to duplicate in Hollywood
*w
back lots’or on location in the U.S.
Wnnnini,, tipp 17
Drie *9*-four weeks of exteriors in
_
.
• France, before doing interiors in
_ Prospects for the tourist biz in Hollywood, the sked may stretch
FrenchHowned Tahiti,are good, but to six. Lyon, w-as used to simulate
limited facilities-and governmental the Paris of the 1940 exodus before
red tape are still to be overcome, the: approaching Germans, for it
according to Ernest K. Kai, just; was felt this would be easier to
back from a business visit there, shoot there without the overloaded
Kai, aii attorney, says any business. Parisian traffic and curio oglers.
lease in excess of nine years or
Nimes is a provincial French
transfer of real estate in _fee sim- town of 100,000 whose imain claims
pie must get the approval of both to fame are striking Roman ruins
the governor and French author!- in a preserved Forum and an
ties
Arena where
where bullfights
bullfights are
are housed.
housed.
ties m
in Pans.
Paris.
Arena
Honolulu
restaurateur ^ Donn Outlying .sections, are being used
Beach (Don the Beachcomber) island.Nimes’citizens arid others are
still waiting approval of a $366,000 ( tbc extras for the exodus and strafhotel transaction in which Beach ing scenes. Producer Goetz is one
is a partner.
for'going to. the direct sites of his
Three major hotels in Tahiti ]?1X’
Svy<?nar^ in faPan.
can accomriiodate only 150 people, rorf^els that the c^es,^. pmces
Kai says.
Some 6,000 tourists and iaces^of the ^refugees could
visited Papeete city last year, but never be done; truly in the U. S.
Kai; feels Tahiti isn’t geared for
Pm; is scripted by .S. N. Behrman

that now is the ideal time tp Strike
and money is. being advanced for
this assault on the U. S. film mart,
Though U. S. grassroots playoff
for French pictures has been
broached for years now, and most
Yank observers usually have
shrugged it off as impossible, it
may soon be a reality. In any event
a company for this purpose has
been created called Finacines. It is
headed by Henri Frenay, director
of the Syndicate of . French Proiducers, and run by Pierre Courau,'
recently
with
Unifrance Film.
Backed by French government
funds its main purpose is to buy or
lease theatres in foreign countries
for showcasing and
exploiting
French features.
The U. S. is first on the agenda
and steps are being studied for taking over or buying houses in N. Y.
and key cities to see if it works and
catapults France’s art and specialized, plus sex and sensation, screen
fare into wider, more general
American hinterland film outlets,
However there is a go-slow on this
for Finacines does not want to
make the mistake of the Italo IFE
arid antagonize Yank indie foreign
pic distribs and exhibs.
Gne or two deals mav be tried
oul w
next year and a Yank company
set up
collaborating with -the
FrenchEilm Office inN Y Some
Parisians have not quite decided
whether (a) showcase houses or (b)
some form of dubbing is the "in”
to the Yank markets. It is also indicated that Finacines might also
for “depth” by utilizing already existing American outfits. All
js ^ the planning stages,

mass tourist trade. Attorney reports°andh‘the19ColoSer!
tour.teade
gaming rapidly in
from a Fraik
Fiji, Where a major resort hotel werfel slorv
is projected.
l%000>iw^L'
his
„rl
tourists hage .visited Fiji^ this^ear. .
^ »s e«ay“g
«rst sen

Budget for Finacines comes from
tlle ?25^00
from the
wise on overall grosses of the
Yank income here. The rest, and
M is expected to be high
wiu

I III If Tour
I Olir DIZ
Tahiti
Biz

.Kai says British 5amoa:business- script^ and feltUhe was due'for a c0*e from 0,6 FiIm Aid Law
men appear eager to develop, a re- change 0£ pace.
coffers.
sqrt and vacation, industry,, alThough shooting abroad saved
Coming on the heels of the Euthough the native population ap- no production cbi , Goetz and ropean Common Market creation
parently doesn t share the enthu- Kaye feel that, besides the authen- makes it appear that the French
siasm, feeling tbat ^a substantial tic material, growihg Yank aware- ?tlU insider that a real foothold
rise in tourism will spoil Samoa. ness 0f foreign site, due to in- m Yankland would niean more to
V
7
creased tourism, behooves real ^em than the greater outlets on
n II
L
r
A L
locations.
the continent. This, in turn, might
b
Last stop is Marseilles from mean that the French wlU ease
_
__
. .!
. where the whole crew will .fly to measures and pressures on Yank
Folder Now Slffnfid For
Hollywood in a new Israeli air- releases here. It could also signify
1U1UC5 ilUff OlgllCli rUI
line plane. Glenville thus does his that a sort of reciprocity measure
ftncf Fnrnnnnn Tlntac first Hollywood stint.
His only may have the French not insisting
pest
other Pic gave Anglo film come- on handing out 40 of.the 110 Yank
Homburc. Dec. 17.
i7.
themsdlvSs in ’59 to
Bad Homburg,
dian'AJex Guinness one of his first | dubbing: visas themselves
Just- six months after his inltia 1 ^ays ^int° heavy drama in ‘'™e Amenean^majdrs

6 Months as lonductor.
Conductor,
FoMes Now Signed For

European Ual€S
1

appearance as a conductor, Hun■
.__
tion.
garian-American concert pianist n
l
o , CC CAA AAA
So both the governmental CenAndor Foldes has just made his
tre Uu Cinema and the industry
are ivatching this new step to get
second appearance, here with the
l?ng
m
baton at the same concert house
®
America, both on an arty and genwhere he got his conducting start.
. .. London, Dec, 23.
eral level.
Foldes led the 46-piece: Hessisches
Romulus Filins, the independent.'
_
Symphony through a program of production-distribution outfit headMozart and Beethoven, conducting ed by John and James Woolf, is <OA |\
> fl\ •
* )
the Mozart from the piano while launching a $5,600,000 program
XII I IQ 1TQ
FnitPA
playing:
next year. Their line-up will. in- W
wj
A llftlvV
; As at his initial, conducting stint, elude a filmizatibri of Erie Ambler’s
he received excellent reviews.from “The Night-Comers” starring StewT
O
•
¥ •'
harsh German music crix. During art Granger, Jean Simmons and
I AVI a\|A7|CC I IflPllll
the past six months, Foldes has probably Yul Bryurier, and a film
*
Ufiluv JUlllvtlll
been combining conducting with version of John Braine’s “Room
piano; playing. And now he has at- at the Top,” with Laurence HatZurich, Dec. 17.
tained what he considers, the ideal vey; Heather Sears and Simone
Four U. S. films are skedded for
combinatiori—six engageirients. to Signoret.
the year-end holiday here, highconduct with top European brqhes^ . In. the current year two Romu- lighted by the Swiss preem of
tras next year, and .60 piano con- lus pix, “Story of. Esther Costello” “Around-World in 80 Davs” <UA)
cert dates.
.l and “Three Meri: in a Boat” have ’exclusive for German Switzerland
‘‘All the conductors say.I^ should'jbeen listed rimong; the top^^ ten. in at the 1.300-seat Apollo, It is the
stick to the piano, and ’ all the ^e. industry’s survey for 19o7. Ad- Todd-AO vers5on. Other Yank repianists tell me to keep bri eon- ditionally, Heather Sears, who leases are “Secrets of Life” iDisducting,” Foldes laughed.
Playep the title role in “Costello,” ney>, “Prince and Showgril” (WB)
Foldes is currently the only top- has *eeri named one of the most and “Love in Afternoon” fAA).
flight rirtist to combine both musi- Pro^lsinS newcomers of the year.
Last-named will be the opening
cal careers. While admitting that
#
pic at a new 700-seat ABC,
conducting frorn the piano is some-;
Rollpf Icranl Rif
New Year releases, which loom
thing of a “giirimick,” Foldes nev11 v.Uyll 1/auci 1DI flUI lm
.as the most versatile array of top
ertheless feels that the combinaTel Aviv, Dec, 17.
pix in years, also include initial
tion of conducting and piano play- . Unprecedented success was en- local release of Charles Chaplin’s
ing has its place in today’s musical joyed here by the French ballet “King in New York”; Germanworld—-where the audience is al- troupe of Jean Babilee. The group French co-production. “Casino de
ways seeking something new.
originally crime for a twoweek Paris,” staining Caterina Valente,
the Vittorio de Sica and Gilbert BeAmong Foldes’ conducting en- stand,
performing
under
gagements next year are dates with auspices of the French Embassy in caud; France’s “Adventures of
the famed Berlin. Philharmonic as Israel.
Arsene Lupin ”
well as dates with orchestras, in
First performances played to
In addition, two British comedies
feonn, .Brussels, Lugano, London, half-empty houses but were hailed are set for the sureseaters, PiccaHelsinki and Oslo. At each con- by experts. The group now plays dilly and Wellenberg, “Admirable
cert, he is alsb to play one piarip alte.rnrite programs to full houses Crichton” and “Man Who. Loved
selection.
1 in the .fifth week here.
J Redheads.”

liomuius u6tS $ J.pUU.UUU
rum rrogram for 58 ?ranc.e

French Ballet Israel Hit

desired place'

• .♦v£?L1,TX'i', l®noon omici
Martin'* piac«, Trafalgar Square

Plenty of Drama

v^e-Rmes

INTERNATIONAL
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NO TOLL CH’ARGf
'Across The Bridge* Opposite
Hiver Kwai* In Hub

Boxoffice Still Sat

Boston, Dec. 23.
Louis Richmond; owner of the
Sydney, Dec. 17.
Kenmore Theatre, -arter, *is being
Aiisfie stageshow operators are
credited with smart booking pull¬
Hollywood, Dfec. 23.
President
Eisenhower’s
visit j happy over boxoffice returns. They ing in “Across The Bridge” (Rank)',
Columbia Is scheduling more
pwept everything; else off , the1 apparently have, no fear of tv, late- opening Xmas Day. The Gary
top product for 1958 filming than
front pages here. . His address in
Theatre, owned by Ben Sack, opens
the chill of the airport and his closing pubs and other opposition:
Paris, Dec. 23. . for any .other single year in the
with “Bridge on. River Kwai,” hard
opeivcar trip through Paris wav¬ in the. year ahead after Viewing ticket policy, the day after Xnias
“The 10 Commandments” (Par) company’s history and is raising
ing to the moved Parisians, were the 1957 monetary returns. Filin' (26)..
will- get, a special roadshow setup
its: total production schedule to a
treated as drama in all the dail¬ showmen, on the other hand, have
Fanfare for the “Kwai”bridger here at the Paramount Theatre
minimum of 40 features, an in¬
ies. Show biz phrases-and phases been. at .the Wailing Wall fqr is expected to rub off on the starting next Jari. 7.
also were present in this NATO months past bemoaning the cellu¬ “Across’’
It
will
be
a
two-a-day
engage¬
crease
of three over the 1957 out¬
bridger.
Incidentally,.
summit meeting.
ment.
Special
booking
offices
will
loid downbeat.
Louis Richmond,. Kenmore owner,
put. At least half of the 40 will
Gallic papers played up on . During the current year, J. C. is suing . Beri Sack, Gary, and be Opened as well, as five boxoffices
be double A ventures.
front pages the way the special Williamson Ltd., ace legit opera¬ Beacon Hill Theaters Inc,', Buena for immediate ticket sales: Prices
Adaptations of top stage and
security guard of G Men Sur¬ tors, hit the jackpot solidly with Vista. Distrihs and, Kingsley' Inter¬ are- hiked accordingly.
rounded the President,
There ’•Pajama' Game,” Borovansky Bal¬ national Pictures, in an antitrust
book properties spice the list, be¬
was comedy in; the late-late- re¬ let, “The Chalk Garden,” and otto action to enjoin an alleged conspir¬
ginning with “Bell, Book and/
ports, to morning paper men with er shows. Early, shows lined up for acy between BV and defendant exCandle” which goes before the
detailed analysis as to which 1958 include the New York City hibs to tie up the distrib’s first
cameras Jan. 20 under the banner
NATO. . member saw what Parisian Ballet, “Damn Yankees,” Lusillo run art arid specialty pictures to.
of Phoenix Productions for Co¬
nitery show. Tele , and radio were Spanish Dancers and a Japanese the .prejudice of .the plaintiff and
active in coverage.
other such theatres in the Boston
lumbia release. James Stewart,
:aU-girl revue of 80 performers.
. Newsreels did, yeoman work
area*
Kiin Novak, Jack Lemmon and
Lee Gordon, independent opera¬
London, Dec. 23.
handling
the
meeting.
The
British Lion . last weekend, of¬ Ernie Kovacs star.
French eh.ansonniers also
had tor of the-Stadium loop, has gad a
plush . season with U. S. toppers
Other pix set to go before the
ficially confirmed the. directorial
their glib opinions to make on
such as Johnnie Ray (fourth trip),
shakeup exclusively revealed in cameras during 1958, With some
both sides of the NATO confab.
Variety, a fortnight before. Con¬
JSven! the. strippers used’ names Nat King Cole (third chore). Little.
tides tentative, are:
Richard, plus rock-’ri’-rbU. shows.
sequent, upon the resignation of
to match the. happenings, such as
“The Last Hurrah” which John
These. easily drew 22,000 patrons
Sir Arthur Jarratt as managing
Doris Sputnik and Miss Parnpieon a twice-nightly policy at $3 top.
direetpr,
to
become
honorary Ford will produce and direct from
mousse (after the ill-fated Yank
David N. Martin, major vaudepresident of the Kinematograph Prank Nugent’s screenversion, of
missile V
revue operator here via his Tivoli
Renters Society, Sir Nutc.ombe the Edwin O’Connor novel, with
loop, is well in the.black on year’s
Hume is also ankling his post as
Rome, Dec, 17.
Spencer Tracy set to star; “Anderoperations and is currently lining
British
Lion chairman.
Douglas
The hard-pressed Italian exhib¬
sonville,” a George Sidney Produc¬
up name talent for 1958. Presently
itor sector is currently putting the Collins, a member of the board
in Sydney, he has a winner With
pressure on an all-out campaign of the National Film Finance j tion from the Mackinlay Kantor
dusky singer Shirley Bassey, Lili
Corp.,
whose
major
interests
innovel; “The Last Angry Man”
for reduction of. taxes on pic
Berde, Jimmy Jeff,. Neal & New¬
grosses arid for a new rental ceil¬
London, Dec. 17.
ton, Bobby Limb ahdDalrays. Mar¬
*****
A clear definition of British pic¬ tin has also set a panto for Yule- ing. In the past week; an exhibitor Field arid Goya Perfumes, is to from the Vera Caspary screenplay,
executive committee has seen hoth
tures was. an essential thing, not tide.
be
the
new
chairman,
of
the1
comj
based
on
Gerald
Green's novel;
Italian Finance Minister Giulio Anonly because of the levy but also
pariy and David Kingsley/ now j “They Came To Cordura” from
Hairy Wren, topper of Celebrity
because of ejport. difficulties to Theatres, amazed the local show dreottl arid government Undersec¬ managing airectof of the NFFC,! the Glendon Swarthout current
certain couhtries, according to Sir biz scene, by faking in around retary for Entertainment Giuseppe will become the new managing;
. ,4T
.
• _ ■ ■ ■ _
Resta regarding these thorny ques¬ director. *
Henry L. French, British Film Pro¬
j novel; ’Joseph and His Brethren”
$250,000 with a revue featuring
ducers Assn, topper. He was com¬ oldtime stars of 20 years ago, An¬ tions. "
British Lion is the istate-ownedwliifh Frank Capra is set to pro•The
question:
“Can
a>
theatre
menting on the progress of the other indie operator, Garnet Cardistributing .outfit whose share duce and direct in June,
association’s Policy and General roll, former, partner of . the late lose money though sporting a good capital is wholly owned by the). “The Great Sebastians,” another
Purposes Committee, which is pre¬ Sir Ben Fullers, is also set to im¬ average gross?” is. said to have, NFFC. Other directorial changes: George Sidney production which
paring observations, for desirable port top shows for his Princess, beenl put to Andreotti. Theatre- are expected in toe. immediate ■
..
.
, ■_ ,,
revisions. to the 1938 and 1948 Cin¬ Melbourne. Currently he has the owners produced evidence support¬ future and a number of well-;Sldney will dlrect and KtAtaar
ematograph Films. Act, which the British- revue, “Salad Days,” and ing the;, affirmative l answer, in cit: known producers. and directors produce from an adaptation of the
BFPA will submit to the. Board also the Band of; the Irish. Guards. irig a month’s, take at Rome’s: first- are’ expected to join, the board: { Howard Lindsay-Russell Crouse
run Fianuna- Theatre as evidence. Although a recent takeover bid, play; “Pepe,” a third George
of Trade.
As pic playing there was and is by a group of film makers has | Sidney production (in association
Sir Henry said the stage was ap¬
1
“10 Commandments” (Par), a pic
proaching when a draft memoran- T* J J A A n„„
failed, a further move for control with Jaeaues Gelman) which
which enjoys special ceiling-free
duni could be prepared: .It was [
Leonard Sp5gelgass is scripting
is riot, considered unlikely.
rentals, exhibs documented and
likely that this would be discussed
frcrii the Ladislaus Bus-Fekete
stressed both their arguments, ac¬
by the council at its meeting, next
play, pic to star Cantinflas; “The
cording to reports.
month; The memorandum would
Chase,” a Sam Spiegel production
London, Dec. 17.
According to the exhibs, grosses
contain “soriie reference” to co¬
which Horton Foote now is scrip¬
for
the month totaled some $411,Some
years
afterits.
unveiling
production setups, the BFPA top¬
ting from his own hovel; “The
ill. America and, later than many 000. Of this total take, the gov¬
per revealed. .
Image Makers,” a Charles Schnce
Tokyo, Dec. 17.
There was a lot to be said about European capitals, Todd-AO is at. ernment took some $168;000 in
production from Oriri Jannings*
"Emperor Meiji and the Russo- screenplay of the Bernard V. Dryer
having this act on the statute for. last coming to London. A. deal was taxes on ducats. Another $174,000
10 years, he added, but. he felt signed. last week between George went to Paramount via the Ameri Japanese War” was named the big¬ novelr “The Tiger Among Us.” -an¬
distrib’s
70%-30%
rental gest boxdff ice pic in Japan during other Schnee Droduetion which
that the character of the industry Skouras and the Rank :OrganizaT ican
was changing so fast that, he won¬ tion for. the launching of “South terms. - With the addition. of the the initial rianza of fiscal 1957 by John Michael Hayes has adaDted
dered how. the ; Quota ..Abt could Pacific” next spring in the wide¬ theatre’s; overhead and other ex¬ the Tax Administration Agency from the Leigh Brackett novel.' f
meet the changes.
Ini view of screen process at the Dominion penses (including over $18,000 for which placed the film's too. gross
Also set are “The Wackiest Ship
this, the wishes of the industry Theatre, Tottenham Court Road, to extra publicity coritribs), total the¬ at $222,222/ with an additional in the Navy,” Jack Lemmon starrer
be followed by five provincial, key atre expenditures hit $421,500, for $130-555:1 in distribution rights. which Fred Kohlmar will produce
should be reflected in this act.
an
approximate
$10,500
loss
for
Others
that
registered
among
the:
cities.
the stanza.. The implications- of top 10 at the wickets were “Ku- from the William Raynor-Herbert
Equipment will be imported from
these figures, say the exhibs, are moriosoju” (The Throne of Blood) Margolies screenplay; UPA’s fullPhillips in Holland, but the Rank
length cartoon, “Magoo’s Arabian
clear; cut taxes and set a . rental and “Kome” (Rice):
group will themselves take care of
N’ghts”; the Doris Dav starrer,
ceiling, (no more “exceptional pic¬
“The Throne of Blood,” a Japan¬ “The Wreck of the Old 97,” which
the necessary sound installations.
tures”), or we can’t go on iii busi¬ ese version of Macbeth, was an en¬
Belfast, Dec, 17.
Richard Quine will produce and
• Before checking out for the Con¬ ness. "■ ’. 1 .
try
in
the
Venice
Film
Festival
Northern Ireland, which operates tinent; Skouras said the Todd-AO
A similar plea is said , to have last August; “Rice” was acclaimed direct for Martin Melclier; ‘The
on British Borid of Film/Censors presentation was ..not being re¬
Notorious Landlady” which Kohlbeen made at the same time, and by crix at the last Cannes fest.
rules but can also impose local stricted to the six Rank situations
mar will produce and Quine will
again
via personal visit*..to Under¬
bans or override British. Board de¬ and he was open to other deals.
direct,
with Jack Lemmon and
secretary Resta, with a special
cisions, has just added a new local Cost of the equipment,... in the
Vjctoria Shaw set to star; “The
stress .bn the; tax burden problem.
censoring body. The Warrenpoint region of $33,000, would Dave to
Big Circus,” Irwin Allen’s produc¬
(pop. 2,800), County Down, seaside be met by the theatres themselves.
tion from the Irving Wallace
Rome, Dec. 17.
spot, has decided to set up a cen¬ Skouras also announcecl the apscreenplay; “The Mark Hellinger
“Norma,” featuring Maria Mene-. Storv” Which Jonie Taps will
sor committee, through the district pointment of Sam Eckman Jr., the
gjiini Callas, will inaugurate the produce./
council.
former' Metro, topper, as his per¬
Rome Opera Season, next Jan. 2.
Anomalies in iocal censorship, in¬ sonal rep in Britain. He will carry
“Tubie's Monument,” Sal Mineo
Season here will run through starrer, which Jonie Taps will
clude the current ban by Belfast on out future negotiations.
Rome, Dec. 17.
May, and will feature, a w'orid produce and David Rich will direct
“Rising of the Moon” (WB) while
Pre-Xmas
boxhffice
figures
at
preem of Jacopo Napoli's “II Tes- fronu Ken Englund’s scrint; “The
the pic plays unrestricted at Ban¬
first-runs here continue the Sea¬ oro”; Guido Panriain’s ’’Madame
gor, 13 miles away. Belfast banned
Buchanan,”
Randolph
sonal downbeat. Though below Bovary’’ and Francoise Poulenc’s Name’s
Irish-lensed ‘‘Mooh” on the grounds
starrer for
Scott-Brown
hopes, “10 Commandments” (Par) “Dialogues des Carmelites,” the Scott
that it might cause trouble between
Productions,
with
Harry
Joe
has
a
commanding
lead
in
the
local
lari:
rivo
new
for
Rome.
Remainder
Nationalist arid Loyalist groups. In
Johannesburg, Dec. 17.
too. race with a $57,000 gross to Of; season, off jto latest start in.many Brown producing and Budd Boet¬
southern Ireland; Ki.lrush (pop.:
tcher
directing
from
the
Charles
Members of a J. Arthur Rank date at Fiamma Theatre. Pic has
years, will comprise stagings of Lang, Jr. script based on Jonas
3,000) district council asked the
film, unit have begun production on just been shifted, to af continuous “Madame
Butterfly/’
“Gianni
Republican government to. ban all
the film version of Joy. Packer’s performance policy from its pre¬ Schicchi,” “Bobeme,” “Don Car¬ Ward’s novel; “Outlaws on Painted
British war films as “retaliation”
Canyon,” Wallace MacDonald to
latest novel; “Nor The Moon By vious two-a-day stint. “Seven Hills los;” “Rigolettp” and “Parsifal:”
for the . Belfast plan. No action is
produce from Aubrey "Wisberg’s
Night,” in the scenic setting of of Rome” (Titanus) j ust completed:
likely.
original.
Natal's Valley of a Thousand Hills. a good $30,000 first-run here;
It’s anticipated that Sam Kats¬
Headed by director Ken Annakin, wiiile other recent, pace-setters
man’s Clover Productions will do
producer John Stafford and stairs here have been another local-riiade,
Dublin, Dec. 17.
a dozen pix for Columbia'during
Belinda Lee, Michael Craig arid “II Medico e Lo Stregone” (CineFines of $2.80 .were slapped on j 19587^thTwoVal^^
Patrick MacGoohan, the unit iii riz), with some $15,000, and “Jetf
Dublin, Dec, 17..
/TT:
■
, 25 ivomeh accused in district court
bhnnf the same j here of causing obstruction while Box Jamboree” which rolls Jan.
Tenor James Johnston boived. eludes several, of the technicians PilOt” fU), '«>!«»
with about
14 and “Pretty Boy Floyd.” an
worked
on
“Across
the takeout of “Tales of Hoffman” with who
peddling Sunday night seats for original screeplay by Irving ShulBridge.”
in the national, stakes, not yet first-run ;cinemas. Because houses
flu and was replaced by two per¬
man. Charles Schneer,. through
counting
either
“10
C’s”
’‘80
Although
hundreds,
of
miles
from
formers.
Brychan Powell stood
operate on all-booking policy for Morningside
Productions,
will
at side of stage of. Gaiety theatre the bush country-described In the Days,” still in special advance runs; Sunday nights, peddlers get in make at least two pix for Colum¬
and sang from score, while Christ¬ book/ the Natal location was sel- “War arid Peace” is far in the lead early in the. week, buy up tickets bia: And Carl Foreman Producr
opher West mimed role on stage. lected by Annakin as being, most, for the year,' followed by “Giant” and hustle them at up to 100% tions will deliver One, possibly
Helping; Out, James Doyle' con¬ suitable for general shooting pur¬ (WB). . Another large step back/ profit on Sundays in streets near “Guns of NaVarone” based on
poses. Apart from, herds of rhino we find, “Love in Afternoon” (AA), the film houses.
ducted Powell’s singing.
Alistair Maclean’s novel, Also up
Flu struck again and put Sylvia and various species of buck in the closely, followed by “Gurifight. at
Managers have tried to stop the for Columbia product-on will he
Fisher out of “Turandot.” Maria Natal and Ziilularid reserves; there OK Corral” (Par).
racket and won’t sell-to known pix from Carlo Ponti Productions,
Coming, up. behind,, in order, are hustlers.
-Kinas planed in from. London as are no wild animals in this part of
Police have attempted Otto Preminger’s Carlyle Produc¬
her replacement. Despite the in¬ the country, but authentic back* Sun Also Rises” (20th), “Friendly to slap illegal Wading charges but tions Dino De Laurentiis Produc¬
Hence,
the
obstruction tions and Warwick Productions,
fluenza, the season did well, with ground material and shots of game Persuasion” (AA), “A King in New failed.
several opera trains were run in. their natural habitat are now York” (Indie), “Teahouse of Aug¬ charge is a riew: attempt to put with John and James Woolf set to
from provincial cities for the first i being filmed by a special camera ust Moon” (M-G) and “Hatful of down the traffic. However, light produce a pic under Romulus
I fines;mean little to these operators.J banner, *
time.
J crew in the Kruger National Park. Rain” (Par).
Paris, Dec. 23.

'10 CY Pans Preem

British Lion’

Kingsley Mging. Dir.

Definition of British
Pix Needed Sez French
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New Censors Added
In Ireland Village

Groom for Preem Of
Home Opera Season
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BY PRE-XMAS SLUMP

British Film Unit On
Location in So. Africa
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Cinerama Installation To
Radio Centro in Havana

TV-In-Rocms Kills Atlantic City
Atlantic City, Dec. 23. 4With every motion picture house
bn the Boardwalk closed for the
St. Louis, Dec. 23.
©ff-season period. Chamber of Com¬
Tony Peluso, manager of the
merce officials are. studying means
Fox Theatre, encored old Yuletide custom of his by presentby which at least one. would con¬
tinue to show, first run pictures ving choral groups from local
high schools on stage ^between
through,the 12-month period.
film showings, during the past
George A. Hamid Sr., operator
week.
They sang Christmas
carols, of Course.
of Steel Pier here and owner and
PeTuso
booked in seven groups
operator of a string of motion pic¬
in all for the pre-Christmas
ture houses, located both on the
songfests.
boardwalk; and the city’s principal
avenue, has suggested that hotels
purchase blocks, of $100 to $200
worth of tickets weekly for distri¬
bution *o their guests. Under such,
a plan ha would re-open his Board¬
walk Roxy;

Use School Chorales

(Las Vegas ho'els have no tv,
its gambling casinos Mo clocks.
—Ed)
Hamid also offered to paake tick¬
ets available to store owners tor be
purchased for'their employees or
their customers. Idea is thatTnotion picture ticket could be includ¬
ed in each purchase of merchandise
over a fixed sum, $10, $20, etc.
Hamid points out that most ho¬
tels have funds to be spent for the
entertainment of their guests. He
declares that the theatres could
offer better attractions in a more
attractive surrounding,
Hamid declares that distribution
companies will not allow pictures
in theatres unless a proper yield
is returned and that “Boardwalk!
theatres in the past four years*
have yielded negligible grosses" hi
the off-season .except during holi¬
days,
‘■For anyone to book firstrun pr
carry over pictures into a Board¬
walk theatre, the distributors must
be convinced of the possibility of
a respectable rental,” he further
explained.
Hamid shied away
from the word “subsidy,” declaring
that the . motion picture theatre
owners wanted support and coop¬
eration.
Hamid said it would cost a mini¬
mum of $3,500 a week for 40. weeks
to operate a Boardwalk theatre and
without cooperation the losses
would be staggering and more, than
any organization could afford. He
said the suggested formula would
not eliminate the off-season loss
but it would be at least reduced to
a point where the operator could
feasibly take the risk of remaining
open,
A check of leading hotelmen
found them mostly opposed to the
plan, but Mike Fiore, president of
the Atlantic City Hotelmen’s Assn.,
said it would be discussed at the
next meeting with the hope that
something could be worked out.
Most hotelmen said they, too, op¬
erated in the red during the win¬
ter season, and would welcome any
plan to. cut their losses,
Hotelman J> Howard Buzby,
president of the Dennis hotel, said
that maybe Hamid’s idea would aid
hotels because more gues’s might
Come here, if there were more en¬
tertainment.
Another' hotelman
suggested that the losses of a win¬
ter motion picture theatre be shared
by ail operating motion pictures on
the boardwalk.
Besides , the Hotel Association,
the Chamber of Commerce, and
most hoteimen belong to it, w:ill
again discuss the matter when they
hold their December meeting.
Before the days of television
in mOs’ hotel rooms and in the .ma¬
jority of the homes in the area,
' the motion picture houses did a
plush business, with crowds stand¬
ing for half hour weekendswaiting
the next show.

Pours Scorn On

When Universal made its . “A Time to Love and. a Time to Die” in
Berlin’s bombed out Tiergarten area, bulldozers and special effects
men dug up three 500-pound bombs and several grenades—all unex¬
ploded—plus 120 live but disintegrating catridges.;
With the mercury down to 28 degrees and soldiers training in the
Grafenwoehr (manoeuvring-grounds in Bavaria) area donning GI wool.
Universal unit hauled eight tons of ice *to the same area to achieve
perfect realism.
Jock Mahoney playing a German soldier was arrested less than a
week after arrival wearing a Nazi uniform.
Another angle ”011 same film: authentic “sets” includes the Iranian,
Turkish, Chilean, Czechoslovakian and Italian embassies. The honor
is empty because the word “former” should be used in this connec¬
tion. All the diplomatic buildings were gutted by repeated bombings.

St. Paul, Dec. 23.
Aroused by the economy “fir¬
ing” of Metro’s local explpiteer,
Bob . Favaro, and its Chicago^ press
representative, Louis Orlove, a fre¬
quent visitor here; and other such
publicity men by the various film
companies. Bill Diehl, St. Paul
Pioneer Press-Dispatch film editorcritic
in- his
Sunday
column
slapped out at those responsible.
Taking cognicanze, for the first time, of the spread of the foreign,
He jabbed “high living movie mo¬ film in the UTS., Bishop William A. Scully of Albany last Week remind¬
guls Who never .eye their own lav¬ ed Roman Catholics that “many of the foreign imports exhibited in
Allied States Assn. , is returning ish salaries.” He charged them, America are seriously dangerous to moral life.”
to. the. foid of the Council of Mo¬ too, with. other alleged industry
Reminding of the phrase used in a recent Bishops statement which
“miscues” at a. time when the in¬ referred to the great gulf that exists between that which is legally
tion Picture Organizations after an
dustry is almost hanging on the
absence of more than, two years: ropes and. in the utmost need of. punishable and that which is morally good. Bishops Scully said:. “The
pluralistic, society in which we live poses problems in the inoral order
Exhibitor group walked Out of more, and better publicity and pub¬
which cannot be met by legal sanction or by legislation,..Hence, would
COMPO because the latter refused lic relations, not less.
not the Church be remiss if she, as the custodian of eternal truths,
“Well, what cab you expect from did not raise her voice to protest that marginal area wherein good and
to take a stand against tollvision.
mentalities that would peddle mil¬ bad, virtue ahd sip are often confused. By reason of this confusion,
Also heard were expressions of dis¬
lions. worth or movies to televi¬ our people can and are misled in devious ways by the purveyors of
satisfaction with the COMPO man¬ sion and then sit and fret because
immorality, Obscenity and-false behavior patterns.”
agement.
these same old movies are keeping
Main target of Allied brickbats people away from the new pictures
Lewd movies not only lire being smuggled into Hawaii but also are.
was. Robert W. Coyne* COMPO’s in theatres?” he asked in his col¬ being made there, an unnamed vice agent has told the Honolulu Starumn.
;
special counsel and member of its
Bulletin. Source said one Honolulu man has $20,000 worth of equip¬
“If these are'the 'braids’ in mov- ment for making and showing the stag party films he distributes. Agent
governing board. He’s the top
iedom today this explains a lot of
also said one Honolulu beauty contest winner was filmed in a compro¬
salaried, employee.
things,” he continued.
mising- situation and her family is being blackmailed into buying up
All this was. in the past, how¬
.
Diehl
wrote
“it
is
more
than
dif¬
the film. Informer also said a serviceman’s , wife was hired to act in
ever. in the interim peace man¬
ficult to follow the thinking of lewd , films while her husband was at^sea. When spouse returned, he
euvers were gotten underway.
modern-day movie studio bosses.” attended a stag party at which the film was shown. He recognized his
Other COMPO-iteS approached Al¬
He pointed out that Fayafo and wife and committed suicide. Newspaper article qiioted the vice agent
lied board chairman Abram F. My¬
Orlove are both young and yet as saying that a “reputable” photography firm is distributing some of
ers and his top-echelon colleagues
veterans of many years service the product
With the message about the need
who
have done excellent jobs in
for industry unity at this time.
exploiting and publicizing Metro
And, it was stressed, such unity is
Only Hollywood can create truly international film stars according to
pictures to the latter’s b.o. benefit.
readily available through COMPO,
Jack Hawkins, a top British boxoffice personality, in Los Angeles for
. “At the same time as They fire
whose membership Comprises all
a few days to. help bally opening Columbia’s “River Kwai.” American
these young people,” wrote Diehl;
major segments Of the industry.
“the movie mdguls shed crocodile distribution techniques and exploitation behind Hollywood releases
COMPO’s board and exec com:
tears and moan“we are all getting, are far superior to those any other country, resulting in Wider “market”
mittee are to have a full-scale
old—where will we find the young for star personality than can be achieved elsewhere. He’ll do more
meeting in New York next month
men to take over , when we must at Yank films in future. Heavy schedule English films in past has limited
at which time, according to the
his availability but 1958 Schedule will permit at least one, may set
last retire?’
present schedule; Allied will re¬
“Where, indeed, when the most deal before returning to England.' Hawkins had some tentative discus¬
join the membership.
sions, prior to returning to Britain for Christmas about appointing him¬
promising
talent
is
sickled
off
It’s to be noted that at its in¬
without, respect for ability or rec¬ self an American agent.
ception COMPO had by-laws spe¬
ord! Metro isn’t the only fire-happy
cifyingThat any one group mem¬
Peter Crosby, 34, ex-husband of Denise Darcel, was arrested by To¬
ber would have veto power suf¬ studio. Warner Bros, started it off
ficient to kill, a proposed undertak¬ with wholesale dismissals in the ronto detectives in his hotel suite on a charge of defrauding stock¬
east. Paramount eagerly picked up holders of $806,000 as president of Mica Co. of Canada, -.Crosby was
ing even though all other menwj
bers voted in the affirmative. This the idea and Universal is aping charged with false pretenses by the Ontario Securities Commission
and lodged in common jail here. He was released four days later when
has been changed to a voting pro¬ the plan..
- “These, high-living moguls neVer he ^posted $25,000 bail. Securities Commission claimed that the stock
cedure along the lines of propor¬
eye their own lavish salaries dropped from. $5.40 a share to current 15-20c, with, suspension then
tionate representation.
Thus, Allied, which has a repu¬ iwhich are consumed by taxes any¬ ordered by the Canadian Stock Exchange.
Crosby’s marriage to Miss Darcel broke iip when he emptied a bot¬
tation for dissenting, nor. any other how). Instead, economy to them
single member, will be in a posi¬ means firing an office boy or two, tle of champagne over her head at the El Morocco, New York, with
tion to block any move which has a secretary and the studioi’ only Miss Darcel later returning Crosby’s $17,500 engagement ring.
real link: with newspapers which
the backing of the majority.
Also on the agenda for next are, in turn,, their best Hhk to the
Prof. Robert Gessher is enroute back to his post of Professor of
month’s meeting is COMPO’s full public—the publicity men ih. the Motion Pictures and Television at New York U., after series of lectures
program for the new year. .This field.
at British colleges. He was “discovered” by the old London; publishing
.“While bragging about increased
Will include participation in promo¬
house of Cassells and got a sizeable‘-advance royalty on a book: to be
tional; activities, renewal of a tax revenues On one' hand, the studios written based on his 22 years of experimental teaching. It’s intended
on the other hand - cry for young
campaign and: budgetary matters.
to be- the basic textbook in the field,' titled “The Art of the Moving
blood and then drain their own
Image.” Separately his lectures before the British universities are be¬
Raymond Massey with Aldo Ray veins../
“Many sober minds in Hollywood ing published immediately by the London U. Press,
and Cliff Robertson in “The Naked
j . Prof. Gessner’s lecture tour, part of his Sabbatical from N.Y.U., Was
and the Dead,’’ Paul Gregory pro¬ call for more publicity, men, not
arranged under auspices of the British Film Institute.
duction for RKO which will be dis¬ fewer., But the ‘geniuses’ ahd their
tributed by Warners;
Yes-men hordes refuse to listen,”
j! In a bid to get space in the drama, pages of American press, hot gen¬
erally open to pix being filmed in Britain, Warner Bros, have initiated
the first of several mailings of special features and pictures from “In¬
discreet” direct from London to 225 leading U.S. drama editors, while
the Cary Grant-Ingrid Bergman film is in production. Copy and art
has been prepared by Phil Gersdorf* who is handling the American
publicity on the Grandon production, while it is on the floor at the. As¬
sociated British Elstree Studios,: and airmailed with an “exclusive in
your city” tag.

Is
New Vote Plan

Patron Stabbed; More Rock VRoD

Buffalo, Dec. 23.
A
near-riot
at
the
Center
(ABPT), downtown first runner^ last
week resulted in the stabbing of.
four youths and injury to a fifth.
Berlin, Dec, 23.
Melee, which climaxed several simi¬
-Hollywood’s World search for a lar incidents during recent down¬
girl to portray Anne Frank in town exhibitions of rock ’n’ roll
George Stevens’ forthcoming 20th- ] features, brought out heavy police
Fox production centered on .squads who recovered a Small arW-Berlin recently. Owen McLean, ! senal of knives, picks, daggers and
casting director* here from . Paris like weapons.
and Amsterdam to Berlin to com
Four ushers of the theatre wore
duct auditions Of 50 local girls hospitalized with stab and knife
picked from some 500,
wounds and an innocent bystander
McLean said two of the 50 girls patron was treated for cuts. Two
he auditioned were “quite inter¬ youths were held as leaders in the.
esting and will, probably be taken .fracas.
Police, denied that the
into further consideration.”
‘fracas was due to “racial trouble,”

Berlin Quest for ‘Anne’

Radio Centro, 1,200-seat theatre
Sid Feder, former Coast exhibitor turned documentary producer,
in Havana, becomes a Cinerama
installation on Feb. 24..Deal was hopes to follow his "This Is Russia” with a film dealing with other
set by Bernard G. Kranze, v.p. of. Iron Curtain Countries.' According to. Feder. he has considerable foot¬
Stanley Warner Cinerama, with age on the Communist countries, including ^shots taken during the Hun¬
Oscar Maestre. “This Is Cinerama” garian revolution.
will be opening presentation;
j
Feder who turned cameraman for the first time with “This Is Rus¬
Maestre will operate the theatre sia,” which Universal is releasing, declared in N.Y. this week that al¬
on the established Cinerama policy though he was constantly followed during his trip through Russia he
and Stanley Warner will assist in !was still able to film “a lot of places they wouldn’t let me.” He said
a supervisory role.
he was picked up seven times and arrested, twice. Although a portion
of his footage was confiscated, he said, he was able to get 20,000 feet
Pf 16m film out of the country. This footage, edited down to 6,200 feet
of 35m in film by Universal, is now being shown as a 68-minute film
in newsreel houses and as a second feature in double bill situations.
The film, shot between April and December, 1956, reveals various
phases of life throughout Russia. Feder himself wrote the narration
that goes with the film.

as wild rumors had it.
. Film showing was Warners’
“Jamboree.”
The fighting which
consumed half an hour became se¬
rious. when, other patrons alleged
to be members of the same gang,
ran through the theatre and pa¬
trons fied from the scene.
The
police searched the audience and
questioned numbers of teenagers
who are alleged to have dropped
an assortment of weapons on the
floor.
Incident received plenty of ad¬
verse publicity in the newspapers
both news and editorial-wise, the
producers of rockin’ roll pictures
coming in for an especially violent
barrage of criticism.

A new series of Panavision anamorphic photography lenses was dem¬
onstrated at Metro last week and Panavision prexy Robert E. Gottschalk said they overcome a major problem in CinemaScOpe photog¬
raphy—the horizontal swelling of facial features. Gottschalk said the
new lenses will do away with the growing resistance on the part , of
many performers to aftamorphic photography. Demonstrations included
footage of Audrey Hepburn in “Green Mansions” lensed. with both
the conventional and the new equipment.
While emphasizing. that he was not. misquoted in recent issue of
[Variety (11), Jean Goldwurm, prez of Times Film Corp., comments
j that he had been In error when stating that the Motion Picture Assn.
| Of America had failed tO support his Company’s fight against state cen¬
sorship. “I have since learned that the MPAA did, in fact, voice sup¬
port of our actions and, moreover, might have considered filing an
I amicus curiae brief in the U.S. Supreme Court in the-matter Of The
[Game of Love,’ However, their decision in that case was rendered so
| quickly .. • the brief became unnecessary.'1

Now at ROXY, New York/fPfand at 3 theatres, Los Angeles! Watch it io soon Everywhere, U.S. A.!
Everybody will

jfflitj with PEYTON iPLACEl the industry's big ROAD j SHOW//
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SANTA is
using LIONS
Leo of M-G-M makes the Holiday
Season gala with these samples of a
Happy New Year ahead I

RAINTREE” WHEE!
"RAINTREE COUNTY"^From sensational area
premieres to nationwide fame! Hailed as one
of the BIG ONES of our time. (Montgomery
Clift, Elizabeth Taylor, Eva Marie Saint.
In Color.

KING "KARAMAZOV”!
"THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV"-One of the
highest Preview ratings of all-time. A mile¬
stone in films! (Yul Brynner, Maria Schell,
Claire Bloom, Lee J. Cobb, Albert Salmi,
Richard Basehart, William Shatner. Avon
Prod. • Metrocolor.)

"WIND" GUSTY!

WATER” WOW!
'DON’T GO NEAR THE WATER”-Laughter
pays off big everywhere! (Glenn Ford, Gia
Scala, Earl Holliman, Anne Francis, Keenan
Wynn, Fred Clark, Eva Gabor, Russ Tamblyn,
Jeff Richards. Avon Prod.
CinemaScope
Metrocolor.)

A "MERRY ANDREW"
(and a Happy New Year)
"MERRY ANDREW "—Danny’s most perfect
role! Uproarious, spectacular musical comedy!
(Danny Kayd Pier Angeli, Baccaloni, Noel
Purcell, Robert Coote, Patricia Cutts. Sol C.
Siegel Prod. CinemaScope • Metrocolor.)

GOLDEN "GIG!"!

"SADDLE THE WIND”—On the honor roll of
Western dramas. Fitting in with the trend to
big-scale Westerns! (Robert Taylor, Julio
London, John Cassavetes, Donald Crisp,
Charles McGraw. CinemaScope • Metrocolor.)

."GIGI”—Famed Colette play. Lemer mid
Loewe’s first score since “My Fair Lady.”
(Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier, Louis
Jourdan, Hermione Gingold, Eva Gabor,
Jacques Bergerac, Isabel Jeans. Arthur Freed
Prod. • CinemaScope • Metrocolor.)

LUCKY "SEVEN”!

"SAFE” SURE-FIRE!

"SEVEN HILLS OF ROME"—Lanza’s great new
musical. Scenic beauty, magnificent singing,
lusty humor and romance. (Mario Lanza,
Renato Rascel, Marisa Allasio, Peggie Castle.
A Le Cloud Prod. • In Color.)

"THE SAFECRACKER "-From prison to a war
mission of goosepimple suspense plus tem¬
perature-rising romance make this a “don’t
miss” picture. (Ray Milland, Barry Jones.,
David E. Rose Prod.)
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Music Scorers Vs. One-Eared Oscar

Jerry Wald
gives hh reasons why he feels

Hubbub in Hollywood Over Forced Choice Between
Best Turiefiim and Best Dramatic Mood Track

*- - :

best song of the year.
Special conclave Was callied to
discuss expansion of the , branch's
decision not to nominate any films
for scoring awards, and ’hot to ac¬
cept. any such awards if nominated
by the board of: governors or any
other division of the Academy of
Motion Pictures Arts mid Sciences.
Beef of the music branch is that
the cutback in scoring awards from
the traditional two—one each for
musical pictures and for dramatic
pictures-^means that the branch is
being asked to determine nomina¬
tions in what should be a noncompeting field.
Film scorers had hoped the tunesmiths would go along with a simi¬
lar resolution, thus effectively
eliminating the best song award
.from
the
animal
sweepstakes.
Songwriters, however, while whole¬
heartedly supporting the drive to
nix the scoring award, declined to
refuse nominations for the best
tune of the year.
Furore began when the Acad¬
emy hoard of governors decided
to cut the scoring awards, abandon¬
ing the previous practice of sepa¬
rate awards for best scoring of a
dramatic pictlure and best scor¬
ing of a musical picture in favor
of a best scoring awaird in which
both musicals and dramatic films
compete against each other.

Hiked Admissions

. ■■■

-

---:
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U TELLS UNION PUB
EXITS UNARBURABLE

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Academy music branch ^reite¬
rated its determination last -week
to have nothing to do with music
scoring awards this year.
How-|
ever, a stormy two-hour meeting
failed to produce what dissident
members had hoped for-r-an allembracing
boycott of musical
awards that would include even the

—

Cecil B. DeMille, In a guest appearance on the Arlene Francis
Show over NBC-TV (19), hit back at clergyinen critic* who have
- questioned his “interpretation” of the Bible, in “The Ten Com¬

‘Adult9 Books Into
FHints Can, Bring Back
That%ost Audience
*
*

mandments;” When. Miss Francis, very deferential to the. noted
producer—raised the point about “clergy in some places who have
objected to your interpretation of the Bible,” DeMille replied,
“I'wouldn’t say ‘some places,1 but some individuals.”
De Mille continued that he was not interpreting the Bible, but

gnether Editorial Feature
hi the epcdMlng

‘

The Screen Publicists Guild,
acting on behalf of its homeofice
unit at Universal'; has decided to
submit the'question of the recent
firing of five U publicists to arbi-.
tration.
The union has notified:
the company of its intention.

'(re-writing end re-translating it.” When people see. the fiible re¬
translated through a “living” medium, “they receive a much strongimpression.”
Some clergymen have asked DeMille whether he really believes
the Red Sea opened, the bush burned, or “that God wrote out
with a finger of fire the Ten Commandments.” His answer: “I

52d Anniversary Number .
of

Pakiety

would say if that is not the case, then it is the duty of those peo¬
ple to tell .their congregations the Bible is wrong . . . If the Red
Sea did not Open, if the bush did not burn, if God did not write
With the finger of fire the Ten Commandments, how:do they know
that Lazarus rose from the dead?”

However, Tom Petti, U's person^
bel director, h£s informed the
Guild that, the company’s decision
is final and that the situation is
not a subject for arbitration.
During the stalemate, the union
is planning a, protest • activities
against U similar to the campaign
recently earned out against War¬
ner Bros. Leaflets will be distrib^
uted in front of theatres shoeing
U pictures. Drive will be launched
at the Embassy Theatre on Broad¬
way where “This Is Russia” is
playing and. at the Little Carnegie
where “Escapade in Japan” is due,
On Jan. 6, when “The Tarnished
Anigels” opens at the Paramount,
the SPGites will give out their
leaflets there.

Raises Foreign

would fall under such a choice of beliefs and disbeliefs, the pro¬
ducer agreed with his interviewer.
Resignation of Republic Pictures
from the Motion Picture Export
Assn, pbses several problems for
[the company’s competitors, particu| iarly in the quota countries like
j FrCUce and Japan. Some of the
companies are openly concerned,
though—under they “letter of the
law”—they appear protected.

I
!

Madrid. Deq. 23.
Local film distributor Cepicsa
has formally entered shit against
Republic Pictures to insure deliv¬
ery of four Republic-labeled pix
contracted for in May 1956; or pay.
one- million . pesetas ($22,800) in
damages. Republic severed ties
with .Cepisca last month after part¬
nering with another local distrib
Dipenfa-Filmayer in'a-new pro¬
duction r releasing
organization.
Globe Films Int’l Iberica. Globe
in the future will, have exclusive,
access to Republic: product.
Reports here say a preliminary.
Globe deal has. been signed for 16
Republic features, foiir of which
were specifically committed to
Cepissa nibre than a year ago. Re¬
public alleged it could not deliver“The Maverick ‘ Queen ” “Stranger
At My Door,” “Santa Ee. Passage”
and “Timberjack” 'during. the! Mo¬
tion Picture Export Assn, embar¬
go of the local market.
Unless suit is' settled out of
court, insiders here, say legal pro¬
ceedings will reveal Republic de¬
livery of four pix in Dec. '55. (after..
MPEA embargo was imposed) as
initial consignment of eight pik.
Remaining four were selected in
War
imnnrf licenses cleared
May ’56, import
With government offices and Ce¬
picsa peseta payment turned over
to currency authorities for dollar
transfer on delivery.
One source opined the RepublicCepicsa scliffle would be seized
upon by spokesmen hostile to
MPEA to spark unfavorable criti¬
cism Of UE. film companies in
general at a-time when local cli¬
mate appears Junish in January
for a Spain-MPEA settlement.

Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
Stage is being reached where
boosted admission. pictures will be
almost the rule instead of the ex¬
ception here.
For “Sayonara” (WB) Radio City
will tip its ante from 90c to $L50
after 5 p.m. “Raintree County”
(Metro) Will be coming into the
local loop Lyric at $2.25 top. Then
there’ll be “Seven. Wonders of the
World” (Cinerama) and “Around
the World in 80 Days” (UA) at
$2.65 top and “Les Girls” at the
World getting $1:25 after 5 p.m.
Currently “Pal Joey” (Metro) is
in its third week at Radio City
where, for this attraction, the after
5 p.m. tap is $1.25 instead of the
usual 90c. The attraction is doing
a landoffice business,
“Sayonara” went to the Minne¬
sota. Amusement Co. (United Para¬
mount) for both Twin Cities, Du¬
luth, Minn!!, and Sioux Falls. S. D-,
on competitive bids^ The bids call
for minimum runs of four and
three weeks in Minneapolis and
St. Paul, respectively, and two
weeks in the other aforementioned |
towns.

Selectivity as to what shall be believed, via Biblical revelation,
would mean that “you believe Page 18 and do hot believe Pages 23
to 108;” DeMille asserted: The validity of the Bible as a whole

None of the distributors is par¬
ticularly spilling tears over the Re¬
public departure. In fact, several
make no secret of their feeling
that the MPEA can function as a
more efficient, unit Without the
small distributors whose, interests
are so divergent from those of the
majors.
However, the Rep resignation
raises the possibility, among other
things, that it may use its licenses
for. films. ; other than its own in
France and Other quota .countries.
Under the. terms- of its resigna¬
tion, Rep continues to benefit from
license allocations made while it
was still a member. According to
MPEA,. it also assumes the obliga¬
tions, that go with.. MPEA member¬
ship.
; In other words, holds. MPEA-, if
Rep can’t use a license in a given
territory, it must turn it back.
There’s some open doubt whether,
as a non-member, Rep will follow
that strategy, particularly ' if It
hurts its financial interests.
For instance, if Rep has six li¬
censes in a given territory, it may
decide to. “sell’’ several of them
to eith er Other MPEA. members, or
to independents.
Again quoting
MPEA, such a procedure would be
illegal under MPEA rules and
could be challenged. “It's a mat¬
ter of contractual relationships,”
opined one MPEA" rep.
The companies, realistrcally, won*
der whether such legalistic consid¬
erations would stop the Rep man¬
agement.
Or, for that! matter,
whether, they. Would stop RKO if
that company should decide to
leave the association.
Finger is
pointed to Spain, where RKO cer¬
tainly showed little concern Over
what MPEA policy demands.

Fairbanks Sizes Up Films’ Future—Better Quality
Industry In Making
----:-—-—--4-

ALBANY OZONERS OPEN
WITH WINTER HEATERS

Chicago, Dec. 23.
“What the (film) industry
suffering today is simply growing

Albany, Dec, 23.
Film Row here heard with in¬
terest, that the Turnpike Drive-in
at Westmfere (Albany suburb) and
the Auto-Vision in East Greenbush
(outside Rensselaer), both of Which
continued
weekend
operations
(through the Thanksgiving period,
would reopen today (Mon.) With
in-car heaters., Neil Heilman owns
Turnpike; his son-in-laW, Alan V.
Iselin, operates Auto-Vision.
The Hollywood, a smaller drivein at Averill Park (back of Troy),
is. in its second year of 12-month
operation. Automobiler has been
the only one in the Albany ex¬
change district to run ’tound the
calendar. Car heaters are passed
out, during the cold months.

pains,” volunteered Douglas Fair¬
banks Jr. as his. contribution to
the exhib-disitrib affray
the

YaiBrymersCo.
Sets 11 With UA

Holljrwood, Dec. 23.
Yul. Brynner’s AlcionA Produc; tions, Inc., will launch a program
of 11. pictures, with a total budget
of $25,000,000, late next summer.
Will release through United Art¬
ists.
!
Brynner will star in eight of the
11 pictures scheduled and will di¬
rect two of them. One of the films
in which he will star will be “The
Gladiators,” based on the Arthur
.Koestler novel,, which will be shot
on location in Europe, possibly
it’s recalled that, at one point, with. Antiiony Quinn as co-star.
MGM sold some films to Jacques
Sweeping program was disclosed
Grinieff; who in turn offered them
to RKO for France. . This arrange¬ in a joint announcement by Bryn-,
ment was nipped in the hud when ner and Arthur B. Krirn, UA prexy,
MGM was 'alerted and informed over the weekend.
As a part of the operations.
Gritieff that the contract had cer¬
tain provisions that stopped him Banner said, negotiations are be¬
from selling, the product iff quota ing completed for Martin Ritt to
countries. Lately there have been direct a number of films for AIrumors that the Grinieff deal may ciona after Ritt completes his pres¬
Schenectady, Dec. 23.
be revived.
ent exclusive 20th-Fox contract.
According to the MPEA rules. Ritt will direct “The Gladiators”
Darkening
of
the
subsequentHollywood. Dec. 23.
J fwitctling * of-permits among as one of the projects under , dis¬
Allied Artists has acquired all run Colony, operated for several :■
, *
t- ,
.
[MPEA companies is prohibited. In cussion:
of producer Jan Grippe’s rights in
years past . by Fred Meier on a. Dther words, Metro. can’t sell its
Brynner *lso 'disclosed that cer¬
a total of 23 Bowery Boys films in
a deal involving more than $500- lease, left Schenectady—city of; films to anyone else to be imported tain projects are in negotiation
92,000
population—with.
oniy
four
•
under
that
major’s
license.
One
with
directorwriter
Richard
000. Grippo, who created the!
i of the reasons for this is that such Brooks, with whom Brynner Was
aeries, owned a 50.90 interest , in jopen motion, picture situations,
asociated
on
the
production
of
Thev are- the first-run Playa arid a..swap.-would be unfair under the
the films, all made between ,1945
“The Brothers Karamazov.” Indie
and 1951.
which
takes
into
account
what
com¬
also
has
plans
for
television
pro¬
In all, 48 films' have been made and moveover State, Fabian^irectpanies gross in given markets.
ductions, which marks a return for
in the series.
ed; the uptown Cameo, conducted
There would be nothing, how- Brynner to his activities of some
by. Sid Dwore as an art. house. The
years ago; he was a television pro¬
! Colony, in the Woodlawnsection,
^ a,,^Apafy that. ■*“?:
ducer and director before starring
was owned
and operated
onerated for
a long
lone ; ,s ghod from. MPEA, to. acquire
;. was;
owned and
for a
minimal interest in an indie pro¬ on Broadway Ip “The King and I”
| time by John W. Gardner.
duction :and release it under its which catapulted him into the.
Earlier in-the year, the 44-year- own banner. It’s pointed out that, ranks of top-drawer actors.
old Erie, adjacent to the State, in countries like France and japan,
Brenner currently is completing
I—
i ! was demolished and the site ^as i the nWjbrs are limited and cannot “The Buccaneer” at Paramount.
■B
r
'
I I rnnvArtofl intn a narlnntf Inf■>,. ’
..
Roclcefcllct r_*_
Center • rr
Cl 6*4600
i converted into a parking^ lot; .TTaL,
Fa-[import some strong films. That’s Upon conclusion of that film, AIhiAtr also
alet\ rtnpratpri
U ltnripr
‘ i'
,
i bian
operated it,
under an
an aril*_al_*
ar- particularly.
MARLON BRANDO
true of United Art¬ ciona will set up offices in N...Y.
i rangement with the W. Wo Farley ists With its many indie, producers.
in SAYONARA
and here in February, Brynner Will
i Estate.
In such cases,;! the indie unques¬ plane to Paris to .start “The Jour¬
RtCMDO°M%NTAl!lJM0*fjAMSs^UflWe
Ji TicMuei X irtTitfcJcilK X
Schenectady film houses pres- tionably: has the right to seek his ney,” in which he ms partnered
A Warner Bros. Picture
: ently closed include the Crane, own . outlet where UA can’t assure with
producer-director Anatole
and JHE MUSIC HAIL'S tKIT CHRISTMAS STttE SHOW
1 Strand, American and Palace.
| it . due to restrictions.
Litvak for MGM release.

'Bowery Boys’ AU-AA

RAND CUT MUSIC Hilt—

I

alleged film industry sellout to tv.
The multiple folding of. theatres:
Fairbanks referred to as “the.
shedding of excess fat,” in a press
conference, here last week.
Overproduction and ovef-i vest¬
ment in the film industry at a time
of general easing off iq. the na¬
tional economy h4 analogized to
the surplus of autos which “does
not mean thkt General Motors Will
go out of business.”
Fewer pix. and fewer theatres,
with improved qualify in both, are
his forecast! for the future of the¬
atre films. Although theatre opera¬
tors have been forced to hold pix
beyond the breakeven point in
many first run houses, Fairbanks
maintains that a surplus of product
is forcing short runs. The Whole
argument'he maintains is just
friendly row” that has always; ex¬
isted between distributors and ex¬
hibitors.
'
He calls: this a transition era,
saying “what evolves. will be a
greater amusement industry repre¬
senting the ideal wedding of the
motion picture theatre; television,
radio and perhaps kindred innova¬
tions as yet uncohceived.”
On the policy of selling films to
tv he insists studios are guided by
able businessmen who are in turn
guided by bankers serving the
stockholders' interests. When the
novelty of feature films on video
wears off he believes audiences
will return to the theatres that re¬
main. In a shrinking market he
says the exchange of .films between
countries is essential
Regarding the “overgrown film
industry” and its “growing pains,”
he avers that fewer theatres can
pay tjie costs of more, expensive
motion pictures if pix: are made for
selective -audiences. Ty, he fore¬
casts, is due to become more selec¬
tive also, and along with the clos¬
ure of more theatres some tv sta-.
tions Will fold,
Fairbanks is still considering the
merits of pay tv. He notes that
the producer’s problem is to re¬
coup costs, at the rate of 10 cents
per boxoffice dollar.
In feevee
he saysjhere jare no middlemen to
eat up profits. Fairbanks has re. ently completed 180 . tv pix series
“Douglas Fairbanks Presents.”
Reaching the most people with >a
video or theatre film, can be done,
in two ways, either by playing to
the most diffuse mass audience or
with a specific Interest to saturate
a particular group. Tv, he main¬
tains, is still largely in the first
category while theatre films like
“La Strada” work on the other
basis.
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Stations’ Pro-Network Lobbying
A groundswell of solidarity against government restriction*
against the networks has begun among key affiliates of the web*
and is now being made apparent through local-level lobbying
among Congressmen and Senators. -Network affiliates have quiet*
ly approached the legislators to ask for support of the networks.
Essence of the lobbying is to tell the solons “to forget our old
complaints against the networks; they’re doing a great job and
any restrictions on them will hurt us as Well.” Stations have been
mapping their lobbying campaigns in state and regional broad*
Casters’ meetings, then going back to their local Congressmen to
put on the heat.
.
Campaign is expected to reach a peak on Jan* 13 and 14 in
Washington, When the CBS-TV affiliates hold their annual meet*
ing. At that time, the affiliates are expected to make a display
of strength in terms of Congressional support for the networks.
CBS-TV, at the same time, has done its bit, having lined up Vice
President Richard Nixon as an opening day speaker and also hav¬
ing set Sen Lyndon Johnson, the Senate majority leader, as the
speaker on the second day. CBS prexy Frank Stanton, and staff
v.p. Dick Salant will also address the business sessions.

To Halt CBS-Hajors’ Sun. Ballcasts
CBS-TV set off a storm at the4--- . .—---recent baseball meetings in Colo-r-n

SJSTMS
Week” in addition to its current
Saturday .games, but in spite of l
legal threats from the minor
leagues, the .network has a couple
of aces up its sleeve. Namely, a
sponsor arid commitments from
seyen major league dubs.
Sponsor is Falstaff Beer, which
already has a fat chunk of the Saturday games but wants to take on
the Sabbath tilts as well. Clubs
which have signed for the Sunday
telecasts are the New York Yankees, the Cleveland Indians, the
Chicago Whitesox, the Philadelphia
Phillies, the Cincinnati Redlegs,
the Chicago Cubs, and on a limited
basis, the Baltimore Orioles.
Thus, CBS holds the trump cards
in a situation which the minor
leagues have threatened to take
not only to the courts but to Congress as well. Minors, which tolcrated the Saturday gariies, are up
in arms over the Sunday affairs,
which though blacked out in major league territory are beamed
into minor league cities.
Argument of the minors is that
Sunday is the only day they get
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New York's next charity tele-[
thon Will come from the Coliseum,
the new building at Columbus Circle* It’ll be the second WABD telethon in slightly over two months,
last, by Jerry Lewis for Muscular
Dystrophy, haying been ..on Nov.
30 and Dec. 1.
On Feb. 8 and 9, Martha Raye is
slated to front the next WABD
telethon,. this time for the New
York Chapter of the Assn, for the
Health of Retarded Children.
--;—-——.
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In t $20,000,000 deal, the. biggest in broadcasting history involv-
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gates entirely. Although the. games
won’t be telecast within a radius
of 58 miles of a city where a minor
league Plays at home t^e minors
point out that this restriction
doesn’t prevent a signal from a city
75 miles away from getting into a
minor league town and killing the
Sunday gate,
During
the
recent
baseball
meets, the minors took their case
to baseball commissioner Ford
Frick, who expressed sympathy for
their plight but claimed he was
helpless, since any deals for telecasts were a matter strictly between the clubowners and CBS.
Minors thereupon threatened two
courses of action, lawsuits to stop,
the telecasts on a restraint of trade
rap, and a raising of the issue before Rep. Emanuel Cellar’s House
Judiciary subcommitte on monopoly which has investigated baseball and the television networks as
well. Latter course would involve
the minors’ turning on the major
league cluhowners.
Actually, short of court action.
the only way Sunday telecasts
could be prevented is by cutting
off the source of telecasts, i.e., the
club contracts with CBS, or by lack
of sponsorship interest. But the
major league Clubs have, already
signed—seven of them, anyway—
In anticipation of the additional
(Continued
Dace 34)
(Continued on
on
34)
(Contmued
on page
page w

purchased. WCAU-TV-AMFM in Philadelphia from the Philly
Bulletin. Purchase broke down to
$I2f600,000 for the tv sWtion alone,
j' ?_’■
,
■
$3,000,000. for the radio stations
and in a separate transaction,
$4,400,000 for real estate which ineludes the WCAU land and buildings*
The purchase gives CBS its full
complement of seven television statioris (five VHP and two UHF) arid
seven radio outlets. Television statioris. are WCAU-TV, WCBS-TVin
New York, KNXT in Los Angeles,
WBBM-TV in Chicago, KMOX-TV
in,-St. Louis (still subject to FCG
approval) arid UMF’ers WXIX in
Milwaukee and WHCT-TV in Hartford. In radio, the network owns
WCBS, N.Y.; KNX, Los Angeles,
WBBM, Chicago; KMOX, St, Louis;
WEEI, Boston; KCBS, San Francisco and WCAU. . The . entire
WCAU transaction is subject to
FCC approval.
Deal gives Philadelphia two network O&o stations, since NBC
already owns WRCV-TV-AM-rFM
there, subject of a current antitrust suit in the federal courts,
WCAU is CBS’ oldest affiliate both
in radio and ty, and the working.,
relationship between station and
network has always been close.
Station’s key personnel will probably be retained by CBS, since Rob¬

Season’s Greetings from

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O’DAY and FARFEL
• With HUMPHREY HIGSBYR
Dec. 28* the “Jimmy Dean Show”;
CBS-TV, Jan. 1, the “Arline Francis
Show.”
”
Currently TV Spokesman for the
NESTLE CO. ;
Management: Directional -Enter¬
prises, 200 West 67th Street, New
York.
Booking: Mercury Artists Corp.
730 vFifth Avenue, New York.__

Prelude to a Gracious
Bowoff; Nigerian’s 64G
The “$64,000 Question” expert
on the Bible, former Nigerian
tribesman Theopholus Ade Aderomriu—emcee Hal March and the
execs called him by his middle
name for obvious reasons—could
have gone for the $128,000 plateau
and, even if missing. Would not
have been denied the $64,000 he
first won. Which is what made his
exit from the show last week some¬
what more gracious since, even de¬
spite his self-confessed mental inequaninmity, he stood to lose noth-,
ing/. However/, in a sincere, com¬
posed speechlet he touched on “the
recent newspaper publicity” with¬
out going into details about his
marital affairs arid the like.
INS’ Jack. Lotto sprung the Chi¬
cago riiarriage, which came on top
of ari abortive reconciliation at¬
tempt with the first Wife by a New
York judge.. Eventually, the show’s
impresarios, Harry Fleischmann
and Steve Carlin, discovered a cou¬
ple of other “mild fibs.”
For a good portion of the Tues¬
day afterrioon preceding the show’s
regular i0 p. hi, CBS. slot, he
couIdnT be found. Mert Koplin,
producer of the show, finally
sriioked Ade out at the Winslow
Hotel, Madison Ave. arid.54th St.,
where the packagers usually put
up their guests, after the Nigerian
Bible expert had refused phone
calls. It Was not until. 20 minutes
before show time that he showed
up at the 'studio and Aderomnu
took March: aside and told of his
decision to quit because he felt
he “would make a fool of myself
in my present condition; I have
caused you and all my friends on
this show eriough embarrassment.”
This caused the CBS and the pack(Continued on page 32)

Lotsa Lever Loot
For ‘Bandstand’

—.— ------¥ Next Monday’* (30) one-shot
g
...»
U
D J*
“Timex All Star Jazz Show” may
luUllO
determine for years to come what
rt
mr
1|H .‘.L commercial future, if any, jazz will

Longmes Buys
For New Year s Musicale haye on taiev!^,
Longines-Wittnauer has ordered
a special one-hour New Year’s Eve
show bn CBS Radio, an 11-to-midnight entry titled “Longines New
Year’s Eve Festival Hour of Music.” Narrated by Frank Knight
and featuring the Longinek Symphonette, it’s a cavalcade Of Amerlean music of the past Ceritury, similar to the tv format Longines
sponsored a couple of. Thanksgivings ago on CBS-TV.
Order was placed through the
Victor A. Bennett agency.
- ——•
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St. Paul, Dec. 23. j
_ .
Twin
Cities’ four
four television
television and
Twin Cities
and
stations are
12 radio commercial .station?
experiencing a rush of advertising
business
and some
business and
some are
are increasing
increasing
their
a result
their news
news coverage
coverage as a.
result of
of aa
strike
strike that
that has
has caused
caused the
the two
two
local dailies, the Morning Pioneer
Press and Evening .Dispatch,
Dispatch, both
under
the same
Ridder ownership;
under the
same Ridder
ownership,
to
to suspend
suspend publication.
publication,
Following
reach an
Following failure
failure to
to reach
an
agreement
a wage
agreement on
on a
wage boost
boost de¬
demand,
27 Mailers;
“and, the.
the 27
Mailers, union
union inem¬
members walked out last Tuesday
(17)
TuesdayUT)
and
were soon
soon followed
Typo¬
and were
followed by
by Typographical
and
American
Newspa¬
graphical and American Newspaper
members.
per Guild
Guild union
union members.
Except
broadcast funeral
Except to
to broadcast
funeral no¬
notices,
arid radio
tices, KSTP
KSW television
television and
radio
was
one
station
which
was one station which didn’t
didnt add
add
any
news programs
programs because
any news
because its
Its
service
along these
service along
these lines
lines is
is consid¬
considered
and on
ered “complete”
complete and
on a
a par
par or
or
superior to that of newspapers, ac¬
S°/l“
c n rr?TrS' aC,'
cording to S. D. Hubbard, presi¬
d»n'f1S5niraiSm^'.^rbbard’ p^**:
dent-general manager.
ie!Ea
«E”S« . ■
Hubbard, who prides himself on
the station’s news ,. department,
RCA Shifts: Durkac
claims that it is larger than that
of dither of the two St. Paul daily
RCA has shifted John Durkac uf^jerpfthdtw.stp^
daily

ert McLean, Bulletin prexy and
WCAU Inc. board chairman, said
that CBS told him it wished to
“continue the working relationship
between the stations and the Bulle¥1
4jy
| _
fjf tin in local news and programming
NAV KOnHctAnfl
areas.” Furthermore. Don ThOrnI UI
UOllUoUulU
burgh, WCAU prexy, and Charles
Vanda, its program factotum, are
ABC-TV grabbed off a prestige old CBS hands dating back many
account for its afternoon lineup years, with Vanda having inspired
: ...
■
.
..
.
f some Philly-originating network
along with another sizeable hunk ,entries.
of business. It all went to “Amerigale does; not include WCAU’s
can Bandstand,” arid the big buy holdings in WDAU. a UHF station
was by Lever Bros., which took a in Scranton, or iri Muzak: Corp. from the New York service depart¬
ment, under Jerry Monaghan, to
quarter-hour a week on a firm 52Camden to-officiate as liaisori beweek pact, according to the web-i lfTITIf AT >C 9£ AICU7
tweeri engineering arid broadcast¬
* Lever inked for the Wednesday MU1UAL O ZD JlCn
ing in the design , of antennas, cam¬
eras arid transmitters.
Durkac’s
stanza° out °of WFIL-TV, Philly/
field experience pointed him up for
summed OntelStoe aSp'0";
Mutual has accepted applications this newly-created spot.
John Robirisori has. succeeded
begins Jan, 8. Other deals signed from 26 indies for affiliation, stahim in the RCA Service Co. in the
at almost the same time were with tions ranging in power from 250 to
I metropolitan. N. Y. office.
J°e Lowe Corp., on a shortterm 5 000 watts. The new affiliations
deal for Fridays at 4:30 starting
.
for a hotspell run oh June 13, and puts the net over 11x6 450"markScripttr
with Peter Paul, as of Feb. 6, for
New affiliations lined up include
13 weeks in the Thursday 4:15 KLMS* Lincoln, Neb.; WTOD, Toleanchorage.
do, WGCD, Belimnt- Charlotte,:
This brings to five the number N.C.; and WFVG, Raleigh, N.C.
having long ago tamad In his taxiof weekly or alternately-weekly
In the programming department,
tab for a. Dramatist Gnild card
bankrollers buying into “Band- news and: special events director
proves his claim to membarstand.”
General Mills bought a Norman Baer has. iriapped a new
ship with an antnsing pine*
skip-week quarter hour some weeks science Show for the net/ to be
ago, and Seven Up bought time heliried by Earl Ubell, science edi¬
tor an Xmas push.
tor of the New York Herald Trib. Eventually, ABC-TV. intends cut- urie.
The 25-minute interviewting back the length of the Dick news-commentary show will be
another; Editorial Feature
Clark-fronted
afterrioon
stanza, aired on Sundays at 6:05 p.m., beIn the npcoming
perhaps to a half-hour a day, and ginning Jan. 42.
fin iri the time with new programUnder the heading of new biz,
5>2d Anniversary Number
ming. Show now runs from 3 to the Reader’s Digest, via J. Walter:
3:30 and 4 to 5 daily, with the last Thompson, has inked its third saof
_ hour
at -least three-and-a-!ialf turation campaign, on the net* takf'/SRIETY
ARB rating points ahead of its ing five-minute news and sports
CBS or NBC. competition.
segments,.as well as participations.
w
*
¥
_
I flfCQ I AUAIT I AAf
JuUIvtl LCYvI litfUl

Place on TV (or That Jazz Beat?
Timex Show May lick OK Answers

INDIE AFFILIATIONS

Eddie Davis

A Yo ck A Day

12

newspapers.
All stations were giving prefer^
ence to their regular advertisers as
some of them had to turn away
7^them
had t0 turn away
business.
As far as local theatres are con¬
concerned, the newspaper shutdown
Comes at
comes
at a
a time when,
when, of
of course,
course,
(Continued on
(Continued
on page
page 34)
34)
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San Antonio, Dec. 23.
All salaried
salaried employees
at KITE
KITE
All
employees at
on Thursday (19) received their
share of the station’s profits for
1957, arid the amounts were larger
than ever before in the staitpn’s
staiton’s
history. This is the second split of
profits for KITE employees this
was made in June.
year. The first Was
Some office workers with high
seniorship received as much as
six weeks extra pay for the year,
and department heads at KITE
averaged four weeks pay from the.
the
year’s profit share. Although not
part‘of
part
‘of the employee’s wages, this
type of profit sharing bonus, has
been paid
paid every year since KITE
been
was inaugurated in 1947.

Sponsors have written off th#
]ow. rating on the “Seven Lively
Arts” presentation of “The Sound
of Jazz” as irrelevant, due to the
Sunday afternoon time slot, the
“arty” approach to the subject, and
the use of artists not known to the
general public though still major
jazz personalities. The Timex pres*
entation, however, has everything
in.its favor as a “test case,” in
terms of time slot, “commercial”
jazz artists like Louis Armstrong
and Gene Krupa, and a name emcee In the person of Steve Allen.
Just what will happen in terns
of ratirigs is anybody’s guess, inr
eluding Sylvan Taplinger, radio-tv
boss of the Peck agency, which
bought the show for Timex through
Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking
ButTapUnger, who initiated
the idea of a jazz show four years
ago arid has just now finally gotten
around to launching it, due to a
series of mishappenstances, does
have a good idea that jazz can sell
watches, in the course - of inVestigating the composition of the
jazz audience—a job he took on
hinjseIf £our yeMSJ back; whjn W
£ound ttat ^ aU the ]iterat#a
ivritten aboutjazz.there waSnothing ab0ut its audience—he cam.
up with the following profile of the
jazz audience*
sraies betw;en the ages of 20 to
40 comprise fully 40% of the jazz
audfenee, in terms of record purchases,- concert attendance, etc.
Worten in the 20-40 age ’group
comprise 30% of the overall total,
Men over 4„ make up about jjo%
of the total, while men under 20
account for 5% and women above
40 and below 20 account for the
other 5%. In the main group, the
20-40-year-old male, about 50% are
in the high Income and upper middie income group, with the other
40% m the middle Income group,
Virtually all are aboye average. inteIU8«nce. In the oyer-40 male
S™W. there Is a high concentraOon Of wealth and Intelligence^
■ 0.r
-0
011 pa^e ^
!
^
fwjn aaa /I

<PJiUvv«UUv vtllil
|IimA rAi. MDf TV

HyIIU lUl liDv 1 T

~ T
NBC-TV last week racked up
$3,000,000 in new and renewed

daytime business, sparked by a 52week deal with Corn Products Refining Co, calling for renewal of six
alternate-week daytime quarter*
hours on three shows and the purebase of a new alternate-week
quarter-hour on ‘The Price Is
Right.”
Other business came out of
Chicken-of-the-Sea Tima? ►which
picked up two alternate Wednesday quarter-hours, on “It Could Be
You” and “Queen for. a Day”
through Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan; the H. W. Gossard Co., which
bought an alternate-week quarterhour in “Tic Tac Dough” for 11
weeks via Edward H. Weiss; and
Mentholatum, which bought four
alternate-week quarter-hours in
“Treasure Hunt” through J. Walter
Thompson. Corn Products agency
was C. L, Miller.
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No Time For Preemptions
It’s time the broadcasting industry took a second look at Its
notion of responsibility, and what constitutes a swift arid adequate relay of information to the public and a proper respect
for the nation’s leadership in times of national emergency.
*

,
the President of the. United States the “three hours
later” brushoff treatment, arid especially when it concerns some
vital post-NATO summations, for the simple reason that an
11:30 p.m. delayed telecast can allow for “businessfas usual” and
forestall preempting a half-hour of commercial time, would have
been regarded as fantastic and unbelievable Only a few short
years ago. Yet last night (Mon.) was such an occasion, when
President Eisenhower, going on an all-network television hookup
at 8:30 to update the nation with his Paris summation, actually
only succeeded in making “direct contact” with his constituents
through CBS. NBC and ABC, for reasons best, known to them¬
selves,. shunted the Presidential pronunciameritos to the late
night fringe area, in order that “Wells Fargo” and “Bold Jour¬
ney” could go on their respective and intrepid Ways. CBS alone
chose to knock off Arthur Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts”: for an onthe-spot pickup of what the President had to say. Certainly, in
the light of CBS prexy Frank Stanton’s recent .. espousal, before
the International Convention of Radio-TV News Directors Assn,
in Miami. Beach, any Other course would have indeed put the.
network in an. awkward spot, it was precisely this sort of thing— .
the weakening of the present structure of broadcasting in dis¬
charging a commanding responsibility—that Stanton was talking ■
about when he warned that “the news demands—the need for
speed, the need for reaching all the people simultaneously, the,.
need for complete, revealing and instantaneous pictures of events
and their background—these demands, are put. squarely up to
us in-broadcasting .«. This is an. immense job. it is a responsi¬
bility we canriot ignore.”
“ '
Yet ignore it Is precisely what two-thirds of television net¬
working did (nor, for that, matter, has CBS been completely ab¬
solved from past transgressions when preemption of commercial
shows was at stake).
It; would, seem that, at a time when the whole television in¬
dustry is on the Governmental hot seat and facing some drastic
penalties, now more than ever it is essential that'the industry,
and notably the networks, lead from a position of strength and
certainty. What happened last night just doesn’t square with
the facts. Or is the. state of tlie union wallowing hi such lethargy
that it’ll settle for ABC’s “Bold Journey” rather than the Presi¬
dent’s?

FC€ Okays WHOO Sale
Washington, Dec; 23.
Sale of the Edward O. Lamb
radio station, WHOO, in Orlando,
Fla., for $250,000 to Edwin B.
Estabrook, tv producer and direc¬
Timex has made its peace with tor, was okayed by the Federal
Communications Commission last
NBC-TV and has purchased an Week.
alternate-week halfrhour sponsor¬
ship of the Steve Allen show, start¬
ing Jan: 26 and running through
May. Deal follows a Timex onehot on the Allen show a week ago
(15) and the watch company’s pur¬
chase of the one-hour “All Star
Jazz Show" on Dec^ 30.
Consequently, all breaches ap¬
parently are healed between Timex,
and NBC, despite the former’s de¬
cision to pull out of the Bob Hope,
show after Hope appeared on the
ABC-TV Frank Sinatra show in
Which rival Bulova had a commer¬
cial. Timex subsequently went
over to CBS-TV for half-sponsor¬
ship of a Bing Crosby spec, but
that didn't , materialize, and the
watch company and. the Peck agen¬
cy subsequently placed the jazz
show on NBC. and then moved into
the Allen stanza.
Timex Will replace Pharma-Craft,
which is pulling put after half a.
Season in the program, primarily
because its cold, drugs are sea-,
sonal affairs with a letdown after
the winter. . With S. C. Johnson
continuing with its alternate-Week
hour, Timex will share the Allen
tab with Greyhound.

Crystal-ball gazing as tp program¬
ming for the 1958-59 tv season has
already been started by . toplevel
agency executives and the agency
men feel that the critics won’t have
to adapt a new jargon for the next
semester. Oaters are here to stay
and the most significant change,
predicted by the ad men is the re¬
turn to comedies with the thrushes
and warblers getting a chance in
all but two or three instances to
rest their vocal chords.
Tom McDermott, veepee iri
charge of Tadio and tv for Benton
& Bowles, predicts that there would
be no dramatic disappearances of
the shoot: ’em ups and: foresees
next fall’s fare as not much dif¬
ferent from this year’s lineup. Mc¬
Dermott, while taking a second
look at the cards, thinks that there
will be an increase of funnymen
and that singers will be-the hard¬
est hit prograrawise. This, he says,
is attributable to the fact that this
year's crpp of vocalists was not
created out of a desire by the pop¬
ulace but rather a trend arising
from desperatio on the part of pro¬
duction people.
McDermott thinks that there also
will be more adventure and melo¬
drama yarns on tv and as for the
specs he feels that if you have a
good show arid you put it in a good
time period it will come across to
the people.
George Haight, veepee in charge
of the McCann Erickson tv departmerit, predicted that there, would
he more horse operas for 1958. He
feels that many of the singing
shows will .have to be revamped
and their* success will in great
measure depend on the producers
and writers. Haight thinks that
the presentation of song after song
will not produce a hit but rather it
depends on what is done between
songs and oil the leading.
As for space he feels that their
efficiency in 1957 has been. proven
and it’s probably one of the best
ways for; a sponsor to launch a
new product or compaign. He also
feels a resurgence in comedies.
Jatries Neale, head of the Dancer: (Continued on page 34)

It Figures
Reason - for “Studio One’s”
impending move from New
York to the Coast is so that
it can get top film stars other¬
wise unavailable in New York.
For its first Hollywood origi¬
nation Jam 6, its three stars
will be Pat O’Brien; Joanne
Dru and Cameron Mitchell.
So after he does the “Studio
One” stint, Mitchell heads for
New York for an appearance
on “Kraft Theatre” a couple
of weeks later.

700G Bob Hope
Nabs a Client

Television’s hottest current suc¬
cess story is TenDay Press-On
Nail Polish, which emerged from,
the obscurity of a new product to
become a $10,000,000-a-year seller
inside of four months, with a con¬
servatively estimated 35% share
of the nail polish market all
through television.
The spectacular success of the
new product was handled through
the aegis of another “television
baby,” the Product Services, Inc.
ad agency, itself a tv success story.
Product Services nursed TenDay
through the test and packaging
stage, billed all of $96 via two spot
ads in June but by the end of
September was billing over $280,000 a month, all in tv, on the ac¬
count. Billings for PSI ate cur¬
rently running over $2,000,000 a
year on the TenDay account will
exceed that in 1958.
PSI got the account a year ago.
When the inventor of the press-oripeel-off polish came to agency prez
Les Persky after , having been told
by another top agency experienced
in cosmetic accounts that the idea
would never sell.- Persky worked
with the inventor,, and with Tech¬
nical Tape Co., the manufacturer,
and came up with solutions to the
packaging problem and to the size
patterns for the pre-cut pieces of
p'olishron-adhesive.
Two Test Markets
It. wasn’t until June that the
product Was launched in two test
markets. PSI did fou*» one-minute
filmed commercials at a *iost of
$5,000 (from .which were edited
20-sepond spots' and ID’s), and
these are the only commercials be¬
ing used today, other than live de(Continued on page *34)

NBC-TV is sitting oil a $700,000
rap unless it can peddle off the
half-sponsorship on the last three
Bob Hope shows of the season.
Even if it. succeeds, the web is
likely to take.a $150,000 loss in the
affair due to' the sustaining costs
of the one-shot hour “Arthur Mur¬
ray Party”, this Saturday (28), ne¬
cessitated by the. preemption in¬
volved in the original Timex buy
of the Hope show.
Plymouth, which bought the sec¬
ond and third Hope shows of the
season—No. 3 is set for Jan. 17—
also had an option on the final
three, but decided last week to
drop its option, leaving the pro¬
grams only half sold, to Johnson
Outboard Motors. Plymouth’s rea¬
son for failing to pick up its op¬
tion was the difficulties involved
in getting good time periods for
the Hope show, due to the com¬
plexities of preempting around
competing auto sponsors.
In its sponsorship. of the second
Wildroot Co. has asked CBS-TV
Hope show in November; Plymouth to allow it to pull out of “Robin
Hood” sponsorship at the earliest
(Continued on page 34)
possible date. Wildroot is com¬
mitted to the program for the bal¬
ance of the season, but if the net¬
work can find some bankroller will¬
ing to take over Wildroot’s alter¬
nate week, it will grant the relief,
Johnson Sc Johnson has the other
week on the show.
Reason fori the Wildroot request
is a combination of budgetary and
new' product complications. Com¬
pany has developed a new sham¬
poo which is competitive to the one
it already ' uses on the “Robin
Hood” commercials.
It doesn’t
have enough budget for two net¬
work show's and can't use the “Rob¬
in Hood” stanza to advertise both
brands because of their competi¬
tive nature. Only solution is to go
into spot tv, and that’s the basis
of the Wildroot request, vi
BBD&O, for relief.

‘Robin Hood’ Out

OUT SOON!
The

52nd Anniversary Humber

LINKROUM’S DANN SPOT
ON NBC ‘SPECIAL’ SALES
Dick Linkroum, director of “Today”-“Tonight” for NBC-TV, has.
been named- to succeed Mike Dann,
as direcor of sales for the net¬
work’s entire roster of specials.
(This involved about 100. for the
*57-’58 semester under the Dann
regime). Darin resigned recently, to
become, prexy of Henry Jaffe En¬
terprises.
,
There will be no successor tp
Linkroum, with Bill Sargent di¬
rector of participating .Prog,a“f
taking on closer supervision, of the
shoVs.

Forms

Of

JO RANSON EXITS WMGM,
WILL JOIN ‘VARIETY’

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety off ice
NEW YORK 36
154 W. 44rti St.

HOLLYWOOD 21
4464 Saiiet Jlvd.

CHICAGO 11
412 N. MIcMgaa Ave.

LONDON, W. C. 2
• St. Maria's Piece
Trafalgar Sqaore

Jo Ranson is resigning as press
and public service director of
WMGM, the New York independ¬
ent radio station owned by Loew’s
Inc., and joins the editorial staff
of Variety on Jan. 13.
Ranson has been with WMGM
since 1946 and, prior thereto he was
for 15 years-radio editor and col¬
umnist of the now defunct Brooklyn
Eagle. Coincidentally and since, he
was also Variety correspondent.in
the Gowanus belt, with particular
coverage of the Coney Island show
biz scene. He has written extensive¬
ly on New York City history, nota¬
bly on Coney Island and other out¬
door , amusements. He is also au¬
thor of several books on. radio and
television and has taught these sub¬
jects in the Evening Session of the
College of the City of New York.
On Variety he will specialize in tvradio but, like most staffers, his
coverage will be general show biz
as welL
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Station Rep Contracts Come In
AH Shapes & Sizes Hiese Days
The general^ feeling among sta-4
tion managers* who come wander¬
ing into the big town*to talk to
their station rep is that they still
got straw in their shoes and they
should* hired a Philadelphia law¬
yer when it comes to signing a
contract
What is most significant about Editor, Variety;
New York,
Ihe contracts between the reps
and their station clients is that,
Your piece on the failure of star
like the men’s furnishing depart¬ appearances
in
local
markets
ment there is a size to fit anyone.
There is no such animal as the clashes oddly with Walter Guild’s
standard contract and out of over essay in the same issue concerning
30 repperies polled there appeared “Ratingcide.”
over 75 types of different contracts.
What with the current economic
Within the average station rggs situation, I predict it will be more
list there is usually three or more
vital than ever that tv stars Work
different types of contracts. This
for manufacturers
essential,
practice differs somewhat than it
marketing areas the country Oyer.
did 10 years ago when the boys in
It is not enough to put on a show
the trade operated under the one
today.
As we get deeper and
form method: The switch most reps
deeper into tougher selling, situa¬
claim has been. brought about by
tions, ;our shows must work harder
the advent of television which
than ever to sell product. And tv
broke up the old straight 15% con¬
personalities who will work hard¬
tract.
t
'
er toward that end are the ones
The medium brought into the Who Will piay off on social security.
hands of the reps more money than
Examining the question of “per¬
they were accustomed to dealing
sonal appearances’’ it becomes
with when they had.radio alone;
fairly obvious that many people:
With so much more money in¬
still equate a hand shaking opera¬
volved plus stiffer competition, the
tion with a planned merchandising
reps decided to take less than their
saturation of individual markets.
Usual 15% slice. Once the practice
Again, there is a tremendous dif¬
got initiated by one or more of the.
ference* in the way tours are han¬
reps it turned into a matter of sur¬ dled. Frequently, indeed, ratings
vival for the other firms. The. com¬
are a small part of the objective.
mission rates now range from the
More often than hot,, a properly
standard 15% all the way down set up and Organized merchandisr
to 5%.
ing; tour emphasizes the power Of
The station reps will admit for national advertising, to regional
the most, part that the slicing Of and local sales representatives; im¬
the pie downwards was chiefly a presses, the local trade with the ef¬
case of greediness but say in'their fort put out by a. major supplier;
defense that economic factors en¬ sells home office philosophy to the
tered into the matter also. If the i field; enables future commercial
reps didn’t reduce the rates with efforts to be more profitable and
chain broadcasting outfits, they, believable, if you wilL
claim, the McLendon, Westing-,
These are just some of the many
house and Storz companies would benefits accruing from... properly
have hired their Own national sales handled, tv “on location’’ efforts:
staff , and cut out the reps entirely. Ratings are one thing—and an im¬
The contracts themselves are of portant item. However, selling is
three basic types. There is the flat more important in the Icing run:
rate that is charged for all na¬
TV personalities must be m.erT
tional business procured by the chandised properly in the field.
rep. . If the station does number Of When the plan , is right, and the
dollars worth Of business the rep execution ditto, the results have to
At least, that’s
takes a certain percentage of the be satisfactory.
figure.
been one man’s experience for a
The second and. probably the long time.
Hal Darns
most widely used method- is the
(V.P., Grey Agency)
descending scale applied , by the
reps. If a station bills a million
dollars worth Of national business
the rep will usually charge more
for the first third of a million than
for the second third and still less
for the remainder.
The argument for this system by
the reps is based on the theory
that it takes certain staff and op¬
erating costs to do business initial¬
ABC’s radio and tv owned & Op¬
ly and what they are: doing is tak¬
erated. stations, in New York sepa¬
ing less for the gravy.
The third and probably the best rately, reported record billings fig¬
System for chargmg the station is ures for recent periods. WABCbased on the ascending scale which TV, in the fourth quarter of 1957,
gives reps their share of money hit an alltime high, topping the
only if they earn it. The more busi¬ same time last year by 27% more
ness the rep gets, , the . more he coin. WABC Radio reached a new
charges. The reps under ;this plan November, peak, which was 18%
higher than Nov., 1956.
workman the incentive basis.
WABC-T.V topper Robert Stone
The usual contract contains com¬
pensation arrangements, the terms attributed . the final quarter’s in¬
of the contract, the 'coverage areas crease to five factors: introduction
of the reps, the types of services of first-run Columbia pix and the
to be provided by the reps, renew¬ “Shock” feature package in the
ed clauses, and usually winds up latenight. zone; the recent “Houses
the clause that pertains to both par¬ wives Special Plan,” offering bankties having to agree; on business rollers a daytime spot saturation
placed by the ^reps and the sta¬ plan at rates much the same, as lo¬
tion. Some of the more outlandish cal radio’s: the. signing of several
agreements even stipulate who has new advertisers to the. station; “un¬
to pay. the freight when a station usually high” political billings at
man comes, to town, and gets into election ! time last; November, and
the realm of entertainment.
a general rating increase.

TV-Radio Production Centres
IN NEW YORK CITY
WRCA and WRCA-TV advertising-promotion dept, has been spilt
into two units, with Tony Kreamer becoming audience promotion man¬

More Vital Than Ever
That Stars & Clients

THE
HONEY DREAMERS
Currently on “The' Jim Backus
Show;’’ Daily-American Broadcast¬
ing; Network, •
Records
. Transcriptions
Mgmt: ART WARD
Direction
Oxford 7-8034 .
MCA

Fnsco AM Prices
ComeHiAKYA’s

London, Dec. 23.
A new agreement, Which among,
other things covers the rapid ex-,
pahsion of British commercial tv
during the past two years, has been
negotiated between the Variety
Artists Federation and the. Inde¬
pendent Television programmers/
The new pact covers all mem¬
bers of the VAF appearing in com¬
mercial tv variety shows and not
only specified acts as set out in
the old agreement Minimum per¬
formance fee. has been upped by
$3 to $23. The previous agreement
was signed on Dec. 30, 1955, when
only the London commercial sta¬
tion was on the air.
i

ager and Michael Lannon becoming sales promotion, manager, both
reporting to Max Buck, director of sales and marketing .
Bob
Chang resigning as exec producer oh the Tex & Jinx McCraryahows
to devote full time to packaging ... Gene Waldstein upped from guest
relations to a stage manager position at WRCA-TV . . . Jean Mowrey
into a featured role on CBS-TiTs “As the World Turns” day timer.. . .
“The Twentieth Century’s” associate producer Ike Kleiherman, writer
Don Kellerman and narrator . Walter Cronkite planed to Washington
to film an interview with Sen. Estes Kefauver for the Feb, 16 show,
“Crime and the Committee,” depicting the impact of the televised
1951 Kefauver crime hearings ... Abby Lewis into “Modern Romances”
this week . . . Sal Mineo appointed cochairman of the “Teens Against
Polio” drive of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
. .
Robert Arthur and Ronald Dawson sold their radio package, “Open the
Door for Murder,” to Australia, via Fremantle Overseas Radio & TV
... WCBS sales manager Buck Hurst and merchandising director How¬
ard Lally in Chicago last week for thO annual Midwest Food Growers
convention, with Hurst staying over for. holiday visits with his family
. . . Edith Barstow staging “Kraft Theatre” tomorrow (Wed.) . • . Don
Elliot Quartefc Walter Slezak, Andy Williams, Bibl Osterwald . into
Patrice Munsel’s Friday (27) stanza on ABC-TV , . . Mildred Miller
and George Feyer guesting Jain. 13 edition of “Voice of Firestone,” and
week earlier on show it’s Elaine Malbin . . . Mike Wallace interviewing
Maj. Alexander P. de Seversky Saturday (28)
. Carol Channing,
Wayne Morris and Nancy Berg are interviewers on remaining “Probe”“Night Beat” shows on WABD this week . . •■
Cooking expert Dione Lucas will; conduct “Gourmet Club” on WPIX
for nighttime viewers. The show, to be sponsored by Brooklyn Union
Gas Co., will be shown Tuesday evenings at 10:30, beginning Jan. 7
... Mutual’s interview with Art'Buchwald, the columnist who kicked ;
up a firstrate row with his takeoff on an imagined Presidential press,
conference, got good press coverage. Associated Press, United Press
and New York Herald Tribune referred tq MBS’ interview with Buchwald conducted by Eldon Griffiths* chief correspondent in Europe for
“Newsweek” mag and a special correspondent for the net at the NATO
Paris meeting . . . The U.S. Marine Corps has presented WOR-TV with
a special award for its “cooperation and assistance” . . . indie WPIX
will carry. Monday’s (30) scheduled address by President Eisenhower
and State Secretary Dulles .

San Francisco, Dec. 23.
Price on AM. radio stations in
Northern California is still going
up.
Latest nibble for KYA, Frisco
indie owned by J. Elroy MaCaw
and John. Keating, is $1,450,000,
Ralph Edwards-packaged “End of the Rainbow” will be the first
according to general manager Irv¬ weekly tv show to be travelled. It will require production crews in
N.Y., Chicago and Hollywood. Slotted against “Gungnioke,” NBC will
ing. C. Phillips.
get behind it with a big promotional push in an effort to knock the
: Phillips said McCaw and Keat¬
western leader out of the box . .
Jimmy Durante . won’t be over-ex¬
ing have received five, unsolicited posed in tv this season. He’11 be night-clubbing most of. the time with
bids in the last fortnight, all above only an occasional guesting . . . Molly Low, who quit as KGFJ sales,
$1,250,000. He wouldn’t name the manager* now sparking sales for Tel National, radio transcription ser¬
high bidder, but said the first offer vice . . . ABC’s Jim Aubrey in town to fire up Orson Welles for a new
dramatic series ... Gisele MacKenzie won the Hollywood Women’s
cam© from Bartell Broadcasters,
Club special achievement award ... . CBS-TV’s A1 Scalpohe finally
and identified; two of the other picked Jeanne Crain for the lead in “GuestWard Ho,” to be . piloted
bidders as Westinghouse and Gen¬ next month as- a filmed sqries . . . I. B. Kornblum,; show biz lawyer,
took his son, David, away from William Morris into his own firm ;; .
eral Electric:
Writers row at Screen Gems is jumping these days. Bose Franken is
KYA, an oldline Frisco indie,
propping “Claudia,” Carol Irwin is at work on “Minerva” (for Myrna
Was: purchased by McCaw and Loy), and Ben Feiner has three teams grinding out.scripts for the Ed
^eating in 1950 for $150,000.
Wynn pilot .• . . Tommy Greenhow appointed director of programming
Phillips said the $1,450,000 bid at McCann-Erickson, and Charles Powers moves up as direct or of com¬
represents the highest offer ever mercial services . . . Frank Lovejoy broke his leg on the set of “Meet *
McGraw” and will be cast in plaster for four weeks.
made for a Frisco AM outlet and
addedthat while the station hasn’t
officially been put up for sale the
Jackie Van’s 15-minute strip on. WGN-TV gets cancelled after Jan. 1
top offer was being considered
to make way for a new quiz show . . . WNBQ producer Harry Trigg
because of its “outstanding size.”
mapping new local moppet show for the noontime spot now occupied
^_._■.'. , *♦
by NBC-TV’s “Tex and Jinx” . . . Don Coleman* advertising director
of American Dairy Assn., leaving for New. York as asst, manager of
Campbell-Mrthun’s newly opened Gotham ad bureau.; GM is agency
for the ADA account . • • Fran Allison taking over hostship of ABN’s
“Breakfast Club’Mhe week of Dec. 31 while, Don McNeill vacations with
Al Busse is the. latest NBC pub¬
family at Sun yalley . . . Elaine Rogers signed by WGN as permanent
licist to move up through the net¬
vocalist on “CountrySFair” *. . Herb Grayson, head of Chi CBS press
work ranks, and effective this week
joins NBC Radio as a newswriter- relations, off to New Orleans with spouse for week vacation ... WTTW’s
reporter. Busse did it by virtue of “Chicago Dynamic”. educational spec with . Frank Lloyd Wright. and
a junket to . Japan in . connection Carl Sandburg being repeated this Friday (27) . . . Sterling Television
with an NBC Radio'contest, during Co. has opened a Chi office withJJliott Abrams as manager . . . “Here’s
which ,he did taped reports for Geraldine” replacing “Uncle Johnny Coons Show” on WBKB at noon
“Monitor” and “Nightline.” Pro¬ . . . NBC-TV sales veep Edward Hits and retired Chi NBC pubaffairs
gramming boys liked his work so head Judith Waller participating on Central States Speech Assn, panel
much they signed him on td the tomorrow (Thurs ).
program dept; spot.
.Busse has been . With NBC for a
year and a. half. Before that, he
Granted a FCC permit to build and operate a video station at Al¬
was a flack for Madison Square
Garden and an advance man for exandria, Minnesota, town of 8,000 population about 90.miles distant
from
Twin Cities, Central Minnesota TV Co. also has applied for tv
the Harlem Globetrotters. He’s the
third NBC publicity man. to move channel at Bemidji, Minn., 100 miles further north i . . Survey reveals
to betted things at NBC in recent that although Twin Cities with their four commercial and one education¬
months; Walt Kempner became a al tv stations would be eligible for experimental subscription tv there’ll
writer on the “Tonight” show and be no Minneapolis-St. Paul application from any of the stations for
Bill Anderson an exec in the the necessary permit . ... S. D; Hubbard, KSTP tv and radio station
participating programs department. president-general manager, who was among first locally to vision vidr
eo’s potentialities, on record as doubtful if subscription tv will get
anywhere “importantly” here . .. Donald Swartz, veteran film man, who
has taken over as general manager of local non-network
station
V
KMGM-TV with acquisition of 75% of its ownership by National Tele¬
film Associates (other 25% owned by Metro Pictures) and has title,
(oo, of United Television, Inc., president, is retaining ownership of his
London, Dec. 23.
independent film exchange where his brother, Abbott, former United
British television—both state and commercial tv—have come
Artists branch manager here, has been, installed as manager . . . After
under fire recently from the press because of the amount of “vio¬
having the entire §taff participate in a two-hour discussion over, wheth¬
lence” portrayed in kiddies programs. The London Daily Express,
er the station should play selections, from the Elvis Presley Christmas
which has taken the major part in the attack, went so far as to take
album, Larry Haeg, WCCO Radio general manager, gave the green
a public opinion poll-on the subject, and claims that the results
light to all numbers excepting “Santa Claus Is Back in Town” and
proved that over .54% of the public disapproves of the element of
“Blue Christmas.”
violence, in children’s programs. However, in another section of
the census^ 77%; of those quizzed stated that they approved of the
type of program, offered, and . only 40% believed that the shows
William B. McGrath, veep and managing director of WHDH-TV,
had any adverse effect on the youngsters.
hosted ad agency reps and tv writers at Statler’s Imperial Ballroom
Over 60% disapproved of the slang in American tv films, screen¬
Tuesday (17) with door prizes and intros to new Channel 5 «xecs . . .
ed for children. The Express followed up its poll with a leader
Arlie Huff, former WICE, Providence, R. I., ddiejay, joined sales dept.
stating: “As Commercial tv is dedicated to giving the public what
WMEX . .. Sherm Feller, WEZE disker and commentator, doing a new
it wants. Sir Robert (Sir Robert Fraser, commercial tv; topper)
show from the Bradford Hotel lounge . .. Boston Garden Arena Corp.
should now take steps to change his programs for children. For
the poll shows that they are not what the; public wants.”
(Continued on page 28)
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AVERAGE AUDIENCE
1. Gunsmoke (CBS)
_V.................43.4
2. Wells Fargo (NBC)
.. /,•
.............35.2
3. I’ve Got a Secret (CBS) ... ........35.1
4. Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS)
... ,...... *
........... .35.0
5. Danny Thomas Show (CBS) ...../........33.9
. Perry Como Show (NBC) .............
.23.5
7. Tennessee Ernie Ford Show (NBC) .;...........32.6
‘8. Zanc Grey Theatre (CBS) ..... ......................31.9
-Wyatt Earp (ABC) ■; .v. ,;..!...
.. ....,.........31.9
10. General Motors 50th Anniversary (NBC) .......31.0
10. General Electric Theatre (CBS) .....
..... .31.0

6
8

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
.
7.
.
9.
10.

6
6

TOTAL AUDIENCE
General Motors 50th Anniversary Show (NBC) ........49.4
Gunsmoke. (CBS) :..... .......
.:...........45.5
Holiday in. Las Vegas (NBC) "
.. .. .. .......... .43.0
Perry Como Show. (NBC); ........................;...... 42.8
Ed Stillivan.Show (CBS) .................;;....... ... .38.1
Steve Allen Show (NBC)
^_........37.8
I’ve Got a Secret (CBS) . .:............. .37.6
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC) ......... .37.2
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS)
.........;...,..;... .36.6
Danny Thomas Show (CBS) ; ...36.1

1,2M,000 Gross For
Year end estimate by ABC-TV is.-*;
that it grossed $81,200,000 in 1957, ‘
Which is $4,474,000.better than the
$76,726,000 gross accredited to ..the
Hollywood, Dec, 23.
network by PIB for 1956: Web said
Fulltime 1,000-watt AM station,
that the last quarter of this year
and a projection into the first quar¬ KFOX, Long Beach, has been pur¬
ter of.1958 indicate that the'; six- chased by Kenlon Brown and
month period will double the profit Kevin Sweeney fof approximately
over the October-March period a $700,000. Venture is a solo one for
Brown and Sweeney, and other
year. ago.
Meantime, the parent American inembers of syndicate which last
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres week; took over KGOP (TV), here,
declared its regular stock dividend with Brown—rBing Crosby, George
despite the decline in the theatrical L. Coleman and. Joseph A. Thomas
exhibition arm, Paramount Thea¬ —are not participating in the
Sale, of course, is
tres, and throughout the ; exhib KFOX buy.
field and despite the costs incurred subject to FCC approval..
in creating new stanzas for Amer¬
Sweeney, prexy of Radio Adver¬
ican Broadcasting Network, the tising Bureau, was active in local
radio branch. In the fourth quar¬ broadcasting :before accepting na¬
ter, company paid 25 cents per tional trade org post. He’ll con¬
share on both common arid pre¬ tinue to head up RAB under terms
declared its regular cash dividend of a new pact which allows him to
went out on Friday (20) to all hold¬ make outside investments.
ers of record on Nov. 29;. On the.
year, AB-PT forked out a dollar a
share, bypassing any extra divi-.
dend.
AB-PT prexy Leonard H. Goldenspri told stockholders that overall
company earnings .will be lower in:
this last quarter than at the same
time in 1956, since the improver
irient in television earnings (which,
is in contrast with the trend “since
the fan of 1956) is not enough to
offset the decline in theatre busi¬
ness” plus radio, expenditures.
However, the executive held
A. C. Nielsen has been experi¬
forth hope of a theatrical upbeat menting for some days now. with
starting around the Xmas holiday its own instantaneous measure¬
period. He said that the number ment; arid the research company
of strong motion pix being made; “might” offer it for sale. to the
available should have a decided video webs within the next month
favorable affect on the odiibitor Or two. Nielsen, which has been
offering reports on a semi-monthly
basis via its audimeter, has two to
three dozen homes in Chicago
wired for minute-by-minute tv
audience reactions.
Report follows by a week the of¬
ficial proclamation by American
Research Bureau of an. instantane¬
ous tv measure called Airbitron,; ArChicago, Dec. 23.
bitron is a wire system which gives
In the past six months color immediate audience results at the
television has taken a. sharp Up¬ ARB Office; ARB intends to de¬
beat in the Chicago area, even to velop the plan city-by-city, but
the. extent of outstripping in dol¬ Nielsen; has its sights on setting up
lar volume the Sale of RCA black a national measurement from the
and white sets. On the average start, first offering the immediate
over the six-month period, RCA s service to networks and national
color sets (there’s no competition bankroliers and then, as a sidebar,
as yet) have brought in $7.45 to to. local tv operations.
every RCA b&w dollar.
The
Nielsen
system
of. in¬
July was the biggest month wifh stantaneous measurement was not
tint posting $22 for every conven¬ described.
The Chicago: experi¬
tional set dollar. In August the ment has tallied a “few hundred
ratio was 12 to 1, Sept.-Nov.
hours’’ of television viewing. Sevaround 3 to 1, and December just eral years ago, . Nielsen experi¬
under 2 to 1;
mented with a system offering the
An RCA spokesman attributes
same quick’ results at a central
the- gain to a beefed up advertis-.
location. At that time, the coin-!
ing campaign and to the increase
I
(Continued on page 34)
here in color programming.

KFOX’s 700G Sale
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Despite Assorted Pressures, Slim
Chances for a TV Center mN.Y.

There’s No Stopping Those Westerns
Television’s westerns now account for half of the Top 10 Niel¬
sens, with “Zane Grey Theatre/’ on CBS-TV in its second season,
irioving into the charmed. circle for the first time and presumthe momentum of the ; western craze. “Gunsmoke” again
is in first place;, by a wide margin*; NBC’s “Tales of Wells Fargo”
is second; CBS’ “Have Gun, Will Travel” spurted up to fourth;
“Zane .Grey.’’ is tied for eighth, with ABC’s “Wyatt Earp.” List for
the Second November report contains 11 shows (due to a twoway 10th place tie), with CBS haying six, NBC four and ABC one.

RADIO-TELEVISION

The ascendancy of NBC . under
the stewardship pf prexy Bob
Sarnoff over the past twelvemonth
period has hit
‘‘peak perform¬
ance” Status .with the second Niel¬
sen report for. November, If NBC
feels: inclined to. do some extracurricular . chest-thumping in toss¬

Squeamish Scots

Glasgow, Dec. 23.
• A group of church ministers
will probe tv moral tone here
following local squawks about
contents of tv and radio pro¬
grams;
They have discussed com¬
plaints
from
congregations
ing around some °f the more po¬
about bad language,
neck
cleavages, suggestive lyrics,
tent vital statistics; it’s , perhaps
leg' shows, realistic plays and
justifiable by virtue of “a look at
jokes re homosexuals.
the record.”
Rev, William McLaren, clerk
The second Nielsen report for
to the church presbytery, said:
November puts NBC in Its. best . “An increasing number of
competitive position of the past ■ people seem to be perturbed
.. by some p r o g rams.
The
couple of years, bearing but earlier
Church and Nations CommitTrendex. indications that this is
: tee have been asked-to invesone of the most slam-bang battles
: tigate authenticity of these
for audience between NBC and
complaints;”
CBS in many a year. And a confi¬
dential memo being circulated
among: the top NBC echelons re¬
veals that total hours of sponsored
time for December has reached an
alltime high sit. NBC,
What the Nielsens boil; down to
are: (1) a cutback Of CBS’ average
rating lead in the nighttime to
5% from last years 23%; (2) a top
16 Nielsen status Of four out of the
top 10 for NBC vs. only two a year
ago; (3) a tie (21 each for NBC and
CBS, five for ABC)- in night¬
time' half-hour, wins measured in
With the advent of Earl Rettig
terms of audience share and 7:3011 p;m; (in average ratings, rather, as the new chief of the NBC sub¬
than share, CBS leads by 22 to 20 sidiary, California National Produc¬
to .5 for that period; its 23 to 20 if tions, the outfit is turning control
7 p.rii. Sunday is counted); an aver¬
age rating lead in.three nights, of. of. the NBC Opera back to the net¬
the 'week as compared with One work; Simultaneously; NBC sus¬
night a year ago.
pended the Opera’s tours for 1958
Nielsen, breakdown shows NBC’s and has not yet made plans to re¬
average evening rating to be 23.2, sume the tour in 1959.
as against 21.0 a year ago; CBS’
NBC recaptured Opera control
is down to 24.5 vs. 27.1 a year ago, from its subsidiary because, now
all of which means that NBC now that the tour has been erided and
trails by 5% instead of 23%, On only future NBC Opera tv shows
the Top 10’s, NBC took four spots reinain, company feelur- is the
on the. average audience list but vestige rightfully belongs to NBCcaptured five, out of 10 on a total TV. Four opera tv specials have
audience; basis; On a night-by-night been blueprinted for 1958-’59 un¬
basis, CBS Wins four nights com¬ der the aegis of NBC veep Davidpared to six a year ago; whilo NBC son Taylor, who is in charge of the
dropped, its • Saturday night su¬ .network’s public affairs department.
premacy of ’56, it picked up dom¬ Lew Ames is shifting back to the
inance on Monday, Wednesday and network from CNP to handle fu¬
Thursday nights.
ture plans for the touring units.
Moreover ,the Nielsen gives NBC For the moment, however, no plaris
its best daytime picture in four have, been made beyond reassessirig
years except , for one report last the unit.'which has been making a
summer. Breakdown gives NBC a four-month tour of 69 cities and
6% lead over CBS in average rat¬ gave 63 performances this season
ings; in the morning it’s as high as Tour has; been running for two
27% but is sharply reduced in the years.
afternoon.
The sponsored : hours report
shows that the first December week
total of sponsored hours, sparked
by an upsurge, in “Today” and “To¬
night” sales, is the highest ever
for the web, a total of 56 hours arid
Esso has made its first news
.38 minutes. This represents an in¬
crease of 13.5% or six hours and purchase on WCRS-TV, the CBS
45 minutes over last, month, Novem¬ flagship in New York, buying an
ber, and also represents a gain of
early morning five-niiriute strip on
two hours , and 15 minutes or 4.1%.
the station starting Jail; 6. Strip is
over December of 1956.
CBS has also gained, with a 57- the wrapup segment of WCBSminute gain over last December to TV’s new ha;if-houp 7:30-8 news
a total of 59 hours and 50 minutes;
show,, which replaces part of the
their best figure since September of
Jimmy Dean network feed can¬
1956. But the CBS lead in-spon¬
celled by the network.
sored hours over NBC has been cut
Wrapup Segment, at ^55, fea-.
to three hours and. 12 minutes, the
smallest margin in five years, and tures Peter Thomas : and is titled
Deal' was set
down an hour and 18 minutes from “Recap -Report.”
the four and a half hour margin via McCann-Erickson and runs 52
Weeks, with an option for Esso to
held by GBS last December .
;ip radio, NBC increased its spori- move up to an evening time news
sored hours this month by 71.1% show should one Open rip- Esso
oyer a year ago, gaining 16 hours currently sponsors the Gabe Pressarid 52 minutes to reach a total of man evening strip on WRCA-TV.
4Q hours arid 35 iriinutes. ;
. Esso Standard Oil has given
WARC-TV, ABC-TV’s New York
flag, a fair chunk of local business
by reriewing on the 11 to 11;10 p.m,
John Cameron Swayze newsstffp
and; by buying into the final fiveFrank Sintara bought controll¬ minute portion of the network’s
ing interest in three west coast ra¬ nightly John Daly news show.
Oil bankroller is picking up its
dio stations.
The: singer-actor
bought into Mount Rainier Radio 10-minute: Swayze contract as of
& Television BroadCastirig, which Dec. 30, and on the same day it’s
Owns AM’ers in Seattle arid Port¬ taking the last five-minutes of
Daly’s 7:15 to 7:30 network news¬
land, Ore., and in Spokane, Wash.
Mount Rainier operates KJR, cast. Since the final portion of
Seattle,' KXL,
Portland,
and: Daly, is not sold nationally, the
KNEW, Spokane. Essex Produc¬ web opened it up for local sale.
tions, Sinatra’s tv company, made Length of the new and renewed
the transaction subject to FCC ap¬ pacts was not divulged. Iriking was
| done via McCann-Erickson.
proval.

Esso’s .Two-Way Spread
In New York Market

SINATRA BUYS 3 RADIO
STATIONS IN ORE., WASH.

Prospect of a large television
centre in New York seems as far
off as it ever was. So does the hope
of gritting Mayor Robert F. Wag¬
ner and his city government to do*’
something concrete aborit alleviat¬
ing the laws governing the tensing
of film in New York.
At least -two different industry
groups have met with the Mayor or
his aides over the past weeks to
discuss ways of bolstering the
metropolitan area as a source of
television. So far, the Fact Finding
Committee of the Allied Theatrical
Arts' reports no progress,, though
meetings are continuing, and the
same holds true for representatives
who have'met with the Department
of Commerce and othrirs in the city
in behalf of the Film Producers
Assn, of New York. Ed Sullivan
and Tex McCrary, key members in
the Academy of Television Arts ic
Sciences, were reportedly heading
a committee from the. Academy’s
N,Y. branch to see the Mayor on
the .construction or a taxless tv cen¬
tre on a city landgract, but for
entirely extraneous reasons Sulli¬
van says that he cannot participate
in the venture. And simultaneously,
the city reports that the likelihood
of a tax-free setup is minute, not
to say invisible. Meetings are also
being planned with city officials
by the National Ajsn„ of Broadcast.
Employees & Technicians.
Many of the powwows are being
channeled to Vincent O’Shea,, Dep¬
uty Commissioner in the Depart¬
ment of Commerce and .Public
Events. An official of the Depart¬
ment told Variety the other day
that “until the television networks
can determine the most economical
place to produce the city cannot
make a move.” And about the only
ones riot heard from by the city
are the networks;
A participant in the talks with
the city said afterwards, “The
Mayor’s office has been hearing
this for a long time and now have
some pretty stock answers,” refer(Continued on page 32)

It’s now by no -means definite
that “Northwest Passage” Will go
into the early Sunday evening time
on NBC-TV this spring. Deterring
such a move are a couple of factors
—a reluctance by Royal McBee to.,
pick up the show as a replacement
for “Sally," which it cosponsors,
and a decision by NBC itself that
it’s not necessarily wedded to “Pas¬
sage” as the 7:30-8 “Sally” replace¬
ment.
NBC exec v.p. Bob Kintrier said
last week that NBC is considering
a number of properties to replace
“Sally” if that grits cancelled, as
is very likely. He added that “Pas¬
sage” doesn’t have to go into a
Sunday night time slot and that
there are other possible periods be¬
ing considered for the show. He
did say that “Passage” had been
offered to Royal McBee as a re¬
placement possibility, along with
Other shows, and that Royal is con¬
sidering it.
But the word around Young Sc
Rubicam, the Royal agency, is that
the client doesn’t consider. “Passage” as an acceptable program
choice, and that while Royal would
like to exit “Sally” it wants some¬
thing other than the new filmed
Western. Rather than create a situ¬
ation where Royal could get out of
a 52-week contract by balking on
a “Sally” replacement, NBC ap¬
parently is considering the possibil¬
ity. of other shows for Royal.
This likely would knock out
NBC’s plans to install “Passage”
at 7:30 in the spring as a half-hour
entry, arid then expand it to a full
7 to 8 hour in the fall. The move
to a full hour in that tiirie Sundays
could be made in . the fall, but with¬
out the transitionary half-hour ver¬
sion unless NBC chose to slot this
at 7.
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Features-For-TV Deal Thus Far
A legal hassle, still, haunts the*
United Artists deal for controlling
stock interest in Associated Artists
Productions, the Eliot Hyman
helmed feature and. cartoon distrib
organization owning the Warner
Bros, backlog.
Rational Telefilm Associates, is
going , ahead with its court action,
seeking .performance of its. deal
with the .Chesler group for a stock
buyout.
Louis Chesler, resigned
board chairman- of AAP, bowed
out of the NTA deal,. Contending:
the UA offer was better for. all
AAP stockholders.. The breach-ofcontract claim is. part of an over. all NTA suit against. UA,; Hyman
and others.
The suit was trig¬
gered in New York Supreme Court
when AAP minority stockholders
sought a permanent injunction
blocking the NTA-Chesler deal,
now rejected.
The UA agreement, for 700,000
shares of AAP stock was made via
a UA subsid, Gotham Television
Film Corp, The selling group Was
composed of 12 individuals and
corporations, the major ones be¬
ing Chesler, his family and one of
the, Canadian financier’s corpora¬
tions; Donnell & Mudge, Ltd,, a
Canadian film distribution organi¬
zation; and J. H, Greenberg! a
Canadian lawyer.
Others 'in the
selling group included Maxwell
Goldhar; who resigned as exec
v.p.. of AAP, B. Solway, E. D.
‘ Wright, L. J. Fogler, Ken Kelman
jwid E. T. Lynch.
The purchase price for the stock
was $12 per share, consisting of
cash and an undertaking for
a $6 sinking fund 6% debenture, UA
said steps are being taken by which
other AAP. shareholders would be
offered the same $12 per share..
In wake of the agreement, M;
Mac. Schwebel, associated with the
Chesler, group, also resigned as
v.p. of AAP".
It’s still too early to tell hqw the
future of AAP will shape up under
UA’s control, but it’s considered
likely that UA may utilize the AAP
distribution .organization for! its
features, while employing United
Artists Television, a subsid, for its
telefilm operation. . Hyman, in any
event, continues as AAP prexy, with
the probability that UA shortly will
name some of its associates to'the
AAP board.
As to a merger of UA and AAP,
that, won’t take place until UA has
the required amount of stock to
effect such a change, that is twothirds of the 1,639,000 AAP shares
outstanding. Even if the required
two-thirds is. procured; UA may.
elect to keep AAP’s identity. and
working organization.

$6 in
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“Jungle. Boy,0 which was tenta¬
tively marked for ..syndication, will
be peddled by Gross-Krasne. for
national .sale. G-K lensed a couple
of the “Jungle Boy” telefilm halfhours on African location: at about
the same time shooting was under¬
way for its “African Patrol/’ in
Which its principal, syndication ef¬
forts will be concentrated for ..the.
next several months.
“Patrol”;, has footage for 29 halfhour shots, with the rest to be done
by April, G-K; will start station
deliveries after the first of the
yCThe produi^ion-distribution com¬
pany, working pretty much on the
pattern of one syndicated package
at a time; is Wrapping up the final
sales on last year’s “O. Henry Play¬
house,” Recent, sales have been
attained in Johnstown,. Fa;, and in
Steubenville, O. Series, fronting
Thomas Mitchell, has also, made
Its first rerun sales in Cleveland
and a couple of other towns,
cording to G-K.

TPA’s Thunder Ridge’

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
TV Programs of America, will
start lensing pilot for new series,
“The
Thompsons
of
Thunder
Ridge,” Jan. 10, TPA production
v.p. Leon Froriikess disclosed.
Skein stars Charlotte Green¬
wood, Jay C. Flippen and moppet
Charles Herbert! Arthur. Lubin . di¬
rects.

Screen Actors Guild will demand
that, teleblurb actors be paid: for
their: pitchmanship within 10 days
after the lensing is completed, it
was learned. It will be one of the
basic demands when ^ t^e guild
meets with ad agencies and pro¬
ducers. shortly to renegotiate the
codified pact on . commercials.
The quick-payoff demand-carries
With- it the; belief of SAG members
that the agencies can. rearrange
their, .bookkeeping procedures so
that advance payments can be made
on reruns of film blurbs. This is
likely to draw heavy resistance
from the agencies, who frequently
have complained of th
complex
and costly bookkeeping procedures
they face as it is,: in which they
can pay for residuals as they occur.
Union sources say that, ^.agencies
know, in advance the pattern, of
usage of . their client’s tV film
commercials.
Union would : not confirm , the de¬
mands that it has been working on
these past few weeks, but it was
learned that increases in announcer
fees on commercials widuld be
asked. One source slated that the
hike demands, would be “substan¬
tial” for gabbers.
.Meantime, producers continue,
planning resistance to expected de¬
mands for an increase in rerun
payments on commercials^ It’s the
area of rerun payments that both
sides say will probably take up the
most time In the bargaining ses¬
sions.
As for 10-day; payments, thesps
now wait six months or longer for
coin for their blurb fees,; one SAG
member explained.

JANE RUSSEL’S
‘MACREADY WOMAN’
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Jane Russell will draw a partici¬
pation interest in her first vidfilm
series, ‘‘The MacCready Woman/’
to be produced by Four Star Films,
Prexy Dick Powell revealed here:
Miss Russell will essay the role oL
a Frisco, nitery-singer,
Vincent. Ferihelly will produce
pilot which rolls early next year.
Miss Russell has also been signed
to guest oh Four Star’s “Turn of
Fate” series for Alcoa-Goodyear.

Overseas Distribution
For Mike Wallace TV’er

Despite the pilot beating taken (
by telefilm outfits.last season, when
the summer found aboiit 150 pilots j
failing to clinch a national sale,
there has been little, if any, letup j
in pilot production and plans for
MG Pix Scorecard
the upcoming spring-summer sell¬
The year-end finds the Met¬
ing season;
- J
ro backlog being programmed
At this stage, it looks like there •
in 86.markets, with more than
will*be some .100. fresh pilots up for i
twodhirds of these markets
grabs comes the spring selling sea- !
having bought the entire back¬
son,
figure based on activity . in j
log of. about 725 Leo and the.
Hollywood; and plans in N:Y. and
Lion pix.
abroad.
The 100
ilot figure is ]
Sales have been consum¬
much higher than; expected in. someV mated in 47 out of the nation's
. top 50 =■ cities, and the push
quarters, which felt that last year’s
now is almost wholly, on the
pilot losses would hold down pro¬
smaller markets. Close to 30
duction fpr the. network, sweepmarkets have bought in pack¬
stakes this'year. .
ages
ranging from half a li¬
But one result, of last season’s
brary to 100 pix.
Recently
experience is the increase in the
KOSA-Tv
Odessa, Tex., one of
number of indie producers tied to.
the smaller markets, upped its
outfits such as Screen Gems, .The
initial commitment from 10.0 •
Columbia subsid last season took
cinematics to a full library.
one of the heftiest beatings ,in the
trade.
Another result has been the
quiet revolution taking place in the j
industry, with many telefilm out¬
fits building up their syndication
arm as a hedge if and when a-pilot
project, fails to make the grade on
a network. A prinm example of
the latter development is the opera¬
tion at Official Films, That com¬
pany introed three first-rim series,
two of which “Decoy” and. “Sword .
Of Freedom’.’ were pitched nation-,
Rreually, at about the same time in the
. 7iv has
as suds
suds, in
in its
its eves
ej^es. Brew■?ya longtime fave of syndication,
fall. When ABC Film Syndication’s1 ers,

More V More

‘

London, Dec. 23.
The biggest films-for-tv deal to
date in Britain, involving 10Q Hol¬
lywood made features dating from
pre-war days up till 1955, has been
cemented between the BBC and
Robin IhternationaL
The figure
involved is said to be “well over’*
$600,000.
The agreement grants *the web
tv rights to the pictures over a
period of seven years. The pres¬
entation will be spread out oyer
this time.
Among the pictures, the ma¬
jority of which were made under
the RKO banner, are the Fred
Astaire, Ginger Rogers musicals
like “Top Hat,” and “Carefree/*
and the more recent "Under¬
water,” with Jane Russell," “An¬
gel Face,” with Jean Simmons, and
“The Las Vegas Story/* starring
Victor Mature.
The deal was set in motion by
Nicholas Reisini, Robin topper in
New York, who offered the pack¬
age' to BBC-TV bosses Sir Jan
Jacobs and Gerald Beadle. It was
taken up by the Robin Interna¬
tional office in London, which
screened each picture individually
for BBC-TV buyer Gordon Smith.
The agreement took one month tb
; cement.

I
ItS. reported that Robin . i$ now
further deals with
j RBC-TV
“20 Men” failed to joifi the ;pat.er ! with tbeir regional distribution set-1
Thi* TKnr ,,-ni
parade on the net, ABC took it on ( up-, continue to lap up skeins, ac-; the new,,f
screfnmg
urn.
r*-... s~tudv.
j
newly-acquired features almost
the syndication road, ditto CBS ' cording ^
to a. Ziy
immediately. The first, “Bachelor
Film-Sales* -Gray Ghost,” and otli; j
of .li the Ziv beer sponsors, 68^
Night,” starring Cary Grant and
:s:
t now sponsor the same show" in Myrna Lov, will go out on Jan II
The lack of any significant drop ; three. or!. more markets, and 21% This will be the first of a batch
in the number of pilots .coming out | sponsor the show in five or more that the state web will air at a
of Hollywood for the upcoming sea- markets. Of the total number of peak viewing time on alternate
son also puts to rest—at least for * beer sponsors, 42*<7t- .sponsor more Satnrday nights in the New Year.
the time being—the oft repeated [ than one show at a time, frequentThe deal and the announcement
coritention that a; show-can be Sold i jy using two or more vehicles in
of the peak* lime at which the first
without a. pilot.
RKO Teleradlp i the same city. Ten percent <if the
hatch wiU be aired, has sparked off
Pictures has been making presen- beer bankrolled have identical
a new row in the film -industry
taitions oh. a number of. shows, de-! multi-market lineups for two difhere. The Cinematograph Exhibi¬
clining to get into pilot production • feren.t series
tors Association,. which has only
Without i commitment; hu*t it he?.;
indicative of the large regional recently modified its views on the
t to come in with a sale.
.
i brewer deals ate the 57-station proposed*-, deal, between Ealing
The contention was espoused?spread bought by Hamm Brewing Films and ABC-TV for 95 old pic¬
loudly after last season’s demise! for “Harbor. Command” and the tures after threatening a boycott
by many telefilm execs. But, with ! 27-market coverage of P. Ballam is expected to squawk eveii more
few exceptions, the case remains be- • tine on “Highway Patrol.” Recent- seriously as, there is no industry
fore a national advertiser or netj iy, Olympia Brewing bought Ziv’s control of screening times.
buys a filmed show', the pilot must new show “Target” for 35 cities
BBC countered by saving
be on. hand, serving as the samv beginning this spring. Breweries, that they had been cold shouldered
pie; Recognition of this factor ac-, will Use “Target” in 14 markets.
‘he British picture industry,
eoiints for the lack of any. signifi¬
The number of markets being and though they had made a deal
cant drop in the number, of. pilots used by Ziv’s beer sponsors has to secure the rights of British,
slated for this selling season..
increased by 17%; since October, American and Continental films
Most, of the telefilm houses, how- 1956,. while .the number of differnothing ever, came of it.
ever, are. trying to' exercise more1 ent brewing companies on the Ziv
Other pictures involved in the
cautipn in the. making of pilots, i roster has increased by 13% in the new* deal include, "Morning Glory,”
scouting what the/market demands! same period. Since so many of. the
might be and maintaining a closer j major. breweries were already in Baby,
the Marx Bros.’ “Room
liaison with advertisers, ;agencies, | tv film, sponsorship by 1955, the Service, :
She Wore a . Yellow
etc. Whether that approach will percentage growth since then has
■
S
pfctSf
T?® Th^ee Musketeers,”
prove more successful remains to , not been so great as. it has been
The Hunchback of Notre Dame
be seen, .for who knows :what the? for other categories,
With
Charies
Laughton.
“The
demand for next season might be ’
-_:_'.* ■ __
/Iain’’r "Citizen Kane.”
The Informer/7 “Mourning. - Bete™“rund„w„ at this stage
"Crossfire,” and
is as^following: CBS, minimum of
pad <DrPTI PPC riTIP «S^eSo5^etra’”
TJie Champion/’
six; Four; Star Filins^-12-14; Screen
Gems, eight, to 12; .'20th-Fox’s
„„
. _
__
TCF-TV, five; MCA’s' Revue, ight
.
Hollywood, Dec. 23,
Desilu,
'Television Programs
Producer David Dortort of “The
pf . America, .three to fPur; Ziv, : Restless Gun” vidseries, starring

13 SCRIPTERS PACTED
I* On nLuTLESS GUN

Sharpe-Lewis, two; Warner Bros., scripters busy this month turning
two; : Ciriefilm, one; Filmasters, j out scripts for the NBC series at
one; Guild Films, nine; and Mark.j Revue Productions’ home base.

CBS’ Film Payoff
On ‘Sales Safari’

CBS Film Sales has sold more
<&.°Sditipn,. there' are many ,^s
** than 6,000 half-hours of program¬
other projects; now heihg blue-;
subsid, and MCA
wns a ming under its “sales safari” plan
The “Mike Wallace Interview” printed, in Hollywood, and which i chunk of it;
geared for smaller markets via a
will be. available for overseas dis¬
will likely go into pilot production]
Payne’s Window-Glen Produc-. set count of 220,000 and lower. The
tribution by ABC Film Syndication
around late January or February: j tidhs is lensing four more episodes j discount plan oh rerun product was
shortly after the first of the year.
For instance, ABC Film Syndica- j.for the NBC series this month, up- initiated Oct. 28 and will be in
Initially, 26 half-hour interviews
tiofr has a number, .of projects on j ping the tempo of production for effect until Tues. (31), encompass¬
of his network show, recorded on
ing, a period in’which sales are
its., boards with indies, as has Of-j the rest of the season:
film, will be available to the Eng¬ ficial FiLtns.,
usually- dull.
Writers include Wilton Schiller
lish speaking countries; Canadian
Sales were to stations in Chat¬
and Jack Laird, on “Imposter7’; tanooga, Bristol,• Tenn.; El Paso,
distribution will be limited to mar¬
Desilu Ups Heatli
Kay Lenafd, Jess Carneol, “Easter Harlingen, Big Spring, Tex.; York!
kets whose coverage does not ovef-;
Creek*Lawrence
Goldman, Pa.; Valley City-Fargo, N. D.; Ot¬
lkp U; S.. markets. Plans for dub¬
Hollywood, Dec. 23V
bing Into foreign languages are
William Heath has been named “Strange Family in . Town”; Jack tumwa, la.; Reno, Nev.; Blooming¬
earmarked fpr the future.
manager of film editorial operations Natteford, Liici Ward, “Hornitas”; ton, Ind.; Peoria; III.; Albuquer¬
Among the interviews, included of Desilu by prexy Desi Arnaz: Alvin . Sapinsley, - “The Flag”; Her!) que, N. M., Honolulu and Alaska.
in the foreign package are. those of
Heath joined Desilu in 1951 as an Little, David Victor, an untitled
Series included in the discount
Gov! Faubus of Arkansas; Eleanor assistant editor, and for the past original; Charles Smith, “Tar and offers include “Amos ’n’ Andy,"
Roosevelt, Steve Allen, Ku Kluxer. two years has been assistant to edi¬ Feathers”;. Arnold Belgard, “Grati¬ “The Whistler/’ “Mama,” “Life
Eldon L. Edwards, Frank Lloyd: torial supervisor Dann Cahn. Hej tude. Caii. Be Mighty Painful,” and with Father,” “Brave Eagle,” “Our
Wright, and burlesque star Lili St works under aegis of Cahn in his' Halsey Malone,-“Woman From Sa<> Miss Brooks,” “The HoneymoonInewjob;
1 ramento/*
Cyr.
ers,” “Files of Jeffrey Jones/’

PfiRitih- ARB

City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of rity-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will .be; rotated each week, with the JO top*

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
’All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an. aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market* Attention should be paid to time—-day. and

top 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

STATION

BOSTON

WASHINGTON

6.

NOVEMBER
RATING

SETS IN
USE

SHARE
(%)

s

Approx. Set Count-—1,400,000

Stations—WBZ (4), WNAC (7)

Approx. Set Count—800,000

Stations—WKC (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)

WTOP,...
WTOP. .. .

.“ Ziv___......

. .Sat. 7:00-7:30

.. .Fri. 7:00-7:30

...,/ .....21.0.... .... 57.9....
. .. . . .,...162.... .... 410....

,r.

6

.^.in
©

7.
8.
9.
10.

DAY AND
.TIME

,.,. 36.3 Bowl the Champ..... , .....WMAL
9.1
... .a 39.5 News—John. Daly.,,,. ......WMAL .. ...,11.6
Susie
.... ... WRC
.. ../. 10.5
WRC .... . . .13.8Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WMAL... ..Ziv............ .. Sun. 6:00-6:30 ..... .15.9 ,... .... 37.7..,.
.. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... .,,..15.6..., .... 47.4_ .... 33.3 News—John Daly
WRC... . . .... Official..
Stu Erwin (Co).
-_WMAL .. ...10.2
. .Wed. 7:00-7:30
....,15.7.... .... 42,7..,.
; .TPA. 1 : : .
WRC.....
...... WMAL .. . .11.4
.... . Screen Gems... /. Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ♦
.... 45.6.... .... 33.3 Early Show
. WrMAL..
WTOP
Jungle Jim (Adv)...
■7:4
40.1.... .... 37.7 News—John Daly. ;., ......WMAL;....... .12.5
.. .Tues. 7:00-7:30 > .,. ....-15.1.
Men of Annapolis (Adv)......./WTOP .... ..... .. Ziv.....__
....
43.4,
.
...,14.5...,
.. Fri- 6:00-6:30= .....
.... 33.4 Early Show. ,./ ......
8.2.
WTOP
Brave Eagle (W)...
.WMAL--., ..... CBS....__
... . .14.4.... .... 31.3., .. .,.. 46.0 Safeway Theatre,..... .
CBS........... ,. .Sat. 10:30-11:00
WTOP.;..
..WMAL ...,.,.14.2
Gray Ghost (Adv)..
.WRC,....,..... TPA........... .., Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... .... .14.1. .,..37-5.... .... 37.6 Mama .....
;..... WTOP ...,
Ellery Queen (Myst)..
. News—John Daly.. ....
wmAl ...

1. Highway Patrol (Adv).,
2. Annie Oakley (W),..
3.
.4.

; DISTRII.

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9s show, with a low rating
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children9s market. . Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children9s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
. women9s. Numbered symbols next tp station call letters represent the sta¬
tions channel: all channels above. 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
1. Death Valley Days tW).
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.
9.
10.

Approx. Set Counts515,000

WCCO .,.

Ziv::..;__
.. .wcco_
....
Popeye Clubhouse (Ch).... ...weep.... ..:vAAP
KSTP,..,. ,,, :..]ViCA.'
State Trooper (Adv)-CBS...........
Annie Oakley (TV)
...... ...KSTP:,;,.
Bugs Bunny Time (Ch).... ., . WCCO.- .... aAp.....
WTCN ..... ,. ,. ARC - - • - - -. . ...
Code 3 (Adv).
,. . Screen Gems .
WCCO...
Wild Bill- Hickok (W)
O. Henry Playhouse (Dr)... ...KSTP
WTCN. .... NBC.
Silent Service (Adv)- .

COLUMBUS

Stations—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), KMGM (9), WTCN (11)

...Sat. 6:00-6:30
V. .sat. 9:30-10:00

. . 21.3 ,. . .
..... . , . .21.0
... Mon.rFri. 5:30-6:00
.20.6,.,..
.. .Tues. 9:30-10:00 .....
18:7.
.16.7.. .;.
., .Sat. 5:30-6:00
.
.. , Mon.-Fri. 4:30-5:00 .. ., ,16.6 .
... Mon. 9:30-10:00
. ...16.4,....
Sat. 11:00-11:30 a,m,. . .. .15.6... Suh. 9:30rl0:00
.... , ...14:9
.. . Thurs. 9:30-10:00
.. .14.3 ,

Approx. Set Count—357,000

.... 52,5,.... ..., 40.6
_41-5.
_56,7..... . 36,3
.... 31.2..... .... 60.0
.... 44-7.....
37.4
61,5.
27.0
.... 28.9 ...
.;.. 56.8
... , 89.1. ..., 175
24:8,.... .... 60.2
28:1..,.. .... 50.9

News Picture... .v...

., KSTP
KSTP

... .... . 13.0
18 2

Mickey Mouse Club,,-....
Wrestling
....,

.. WTCN ... ....10.5
./WCCO ... . . ,.24/5
Championship Bowling.. ..WCCO
....10.4
Susie
. . KSTP
4,5
Studio One.,-.;..;...
,. WCCO ... .. > .17.9
True Story..,..,
...... ..KSTP
1.9
What's My Line,,....... .. wcco ... ....28.5
Playhouse 90.
wcco . .,. .19.8

Stations—WLW-C (4), WTVN (6), WBNS (10)
i

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
16.

Death Valley Days (W) ,...... WBNS.;_,. . Pacific-Borax...Sun. 9:30-10:00 . ..
The Honeymoonere (Co)....... WBNS.; .
CBiS.. .
.Sat. 7:00-7:30
Frontier Doctor (W)
WTVN,.. ,.... .. H-TV, ,../...Fri. 7:00-7:30 ...,
Our Miss Brooks (Co)......... WBNS......... CBS../..' ....... .. Sun. 6:30-7:00 ......
Whirlybirds (Adv) .......... WTVN/.; . CBS...........
.Thurs/7:00-7:30 „
Highway Patrol (Adv)........ .WBNS...;.....-Ziv:......__ Tues. 10:3041:00 \
Mama <Dr)....
WBNS.,,..../ . CBS:......
..
, .Wed. 6:30-7:00 ...
Waterfront (Adv)...
WBNS.......1/ MCA,. ;.......... .Sat. 6:304:00 ....
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).,
WTVN....:
, . MCA. .... ... v.... .Thurs. 6:30-7:00
Annie Oakley (W)
WBNS..,. ,..., CBS....;
.... Mon. 6:00-6:30 .,/<;

- SEATTLE-TACOMA

Approx. Set Count—212,600

..29.6.....
,.28.7._
, .28.4., .r.
. 23.9..,,.
. .23.1.
..22.2.....
.. 2i.9__
. ;21.3

47.7... --62,1
.... 52.6.,.

Chevy Show
WLW-C ...
Midwestern Hayride.. .. WLW-C
_56.3...
News—Chet; Long.. .,WBNS ....
.... 440... ...... 54.3 Best of MGM........... .. WLW-C ...
... .43,5... ...... 53.1 News—Chet Long ..
..WBNS ....
, ... 54.4..;
Big 10 Highlights.. , .WLW-C . . .
.; ;60.8- , . .
36.0 Colonel Bleep; Headlines.. .. WTVN.
45.9.
46.4 Midwestern Hayride...... . WLW-C ...
•20.7
50.9... ...... 40.7 Woody Hayes.
......,. .. WBNS . ..
. .20:3. .... 59,5... . . . . . . 34.1 Hopalong Cassidy... A..... ..WTVN ....

8.
9.
10.

...11.9
9.3
.. .14.1
...14.1
.. 12.6

Stations—KOMO (4), KING (5),KTNT (11),KTVW (13)

I. Gray Ghost (Adv)..,
. .
2. Highway Patrol (Adv),.
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

...21.2
...15-6
..; 17-7
.19.8
.19.5

KING..... - - , : CBS. • . . ... . . ; .. . .Sun. 6/00-6:30
.. 29.8... ...... 60.3..
, KOMO..
... Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... ...:/28,4...
45.8..
Silent Service (Adv).
.KING.;,.. ...NBC........... . . , Mon. 7:30-8:00
. . .28 4 ....
Search for Adventure (Adv): . KING.
.. /Mon. 7:00-7:30
.282... __ 42.7
Whirlybirds (Adv)
. /KING-;.. ....CBS..
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .
.... 25.9,., ...... 41.8..
Death Valley Days (W). .KOMO.
.... Pacific-Borax... ... Thurs; 9:00-9:30 ... ... .21:8... .. 341. .
26 Men (W).. .KOMO,. .. /.;;. ABC:.
/Mon. 7K)0-7:30 ..., .... .21.4 ; ., ...... 32.4..
Frontier (W).
. .KTNT. .f..... . ^. .NBC.; ..v
... Sun, 9:30-10:00 ;... . ; . 21.0 . . . ;.35.8
Kingdom of the Sea (Doc)..;. .KOMO.,..,.... . Guild .......... ,.. TuesJ7:00-7:30;
... /20;4.., ...... 33.8..
The Honeymooners (Co) .
.KING ....
; CBS,-..'., . . . ; . , , .Sun. 6:30-7:00
19.6... -33.1.
Sheriff of Cochise (W)......king...:. . .. . .NTA . ;,
../Sat/ 7:00^7:36
. .19:3 ,;. ...... 35.2..

.. 49.4 Meet the Press..........
.. 62.0 Whirlybirds ............
.. 64.6 Price Is Right.:....
66.0 26 Men.................

, t, lt

...KOMO ..
/. KOMO
...KOMO ......
...KOMO .......
Highway Patrol.:......,. ...KOMP
Pat Boone...
__.... ..;KING . .
Search for Adventure.... .. .KING
Chevy Show..
.;... ,/ KOMO
High Adventure........ ...KTNT

,. 62.0
;. 63.9
66.0
58.7
..: 60.3
59.3 My Friend Flicko.:...... ...KOMO
.. SAR* Champipnship Bowling.., . ./KOMO.

:

[INSTALLMENT ONEs CITY-BY-QTY APPRAISALS]
By Murray Horowitz j: H „ n:
Never before has the boxoffice of syndication loomed
so importantly, with thV vidpix:. Operation; growing more
-complex and expensive to the syndicators, stations and
sponsors. Because that boxoffice, in the final analysis*
rests mainly in the local situation,. Variety,, beginning
with this issue, is intensifying and broadening its. local
coverage of telefilms and features,.
The spotlight will be thrown on that great “hinterland”
between N. Y. and L.. A., the area where, tbe bread, and
butter of syndication lies, with emphasis on the bigger
markets, Chicago, Cincinnati, Seattle, Philadelphia- De¬
troit, et al. Below, some of the latest vidpix developments
in the key markets are spelled out..

. urdays and Sundays when-Paar is off, recently bought Na¬
tional Telefilm . Associates’ “Champagne Package” and is
giving WGBS-TV. a run for its money. on- many weekends..
.WABC-TV has boosted its chances for rating results via.
its “shock” buy from Screen Gems. WOR-TV still is do¬
ing nicely, with its “Million Dollar Movie," the only sta¬
tion Consistently telecasting first-runners at convenient
hours and offering viewers, another chance to see the pic
if they. missed it the first time around, via its. 16 mfiltishowings Weekly. WABD and WPIX are light on cinematies, while WATV has back-tracked from the first-run
field since its decision to sell out. ’
In the syndication field, most of the first-runners have
found, a berth, with both WABD and WOR getting into
the first-run act. One of thh few' holdouts includes “New
Adventures of Charlie Cham”. WPIX, the. indie with the
In the features-to-ty department; NBC-TV, the lone heaviest alignment of first-run. properties, did a flip. this,
season in the sponsorship department. As contrasted, to
network live holdout against the avalanche of late night last fall when first-runners attracted either full or covintage pix programming, has come up with some sig¬ sponsorship, this season, saw most of the first-runners
nificant figures, embracing 13 major markets. The: anal¬ ride, as participation Vehicles. But the New York Daily
ysis shows that the Jack Paar helmed “Tonight” has News station’s experience still remains unique, according
made some healthy rating inroads, against Opposing cine¬ to a check- by Variety of the other two major markets, Los
matic programming of CBS-TV and. ABC-TV affiliates. Angeles and Chicago: There has been no swing away from
The study, though, did not include the indies in the key program .Sponsorship toward participations in those prin¬
cities, some of which have the stronger pix and garner, top cipal markets, but with softness in the economy becoming
ratings. Nevertheless, the analysis clearly shows that live more marked,; the WPIX situation continues ag a straw-inPaar has pushed the celluloid fence aside and. is. making the-wind symbol worth watching carefully. The other vid¬
pix development in the N. YJ market was the entrance of
rating- strides.
WOR-TV in the double exposure field, formerly virtually Jack Paar Vs. Everybody's Pix
exclusiveiy held by' WPIX.
On WCBS-TV, WRCA-TV and WABC-TV the status
As an example, lo.ok-what happened in New York, where
Paar is programmed against that hefty WCBS-TV “Late. ;quo in relation to either full Or half-sponsorship of firstrunners
prevails.
Show” competish. According to American Research Bu¬
reau figures, for October, ’57- Paar registered 5.5 rating,
How Selective Is Audience, on Pix?
with a 31% share.of audience, against WCBS-TV's 7.0 and
Returning, to the. national scene, to the NBC-TV study
a 39% share;
These ratings are the average for the particular rating in Detroit, Philadelphia,. Washington, Baltimore, Chicago,
weeks. WCBStTV is top dpg by. a margin, true, but Paar . Minneapolis-St. .Paul, Seattle-Tacoma, Buffalo and Syrahas. bitten' heavily into , the “Late Show.”. The pre-Paar r cUse, as well as L. A. and N. Y., a question is cued that
rating for the; “Late Show” gave a whopping 60% share goes beyond the study. That question is:
Have tv viewers become nearly as selective as dis¬
of audience to WCBS-TV;
The extent of Paar’s “Tonight”' riimble in the NY., criminating motion picture theatre goers in their cinematic
market,..a minor miracle, .is undefscored ’by December watching habits? It’s no longer a novelty to have, the
product of the majors^on tv and some of the stars and
ARB ratings.. “Tonight1’ topped iVCBS-TV’s “Late Show”
off its perinriial pinnacle on -the word of ..at least one faves appearing on the home screen, with the floodgates
of
the press’s how wide open arid the post-’48’s trickling
rating service.
through. There is no. doubt that the big pix register heavy
Before detailing cinematics; versus Paar ratings in other
ratings, as do the fad cinematics, the horror parade and
cities, the New York vidpix market is Worth a going over,
othersi Witness what. happened in New York recently
for there are straws ip the. wind in.the Metropolitan seven- with the “battle of Oscar winners,” when “African .Queen.”
station market which are reflected elsewhere -in the on WCBS-TV’s “Late Show” vs; “The Bells of St. Mary’s”
country.
on WRCA-TV’s “Miovie 4” produced an average sets in.
First, the. strip operation, which now encompasses halfuse level of .44.3 from 11:15 to the 1:30 a.m. period;
hour mystery, adventure skeins as well as comedies, and
“Queen” out-Trendexed “Bells” by 23.8 to 17:2, boosting
has been; adopted; from. Bangor,. Me., to Shreveport, La., the sets-in-use level to a point where nearly half the sets
still is doing a yeoman job for WCBS and WABC. WCBS
in the metropolitan area were turned on. at the time.
has foiir stripped shows, £ll pretty well sold out via par¬
But averaging hut a week of cinematics in a market, as
ticipations, including “Topper,” “My Little Margie,” “Our done by NBC-TV, using ARB. local ratings, shows a far
Miss Brooks,” and “Susie.” They^are all daytimers, slated different picture. According to the> analysis, the Paar
at different intervals. WABC is doing okay with a morning show; increased its ratings arid shafe nf audience in every
strip of “Beulah.”
one of the 13 markets, compare^ to the net’s unsuccessful
Second, feature competish has. never been stronger.
summer live stint with “America After Dark;” . Paar also
WCBS-TV has the strongest backlog of pix, including compares favorably with the Old “Tonight”’ show, then
Metro, Warners, 20th-Fox, Columbia and United Artists. helmed by Steve Allen.
But there’s a good deal Of. infighting by the other stations,
The periods taken for the- study were. October, ’56, when
both in terms of convenience: in programming and selec¬
Steve Allen’s “Tonight” held reign, June-July, ’57, with.
tive buying, to heat the WCBS giant. WRCA-TV, the NBC-. “America . After Dark,” and October, ,’57, with Jack Paar
TV New York flagship which" programs its cinematics Sat- over NBC-TV.
in the. selected periods while Paar showed grains for
.NBC-TV over June-July, ’57, as well as the Oct., ’56, af¬
filiate stations of. CBS-TV in the 13 markets playing
cinematics showed a majority of losses, when comparing
their Oct, ’57, ratings with, their earlier periods; The
New Haven, Dec. 23.
affiliates of ABC-TV evidenced a; more mixed rating his¬
tory with ^cinematics in the 13 markets.- In the mairi, ABC
This being a. ohe-tv-station town; WNHC-TV has
affiliates showed rating losses* when comparing Oct;, ’57,
no programming , problems as to what to pit against1
against June-July, ’57. But there were nearly as many
local competition in its pitch for hometown viewers.
gains as losses; in the 13-riiaricet lineup of ARC-TV affili¬
Nevertheless, the station has a small fortune tied
ates when the Oct., ’57, ABC afffiliate ratings were
matches agaiirist those of Oct., ’56. No doubt the gains were
up in pre-*48 product and has built quite an aiidience
supplied by ABC affiliates in Chicago, Baltimore and else¬
in that direction Via a hosting chore by John Beal,
where buying fresh pix packages.
"
who fronts the oldies with an interesting line of
Blow-By-Blow
chatter arient his own experiences with personalities
Involved in the production of the films; GbnseqiJiently,
Here: are a number of markets which illustrate the Paar
battle
pix.
the half-hour syndicated features are .looked upon as
more or less .added starters.
Philadelphia: NBC-TV liye;“Tonight” in Oct, -56, drew
a 2.4, sinking to a 1.7 with “America After Dark” and ris¬
Station .has a fairly , representative list of the
ing to a 6.3, with a 30% audience share with Paar; CBS“shorts” and has noted an appreciable increase in
TV affiliate with late night movies in opposition in Odt.,
buys of this nature over, the past six months.
’56, drew a neat bead of 9.3, with a 66% audience share
in Oct., ’56, declining to a 5.9 in June-July, ’57, and taking
There is virtually no market locally for sponsors of
a
slight dip to 5.5 in Oct, ’57, when its share, sank to 26%
these syndicated tv films, the tariff being too stiff
as compared, to . the 66% it enjoyed, the. previous year;:
for local consumption. However* WNHC reports do¬
ABC-TV affiliate with; features registered 2.3 in Oct., ’56,
12.5 in June-July, ’57, and 8.9 iri Oct, ’57.
ing, okay in tihs field nationally and .regionally, with
bulk of sponsors being food and beverajge dispehserS;
Chicago: Steve Allen om “Tonight” hit 64 in Oct., ’56,
Apparently, syndicators are supplying the needs of
.the NBC-TV late night live showcase dipping, in that mar¬
ket to a slim 1.6 with: “Arriefica After; Dark,” but picking
the station', as there has yet to be a situation of-a
up nicely, to
7.5 'with Paar;' CBS-TV affiliate for the
potential sponsor suggesting that he would go along
periods detailed above drew a 3.4; 4.2 and a 3.2, respec-.
if the syndicators would produce a certain type of
tively; ABOTV affiliate registered 0.6, 6,6 and 5.7-,respecfilm. Station offers what it has, and that’s that.
tively.
Sponsorship is sold primarily
alternating
New York:. The December ARB reports show that the
Jack Paar starrer has built in Gothaih to the point where
basis, with an occasional bankroller taking, over full
it
knocks off “Late Show” four nights out of fivef—but
time.
in the “what rating d’ya read” vein, WCBS-TV comes up
Asked if station was programming the syndicated
With Telepulse ratings giving it a five-night margin: for
product to buck viewer competish from recently es^
the same period.
tablished WTIC-TV (Hartford), answer was that the
Even accepting, the Telepulse version, which on a five-'
shoe might possibly be ori the .other foot, inasmuch
ight average shows an 11:15 to midnight average rating
of
7.7 for WRCA^TWs “Tonight” vs. 10.7 for. “The Late
as WNHC was first on tli ground floor hereabpiits;

A One-TV-Station-Town Pattern

Show,” it’s something of a major victory for the NBC
forces; reducing the. WCBS-TV margin of victory to the
narrowest in years. But on the basis of the ARB’s, the
“Tonight” walkoff is a victory of the first order, topphng
the country’s best-known and best-stocked feature film
program; The ARB five-night 11:15 to midnight average is
8.6 for “Tonight” vs. 6.8 for “Late Show.”
On a night-by-nighL basis. ARB lines ’em up this way:
Monday^ WCpS-TV wins its only night, by 9.7 to 7*8j
Tuesday, “Tonight” wins by 8.1 to 5.6; Wednesday, “To¬
night” wins, 8.1 to 4.7; Thursday, “Tonight” again by 8.4
to 5.0; Friday, again “Tonight,” by 10.5 to 9.2. In a com¬
plete turnabout, Telepulse rates “Late Show" the winnah on all five nights, Monday, 11.7 to 6.8; Tuesday, 8.3
to 7.4, Wednesday, i0.3 to 9.2; Thursday, 10.4 to 8.8 ’and
Friday, 13.0 to 6.4.
The resilience of the Paar show doesn’t detract from
the need of celluloid programming*—even WRCA-TV on
.weekends recognizes that. But it does highlight that Op¬
position programming need not be of the same cloth. Good
liye programming does bring in the customers‘"and con^
sequent advertising support, and stations, as well as net¬
works, can meet cinematic competition with effective local*
live programming. Half-hour telefilms also supply a wide
reservoir of successful local programming.
Despite the success of the live “Tonight” Paar helmed
show, , the use of telefilms, both on the network and local
level has been bn the increase. The boost of film program¬
ming has many sound reasoris. The top of the barrell feat¬
ures continue to do a rating job. Half-hour syndication
properties, in. market after market, effectively buck net¬
work cpiripetition.
What once was considered a life and death struggle
between features and half-hour telefilm programmingnow has simmered down, to a situation of “there’s room
for both.” In the riiain, features on network affiliate sta. tions, the bulk of outlets in the U.S., are being program¬
med in the off-hours, late afternoon, late evening, etc.
The prime time programming of features has fallen to
the indies, with some good results. But a too heavy reli¬
ance on features, even for the indies, breeds an inflexi' bility. For that reason, indies such as WOR-TV, N.Y., and
KMGM-TV, Minneapolis, have leavened their heavy fea¬
ture programming, with first-run and subsequent run halfhour t.elefilrii properties.
At the year end, the outlook looks good for a continued
high level supply of first-run syndicated, properties. Al¬
though; the. product outlook is riot as plentiful as fore¬
cast last fall, iri the heyday of optimism, all telefilmeries
are in the midst of plans to launch new properties. The
fear of a’ soft tv market at this stage hasn’t altered their
intent, although there mav be fewer first-runners than,
anticipated.
Indicative, of some of the success stories in syndication,
properties which, have made their mark on the local
level, is the roster of shows that have gone into new pro¬
duction. The rundown includes “Silent Service,” “Whirlybirds,” “Sheriff of Cochise,” and "Highway Patrol.”*

Cincy Fights It Out On Ad Front
Cincinnati, Dec,; 23.
Vidpix; competition l&s WKRC-TV and' WLW-T
engaged iri a hot advertising battle.
Crosley’s WLW-T, an NBC-TV affiliate, is splurg¬
ing with full page newspaper spreads to herald its
MGM, package.
WKRC-TV, tied in with CBS-TV, countered with a
city-wide billboard sriiear on its late, night films by
Warner Bros., 20th . Century-Fox and United Artists.
A claim that the . releases were from 1952 to ^957
brought prompt protests from area exhibitors and
Warner Bros., and the station ordered the paper re¬
moved from its boards.
A vidpix user since 1949, WKRC-TV claims one of
the largest film libraries ini the midwest. Currently
it is in competition, with , the WLW-T MGM pictures
arid the live “Tonight” show on WCPO-TV via
ABC-TV.
November ARB average rating showed 11.1 for
WKRC-TV, 5.2 for WCPO-TV and 4.9 for WLW-T
for Monday through Friday.
Sunday WKRC-TV runs of NTA’s “Premiere Per¬
formance” rated 11.7 against 3.6 for MGM and 4.9 for
“Million Dollar Movie” package. For Saturdays the
MGM rating was 13.0 against WKRC-TV’s C&W
show’s 6.5 and 8.5 for “Million Dollar Movie.”
WKRC-TV has. been strongest locally over the
years in syndicated film buying.
Cincy breweries ;are the major taggers.
Of local top-rated films, Wiedemann Brewery has
Ziv’6 “Highway Patrol” Saturdays at 10:30 p.m. with
24.8, doubling NBC “Hit Parade’s” 12.1 and “Code
Three” now current.
Schoenling Brewery reports top sales results with
“Silent Service” and renewed for fall after summer
run with 19.5 ratings for Friday at* 7:30 p.m.
Advertisers .to go beyond the range of spot aiinduncements-Tor syndicated film stripping have the
Model Laundry & Dry Cleaning Co. , as primary ex¬
ample. It bought network program available at a
reasonable price. A top stripper here has been “My
Little Margie,” with six profitable reruns.
“Susie” is currently running at the same 1-1:30 p.m.
time.
The station will use syndicated films on hand to fill
early evening hours and is adopting a “wait and see”
attitude before further syndicated film buying.
(See Chicago Story; Page 24)
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Set Alda on ‘P
- By JACK BERNSTEIN Internal
major
realignments that 15% was till that they cduld-j
along Madison Ave. highlighted secure.
This has restricted the
the agency beat this past week with- scope and quality of their work. '
BBD&O s Ben Duffy stepping down
(7) The costs agencies incur in
as president and chairman of the . securing and handling a new acexecutive committee.. Charles H. j count
count are
are often
often unwarranted
unwarranted and
and
Brower, Who has been exec veepee unnecessary.
and general manager, steps into the
Rubel concluded that the core of
prexy’s slot at the agency wi-h
the agency problem is that the i5%
Duffy being elected vice chairman
commission is a ratio of the media
of the board and the executive com¬
advertising cost and not necessarily
mittee.
a measure. of the value of the
Speculation along Madison Ave, agency service. It established the
has it that the American Tobacco amount to be paid to the . agency
Co., which Duffy has stashed away before the nature or extent of the
in his hip pocket, is no . longer a work is determined;
source of anxiety to the agency and
“Today a 15% commission on
it was safe for Duffy after a 'long
media advertising is seldom enough
convalescing period to take a well
to produce highly effective adver7
earned rest and watch- the agency’s
tising.
This fact and the study
happenings from the sidelines; At
made by Professors Frey & Davis
one. time earlier this year i£ was
gives agencies the best opportunity
known throughout ageney row that
they have to get their Chouses jin
American Tobacco was raising a
order!. Instead of dbing what'they
little smoke over the way
Hit
can for the commission to be re¬
Parade cigs were moving but all
ceived, they must turn the tables
appears calm at the moment.
and determine, first what work is
Kudner Nipups
required to produce the.most effec¬
At the Kudner Agency When tive advertising.”
Buick backed out of the agency’s
Bolte on Creativity
lot it effected a wholesale shuf¬
Brown Bolte, exec v.p. of Benton
fling of agency personnel with & Bowles, in addressing the Radio,
C. M. Rohrabaugh being named and Television Executives Society
chairman - of the exec committee last Week told the group that the
which will assume all managerial buying and selling of broadcast
responsibilities. The agency’s ex¬ time requires objectivity and crea¬
ecutive staff has taken on a new tivity iri terms of the clients’ needs.
look, with appointments of Paul E.
Grey Advertising which handles
Newman, senior v.p. arid general Dan River Mills, Inc:, Will launch
director of the art dept, and J. W. a spring tv campaign for the firm
Millard, v.p. and account manager. which will be entitled* “USA To¬
Donald Gibbs replaces the re¬ day.”
~
•. ;
signing Mike Kirk and has been
Lost And Found Accounts Keyes,
named temporary head of the radio Madden & Jones has picked up the
and tv department. Gibbs, who has Rose-X products packaged, by the
supervised special ’ events, was Roselux Chemical Corp. ‘ .
elected a veepee.
William Esty has walked Off with
Meanwhile, back on Madison the plum of the week,, having
Ave., crystal ball gazing still goes picked up the $3,000,000 Sun Oil
on as to who has locked up the Co. account from Erwin, Wasey,
high speed Century, Special and Ruthrauff . & Ryan. . The. latter
Roadmaster business.
The odds agency will continue to handle the
seem to favor BBD&O and the Leo advertising of the company’s in¬
Burnett Co. head of the rest of dustrial products. Esty agency has
wori the motor products advertising
the pack.
Ira W. Rubel, advertising agency which is the most lucrative.
. Dunwoodie Assoc, has; landed
consultant, last Week delivered a
talk on “Why. agencies don’t do as three accounts this past week, hav¬
ing
been named the agency for
Well financially as their clients ...
and how they can” before the Sonor Radio Corp., National Jewel¬
ry
Manufacturing
and for Siphon-.
League of Advertising Agencies on
Tues. (17) at the Advertising Club. All Co.
1
Switches: Richard G. Cummins
Rubel said that"“agencies before¬ has been named a v.p. and creative
tax profits average U£% of the director for the Philadelphia office
billing or 10% of agency income of EWR&R.
'
(commissions, percentage Charges
Robert A. Neuser has joined Hil¬
arid, fees), while large industrial ton & Riggio as a veepee and ac¬
firms’ profits average 16% of count exec.
sales.” He pointed out that per¬
Harold. J. Saz, business manager
sonal service firms .such, as the of the Ted Bates radio and tv de¬
agencies should make higher profit partment, has been upiped to a vee¬
rations, though lower total dollar pee.
profits than industrial firms do.
Charles Powers of the Los An¬
Rubel’s Seven Points
geles office of McCann-Erickson,
He pointed out seven significant has been appointed director of the
points iri agency client relation¬ tv-radio commercial services de¬
partment in the L. A. office.
ships.
John Cross, an account exec at
(1) Rubel stated that too many
agencies underestimate their abil¬ Compton, has been upped to a vee¬
pee
of the agency..
ity to command the prices their
Harry-W. Bennett arid Charles
services merit and also underesti¬
•W.
Shugert
have joined the Joseph
mate the , ’illingness of advertis¬
ers to pay adequately for a high Katz Agency: . Bennett will serve
as
senior
v.p.
and chief adminis¬
quality of service.
(2) Agencies haven’t known how trative officer of the agency while
Shugert
Will
act
as vice president
to determine the value of the serv¬
ice they perform. “Blinded by a and director of marketing.

Hollywood; Dec. 23.
Robert. Alda returns to Holly¬
wood next month- to topline Jan.
30 CBS-TY “Playhouse 90” outing,
entitled “Gentleman from Seventh
Ave.” Deal was set by Frank Coo¬
per Associates.
Elick Moll teleplay will mark
second directorial stirit of Alien
Reisner: on “Playhouse.” In same
month. He’ll also direct “Reunion”
for the program Jan. 2.

J'

the

false, faith in the commission sys¬
tem, they hope1 that as volume in¬
creases prior losses on accounts
will be. made up.”
(3) RubeT suggested that agen¬
cies should maintain case histories 1
,r
showing what work has been under-1
Vancouver, Dec. 23.
taken fo reach client, the time in-1
Ron Kelly, Vidpix producer here
voived in doing it, and the results Planning a. film production outfit
accomplished insofar as they are.; with state-side -financial help, has
measurable. “A careful review of repaeted with CBUT-TV and heads
the case histories will permit the for Mexico on Feb. 11, to produce
agencies to show what work has«four travel documentaries.:
been done and at least an approxi- j
Kelly will shoot two of the 30mation of what has been aceoni-1 minute films as a Canadian Broadplished through it.”
I casting Corp, assignment, one of
(4) “Agencies often fail to con- them a treatment on Patziiaro
trol the cost of operating each ac- Lake near Mexico City.
Other
count. But one must fit costs to two vidpix will be shot-inihe-dark
income or he can’t stay in busi-, footage. for CBC consideration or
ness.” He pointed out that it pays • American interests now proposing
to devote energy in proportion to ! to back the producer,
the need and worth, of the project. 1
(5 ) The consultant indicated that
agencies are not enough concerned
or interested in collateral and local
advertising but a few agencies have
Hollywood, Dec. 23,
seen a great opportunity to in¬
Early production date is planned
crease their business by handling
the collateral and local advertising Oh pilot of. a new series, “Sorority
-r-a six million dollar a year busi¬ Mother/’- starring Mercedes Mc¬
Cambridge, and being produced by
ness.
t6) The fixed commission com¬ her husband, Fletcher Markle.
pensation has limited agency’s in¬
Markle will also direct some of
come because many have assumed I the episodes in the series.

Ron Kelly to Mexico For
Documentaries

‘Sorority Mother* Ais
McCambridge Series

Radio-TV Production Centres
Continued from page 22 ;
inked with WBZ-TV for big sked of one-min. spots and 20-sec. SB’s
for upcoming “Ice Capade Show” . . . Wm. Filene & Sons bought 'a
series of One-min. live commercials for its watch dept. On “Boston
MovTetime/’ WBZ-TV . , Narragansett Brewing Co., Cranston, R. I.,
renewed its WBZ-TV contract for three weekly 20-see. SB’s on a 52wk. basis . .
Len Hornsby, former WVDA„ now WEZE, gen. mgr.*
joined Radio Advertising Bureau, N. Y.,\as grocery products sales mgr.
... . . Norm Nathan, WHDH platter spinner, handling pop and jazz show
at midnight.

IN LONDON
Associated-Rediftusion’s weekly current affairs program, “This Week,”
was aired direct from Paris via the Eurovision hookup by arrange¬
ment with the BBC and French tv authorities. The show took the
form of ,an on-the-spot discussion on the NATO talks, and was the
first entire Independent Television program to employ the link .
.
NBC teledocumentary, “Back In The Thirties,” will be aired by BBCTV next Mon. (30) .
Grade Fields topped the bill of Associated
Television’s “Saturday Spectacular,” last Sat. (21) , v . . First in Asr
sociatedrRediffusion’s new science series, “Conquest Of Space,” will
gO oht. next Mon. (30) . . . Robert Starinage appointed press director
Screen Actors • Guild is going to for Associated Television. He takes up his post Jan. 6, He^s been director
use a technical argument in its of publicity for Warner Bros. In London fbr .the past three years .
.
fight to achieve jurisdiction over Bernard Braden commences his second series of. “Early To Braden,”
on New Year’s Day.
taped wideo, it has become appar¬
ent. SAG, . which makes the con¬
tracts for all screen actors in mo¬
New manager of ABC’s o-and-o radio station, KGO; is Gil Paltridge,
tion pictures and television. Will
a Blue Network vet who Comes off a five-year stint as boss of KROW,
probably argue that if tape is ed¬
ited—as it .
proved recently Oakland, previously had been an exec with KYA, KGIL, KFI, NBC in
Frisco and Hoffman TV. One of his first ac{s was Ho pink-slip Jimmy
that it could be-^-it is like film and Lyons’ jazz show ... . KOBY’s applied for an FM outlet . . / Don Sher¬
therefore belongs in SAG’s baili¬ wood got a new KGO-TV slot, 6 p.m. Saturdays ; ... Riiss Coglin jump¬
ing from KCBS sales to KGO-TV sales, but presumably Will hang on
wick:
Since the: American Federation to his. KRON “Nightmare” show which has built big in the ratings
of Television & Radio Artists lias ... vpr. R. G.'Agnew, board chairman of the Pacifica Foundation which
. KBET-TV,
been given jurisdiction, over tape runs KPFA-FM, seriously hurt in an auto accident
in all its latest network, pacts, the Sacramento, goes before the FCC Jan.v 16 to ask for a change in an¬
industry has been awaiting the tenna site . . . KPIX’s Phil Lasky, George Mathiesen, Lon Simon, Bill
first maneuver by SAG to contest Dempsey, George Goldman and A1 Baccari back-in Frisco after the.
the authority over tape given the week-long Westinghouse huddle at Savannah, Ga.
live, actors’ union. It is the same
argument used in. closed circles by
the technical, unions which handle
telefilm, where up till now it ap¬
Johnny Costa back on KDKA-TV as piano accompanist for the Jopeared to have a more direct bear¬ sie Carey-Sterling Yates morning show, "Josie’s Storyland,” but not
ing on the-situation. The Inter¬ on a permanent basis. He’ll continue to accept choice out-of-town
national Alliance of Theatrical & bookings for his trio from time to time; He’s booked by MCA . . .
Stage Employees, which presides Harold C. Lund, Westinghouse Broadcasting veep here, to Encino, Cal.,
over film employees, does not have to holiday with his niece, Shirley Letreille . . . Don Brockett, head of
the contractual rights to tape promotion for local edition of TV Guide, cast in upcoming Playhouse,
either/since CBS gave it to the In¬ production of “Finian’s Rainbow” . . . Les Rawlins, general manager
ternational Brotherhood of Elec¬ of KDKA radio, arid his wife celebrated their 21st wedding anni . . ,
trical Workers, its live union, and Ray Scott, Ch. 2 sportscaster, set by NBC to do the radio play-by-play
NBC and ABC gave it to the Na¬ of the Sugar Bowl game between Mississippi and Texas from NeW Or¬
tional Assn of Broadcast Employ¬ leans
. . Peggy Ann Hiesel,: of WCAE; and her husband spending
ees & Technicians. Both of these holidays with his folks in West Palm Beach, Fla. .. . . WTAE (Ch. 4)
live unions claim they gave up broke. ground for its $1,000,600 studio; station will begin; operations
their remaining rights to film, next September:
which were then given: entirely to
I A, in order to gain tape.
.1
It’s expected IATSE and now
SAG, through argumentation hir,g7
ing on the editing of tape,, will at¬
tempt to assert their rights of¬
ficially before another year is put.
Live programs, now under AFTRA,
IBEW and NABET, cannot be edit¬
ed and the kinescopes of live pro¬
grams rarely arer
The effectiveness of the NABETIBEW-AFTRA pacts With the webS*
Rome, Dec. 23.
for the control of live has been
Italian
telephone
subscribers
questioned on other legal grounds.
may
soon
be
able
to dial a number
Multiple firings of NABET employ¬
and receive any one of five differ¬
ees recently by NBC highlight the
problem. NABET has been so
ent radio programs, two of them
weakened by the firings and are
exclusively musical and without
Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
fearful of: a number of more in
Since expansion of its program¬ announcement! or commercials.
the. future that, some :think, it
either now is or. shortly will be iri ming to include a considerable RAI, the Italian radio network, has
the position of bargaining with the number of syndicated half-hour already licked technical problems
network to maintain what it al¬
of the system, which would at first
ready has and will not have the shows, KMGM-TV, in which Na-'
time or the bargaining strehgth to tional Television Associates re- be put into effect only in Rome,
The
seek, or hold improvements such ce:ntly acquired a 75% interest arid Milan,; Turin and Naples.
as tape jurisdiction.
in which Metro Pictures owns a Italo net is currently miillihg the
The situation is by no means as 25% block, has gained as much as bookkeeping problems involved in
keen or sensitive with AFTRA or a 4,900% audience increase in the planned service, which will,
IBEW, but the reduction in the some of its segments.
probably entail an additional sub¬
amount of live programming in
This is according to the Amer¬
favor of film is nonetheless hurting ican Research Bureau’s latest re¬ scription fee: to that already paid
the. employment levels of AFTRA port, it’s pointed out by Donald by all ; registered Italian radio
and there is; simultaneously, noth¬ Swartz, the station’s general man¬ (arid tv) setowners.
ing to keep CBS from IBEW fir¬ ager.
Plan is to use the current tele¬
ings if it can justify the cutbacks.
Station, which formerly, confined
its programming almost entirely phone wiring systems in the above
to features, now has a« formidable cities to conduct the programs into
lineup of the half-hour syndicated hoiAes, where a special adaptor
shows. Among these first-runs are Would link the phone system to the
Re¬
“I Remember Mama,” “Official fono insert of the radio set.
Detective,” “China Smith,” “Shee- portedly, subscriber cohld choose
Distributor Jules Weill
and na,” “The Three Musketeers” and ariy one of three regular IAI radio
programs or one of two additional
Texas tv producer Jack Wyatt “Gangbusters.”
all-music programs^-one for light,
will, break, after Jan. 1 with a new |
By putting some other second
half-hour telefilm stanza for syn¬ and third run syndicated shows, another for longhair fare, System
dication called “Confession.” Weill previously on other stations’ fringe is said not to interfere with nor¬
has concentrated until ndW on the time here, in double AA time, mal use of telephone, and gives a
sale of Gallic and; Italo features KMGM-TV has garnered compara¬ hi-fi standard surpassing even FM,
to tv arid has occasionally handled tively high ratings for them, reports say.
Programs wotild.be advertised in
the sale of cowboy features put up Swartz says;
into half-hour tv length.
However, KMGM-TV is continu¬ the RAI weekly magazine* RadioWeill and Wyatt (who runs ing with its 9 p.m. nightly feature corriere “Wire-diffusiori” system
“Confession” as a local live stanza, film, including the Metro, 20th- is said to be quite popular in sev¬
on WFAA-TV, DaUas) have, been Fox, RKO and United Artists old¬ eral European nations.
working on: the deal , for several ies, and claims the highest local
Asked when the system would
moriths.
Show will cover inter¬ audience rating in this^particular go into effect;, a' RAI spokesman
cautiously said that the matter was
views by Wyatt with various con¬ category.
victs arid the. criminally insane.
Swartz says the rating percent¬ being studied, but that nothing was
Report is that the show will be ages show little variance because contemplated, in the “near future.”
lensed in the WFAA studios and the pictures have been “consis¬ This, he added, meant at least not
on prison locations.
tently good.”
'for two months.

IN SAN FRANCISCO .

IN PITTSBURGH

Italy’s Fee-Radio

Telephone Subscribers Will Be Able to Dial in Any
One of Five Programs

KMGM-TV’s New Film
Pattern Invites Some

WEILL AND WYATTS
‘CONFESSION’ SERIES
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ASSIGNMENT: SOUTHEAST
ASIA
*
With James A. Michener,- James
Robinson
Producer-Director: Robert D. Graff
Writer: Sheldon Stark*
90 Mins.; Sun. (22), 2:30 p.m.
NBC-TV, from N.Y. (in color)
As
a . conventional travelog,
‘‘Assignment: Southeast Asia" had
numerous
exotic,
eye - catching
dips. But as a documentary pur¬
porting to cover the social and
political terrain of a crucial area
in the great power struggle, it fell
considerably short Of the mark.
Neither the camera work- nor
James A. Michener’s narration,
although ranging over a lot of
ground,-succeeded in bringing into
focus some, of the. key problems
facing the seven Southeast. Asia
nations, six of ; which have achieved
independence in the past 10 years.
The Show meandered - from
culture to economics and from
religion to politics. Soiije of the
individual clips were excellent: the
temples,, the opium smoker, the
malaria victim, the worker in the'
r'ce field, the wedding ceremony,
the boxing match, et al, all pre-;
surriably designed to acquaint the
American tv viewer with a far-off
people. -However, this materi:
as
presented, was without a fresh
viewpoint. Actually, much of the
photography was similar in ap¬
proach and content to several film
shorts previously made in the
:same area. And Michener’s com¬
mentary didn’t bring any new
perspectives with it either.
It
blurred the issues in poetic gen¬
eralities rather than sharpening
them With specifics.
Interviews with several of the
leading politicians in the. various
nations didn’t help to clarify any
of the problems either. They were
more. or less formal declarations
that were not subject to any real
cross examination.
As if recognizing, that the film,
and Michener were wide of the
mark in spotlighting the problems
of Southeast Asia, NBC corre¬
spondent James Robinson added
his up-to-ther minute postscript, to
the show. Robinson gave a country-by-country breakdown on Com¬
munist strength and ended by
blasting the so-called U.S. State
Dept, “experts" on the area.
Herm.
THIS WAY UP
With Walter Abel, narrator
Producer-director: Konstantin Kai¬
ser
30 Mins.; Sat. (14). 11:15 p.m.
WPIX, N.Y. (film)
“This Way Up,” a public rela¬
tions film produced, for Sikorsky
Aircraft by Marathon TV News¬
reel, is another excellent example
of the industrial film. Marathon,
the Konstantin Kaiser outfit which
has. Tacked Up an enviable .track
record in. this field, has turned out
an interesting,. Informative and
imaginatively produced documen¬
tary in 35m color and black-andwhite which mikes-for fine public
service programming on the sta¬
tion, level.
Film was shot in such diverse
areas as Paris, Brussels, Liege, New
Guinea, NeW York and the Gulf
of Mexico, and. demonstrates the
latest applications of the helicopter
in. military and civilian terms. The
European footage covers the new.
use of the helicopter by Sabena
Airlines as an intercity transporta-,
lion service, with routes from Bel¬
gium into. France and Germany, as
well as city-to-airport operations.
New Guinea footage deals with the
use of helicopters in Oil explora¬
tion, with the aircraft used“to haul
men,, machines and supplies and
equipment over impassable jungle.
Similar, use is made of the planes
by offshore, oil companies in the
U. S. The military use of the heli¬
copters now extends to transport,
rocket recovery, etc. Another fas¬
cinating segment showed the as¬
sembling of the helicopters in a
Sikorsky plant.
As much as the film’s content
itself is absorbing, so is the produ.ction-direction by Kaiser and
some fine photography by Henry
V. Javorsky, who got his Cameras
right on top of the action in each
locale as well as providing some
striking photography. Ken Bald¬
win’s editing is fine, and Walter.
Abel does an excellent narration
job of an uncredited but highly
literate script.'
Chan.

Expand Lineup On
^Maverick’
Kaiser is in the process of ex¬
tending its station lineup of “Mave¬
rick,” as the result of the 60-min¬
ute weekly "telefilm’s victory on
ABG-TV over NBC-TVs Steve Air
len and CBS-TV'sEd Sullivan and
Jack Benny shows.
Kaiser began its lineup last Sep¬
tember with 67 stations! In the past
few weeks, it’s upped the number
to 87 and is shooting for .100 clear¬
ances.
'
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JUNIOR MISS
(Du Pont Show of the Month)
With Don Ameche, Joan Barnett,
Paul Ford, Carol Lynley, David
Wayne, Diana Lynn, Susanne
Sydney, others
Executive producer: Richard Lew*
Seven Lively. Arts
ing-^-with a bow to chief litterateur Capuano. Franklin Schaffner di¬
ine
..With a bow to.the holidays and Goodman Ace. and the cracker jack rected with imagination and feel¬ Director: Ralph Nelson to the younger audience sector, trio of Mqrt Green; George Foster, ing. Host on the show was Hedda Adaptation; Will Glickman, Joe
“The Seven Lively Arts” on CBS- Jay Burton; and a way that Coino Hopper, , whose thespic range is
Stein
V
TV Sunday (22) presented Tchaik¬ & Show.have of using guests in tv limited, but who managed to Took Music & Lyrics: Burton Lane •
ovsky’s “The Nutcracker,”, restaged as best reflected also by Dinah misty-eyed when , reading a letter
Dorothy Fields
specially for the occasion by Shore and Patrice Miinsel, among from Vice-President Nixon.
90 Mins.. Fri. (20) 7:30 pan.
George Balanchin. It was a charm-, precious few. others working the
r
This, was one of those shows DU PONT
ing presentation, eveh. though via variety idiom...
where. the commercials seemed al¬ CBS-TV, from H’wood (color)
the transition to tv, some of. the
(BBD&O)
All the holiday ingredients were most deliticratetly ill-chosen so as
magic of the stage work was lost. there, but never , stuffy or saccha¬
“Junior Miss” made an engaging
to break the mood of the story.
. Director Charles DUbin had pro¬ rine. Como, with the gamut of
Granting the commercial necessi¬ and appropriate Christmastime at¬
ceedings well in hand and the songs keyed to the occasion; Kukla
traction
for Du Font’s “Show of
ties, there should be a way to tailor
screen was full of grace and move¬ & 01Iie, suddenly without Fran as
the plugs so they clash less vio¬ the Month” as presented last Fri¬
ment woven into a little Christ¬ middlewohrfn (Como, being the lently wife the story they inter¬ day on CBS-TV in fee kid-&-adult
mas story.
Maria Tallchief and "pirichhitter”), with a couple of de¬ rupt.
90-minute period from 7:30 to iL
Hift:
Andre Eglevsky were the .soloists, lightful
Themed to the Yule spirit, the
entries,
including
the
performing with spirit and beauty; Dragorils vocal of “Poor Little
Coast originating tint spec fash¬
Person , to Person
supported by the New York City Christmas . Tree” (Burr Tillstrbm
ioned into a musicomedy from
Tyrone
Powert
Who’s
rarely,
seen
Ballet..
may be-hidden but his authority on tv, proved an interesting “Peri Sally Benson’s original stories and
“Nutcracker” is so. well known and showmanship show all the way
the Jerome Chbdorov-Joseph Fields
and loved, and .the music has such through);, the McGuire Sisters, One son to Person” guest via CBS-TV years-ago legit hit, played for the
Universal appeal, that there is lit¬ of .the top trios in the business and Friday (20). After emcee Edward most part as a pleasant if not dated
tle. sense , in quarrelling with the probably the best-looking, working B. Murrbw recited Powder’s pedi¬ romp, as harmless a teenage mor¬
Balanchin adaptation for tv. Ob¬ hiftly on a- medley and in other gree for the benefit of the few sel as plum pudding or! fruit cake.
viously, the ballet had to be cut. vocal spheres; the Marquis Family viewers who may not have been In an era when the kids (and pa and
But,there was still enough left for of champ chimps.! a credit to any aWare of. it. the .cameras probed ma) are addicted to the shoot-emenchantment aind the dream layout, whether geared fOr kids,: about the actor’s. four-room Park ’ups, maybe it takes courage these
sequence with its subsequent: bal¬ teeners, or Mr, and Mrs. America; Ave., N. Y., penthouse—the . same days- to revert to the practically
apartment, he had sublet to Kay
let vignettes was well handled.
extinct healthy - and - wholesonfe
Conio joining the guest attractions,
John Crosby was the narrator, giving them the big play, as in his Kendall and Rex Harrison.
school of video fare that dates back
With introductory amenities out
and he seemed to have trouble en¬ savvy custom; and Como doing his
to Henry ‘Aldrich and his host of
of tise way, "Power naturally men¬
tering into the spirit. Of things.
annual narration on a superb ver¬ tioned his recent stint in United hoy and girl counterparts. Sur¬
' Hift.
sion of the Nativity, plus his -niany- Artists’ “Witness for the Prosecu¬ prisingly enough, the Joe Steinspleridored way with “Ave Maria.” tion” and discussed his upcoming Will Glickman adaptation (with ac¬
companying snore by Burton Lane
Frank Sinatra Show
In another of his repeat func¬ stage tOur in Arnold Moss? adapta¬
Bing Crosby guested on Frank tions, Como got himself surround¬ tion Of Shaw’s “Back to Methuse¬ and Dorothy Fields) held up well
Sinatra’s ABC-TV Christmas show ed near , the windup by the children lah,” This prompted some obvious in a tasteful production that sel¬
.last Friday (20), and Sinatra & Co of his staff—just about the best queries on. Murrow’s part such as, dom permitted itself to get hogged
would have been hard put to find way of ending off a Christmas “What’s the basic appeal of the down by maudlin sentimentality or
a more vivid contrast with the show, although the copyright on drama?” Power’s reply: “I enjoy iinprbhabilities.
memorable
early - season
Edsel this little format may be held by the contact of audiences,”
Actually “musical comedy" is a
show. Where the latter Was vi¬ Arthur .Godfrey; No appraisal of a
At one point Power abruptly ter¬ pretentious boast and misnomer
brant, this Sinatra filmed episode Perry Gomo production is complete minated his conversation for a cup fore the presentation.
The score
Was static; where the Edsel outing without
mention
of
the
Bay of coffee. This pause for refresh¬ seemed strictly incidental to what
was . spontaneous and fresh, this Charles-.Singers and the Mitchell ment appeared sO sudden that one otherwise came off as a straight
was studied, pretentious and awk¬ Ayres orch, both strategic entities had the feeling that “P. to P.”- may comedy offering and, perhaps with
ward.
in the show’s setup. Also on hand have picked up Savarin on the sly the single exception of. a tune
Comparison is. not really invidi¬ Were the corking Louis DaProri as a fresh bankroller. But the ac¬ called *TTI Buy That," which
ous, since- it was the Sinatra- Dancers..
.Trail.:
tor. quaffed the brew without .ex¬ served handily for David Wayne
Crosby teaming that made the
claiming, “Man! that’s coffee,”: and Diana Lynn, the best that can
Edsel show the great tv outing
handed
the cup to his housekeeper be said for the Burton Labe-Doroplayhouse 90
that it was. Yet, ihe results on this
thy Fields words and music is that
One of the most difficult, shows, and. rerieWed the discussion;
Yule edition of the Sinatra show¬
A visit to Basil O'Connor, presi¬ they did a . minimum of damage to
to
“sell"
to
an
audience
is
the
doc¬
case seem, a summary of the fail¬
the continuity.
Otherwise the
dent
of
the
National.
Foundation
of
ings of the entire Sinatra series umentary- or semi-documeritary, Infantile Paralysis, and his wife score was unimportant and equally
On ABCr—it’s Uncomfortable. Even that carries a “message.” .“F0r I wound up the session. Originating uninspired.
discounting the. often sloppy pro¬ “Have Loved Strangers” on "Play¬ from their Warm Springs, Ga.,
In signing Carol Lynley to play the
duction, the absence of a central house 90” last week (19) was that home, this remote afforded O’Con¬ mischievous “junior miss” of the
theme or point of view, the fact kind of. show, arid it came very nor the opportunity of. reminding piece land to a large degree Su¬
is that Sinatra never quite seems close to being a good entertainment
the public of the value of Balk sanne Sydney as her friend Fluffy)
at his best or at his easiest, and the program as well as a documentary.
vaccine,, among other things, The exec producer Dick Lewine and di¬
attitude infects his guests,
One of the reasons for this was intersts of both Mi*, and. MrS. rector Ralph Nelson had 50% of
Sinatra himself directed this the husband-and-wif e team of Don
O’Conndr Were touched upon brief¬ their problem licked. Miss Lynouting, his first directorial stint, Murray and Hope Lange, two of
ly before the. interview appropriV iey’s Judy was an inspired bit of
and in this regard the show was the. most promising young players
ately closed With ai Dickup of carol- j casting for she brought to the role
commonplace, with Crosby and the on the; talent roster today. Theyall -the- desirable qualities in her
Voice first caroling Over a home gave sensitive, finely-shaded per-, ing patients: outside the contde’s
residence.
Gilb. . schemiiigs and machinations. For
bar, then in old-English cOstume formances and their scenes togeth¬
that matter most of the performers
in a street, setting, then back iu er radiated warmth and under¬
werb properly “grooved.” -Don
Ed Sullivan Show
the too pbsh setting of the Sinatra standing.
Ameche
as. Judy’s father about as
Ed
Sullivan
got
info
the
Christ¬
livingrqOm:
Pair went through
In other respects, too, “Stran¬ mas spirit with a lot of novelty on reliable and dependable as you can
some 15 Christmas songs, tradi¬
gers” hit the mark. It had some¬ his Sunday (22) edition. Aside cast ’em; Joan Bennett as the
tional and modern, but neither
thing to say that went beyond the from the fact that Yule music per¬ mother properly attractive and in
were in their best voice and unlike
formula theme . of the American, vaded the proceedings, the show tune with the piece, even if her
the Edsel outing, the combination
who goes to work in a refugee had a ski slide built with a lot of major contribution leaned more to
wasn’t a haft?y one> with the
camp, is appalled by conditions and plastic snow strewn about to make the ornamental side; Paul Ford
harmony somewhat. forced and at
falls In love with a girl.. The point possible a demionstation. of the fhiatusing from the Phil Silvers
times father strident.
Worst attribute of the show, and it was makipg was that human be¬ sport. Of course it’s doubtful that Show). more blustery than even a
the facet that seems to cause the haviour must be gauged in terms any studio-built slide could have Bilko can make him; with David
most, discomfort, in the dialog, Of the conditions that prevail; that given the skiers sufficient space to Wayne and Diana Lynn somewhat
with Sinatra spouting a torrent nf law and order cannot prevail in an execute breathtaking; leaps. As it less fortunate as the innocuous loye
flip expressions that presumably, atmosphere of frustration-arid de¬ was, it took quite’ a talent to navi¬ interest.
But largely this “Junior Miss”
are supposed to be sophisticated spair; that the American, when gate that .short and hazardous disfrolic was deeply indebted to the
and hep but come across in a com¬ drivej} to the point of desperation, dignified position,
pletely affected manner. He doesn’t resorts to the Same kind. of thiev¬ tance without winding up in an uri- lusciously uncomplicated adoles¬
Everything ..was slanted for the cence of Miss Lynley’s portrayal,
seem at ease, and neither did ery which has appalled him at the
holiday spirit. Rise Stevens, even plus a warm, old-fashioned script
Crosby, who . had to suffer with the start.
Unfortunately, not all of the sto¬ got on skates to warble a pair of that didn’t lean on a disturbed fam*
same business. It’s a case of writer
Bill Morrow, who Should know ry was. well told, and there were numbers illustrating the spirit of fly or misfit problem kids.. Psy¬
better than, to try his old Crosby holes in the logic. But Elick Moll’s the season. Frankie Lymoii, of the chology was taboo and in its. place
“Kraft. Music Hall" flippancies in script, based on a story by Murray, Teen Agers, boy-sopranoed a brace was an Xmas show of inoffensive
Rose.
another era and with so completed and Fred Clasel, made its point of tunes, and Carol Lawrence of fun arid good, cheer.
Jy. a different type of. personality persuasively and also met the “The West Side Story” was allotted
dramatic .requirements.. It was an one number which wound up in a SPELL N' TELL
as Sinatfa.
For all ihe ABC decisions to do absorbing play, that roused Sym¬ production With a pair, of moppets, With Paul Kaye, Bonnie Hansen
Exec Producer: Walt Framer
more live shows with Sinatra and pathy—counterpointirig the attempt Jill A. Dolly Davis, executing
Director: Don Luftig
with all the big' guest star hook¬ with some unnecessary cynicism— time step.
The shoW also got in its note of 30 Mins.; Eri., 5 pan.
ings on the show, no improvement and sugarcoated its lecture in. valid
novelty with Robert Maxwell harp¬ Participating
iri the program or the* ratings is terms.
Yarn dealt with .
American ing out “White Christmas.” The WATV, Newark, N.J.
likely to begin until Sinatra starts
acting himself. ' He. can work all who goes to help out in an Italian, Roulettes rollerskated a feW brief
A minor entry on the local level
He finds misery, spins, and. the Brauschweig Mar¬ in the audience participation cate¬
the tenfion he wants into a song refugee camp.
or even a performance, hut on hopelessness ,. aggravated by red ionettes acted out the Christmas gory is this Bennef Production,
Story
with
extreme
reverence,
al¬
television ya gotta be. relaxed and. tape, Cynicism .hardened into vio¬
under the Walt Framer Productions
ya gotta be straightforward and lence... When he falls in love with though the camera work which re¬ banner.
believable, or it’s murder, as a girl, and marries her, he discov¬ vealed the movements detracted
The game is a simple cross-word
from
the
spirit.
ers the agony of being refused a
Sinatra is now experiencing it.
puzzle, with phone calls made to
William Saroyan also got in a hit people iri the area who sent in
Chan.
visa for her. He doesn’t have
enough money to tie him over. with a declamation on the times, cards saying they would like to be
When the visa finally arrives, it and there Was moppet pianist Joey among the home viewer con¬
Perry Como Show
Perry Como might amount to turns out the girl has consump¬ Alfidi to struggle his way through testants. Emcee Paul Kaye does
“Minute Waltz;”
Sullivan also some very light chitchat with the
something in television some day. tion.
Murray did a beautiful job iri. splurged ori. production with Pat home viewers phoned, drops a hint
His annual Christmas package,
given Saturday (21) on NBC-TV, delineating the American, who first Kelly doing an aereal ballet. It was for the word to be. spelled out
came out, to nobody’s surprise, a flaunts his athletic prowess, later is a satisfactory holiday show with a within 15 seconds, and pitches hard
superlative effort. If the troubadot humbled by - his experiences and dash of name appearances with pic¬ on the multiplicity of sponsors
Works diligently at being relaxed, begins to understand the lot Of the tures from the Holly wood preerii of riding the show. Prizes vary from
it’s a chore with a bountiful pay¬ refugee. Opposite him, Miss Lange “Farewell to Arms” and a quota of dosturiie jewelry to a Sunbean
Jose.
toaster..
off. As to the Yuletide stuff, it’s an was delightful as the girl brought pleasant entertainment.
In order to get audience partici¬
“everybody’s; doing it” thing; no¬ up in camps, fearful of allowing;
Wide Wide World
pation from other than those send¬
body (but nobody, that is) but her emotions to take over and
On Sunday (22) “Wide Wide ing in' cards, the show boasts a
Como is better Suited to. make wide-eyed with the prospect of the
World”,
proved
how
well
it
can
util¬
monthly jackpot.
Xmas-on-tv alive, warm, humorous,, United States. It was a thoroughly
Many of the home players on the
interesting and sincere. IfT it's a engaging and moving performance. ize its legion of far-reaching tv
trick, it’s probably done with mir¬ In other parts. Robert Flemyng cameras in delivering at major inifialer were kids, and they didn’t
thesis;
“An;
Acf
of
Law,”
com¬
have a tough time in winning, in¬
rors—mirrors fabricated by pro¬ played the disillusioned camp di¬
ducer-stager Bohert S. Ffnkel, di¬ rector, who gives reign to mob rule pactly. prepared by director Van dicative, of the level of the program.
Fox and producer Ted Rogers and Paul Kaye goes through his chores
rector Grey Lockwood, and Coino, when Miss Lange’s father, Vladimir
excellently . written
by Harold feiging excitement, while BonnieSokoloff; .is murdered;
tod,- of course.
There were excellent perform¬ Azine, clearly , and tellingly investi¬ Hansen acts as his on-stage as¬
There’s a lot more than taste as
gated
the
meaning,
the
value and sistant oh the cross-word puzzle
the secret weapon. There’s also: ances in smaller roles by Werner
(Continued on page 32)
board.
Horo."
the matter of perfectly-styled writ- Klemperer, Harold Stone and Sam
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-ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬
reaus latest reports on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a.particiddr city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature'show, in a specific market have been
included in this. Variety chart< Listed below is such pertinent inf ormation regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company'arid the present
distributor included wherever possible, along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the, high and low ratings: for the measured
Variety's

OMAHA
TOP IQ TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1, WEE WILLIE WINKIR—
Shirley Temple, Victor McLaglen,
Cesar Romero; 1937; 20th
Century Fox; NTA

TME SLOT
Shirley Tefnple
. Sat; Nov. 16
4:45-6:00 p.m.
KMTV

feature period and share, of audience, since these' factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15; p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi,
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating jor the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity of station and Other data.

ARB
RATING
-31.1

HIGH
33.5

XOW "
27.3

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE
73.5

NOVEMBER, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS
All Star Golf.!.;. ....... KETV
.... KETV
Kev Korral. .'.;..

ARB
RATING
33
8.2

2. CASABLANCA—
Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman,
Paul Henreid; 1942; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions

First Run
Sun. Nov. 17
9:35-11:00 p.m.
KETV

22.8

24:0

20.7

39.4

50th Anniversary----.KMTV ... .2$ 3
WOW .... _25.6
News - --Madame Curie, Million
..WOW .... ....12.8
Dollar' Movi

S. CHAMPAGNE FOR CAESAR^—
Ronald Coleman, Celeste Holm;
1950; Universal; NTA

First Rim
TueS.Nov. 19
9:35-11:00 p.m.
KETV

19:5

20:2

18.2

35.6

....WOW
.....28.1
Whirlybirds
... . WOW _
Weather; News...... .
News; Sports -........ . . ; . WOW ....
817
Official Detective...,.,., ... KMTV

4. THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER—
Loretta Young, Joseph
Gotten; 1947; Selznick.
Studio; NTA

First Rim
Fri. Nov. 15
9:35-11:00 p.m.
KETV

18 9

219

14.0

34.4

.WOW .... .....32.7
Person to Person
Weather; News;.:....,..;; ... WOW .... .;...24.4
18.6
News; Sports...;..........,
Highway Patrol...... .... WOW ....

5- YOU BELONG TO .ME—
Barbara Stanwyck, Henry
Fonda; 1941; Columbia;
Screen Gems

First: Run
Sat. Nov. 16
9:35-11:00 pm:
KETV

18.3

19.8

17.4

35.5

The Great Ziegfeld,
Comriiand Playhouse.... ;...WOW _....; 14.0
,... . .25.4
Mr. District Attorney____ ....WOW
WOW....,,... .23.1
News

Best of Hollywood
Sun; Nov. 17
1:30^-3:25 p.m.
KETV

18.1

19.8

15.7

36:1

Pro-Football

New Movie
Sat. Nov. 16
10:15-11:50 p.m;
KMT V *

15.1

16.9

12.8

38.5

You Belong to Me,
"First Run
The Great Ziegfeld,
Command Playhouse,

Movie Matinee
TJhiirs. Nov, 14
4:00-5:30 p.m.
WOW

13,8

16.5

9.1

38.8

Comridy time,
......, .KMTV .........10.1
The Hawk. .......KMTV
, , . I2F
World's Greatest Cartoons.... .KMTV ....,.. ..13.4

Command Playhouse
Sat. Nov. 16
10:15-1:30 am.
WOW

13.1

17.8

6,6

47.5

You Belong to Me, First Run... . KET V_,.,..18.2
Black Tuesday, New Movie.
. .KMTV V.,.,...16.3
Fire One, Nighthawk
5.2
Movie.
... KMTV

Command 'Playhouse
Wed. Nov. 13
10:45-1:00 a m.
WOW

12.3

16.5

8.3

62.8

.KETV .......... 7.4
Martin Kane,....... .KMTV
7.4
Tonight
.KMTV
6.1

6. NIGHT AND DAY—
Cary Grant, Alexis Smith, Mary
Martin; 1946;' Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions
T. BLACK TUESDAY—
Edward G- Robinson, Peter
Graves;. 1955; United Artists;
United ArUsts-TV
8. LOST ANGEL—•
Margaret O’Brien, James
Craig, Marsha Hunt;
1942; MGM; MGM-TV
9. THE GREAT ZIEGFELD—
William Powell, Myrna Loy;
Luise Rainer; 1936; MGM;
MGM-TV
.,10. GASLIGHT—
Charles Boyer, Ingrid
Bergman, Joseph Cotteh;
1944; MGM; MGM-TV

¥

WOW

30:4

... . KETV . .V. ..... 18.2
WOW .... .... .16.0

raleigh-durham
1, IN THE MEANTIME. DARLING—
Jeanne Crain,; Frank
Latimore; 1945; 20th
Century Fox; NTA

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. Nov. 17
1:30-3:00 pm. WRAL

28.0

29.3

28.1

71.9

Pro-Football Kickoff..... ,..... WFMY
3.6
Pro-Football
WFMY .... . . . .10.1

X. THE DARK CORNER—
Lucille Ball,. Mark Stevens,
Clifton Webb; 1946; 20th
Century Fox; NTA

Million Dollar Movie
Sat. Nov. 16
6:00-7:15 pm:
WRAL

23.0

24.5

21.7

55.0

Grand Ole Opry... i
WFMY
6.7
Lassie .:.....
... .WFMY
9:5
Top 10 Dance Party.^ ... WTVD -v..... . . . .21.0

3. MARX BROS; “AT THE CIRCUS”—
Mark Brothers, Kenny Baker;
1939; MGM; MGM-TV

MGM 6; O’ Clock.
Theatre
Wed; NoVi .13
6:00-7:15 p.m.
WTVD

13.9

15.4

12.6

37.1

Captain. Five.....
News;, Sports . ...,___
News—Huntley-Brinkley
Wyatt Earp:!..;. . .

3. O’SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY—
Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper;
1935; MGM; MGM-TV

MGM 6 O’clock j
Theatre
Thurs. Nov.14
f6:00-7:15!p.m.
WTVD

13.9

15.8

til

36.1

Captain Fivri...;.......... ....WRaL ....
News; Sports
....WRAL .... .... 15.8
Silent Service ..,,.......,.. .WRAL .... .,..19,8

4. BAD MAN FROM BRIMSTONE—
Wallace Beery, Virginia
Bruce, Dennis O’Keefe:
1938; MGM; MGM-TV

MGM 6 O’clock
Theatre
Tues. Nov. 19
6:00-7:15 p.m.
WTVD

12:3

13.4

1L5

35.4

Captain Five...._;____ ....WRAL ...
News; Sports..,.. ....WRAL ... ... ..13.4
.. . New$—Huntley-Brinkley ., '...WRAL ...
Lone Ranger...;.......,....WRAL

MGM.Star Theatre
Wed. Nov. 13
10:45-1:15 am.
WTVD

103

12.6

6.7

73.0

6. LOST IN A HAREM—
Abbott & Costello, Marilyn
Maxwell. John Corite; 1944;
MGM; MGM-TV

MGM 6 O’clock
Theatre
Mon. Nov; 18
6:00r7:15 p.m;
WTVD

10.0

10.3

93

29.2

7. THE SNAKE PIT—
Olivia De Havilland, Mark
Stevens; 1940; 20th Century
Fox; NTA

Million Driller Movie
Sat.. Nov. 16
11:00-1:00 am.
WRAL

9.3

11,9

6.7

57.1

5. THIRTY^SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson,
Robert Walker; 1944;
MGM; MGM-TV

8. BILLY THE KID—
Rohert Taylor, Brian
Donlevy; 1941; MGM;
MGM-TV
8. YELLOW JACK—
Robert Montgomery,. Virginia
Bruce; 1938; MGM; MGM-TV

'- MGM Star. Theatre
Tiies. Nov. 19
10:30-12:30 am.
WTVD
MGM 6 O’clock
' Theatre
Fri. Nov. 15
6:00-7:15 p.m.
-WTVD

/

....WRAL
....WRAL
.../WRAL
....WFMY

President Eiserihower......WRAL
Weather; Dateline._■. ,.. .WRAL

...._21.3
...._15.0
.... ....123
....

8.7

n

Captain Five... ....... WR AL
.20,2
. Stateline: Sports ..... .WRAL .;. _.14.6
Sheriff of Cochise,... . WRAL . . . .....23:3

Saturday Night Country
Style

WTVD

8.5

8.3

11.9

1.6

59.7

State Trooper ... r
WRAL .... .....11.1
Weather; Dateline..............WRAL
43
Dateline;. Sports.:...... ......WRAL
2.0

8;3

9.5

7,1

27,8

Captain Five. ,.......
WRAL
...,16.6
News; Sports.
......WRAL.... 12.6
O. Henry Playhouse,....,...... WRAL..,.... 11.9
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(Week Ending Dec. 8)
Television Playhouse—“Pick-Up Girl”...... (GRANADA)
77%
Take Your Pick..-....i; (AR)
76%
Sunday Night at the London Palladium...... (ATV)
73%
Play of the Week—’Miss Mabel”............. (AR)
71%
This Week... (AR)
70%
Crisis Cross Quiz—Mon. .. . ..
. ........;. . GRANADA)
1
Jack Hylton Presents—-“Alfred Marks Time”. (AR)
|
Great Pictures of Alexander Korda—‘‘Sanders
167%
of the River”........ .V..;. * (ABCTV)
j.
Armchair Theatre—“The Mortimer Touch”.. (ABCTV)
J
Jaick Hylton Presents—“Arthur Askey”.....: (AR)
66%
Figures reveal the audience in the London, Northern, Midland
and Scottish television homes capable of receivirig both BBC and
ITV programs.

KAPIO-TEIJBVISION

Radio Going Overboard
On Short-Term Xmas
Pacts on Commercials?
Shreveport, La.

Editor, Variety:
I. read your article. about Madi¬
son Ave. and Xmas WittTgreat in-,
terest, but 1 think the top 10 of
[
Madison Ave. are stepping short

of the major objective. Xmas is
just another slant for. a. commer¬
cial pitch and it has been beaten
to death. Here at K-JOE we have
been avoiding the Xmas pitch as
much as possible for oyer three
years.
. Not only . do We avoid the “Xmas
pitch!’ as much as possible, we don’t
sell Xmas business. Our theory is
that it’s the onetime advertiser
and
shortterm
advertiser that;
louses up the air with syruppy
plugs at. Christmas time. Also,, wa
don’t think it would be fair to our
35% audience share, topping even year-round adveftisers to overload
Dpuglas Edwards’ CBS news Which the station with, the onetime, sponimmediately follows it.
Frank
(Continued On page 34)
Reynolds’- noontime news averages
a 4.9 or 25% share, against compet¬
ing moppet shows. And the Fahey
Flynn-P: J. Hpff 10 p.m. stanza for
Standard Oil has long been one Of
the highest rated live shows in the
city, averaging consistently in the
20s with nearly a 50% audience
share.
*

News Setups in Defending Medium

Chicago, Dec. 23.
A couple tv stations here are tak¬
ing irritated exception to a recent
Variety evaluation of video news
“static” and near impotent for
reasons that the story practically
neglected to consider-tv’s great ad¬
vantage over the printed page—
motion.
With news this strongpoint is usually demonstrated in
newsfilm, which , can catch the real
flavor, and drama of a story in a
way that even the purplest prose
cannot. There is also, they point
out, immediacy to consider. And
what’s more, the
broadcasting
media usually break the news
fastest and fustest.
The two stations voicing, outrage
are WBBM-TV, the CBS o&o which
spends around $400,000 per year on
its newsroom and gives that office,
Rome, Dec. 2$.
top priority in its local program¬
The long-standing controversy
ming, and WNBQ, the; NBC sta¬
tion here which in recent months between Italian exhibs and local
has been upgrading its hews cov¬ barowners over the regulation. of
erage, principally by- putting back
television
in so-called
“public
’ to force a single newsfilm crew..
places” has finally ended
a
Bill Ray, WNBQ news director,
Clear-cut
victory
for
the
video
set.
holds that there is “one ideal way
of presenting news--by showing
Much-aired fracas began this:
it live as it happens.. When that’s year with aii exhib plea for govern¬
not possible, and it usually isn’t, ment crackdown on “mis-use” of
the next best thing is. to get it on practically tax-free television sets
film, which can. be processed and in bars, cafes, etc., throughout the
edited in less than an hour. And country. Theatre owners’ appeal
when, that’s presented on the air pointed out the high taxes, charged
by a newscaster, who knows what the exhib sector vs. the low tab in¬
he’s talking about, who can. carp flicted on owners of “public video”
about television news?”
units—which they, claimed were
At. WBBM-TV there’s agreement unfair competition, in hiked prices,
that tv news shops can be nowhere charged entrees, etc.
as ubiquitous as the daily press,
Government ggreed to a more:
but the tv reporter can get at the severe regulation of the bar set,
“big” story as well as any news¬ thus stirring up a storm of protests
paperman and maybe better. Sta¬ from the affected sector. Bar owntion. has a seasoned reporter in ers banded together into a national
Hugh Hili who, with tape recorder organization, protested to the gov¬
and camera crew,. practically , sin¬ ernment, oyer the new regulations,
gle handedly covers ali major news and finally threatened to cancel
events for: the. CBS radio and tv their 19.58 television subscriptions
stations here and for:, the network unless the regulations were eased.
as 'well..
This. cancellation threat finally
Hill points up a notable for-in- broke the impasse. Following fur¬
stance in video’s advantages over ther huddles of all groups involved,
the press. From Jake Guzik, the and the intervention of the govern¬
mobster who wouldn’t be inter¬ ment. office Concerned, the dispute
viewed except on the subject of was settled, and an announcement
why should, he be admitted to race¬ was made which indicated that the
tracks,. Hill got .some hot footage rules for the use^of tv in public
that to the press was simply nq places would be eased up to their
The bar-owners
story,* As Guzik was leaving the previous status.
Big Nine hearings with his retinue. federation immediately instructed
Hill broached him for comment, its members to renew their ^ sub¬
getting the cold shoulder from the scriptions for the coming year.
racketeer and a hard shoulder from
Notable victory for video. in this
a bodyguard, jostling Hill out of country is said Caused by: the large
the way. It turned out a dandy proportionate number of sets in
vignette with an insight the. papers use In cafes and bars in ..Italy: some
could never have captured as well; 70,000.
This is 10% of national
WBBM-TV spends an estimated total, but involves a much larger
$4,000 per week on celluloid Cov¬ percent of viewers, many of them
erage alone or nearly half its total still congregating, im public places
weekly expenditure for .the news¬ for their daily tv fare. RAI-TV,
room, which is easily the largest the national telenet, has long con¬
in town and undoubtedly one' of sidered this group and function a
the biggest local news operations vital one in its national develop¬
in the country.
It staffs news ment towards the first : target of
director Bill Garry, Hill, four edi¬ 1,000,000 Italian setowners, figur¬
tors, six . writers, two film crews ing that a large number of bar(six men), and miscellaneous office side; viewers will eventually huy
help.
And though the station sets.
charges up to $10*000 per week for
15-minute news, strip, it cal¬
culates an annuail deficit .from the
operation of about $150,600;
Despite its red ink status, news
is the pet project of H: Leslie. AtHollywood, Dec. 23;
lass, CBS Veepee in charge of: the
Chi. outlets, who feels that news is . Howard Christie has been signed
the most important information by Revue Productions to produce;
service a station can perform. At- half of the. “Wagon Train” vidJass also believes Viewer accept¬ pic segments. Richard Lewis, who’s
ance of the station is enhanced by been producing all of the “Train”
trustworthy coveraige of hard news. episodes, -continues on series to;
The station has been racking up produce the other half.
Christie last week checked out
impressive ratings with its news¬
casts. Julian Bentley’s localer at of a producer berth at Universal
6 p.m. averages around 12, accord¬ ^-only studio he has ever, worked
ing to latest ARB, for better than a at

CHRISTIE SPLITS UP
mON TRAIN’ HELM
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Fulltime Coml TV for Geimany
Ending State-Controlled Monopoly;
Envision $17,500,000 Annual Take
By HAZEL GUILD
Frankfurt, Dec. 23.
. The atomic bomb just dropped
in the midst of the booming gov¬
ernment-controlled television in
West Germany—and is causing ram¬
ifications in fhe entire German en¬
tertainment industry as well. It’s
the news that the first all-commer¬
cial -television station has been li¬
censed by the'federal government,
is now . setting up operations, and
will start actual broadcasting in
about 18 months.
Freies Fernseh (free television)
as the outfit is named, is currently
headquartered in Eraiikfurt, and
headed by a planning commission
who are deciding just where the
new. station will go and hoW it^
will operate.
With television in
Germany
right now a strictly controlled
monopoly, the television outlets, to
date have been restricted to seven
stations—one for each of the Ger¬
man 'Taender,” roughly equivalent
to what would be just one televi¬
sion, station for each state of the

U.S.

ly about 1,000,000 sets in Germany
—only, one for every 50 people,
and thus a long way from satura¬
tion.
Nightclubs, too, are afraid of
the competition for their night¬
time visitors if people, stay home
to see the new tv instead of going
out on the town.
Actors, Writers, set designers,
artists, directors and producers
are eagerly awaiting the nbw tele¬
vision. With only one station in
each state to which they could
formerly sell their talents, they
have been much at the mercy of
the station’s price-setting. With
the competition coming on, they
hope for better fees..
: And it’s hoped by the audiences
that some new imaginative forces
will come, into being, instead of
making German television the cul¬
ture - heavy plodding unoriginal
mishmash it generally offers today.

RTDG’s‘Feelers’
For AFTRA Tie

The seven, though, are organized
into a German television network'
And the day is split in time, with
part Of the productions originat¬
Since the hassle it had—over
London, Dec. 23, .
ing from each station. Thus even
A. new,.. once-yearly series, simi¬ if a set-owner, were in an area “who directs what”—with the Na¬
tional Assn, of Broadcast Em¬
where,
he
could
view
all
seven
stalar to the special global roundup
tioris at the same time, he would ployees .& Technicians, rank-and-efforts by American networks, is
file members of Radio,. & Televi¬
find the identical*show on each.
to be launched on New Year’s Eve ^ In; a move to fight the possible sion Directors Guild have put out
by Associated Television. Entitled. encroachments of the new televi¬ feelers to affiliate with the Ameri¬
can Federation of Television &
“As the Worid Sees Us*” it repre¬ sion, the net stations are devoting
However, the ex¬
a very , small portion of their time ! Radio Artists.
sents one of the most, ambitious to spot commercials. Starting in ecutive echelons of -both RTDG
public 'affairs programs yet under¬ January,, it will be possible to buy and AFTRA negated any chance of
taken by a British tv. programming spots during an evening , half-ho^r getting together under an official
binder..
company, and will be screened at across the. net.
Evidently,
rank-and-file over*
The. federal government at Bonn
a peak- viewing time.
originally wanted its own televi¬ tures by RTDG of AFTRA’s rankFor the program ATV is flying to' sion .outlet, but with one station and-file were borne out of a de¬
London from all oyer the world a. in each “state,” the states opposed, sire to strengthen the directors*
the federal competition. Finally guild as much as possible to gain
group of eight top foreign
Bonn backed down under vthe bargaining strength against other
spondents of British: newspapers
states’ pressure. It has, however, Unions and the networks. But a
and weeklies to present a 45-min¬
at last granted the single license topic vel RTDG spokesman said
ute; frank and up-to-the-minute glo¬
that will break up the monopoly’ that the guild was going to remain
bal impression of what the world
independent, and that none uf the
tp the Freies Fernseh Co.
thinks of Britain on the threshold
This company will operate en¬ overtures could have had execu¬
of another crucial year.
tirely independently from the Ger¬ tive sanction since he was not
Alreaidy in London as the net¬ man television .net* producing its aware of them. An AFTRA topper
work’s guests foi* the special show own shows. Its headquarters for didn’t figure that there "was much
'
are Don Iddon, American corre¬ broadcasting will probably, be in chance of affiliation either,
spondent of the Daily Mail; Wil¬ the wealthy Ruhr district, and it
liam Clark, Indian correspondent expects to have reception through^
of* the Observer, and David WiW out Germany.
lianas, editor of West Africa. Be^
It will, create all its own shows.
tween now aind Dec. 31* Vincent Instead of the heavy emphasis that
Buist of Reuters will be planing in the state-controlled stations put
from Moscow; Richard Beeston of on “culture” (with innumerable
the News Chronicle from the Mid¬ lengthy longhair, concerts, discus¬
dle East;, Anthony Terry of. -the sions of books and; art, repetitions
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Sunday Times from. Germany and of the classics of the stage from
Bing Crosby, who’s chairman of
Henry Kahn of the Daily Herald past writers like Schiller anti the board of new KCOP Television
from France.
Goethe), its emphasis will be on Inc.* got into deal to*, purchase
With. ATV hearing, the total entertainment — with probably Channel 13 here “because he’s in¬
much
modern music.
terested in tv in this area. Un¬
costs of the project, the show looks
: It stresses, though, that it is hot doubtedly, he will take an active
to be the costliest venture yet un¬
aiming
for
the
teenage
audience
part
in planning and development
derwritten hi the public service
arena by a commercial British com¬ who are generally the most tele¬ of the station. We intend to seek
vision-conscious.
It
wants
the
older
his
counsel
and make full use of
pany. The web is looking ahead
to the establishment of the pro¬ settled people, the housewives and his valuable contacts in the enter¬
gram as an annual tv tradition* and husbands who represent the most tainment world.”
<
This was disclosed by Kenyon
feels it demonstrates the breadth buying power.
It expects to collect 70,000,000 Brown, new prexy of syndieatn
of. global coverage the. commercial
himself,
Crosby.
channel can now offer the British German marks (about $17,500,000) •consisting, of
public as. the network reaches full revenue yearly from its advertis¬ George L. Coleman and Joseph A
maturity. The show is also indi¬ ing. it will allow the sponsors to Thomas, which has just gotten the.
cative of the growing friendly, col¬ buy spots only in-between shows, FCC greenlight to station pur¬
laboration between tv and the at. the station breaks. Thus the chase. However, Brown carefully
sponsors Win have, nb control over clarified that he wasn’t hinting that
fourth estate.
the shows* Will be unable to orig¬ Crosby would make personal ap¬
inate or in any way influence the pearances on the station or par¬
shows, and will have • only one ticipate in day-to-day operations.
BBC’* H’wood Salute
choice—that of the time they pre¬
Same syndicate also has had
fer.
'
London, Dec. 23.
“some negotiations” in progress ta
Freies Fernseh expects to spend buy a local radio station, as yet
The BBC’s sound radio
program about the motion pic-*
60,000 German marks (about *15,- unclosed, Brown revealed. If this
ture i n d u s t ry, “Movie-Go000) an hour’ for its total costs, in deal goes through, however, radio
Round,” will be featuring ‘‘ex¬
producing the programs.
and tv operations would be com¬
clusive” interviews with some
.; At this point of the television pletely separate, he emphasized.
of Hollywood’s top personali¬
station’s formation, it seems that
Meanwhile, new management has
everyone Is^ getting into the. act.. been negotiating with various edu*
ties on pec. 29, When the show
takes a retrospective look at
The states, afraid of; losing their cational institutions, including uni¬
Hollywood’s Jubilee Year.
powerful control of the television versities and boards of education,
here* are anxiously awaiting devel¬ anent new programming. Station
Among those who’ll add:
their comments to1 the airing
opments and objecting to the com¬ would extend facilities and expand
will be Charles Chaplin, Alfred
petition.
on-the-air time to accommodate
Churches are wondering about such shows, if deals crystallize, but
Hitchcock, Cecil B. DeMiRe,
Walt Disney, Otto Preminger
the impact of the new station; and won’t actively stage'.
and Michael Anderson. The.
politfRal parties and unions are ex¬
Brown, as chief operating officer
pected to be among the biggest of-the new corporation, will set up
program, which it’s claimed,,
has a regular listening audi-.
buyers ' of advertising time. Busi¬ permanent offices at KCOP, from
ehce of just below 3,500,000,
nessmen, tod, will be offered a new which he’ll handle his broadcast
will also feature soundtrack
market for their advertising.
interests in other parts of the
clips from several pictures,
Film people, both German, and Country. Alvin Flanagan, formerly
starring headliners such as
American, are; wondering if this assistant station manager, becomes
Fred Astaire, Bing Crosby;
will mean, more television set own¬ station topper and Jack Heintz, for¬
Henry Fonda, Frank Sintara
ership, and consequently less the¬ mer manager, has retired from ac¬
and Katherine Hepburn.
atre audiences. There are current- tive broadcasting.

Ken Brown Sez Bing
Will Play ApSve Role _
In KCOP Partner Deal

32

TV Followup Comment
Continued from pace 29 —
the administration of U.'$. lawThat’s a big job for any tv show*
but it was carried off Very effec¬
tively, and, for once, not a word
or action was wasted.
The history and reason for laws
. was nicely suggested by actor Wen¬
dell Corey. His explanation of the
making of law to define boundar¬
ies and rights ofthe individual arid
of laws’ growing complexity
seemed almost oblique at first, but
in sum it set the stage and whet
the appetite for'“An Act of Law.”
Further insight Was given by Vicepresident Nixon arid by the drama¬
tic interpretation of the work, of
the F.B.L “WWW” discarded its
normal routine recreation of events
and got a genuinely documentary
flavor into the depiction of an in¬
cident in the Weinberger kidnap¬
ping case.
The best segment, with the help
of Charles Van Doren, was the un¬
ravelling of what might seem ordi¬
narily
uninteresting
tv
fare—
a litigation by the Dept, of Agricul¬
ture against 11 Maryland farmers.
Show went into the court where
the trial originally was held, but
did not try to do a sterile facsimile
of the actual proceedings.
In¬
stead, the. various-principals de¬
veloped the main points and coun¬
terpoints in a carefully guided gab
session that was excellently re¬
searched and consummated.
The final portion of “WWW,”
about the penal system, gave scribe
Azine a chance to convey the small
horrors, yet the necessity and com¬
plexity of U.S.. prisons. The cam¬
eras followed every cue beauti¬
fully and so did the succession of
real-life experts.
Art.
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Miss Evelyn displayed bona - fide
terror as the killer’s intended vic¬
tim. Good support was provided by I
Di Reda, and George Tobias, as a
sergeant; Buzz Kulik's direction
heightened the suspense.
On the whole however* despite
some good performances, the story
added .up to more of a dramatiza¬
tion of. tough police grilling than a
“tender story of a detective . . .
who proves a guilty man innocent;”
Plugs for Chrysler Corp.’s stable Of
chariots
stressed *a
.‘‘Forward
Look” Christmas.
Gilb.

proach to tv came over "well,
though she might have played her
amplified guitar more instead of
using it as .part of the decor.
Joyce Grenfell scored a personal
triumph with her brilliant takeoffs
and studies of real life incidents
arid characters. By far her best
entry, was an: impression of a
school marm handling a class of
infants, which brought more than
a fair share of yocks. Chris Bar¬
ber’s: Band, probably the hottest
and best New Orleans outfit in
Britain at this time, got the audi¬
ence hep in its . solo spot with an
up tempo entry in. traditional style
with solos from the front liners.
.Royal Danish Ballet performed
their routines Well, but were one
of the main reasons for the pro¬
grams lack of balance. Their terping slowed the Show’s tempo down
to the minimum, mainly because
it went on too long. Bernard
Braden, who emceed the show with'
a pleasant informal touch, also
solo’d a sketch on the famous let¬
ter from ari American editor to a
small girl answering her query:
“Is there .a Santa Clause,” entitled,
“Dear Virginia.”
Granadiers, as usual, were on
top form with a novel routine built
round the current . pop hit,
“Alone,” and. the Peter Knight
nrch played through the show
competently.
Bary.

|

J. B. Priestley took time out in anc article published in the British
Sunday paper, Reynolds News, to answer criticism by tv critics on his
[most recent teleplay, “The Stone Faces,” reviewed in Variety Dec..
11. Mai,n criticism levelled at the writer was his portrayal of the press,
which in a roundabout manner was responsible in the piece for the
death of its star, Luise Rainer, who portrayed* a film Idol running away
from Hollywood publicity. Priestley wrote: “I wanted: to show what I
felt, about the kind, of press that hounds down film stars.” He added,
“the piece came out more or less as I thought it would. Not very good,
not very bad:” He agreed that the piece was “off balance” and “vague¬
ly unsatisfactory.” His main crib was the fact that none of the critics
had put. their fingers on the right faults,, and that none of the criticism
was constructive or helpful to him in any way. The job of tv critics,
he . emphasised, was to help the writers who were still experimenting.
“Too many of them,” he wrote, “do not behave like men and brothers
at least equally interested in this new form of entertainment. They be¬
have rather as if they were spoilt, peevish, rich men 'who had or¬
dered, at vast expense, some magnificent feast that never came up to
their expectations.”
♦

Sunday’# Schedule ,
Highlight of “Sunday’s Sched¬
ule,” the
video
potpourri
bn
WRCA-TV, New York key Of NBCCoast delegation- of Academy of TV Arts & Sciences, consisting of
TV, was the introduction of Paul
prexy. Harry Ackerman, Loren Rjfder, Wayne: Tiss and Sheldon Leon¬
Ashley’s puppets, The Lilliputs, in
ard, will trek to N.Y. Jan. 11 to attend first face-to-face trustees meet¬
a new role, In the final half-hour
ing of new national AT AS board.
of the all-morning show fronted by
Items on agenda include several issues on which bpth coasts have
Johnny Andrew’s, Ashley and his
been divided; included revamp of Emmy setup (said to be drastically
right-hand- man, Chuck McCann
cut down this year), and common basis of membership for all chap¬
manipulated their distinctive dolls
ters. Also to be discussed is admission of various new chapters.
to the day’s top records. On a lowbudget tv stanza, where records
are intended to carry much of the
Certain reported developments in a new .NEA telecolumn, service
weight, many gimmicks have tried
will actually focus 6n an extension of Dick Kleiner’s cross-the-^board
to make them more palatable for
“Preview” stint in the N.Y. World-Telegram'& Sun. That column will
the added dimension of sight, but
continue as is under Kleiner’s byline. NEA is currently prepping a na¬
this Ashley business may be the
tional syndicated highlight service to be titled “TV Scout,” which will
best and most effective gimmick
be distributed separately under an autonomous approach. The. column:
yet.
will be offered to. newspapers without regard to the competitive ele¬
Puppets have been tried before . ssS' Continued from pa^e 20
ment—meaning that the pillar is just as likely as not to find its way into
to disks, but Ashley carries them
one step further. For example* he agers to do a quick revise on the public prints that are in. competition with NEA services. Bob Cunniff
devised a puppet resembling Frank format, permitting Ade to exit has been retained to assist Kleiner in preparation of the column, which
Sinatra for the presentation of before it actually started rolling.
will include a short personality profile in addition to the basic element,
Sinatra singing “Chicago^” and an¬ .. Aderomnu can keep about half the day’s, program highlights. There will be no byline identity in; “TV
other, still more striking carica¬ of his 64G and is registered for Scout.”
ture, of Judy Garland in the garb the Roosevelt Medical School, Chi¬
of a clown with her feet dangling
cago. Efforts are being made to
Pulse tv reports, based until this month on a bne-week-per-month
over the edge of a. miniature proeget him into Northwestern Univ. survey, have been revised and are now based on a four consecutive
scenium, to simulate her “Some¬
where Over the Rainbow.” Most to attend certain preparatory class¬ week tabulation. First market where a new plan went into effect was
humorous by far Was Ashley’s El¬ es which have been suggested be¬ Boston.
A GBS-TV press release herald¬ vis Presley puppet, a broad “Jail- fore he starts his medical studies
Technique will be to spread the .field work over a four-week span,
next year..
ed “To Walk the Night,” the Christ¬ house .Rock” satire. .
the last week of one month and the first three of the-next, the time
mas program of “Climax,” as the
Like the “Kukla, Fran & Ollie”
The triple: scats on each jowl, in measurement for each tv seg. being an average of four weeks rather
“tender story of detective Ed of yore, Ashley’s puppets tittilate rather regular symmetry, are heri¬
Brooks who is determined not to adults arid possess enough visually tages of a tribal custom. The old¬ than just one. Changeover will he made “as quickly as possible” in all
Pulse markets.
go home for the holiday until he to excite the kiddies.
Art.
| est sori of the tribal chief experi¬
proves a seemingly guilty man in¬
. .
■ ■ '■
enced this baptism by saber.
nocent.” That’s the premise of the
Capital Cities Television Corp., the result of a consolidation between
Carlin . states that Ade “im¬ Hudson Valley Broadcasting of N.Y. and Durham Television Cp. of
Irwin and Gwen Gielgud scirpt.;
pressed us all with his basic dig¬ N.C., has been formed, with Lowell Thomas as its largest stockholder.
But the “Dragnet” overtones of
nity and we were all enchanted by
this Thursday (19) live Coast orig¬
The CBS news commentator, who headed Hudson along with Frank M.
ination frequently tended to sub¬
him.” When a missionary first ex¬
Smith, owns 194,265 shares in the hew firm. Smith, who becomes prexy
merge the Christmas aspects of the
posed Ade to the Bible at the age
Chelsea At Nine
of Capital owns 145,953 shares.
story.
Granada-TV’s last program of of eight that was all the reading
The Thomas stock interest amounts to 18V1% of the company’s stock.
Almost a victim of mistaken the year in its “Chelsea At Nine” he had and he “just knows it back-,
New company absorbs WTEN, Albany; WCDC, Adams, Mass., and
identity was Walter Matthau,' a series of variety shows (17)—the wards.”
WTVD,
Durham, N,C., along with a riadio station, WROW, Albany,
salesman co-worker of spinster programmers are passing up a
’■N.Y. Other Capital stockholders are William. J. Casey, Thomas S.
Judith Evelyn, whom the latter fin¬ Christmas Eve airing—turned but
Murphy,
J. Floyd Fletcher, Alger B. Chapman, John P. McGrath, WiL
gers as the homicidal “masked to. be the oddest mixture of acts
prowler.” He’s the first hot suspect dished up in the show to date. In¬
liam S: Lasdon, Harmon L. Duncan and Gerald Dickler. There are 52,that detective Brooks (Richard dividually, the artists appearing
000 shares outstanding.
Continued from page. 24
Boone) has had in more than a year were great, but the gaps between
qf working on the case. Naturally parlor sketches from Joyce Grenthe break comes on Christmas Eve i fell. New Orleans Jazz from the were dissatisfied with the Hymanwhen Boone’s wife, Mary. Ander¬ Chris Barber Band, ballet by the Stark plan to reinvest the coin.
son, is trimming the tree and await¬ Royal Danish Ballet, and really hot Contracts with .tv stations on the
ing hubby’s arrival with the toys. gospels rendered by Sister Rosetta Warner, flicks are worth approxi¬
Most viewers probably could Tharpe, were big enough to throw mately $30,000,000.
—Continued froind page 23
AAP is working on closing an
take it from there. For there are the offering out of balance. The
. a myriad of suspenseful scenes in programmer’s
intentions were option with . King Features, which ring to the requests for help in a its own efforts so far “haven’t been
the station house in which Jo Di good, and the show might have controls “Popeye” fights.
Rein¬ tv centre.
too fruitful.”
FPA, which has met with the
Reda, Boone’s impatient partner, fared better had the acts been vestment of earnings will also en¬
Another trade source reported
insists that Matthau be booked presented in. a different order and able : Stark to produce “By Love Department of Commerce and has
that
tax relief for tv won’t come
since “obviously he’s the culprit.” a flowing continuity . maintained: Possessed” and “Susie Wong,” for future meetings planned, is for the
year
“1
don’t
believe.”
Coupled with this is Boone’s
Miss Tharpe, playing a concert which he recently bought the the¬ moment principally interested in a next
“There’s
going to have to be some
dogged determination not to book tour of. Britain backed by., the
atrical rights.
It’s further re¬ relaxation of the City’s fire code revision of the tax laws,” he said,
him because he has a hunch the Barber combo, registered a sock
governing
filming.
“Everybody
be¬
wrong man has been taken into success and had the studio audi¬ ported that AAP is now pushing lieves they’re antiquated,” an FPA adding that, the City “doesn't want
custody. Of course, the real Jailer ence cheering for more at the ahead with plans to package the
member said. Mayor, put assistant to build a tv; centre, on its Own and
is seized before the night runs out close of hei* stint, which included 1,000 or so’ short subjects it con¬
corporation counsel Leo Larkin to get hit for all the cost.” Meantime,
and “Merry Christmases” are ex¬ renderings of “Battle of Jericho,” trols for tv release.
work on FPA ‘ requests several no word: has come from the webs.
“Peace in the Valley for Me,” and
changed all ariJUnd: _.
weeks ago, but pulled him off for
Boone did an Okay job in a role an original, “lip Above My Head.”
Hollywood—Frank
Crane,
with
days at a clip to work on something
.that would have been tailor-made She was strongly backed by the
Albany—William K. (Bill) Mulfor Jack Webb. Matthau was suit¬ New Orleans outfit, who kept up new title of exec v.p., has taken else more pressing. All the Depart¬
effective
management
of ment of Commerce said about his vey, who recently lost a longtime
ably annoyed as' the citizen who the tearaway beat set by the over
post
as director and producer on
KOWL,
Santa
Monica,
one
of
came close to taking a rap for singer, and nicely supported by
current efforts in investigating the
something he didn't commit while the Gtanadiers, the show’s resi¬ broadcast enterprises owned joint¬ film situation—and the possibility WRGB-TV, Schenectady, in a cut¬
Miss. Ariderson typified the average dent song and dance line on “Up ly by Frank Keating and J. Elroy of naming a “czar’ for New York’s back of live programs, but who
continued as. announcer on the
George A. Baron, con¬
The song¬ McCaw.
housewife who’s irritated when Above My Head.”
entertainment interests—is that sponsored “Teen Age Barn,” has
business matters detain her spouse. stresses’ attacking and direct ap¬ tinues as general manager.
he’s working closely with FPA.
been appointed assistant publicity
But the Department executive agent for the State Division of
said, in answer to an FPA request Veterans Affairs.
for fire law relaxation, that the
laws to him, seem to be working
fine as they are.-He also said that
the city. i$ helpful in arranging
location shooting and that, as a
result, things "move quickly” with
no hitches when a request comes
in. He didn’t think that there were
any changes in film, laws to be
made soon.
The Department spokesman said
all tv .proposals so far have been
“nebulous.” FPA reports that its
members are going back into coun¬
cil to x:omq up with specific pro¬
posals on film. Both FPA and the
Mgta William Morris Agency
Allied Theatrical Arts Fact Finders,
with a strong assist from the Amer¬
ican Federation of. Television &
Time after time
Radio Artists are going to meet
in city after city
with the city boys again right after
EVERYDAY
the first of the year. NABET Was.
ON (VERY-CHAN NCI
21V SHOWS
told by the Department of Com¬
merce to bring their cause on New
RATE GREAT
York television before them some¬
Pulse. Sept.'57
time in the near future, after the
Mayor funneled a request from
the union to the Department.
i w«i «i*i jt.,N.r.c.*T»t. n. 7-swo
Fact Finding Committee said that

Foreign TV Followup
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Slim Hope For TV Centre
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RADIO-TELEVISION

TV & Legit Also 'Going Steady k
U.K.; Madden Cites Interdependence
London, Dec. 23:
could only come as a result of
The future success of live drama practical experience. ; A-R’s main outlet for theatre
on television depended on the
boosting is a. prograjri entitled
survival of the legit theatre, and, “On Stage,” in which extracts from
in view of this, situation, it was plays are. aired and interviews with
up to tv to do all it could to see producers, playwrights, critics and:
that the theatre survived.
This back stage staff are a regular fea¬
ture. The program first took the
was how Norman Marshall, head
of drama for Associated-Rediffu- air on July 10 this year and has.
been running weekly ever since for
sion, and Cecil Madden of BBC30 minutes in a 6 pm, slot: It will,
TV. felt about the part tv had to
shortly.be moved to
better view¬
play in helping the theatre through
ing time. Up to date, the show has
its current crisis period.
featured extracts from . 20 plays,
Both independently expressed several of them repertory product
the view that an incorrect inter¬ tions.
pretation had been placed upon
BBC-TV is currently airing a
tv’s effect on theatregoing. The similar program called “On Stage
medium Whs not the theatre’s —-London.” The show has featured
“greatest enemy, but probably its excerpts from current West End
greatest ally!”
hits, and is designed to demon¬
British tv certainly appears to strate how virile the theatre still
be trying to» do all it can to make is. .
the theatre prosper, and extracts
Granada-TV’s
weekly . offbeat,
from productions have in the past light entertainment show, “Chelsea
hypoed boxoffice business to un¬ At Nine,” has also featured ex¬
expected heights. Madden, who’s tracts from several West End pro¬
head of BBC-TV’s miscellaneous ductions as attractions on its bill,
programs department, which han¬ and here again, business has im¬
dles live transmissions of scripts proved considerably following the
from theatres, feels justified in airings.
boasting that if it had not beeiL for
BBC-TV, John Osborne's “Look
Back In Anger” would not" have
achieved the success it claims to¬
day.
^
Continued from page
The play was on its ‘‘last legs”
at the Royal Court Theatre, Lon¬ pany gave a :big demonstration in
don, in the summer of 1956. Mad¬ New. York of its audimeter, the
den felt that it was a good play mechanical measure device hooked
and pressed for an early airing of to the tv receiver, . which was at¬
an extract from the production. tached to telephone wires leading
Immediately after the piece had to the Nielsen offices.
Reason given for not pursuing
been televised, public interest was
aroused and “there was a storm instantaneous measurement sooner
was that the cost of telephone
at the boxoffice.”
wires is very high, although the
Similar success has come to oth¬
audimeter* costing nearly $600
er productions via the same route.
each, is paid for through ordinary
Since- 1952, BBC-TV has aired
measurement use.
around 85 live extracts from Lon¬
Meantime in radio, Nielsen is
don theatres, and. Madden added,
also experimenting with different
„ after each telecast there had been
methods of measuring out-of-home
a considerable improvement in b,o.
audience, mainly the automotive
takings and in many instances ex¬
technique^ to measure auto radio!
tended runs.
listehership.. Company states. that
Madden, who was responsible it has not arrived at a definite
for, producing the first tv program technique to measure auto radio.
in the world, admitted that the ex¬ Experimentation began after Amer¬
tracts often got very low ratings, ican Broadcasting Network pulled
but in his opinion that did not mat¬ out, alleging that Nielsen gave
ter—the . BBC had a service, which short shrift to out-of-home listen¬
was intended to meet the require¬ ing.
.
.
ments of all sections of the public.
American Research Bureau this
He revealed that the BBC had past week unveiled for the mem¬
plans for introducing the “Roving bers of the press their new elec¬
Eye” technique into future extract tronic brain which is designed to
programs* and, instead of having give instantaneous audience meas¬
a special performance of a play at¬ urements on an around the clock
tended by an invited audience, a basis.
transmission could take place dur¬
The electronic machine called
ing a normal performance.
Arbitron records oh.a central board
Managements have little.to lose the. number of tv sets turned on
and much to gain from these air¬ at any given time and the chan¬
ings. The publicity is big and man¬ nels to which they are tuned. On
agements receive a fee, as well as the
electronically-fed
Arbitron
the cast and certain technicians re¬ autoboard, lighted rating figures
ceiving additional money on top of alongside each of New York’s seven
their normal payment.
channels, shift continuously as the
Marshall added a more down-to- audience rhakes its varying choices.
earth view on the subject. He be¬
Arbitron reports should be! avail¬
lieved that the theatre had to be able in January in the N, Y. mar¬
kept alive to provide competent ket and will be based on a sample
actors and producers for tv. He felt of 300 tv sets which were placed
that an actor could only be good in tv homes using the “systematic
on the air if he had been schooled selection from pre-listed blocks” as
in the live theatre.. The same ap-J the technique for choosing the
plied-, to producers and directors. homes.
All Of them, he said* had to. have
In every sample home a small
the feel of an audience, and that ‘ electronic sending unit i^placed in

Nielsen

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, Gonorai Salts Mgr.
MGM-TV, a service of Leew's Incorporated
701 7th Ave.* Now York 36, N. Y.
JUdsoii 2-2000

the tv set add is connected by di¬
rect leased wire with the ARB. The
machines are activated by an elec¬
tronic tone signal which Upon re¬
Continued front pare 31 i
—
ceipt sends back Its own signal
designating whether the set is on sor commercials. Therefore, we de¬
and if so which channel it is tuned. liver the greatest possible impact
The electronic reply is picked up for our regulars.
by a special computer; which di¬
We pitch the Use of K-JOE the
gests and -interprets the informa¬
year-round, and our salesmen have
tion from all the sets, and feeds it
been out selling for 1958 schedr
in the form of a rating figure to
the Arbitron auto board. At the hies, since late- October and early
We’ve
- been
;—- effective
— .
same' time it is fed for permanent November.
recording to a printer somewhat on with this and have little trouble
with the advertiser who wants to
the order of a teletype,
TV stations in the New Yori4-hl^h h|s,.P!ug;to_f*1^.
We still have not forgotten, that
area will be charged according to
their size arid the freight will vary Xmas is basically a religious holi¬
from $850 to $2,700 a month. The day and feel that it should be- ob-*|
networks .will have to shell out served accordingly.. In this direc¬
$6,000 a month for the service tion we just don’t spin and rock
roll records that mention
while the agencies will pay accord¬ ’n’
ing to how much of the package Christmas, i.e. the new Elvis Pres¬
ley
album
“Elvis Sings Christmas
they subscribe to,
Songs.’* His “Santa Claus Is Back
Survey calls for the . electronic
in Town” .should be jurt about
wiring of 1,200 homes throughout
enough to kill the Kris Kringle
the U. S. and the ARB hopes to
myth forever.
have a national rating by Jan. i,
Let’s keep Christmas in its re¬
1959.
ligious setting and keep the com¬
mercial pitch—in . both sales and
song-—far away from it. This is
Why I think the mahouts of Madi¬
son Ave. have stopped short of the
555 .Continued from page 21 ^—5^ mark.

Radio Xmas Pacts

10-Day Nail Polish

monstrations on the “Tonight*’
show: Agency billed only $96 in
June, but then started saturation
campaigns in the two test cities,
then in New York, and by the end
of November* in 40 major markets.
Pattern was complete saturation of
a market for four weeks, then a
four-week layoff until manufac¬
turing arid distribution caught up
with demand, then normal tv ex¬
posure.
In November, af ter the product
was in 40 markets,-Persky: bought
network television; first picking
up the three remaining Shirley
Temple . holiday features: on the
NTA Film Network and then buy¬
ing heavily into “Tonight” on
NBC-TV. The NTA exposure got
TenDay distribution in many un¬
tapped inarkets, with viewers even
calling the stations to find out
where they could buy the product,
this being due to the fact that in
buying the NTA lineup, TenDay
actually ‘ purchased more markets
than it covered. Since then, dis¬
tribution has expanded to 80 mar¬
kets arid 60% of U.S. tv homes.
As a followup, the success of
TenDay resulted in additional busi¬
ness for the agency, when .Tech¬
nical Tape decided to start a ma¬
jor, push on Tuck Tape, another of
its products, to compete with Min¬
nesota Mining’s
Scotch
brand.
That’s billing some $800,000 a year
Currently and may also expand.
Young Agency
Products Services itself Is only
seven years old, born out of tele¬
vision and specializing in it since,
with orily about 10% of its esti¬
mated 1958 billings of $7,000,000
in other media, mainly radio, magazin es, ■'!. newspapers and point-ofsale materials. - As important as is
television to the agency’s opera¬
tions, . equally important: Is mer¬
chandising and marketing, partic¬
ularly with new. products. Persky
thinks of the agency as a service
for packaged products, their de¬
velopment introduction and sus¬
tenance. “Give us a new product
that Can be bought on impulse,
that can be packaged and can be
demonstrated, and we; think we
can. do a selling job.’*
Product Services started with
Rotb-Broil, still a client, and built
that into a major advertiser. An¬
other big account and a television
baby is Glamorene. the rug and up¬
holstery cleaner; which started as
a $500,000 spot account and is
now billing at $2,000,000 a year
and next month begins as a net¬
work advertiser, via alternateweek sponsorship of NBC-TV’s
“Treasure Hunt,” Other accounts
are Tintair, also getting network
exposure, Nestle-Lemur, Delmonico
International and Straus Stores.
A reorganization in the past
year in which Persky dropped all
his mail order accounts arid also
dropped the Charles Antell busi¬
ness,
pulled back billings to
$5,000,000 for '57, but cleared the
way for the development of new
accounts and the acquisition of
sUch accounts as Tintair. At the
same tune, Persky began broaden¬
ing his. operation from a one-man
effort to build ian exec team, a
process that's still continuing. As
of the first of the year, two new
execs join the company; Jud Jaffe,
ad manager of Bloch Drugs, is com¬
ing in as account exec on TenDay,
while Marvin Richfield, head timebuyer at Warwick & Legler, moves
in as media director.

Joe Monroe
Pres and Gen Mgr., K-JOE,
Shreveport, La.

Bob Hope
555

Continued from page 21 ——

T&EF1LM RIDE FOR
TRUCKING INDUSTRY
The trucking industry is due for
a ride on telefilms.
First, Official Filins disclosed
plans to do a series, tentatively
titled “Turnpike,” dealing with the
adventures of a young trucker.
Theri; producer Robert. Maxwell iri
his first project for Television pro¬
grams of America, slated a series,
titled “Cannonball.” The projected
skein will be filmed both in the
U.S. and Canada and has the co-:
operation of the Denver-Chicago
Trucking Co., which will 'lend its
on-wheel and terminal facilities for
the project. Leslie Selarider has
been selected as “Cannonball”
director.

’58-’59
Continued, from page .21.
Fitzgerald-Sample tv department,
predicted that the mystery and
melodrama type of programs would
swing back in ’58, He thinks that
the tv industry will fall back on
this year’s, successful format and
that next year Would see westerns
again.
The head of the Kudner Agency’s
tv department, Mike Kirk, , believes
that ’58 looks good for westerns.
Other than the top singers, the
vocalists'will be back on records
and in the-top night spots, predicts
Kirk.
He said that the singers
just haven’t taken hold.
For a
final prediction he thought that
there would be more specs because
they get the ratings.
These top agency men have
pretty Well outlined the feeling of
Madison Ave. and you don’t have
to be a palm reader to see that
they’re going to stick to their win¬
ners in cowboy boots. As far as
the majority of the ad men are
concerned there’s not a vocalist
around Who’s got a good enough
song to convince theiri that they
can score big in ’58. Specs are i
the bag, say the agency men, as
well as any comedian who can
crime up With a new line, of gags.

had to ride with a Sunday 7. to 8
slot, and HOpe managed to snare
a rating only slightly above 20, as
compared with his 35 or so on his
first outing for Timex. In trying
to map out a schedule for the remainirig Hope shows, NBC report¬
edly couldn’t get good late-night
time periods in which Hope could
be expected to pull down 30-plus
ratings. First show of the season,
for example, was Sunday 9 to 10,
preempting the “Chevy Show.”
Chevrolet wouldn’t stand for an¬
other preemption under Plymouth
sponsorship, though NBC has the
right, to preempt that time a sec¬
‘Lots More Westerns’
ond time this season. The time &
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
talent rap for the three half-spon¬
Alan Livingston, NBC-TV pro¬
sorships will come to nearly $550,gram
veepee
in Hollywood, has or¬
000
dered preparations for two new
westerns next season. One will be
an hour show to be produced by
Revue, the other a half hour series
under the production wing of Jack
5^— Continued from page 20
Ghertok. Revue is filming “Wagon
with
businessmen,
professional Trai .’’ currently one of the web’s
surprise raters.
men and socialites among this.
“There’ll be even more westerns
In terms of Timex’s participa¬
next
season because the people
tion, the composition is just the
“I
market the watch company is aim¬ want them,”-said Livingston.
believe
that every one now on the
ing at. Although it sells a lowpriced watch, it stresses the watch’s air now will ride out the season.
ability to stand up under rough Naturally the good ones will still
treatment, and the Timex market be around next season and the
is as Strong among high income weaker ones will drop out.”
NBC’s. “Wells Fargo” rates sec¬
groups, who purchase it for out¬
door and weekend use, as among ond only to the leader, “Gunthe single-watch lower income smoke.”
brackets. Its market is mainly
men, but the jazz concept doesn’t
leave the woman out. If. the show
clicks, Tapliriget states, Timex will
probably buy another one just like
^55 Continued from pace 20 55=5
it in April, and if that goes, plans
to move into a schedule of four television rights coin, and Falstaff,
such shows per year.
which
initiated
the
Saturday
games, has been an eager pro¬
ponent of the Sunday telecasts.
Falstaff Will again be back with
the; Saturday games in most of the
country,
with Marlboro ciggies and
5= Continued from page 20 """
State Farm Insurance. Co. picking
the boxoffice anyway is normally up the rest of the tab in the east.
at one of its lowest ebbs and when State Farm is moving irito the pic¬
there’s nothing much that can be ture in place of American Safety
done to stir up showhouse attend¬ Razor, which shared the tab last
ance anyway. Some exhibitors feel year but has decided to pull out
the money they’re now saving on
newspaper advertising more than
San Antonio—Bob/Cooper, pro¬
offsets any attendance loss result¬ gram director for.KONQ here will
ing from inability to advertise their leave the outlet oh Friday (27) to
become program director for two
attractions in the dailies.
west coast stations, KABC, Los An¬
Minneapolis newspapers circu¬
geles and KGO, San Francisco.
late in St. Paul, but neither of the
Twin Cities’ sheets carry the ad¬
vertising of the other town’s
stpres. Joyce Swan, executive vice
24. hours. 1 day—7 days a waek
president of the tWo Minneapolis
VERY LOW RATES
Cowles-owned dailies, the Morning
CENTRAL TELEPHONE
Tribune and Evening Star, an¬
nounced there were no plans to
ANSWERING SERVICE
expand their service here by step
LUdlow 5-3200
ping up press runs or otherwise.

.

Timex Jazz Show

CBSBallcasIs

St. Paul Strike

WAKE UP SERVICE

HELD OVER
MANHATTAN'S MOST FABULOUS WINTER DISPLAY AT THE
MANHATTAN SAVINGS BANK
47th and Madison, Naw York

ICE ATTRACTIONS, INC.
___
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MORE RISK WITH A DISK
Columbia Hits Alltime Peak With
42% Rise in LP, Phono & (M Saks

'Co-Administration Looms As Factor
The
SongwritersProtective
Assn., which obtained an exten¬
sion, of its basic agreement with
publishers through 1957, although
formal expiration date was at the
end of 1956, has asked publishers
to extend the deal until May 1.
Publishers have been asked to
notify SPA Friday (27) whether
such an extension is okay.
When negotiations for a new
deal finally get under way, it’s ex¬
pected that SPA will make a
strong pitch for more cp-administrative rights for the writers in.
the copyrights.
Issue recently
came to the fore via the "motion
picture music clearing house,” a
projected organization to handle
the sale of music performance and
synchronization rights to film pro¬
ducers.
Tentative blueprint for
such ah organization was drawn up
by John. Schulman, SPA counsel,
and
Sidney
Wm.
Wattenberg,
counsel for the Music Publishers
Protective Assn.
Although the Schulman-Wattenberg plan is not likely to be. adopted
in its original form, there is a like¬
lihood that some formula will be
arrived at which will give song¬
writers a voice in the sale of their
music to films.
At the present
time, the publishers make the
deals,, covering both synchroniza¬
tion and performance rights.
Traditionally, ASCAP sold the
performance rights, but since the
Judge . Vincent LeibeU decision
outlawing the ASCAP tax on. ex¬
hibitors, the Society has. been Un¬
able to reach a deal with the filmmakers.
Hence, all performance
rights agreements are ..handled
directly between publisher and
producer. Writers claim that the
publishers do not have the right
to sell their performance rights
and want> another group set up in
which, as in ASCAP,. they have Coadministrative rights with the
publishers.

CmcyAFMPrez
Cuts Salary 1/3
Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
Eugene Frey, who defeated Rob¬
ert Sidell for presidency of the
Cincinnati Musicians Assn., will
cut the salary, of the post from
$15,000 to $10,000 a year when he
takes office Jan. 7.
The new 37-year-old prexy also
will give up his job as clarinetist
with the Cincy Symphony.
In the. elections last week, Frey
won 357 to 330 over Sidell, who
had headed the No. 1 Local of the
American .Federation of Musicians
since 1950. Joe Wright, former pit
director of the Gayety, the third
candidate, got 53 votes.
It Was the first time Sidell was
opposed. Insurgents based cam¬
paigns on claims that he didn’t
issue financial statements and
failed to encourage membership
meetings.

—4-

I Big Three’s AH&C Tie
The Big Three . (Robbins, Feist
& Miller) has tied Up with British
publishers Ascherberg, Hopwood &
Crew Ltd. for representation in
U. S. and Canada.
Under the agreement Robbins
Music will be the sole selling agent
for six piano publications from the
Ascherberg catalog. Robbins also
obtained reprint rights as well as.
domestic sale rights to several
school band publications. Most of
thenj are being readied for imme¬
diate release.

MOfTs Albums
On a High-Flown
Cerebral Plane
MGM Records is getting its
"word” in the disk business via its
riew Arcady Series, a line of "spo¬
ken word” disks. Label is launch¬
ing its new series with four LP
packages set for January release.
LP’s will go at a suggested retail
list price of $4.98.
The first four . LP’s will feature
readings by two legit thesps from
the classics, and two prizewinning
American authors spouting from
their own works. Sir Ralph Rich¬
ardson will handle condensed ver¬
sions of Joseph Conrad’s "Youth”
and "Heart of Darkness” and Alec
Guinness will do selections from
Gulliver’s Travels”
arid
other
writings by Jonathan Swift. Nobel
Prizewinner. William Faulkner will
d6 passages from "Light In Aug¬
ust” and "The Sound And The
FUry” and Carson McCullers has
grooved portions of "Member of
the Wedding,” ‘The Heart Is A
(Continued on page 43)

A radical change in the mer¬
chandising of pop singles is loom¬
ing for the disk biz as a result of
RCA Victor’s move to hike its 45
rpin prices and grant 100% return
privileges on all releases. Starting
With the New Year, Victor’s "45”
singles will go up from a suggested
list price of 89c to 98c, while the
78 rpm singles will stick with the
$1.15 tag.
More important from the. view¬
point of the rest of the trade, how¬
ever, is Victor’s decision to follow
Capitol Records in giving, return
privilege on all its singles. For the
majors it is at least a partial an¬
swer to the indies’ "wheeling and
dealing" tactics. Under the Victor
plan,. all singles, for a period of
three .months frorii date of release,
will be sold to distributors on a
100% return basis- It’S expected
that distributors will pass on the
same deal to all their customers,
including dealers, rack jobbers arid
orie-stops. Under Capitol’s plan, in
operation for. the past six months,
dealers can return all disks bought
within the first four weeks of a
specific release.
Such a policy virtually takes all
the risk off dealers’ and1 distribs’
shoulders and transfers it to the
manufacturer. While 100% return
or exchange privileges have been
used frequently in the past, the
pressure of both Capitol and RCA
Victor may cue its adoption as
standard industry practice by the
bulk of the industry. Columbia, in
fact, already has a similar plan re¬
garding certain records which are
called in from the. dealer shelves
after six months,
. The. new policy will automatical¬
ly give Victor’s singles a much
wider display than they have had
heretofore. Dealers who were re-,
luctarit to order beyond the sure¬
fire names like Elvis Presley, Perry
Como or Harry Belafonte, can now
stock up on the full roster Without
danger of getting stuck with dead
inventory. At the same time, the
three-month limit on exercising
the return privilege will demand
that the dealer maintain close su(Continued on page 42)

Columbia Records* 1957 sales
soared 42% ahead of the previous
I* year’s take.
Col prexy Goddard
S, Lieberson
attributed
the
sale
Disk jbckey Alan Freed (WINS,
N. Y.) has been set for his first
st jump to the buildup of the LP
:t- catalog, the phonograph line and
tour of the U. S. by Shaw Art¬
ill the record club.
ists. Freed will head a rock ’n’ roll
package which will kick off- a sixx‘
According to
Lieberson,
*57
week tour March 28;
; capped a two-year rise in the deThe dee jay Will conduct his own'
m velopment of the company. Sales
orch and will , star a flock of per¬
f** volume,' he said, has more than
formers who will appear in his
is doubled in the same period. Durforthcoming Xmas show at the New
w ing the two-year buildup period.
York Paramount
Col added new manufacturing and
warehousing facilities in New York,
California and Indiana. Beginning
in January, the diskery will extend
i its
company-owned
distribution
system to branches covering 60%
of the potential record market.
On the phonograph level, Colum¬
bia now has 38 models ranging in
price-from $29.95 to $200 as com¬
pared to a one-model phonograph
product when it moved into the
player field five years ago.
Lieberson also pointed out that
Col’s 42% increase in ’57 is spot¬
Boston, Dec. 23.
lighted by the fact that the total
Jukebox operators here lost a
a disk industry sales picture showed
round in their tight against, heavy
y an increase of 25%.
y
For ’58 Col is geared for the 10th
license fees imposed by the City
>c anni celebration of the introduc¬
for weekday operation of music
tion of. the LP which today accounts
machines, in Superior Court last
iV for 61% of total industry volume
Week when Judge Frank Murray
y . —97% of classical volume and 82%
[- of pop album sales.
"Albums,”
disallowed a petition for a stipu¬
Lieberson stated, "now represent
lation.
^ two-thirds of pop music sales.”
The case was a step in the tight
to nab a reduction of license fees
Which now run $160 per machine
broken down into city weekday
license, $50; city Sunday license,
$50; state Sunday license, $50; Fed¬
eral tax, $10.

Alan Freed’s R&R Tourer

Lose a Point On
Fees, But Fight(

I Kapp s Timely

a° Peg-Trend Label

The decision involved the $50
fee for weekday, operation arid had
been taken under advisement by
y
e
Judge. Murray on Dec. 3. In the
,t
petition, the music ops asked that
n
the city license fees be held in
e
escrow pending' their Supreme
Court case on constitutionality off
such fees.

Dave Kapp, head of Kapp Records, has launched a new label,
Trend Records.
Latter, as the
name suggests, will go with the
prevailing trade winds in accent¬
ing the juve-angled sides and rock
The -state Music Operators Assn., *n’ roll tempos. The Kapp label
waging the battle, said the license/ has generally shied away from the
fees are payable, on Dec. 31/ andjj r&r idiom.
Kapp is kicking off Trend with a
(Continued on page 38)
j master that he bought from an
indie company. Spangles Records,
With Church Sims singing a num¬
ber titled "Little Pigeon.”

Saul JL Bonnie’s Widow
Takes Post at ASCAP

OUT SOON!
52nd Anniversary Number

Tony Bennett Col Themer
The "Shirley Temple Storybook”
series which tees off :ori/NBC-TV
Jan. 12, is getting a big music pro¬
motion for the preem stanza,
"Beauty arid The Beast,” The
"Theme Song from ‘Beauty and
The Beast/” written for the show
by Jerry Livingston and Mack
David, already has been cut by
Tony Bennett for Columbia. Rec¬
ords and will be. the focal point of
the production. Bennett, incident¬
ally, will do the song on the show.
Fullerton Music, a publishing
firm set up by Jaffe Enterprises
and Howie Richmond to handle the
music coming out of the tv series,
is kicking Off a disk jockey push in
behalf of the Bennett disk. Tunes
will be used on virtually all of the
26 shows in the “Storybook” series
which will be aired at intervals of
about three weeks.
f

Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and space reservations may be. stent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 36
154 W. 44th St,

HOLLYWOOD 21
6404 SMMt llvd.

CHICAGO 11
612 N. MIcMgaa Ava.

LONDON, W.C.2
I St. Martii’s Place
Trafalgar Sqaara

It’s now official that Mrs. Bonnie
Bourne, head of Bourne Music
which was founded by her late hus¬
band, Saul H. Bourne, is a member
of the hoard of the American So¬
ciety of Composers, Authors &
Publishers. Her election at last
Thursday’s- (19) meeting made her
the first distaffer to serve on the
ASCAP directorate.
Her husband was one of the
earliest members of ASCAP and
served on the board in various
capacities. At the time of his death,
in October, he was treasurer of
the Society.
At the same time, board member
Frank Connor, president of Carl
Fischer Inc., was elected as treas¬
urer of the Society and Jack Bregman, of Bregman, Vocco & Conn,
was nariied assistant treasurer.
Douglas Moore was appointed to
the executive committee.

Belafonte 1st in Sweden
Stockholm, Dec. 17.
Top name on Swedish hit pa¬
rades for the last three months
has been Harry Belafonte with his
RCA slice of . "Banana Boat Song.”
He also holds third place on the
chart with bis "Island In The
Sun.”
In second place is a Swedish
tune, "Albin och Pia” (Albin arid
Pia),. a song parody in rock style.
Written and recorded by Owe
Thomqvist, a pop artist with two
"gold records” among his achieve¬
ments during 1957. In Sweden, a
disker receives a gold record after
100,000 sales. It’s very seldom that
a record passes this mark.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Perry Como (RCA Victor).
'‘MAGIC MOMENTS” (Famous*)
demonstrates once again that Perry
Como can handle an easy beat and
lyric blending in a way that’s hard
to top. It’s due for a big spinning
spread. “CATCH A FALLING
STAR” (Marvin Music*) sets Como
in another easy-swinging, groove
that has a catch-on potential.
Tony Bennett (Columbia). “LOVE
SONG FROM BEAUTY AND THE
BEAST” (Fullarton*) is strong
ballad material out of the upcoming
Shirley Temple telefilm series! It
has a winner’s feel “WEARY.
BLUES FROM WATTIN’ ” (AcuffRoser) is an alfalfa concoction but

The Serenaders (Chock). '“I
WROTE A LETTER” (Russ-Dalet)
moves in a style pegged for juke
interest. “NEVER LET ME GO”
(Liont) gives the Serenaders a
chance to rock ’n* roll in the same
groove, that has won prominence
for others.
Kuf-Linx (Challenge). “WHAT
’CHA GONNA DO” (Shermant)
hits a free-wheeling stride that the
kids could pick up for dancing.
“SO TOUGH” (Liont) has a drive
that will excite juke interest.
Steve Schulte (Felsted). “TOO
BLUE TO CRY” (Nasht) will drum
up some action for newcomer Steve
Schulte because of his blues Way.

LAWRENCE WELK

Best Bets
COMO ...
(RCA Victory..
TONY BENNETT .
(Columbia!
DON RONDO ....
(Jubilee) ....
KEN COPELAND
(Dot) ,.v. .....
PERRY

. ....v............. ....Magic Moments
A Falling Star
...... .Love Song'From Beauty & Beast
......... Weary Blues From Waitin'

...... i....... Catch

And His CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
3rd Consecutive Year
Dodge Dancing Party
ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., ES.T.
For Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and New Talent
ABCrTV Mon. 9:30-10:?0 pm, E.S.T.
Dodge and .Plymouth
Coral Records
Thesaurus Transcriptions

.i....... ....... .Made For Each Other
What A Shame
..
.Locked in The Arms of Love.
.. . ..... .Where The Rio Rosa Flows

Tony Bennett: “The Beat Of long list of mood music sets. The
weather motif (“Stormy Weather,”
“Gone With The Wind,” “With The
Wind And The Rain In Your Hair,”
“The Breeze and I,” etc.) gets a
lush, strings-highllghted showcase
by Mahlon Merrick crew.
Merrill Jay Singers: "Songs of
the Railroad” (Cabot). That the
folk balladeer spent a lot of time
on the rails is evident in this pack¬
Phineas Newborn Jr.: "Jamaica”; age, for the tunes cover plenty
territory.
They’re moody,
(RCA Victor). Ever since Shelley of
Manne
(Contemporary)
scored they’re rollicking or they're just
with his jazz'interpretations of the plain folksy. However, it’s an in¬
“My Fair Lady” score, other teresting packaging idea excellent¬
diskeries have been trying similar ly handled by the. Merrill Jay
stunt$ with their hipsters.. This Singers.
time it’s Phineas Newborn Jr.’s
Sal Mlneo: “Sal” (Epic). Should
piano tackling
Harold Arlen’s be a hot item with the teenage
“Jamaica” Score. There are some trade on the basis of the cover
interesting spots, . but the whole alone, a full-color job of yqung
isn’t too imaginative or exciting, Sal Mineo. Aside from its pinup
Everiy Bros.: (Cadence). Already values,, the . package shows off
established diskers oh the basis Mineo in an attractive, vocal outing
of two 1,000,000-sellers, “Bye, Bye that covers a wide style range
Love” and “Wake Up Little Susie,” from “Too Young” to “Oh Marie.”
the Everiy Bros: are a cinch to
David Harkness:
“Hammond
pile up plenty of retail action for Organ in Hi-Fi” (Grand Award)'.
their first LP. The pair of gold The pop classics
of Rodgers
disk winners set the. pace for a & Hammerstein, Noel Coward,
package which rolls in a heat Jerome Kern, George Gershwin,
blending country, pop and rock Cole Porter aiid Vincent Youmans
’n’ roll.
are neatly etched by David Hark-,
Mabel Mercer: “The Art Of ness’ vivid
Hammond organ.
Mabel Mercer” (Atlantic). Nothing There’s also an attractive rhythmic
new about this set except for one aconp to give the 50 tunes a
number, “It Happens All Over The danceable beat.
World,”, but it’s a repackaging job
The Cadillacs: “The. Fabulous
that’s worth attention. The record-: Cadillacs” (Jubilee). The Cadillacs
ing were previously released, by are strictly for the rock 'n' roll
Atlantic in three 10-inch LP albums trade but one of the better jobs.
but have been reprocessed and They’ve got .a harmony style that’s
remastered to- get full value of proved clicko on sUch previous
current audio-engineering tech¬ singles as “Speedoo,” “Zoom” and
niques. Bob Bushnell did tne tech¬ “Woe Is Me.- These and similarnical work, Which: enhances Mabel styled items are worked over for
Mercer’s stylish delivery. It’s a good results.
handsome two-pocket 12-inch LP
Camarata: “Autumn” (Disney¬
package.
Mahlon Merrick Orch: “Seven- land). The roundup of “aUturon”
songs
is a little out of season now
Winds” (Urania). Another in the!
but Camarata’s turns Into! a mood
music set good for year-round
listening. He's worked in a Spot¬
lighted pipe organ, piano and choir
into his symphony styling that
makes it all rich and • musically
colorful. In the repertoire are
1. APRIL LOVE (7)
Pat Boone .....,.
“Autumn In New York,” “Autumn
Serenade," “Autumn Leaves,” etc.
{.Sam Cooke ........
2. YOU SEND ME (9).......
Bernie Nerow Trio: (Mode).
’ * * ( Teresa Brewer ,.,,....... Coral
Bernie Nerow is a comparatively
’(Bill Justis ........ .....Phillips
new pianist on the jazz scene, but
3. RAUNCHY (5)
his Mode debut show’s a vet’s
.* ... ■{ Billy Vaughan ....
XErnie Freeman
savvy in the field of jazz interpre¬
tation. He’s got a vivid and virile
4. JAILHOUSE ROCK (11)
Elvis.Presley ......
keyboard approach that enhances
5. ALL THE WAY 11)
such familiars as “It Might As
Frank Sinatra .... . .,.. .Capitol
Well Be Spring/’ “Love For Sale”
{Rays ............;
and “There’ll Never Be Another
6. SILHOUETTES (9) ....._
1 *' \ Steve Gibson ...... ,.i .ABC-Par
You,” and /he also makes such
originals as “Scratch My Bach”
7. KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE (5)
Jimmie Rodgers ..... .. .Roulette
and “Red’s Romp”: interesting.
8. PEGGY SUE (2)
Buddy Holly . ....,
Siephane Grappelly: “Mnsique
pour arreter le temps” (Music To
9. GREAT BALLS OF FIRE (2)
Jerry LeeyLevns
..... ... .Sun
Stop The Clocks By) (Verve). The
French, too, know what mood
10. AT THE HOP (1)
Danny & Juniors ., .. .. ABC-Par
music is all about. This package,
recorded in France by violinistSecond Croup
maestro Stephane Grappelly, sets
a romantic musical tone that’s full{
.Bobby
Helms
.....
bodied and flowing. There are 14
MY SPECIAL ANGEL
...........
1 Sonny Land Trio ..
items in the package, some Gallic
but most of U.S. origin.
LEICHENSTEINER POLKA
Will Glahe ....... .....London
George Wright: “My Fair Lady”
PUT LIGHT IN WINDOW
(HiFi Record). Add to the long
4 Lads ............ ... .Columbia
list of package workovers of the
WHY DON’T THEY UNDERSTAND ....
... George Hamilton .. .. . .ABC-Par
Alan Jay LemerrFrederick Loewe
“My Fair Lady’’ score George
THE JOKER
Hitttovvers .__ _ - r,,
• Dot
Wright’s organ treatment. His
ROCK ’N’ ROLL MUSIC ..............'
... Chuck Berry .....
organ impressions are witty and
romantic in just the right places.
TILL
Roger Williams
Gros.
I’M AVAILABLE
Margie Rayburn
.Liberty
Tiibb’s
Decca
Longie
{Ames Bros. ...... ...... - Victor
MELODIE D’AMOUR .. ..^v . .. ....-...
ErneSt Tubb, veteran country &
f * * 1 Edmundo Ros
western singer, has been renewed
LITTLE BITTY PRETTY ONE
Thurston Harris
... .Aladdin
by* Decca Records to another long¬
term deal
(Figures in parentheses indicate; number of weeks song has been in the Top 101
Tubb joined Decca’s roster in
A A jLaa *AAf
I I 11 t | > > * , | | | j II
1940,

,..................

Bennett's style will make it count
in the spinning column.
Don Rondo (Jubilee). “MADE
FOR EACH OTHER” (Hecht-Lancaster & Buzzell*) has a brisk and
bouncy quality that Don Rondo
turns into a clicko side with a
spirited
styling.
"WHAT
A
SHAME” (Robert M&Uinf) is a
neat-beated ballad that Rondo
makes worth spinning.
Ken Copeland (Dot).. “LOCKED
IN THE ARMS OF LOVE” (Monumentt) starts off in a catchy
rhythmic manner and builds into
clicka proportions for jock and
Juke play. “WHERE THE RIO
ROSA FLOWS” (Duchess-Kahlt) is
a rock ’n’ roller with spurs and
Ken Copeland sings it with a cow¬
boy’s courage.
Karen Chandler & Her Jacks
(Decca). “SAIL ALONG SlLV’RY
MOON” (Joy*) has an oldfashioned
rhythm quality which ought to
perk up the jocks for Karen Chand¬
ler again. “I REMEMBER DEAR”
(Donna*) gives the thrush a chance
to bend some notes and it works
in a way that should please the
jukers.
Paul Anka (ABC-Paramount).
“WHEN I STOP LOVING YOU”
(Figure*) swings in the fashion
set by the teenage rock *n’ rollers
and they' should help it move
around the coinboxes. “YOU ARE
MY DESTINY” (Pamcot) is at dra¬
matic r'n’r ballad that’ll get some
attention on Paul Anka’s rep alone.
The Diamonds (Mercury). “LAND
OF DESTINY” (Meridiant) gives
the Diamonds a chance to fool
around with a chile beat and they,
make it easy listening. “THE
STROLL” (Meridiant) could start
a new dance vogue for the rock *n’
rollers.
Laura
K. Bryant
(Cameo).
“BOBBY” (Sheldont) is a winging
rocker with a bent note attack that
will make it go places. “ANGEL
TEARS” (Lowe*) is turned into a
likely ballad contender by Laura
K. Bryant’s nifty vocalizing.
Vic Damone (Columbia). “THE
GIFT OF LOVE” (Robbins*) is the
hefty ballad title song of the 20th
pic and Vic Damone sings it in
a way that the jocks should go for.
“UNAFRAID” (Dartmouth*) is in
a familiar big ballad vein, but
Damone still gives it all he’s got
The Spades (Liberty). “BABY”
(Balcones*) is an average rock W
roller that could do something with
the rocking trade. “YOU MEAN
EVERYTHING TO ME” (Bal¬
cones*) has an .okay ballad feel that
spotlights some flashy rock 'n’ roll
harmonizing.
Kathy, Patty & Jeannie (Kapp).'l
“ON THE GQOD SHIP LOLLI¬
POP” (Movietone*) is a fresh and
lively version of tune popularized
by Shirley Temple a long time ago
with a lot Of current toddler appeal
and it may even go further than
that age group? “ANIMAL CRACK¬
ER” (Movietone*) is in a similar
cute pre-teen groove.
Bobbin Hood (MGM)..- A DATE
FOR ALAWAYS” (Aberbach-Canada*) is a tidy ballad offering
which gets a boot from P.obbin
Hood’s vocal.
“I WANT TO
THANK YONR FOLKS” (Oxford*)
gets belted in an okay manner but
the choral trimmings don’t helb.
Shady Wall (Decca). “THE NEW
RAUNCHY” (Hi Lo*) rocks and
swings the “Raunchy” way but
with lyrics added this time. “I’LL
GET BY SOMEHOW” (Cedarwoodt) is a corn-built ballad that
will .find its home in hillbilly-land.

(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer
whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national
market* but internationally).
Title
Label
Artist
West Side Story
Columbia
1. Original Cast
Decca
Around World 80 Days
2. Sound Track
My Fair Lady
Columbia
3. Orignal Cast
Capitol
Where Are You?-,
4. Frank Sinatra
Vanguard
At Carnegie Hall
5. The Weavers
RCA
Victor
Jamaica
6. Original Cast
Just One of Those Things
Capitol
7. Nat King Cole
Calypso
RCA
Victor
8. Harry Belafonte
Bells Are Ringing
Columbia
9. Original Cast
Film Encores
London
10. Mantovani
RCA Victor
Sings of Caribbean
11. Harry Belafonte
Verve
Sings Rodgets & Hart
12. Ella Fitzgerald
Love Is The Thing
Capitol
13. Nat Cole
Capitol
Pal
Joey
14. Sound Track
Columbia
Pajama Game
15. Sound Track
Decca
Christmas Songs
16. Bing Crosby
Favorite Ballads
Folkways
17. Pete Seeger
Kapp
Fabulous Forties
18. Roger Williams
Atlantic
19. Modem Jazz Quartet Modem Jaa Quartet
Dot
Greatest Hits ’
20. Pat Boone

(Brunswick): “YELLOW DOG
BLUES” (Handy*), a W. C. Handy
oldie, gets a fine traditional jazz
workover by: this combo. “TAIL¬
GATE BLUES”. (Champagne*), ah
“PAYING THE PIPPER” {Nashth| uptempo number,, is another good
is a moderately effective ballad dixie demonstration.
with an alfalfa lilt.
Sonny Wade (King): “ANNIE,
Otis William & His Charms DON’T WORK” (Jay & Ceef) is a
(De LUxe). “COULD THIS BE rocking number with an out-ofMAGIC” (Sea Larkf) is the rockr bounds .lyric. Rpnny Wade belts it
ing ballad mixture as before. “OH in authentic rhythm & blues style.
JULIE” (Excellorict) doesn’t stray “I'LL SAIL MY SHIP ALONE”
far from the routine rocking pat¬ (Loist) is routine.
tern.'
The Ivories (Mercury): “I’M. IN
The Chancellors (XYZ). “I’M LOVE”. (Fifth AVe.t), a catching
COMIN* HOME (Conleyf ) has an' rock ’n’ roll, is attractively vocallcd
easy ballad flow with a rocking by a high-pitched soprano. “ME
beat insertion. “GOTTA LITTLE AND YOU” (Selmat) is a fair num¬
BABY” (COnleyt) has a chance to ber, in the same groove.
score with the swing-bent teeners.
Lovett Sisters (Todd): “DEAR
The Hollys (PRO)! “GYPSY
FIRE” (A-Z Musict) shows off the DADDY” (Cornellt), as maudlin a
Hollys harmonizing in a flashy ma¬ song as you can get, is delivered in
terial piece. “CHANGE OF suitably schmaltzy style by this vo¬
HEART” (A-Z Musict) is average cal duo. “WON’T CHA SQUEEZE
ballad stuff that gets somewhat of ME?” (Windy City*) is a Germana lift from the group’s statement. type. band song set to a fair lyric.
Eddie Davis (Vita): “HEART OF
Cindy Tyson (Mark). “IF I HAD
A DIME” (Ford*) has a gay spar¬ ICE” (Melo-Art*), a blues song
kle but its appeal is limited. “BON with a snappy beat, is delivered
NUIT, CHERIE” (Crest*) has a neatly by this singer. “TO BE OR
soft, French touch but it won’t NOT TO BE” (Spark*) fails to
come off as pop material.
mean much to the pop fans.
*ASCAP tBMI
Jimmy Cavello & House Rockers * ASCAP. tBMI.
(Coral): “DREAM TOY” (Vernon*)
is a solid rocking number delivered
with a heavy'beat , by vocalist Jim¬
Forms Gallo Records
my Cavello and combo. “CHERRY
Lee Gallo is taking a crack at the
PIE” (Bonitat) has a ludicrous
disk field with the: formation of
lyric even for this idiom.
The Kartunes (MGM): “WILL Gallo Records. He's kicking off his ]
YOU MARRY ME WHEN WE operation with crooner Lee Clark.
GRADUATE?” (Regehtt) is one of
First tunes cUt by Clark are
those juve-angled rocking items
with a swinging beat and little: else. “Warm Lips and Cold, Cold Kisses,”
“RAINDROPS’” (Currentt) is a by Nick & Charlie Kenny and J.
fair slow ballad cut to the standard Fred Coots, and “Songs My Mother
Loved,’.’ by AI Hoffman and Dick
vocal pattern.
]
Pete. Fountain & Dixieland Boys Manning..

ttf

Mv Heart” (Columbia). Package
spotlights Tony Bennett’s exciting
vocalistics against a skinbeating
backing featuring such topnotch
drummers as Chico Hamilton, Joe
Jones, Art Blakey, Billy Exiner
and Sabu. The beat excellenty
complements Bennett’s pipes and
the repertoire forms a stimulating
set.
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in Suit Over

i

IiOS Angeles, Dec. 23.
American Federation of Musllans will employ a Tarely-used
egal procedure—an appeal to a
ustice of the.U.S. Supreme Court
*-td halt a drive by plaintiff
musicians to seek appointment of a
Receiver and an injunction to halt
paymerit of royalties into the Music
Performance Trust Fund. Employer
defendants in the lawsuits prob¬
ably Will join the AFM in the
appeal.
.California State Supreme Court
last month ended almost a year of
legal jockeying by ruling that Cali¬
fornia courts have jurisdiction in
the case and ordered the Superior
Court to exercise such jurisdiction.
State high court last week denied
an AFM plea for a stay, of execu¬
tion under that decision. This de¬
nial paved the way for the. plain-?
tiffs to go before Superior Judge
John J. Ford again and ask for the
appointment of the receiver.
However, it was learned that
AFM will, utilise a legal provision
under, which an appeal can be
taken to a justice of the Supreme
Court of the U.S. Presumably, this
appeal will be filed within the next
Week with the clerk of the Supreme
Court, Who automatically assigns it
to the justice who has jurisdiction
over this circuit, William O.
Douglas.
v
Procedure is rarely Used in civil
oases, particularly in this area,
Since appeals from a decision of
the California Supreme Court are
not too numerous. ...
Meantime, tooters again sought
to obtain an injunction and the ap¬
pointment of a receiver to halt the
payment of money into the Music
Performance Trust Fund.. Argu¬
ments on the appointment of the
receiver were inaugurated. In the
(Continued on page 42)

Hometown Boy Makes Good
With Money; Johnny Mathis
Foots 50% of Frisco Hoopla

French. Disk Bestsellers
_ , „
Paris, Dec. 24.
Only You ...........Platters
(Barclay)
Bon Caractere ........ Delyle
(Pathe)
Oh La La
. .Marini
(Vogue)
Cig’rettes & Whisky ... ..Caly
(Philips)
Buenos Noches ........ Dalida
(Barclay)
Bambino ....,.. .Lasso.
(Voix De Son Maitre)
Le Ranch De Maria .. .Guetary
(Pathe)
Que: Sera Sera . Francois Day
(Philips)
Marianne
;V:Lasso
.
(VSM)
Julie.-La Rousse .. .Lafforgue
(Pathe)

Rediffusion Francalse, the 760kw
radio station located in the French
Embassy in New York, has launched
a novel experiment in International
songplugging via transatlantic in¬
terviews with platter names. Kick¬
off last, week involved a live inter¬
view between Harry Belafonte,
from the N.Y. studio, and French
disk jockey Jean Fontaine, located
in a Paris auditorium before some
4,000 kids. Show, over the French
Internetwork, was heard through¬
out western Europe.
Series of interviews was set up
by George Prutting, manager of
RCA Victor sales for. the interna¬
tional market. Platter names to be
interviewed will not be limited to
Victor pactees since the French
jockey is now trying to line up top
U.S. names such as Nat Cole, Frank
Sinatra, Pat Boone, etc.
* Since the ..popularity of the UiS.
names on the Continent has become
an important factor in the overall
sales figures, , this type of Interna¬
tional, disk plugging is seen speed¬
ing up the day when, disks will be
released internationally and Simul¬
taneously.

D.C. March Hi-Fi Show
Washington, Dec. 24.
Washington’s 1958 Hi-Fi Music
Show Will he held March 14-16 at
the Shoreham Hotel, with M. Rob¬
ert Rogers, presiderit of radio sta¬
tion WGMS, running the event.
Rogers expects the exposition,
which drew 15,000 visitors when
last held in 1956, to require use
of about 50 rooms at the big hos¬
telry?
^
Show will charge 90c admission,
upped from 50c in 1956.

4

RCA Victor, which has been
operating with separate album and
singles departments, is . merging
the sales and promotional phases
London, Dec. 17.
of the two divisions into a new
Mary’s Boy Child ;.. Belafonte
streamlined setup.
(RCA)
Under the new setup, John Y.
Little Susie ... . . . Everly Bros.
(Jack) Burgess Jr., formerly man¬
(London) ■
ager of the single department, be¬
Be my Girl
.. . Dale
comes manager of the 'commercial
(Parlophone)
sales department.covering both al¬
Making Eyes.. .Adams & Otis
bums and singles. Harry Jenkins,
(Capitol)
formerly manager of sales and pro¬
I Love' You Baby .Anka
motion for singles, steps into
(Columbia)
Burgess’ former slot. Victor v.p.
My Special Angel ... Vaughan
W. )V. (Bill) Bullock “continues as
(HMVJ.
George R. Marek, RCA Victor v.p.
manager of the album department.
Party ...
Presley
Both Burgess and Bullock will re¬
and general manager; rose vigor¬
. (RCA)
.
port directly to George R. Marek,
Remember You’re Mine . Boone
ously to the defense of rock ’n’
RCA v.p. arid general manager.
(London)
roll, Elvis Presley, et a!.,, on. tv’s
Victor’s advertising, promotional
Santa, Bring Baby Back Presley
WABD (N. Y-) “Nightbeat” show
and publicity activities also have
(RCA)
last Thursday (19) night; A long¬
been coordinated under W. I. (BLl)
hair who admits not understanding
Alexander,
former
advertising
Presley and his like; Marek said
manager. Reporting to Alexander
there is room for all. kinds of mu¬
will be George L. Parkhill, man¬
sic. As for rock ’n? roll, he said
ager of pop advertising and pro¬
that the. fact the teenagers, not
motion, with Carl Bosler handling
only In America but. all over the
advertising and point-of-sale ma¬
world, were sold on It, indicated
terial and Jack Dunn assigned to
that it had/ tremendous power and
radio. promotion; Jerry Thorp,
value.
publicity manager; Bernie Miller,
Marek denied that rock *n* roll
administrator of artists exploita¬
bad any corrupting influence on
tions; C. J. Luten, .manager of Red
youth. Out of rock ’n’ roll, Marek
Seal ’ promotion; Bob Kotlowitz,
felt that new forms of jazz and
manager of promotion for tapes
even serious music could emerge.
Outlook for a merger between and Camden Records.
He pointed out that back in the the Songwriters Protective Assn,
middle of the 19th Century, the and the Composers & Lyricists
conservatives of that era Were as Guild: of America which appeared
frightened by the waltz tempos of bright a couple of weeks ago is
Johann Strauss as the older.genera¬ now very dim; Opposition by in¬
tion is today by the big beat in pop fluential writers within SPA has
music.
^
been mounting to the point where
Questioned by Howard Whitman it’s now likely, that the whole proj¬
about the mechanics of making a ect will. be permanently shelved.
San Francisco, Dec. 23.
hit, Marek said that he has no:
The CLGA which mainly rep¬
A Frisco-rooted record album
knowledge of “payola”—the prac¬ resents writers of background has broken the jinx bn local LP’s
tice of paying off disk jockeys for music for films ‘ and SPA lawyers and is breaking very big in north¬
spinning a tune. Marek also7 dis¬ have , been talking about amalga¬ ern California. _ Album is Ernie
counted- reports that, vocalists were mation for the past year Or so. Heckscher’s
“Dance Atop
Nob
cutting in on songs as writers, but Recently, however, at a meeting -Hill,” a Verve release of mid-Octo¬
conceded that many of them were, of top Hollywood writers, SPA ber containing 34 standard dance
publishing, songs that they record¬ members began voicing objections tunes.
ed. a ; practice which he did not to a merger on the grounds that
Until this album came along,
deem was questionable in any way. tHe two. organizations have no com¬ Frisco invariably had been slow
Marek also doubted that promotion mon meeting ground on which to about following national record
or publicity could make a hit. The Unify. SPA chiefly represents pop trends—and that applied doubly
hif, he stated, must have the “germ and production writers in their to local products. Usual story was
of success” within it, but neither dealings with publishers, while for an artist—a Johnny Mathis or
he nor anybody else knew, what CLGA is more akin to a trade; un¬ Rod McKuen, to cite two recent
the “chemical constituents of that ion or guild representing its mem¬
examples—to go somewhere else,
germ” were,.
bers, who hire themselves out to do well and, finally, after popu¬
Marek’s statistics on the relative the studios.
larity! was assured in other sectors
popularity of . pops and classics
Present at the Coast meeting of of the country, to hit it big in
gave 80% to the- former category
Frisco.
«.*
(Continued on page 42)
and 20% to the latter as an overHeckscher’s album reversed this
all industry figure. RCA Victor sales
course, and by Jan. 1 the Verve
of longhair disks were somewhat
distributor. Melody Sales, is sure
higher, he pointed out; because it
the $4.98 package will have sold
was the oldest arid biggest company
. Joe Sherman has started activity between 20,000 and 25,000 copies
in the classical market; Marek also aA new pop artists & repertoire in northern California.
rejected Various criticisms about thief at Epic Records with the pur¬
Sherinan-Clay, big Frisco record
the state of America’s musical cul¬ chase of a master from Chord Rec¬
outlet, already has sold over 1,000
ture. Any people who buy 210,000 ords, New York indie. The sides, LP’s; and buyer there says it “is
copies of Arturo Toscanini conduct¬ ‘‘Charades” and “What Can I Do,” going better than Harry Belaing Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, were cut by the Sophomores:
fonte’s calypso album at its height
he concluded, must regard music
Tunes. are published by Joe last year”
Northern California
as something more valuable than Aberi's Cherio Music firm. Epic is
sale is now approximating 500 a
merely something to listen to while rushing the platter into release this day.
dining. _
Herm.
week. •

British Disk Bestsellers

OnR’n’ R: It Seems We’ve
Heard That Beef Before

Heckscher’s ‘Nob HOT LP
Gives Frisco a Hometown
Clickeroo—At Long Last

San Francisco; Dec. 23.
Johnny Mathis came home to
Frisco,, got a big welcome, sang at a
rally staged for him^ahd paid for
the biggest, part of it himself.
The singer, a Frisco native who.
attended lower schools and college
here, was booked for,a rallly'..at
7,000-seat: Civic Auditoriuni; last
Wednesday (18) night. It was sup¬
Josie Records will branch into
posed to be free. With radio station
KOBY and H. R. Basford, Columbia -the pop and jazz fields. Label has
Records distributor, picking up the been concentrating on rock ’n*
tab.
roll output.
Mayor George Christopher pro¬ . In another move to bolster the
claimed Dec. 18 “Johnny Mathis Josie line,; Morty Fafitz, veepee
pay’’ and Mathis Was scheduled to and a&r director for Jay-Gee Rec¬
arrive at 4 p.m;, parade to the City ords, Josie’s parent company,. will
Hall, get a glad hand and then show set up Josie as a base for develop¬
Up for his 8 p.m. Auditorium show. ing new talent.
. But Mathis’ plane didn’t land till
9:30 p.m., thus washing out the
earlier hoopla.
Meantime, about 6,000 teenagers
Ailed Civic Auditorium, where
Charles Stem’s band, Ronny Dra¬
per, Cal Tjader, organist Earl
Grant, comic Paul Desmond and
the Zack Thompson Dancers des¬
-——
perately took turns stalling.
Survey of retail sheet music
Mathis 'finally arrived a little
best Sellers, based on reports
after 10 p.m., did four songs arid
obtained from leading stores in
the show was over/
13 cities and showing comHow much did this little bash
paratipe sales rating for this
cost him? A conservative estimate
and last week*
is $1,500. Auditorium rented for
• ASCAP
t BMI
$400; insurance and two public ad-

Josie’sPop V Jazz

Sherman’s Epic Start

AFTRA WOULD UNFAIR’
18 H’WOOD DISKERIES

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
JSXMETY

.(Continued on page 42)
National
Rating ■ ■

ABC-PAR DISTRIBS
ABC-Paramount’s eastern dis¬
tributors will be briefed on label’s
1958 program at a meet scheduled
for. Jan. 10 in New York.
Conclave will be headed by ABCPar prexy Sam Clark with his
divisional chiefs outlining the plans
for the coming year. These are
Harry Levine, veepee; Larry New¬
ton, general sales manager; Dewey
Bergman Jr., sales and merchandis¬
ing manager of th^ album division;
Nat . Hale; publicity topper, and
Irwin Garr, manager of diskery’s
music publishing affiliates (Amco
arid JPamcia Music). Artists & reper¬
toire chiefs Don (Costa and Creed
Taylor will preem the new prod¬
uct, which’ tees qff with a 22-album
release in January.

This Last
wk. wk.
1
2A
2B
4

2
1
4
3

6
5
9
fi
7
5
8
13
9A
7
. 9B 11
12
11
12
13
14
15

8
10

*7 T

Title , and Publisher
♦April Love (Feist);..
♦Alt the Way (Maraville)....
♦Fascination (Southern). .
♦Around the World (YOurigh:
♦Liechtensteiner Polka (Burl.)
♦Chances Are (Korwin) . . : ..
♦Tammy (Northern) .,.
♦TiU (Chappell) f....:. . . ....
tMelodie D’Amour (Rayven).
tSilhooettes (Regent)

1
2
5
4

2

..

1
1
4
3
5-9

3
2
9
5

3
7.

8
.
3
6

4
8
2
...
10

1

1
7
2
3
4

1
2

4
2
1
7

9

1
2
3
6

T
9
5

5

6

6 ; .;
. 10
fKisses Sweeter. (Folkways).,
tYou Send Me (Hiquera) ....
8
6
10 .,
♦Ivy Rose (Roncom)....
.
6
tSpecial Angel (Merge)..
tRaunchy (H&R)
IF

8
9

10
5
8

10

5
10
9

3

2

4

9

1
2
5
7
10

1
3
4

, 4

■A-

8
5

6
2
1

7

4
8

i
6 ;
10
3
7

5
7
2

10

4
6

5

92
82
82
58
40
31
30
29
24
24
23
20
18

8
3
2

14
13

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Unfair listing is being sought
by local chapter of American Fed¬
eration of TV & Radio Artists
against 18 local diskeries, which
would bar AFTRA talent from
working for labels. According to
Hollywood AFTRA topper Claude
McCue, some of the outfits have
failed to ink; disk code despite sev¬
eral meetings, while others have
failed to show up for any discus¬
sions at all.
Following firms were listed;
Aladdin Records, Antler Records,
Bert Bennett Publishing (Zoom
Records), Bethlehem Records, Can¬
dlelight Records, Capri Records,
Jemo Recording Enterprises,
Knight Productions, Miller-Inter¬
national, Mode. Records, Motif
Records, Prescott Records, Rem¬
ington Records, Rex Productions
(Keen Records), Safari Records,
Specialty Records and Surf Rec¬
ords.

Roulette Pacts Picardi
Lou Picardi is the latest addition
to Roulette Records growing roster.
Before being picked up by the diskery, Picardi had been playing
nitery dates in the New York area.
His first release, which stems
frorti a master purchased by Roul¬
ette, is a coupling of “You Need A
Sweetheart” and “Make Up Your
Mind,”

38
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Audio Devices’ 5% Divvy
Audio Ddvices. magnetic tape
manufacturer; has distributed a

Gennany; Philips’ Low-Priced Line
Berlin, Dec. 23.
The percentage of classical music
on the German disk market, is still
very low.
It’s about 8% and in
some instances up to 10%, but
hardly ever higher. To improve
this situation, the top domestic
diskeries are now trying to give
the. classical stuff a lift.
AihVig the various efforts, that
of the German Philips igay. be of
special importance. Company has
now released a series of LP’s called
“Klassiker in Volksausgabe” (Clas¬
sics in Peopled Edition). These
are smaller'in size (25cm instead
of 30 cm) but nevertheless bring
the classical tunes in uncut ver¬
sion.
The most remarkable fac¬
tor about these LP’s is that they
are considerably less expensive
than the conventional ones. They
cost DM 15.50 (about $3.75) against
such previous prices as $4.50, $5.70
and even higher.
Philips asserts that in many cases
only the high prices have kept the
masses from buying classical LP’s.
It’s expected that other diskeries
will follow suit on the price re¬
duction.
The new Philips series consists
of 10 LP’s (more are due to be
released regularly) and features
works by Chopi
Rachmaninoff,
Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, Mem
delssohn, Dvorak, Vivaldi, Mozart,
Tchaikovsgy, all presented by top
artists such as David Oistraikh,
Isaar Stern, Zino Francescatti,
etc.), with orchestral backing.
As to the German Philips head¬
quarters in Hamburg, these LP’s
are figured good bargain, the more
so as Christmas, which always sees
an upbeat in disk sales, is just
around the corner.

f ::

Survey of retail album, best
sellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.

EXPELLED TEACHER

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk-

. San Francisco, Dec, 23.
A teacher in a suburban Rich¬
mond school has filed a $27,000 .
damage suit on grounds
he was

1

1

2

CIO Federation Of Teachers.
1
3
William Bouton asiked dam _
from AFM Local 6, Frisco, AFM
i 4
Local 866, Richmond, and th«
eration of—Teachers in the suit
5
filed in Oakland. He. also asked i
the AFM restore his membership
i ■ 6
and pay liim $1,000 he claii
lost in wages. .
Bouton’s suit is an outgrowth of !. , 7
rivalry between
the AFL-CIO
8
teachers union and the unaffiliated
California Teachers Assn.
Bouton said in his suit that he
9
augmented his pay by part-time
musical work but lost his AFM
10
card under a union rule that says
any member of the AFM who fol¬
lows another trade “must become ! 11
and remain a member of the union
of such other trade is same is af¬ !
filiated with the AFL.” .
The teacher claimed the
1
falsely accused him of crossing a

:

12
IV

1
i
the Richmond chapter of the Cali¬
i
fornia Teachers AssnBouton
claimed the association was
fessional Organization, not a union.

14A

Hampton Band, Hotel
Sue Israeli Manager

14D

14B
14C

14E

Tel Aviv. Dec. 17.
Moshe Wallin, Who manag<
Lionel Hampton’s . band on i
;

judgment has been made yet.

Hub Jukebox Ops
3

Continued from pace 35

that their attorneys had urged. the
court to hold the fee in escrow.
In another case, pending before
the state’s Supreme Court and due
to be heard this month, it is
charged that the $50 fees charged
by the state and the city for Sun¬
day Operation is unconstitutional:
This suit asks for a declaratory
judgment with respect to the con¬
stitutionality of the state statutes
and city ordinances, and also
charges prior restraint on the free¬
dom of speech and press guaran¬
teed by the state and Federal con¬
stitutions.
The Supreme Court action asks
that a 1956 law and city ordinance
imposing the licenses and fees be
abrogated.

i

David J. Baker, prexy of the
jukebox org, said following dis¬
allowance of the Superior Court
stipulation that the Supreme Court
action would be carried all the way
to the U.S. Supreme Court, “if
need be.”
Meantime, George Miller, prexy
of the national jukebox org, Music
Operators
of America
(MOA),
sweetened the jukeboxers* state
kitty with a check for $1,000, and
a letter of encouragement giving
the backing of MOA. Baker said
many, jukebox ops throughout ;the
country were sending in unsolicited
donations to help in the fight
against the license fees, which he
termed “unfair” and “discrimina¬
tory.’’

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS

Mitchell’s

the fashionable Dan. HoteL
two parties which brought
claims contend that the mans
failed to pay the hoUl bill
Hampton and his men during t
visits here in 1956.

ErroD Garner Click Gives
a Jan Lift

10-man. panel that will aid the
recently-formed RCA Victor So¬
ciety of Great Music in the choice
Paris, Dec. 23.
of repertoire. The org will be
Jazz circles here" are at ease
operated via the Book of the Month since Enroll Garner’s clicko sec¬
Club arid will concentrate on classi¬ ond-slot stint at the Olympia Mu¬
cal music selected both from sic Hall. Garner garnered top re¬
views and brought in the young
Victor’s new releases and catalog.
set with his 88’ing, while top rec¬
First release to club members will ord seller Gloria Lasso got the pop
crowds. Since this flagship house
be disclosed early next year.
Besides. Taylor, the panel con¬ sometimes confuse rock ’n’ roll
sists of Jacques Barzun, professor and . jazz, the hip set is glad that
of history at Columbia U.; Samuel Garner , has .shown the difference.
Chotzinoff, general music director They feel this will mean more top
of NBC; John M. Conley, High Yank jazz performers coming into
Fidelity mag editor; Aaron Cop- this house for three-week stays in¬
land, composer; Alfred Franken¬ stead of one-night stands.
stein, music critic of the. San Fran¬
Recently, Freddie Ball & His
cisco Chronicle; Douglas Moore, Bellboys laid an egg at the same
composer: and Columbia U. profes¬ house and proxy Bruno Coquatrix
sor; William Sehuman, composer became allergic to all U.S. musical
and president of the Juilliard ensembles for a while. Now with
School of Music; Carleton Sprague Garner a hit the Way is clear again.
Smith, chief of N.Y. Public Li- Another deciding' factor was Gar¬
grary music, division and Metro^ ner’s winning one of the platter
politan Opera Assn.; and G. Wal¬ awards from the Academie Des
lace
Woodworth,
Harvard
U. Disques for his “Jazz Pour Tous”
album put out by Philips.
professor.
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KING & I (Capitol)
Soundtrack (T 740)..
..
JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
Fascination (KXL 1066)..
PERRY COMO (Victor)
Merry Christmas (LPM 1243)
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol)
Spirituals (T 818).
APRIL LOVE (Dot)
Soiintrack (DLP 9000)..... i
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
Love Is the Thing (W 823)..
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MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
3
Original Cast (CL 5090).....
5
2
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca)
1
Soundtrack (DC 4046)....
... 3
7
RICKY NELSON (imperial)
Ricky (IMP 9048)_
6
7'.
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Warm (CL 1078) . . .:.
2
7
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W 192)......
2
1
5
BING CROSBY (Decca)
Merry
Christmas
(8128),....
4
9
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Christmas Album (ELC 1037);.
1 .
8
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
: -4 . Where Are You (W 855)..
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Pat’s Great Hits (DCP 307)...
5
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Fabulous
Fifties (KXL 5000) .
12
MARTIN-RAITT (Capitol?
Annie Get Your Gun (W 913).
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
...
Wonderful, Won’ful (CL 1028).
14
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
Soundtrack
(SAO
595).....
..
io
MANTOVANI (London)
8
20 -Christmas Carols (913).... .
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Jimmie Rodgers (25020).. ...:
16
FRED WARING (Capitol)
Caroling Season (T 896)..
..
GOGI GRANT (Victor)
Helen Morgan Story (OLC 1030)
13
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol)
Hymns (T 756)..............
18
WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL 5230) .;...

20A 21

22A

tv
o
A

Cleveland—^(H

ter’s recent German
was sponsored by tbh
and
Guy
Mitchell.
“Rock-a-Billy” is one of
big hits in Germany.

Deems Taylor, composer and
commentator on the music scene,
has been named .chairman of the

record on Dec. 3. Last March the
company paid a similar dividend.
Payments marked the 12th con¬
secutive year AD has paid a divvy.
Most of these have, been paid in
Stock since. 1954 in order to re¬
invest the company’s earnings in
expansion of sales and production
facilities,. Current stock dividend
marks the fifth such dividend in
stock since 1954,-totalling 30%.

Disc Shop)

derful” and “It’s Not For 1
Say” are currently big in demand
here.
Since Philips handles the
U. S. Columbia repertory here, it

10-Man VIP Panel Of
Victor Mnsic Society

Boston, Dec. 23.
In its state Supreme Court suit (see separate story), the jukebox
operators contend that the playing of a record on an automatic
phono is a form of entertainment which does not detract the play¬
ing of it from the protection of the free speech guaranteed by the
U.S. and state courts merely because a form Of expression is used
for purposes of entertainment.
The fees for jukeboxes have been cited as ‘‘excessive” and “un¬
warranted” in several stormy hearings at city hall. After the hear¬
ings and other early actions failed to produce any change, the Music Operators Assn, of Massachusetts retained Atty, Arthur Sher¬
man as associate; attorney and Hirsh Freed, of the law firm of
Brown, Rudriick & Freed, Who, brought the case to Superior Court.
In a prior action, a preliminary injunction was asked by Freed,
representing the music machine^ industry* Boston restaurant own¬
ers and cafes, and challenging the legality of fees for jukeboxes, tv
sets and radios in public places. The preliminary injunction was
denied by Judge Vincent Brogna in Suffolk: Superior Court. As a
result of this action, the case went to the Supreme Court.

5% dividend to its stockholders of

5

7 _16
15
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Stop Dance Promoter

Inside Stuff-Music
Ralph j.: Gleason, Coast Jazz critic, made a strong pitch for the
U.S. to send a top band or small group to the Brussels International
Exhibition next year in his San Francisco Chronicle column. Com¬
menting on cancellation of the Brussels jazz festival, he proposed
that the tl.S. State Dept, send over a group and said:
r
“The fact remains .. . that jazz music is one field in which this
country , is . unquestionably the leader. In an era whehe we have seen
‘Yankee Go Home’ plastered on the walls of European. Cities* we have
yet to see any ‘Yankee Jazz Musician Go Home’ signs anywhere. We
should not overlook the advantages of jazz.
“If we cannot participate in an international jazz festival, let us
send; over a top band: Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Dizzy Gillespie
and/or ;a* couple of good small groups, to play a series of concerts at
•.own cultural exhibit headquarters at the exhibition.
“We should not. miss this opportunity; I have no Way of knowing if
Senator Knowland is a jazz fan (Mayor Christopher certainly enjoyedDizzy .Gillespie last winter) but this is the sort of thing that needs
action at that level.”

... Youngstown, O., Dec. 23.
Hal York, 27, of Cleveland, was
fined $25 following his arrest here
for conducting a public dance last
Nov* 29 without a permit. He had
also promoted a dance the previous
week without obtaining a license
from the mayor’s,.office, as required
by city ordinance. The fine was
suspended b;rx condition he stop
promoting, any more dances in
Youngstown.
York came to the attention of
police when he appeared in front
of the Mural Ballroom with a com¬
panion to distribute handbills ad¬
vertising his dance while a similar,
affair was being held inside under
the . sponsorship of two , local disk
jockeys. The latter complained to
the mayor’s, secretary.

*9

Longhair, Pop Packages Zoom Epic
To 84% Sales Hile;Distrib Plans
f

Epic Records is closing its 1957
books with an 84% sales increase
over the previous year. The fourAmsterdam,. Dec. 17.
year-old Columbia Records siibLove Letters In Sand. ; . Boone
sid now plans to sustain the upbeat
(London)
Diana *.•:,:. ...... . .Paul Anka
with an early ’58 reshuffling of its
. (ColumbiaV
distrib setup.
Kleine Schooler/. .Trekvogels
According to William .Nielsen,
iDecca)
Epic’s
general manager, a- plan to
With All My Heart..... Clark
strengthen label’s distributorship
(Nixa)
around
the .country already is. in
Ik Sta Op Wacht-de Kriegt
the works; Importance of a dis¬
(Philips)
tributor
in building diskery sales
De Postkoete.... .Dp Selveras
Carl Moore* vet WEEI, Boston, broadcaster has come up with a new
waspointed up by Nielsen in the
(Telef unken)
LP on WEEI label, available only at the Station arid not for sale in
instance of Don . Comstock who re¬
Island In Suit.... .fielafonte
disk stores. It’s called “Carl Moore Remembers.” The.LP has Moore
cently took over the line in the
(RCA)
singing pop songs of over 50 years ago. There are 12 cuts in all with
Bye, Bye Love..... .Everly Bros, Atlanta territory. In ^Comstock’s
Moore singing solo in some arid, in duet with Gloria Carroll in others.
hands, Epic rose from 20th posi¬
. (London)
In the group are Frank Bell’s WEEI combo. Tbny Vye on clarinet, Dan
Train St* Fernando..;Duncan. tion in the area to No. 2 spot.
Comstock, incidentally, also han¬
Cavicchio, accordion and vibraphone; Bill Nordstrohi, bass; Don Alessi,.
(Columbia)
dles the Columbia Records prod¬
guitar and banjo; and Frank Bell with organ and celeste.
Little Dartin'...... .Diamonds
uct,:
but Nielseg said that this
’(Mercury) ■
Heralded as a collector’s item and bit of New Englandiaria, the songs
didn’t necessarily mean that Epic
are:“Stand Up and Sing for Your Father,” “Nobody Knows What Hap¬
The
recent
realignment
of
the
would
follow a pattern of picking
pened to McCarty,” “There’s No One With Endurance;” “I Want To
Records
Setup;
which
up Col distribs around the coun¬
Go.To Morrow*” “Roll the Patrol Up Closer to'the Curb,” “Somebody’s MGM
try,
Cornin’ To My House,” “Ten Baby Fingers,” “Conversation With a brought Arnold Maxin in as com¬
Boston, Dec. 23.
Nielsen also mentioned that Epic
Mule,” “Behind Those Swinging Doors,” “Down At Odd Fellows Hall” pany topper replacing Frank Walk¬
George Wein, director of the had no plans as of now to move in¬
“Mother Was A Lady,” and “Pm A Specialist.”" “Soinebody’s Cornin’ er, will also bring the company
Newport Jazz Festival, back from to the stereo tape field. “Right
To My House” was written by Irving Berlin in 1913. Moore found
closer to the base of its parent a meeting of tfe board of directors now,” he said, “I’m against .any¬
“Down At Odd Fellow’s Hall” in a 35-year-old copy of a Harvard Glee company,
Loew's Inc.
One of
thing that would take the stress
Club songbook.
i
Maxin’s first moves is to shift the of the jazz bash in New York, Said away from the record, picture.” Al¬
diskery’s hq. at ,7th Ave. and 47th the directors have decided to stage so, there are no plans to hike
Prof. Gardner Read, of Boston Univ. school of fine and applied arts i St. to the. Loew’s homeoffice .a the 1958 fifth anni festival in New¬
and a music theory pundit, gets to attend two performances of his own block down the street 'on’Broad-' port. It Will again span a minimum prices; Epic’s 45s go for 89c, 78s
are peddled at :98 c and LPs at
music, one a world preem, in Washington, D: C., on Jan, 5-6. The Na¬ way.
period of four days, July 3-6.
$3,98.
tional Symphony Orchestra, under directfon of Richard Baker, will . Maxin, 'who took over Monday
Two new men wer eleeted.to the
Epic Credits its classical and
perform Read’s! “Quiet Music for Strings,” Op. 65, Jan. 5. On Jan. 6, (23); also indicates that there’ll be board at the session, . Marshall
the Classic String Quartet presents the world preem of the; composer’s. other changes in the MGM opera¬ Brown,; of the Farmingdale. High popular album sales for one-third
of
its ’57 increases. Pop albums
“String Quartet No. 1,” Op. 100, in the Textile Museum. The work was tion Which he plans to announce, School Barid, and-1 ngston Hughes*
were sparked by Lester Lanin’s
commissioned by the (Hans) Kindler Foundation., Washington.
shortly.
the poet.
pair, “Dance To The Music Of Les¬
ter Lanin” and “Lester Lanin At
The Tiffany Ball,” which racked
up 250,000 sales. Other pop pacers
were the Irving Berlin collection,
“Let Me Sing and I*m Happy,”
Roy Hamilton’s “Golden Boy,”
Somethin’ Smith’s
“Put The
Blame On Marne” and the Mer¬
rill Station Choir’s “Up Anchor**
and “Sound Off.”
~^“PtfkiETY
W 1
The longhair end was stimulat¬
o
Survey of retail disk , best
2
ed by the special promotions on
2
i
■§.
&
sellers based on reports ob¬
the Cleveland Orchestra and the
.'ra ' ."3
■
g
.
4>
S
tained from leading stores in
Concertgebouw under the direc¬
a. 3 . a3 1'
22 cities and showing cony
tion of Eduard van Beinum. For
E; 4- "feu W..<
parative sales rating for this
JSthe
’58 push, Charles Schicke,
1 ta . .a | i
and last week.
classical a&r head, is prepping a
%
move-in on the pop-concert field
•1;
l •&:.
i
with the. Cleveland group.
National
*§a
In the pop field, label’s new a&r
S 111 11/
l u
Rating
1
f
chief is inheriting a high-flying
aa.
This Last
division
from Arnold Maxin who
1.
wfc, wk.,
Artist, Label, Title
| .55
g :1 s
.5 £.
Q w Si Q
moved over to MGM Records this
week. Rolling for. the label are
PAT BOONE (Dot)
such Maxin productions as Roy
4 .. 10
3
April Love .; .;...... 6
Hamilton’s “Don’t Let GO" and
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
“Right To Love” which passed
At the Hop.-.;_ 4
the 206,000 mark in its first 10
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral)
days on the market; The Four
3
8
7
2
7
1
5 ..
2
4
Peggy Sue....>*.;■■■ 7CoinS’ “Broken Promises” and
“Follow Your Heart” and .Some¬
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
7
7
9
I
2
thin’ Smith’s “Wrap Up All My
All the Way.,; .■;■>..:. ;v.
Heartaches”
and’ "Every Night At
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun)
Nine O’clock.” For the Okeh line.
5. .. . 4':' 9
1
2 .... ...
Great Balls of Fire.V;:...... 5
Epic’s
subsid
label, Maxin also pro¬
BILL JUSTIS. (Phillips)
duced Little Joe’s “Echoes Are
Raunchy ...... ....... 3
Calling Me” and “Lonesome” coup¬
ERNIe FREEMAN (Imperial)
”
ling currently rolling at a hot sales
.Raunchy,
.A ../V. ..
gait..
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
For an early ’58 start, Sherman
Kisses Sweeter Than Wine .... 9
is prepping an overhaul of the ar¬
SAM COOKE (Keen)
tists roster. He’s currently in talks
With several new artists but noth¬
Ybu Send Me.. ....
.
2
ing has been firmed yet. He’s also
RAYS (Cameo)
Working
on new angles for an up¬
6
4
3
.:
.*
10
10
5
5
Silhouettes ,. .. •
•
beat oh Sal Mirieo and already has
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)1
blueprinted
an album for Jack
Jailhouse Rock........ 1
Lemmon’s Epic debut which goes
BOBBY HELMS (Decca)
into the groove on the Coast after
My- Special Angel.......... .•> -. , ■
the first of the year.
G. HAMILTON IV (ABC-Par)
■ Why Don’t They Understand.. . *
AMES BROS, (Victor)
Melodie D'Amour .----; - • BOBBY HELMS (Decca) ~
'
Jingle Bell Rock.,;■.■. >... . Paris, Dec. 23.
WILL GLAHE (London)
Bobby Weiss,. Edwin H. Morris
.7 ..
.. 10 1
Liechtensteiner Polka.. .... ■
.
Music CO. fep here, heads for a
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia}
8 10
8
_Chances Are ... • 8
homeoffice visit to New York, plus
j Hollywood, this weefc. Weiss, the
LEE ANDREWS (Chess)"
Teardrops
.. • • ♦ - •
; traveling music rep, is bringing
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence)”
^
back a flock of foreign songs for
...
.. .. .5 .
3
Wake Up Little Susie....... .. . .
Yank adaptation.
Included are
more numbers by composer-singer
\ LARRY WILLIAMS (Specialty)
Henri Salvador whose “Melodie
10
.... ..
6 ..
..
Bony Moronie...
••
D’Ahour” is now an American hit,.
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
”
Weiss is a round-robin, con¬
.,
3 ..
7 ..
Rock ’n’ Roll Music.,;;.. - • •
stantly shuttling o’seas as rep for
BILLY VAUGHAN (Dot)
Morris and always visiting pubSail Along Silvery Moon....... ..
beries all over western Europe as
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
well as the various Morris offices.
Twelfth of Never...!.. . ♦
In N.. Y. Weiss will confab with
Morris topper Sidney Kornheiser
JOHNNY NASH (ABC-Par)
and then heads for- Hollywood,
A Very Special Love-/ .:.. :.
Jan. 10, for further huddles before
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
; heading back here to his home
Be Bop Baby .........
ibase..

Holland Disk Bestsellers

On Fathers Lap

Newport Sets ’58 Dates

HETJUL DISK BEST SELLEBS
1

1

I

|

1 I 11

■. 1,1; 1,1
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E. H. Morris’ Bobby Weiss
Doe Here From Paris Hq
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THREE HOT ONES

RCA VICTOR

MILTON ALLEN-DON'T BUG ME BABY c/w JAMBOREE 47/20-71J6
BARRY DeVORZON-BARBARA JEAN c/« BABY DOLL 47/20-7124
JUDY FAYE-SECOND ANNIVERSARY c/» ROCKY-ROLLY- LOVER BOY
47/20-7125

PT&nterr
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ing a nightly KWBR remote from heavy press runs on its releases
the Macumba . . . Lou Gottlieb, the until there’s a definite sales reac¬
ex-Gateway Singer, doing a solo tion.
at Purple Onion .
. Cal Tjader
Coverage of the full line of re¬
returned to Blackhawk . . . Del leases by dealers can be handled
Courtney corraled' Ella; Fitzgerald, with a light run as long as the
Johnny Mathis, King Sisters, Dave company is able to fill up the sup¬
will be described m two forthcom-• Brubeck, Russell Arms, Alvin© Ray, ply lines quickly as soon as con¬
New York,
ing lectures in the Audio Engi¬ Paul Desmond, and Ella’s Lou
Bobby Helms, Decca disker, has neering Society’s current series I Levy Trio for his KPIX anniver- sumer demand makes itself felt.
Initial runs on any particular disk,
been $et for bis first pic Tote in starting Jan. 30 at the RCA Insti¬ I sary show.
will be determined by the average
'
Charles H.^ Schneer’s “The Case tuted.
sales impact of the given artist in
Against Brooklyn”- . . Directional
the
past. However, in today’s mar¬
Pittsburgh
Enterprises- (Jerry Levy & Fred
London
Joe .Negri quitting. Copa band¬ ket, where, there is no consistency
Milt Jackson and Connie Kay of stand Jan. 4 to take his own trio of sales performances for most art¬
Amsel) formed the Cab Music Co.
with Lou Carter . . . Judy Scott Modern Jazz Quartet staying on into Penn-Sheraton Hotel, replac- ists, the guaranteed sales method
stars on ABN’s “Breakfast Club” here for a vacation after their tour . ing Ramon Padilla combo, Negri, of doing business is admittedly an
out of Chicago Jan. 6 . . . Ivan Mo- . . •. Taking over the resident band a guitarist, will have . Bill Machiko economic hazard for the manufac¬
gull to Mexico City to open a mu¬ spot at Savoy Hotel from the Syd¬ on accordion and Emil Brenkus turer.
sic firm in conjunction with South¬ ney Simone orch on Jam 15 will on bass with him. Allan Shine,
Jingle, Jangle Singles
ern Music . . Bill Bradley starts be-Dave Shand . . Ken Wheeler, trumpet player, steps up to leader¬
The 100% guarantee is aimed at
his own 60-minute five-a-week tv longtime, piano accompanist to ship -of Copa- house band when getting, dealers back in ta the sin¬
trumpeter'Eddie
Calvert,
has
quit
Negri leaves . . . Larry Faith: orch
strip on KTLA (Los Angeles)
to. freelance . . . Eric Winston orch had option picked up again , at gles biz again in a big way. Fbr
Jan. 6.
skedded to do its first series for
. . Billy Nigro, the past couple of years, dealers
Joe Kolsky. exec veepee at Rou¬ Radio Luxembourg in the New i Horizon Room
organist, and Joe Pape hand com have been package-happy while
lette Records, on a Caribbean Year.
I
tinue
at
Mona
Lisa
Lounge
. . sluffing off the merchandising of
cruise with his wife . . . Count
[Billy Catizone returns to the the singles, except for the hits
B?oie has recorded two Neal Hefti
Nixon
as
resident
maestro
Jan.
6 which the customers already know
oricinals" for his newest Roulette
Hollywood
when that house resumes legit about. New deal will give them
single, ‘The Kid From Red Bank” : Lew Chudd talking to Howard again
after mne-month run. of the incentive to stock, display and
and “Li’l Darlin.’ ”
Keel anent an Imperial disk deal “Around the World in 80 Days.” talk up the mew releases.
The’onious Monk currently at
. Carmen Cavallaro re-signed: . . . Frank Apter,. concertmaster
The new policy also will bring
the Five Spot, new jazz nitery on with Decca for another five years of Civic Light Opera -Assn, orch.,
the lower eastside ... ABG-Para- .. . Barclay Allen and his personal ta Florhja with his family for a the majors abreast of the indie,
mount’s Paul Anka and Danny & manager^ Carson. Harris, setting up month . . , Latin - American La labels \vho have been so powerful
The Juniors guest, on CBS-TV’s their own pubbery, CeeBee Music Playa sextet ii?to Town House in. this phase of this business be¬
“Big Record” (25).
. . . Andy Wilson, deejay at KPAL, Motel for indef stay .
Continen¬ cause of their ability to sell in a
Will Glahe, the German maestro Palm Springs, has departed the out¬ tals, set in Beverly Hills Hotel’s flexible way. Dot Records, for in¬
New. Orleans Room while Dave stance, has been selling its disks
who scored in. the U S.
'ith let.
Tamburri combo entertains in on a guaranteed basis for some
London Records’ “Lichtenstiener
CmdefVlla Room.
Polka,” is set for
for a Jan.
Jart. 8 shot
time, while- other smaller labels
on CBS-TV’s “The Big Record
V,nicagO
Record.””
not only guarantee sale of - their
. . . Eddie Layton Trio begins a
Count Basie.returns to Blue Note
product but give part of it away
Vancouver
stand at the Park Sheraton Jan. 6
6.. Jan. 22-Feb. 2, to be followed by
oh
the cuff in order to earn'more,
Terry Dale, tv thrush, airing a
. . . Ray Perkins has resigned as Teddy Wilson Trio Feb. 5 for two
display
from the dealers.
series
of
lunchtime
shows
from
U.
deejay at KIFN, Denver, and weeks ... . .-Newly opened Shuffle;
joined Hammond Organ: Studios
Studjos Inn'at Madison, Wis„ has booked of British Columbia' over CBU ra¬
in that city as promotion manager. Jack Teagardefi March 18. for a dio, backed by jazzman Dave Pep¬
iHe’s continuing his weekly
flHe’s
weekly. record week and Dukes of Dixieland for a. per and combo, emceed by national
review column in the Denver Post,
Post. frame on Jan. 21 .. . Sonny Stitt tv web’s Alan Millar , . . John
. . . Basic engineering facts and | pacted for Chi’s Stage Lounge Jam Emerson, legit batoneer and deer ;5S5 Continued from ..page 37
jay; current at Arctic privatery
methods of stereophonic recording 15 for four frames.
with a quartet comprising local songwriters were Leo Robin,
musicomedy’s Norah
Halliday,
lllTlni: tub
Philadelphia
Roma Hearn, Don McManus, with Sammy Fain, Sammy Cahn, L.
Wolfe Gilbert, Ben Oakland, Ned
in%Alll I W Ur ■ FIE
Danny & The Juniors, new teen- concert, fiddler Arthur Poison .
l llvUII f U/PFIt age comho, will appear on, the Cellar boniface Ken Hole is re¬ Washington, Harold Adamson and
BJ.
Patti Page tv . show Xmas night, opening the jazz: spot in the base¬ Arthur Freed. Cahn and Gilbert
then 10 days with Alan Freed’s ment of the Pacific Athletic Club
. Hi-Liters open at the Cave sharply attacked the proposal to
:
r&r at the N. Y. Paramount, Be¬
ginning Jan. 8 the group is slated Monday (30) for a fortnight ....... unite on the grounds that the
mm m
for a cross-country tour of 18 one-; Pianist Chris Gage .out of hospital CLGA members wrote music in an
M IB BSIiBbI
nighters - . . Lou Monte plus The . and back on tv and club stands.
entirely different idiom than SPA
Ifl 1(11 If IIV
Kids played Erie Social Club (21-..
members. Freed, a Metro produ¬
m
*
22), followed by Four Aces upcom-.
cer, also pointed out that CLGA,
'
_ ......
ing weekend . . Clayton Burdick,
though representing the back¬
n It J 1B1JVIITL IJ
lately with Dave Rosen’s record
ground writers, has thus far failed
Em lEBIw WM am 1- ■ Em
distributing firm, named eastern
to
write pacts for its members
■*■■■■■ ■■ ■ ■ ■■ ■■■»
sales and promotion manager for
Continued, from page 31
with the studios.
ABC-Paramount label . ... Buddy
dress
systems
ran
$95;
police
cost
It’s known that sohie prominent
Williams played Sunnybrook orieI flfllf CAR IBP
nitery (21)
. Clay Boland, for- $300; Stern’s 30-man band, Grant, SPA members in the east are also
LUUIV lUIl nib
mer Mask & Wig cleffer, collabo¬ Tjader and Draper ran $1,250; the skeptical abotit the Value of a mer¬
rating with Benny Davis on new 10 dancers got $200; lighting cost ger. Qne top writer expressed the
j
Cotton Club show in Miami Beach
idea that the CLGA members may
... Trombonist Kal Winding, now $200; Desmond got $75 and other try to get more performance
at the Red Hill Inn, suing a Detroit incidentals ran the cost close to money from ASCAP for film back¬
1 IIHIfV CTAD
tire store for $250,000 damages, as $3,000.
ground music! shown bn television.
LUUIV V OI HU
result of injuries sustained when, a
Such a move would run counter to
Stern, who promoted, admitted the interests of the pop or produc¬
tire fell on his head.
Helen Noga Enterprises Inc. was tion ASCAP writer, who would
picking up better than half the tab thus see a dilution of the value of
K 12586
St. Louis
and since Mathis is manager Helen
___
Lnrlean Hunter at Peacock Alley Noga’s only substantial property, his song performances if more
through the Eve, with Max Roach that meant Mathis was paying for money were channelled to the
background cleffers.
1 MfBKlM
Quintet adding to the billing on his 6wh homecoming.
y
Christmas night . . Jack Denett.
Yalue of the homecoming as a
ATrio now in its 20th month, a
record, at Park Plaza Merry-G6- tax. deduction gimmick and as a
. Round . . ; Irv Shifrin, . United publicity ; stunt was. questionable,
—— Artists’ representative, making the since Mathis had already been lined
rounds of local disk jockey shows up for Don. Sherwood’s KGO-TV
.Continued from page 37
with Wes Bryan, first artist to show, for Del Courtney’s KPIX
record on the new United Artists show and for a February Opening at wake of a California Supreme
Court decision that the issue prop¬
label.
the, Fairmont’s Venetian Room,
erly belongs
the California
Interestingly enough, though courts — ending a year of legal
San Francisco
Mrs. Noga . allowed Mathis to pay
over the question of juris¬
Four Freshmen going into George and play his own homecoming, she rumpus
diction.
Andros’ Fack’s II Friday (27) . .
refused to let him play an Oakland
Current arguments concern only
Phyllis 'Diller set for New York’s benefit two nights later for the late
Blue Angel next month . . : Woody Chuch Etter, a. trojnbonist Mathis the first two cases filed by Coast
Herman’s Third Herd played a had worked with while getting musicians, one involving the. reuse
A'"de,oioE
three-nighter at Dave Glickman’s started in the Frisco, area.
fee for music in feature, films sold
Jazz Showcase . . . Pete Dailey and
to television and the. other over
Etter, a.vet of Charlie Barnet’s, tlie 21% increase on disk scales
his
Chicagoans
working
the
.Al¬
■
;°° °M
pine-first time the spot has had Billy May’s and Rudy Salvini’s under which the added coin goes
live music’. . . Mary Meade French bands, died in the fall, leaving: a to the trust fund instead of to the
going into Bimbo’s " -365 Club pregnafit wife and a youngster. individual musicians involved.
Thursday (26) . , . Earl Grant do- Tjader, Dave Brubeck, E&rl Hines,
Contempt allegation was riaised
Salvini’s band, the Mastersounds
all played benefit at" 2,000-seat by plaintiffs’ attorney Harold
★★★A * *★*★★ **★★★★★*
Oakland Auditorium Theatre last Fendler in an affidavit charging
Friday. (20) night, but when Mrs. the. defense has failed to comply
Noga was .first approached she said with court. orders requiring that
Mathis had a Feb. 20 date for an various records and contracts be/
Oakland concert, later remembered produced for inspection by the
Hollywood for a screen test Dec. 20. plaintiffs. Fendler charged that
Screen* test, however, was can¬ there are gaps in the records for
celled, apparently, and Mathis was the recording contracts over, the
available, but Mrs. Noga chose to last few years and “no records of
save, him for the KPIX and KGOr any nature were produced for the
Presently
entire year 1956;”
TV appearances next day.

SPA-CLGA

VaimaSeDDkb?
Hit Road: MacRae
|
j

Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Disk artjists have to take to the
road nowadays to sell their wares,
Gordon MacRae opines—and front
now on, he’s going to dodt.
“Normal distribution of a record
isn’t enough anymore,” according
to MacRae. “There ate so many
records on the. market that indi¬
vidual offerings need a little extra
push to make them stand, out.”
MacRaels new decision to help
exploit his disk releases stems from
the results of a recent trek of per¬
sonal appearances around the
country. In each city he played, he
made it a point to see as many disk
jockeys as possible. Prime pur¬
pose of the trips, of course, was to
bally the personal appearance, but
in «ach case the visit inevitably
was tied, on the air, to his current
platters. And in each case, he repbrted,. sales in. those cities were
above the MacRae average.
“That convinced me,” he says.
“From now bn, I’m going to find
the time to do the disk jockey
circuit;”

WINTER
WARM
GALE STORM
Dot Records
FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORA! ON I

Mathis
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ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOS GLASER* pres.
Av«.

103 N. Wabash Ay#.
Chicago, IIL
Phono;
CEhtral 4-*45i

407 Lincoln ltd.
Miami Roach; Fla.
Phono:
JRfforson S-03S3

Ml* Sunset Bivd.
H'wood 44, Calif.
. phono:
OLympla 3-**40

peryision of his stock in order to
keep it up to date.
From the. manufacturers’ view¬
point, the allowance of a 100% re¬
turn privilege means tighter reins
on releases and faster action from ]
factory to distribs to dealers. It’s
. not likely that Victor, will schedule

TWA.* I.{

KISS THEM
FOR ME
MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

a wonderful
seasonal song

^

STYNE AND CAHN'S

cahn
MUSIC

COMPANY

rnn WUDM’1

bMvtlfal tfcMM frm tkt
Wtnwr Brn. prMHctlM
“Sartura"

W

itATSUMI
LOVE THEME*
k

Mwton Oookf
ForcyTalHi
Uf°Y Holinos
Frank Chaksflold

RCA Victor
Cohunbi
MOM
London
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^

For the New Christmas Song Hit

"It's Different7'

^

'-lord - You Never Know"

By Larry Langenderfer, Writer of

Ml MISS HER PAL OF MY ROCK-A-BYE bAYS"
and ,,REMEMBERM
L. J. UNGENDERFEN
1520 Soath Strnnt - Toledo 9, Ohio • WA. 1288
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Teuton TeUecs
Top Toots With
Yankee Tunes
Berlin, Dec. 23. j
_ The German Teldec, a combina- \
tion- of Telefunken and the BritishJ
Decca. and one of the four top disk- \
eries in the country, is one; do¬
mestic recording company that op¬
erates best with U. S. tunes! Near¬
ly all this company’s current best- ’
sellers are U. S. items. Its affil-!
iates are RCA, London, Dot; Brit¬
ish, Decca and Telefunken.;
The three top sellers of the Lon-;
don label are “Remember You’re'
Mine” (Pat Boone), “It’s You J i
Love” (Fats Domino) arid “Lucille’’
<Little Richard). RCA’s local bestmoving items are “Jailhouse Rock’’
(Presley), “Teddy Bear” (ditto)
and “Island In Sun”-. (Belafohte):
Decea’s bestseller is Christa Wil¬
liams’ German -version of “My
Prayer,’’ followed by Vico Torriani's
“Seven Times a Week” (a German I
tune) and 'the German version of I
“Mi casa su casa” with. Lys;Assia |
on the vocal. Runner-up is another ;
Germanized American tune, “Dei 1
Liebe.” Latter, also sung by Lye
Assia, is from Cole Porter’s “True
Love.” Telefunken has no strong
bestseller at present.
Noteworthy is fact that nearly all
- big American hits are getting a
German translation in this coun¬
try. . Two of the most successful
items in this category are “True
Love’’ and “Mi casa su casa,” (With
“My Prayer” it’s actually the other
Way ’round: it-was originally a Ger¬
man tune.)
j
Teldec’s strong position among !
the local diskeries is reflected in
the fact that its releases are ac¬
counting for the biggest percent¬
age on the Berlin BIAS hit parade
at "reserit. “Jailhouse Rock” (Presley-RCA),
“Remember
You’re
Mine”
(Boone-Londori),
“Dark
Moon” (Gale Stprm-London)“It’s
You I. Love” (Fats Domind-London), and “Melody d’Amour” (Edmudo Ros-London) are currently
among BIAS’ top hits. (Note : Dot
becomes London via Teldec in Ger¬
many.) Other above-average items
with Teldec at present are “Around
the World” (Mantovahi-London),
'■That’s the Way It Goes” (FisherRCA) and “Liechtenstein Polka”
(Will Glahe-Decca). Best jazz iteiri
right now is (’Ice Cream” (vChris
Barber-Decca).

With Loraine Daly
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
. It’s been five years since Ken
Harris and crew played the Terrace
Grill of the Muehlebach, arid now
on his return date Harris has the
same gal singer and five of the
same seven men, giving an idea
of what a neat music organization
he has. The long affinity shows up
in the musical Output, to be sure,
very pro and very apropros for this
downstairs room.
. Since His last stand here Harris
has switched bis style somewhat.
Veering from the more or less
society type to the fuller blend!
This puts more emphasis on the
danceable beat to get the custom¬
ers on the floor, and proves to be
working; just that, way here. They
use plenty of the; established tunes
as well as. the up-td-daters arid a
Latin or a novelty riow#and. then;
The lead is taken by Harris, at
the keyboard, and he also has -a
second piano played by Jack
Kronger.; He has Don. Bennett and
Carl Johnson on reeds, Mike Lai a
and Jerry Jolliffe on trumpets, Bill
Thresto on drums . and Leonard
McKee on string bass. Vocally,
Loraine Daly who has held the
. . spotlight with this crew for some
time, delivers a flock ;of Vocals
nightly in the pop. singer style,
adding to it with a:-flash of per¬
sonality and blonde looks. There,
is also a trio; the Shamrockers,
with Lala arid McKee joining Miss
Daly at the mike at times. Whole,
crew at other times makes a glee
club of it.
Harris pulled the most unusual,
coming into the room in the middle
of a shoW, arid is due to stay several
weeks. He adds a personal flourish
with a bit: of (extra fingerings be¬
tween sets and following the show
and at other strategic times, and
lends an able hand as in.c. for the
flborshow. His 20-plus years at
the game are an. obvious advantage,
in holding forth in a top spot such
as this.
Quxn,

Dear Daddy’As
Psycho-Dierapy

ffihlETY Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled front Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative: sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each -of the three'major sales outlets enu¬
merated ahove. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which arf exclusive
with: Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of. talent ( coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the Case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks arid retail; sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS

This Last
Week Week
1
1
2
5
3
2
4
9
.4;
5;
6
3
.7
7
8
8
9
lot
6
10

ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
PAT BOONE (Dot) ...
. April Love*
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)...
. All The Way*
SAM COOKE (Keen)
You Send Mef
. At The Hopf
DANNY & JUNIORS . (ABC-Par)
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral) ................. . Peggy Suef.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Jailhouse Rockf
Raunchyt
ERNIE FREEMAN (Imperial)....;.
BILL JUSTIS (Phillips)
Raunchyf
JIMMIE RQDGERS (Roulette) . ........ .. . .kisses Sweeter Than Winef
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun)
Great Balls of Firef

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week
1
1
2
3
3
2
4
5
5
6
6
7
8
8
4
9
7
io

TUNE
* APRIL lJ0VE—‘April Love”-F.-.....
fRAUNCHY
*ALL THE WAY—“Joker Is Wild”-F
fYOU SEND ME
fPEGGY SUE
fAT THE HOP
fKISSES SWEETER THAN WINE
f SILHOUETTES
f JAILHOUSE ROCK—‘‘Jailhouse Rock”-F
^LIECHTENSTEINER EOLKA

TUNES

(*ASCAP

KEN HARRIS ORCH (8)

43

CATERINA‘SUN’DISK
MOPS UP IN GERMANY

tB.MI

PUBLISHER
Feist
Hill & Range
Maraville
Higuera
Nor-Va-Jac
S-Sealark
Folkways
. .Regent
Presley
Burlington

^-Filins)

W. Berlin Disk Bestsellers

MILTON KATIMS MAY
EXTT SEATTLE SYMPH

Chicago, Dec.* 23.
! Now that motivational research
. has gotten Into the music act, it'*
being made into a promotional
thing.
‘ A new disk, “Dear Daddy,” made
by Todd Recording Co. in New
York, is being circulated to deejays
in Chicago and Milwaukee with a
note attached that the record has
gone through the MR mill (“by two
psychologists”) and that it has been
found “an. effective psycho-therapy
for parental conflict,” Tune, writ¬
ten. by bandleader Teddy Phillips
arid: Lew Ssorg, has to do with a
. child wondering why her daddy is
; packing his suitcase and why she
’ arid mommy are going to grand¬
ma’s.
In advance of the record, a letter
: was sent to nearly 100 jocks by
’ B. G. Gross of Personalysis Meas. urement Counsel in Chi, appealing
• to their social values and testify; ing that several of his divorce* bound clients “were induced to rei sclye their differences” after list¬
ening to the recording several
times.
“The text of this recording,” the
. letter reads, “has all of the psycho: emotional inducements to discottr; age divorce: In my opinion, if this
; recording became popular, it would
do much to decrease the number
of domestic conflicts particularly
where children are involved. I am
not in a position to either evaluate
Or comment on the musical values of
this recording, but I am certainthat if you are sensitive to the inj .creasing social penalt'es of divorce
! you would be contributing to an
j important and beneficial experi¬
ment.”
~ A. spot check of stations here re¬
vealed that the record had had a
few plays* but not many, locally.
Surprisingly, Todd Records had
nothing to do with the promotion.
It was triggered by a dentist,
: George E. Fleming of Elmhurst,
II!., who is a former school chum
of Teddy Phillips. And, Phillips*
wife, Colleen Lovett; is a patient
of Dr. Fleming and also one of the
vocalists on the recording.

‘PICKUP’ SYMPHONY
FOR DELL AT ISSUE
Philadelphia, Dec.. 23.
AFM Local 77 and Fredric R.
Mann, Robin Hood Dell president,
are not seeing eye-to-eye on an
opening attraction for the Dell next
summer.
The Philadelphia Or¬
chestra, regular tenants of the park
bandstand, will be in Europe the
first two weeks of the al fresco
season.
Mann planned to ink the Cleve¬
land Orch as a substitute, but the
union frowned on the suggestion.
The exec board of the local at the
last meeting ruled its own mem¬
bers should be engaged for the
job.
Charles Musumeci, Local 77 pres¬
ident, submitted a list of 97 men
in . the ideal who play symphonic
works here and with other: majors
through, the. country, Marin ex¬
pressed interest in the list,, gs a
possible future booking, but didn’t
feel that the pickup ensemble
would score, as a kickoff feature.
Musumeci argues that a ballet, of
several top soloists and conductors
would be all that’s needed.

Berlin, Nov. 28.
Oh, Marie. .,...Louis Prima
■ (Capitol).
Seattle, Dec. 23.
Frankfurt, Dec. 17;
Jailhouse Rock . . . ...P’resley
Milton Katims, who in four sea¬
Stacking up as the biggest single
.(RCA)
sons
has
built
the
Seattle Sym¬
piatter sale of all time in Germany
Kommt im Leben ..... Bieler
is the new Caterina Valente reeprd
(Poly dor)
phony, into one of the country’s top
orchestras, may leave here to take
of “WO Meine; Sonne Scheint"
Tammy
... . Reynolds
(Coral
(Where My Sun Shines). Her disk.
offer from an eastern orchestra.
Derinie ..... . Jolinhy Dane !
Which is the original Harry BeW
Katims said he; had two offers:
..(Polydor)
.one from Rochester, where he guest
forite did in “Island in the Sun/*
conducted
last month, arid did
Remember
You’re
Mine
Boone
and here translated into German, is
again Dec. 19, arid one from. Bal¬
(London)
cleaning up with ^,200 sales & day
timore.
He
would, riot say the
ini Frankfurt alone since its-release
Mama Look Bubu. Alice Babs :■;..
amount of either offer; but indi¬
. (Polydor)
six weeks ago.
cated
they
were
larger than two
Fascination • ......... Jacobs
The Deutsche Grammophon disk
offers he turned down last year.
is expected to total even more sales
(Coral.
These were from Indianapolis
than her No. 1 recording of “Mala- ; Zuhause Ziuhause.Blauen Jungs
($27,000) and Houston ($30,000).
guena,” which led all sales, with its
(Polydor)
Amount paid him.here is general¬
1,000,000-plus total here. !
ly, estimated around $25,000.
Eve. Chimes.. Ronnie Ronalde
Running second to Valente as
(Columbia)
Katim’s points to the turn down
the most popular piatter star in
of-last year’s offers as evidence
Germany is new schmailtz singer
that
he does not want to leave Seat¬
Freddie, whose first title for. DG,
tle, but he is known to. be disap¬
“HeimWeh” (Homesick) came out Hillbilly Tyler Out On
a year ago and racked up more [ Probation in Hcefer Rap pointed over failure to meet this
. season’s sustaining-fund goal of
than 1,000,000 in sales. He has had
San Antonio, Dec. • 23.
$175,500.
Contributions
have
two other big hits since, “HeimatHillbilly singer T. Texas Tyler,, reached $88!0Q0 and may go over Brit. Hal Shaper to Beat
los” (Homeless) and-. “Tampico.”
Although Freddie can sing in Eng¬ given
five-year sentence on. a $100,000 when some collections are
African Bush for Tunes
lish, none of his records has yet. marijuana charge here, was grant¬ tabulated.
London, Dec. 23.
been released in the States.
ed probation. .
Hal Shaper of David Toff Music
is skedded to make a 16,000-mile
Tyler,-whose Teal -name is David
tour of Africa in search of new
L. Myrick, previously; had;, pleaded
songs in the New Year, Shaper,
guilty to possession of marijuana,
who: is also a director of Filmbut
asked
suspension
of
the
sen¬
Continued froin page 35
Tied Records has lined up three music, a Toff subsidiary, is a South
tence, Criminal District Judge
Lonely Hunter” arid “The Ballad John Onion took the request un¬ new.. distributors to spark the line African by birth, and planes out
for
the new year;. They are Sandel | on his four-week song scout Jan. 8.
der
advisement
pending
an
inves¬
of the Sad Cafe.”
Co:,
Minneapolis; I He hopes to pick up African inJean Stein, editor of Paris Re¬ tigation by the county probation, Distributing
Eric
Distributing, Dallas, and Eric j : sfrumentai music and work of
officer..
view, is producing the series for
Tyler, was arrested here last Distributing, San Francisco. They j South African writers to compare
MGM. Already completed for fu¬
ture release is an album cut by! September while , on tour with the %lso will handle the Roulette line, with such hits as “Zambesi/’ etc.
He expects that most of the; new
author Isak Dinesen reading corii- Grand Ole Opry Co., which was Tico’s. parent cornpany.
Already set for_Tico’s package material will come from • African
plete stories from her latest book, appearing here at the Municipal
“Last Tales,” arid her classic Auditorium. He announced lie push are alburns by Tito Rodriquez natives, and intends; to get around,
would leave the city immediately (“Latin Jewels”), Marco Rizo sriiall settlements where traditional
“Winter’s Tales.”
Trie Arcady tag is taken from by air for Los. Angeles to fill re- (“That Latin Touch”), and the music ' Comes naturally and re¬
the Greek—legendary land of I cording. and television film com- mono-r named drummer Cariey mains a comparatively untapped
1 (“Flying Down To Rio”),
j source of bestsellers.
I mitments.
poetry.
V-

MOM

Tico Comes in Three’s—
Distributors and Albums
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PSsatefr

On The Upbeat
will be described ia two forthcom¬
New York.
ing lectures in the Audio Engi¬
Bobby Helms, Decca disker, has neering
Society’s current series
been set for Ids-first pic rote in st&rt’ng Jan. 30 at the RCA Insti¬
Charles H.^ Schneer’s “The Case tutes.
Against Brooklyn" „ . , Directional
Enterpriser <Jerry - Levy & Fred,
London
Amsel) formed the Cab Music Co.
Milt Jackson and Connie Kay of
with Lou Carter . . < Judy Scott Modem Jazz Quartet staying on
stgrs on ABN’s “Breakfast Club” here for a vacation after their tour
out of Chicago Jan, 6 .. ., Ivan Mo¬ . . . Taking over the resident band
gul! to Mexico City to open a mu¬ spot at Savoy Hotel from the Syd¬
sic firm in conjunction with South¬ ney Simone orch on Jany 15 will
ern Music . . Bill Bradley starts be Dave Shand . . . Ken Wheeler,
his Own 60-minute :five-a-week tv longtime, piano accompanist to,
strip on KTLA (Los Angeles) trumpeter Eddie Calvert, has quit
to freelance ... Eric Winston orch
Jan. 6.
skedded to. do its first series'for.
Joe Kolsky, exec Veepee at Rou¬ Radio
lette Records, on a Caribbean Year. Luxembourg in the New
cruise with his wife . .
Count
B?>sie has recorded two Neal Hefti
originals for. his newest Roulette
Hollywood
single, ‘The Kid From Red Bank”
^
Lew Chudd talking to Howard
and “Li'l
parlin.’”
LH Darlrn
Keel anent an Imperial disk deal
The’onious
The
omouy Monk currently at . . . Carmen Cavallaro re-signed
the
le Five Spot, new jazz nitery on with Decca for another five years
the
le lower eastside . . . ABC-Para- . . . Barclay Allen and his personal
mount’s
lount’s Paul Anka and Danny & manager, Carson Harris, setting up
The
he Juniors guest, on CBS-TV’s their own pubbery, CeeBee Music
“Big
B’g Record” (25
(25).L
. . . Andy Wilson, deejay at KPAL,
Will Glahe, the German maestro Palm Springs, has departed the Outwho
in the U,S. with let.
;ho scored Tin
London
.ondon Records’ “Lichtenstiener
--Polka,”
'olka,” is set for a Jan. 8 shot
r'U* _ __
n CBS-TV’s “The Big Record.”
L,nicagO
on
Count Basie returns to Blue Note
. ..... Eddie Layton Trio begins a
tarid at the Park Sheraton Jan. 6. Jan; 22-Feb. 2, to be followed by
stand
. . . Raj’
Kay Perkins has resigned as Teddy Wilson Trio Feb. 5 for two
deejay
eejay at KIFN, Denver, and weeks . . . .Newly opened Shuffle
Dined Hammond Organ'
Organ Studios Inn'at Madison, Wis., has booked
joined
ini that city as promotion manager. Jack Teagardetf March 18 for a
dHe's
[e’s continuing his weekly record week and Dukes of Dixieland for a
eview column in the Denver Post.
Post, frame on Jan. 21 . . T Sonny Stitt
review
. . Basic engineering facts and pacted for Chi’s Stage Lounge Jan.
...
methods
lethods of stereophonic recording |15 for four frames.

||

T14WS
Philadelphia
*i , r
Danny & The Juniors, new teeri^A/FFIC age combo, will appear on the
'
Patti Page, tv show Xmas night,
then 10 days with. Alan Freed’s
r&r at the N: Y. Paramount, Be-.'
ginning Jan. 8 the group is slated
5 for a cross-country tour of 18 oneHJi |lDl|l||
nighterp . . . Lou Monte plus The
Kids played Erie Social Club (21- * m mmm
22), followed by Four Aces upcom_ ...... ■ Hipigh
ing weekend . . Clayton. Burdick,
DMNUIiITL D
lately with Dave Rosen’s record.
IEUIIvVVU I r II
distributing firm, named eastern
■■■ »■■■■■■■ ■
sales and promotion manager for
ABC-Paramount label. ... Buddy
Williams played Sunriybrook oneI AAlf FAR MF
nitery (21) . . . Clay Boland.forLUUli Flfll Hit
mer Mask & Wig cleffer, collabo¬
rating with Benny Davis on new
Cotton Club show in Miami Beach
... Trombonist Kai Winding, now
at the Red Hill Inn, suing a Detroit
I IIAI/V CT1D
tire store for $250,006 damages as.
JLwUlt 1 v I Mil
result of injuries sustained when a
tire fell on his head.
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St. LOUIS

Lurlean Hunter at Peacock Alley
through the Eve, with Max Roach
Quintet adding to the billing on
m
Christmas night . . Jack Denett
Trio now in its 20th month, a
record, at Park Plaza. Merry-Go. Round . , Irv Shifrln, . United
— Artists’ representative, making the
rounds of local disk jockey shows
with Wes . Bryan, first artist to
record on . the new United Artists
label.

^

San Francisco

sto***?*.

Four Freshmen going into George
Andros’^ Fack’s II Friday (27) .
Phyllis "Diller set for New York’s
Blub Angel next month,. . . Woody
Herman’s Third Herd played a
three-nighter at Dave Glickman’s
Jazz Showcase ... Pete Dailey and
his Chicagoans working , the Al-T
pine—first time the spot has had
live music . . . Mary Meade French
going; into Bimbo’s ,365 Club
Thursday . (26) . . . Earl Grant do-.
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ihg a nightly KWBR remote from
the.Macumba . . . Lou Gottlieb, the
ex-Gateway Singer, doing a solo
at Purple Onion . . . Cal Tjader
returned to Blackhawk . . . Del
Courtney corraled* Ella Fitzgerald,
Johnny Mathis, King Sisters, Dave
Brubeck, Russell Arms, Alvino Ray,
.Paul Desmond, and Ella’s Lou
i.L.evy Trio for his KPIX anniver! sary show*

Pittsburgh
Joe' Negri quitting Copa bandstand Jan. 4 to take his own trio
into Penn-Sheraton Hotel, replac¬
ing- Ramon Padilla combo. Negri,
a guitarist, will have Bill Machiko
bn accordion and Emil Brenkus
bn bass with him. Allan Shine,
trumpet player, steps up to leader¬
ship -of Copa- house band when
Negri leaves . . Larry Faith orch
had option picked up again at
Horizon Room
Billy Nigro,
organist, and Joe Pape band con¬
tinue at Mona Lisa Lounge . . .
Billy Catizone returns to the
Nixon as resident maestro Jan. 6
vvhen that house resumes legit
again after n;ne-inonth run of
“Around the World in 80 Days.”.
. . Frank Apter, concertmaster
of Civic Light Opera Assn, orch.,
to Florida with his family for a
month
Latin - American La
Playa, sextet ir to Town House
Motel for indef stay . . . Continen¬
tals, set in Beverly Hills Hotel’s
New Orleans Room while Dave
Tambnrri combo entertains in
Cindef%lla Room.

Vancouver
. Terry Dale, tv thrush, airing a
series of lunchtime shows from U..
of British Columbia over CBU ra¬
dio, backed by jazzman Dave Pep¬
per arid combo, exnceed by national
tv web’s Alan Millar . . . John
Emerson, legit batoneer and dee¬
jay, current at Arctic privatery
with a quartet comprising local
rnusicomedy’s Norah Halliday,
Roma Hearn, Don McManus, with
concert fiddler Arthur Poison . .
Cellar boniface Ken Hole is re¬
opening the jazz spot in the base¬
ment of the Pacific Athletic Club
i,.... Hi-Liters open at the Cave
Monday (30) for a fortnight
Pianist Chris Gage,out of hospital
arid back on tv and club stands.

Mathis
Continued from page 37

dress systems ran $95; police, cost
$300; Stern’s 30-man band, Grant,
Tjader and Draper ran $1,250; the
10 dancers got $200; lighting cost
$200; Desmond got $75 and other
incideritals ran the cost close to
$3,000.
Stem, who promoted, admitted
Helen Noga Enterprises Inc. was
picking up better than half the tab
and since Mathis is manager Helen
Noga’s only substantial property,
that meant Mathis was paying for
his own homecoming.
Value of the homecoming as a
tax deduction gimmick and as a
publicity stunt was questionable,
since Mathis had already been lined
up for Don Sherwood's KGO-TV
show, for Del Courtney’s KPIX
show and for a February opening at
the . Fairmont's Venetian Room.
Interestingly, eriough, though
Mrs. Noga allowed Mathis to pay
and play his own homecoming; she
refused to let him play an Oakland
benefit two nights later for the late
Chuch Etter, a tro/nbonist. Mathis
had ' worked with while getting
started in the Frisco area.
Etter, a Vet of Charlie Barnet’s,
Billy May’s and Rudy SalVini’s
bands, died in the fall, leaving a
pregnant wife and a youngster.
Tjader, Dave Brubeck, Earl Hines,
Salvini’s barid, the Mastersounds
all played benefit at 2,000-seat
Oakland Auditorium Theatre last
Friday (20) night, but when Mrs.
Noga was first approached she said
Mathis had a Feb. 20 date for an
Oakland concert, later remembered
Hollywood for a screen test Dec. 20.
Screen* test, however, was can¬
celled, apparently, and Mathis was
available, but Mrs. Noga chose to
save him for the. KPIX and KGOTV appearances next day.

Disk Risk
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heavy press runs: on its releases,
until there’s a definite sales reac¬
tion.
Coverage of the full line of re¬
leases by dealers can be handled
withi a light run as long as the
company is able to fill up the sup¬
ply lines quickly as soon as con¬
sumer demand makes itself felt:
initial rims on any particular disk
will be determined by the average
sales Impact of the given, artist in
the past. However, In today’s mar¬
ket, where there is no consistency
of sates performances for most art¬
ists, the guaranteed sales method
of doing business is admittedly an
economic hazard for the manufac¬
turer.
Jingle, Jangle Singles
The 100% guarantee is aimed at
getting dealers back into- the sin¬
gles biz again in a big way. For
the past, couple of years, dealers
have been package-happy white
stuffing off the merchandising^ of
the singles, except for the hits
which the customers already know.1
about. New deal will give them
the incentive to. stock, display and
talk up the new releases.
The new policy also will bring
the majors abreast of the indie
labels Who have been so powerful
ia this phase of this business be¬
cause of their ability to sell in a
flexible way. Dot Records, for in¬
stance, has been selling its disks
on a guaranteed basis for some
tiirie, while- other smaller labels
not only guarantee sale of their
product , but give part of it a Way
on the cuff in order to earn 'more,
display from the dealers.

SPACLGA
Continued from page 37

Wanna Sell Disks?
Hit Road: MacRae
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
Disk artists have to take to the
road nowadays to sell their wares,
Gordon MacRae opines—and from
now on, he’s going to do it.
“Normal distribution of a record
isn’t enough anymore,” according
to MacRae. “There are. so many
records on the- market that indi¬
vidual offerings rieed a little; extra
push to make them stand but."
MacRae’s new decision to help
exploit his disk releases stems from
the results of a recent trek of per¬
sonal appearances around the
country. In each city he played, he
made it a point to see as many disk
jockeys as possible. Prime
pose of the trips, of course, was to
bally the personal appearance, but
in each case the visit inevitably
was tied, on the air, to his current
platters. And in each case, he re¬
ported, sales in those cities were
above, the MacRae average.
“That convinced me,” he says.
“From now on, I’m going to find
the time to do the disk jockey
circuit.”

WINTER
WARM I

songwriters were Leo Robin,
Sammy Fain, Sammy Cahn, L.
Wolfe Gilbert, Ben Oakland, Ned
Washington, Harold Adamson and
Arthur Freed. Cahn and Gilbert
Dot Records
sharply attacked the proposal to
FAMOUS VJSiC CORPORA! ON
unite on the grounds that the
CLGA members wrote music in an
entirely, different idiom than SPA
members. Freed, a Metro produ¬
cer, also pointed Out that CLGA,
though representing the back¬
ground writers, has thus far failed
to write pacts for its inembers
with the studios.
It’s known that some prominent
SPA members in the east are also
skeptical abotit the value of a mer¬
ger, Orie top writer expressed the
idea that the CLGA members may
try to get more performance
money from ASCAP for film back¬
ground music shown on television.
Such a move would rim counter to
the interests of the pop or produc¬
tion ASCAP writer, who would
MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION
thus see a dilution of the value of
his sorig performances if more
money were channelled to the
background cleffers.
a wonderful
seasonal song

GALE STORM

KISS THEM
FORME

9TYNE AMD CAHN'S
SS33 Continued from page 37

wake of a California Supreme
Court decision that the issue prop¬
erly belongs in the Califorriia
courts — ending a year of legal
rumpus over the question of juris¬
diction.
Current arguments concern only
the first two cases filed by Coast
musicians, one involving the reuse,
fee for music in feature films sold
to television arid the other over
the 21% increase on disk scales
under which the added coin goes
to the trust fund instead of to the.
individual musiciahs involved.
Contempt allegation was raised .
by plaintiffs’ attorney Harold
Fendier in an affidavit charging
the defense has failed to comply
with court orders ..requiring that
various records and contracts be/
produced for inspection by the
plaintiffs. Fendier charged that
there aire gaps in the records for
the recording contracts oyer the
last few years and “no records of
any. nature were produced for the
entire year 1956.”
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For the New Christmas Song Hit
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ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION *
JOI GLASER, Pres.
5 Fifth Ave. 203 N. Wabash Age. 407 Lincoln M.
Ml* Subset Blvd.
Chicago, IIL
Miami Seech, Fla. H'wepd 44, CeUf.
Fhone:
Fhone:
Fhone:
CEntral 4-9451
JEffarson 1-0313
OLympia 2-9940

pervision of his stock in order to
keep it up to date.
From the manufacturers’ viewpointr the allowance of a 100% re¬
turn privilege means tighter reins
on releases and faster action from
factory to distribs to dealers. It’s
not likely that Victor will schedule

"It's Different''

''LordYou Never Know" j

By Larry Laiigenderfer, Writer of

"I MISS HER PAL OF MY ROCK-A-BYE DAYS"
and "REMEMBER"
.
L. J. LANGENDERFER
1520 Sogth Stroot . Toledo 9. Ohio • WA. 1288

Teuton Teldec*s
Top Toots With
Yankee Tunes
Berlin,.. Dec. 23. j
The German Teldec, a combina-:
tion of Telefunken and the British1
Decca and one of the four top disk-1
cries in the country, is one domestic recording company that op¬
erates best with U. S. tunes. Near¬
ly all this company’s current best-1
sellers are U. S. items. Its affil-!
iates are RCA, London, Dot, Brit¬
ish, Decca and Telefunken.,
The three top sellers of the Lon-;
don label are ‘‘Remember You’re !
Mine” (Pat Boone); “It's You I j
Love” (Fats Domino) and ‘‘Lucille”
(Little Richard). RCA’s local bestmoving items are “Jailhouse Rock”
(Presley.),. ‘‘Teddy Bear” (ditto)
and ‘‘Island In Sun” (Belafonte).
Decca’s bestseller is "Christa;. Wil¬
liams’ ^German version: of‘‘My
Prayer,” followed by Vico Torriani’s
“Seven Times a Week” (a German
tune) and the "German version of
• ‘Mi casa su casa” with Lys Assia
on the vocal. Runner-up is another
Germanized American tune, “Deirie
Liebe.” ( Latter, also sung by Lye
Assia, is from Cole Porter’s “True
Love” Telefunken has no. strong
bestseller at present.
Noteworthy is fact that nearly all
big American hits are getting a
German translation in this coun¬
try, Two of the most successful
items in this category are “True
Love” and “Mi casa su casa.” (With
“My Prayer” it’s actually the other
way 'round: it was originally a Ger¬
man tune.)
:; Teldec’s strong position among
the local diskeries is reflected in
the fact that its releases are ac¬
counting for the biggest, percent¬
age on the Berlin RIAS hit parade
at rresent. “Jailhouse Rock”. (Presley-RCA),
“Remember
You’re
Mine”
(Boorie-London),
“Dark
Moon” (Gale Storm-London), “It’s.
You I .Love” (Fats Domino-London), and “Melody d’Amour” (Ed^
ihiido Ros-London) are currently
among RIAS’ top hits. .(Note: Dot
becomes London via Teldec in Ger¬
many.) Other above-average items
With Teldec at present ate “Around
the World” (Mantovani-London),
“That’s the Way It Goes” (FisherRCA) and “Liechtenstein Polka”
(Will Glahe-Decca). Best j azz item
fight now is “Ice Cream” (Chris
Barber-Decca).
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Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current ^comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from, wider sources, which are exclusive .
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL. IMPACT de¬
veloped firom the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines; retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1
2
3
4
5

1
5

6
7

3
7

PAT BOONE (Dot)
April Love*
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)...,:.,..,...:. All The Way*
SAM COOKE (Keen)
You Send Mef
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Far) ........ . At The Hopf
Peggy Suet
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral)
Jailhouse Rockf
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
ERNIE FREEMAN .(Imperial).... . Raunchyt
BILL JUSTIS (Phillips)
Raunchyf
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)......,. .Kisses Sweeter Than Wirief

i
9
4

8

8

9
10

10
6

JERRY LEE; LEWIS (Sun)

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1

1

2
3
4
5
6

3
2
5

1
8

B

9
10

4
7

8

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Great Balls of Firef

TUNES
PUBLISHER

TUNE

♦APRIL l!0VE—“April Love”-F. ..........
fRAUNCHY
.........
♦ALL THE WAY—“Joker Is Wiid”-F
fYOU SEND ME
fPEGGY SUE
|AT THE HOP
fKISSES SWEETER THAN MINE
fSILHOVETTES
f JAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F
♦LIECHTENSTEINER POLKA

Feist
Bill & Range
Maraville
Biguera
Nor-Va-Jac
S-Sealark
Folkways
. .Regent
Presley
Burlington

(♦ASCAP fBMI F-Films)

Band Renew
CATERINA‘SUN’DISK
MOPS UP IN GERMANY

W. Berlin Disk Bestsellers

Berlin, Nov. 28.
KEN HARRIS ORCH (8)
Oh, Marie
Louis Prima
With Loraine Daly
(Capitol)
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
Frankfurt, Dec. 17.
It’s, been five years since Ken
Jailhouse Rock ...... Presley
Harris and crew played the Terrace
Stacking up as the. biggest single
(RCA)
Grill of the Muehlebach, and now plattef sale of all time in Germany
Koinmt ini Leben .Bieler
on liis return date Harris has the
(poly dor).
same gal singer and five of the is the new Caterina Valente record
same' seven men, giving an idea of “Wo Meine. Sonne Scheint”
Tammy ........... . Reynolds
of : what a neat music organization (Where My Sun Shines). Her disk,
(Coral
he has.. The long affinity shows up
Dennie ....,.. Johnny Dane
a the musical output, to. be sure, which is the original Hariy Bela¬
(Polydor)
very pfo and very apropros for this fonte did in “Island in the Sun,’1
Remember You're Mine Boone
downstairs rdom.
and here! translated into German, is
(London)
Since his last stand here Harris cleaning up with ^200 sales
day
has switched his style somewhat, in Frankfurt alone since its release
Mama Look Bubii. .Alice Babs
-veering from the' more or. less six weeks ago.
(Polydor)
society type to; the fuller blend..
Fascination
.;... Jacobs
The Deutsche Grammophon disk
This puts more emphasis on the
is
expected
to
total
even
more
sales
(Coral
danceable beat to get the. custom¬
ers on the floor, and proves to be . than her No. 1 recording of. “Mala-,
Zuhause Zuhause.Blauen Jungs
working just that way here- They guena,” which led all sales, with its
(Polydor).
use plenty of the established, tunes l,000,000-i>lus total here.
Eve: Chimes., Rbririi.e Ronalde
Running second to Valente as
as well as the up-to-daters and a
(Columbia).
Latin: or a novelty now^and then. the most popular platter star in
The lead is taken by Harris at Germany is new schmaltz singer
the .keyboard, and he. also has a Freddie, whose first title for DG,
second piano played by Jack “Heimweh” (Homesick) came out Hillbiily Tyler Out On
Kronger. He has Don Bennett and a year ago arid: racked up more
Probation in Keefer Rap
Carl. Johnson on reeds, Mike Lala than 1,000,000 in sales. He has had
San Antonio, Dec. 23.
and Jerry Jolliffe on trumpets. Bill two other big hits sihce, “HeimatThresto on drums and Leonard los” (Homeless) and “Tampico,”
Hillbilly singer T. Texas Tyler,
McKee on string bass. Vocally, Although Freddie can sing in Eng¬ given
five-year
sentence on a
Loraine Daly who has held the lish, none; of his records has yet
marijuana charge here, was grant¬
spotlight with this crew for some been released in the States. .
time, delivers a flock of. vocals
ed probation.
nightly in the pop singer style,
Tyler; whose real name is David
adding to it with a 'flash of per¬
L.
Myrick, previously had pleaded
sonality and blonde looks. There;
I guilty to possession of iriarijuana,
is also a trio, the Shamrockers,
i
blit
asked suspension of the sen¬
with Lala and .McKee joining Miss 'sssss Continued from page 35 ____
tence. Criminal District Judge
Daly at the mike at times. Whole
crew at other times makes a glee, Lonely. Hunter'- and “The Ballad John Onion took. the . request un¬
der advisement pending an invest
club of it.
of the Sad Cafe.”
Harris pulled the most unusual,
Jean Stein, editor of Paris Re¬ tigatiori by the county probation
coming into the room in the middle view, is producing the series for officer.
of a show*, akd is due to stay several MGM. Already completed, for fu¬ .. Tyler was arrested here last
weeks. He adds d personal flourish ture release is
album cut by September while on tour with the
with a bit of extra fingerings be¬ author Isak Dinesen reading com¬ Grand Ole Opry Col, which was
tween sets and following the show plete stories from her latest book, appearing here , at the Municipal
and at other strategic times, and "Last Tales,” and her classic Auditorium* He announced be.
lends an able hand as m.c. for the
Would, leave the city immediately
floorshow. His 20-plus years at “Winter’s Tales.”
The Arcady. .tagis taken from by air for Los Angeles to fill re¬
the game are an Obvious advantage
in holding forth in a top spot such the Greek—legendary land of cording and- television film commitments.
poet#.
-1as this.
Quin,

MOM
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MILTON KATIMS MAY
EXIT SEATTLE SYMPH
Seattle, Dec. 23.
Milton Katims, who in four sea-'
$pns has built the Seattle Sym¬
phony into one of the country’s top
orchestras, may leave here to take
offer from an eastern. orchestra.
Katims said he had two offer's:
one from Rochester, where he guest
conducted. last riionth, and did
again Dec!. 19, and one from Bal¬
timore, He would not. say the
amount of either offer, but indi¬
cated they were larger than two
offers he turned down last year.
These were from Indianapolis
($27;000) arid Houston ($30,000).
Amount paid him here is general¬
ly estimated around $25,000.
Katim’s points to the turn down
of last year’s Offers as evidence
that he does not want to leave Seat¬
tle,. but he is known to be disap¬
pointed over failure to meet this
season’s sustaining-fund goal of
$175,500.;'. Contributions
have
reached $88,000 and may go over
$100,000 when’siome collections are
tabulated,

Chicago, Dec.' 23.
Now that motivational research
; has gotten into the music act, It’s
being made into a promotional,
thing.
1 A new disk, ‘‘Dear Daddy,” made
by Todd Recording Co, in Ne\^
York, is being circulated to deejays
in Chicago and Milwaukee with a
note attached that the record has
gone through the MR mill ("by two.
psychologists”) and that it has been
found “an effective psycho-therapy
for parental conflict.” Tune, writ¬
ten by bandleader Teddy Phillips
and Lew Ssorg, has to do with a
child Wondering why her daddy is
' packing his suitcase and why she
• and mommy are going to grandms’s.
In advance of the record, a letter
was sent to nearly 100 jocks by
i B. G. Gross of Personalysis Meas¬
urement Counsel in Chi, appealing
j to their social values and testify¬
ing that several of his divorce: bound clients “were induced to.reI solve their deferences” after list[ ening to the recording several
’times.
“The text of this recording,” the
. letter reads, “has all of. the psychoemotional inducements to discotlri age divorce. In my opinion, if this
j recording became popular, it would
: do much, to decrease the number
of domestic conflicts particularly
where children are involved. I am
not in a position to either evaluate
or comment on the musical values of
this recording, but I am certain
that if you are sensitive to the in¬
creasing social penalt;es of divorce
you would be contributing to an
important and beneficial experi¬
ment.”
r A spot check of stations here re¬
vealed that the record had had a
few plays, but not many, locally.
Surprisingly, Todd Records had
nothing to do with the promotion.
I- was triggered by a dentist,
George E. Fleming of Elmhurst,
II!., who Is a former school chum
of Teddy Phillips. And, Phillips'
wife, Colleen Lovett, is a patient
Of Dr. Fleming and also one of the
vocalists on the recording.

‘PICKUP’ SYMPHONY
FOR DELL AT ISSUE
Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
AFM Local 77 and Fredric R.
Mann, Robin Hood Dell president,
ate not . seeing eye-to-eye on an
opening attraction for the Dell next
summer.
The Philadelphia Or¬
chestra, regular tenants of the park
bandstand, will be in Europe the
first two weeks of the al fresco
season.
Mann planned to ink -the Cleve¬
land Orch as a substitute, but the
union frowned on the suggestion.
The exec board Of the local at the
last meeting ruled its own mem¬
bers should be engaged for the
job.
Charles Musumeci, Local 77 pres¬
ident, submitted a list Of 97 men
in the local who play symphonic
works here and with other-majors
through the country. Mann ex¬
pressed interest ini the list,, as a
possible future booking, but didn’t
feel-that the pickup ensemble
would score as a kickoff feature.
Musumeci argues that a ballet, of
several top soloists and conductors
would be ail that’s needed.

Brit. Hal Shaper to Beat
African Bush for Tunes

London, Dec. 23.
Hal Shaper of David Toff Music
is skedded to make a 16,000-mile
tour of Africa in search of new
songs in the New Year. Shaper,
who is also a director of FilmTico, Records has lined up three music, a Toff subsidiary, is a South
new distributors to spark the line ! African by births and planes, out
for the new year. They are Sandel on his four-week song scout Jan. 8.
Distributing . Co':,
Minneapolis; | He hopes to pick up African in¬
Eric Distributing, Dallas, and Eric strumental music and work of
Distributing; San Francisco. They i South African writers to compare
fdso will handle the Roulette line, With such hits as “Zambesi,” etc.
Tico’s parent company.
He expects that most of the new
Already set fOr_Tico’s package material will come from, African
push are albums: by Tito- Rodriquez natives, arid intends^ to get around
(“Latin Jewels”), Marco Rizd small settlements where traditional
(“That Latin Touch”), and the] music comes naturally and re¬
riiononamed drummer
Caney mains a comparatively untapped
i (“Flying Down To Rio”).
J source of bestsellers.

Tico Comes in Three’s—
Distributors and Albums
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DICK RICHARDS
details why

Tokyo, Dec. 17.
Japan, however, Shattuck says that
Promoter Al Shattuck, who opr the clubs and theatres are becom¬
erates out of Tokyo, appears to ing more receptive to foreign acts,
have fallen heir to the. Southeast With managers often seeking them
Asian entertainment circuit which ~within the range of the comparahas lapsed since Hon£ Kong ■ pr<x]iiiyely low economy, of course. The
moter Charley Gray died several dollar problerd for U. S. enter¬
tainers in Japan came to a head
months ago.
Shattuck, who recently returned last year Over differences. arising
-from a fact-finding tour of the area, when a Perez Prado unit played
has inked an exclusive contract here. Shattuck, who brought the
With Singapore Talents Ltd. of Sin¬ Prado show here, denied, as; report¬
gapore which will book Shattuck ed in Variety Nov. 13, that black
acts into Singapore, Malaya, Bang¬ market dollars Were involved. He
kok,. Saigon, Pnompenh and possib¬ claims the deal; Was technically a
ly Hong Kong. The Gray estate dollar arrangement made in the
has dropped its entertainment in¬ U. S., with Prado being, granted
a sixmonth commercial visa as an
terests.
entertainer by the Japanese con¬
Shattuck, formerly topper of Uni¬ sul at Los Angeles which reps the
versal Productions here, is break¬ .Foreign Office. In Japan, Prado
ing away to represent a Tokyo was supposed to earn yen for ex¬
branch of Pacific Ocean: Booking penses.
Agency which is enfranchised in
When in Japan, however, the is¬
Warrensburg, Mo. He will continue
sue exploded because, the Finance
to sell acts to Universal.
Ministry refused to recognize a
For years the biggest importer visa
of less than one year as a
of foreign acts to Japan, Shattuck
visa, and therefore one
nowr has 14 stateside acts doing residence
permitting
the holder to earn yen.
their turns in' the Far East. That
Possibility of a court Case fizzled
many will continue through, the
when
it
was
realized that a judge
holiday season, after which four
will be dropped Jan. 8 when their would have to declare either gov¬
ernment
agency
in the. wrong. Pra¬
Options are up. Shattuck usually
has about 10 foreign acts circu¬ do was allowed to earn yen and as
a
result
of
the
.interpretation,
Shat¬
lating In the area. As a result
of his recent trip, it is likely that tuck says now his acts do not work
he will add acts from Australia here until they have Finance Min¬
istry okay.
and the Philippines.
By personal scouting, through
affiliate Walter A. Bouillet or
through linked agencies, these acts Brit. P.A. Al Hunt Hired
are touted, for Japan and signed to
For Harris leer in II. S,
a 10-16 Weeks’ contract with a fourLondon; Dec. 17.
week option.
Al Hunt, one of London’s top:
Since the Japanese Finance .Min¬
istry will not grant a dollar allo¬ show biz pressagents, has landed
cation to most entertainers, the the job for John. Harris’ ice show
acts earn yen for expense money
in Japan and work surroundingj enterprises and, subject to securing
, .Will
dollar areas to meet their overall] a. permanent Working
operate for Harris from California,
dollar package contract.
With the U. S. Forces’ pullout starting in January.
from Japan making itself felt with
Harris had been after Hunt ever
increasing impact to those deal¬ since the latter handled * the: press
ing with military club circffits, an arrangements for the “Ice Capades
added number of the acts .are Show” at London’s Empress Hail
booked into Korea and Okinawa. In some years ago.

Golden Slippei*, L. 1.
The topliner on this layout is
repeater Jack Wallace, a diskpantomimist who works costume
changes with the rapidity of
Owen McGivney. Wallace, starts
off with'Elvis Presley and'segues
into sundry characters, including
“Eloise,” Helen Kane, Patti
Page, and works effectively in a
lengthy stand in which he shows
his skill. in many characteriza¬
tions. He carries a multitude of
props, artfully arranged to facili¬
tate his quick changes, and he
gets a steady string of laughs.

★

★
GOLDEN SUPPER
of Glen Cove

WILLIAM P.- WALSH
Galaxy Productions
134 W. 31th Street
Now York, N. Y.
Dear Bllli
Plaasa convoy my thanks to JACK WALVACI for a wonderful
two week engagement at the GOLDIN SLIPPER. Ho stopped ovary
show. I want you to know that I consider him on# of the finest per¬
formers-to play my club.
Looking forward to his .return In April, this time for .four waoks.
This as you know wll) bo Ms 3rd engagement within S months—A
HOUSE RECORD..
Please do not hesitate to have any dub owner cell
sonel. recommendation.
inceroly yours,

dflahold S+ufdel

JACK WALLACE
and HU

another Editorial Feature
in the upcoming
52d Anniversary Plumber
of

Variety

Cars, Cycles, 3
inTbronto, Dec. 23.
A thrill show of some 3,0 racing
cars, motorcycles, plus shooting of
human missiles put of a cannon,
will be. the afternoon entertain¬
ment at the 1958 Canadian National
Exhibition. Jack Arthur, producer
of the separate afternoon and eve¬
ning shows at the 24,000-seater
grandstand, has inked Aut Swen¬
son, who will be here with his cars,
plus girl drivers and motorcyclists,
for their leaps Over elephants etc.
He has also pacted the, Zacchini
Bros, who will shoot . three girls
simultaneously from three cannons.
Other supplementary acts, but not
yet. signed,- are m negotiation by
Arthur.
Exploratory meetings are being
held With the Federal Dept, of Pub¬
lic Works on adding 50 acres to
the present. 350-acre CNE site. It
will mean reclaiming of land by
filling in the channel between the
present seawall and Lake Ontario.
Expansion plans also include con¬
struction of new. buildings and
creation of an. artificial lake for
water. competitions.

New York
Guylaine Guy, a French, import,
and Dornan Bros, .co-headlining on
an interim bill started yesterday
(23) at the Waldorf-Astoria prior
to Pearl Bailey's preera . . . Marge
Cameron moves into the Stage¬
coach, S. Hackensack, N. J., Fri¬
day (27) for two weeks, prior to a
; stand at the Elegante, Brooklyn,
Jan. 15 . . . Mari Ellen & Her Co^
horts inked for a four-weeker at
the Sahara, Las Vegas, starting
Feb 19 ... Lla Dell at the Chardas
tonight (24). on an extended en¬
gagement . . . Will Jordan flew to
South America last week for a ser¬
ies of nitery engagements.. . . Ray
Frost & Kenneth Springer are
choreographing the Roxy Theatre s
•icc shows.
Teddy Elkort has opened a busi-

Unit Review
Paul Anka Show
(ODEON. GLASGOW)
Glasgow, DCc. 18.
Rank Organization presents Paul
Anka, Billie Anthony, John Barry
Seven, Bob Gort Skiffle Group
(5), Dickie Dawson, Gitsom. Sis¬
ters (4), Mike Austin. At Odeqn
Theatre, Glasgow, Dec. 17/ ’57;
$1.30 top.

ness management office for talent.
He's the accountant brother of.
Genera].. Aftists Corp. veepee Ed¬
die Elkort.. . ; Golden Gate Quar¬
tet winding up a concert tour in
Israel next week
. Joey Bishop
inked for the Black Orchid, Chi¬
cago, March 30 . . . Sophie Tucker’s
new bookings include the Beverly
Hills Couhtry Club, Newport, Ky.,
July 4, and the Holiday House,
Pittsburgh, July 25 . . , Sam Cooke
opens at the Town Casino. Buffalo,
Jan; 6 ... Jnne Valli set for the
Celebrity C1U b, Philadelphia,
June 22.

Chicago
Palmer House here returning to
little-show-between-shQWs
policy
April 1, when Martha ScMamme
enters six-week engagement tt>
present folk and art songs . . . GAC
preparing to book Charlie Applewhite for nitery spots upon his re¬
lease from military- service i
March . . Nick Noble set for
Rancho Don Carlos, Winnipeg.for
one week, Jan. 6 ... Ford & Hines
and Tony Marks & Co. inked for
Club Monaco, Denver, for two
frames, Feb. 3 . , . Hetty Lester set
for Chi’s Black Orchid for two
frames, Feb. 8.-

Hollywood

Dick Merritt penning special ma¬
Paul Anka, heading this teen- terial for Anna Maria Aiberghetti’s
aged-tuned "layout, keeps his fol¬ nitery trek ... . Bruce Guerin
lowers fully satisfied with 22-min- held for an additional four weeks
ute act embracing most of his hit at the Fogcutter, Hollywood ...
tunes and even extending to the Nick Lucas current at Hesperia Inn
seasonally topical “Jingle Bells.’
Russell Anns opens threeThe 16-year-old Canadian has a week stint at the Statler’s Terrace
cocky super-confidence and infec¬ Room Jan. 2.
tious sense of rhythm, and soon
has the juve outfronters hand¬
clapping vigorously and others
St. Louis
squealing their young heads off.
Opens with “Tell Me That Ybu j Chase Club,, shuttered during
Love Me,” then into “Don’t Gam-! December for private bashes*
ble with Love” and the rock ’n’ ready to go again on the Eve with
roll “Gum Drop,”, which garners Sophie Tucker; plus Ralph Fla¬
strong mitts in unison. Song-style nagan orch . ; . Vet comic Harry
includes an attractive roll of head “Lifty” Lewis winding up at Club
from side-to side. As concession Burley . . Rose La Rose, complet¬
to Current:.festive mood, he gives ing an engagement as the first bigout in “Jingle Bells,” and winds name exotic at Tic Toe Tap .. .
with - his hit song “Diana,” which Comedian Manny Opper in for
has the younger customers at their indef booking at Claridge Lounge.
happiest.
.... . Myrna Hansen"(Miss Universe)
In 2,700-seater (normally a No; here over weekend to plug “RainT cinema) many of. his songs are tree County” pic opening Christ¬
Glasgow, Dec: 17.
Paul Anka, 16-year-old singing not easily picked up by ear at back mas Day at Esquire, on hardticket
vast auditorium, which is not basis.
star headlining in one-nighter at of
best acoustically for live; shows.
Odeon Theatre here, was mobbed of
Michael
Austin (who tinkles ivories
by teenage fans chanting “we want for blonde
chirper Billie Anthony,
Paul.” He had socko reception at also on bill) handles, the 88 for
today (Tues.) two performances.
Anka, who exists to screaming re¬
Anka was due to plane out Dec; action, with fans outside chanting
22, opening at Paramount, N.Y.J We Want Paul.”
San Antonio, Dec. 23..
Christmas Day! He has an Ed Sul-1 Support layout is neatly geared
V. E. (Red) Berry, local sports¬
livan show' Feb. 9 and will later for teenage tastes. John Barry
head for film discussions in Holly¬ Seven do most of showbacking, and man and nitery owner, has offered
are reviewed under New Acts. to sell his famed old Turf Club
wood.
Youngster said here he is un¬ Dickie Dawson, billed as Canadian here, complete with its ornate
aware of how much he earns, this good-humor man, emcees slickly gambling floor, for $120,000, to the
being handled by his managers. 4‘If but minus heart appeal, and copes city of San Antonio. The city is
I started worrying about money, I adequately with noisy reception currently looking for additional
would be a nervous wreck,” he from certain parts of house, cus¬ office space. Berry closed the Turf
said- He paid tribute to the average tomers obviously awaiting Anka. earlier, this year when his beer re¬
British fan, saying they are mild He is better at impressions than in tail license was blocked. He later
compared with wild antics of U.S. comedy, and scores strongly with, obtained , a new license but did not
a Robert Mitchum travesty, and reopen the Turf, saying it wras too
fans:
also with his Rod Steiger voice hard to secure “good help.”
impresh.
The Turf has a basement : and
Bob Cort skiffle group, three of
its members being bearded gents, three floors which, according to
are lively outfit, gamering heaviest Berry, “could be put to ideal use-—
mittirtg with “Youf Feet’s Too as a jail. After all;,it’s aircondiBig-” Billie Anthony is peppy tioned.”
Portland, Ore., Dec. 23.
blonde
chirping “From This Mo¬
New Yepr’s Eve tickets have gone ment On”
and “Tammy,” and show¬
on sale at Amato’s Supper Club and ing, at one pbint, unexpected flair GLASON'J
SRO looms again. Boniface George for mimicry, suggesting she might
PROFESSIONAL
Amato has set-th* tab at $12 per be useful as comedienne some day.
CdMEDY MATERIAL
head including tax, steak dinner, Michael Austin pianb-accomps both
for all Theatricals
Couple of drinks, Pnd floorshow. for Miss Anthony and Anka. Four
"We Service f/ia Sfara''
Plush showcase also boasts of Gitsom Sisters, in song and accor¬
Big Claan*6ur Spaeldl o» All
having the biggest balloon barrage dion, are attractive, quartet re¬
35
Gag Flfat for Oaly $15
Gord,
in the country and this feature has. viewed in New Acts.
Plus $1.00 Poifagt
become a'hefty attraction for local
clubgoers: Show will include
0 3 Parody Book*, Par Bk.l.. $10 •
• 4 Blackout Bookt, Por Pk... $2S •
Timmy Rogers, Jim Carazini, Royal
• Mlmtrol Budget-$23 0
Rockets (3), .Claydettes (6) and
. How to Master tha ^aramonles
Julian Dreyer orch (5). Customers
$3 par Copy
No
C.O.D's
....
,
"Always.
Opon"
also get the usual hats, horns, etc.,
for the 12 bucks.
■ILLY GLASON
A Christmas variety show under
auspices of the American Guild 200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C., 19 Circle 7-1130
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY!
of Variety Artists. entertained the (Lot
a Real Professional Train You)
patients at the Will Rogers Memo¬
Laredo, Tex , Dec. 23.
rial Hospital, Saranac. Lake, N.Y./
Plahs are being made here>for last week (17). 'Included in the
the building of a new. auditorium layout were Dan Healy, emcee;
and all-purpose center at an esti¬ singer Helen .Kane, Pigmeat Mark¬
mated cost of $1,000,000. The proj¬ ham & Co., magico Paul Duke,
ect would take care of more con¬ singer Sally Winthrop, comedy
ventions including larger one fiddler Al Tucker, soprano Jean
which the city cannot bid on at Beauvais; Dancing Cerneys, pianist
this time in addition to other Manny Sputzel and drummer
events.
Gerry Gurin.
Petitions are being circulated
Hospital Is a film-industry sup¬
\ H i i ^ I PI JU i <
M’iil-.HS;
here asking the city: and county to ported venture with a great por¬
call for a bond election for ‘the tion of its funds coming frofii the
116 South Michigan
proposed project
International Variety Clubs.

LI’L PAUL ANKA WHAMS
t GLASGOW 1-NITER

PSRIETY

cc Cherllo Green, Mercury Artists.

TVNot Alone to Blame
For the K.O. of British
Vaudeville

PANTO ANTICS

Currently {Dec. 20 to Jan. 17)

EMERALD BEACH HOTEL
Nassau, Bahamas
(3rd Return Engagement)
Contact;
BILL WALSH;and BEAN OANISE. 134 W. $»th St.. New Yerk, N. Y.
PLasa 7-3400

San Antonio’s Posh Turf
Could Wind Up as Jail

All This & Balloons Too
At Amato’s 12-Buck Eve

AGVA-Backed Xmas Bill
Fcr Will Rogers Hosp

Laredo Plots Aud

ctpJ-JJ*
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Atlanta Spas Relax as Solons
Sidetrack Issue of Mixed Drinks

Addenda on the Jones Case
With settlement of all of Dick Jones’ legal actions against Jackie
Bright , and the American Guild of Variety Artists, dissident mem¬
bers are probing possibilities that arrangements are: afoot to have
Jones come back in some official capacity with the union:
The reasoning by these members is that it seems imprudent for
Jones, who was ousted as eastern regional director of AGVA
some years ago, to settle a jury award for only $5,000, when a
Federal, court okayed a $25,000 claim against Bright. They are
Understood to feel, that it isn’t usually logical as business judgment
to throw away $20,000-r-especially since Jones who hasn’t worked,
steadily since his dismissal, is not a. wealthy man.
Those fighting the settlement with Jones (see separate story)
believe there is some other compensation involved and that a job
has been secretly offered, him with the union; and that he would
start as soon as the heat is off and after a nod from the national
executive board.
Their belief that Jones will return to work with AGVA is bol¬
stered by their statement that Jones, who has been in an out of
AGVA for. more than 10 years, mostly as a paid executive, has
found the knack of returning to AGVA after getting settlements
from the union. After one previous dismissal, Jones* accepted a-.
$13,000 award from the union and returned to work for the or¬
ganization. The insurgents see history repeating in Jones’ present
case..'
The $20,000 settlement, the dissidents point Out, represents a
payment by each member of approximately $2.50 for this matter;
AGVA, now with a membership of about 8,000, at .one time claimed
a roster of 15,000, but closings in the vaude and cafe field have
cut down the number of dues-payers.

Cannon’s lldt-Hoiir Ttame* ;Decision
Paves the Way for Other Acts in Ha.
Acts that haven't had a prime-f—r-—-—!-——■ '-:-:—
Florida showcase in years are get- Aikenhead: Named Mgr.

Of Calgary Jubilee Aud.
vent of the Carillon/Hotel has pro,
haT feen
vided an impetus to a. movement named manager - of the . $4,500,000
of acts in that area that hasn’t Jubilee, Auditorium in Calgary,
been equalled, in years.
Alta,, effective Jan: 2.- . He has
The operators of the Carillon ^br^Se«
are hoping to make the hospice the Saskatoon Symphony Orches• this ^year s hotel,” but having
and, for .the past 14 years,
to'-buy talent later than secretary-manager of the Sasall the other inns, have been left katchewan Assn! of Musical FestiWith comparatively little to . choose ^ais
from. Thus they have to experiH'e SUCCeeds John Panrucker
ment, and this season have been wbo wiii manage the. .$4,000,000'
forced into taking what’s been left civic auditorium now being built in
by the other buyers of names. .... Vancouver.
Carrillon’s opening bill Dec. 27
—=--—:-——'
comprises Andrews Sisters,, Har- ;
.
■
o v\ *
vey Stone and Johnny Conrad Rpnnjc AncnilA? Doll f
Dancers. Since then, the operators
nllyUUC. I/tlll I
have bought Vaughn Monroe, for
Rhnlr Him Ilnlpcc Ha
Jan. 24; Dorothy Sarnoff; Jan. 10;
POOK
UDlcSS flC
the Ames Bros., Feb. 7, with others
1A
still to be booked. The list, while
tail oWflv l€<lfS
not imposing, puts , the hotel in the
Boston Dec 23
talent race; and this buying, start
Dori Dennis, singing emcee ' at
will put rt mto position .to bid Steuben’s, and host at the club’s:
on,more Florida lures on other Cafe.mdpight, is Boston “man who
SelS
fheZ become avail~ icame to dinner.” Dennis, who
able at this, late date.
was booked into Steuben’s nine
MeanWhile, a lot of turns that years ago-on a twoweek date by
had just, about given up on hitting Henry Beckman of Columbia
Miami Beach this year are how Entertainment, New. York, starts
hopeful of going south. The money his7.10th year at Steuben’s the first
that , the Carillon as well as the week in January.
Other , hotels are shelling out is in
Dennis had worked at the Copa
keeping with the usual Florida for two years before the Boston
pricetags. This added bit of pros- date, and previously at Beachcpmperity f6r the agencies and talent her in Miami. In his first appearhas the percenteries thinking that ance; at Steuben’s; he was held over,
this will be one of the biggest two Weeks, arid then , another two.
Florida seasons for them, even if. weeks,. and after 16 weeks, bosses
a single tourist doesn't show. up. Max & Joe Schneider decided to
■-—- ;——hold him as permarient emcee
MdVRP It Tnnlf Tnn I nnff
ITIdJfUCU iUUft IQO Long
Tli Tru fin flip 3linnpr
t ry on ine jupper
Glasgow, Dec. 17.
Tom Arnold’s “Cinderella,” $75,000 pantoriiinie Staged at Empire
vaudery, had riiarathOri run on
opening night, teeing off at 7:15,
it did not close until 11:35 p.m.,
four hours arid 20 minutes later. .
Individual acts overran their
time, and an interval was lengthened because
ucLduse of
oi failure
iauure of
oi stage
siage
chandelier in ballroom scene,
scene.
Arnold called his cast for pronto

Dennis is riiarried to the former
Elizabeth: Krueger, who sang on
the “Carnation Hour” out of Chicag0 on cbs.
she was then
known as Bettina.
.In. addition to his emceeing and
singing at Steuberi’s nitery, Denn*s priginated. the custom of
bringing ill proofs of Hub drama
crix reviews after legit openings
for the cast of Steuben’s Cafe Mid-,
n^ht.
.—:——^"■■■•
- ■ n
-,
-11, tT
tf •;
f
pin. Krnc
(Ti)cnpl Unit
llnif
fPln
KrOS ItlKIlfir
•
“

"SSSinigh® here
here for
for
"SSSinigh®

Set for Feb. 1-Niters

7;

short season, stars Alec Finlay
and Chic Murray, local comics, and
features Margo Henderson, Mike
& Bernie Winters, and Desmond
Lene. It is. staged by Michael Mills,
Show nade headlines in weekend press because of its premiere
length. It is lavishly dressed, but
dragged at opening. Tightening-up
process has streamlined it to more
reaspflable tunning time.:

„

. The Feld Bros., Washington,
D C., promoters, have put together
a gospej. unit, which is set to take
to the road . Feb. 7 on a series of
one-nighters lasting to Feb. 23.
the layout will be Sam Cooke,
Pilgnm Travelers, Soul Stirrers,
Gospel Harmonettes and Brother
Joe May. A musical quartet wiU
back them on this hegira through
the south and southwest

..... -w.
-.—■ .
-——f
Atlanta, Dec. 23.
Attorneys for Dick Jones, former * t
p ^
Owners and-managers of some
eastern regional director of the ACIS al iVlaSS* irrisun
65 Atlanta establishments where
American Guild of.Variety Artists,
Walk Out Free Men mixed drinks are dispensed
last week obtained two checks tobreathed easier — temporarily, at
taling $20,000 from AGVA, in.
Walpole, Mass., Dec. li.
jeast-7-when a proposal to bar sale
settlement of a Federal jury’s
Nobody was held over this year 0f this, type of beverage was sideaward of. a libel judgment against when the American Guild of Va- tracked by Atlanta aldermanic
national administrative secretary riety Artists put on its annual 1 board’s police committee.
Jackie Bright, and in settlement of Xmas show for inmates of the
Proposal to have police enforce
a pending damage action against, state prison here; The identificacompiete shutdown on selling of
SeooT°?: ?f :the $?0-000 aw^d, a tion stamps on perfprmers wrists; | ^ drinks was indefinitely de$5,000 check was given on behalf visible under ultra- violet, stayed
u*hPn Aldprman Ed A Gilof
seitlem^t of . the oh okay and all made it through ifam.chairman of police commitnniirre linnl oiirnrn ntfaihcr Hritynt.
court’s libel award against Bright, the gates..
’
' tee ■ hedged 10 davs ago after
and $15,000 for the pendmg suit. in
Last year, comedian Tom Hardy announcing that he "was going to
0f.,nv was “held over” when perspiration ■ force the issue at a meeting of
k
r.^. ^o1;c erased the stamp from"1 his wrist, committee. Gilliam had said he
discharged by AGVA some years a]fl(j ^rds refused to let him out] was going to ask.the committee to
ag0\
,
,
•„
Fred Wheaton, head of. the Hub instruct Police Chief Herbert JenThe settlement was made'follow^‘AGVA office, directed the show- kins to crack .down on places serv¬
ing a poll Of the union’s national held at the prison last week <17), ing mixed drinks.
.
W. V iu
boote? V, Abe Ford .and did a
He had based his action oil de-.
Machinery to settle both actions spot himself. \
cision hy Associate City Attorney
had been set in. mouon about a
The show spanned two and one- Henry Bowden that • a ruling
weekpgo, when letters from Bnght hjiif hours, and each act stayed on . against mixed drinks sales in Coand Harold Berg* AGVA _attorney, overly long because, “the audience j lumbus controls sales in Atlanta
plus a resolution passed by the wasn>t going anywhere.” Acts in-| and every other section of Georgia,
union s^excc,board, wen tout to the ciuded: Jimmy Joyce, comic and {Georgia Court of Appeals outlawed
national hoard members^, who were singer; Reflectors (2), singers; Im-^these sales in a .decision in a Comstructed toreply^im^ediate]^
perials <6), song & dance; Helen! lumbus trial, but case has been
^
Heath, chirp; Rose Mary, terp; Don ; taken to Georgia SuDreme Court..
arnett, hypno • act.
in delaying
** bod ttaiey
Hateyj Committee
Coatee action
action in
flaying
[icee^’
of the union’s execV board were .eih“ea,_
.
crackdown came after hour-long.
•
•
■
•-—“—:
—
debate
between
opponents
and proneeded, since a quorum comprises
iv
*n •
e
r*» 1 .
porients of mixed drink sales. Dr.
only seven votes.
Louie D. Newton, pastor of Druid
Other terms of the settlement in¬ Hrvs llUrStlM tor rlffnt
if
a
111
v
,
Hills Baptist Church, led the oppoclude: a stipulation, that Jones be
returned his regular membershi ;
that the June convention meeting
in Mexico City be polled as to
whether they, desire to hear. Jones’
Salisbury, Mass., Dec. 23. } Bowden ruled that, since the
request that he be returned the
Move is on here by the drys to case is going before the state’s
life membership taken away from

Vs. a Special Election In |
Salisbury Set for Spring:

him; and that the February meet-: fight

special

election

^

Which [ highest court committee, *he could.

could turn the town back to the I properly defer action until the Sububbly ■ and recapture its lost ^ preme Court passes on the issue,
nitery biz.
: Supreme Court Justice T. Grady
A special organizational meeting Head who as state revenue comof the drys was held add action i missioner, had ruled that forttfycharted for appearance of a croup t »* drinks up to 21% of alcohol by.
at the legislative hearing when volume is legal, sat through the arthe petition on the issue comes up iPmanf- Justice Head just hapI .Pfinv S rans I in for discussion. The petmon seeks gened to be present at the meeting,
liCUUjr a I alia lie , Spedal spring election in adappeared^m connection
,
Vance of the regular local .option
an°lker matter.
.....
Mark Leddy has been named to in thp fflli
TQeo
Atty. Rolleston suggested that
—m
tneiau oi
represent
the talent agency of
, ,■. . . ,,
. ,, the Georgia General Assembly,
-m fhe
which meets in January, meet the
Roger Bernheim & Andre Pousse;
Salisbury went dry in
the last WhiCh
Vet N. Y. agent will be the cor- regular election and the 'lush matter head-on at next session and
responding agent, for the Paris firm, nitery strip, at the beach, with iegaiiZe mixed drinks sales beyond
on. an exclusive basis, while .the some. 40 establishments, gave up.
doubt. He predicted the SuFrench percentery will have exan unofficial referendum^ vote prenie Court would bar these sales
clusivity on the Leddy . list abroad, conducted py . niteiy ops._ business- Under existing laws.
With greater importance of video. iuen_and liquor interests around
Walter E.. Crawford, executive
purchase of talents, many offices the first of November. a mail poll yicepresideht of the Atlanta Conhave found it necessary to tap. the indicated that 856. Salisbury voters vention Bureau, pointed out that
European markets. For example, were m favor of petitioning the Atlanta must “stay competitive” in
the- William Morris Agency has legislature for another local option order to get conventions.
had a long, tie with Harry Foster election. The count showed 565
--of London; General Artists Corp. agamst. Following announcement
and Lew & Leslie Grade of London of the. Vote, some of the towns- Off Pafirniic OlVPlT^I'lir
have a working arrangement. PePPlc contended.they thought, be- -4V 1411005, UpOlalOl
Music Corp of America , has. its cause Pf an accompanying letter,
|n n It
D^n
awn offices in Europe.
that they also were voting on the
111 DdlldS VUIlOW liaD
own
that,
The U:
U. S. vaudeo shows have desirability of having a liquor
Dallas, Dec. 23.
been
important buyers
buyers^^ pf foreign
foreigri:--.cpmiiiissidri.,
been^^ iinportapt
.-.commission..
Liquor control agents nabbed 20
acts, and with
some nitenes on .the
the
Such a board would he appoint- matrons for after-hour<; rfrinkinc in
with.some
prbwl for novelties^the upbeat for ed by the selectman and would be arai(i at theArtisfsUClubrof D^las
European acts has been.more pro: in charge of allocating liquor li..on
recentlv Desrrihitiff
noUriced .this
this season;
season'
nbunced
.
* as'^^rSB.iSS^S
——
contingent is that a commission vic^ squad officers took the pa¬
ri JL
J P A D‘ 1
*
6 t0wn i trons; including five Women, to
^ve hquor: .
■■
, jail. All were released on $10
_ .
\ ,
Select ilen were in charge of 1 cash bonds.
At f pvp Ammp rrfipm granting licenses prior to the lo-j: Taken in the raid was Lester
m VIvVC. mpiuc I1CCU1 cal
Harris, fifi.
and
cal option
option referendum
referendum in
in 1956.
1956, Harris,
66, fnrmPr
former bandleader and
Cleveland, Dec. 23.
when the town went dry;
club operator, who was charged
Downtown Alpine Village, Cffeve.—^with violation of the state* liquor
land’s largest nitery. (750 capacity),
control law in permitting liquor
reopened last week after three AnpVnvoAA’A l opf TK^TirP
consumption on the premises durmonths of. darkness with singmg mltllUUlgC 5 Ldol VIhUH'V
ing prohibited hours
Vour Wjrids; and comedian Jimmy
PaKnilf Aftar Inrh
Hn Texas the “prohibited hours’*
Caesar heading first show for new
J>6Ulg IV601111t Him TIFC law takes all bottles off the table at
owners.
.
Vancouver. Dec. 23^
midnight, and allows 15 more minrietormaiVhoserC :cpSdratmnr went
Fire has temporarily closed the tUabfe }t0 consume drinks on th*
bankrupt j is riow general manager Last Chance nitery in Anchorage,
____
but ript -a stockholder in the re- Alaska, according to Alberto Dug(Continued on. page .48)

Bernheiiii-Pousse

Gladhand Ex*0p Pircnner

ihg line of seven dancing Lucky
Girls, he drew a seUout and ovations from many Cleveland friends
on his comeback.
.
Dave Ennis’ orch is again on the
stand, with Joe Baldi’s trio back in
upstairs Eldorado Room where it
roosted fpr: mariy years; Spot has
been given a complete fafeelifting
as well as improved food policy by
new owners, Sherriian Serre, JoSeph Nemesh and Mrs. Constance
Ci Pirchner, wife of manager.

Waze- Duggins, who is resident
choreographer with his wife Cindy,
at Vancouvers Cave^Supper Club,
Wris staging ^ .Walter^ Coronet
Dancers (6) at the Last .Chance
when the burnout occurred.
According to; Duggins, boniface
Eddie Sumpter is already at work
repairing the damage and the LastChance will. reopen shortly. Only
smoke diamage occurred to the
dancers’ wardrobe, which was not1
Insured.

Liberace’s Dallas
Return
Dallas Dec 23

Dallas, Dec. 23.
Liberace
makehis
first night
nieht
Liberace will
Will make
his first
c|ulj apnearance here since 1951
when
ment at the Centuiy Room of the
Hotel Adolphus on Jan. 10. He last
appeared here in 1956 in the State
Fair . Musical production of “The
Great Waltz.”
»Liberace will bring five musicians
arid his coinductor to augment the
Joe Reichman orch for the engage*
merit-
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P^RIEffY

Fast Track for Joe L’s
Faretheewell % Friars

“The Great Morton,” billed as a one-man variety show, didn’t come
Joe E, Lewis drew the largest off at the suburban Duluth’s Clifton highschool after having been ad¬
crowd of the new Friars’ season vertised for two performances as a benefit for local firemen. Cancel¬
(with his farewell party at the N.Y.
| resented by this ensemble from the Clubhouse Sunday (22), overflowing lation occurred after Duluth stagehands put picket lines around the
Wic.:or Kisrevue
school when their demand for the employment of three men at $90
(Viennese Ice Revue)
I Blue Danube city. Artistically the Bamboo Room. He’s also the was rejected: The'stagehands turned down a counter offer for the use
(SPORTSPALAST, BERLIN)
speaking, this icer easily noses out organization’s Abbot.
of one at $30: Herman Fostoff, stagehands’ union business agent, said
Berlin, Dee! 17. * all domestic ensembles. Compared
Among those shoeing up .to there was no quarrel with the firemen, but with the “Great Morton”
'Sylvia— he Story of a Dancer,adieu the comic prior-to his preem promoters*
uk | "ith «*«*■ American blade ...
out ., at El'Rancho; Vegas, Las Vegas,
presentation
of. ice show
not.
haye the. lavish:
lavish were Myron Cohen, who emceed;
4_
_ in 10 [ fltsr it may
.
..
New England Showmen’s Assn. Inc., consisting: largely of outdoor
-scenes. Direction arid idea by Will [ glamor and spendor, but it definite- j A1 Kelly and Sid Gary who duetted operators; has set up headquarters on Tremont St. ih Boston. A ladies
“
...
Petter;
music and’ vyusical
ar¬ ly presents the best taste and on a .doubletalk . session; Milton auxiliary also was organized last week with Estella Nathanson as . chair¬
Berle, who after his own stint got
rangements, Prof. Robert Stolz; youthful
’it: which make this into a lot of acts and wound up as man. A Sunshine Fund was set up to assist needy children, and Xmas
musical direction. Waiter Heidrich; assistant director, Edith Pet- whole ensemble, utterly sympathet¬ part of a quartet with Lewis, Ted baskets are going out to them. Recent, visitors to the clubrooms from
ter; lighting, Joseph Wurm; cos¬ ic; Another reason for the overall Lewis . and / Sophie Tucker. Ted the showmen included Bucky Alien and Jeff Harris, World of Mirth
tumes, Gerdago; rlecors, Ferry success; This three-hour program Lewis and Miss Tucker were in- Shows; Harry Prince, Billy O’Brian,. Milton Kaufman, Rochester, N.Y.;
Windberger; songs. Signd Gletn has a Story line. Unlike other ice troed. as joe E.’s parents. Others Sonny’Levin, Cetlin & Wilson Shows; and Ralph Granara of the Bos¬
nitz. Cast:. Emmy Puzinger, Fer¬ troupes seen here whose programs included Lenny Kent, Lou Holtz, ton mayor’s office.
nand Leemans, Hanna Eigel, Hel- are actually nothing , more than a Danny. Scholl, Alma Cogan, Holly
Supporting program for the Georgia Gibbs Show, to be staged at
muth Loefke, Andre Calame, Susi. succession of different numbers, Twins, Bea 'Saxon and the Metthe State pair Music Hall in Dallas during Cotton Bowl Week, has
Giebisch, Will & Inge Schilling, this one depicts the career of a opera’s Dolores Wilson.
dancer
(Sylvia)
which
leads
from
a
been
set. Lineup includes comics Joey Adams & Al Kelly, dancer Lou
Erni Zlam, Wolf Liito, Herbert
The club plans to run these par¬
Bobek, Sigrid Glemnitz-Pfoffer, ballet school to the first engage-, ties once monthly. The first func¬ Wills Jr.; acrodancer Elisa Jayne, Mills Chimpanzies; adagroists Carmerit,
then
to
appearances
in
South
ma
&
Yaky, adagio team, organist Glenn Derringer, and the Half Bros,
Hans Leiter, Heinz Smely, Fritz
tion outside its clubhouse this sea¬
Penitz, Edwin Wiesinger, Viennese and North America and finally son will be a; luncheon to Red But¬ juggling comics. Cotton Bowl Show will open Dec; 27 and play nightly
Ice Ballet. At Sportspcilast, Berlin. back to Vienna. Apart from the tons at the Delmonico Hotel Jan. 3. at 8:30. pm. through Dec. 30. On New Year’s Eve, there will be two
eye-filling scenery and the Wovenperformances.
Nov; 26-Dec. 12, ’57; $2.50 tap.
in performances of various solo¬
ists,
this guarantees for the aver¬
Jimmy Joyce? ne James Joyce, has a sort of Jekyll .& Hyde career.
West Berlin’s most-talked-about
As Jimmy Joyce, he entertains at Blinstrub’s in Boston when boniface
show biz attraction proved to be age Customer. a certain amount of
entertainment,
of
Special
appeal,
Stanley
Blinstnib calls on him to fill in, which is frequently, and on
the . guest appearance of Viennese
club dates around the area with Irish jokes and Killarney piping. But,
Better, former Austrian amateur
Ice Revue with its show, “Sylvia—
ice
champ,
handled
the
.production
the Story of a Dancer’’-—an enorm¬
as James Joyce, , he is leading baritone with the New England Opera
ous success with press and public. with obvious care and devotion.
Co.,, set to sing “The Marriage of Figaro” .and “Don Pasquale” in Jan¬
Even with exceptional and super¬ He worked hand-in-hand .with
uary; soloist with Boston Symphony for Holy Week; soloist with same
Tokyo,
Dec.
17.
lative reviews, troupe’s Commercial Prof. Robert Stolz whose musical
orch at Tanglewood; and is doing a hew opera, “Jack and the Bean¬
Japanese pulchritude will sooii stalk.” in Brookline with the. New England Opera Co. Joyce started
success borders on the sensational. compositions and arrangements
Nearly all performances of the first undoubtedly contribute much to scatter to parts of the; European, out as a nitery singer.
two weeks registered absolute sell¬ this Viennese triumph. His mixture Asian and Australian continents in
out. The 17-day guest appearance of catchy Viennese melodies and
Norman Wisdom, starring in “Where’s Charley?” at King’s Theatre,
of this Viennese blade ensemble woderri. rhythms, including rock , the. persons of the Takarazuka Girls Glasgow, has been disclosing early attempts to gain notice in New
consisted of 21 performances,. as ’n’
_ roll
__
Shochiku York. Now an established English star of ty, films and stage, he said:
the
and calypso tunes, proved [ Opera Troupe,
against 14 given by “Holiday” last '■ to be "of"strong "appeal..
Opera' Dancing Team and the “It was really tough . .1 lived, for jays on soup. I tried Ed Sullivan,
May.
A big, plus is the 26-piece Ice Nichigeki Dancing Team for book- went to his flat, danced in his lobby. No Use. He didn’t want to look at
Fifty-person group came, via Ballet. The girls are all extremely } ;ings that are hoped to return heavy me. One night I. Wandered into a downtown beef parlor. I stripped off
Antwerp, from Liege, where. it an-. pretty and young, between 17 and i hard coin.
my'coat, walked on to the centre of the floor,; and did my act, maybe
nually preems its neW prograip, .22. Their youthful charm and sex
While the first tw groups have 12. or 13 minutes. Not a thing happened. They just went on drinking!”
After its Berlin stint, troupe re¬ appeal make their numbers a spe¬ performed abroad, upcoming tours
turned to its native Vienna, where cial treat. Incidentally, only one of will mark first extended jiurits de¬
Lynn York, Boston exotic who has been peeling in burlesque and
75 performances are skedded.' Di¬ the 26 girls is non-Austrian. In all, signed strictly with a commercial clubs around the! country for 12 years, is swapping, the drafty work for
rector Will Petter revealed that , a it’s more an ensemble achievement, eye and. with goodwill only a side drafting. She’s studying mechanical drafting at: a Boston institute,
deal exists with “Holiday On Ice” although there , is. a “star,” , of .order.
which politely told her that identification of her art With; the school
under which the latter will never course. . Latter is Emmy Puzinger:
The Shochiku company, based at' name would cause them anguish, “I’m. determined to finish the fourplay Vienna and ‘Petter’s troupe of ten-time Austrian, champ, until
has promised never to appear in . she joined this company, who plays this city’s Kokusai Theatre, will be year course,'; says the 132-pound brunette. While she Studies drafting,
blueprints, shop, operation, and metallurgy, she’s financing the course
Paris: • ,. ..
,.. .1 title role. She’s beaut of a brunet the first of the troupes to go to
Revue, founded in l946, came to. who shoWS sorne excellent skatinf the hinterlands, leaving December with “mathematical” exotic terping; at night iii clubs and theatres.
Berlin for Its second local date, the abilities and, most refreshingly, 20 with 42 girls for ,a Southeast She started,in Cleveland When one of the: show’s features was unable
first one in 1952: Because of the never makes a “super star” out of Asian swing of .performances in to go an.
Manila (20: days), Bangkok (24
overall success registered here, it herself.
days), Singapore (30.. days) and
seems certain that, from npw on,
Kingsport, Tenn. (he’s the picture
Other name performers include Malaya /. (undecided). Return is
this ice troupe will; include Berlin
operator at State. Theatre there)
Fernand Leemans, frequent BeK slated for April.
in‘its forthcoming annual. tours.
and getting set for the usual rest
By Happy Benway
gian champ; Hanna Eigel, one of
and o.o. period.
Berliners have always had a postwar Austria’s most successful
In March, the Takarazuka Girls
Saranac*
Dec.
23.
special predilection for Viennese 1-skaters; HelmUth Loefke, who was will leave for Europe for dates in
A contingent from New York’s . Louis M/ Blanco, whose sister
ice sports and have taken a fancy with Maxi & Ernst Beier and Casa France, Britain, Germany, and Bel¬ Theatrical Protective Union No.- l* Sylvia White is connected.with Al¬
to the . proverbial Viennese charm Carioca before he joined this gium. Possibility also exists for re¬ consisting of Joe McCarthy, John lied Artists, took 1:1 months to beat
and temperament. *Ahd both char¬ troupe; Andre Calame, of tentime turn trip through . Canada and the C. McDowell, Wm. C. Gorey, Joe the. rap and hit. for home.
acteristics are extremely well rep- Swiss champ; Susi Giebisch, since U S. French sptfnsoirs are seeking Sinclair, , Murray Fisher, John
Write to those who are ill.
1950 with this ensemble; Willi & 15-week solid booking for the Garvey, as ih the past did a sneak.
Santa Claus acf. Every patient and
Inge Schilling, both Germans;. troupe at the Alhambra in Paris every
member of the medical staff
Herbert Bobek, once a celebrated arid the other French ; and. Euro¬ and the personnel gang received
German gymnast whose aero on pean keys.
an appropriate gift in the form
Give.a YearTs Subscription To
The' Nichigeki company, homed of a check which carried a wallop
the ice. was much applauded here..
"THE COMEDIAN"
In the comedy, department, Hans at the theatre in Tokyo of that of good cheer.
Leiter, Heinz Smely, .Fritz Penitz name,: is different from the others
As per its annual custom the
and Edwin. Wiesinger come along in that it is not an all-girl unit; Sisterhood of the Jewish Commu¬
$15 PER YEAR (12 issues)
with many fine gags and stints. HoWever, the troupe mil send nity Center, in memory of the late
(3 YEARS $40)
There’s no denying that Berliners some 60 persons to Australia in.l William Morris Sr., , saw to it that
March
for
three
mcriths
under
pro¬
will remember this outstanding ice
many patients at the Will Rogers
moter: Harry Wren. Show will be were feasted on the Chanukah
extravaganza a long. time.
SAVE $ $ $
called “Cherry Blossom Revue” and holiday.
Hans.
Ste. dalailed contents in ad 'below
THE GLAMOROUS NEW
will be booked In Sydney (four
‘Dr.” Santa Claus stopped in
weeks)*
Melbourne
(four
weeksb
ahead
of
skedded
time
for
the
fol¬
HOTEL
Adelaide (two weeks) and Bris¬ lowing Who are: now permitted to
bane (two weeks); Performers will have all meals in the main mess-,
“THE COMEDIAN”
. Las Vegas, Dec., 23.
include 40 girl dancers, 10 male hall: Muriel Danzi, Helen Van
dancers, and a male and. female Note, Henry “Hank” Hearn; Clifton
:
Ginger
Rogers
Will
make
tier
Show folks are raving about the
Byrd,
AlOnzo
Fisk.
Vegas debut at the Riviera Hotel vocalist* probably jimmy ' Shigeta
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
all new Hotel Avery. All new, targe, ||
Pierre Andre, Spanish dancer*,
and Peggy Hayamia.
starting Jan. 22.
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST >
a new arrival here and pro¬
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms \
For the Kogusai unit, it will be is
Now. In: its 87th Issue, containing
Sammy
Lewis,
producer
,
of
the
gressing nicely. He received a
ith private bath and television. |g
stories, : one-liners, poemettes, sons
the
second
Southeast
Asian
tour.
Riviera shows, just returned from
surprise visit from Fred M. Nash,
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono¬
Many-Air Cond itioned.
Havana where Miss Rogers is ap¬ Plans call for three different shows* a Government attorney, and. Ed¬
logs, parodies,
double gags, bits,
ideas. Intros, impressions and Im¬
pearing at the Havana Riviera (no running each for a: Week at major ward J. Farr, of Newark, N.J., who
personations,
political. Interruptions.
kin) and announced that he had cities. Company has no individual were elated over his progress.
Thoughts of the
Day,
Humorous
jtars but features a precision danc¬
Vlows of the News, etc; Start with
A. B- Bagdarsarian who beat the
inked the . star for four weeks.
current issue, SI5 yearly — Z years
ing line (a la- Rockettes), the Atomic rap at the Raybrbok (N.Y.) State
S2S — 3 years $40 —' single. Copies
Girls, the Eight Peaches.and the Sanatoriumi is now back doing
$2.00 — NO C.O.p/S.
r
Top Tap Sisters; within the group. parttime announcing, over WNBZ.
BILLY GLASON
Ending 1957 with honors, the-fol¬
Company will soft-pedal native
200 W. 54 St., New York 19
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
Japanese music since area coun¬ lowing four patients rate special
tries prefer uptempo numbers. Re¬ mention, being upped for all meals
9th Internatibnal Tour
in
the
main
messhall
and
flashing
cent hit songs and some native
excellent progress reports: Herbert First American Appearance
music will be utilized.
HAPPY HOLIDAY
Gladney of Chicago office of 20thTO ALL
The Takarazuka show will be in Fox, chairman of our "We The
two parts and 12 scenes with em¬ Patients” entertainment commitr
HUNGARIAN OLYMPIC SKATING
Direct; : WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
phasis on classical Japanese dances. tee; Lindsay MacHarrie, producer
;
CHAMPION
*
Peri. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY
y
t fr
Girls who have not worked abroad and director; Joseph Shambaugh,
MANHATTAN SAVINGS BANK
47th
and Madison Ave, New York
will bfe featured with, possible addi¬ film salesman, and Steven Matzner
Personal Mgt.:
tions of former troupe members of Vienna, Fox office Staffer.
ICE ATTRACTIONS, INC.
John (iATSE) Pendleton in from
15 East 48th Street, N. Y.
such as Otome Amatsu, Yuko
Minami and Mishiki Kamiyo.
- Significance in addition to dollar
the inimitable
earnings can be attached (espe¬
1958 EDITION
cially for Australia, Manila and
Southeast Asian countries) to a
softening of feelings hm,b over
Starring.
from wartime bitterness against
Japanese at these invitations for
Japanese shows.
Success' of the three groups will
FEATURING FABULOUS PUPPF.TS
be carefully eyed in show hiz cir¬
COTTON CLUB, Miami Beach
cles here and may start a cycle of
Currently: SHAMROCK HILTON, Houstoa
mass,
entertainment
exporting
by.
Mgt. BjLL M1TTLER, 1619 Broadway, New York
Direction: GAC
this country.

Japan’s Ad Valorem View
Of Exports: Girl Troupes
As Globe-Girdling Gismo

Saranac Lake

FOR XMAS

BOSTON
SMASH HIT

Ginger’s 4 Vegas Frames

r

M

The DEEP RIVER BOYS

ERICA TOTH

in iii riminii n iiiii m uni liiiiiiiii mil imi hi iiitit
COTTON CLUB REVUE

CAB CALLOWAY

TROTTER BROS.
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Americana, Miami B.

As a transliterator of old Eng¬
lish ballads into modem musical
alphabets. White still shows him¬
self to be without equal. On folk
blues he remains in the forefront
for the cafe, crowd.' Although a
unique stylist and innovator. White
indulges in hone of the showy an¬
tics that aTe typical of many young
folksong singers Who appear at this
club: Without apology he fits , oftrepeated tunes like “Gave My Love
a Cherry” in to the repertoire and;
brings a new freshness and vitality
to them*.
What White draws from the gui¬
tar alone is enough to inspire an
audience; The Sensuous slashing
rhythms, which even novice folk
music devotees can’t mistake, al¬
ways form a unified whole. The
volume of his vocals was apparent¬
ly lessened a bit by his ailment,
but the intensity was undiminished.
The enthusiastically repeated calls
for encores promise a hefty busi¬
ness during the pre-Xmas season.
Elly Stone, reviewed: in New
Acts in the Dec. 4 Variety, con¬
tinues to give a sensitive multi¬
lingual Songalog of art and folk
tunes. The patter is more appro¬
priately trimmed, and her concert
stands her in good stead. That
overly ingratiating approach which
^marked her opening' here has been,
toned down considerably and she
now pursues a well-knit routine of
Wide appeal..
Leva.

pfinripf?
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ton, ahd 88er George . Rhode de-: |
Lido, Paris
serve special credit for the way ] [
Miami Beach, Dec. 21.
Paris, Dec. 12.
Las Vegas, Dec. 19.
Jose Greco & Co. (12), Jack CarPierre-Louis Guerin and Rena
Betty Hutton, Jones Boys (4), they -blend the notes to Davis
ter, Jackie Heller, Lee Martin
i Fraday present "Prestige? o musi¬
Herb Lurie, Jerry Fielding Orch unique, talents.
Dan Rowan & Dick Martin, an¬ cal revue in two parts, 'with Al¬
Orch; $5-$6 minimum.
(11) Introduction choreography, mu¬ other
pair of Jack Entratter’s Copa
sic, and lyrics, Sonia . Shaw and Room regulars, are on hand with fredo Alaria Ballet '(9), Helene
This is the first time out on a lo¬
Bill Hitchcock; staged and directed mostly' new material which was & Howard, Latinos (3), Holger 2*
cal cafe stage for Jose Greco and
by Robert Sidney; special material. warmly, yocked up by first-night¬ Dolores, Chaz Chase, Margie Lee,
his group of dancers, singers and
Jay Livingston & Ray Evans; pro¬ ers. The fresh. skits embellish Marion Conrad, Guy Severyns,
guitarist. It’s also the first packag¬
duced by Sian Irwin; $3 minimum. some of their trademarks, like the Trinidad Steel Band (4)e, Bluebell
ing of a top name with—for this
Shakespearean actor and the beer- Girls (16),‘Lido Models (8), Lido
area—a staple act, but owner Larry
Betty Hutton’s new bistro turn is drinking heckler, resulting in a Dancers (4),. Jovita Luna, Jo.
Tisch. He has a full supply booked
polished
turn that is topnotch nit¬ Castor, Erich Brehn; direction and
a
lively
romp
which
showcases
the
for the ensuing ’’season” weeks.
star’s effervescent talents to top ery.. entertainment. The boys got] choreography, Donn Arden; cos-,
The combination is a potent one,
advantage. Her machine-gun gig¬ -especially big laughs from their tumes, Folco; sets, Wakhevitch,
the one-man-vaude purveyed by
gle, rubbery mugging, stylized. Vegas audience with a new gam¬ Fosi; music, H. Betti, J. P. LanJack Carter more than serving to
Chirping,: houncy terping animate bling sketch.
dreau, J. Brienne; lyrics, A. Hotprovide the comedy demands of
the
rapidly! moving act—^and it
The Texas Copa Girls. (14) are nez; P. DelVincourt orch; $7
the cosmopolitan crowds Currently
comes Out as a definite plus in held over, and their production minimum.
in attendance.
nitery entertainment. Best bits, are numbers are built around the novel
Greco has refined his staging
those in which she. tells in song songology of the Coronados (3).
into a fast paced, commercial 38
The Lido has done it again. Lush
how she’s been trying to get into Antonio Morelli capably leads the
minutes. Naturally centering1 the
Confidential mag, , and a musical orch during all except Davis’ por¬ production and pacing envelop a
big routines around himself—such
vignette called “Bob, Babs and tion of show.
Duke.
series of fine individual acts, and
as his trademarked zapateada—the
Bullets;” Strong support is given
the girls look better, costuming is
groupings are worked out with all
by Herb Lurie and the Jones Boys
the fire and frenzy bis Iberian in¬
(4), Whose lofty-level song & danc- 1 Eden Roc, Miami Beach again tasteful and . elegant and the
ventions demand. The costuming
Miami Beach, Dec. 21.. whole thing is bundled into the
ery is neatly woven throughout the
is brilliant, the colorful hoofings
Louis Prima & Keely Smith, with \ lavish trademark ef this world re¬
festivities.
varied between the heel-stomps,
Opening production number' with Sam Butera & The Witnesses, Stevej nowned boite. Some have referred
castanet and native stories-inchoreography, music and lyrics by Lawrence, Mata, & Bari, Mai Mal¬ , to it as a factory in its yearly eye¬
dance to the point where aficiona¬
' ‘ j
Sonia ShaW 8c Bill Hitchcock is a kin Orch; $5 minimum.
dos might carp about the some¬
catching shows, but mint would be
fast and. furious skit which zippily
times hurried pace. But ail of it
a better word. It is. another plus
sets
the.
pace
for
what’s
to.
follow
This
first
of
the.
Winter
season
is in the flash production style
—and it’s appropriately titled lineup for the posh Cafe Pompei mark in Pierre-Louis Guerin’s and
made to order for typical cafe pa¬
“Give
It
Pace.”
.
adds
up
as
sock
entry,
with
Louis
Rene
Fraday’s favor in deciding to
trons who do not look for the re¬
A special bow should go to Jerry Priraa & Co. making the kind of renew their show every year, for
finement, which a concert-hall-aud
Fielding, .who did arrangements impact on both tables and oper¬ last year saw this cabaret jammed
demands. /Result is a wham session
and conducts the orch with both ators that led to fast pacting for every night and it could easily have
for 'Greco with rewarding pound¬
smoothness and vervej and to Rob¬ retunis during the next three run for another couple of semes¬
ings for more to his return for
Cave, Vancouver
ert Sidney who staged the act: The years.
ters.
encore thanks;
Stan Irwin production is skedded
^
Vancouver, Dec. 17.
This is also first: time that the
New entry builds into a more
Carter Is] a regular in this room
Duke.
gravel-voiced horn-&-hilarity man revue-flavored show than its pred¬
and per eVery stop, kicks up a . Yvonne Morey, Chuck Mitchell, for tWo frames.
has played the area. That he’ll ecessors, due ; to building many
laugh storm in his 40-minute stint April Flowers, Paul. Suter Orch
build into a staple from this .date of the production numbers around
Amato’s, Portland
1
Working at usual breathless tempo, (7); $1.56-$2 cover.
on is a foregone conclusion, word the Alfredo Alaria Ballet (9). This
.Portland, Ore., Dec, 17.
with never a letup, he uncorks a
Marquee names might well: shore
Harry Carroll 8c Polly Baker; already being passed around in a group easily adapts its fervent.
raft of new ribbings anent the
where that kind of buildup Latino balietics to Lido purposes'
hotel, its owners, a particularly up continued sag at boxoffice . this Doodles Weaver, Royal Rbckettes resort
funny .-stream Of comments .on hospice, whose SRO sign hasn’t (3), Claydettes (6), Julian Dreyer is usually more important than In mixing erotico numbers with a
newspaper ads in overall biz re¬ fine tempering of ballet and folk
Greco’s dancers, but handled in been posted since Billy Daniels’ (5), Joyce & Barbara; $1.50 cover, turns.
principles. Alaria scores heavily,
ood taste. He incorporates all of stint here In July. Boniface Rich¬ no minimum.
prima is
wily disciple of the as does his troupe.
is standard stuff—the impreshes, ard Walters Offers herewith enough
Decors . are more ample andi
the lyrical argument with. Berlin’s of a click formula:; sex, songs and . After three years of rest, and New Orleans beat, but more im¬
“There’s No: Business Like Show schmaltz. "And besides, Yvonne travel, pianist - composer Harry portant in this showcase, he’s a functional, stretching back into
Business,” but throughout the in¬ Morey proved surefire last. time. Carroll is back on the nitery trail shrewd entertainer with a hook of the recesses of the Lido stage, and
terlacing of the topical keeps the Local wicket-slump is endemic.
With perky little partner Polly bits .that hits With the hep crowds the acts somehow take a back-seat
howl content rising to constant
Tiny Miss Morey, billed as Baker. Duo have long been faves in attendance now. The jazz end in this show to the sheer physical
mitting. The frenetic guy is in “three feet of dynamite,” displays here, and this is the ideal show¬ is an important Item, with Sam faculties. Numbers are all indi¬
command all the way, working triple her 42 inches in burleycraft case for the duo to break in their Butera and the bandsmen adding vidually exceUent but .resemble
zing ahd zip to the place with their each other in being primarily
every angle for the big laughs in and charm, gets encored, amply, new act.
Opening-niters (16)
a showmanly, knowhow-loaded ses¬ clicks especially With Sophie showed appreciation of their ef¬ free-form invents. Keely Smith is acrodance bits, except for Chaz
sion.
Tucker/Mae
West impressions forts and holuiday Crowds will no the big, big hit] -of the act. The Chase’s risible turn in which he
style she affects adds eats matches, cigars, etc., and
Emcee Jackie Heller .tees off When ferhme’s piping gets lost in doubt patronize Amato’s heavily: deadpanned
to the end-effect When she hits the winds: on a savvy interp of the
matters in . breezy style with a the laughter. As to songalog, plus during the next two frames.
song
trail:
straight
and blues*, com¬ striptease which is highly topical
chit-chatter,
she
registers
well
on
brace of currents, while Lee Mar¬
With diminutive Carroll at the edy-lined, and when clowning in ip Paris now.
tin and his crew cut the show in the cute stuff as “My Heart Belongs spinet. Miss Baker chirps many of duetings
With Prima.- Miss Smith
Latinos (3) are a. zesty trio in
adept manner. Arriving end of To Daddy,” “Gimme A Little Kiss” the tunes written by the. composer. tackles every
type of rhythm and a frenetic dance' and aero routine
and “Them There Eyes,” staged on Gal is click saleslady with plenty
week, Victor Borge.
Lary.
is at payoff tops in each. In sum, well dosed with good spirit and
the delighted laps of ringside guys. of
what it takes to get’the tune- the^ first really big click in this
Her mock-strip "bit collects wham
humor* Helene & Howard are a
work over, “I’m Always i room in many a month.
Colony, London
aud reaction. Oddly, 'doll’s vocal- smith’s
ballroom terp team with plenty of
Rainbows,’’ “By The Sea,”
Steve
Lawrence
and
his
smooth
London, Dec. 17.
Istics range from thin-sweet chirp¬ Chasing
“Trail of the Lonesome Pine” and approach to the currents is another witty burlesque wrinkles, Holger
Sandu Scott, Felix King and ing to the chesty depths of. a others
i & Dolores do an adagio with exact¬
get
solid
mitting.
Femme
facet, in an ever-building ing contortion aspects and svelte
concert diva.
Santiago Orchs; $3.50 minimum;
pours on the comedy with three strong
Chuck Mitchell is easy to* take new
tunes defied by Carroll. “On show. Lawrence, doesn’t evidence timing to buUd this into a class
Sandu Scott is strictly a person¬ in the gab dept., using folksy Ze Boulevard” looms a whopper any of the uncertainty some video entry.
ality gal. In this return stint at approach to good effect. Though for some big production. “Show¬ escapees wallow in wheii taking to
Jovita Luna is a belting, sleekthe plush Berkeley Square cafe, L billed here as “Man With 1,000 time” and “Plastered At The As- the cafe trail. He's a very-much- looking songstress who shares the
Where she’s, in for a fortnight's run, Voices,” he confesses to an accom¬ tor” grab, bellies as she does an ex¬ at-home performer on a stage, singing chores with Guy Severyns.
.she exploits all her natural charm plished 42 imitasheries both vocal tended honky-tonk floorshow dur¬ boasting an assured manner and Both acquit themselves well and
to the fullest advantage. She’s and hornish. His mouthy “Sleepy ing the former and a terrific drunk free-wheeling delivery that stand fit into the show as a smart Greek
beautifully turned out, handsomely Lagoon” evokes the real Harry bit during the latter* Couple , beg him in good, stead throughout an chorus. Marion Conrad ripples
gowned and altogether has a smash James trumpeting. His belting- off after 30 minutes. Carroll !is ih. .intelligently blended songalog.
seductively among the nude Lido
visual appeal. And that, by any bleating starts A-fer-Armstrong, .fine physical condition and. act is
Mata & Hari round the diversi¬ Models (8), and the Bluebell Girls
fied package, and almost walk off (16) are smarter looking than ever
standards, is more than half the ends P-f er-Presley, with Mario top-drawCr all the way.
Lanza bit most ingratiating.
battle;
Doodles (Fiedelbaum) Weaver is with the proceedings. Their mim- with; a perfect feel for Donn Ar¬
April Flowers interlards with making his Cafe debut in the north- ings in dance are prime stuff here, den’s dance movements to keep
Since she first came to London to
play a cabaret date at the Colony, modest stripping, deploying her west'and is starting a new act as the standard routines such as the the show whirly - girling. Lido
Miss Scott has been making a name fetching maiden form in silver a single , for cafe bookings. Guy “Carnegie Hall Conceit” still big, Dancers (4) fill the male terping
for herself on television and in bikini ’n’ bra after eight minutes punches hard for his 15 minutes but in this outing,,the end-all of roles well and. the Trinidad Steel
British, films, quite apart from of undulations: Femme’s some with okay results. After a few more their repertory. The “date” panto, Band (4) brings a clever musical
proving herself a natural publicity looker, no dancer.
Toms,
shows under his belt, and building is highly effective, among other note to the show and later for
dancing.
hound. The space she has gar- -red
to some sort of climax, the act will' originals in their book.
in the national press in recent
Steuben’s, Boston
be ready. Stint is a bit loose at the
Mai Malkin emcees the bill in
The big meccano innovation is
weeks can only help to hypoi. busi¬
moment. but should shape okay his usual smooth manner. With his a cataract with gallons of water
Boston, Dec. 17.
ness during her current run.
crew showbacking in bigtime man¬ flowing behind an exotico dance
Fred Barber, Bev & Jack Palmer, with some additional work.
Throughout her act the blonde
The Royal Rockettes please with lier. Next week: Billy Daniels, number. The ice skating rink Is
Dennis, Norma Wallace &
looker puts the accent on . a: sophis¬ Don
standard roller skating oh a small Myron Cohen, with Mata & Hari neatly layercaked in for a Japanese
ticated style. She projects easily Gene Copper, Tony Bruno Orch portable platform. Two guys give holding over.
motif number, with Margie Lee
Lary.
end has a whining, style which (5), Harry Fink Trio; $2.50 mini¬ the gal a whirl at fast and furious
floating about shedding ldmdnos
earns, audience plaudits. She opens mum.
while she essays Mme. Butterfly.
pace, nabbing solid results. The
Frolic,
Revere,
Mass.
Vigorously with a specialty num¬
Grace and ease make her a Worthy
Claydettes (6) are on for two big
Revere; Mass., Dec. 20.
Fred Barber; rotund comic im¬ numbers. Top line is . skilled, at.
ber, “Around the World for Ro¬
holdover.
Billy Kelly, Paul Wirtriick & Edna
mance,” which is the key to her pressionist, has the Xmas party precision cleating, Well disciplined,
Second half is made of previous
stint; it’s largely a sex pitch and groups laughing it up ih a versatile' fresh looking, and is outstanding Mac* Buddy. Thomas Revue (10), numbers and is mainly for the
Clift Natale Orch (5); $2.50 min¬ “Paris by Night” tours but is
the: customers seem to lap it up. stint in Max & Joe Schneider’s the¬ all-arouhd unit.
Feve,
imum.
Standout items in her half-hour, atrical boite;, with boniface. Arnold
worth lingering for. Besides the
songalog include a rendition of “A Benak putting up the ropes.. The
Sands, Las Vegas
I Billy Kelly, the splinter-built swimming pool bit there is Erich
Regular Man,” a topical song about layout, caught Thursday (12) On
Brenn’s
juggling act in
Las Vegas, Dec. 20. ..] comic with one of the handiest which hefeverish
Confidential, , a lively calypso and second lap of a two weeker,. is
keeps plates and bowls
Will Mastin Trio, Sammy Davis rapid-fire routines in the biz, is twirling while he performes Qther
A contrasting Mississippi medley. typical SteubOn. fare,-, singing and
comicking,
and
serves
also
for
Jr, Rowan & Martin* Coronados bowling over the Xmas parties in gambits for a unique act; and Jo
Not so hot is her “Kiss Me” spe¬
cialty, a vehicle for an osculatory. break-in of new dance act,. Wallace XZ), Texas Copa Girls (14), An¬ Mike Della Russo’s and Jimmy Castor with his electronically
Cooper, reviewed under New tonio Morelli Orch (17); produced ; Celia’s 400-seat theatrical nitery motivated marionets.
expedition through the rbom with
. by Jack Entratter; $3 minimum.
. a trailing mike. That’s strictly in Acts.
across the harbor from Boston. In
The Lido prestige stays put with
the cbmbelt class and out of keep¬ I Barber scores slick with solid
for a tworweeker, Sunday (15), this
new entry, “Prestige.” It will
ing with the‘style, of her show. impiresh. of Mario Lanza, Dean
Sammy ;Davis Jr* uncorks an¬ Kelly stands up for 40 minutes be jammed again for a year, for,
Martin
and
Jerry
Lewis,
and
does
She’s given smash backing, as . al¬
other supercharged show in his peppering with one-liners for boff
is how a touristic mecca as well
ways, by the Felix .King Orch; and a neat job on impresh Of Lewis, latest Copa Room appearance, this returns. His magnum opus is an it
as a Parisian and French provin¬
Santiago’s Latin combo is on hand piping. His magnum opus is a bit; time reshuffling his repertoire con¬ impression of Ted Lewis, using two cial
must. Dinners reach about 500
on Peter Lorre singing “I Saw
for the rhythm dance time.
siderably since the last time hats, a top hat for himself, and a
night for those wanting the
Myro. /Mommy Kissing Santa,” following around. With his w.k. drive and bowler for stooge, brought up every
better seats and a one-spot eve¬
with a boff A1 Jolson on “April
from, the aud. Bit gets heavy yocks
Showers.” In addish to impres¬ abundant energy, he blasts such as as aud participant tries to work as ning. It is still the best bargain in
Gate of Horn, Chi
sions, he. scores nicely with one- “Lonesome • Road,” and neatly shadow. Kelly' ankles off way town.... A VIP audience attended
the opening with the cream of
Chicago, Dec. 17.
liners and some violin hoking. He segues into “September Song” as
show biz personalities, govern¬
Josh White with Sam.Gary, Elly carries the tOp spot with impres¬ a pace changer. Davis is getting ahead.
Buddy Thomas has produced a mental reps and royalty, plus the
Stone; $2>$2.50 minimum.
sive showmanship and ankles off to be .a master of Showy tapology,
and he blends plenty of footwork lavish revile with orb-filling cos¬ monied and Industrial names.
way ahead to heavy mitting.
So the Lido has enlarged its
Illness is plaguing tWo-thirds Of" ' Bev & Jack Palmer denote grace into the zooming act. The per¬ tumes by Mme. Bertha enhancing
the Gate's new bill. The perform¬ and rhythm on the dance floor with; formances are flexible in that he eight longstemmed femme lookers. sheer production number aspects,
Spotting singer Bob Warren ahd but did not quite come up with
ance still lived up to expectations lofty leaps, spins and holds; and fulfills requests, and on opening
opening night as Josh White came ceiling seems hardly high enough night he displayed versatility as an terper Bob Burke, the revue intros the unique speciality acts ex¬
through big despite a respiratory to allow for their complete routine. okay trumpeter and a solid bongo the acts and deploys groups around pected here. .The new meccano
the room piping Xmas carols. Paul effect is fine but also not the
infection. His sidekick, Sam Gary, Don Dennis pipes for the faithful man.
is temporarily laid up and didn’t with big voiced rendition of . Davis Sr. is still out. of the act Winnick & Edna Mae open the topper that has usually appeared
show
with well selected terp rou¬ at each successive show. However,
because
of
illness,
but
Will
Mas“Gonna
Live
Till
I
Die.”
For
his
appear. White opened with a com¬
petent assist from local sidemah bowoff, he chooses “Old Man tin is on hand with his consistently, tines, Cliff Natale batons in high it all adds up to a class entry
Johnnie . Pate. Elly Stone remains River” for all the stops to hab his fine softshoe routines; Conductor- style. This layout exits Saturday again and the Lido is still the top.
Guy.
arranger Morty Stevens at the. ba¬ (28).
Mosk.
Guy,
as holdover from the previous bill. customary big rounds.

Sahara* Las Vegas
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VARIETY BILLS
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San Remo Fest
S Continued from page.2

DOROTHY KntSTEN
JACK KEROUAC
Songs
Readings
22 Mins.
15 Mins.
Tropicana Hotel, Las Vegas
Village Vanguard, N. V.
The literati have been an ancient
Dorothy Kirsten’s nitery debut Is
accoutrement in the dine and drink cause for rejoicing. Her act has
centres of the world. Dr. Samuel beauty in sound and sight, dignity,
Johnson was a fixture iri’ the Lon¬ showmanship,, and class. With' ap¬
Crescendo
A1 Escobar Ore
NEW YORK Cm
don coffee houses; Leon Trotsky propriate fanfare; the Metropolitan
Mel Tonne
. Mocambo
plotted revolution and listened to arid San Francisco Opera star steps
Billy Barnes Revue
Music Hall (P> 25
Rockettes
Peggy King
Marvin Worden
Raymond Paige Ore Dave Pell Octet '
the
men of letters in New York’s onstage iri a $2,006 gown of gold
Interlude Marjorie Smith
Paul Hebert Ore
Roxy 25
Cafe Royal on the lower eastside, gauze, with floor-length Russian
Frances Faye
Adriano Vitale
Moulin- Rouge
Winged Victory
Shelly MSnne Ore
arid iri the Village Vanguard, such sables around her shoulders.
Billy Daniels
Half Bros.
Chorus
Largo
Bose Bryun
Statler ’ Hotel
Diane Corby
litterateurs as Maxwell Bodenheim, Operiirig number, “There’s A First
Arthur L. Simpkins Fran Warren
Eileen • O’Dare
Skating Squires
oral historian Jope Gould, Line Time For Everything,” is a refer¬
Jimmy-Grosso
Bryan William
Ed. Bergman Ore
Ro.vyettes
Gillespie, and many others wrote ence to the lyric soprano’s initial
Wm. Upshaw
Roxy Orch
RENO
their odes during the depression of bistro appearance, and is followed
the '30s.
Holiday
Ben Yost: Royal
by a tasteful balance of long and
AUSTRALIA
Roberta. Linn
. Guards 4
The present revival of the liter¬ shorthair numbers i n c 1 u d 1 n g
Dominique
Nico
MELBOURNE
SYDNEY
ary
readings
is
in
keeping
with
a
Hal. McIntyre Ore’
“Make
Believe,” “Suirimertime,”
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
Tivoli
(T)
30
Tivoli (T) 3fr
Harold’s Club
New Golden
trend started in the cellars of San “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes,” art
Shirley Bassey
Larry Griswold.
Carmen ■ Cavallaro
Eastman 3
Archie Robbins
Francisco, which has swept east.
aria front "La Tosca,” "I’m In Love
Don.- Dick 'n* Jim*y Genie Stone
Margo
Eagle Sc Man
Patsy Shaw
Charlita
Johnny Lockwood
Lili Berde
Max Gordon, always with his ear With Vienria,” and "One Fine Day”
Harrah's
Billy Regis Ore
Christine Sc Moll
A Robins
attuned to the desires, of the egg¬ from “Madame Butterfly.” Since
Jig Adams DixieRiverside
Neal & Newton
Bayes & Faye
.
land
head
trade, which is the forte of act is’only 22 minutes, she could
Jimmy
Durante
JRaston
Harmonica
Rigoletto Bros. & A
Marcia Knight Sc
Eddie Jackson
Jimmy Jeff
Anny Berryer
this spot, has reinstituted the po¬ easily add a couple of operatic,
Misters - 4
Soimy King Medlock & Marlowe Buster Fiddess
etic
readings
with novelist Jack songs.
Pro’s
&
Connie
4
Jack
Roth
Darryl
Stewart
Winnetou & Squaw
Denis Sc Rogers
Kerouac ("On the Road”) in the
Jules Buffano .
Johnny O'Connor
Act, written by Earl Brent and
Jimmy Parkinson
. Mapes Skvroom.
Beverly Richards
Alwyn Leclde
Barton & Stutchspotlight. Kerouac is. a spokesman staged by Jon Gregory, is en¬
Marfe
Wilson
Starlets
Rae
Morgan
herry
for the beat generation, a. bit of riched by imaginative ' choreog¬
Jay Lawrence
Bill Clifford Ore.
Reg Priestmah.
Edit Juhasz
nomenclature
coinciding
with
the
Norman- Thorpe
Frank Ward
raphy.
Orchestrations . are by
IAS VEGAS
lost generation of WQrld War I. David Rose; gowns by Edith Head;
That breed of citizenry,, however, furs by Fredrica of New York. Nat
Oeserttnn
BRITAIN
Royal Nevada
"Oriental Fantasy” Dukes of Dixieland
produced some of the literary Brandwyrine arid the orch (18) de
BLACKPOOL
Patsy, Sylva.
Patti Moore
titans best exemplified by Ernest a superb job of backing.
Eddie Bush Sc
Ben Lessy
Glenn Melvyn
Duke. r
Miki Sc Griff
Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzger¬
Carlton Hayes Ore
Danny Ross
Hawaiian*
-r-1
3 Brittons’
Dunes
Gretchen Franklin
Sahara...
ald. Kerouac is one of the leaders
Freddie Harrison
"Holiday for GBilly Percy
Betty Hutton
of the. new school which, accord¬ John barry seven
Archie Glen
Strings"
Kay Woodman
Cee . Davidson Ore
SHREWSBURY
Carrie Fxnnell
ing to his first reading at the Songs, Instrumental
Guy Graham
Mary Kaye Trio
A1 Read
Jean Terry
Moore Sc Nichols
Sands
Vanguard, Is designed to give his 10 Mins.
LONDON
Lana Sis
Taffy O'Neill
Sammy Davis. Jr.
viewers the shock treatment. His Odeon, Glasgow.
4 Furres
Harbor. Sc Dale
Metropolitan
Rowan Sc Martin
2 Silvas
The Elegantes
Albert Whelan
selection is from one of hfS forthCopa Girls
Led by John Barry,, tall young
Gaydon Sc Westlake Tommy Raft
Dick Henderson
Ahtonio MoreLli Ort
comirig riovels, "Desolution An¬ musician, garbed iri striking helio
Ossie
Noble
Geo.
Murra:
Hershel Henlere
.
San.Souci
gels/’ describirig a visit to a biir- jacket, this group of rhythmic
SOUTHAMPTON
Gautier'sT^eeplMarie Lloyd
Joe E. Ross
Pauline
Penny
chase
Jill Jayes
Jennie Lee.
lesquerie in Seattle.
musicians seem set for a big fu¬
Barry Piddock
Dick Dana
Ida Barr
Mabel Rea ,
Kerouac, in this opus, said noth¬ ture. They give out in. modern
Holloway Sc Pat
Garwood Van Ore.
Scotch Kelly
San Souci Dancers
El Cortez
Annette Sc Noel
Nat Travers
style, and have strong appeal to
Hoyt Henry Ore
ing
that
hasn’t,
been,
said
and
WOOLWICH
'Rhythm on Ice"
Peggy Maude
Showboat
thought of by generations before younger cutsomers/
Terry Dene .
George Arnold
J & S Lamonte
Antone Sc Curtiss
him. His description of the danc¬ . Act. includes ‘iEvery Which
Chas McDevitt
Buster Hallett Ore
2 Matanzas
, Continued from page i
Jimmy Ray:
Shirley Douglas
El Rancho Vegas
Aerial Kenways
Garr Nelson
ers and what he'd yearn to do in Way,” vocalized by Barry, and also
Willie Harris
Joe E.'Lewis
NOTTINGHAM
6howboat Girls.
Street Journal, he called! attention the privacy of the boudoir is raw, “Rock-a-Billy Boogie” and "That’ll
Les Hobeaux
Eyde Gonne
Josef Locke
Vic Artese Ore :
to the paper’s recent statement as artless as the adolescent mindj Be The Day.” Group also score
Dick Rice. Orch
Zorn
Rey Sc Ronjy
SUvtr Slipper
Kennedy Co.
Flamingo
Cherry Walner
Hank Henry
that the picture industry “is teeter¬ that mulls these deilights. As a with their recently-waxed "Three
Judy Garland
Joey Cowan
ing ori a cliff—with no certainty reader, Kerouac leaves much to be Little Fishes.” For the record,
Flamingoettes
Patti Waggin
Jack Cathcart Ore
Annie Maloney
that it will be. saved.” This yiew, desired. He rarely looked up from Barry is sort of. leading English
Fremont. Hotel
Jimmy Shaw
Stellings
stressed, “is not shared his stenographer’s notebook on cirierria exhib Jack X. Prendergast.
Nitecaps
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Make Believes
Sparky Kaye "
by the civic-minded working show¬ which his lines wCre longhanded. Okay: for vaiide and .video, and of
The Victors
Mac Dennison.
men
who
won and operate the na¬ He muttered more frequently than promise for the disk market.
The Castles
Geo. Redman Ore
not and seemed a stranger to the
Gord.
Golden Nugget
tion’s 19,000 theatres, nor by Eric whole
Thunderblrd
field .of personal appearance.
Hank Penny
Guy Scalise.
Johnston,
president of the Motion Of course, he’s handicapped by the
Sue Thompson- Tropicana
NEW YORK CITY
Woodsons
Picture Assn, of. America, who re¬ fact that he’s riot a pro in these CAREL ELSKAMP
Dorothy Kirsten
Dick Shawn
Les Sc Larry Elgart L Sc F Maynard
Bon Soir
cently stated at the TO A conven¬ mattres, but also by the fact that Songs, Guitar
Riviera
Neile Adams
; Hotel Taft
Kaye Ballard
tion that -Hollywood today is in¬ his lines were designed for the 30 Mins.
Harry Belafontb.
Nat Brandywynne
Vincent Lopez Ore
Tony Sc Eddie
Hotel St. Regis
Charles Manna
vesting more money in feature pro¬ printed page rather than the Hotel Haus Marina; Frankfurt
Julie Wilson
Three Flames
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
duction than ever before’.” Stel¬ spoken word; A musical back¬
Dutch singer Carel Elskamp is
Marshall Grant 3
Jimmie Darnels
Americana
Benue Sager
lings cited the activities of 20th- ground might have given his ma¬ a . trl-lingualist whose pleasant
Blue Angel
Milt Shaw Ore
Caney Ore
Jose Greco Sc Co.
Tom Lenrer
Ray Bari Ore
Pox: and United Artists to prove his terial some Immediacy for a nitery. voice easily wends its way through.
.. . Eden Roe
Dorothy Loudon
Latin Quarter
Jack Carter
Lohis Prima
point.
At the second show, Steve Allen, Dutch folk songs, popular German
Milton. Berle
Felicia Sanders
Chuy peyes Ore
Keely Smith . .
Mike Nichols
Betty George
who was in the audience, supplied ballads, and American songs of all
Jackie Heller
Steve Lawrence.
Elaine May
Metropolitan 6
Lee..Martin Ore
accompanying pianistics and thus types.
Mata Sc Hari
Jimmy Lyon Trio
Dunhills
Maya.Ore
Mai Malkin Ore
Casanova
Stan Fisher
showed how the event could have
He sings about a little Dutch boy
.
Balmoral
Chico Cuban Boys
Virginia Craig
Boh Kennedy
been displayed in a more show- who doesn’t dig jazz, slips into an
Charlie Farrell
Fontainebleau
Chateau Madrid
Syncopated Waters
Rosina. Aston
Gordon MacCrae
manly manner.
Jose.
Lucy Fabery
Jo Lombardi Ore
iinitation of Louis Armstrong,
Sonny
Kendis
Ore
Augie
&
Margo
Cont2nued
from
page
Goyo Reyes Sc
B Harlowe Ore
whistles a few bars, and tosses off
Tana Lenn Sacasas Ore
Pepita
Le Cupidon
Carillion
Pupi Campo Ore
a top German song hit in his pleas¬
Eddie Garson
Monica Boyar
but personal greeting cards should RONNIE DEAUVILLE
Andrews Sisters
. Latin Quarter
Ralph Font Ore
Old Romanian
ant voice. Besides the latest rock
Harvey
StoneSue
Carson
behandwritten;
Xmas
is
tabu,
Songs
El Canay
Jackie Miles
’ri’
roll,.in all three lingos, he sings
Johnny.
Conrad
Bernard
Bros.
Candi Cortez
Sunny Gale
Christmas i$ correct; over 2% of 25 Mins.
Dancers
Bob DeVoye Trio
offbeat American folk songs.
eepacanane
McKenna Line
Jaques Donnet Ore. Rudy Cardenas
the mailings Wind up in the dead Mocambo, Hollywood
Show Place
Louis Armstrong
Cafe
De.
Paris
.
Accompanying
himself on the
Quito
Clalyero
Karen Anders
Paul Gilbert
letter office and a like percentage
Ronnie Deauville had been guitar, he’s a natural,
Senor Wences .
Gina Gnardi
for club and
Barbara Sharma
Holly Twins
The Szonys
Martha Errole
have incorrect addresses and in¬ knocking at. the door for a break television
Wm. Graham
Cindy Tyson
work.
Being
proficient
Nejla
AtesWalter
Nye
Ore.
Kenneth McMillen
sufficient postage; also 7%. of the as a singer for.some years prior to in English, he would be a good spot
Sammy Devens
Danielle LaMar
Lucerne. .
Wm. Nix
Michael Durso Ore
Havana Mardi Gras. mailings arrive after Christinas al¬ an accident and resultant polio for a Stateside television bit.
Choppy
Sc
Models
Frank Marti Ore
Natalie Charlson
Diosa Costello
Billy
Fellows
that
apparently
ended
his
Career.
though by noon before the holiday
Downstairs Room
Town J> Country‘
Haze.
Jet MacDonald
Milos Velarde
Johnnie Ray
Julius Monk
all post-offices are completely Kow, as result of a "This Is Your
Don Casino
Dick Estes
Bonny -Graham
Jeaft Carroll
Life Show” that limned his forti¬
Bona Nagy
Tonia Flores
.
clean.
Ceil Cabot
Terrace & Gray
Tony Sc Francella
Chickie
James
tude,
he
may
be
on
his
way
again,
Ellen Hanley'
Buster Burnell
Juan Romero
Doug Scott .
There is a “History of the Christ¬
Jenny Lou Law
Ned Harvey Ore
The "Life” telecast provided the
David Tyler Ore
Croft Twins
Gerry Matthews
Sicaris. Ore
mas Card” by G. Ruday that has initial impetus (and on the
Luis Varona Ore
Ruth W'alUs
Stan Keen
Viennese Lantern
Malayan
Lyda
Fairbanks
been a . steady seller at $11 a copy. strength of it better than 50,000
Gordon ConnellVicky Autier'
Freddie
Bell
Bell¬
Pete
.’Petersen’
3
Continued from page 45
j
Hubbell Pierce
Jose Duval
copies of an Era disk album by
Bhama Mama.
hops
Lovey Powell.
Ernest Schaen Ore
Cotton Club
Calypso Revue .
.
Deauville have already been sold) irig of the national board give Jones
Warren Vaughn
Paul Mann
Cab
Calloway
Murray Franklin's
Brooks Morton .
Village Barn
arid several bookings riow have a maximum Aour’s time to state his
Step Bros.
Terry Haven
No 1 Fifth Ave
Ralph .Michaels
Paul. Mears Sc
been arranged to follow the Mo¬ Case before that body.
Dick Havilland
Betty O'Neill
Susan Brady
LaRaine
Roy Sedley ;
cambo.
Public interest/ of course,
Bob Downey
Continued
from
page
1
Zeb Carver
Slappy White .
Bright’s responsibility on the
Linda Bishop
Harold Fonville
Ed Smith
is strong—but the public, unfor¬
Jimmy Randolph
Sue Lawton
Joan Bishop
Piute Pete
ent figure of more than 14&,000,000 tunately, is . fickle , and Deauville libel award was $25,000, of Which
Mari Leighton
Eddie Bernard
Hotel. Pierre
Bobby Meyers Ore
$10,000 was in general damages arid
Hines Biros.
Nautilus
will
have
to
develop
an
act
to
sets.
Stanley Melba Ore
Village Vanguard
Norma Miller Dncrs Larry K. Nixon
$15,000 in punitive damages. Jack
Joe Ricardel OreJack Kerovac ...
Tune-Drops
Napoleon Reed
The report broke down this fig¬ retain any lasting appeal.
Rosalynda St. John- J. J. Johnson 4
Ed Barefield Ore
Carlos Sc Yvonne
Right now it’s a straight song Irving, predecessor to Bright as
Hotel Plaza 1
Ellis Larkin
ure to 95,000,000 sets in homes,
Deauville
Syd Stanley Ore.
national administrative secretary,
Carol Channing
Beverly Kenny
stint
delivered,
of
course,
from
a
Leonidoff Revue
Riot Room.
35,000,000 in. automobiles and over
Ted Straeter Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Janik Sc Arnaut
wheelchair. He has an easy per¬ was hit with $10,000 general dam¬
Don Rickies
'Mark Monte Ore
10,000,000 in public* places.
Guylaine Guy
LeS Cinq Peres
June Perry
sonality and a pleasant baritone ages and $35;000 punitive damages.
Hotel Roosevelt
Doman Bros.
Steve Gibson Red¬ Bobby Sherwood. 3
More
than
3,10p
radio
stations
Guy Lombardo Ore Emil Coleman Ore
that
adequately handles a reper¬ The union’s payment to Jones
caps
.. . Seville
Hotel Statler
Bela -Babai Ore
are now on the air, report declared, toire of standards. But some patter doesn’t settle the claim against
Damita Jo
Bob Sennett
'Hie Goofers
Muni Sc Ruth
plus 500 FM outlets in operation. and more emphasis on. currently Irving.
Rosemarie O'Reilly . Johnny Silvers On
CHICAGO
In addition, there are 148 AM and pop material is needed and he’ll,
Caracolilo Sc Maria- Rey Mainbo Ore
Actually, according to the ruling
Black Orchi
Rosa
Saxony
Paul Castle
30 FM stations under construction have to concentrate on developing handed down in the U.S. Federal
Lenny Kei)t
Cover Girls (18)
Weela Gallez ..
Darlene Sellik .
and applications pending for 340 a style that will give him enough Jones, AGVA itself, as well as
Trudy Richards.
Tito Puente Ore
Charles & Faye
Jo Ann McGowan
Joe Parnello (3)
Monte Franklin 3 Henry Levene- Ore
more AM and 37 more FM stations, impact to register with nitery iriembers of the national board and
Fred Napiei;
DlLldo
Blue Angel .
Jimmy Grippo
Adrian Swan
patrons after his initial outings.
Calypso ExtravaBea Kalmus
the Associated Actors and Artistes
Fred Thompson
N oritian Crider -'
Kap.
. ganza”
Bobby Escoto
Tommy Angel
Tune Tattlers 4
of America, were dismissed as de¬
Princess Abilia &
Charlie Fisk Ore
fendants in the case. Ruling was
King Christian
, Drake Hotel
HAVANA
Lord Christo
Trade Adams
GITSON SISTERS (4)
based on a precedent established
Lord Rafael
Jimmy Blade Ore
Capri
Alan Dean
Songs
which, declared that Unions aren’t
Candelas Trio
Gate of Horn
; Continued from page 2 ;
Gloria Sc Rolande
Ethel Martin
12 Mins.
Roger McCall
Josh White
responsible
for libelous articles
Rolando La. Serie.
Teal Joy
Blue Note
Sam Gary
Victor Alverez
for thought is the prospect of toll- Odeon, Glasgow
written in their journals unless the
Duke Ellington
Elly Stone
Dick Curry
Miriam Barreras
vision. This baby, of show business
Chez Pares
Four Gitson Sisters, brightly organization approve -the" contents
Paul Clayton
Nacioiial
La Serie Ore
Sam' Levenson
Jo. Mapes
Yma Sumac
'Ortega Ore
is strictly pre-natal as of now (but garbed in blue dresses, are attrac¬ intended for publication. Since
Four Lads
London House
Ray Carson
. Trdpicana
did you ever hear so inuch ya-ta-ta tive singing act with easy-on-eye there was no Vote taken ori the pub¬
Chez Adorables 6
Dorothy Donegan
Maria Magdalena
Erlinda Cortes
Ted Fib Rito Ore '
dance style as the/. chirp. Give lication of the libelous. articles i
Mister Kelly's
Parisien Dncrs
about an antiepated newcomer?)
Alberto Rochi
Cloister Inn
Mort Sahl '
Dancing Waters
Blanca Varela
out with pop tunes, not all easily AGVA News, union’s house organ,
Pat Moran (4)
It’s regarded as a matter of cold distinguishable
Teddi King
” Reyes Ore
Gladys & Freddy
iri vast auditoriuin,
Ramsey Lewis Trie Marty Rubenstein ..*
Riviera
Riveros
practicality that toll tv three years and score with “Fire Down Below/’ only Bright and Irving, whose by¬
Lorez. Alexandria
Palmer House
Ginger Rogers
Guaracberps
lines appeared on the articles were
Conrad Hilton
hence could be dream or night¬
Jaye P. Morgan
Jack Cole ,
Monica Castel.
After anriouncement by orie dis¬ considered liable.
"Big Top" .
•Morgan Bros. 4 ..
Anita. Ellis
TropiCana Ballet
mare come true. If the public taffer that foursome are really
Glenn Sc Coleen
Kovachs & Kahov¬ Tybee Afra
S Suarez Orq
buys it, its iiripresarios, or. so they sisters, they exit to take on accor¬
A group of dissident meriibers
Menchassys
sky
98ns Souci
\ Bomeu Orq
Luparescoa
Ben Arden Ore
Ijthink, will be in bonanzaville. dions and offer "When The Saints had been trying to block the payoff
LAKE TAHOE
to JOries, through the Legal Aid
,Go
Marching
In.”
Segue
with
Then
What
happens
to
the
price
of
{ LOS ANGELES
Harrah's
Reno Rene 3
Love Is Many-Splendored Thingi”. Society. However, settlement was
the . mighty legiters?
Wagon Wheel
Jan Stewart 3
‘Bye-Bye, Happiness” and a rous¬ too swift for action. Continuation is
Cfro's
Coconut .Grove
Nick Esposito 4
According to the dialog; heard ing
Penthouse Three
Amin Bros. (2)
Trough the Rye.” being made of the legal aspects of
Bob Crosby
Milane4
over lunch, strange things may be Okay"Rockin’
Bonaires (4)
Modernaires
Bud - ChCek Sc
turn for general run of the settlement, and a future course
Gen Galian Ore
F. Martin Ore
happening.
• vauderies.
Gord.
of action is still to be decided.
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Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of shpw
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates: circuit:d) .Independent; <L) Ldewjr (M) Moss;
> Paramount; ( ) RKO; ( > Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

dorsing, in an attempt to remain
on the sidelines of the inevitable
controversy). This pressure has
brought the payola to this/country.
According to reports, several ef¬
forts have been made in recent
months to “influence” members of
the jury accepting songs for Sari
Remo, with “offers” taldng the
form of cars, radio sets, etc. Still
according to local talk, jaone. of
these efforts have had any effect
on this year’s july, which has by
how whittled down the 941 songs
entered by some 300 Italo tunesmiths, to a mere 50. On the con¬
trary, it’s said here that at least
one promising tune, by a w.k, au¬
thor was .flunked out when an at¬
tempt to influence the jury was
discovered.
Current total of 50 songs will be
sliced some inore until the total
of 20. finalists is. reached in tune
for the fest. At the event itself,
public and listeners will cojnbine
to choose a wiriner, runner-up, etc.
The grapevine has it that this
year’s crop is none too strong, that
only about 10 songs are really out-1
standing, tin the eyes of the selectiori group)) and that thefts from
past bits were numerous among
those already eliminated. Anyway,
with much at stake for both writers
and publishers, the eyes of the
Italian music world are on San
Remo.

Cabaret

Xma$ Cards

AGVA’s $20,000

Radio Ad Coin

‘Music Man’
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Propose New Actors Agent Code
Bloomgarden Had Same Hard Time Financing
Smash as With ‘Look Homeward, Angel’
The indicated smash success of
"The Music Man” has brought
more than the normal crop of
wrong-guess grief by people who
refused to invest in the show. The
fact that producer Kermit Bloomgarden had an unusually tough
time financing the musical indi¬
cates the number of turn-downs
he got;
Chief among the momingr-after
head-shakers after the hit opening
and solid *aVe reviews for "Music
Man” last week were executives
of CBS, which nixed a chance to
provide the entire $300,000 financ¬
ing in return for 40% of the prof¬
its, the record album rights and
first-refusal of the tele rights. The
refusal followed a special audition
for the network brass, including
program officials. CBS found it
"corny.”
At a capacity gross Of over $70,000 a week (including standees),
"Music Man” is expected to net
about $20,000 a week, which- will
enable it to recoup its production
cost in about 14 weeks. On that
basis; CBS would have gotten back
its $300,000 stake by about midMarch and thereafter gotten $8,000
a week profit.
Ironically, Bloomgarden’s suc¬
cess with "Music Man” after hav¬
ing unusual trouble financing it
represents a quick repeat. He had
similar difficulty getting, the capi¬
tal for "Look Homeward; Angel,’’
a straight-play version of the late
Thomas Wolfe’s novel. It is also
a b.o. smash and appears likely
to be the biggest dramatic money¬
maker the producer ever had, even
topping “Death of a Salesman” in
that category.

Toledo to Repeat Bard
Season in Zoo Theatre;
Antioch College Ducks
Toledo, Dec. 23.
Shakespeare - Under - The - Stars
will play the Zoo Amphitheatre
here next summer for the third
consecutive year. A deficit of $34,714 on last season’s operation is
being covered by 80% of the
pledges obtained in a guarantee
drive last spring. New pledges lor
the 1958 season will be solicited.
Productions next summer will
not be shared with Antioch College
at Yellow Springs, O., as in the
previous two seasons, Antioch,
which has had the Shakespeare-Urider-The-Stars Festival as a sum¬
mer fixture since 1952, will sus¬
pend the annual project next sum¬
mer,- but. will resume it in 1959
as part of an expanded program
of theatre, music and art.
Arthur Lithgow* who resigned
last September as managing direc¬
tor of the Antioch festival and as¬
sociate professor of English at the
college, is continuing as manager
of the local operation. He plans
an eight-week season next summer
instead of the usual 10 weeks. He’s
also working on a reduction in the
budget from $77,045 last summer
to $55,000 for the upcoming semes¬
ter. That includes a proposal for
a reduction of about 10% in pay¬
roll and about 50% in operating
expenses:
Lithgow attributes last summer’s
large deficit mostly to the poor turn¬
out for the musical presentations
offered in addition to the- Shakesperian productions.

The Actors Equity council has
endorsed a drastic overhauling of
By A. SAMUEL ADLER
Set ‘Pajaitia Game’.For
the union’s rules governing talent
Boston, Dec. 23.
(The writer of the follow¬
agents in legit. Discussion at a
Tour of South Africa meeting
of the Equity member¬
ing article has been a trea¬
Johannesburg, Dec. 17.
Backing a legit show apparently
surer in the Shubett organiza¬
ship is necessary, however, be¬
A legit production of "Pajama fore any variation in' the existing
leaves an investor open to all kinds
tion in Boston for several
Game” will be presented in South regulations can be made.
of propositions. Getting bids from
years, working in the boxoffice
Africa by African Consolidated
various producers to participate in
of the Opera House, Majestic;
The revised rules, recommended
Theatres, the theatre-operating sub¬ by Equity’s agency committee and
the financing of shows is expected
Wilbur, and Plymouth thea¬
sidiary of 20th-Fox. The musical unanimously accepted by tbe
but how. the angels are being hit
tres. Recently he has been
is
scheduled
to
open
at
Her
Maj¬
with a pitch to put up Coin for a | treasurer in Boston for the:
involve a two-way stretch
esty’s Theatre here Dec. 23. The council,
"
-shot” magazine in the field of . motion pictures "The Ten
exclusivity pacts and a com¬
local run will be followed by book¬ for
music, art or crime.
| Commandments” arid ‘-Raihmission
boost, which most agents
ing: in Durban and Capetown.
Going after the theatrical in¬
tree County.’* He is now
Fred Herbert, on .leave as pro¬ have been campaigning for. ^ But,
vestors are Fred W. McDarrah and
treasurer of the roadshow film
at the same time the agents’’obli¬
duction
stage
manaspr
for
thej
Edward Widmayer, who identify
‘'The Bridge On The, River . Broadway presentation of "New gations to their clients increase
themselves as "two ambitions young
Kwai” at the Gary.
Girl in Town,” will direct the and become more specific.
men; who want to enter the maga¬
For 11 hours a day six days a tuner. Earlier this year, Herbert
A rundown of the proposed
zine publishing business.” The week in the major cities of^the staged the musical fox* an Austra¬ changes was sent out last week to
backers’ share of any profits would U.S.A. a rare animal is kept in lian tour. The principals in the the members, of the union for
be 10% and McDarrah and Wid- a very small badly-lit cage sur¬ South African presentation. Jack their perusal prior to a discussion
mayer claim they could "guar¬ rounded by hostile, suspicious, Goode, Marguerite Shaw, Jack of the revisions at Equity’s second
antee” return of the initial invest-] prodding, goading, demanding and Waldron and Che1? Graham, have quarterly membership meeting
ment when the'magazines are de-| sometime ill-mannered people of all appeared in the show in the next Jan. 3. A hot controversy
livered to the distributor.
all ages artd sexes who eagerly U.S., either on Broadway or on over the new formula is figured
push money at him constantly tour.
likely, since there is an element in
through a little half-moon opening
the union that’s against altering
in the cage, hurl , identical ques¬
the agency rules, which haven’t
tions at him, and occasionally feed
undergone a major, change in
him a cigar as a reward for good
about 30 years.
behavior.
Under the existing regulations,
He is muCh-visited: by an assort¬
there is no written, standard by
ment of politicians, ticket-agents,
which Equity franchises to agents
princes, governors, friends, rela¬
are granted or denied. The new
tives; racketeers, famous, infamous,
rules would permit the free issu¬
pompous, plain,, lame, blind, deaf,
ance of franchises except in cases
where an application by an agent
rich, poor;‘people of all kinds;;
because this rare animal hoards
or an investigation of an agent
disclosed unqualifying factors.
a
treasure
of
colored
numbered
John van Druten, who died last
In applying for an Equity fran¬
Thursday (19), was a playwright] cards which he doles out when he , Gehe Wesson, who was called
with a remarkable adaptable talent. hears the magic word "center/’
down recently by Actors Equity for chise, an agent would be required
The people who feed this crea-.] unsubstantiated public accusations to have,, among other supporting
Oyer a 30-year period he Continued
to turn out plays that successfully I ture in a cage have a strange against Ethel Merman, plans to
(Continued on page 52)
met the changing technical require-1 similarity: they all speak the. same appeal to the union membership to
ments and economic conditions of language and want the same col¬ reverse the decision.. He has re¬
the Broadway and London theatre. ored numbered card—one that , has quested a place on the agenda of
As a writer, he was always a mod¬ the magic word "center” printed the membership meeting Jan. 3
ernist, and as a person he was a on it and the letter "D” or "E.” to argue his case.
And sometimes the animal
mystic who .despite international
The Equity- council, after at least
acclaim and established position, snarls.
two hearings on charges brought
Consider the case of the box- by Miss Merman, issued a public
remained modest, gentle and rather
office man: He usually works 12 apology to the star on Wesson’s
shy.
London, Dec. 23.
Van Druten, who was 56, died in hours a'day.; .His job is to sell behalf,: and ordered him not to
The Broadway practice of selling
his sleep at his ranch at Thermal, tickets quickly and efficiently. He repeat his accusations that she out legit performances-to theatre
"a hamlet near Indio, Cal. He had knows his job. When a show is a had been responsible for his dis¬ parties is being adopted here. It’s
been under treatment for a heart hit, he is harrassed by three tele¬ charge from the cast of her musical particularly evident, in the flock of
ailment, following an attack and phones' continually ringing; by an. starrer, "Happy Hunting-" since charitable organizations buying out
several Weeks’ hospitalization in assortment of details which he closed. An arbitration proceeding individual
performances of the up¬
(Continued on page 52)
(Continued on page 52)
(Continued On page 54)
coming local presentation of "My
Fair Lady.”
The musical. Opening April 30
at the 2,217-seat Drury Lane Thea¬
tre, already has set parties for 11
different performances through
June 12. As on Broadway, the ped¬
dling of tickets to charitable or¬
ganizations is spawning broker
beefs, since the practice naturally
reduces the number of ducats avail¬
able to them and also puts the
theatre party sponsors on a com¬
petitive footing.
Peter Cadbury, head of Keith
The
Prowse, the top British ticket
agency. Is among those taking's
dim view of- the theatre party
spread here. He says, "We all want
to help charity, but not at the ex¬
pense of the theatre. Too much of
it could make it impossible for or¬
dinary people to see the show at
ordinary prices.”
of
Cadbury’s reference to "ordin¬
ary prices” relates to the upped
cost of a theatre1 party ticket, with
the difference between the regu¬
lar b. o. price and the amount
charged going to the sponsoring
charity.

New O’Casey Play For
Ireland Next Spring
Dublin, Dec. 17.
Anew comedy by Seah O’Casey,
"The Drums of Father Ned,” has
been set for production at the In¬
ternational Theatre Festival here
next Spring. Play covers the pe¬
riod in Ireland from 1920 to the
present time.
Another hew play set for the
fest is the stage version of Jaimes
Joyce’s "Ulysses,” Which has been,.,
adapted by actor Alan McClelland. ||

Legit Angels Fair Game
For Magazine Promoters

Theatre Loses A

Wesson to Take

Theatre Parties Invade
London Over Squawks
Of flie Ticket Brokers

OUT SOON!

Anniversary Number

Farms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and spate resen/athns may be sent to qhy Variety office
NEW YORK 34
194 W. 44th St.

HOLLYWOOD 28

CHICAGO It
412 N. Mlchlgae Ava;

LONDON. W. C. 2
f St. Matte’s Place
Trafalgar Sqeare

(Coward Coasts in ‘Node,’
To Split with ‘Langhter’
The Broadway production of
Noel Coward’s "Nude With Violin,”
with the author continuing as star,
will move to the Coast for a sixweek run following the Feb. 8
windup Of its scheduled 12-week
stand at the Belasco Theatre, N.Y.,
It .wilt be the author-actor’s first
legit appearance on the Coast.
The comedy will be presented on
split-week basis with another
I Coward play, "Present: Laughter,”
in which the author-actor and
"Nude” cast will also appear. A
foiasgveek run at the Curran, San
Francisco, is scheduled to start'
Feb. 14, to be followed by a twoweek stand at the Hartford, Los
Angeles, beginning March 17.
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Show on Broadway
The Musie Man
Hermit
Bloomgarden.
with
Herbert
Greene (in association with Frank Produc¬
tions, Inc.) presentation of two-act. (16.
scenes) musical comedy, Music and lyrics.
Meredith Willson; story, Willson and
Franklin Lacey. Overall staging. Morton
Da Costa; choreography, Onna Whit*;
settings and lighting. Howard Bay; cos¬
tumes, Raoul Pene du Bols; orchestra¬
tions. Don Walker; dance arrangements,
Laurence Rosenthal; production associate,
Sylvia Drulie; musical direction and vocal
arrangements. Herbert Greene. Features
Robert Preston, Barbara Cook. David
Burns. Pert Helton. Iggie Wellington. Buf¬
falo Bills (4), Helen Raymond, Paul Reed,
Eddie' Hodges. Danny CarrolL Dusty
Worrall.
Traveling Salesmen Russell Goodwin, Hal
Norman, Robert Howard,
James
Gannon.
Robert
Lenn, Vernon Lusby, Rob¬
ert Evans
Charlie Cowell ...
. Paul Reed
Conductor .... Carl Nicholas
Harold Hill ..... Robert Preston
.Mayor Shinn.David.Burns
The Buffalo Bills A1 Shea, Wayne Ward,
Vern Reed, Bill Spangenberg
Marcellus. Washburn-Iggie Wolfington
Tommy Djilas..Danny Carroll
Marian Paroo ...Barbara Cook
Mrs. Paroo
Pert Helton
Amaryllis
...i. . .. .Marilyn Siegel
Winthrop Paroo Eddie Hodges
Eulalia Mackecknle Shinn Helen Raymond
Zaneeta Shinn ..Dusty WotraU
Grade Shinn ..Barbara Travis
Alma Hix .............. Adnia. Rice
Maud Dunlop ..............Elaine Swann
Ethel Toffelmier .>.-Peggy Mondo
Mrs. Squires .........Martha Flynn
Constable Locke ----... Carl Nicholas
Singers, dancers, others: Pamela Abbott.
Babs Delmore. Martha Flynn. Janet Hayes.
Peggy Mondo, Barbara Williams. Elaine
Swann. Marie Santellx. Mariya Watters.
James Gannon, Russell Goodwin. Robert
'Howard. Peter Leeds. Robert Lenn. Hal
Norman. Carl Nicholas. Joan Bowman,
Alice Clift. Nancy Davis. Penny Ann
Green. Lynda Lynch.' Jacqueline Maria,
Marilyn Poiidrier, Pat Mariano, Elisabeth
Buda, Babs Warden. Tom Panko, Bonn
Cummins, Robert Evans,. Vernon ' Lusby,
Gary Menteen John Sharpe. Roy Wilson.
Gerald Teijelo. Bob Mariano, Vernon
Wendorf.
■■■ '
^
Musical numbers: “Rock Island/* *ToWa
tubborn." "Trouble." "Piano Lesson/*
•'Goodnight My Someone/* "Seventy-Six
Trombones.*' "Sincere/* "The SadderBut-Wiser Girl/* "Pickalittle/* "Goodnight
Ladies/* "Marian the Librarian.** "My
White Knight/* "Wells Fargo Wagon/*
"It's You/* "Shipoopi/* "Lida Rose.
'Will
I Ever Tell You/* "Gary, Indiana/* "Till
There Was You.**

The title of this new show could
well apply to Meredith Willson, the
-most exciting new composer to hit
Broadway in years. “The Music
Man” is a joyous show, a -fresh,
imaginative, witty, expert and un¬
deniably amusing smash hit. And
it brings a scintillating new musi¬
cal performer in Robert Preston; a
draftee from the dramatic stage.
Willson isn’t really a new com¬
posing talent, of . course, nor even
a beginner as a writer. He Is an
excellent musician whose name be¬
came a household word through, his
batoning (and occasional spots of
dialog) on various top radio series,
and he’s written a couple of books.
But he’s new to legit and, what's
more to the point, a refreshing tal¬
ent on Broadway;
Perhaps humorous and effective
ways of using melody and rhythm
and droll lyrics aren’t absolutely
new, either—after all, there’s al¬
ways someone to recall a long-for¬
gotten precedent in the theatre.
But Willson’s technique and style.
If not entirely new to the theatre,
are certainly novel, ingenious, re¬
sourceful and enormously enjoy¬
able. Not in recent memory has a
Broadway audience been so spec¬
tacularly carried away.
With the opening scene, a clever¬
ly conceived and deftly executed
hit localed in a moving railroad
coach in the unselfconscious year
of 1912, the diverting dialog and
action are artfully integrated into
infectious Thythm, presently lead¬
ing into the show’s story line. From
the moment the curtain rises the
audience is, picked up and. with
rarely more than a brief, slight let¬
down, is carried along to the hi¬
larious but touching finale, when
the entire' house breaks out in sus¬
tained, rhythmic applause to the
catchy tempo of the music. Accorddbg to veteran observers, nothing
like it has ever been seen on
Broadway, end rarely has a firstnight audience let out a roar to
equal the ovation accorded Preston
and the rest of the cast. *
“The Music Man” is one of those
blissful musicals in which every¬
thing seems just about perfect. It’s
unmistakably a musician’s show.
The Willson book, billed as based
on. a story by Willson and Franklin
Lacey, not only has a basic situa¬
tion involving music but is studded
with musical references and jokes,
and is frequently expressed in mu¬
sic or highlighted with music.
j
It’s an ingenuous smalltown Iowa j
story, rich in local color, likable
characters, comedy, poignance and]
undeniable charm. It's about a lik¬
able con man, the title character,
who talks the gullible yokels into
letting him form a boys’ band* for j
which he sells them, the instru¬
ments, uniforms and instruction
books, after which he plans to
vamoose with the proceeds.
Despite the growing suspicions
and the hokum oratory of. the ma¬
yor, he melts the doubting heart
of the local librarian-piano teacher
and, when the members of the.
scliqqBbpnrd are delegatedetp. make
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Salute to Nod Coward
“Theatrical Companion to Cow¬
ard” by Raymond Mander and Joe
Mitchenson (Macmillan; $10.50),
with a foreword appreciation of
Noel Coward’s work by Terence
Rattigan, is issued, in the same
format as the authors’ two previous
“Companions” to Shaw and Mau¬
gham. As in the other works, this
book offers a complete record; in
text and. pictures, of Coward’s
career from 1918 to the present,
listing in detail all pertinent in¬
formation . concerning his plays,
operettas, revues, films, tv scripts,
lyrics, personal performances, and
even covering some of his unpub¬
lished writings.
Both English and American pro¬
ductions are chronicled; and there
is a discography, a list of Coward’s
published works, and ah index to
all the characters he. has created.
Volume gets a grateful sendoff
from Coward in a letter sent the
authors from Jamaica./May 4, 1957.
Most of the 172 illustrations are
from the authors’. extensive per¬
sonal theatre collection. Book was
manufactured in England. Rodo.

him produce his “credentials,” he
bamboozles them into forming a
barbershop quartet and occupying
their time with endless close-har¬
monizing. Amid this ecstatic spell,
the visiting slicker presently loses
his {mart and his larcenousness,
and remains in triumph * as the
garishly arrayed juve band assem¬
bles and tootles a few sour notes
for the funny and moving finale.
Besides being chiefly responsiblci
for- the book, Willson has come
through, with a bountiful assort¬
ment of rollicking, generally con¬
tagious, songs and; at least two ap¬
pealing .ballads. For the most part
the music is clearly designed to ad-vance the story and frequently
comments mirthfully, on it. On the
basis, of a single hearing, the score
apparently contains no standard
pops, biit in terms of theatre it is
one of the most brilliant creations
in memory^;
Morton Da Costa’s staging is su¬
perlatively conceived in terms of
color* variation, mobility and tem¬
po, blending masterfully; with the
appropriately lively choreography.
of Onna White to give the impres¬
sion of almost constantly contagi¬
ous motion. 'In Da Costa’s case,
this is another in a series of superb
directorial jobs, but for Miss
"White it is a highly prbmising chor ;
reographic debut.
Preston, already established as METROPOLITAN OPERA. N. Y.
an unusually virile, versatile and ] Nearly 200 years in world opera
attractive performer, is a revela¬ repertory this Gluck' work remains
tion as. the spellbinding musical ! deep-channelled melody, a delight
charlatan. His voice *
strong to. hear as conducted by Max
enough; and acceptably melodic, Rudolf: It’s been on-and-off at the
and he reveals a knack of handling Met since the war. but with matur¬
lyrics, plus a nice sense of tempo ing public acceptance apparent,
and the ability to put across a song. though dissenting groans are also
As a dancer he is amazing. Always, heard. It makes a good vehicle,
notable as ah actor for the ease for Rise Stevens, one of the
and smoothness of his bodily move¬ “pants” specialists at the house.
ment, he now demonstrates real This is opera’s most girly event,
skill in a number Of reasonably in-, with only five singers, and all
tricate and ..physically taxing femmes, so Miss Stevens has to
dances. .As usual, he has superb make with the deep notes. She
directness, honesty, authority and was in .fairly lush voice for the
seeming enthusiasm.
Dec; ifi “first” of five performances
As the librarian, Barbara Cook “Orfeo” will' have this season.
is, as always, an expert and appeal¬
The point about “Orfeo” con¬
ing singer and a warm and: charm¬ tinues this: it’s /as much a ballet
ing actress. There are also notable as an opera, since whole segments
performances by David Burns as are vocally mute. Hence, Zachary
the bombastic mayor; Pert Keltoh Solov had his best showing this
as the heroine’s romance-abetting season as choreographer. He, had
mother; Iggie Wolfington as a for¬ ah artistic and journalistic coup in
mer con man who can’t resist a the presence Qf British Alicia Mar¬
new swindle; Helen Raymond as kova who came over specially for
hizzoner’s enthusiastically blowsy, this, assignment and was the full
bigger if not better . half; Eddie equal of the singers on the net
Hodges as the heroine’s small, car¬ results and the bows.
rot-topped, freckle-faced, grinning
Word to London;: your girl
kid brother; Marilyn Siegel as a made oiit big.
Land.
tone-deaf piano pupil, and A1 Shea,
Wayne Ward; Vern Reed and Bill
Spangenberg, billed as the Buffalo
Marriage of Figaro
Bills; a barbershop quartet.
METROPOLITAN OPERA, N. Y.
Herbert Greene, a proven hand
Conductor.
Erich . Leinsdorf was
at this sort of thing, conducts the
warmly greeted on his return to
show with admirable precision and, the
Met,
a
year
after the troubled
according to reports, has done the season he led at
the N.Y. City
seemingly miraculous vocal coach¬ Center.. He presided
(191 over a
ing of Preston; young Hodges and handsome
and
heavy-named
cast
others. Incidentally, Greene is also of Mozartians who made the creaky
partnered in the production with operatic farcical sexpot Story seem
Kermit Bloomgarden and Frank quite fresh.. Which is to say Hans
Productions Inc. (the latter being Busch’s stage , direction .; had the
the legit management entity of singers well in character. Between
songwriter - music- publisher Frank the pit, the production. and the.
LoessCr)! Howard Bay has designed vocalists, this was pretty diverting
the properly vintage scenery, Raoul entertainment..
Pene du Bois has provided appro-,
priately decorative costumes and , In such hot competition it would
risky to say it was anybody’s
Don Walker has done the orches¬ be
evening but another Met “pints”
trations.
Mildred Miller, singing
With the smash opening: of this specialist,
the count’s page, disported herself
show, producer Bloomgarden now musically
histrionically with
has the two biggest hits of the new exceptionaland
poise and eclat. Regina
Broadway season to date—“Music Resnik, just
back from Covent
Man” as the top musical and “Look Garden, was typical
of the strong
Homeward, Angel” as the No. 1 field, singing the' anxious-to-wed
straight play. Not entirely, inci¬ Marcellina, a' first for her at this
dentally,; “Music Man” is not only house.
a cinch for a Jong fun on Broadway
Lisa Della Casa made an attrac¬
but is a strong touring prospect for.
the road; great material for pic- tive and well-rendered countess,
ditto
her serving wench (Laurel
turization, and a bet for foreign
while Cesare Siepi’s
fights and stock. It has everything. Hurley),
Figaro,
a bit insecure at the outset,
Hobe.
was strong therafter and George
London’s nobleman, was in bis
SCHEDULED N Y. OPENINGS
well-known line ‘of titled charac¬
BROADWAY
ters. Others ail worthies, were
(Theatres Set)
Fernardo Coreno, Norman Kelly
Fun & Magic, Golden (12 30-57).
and Mildred Allen.
Land.
Two for Seesaw, Booth (1-1G-58);
Marcel Marceau, City- Center (1-21-58).
Summer 17th, .Coronet (1-22-58).
Body Beautiful, B’way' (1-23-58).'
Maybe Tuesday, Playhouse (1-28,58).
Sunrise- at Campobello, Cort (1-30-58). ■
Oh Captain, Alvin (2-4-58).
Cloud Seven, Golden (2-5-58),:
Interlock, ANTA (2-8-58)1
Portofino, Adelphi (2-19-58).
Blue Denim, Playhouse (2-27-58). .
Who Was That Lady, Beck (3-3-58).
Say Darling, ANTA (4-3-58).
Love Me Little, Hayes (4-9-58).

(Theatres Not Set)
WInesburg, Ohio (wk. 1-27-58):
Venus at Large (2-11-58).
Entertainer (2-12-58).
This Is Goggle (2-13-58).
Day Money -Stepped (2-20-58).
Actress In Love (2-24-58),
Back to Methuselah (3-17-58).
Hearts A Dollars (4-3-58). ' _

OFF-BKOADWAY

Tobias & Angel, Theatre East (12-30-57).
Gardefi District, York (1-7-58).
Chairs &. Lesson; Phoenix (1-9-58).
Winkelberg, Renata (1-14-58).
Boy Friend,. Downtown (1-25-58).
Endgame, Cherry Lane (lr27-58).
Dmitri Karamazov, Jan Hus (1-27-58).
.Atftcna] Machine, Photos (2-4-58).
V
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Wliat Price Glory?
Equity Library Theatre, Inc.- revival, of.
three-act
comedy-drama by Laurence
stallings and Maxwell Anderson. Staged
by Jed Horner; settings and lighting.
Donald Jensen. At Lenox Hill Playhouse,
N.Y., Dec. 14, *57; admission by contributi<Casti Michael Dolan, Buck. HartaUan,
Jerome Dempsey. Jerpr Ansbachei^ Her¬
man Schwehk. Sheila Copelan. Tom Burke,
Dick Cuyler; Paul Minikin, John Derr,.
Tom Allen: John Dorman,; James Jones;
BiU Daprato. Larry Gaynes. Hal Floyd.
Everett F. Smith. James Renda, Gerald
Lee. Roy Morton. James EL Brodhead,
William N. Rogers. John Desuer, Jack
Bresler.

“What Price Glory?” is still a
punchy play. The World War I
comedy-drama that induced its co¬
author Maxwell Anderson to for¬
sake the newspaper business for
play-writing has lost little of its
savor in • 30-odd years, though
times have changed enough thea¬
trically to deprive the vivid lan¬
guage: of the shock Value that al¬
ternately horrified-titiilated audi¬
ences of the mid-’20’s.
Jed Horner has staged the Equ¬
ity Library Theatre revival with ac¬
cent on the play’s primary values
of earthiness, death, laughter and
muck. He hasn’t been able to
overcome the play’s essential lack
of balance that derives; from an act
of levity, an act of tragedy, and a
final indecisive act that merely
bides time for the classical tag,
‘Hey, Flagg, wait for baby!” But
n a revival, a director has to
take a script as is, and Horner
hasn’t lost track of the fact that
the Stallings-AnderSon lampoon of
war is an American theatre classic.
Sergeant Quirt and Captain
Flagg are played by Jerry Ansbacher and Herman Schwenk, re¬
spectively. Both jnen attack with
gusto, and while they are almost,
sufficiently of a type to be able to
swap roles, they roll through the
play’s conflicts of rank, languages
and sex. with ample raucousness.
Sheila Copelan is . as minxy, pro¬
vocative as Charmaine as a dough¬
boy could wish for (or a G.I., to
move it up a generation). She
gives an unabashedly tasty and
toothsome performance, and there’s
reason to speculate on whether
the boys weren't suffering from
mild shell-shock when they left her
to her not unimaginative devices.
Buck Kartalian as a God-defy¬
ing corporal, Paul Millikin as a
sensitive lieutenant. Bill Daprato
as Charmaine’s. understandably
anxious father, jlal Floyd as a
soldier’s eye view of a general, and
Tom Allen as a drunken private,
carry on with suitable drive.
But the play is essentially
Quirt’s, Flagg’s and Charmaine’s
evening to howl. Led by Miss
Copelan, with robust prodding by
director Homer, the trio make it a
lusty romp.
Geor.
The Wild Duck
Equity Library Theatre. Inc. revival of
two-act tragedy by Henrik Ibsen, adapted
by James P. Tanner and Leslie J. Ma¬
honey, Staged by Mahoney; setting. Mary
Weaver and William Riggs; lighting.
Gladys Bowen and Phyllis Cochrane: cos¬
tumes. Jackie Connelly. At Lenox HU1
Playhouse. N.Y., Dec. 5, *57; admission
by contribution.
„ ?a,ti ,Jean Armstrong, Patricia CarHide, Ralph Drischell. John Hetheriiigton;
Edmund /Roney, Richard Durham. Martin
Brandt, Mary Ann Lowe.

—Sensitive” is an abused word
among critics. It’s about the only
word, however, to describe proper¬
ly Equity Library Theatre’s revival
of Henrik Ibsen’s “The Wild Duck,”
for despite a stodginess that today
seems inevitably to emanate from
Ibsqn revivals, director Leslie J.
Mahoney has elicited warmth and
truth from the adaptation that he
has prepared with James P. Tanner.
First of all, Mahoney has cast
well. Too many actors nowadays
attack Ibsen’s plays as so many
antiques, but from his company
Mahoney has elicited a semblance
of comprehension and even pleas¬
ure. And although costumed and
played as a late-Victorian period
piece, the actors for the most part
use an- easy modern colloquialism
that melds well with the TannerMahoney adaptation.
As the little girl who is slowly
going bund, and who loses the love
of her adored father when that
paternity: is questioned, Patricia
Carlisle te all tiptoe eagerness, ■»
creature always living on the nar¬
row boundary between laughter
and tears. With the exception", of
pitching her voice a trifle too high
k* ;a full, evening’s comfort, Miss
Carlisle’s performance marks her
as a young actress of promise.
As.the mother (the part played
by Blanche Yurka In sundry re¬
vivals), Jean Armstrong uses an
everyday matter-of-factness that
achieves belief though not heart¬
ache- John Hetherington is suitably
vacillating as the uncertain father!
while Edmund Roney has more
difficulty making completely cred¬
ible the neurotically sanctimonious
young man whose integrity brings
tragedy to the househould. A3 an

earthy, dissipating, yet understand¬
ing, doctor; Richard Durham has
invigorating boldness and Ralph
Drischell gets at the wry humor
of the doddering grandfather!
The production has been wisely
divided into two acts as against
Ibsen’s .four; Mary Weaver’s and
William Riggs* appropriately real¬
istic set and Jackie Connelly’s era
costumes rather too strongly un¬
derscore the moodiness .of the
piece, and Mahqney has staged for
both detail and story drive. That
the denouement lacks poignancy and tragic impact is due primarily
to the fact that for mid-20th cen¬
tury Ibsen walks with such meas¬
ured tread.
Geor.

Square Dance
George Balanchine, the chief
choreographer of the famous City
Ballet has tried before (in “West¬
ern Symphony”) to make the tran¬
sition from his rigid ballet training
in the Imperial Russian Ballet
manner to the folksy rhythms of
American Square Dancing. If he
has fairly well succeded then, he
did even more with his newest
work titled simply “Square Dance”
which is lots of fun and which
includes next to the dancers a
highly engaging caller: Elisha C.
Keeler and an onstage string quar.tett.
Music for the-square dancing is
by Corelli and Vivaldi—reminding
that the roots of American Square
Dancing are the roots of 17th and
early 18th peasant dances and the
fiddle accompanying our American
dances accompanied also the
gigues, sarabandes and gavottes
for which Corelli and Vivaldi ~
both violinists—composed.
-Cast, dancing with: great gusto
and /.spirit, is headed, by Patricia
Wilde and Nicholas. Magallanes.
There is a lusty passage for the
male ensemble and lots of virtuosic
display. To all their graceful and
elegant . wprks, the company has
now added a new humoroils one
" hich promises to be a smash-hit
for the repertoire.
Goth.
Agon v
(CITY CENTTER. N. Y.)
If ever there was any doubt, it
Is now definite that Igor Stravin¬
sky,. George Balanchine and the
New York. City Ballet haVe found
each other. With the production
of Stravinsky’s “Agon,” which was
commissioned by the N, Y. City
Ballet via a Rockefeller Foundation
Grant, Balanchine and Co. have
epitomized the ultra-contemporary
Idiom that they have gradually
been forging into their trademark.
“Agon” has no program. It is
an abstract work that relies for its
effects on. the basic elements of
music and movement. Even vis¬
ually it is stark, being performed
in rehearsal clothes, on a bare
stage. The blue cyclorama, empty
stage and work clothes are, of
course, N. Y. City Ballet familiars,
due to the unhappy necessity of
economy, but for “Agon” these
surroundings and costumes become
basic to the design, integral and
complementary parts of the inten¬
tion.
’Agon;” meaning “struggle”
“contest,”: is divided into three
parts,, and features variously pas
de deux’, trois’ and quatre’, as well
as solo moments for. Todd Bolehder
and Melissa Hayden.. To grasp all
of the intricacies of Balanchine’s
choreography, repeated viewings of
“Agon” would be necessary, but
just as Balanchine bas suggested
in a program note that Stravinsky’s
score will grow for the listener up
to the hundredth hearings, so will
audience appreciation of “Agon’s”
choreographic subtleties, not only
withstand, hut grow with, the repe¬
tition of repertory.
The company is the match of the
demands made upon it. Paced by
Miss. Hayden’s energetic precision,
Bolender, Barbara Walczak, and
confreres, amply justify the grant
that made this Stravinsky-Balanchine collaboration possible.
Being paired *wlth “Agon” is a
revival of the same team’s “Apol¬
lo.” Danced punctiliously by.
Jacques d’Amboise, Maria Tallchief, Patricia Wilde and . Miss
Hayden, this “Apollo” might fare
better if not done in immediate
conjunction with “Agon,” as they
share a comparable choreographic
approach. Nonetheless; wherever
programmed; it is still another '
vivid example of Balanchine’s spir¬
ited asceticism.
While the classicists of ballet
tend to give new departures a wary
reception, they would do well. to.
keep tabs on .this man' Balanchine.
He’s getting younger every year.
Geor.
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‘SGTS.’BIG $30,700, HET.;
$132,700 IN 4 WEEKS

LEGITIMATE _51

Pre-Xmas Not So Merry oo 6 way;
‘Music’ $4(600 (6), Coward $22,400
‘Romanoff $30,209, Compulsion 28G

Legit producer Walter Starcke, 30-Feb. 1 at the Golden Theatre,
.
Detroit, Dec. 23.
last represented on Broadway With N. Y. '
Two local legit theatres are
John ran Droten’s “I Am a Cam¬
Will Irwin has been Set as con¬
era” and “I’ve Got Sixpence?* (in ductor for “Portofino,” while lighted this week, while the third
partnership With Gertrude Macy); Peter Campbell has . been signed house; the Cass,’is dark. A strong
is vacationing at Key West, Ela. to design the costumes for the mu¬ advance is in for “Most, Happy
Fella,” opening tonight (Mon.) for
Maggie Worth has taken over as sical.
engagement at the
one of the housemaids in the tour¬
Sherry Britton will costar with af three-week
“Long Day’s Journey
ing company of “My. Fair Lady,” Menasba Skulnik and Robert Alda Riviera.
into -Night” starts, tonight for a
now in Chi, succeeding Lynn in “Venus: at Large.”
Broadway continued its pre- week, $26*600; last week, almost
stay at the Shubert.
Barret, who returned to New York.
Christmas recession last week, as
Maxine Stuart takes over Dec. fortnight’s
Upcoming are “Waltz of the business sagged for all but the $22,400.
John Effrat and Joe Keating 28 from Hildy Parks in the Broad¬
Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth
Toreadors,”
s
t
a
rri
n
g
Melvyn
have been set as production stage way production of “Tunnel ; of
smash shows/ A. b.o: comeback is
(11th wk; 84 p) ($5.75-$6^5;
Douglas and Paulette Goddard, at anticipated for this frame, begin¬ (C)
manager and stage manager,, re¬ Love.”
1,062;
$36,625! (Peter Ustinov).
the Shubert for two weeks begin-,
spectively, for “Cloud Seven.”
“Midnight Caller” and “John ning Jan. 13, and “Much Ado ning with Christmas Eve. (Tues.). Previous week, $33,800; last week,
Herman Kogan, drama critic of Turner Davis,” one-act plays. by
over
$30,200.
The
lineup
of
sellout
or
virtual
the Chicago Suh-Times, is in New Horton Foote, are scheduled for About Nothing,” starring Katha-v capacity entries included “Auntie
Rope Dancers, Cort (D) (5th wk;
York for a looksee at the Broad¬ mid-March .production by Sidney nne Hepburn and Alfred Drake, Mame,” “Dark at the Top of the 37 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155; $31,000)
at the Riviera for a fortnight
way shows,
Bernstein, Lee Baton . and David starting Jan. 14. The 1,482-seat Stairs,”- ‘Jamaica,” “Look Home¬ (Siobhan McKenna, Art Carney).
Ronald Radd succeeded Stanley Long, at the Sullivan Street Play¬ Cass has nothing in sight..
ward, Angel,” “My Fair Lady,” Previous week. $18,000; last week,
Holloway last week in the Broad¬ house, N.Y.
'Time Remembered,” “West Side nearly $14,600. Moves Jan. 27 to
Estimate for Last Week .
way production of “My Fair Lady.”
Story” and the stanza’s sole new¬ the Henry Miller’s Theatre to make
Joan Bennett will be cOstarred
No
Time
for
Sergeants,
Shubert
“As You Like It” will be the with Donald Cook in the upcoming. (C) (4th wk) <’4.95-$4.40>; (2,050; comer, “Music Man.”
way for the Jam 30 opening of'
next cuffo-admission presentation Broadway production Of “Love Me $42,000). Lively $30,7p0; previous
Two shows, “Long Day’s Journey ’•Sunrise'at Campobello."
of the N.Y. Shakespeare Festival Little”
Time Remembered, Morosco (C)
week, $33,300; left town Saturday - Into. Night” and “Tunnel of Love”
at the Heckscher Theatre for five ... Adrienne Bayan has succeeded (21) with . .a four-week total Of took layoffs last week. The for¬ 6th wk; 47 p) ($9.90; 946; $43,000)
weeks beginning Jan. 21.
The Barbara Baxley in the off-Broad- $132,700.
mer resumed Monday, night (23) at (Helen Hayes, Richard Burton,-Su¬
*
current Festival offering, “Rich¬ way production of “A Palm Tree
its longtime berth, the Helen san Strasberg). Previous week,
ard III,” ends its run at the Heck- in a Rose. Garden.”
Hayes. Theatre, and the latter re¬ $42,000; last week, nearly $42,100,
scer next Saturday ,(28).
'
opens .Thursday (26) at National with parties.
The Broadway production of
The scheduled three-day book¬ “Tunhel of Love” will switch Ho.
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
Theatre, having vacated the Royale
ing of the touring production of Sunday afternoon and evening per¬
Theatre, where it ran for 43 weeks. (C) (46th wk; 364 p) ($5.75-$6B<k
“Auntie Mame” at the. Lafayette formances following Its Dec. 26
766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritcbard). Pre¬
JBstimates for Last Week
vious week, $12,700; last week, un¬
Theatre* Buffalo, next Feb. 10-12, move to the National Theatre, N.Y,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
der $11,000. Exits Jan. 11, lays off
has been cancelled, with the
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue)*
three weeks* then tours. ”Two for
show’s producers attributing the
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi- the Seesaw” opens at the house.
action to “extended runs else¬
cal-Drama), 6 (Opera), OP (Op¬ Jan. 16v.
Washington, Dec. 23.
where.”
The pre - Christmas blues eretta),
West Side Story, Winter Garden
Shelly Second* has succeeded
Other parenthetic designations (MD) (13th wk; 100 p) ($7.50; 1,404;
sounded discouraging boxoffice
Ivan Davis as pressagent for the.
notes , last week at both Washing¬ refer, respectively, to weeks played, $60,467). Previous week, $59,400;
Coconut Grove (Fla.) Playhouse
San Francisco/ Dec. 23.
ton legiters. Business slipped some¬ number of performances through last week, over $58,500, with par¬
with the latter taking over sis com¬
The Curran Theatre reopened
pany manager for the stock Opera¬ last week with “The Happiest Mil¬ what, as. both “Miss Isobel”. and last Saturday, top prices (where ties:
tion.
Incidentally, the delayed lionaire” after two . and A half “Two for the Seesaw” exited town. two prices art given, the higher, is
Miscellaneous
Shubert and National Theatres for Friday-Saturday nights and the
post-Broadway tour of Leonard months of darkness, but the firstMakropolous Secret, Phoenix (D)
Sillman’g production of “Mask and week gross reflected the tradi¬ are both currently dark. National lower, for weeknights), number (3d wk; 24 p) ($4.60; 1450; $29492)
Gown,” starring 'T. C. Jones, got tional pre-Christmas lull. . Ran¬ opens next Monday (30) with. of seats, capacity gross and stars. (Eileen Herlie). Previous week,
underway at the Playhouse last dolph. Hale’s Coast version of “Middle of the Night,” starring Price includes 10% Federal and $7,700; last week, over $7,500.
Monday (23).
“Tunnel of Love” slumped badly, . Edward G. Robinson, for a three- 5% City tax, but grosses are net;
Opening This Week
Boston’s “Little Church Around
An odd booking situation devel¬ week stand. The Shubert relights i.e., exclusive, of taxes.
Miss Isobel, Royale (D) ($5.75the Corner,” the Church of the oped over the weekend. “Separ^ Jan. 13 with a fortnight tryou" of
$6.90;
1,050; $35,000) (Shirley
Auntie
Mame,
Broadhurst
(C)
Good Shepherd, attended for many ate Tables” had been set for Jan. “Maybe Tuesday.”
(54th wk;; 425 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- Booth). Leonard Sillman & John
Estimates for Last Week
years by legit performers playing 13 at the Curran, had aroused
Roberts presentation of a play by
500)
(Rosalind
Russell).
Previous
that, city, was razed by fire early considerable advance: Interest. But
Miss Isobel,. National; (D) (2d week; $48,100; last week,! almost Michael Plant and Denis Webb; pro¬
this month. A fund-raising cam¬ Curran boss William Zwissig was wk) ($5.50-$4:95; 1,667; $38,000) $23,800 for four performances. duction financed at $80,000, cost
paign is currently underway to re¬ notified Friday (20). that the show j (Shirley Booth). TryOut dipped to Monday-Wednesday (16-18k Laid Shout $78,000 to bring in, after
build the site at a cost of approxi¬ would close in St. Louis the fol¬ $22,300 on subscription; previous Off remainder of the week and re¬ breaking about even .'out-of-town;
lowing night, jump directly to Los Week,. $25,500; left Saturday (21) opens Thursday (26).
mately $80,000.
can break even at around $18,Roger Dettmer, drama critic of Angeles and then return to for New York *
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 5Q0 gross and net about $10,000 at
the Chicago American, is in town Chicago. .
; Two' Tor-. the Seesaw, Shubert (56th wk; 444 p) ($8.05; . 1,453; $58,- capacity opens Thursday (26).
The
revised
local
booking
slate
to o.o. the Broadway legit scene for
(CD) (3d Wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,550;
now includes Noel Coward, in $41,000) (Henry Fonda). Tryout 101) (Judy Holliday). Previous
two weeks.
$56^200; last week, nearly !
OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
Jean Walrath, drama critic of “Nude with Violin,” Curran, Feb/ [ skidded slighty. to $19,400; previ¬ Week,
$53,200.
19;
Edward
G.
Robinson
In
“Mid¬
the Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat'
(Opening date in parenthesis)
ous week, $19,800; left to continue
Cave Dwellers, Bijou (C) (9th .. Brothers Karamazov, Gate (12Chronicle, will be in Nenr York for dle of the Night,” at the Same pre-Broadway tour.
wk; 73 p) ($5.75-$6.25; 611; $21,525) 6-57).
a Jan. 6-10 looksee at the Broad¬ theatre in mid-March; “Long Day’s
Journey into Night,” Geary, April
..(Baity Jones, Eugenie Xepntovich, ■ Clerambard, Rooftop (11-7-57).
way shows.
. Wayne Morris).: Previous week,! .iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
Alfred Bester has bowed, out as 14, and “Visit to a Small Planet,”
9. "Waltz of the Tor¬
underquoted, was around $12,600; (5-8-56); closes Jan. 19.
adaptor of the book.for the musical Geary, June
may play either the Cur¬
last week, over $10,000.
Version of “Destry Rides Again,” eadors”
In Good King Charles’ Golden
or Geary in late January Or
Compulsion, Ambassador (D) Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
which David Merrick plans pre¬ ran
February.
(9th wk; 68 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155;
senting on Broadway next season,
Julius
Caesar, Shakespearwrights
Estimate for Last Week
Baltimore, Dec. 23.
$36,200) (Roddy McDowell, Dean
with songs by Harold Rome. His
Happiest Millionaire, Curran; ^ The general pre - Christmas Stockwell). Previous week, $30,000; (10-23-57).
successor, hasn’t been set.
Pale Horse, Jan Hus (12-9-57).
(1st Wk); $4.40-$4:95; 1,758; $47,- slump didn't, hurt the touring last week, around $28,000.
Patricia Jessel, who costarred 500) (Walter PidgeOn). Fair $18,- “Middle of the Night” which made
Palm Tree in Rose Garden,
. Country Wife, Adelphi (C) (4th
with Denholm Elliott in the recent 500.
a! very nice showing here last, wk; 29 p) ($4.60-$5.75; 1,434; $40,- Cricket (11-26-57).
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12Broadway production Of "Mon¬
Tunnel of Love* Alcazar; (11th week. Show, starring Edward G. 000) (Julie Harris; Laurence Har¬
27-57); closes Jan. 5.
ique,” planed to England last week wk) $4.40; 1,147; $32,000) (Tommy Robinson, opened nicely and did
to Star in “NO Field of Amarynth,” Noonan, William Bishop). .. Slim even better at the .finish with the vey, Pamela Brown). Previous
Richard III, Heckscher (11-25week, $11,700; last week, over $9,a new play by Agatha Christie due $7,100; previous week, $7,600.;
help ottwo excellent Notices (Pari- 000. Moved to the Henry Miller’s 57); closes Dec. 28.
Sicilian Capers, Marquee (\2r
to start rehearsal Jan. 21 for. a Feb;
tell. Evening Sun; Clark, News- Theatre Monday (23) where it
24 opening in the provinces.
Post)
and ' one near-excellent can remain, until Jan. 25, having to 10-57).
Simply Heavenly, .Renata (11. The reading group sponsored by
(Gardner, Morn. Sun); without vacate: the house at that time to
Peggy WoOd will appear Jan. 8 at
subscription.
House is lighted make way for the Jan. 27 moveover 8-57); moves Jan. 3 to the Sullivan
the Rye (N. Y.) -Women’s Club in
again this week with “No. Time For Of “Rope Dancers” from the Cort St. Playhouse.
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9“Angel Street,” which' they per¬
Sergeants.”
Theatre...
Philadelphia, Dec. 23.
formed last Nov. 12 at the Brook¬
Estimates for Last Week.
-i Dark at the. Top of the Stairs, 25-55).
The local legit season is reviving
lyn Academy of Music. Dick Moore,
Middle of The Night, Ford's (D) Music Box (DJ (3d wk; 20 p) ($5.75editor of Equity* the official month¬ with the Christmas holidays. Four (single
week) ($4,98; 1,819; $47,-1 $6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Previous
ly publication of Actors Equity, is shows are skeddedto bow within a 490) (Edward
G. Robinson). Good week, $33,300; last .week, over $33,director of the production, which week. First of the newcomers is $27,000.
500, with parties.
features Stanley Tackney, Kath¬ the Henry Fonda-Anne Bancroft
Fair Game, Longacre (C) (7th
erine Balfour, Suzanne Eden, Rob¬ two character comedy-drama .“Two
wk; 57 P) ($5,75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,for the Seesaw,” whiqh opens Wed¬
ert. Dane and. Katha Cale. ..
000) (Sam Levene). Previous week,
Canadian
Players
Blah
The Broadway Chapel Players’ , nesday night (25) at the Forrest.
$22,500; last week, over $18,000.
production of “Tobias and the An¬ The Erlanger relights Thursday
11G for Toronto Week Jamaica, imperial (MC) (8th wk;
gels,’! which has been running on (26) with the new musical “The
60 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena
Toronto,
Dec.
23.
Sundays only at the Broadway Body Beautiful” for a two-ahd-aChicago, Dec. 23.
Despite good reviews but with Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Previ¬
Congregational Church, N. Y., will half week run. “Maybe Tuesday,” pre-Christmas
ous week, $63,700; last week, same. : Rainy weather last week damp¬
dehting
attendance,
begin a regular run Dec* 27 at comedy about career girls, pre¬ the Canadian Players in Shaw’s
Li’I Abner, St. James (MC) (58th ened hopes for a late rally for
Theatre East, N. Y., under the pro¬ mieres Saturday evening (28) at the “Man. and Superman” and alter¬ wk; 460 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100). “Diary; of Anne Frank” in its nextduction auspices of G. Donald and Walnut. The Katharine Hepburn- nating Shakespeare’s "Othello’’ did Previous week, $39,600; last week, to-last stanza here. “My Fair Lady”
Alfred Drake “Much Ado About
Mary K. Walden.
.«
went clean againr 'for the third
biz here last week, over $34,600.
A Broadway production of “Man Nothing” comes into the-Locust disappointing
Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) straight week. Tuner sold out to
with Wednesday (18) and Saturday
In the Dog Suit;” costarring Hume Street next Monday (30).
(12th wk; 95 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,400) theatre parties for three nights,
(21)
“Othello”
matinees
very
bad.
Last week’s lone entry.was the
Cronyn and his wife, Jessica Tan¬
“Diary” departs next Saturday
Shaw play leads in popularity (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh). Pre¬
dy, is contemplated for next, season touring production of “Cat on. a Hot The
| vious week, $24,000; last: week, ;al- (28) to resume tour, and will he
by Robert Whitehead; for Produc¬ Tin Roof,” starring Victor Jory. on the week.
most $20,000.
succeeded Jan. 6 at the Erlanger
Estimate for Last Week
The Tennessee Williams drama
ers Theatre.
Look Homeward Angel, Barry¬ by the touring “Long Day’s Jour¬
Canadian Players, Royal Alex¬ more (D) (4th Wk; 28 p> ($6.90; 1,- ney Into Night.”
John Larsen will direct “Porlo- showed surprising strength, despite
fino,” which will costar Helen Gal¬ twin threats'" of bad weather and andra (Rep.)^(single week) ($3.25; 076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins, Jo
Estimates for Last Week
Van Fleet, Hugh Griffith). Previ¬
lagher, Georges Guetary and Rob¬ Christmas shopping,: and racked up 1,525; $31,500). Poor $11,000.
Diary of Anne Frank, Erlanger
. .
■■ / ■
a neat $15,800.
ous week, $40,000; last week, near¬ (D) (9th wk) ($5; 1,333; $35,495)
ert Strauss.
*
:
ly $41,000, with parties.
, Harold Auten, former vice presi¬
(Joseph Schildkraut). Sad $11,000;
Music Man, Majestic KMC) (1st previous week, $14,421; leaves Sat¬
dent of the J. Arthur Rank film
itm Public!
wk; 4 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $69,989), urday (28) to continue tour.
organization, .will function as ad¬
Opened last Thursday (19) to unan¬
ministrative .director of the BushMy Fair Lady, (Shubert (MC)
St. Louis, Dec. 23.
kill (Pa.) Academy of Performing
Glendon Allvihe
imously favorable reviews (As¬ (7th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979) (Brian
“Separate Tables,” costarring
ton, World-Telegram; Atkinson, Aherrie, AnneVRogers). Again ca¬
Arts, which Opens next Feb. 3 on a Eric Portman and Geraldine Page,
has wrirtM soma vivfd racollcctfoiii Times; Chapman, News; Coleman, pacity $72,979; previous Week,
resort site owned by him. The grossed a slim $17,700 at the
on tha
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc¬ same.
academy’s physical setup includes American Theatre here last week.
Clain, Journal-American; Watts;
a 23-building campus and a 500The double-bill Is moving to
seat theatre.
Post); almost $46;600 for first four
Los Angeles; where It resumes
William
Fox
Saga
performances and two previews. "Toreadors’ Mild $9,200,
David Merrick and Joseph Kip*, Thursday (26) at the Hartford The¬
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
ness have deferred the opening of atre.
5 Performances, L’ville
(93d wk; 739 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67,•their Broadway presentation of.
696) (Edward Mulhare, Julie An¬
“La Plume de ma Tante" from
Louisville, Dec. 23.
aaothar
Editorial
Faatara
‘Mame’ $34,800, Montreal
drews!.
As
always,
over
$68,700.
i
“Waltz
of the Toreadors,” coMarch to next fall.
la tha upcoming
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) starring Melvyn Douglas and
Montreal, Dec. 23.
The Broadway schedule original¬
(32d wk; 255 p) ($8.60-$9.20; 1,297; Paulette Goddard,” grossed a slow
^‘Auntie Mame,” starring Con¬
ly announced for Shepard Traube’g
52d Anniversary Humber
$59,085) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma $9,200 in five performances last
presentation of the Cornelia Otis stance Bennett, grossed an okay
Ritter!. Previous week, $45,400; Monday-Thursday (16-19) at the
Sklnner-Fred Keating show, “Fun $34,800 at Hep Majesty’s Theatre
of
last week, over $33,300.
Memorial Auditorium here.
and Magic,” has been altered. The here last week. The comedy is
Nude With Violin, Belasco (C)
The production is laying off un¬
offering will, now be presented the laying off until Thursday (26),
PkttlETY
(6th wk; 44 p> ($5.75-$6,90; 1,037; til Thursday (26), when it goes into
evening of Dee. 29 at the Shubert when it goes into the Shubert The¬
$33,000) (No^ Coward!. Previous the American Theatre#. St Louis.
Theatre, N. Y., and then from Dec. atre, Boston.

‘MILLIONAIRE’ $18,500,
TUNNEL’ $7,600, FRISCO

ROBINSON’S‘NIGHT’27G
IN SOLO WEEK, BALTO

Jory id‘Cat’OK $15,800
As Solo Enby in Philly

‘Lady 73GAgam,
‘Diary'$11,080, Qd

Tables’ $17,700, St Loo

■s
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Enter 3d Generation

'Center’ a Dirty Ward at B.D.
; Continued front pace 49 *

must handle for the companyr
manager of the production, mes¬
sages, deliveries for the cast, bills,
IOtJ’s, vouchers; by. mail-orders to
be filled which are always accumu¬
lating* by legitimate ticket-agen¬
cies constantly clamoring, to buy
choice seats; and most important,
by the endless flow of people at
the window demanding personal
'attention..
Burdens
He must count and rack tickets.
In one season lie can be respon¬
sible for $2,000,000, for all cash,
for all shortages, and for all errors.
He must endorse mail-order
Checks and make bank deposits.
There are b.q. statements to be
made for each performance. As
collection agent there are tax ac¬
counts to keep for the Federal
government which extracts its 10%
- from the collecting energy of the
b.o. man with no provision for
shortages or bookkeeping errors.
There are charge accounts that
need attention. And though all the
pressure which is a normal part
of a tremendous working day and
which is never complained about,
there is the continual pressure
from the patron at the window
who ceaselessly wheedles, coaxes,
threatens, lies, provokes the. b.b.
lari and prods him with the only
/ord of English they think he
understands: “center.”
To the b.o. man the word
“center” is a dirty word and no
adult, sensitive, self - respecting
patron buying tickets ought to
use. it.

This hard-working human being
has rio home life; he’s never at
heme at night; eats no regular
dinners or suppers; when busy, a
sandwich and coffee suffices, the
final occupational hazard occurs
when he dies at his job of a heartattack, gets ulcers, or takes to
drink; yet, when he suffers every
abuse from a buying public of
which a great percentage is snide,
cheating, disrespectful and deceit¬
ful, he is expected to smile all the
while.
Alone to Face Public
B.o. men are hot information
booths set up for the convenience
of patrons or servants to their
whims. They are the only realists
in show-business who actually face
the buying public. They are deal¬
ing in cash and figures. They are
hot psychiatrists trained to handle
problems. They must sell tickets
quickly and accurately, first come
first served. They can only sell
w*hat they have.
To begin with, long before pub¬
lic sale of tickets, there is a prior¬
ity list which is filled: it includes
choice seats for the producers—
it’s their privilege; choice seats for
the company-manager—he heeds
them for members' of the cast;
choice seats for the house manager
—it’s his right and a courtesy;
choice Seats for the critics—they
demand it; choice seats for the.
angels—they demand it; blocks of
seats for theatre parties, benefits.

Toronto, Dec. 23.
A third-generation member
of a noted stage family will
make his acting debut this
summer at the Stratford (Ont.)
Shakespeare Festival. The
newcomer is Dirk Campbell,
nine-year-old son of actor-di¬
rector Douglas Campbell and
actress A riri Casson, and
grandson of British stars Lew¬
is Casson and Sybil Thorndike.
The youngster will play the
role of the Prince of Sicilia
in “Winter's Tale,” With his
father as stager and leading
actor.

organizations—they deliver large
checks to the producers sometimes
even before a show is cast in order
to guarantee themselves choice
locations; and finally some seats for
the. licensed brokers, the backbone
of advance sales, who invest cash
oh the line and if they guess wrong
on. a shfiw can end up “eating” a
quantity of unsold tickets.
Perhaps the b.o. man pre-empts
a few tickets for nis own use* for
a brother, or sister, or for the
physician • who - is' trying to keep
him alive. Then mail-orders are plies ypu-can’t-hOodwink-me-I’mfilled. The buying public at the going - to - stay - till - I - getwindow gets the remaining seats, what-I-want and leaves temporarily
generally the last several rows of assuaged, clutching' two tickets
the orchestra and most of the bal¬ with, the magic word "center”; this
for a while heals all wounds.
conies.
Any great show that has been
. There are only three ways to get
successful is an accidental com¬
Choice seats:
(A) marry someone in show- bination of talent, and ability and
business; (B) open an account with ego; ana God deserves all the
a ticket-agency; (C) Send in. an credit for the accident, not; the
Writer, the producer, the director,
early mailorder.
The sensible regular theatregoer or the stars,, or the. man who has
in these groups is never a problem spent days counting and racking
to a b.o. man. He never ties up a tickets which fie sells to the public
window. It is the casual patron who and which makes it possible for a
attends two shows a year who con¬ great number of people to simul¬
stitutes the distress for the. b.o. taneously experience for 2*6 hours
man. This casual patron decides at the remarkable emotional syn¬
the last moment to attend the thea¬ thesis of music, dance and speech
tre and then is chagrined to dis¬ that is our modern American thea¬
cover only single seats available tre today.
The b.o. man, coptrary to public
add goes away convinced that the
belief, does not hate people, is hot
ticket-business is a racket.
rich,
and does not hold tickets in
Idiot Boasts
his shoe which he sells to the high¬
Then there is the idiot foolish est bidder. At Xmas, from his
enough to pay some exorbitant friends, he gets 20 bottles of whis¬
price for a ticket f*om a speculator. key and two boxes of cigars and
He compounds a telony and is en¬ since he has. a bad stomach he
gaging in a black market situation musn’t drink or smoke. When his
morally reprehensible. This type butcher gives him some.free meats
buyer is a little. crazy. It is gen¬ he will extract the equivalent in
erally conceded that many blabber¬ tickets. If he permits someone to
mouth. men-abouv-town get some buy him. a dinner in between
satisfaction from saying they have shows, he will be asked a favor,
spent fifty dollars for. a pair;, of
B.o. men know as much about
choice seats to a show. Actually, the theatre,, except the history of
thonusands of mail-orders are it, as anybody does—-which in¬
processed by legitimate theatres cludes all the newspaper critics,
daily and reasonable requests fob press-agents, manager, and produ¬
tickets to any long-run show with cers. Their only talent, though, is
several alternate dates listed get to. sell tickets quickly, to separate
filled with good seats.
the $5 bills from the $10 bills, pro¬
It is a sad fact that when it Comes tect: the money; arid be responsible
to tickets, the buying public is for all cash shortages. In return
stupid. Producers refuse to admit they are paid a salary and meet the
this because the buying public pays most famous people in the world.
the- bills. The talent, energy, and Their punishment: they never get
occasional genius which are com¬ to see an entire play.
bined to produce living theatre for
Move up to the window! The
the delight of the participating, tickets you buy will most often be
audience deserve that the audience the entry to an entertaining re¬
approach with reverence. Because warding enjoyable; amusing, in¬
an audience pays for its seats, some formative exhilarating evening in
divine right is imputed to them to, the living theatre—of which Amer¬
be bad-tempered and nasty at the ica has the best. The b.o. man is
ticket window, to consider b.o. men proiid to be Part Of this living the¬
servants of the public, to arrive atre, and ufoud of his greatest de¬
tardy .With three martinis in the light—an empty ticket-rack — a
belly, to seat themselves, noisily sellout house.
With the air: "amuse' me if you
Be kind to him, he’s potent, this
can! make me applaud if you dare!” ogre behind the cage. But he’s hu-.
Actors for the most part are excep¬ man. When you; step lip to buy
tional, talented, but vain people your tickets don’t ask needless
who would actually act for nothing questions which: consume . time:
just to head applause and to re¬ give your date and quantity and
ceive adulation. Some producers price. Take, the first tickets he
attempt to weave an aura of art or gives you. They’re the best he has
mystery around a great number of remaining; And enjoy yourself
plays, which they know are medi¬ even if they’re not D-101 and Docre and pretend they are., inter¬ 102; The magic word is not “cen¬
ested in selling artistic shows , to ter” but the phrase “the best avail¬
Artistic people when all they’re able.” The treasure the boxoffiCe
flatly interested in is the b.o. gross. man guards is for you.
The buying public, eager to be
pleased, senses all this and is both
resentful and envious; Sometimes
the public attends a bad show* And
(Dec. 23-Jan. 51
since the public never gets to speak Auntie Marne.
(2d Co.). (Constance Bento the producer, the playwright, nett>—Shubert. Boston (26-4).
Body
Beautiful
. (tryout) — Erlanger,
the actor, the dancer, or the song¬
(204). .
_
writer^ the b.o. man becomes, the PhUly
Canadian Player*—Kohler (Wis.) And.
'
catalyst, the approachable, symbol (5).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Victor Jory)—
of all the previous bad shows the Royal
Alexandra; Toronto (26-4).
Diary of Anne Frank (Joseph Scbildpatron has paid his money to see,
Chi. (23-28); Lyceum,
of all .the. bad memories and ex-. kraut)—Erlanger,
Mpls. (30-4).
perienCes the patron has had both
Happiest. Millionaire (Walter Pidgebn)—
S.F. (23-4).
in and out of the theatre, of all Curran,
Long Day's Journey Into Night (2d Co.)
the frustrations the patron has in (Fay- Bainter. Anew: McMaster)—Shubert,
(23-4).
his private life, and so, approaches Det.
Maybe Tuosday (tryout)—Walnut; PhiUy
the ticket-window as. if it’s a store
Mlddtabffhe Night (Edward G. Robinwhere you can shop, with anger* son)—Laying
with tension. With hostility, with Wash. (304). of£ this week; National,
distress, with, fear, with pain, with -Most Happy Fella—Rieviera, Det. (23-4).
Much Ado About Nothin* (tryout)—
malice, and after .the endless sim¬ Locust,
Philly (304).
My Pair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne,
ilar questions asks “what have, you
Rogers)—Shubert, Chi (234). .
got?” in a tone of voice which fin- „ Anne
No Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)—

Touring Shows

HO TEL PRESIDENT
48th St., West, of Bway
Circle 6-8800

fPlayhouse. Wilmington
1 Balto (304).

No Time for Sergeants

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER WANTED
Director-Producer seeks partner for unique, sure fire
presentation of pre-tested musical Version of hit Eugene
O'Neill play. Send complete particulars to:

W 420, VARIETY,
154 W. 46th St.. New York 36, N. V.

Cleve. (254).

(25-26);

Ford's,

(2d Co.)—Hanna,

■Separate Tables (Eric Portmah, Geral¬
dine Page)—Hartford, .L_A. (264),
Sunrise at Campobello (tryout) (Ralph
Ballamy)—Shubert. New Haven (26-26);
Colonial, Boston (304).
Tunnel of Love (Tommy Noonan, Wllliafh Bishop)—Alcazar, SF. (234).
Two For the Seesaw (tryout). (Henry
Fonda)—Forrest; Philly (254) (Reviewed
in VARIETY, Dec. Hr'57).
Waltz of the Toreador* (Melvyn Doug¬
las, Paulette Goddard)—American, St. L.
(204).
Winesburg, Ohio (tryout) (Dorothy
McGuire, James Whitmore.. Leon Ames)
—Shubert, New Haven. (4).

Rules for Legit Talent Agents
The following is a resume of Actors Equity regulations; and pro¬
posed changes, covering types of agency contracts and commissions
for talent agents in legit. Under the suggested new rules no agent
would be permitted to submit an. actor for employment or represent
himself as the agent of an actor unless he had signed one of the new
contracts with the actor. The revisions listed below, plus other new
agency regulations, detailed In a separate story elsewhere in; this is*
sue, have been endorsed by the Equity council and will be discussed at
the union’s second quarterly membershiif meet next Jan. 3 in the
Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Sheratcra-Astor, N.Y.
Existing Franchise No. 1:
(Employment Agent)
.
An agent may submit an actor by list or telephone for employment.
If the actor-gets the job he pays 5% of his salary to the agent up to a
maximum of 10 weeks.
Proposed Franchise No. 1:
(Employment Agent by Written Authorization)

Mass submission of actors by an agerit would be eliminated and
an agent would not be permitted to collect commissions from an actor
if the payment of such commissions brings the actor's salary below
the minimum required by the union. The agent would also be required
to accompany the actor to at least the first audition, which would be
set for a specific time. The agent would also have to negotiate the con¬
tract.
Existing Franchise No. 2
(Special. Employment Representative)

The salary obtained for an actor by an agent must be at least $50
higher than the applicable minimum. The agent must Negotiate the
contract arid must sign a specific agreement with the actor for the pro¬
duction involved. The agent Can collect 5% of the actor’s salary for
the duration of his employment in the production.
Proposed Franchise No. 2;
(Special Management Contract)

An agent would be required to accompany his client to the theatre
for auditions, personally negotiate his contract arid obtain for the ac¬
tor a salary at least $100 over the applicable minimum, either in New
York or on the road. The agent would also collect 5% of the actor’s
salary up to $200 and 10% of the salary over $200. If the agent fails
to fulfill all duties, he may. only collect 5% of the actor’s salary for
10‘weeks.
Existing Franchise No, 3:
(Personal Representative)
An agent iriay collect a straight 10% of all salary if the actor is guar¬
anteed at least 20 weeks employment per year. The only out the actor
has under this contract is if the agent fails to comply will the terms
of the pact.
Proposed Franchise No* 3:
(Exclusive Management. Contract)

The commission rates, as in the proposed franchise No. 2, Calls for
5% of the; actor’s salary up to $200 and 10% of the salary over that
amount. The agent would not only have to handle negotiations for the
actor and act as his personal representative, but also read scripts,
seek out employment; for the actor and give the actor general business
advice relating to his career. The first contract under this franchise
would be liiriited to one year and at the end of that period could be
extended for three years, with appropriate escape clauses.
An actor could cancel his contract if/he received no appropriate
employment offer for three months; An actor earning, less that $500
weekly under this contract would have the right to appeal to the Equ¬
ity council, which would have the power to determine if an actor had
just grounds for termination of his contract with the agent, even
though einployed at the time. (It’s also understood that to obtain an'
exclusive management contact, an agent will have ito submit recom¬
mendations from five Equity members in good standing whose average
income is fiver $500 weekly.)
A basic rule in the proposed revised regulations eliminates payment
of a commission by an actor when it reduces his weekly salary below
the required Equity minimum. Also, if the actor’s salary is not at
least $100. higher than the Equity minimum, the agent can orily col¬
lect 5% for a maximum of 10 weeks regardless of the. type of contract
he has with an actor.

Wesson-Equity
Continued from page 49

subsequently turned dowrt Wes¬
son’s breach - of - contract claim
against the show’s manageirient, on
the ground that he had refused to
obey instructions to allow his hair
to grow back to its natural color,
after he had dyed it gray for a
purported screen test.
Ffillowirig the adverse decisions
by the Equity council and the ar¬
bitrator; Wesson reportedly at¬
tempted to discuss the case with
Miss Merman. The singer-come¬
dienne was in a restaurant at the.
time, lunching with her mother
during a break in rehearsals for
anpearance
the Perry Cqmo
television show*
The actor is said to have ap¬
proached the star’s table and asked
if she would give him five minutes
to confer with her. Miss Mermari
reportedly refused and turned
away, and Wesson left. The. entire
incident apparently took finly a
moment, and did not attract the |
attention of other restaurant pa¬
trons.

have the authority to fine agents
up to $5,000 for such offenses as
collecting commissions in excess
of those permitted by the regula¬
tions: claiining to be a representar
tive of an actor with authority, to
do so; violating any of the service
requirements guaranteed actors by
the agency contract and franchise,
and willfully advising actors not
to. comply with Equity’s rules and
regulations, etc.
Another- stipulation, iri/the new
rules is that an agent with an in¬
terest of more than 10% in a legit
production may not represent an
actor in that production without
disclosing his interest- to tee actor
and Equity, Then, if ari arbitra¬
tion tribunal , finds that the agent’s
interest in the production is detri¬
mental to the interest of Equity
members, it can require that the
agent surrender either his fran¬
chise or his exCe'ss interest in the
production, whichever he chooses.
The types of agency contracts
and commission rates currently in
effect,-plus the proposed changes *
are detailed in a separate story
elsewhere in this issue.
Johnny Brascia has been set as
lead male dancer in “Oh Captain.”

New Agent’s Code
sss Continued from page 49

documents, five letters of recom¬
mendation from Equity members
in good standing, stating they
would like to have the applicant
represent them in legit. Agents
okayed by Equity would have to
follow h rigid set of rules in or¬
der to keep their franchise.
An arbitration procedure,
chaired by an impartial arbitrator,
would also be set up to deal with
Specific violations' of the rules. The
arbitration tribunal would riot only
have the power to suspend or re¬
voke franchises, but would also

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
Theatrical and TV Make Up a A"
Leading Cosmetic Linas • Import*^
A Domestic. Perfumes • Distinctive
Fountain Service.
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN SUNDAYS
"The Drug Store of. tho Stars"
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
rill 4th Ave., Cor. 44 St- NEW YORK
Tolaphonp PLaza 74923

WANTED TO BUY
Copies of Julius Cahn's Official
Theatrical Guide. Also; theatre book!
dealing with U.S. cities (excapt N.Y.C.)
SAM STARK
78 North La Stnda Drive
Sooth Logvffa, California
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Literati
, Bishop’s Memoirs.
Theatrical and literary memoirs
are invariably either sensational or
; placid and nostalgic. Though 71,
'’ George W. Bishop of the .London
Daily Telegraph is still actively
and zestfully employed as the
sheet’s theatrical correspondent.
He obviously has little truck with
what passes for the theatre and the
literary scene these days. So in¬
evitably, his, book, "“My . Betters”
(Heinemann; $3:50), dwells in gen¬
tle backwaters.
The result is a leisurely, wellwritten, literate effort which will
attract all but those who revel ini
the frenetic present. “My Betters”
deals- with' people who.n Bishop
has known, admired and in many
cases loved. He devotes consider-:
able space to George Bernard
Shaw and reprints a number of
fascinating interviews with the
bearded wonder, and particularly
with the Shaw-Condon Craig has¬
sle over the publication .of the
Ellen Terry letters. He gives
Shaw’s contemptuous .views oh
Irving.
Marie Tempest Gielgud; J. B.
Priestley, Sibelius, James Agate,
Maurice Browne, Lillian Baylis,
Chaplin, Hugh Walpole; George
Moore and. surprisingly, the Marx
Bros, all stray through the pages
f a book that gently mirrors an¬
other age.
To the modern generation Bish¬
op’s book will have merely an
academic interest. But. any who
have savored the years of which
Bishop writes so lovingly will want
it on their bookshelves, to browse
through “My Betters”—and re¬
member.
Rich:

LITERATI
by the newscasters in “interpret¬
ing” the news. The NBC man
called Hagerty “pompous”, arid
couldn’t understand wha” happened
to his sense of perspective in riot!
recognizing “such.'.an: obvious1
spoof.”
;
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK I
By Frank Scully

He addresses, himself in the second
person throughout and relives the . .’ Lowell Limpus’ Own Obit
j
Palm Springs, Dee. 23.
essentials of his life. ; He finally
Lowell Limpus, 60, reporter and 1 “I blame you guys for Ikffs. condition;” I said;
decides he must stay -with'Bis wife
i
It
Was
a
loose
charge
arid
before
I
could
fortify
it with additional
and children, rio matter how much ari editor for -the N.Y: Daily News, .; proof of my ignorance, I was pounced on by two of the most robust
he hates it, for his mistress is only for 33 years, wrote his own obit characters you ever saw:
in Rome; his encroaching, age arid before he was found dead. Thursday
transferring her to Paris would (19) in his New York apartment. I They , were Pev . Marley, Stanford’s contribution to Hollywood’s top
Death was due to natural causes. ■ cameramen, and Si Newton, a Baylor and Yalie grad. Both are good
only ruin it all.
His last.story, dated Feb. 23, 1955;
The Femina, given by all-femme Was found hi a sealed envelope at ! golfers.
They had just come out from deep. down, m a flourishing silver mine
jury, went to Christian - Megret’s his bedside.
-in Arizona and had dropped by my abode hacienda in Palm Springs
“Le Carrefour Des Solitudes” (The
His
story
read
in
part:
“This
is
.
wondering
if I could help them find Bill Chilios who. used to .he headSquare of Solitude), published by the last of the 8,700 or more stories
at the Hollywood Brown Derby. We found him.-He had become
Julliard. It tells two parallel tales
written to appear in The News. ' waiter,
With the two lead characters I’ve
h.w.
at
the
Ocotillo Lodge, newest and swankest of Village hostels.;
must be the final one because
briefly meeting, then divided by IIt died
yesterday, it’s ari exclusive, j Long before he became one of the top tensers, Marley had been HqIWar: One tale is about a Russian too—marked
py
wood’s
greatest
schoolboy athlete, a; 10-second man in sprints .and
“Hold for Release.’
girl Separated from her lover and
“L wrote this, ray own obituary, ■ ail that. Newton had also been a 9.3 sprinter and. Baylor’s greatest
finally ending, up iri France, after because
I quarterback. Both kind of leaned toward “Call ef the Wild” American¬
Iknow
more
about
the
German . capture and escape, where, subject than anybody else and I’d ism. But they
like to be blamed for Ike’s collapses and weren’t
she . meets the; hero of: the other | rather
it honest than flowery. ! gpirig to give me a chance to develop the thesis.
segmerit, an American Negro. After I’m nothave
^entitled to much praise. I i
More Bernard MacTadden Cultists
a few days he must leave and she Was just*a
honest, well meariHowever, in my own home I can shout pretty loud, too- “I-Maine you
later gives birth to a stillborn irig sort of fairiy
guy . .
.
guys,” I said, “because you’re pitchmen of the Muscularity School. You
baby.
Most of the press, in . the N.Y.
The Interallie, for the best, novel metropolitan area printed Limpus’ were raised on the tradition of dying for dear old Rutgers and Ike ab¬
by a practicing journalist, went to obit, which he ended with the tradi¬ sorbed the same poison. I’m not talking.about golf. I’m talking about
Paul Guimard for his “Rue Du tional “30,’’ iri its erititety. A native .[this biz, of glorifying the tradition of getting up off the floor and slugHavre" published by DerioeL It is of Iridiana, he joined The News in 1 ging it out till you’re as outclassed as Huaricane Jackson..
about an old . lottery ticket seller 1924. Twice wed, he is survived by
“If Ike didn’t follow your party line he’d learn to take it easy, be¬
who notices two attractive young his second wife and a daughter.
cause that way he would last longer: He’s supposed to use his head, not
people missing each other every
. his muscles, as the country’s* headman. But you cheer every time he
morning when they take their
[cuts his convalescent time and follows one physical folly with another.
J. B. Booth’s Nostalgia
trains. She is .a film-starlet and he
J. B. Booth, veteran vaude. critic And that’s because you’re partisans of the Muscularity School of Amer¬
is. an industrialists Fate finally has.
the two meeting when the old man and author, makes no secret of his icanism.”
“But we don’t shank.” said Marley.
is killed,, but she has dyed her hair objective with . his /.latest book of
“Shank?” I asked, “what’s that , got to do with it?”
for a role and he does not realize reminiscences,: “P al m^y D a y s”
Something Miracle Drugs Can’t Cure
she is the one the old man always (Richards Press; $3.50). In his fore¬
word
Booth
writes:
“To
the
older
“If
you ever did it you’d know wliat it is,” said Pev. “It would ruin
wanted him to meet. ^
It is feltothat this year’s kudos reader the .personalities arid scenes you: You’d quake and shake like the hero of ’The Lost Weekend.’ It
are crowning the solidly and dense¬ ■iri this book Will be familial;,to a causes , you to hit a golf ball right between the shaft and club head.
ly constructed novels and discour¬ younger generation they will seem; It comes from moving your head when you’re about to hit the ball. It
aging.the new arid the vital. Other; archaic. But these records of a mightlake two years to cure. Meanwhile, .it could give you ulcers, a
minor prizes were given for best lost age may, to the youth of today, stroke* or heart failure:”
V
literary studies, best detective tale, possess a museum interest;”
“Move your head and you’ll shank every time,.” decreed Newton, who
With that caution Booth plunges
etc. Hollywood has recently begun
into a . fascinating description of has been a champion at various levels, and has coached scores of pros,
to
buy
up
Gallic
novels,
and
the
Karl Krug Back On Am us.
“Why, I knew a guy,” said Marley, “who started shanking and he
might also have some pic part of the Loridori scene up to
Karl Krug, veteran Pittsburgh foregoing
interest for the; . Yank companies 1914. A member of the staff of the banged a ball; over, the course and once took 50 shots to get hack on
drama and film. critic who was re¬ now
famous sporting sheet, The Pink the green. One tiriie he was .playing with Ike. He thought he had cured
going
in.
more
arid
more
for
cently moved off the theatre page shooting abroad..
’Uri, he writes With intimate knowl¬ his shank. Ike drove off and walked off to the right of the fairway to
of Hearsfs Pittsburgh Sun-Tele^
edge, anecdotes, of the great ones await his partner’s shot, ..This guy began thinking about his old trou¬
graph to do a general “On the
of . the stage, Irving, Tree, Little ble and, by golly, If he didn’t shank liis drive and smack Ike right on
Hal Block’s 2 Books
Town” column, has been shifted
Tich; Henry Arthur Jones, Coch¬ the gluteus maximus.”
Humorist Hal Block has signed ran, Arthur Bouchier. Newspaper-,
back to the amusenient sector
He became terrified. He thought he saw Secret Service men yanking
again arid likewise resumes as film with Doubleday for two - comedy men, racing men, authors, hotel¬
and. stage ed. When he was trans¬ books, one of them based On his. iers, ; personalities arid cranks all J out six-shooters from their golf bags amd filling him full of lead. He
ferred couple of months ago, his currently serializing (Satevepost) come into his story, creating a nos¬ rushed up to Ike arid apologised. But it seems the ball hit Ike’s wallet
assistant, Leonard Mendlowitz, be¬ “Inventions' fol a Better Tomor¬ talgia for ai pre-talkie,pre-telly age. which was in his hip pocket.•
Ike Pulls A Nifty .
came the picture reviewer. Now row.” This is a cartoon book.
when the sovereign was; worth a
The .other is titled “20 Ways to pound, and when the West End of
Mendlowitz has been made tv critic
“That’s all right,” said Ike. “It was nothing. In fact it’s the first time’
for Sun-Telegraph, filling vacancy Dismaritle a Crowbar,” a prose London Was the Workshop and the I was .hit in the pocketbook and. it didri’t hurt.”
created when Wilbur Clark was humor work which the. author calls playground of creative artists whip
I agreed that, for: ike, that was a nifty, but it didn’t alter my main
lifted from the post early in the a “science-friction” book.
enjoyed their labors arid their charge. Which was that , the glorification of muscles was what was
fall, and John Nussbaum will flank
sport.
Wrecking poor. Ike right now. “If he’d learn to relax in a chaise lounge
Krug. ...
.' It’s never any good bewailing and think his Way out instead of trying to prove how fit physically he
Arrest Warrant for John Fox
Nussbaum had also. been MendWarrarits for the . arrest of . John the. passing of an era. But many
lowitz’s assistarit on the entertain¬ Fox, former publisher of the de¬ who must have savored the Tich was to run the country, the stock market wouldn’t be losing six bil¬
ment beat. He’ll likewise take Over funct Boston Post, were issued Fri¬ and robust pageant of the Edward¬ lion dollars every time , he took a chill. Why, the best D.A. New York
the Sunday night club column day. (20) in Suffolk Superior Court ian days , will read, “Palmy Days” ever had.ran his office from a couch. That was William Travers Jer¬
Mendlowitz started and has been as Boston. Fox was supposed, to not orily with absorbed interest but ome. And F.D;R. was no acrobatic No. 2 act.
“If Ike hadn’t, been conditioned by you guys, do you suppose he’d
writing for. years.
have appeared before Judge David with a tinge of regret. Arid it. may be hopping out to an airport to meet every ruler of every fteabitteA
G. Nagle to plead to 93 indictments well be that the/ youngsters may;
monarchy
iiivited. here to put the bite on us? No. He’d meet them in his
not
find
the
book
as.
“archaic”
as
charging failure to pay weekly,
BBC Handbook 1958
study.”
The “BBC Handbook 1958” (Brit¬ wages of about $27,000 to 93 former. the author modestly insists:
“Protocol; protocol!” shouted Pev Marley.
' Rich.
ish Broadcasting Corp., London: Post employes. The indictments
Errands Are For Errand Boys
70c) aims at informing the general were returned last Feb. 15, but ef¬
; “Well, the last visitor wasn’t so hog-tied by protocol. He went on
public !on how the BBC is run. In forts to get Fox before the court
....
CHATTER
from
Washington
to
L.A. and motored out to Disneyland and left the
were
fruitless.
a foreword. Sir Alexander CadoBooks On Exhibit Inc. has been
Fox reportedly was en route from authorized to conduct a books busi¬ L.A. protocol behind for his kid to handle. Ike has a son. Why doesn’t
gan, chairman’ of the BBC, says:.
he do the same?”
“An organization which is of neces¬ Pittsburgh Friday night (20) to face ness ln‘.’Kings County:
sity highly complex, is naturally a indictments charging nori-payment
As a guy who had graduated from 35 hospitals in eight countries i
New York Royalties Corp. au¬
subject of widespread interest , and of back wages to the ex-Post em- thorized to conduct a, book pub¬ the last 30 years, I felt I Was a bigger authority on this subject than'
lively curiosity, on the part of the playes. The Ignited Press in Pitts¬ lishers business. In New. York...
they were and I was insisting that Ike’s survival, from here in, de¬
public who want to know how the burgh quoted Fox as saying: "I’m
Holt & Co.. trade veepee William pended on how.he used his head, not his shoulders.
BBC. is rim,, arid what it is aiming here (in Pittsburgh) for a Federal E. Buckley to Hollywood Jan. 4 to
“It’s obvious you never shanked in your life,” said Marley.
case involving $10 million. I cari’t contact writers and also on some
to do.”
I proudly proclaimed that it was 40 years since I had played golf.
The book sets out successfully to. be upset about a (Boston! warrant pending film negotiations.
Society Associates Ltd. author¬ “The last time.I played I. slugged around for 36 holes and as a pay-'
answer these queries in over 20 for a misdemeanor.” Fox reportedly
headings ranging between the con¬ was in Pittsburgh to intervene in a ized to conduct a publishing and off for that Idiocy I didn’t get out of bed for three years.”
“I take it. back,” said Marley. “You must have shanked all over the
stitution of the BBC. program pol¬ case filed last year on behalf Of. the; printing biisiriess in New York,
course, that day.”. . . .
icy arid practice, finance, lists of S. & C.. Tradirig Cp.: Inc., of New capital stock of $20,000.
Ed Keyes, of the Sheraton Hotel .. What can you do with guys With fixations like that?
key personnel, and a host of maps, York, agairist the Rockton Drilling
press dept., arid actress, Frances
“Why: don’t you guys go out and play golf and let me get back to
fables and charts all packed into a Corp. and J. B. Hurley.
Farmer collabing ori a three-part work?’*
neat 287-page volume.:
Berm
article
of
her.,career
for
American
'
“in.
the mborilight?”
Hagerty vs. Buchwald
“Sure,” I said, “that way noboby could see if you move your head or
The wire: services’ reports on Weekly.
French . Literati Prizes
not.”
*
press secretary
The four top literary prizes Of . White .House
' “What work?” asked Marley, a stickler for continuity.
the season have been handed out. James C- Hagerty’s -annoyance
“I’m polishing up a play about a guy who conquered the world try¬
Publishers bank on these for the with a kidding column on a pseu-j
ing to get away from two dames.” .
accelerated sales. For the authors do-NATO press conference puzzled
(Figures denote opening dates)
it means a nominal prize amount¬ thte newspaper bunch in the States.
* Marley Arid A Million Others
ing to about $15, but it is incal¬ They couldn’t figure Hagerty’s no
“Oh hoy,” cried Marley, “the story of my life!”
LONDON
culable in prestige and. each kudo sense of humor in recognizing that
Af Drop of Hat/ Fortune fl-24-57).
Marley had. been married to Lina Basquette arid Linda Darnell.
fi« My. Guest, Wint. Gard. (1211-57).
can insure over 100,000 extra sales the Paris edition of the N.Y.
“Yeali,” I said, “except in this case the more of the world my hero
.Bells Ringing, Coliseum (11-14-57).
which could mean over $30,000 in Herald Tribune published that .■.Boy
Friend, Wyndnam's (12-1-53)
conquered, the more dilapidated his> tent became.”
royalties. Film and legit sales are Buchwald column as ,an out-and- ■Bride fi Bachelor; Oiiohess (12-1S-56)..
/“Say, why ddti’t you write a piece about, these people in show biz
*Dear Delinquent, Aldwych (6-5-57). .
also increased, plus additional out satire.
Dinner. With Family, New (12-10-57);
who. talk' themselves out of favor?” asked Newton. “Take Kate Smith.
The press services repotted that
writing activity in newspapers, pe¬
Dry . Rot, Whitehall >8-31-54Kr
Long before sputnik, she Could bring a moon over a mountain in a way
riodicals, etc., for the authors, plus Hagerty. took it “seriously” and,, . Eqg, SavUle (10-24-57).
if the direct quotes are correct, he
Flowering Cherry, Hdj-market (11-21-57). that was a never-ending delight. But,, no, she wanted to talkwnot sing.
higher payments.
For Amusenient Only. Apollo <6-5-56)..
. “Arid then there’s this guy Ernie Ford. A few years ago he could,
The summit prize, the Gori- apparently failed to recognize-ihat
Free As Air,; Savoy (6-6-57). .
court, Went to Roger Vaillarid for. it was a fictitious arid humorous
sirig you a Tennessee song that would have elected Faubus President.
Grab Me a . Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
Happiest Mill., Cambridge (11-15-57);
his . novel, “La Loi,” published by takeoff oh an Eisenhower press
But some guy told him he had a-^unny way of talking. Now. he thinks
Happy Man, Westminster-(12-13-57). Gallimard. It concents a little conference, and hardly to be con¬
he’s a comedian. Soon he’ll be as silent as Kate Smith.”
House by Lake, York's (5-9-56).
Italo town where a game is played fused with the real thing; None
Kidders, Arts ai-12r57).
He had me there. “Let’s go to dinrier,” I suggested."
m. which the winner can ask the the less tlte UP dispatch quoted ■-Lovebirds,.Adelphi '4-20-57).
“Do you know where this cactus joss-house is?”
Mousetrap,
Ambassadors
(11-25-52).
losers any. questions and make Hagerty, apparently acting a very
New Crazy Gang, Vic. . Pa1: (12-18-56).
“The
Ocotillo Lodge? Sure.”
them answer. On this symbolical serious, straight, as follows:
Niide With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
It .was only: a few blocks away^ and the first guy we met when we
Odd Man In, St. Martin's (7-16-57).
“At no time did the reports in
structure is laid the application Of
Paddle
Owrv
Canoe;
Criterion
<12-4-57)r.
headed
toward
, the dining room was Bill Chilios. It was a grand re¬
this game to life as a wily, volup¬ the N.Y. Herald Tribune this
Plalslrs De Paris; Wales (4-20-57).
union. He: .gave us the captain’s table. The chairs were of white leath¬
tuous woman wins the love of the morning even, remotely resemble
Rape, of Belt, PicadiUy (12-12-57).
Repertory;
Old
Vic
(9-18-57).
what
I
ever
said
at
a
public
meet¬
er,
sprinkled
with
gold-dust. Soon the place was crowded.
towri : tyrant and the heritance of
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).
the town rich man. Jules Dassfn ing. I would, assume that the. N.Y.
“You know, something, Pev. Rhonda Fleming lives here. You never
Sailor Bowart, Strand (2-16-55).is Set to make a French-Itaio pic Tribune, being a fair arid decent
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
married her, did you?”
Sat. Night at. Crown, Garrick (9-9-57).
version of the book with Brigitte paper, would give, these remarks
He looked around to see if she was there. She wasn’t, but two gor¬
Share My Lettuce, Comedy (9-25-57). :
equal play on the front page of
Bardot.
Tempest, Drury Lane (12-5-57).
geous blondes came up to our table. They were Ellen Arnold, Drew
The Reriaudot prize went to their paper in their edition tomor¬
Tunnel of LOVe, Majesty’s (12-3-57).
Pearson’s daughter, arid Mrs. Thurman Arnold Jr. After they left New•Transfer
from.
Westminster.
row,
as
they
did
with
this
unadul¬
Michel Butor’s “La Modification”
tori asked, “Did I ever tell you, Pev, about the time I nearly lost a race
published by Editions De Minuit. terated rot that was pririted in the
by turning my head in<the last five yards?”
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
It;; concerns a middle-aged man’s paper this morning.”
Stranger In the Soa, Arts (12-27-57).
“Oh ” I said, “you can shank in that sport loo, eh?”
trip to Italy to tell his young mis¬ i Martin Agronsky typified the
Closed Last Week
All agreed it was time to -go home.
Requiem for o. Nun, Royal Ct. (11-26-57). I
tress he is breaking with his wife. generally derisive .^.attitude taken

British Shows

CHATTER

Broadway

Bfr
Vienna Academy of Music under
direction Of Prof. Walter Kolim
Veltee.
Wolf Ferrari’s opera, "II Campielo,” produced by Graz, (Styria)
opera house under the direction of
his son Federico.
With the putting into service of
the ^ Pyramidekogel tv station hi
Carinthia, this Austria province
now has excellent service.
Dohau Film shooting ''Bellboy,
of Palace Hotel” with Thomas
Engel directing. It stars Erika
Remberg and Rudolf Prack.
Chorus group under Gerhard
prack (Vienna Singing Boys) leav¬
ing for U.S. and Canadian toiir.
Will appear in N, Y.. Town Hall
Christmas^: Eve.
Samuel Barber’s opera,! “Van¬
essa,” .WilLjiaVe its European pre¬
miere in August next year in the
Salzburg Festival House,. Dimitri
Mitropoulos will conduct.

London

Wednesday, December 25, 1957
Descending,” from- the Tennessee
Williams play.
' '
■.
Yves Montand and wife Simone
Signoret here for preem of his
latest pic, “La Grande Strada Azzurra,” Maleno Malenotti produc¬
tion in which French thesp co-stars
with Alida Valli.
.
Peggy Ashcroft and Mildred
DunnoCk will join Audrey Hepburn
and Peter Finch in “The Nun’s
Story,” under* direction of Fred
Zinnemann. Pic starts in Africa
Jan. 20! It is a WB release.
“Seven Hills of Rome/’ MetroTitanus production, is running up
heavy totals in its key-city debut.
Looks headed for a $150,000 gross
in the keys. Metro releases the
Mario Lanza starrer in the U.S.

Hollywood

Hill & Range taking over the
Fred W. Kline to Europe on
(Covent Garden 0135/6/7)
penthouse floor of the Brill Build¬
business.
Jules Stein, MCA topper, in with
ing.
Elizabeth
Taylor recuping from
Mrs, Stein.
Coca-Cola which left D’Arcy
an. appendectomy,
Michael Sloan in from N.Y. to set
after 31 years for McCann-ErickColeen Gray elected prexy Of the
up
a
London
production
of
"Top
son is the most-rumored-to-inove
local WAIF chapter.
Banana/*
big ad account at year’s end.
Miiko Taka will ride the Union
Visitors to London last, week in¬
No biopic on Leo Lindy but his
Oil
float in the Rose Parade.
cluded Don Sharpe from N.Y, and.
widow, Clara, and Alberts Abend,
Henry Wilcoxon and Joan Wood¬
Francis Wi ikus of UA's Paris of¬
their nephew, may okay a biogra¬
bury observed their 19th wedding
fice.
phy of the late famed restaurateur.
-anni.
. Peter Saunders, bought London
Legit-screenplayer Julann CafBarry Fitzgerald hospitalized in
and American rights to Sylvia Rayfrey to the Coast for a vidpix
Santa Barbara; preliminary diag¬
mon’s
new
play,
“Justice
in
series which will keep her an¬
nosis is a stroke.
Heaven:”
chored there for several months.
Nat Cohen, head of Anglo Amal¬
Frederick S. Gronich, rep in
RCA’s Frank M. Folsom to the
gamated Film Distributors, in from
Germany of Motion Picture Export
Coast for the Jan. 5 christening
London for talks on product;
Assn:, Christmassing in London
of. the new Hernando (Beverly
Aft director Gabriel Scognamillo
with his wife and family.
Hills Hotel) Courtrights’ son of
will work on prelim design of an
Saiidu Scott, who recently filled
which he is godfather.
amusement park in Caracas, Vene¬
several
cabaret,
tv
and
film,
dates
Non-subscription “Aida” With
zuela.
here, returned to N.Y, to spend
Leonard Warren and Zinka MilaSinging Kossol Sisters, inked for
“Voices Of Christmas,” caroling
Christmas with her family.
nov at Met Opera-will open up
return booking at Ankara Jan. 6.
group founded 11 yeajs ago by
..
Laslo
Benedek
here
to
direct,
the
lots of tickets for opera lovers
Copa
has
Dick
Haymes
coming
Sonny
Burke, making the Xmas
new Rank picture, “Anna,” which in for his first nitery stint locally,
otherwise frustrated by. paucity in
rounds again.
Sydney Box is producing at Pinetickets.
j
week of Jan. 20;
Phil
Benjamin,
Who exited the
wood
with
LeslieCaron
in
the
lead.
Renata Cellini of New Orleans
Gaynor, New Nixon’s sing¬ Universal talent department a few
. Maggie Smith, currently appear¬ ingSteve
Opera will audition for singers
By A. P. Scully
emsee, moved his family here weeks ago after 22 years as assist¬
ing
in
“Share
My
.Lettuce,”
who
Jan. 20-25 at Carnegie Recital
(Tel. FAirviem 4-1828)
New Jersey.
ant casting director, opened his
is one of 11 artists put uhder joint from
Hall. Applicants must be under 28.
Tamers had to cancel out of own talent agency.
~
Alan Liadd now has no hardware Ealing-Metro contract, makes her
Winners get AGMA 'minimum partner.
Twin
Coaches
on
account
of
ill¬
v
film
debut
in
Michael
Balcom’s
contract via Ford Foundation
ness;
Lane
Brothers
went
in.
Kirk Douglas and menage In “Nowhere to . Go.”
grant.
John Montague in town ahead of
Sir Arthur Jarratt hosted a fare¬ “Waltz
Nicholas .Kedreff, son of* the after year abroad.
of Toreadors” and Gertrude
early century vocalist who gave
Harry James and Betty Grable. well dinner to departmental chiefs Bromberg beating drums for “No
By Les Rees
at British Lion on .leaving his post
his uame to the concert group, tried, the Ocotillo Lodge. ®
for Sergeants.”
(2123 Fremont Ave. so.; FR 7-2609)
has reactivated a Kedreff Vocal
Harry Giese, CBS weather proph¬ as managing director to become Time
Phil Richards continues with
’‘Miss Po Po,” exotic dancer Vir¬
Quartet, in the Russian choral et, Came for some sun. Rains joined honorary prexy of the Kineniato- George
Arnold
ice
show
at
El
Cor¬
ginia Blair, into Augie’s club.
tradition. Expects to tour in 1959 him.
graph Renters Society.
Songstress Jana Mason into
George Elrick, a member of the tez Hotel in Vegas and goes to
via Cosmetto office.
Joan Davis will try comeback, as
Jo. Ranson’s daughter, Mrs. Scott first gal to fly to the moon, on film Variety Club crew who will be in Statler in L. A. with him In Feb¬ Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Violinist Yehudi Menuhin ap¬
(Justine) Schachter (her. husband of course.
America from Jan. 21 until April ruary.;
peared with Minneapolis Symis audio engineer-on the. Steve A1-.
Banks were selling five-rpound ,15, is to undertake liaison work in
t phony.
len TVer) still in Mid-Island Hos¬ box of money, troy weight, for $25 connection with . the . upcoming In¬
“You Can’t Take It With You”
pital, Bethpage, L.I., following an plus a buck. for packing
ternational Convention; in London.
[ underlined by Edyth Bush Little
auto crack up when a Car rammed
Bobby Sargeant was held over
Theatre.
when . Lucille. Norman followed
into her on the Belt Parkway.
Continued from page 49
Legit Lyceum Theatre holding
NBC’s Manie Sacks back into Eartha Kitt in Starlite Room.
New York, a year ago. He was. not week of Feb. 24 open for "Long
Jack Dempsey still clowning
Albert Einstein Memorial Hospital,
By Lary Solloway .
known
known to have any near relatives, Journey Into Night.”
Philadelphia, to recuperate^ from around for photogs. to help his
Mimi Benzell and minstrel Ric¬
the aftermath of . the pneumonia quarter , interest in Howard Manor. (1755 - Calais. 'Dr.;- Union 5-5389) and oonly the ranch manager, the
T. C.' Jones and Co., current at forem;
foreman, members of the latter’s hard Dyer Bennett on St. Paul
“10 Commandments” opposish is
attack which had beaded him.
family and a few others attended Women’s Institute program.
Medicos thought he should have “Minsky’s Follies.” at the Chi Chi; the Coconut Grove Playhouse. :
Bob. Cummings will open the funera
Localite Dorothy Lewis and
convalesced longer in Florida than the Cecil B. DeMille classic seem¬
funeral services last Saturday (21)
season for Palm Beach Playhouse m
ingly feels it plenty.
he did.
in jncj
Indio, a small and inaccessable troupe of four skaters touring de¬
on . Feb. 3, in Ronald' Alexander’s town
Grand ballroom of New York’s
town about 140 miles from Los partment store circuit with ice
“Holiday
For
Lovers.”
Aneeh
show'.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel went nearly
DuPont . Tarleton’s outsidp alu- Angeles.
mi¬
Minnesota U. Theatre’s current
S.R.O. last week as the Salvation
The
nimum finish—a special job^-held
J: playwright had recently been
Army Assn, at a luncheon-meeting
working on the dramatization of a season to include three Strindberg
up
with
official
.
opening
how
plays, “The Thujiderstor.m,
presented its annual citation .to
By Gene Moskowitz
courtroom
novel,
“The
Anatomy
of
“Charles XH” and “Dance of
Cecil B. DeMille for his adherence (28 Rue Huchette; Odeori 4944) skedded for February.
. Si Bartlett at. the Americana be- Murder,” by Robert Traver (said Death.”
to religious and ethical values,
William Holden was in for gala
pseudonym of a Michigan
t0 be the
'
Northwest Variety club's locally
particularly as manifest in “Ten preem benefit of “Bridge Over the fore heading to Everglades City to
Supreme Court judge). He sent an produced “Front Page,” with news¬
and visit with director Nick Ray, Supra
Commandments.”
Kwai” (Col),
outline of the adaptation early last paper people in leading roles,
shooting “Across The Everglades” o'utlim
American Ballet Theatre is in River
Olivia
De
Havilland
back
from
wdfek
wdtek ito Edward Specter, who was netted more than $6,000 for char¬
quest of male dancers of solo qual¬ a U.S. film stint in “The Proud there.
Perry Como bought a place in planni
planning a Broadway production ity fund.
ification! Lucia Chase will view Rebel,”
to see her family.
exclusive Jupiter Island near Palm under the aegis of Theatre 200.
applicants at company’s school;
Roxanne,. erstwhile of television
Eddie Constantine, after scoring Beach, where his* family will stay Screen
Screen rights to the story are held and now Mrs. Tom Toddy of Min¬
315 W. 57, on Dec; 20 at 2:30 p m. in lighthearted gangster pix, in¬
by Ray
pai Stark, a tv packager.
neapolis, member of panel that'll
Dancers are wanted for Jerome tends to go in for more serious pix. for the winter while he commutes by
between shows.
Van
Robbi ’ “Fancy Free” and “In¬
Van Druten, who Was born in select from contestants “Miss Out¬
actor Charles Fawcett in
Jazz combos making it big in the tLondon
nnfln in 1901, was interested in doors” for the local annual North¬
terplay” in particular. Company forYank
some supporting roles in smaller spots, with Buddy Rich at fh.
tours Europe this spring..
the
stage from early childhood, but west Boat; Sports and Travel Show
French
pix.
Ditto
American
starlet
the Dream Lounge and Gene
Former musicomedy star Ger¬
at Auditorium April 4-13..
Portello.
Krupa at the Golden Gate. Louis studied law and was a practising
trude Vanderbilt now in the per¬ Helen
attorney, also lecturing on English
Rex Harrison and Kay Kendall Prima and Keely Smith toppers at fttorb
sonal management fields with a through to a Swiss Vacation before
law
and
legal
history.
Meanwhile;
}aw ai
limited number of new people. coming back to do a pic here for the Eden Roc.
he was writing plays and, with the
Among them is Mitchell May 3d, Metro, “The Reluctant Debutante.”
success of “Young Woodley,” first
Juilliard School of Music graduate,
By Jerry Gaghan
Owen McLean, casting director
on Broadway in 1925 and then in
who has sung in summer stock. for George. Stevens’ - forthcoming
Joe Carlin, of the boxoffIce fam¬
| London in 1927, he gave up the law
N.Y. Supreme Court Justice May “The Diary of Anne Frank,”
ily,
named
By Joaqnina C. Vidal-Gomis
and devoted full time to the ger Theatre.manager of the Erlinis his grandfather and May Jr., his through on a Continental search
(Anglt, 43—'Tel. 30-89-20)
theatre.
father, is a' show biz insurance for an unknown,
Nanette Schaeffer, principal cell¬
Rene Clair, French film director
He was a prolific but not facile ist with Germantown Symphony,
specialist.
Jean-Louis Barrault - Madeleine arrived, still by train, like 50 years writer,
and for the next 30 years off .to Canada to join the Ottaw’a
The Louis Schonceits (Renee RenaUd Co. hit Japan for the first ago.
was
usually
represented
by
at
least
Carroll), owners of the Mackey time next October, They have been
Philharmonic!
Lili^ Murati in' legit “I’m Not
ticket agency, think so highly of invited by a leading Jap newspaper, Jealous” at the Barcelona theatre: one production a . season in New
Violinist Isaac Stern signed to
“The Music Man” that they have Yomiuri-Shinbuin.
Support includes Paco Munoz and York or London. His notable plays, appear as soloist With Philadelphia
created their own Shubert Alley
some of which were major hits, in¬ Orchestra on the “American” days
Lido nitery and the Folies-Ber- PCdro Porcel.!
version of a legit Oscar—the bill¬ gere are both now preparing spe¬
Showing at the Windsor is “Cafe cluded “After All,” "There’s, Al¬ at Brussels World’s Fair, next July.
ing is “Meredith Willson’s "The cial roadshows for the U.S. ;The del Liceo,” local story by legit au¬ ways Juliet,” “The Distaff Side,”
Dempster McIntosh, former head
Music Man.’ ” No author ever got Lido for Las Vegas and the Folies thor Jaime de Arminan,. who also “Flowers of the Fosest,” “Old of Philco International Corp., ap-:
their kudos. “We even had to break for a possible N. Y. date, and later wrote “Eve Without Apple.” :
Acquaintance,” “The D a mas k pointed by President Eisenhower
an T.” says Miss Carroll, “to create touring.
:"
Podreca Marionettes at the Cheek,” “The Voice of the Turtle,” to direct the $300,000,000 loan fund
the apostrophe.”
Irwi
Shaw’s novel,
“Lucy Romea theatre for a week, sold out “IRemember Mama” (adapted from in the International Co-operation
Crown,” adapted into play form by first -flight and is a hit. Vittorio the Lathryn Forbes novel, “Mama’s Administration.
Comedy team of Al Fisher and
Jean-Pierre Aumont, will star Mad¬ Podreca’s group was last in Bar¬ Bank Account”), "The Druid Cir¬
Lou Marks forced to postpone
eleine Robinson, when it is pro^ celona about 30 years ago.
cle/’ ‘Bell,; Book and Cafidle” and opening at Sciolla’s (16). puo held
duced
late
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season,
not
Martine
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Rigat
nitery
Angelo
and
Liana
“I
Am
a
Camera”
(a
dramatization
By Forrest Duke
up in! New York with work, on
Carol as previously announced.
Picinelli, illusionists.
Marimba
(DUdley 2-6100/
Juliette Grecb and Mel Ferrer King; Pedro Calonge and Moro of Chirstopher Isherwood’s “Berlin forthcoming picture, “Have Gui¬
Gene Austin back in town, giving to co-star for two 20th-Fox.pix to Landis.: Revue, with 10 showgirls, Stories”). The latter won the N.Y. tar; WiU Travel/’
Drama Critics-Circle award as the
pals copies of his new disk album. be produced by Darryl Zanuck. is making with the variety.
A1 Jahns, Thunderbird orch One is “First Love,” based on a
At the Comedia Theatre is Rob¬ best play of the 1951-52 season.
leader, and his Wife Harriet. serK play by Marcel Pagnol; and “Roots ert Anderson’s “Tea and Sympa¬
Most of Van Druten’s plays were
ously injured in auto stnashup, are of Heaven,” based on a novel by thy” in Spanish Version by V. Fer¬ light comedies, frequently with , a
in Southern Nevada Memorial Romain Gary.
Andy Griffith stopped off last
nandez Asis. Leads are Pastora serious undertone, but a outright
hosp:
Pena and Carlos Lemos; Plot of serious work, an untitled symbolic week to plug newest film, “Onion
Head/’
Mr. and Mrs. George Ludwigsen
the play has given place to con¬ fantasy completed last spring, was
in town from New Jersey visiting
Morry. Roth, former pressagent
of such an experimental nature that
troversy here, too.
daughter Debra Hayes, now star¬
At the. Calderon Jose Munoz rthe author had doubts of its com¬ in Herb Kraus stable, opening his
ring with “Her Madmen*' in the
_ By Guy Livingston
Roman’s repertory of musical mercial possibilities and considered own flackery this month.
Dunes lounge.
Leo Zabelin back in town after
(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386) shows With star Licia Calderon offering it for off-Broadway pro¬
Damita Jo, doing a single in the
advancing “Around World in 80
Stewart Rose at Bllnstrub’s for currently has “The Diabolicals” a duction. It has not been produced, Days” in western locations.
Herkie Styles show at Sans Souci,
hew parody of the French shocker, however.
week*
returns to hubby Steve Gibson and
Ward Bond and Robert Horton,
film, “Diabplique.” Music by maeVan Druten wrote several books, “Wagon Train” principals, due here
his Redcaps as featured chirper , Bill Kenny opens at Bllnstrub’s stros Rosillo and Mroaleda.
including “The Way to the Pres¬ next week to rep sponsor Edsel at
when that group opens at Deauville Monday (30).
Maurice Harris, Universal •flack,
ent,” an autobiography; "Play¬ Auto Show.
Club in Miami Beach.
wright at Work,” an explanation of
Lee Mortimer of the NY Mirror transferred to Cleveland.
Dan Sorkin now doing his all“Bridge ton River Kwai” gets
doing the Strip With tax commis¬
his creative theories and habits; night WCFL dee jay chore from
By Robert F. Hawkins
sioners Robbins Cahill and Bill; benefit New England preem at the
“The Vicarious Years,” a novel, and Music City,, new arouhdrclock rec¬
Rossano Brazzi expected; back “The Widening... Circle,” outlining ord shop next to Chicago Theatre.
Gallagher, and Sheriff . Lt. Bill j Gary Thursday (26).
Mervyn LeRby camera -crew shot here, for the holidays, arriving in his philosophy and spiritual de¬ . Carol Richards: here for a week,
O’Reilly. Mortimer’s not here on
“confidential” biz — just passing! Boston Xmas shopping scenes for Naples by boat after finishing his velopment. The author also wrote subbing for Jeril Deane on ABN’s
“South Pacific” stint in the U. S.
through on his way to a Honolulu “Home Before Dark.”
a number of television and film “Breakfast Club”. While latter vaca¬
Helen-Gallagher at the Bradford
vacation.
“His Name Was Bolivar” Is final
tions'at her California home.-Doree
Carousel room where regular acts title, for Dino DeLaurentiisl pre¬ scripfs, including a screen original Crews subs next week.
have been resumed after a long viously announced “Simon Boli¬ for Hecht-Lancaster, for which he
Sun-Times gossiper Irv Kupcinet
\yent
to
court
a
year
ago
to
collect
calypso format.
var,” rolling in South America next payment.
touring the Pacific with Bob Hope
Joe Schneider, Steuben’s owner, year. ...
By Emil V. Maass
{ off for Cuba. On his return; brother Trving Rapper off to Sicily to
After the death in 1941 of Auriol troupe. Column is suspended dur¬
(Grosse Schiffgassie 1.4;
] Max takes off for Hollywood and study locations for proposed Cine- Lee, who had staged most of his ing bis absence, and he’s spelled on
his WBBM-TV nighttimer by Mai
Tel. 356156)
I visit with Jerry Lewis,
miracle opus for Warners’, “The plays up to that time, Van Druten Bellairs.
Opening day for next Salzburg5 Marblehead’s • Harry Wilkinson, Miracle,” Pic would roll in Italy became his own director. He also
George Lea, who authored
subsequently staged other shows, “Somewhere There’s Music,” jazz
festivals will be July 26.
ex-film columnist, cataloging his next spring.
Andre Mertens windmg up pre-; collection of 35,000 pre-Pearl Har¬
Anna: Magnani plans three piix notably the Rodgers-Hammerstem novel recently released by Lipp'nparatioris for “Vienna on Parade”' bor. stills, for arrival .of. “Home during, next year:, two Yank, pro¬ musical, “The King and .1” In 1951. cott, now managing Hyde Pa k
tour.
.
! Before Dark” camera crews and ductions and one Italian. One of he was elected to the National In¬ Theatre vice Rose Purn who quit
A Film Seminary added to the • Ray Milland.
Statesiders would be “Orpheus stitute of Arts & Letters.
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OF THE MOST ENTERTAININGLY DIFFERENT
ACTS OF THIS YEAR; NEXT YEAR OR ANY YEAR!

NATIONAL WOMEN’S FIELD
ARCHERY CHAMPION. ..
AND HOLDER OF 10
NATIONAL
/
CHAMPIONSHIPS... //

ANN
* MARSTON

HOLLYWOOD'S
WONDER DOG:
STARRED WITH VAN JOHNSON

Cover Girl of “Life” and“Sports Illustrated”
America’s No. 1 Sports Queen
//
SHE ASTOUNDS AUDIENCES IN

IN UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL'S
"KELLY AND ME"

The Fabulous

THEATRES, CLUBS
AND TELEVISION I

"ANN IS REALLY GREAT"
—Ed Sullivan

/

* KELLY

Z

"ANN MARSTON STEALS
SHOW" — Phil Dietrich

“He Does
Everything But Talk”
A Natural
lor Any Show/

"KELLY IS JUST WONDERFUL"
—Philip K. Scheur, Los Angeles times

"TO THE SHORT LIST OF HOLLYWOOD'S
CANINE STARS ADD A NEW NAME,
'KELLY'."
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